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MATERIAL FOR A PLACE-NAME SURVEY OF EAST STIRLINGSHIRE 
compiled by John Reid 

 
Preface 

by Simon Taylor 
 
It is with great pleasure that the Scottish Place-Name Society presents on its website this unparalleled collection of east 
Stirlingshire material painstakingly brought together over several decades by John Reid. It contains all the data 
necessary for a full place-name survey and analysis of an area which is central both historically and geographically to 
Lowland Scotland: spatial details, early forms, dates and sources, many of them unpublished, along with the full 
context in which these forms occur, giving invaluable information about land-holding, land-use and land-value over 
time for approximately 1,300 named places. It is thus not only a superb resource for the toponymist and historical 
linguist, it is also an unrivalled quarry for the local historian and genealogist, with the Sources and Bibliography 
representing what is assuredly the most comprehensive ever for the study area. Presented here as a downloadable and 
fully searchable pdf, this is the ‘raw data’ behind John Reid’s recent book The Place-Names of Falkirk and East 
Stirlingshire (2009; full details at the end of the Introduction, below). While this data contains minimum discussion, 
for some names the author does give probable or possible parallels from other parts of Scotland, referencing any 
discussions of the analogous names; for others he usefully cites relevant material from DSL dsl.ac.uk, the online 
version of the two Scots Language Dictionaries DOST and SND.  
 Given the massive amount of material contained in this document, which was collected over many years and 
runs to over a thousand A-4 pages, typographical and transcription errors are bound to have crept in. Please inform me 
if you spot any such errors, and these will be rectified. There will also, needless to say, be small inconsistencies of 
presentation, but, unless they actually mislead or impede understanding, no attempt will be made at this stage to iron 
them out. 
 With this data now widely available, in conjunction with the analysis and discussion of many of these names 
in Reid 2009, it is a relatively small step to producing a full place-name survey of these nine parishes. In this way Reid 
has paved the way for a county-wide survey of the place-names of Stirlingshire (within its pre-1975 boundaries) (STL). 
Stirlingshire consisted of 22 parishes in total when it was dissolved in 1975, and it is these that would provide the 
frame-work of any such survey. All the Stirlingshire parishes are listed below in alphabetical order, with their standard 
three-letter abbreviations,1 as well as some brief notes. In addition to Reid’s nine parishes (given in bold in the list) 
another three have been subjected to expert toponymic analysis, in two University of Glasgow PhD theses:  
 
1) McNiven, Peter E., 2011, ‘Gaelic Place-names and the Social History of Gaelic Speakers in Medieval Menteith’, 
unpublished PhD thesis, University of Glasgow available online http://theses.gla.ac.uk/2685/ 
 
This includes the parish of Kippen KPN, formerly partly in STL, partly in Perthshire (Menteith) (PER), but after 1891 
entirely in STL.  
 
2) Drummond, Peter, 2014, ‘An analysis of toponyms and toponymic patterns in eight parishes of the upper Kelvin 
basin’, unpublished PhD thesis, University of Glasgow [Baldernock STL, Cadder LAN, Campsie STL, Cumbernauld 
DNB, Kilsyth STL,2 Kirkintilloch DNB, New Monklands LAN, Old Monklands LAN] available online 
http://theses.gla.ac.uk/5270/ 
 
The initials of these three toponymists have been added [in square brackets] after the relevant parishes in the list below. 
This leaves only 10 parishes, just under half of the total, in need of expert toponymic attention, and these are given in 
italics in the list. 
 

Airth AIH [JR] 

Baldernock BDK [PD] 

Balfron BFN 

Buchanan BUC formerly Inchcailleach 

Campsie CPS including Antermony AMX [PD] 

                                                           
1 Those 3-letter parish-abbreviations which contain X indicate that the parish in question had ceased to exist several 
centuries before the final dissolution of the civil parishes in 1975. 
2 Also contained in John Reid’s data. 
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Denny DNY [JR] 

Dunipace DPC [JR] 

Drymen DRY 

Falkirk FAL [JR] 

Fintry FTY 

Gargunnock GGK 

Grangemouth GRM including Bothkennar BKX [JR] 

Killearn KLN 

Kippen KPN [PMcN] 

Kilsyth KSY [JR and PD] 

Logie LOI including part of Cambuskenneth CKX 

Larbert LRB [JR] 

Muiravonside MAS [JR] 

St Ninians SNI 

Slamannan SLM [JR] 

Stirling STG including part of Cambuskenneth CKX 

Strathblane SBL 

 
Not only has John Reid’s work laid solid foundations for all future work on Stirlingshire, his willingness to make his 
rich data available in this way is generous and inspirational. I would like to express sincere thanks to him on behalf of 
the membership of the Scottish Place-Name Society, as well as of all those working on any aspect of the origin and 
development of place-names in Scotland and beyond. 

Simon Taylor 
simon.taylor@glasgow.ac.uk 
Scottish Place-Name Society 

April 2010 
 

 [updated Nov. 2019] 
 

 
Introduction 

 
These notes and data have been compiled over a period of about thirty years. When they were begun there was no 
intention to publish them; indeed there was no intention of any kind. Their origin, like so many things, was due to 
curiosity and the collection in the early years was as structured as my untutored approach to stamp collecting when a 
boy. Lacking a formal discipline meant that notes were written in various jotters, notebooks, scraps of paper and 
diaries. Eventually, they were entered into an increasing number of loose-leaf folders in handwritten form, the earliest 
being laid out with a page to a parish, then several pages to a parish before the realisation came that this was a monster; 
one that needed greater control. Visually, at least, the acquisition of a typewriter (and many bottles of correction fluid) 
brought a new order; one that was to be advanced with the arrival of the computer age.  
Assembling this material in some sort of order was only one problem I had to face in pursuit of the genie I had let out 
of the bottle. Living in Falkirk meant there was no easy access to sources; to do most of my research involved countless 
trips to Edinburgh or Glasgow. But it wasn’t just the logistics that provided obstacles: as can be imagined, not having 
studied Latin was a huge stumbling block which had to be overcome. This was done, for the most part, with a 
dictionary, much perseverance and the kindly forbearance of the Classics Master of the school in which I taught. I 
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believe that a level of aptitude was obtained that allowed me to get the gist of charters and sasines provided the 
scrivener had stuck to the script. Frequent departures from it often led me into murky waters fraught with perils that 
must surely lead to my severe embarrassment; but, happily for me, this could only happen if I were able to recognise 
the end result. Which brings me to the point of this tak tent: it is to forewarn all who use these notes. As far as possible 
I have attempted to signal documents translated from Latin by me with the use of [L] preceding the passage. In many 
instances this will appear superfluous but the use of ‘replace all’ is the most likely culprit on these occasions. It must be 
pointed out that, in the process of simultaneously translating and transcribing it was Scottish equivalents that came to 
mind and so, for example, ‘All and Haill’ rather than ‘All and Whole’ will be found along with other vernacular words 
and terms in the translations. Another problem, albeit a lesser one, was reading secretary script. A few years prior to 
retirement, I attended the extra-mural class on ‘Reading Scottish Handwriting’ at Register House in Edinburgh and then 
reinforced this by repeating the exercise immediately following retirement. I believe I had two advantages in this area. 
Firstly, my aptitude in visual art allowed me to view the letter forms as design elements. The other was that for many 
years I have been using typescripts of the six volumes of the records of the baron court of Falkirk and Callendar as a 
source for both local history and place-name studies and this frequent exposure to seventeenth century Scots meant that 
I had less difficulty transcribing the language of the texts we dealt with than did many of my classmates (particularly 
the two ladies from Morningside). For these reasons I feel more confident in presenting that particular strand of 
material. 
The leading line for each place-name has the head-name in upper case letters, which is followed by,  

1. Where appropriate, a hash symbol (#) to indicate that the name, as far as can be ascertained, is now 
obsolete.  

2. The abbreviation for the relevant Civil Parish. These are: 

AIH Airth 

BKX Bothkennar [since the 18th century part of GRM] 

DNY Denny 

DPC Dunipace 

FAK Falkirk 

GRM Grangemouth 

KSY Kilsyth 

LRB Larbert 

MAS Muiravonside 

SLM Slamannan 

3. A four-figure National Grid Reference (NGR). When applied to rivers and streams this is at the 
mouth, the confluence with a larger water course, or the place where the name changes. 

4. The form used for accuracy of locations is a simplified version of that used by Simon Taylor in The 
Place-Names of Fife [PNF]: a numeric value within square brackets following the NGR is used to 
indicate the degree of accuracy: [1] for absolute accuracy, [2] assumed on the basis of contextual 
evidence, [3] places it within any adjacent kilometre square while [4] shows that it is or was within 
the given parish. 

5. Where ascertained, a six-figure NGR 

Early forms of each head-name are given in bold in the relevant entries. 
An extended bibliography is included for the reason that not all of the sources found in the notes are quoted in the book 
(Reid 2009). In the instance of General Roy’s Military Survey the date has been rounded off to 1755 which I believe 
should give ±2 years accuracy and, similarly, Pont’s map of Stirlingshire is simplified to 1590. 
All of the place-names are touched upon at one level or another in my book The Place-Names of Falkirk and East 
Stirlingshire, published in December 2009 by the Falkirk Local History Society (ISBN 9780956048011 Price £11.99 + 
£3.01 pp). 
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John Reid, April 2010 
c/o Falkirk Local History Society, 11 Neilson Street, Falkirk FK1 5AQ 
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AIRTH PARISH 
 
ABBEYTOWN BRIDGE  AIH NS8986 [1]   NS896865 
 
1628 RS58/4 f. 120  Abbottoun Brig 
1723 Macfarlane f.412  Another [bridge] a little south west from Airth called the Abbeytown bridge of two arches 

upon the road between Airth and Falkirk 
1865 OSNB  Abbeytown Bridge A small stone bridge of one arch over the Pow Burn, it is so called 

from an abbey having once stood in its vicinity, but so completely has the work of 
destruction been done at the Reformation that even its site cannot now be pointed out. This 
bridge was erected about twenty years ago upon the spot where an old one stood, no 
vestige of which now remains. The old name is however still retained but applied to the 
bridge now existing. 

 
Stirlingshire No 460 records the panel on the existing bridge as:  
 

FOUNDED UPON/WOOD AND/REBUILT BY THE/SHIRE 1726 
 
In the 12c David I as part of his grant to the monastery of Holyrood, gave the Kirk of Airth and twenty six acres of land 
to that foundation. The abbey's land-holding was evidently subsequently added to and the bridge name would suggest 
the existence of a township in the area. 
ABBOTSHAUGH  AIH NS8987 [3] 
 
1601 Retour  27  an oxgang of the lands of Airth called Abbishauch, in barony of Kerss and regality of 

Brochtoun 
1617 RS58/1 f.3   [L] (in margin “Lord Elphingstoun saising of the lands of Arthe place thairoff and wthers) 

cum illa bovata terrarum vulgo Abbottishall nuncupat infra baroniam de Kars infra 
regalitatem de Broughtoun et vicecomitatem de Striuling  

1617 RS58/1 f.9v  and with the said oxgang of land commonly called Abbottishauch 
1622 RS58/2 f.340v  [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] --- all 

and haill the feulands of Airth Abbotshauche 
1662 RS59/1 f.123  toto et integro duo bovato lie oxingait terrarum de Airth vocat Abbotshauch cum 

pertinentibus --- infra regalitatem de Falkirk et vicecomitatum de Sterling 
1787 AOS 1126  John Ogilvie of Pocknave – in part of Airth called Abbotshaugh  
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AIRTH [general and ambiguous notes] AIH NS8987 [1] 
 
1128x1147 GD45/13/218   Charter by David I that instructs the bishop of St Andrews, the sheriff and all his 

responsible men of the shire of Stirling that the abbot of Holyrood shall have all the 
customs in Airth [Stirlingshire], namely in waters and other places, and all customary dues 
belonging to the church of that toun.  1128-August 1147 [Published by the Bannatyne 
Club, 1840. No. 5 G.W.S. Barrow (ed.), The Charters of David i 1999. No 115] 

1128x1147 Holyrood 1 Carta Magna Regis David:- Ecclesiam de Hereth with the lands that pertain to the church 
… with a saltpan in Hereth and 26 acres of land 

c 1214 Cambus   Harth 
1247 Holyrood  App.No. 8   church of Herth 
1251 Holyrood 76  Ecclesiam de Herth 
1253? St A. Lib p.29 Herth   lxv merks 
a.1270 Lennox I pp.210-211 Malcolm, son of Alwin, Earl of Lennox, was witness to a confirmation by his father of the 

lands of Cochinach, and others, to the Church of Kilpatrick. He was witness to a charter 
which Maldouen, Earl of Lennox, his brother, granted to ---- Malcolm, it would appear, 
had a daughter married to Finlay of Campsay, son of Robert of Reidheuch. Of this 
marriage there were three daughters, formerly mentioned: (1) Mary, (2) Elena, who 
married Bernard Erth of that Ilk, in the shire of Stirling [prior to 1270] 

1300 Bain ii 1190    Henry le Tonk had a black horse worth 20L and John le Tonk his socius a white, value 12 
marks; both were lost in the fight with the Scots at Erthe on 28th September. 

1306 Bain v 472  To Andrew Biset and Andrew de Erth, valets of William Biset, coming from Scotland to 
the king,  to replace 2 horses lost in coming in haste [William was constable of Stirling - 
ibid 472] 

1309 Newbattle    Heryeeth 
1366 Hamilton 1 p.2 08 [Precept of Sasine by William, Earl of Douglas, etc., in favour of Fergus of Airth. 25 July 

1366]. Willelmus Comes de Douglas dominus vallis de Ledel, Willelmo Mautalent 
[Maitland?] balliuo nostre Regalitatis de Lawedre, salutem; Nos veredice intelleximus 
quod quondam dominus Hugo de Erthe, miles, pater Fergusii de Erthe obiit vestitus et 
saisitus vt de feodo de terris de Wormotistoun cum pertinenciis que de nobis tenentur in 
capite infra balliam vestram, et quod dictus Fergusius est legitimus et propinquior heres 
eiusdem quondam domini Hugonis patris sui de eiisdem terris cum pertinenciis Vobis 
precipimus et mandamus quatinus dicto Fergusio vel actornatis suis saysinam hereditariam 
de omnibus terris predictis exhiberi faciatis, saluo iure cuilibet, visis presentibus indilat 
[Fergus seems to have immediately sold these on to Alan of Lawder and Alice his wife for 
there is a further grant immediately following on by William, earl of Douglas in Alan’s 
favour of the same lands “quamquidem terrain Fergusius de Erth” and dated 28 July 1366] 

1370 RMS i 336  Fergus of Erthe 
1391 RMS i 805  Confirmation to Holyrood of the church of Herethe with the land which pertains to the 

church, and all the land which I [Robert II] gave in augmentation which my ministers and 
good men  measured and perambulated with Abbot Alwyn, with a saltpan in Herethe and 
26 acres of land, desiring that the canons have freedom to construct a mill in that land, and 
having in Herethe all those customs, rights and easements, namely in waters and fishings, 
in meadows and in grazings and in all other necessary things which they hold in my 
lordship 

1618 RS58/1 f.63v  Adam Hammyltoun in Airth 
1618 RS58/1 f.18v  James Liddell in Airthe Baillie thereof --- Andrew Cowie notary public in Airthe 
1619 RS58/1 f.257v  personaly compeared George Liddell son of James Liddell in Airthe having in his hand a 

charter from Alexander Earl of Linlithgow – superior – and Elizabeth Burne his [George] 
future spous – the bigins and yards – lying in the town of Falkirk  

1619 RS58/1 f.300v  Andrew Cowie notary in Airthe, Andrew Heygene there 
1620 RS58/1 f.358v  John Cowie son of the notary public  
1620 RS58/2 f.38  [endorsed “pro Andrea Liddell in Airth] James Liddell junior and Andrew Liddell --- lands 

of Airthe pertaining in hereditary to lord Alexander Livingstoune in the parish of Airthe 
[Andrew and James appear to be brothers – James gets the following sasine ] 

1620 RMS viii 7   The king [etc] grants to John Baillie of Lethame, his heirs and assignees whomsoever, 
lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow of Airth ... 

1620 RS58/2 f.32  [endorsed “Sasine for Alexander Gudlait of lands of Airthe”] personally compeared upon 
the lands underwritten, Alexander Gudlait in Airthe having in his hand a charter of precept 
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of Sasine from Lord Alexander, Lord Livingstoune of a half of lands of Airthe on the 
north side of the Pow pertaining to the said Alexander Gudlait and Christine Adame his 
[v—ingi] --- Patrick Bruce in Airthe, Baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] Andrew 
Hegene in Airthe, Andrew Hoge [servant?] there, Michael Rae there and Robert Adame in 
Powsyd  

1620 RS58/2 f.33  [endorsed “Sasine for Andrew Cowyie of lands of Airthe”] personally compeared upon the 
lands underwritten, Andrew Cowyie, notary public in Airthe, having in his hand a charter 
of precept of sasine from Lord Alexander, Lord Livingstoune, hereditary proprietor of the 
north part of the lands of Airthe lying on the north side of the Pow thereof, the said 
Andrew Cowie and Jonete Bissat his spouse, --- in all and whole the foresaid lands of 
Airthe with houses [etc] lying in the parish of Airthe [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Patrick 
Dalrimple in Airthe, William Ronnald there and William Bissit there  

1621 RS58/2 f.76  John Keir [pt] in Airthe 
1621 RS58/2 f.96  [endorsed “the Lady Airthes saising of ane hous in Airthe 1621”] Patrick Bruce, Lady 

Jeane Fleimeing, Lady Airthe his mother having in her hand a charter of precept of sasine 
Alexander Bruce son and heir of the late captain James Bruce of Airthe, feuar of the 
tenement, house and yard underwritten – Lady Jeane Fleiming in life rent – the tenement, 
house and yard formerly occupied by the late Malcolm Bruce and then occupied by the late 
captain James Bruce and Katherine Hammiltoune his spouse, lying in the regality of 
Falkirk [Holyrood?] – at Newtoune of Bothkenner – James Callendere portioner of 
Newtoune, Andrew Simpsoune there, Thomas Flemeing there, Andrew Cowye notary 
public 

1622 RS58/2 f.328  George Wilsoune in Airthe, David Bryce there 
1624 RS58/3 f.73  Adam Hamiltoune in Airth 
1624 RS58/3 f.78  To all and sindrie to quhais knawlege thir presents sall cum Andrew Cowie, notary in 

Airthe and Jonet Bisset his spouse, greeting in God everlasting --- ane nobill and potent 
Lord Alexander  than Lord Elphingstoune [next sasine has “than Lord Livingstoune”] and 
now erle of Linlithgow Lord Livingstoune & Callender has be contract, chairter and saising 
following upoune, sauld and disponit to ws our aires & assignees quhomesover all & haill 
ane annualrent of tuentie ane bolls ane firlot victuall quhairof six bollis quheit six bollis 
bear and nyne bollis ane firlot ait meill zeirlie to be upliftit betuix the feast of zuill and 
candilmas furth of all and haill the said nobill lordis lands of Airthe be noirthe the Pow 
therof with houses [etc] --- the soume of ane thowsand sewen hundreth merkis guid and 
usual money of this realm 

1624 RS58/3 f.78v  To all and sindrie to quhom it effeiris ta quhas knawlege thir presentis sall cum Alexander 
Gudlet in Airthe and Cristiane Adame his spouse – identical to foregoing – but only 
“tuentie bollis victual” – quhairof four bollis tua peckis quheit fyve bollis tua firlotis bean 
and ten bollis ane firlot tua peckis ait meill zeirlie – [from the same  lands as f.78] 

1628 RMS viii 1236  The king [etc] grants to William Baillie, lawful son of the late William B. of Lamyngtoun, 
and Jonete Bruce his wife,- lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow of Airth, the 
tiend sheaves thereof, and an oxgang of land held of the lordship of Polmais-Cunynghame, 
and land held in propriety of the lordship of Polmais, lying therein, in the parish of Airth, 
which John Baillieof Lethame with the consent of Jonete Fouller his wife has resigned 

1628 RS58/4 f.30v  compeared William Baillie, son of William Baillieof Lamymgtoune and Jonet Bruce his 
spouse and David Williamsoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine directed 
to the Baillieof Stirling, Archibald Couye in Airth, sheriff-depute in that part --- heirs of 
his body lawfully procreated, whom failing, John Baillie Lethame [sic – of Lethame in 
subsequent section] --- lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow of Airth  --- and a 
piece of land known as Thomasland [witnesses to sasine] John Baillie of Lethame, John 
Hoge in Waterslap, John Davidson, miller of Lethame 

1636 CRS   Andrew Cowie, notar in Airth 
1644 CRS   Christian Guidlet, spouse to John Adam in Airth 
1676 Hamilton p.51  Thos. Hamilton, vintner in Airth, was charged with attending conventicles 30 Sep. 1673. 

He died the following month. By his Testament, confirmed 19 May 1676, he appointed his 
spouse, Margaret Garnor, to be his executrix and tutrix to John, his son and Margaret, his 
daughters. John was probably the John Hamilton in Airth who was prosecuted for 
attending the Conventicles 29 aug. 1672 (see Elphinstone.) 

1644 CRS   Robert Allan, in Airth 
1646 SC67/67/1 49  George Logan in Airth 
1651 SC67/67/1 107  Patrick Dick in Airth 
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1657 CRS   William Cowie in Airth 
1666 CRS   Alexander Bruce of Airth 
1666 CRS   John Caldwell, flesher in Airth 
1667 CRS   John Cowan in Airth 
1669 CRS   James Cowan in Airth 
1670 CRS   John Christie in Airth 
1671 CRS   James Bruce in Airth 
1676 CRS   Gilbert Broun in Airth 
1676 CRS   Charles Campbell in Airth 
1684 RS59/6 f.468  Andrew Hodge son to William Hodge somtyme in Airth now in Freland --- all and haill 

these houses yeards stables barnes byres with the libertie of the moss and muir of Airth --- 
bounded as folloues viz that house and yeard belonging to George Hendrie on the eist the 
comon way leadand from Carnock to Airth on the south and west pairts and the land 
belonging to Robert Hodge on the north parts all lyand in the toun of Airth barronie and 
parrochen thairof 

1686 CRS   Richard Anderson in Airth and Janet Galloway, his spouse 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.153  George Hodge, mealmaker in Airth 
1691 RPCS iii p.652  Mary Guidlet and Chrisitine Hodge, tenants in Airth, and the laird of Airth for his interest 
1693 GD22/3/720    Account of James Finlason [Finlayson], Clerk of Commissariot of Dumblain [Dunblane], 

as sheriff in that part of sheriffdom of Stirling, of rents of lands and barony of Airth and 
others.  14/3/1693   

1694 RS83/1 f.55v.1 the lands of Airth lyand upoun the south pairt of the Pow and Bridge of Airth. Registered 
on the 332nd and 333rd leaves of the said Register 

1699 Retour 345  Elizabeth Elphinstone of Airth spouse of William Dundas, merchant in Edinburgh heir of 
Charles Elphinstone of Airth her brother german,- in the lands and barony of Airth [etc.] 

1700 Retour 348   John Forrester, apothecary in Dundie, heir of George F, one of the four sons of George 
Forrester, brewer in Airth, in a portion of 9 half oxgangs of land of the halls of Airth. 

1701 RS83/2/511  James [Nisbet] chamberlain of Airth of all and haill Alexander Forrester's just and equal 
half of the lands of Airth be south the poues and bridges thereof muir RS59/10 f.425 – 
f.426 

1704 RS59/11 f.434  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the houses and yairds underwritten  ane discreet 
man William Hendrie in Airth for himself and as actorney for Agnes Jaffray his spouse 
and James Hendrie their son having and holding in his hands a letter of alienation and 
disposition containing thairintill the precept of sasine herefter insert --- all and haill his 
dwelling house high and laigh, under and above, back and foir, presently possesst be the 
said William Hendry with the yaird at the back thereof extending to eleven falls and half 
fall of land lyand within the toun of Airth upon the east side of the common high way 
thereof  

1705 RS59/12 f.18  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the houses yaird and lands underwritten  ane 
discreet man William McCalpine in Airth and as actorney for Elizabeth Mackie his spouse 
and William McCalpine their lawful sone having and certain few ferme chairtor granted be 
Elizabeth Elphingston Lady Airth with consent of William Dundas her husband --- all and 
haill that house high and laigh back and foir in the burgh of Airth presently possessed be 
the said William McCalpine with the brewhouse and byer --- and sicklyke all and haill that 
house and yaird upone the old shorehead of Airth --- and sicklike ane piece of ground of 
the bank --- and sicklike ane piece of ground consisting of three riggs in the East Field and 
ane Litle But 

1710 RS59/12 f.501 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Henry only lawful son to the 
deceast William Henry merchant in Airth having in his hands an assignation [granted by 
his father] disponed to the said James and his heirs all and haill these roums or portions of 
land of the nine oxengate and half ane oxengate of the lands of Halls of Airth  

1712 RS59/12 f.565 James Henry as heir to William Henry his father of the just and equal half of the lands of 
Airth lying on the south side of the Bridge and Pow of Airth [witnesses to sasine] James 
Bow in Langdyke 

1715 GD37/327  Note of the amount demanded in respect of the horses and men furnished and kept by the 
tenants of Airth and Pouknave for the service of the King in obedience to an order by the 
Justices of the Peace, Sept. 1715 

1715 CRS   Patrick Ballenden, shipman in Airth 
1716 CRS   Robert Bowie in Airth and umquhile Agnes Gillespie 
1718 RH9/1.100  is a discharged account by John Connachie, “metster” [measurer] in Airth, to John Innes, 
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merchant in Edinburgh, for measuring a quantity of oats and carriage charges, etc. 
1720 CRS   Andrew Adam in Airth 
1723 SC67/67/4 11v  John Rae, merchant in Airth 
1724 SC67/67/4 56  John Hamilton, brewer in Airth 
1724 CRS   William Cowan, merchant in Airth 
1726 CRS   William Cowan, younger, merchant in Airth 
1727 CRS   Margaret Christie in Airth 
1741 CRS   John Anderson, merchant in Airth 
1742 CRS   Mr John Bruce, minister at Airth 
1746 Love II I p.85  James Murray, son of James Murray, merchant, Airth; in the rebel service from their 

crossing of the Forth. [presently] about Hillfoots 
1752 CRS   Henry Corbet, officer of Excise in Airth 
1752 CRS   James Cowan, merchant in Airth 
1754 CRS   Jean Alexander, relict of John Dick in Airth 
1757 CRS   James Brown indweller in Airth 
1759 CRS   Alexander Adam, shipmaster in Airth 
1760 CRS   William Anderson, shipmaster in Airth 
1788 CRS   John Baad, sailor in Airth 
1790 AOS 1820  in part of Airth on the south side of the Pow and Bridge of Airth – John Higgins of Newck  
1793 CRS   James Bachop, feuar in Airth  
2001 OS Explorer 349 Airth 
AIRTH PARISH 
 
  PARISHES of MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND, IAN COWAN, SCOT.REC.SOC. EDINBURGH 1967 
 
  Diocese: St Andrews; deanery: Linlithgow 
 
  [1128 Holyrood]     The church of Hereth was granted to Holyrood by David I and confirmed to the abbey by 

Robert, bishop of St Andrews, c1130 (Holyrood Liber, nos. 1-2). A vicarage settlement 
took place in 1275, the parsonage thereafter remaining with the abbey (ibid no. 75; MS 
Book of the Assumption  of Benefices, GRH, Edin., 104, 163-4; Airth Writs nos. 26, 49) 

1580 RMS v 85  parochia de Airth 
1776 GD65/223   Papers relating to the action between the minister of the parish of Airth and the heritors 

thereof: (1) Scheme of the proven rental of the parish of Airth. Dated 27 July 1771. (2) 
Rental of the parish of Airth and account of stipend presently paid to the minister of Airth. 
Dated 1771. (3) Copy of Rectified Locality of the stipend of the parish of Airth. Dated 17 
July 1776. 1771-1776  

1865 OSNB  The parish of Airth is in the presbytery of Stirling, synod of PER and Stirling. It is 
generally supposed that  the word Airth is derived from the Gaelic ard or ardhe, signifying 
a hill, and if this supposition be correct, it furnishes strong grounds for the opinion that the 
parish, which for the most part presents a complete level, owes its name to what is well 
known by the appellation of the Hill of Airth. It is bounded on the north by the Forth; on 
the east by the same river; on the south by the parishes of Bothkenner and Larbert; and on 
the west by the parish of St Ninians. With the exception of the Hill of Airth, and the rising 
grounds of Dunmore Park, the parish forms an entire plain. And, although there are no 
records for enabling us to fix the precise [origins], yet, from the strata of shells found at no 
great depth throughout the whole of the low ground, it may be reasonably inferred that 
those once formes the bed of the river, and that vessels were to be seen spreading their 
white sails to the wind, where the husbandman now pursues his peaceful occupation. As an 
historical incident of some importance, it may be mentioned that, in 1817, when cutting the 
line of road which leads from Airth to Stirling the workmen came upon the skeleton of a 
whale. The skeleton was found to the north of the mansion house of Dunmore Park, and 
upwards of a mile from the bank of the river. It was traced to the extent of 75 feet. Falkirk 
is the nearest market town, distant six miles. There are two villages, Airth and Dunmore. 
The length of the turnpike road in the parish is about 8 miles. 

    The situation of the parish church is centrical, being about 3 1/2 miles distant from the 
northern extremity of the parish, and nearly as much from the southern. It was first opened 
for public worship on the 20th February 1820, and consequently it is in excellent repair. It 
is built for the accomodation of 800 individuals. the sittings are all free, the tenants being 
accomodated by their respective landlords, and about 60 sittings set apart for the poor. The 
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manse was finished in 1815. The glebe, including the site of the manse and garden, is 
upwards of 10 acres in extent. The stipend is 18 chalders of victual, half barley, half meal, 
payable by the highest [heritors?] of the County; and 8L 6s 8d for the Communion 
elements. 

    There is a Burgher meeting house in the parish. The minister is paid from the seat rents and 
collections. Stipend allowed about £100 per annum. Statistical Account for 1842 

    The parish contains about 6388 Statute Acres. there are no detached portions of Airth 
parish, and there are no detached parts of any other parishes within it. 

 
 The vicarage  of Airth belonged Holyrood Abbey. Its church was dedicated to St Peter. A fair of St Peter was held at 
Airth. [FASTI 1923] 
AIRTH [VILLAGE - OLD] [HIGH Town of Airth] # AIH NS8987 [1]  NS898872 
 
1547 RMS iv 118     The queen grants to Alexander Bruce, son and heir apparent of Robert Bruce of Arth, and 

Jonete Levingstoun his wife,- 2 oxgangs of land of Arth (viz. one of the two parts lying on 
the north side of the marsh opposite the Aulas de Arth, the other part lying to the west of 
the said marsh in the region of the church of Arth, known as the Oxingang of Puleside, 14 
cottages, commonly Coitlands, in the town of Arth; - which the said Robert has resigned ... 
Alexander and Jonete in conjunct fee Reserving  the free tenement to the said Robert and a 
reasonable third to Mariote Bruce his wife 

1751 RS59/19 f.467  two laigh houses lying in the high town of Airth ---bounded as follows viz the closs and 
houses fomerly belonging to James Nisbet Chamberland of Airth upon the south the 
highway leading through the high town of Airth upon the west --- 

1787 AOS 1180  a Tenement in High Town of Airth    PR 29. 442 
AIRTH [VILLAGE- NEW] [Laightown of Airth] AIH NS9087 [1]  NS900875 
 
1749 RS59/19 f.319 That dwelling house lying at the shore of Airth sometime possessed by  Andrew 

Duncanson ship carpenter there --- bounded as follows viz: that yaird or fauld belonging to 
William Cowan and yaird belonging to William McAlpine of the west The high street 
leading from the town to the Shoar on the north The houses and yairds possest by James 
Duncanson on the east and the Sea Green on the south As also furth of all and haill the said 
Andrew Duncanson his piece of ground or yaird  lying in the said town of Airth bounded 
as follows viz: The high way leading from Bilboa to the shore of Airth houses and yaird 
possest by John Hutton on the east the ditch belonging to the land possest by William 
McAlpine on the south and the ditch belonging to the land possest by John Logan on the 
west parts  

1750 RS59/19 f.386  all and haill that house high and laigh built by the said Robert Mackie on the south west 
side of the town and burgh of Airth and opposite to the cross thereof --- with liberty of 
casting winning and leading of peats and turfs in and from the moss and commonty upon 
the moss of Airth  

1751 RS59/20 f.2v  disposition granted by James Club of Westfield --- a house in the Nether Town of Airth 
commonly called the Warehouse bounded by the street or caseway leading to the Shoar 
upon the east, the dwelling house belonging to the said Mr Club and presently possessed by 
Thomas Foard on the south, Mr Clubs garden or orchyeard on the west and the ground 
belonging in property to William Logan upon the north all lying within the town of Airth 
Barony and parish thereof with liberty to John Boyd to build the said house to whatever 
height he pleases keeping the same length and breadth and for that effect with the privilege 
of the Gavill of said Foords house adjacent thereto 

1752 RS59/20 f.55v  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Duncanson 
shipbuilder in Airth as baillie --- as also compeared Jean Hodge spouse to Andrew 
Duncanson ship carpenter --- in Airth --- liferent of all and haill that piece of ground yaird 
or inclosure lying in the town of Airth of old commonly called the Wilderness planting 
both baren and fruit trees houses and pertinents bounded as follows Viz the highway 
leading from Bilboa to the shour of Airth and houses and yairds possest by George Hutton 
on the east the ditch belonging to the land possest by Alexander Mcalpine on the south and 
the ditch belonging to the land possest by William Logan on the west --- all lying within 
the laigh town of Airth --- disponed by John Conochie ship master in Airth  

1786 AOS 864     a Tenement in the laigh Town of Airth ...1786 ... PR 29.130 
1787 AOS 1033   a Tenement in Nether Town of Airth PR 29.303 
1787 AOS 1123  Laightown of Airth 
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1865 OSNB  A small village pleasantly situated at the foot of Airth Hill, and a quarter of a mile from the 
Firth of Forth. The houses are mostly two storeys and tiled. A good number of them in bad 
repair, and a few in ruins. It contains three churches, two schools, a post office, and five 
public houses. Population in 1851 was 517. The villagers are chiefly employed among the 
farmers in the neighbourhood. William Graham esq., Airth Castle, principal proprietor. 
What is known as Airth Harbour is in a dilapidated state that even small boats cannot 
approach it with safety. 

1865 OSNB  [Cross] A square pillar surrounded by a flight of steps on an octagon pedestal. It is 
surmounted by an antique figure, and bearing the coat of arms of the Elphinstone family 
who were at one time extensive proprietors in the parish. The date 1692 is on it, but it is 
evidently of an earlier period. 

AIRTH CASTLE  AIH NS9087[1] NS900875 
 
1865 OSNB  A large and irregularly built mansion, part of which was erected as far back as the 13th 

century, and about 40 years ago a handsome modern front was added to it on the north 
side. The name of Wallace is associated with Airth Castle as tradition states that it was 
here he surprised and slew a party of English soldiers who garrisoned it and this incident is 
partly borne out by one of the towers of the building being still called Wallace's Tower. 
The southern part of the building presents an aspect ruly antique and medieval, with its 
angular turrets, small windows, slate roof, and the usual serrated gables of old Scottish 
mansions. The grounds and approaches are remarkably fine. Property and residence of 
William Graham Esq., by whose ancestors it has been possessed for centuries. 

 1912 CDS13  Airth Castle - Robert McLaren 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Airth Castle 
AIRTH CHURCH [OLD] AIH NS9087[1] NS900868 
 
1610 RMS vii 373  The king [etc] grants to Lord  John Bruce of Airth, knight, - the Hill of Airth with 2 

oxgangs thereof, with the fishing of salmon, the grilsis and smoltis upon the water of Forth 
and the Pow of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling:- which item John has resigned;- with the tiend 
sheaves and the tiends and duties of rectory and vicarage of the church and parish of Airth 
..., which church the late John, Lord of Halyrudehous ... resigned 

  1865 OSNB  This was the ancient parish church and was used as a place of worship prior to the erection 
of the modern one near the village. There is no doubt from the appearance of the building 
that it was erected at a period anterior to the Reformation. Some of the dates on the 
building are as far back as 1450. There are no records to show, nor no information can be 
obtained, as to what its dedicatory name was. There is a graveyard attached to the church 
and small vaults used as places of internment by the Graham family. Property of William 
Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 

AIRTH CHURCH [NEW] AIH NS8987[1] NS898876      
 
 1865 OSNB  A very handsome Gothic building erected in 1820 by the heritors. It has accomodation for 

700 sitters. Minister's stipend £281 with a glebe valued at £27, and a manse. The sittings 
are all free, the tenants being all accomodated by their respective landlords, and about 60 
sittings set apart for the poor. 

AIRTH – CROSS of AIH NS8987[1]  NS899870 
 
1619 RMS viii 1022   part of the lands of Airth lying on the north side of the Pow of Airth, with the 

mosses, salmon fishing and the cruvis [between the Heidles-croce, the bak of Andro 
Bairds hous, and others commonly specified], ... 

1628 RS58/4 f.20  beginand at the merche of the laird of Airthes landis at the northe eist pairt of the Roshill at 
the gait that comes southe fra the Croc of Airthe 

1628 RS58/4 f.20  the hedlis croce 
1628 RS58/4 f.20  Thairfra north the said gaitt toward the Mercat Croce 
1865 OSNB  [Cross] A monolith about 6 feet in height, and resting on a rude pedestal. It is the remains 

of an ancient cross, the transverse portion having been destroyed, probably at the date of 
the the Reformation. From this circumstance it is popularly known as the 'Headless Cross' 
in the locality 

 
AIRTH [Bruce]  AIH NS9087[1]  NS900875     
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1143x47 Holyrood No.1 Carta Magna Regis David … and the church of Hereth with the land that belongs to that 

church, and with all the land that I have given to it, as my servants and good men walked 
its bounds, and give it over to Alwin the Abbot, with one salt work in Hereth and twenty-
six acres of land) 

1247 Holyrood  App. 8 church of Herth 
1461 Holyrood No. 128  Carta bovate terre de le Sowlis lande - Alexander de Broys de Stanehous … with this 

present charter the abbot and convent of Holyrood grants all and whole that oxgang of land 
with pertinents in the said lands of Sowlis lande lying in the barony of Inveravane within 
the sheriffdom of Lynlithqwo and by assedation within the town and lands of Erth Maior 
in the barony of Brochtoune and in the sheriffdome of Strivelyn 

1464 Wigton 32  Alexander Bruce of Airth 
1485 RMS ii, 1628  The king confirms a charter of Robert Broys of Stanehous which concedes a chapel 

suitable for ministration in his chapel or aisle in the south part of the church of Airth 
which the late Alexander Brois, his grandfather, constructed.- house with a tenement of 
land, a yard with croft-land at the end of the Blacrag extending annually to 20 shillings to 
the hands of the said chaplain; Item, an annual return from the lands of Erthbeg, pertaining 
to the late David Drommond and now heritably to the said Robert; Item, and annual return 
from 26 shillings 8 pence of an oxgang of land of Polknafe which is held in ferm by the 
wife of the late Thomas Raa; Item, an annual return of a tenement and yard in the town of 
Erth which is inhabited by John Grant; Item, an annual return of 20 shillings from the lands 
of Salterfield which are held at ferm by William Rannald 

1490 Young 383  Instrument narrating that Robert Brouse of Erth, with Alexander his son and heir apparent, 
compeared before Robert, abbot of Holyrood, and convent thereof, gathered chapterly in 
their chapter house, and there the said Robert declared to the said abbot and convent that it 
was not unknown to them that the said Robert held of them the parsonage (rectoria) of Erth 
and a third part of the parsonage of Fawkyrk in tack for nineteen years, of which some are 
still to run, and that the said Robert had power to make an assignee with him in the said 
tack, provided that the said assignee was presented to the abbot and convent and chosen 
with their consent, as is contained in a letter of tack; the abbot and convent affirmed this to 
be true, and gave licence to the said Robert to make the said Alexander, his son, his 
assignee in the said tack for the years to come. Done in the vestibule of the monastery of 
Holyrood, 12 October 1490. Witnesses: Thomas Forster of Erthbeg, etc. 

1491 ADC p 195  action for return of goods plundered from Place of Airth by Robert Crechtoun 
1495 Pitcairn i 1 p 98 William Menteth of the Kerse, Archibald of Menteth, his brother, Alexander Menteth “for 

thaim thair kyn and frendis on the ta parte, and Robert Broisse of Arthe, Alexander, Lucas 
and Robert Broisse, for thaim and brether, kyne and frendis one the tothere parte”, bound 
themselves to abide by the Sentence of the Lords of Council, “tuiching the making of 
amendis for the slauchter of umquhile Johne the Broise of Arthe, and tuiching the making 
of amite, luf, and tendirnes to be haid betuix the pairties, in tyme to come.” 

1502 Hamilton 1 p.2 3 (witness) John Elphinstone of Airth 
1504 Young 1473  [16 October 1504] After the making of certain indentures between Sir Robert Bruce of 

Erth and Willam Levingstoun of Kylsith on the marriage to be contracted between 
William Levingstoun, son and heir apparent of the said William, and Jonet Bruce, daughter 
of Sir Robert, the said William Levingstoun of Kylsith promised that if Sir Robert did not 
have 360 merks to pay at the time of the marriage he would accept in pledge Robert's best 
gold chain and keep it for the profit of Robert and his heirs until payment should be made 
of the remainder of the said sum, when he would return the chain. 

1508 RSSRS  Robert Bruse of Erth and Eufamee Montgomry his spouse 
1512 Bruce App.xxii  Bond of Manrent of Sir Robert Brus of Erth, Knight, To Alexander, Lord Elphinstone,  
    Be it kend ...; and to tak ane afauld and plane parte with my said lord in all his actiouns, 

causis, and querelis movit, or to be movit, baith in peax and in were, als oft as I sal be 
chargit be the said lord, or in his name, with my men, servandis, kyn, and frendis, and 
specialie in tyme of hosting, at all my power, contrar and aganis all maner of personis, 
myne allegiance to oure Soverane Lord and als my service to the Abbot of Halierudehous, 
and the Lord of Sanct Johnis, in ony tyme quhen thai charge me except hosting, quhilkis all 
tymes I sal be reddy to ryde with my said lord Elphinstoun, with my folkis, kyn, and 
frendis, and other tymes quhen he has ... [ex Hist.Mss.Com. 9th report, Part II. p.190] 

1513 Young 1984  [22 August 1513] Sir Robert Bruys of Ertht and Robert Calendar of Duradour agreed that 
forasmuch as Robert Calendar had sold to Sir Robert "ane auchtane part" of Manys of 
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Duradour, in the barony of Calendar and sheriffdom of Striveling, and had given a precept 
of sasine, "and becaus of thair hasty passage to this our soverane lordis raid and hosting 
thai may nocht remane apoun the making of ane charter apoun the alienatioun of the saidis 
landis...nor yit upoun the making of a letter of reversioun ...," therefore Robert or his heirs 
should seal and deliver a charter of the lands (to be held in blench for a penny) and Sir 
Robert or his heirs should make and deliver a letter of reversion containing the sum of 55 
merks, "that is to say, ten pundis in ony manner of sufficient gold, item twenty merkis in 
Franche crownys of wecht and ducatis of wycht, the price of the Franche croun xviii s., the 
price of the dukat xix s., and twenty merkis usuale money of Scotland." Witnesses: 
William Mur of Skethmur ... etc. 

    [ 
Note: the hosting refers to the battle of Flodden] 
1522 Hamilton 1 p.38 Robert Bruce of Airth and Alexander Bruce his son 
1523 Bruce, lii   Robert Bruce of Airth  
1545 Laing 2 p.9  Act of Exemption from the Army [1545] Extract Act of the Privy Council of Scotland, in 

respect of the Queen’s person having been committed to the care of John, Lord Erskin, and 
Alexander, Lord Levingstoun, within the Castle of Stirling, and because of the present 
dangers which threaten the realm, forbidding the said Lord Livingstone and his friends, 
viz.- Robert Bruse of Airth; [Reg. Priv. Council of Scot. Vol. I p. 12 gives full version] 

1547 Holyrood  App. II No. 36 ecclesie parochialis de Airth  
1547 RMS iv 118     The queen grants to Alexander Bruce, son and heir apparent of Robert Bruce of Arth, and 

Jonete Levingstoun his wife,- 2 oxgangs of land of Arth (viz. one of the two parts lying on 
the north side of the marsh opposite the Aulas de Arth, the other part lying to the west of 
the said marsh in the region of the church of Arth, known as the Oxingang of Puleside, 14 
cottages, commonly Coitlands, in the town of Arth; - which the said Robert has resigned ... 
Alexander and Jonete in conjunct fee Reserving  the free tenement to the said Robert and a 
reasonable third to Mariote Bruce his wife 

1561 RMS iv 1394    The queen confirms a charter of John Sandelandis of Calder,- which, in completion of a 
contract made in Edinburgh 12 aug. 1561, - for a great sum of money paid, has sold to 
Alexander Bruce of Airth, and Jonette Levingstoun his wife,- lands of Hill of Airth, with 
coals, coal-works and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bissett 

1561 Bruce, App..xxiv  Alexander Bruce of Airth and Jonet Livingston, his spouse ... Robert Bruce his second son 
1565 GD17.153  Marion Bruce, Lady Airthe, and Mawris Sinclare, now her spouse 
1568 RH6.2220  Jonet Levingstoun, spouse of Alexander Bruce in Airth 
1569 RH6.2164  James Bruce, brother german of Alexander Bruce of Arth 
1570 R&A   Alexander Bruce of Airth 
1572 Bruce App.xxxix  Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth and Jonet Livingstone his spouse 
1577 Bruce App.xl    Warrant from the Regent to the laird of Airth and others abyding from a read with ane 

ennumeration of the punds lands: 
    We be the tennoure heirof, with avise and consent of our richt traist cousing James erll of 

Mortoun, Lord Dalkeith, Regent to us, our realme and liegis, geris and grantis license to 
our lovit Alexander Brus of Airth, and his tennentis, inhabitantis, and occupiaris of his 
fourtene pund land of Airth, quhairof thair is ane pund land haldin few of the Abbey of 
Haliruidhous, The ane pund land of Bothkennare haldin few of us, The aucht pund land of 
Stanehouse quhairof thair is foure pund land haldin few of my Lord Sanct Johnne, the three 
pund land of Dennie haldin few of the said Lord, and ane half the foure pund land of 
Ogilface haldin few of the Abbey of haliruidhous. The fourtie schilling land of Mungellis, 
and the thre pund land of Erinsyde. To Alexander Muir of Skeithmuir, and his tennantis, 
inhabitantis, and occupiaris of his fiftie schilling land of Skeithmure. To Thomas Bruce of 
Lairberscheillis and Bothkennare, haldin in few of us, all lyand within our scheriffdome of 
Striveling, to rename and byd at hame fra our raid and army ordanit to convene and meit 
our said cousing and Regent at Dumfries upon the tent day of October instant .... signat 
James, Regent 

1580 RMS v 85  The king grants to Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees,- an oxgang of land called 
Roishill, with the coals thereof and the freedom to work the coals (libertate carbones 
fabricandi), fishings, and tenancies &c., with the superiority of 3 roods of Roishill, in the 
barony of Elphingstoun, Sheriffdom of S.; which heritable (quam hereditatem) Robert, 
Lord Elphingstoun, and Alexander, Master of Elphingstoun, holding in conjunct fee with 
Jean Levingstoun, wife of Master Alexander, have resigned;-with another oxgang of land 
in the town of Powknaif (occupied therein by James Watt), with the freedom of fishing in 
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the Water of Forth, with the fishing of salmon and the grils in the Water of Forth and the 
Pow of Airth near that piece of ground now called Dockis, with the freedom of set and 
draw nets (retia ponendi et trahendi) in whichever part of the said piece [of land], in the 
parish of Airth, Sheriffdom of S. 

1587 Bruce xvi  Testament of Dame Jonet Livingstoun sometime spouse of Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth ... 
of the duty of that new pannis intromitten with by them for the crops 1587 etc.  

1568 RPCS i p.626   Houses and castles which, being in the hands of rebels, are to be delivered up to the king's 
appointees: ... Robert, Lord Elphinstoun - the tour and fortalice of Airth 

1592 RMS v 2092     The king [etc] grants to Lord Alexander Bruceof Airth, knight, and Lady Jean 
Levingstoun his wife,- lands of the Hill of Airth, with two oxgangs in the Hallis of Airth, 
with coals and fishings in the Water of Forth and the Pow of Airth in the Lordship of 
Strivilingschyre 

1595 HMC 60 I p.44  Archibald Tower, servitor to Airth 
1596 GD37/312   Licence signed by Jas VI authorising Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, to export coal 

from his own collieries 
1597 RMS vi 634  The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the 
parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling; which is to be feued from Robert Lord Elphinstoun 
and Alexander, Master of E., his son; with an oxgang of land in the town of Powknaif 
(occupied by James Watt therein), with free fishing on the Water of Forth, with the fishing 
of salmon and the grilses in the Water of Foirth and the Pow of Airth near Dokkis (with 
the freedom to draw nets upon the Dokkis, in the said parish and sheriffdom; the Hill of 
Airth with two oxgangs of land thereof; which is to be feued from the said Alex. B. ... 
Upon which above writ the king has newly granted to the said John , with the fishings, the 
said two oxgangs of Hill of Airth, the salmon, grilses and smoltis in the Forth and the Pow 
of Airth ..., and erecting part of the lands near to the seashore, opposite  the said John's 
lands of Airth,- into the free Port of Airth, with authority to the said John to construct a 
mill and saltpan upon the seashore, the ferry boats on both sides of the Water of Forth, with 
the hevin-sylver, large customs, anchorage, and other duties levied at a free port;-moreover 
erecting the Town of Airth and all those parts of the land relating to the said John, into a 
free burgh of barony with free port; with power to the said John to elect baillies, burgesses, 
officers etc., and the power to the said John to set prices and have a market cross, and a 
weekly market with two free markets annually on 24 July and 8 October, with customs ... 
Upon which writ the king has incorporated a free barony of Airth, with sasine given upon 
the Hill of Airth ... 

1598 Retour 16  John Bruce of Airth, heir of lord Robert Bruce of Airth, knight, great-great grandfather 
[abavi] 

1601 Retour-S 369  John Bruce of Airth, heir of lord Robert Bruce of Airth, knight, great-great grandfather 
[abavi] 

1601 Retour-A 77  John Bruce of Airth, heir to Robert Bruce, knight, great-great grandfather [abavi] 
1601 Retour 27  John Bruce of Airth, heir of Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, in 5 oxgangs of land 

of Airth, and an oxgang of the lands of Airth called Abbishauch, in barony of Kerss and 
regality of Brochtoun; half the lands of Mummerellis, in the foresaid barony and regality; 
lands of Garvald and Cochrainsmalling, in the barony and regality of Torphichin; lands of 
Stenhous with the Inches and mill and fishing of salmon and grilses in the water of 
Carroun, in the barony of Harbertschyre, and by annexation in the barony and regality of 
Torphichin; lands of Kynnaird in the lordship of Newbottle; 8 oxgangs of the lands of 
Mungwallis underwritten, viz., 4 oxgangs of the lands of Nether Mungwallis, in the barony 
of Westkers; 4 oxgangs of the lands of Over Mungwallis; an oxgang of the lands of Hill of 
Airth; 13 oxgangs of Auld Extent of the lands of Stenhous in the barony of Harbertschyre 

1602 RPCS xiv p.397 Robert Bruce ... lawful son to the laird of Airth 
1603 Binns 77  Sasine in favour of Sir John Bruce of Airth of the lands of Cauldcoittis [West Lothian], 

and of 5 oxgangs of Airth in the barony of Kerse, regality of Brochtoun and in Airth. 
[Witnesses include "Mr Henry Laing, minister there [Airth], John Arnot, Robert Hodge, 
John Dalrymple, sergeant, indweller in Airth 
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1609 Retour 65  Lord John Bruce  of Airth, knight, heir of Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, his 
grandfather [avi];-in three oxgangs of land of auld extent in the Hill of Airth, within the 
barony of Airthe chalmerlant now called Elphinstoun 

1610 RMS vii 373  The king [etc] grants to Lord  John Bruce of Airth, knight, - the Hill of Airth with 2 
oxgangs thereof, with the fishing of salmon, the grilsis and smoltis upon the water of Forth 
and the Pow of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling:- which item John has resigned;- with the 
tiend sheaves and the tiends and duties of rectory and vicarage of the church and parish of 
Airth ..., which church the late John, Lord of Halyrudehous ... resigned 

1610 CRS   Captain James Bruce in Airth 
1610-1700 GD236/2/4  Miscellaneous writs and other papers mainly relating to lands near Airth, and to members 

of the Bruce family 1610-1700 
1614 GD37/317  Licence by Sir James Bruce of Airth and Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, for use of the 

harbour and port of Airth for the transport of coal and salt. Registered in the Books of 
Council & Session, 9 Oct 1619 

1617 GD37/314   Letter from King James VI (to the Earl of Dunfermline) directing him to summon Lord 
Elphingstoune before him, along with Sir William Monteith of Kerse, John Bailzie and 
William and Alexander Bruis, cautioners for the Laird of Airth to take such order as said 
cautioners "may be assuirit of releiff. 11 Aug 1617  

1618 RS58/1 f. 54  Lord John Bruce of Airth  
1619 RMS viii 1022  [L] the king [etc] ratifies a contract made between the late Lord John Bruce of Airth with 

the consent of the late Lady Margaret Elphingstoun his wife on the one part, and the late 
Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow [etc], Alexander, now Earl of Linlithgow [etc] his son, 
Alexander Lord Elphingstoun, Alexander Lord Kildrymmie, his son, and others on the 
other part, [dates follow],- which the said John and Margaret for 80000 merks sell 
iredemably to the said late Alex, Earl of L., and the said Alex. now E. of L., their male 
heirs and assignees whomsoever, (equally divided between the said persons and the said 
Lord Elp. and Lord Kild.),- part of the lands of Airth lying on the north side of the Pow of 
Airth, with the mosses, salmon fishing and the cruvis (excepting the Mains of Airth with 
the manor place [between the Heidles-croce, the bak of Andro Bairds hous, and others 
commonly specified], ... 

1620 RS58/2 f.45  John Bailzie de [Letham?] William Bruce de Stanehous Baillie in that part --- lands of 
Airthe  --- lying on the south side of lie Pow of Airthe within the parish of Airthe etc., --- 
Lord John Bruce of Airthe, knight, with the consent of Lady Margaret Elphingstoune his 
spouse --- Alexander Bruce of Poknaiff  

1621 RS58/2 f. 85  [endorsed “Alexander Bruce seising of ane annualrent out of Airthe”] compeared 
Alexander Gudlatt in Airthe as attorney for Alexander Bruce, son and heir of the late 
captain James Bruce in Airthe --- George Bruce, brother of the said Alexander 

1621 RS58/2 f.790  [endorsed “George Bruce saising of ane pairt of the land of Airth”] George Bruce in 
Airthe having in his hand a charter from lord Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow as superior – 
charter of alienation by the late lord Alexander Bruce of Airth in favour of the late captain 
James Bruce, his brother germane, and Katherine Hammiltoune his spouse 

1621 RMS viii 1022 [2]   another contract between the said late E. of L., and the said Alex. now E. of L., on the one 
part, the said Lord John and Marg. on the other part [date follows],- wherein the said Lord 
John and Marg. sell iredemably to the said late E. of L [etc] in life-rent, and the said Alex., 
now E. of L. [etc] in fee,- reserving to the said Lord John the lands specified in the 
previous contract, viz. the Mains of Airth [terras domminicales] with the tower and manor, 
the mill of Airth with its lands(viz. 2 rigs to the north of the mill, the said lands being 
known as Brumepark, Calfwaird to the east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead 
called Patrik-Hagings- damheid and the Pow going down to the site of the old mill of the 
said Pat. called Mylnholm), the new mill of the said Pat. Hegings, with its lands (viz., the 
Thorniecruik-waird, an acre and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade, bounded 
between the house of John Aitkin, the garden of Alex. Guidlatt, the anchorage [portum] of 
Thomas Gilmour and others commonly specified, including therein the whole saltpannis, 
pow and herbrie), with the privilege of free barony of the said lands, with the burgh of 
barony of Airth, port, the Pow, harbrie and hevin of Airth, salt-pans, salt-houses and the 
girnel-housis, with the freedom of fishing, privilege of moss, common pasture and the 
digging of fewall, faill and dovett within the moss and commonty of Airth outside the 
arable lands of Airth in common greens, with feues etc, and with all the coal of the lands 
contained within the said contract, with the remaining lands of the said John on the north 
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side of the said Pow, with the advocation of the aisle the Our-Ladies-yle of Airth, in the 
barony of Airth 

1623 RS58/3 f.29v  [endorsed “sasine for John Bruce”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten, Thomas Burne [jnr] in Abisauche as procurator in the name of lord John 
Bruce nephew and heir of the late lord Alexander Bruce of Airthe, knight,  

1632 RMS viii 1967   The king [etc] irredemably grants to William Earl Of Strathearn and Monteith [etc] and 
Dame Agnes Gray Countess of Strathearn and Monteith, his wife,- the lands and barony of 
Airth with the Mains thereof lying on the north of the Pow of Airth (formerly pertaining 
to the late Lord John Bruce of Airth), with the tower and manor place of Airth, mills, 
moors, commonties, salmon fishing and the croves and other fishings on the waters of 
Airth and Forth against the said lands, with coals, coal works, saltpans, salt sheds and the 
salt girnells, horse mill and water mill, feuars &c, within the bounds contained in a charter 
of Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, with privilege of barony, burgh of barony and port of 
Airth, with 3/5 parts of 8 oxgangs of the lands of Airthmillar with the Brewlandis, and 2/5 
parts of the said oxgangs with the bruerias thereof, with commonty, coals, feuars &c, lying 
in and around the said lands and barony of Airth, with the jurisaidiction of regality and 
whatever other jurisaidictions pertaining to the said Alexander in the said lands &c, with 
the tiend sheaves and the other tiends of rectory and vicarage underwritten, with the 
advocation of the church thereof, Sheriffdom of Strlg;- which Alexander, Earl of 
Lynlithgow [etc] has resigned ... and which the king has newly granted to the said William 
and Agnes, comprehending the Hill of Airth and two oxgangs of that holding, with lands, 
acres and croft called east yard, ...; and all newly incorporated into the free barony of 
Airth, ordaining the tower of Airth to be the principal messuage 

ND GD49/531    Copy of [John] Riddell's notes (1836) containing references to the Earls of Airth and 
Monteith in the sheriff court and commissary records of Stirling, PER and Dunblane, 22 
March 1648 - 15 November 1667; notes by George Smythe for John Riddell on the family 
of Monteith from the sheriff court records of PER copied by R Barclay Allardice (187-) 
and copy (1872) of undated letter by George Smythe to John Riddell containing extracts, 
23 April 1544 - 22 July 1606, from PER sheriff court records relating to the family of 
Monteith.  ND   

1633 RMS viii 2113   The king [etc] ...,- erects the lands and barony of Airth which pertain to the said William 
[Earl of Menteith] into the free earldom of Airth, which is united to the Earldom of 
Menteith, ..., and constituting the said William and his heirs,-Earl of Airthe 

1633 RMS viii 2266   This is a charter in favour of William, Earl Of Dumfries [etc] of the Earldom of Menteith, 
including the lands and barony of Airth, but the effect of the charter appears to be held in 
suspension until the Feast of Pentecost, 1634, to allow the Earl of Menteith to repeal the 
pledge. A large number of other people, including many prominent ones, appear to have 
been involved in this arrangement. 

1634 RMS ix 105  The king [etc] grants to George Lord Forester of Corstorphing [etc],- ...;lordship of 
Menteith in the sheriffdom of Stirling; lands and barony of Airth (which formerly 
pertained to the late Lord John Bruce of Airth), with the tower and manor place of Airth, 
with mills [et al] which was united into into the barony of Airth granted in a charter of 
1632 to William Earl of Airth;- and which William, Earl of Dumfries resigned  

1635 RS58/6 f.276v  annualrent out of the lands of Airth with the coals, coalworks and saltpanis 
1643 RMS ix 1347    This is a charter of the lands of Airth [et al] in favour of Lord Thomas Hope of Kerse, but 

subject to reversion on the repayment of 5000 merks - but it still seems to be in the 
possession of the Earl of Airth and his son Lord Kilpunt 

1643 RMS ix 1366  This charter as well as the subsequent charters, 1367;1368;1369, are all in the same vein: 
the Earl of Airth was in hock! 

1648 RMS ix 1966  The king [etc] grants to Captain Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees whomsoever,- 
the lands and barony of Airth [et al] [which all of the preceding people resigned] and 
which the king has newly incorporated into a free barony of Airth ordaining the tower and 
manor place of Airth to be the principal messuage 

1648 RS58/8 f.322v  In the name of God so beit kend till all men --- Capitane Alexander Bruce ane lawfull sone 
of umquill Sir John Bruce of Airth, knycht, past to the manor place of Elphingstoune and 
touk thairof as place provydit be the precept of sasine underwritten for taking sasine of the 
annualrent --- lands callit Airthbeg 

1648 RS58/8 f.359  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Levingstoun of 
Kirkland as attorney for Elizabeth Forrester spouse of William [Seatoun?] brother german 
to the late James [Seatoun] with a charter of sasine from Lord William earl of Airthe and 
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Monteathe , Lord Grahame of Kilpunt, lord superior of the lands and others underwritten --
- all and whole the half part of of half and oxgang of the lands of Grinsyd in the Hill of 
Airth --- lying in the barony of Polmais Cunnyngham  

1649 Retour 193  [L] William Ruthven of Dunglas, heir of Lord John Ruthven of Dunglas, his father, in the 
lands and barony of Airth with the Mains [terris dominicalibus] coal works and saltpans 
[carbonariis et salinarum patellis] mills and salmon fishings etc. upon the waters of Airth 
and Forth, and the burgh of barony of Airth;- 3/5 parts of 8 oxgang of the land of 
Airthmiller;-2/5 parts of the said 8 oxengates, with particatis of land within the foresaid b 
of A;- with the priv. of regality, with the tiend sheaves and the just patronage of all the 
foresaid land 

17th c GD220/1/C/6/9/1    Commission supersigned by King Charles I (but not countersigned) in favour of the earls 
of Airth and Linlithgow, lords Kinpont, Swinton and Elphinston to be sheriffs of 
Stirlingshire for suppressing His Majesty's rebellious subjects.   

1660 GD22/1/521   William, 8th Earl of Menteith and 2nd Earl of Airth [circa 1634-1694]. Legal Papers. 
1660-1707  

1663 RS59/1 f.220v  dame Agnes Gray countess of Airth  
1664 GD220/6/1841   Discharges to the earl of Airthe and Monteith 1664-1686  
1664 RS59/2 f.29  Major Alexander Bruce of Airth --- leter of alienation from William Bruce portioner of 

Halls of Airth --- that small part and portion of the said William Bruce his oxingait of land 
of Airth quhilk is sorroundit and lyes amongst the lands of the barrone of Airth pertaining 
to the said Major Alexander Bruce within that his rowme possest be Patrick Hegyne lyand 
and designit as followes To wit ane litle piece thairoff lyand on the north west newk of the 
said Patrick Hegynes zaird and butt thereoff or litle rig of the same lyand on the southsyde 
of the wattergang of the Neather Miln of Airth as the watter passeth from the milne wolles 
another piece thairof lyes in the midle of that ground called the Latches upon the north 
syde of the said Neather Miln quhilk part and portion of the said William Bruce his lands 
are seperit from the rest of his propper landis be the Pow of Airth and is onlie worth of 
yerlie rent thrie firlottis of victuall  

1666 Retour 242  John Bruce heir of Alexander Bruce of Airth her father, - in the lands and barony of Airth 
;- the Mains thereof [terris dominicalibus] with the manor place of Airth ;- salmon fishing 
upon the waters of Airth and Forth and the horse-mill and the water-mill (molendino 
equorio et aquario);- burgh of barony of Airth, portu naviumque statione ejusdem;- lands 
known as the Hill of Airth [Monte de Airth], and 2 oxgangs of the lands there pertaining, 
with the tithes;- land, acres and croft called East Yard [orientali horto], and a piece of land 
called Laverockmure, with the tithes thereof;- [and the usual other appendages] 

1666 RS59/2f.231  John Bruce son of the late Alexander Bruce of Airth --- with a precept from the chancellor 
--- the lands and barony of Airth ---- Mains of Airth lying on the north of the Pow of 
Airth with the tower fortalice and manor place [etc] coals coalworks coal houses et 
collibus salinarum patellis salinarum et lie saltgirrinellis cum omnibus aperckis [?] et 
instrumentis predict’ carbonarium et salinarium of the said barony with the horse mill and 
water mill 

1666 RS59/2 f.282v  Comperit personalie Jean Bruce relict of the deceast Major David Coalzier and sister to 
umquhill Captain Alexander Bruce of Airth --- heritable bond --- precept of seasing 
granted be Jean Bruce onlie lawful daughter and air to the said umquhill Alexander Bruce 
hir father with consent of John Hammiltoune of Grange hir husband for his interest 

1670 Retour 253  Barbara, Katherine and Bessie Schawe, heirs portioner of George Schawe burgess of 
Edinburgh, their father,;- Mr  Thomas Ker, writer in Edinburgh, his father, - in the lands 
and barony of Airth, and the Mains thereof [terris dominicalibus], on the north side of the 
Pow of Airth, with salmon fishing and cruves, and other fishing upon the waters of Airth 
and Forth, with coals, the horse-mill and the water-mill [equino molendino et aquario 
molendino];- justiciary and privileges of free barony of the said lands, with the burgh of 
barony of Airth with its port. 

1671 RS59/4 f.269v  John Hamilton of Grange with advyce and consent of Jean Bruce ladie Airth  his spouse 
1675 RS59/5 f.164  ane heritable bond --- granted be Jeane Bruce Lady Airth onlie lawful daughter and aire 

served ant retoured to the deceast Major Alexander Bruce of Airth her faither with the 
consent of the deceast John Hammiltoune of Grainge then hir spouse  

1691 RPCS p.133  Petition by John and Jean Hamilton, children of the deceased John Hamilton of Grainge: 
John Hamilton of Grainge was married to Jean Bruce, only lawful daughter to Alexander 
Bruce of Airth, who had heritable right to the eastate of Airth through the decease of her 
father and brother. Having married Richard Elphinstone, she disponed to him the heritable 
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right of the estate and, John Hamilton having died suddenly, so that he made no provision 
for the petitioners, Richard Elphinstone made some provision by his bond and testament in 
their favour, which were wrongly detained by Henry Elphinstoun, tutor of Airth 

1691 RPCS p.483  Petition by Jean Hamilton --- Dame Jean Bruce, her mother --- Jean married to John 
Hamilton --- then married to Richard Elphinstoun, younger of Calderhall --- Richard, 
having survived Jean  

1707 CRS ADD   Captain Alexander Bruce of Airth 
1707 GD37/167      Bond, by said Elizabeth Elphingstone, Lady Airth, with consent of William Dundas, her 

spouse, to John Higgins of Neuk in Airth, for the sum of 1000 merks Scots and an 
annualrent of £40 Scots payable furth of the lands and baronie of Airth  

1709 GD37/326  Indictment and Warrant for the arrest of Captain William Bruce of Auchenbowie, eldest 
son of William Bruce of Newton, accused of the murder of Charles Elphinston of Airth, 
with memorial thereanent 

1713 GD37/173   Discharge and Renunciation by Margaret Johnston, relict of Archibald Hodge, tenant in 
Airth and afterwards spouse of James Thomson, baker, Airth; of a Bond for 1000 merks 
Scots granted by Elizabeth Elphinston and William Dundas, Lord and Lady Airth 12 Nov  

1717 GD37/179      Renunciation and Discharge by said John Higgins to Elizabeth Elphinston, Lady Airth and 
William Dundas, her spouse, cf GD37/167  

1717  RS59/13 f.582v-585 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned upon the ground and lands and 
barony of Airth at the mansion or manor place thereof --- William McAlpine merchant in 
Airth, sheriff depute and baillie specially consititute with John Morrison clerk as actorney 
in the name of Mr James Grahame Advocat and judge to the high Court of Admirality 
having in his hands a charter of resignation with a precept of sasine under the Great Seal --- 
the lands and barony of Airth comprehending ALL and HAILL the lands and barony of 
Airth and the lordship lands thereof lying on the north side of the Pow of Airth with tower 
fortalice and manor place of Airth with all houses biggings yards orchards mill and mill 
lands astricted multures thereof tofts crofts mosses muirs commonties and common 
pasturages woods fishing of salmon with cruives and other fishing upon the waters of 
Airth and Forth pertaininig and the said lands and barony with coals coalworks coal 
houses (carborum domibus cellibus) salt pans salt coats (salinarum domibus) and the salt 
girnells with all instruments and apparatus of the foresaid coalworks and saltpans 
pertaining  to the said barony of Airth with the horse and water mill connected thereto --- 
granted by Elizabeth Elphingstoun  Lady Airth --- marched as outlined in the charter to 
Alexander Earl of Linlithgow registered under the Great Seal (4th February 1622) with the 
Burgh of Barony of Airth Port and Harbour (Portu et navium Statione) thereof --- as also 
all and whole the land called Hill of Airth and two oxgangs of land pertaining with a land 
acres and crofts called East Yard and a piece of land called the Laverock Muir and an acre 
of land in the Mountjoy --- and also the fifth part of eight oxgangs of the lands of Airth 
Miller with the Brewlands thereof (brewariis) --- and land lying against and opposite the 
lands of Airth on the north side of the Pow thereof  --- and of new erects the lands into a 
free Barony called the Barony of Airth and ordains the tower fortalice and manor place of 
Airth to be the principal messuage of the said barony [there appears to be a clause stating 
that Grahame is to take possession sometime in the future and, certainly, numerous 
mortgages upon the estate were still being granted by Lady Airth following the granting of 
this charter] 

1719 RS59/14 f.43v [L] Lady Mary Livingstone lawful daughter to the deceast Alexander Earl of Callendar  
now spouse to Mr James Grahame of Airth --- with consent of James Duke of Montrose 
her cousin german --- annuity of three thousand merks Scots furth of the the lands and 
barony of Airth  

1744 RS59/18 f.403v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Mitchell wright in 
Falkirk as actorney for James Grahame eldest lawful son to  James Grahame of Airth 
advocate heir of provision to Lady Henrieta Livingstone eldest sister to James late Earl of 
Linlithgow and Callander --- Lady Henrieta Livingstone eldest sister to James late Earl of 
Linlithgow and Callander aunt to James Grahame Livingstone --- annualrent of eight 
hundred merks agreeable to the principal sum of sixteen thousand merks money --- furth of 
all and whole the lands earldome lordship and regality of Callander  

1746 Love IV i p.85  James Graham, younger of Airth, joined the rebels when they first passed the Forth, and 
carried arms with them; [present whereabouts] lurking. [Love adds: James Graham acted as 
colonel in the army of the Young Pretender, with whom he went abroad, being in the list of 
attainders after the ’45 rising. He died in the Scotch College, Paris. He was the son of 
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James Graham of Airth (1676-1753), a judge of the Court of Admirality, and his mother 
was Lady Mary Livingstone, daughter of James, 3rd Earl of Callendar. She was the judges 
second wife. 

1789 AOS 429  William Graham of Airth, gets Ren. 1783 ... of the barony of Airth [appears to be loan] 
GR 408.276 

AIRTHBEG  # AIH NS8988 [1]  NS890889 
 
c.1340 Elphinston No. 5  Charter by Thomas of Erth, knight, Lord of Walughtoun [Wauchton, Haddingtons.] 

granting to Alexander of Elfyngstoune, son of the late John of Elfyngstoune, all that land 
with pertinents, which belonged to the late Marjory, his mother, in the holding of Erthbeg, 
which land the said Marjory resigned to Sir Thomas as superior in his full court held at 
Erth, in her free widowhood and of her own free will. To be held by Alexander and his 
heirs of his body, of the granter and his heirs, in fee and heritage with the fishings of 
Qhikslyk and pasture for six horses in the isle of Erth, with commonty pertaining, with 
payment of 1 pound of cummin at the feast of St Ethot, at Erth yearly. [Sigs. John of 
Kalenter, William of Munghale, clerk] 

1363 RMS i 136  Inspection of a charter by Alexander Elphynyston, Lord thereof, in which he exchanges the 
lands of Kythumvre in the barony of Stanhouse [Lothian] for those of Erthbeg which 
pertained to Alexander More, son of the late Lord Ade More 

1363 RRS vi  284   Note of a confirmation or inspection of a charter exchanging the lands of Erthbey and 
Kyncumber [recte Kythcumber] between Alexander Elphinstone and Adam More. 9 
January 

1484 RMS ii 1576  The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas and 
heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands of 
Erthmalar with the Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 3 oxgang of the lands of 
Powfoulis, with a quarter of the lands of Slamanain, the advocation of the church of 
Slamanain ...an oxgang of the lands of Aularum de Erth, County of Stirling; fishing with 
two boats upon the water of Forth ... and which the king has united and incorporated into a 
free barony of Polmais-Cunnynghame 

1485 RMS ii 1628  The king confirms a charter of Robert Broys of Stanehous which concedes a chapel 
suitable for ministration in his chapel or aisle in the south part of the church of Airth which 
the late Alexander Brois, his grandfather, constructed.- house with a tenement of land, a 
yard with croft-land at the end of the Blacrag extending annually to 20 shillings to the 
hands of the said chaplain; Item, an annual return from the lands of Arthbeg, pertaining to 
the late David Drommond and now heritably to the said Robert; Item, and annual return 
from 26 shillings 8 pence of an oxgang of land of Polknafe which is held in ferm by the 
wife of the late Thomas Raa; Item, an annual return of a tenement and yard in the town of 
Erth which is inhabited by John Grant; Item, an annual return of 20 shillings from the lands 
of Salterfield which are held at ferm by William Rannald 

1490 Young 383  Thomas Forster of Arthbeg 
1518 GD17.60  lands of Arthbeg called Erthtis quarter 
1555 Retour 5  Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in one third part of 

Airth-millar; one third part of Poknaffe; one third part of the 20 merkland of Slamannan; 
one third part of half of an oxgang of land of Halls of Airth; one fifth part of a fourth part 
of the land of Arthbeg; one fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Airthmillar with the brewhouse 
thereof; one fifth part of 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis; one fifth part of the 10 merkland of 
Slamannan with the advocation of the church of Slamannan [alternatum] 

1556 RMS iv 1084    The queen confirms a charter of Margaret Cunynghame a daughter and third heir of the 
late James C. of Polmais procreated between him and Agnes Bruce his wife, and also as a 
fifth heir, she, for a sum of money, has sold to John Cunynghame and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife, her third part of the lands underwritten due to her as heir of James 
and Agnes, viz. 5 half oxgangs of Arthmallair, 4 oxgangs of Polknaif, 5 merks of 
Slamannane, half an oxgang of Hallis of Arth, in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame; 
moreover her remaining fifth part as a fifth heir of James C. ... quarter part of Arthbeg, a 
fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Erthmallare with the brasinarum thereof, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfoulis, 10 merks of Slamannane with a fifth part of the advocation of the church of S., a 
fifth part of half an oxgang of Hallis of Arth, the fishing of two cobles upon the water of 
Forth ...Moreover, a charter made by Katherine Cunynghame, a daughter and third heir, 
and also a fifth heir of J.C., wherein, with the consent of Duncane Narne her husband, she 
has sold for a sum of money to the said John and Isobelle- her third and fifth parts of the 
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lands above written 
1559 RMS iv 1388  Quarterlandis of Arthbeg 
1582 RMS v 429  the king confirms a charter of John Cunynghame of Drumquhassil, and Isobelle 

Cunynghame his wife,-[ which in completion of a contract sells to William Cunynghame, 
his legitimate son,- 8 oxgangs of the land of Airthmellar with the brew lands the 
Brewlandis thereof, with half an oxengate in the Hallis of Airth, 10 pounds of 
Slamannanmure, with the advocation of the church ... 4/5 parts of Airthbeg, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfowlis, 4/5 parts of the fishing of 2 fishing boats (cimbarum) [coracles?], ..., 4 oxgangs 
of Polknaiff, with tenancies etc. ... 

1601 RMS vi 1162  The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master Of E., his 
son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, with the castle 
thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., lands of the Hallis-of-Airth with fishings, 
lands of Polknaif with fishings, feus etc., the superiority of the lands of Powfoullis, quarter 
of Airthbeg ... an oxgang of land in Hill of Airth called the Rosehill ... Querrell ... ,- and 
which the king in respect of their good service has newly granted, with the barony of E., 
coals, woods, forests, parks, the haynings, meadows, fishings of salmon and other fish, 
boats lie cobillis, nets, lie yairis, cruvis, and other fishing devices (ingeniis piscationum) in 
all parts of the water of Forth with the privilege of a boat lie ferry-cobill and boit at 
Elphingstoun on both sides of the water of Forth  

1648 RS58/8 f.322v  In the name of God so beit kend till all men --- Capitane Alexander Bruce ane lawfull sone 
of umquill Sir John Bruce of Airth, knycht, past to the manor place of Elphingstoune and 
touk thairof as place provydit be the precept of sasine underwritten for taking sasine of the 
annualrent --- lands callit Airthbeg 

1655 Retour 215  Alexander, Lord Elphinston, heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the lands, 
lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of Elphinstone 
with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone ;- lands of 
the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part of the 
land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill .... all 
united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of Airth 
comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- ...;- that 
oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of Roishill;- these 
pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike utherways Dockes;- 
that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon upopon the water of 
Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... [with this peice?] of land one [....] of [called?] 
Miln Holme, Another reed [cruik?], Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the 
toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the 
water of Forth & pow of Airth, The Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. Yre seasing is 
Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

AIRTH BISSET  (# AIH NS8988 [1]      Airth 
 
1359 Ex. Rolls i p.575 Erth Beset 
1365 RMS i 221  David Dei gracia rex Scottorum omnibus, etc. Sciatis nos quoddam scriptum Thome Byset 

militis non rasum non abolitum nec in aliqua sui parte viciatum vidisse diligenter et 
intellexisse, tenorem qui sequitur continentum [sic].- Omnibus hoc scriptum visuris vel 
audituris Thomas Byset dominus de Upsecliyntone salutem in Domino sempiternam. 
Noveritis me dotasse Ysabellam de Fyf dominam ejusdem, ante matrimonium inter me et 
ipsam in facie ecclesie celebratum, in toa baronia mea de Glasclune cum pertinenciis, infra 
vicecomitatum de Perth; et in tota proparte mea de terris de Erthe et Slamannane, infra 
vicecomitatum de Strivelyne; et in terra mea de Cuchyldrane cum pertineciis, infra 
vicecomitatum de Fyf. Tenendis et habendis dicte Ysabelle pro tempore vite sue, adeo 
libere et quiete plene et pacifice et honorifice de me et heredibus meis, sicut alica terra in 
dote data de aliquo barone infra regnum Scocie liberius quiecius plenius et honorificencius 
tenetur aut possidetur. Faciendo inde domino nostro regi servicium debitum et consuetum. 
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Ego vero thomas predictus et heredes mei dictas terras predicte Ysabelle sicut in dote 
factas et concessas contra omnes homines pro toto tempore vite dicte Ysabelle 
warantizabimus et defendemus. In cujus rei testimonium presenti scripto sigillum meum est 
appensum. Apud Sanctum Andream, decimo die mensis Januarii anno Domini millesimo 
trecentesimo sexagesimo secundo. Hiis testibus, venerabilibus in Cristo patribus Dominis 
W[illelmo], Johanne et Patricio permissione divina Sancti Andree, Dunkeldensi et 
Brechinensi episcopis [further list of witnesses-then].-Quod quidem scriptum, etc., 
approbamus ratificamus et predicte Ysabelle pro toto tempore vite sue confirmamus. Salvo 
servicio nostro. [last bit omited] [See too RMS i Ap ii,  1529] 

1367 ASP   Erthbyset 
1373 RMS i 464  King grants to Sir Duncan Walays and Elianore Bruce, countess of Carryk, his spouse, 

....all the lands of Erthebyset, of Slewmanane and of Westirbannock with pertinents ... for 
all the time of their life and the legitimate heirs of the said Duncan, which deficient, James 
Sandylandis and his heirs ... 

1385 RMS i 759  King grants and confirms to Sir James Sandylandis, ... lands of Erthbiset, of 
Ochtirbannoke and of Slamananemore with pertinents ...to be held by James and Johanne 
our dear daughter 

1421 Supplications i p.2 57  Dispensatio matrimonialis 
 
    To compose discords lately arisen between their kindred and friends Robert de Erth and 

Mariot de Fyf, Dunkeld diocese, desire to be united together in matriomony, but cannot 
fulfil their desire without apostolic dispensation because the father of Mariot was godfather 
of Robert. They therefore supplicate that, notwithstanding this impendiment of spiritual 
kinship, the Pope would dispense them to contract and remain in matrimony, declaring 
legitimate the offspring to be born. [1421] 

 
1426 RMS ii 67  The king confirms a charter of Murdach, Duke of Albanie ;;;;- which grants to James 

Sandilands of Caldor, and Jonette his wife,- lands and barony of Erthbiset in the 
sheriffdom of Strivelin, which James resigned 

1489 RMS ii 1879  The king confirms to Sir James Sandilands of Caldor, and Margaret Ker his wife,- the 
lands and barony of Erthbissate with feus etc., thereof; and lands of Slamannan, and also 
lands of Slamannan, with the advocation of the parish church of St Laurence of 
Slamannane in the sheriffdom of Striveling .. terras of Bannokburn ... 

1509 RMS ii 3363  The king confirms a charter of Sir James Sandelandis in which he grants to James 
Sandelandis, his uncle and son of the late Sir James Sandelandis his grandfather ... and the 
baronies of Ochterbannok, alias Bannokburn, Arthbissat and Slamannane ... which the 
said James resigns in his favour 

1510 RMS ii 3494  The king grants to James Sandilands and Mariote Forestar his wife,- lands and barony of 
Slamannan [etc.] ... and also the lands and barony of Erthbissate and Bannokburn ... and 
which the king as a special favour has newly incorporated into a free barony of Erthbissate 

1512 Bruce, lxxvii   Charter by James Sandilands of Calder, knight, and Marjory Forester his spouse to Andrew 
Bruce, son of Robert Bruce of Auchinbowie, and Margaret Sandilands his spouse, of 3 
oxgates and a half of Powfouillis in the barony of Erth Bissat ... 

1524 RMS iii, 279  The king confirms a charter of Sir James Sandelandis of Caldor,-[which for the 
implementation of a marriage contract between John S., his son and heir apparent (or in the 
event of his death, between James S., his brother and then heir apparent) and Margaret 
Bertoun, daughter of Robert B., of Over Berntoun, keeper of the rolls,- granting to the said 
Margaret, and her heirs,- lands of ...; and also lands of Hallis of Erth, in the barony of 
Erth-Bissate 

1531 RMS iii, 1020   The king confirms to John Sandelandis son and heir apparent of Sir James S., of Caldour, 
and Margaret Bertoun his wife,- lands of ...; lands of Hallis of Erth, in the barony of Erth-
Bissate which Margaret has resigned 

1553 RMS iv 867  The queen confirms to John Sandelandis, laird of Calder, and Margaret Bertoun his wife,- 
the lands and barony of Arth-Bissat, with mills, woods, fishings, feuars &c, the advocation 
of the church of Slamannane ... which fee-ferm is held by James Sandelandis and Lady 
Mariote Forestaire his wife in free feu ... 

1561 RMS iv 1394  The queen confirms a charter of John Sandelandis of Calder,- which, in completion of a 
contract made in Edinburgh 12 aug. 1561, - for a great sum of money paid, has sold to 
Alexander Bruce of Airth, and Jonette Levingstoun his wife,- lands of Hill of Airth, with 
coals, coal-works and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bissett 
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1597 RMS vi 634  The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 
Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 

1630 Retour 137  William Calder in ... Dawquharne in baronia de Airth-Bisset 
1655 Retour 215   the lands and barony of Airth comprehending the lands and hills callit the hills of Airth 

within the barony of Airth Bisset ... also these peices of land, the ane callit Mylnholme, 
and the other callit Heidcruike utherways Dockes 

1697 Retour  one fifth part of the land of Easter Lenhous called Burne, lying runrig between other lands 
of Easter Lenhouse of Slamannan in the barony of Airth-Bizet and the Regality of 
Callender 

 
cf William Bisset, constable of Stirling - Bain v 472 (r,u);492 (xii,xiv) 
   Andrew Bisset and Andrew de Erth, valets of William Bisset - Bain v 472 (r) 
 
AIRTH-CHALMERLANE  see Airthbeg 
AIRTH - FERRY of, AIH NS9187 [1]    
 
1409 RH6.225  Charter by Archibald, Earl of Douglas, whereby he grants to Sir William de Crawfurd, 

Knight, Lord of the Ferm, for long and honourable service and particularly for his keeping 
of the Castle of Edinburgh while the Earl was detained in England, the lands of Halls of 
Erth and Heeton of Erth with the cottages, cruives and fishings of the said lands, and 
common boat of the harbour of Erth 

1488 Blind Harry   Wallace him bown'd, when thought time should be, 
     off  St Johnstone, and with him took fifty. 
     To Stirling Bridge, as then he could not pass, 
     For strong power of Englishmen thar was. 
     To Airth Ferry they passed privily, 
     and busked them in a dern stead thereby. 
     A cruel captain in Airth dwelt there, 
     In England born, and heght "Thomlyn of Ware" 
 
1565 RPCS I p.381   convenient to depute and appoint the keeping of the havynnis and common passagis within 

the said boundis ... For the ferry of Arth, and all boundis betuixt the samyn and 
Burroustouness ... Bruce of Airth 

1601 RMS vi 1162  The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master of E., his 
son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, with the castle 
thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., lands of the Hallis-of-Airth with fishings, 
lands of Polknaif with fishings, feus etc., the superiority of the lands of Powfoullis, quarter 
of Airthbeg ... an oxgang of land in Hill of Airth called the Rosehill ... Querrell ... ,- and 
which the king in respect of their good service has newly granted, with the barony of E., 
coals, woods, forests, parks, the haynings, meadows, fishings of salmon and other fish, 
boats lie cobillis, nets, lie yairis, cruvis, and other fishing devices (ingeniis piscationum) in 
all parts of the water of Forth with the privilege of a boat lie ferry-cobill and boit at 
Elphingstoun on both sides of the water of Forth  

1655 Retour 215  Alexander, Lord Elphinston, heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the lands, 
lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of Elphinstone 
with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone ;- lands of 
the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part of the 
land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill .... all 
united with the said lands in Perth into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of Airth 
comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- ...;- that 
oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of Roishill;- these 
pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike utherways Dockes;- 
that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon upopon the water of 
Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
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& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... [with this peice?] of land one [....] of [called?] 
Miln Holme, Another reed [cruik?], Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the 
toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the 
water of Forth & pow of Airth, The Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. Yre seasing is 
Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

1809 AOS 6089  George, Lord Keith of Bandeath and Stonehaven Marischal, seised ... in the right and 
privilege of the Ferry and ferry boats over the River Forth at the passage commonly called 
Higgins Neuk - on Disposal by James Bruce of Powfoulis G.R. 838.94 

1828 SJ&A  Notice of Bill ... to regulate and maintain a Ferry from Kincardine to a certain place called 
Higgins Neuk, for erecting and maintaining piers and other necessary works, or 
reconstructing, repairing and keeping in repair those already erected, increasing tolls, 
purchase of houses and gardens etc. 

1888   The cattle boat during tryst time was towed backwards and forwards on a hired tug boat. 
The cattle boat was 50 feet long, flush decked with a rail four feet high all round except for 
a hinged portion that was lowered down to the level of the pier, so that the animals could 
walk aboard. 

1890   The railway bought the ferry and restricted it to foot passengers and cyclists. 
1936   The Silver Link bridge was opened and the ferry passed out of existence.  
AIRTH GRANGE   # AIH NS8987 [2]   
 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.34v Airth Grainge 
1749 RS59/19 f.324v Duncan Stevenson as baillie --- William Gunn quarrier in Airth and Margaret Nicol his 

spouse having a disposition granted by James Club of Westfield of Airth heritable 
proprietor of the house and yaird --- bounded by the quarry on the east the path or lane 
leading from the west into the neather town of Airth upon the south the house and yaird 
possessed by the said Duncan Stevenson on the west and the Graing hedge at the futt of 
the said yaird on the north 

 
AIRTH GREENS   # AIH NS8988 [1]  
            NORTH NS896880   
                                      SOUTH NS902875 
 
1762-89 SC67/83/10  the part of the Greens being from Ward gate northward to where the mill of Powfoulis 

stood and commonly called the Miller Green .... new miln 
 1865 OSNB  Airth Greens - A small farmsteading, dwelling house, two storeys, all tiled and in good 

repair. Property of William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 
1912 CDS13  Airth Greens - North - Alex. Lord  Scott 
    Airth Greens - South - Peter Boyd 
1973 OS   Airth Greens 
2001 OS Explorer 349 North Greens 
AIRTH - HALLS of AIH NS9186 [1]    
 
1401 Douglas  353  Joanna, countess of Douglas, granted to her eldest son, Archibald, Earl of Douglas, her 

lands in Berwickshire in exchange for these lands of Halls of Airth 
1401 GD12.14  Johanna Countess of Douglas etc., granting to her eldest son Archibald, earl of Douglas, 

etc., in excambion for the £10 lands of Halls of Erth, her lands of Cranschawis in the 
Constabulary of Haddington 

1409 Elphinston No.11 Charter by Robert, Duke of Albany, Earl of Fyf and of Mentethe, and governor of 
Scotland, by which he confirms the gift and grant which his dearest kinsman, Archibald, 
Earl of Douglas, Lord of Galloway, made in favour of his well beloved William of 
Craufurd of Ferme, knight, of his lands of Hallis of Erthe and Heetoun of Erthe, with 
fishings, and common boat of the port of Erthe in the sheriffdom of Striveline 

1409 RH6.225  Charter by Archibald, Earl of Douglas, whereby he grants to Sir William de Crawfurd, 
Knight, Lord of the Ferm, for long and honourable service and particularly for his keeping 
of the Castle of Edinburgh while the Earl was detained in England, the lands of Halls of 
Erth and Heeton of Erth with the cottages, cruives and fishings of the said lands, and 
common boat of the harbour of Erth 

1450 RMS ii 344  The king grants to Sir William Monypenny lands called Hallis of Erth in the sheriffdom of 
Striveline;-which lands the king desires to declare as Monypenny's in perpituity, and which 
he incorporates into a free barony. 
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1451 RMS ii 501  Confirmation to Wm Monypenny of ii,  344 
1484 RMS ii 1576  The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas and 

heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands of 
Erthmalar with the Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 3 oxgang of the lands of 
Powfoulis, with a quarter of the lands of Slamanain, the advocation of the church of 
Slamanain ...an oxgang of the lands of Aularum de Erth, County of Stirling; fishing with 
two boats upon the water of Forth ... and which the king has united and incorporated into a 
free barony of Polmais-Cunnynghame 

1491 ADA   Hallis of Arth 
1492 ADC   James Sandilands of Caldor -1/3 of - 
1502 Ex.Rolls    Aule de Arth 
1511 RMS ii 3560  King confirms Alexander Livingston in the lands ... and lands of Hallis of Erth [valued] at 

4 lib 10 sol 
1512 RMS ii 3754  more or less as RMS ii 1576 but in favour of James Cunynghame, son and heir apparent of 

Robert C. of Polmais and with some distinctions on Slamannan 
1524 RMS iii, 279  The king confirms a charter of Sir James Sandelandis of Caldor,-[which for the 

implementation of a marriage contract between John S., his son and heir apparent (or in the 
event of his death, between James S., his brother and then heir apparent) and Margaret 
Bertoun, daughter of Robert B., of Over Berntoun, keeper of the rolls,-granting to the said 
Margaret, and her heirs,- lands of ...; and also lands of Hallis of Erth, in the barony of 
Erth-Bissate 

1528 RMS iii, 623  The king, lord of the lordship of Strivilingschire, with his mother's consent, lets in feuferm 
to Robert Calendar of Maner, and Katherine Elphinstoun his wife,- 9 half oxgangs of the 
lands of Hallis of Erth ... with the Orchartland thereof [the remainder of this charter might 
suggest that this lay within Bothkenner - see RMS iii, 876 below] 

1529 RMS iii, 876  The king, with consent of his mother, sets in feuferm to Thomas Levingstoun, natural son 
of M. Alexander L., of Donypace,- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Halch of Arth, lying in 
Buthkennar, now held by himself and occupied by his tenants, in the lordship of 
Strivilingschire and sheriffdom thereof 

1531 RMS iii, 1020  The king confirms to John Sandelandis son and heir apparent of Sir James S., of Caldour, 
and Margaret Bertoun his wife,- lands of ...; lands of Hallis of Erth, in the barony of Erth-
Bissate which Margaret has resigned 

1541 RMS iii, 2623  The king sets at feuferm to Thomas Levingstoun, natural son of M. Alexander L., of 
Donypaice, et Jonette Forestar his wife,- 7 oxgangs of land of Hallis of Arth, in the 
lordship of Bothkenner, lordship and sheriffdom of Strivelingschyre,- which the said 
Thomas previously held in feuferm 

1542 RMS iii, 2770  The king sets at feuferm to Katherine Elphinstoune in life rent, and James Callendar her 
son, and his legitimate male heirs ...,-9 half oxgangs of the lands of Aule of Arth and 
Archardland there 

1547 RMS iv 118  The queen grants to Alexander Bruce, son and heir apparent of Robert Bruce of Arth, and 
Jonete Levingstoun his wife,- 2 oxgangs of land of Arth (viz. one of the two parts lying on 
the north side of the Pow opposite the Aulas de Arth, the other part lying to the west of the 
said Pow in the region of the church of Arth, known as the Oxingang of Puleside, 14 
cottages, commonly Coitlands, in the town of Arth; - which the said Robert has resigned ... 
Alex and Jo, in conjunct fee Reserving  the free tenement to the said Robert and a 
reasonable third to Mariote Bruce his wife.      

1555 Retour 5  Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in one third part of 
Airth-millar; one third part of Poknaffe; one third part of the 20 merkland of Slamannan; 
one third part of half of an oxgang of land of Halls of Airth; one fifth part of a fourth part 
of the land of Arthbeg; one fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Airthmillar with the brewhouse 
thereof; one fifth part of 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis; one fifth part of the 10 merkland of 
Slamannan with the advocation of the church of Slamannan [alternatum] 

1554 RMS iv 976  The queen confirms a charter of Thomas levingstoun, natural son of M. Alexander L., of 
Donipace,- [which, for a sum of money payed by Alexander Menteith, has sold to Agnes 
Menteith, daughter in her pure virginity, of the said Alex.,- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Hallis 
of Erth, with feus etc., in the barony of Bothkenner, lordship of Strivelingschire ... and the 
building of a mansion and policies 

1555 RH6, 1649  James Callender of Hallis of Airth, 
1556 RMS iv 1078  The queen confirms a charter of Margaret Cunynghame a daughter and third heir of the late 

James C. of Polmais procreated between him and Agnes Bruce his wife, and also as a fifth 
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heir, she, for a sum of money, has sold to John Cunynghame and Isobelle Cunynghame his 
wife, her third part of the lands underwritten due to her as heir of James and Agnes, viz. 5 
half oxgangs of Arthmallair, 4 oxgangs of Polknaif, 5 merks of Slamannane, half an 
oxgang of Hallis of Arth, in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame; moreover her remaining 
fifth part as a fifth heir of James C. ... quarter part of Arthbeg, a fifth part of 2 half oxgangs 
of Erthmallare with the brasinarum thereof, 3 oxgangs of Polfoulis, 10 merks of 
Slamannane with a fifth part of the advocation of the church of S., a fifth part of half an 
oxgang of Hallis of Arth, the fishing of two cobles upon the water of Forth ...Moreover, a 
charter made by Katherine Cunynghame, a daughter and third heir, and also a fifth heir of 
J.C., wherein, with the consent of Duncane Narne her husband, she has sold for a sum of 
money to the said John and Isobelle- her third and fifth parts of the lands above written 

1566 Johnsoun 739   Protest by Gilbert Ra in the Inche that James Callender in the Halles of Airth passed at his 
own hand wrongeously without order of law and broke down a wall with the brace of his 
chimney and took away an iron crook off the randiltree. 

1579 RMS iv 2892  The king confirms a charter of Robert, Lord Elphingstoun,-[which, with the consent of 
Lady Margarete Drummond, his wife, lady of the free tenement of land underwritten, of 
Rossy,-for completion of a contract of marriage made between the said Robert and 
Margaret and Alexander, Master of Elphingstoun, their senior son and heir apparent on the 
one part, and William, Lord Levingstoun, Lady Agnes Flemyng his wife, and Jean 
levingstoun, their first born daughter, on the other part ... dated 1 & 10 Ap. 1575 ... selling 
to the said Jeanne Levingstoun , in her pure virginity, in life rent, lands ...; lands of Hallis 
of Airth, in the lordship and sheriffdom of Striveling 

1581 RPSS viii 772  Alexander Levingstoun of the Halls of Airth 
1582 RMS v 429  the king confirms a charter of John Cunynghame of Drumquhassil, and Isobelle 

Cunynghame his wife,-[ which in completion of a contract sells to William Cunynghame, 
his legitimate son,- 8 oxgangs of the land of Airthmellar with the brew lands the 
Brewlandis thereof, with half an oxengate in the Hallis of Airth, 10 pounds of 
Slamannanmure, with the advocation of the church ... 4/5 parts of Airthbeg, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfowlis, 4/5 parts of the fishing of 2 fishing boats (cimbarum) [coracles?], ..., 4 oxgangs 
of Polknaiff, with tenancies etc. ... 

1592 Bruce xxxiii  Halls of Airth with the coals and coal pits therein  
1601 RMS vi 1162   The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master of 

Elphingstoun, his son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, 
with the castle thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., lands of the Hallis-of-Airth 
with fishings, lands of Polknaif with fishings, feus etc., the superiority of the lands of 
Powfoullis, quarter of Airthbeg ... an oxgang of land in Hill of Airth called the Rosehill ... 
Querrell ... ,- and which the king in respect of their good service has newly granted, with 
the barony of E., coals, woods, forests, parks, the haynings, meadows, fishings of salmon 
and other fish, boats lie cobillis, nets, lie yairis, cruvis, and other fishing engines (ingeniis 
piscationum) in all parts of the water of Forth with the privilege of a boat lie ferry-cobill 
and boit at Elphingstoun on both sides of the water of Forth  

1592 RMS v 2092  The king [etc] grants to Lord Alexander Bruceof Airth, knight, and Lady Jean Levingstoun 
his wife,- lands of the Hill of Airth, with two oxgangs in the Hallis of Airth, with coals 
and fishings in the Water of Forth and the Pow of Airth in the Lordship of Strivilingschyre 

1594 RMS vi 118  The king renews the grant of ..., lands of Airth. 
1599 Retour 19  Marjory Bruce, heir portioner of  Robert Bruce of Greinsyd, her father , --- 4 ½ oxgang of 

the Hallis of Airthe 
1599 Retour 20  Susanna Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce of Greinsyd, her father , --- 4 ½ oxgang of 

the Hallis of Airthe 
1605 CRE   Robert Adam in the Halls of Airth - spouse Marion Aikman 
1607 Retour 54  Alexander Callender, portioner of the Halls of Airth, heir of James Callender, his father 
1611 Retour 75  Alexander Levingstoun of Halls of Airth, heir of Agnes Menteith, his mother, in 7 

oxgangs of the lands of Hallis of Airthe in the barony of Bothkenner in the barony of 
Bothkenner and lordship of Strivilingshyre 

1611 RMS vii 545  The king grants to William Levingstoun, eldest born son and heir apparent of Alexander 
L., portioner of the Halls of Airth,- 7 oxgangs of land of the Hauchis alias Hallis of Airth 
(viz. 5 oxgangs occupied by the said Alex., 2 oxgangs occupied by Lord James Bruce of 
Powfoullis) in the p. pf Airth, lordship of Strivilingshyre 

1612 RMS vii 617    The king grants to M. Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, minister of the word of God, and 
Margaret Douglas his wife,- 9 half oxgangs of land of the Hallis of Airth, and the 
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Orcheardland thereof, which Alexander Callender, portioner of the Hallis of Airth, with 
the consent of Jeanne Knox his wife, and William C., his son and heir apparent, has 
resigned, and which the king has newly granted at feuferm to the said Rob. and Margt, with 
the coal thereof, salmon fishing with the grilse and smolts, and pasturage 

1612 RMS vii 779    [L] The king grants to Lord James Bruce of Powfowlis [etc],- 3 oxgangs of the lands 
known as Powfoullis, 2 oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner, with the tower and manor 
place, sheriffdom of Stirling;- which item James personally resigned;- and also an oxgang 
of the lands of Bothkenner called Dalbeith; which James Leverance of Bothkenner, son and 
heir of the late John L., resigned;- and also 7 oxgangs of the Hauchis alias the Hallis of 
Airth, in the parish of Airth, lordship and sheriffdom of Stirling;- which William 
Levingstoun, oldest natural son and heir apparent of the late Alexander L., portioner of 
Hallis of Airth, resigned.;- and all of the above written has been newly granted to the said 
Lord James, with the ferry-boat of powfoullis upon the water of Forth, and the ferry-boat 
of Dalbayth upon the water of Carroun, and with the whole Seygrenis of the said land; and 
all incorporated into the free barony of Powfowlis, ordaining the tower and mansion place 
of Powfowlis to be the principal messuage 

1619 RMS vii 2079   The king confirms to M.William Levingstoun of Eister Greneyairds, and Marjory Bruce 
his future wife, eldest daughter of the late Robert B. of Grenesyde,- 4 half oxgangs of 
Hallis of Airth in the lordship of Str.;- which pertaines to the said Marjory by the decease 
of Robert Bruce, portioner of Hallis of Airth, her father, which Marjory has resigned ... 

1619 RS58/1 f.222v  Patrick Hegene in Hallis de Airthe Bailliespecially nominated; William Richardsone in 
Hallis of Airth Archibald Mitchell there George Cowye there and Johne [smyth?] there 

1619 Retour 98  Marjory Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of the Hallis of Airthe, her 
cousin, [patruelis], in 4½ oxgangs of the lands of Hallis of Airthe;- half an oxgang of the 
lands of Grenesyde in Hill of Airthe, and the other half of the said lands in the said Hill of 
Airthe, in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame 

1619 RS58/1 f.300v  compeared personally – Marjorie Bruce oldest lawfull daughter of the late Robert Bruce of 
Hallis of Airth, James Forrester of Logye sheriff-depute of Stirlingshire --- Robert Bruce 
late portioner of Hallis of Airth --- four oxgangs and a half of the lands of Hallis of Airth 
– to be held in chief [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Cowie notary in Airthe, Andrew 
Heygene there, James Mitchell in Hallis of Airthe, Alexander Mitchell his brother  

1619 RS58/1 f.328  William Levingstoun of Eist Grein Zairdis and Marjorie Bruce his spouse --- four oxgang 
[and a half?] of the lands of Halls of Airth --- William Levingstoun of Eist Grein Zairdis 
and Marjorie Bruce oldest daughter of the late Robert Bruce of Greinsyd his future spouse 
--- Robert Bruce portioner of Halls of Airth sui patrussis- -- James Mitchell in Halls of 
Airth  

1620 Retour 103  Marjory Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of the Hallis of Airth, her uncle 
[fili patrui],- in the lands of Casteltoun of Kilsyith in the barony of Kilsyith 

1620 Retour 104  Susanna Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of the Hallis of Airth, her uncle 
[fiii patrui],- in the lands of Casteltoun of Kilsyith in the barony of Kilsyith 

1620 RS58/2 f.34v  [L] the late Robert Bruce portioner of “hillis of Airthe” [recte] Hallis of Airthe --- 
Marjorie Bruce [his daughter?] of all and whole that ½ oxgang of land of lie Greineside of 
hill of Airth and that other half oxgang of land of the hill of Airth formerly occupied by 
John Logan  

1620 RS58/2 f.35  is the same as f.34v except it is in favour of Sussanne Bruce [the other heir portioner] 
1620 RMS vii 2165  [L] The king [etc] grants to William Bruce of Stanehous, his heirs and assignees,- the tiend 

sheaves of 15 oxgang of the Hallis of Airthe (which pertain to Alexander, Lord of 
Kildrymmie), 9 1/2 oxgang therein (which pertain to M. Robert Bruce of Kinnaird), 4 1/2 
oxgang therin (which pertain to Marjory Bruce, daughter of the late Robert Bruce of 
Cultoquy), lying on the south side of the Pow of Airthe ... 

1623 CRS   Isobel Callander, spouse to William Richarsone, in Halls of Airth 
1623 RS58/3 f. 04  [L] [endorsed “sasine Robert Bruce ”]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten Robert Bruce apparent of Kynnaird, having in his hand a charter of sasine 
dated and granted by Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, proprietory heir of the lands 
underwritten, to the said Robert Bruce, his eldest son and heir apparent - .] – half ane 
oxgate of Halls of Airth with the Orchardlands thereof – coals, coalheughs of the said 
lands and with the salmon fishing of grilses and --- Ninian Bark in Hallis of Airth 

1624 RS58/3 f.76v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten, James Bruce of 
Powfoulis, knight, having in his hand a charter from William Cunnynghame of Polmais, 
son and heir of the late William Cunnynghame of Polmais, in favour of the said James, son 
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and heir of the late [Archibald] Bruce of Powfoulis, his father, of all and whole [four] 
oxgate of the lands of Poiknaiff and half the lands of Halls of Airthe with houses [etc] 
lying in the barony of Polmais Cunnynghame  

1630 Retour 140     [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 
... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1630 CRS   George Bowie in Halls of Airth 
1632 RS58/5 f f.349v Hallis de Airth – lying in the Lordship of Stirling  
1634 RS58/6 f.119  Johne Bruce ane of the lawful sons of umquhill Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird [he had been 

given and annualrent from his mother and father in 1614 of 300 merks to be uplifted from] 
the lands of Hallis of Airth and Orchardland which was conquest be thaim fra umquhill 
Alexander Callender extending to nyne oxingangis of land and ane half of ane part of the 
samyn lyand within the sheriffdome of Stirling  

1634 RS58/6 f.175  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Bruce 
formerly of Powknaiff now portioner of Hallis of Airth having in his hand a precept of 
sasine from Alexander Master of Elphingstoune hereditary proprietor of the lands 
underwritten --- annualrent from the Halls of Airth 

1640 RS58/7 f.269v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Heygin in 
Hallis of Airth as attorney for Alexander Barclay, writer, burgess of the burgh of Stirling 
and Jonette Forrester, his spouse, having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation from 
Thomas Bruce of Waltoune of all and haill four oxgangs and half and oxgang of the Halls 
of Airth lying in the Lordship of Stirling and sheriffdom thereof  

1649 RS58/8 f.364v [L] all and whole that part and portion of the Hallis of Airthe lying above and on the east 
side of the Bellisdyk presently occupied by David Hardie there with houses [etc] lying in 
the parish of Airthe – [selling to John Downie and Jonet Crawfuird his spouse] [witnesses 
to sasine] Alexander Logane in Carsygaitt --- Margaret Patersoune in Bellisdyk 

1653 Retour 204   [L] Halls of Airth with the land called the haill-sea-greins all united into the barony of 
Powfoulles 

1655 Retour 212  [L] Alexander Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Robert Bruce of K, younger, his brother german,- 
in the lands of Kynnaird;-...;- 9 1/2 oxengait of the Hallis of Airthe and Orchardlands 
thereof 

1672 CRS   William Bruce, portioner of Hall of Airth 
1675 Retour 271  [L] Archibald Bruce heir of William Bruce portioner of Halls of Airth, his brother german, 

in 4½ oxgang of the lands of Halls of Airth in the parish of Airth and lordship of Stirling. 
1676 CRS   James Aitken in Halls of Airth 
1686 CRS   Anna Bruce, lawful sister to Archibald Bruce, portioner of Halls of Airth 
1691 RPCS iii p.652  Robert Thomson in Halls of Airth 
1694 RS83/1 f.54.2  the lands called the Halls of Airth with the fishings thereof, with the dowcats, coalls, 

Coalheughs under a charter of resignation made under the great seal. Registered on the 
321st and 322nd leaves of the said Register 

1696 Retour 328  [L] Janet, Helen and Isobel Dounie, lawful daughters of the late John Dounie junior in 
Westend of Plean, procreated between him and Helen Dow his spouse, heirs portioner of 
John Dounie ibidem [in Westend of Plean] their grandfather, - in 4½ oxgang of the lands of 
Airth (or Halls of Airth) upon the west side of Bellsaidycks 

1698 RS83.2  William Hodge in Halls of Airth and Patrick Hodge his son  
1700 Retour 346   [L] John Forrester, apothecary in Dundie, heir of George Forrester, maltster [polentarii] in 

Airth, his grandfather, - in a portion of 9½ oxgangs of land of the Halls of Airth. 
1700 Retour 348   [L] John Forrester, apothecary in Dundie, heir of George Forrester, one of the four sons of 

George Forrester, maltster [polentarii] in Airth, his father, in a portion of 9½ oxgangs of 
land of the halls of Airth.brother german,- in the lands of Kynnaird;-...;- 9 1/2 oxengait of 
the Hallis of Airthe and Orchardlands thereof 

1700 Retour 347   [L] John Forrester, apothecary in Dundie, heir of conquest of Robert Forrester, second son 
of George Forrester, maltster [polentarii] in Airth, his patrui;- in a portion of 9½ oxgangs 
of land of the halls of Airth. 

1700 Retour 348   [L] John Forrester, apothecary in Dundie, heir of George Forrester, one of the four sons of 
George Forrester, maltster [polentarii] in Airth, his father, in a portion of 9½ oxgangs of 
land of the Halls of Airth. 

1710 RS59/12 f.501  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Henry only lawful son to the 
deceast William Henry merchant in Airth having in his hands an assignation [granted by 
his father] disponed to the said James and his heirs all and haill these roums or portions of 
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land of the nine oxengate and half ane oxengate of the lands of Halls of Airth  
1714  RS59/13 f.197v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  ane discreet man Patrick 

Muirhead of Rashiehill for himself and as procurator and actorney for and in name of 
Dame Agnes Muirhead his daughter spouse to Sir George Preston of Valleyfield Barronet 
and George Preston eldest lawfull son to the said Sir George procreat betwixt him and the 
said Dame Agnes --- all and heall these ten oxengates of land lying in Halls of Airth  

1744 VR   Haughs of Airth 
1755 Roy   Halls of Airth 
1791 AOS 1968  Halls of Airth on the south side of the Bridge and Pow of Airth 
1811 SLR   Haughs of Airth 
1817 Grassom    Halls of Airth 
 1865 OSNB  Halls of Airth - This name applies to a considerable extent of land, embracing two 

farmsteadings and several cothouses. The origin of the name is unknown. It is the property 
of the Earl of Zetland, Kerse House, Grangemouth 

1912 CDS13  Halls of Airth Farm - John Turnbull 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Haughs of Airth 
AIRTH - HILL of  AIH NS8986 [1]   
 
1497 Bruce 1656  Imprimis:...a charter granted be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs, to Thomas Dunlop, of the 

lands called Dunlopslands lyand within the barony of Airth; item: an instrument of seasing 
following thereupon 1499 ... 3 oxengates ... lyand upon the Hill of Airth called 
Fortuneslands 

    Imprimis: a precept direct be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs to Margaret Currour of 14 
oxengate of the land of Arth chamberlane 1457; Item: ane instrument of seasing dated 
nynth of August 1457 from a precept of seasing be John, Lord Lyndsay, and margaret 
Currour his spouse, of the said 14 oxengate of land 1519; Item: ane precept of seasing  
granted by John Hepburn of Westfortoun of twa oxengate of Arthchamberlane be Robert 
Bruce  of Airth 1523 ... and then 3 oxengate 1527 .. and then 6 oxengate in the Hill of Arth 
called Fortounslands to Alexander Bruce by Henry Hepburn of Fortoun 1555. 

1498 GD68/1/42  Item, the lands of Hill of Arth wadset be my said fadir to the saide Robert Bruce undir 
reversioune 

1499 Bruce lii  item: ... 3 oxengates ... lyand upon the Hill of Airth called Fortuneslands 
1506 RMS ii 3016  [L] King confirms to Robert Cunynghame of Polmais-Cunynghame ... 8 shillings of the 

Hill of Erth, with brasina, viz. the Brewlands thereof 
1506 RH6/699  [L] Instrument of Resignation – at Dumbarton  on the 16th December 1506 - “in presence 

of James IV King of Scots – John Culquhon of Luss, Knight, procurator and in name of 
Robert “Cwnygame” fiar of the lands and barony of Polmais Cunygame and of his father 
Alexander Cwnygame Knight liferenter of the said lands and barony, and there resigned 
into the hands of the king [lands in Wemis, Elchok, Inchmertyn, Ardgarvy] also six 
oxgates and eight shilling lands of the Hill of Airth and the six shilling lands of the said 
lands called the Brewland which extend annually to ten merks and eight penny lands, in the 
said barony of Polmais Cunygame and Sheriffdom of Striuelyng, which resignation being 
made sasine and was given by delivery of staff and baton to the said Robert Cwnygame …  
and in the name of Isabella Culquhon, spouse of the said Robert in conjunct fee 

1555 Bruce lii  ... and then 6 oxengate in the Hill of Arth called Fortounslands to Alexander Bruce by 
Henry Hepburn of Fortoun 1555. 

1561 RMS iv 1394  [L] The queen confirms a charter of John Sandelandis of Calder,- which, in completion of a 
contract made in Edinburgh 12 aug. 1561, - for a great sum of money paid, has sold to 
Alexander Bruceof Airth, and Jonette Levingstoun his wife,- lands of Hill of Airth, with 
coals, coal-works and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bissett 

1592 RMS v 2092  [L] The king [etc] grants to Lord Alexander Bruceof Airth, knight, and Lady Jean 
Levingstoun his wife,- lands of the Hill of Airth, with two oxgangs in the Hallis of Airth, 
with coals and fishings in the Water of Forth and the Pow of Airth in the Lordship of 
Strivilingschyre 

1609 Retour 65  [L] Lord John Bruce of Airthe. knight, heir of Alexander Bruce of Airthe, knight, in 3 
oxgangs of lands of auld extent in Monte de Airthe within the barony of Airthe-
Chalmerlant known as Elphinstoun 

1619 Retour 98  [L] Marjory Bruce,  heir-portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of Hallis of Airthe, 
patruelis,- in 4 1/2 oxgang of the lands of Hallis of Airth, in the lordship of 
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Strivilingschyre;-half an oxgang of land of Grenesyde in Hill of Airthe, and another half 
oxgang of land in the said Hill of Airth, in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame 

1621 RS58/2 f.260v [L]  [endorsed “sasine William Richiesone of Hils of Airthe”] personally compeared 
upon the ground underwritten William Richaesone in Hillis of Airthe having in his hand a 
charter from Alexander, Lord Kildrymmie, heretable fear of the lands underwritten with 
the consent of Elizabeth [----] his wife --- the said William and Issobella Callendar, his 
wife of all and whole an annual rent out of the Hillis of Airthe 

1628 RS58/4 f.20  [L] compeared upon lie Monte de Airth the persons underwritten with a sasine in respect 
of all and whole the lands, barony, fishings, coalworks, saltworks, saltpans and others 
contained in the said precept, Robert Muschett as attorney for Alexander,  Earl of 
Linlithgow, and William Livingstoune, portioner of Falkirk, specially constituted for the 
purpose of the precept as sheriff-depute of Stirling in that part, - let it be known that a 
contract was made between the late William Bruce of Airth with the consent of the late 
Margaret Elphingstoune his spouse and the said Alexander, earl of Linlithgow, [seems to 
have been registered in 1618 and 1619]  

1629 Retour 131  [L] Susanna Bruce, heir-portioner of Alexander Bruce, patrui,- in half of 5½  oxgangs of 
the  landsof Hill of Airth called Airthmaller 

1629 RMS viii 1360 [L] The king [etc] confirms a charter made by John, Lord Balmerinoch, with the consent of 
Alexander, Lord Elphinston , and Alexander, lord Kildrimmie (or Master of Elphinston), 
his son,- [whereby it grants to Lady Elizabeth Drummond spouse of the said Lord 
Kildrimmie., in life-rent,- 14 oxgangs of the lands of the Hill of Airth now called 
Fourtounslandis, 3 oxgangs of Airth now called Dunlopislandis (formerly held by the late 
Lord John Bruce of Airth, knight, and now held by the said Lords Elphnston and 
Kildrimmie by acquisition, comprehending all his southern part of the lands of Airth from 
the north part of the Pow of Airth ... 

1635 RS58/6 f.276  annualrent out of the lands of Hill of Airth called Caldaris Quarter 
1666 Retour 242  Monte de Airth ... Laverockmure ... Airthmillar ... Fortouneslands ... Dunlopsland  ... 

Elphingstoun  
1841 NSA viii p.280   Hill of Airth 
1865 OSNB  A richly wooded hill rising abruptly from the Carse land, and from which the parish is 

supposed to derive its name - the Gaelic word ard or ardhe signifying a hill and if this 
supposition be correct it furnishes strong ground for the opinion that the parish, which for 
the most part presents a complete level, owes its name to what is well known by the 
appellation of the Hill of Airth. Property of William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Hill of Airth 
AIRTH MAINS  AIH NS8987 [1]  NS896871    
 
1569 GD37/66  Mains of the Kirklands of the Hill of Airth 
1575 GD37/59  3 oxgates of the Mains and Kirklands of Airth 
1582 GD37/73  lands of Kirklands of Airth, called the Maynis of Airth 
1599 GD37/88    [L] Charter by Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth, kt., to Jonet Letham, relict of Robert 

Donaldsone, merchant in Falkirk in liferent and to Hector Lowtheane, her grandson, lawful 
son to Thomas Lowtheane, merchant burgess of Edinburgh, and deceased Egidia 
Donaldsone, spouse to the said Thomas, in fee of an annualrent of 50 merks furth of the 
Mains of Airth  12 Sep 1599   

1627 RMS viii 1022 [L] terras domminicales with the tower and manor, the mill of Airth with its lands(viz. 2 
rigs to the north of the mill, the said lands being known as Brumepark, Calfwaird to the 
east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead called Patrik-Hagings-damheid and the 
Pow going down to the site of the ancient mill of the said Patrick called Mylnholm), the 
new mill of the said Patrick Hegins, with its lands (viz. the Thorniecruik-waird, acres and 
roods and 27 fallis of croft land between the aquaducts 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  being the merch dyke of the said Maynis –terras dominicales de Airthe with the tower, 
fortalice [etc] – 

17c GD156/31/2  Ane reversion be Wm Donaldson burges of sterling to Alexander Bruce of Arthe for 
redeeming of annuelrent of ten marks out of the Mains of Arthe 

1817 Grassom    Mains - also shows N(orth) Mains which corresponds with present Mains 
1865 OSNB  Mains - A large farmsteading of one and two storeys, slated and in good repair. Property of 

William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 
1912 CDS13  Mains - Alex. Lord  Scott 
1973 OS   Mains 
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2001 OS Explorer 349 Airth Mains 
AIRTH MILLER  # AIH NS8987 [1]  
 
 c1320 RMS i II 236  [l] Carta Wilhelma de Prendergeist de terris de Erthmalare 
 c1320 RMS I II 516 [A]  [l] Carta Willelmi de Prendergaist de terris de Herth Slamannan Levylandis 
    [B]  To William Predergaist, of the lands of Slamannan and the half of Leviland, in vic. de 

Stirling, whilk Gilbert de Malherbe forisfecit [see note at end of this section] 
1359 Ex. Rolls i p.575 Erth Maler 
1484 RMS ii 1576  [l] The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas 

and heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands 
of Erthmalar with the Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 3 oxgang of the lands of 
Powfoulis, with a quarter of the lands of Slamanain, the advocation of the church of 
Slamanain ...an oxgang of the lands of Aularum de Erth, County of Stirling; fishing with 
two boats upon the water of Forth ... and which the king has united and incorporated into a 
free barony of Polmais-Cunnynghame 

1512 RMS ii 3754    [L] more or less as RMS ii 1576 but in favour of James Cunynghame, son and heir apparent 
of Robert C. of Polmais and with some distinctions on Slamannan 

 1555 Retour 5  [L] Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in one third 
part of Airth- millar; one third part of Poknaffe; one third part of the 20 merkland of 
Slamannan; one third part of half of an oxgang of land of Halls of Airth; one fifth part of a 
fourth part of the land of Arthbeg; one fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Airthmillar with the 
brewhouse thereof; one fifth part of 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis; one fifth part of the 10 
merkland of Slamannan with the advocation of the church of Slamannan [alternatum] 

1556 RMS iv 1084   [L] The queen confirms a charter of Margaret Cunynghame a daughter and third heir of the 
late James C. of Polmais procreated between him and Agnes Bruce his wife, and also as a 
fifth heir, she, for a sum of money, has sold to John Cunynghame and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife, her third part of the lands underwritten due to her as heir of James 
and Agnes, viz. 5 half oxgangs of Arthmallair, 4 oxgangs of Polknaif, 5 merks of 
Slamannane, half an oxgang of Hallis of Arth, in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame; 
moreover her remaining fifth part as a fifth heir of James C. ... quarter part of Arthbeg, a 
fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Erthmallare with the brasinarum thereof, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfoulis, 10 merks of Slamannane with a fifth part of the advocation of the church of S., a 
fifth part of half an oxgang of Hallis of Arth, the fishing of two cobles upon the water of 
Forth ...Moreover, a charter made by Katherine Cunynghame, a daughter and third heir, 
and also a fifth heir of J.C., wherein, with the consent of Duncane Narne her husband, she 
has sold for a sum of money to the said John and Isobelle- her third and fifth parts of the 
lands above written 

1559 RMS iv 1382  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Jonetam Cunynghame, one of the 
daughters and heir of the late James C of Polmais,-[which, in completion of a contract 
between her and John Cunynghame of Drumquhassill, and for a sum of money and other 
gratuities contained in the said contract,- sold to the said John Cunynghame, and Isobelle 
Cunynghame, his wife,-her half part of lands pertaining to her as a daughter and one of two 
heirs of the said James C. and Margaret Aytoun his wife, with her fifth part of land 
pertaining to her as one of five daughters of the said late James C., namely ... a fifth part of 
a quarter part of Airth+, a fifth part of 2 1/2 oxengang of Airthmallar, with a fifth part of 
the Brewlands [brasinarium] thereof, a fifth part of 3 oxengangs of Powfowlis, a fifth part 
of 10 merks of Slamannane ... with a fifth part of the fishing of 2 cobles upon the water of 
Forth 

1582 RMS v 429  [L] the king confirms a charter of John Cunynghame of Drumquhassil, and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife,-[ which in completion of a contract sells to William Cunynghame, 
his legitimate son,- 8 oxgangs of the land of Airthmellar with the brew lands the 
Brewlandis thereof, with half an oxengate in the Hallis of Airth, 10 pounds of 
Slamannanmure, with the advocation of the church ... 4/5 parts of Airthbeg, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfowlis, 4/5 parts of the fishing of 2 fishing boats (cimbarum) ..., 4 oxgangs of Polknaiff, 
with tenancies etc. ... 

1602 RMS vi 1381   [L] The king, for service ... John Murray of Touchadam ... 2/5 of Arthebeg, 2/5 of 5 half 
oxgangs of Arthemellare with brueriis, 2/5 of 3 oxgangs of Bafffoullis, 2/5 of ten merks 
of Slamannane ... 2/5 of the fishing of two boats (cimbarum) upon the water of Forth 

1615 Retour 78       [L] A retour in favour of Archibald Cunynghameof Polmais as heirto William C. of P. his 
father one fifth part of Airthmillar with the brewlands thereof etc. 
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1628 RMS viii 1341  [L] The king [etc] grants to Alexander Earl of Linlithgow[etc],- 3/5 parts of 8 oxgang ofthe 
lads of Airthmillar with the brewlands [brueriis] the Brewlands, 3/5 of Slamannanemure, 
with the alternate advocation of the parish church of Slamannane, with commonty, muirs, 
coals and feuers[acquired from various parties associated with Polmais-Cunningham] 

1629Retour 131      [L] Susanna Bruce, heir-portioner of Alexander Bruce, patrui,- in half of 5 half oxgangs of 
the  landsof Hill of Airth called Airthmaller 

1629 RS58/4 f.235  [L] Robert Mushet, notary, advocate for Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, and Thomas 
Fleming in Easterjaw, sheriff-depute of Stirling in that part specially constituted for the 
sasine underwritten --- and there the said Robert Mushet took a charter of sasine under the 
Great Seal from the said sheriff-depute of the lands specified in the precept in the name of 
the foresaid earl --- all and haill two fifth parts of 8 oxgangs of the lands of Airthmillar 
with bruryie thereof commonly called the Brewlands and all and haill two fifth parts of 
Slamannan Mure with advocation and patronage of the parish church of Slamannan  

1649 Retour 193      [L] William Ruthven of Dunglas, knight, heir of Lord John R. of Lord , his father;- in the 
lands and barony of Airth with the Mains of A., coals and saltpans, mills and salmon 
fishings, &c uppon the waters of Airth and Forth, and the burgh of barony of Airth;- 3/5 
parts of 8 oxgang of the land of Airthmiller;-2/5 parts of the said 8 ox, wt particatis of 
land within the foresaid b of A;- with the priv. of regality, wit the tiend sheaves and the just 
patronage of all the foresaid land 

1666 Retour 242   [L] Monte de Airth ... Laverockmure ... Airthmillar ... Fortouneslands ... Dunlopsland  ... 
Elphingstoun  

1670 Retour 269   Airth-Miller ... Brewlands 
 
Note: Gilbert Malherbe was one of several people found guilty of conspiracy and treason against Robert the Bruce. He 
was executed in 1320 and this would have resulted in the forfieture of his property. The dates correspond. The 
Slamannan connection continued with the barony that came to be known as Airth-Bisset. 
AIRTH MILL  AIH NS8986 [1]   NS893868    
 
1627 RMS viii 1022  [L]  the Mill of Airth with its lands (viz. 2 rigs on the north of the mill, the said lands 

called Brumepark around which Lord John Bruce holds of the Earl of Linlithgow, 
Calfwaird on the east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead called Patrik-Hagings-
damheid and the Pow going down to the site of the old mill of the said Patrik called 
Mylnholm), the new mill of the said Patrik Hegings, with its lands (viz., the Thorniecruik-
waird, an acre and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade, 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  [L] all and whole the Mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north 
of the foresaid mill which lands, called Brumpark, lie beside the said mill and which were 
occupied by the late lord John and now to the Earl of Linlithgow with the contiguous lands 
of Calfward on the north of the mill pertaining to the said mill 

1642 RS58/7 f.403v  George Logan at the Mill of Airth  
1644 RS58/8 f.77v  [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Horne at the 

Mill of Airthe as attorney for George Logane lawful eldest son of George Logane senior at 
the said mill, hereditary proprietor of and annual rent 

1662 RS59/1 f.95  Comperit personalie James Bruce in Airth as actorney for Major Alexander Bruce of Airth 
holding in his hands a certain letter of disposition conteining the precept of seasing grantit 
be George Logane eldest lawful son to George Logane at the Mylne of Airth with the 
advyce and consent of his said father 

1678 RS59/5 f.423  Archibald Row lawfull son to umquhill Walter Row milner in Airth  
1730 CRS   Jean Baad, relict of the deceased Archibald Hodge, at Miln of Airth 
1728 RS59/15 f.167  Margaret Johnston relict of James Thomson farmer of the Milns of Airth  
1752 NLS MS10875 (197) Meal for ale, etc should be ground at the mill, but is imported instead. 
1773 NLS MS10865 (13)  Airth Mill taken over by Robert Archibald, a new tenant. Graham pursuing  relatives  of 

deceased tenant for payment of  repairs. Estimate  of mason  work required given by 
Thomas Paterson of St Ninians. However, it was claimed that this was for a new ashlar 
gable to replace one which was sound and not leaning. Also  included a damhead - "The 
damb was never the  work  of  a tradesman, but a parcell of stones thrown in as they appear 
at present, and the thirle is in use to uphold such, and a short while of a day will rickle it up 
as well as ever it was".  New doors not really required, merely to maintain and leave in a 
good condition the miln, kiln, dambs & damheads. 

1773 NLS MS10876 (58) 12 Nov.  Mill dams, damheads, houses, etc should all be inspected before a new  tenant 
takes over, as they should be in a sufficient habitable and tenantable condition at the 
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beginning of a lease. Previous tenant's heirs (Hodge) refuse  to allow this and so it will be 
necessary to "give a petition  to  your own Barron Baillie, setting furth, that by the tack 
granted by your father  to Arch. Hodge,  he became bound, at removing from the subjects 
set  to  him,  to leave the mill dams, damheads, houses & c and the machinery & utensils  
belonging to the mills in a sufficient heritable, tenentable and workable  condition but that 
the said Arch, Hodge being now dead and his heirs removed  from  the possession  of the 
subjects set, these subjects are not left in the  condition required by the tack, on the 
contrary, that they are in very bad order, yet his heir  refuses to name a man to be joined to 
one to be named by you  to  inspect the  said subjects, and ascertain what it will cost to put 
them  in  sufficient order  and  condition.   Therefore craving that the Baillie  will  appoint  
two skillfill men to visit and inspect the said subjects, and to report in  writing what it  will 
cost to put them in sufficient order & condition  and  that  the Bailie will decern Hodge's 
heir to pay you what ever sum the  valuators  shall report the expence to be..." Alexr Milne, 
Carron. 

1784 NLS MS10876 (285) 4 Dec. "You may perhaps recolect that several years ago I spoke to you  on the view I then 
had of running away moss through Mr Cunninghams Estate of Throsk for permission to 
take the waters of a well and what other waters  go from my grounds of Cowie to your mill 
at Airth at such time as you had  plenty of water so as to be able to spare them without 
infeiring your mill, the scheme for running away moss did not at that time take place: 
having now settled on  a plan  with Mr Cuningham for the running away the moss I beg 
leave to  renew  my application ..."  Wm Murray, Polmaise. 

c.1798 NLS MS10854 (235) "Articles of the sett of the subjects after mentioned  belonging to  William Graham of 
Airth Esquire, viz All and Haill the said Wm  Graham  his miln  and  kilns of Airth with 
the multures, sequels,  knaveship,  bannock  and other  dues  priviledges & services used 
and wont and  haill  sucken  belonging thereto with the houses, barns, stables, byres, 
cotehouses and yards  belonging thereto, together with the whole lands & teinds thereof 
lately possessed by the deceast Archd Hodge tenant of the said Mills of Airth, except the 
rig called Hodge's Rig, which is hereby declaerd not to be included in the said sett  but 
expressly excepted therefrom, and with the whole loans, ditches, stanks, grass, mill  and 
lands, as the same were lately possessed by the said  deceased  Archd Hodge & his cottars, 
& extending to thirty seven acres two roods & twenty five falls  Scots  measure or thereby, 
exclusive of Hodges Rig, with  the  piece  of grass ground between the two bridges called 
the Tongue and with the  priviledge of the moss and commonty upon the moss of Airth, for 
casting, winning,  leading &  away  taking  of peats, turves & divots for the service of  the  
said  mill, kilns, house and hail other pertinents belonging or which were in use to belong 
to the said mills, lands, houses and others... 

    That  during the running of an half hour sand glass, the subjects  particularly before  
mentioned shall be exposed to sett for the space before mentioned,  and sett  up  at the 
yearly rent following viz £24.6.8 sterling of  money  rent  90 bolls good and sufficient oat 
meal at eight stone Amsterdam weight each boll 32 bolls good & sufficient well dight bear, 
run mel with the said William Graham's ordinary  firlot of the said Barony of Airth, with 
15 capons or one shilling  & sixpence for each undelivered capon, 23 hens or one shilling 
sterling for  each undelivered  hen,  twelve chickens or sixpence sterling  for  each  
undelivered chicken,  four threaves of straw or tenpence stg for each undelivered  threave, 
and ten creels of peats or fourpence sterling for each creel... 

    the  said  tenant  to assist in leading of miln stones to the  said  mill,  and casting  of the 
mill dams & leads, when desired, and do all other  services  at the said mill & kilns, 
conform to use & wont...likewise  to  uphold  and maintain the said miln, kilns  dams,  
damheads,  mill leads, houses and others forsaid in a sufficient tenantable & habitable  
condition, and to leave them so at the expiry of the said tack..." 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (201)  Jan 25: David Nicol, 73 years old, stewart, miller and residenter at  Airth  Mill for 
upwards of 50 years, considered that all the water  of  the different  springs and groundless 
wells were the property of the  Mill. Those who had previously diverted part of this water 
were forced  to  remove  their dams. 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (17) Another  estimate required, Graham suggested Duncan  Campbell,  mason  in Stirling,  
James  Malice and Archibald Buchan, wrights in  St  Ninians.   Hodge names  Thomas 
Mitchell of Mungall miln & milnwright, William Dobbie of Larbert Miln, miln wright, 
John Brown, mason in Falkirk, Thomson, mason at Lawriestoun, John Melvine, tenant in 
Abbotshaugh & Hugh Smith at Skaithmuir. 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (21)  Estimate of repair costs: includes thatch for barn, dwelling house, miln, big  kiln, little kiln, 
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house next to the dam (dryster's?), 3 houses below  the brae.  Also a pan for big kiln and 3 
houses. 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (23)   Duties  of thirle only include annual cleaning of miln dam  and  leading home of miln 
stones when necessary. 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (24)  Last time the thirles carried stones for the damhead was some 47 years ago, which means 
that Archibald had never drawn upon this as a right during his tenancy. 

1825 NLS MS 10857 (25)  100 carts of stones & 20 men required to repair the damhead. 
1865 OSNB  Airth Mill - A farmsteading with a corn mill attached, partly thatched and slated, one 

storey and in good repair. The corn mill is propelled by water and the strength of which is 
from 7 to 8 horse power. Property of William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 

1912 CDS13  Airth Mill - Robert Chalmers, farmer 
 
  See also RMS vi 634 for authority to Bruce to build a mill on the seashore 
AIRTH MOR  # AIH NS9086 [1]  NS900868 
 
1460 Holyrood  Erth Maior in baronia de Brochtoune vic Strivelyne 
1475 SprotsS  Erthmore 
AIRTH - COMMON MUIR of   AIH NS8886 [1]     
 
 1700 RS83/2/406  privilege of the moss and Muir of Airth 
AIRTH - PORT of  AIH NS9187 [1]    
 
1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the 
parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling; which is to be feued from Robert Lord Elphinstoun 
and Alexander, Master of E., his son; with an oxgang of land in the town of Powknaif 
(occupied by James Watt therein), with free fishing on the Water of Forth, with the fishing 
of salmon and the grilses in the Water of Foirth and the Pow of Airth near Dokkis (with the 
freedom to draw nets upon the Dokkis, in the said parish and sheriffdom; the Hill of Airth 
with two oxgangs of land thereof; which is to be feued from the said Alex. B. ... Upon 
which above writ the king has newly granted to the said John , with the fishings, the said 
two oxgangs of Hill of Airth, the salmon, grilses and smoltis in the Forth and the Pow of 
Airth ..., and erecting part of the lands near to the seashore, opposite  the said John's lands 
of Airth,- into the free Port of Airth, with authority to the said John to construct a mill and 
saltpan upon the seashore, the ferry boats on both sides of the Water of Forth, with the 
hevin-sylver, large customs, anchorage, and other  duties levied at a free port;- moreover 
erecting the Town of Airth and all those parts of the land relating to the said John, into a 
free burgh of barony with free port; with power to the said John to elect baillies, burgesses, 
officers etc., and the power to the said John to set prices and have a market cross, and a 
weekly market with two free markets annually on 24 July and 8 October, with customs ... 
Upon which writ the king has incorporated a free barony of Airth, with sasine given upon 
the Hill of Airth ... 

 
AIRTH STATION  AIH 8787 [1]    
 
1860 OSNB  Airth Station - A small wooden erection used as a booking and parcel office. Property of 

the Railway Company. 
BENS WATERLAND # AIH NS9085 [3] 
 
1751 RS59/19 f.441 [L] As also all and whole these his lands called Banes Waterland extending to two acres 

and a half bounded by the lands possest by Patrick Hodge in Halls of Airth on the south the 
loan leading to Halls of Airth on the west the lands possest by James Logan on the  north 
and the Kingsdale Bridge on the east --- all lying within the parish of Airth --- with right 
and liberty of casting feal and divot on the Saltgrass in case they shall build a house or 
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houses upon the lands herby disponed and for repairing the same in all time coming 
1754 RS59/20 f.256 [L] The same day James Towers disponed to Alexander Bruce of Powfoulis: – all and 

whole these his lands called Bens Watter Land with the houses lately built by him 
thereupon --- bounded by the lands possest by Patrick Hodge in Halls of Airth on the south 
The loan leading to the Halls of Airth on the west The lands belonging to the said 
Alexander Bruce on the north and the Kings Dale Bridge on the east parts – parish of Airth  

 
Bane is a personal name – cf Bainsford 
BANK   # AIH NS8987 [2]        
 
1619 Retour 98  [l] Marjory Bruce,  heir-portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of Hallis of Airthe, patruelis,- 

in 4½ oxgang of the lands of Hallis of Airth, in the lordship of Strivilingschyre;-half an 
oxgang of le Bank 

1702 RS59/11 f.29v  all and haill that duelling house high and laigh back and foir  commonly called the Red 
House --- bounded as follows Viz the high way through the hightoun of Airth upon the 
west The house and yeard belonging to Mr Paul Gellie upon the north The Bank belonging 
to the ministers Gleib upon the east and the yeards presently possessed be George Forrester 
upon the south 

1802 AOS 4448  part of the lands of Airth [James Graham] commonly called the Bank  
BANKS   # AIH NS8987 [3] 
 
1692 RS59/8 f.75v  William Baad tennent in Coalgatsyde of Elphingstoun as procurator in name of Mary Baad 

his eldest lawful daughter [this is property on the north side of the “common way to the 
shoar of Airth” – amongst the boundaries is the “land called the Banks”] 

BELLSDYKE  AIH NS9084 [1]   
 
1620 RS58/1 f.358v [L] Alexander Bruce of Powknaiff --- John Hardie in Bellsdyke [annotated “pro 

Johanne Hardie”]--- four riggs [particatarum] lie riggis of land lying contiguous to the 
dwelling house of the said John Hardie at Bellsdyke--- the four riggis of land extending to 
four acres or thereabout [witnesses] Andrew Logane in Kersgait, Robert [Aldcorne?] in 
Bellisaidyk, John Muirheid there and John Cowie son of the notary public 

1624 RS58/3 f.76  Be it kend till all men be thir present lettirs, me John Hardie of Bellsdyke– fra Alexander 
Bruce of Poiknaiff the sum of tua hundreth merkis usuall money of this realm --- all and 
haill four oxengait of land [later says “the foirsaid four riggis of land”] lyand besyd my 
duelling hous aboue Bellsdyke being ane part frae said Alexander’s half oxingait of the 
lands of Halls of Airthe extending to tua oxingait of land --- all and haill the said foure 
riggis of land lynd benethe in the said John[‘s] hous extending to tua aiker of land or 
thairby [witnesses to sasine] Adam Bad in Elphingstoune, James Bruce of Powfoullis 

1624 RS58/3 f.76v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten, James Bruce of 
Powfoulis, knight, having in his hand a charter from William Cunnynghame of Polmais, 
son and heir of the late William Cunnynghame of Polmais, in favour of the said James, son 
and heir of the late [Archibald] Bruce of Powfoulis, his father, of all and whole [four] 
oxgate of the lands of Poiknaiff and half the lands of Halls of Airthe with houses [etc] 
lying in the barony of Polmais Cunnynghame --- John Sympsone, portioner of Grange, 
Baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] Robert Aldcorne of Bellsdyke, Alexander 
Aldcorne his brother, Alexander Bruce of Powknaiffe, David Hardie, brother of John 
Hardie in Bellsdyke 

1627 RS58/4 f.45  John Hardie in Bellsdyke–Agnes Cowie [spouse of John] 
1629 RS58/5 f.27v  Malcolm Logan in Bellesdyik  
1632 CRS   John Hardie in Bellsdyke 
1635 RS58/6 f.257v [L] all and whole that part and portion of the four oxgangs of land  and a half oxgang of the 

lands of Halls of Airth with the lands which pertains to the said Thomas Bruce lying above 
and on the west side of the Bellisdyke occupied by David Hardie 

1649 RS58/8 f.364v [L] all and whole that part and portion of the Hallis of Airthe lying above and on the west 
side of the Bellisdyk presently occupied by David Hardie there with houses [etc] lying in 
the parish of Airthe – [selling to John Downie and Jonet Crawfuird his spouse] [witnesses 
to sasine] Alexander Logane in Carsygaitt --- Margaret Patersoune in Bellisdyk 

1661 RS59/1 f.7  Thomas and William Hardie in Bellisdyke 
1668 CRS   Archibald Hardie in Bells-Dyke 
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1668 RS59/4 f.23  Marie Connochie relict of umquhill James Talzeor weaver in Grange of Bothkenner and 
John Talzeor of Bellsdyke our eldest lauful sone  

1683 SC67/67/2 f.37v John Pouhouse in Bellsdyke 
168- Adair   Belsdyk 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v.1  John Powhouse in Bellsdyke and Alexander Powhouse his sone of an annualrent out of six 

oxengate of land in Grainge of Bothkennar belonging to Alexander Sympsone of 
Steanhouse.  

1709 RS59/12 f.432v John Gillespie in Bellsdyke  
1732 GD65/184   Instrument of Resignation by James Bruce of Powfoulls of 5 rooms of land lying at 

Bellsdyke and the teinds thereof in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask and Bethia 
Baillie, his spouse, in conjunct fee, following on disposition in GD65/180,  

1743 RS59/18 f.297  George Connachie indweller in Bilsdyke 
1750 RS59/19 f.382 [L] James Towers tenent in Belsdike and Janet Aitken his spouse --- all and whole that part 

and portion of the lands of Belsdyke called the Gairdners Field extending to two acres two 
roods and thirty five falls of ground or thereby bounded by the lands possest be John 
Tagget tennant in Kinnaird  upon the north the lands possest by William Gilchrist tennant 
there upon the east the lands possest by Lillias Mitchel relict of William Brown tennant in 
Letham upon the south and Belsdyke upon the west belonging to Alexander Miln of 
Newmils --- parish of Airth  

1754 RS59/20 f.256v [L] James Towers tenent in Bellsdyke for himself and as procurator for James Towers his 
only son having a charter granted by Alexander Bruce of  Powfoulis – all and whole that 
piece and portion of land which is part of the said Alexander Bruce his lands and estate of 
Powfoulis lying in the Bellsdike – parish of Airth 

1755 Roy   Bellsdyke 
1764 CRS   Andrew Crawford, sometime tenant in Bellsdyke, thereafter indweller in Airth 
1776 CRS   John Bow, late tenant in Bellsdyke 
1780 CRS   Archibald Cowie, late of Bellsdyke, residenter in Airth 
1782 AOS 272  Janet and Margaret Boyd, daughters of James Boyd in Bellsdike, seised in a tenement at 

Damside of Airth, parish of Airth, on disp. by Robert Clark, Wright, Airth P.R.27.307 
1783 AOS 336  James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in Lochs & Longleys, parish of Airth ;- on 

disp. by John Addison of Powside,- and Jenat Neilson, his spouse in liferent. P.R. 27.438 
1783 AOS 337  Jenat Neilson, spouse of James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in part of Powfouls; 

part of Newmill called Carseward, parish of Airth. P.R. 27.439 
1787 AOS 1222  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - Mailing at Belsdike, being 

part of Powfoullis, parish of Airth  
1796 AOS 3188  in a pendicle of Bellsdyke or Westfield of Pocknave called the Skelloch Yard consisting of 

2 acres  23 falls and 24 ells, on the east side of Bellsdyke Road, parish of Airth 
1801 AOS 4043  parts of Pocknave commonly called Bellsdyke  
1806 AOS 5384  part of the lands of Bellsdyke called Carseward and part of the lands there called, 

Gardeners Field being parts of the 5 oxengates of land in the Haughs or halls of Airth  
1807 AOS 5675  in parts of the lands of Pocknave commonly known by the name of Bellsdyke 
1807 AOS 5676  portion of land at Bellsdyke called Carseward; part of the land called Gardnersfield – 

portion on the west side of the Bellsdyke loan 
1817 Grassom    Bellsdyke (shows two sites – presumbably current N & S) 
1865 OSNB  Bellsdyke - This name applies to three farms collectively, together with a few cot houses. 

It is jointly the property of C.L.Cumming Bruce esq., and Henry Stainton Esq., the former 
proprietor's residence is Kinnaird House, Larbert, and the latter one is one of the managers 
of Carron Iron Works, Larbert 

1912 CDS13  Bellsdyke Farm - Wm. McGregor; North - Wm. Gilchrist, farmer 
1979 OS   Bellsdyke 
2001 OS Explorer 349 North Bellsdyke – South Bellsdyke 
 
cf Bellsbank, Ayr; Bellsland NS4141; Bellslaw, Dalkeith; Bellspool NT1535; Bellshiel Bridge NT8199; 
    Bellside, Airdrie;  
 
 DSL - SND1     DSL - DOST    Dyke , Dike, n. Also: dik, dyk, dyik, diyk; dyck(e, dick; deik(e, deick, deyk, daik, 
deck.  [ME. dyk(e, dik(e, dick, OE. díc.] 
    1. A ditch or fosse. (a)  [Usque ad fossatum quod vocatur Wattirdike; c 1230 Liber Dryburgh 115.]    [O.Sc. has  
dyke , dike, etc., a wall of earth, turf or stone, from a.1325, Mid.Eng. dyk(e), dik(e), O.E. dīc. The primary sense in 
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both Eng. and Sc. is that of a ditch, an excavation (i.e. something dug out), but this sense has been lost in Sc. since 16th 
cent., the secondary sense of a wall (i.e. what is thrown up by digging) becoming very common after 1530.  
BELLSAIDYKE  AIH NS9084 [2]   
 
1620 RS58/1 f.358v [L] Alexander Bruce of Powknaiff --- John Hardie in Bellsdyke [annotated “pro Johanne 

Hardie”]--- four riggs [particatarum] lie riggis of land lying contiguous to the dwelling 
house of the said John Hardie at Bellsdyke--- the four riggis of land extending to four acres 
or thereabout [witnesses] Andrew Logane in Kersgait, Robert [Aldcorne?] in Bellisaidyk, 
John Muirheid there and John Cowie son of the notary public 

1654 RMS x 324  [L] his 4 1/2 oxengates of the lands of Airth lying above and upon the west side of 
Relisaidyks [recte Belisaidyks], sometime occupied by David Hardie, in the parish of 
Airth 

1674 CRS   Janet Clerk in Belsaidyck 
1686 RS83/1 f.5v.14  John Powhouse in Bellsaidyk and Isobell Logan his spouse, and Marion and John 

Powhouse, their children  
1696 Retour 328  4½ oxgang of the lands of Airth (or Halls of Airth) upon the west side of Bellsaidycks 
 
Note – tempting to think that the origins of Bellsdyke is contained in this name. 
BENTNEUK  # AIH NS8890 [1]  NS883905   
 
1662 CRS   Thomas Baad in Bentneuke 
c.1755 Roy  Bin Neuk 
1780 Ross   Bent Newk 
1817 Grassom    Bent Neuk 
1865 OSNB  Bent Neuk - A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two storeys, all in good repair. 

property of the Earl of Dunmore 
1912 CDS13  Bent Neuk - [2 given, both Dunmore:] Thomas Meikle; William Malcolm 
1969 Ordnance Survey Bent Neuk 
 
SND bent, n.2 The slope or ridge of a hill; a hillside.   
    *Sc. 1814 Scott Waverley xi.:  
    It’s up Glenbarchan’s braes I gaed, And o’er the bent  of Killiebraid.   
    *Sc. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xviii.:  
    I hae taen the bent ower the Otterscape-rigg a hundred times.  
    [Cf. Band, n.2, ridge of a hill; bent  is prob. cogn. with bind, v.] 
 
BILBOA   # AIH NS 8987 [2]   
 
1749 RS59/19 f.319  That dwellling house lying at the shore of Airth sometime possessed by  Andrew 

Duncanson ship carpenter there --- bounded as follows viz: that yaird or fauld belonging to 
William Cowan and yaird belonging to William McAlpine of the west The high street 
leading from the town to the Shoar on the north The houses and yairds possest by James 
Duncanson on the east and the Sea Green on the south As also furth of all and haill the said 
Andrew Duncanson his piece of ground or yaird lying in the said town of Airth bounded as 
follows viz: The high way leading from Bilboa to the shore of Airth houses and yaird 
possest by John Hutton on the east the ditch belonging to the land possest by William 
McAlpine on the south and the ditch belonging to the land possest by John Logan on the 
west parts  

1752 RS59/20 f.55v  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Duncanson 
shipbuilder in Airth as baillie --- as also compeared Jean Hodge spouse to Andrew 
Duncanson ship carpenter --- in Airth --- liferent of all and haill that piece of ground yaird 
or inclosure lying in the town of Airth of old commonly called the Wilderness planting 
both baren and fruit trees houses and pertinents bounded as follows Viz the highway 
leading from Bilboa to the shour of Airth and houses and yairds possest by George Hutton 
on the east the ditch belonging to the land possest by Alexander Mcalpine on the south and 
the ditch belonging to the land possest by William Logan on the west --- all lying within 
the laigh town of Airth --- disponed by John Conochie ship master in Airth  

 
BILBOA – UPPER  # AIH NS 8987 [2]   
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1813 AOS    piece of ground and Dwelling houses and office thereon, being part of Airth called Upper 

Bilboa, parish of Airth  
 
cf Bilbo, Crimond, Peterhead; Rothie-Norman ABD. 
    Bilboa, Mauchline, AYR. 
    Bilbohall, Elgin 
    Belbo, Bilbo, Bilboa, Bilbo Park ABD  
BILBOA - NETHER # AIH NS 8987 [2]   
   
1814 AOS 7486  lands of Airth called Nether Bilboa  
BOURTREES  see Bowtrees 
BOWIES BANK  # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.20  quill it come to the west end of Bowis Bank and ascending up the merche having Bowis 

Bank on the east and Polmais land on the west 
BOWTREES  AIH NS9086 [1]   NS904861   
 
1755 Roy   Bourtrees 
1817 Grassom    Bowtrees 
1821 Ainslie  Bourtrees 
1865 OSNB  Bowtrees - A large farmsteading, two storeys, slated and in good repair. property of the 

heirs of the late John Dallas Marshall esq. 
1912 CDS13  Bowtrees - Robert Duncanson; Farm - W.W. Tait 
1971 OS   Bowtrees 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bowtrees 
 
DSL – SND S      BOUR , n. 3. The elder tree, short for  Bour tree (Cai. 1975). 
 
cf Bourtree Bush Park, WLO [PNWL 148] 
cf Bourtrees, Fairlie AYR; Lochwinnoch RNF. 
BRACKENLEYS  AIH NS9185 [1]   NS913851    
 
1817 Grassom    Bridgelees 
1865 OSNB  Brackenleys A large farmsteading, one and two storeys, slated and in good repair. 

Property and resindence of Mrs Ford 
1973 OS   Brackenleys 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Brackenleys 
 
Note: John, natural son of Malcolm, third Lord Fleming, had a charter of the lands of Brackenleys [probably Denny] in 
1541 [WCC 790]. Malcolm's wife was Janet Stewart of Thankertoun and Bothkenner. 
Jean Fleming, the fourth child of John, fifth Lord Fleming, married William Bruce of Airth. She died in Newton of 
Bothkennner in 1630. 
RHP 6131 [1757] shows the southern section of Brackenlees Road as "Newly made road". 
BRAE OF AIRTH  # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1675 RS59/5 f.164  John Heggin in Elphingstoune for himself and in name and behalf of his Jean Heggin his 

daughter upon the ground of the lands efterspecifiet – with ane heritable bond --- granted 
be Jeane Bruce Lady Airth onlie lawful daughter and aire served ant retoured to the deceast 
Major Alexander Bruce of Airth her faither with the consent of the deceast John 
Hammiltoune of Grainge then hir spouse --- annualrent furth of all and haill that rowme 
and mealling of land beneath and above the Brae of Airth sometime possesit be Patrick 
and Alexander Guidlett --- now set in tak to the said John Heggin and Margaret Guidlett 

BREWLANDS  # AIH NS8987 [1]    
 
1484 RMS ii 1576  [L] The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas 

and heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands 
of Erthmalar with le Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 3 oxgang of the lands of 
Powfoulis, with a quarter of the lands of Slamanain, the advocation of the church of 
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Slamanain ...an oxgang of the lands of Aularum de Erth, County of Stirling; fishing with 
two boats upon the water of Forth ... and which the king has united and incorporated into a 
free barony of Polmais-Cunnynghame 

1506 RMS ii 3016  [L] King confirms to Robert Cunynghame of Polmais-Cunynghame ... 8 shillings of the 
Hill of Erth, with brasina, viz. le Brewland thereof 

1506 RH6/699  [L] Instrument of Resignation – at Dumbarton  on the 16th December 1506 - “in presence 
of James IV King of Scots – John Culquhon of Luss, Knight, procurator and in name of 
Robert “Cwnygame” fiar of the lands and barony of Polmais Cunygame and of his father 
Alexander Cwnygame Knight liferenter of the said lands and barony, and there resigned 
into the hands of the king [lands in Wemis, Elchok, Inchmertyn, Ardgarvy] also six 
oxgates and eight shilling lands of the Hill of Airth and the six shilling lands of the said 
lands called the Brewland which extend annually to ten merks and eight penny lands, in 
the said barony of Polmais Cunygame and Sheriffdom of Striuelyng, which resignation 
being made sasine and was given by delivery of staff and baton to the said Robert 
Cwnygame …  and in the name of Isabella Culquhon, spouse of the said Robert in conjunct 
fee 

1555 Retour 5  [L] Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in one third 
part of Airth- millar; one third part of Poknaffe; one third part of the 20 merkland of 
Slamannan; one third part of half of an oxgang of land of Halls of Airth; one fifth part of a 
fourth part of the land of Arthbeg; one fifth part of 2 half oxgangs of Airthmillar with the 
brewhouse thereof; one fifth part of 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis; one fifth part of the 10 
merkland of Slamannan  

1559 RMS iv 1382  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Jonetam Cunynghame, one of the 
daughters and heir of the late James C of Polmais,-[which, in completion of a contract 
between her and John Cunynghame of Drumquhassill, and for a sum of money and other 
gratuities contained in the said contract,- sold to the said John Cunynghame, and Isobelle 
Cunynghame, his wife,-her half part of lands pertaining to her as a daughter and one of two 
heirs of the said James C. and Margaret Aytoun his wife, with her fifth part of land 
pertaining to her as one of five daughters of the said late James C., namely ... a fifth part of 
a quarter part of Airthbeg, a fifth part of 2 1/2 oxengang of Airthmallar, with a fifth part of 
the Brewlands [brasinarium] thereof, a fifth part of 3 oxengangs of Powfowlis, a fifth part 
of 10 merks of Slamannane ... with a fifth part of the fishing of 2 cobles upon the water of 
Forth 

1582 RMS v 429  [L] the king confirms a charter of John Cunynghame of Drumquhassil, and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife,-[ which in completion of a contract sells to William Cunynghame, 
his legitimate son,- 8 oxgangs of the land of Airthmellar with the brew lands brasinariis lie 
Brewlandis thereof, with half an oxengate in the Hallis of Airth, 10 pounds of 
Slamannanmure, with the advocation of the church ... 4/5 parts of Airthbeg, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfowlis, 4/5 parts of the fishing of 2 fishing boats (cimbarum) ..., 4 oxgangs of Polknaiff, 
with tenancies etc. ... 

1628 RMS viii 1341 [L] The king [etc] grants to Alexander Earl of Linlithgow[etc],- 3/5 parts of 8 oxgang of 
the lads of Airthmillar with the brueriis lie Brewlandis, 3/5 of Slamannanemure, with the 
alternate advocation of the parish church of Slamannane, with commonty, muirs, coals and 
feuers[acquired from various parties associated with Polmais-Cunningham]Striveling 

1629 RS58/4 f.235  [L] Robert Mushet, notary, advocate for Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, and Thomas 
Fleming in Easterjaw, sheriff-depute of Stirling in that part specially constituted for the 
sasine underwritten --- and there the said Robert Mushet took a charter of sasine under the 
Great Seal from the said sheriff-depute of the lands specified in the precept in the name of 
the foresaid earl --- all and haill three fifth parts of 8 oxgangs of the lands of Airthmillar 
with bruryie thereof commonly called the Brewlands and all and haill three fifth parts of 
Slamannan Mure with advocation and patronage of the parish church of Slamannan  

1632 RMS viii 1967 [L] The king [etc] irredemably grants to William Earl of Strathearn and Monteith [etc] and 
Dame Agnes Gray Countess of Strathearn and Monteith, his wife,- the lands and barony of 
Airth with the Mains thereof lying on the north of the Pow of Airth (formerly pertaining to 
the late Lord John Bruce of Airth), with the tower and manor place of Airth, mills, moors, 
commonties, salmon fishing and the croves and other fishings on the waters of Airth and 
Forth against the said lands, with coals, coal works, saltpans, salt sheds and the salt 
girnells, horse mill and water mill, feuars &c, within the bounds contained in a charter of 
Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, with privilege of barony, burgh of barony and port of Airth, 
with 3/5 parts of 8 oxgangs of the lands of Airthmillar with lie Brewlandis, and 2/5 parts of 
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the said oxgangs with the bruerias thereof, with commonty, coals, feuars &c, lying in and 
around the said lands and barony of Airth, with the jurisaidiction of regality and whatever 
other jurisaidictions pertaining to the said Alexander in the said lands &c, with the tiend 
sheaves and the other tiends of rectory and vicarage underwritten, with the advocation of 
the church thereof, Sheriffdom of Strlg;- which alexander, Earl of Lynlithgow [etc] has 
resigned ... and which the king has newly granted to the said William and Agnes, 
comprehending the Hill of Airth and two oxgangs of that holding, with lands, acres and 
croft called east yard, ...; and all newly incorporated into the free barony of Airth, 
ordaining the tower of Airth to be the principal messuage 

1670 Retour 269  [L] Airth-Miller with lie Brewlandis 
 
Comb.: broolan’, the slope of a hill.  
    *Abd. 1900 Abd. Wkly. Free Press (27 Oct.):  
    She saw you climbin’ the broolan’.  
 
brew DSL – SND    2. The crest and/or slope of a hill. Gen.Sc. except Abd. Cf. Brae, n.1  
    *Lnk. 1919 G. Rae ’Tween Clyde and Tweed 69:  
    It winds through a nick on Glenhichton’s broo, The road that leads to the vale o’ rest.  
    *Gall. 1930 (per Wgt.3):  
    He ran doun the broo an’ into the hazel wud.  
cf Brewlands, Symington, Kilmarnock; Inchture, PER; Glenisla, PER 
    Birkenbrew, ABD. [see PNWL 90] 
 
BRIDGEND  AIH NS8786 [1]   NS870868   
 
1654 CRS   David Broun in Powbridge 
1723 Macfarlane f.410  Powbridge 
1755 Roy   Pollbridgend 
1797 AOS    3 fourth parts of Bridgend called Burnbrae 
1817 Grassom    Dollbridgend 
1865 OSNB  Bridgend - A large farmsteading of one and two stories, slated and in very good condition. 

Property of the Earl of Dunmore 
1971 OS   Bridgend 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bridge-end 
BRIDGELEES  see Brackenlees 
BRIGGES of AIRTH # AIH NS8986 [2]    
 
1629 RS58/5 f. 27v  [L] William Johnstone in Stenhous and James Johnestoune, notary, indweller in Falkirk as 

attorney for Cristine Johnstone, spouse to the said William who had a charter of precept of 
sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow --- the hereditary of the lands underwritten --- all and 
haill the Powes and Briges of Airth formerly possessed and occupied by Malcolm Logan 
in Airth and Robert Logan his son, with houses [etc] --- lying on the south side of the 
Powes and Brigges thereof [witnesses to sasine] John Maistertowne, portioner of Mayins, 
James Bow in Southfield, Malcolm Logan in Bellesdyik  

1632 RS58/5 f.271  [L] William Johnstoune in Stonhous --- and Cristine Johnstoune his spouse - the Earl of 
Linlithgow’s lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow and Briggis of Airth 
occupied and possessed by Jonet Bad relict of the late Walter Logane in Airth and Robert 
Logane  their son [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Gairdine in Lochis  

a.1647 Retour-S 382 [L] Margaret Watt, lawful daughter of Alexander Watt in Falkirk, procreated between him 
and the late Jonet Johnstoun his spouse, heir portioner of William Johnstoun in Stanehous, 
great-uncle on his mother’s side [fratris avi ex parte matris],- in the lands of Airth on the 
south side of the Pow and Brigges of Airth  

1694 RS83/1 f.55v.1 [L] the lands of Airth lyand upoun the south pairt of the Pow and Bridge of Airth. 
Registered on the  332nd and 333rd leaves of the said Register 

1701 RS83/2/511  James [Nisbet] chamberlain of Airth of all and haill Alexander Forrester's just and equal 
half of the lands of Airth be south the Poues and Bridge thereof 

 
BROOMPARK  # AIH NS9086 [1]  NS903868    
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1627 RMS viii 1022  [L] the mill of Airth with its lands (viz. 2 rigs to the north of the mill, the said lands being 
known as Brumepark, Calfwaird to the east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead 
called Patrik-Hagings-damheid and the Pow going down to the site of the old mill of the 
said Pat. called Mylnholm), the new mill of the said Pat. Hegings, with its lands (viz., the 
Thorniecruik-waird, an acre and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade  

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  [L] all and haill the mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north 
of the foresaid mill which lands, called Brumpark, lie beside the said mill and which were 
occupied by the late lord John and now to the Earl of Linlithgow with the contiguous lands 
of Calfward on the north of the mill pertaining to the said mill 

BUCKITPOT  # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1682 RS59/6 f.327  [L] all and haill that dwelling house with a stable lying within the burgh of Airth with 

yards on the east and south sides  the said house being bounded by lie Buckitpot on the 
south the public road on the north 

 
Bukket- pot, a pit dug to receive the sea-water for evaporation, in a salt-works.      Presum. so called because the water 
was hoisted by  bucket  into the pan. Also in later Sc. (Firth of Forth) dial. as  bucket - pot , -pat.   
BURNBRAE  # AIH NS8786 [1]     
 
1753 RS59/20 f.151 [L] the deceased John Primrose of Burnbrae  
1797 AOS    3 fourth parts of Bridgend called Burnbrae 
BUTTS OF POCKNAVE # AIH NS9185 [1] 
 
1645 RS58/8 f. 100  And also furthe of that to that part and portioune of the said Thomas Bruce his landis of 

Pocknave called the Lonnyingdale occupayed be Patrick Melvill betwix the lone of 
Pocknave on the northe the landis of Bothkenner on the south and the Buttis of Pocknave 
pertaining and occupayed be [blank space] on the east  

 
DSL - SNDS   BUTT, n.1 2. (1) Add quot.:   

    *Arran 1807 J. Headrick View of Arran 309:  
    The cultivated land is occupied in run-rig, or in narrow stripes, called  butts , with intervals betwixt them, whose 
possessors are changed every second or third year 

 
*Abd.16 1935:  When a ploughman finds his rig is losing shape, say, becoming too narrow at one end, he will put in a 

short fur or two to make it straight. These short furs are called  butts .  
    Comb.: butt-rig, a ridge (Sc. 1825 Jam.2).   
    2.†(1) “A small piece of ground disjoined, in whatever manner, from the adjacent lands. In this sense, a small 
parcel of land is often called, the  butts ” (Sc. 1808 Jam.). Also in Eng. dial. 

 
CALDERS QUARTER # AIH NS8987 [2]    
 
1589 GD37/84   Letters of Reversion by John Wyild, in Down in Menteith and Agnes Tailyeour, spouses, 

for themselves and for Agnes, their daughter, narrating that although Sir Alexander Bruce, 
of Airth, with consent of Dame Jonet Levingstoun, his spouse, has alienated to them, 
whom failing to their sons Alexander and James, an annualrent of £40 furth of the lands 
called Caldier's quarter in the Hill of Airthe, nevertheless they bind themselves to 
renounce same on payment of 600 merks 22 Nov 1589 

1635 RS58/6 f.276  [L] annualrent out of the lands of Hill of Airth called Caldaris Quarter 
 
  This may be lands pertaining to the Sandilands who were designed 'of Calder'. 
CALFWARD  # AIH NS9086 [1]  NS904868    
 
1627 RMS viii 1022 [L] Calfwaird to the east of the mill ... 
1628 RS58/4 f. 20  [L] all and haill the mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north 

of the foresaid mill which lands are called Brumpark --- Calfward on the north of the mill 
and all the lands from the damhead [caput aquae] called Patrick Heggins Dame Heid and 
the Pow on the east until it comes to the old mill of the said Patrick called the Mylnholme 
and with the new mill called Patrick Hegginis mill with the mill lands pertaining, viz. the 
Thorniecrewkward and an acre and a rood and 26 falls of croftland lying within the said 
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water 
1764 RHP10654 
CARSEGATE  # AIH NS9085 [3]    
 
1620 RS58/1 f.358v  Andrew Logane in Kersgait 
1633 CRS   Alexander Logan in Kersegate 
1649 RS58/8 f.364v  Alexander Logane in Carsygaitt 
1671 CRS   Robert Logan in West Kersegait of Powfoules 
1686 CRS   Alexander Logan in Carsegaite 
1698 RS59/10 f.48v  Alexander Logan in Kerssgate 
1751 RS59/19 f.441  his lands lying at Belsdyke called Carseward bounded by the loan leading to Carsegate on 

the south, 
CARSEGATE LOAN # AIH NS9085 [1]   NS906854    
 
1755 Roy   Carsegate Loan 
1811 SLR   Kerse gate lone 
18c RHP 701  Carse Gate Loan 
CARSEWARD   # AIH NS9085 [3]   
 
1751 RS59/19 f. 441 [L] George Taggat tennant in Belsdyke as baillie --- James Towers tenent in Belsdyke and 

James Towers his son of all and haill that part and portion of Alexander Miln of Newmiln 
his lands lying at Belsdyke called Carseward bounded by the loan leading to Carsegate on 
the south, the lands possessed by Thomas Hardie on the west The lands possest by William 
Murray on the north and the loan leading to Powfouls on the east --- As also all and whole 
these his lands called Banes Waterland extending to two acres and a half bounded by the 
lands possest by Patrick Hodge in Halls of Airth on the south the loan leading to Halls of 
Airth on the west the lands possest by James Logan on the  north and the Kingsdale Bridge 
on the east --- all lying within the parish of Airth --- with right and liberty of casting feal 
and divot on the Saltgrass in case they shall build a house or houses upon the lands herby 
disponed and for repairing the same in all time coming 

1783 AOS 337  Jenat Neilson, spouse of James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in part of Powfouls; 
part of Newmill called Carseward, parish of Airth. P.R. 27.439 

1806 AOS 5382  Carseward - part of the lands of Bellsdyke ... being part of the 5 oxengates of land in the 
Haughs or Halls of Airth 

1806 AOS 5384  part of the lands of Bellsdyke called Carseward and part of the lands there called, 
Gardeners Field being parts of the 5 oxengates of land in the Haughs or halls of Airth 

1807 AOS 5676  portion of land at Bellsdyke called Carseward; part of the land called Gardnersfield – 
portion on the west side of the Bellsdyke loan 

CARSY   see Kersie 
CLOSE   # AIH NS8987 [1]  NS895870    
 
1755 Roy   Closs 
1817 Grassom    Close 
 
ME close: an enclosure 
COALFAULD  # AIH NS8987 [1]    
 
1753 RS59/20 f.149v James Henry eldest son and heir to the deceast James Henry Clerk of the Regality of Airth  

--- [several properties including:] yaird commonly called the Coalfauld lying at the shoar 
of Airth --- these parts and portions of the Bank and Brae at the east end of the town of 
Airth  

1810 AOS  
COALGATE  # AIH NS8989 [1]   NS893894    
 
1734 RS59/16 f.480 [L] all and heall these eight aikers thirteen falls and ten eldest lawful son to  of land lying 

on the north side of the Coallgate leading from the Pans of  Elphingstone by the Drumfine 
Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to Kersie comprehending the foresaid 
measure and yeards all bounded as follows viz The foresaid Coallgate leading from the 
Pans of Elphingstone by the Drumfine Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to 
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Kersie on the south and south west parts [several owned portions – then:] and the aquaduct 
or Pow leading from the Bridge under the foresaid Coallgate to the Sluse on the Salt Pow 
or Pan Pow of Elphingstone on the north east and east parts Sicklike all and heall these 
houses back and fore with the barn stable and byre and yaird at the back of the said barn, 
byre and stable lying at the Pans of Elphingstone --- with priveledge and liberty of carting 
winning and leading of peats turves and divots in and of the moss and Commonty upon the 
Moss and comon of Elphingstone  

1755 Roy   Colegate 
 
cf Colegate MLO 
COALGATE – AULD # AIH NS9087 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.20  beginnand at the eist quhair the Pow of Airthe enteris in Forthe and aschendand wp the said 

Pow quhill it com to the gait that aschendis to Airthe fra the said Pow callit the Auld 
Collgait 

 
COALGATESIDE  # AIH NS8989 [2]   
 
1690 E69/22/1  Coalgatesyde 
1692 RS59/8 f.75v  [L] William Baad tennent in Coalgatsyde of Elphingstoun as procurator in name of Mary 

Baad his eldest lawful daughter  
1717  RS59/13 f.518  John Baad son of the late William Baad in Coalgateside of Elphingstoun and Euphane 

Heggen, his mother 
1728 CRS   William Baad in Coallgateside of Elphingston 
1755 Roy   Coalgateside 
COALHEUGH  # AIH NS8987 [1]    
 
1655 Retour 215  [L] that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheugh 
COALHILL  # AIH NS8987 [3]    
 
1710 CRS   William Logan in Coalhill of Airth 
COALSLAP DYKE # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.20  the gait --- callit the Auld Collgait thearefter aschendand wp and west the said gaitt quhill it 

com to the Coilslapdyk 
 
DSL - DOST     Slop,  Slap , n.1 Also: slopp(e, slope, sloip, sloap, sloop, sclope,  slap p(e,  slap e, slaip.  
    [MDu., MLG slop. Cf. 17th c. Eng. (Saturdaies) slop (once, 1622). Also in the later dial.]     1. A gap, breach or hole 
(in a wall, etc.); hence, an entrance or exit, means of access or egress. 
 
COBBLETREE  # AIH NS8988 [2] 
 
1700 RS59/10 f.348  Alexander Bruce in Cobbletrees of Airth  
1701 RS59/11 f   Alexander Bruce of Cobletree 
1707 RS59/12 f.170v Alexander Bruce of Cobbletrees – Mrs Jean Bruce his present spouse 
1710 RS59/12 f.521  Alexander Bruce in Cobletrees 
1716  RS59/13 f.398  Alexander Bruce of Cobletrees  
COBBLETREE GOAT # AIH NS8988 [1]  NS894880    
 
1617 GD156/47/2/65  [L] Disp. by Sir John Bruce of Airth to Alex Ld E. of that piece of land and tiends thereof 

lying on the west side of the new cast and Coble tree goit being a part of the lands of Airth 
1617 

1618 RS58/1 f. 41  [L] Alexander Lord Elphingstoune --- Malcolm alias [   ] Mcfarlane servant of the said 
Lord --- Michael Elphingstoune lawful son of the said Lord --- charter of alienation --- in 
favour of Michael and heirs male --- infefting the foresaid Michael in the lands and others 
underwritten all and haill the lands with … within the bounds et meteres viz, of all and 
heale that pairt and portioune of  land with coillis and coillheuchs alsweill wyn and to be 
wyn with the heale sea greine & [slonlres][sleaches?] with all and sindrie houss biggingis 
zairdis pairtis pendicles and pertinentis and heale landis proppertie & commontie lyand on 
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the west & northe west syd of the new cast and Cobilltrie Goit & littill syek and gait lyand 
narrest the said Cobilltrie Gait on the southeist syd of the landis barony and march of 
Elphinstoune boundit meithit & marchet in manner following viz beginnand at the southe 
syd of the new cast at that pairt thairof quhair the wind myln stuid {a new hand and pen} 
and descendand doune the samen eist syd of the said new cast quhill it cum to ane slap 
thairof [quhilk] [ruid] on ane s[ui]ll  and goit callit the Cobiltrie Goit discendand doune the 
said Cobiltrie Goit quhill it cum to the syk and goit lyand on [loingis] & neire to the sey 
greinis neirest adjacent to the syk and goit qhuairin the said Cobiltrie Goit runs and 
passand doun the said syk and goit quhill it cum to the low watter & [g----d] [--sta] as the 
[c]byd] and shouis Quhilkis healle landis sey greinis and seikis lyis in the west and northe 
west syd of the landis of Airthe to the propper landis methis and merches of the landis and 
barrone of Elphingstoune on the eist and southeist [now reverts to Latin] 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  Cobilltriegoitt 
1637 RS58/7 f.68  personally entered to the tiends of the coals, coalworks and others underwritten, Alexander, 

Master of Elphingstoune --- viz. all and haill that part and portion of lands with the haill 
coilis coilhewche als weill wyn and to  be wyn with the haill sey greinis and slyks with all 
and haill sindir houssis, bigginis, pairtis, pendicles and pertinentis and  haill landis, 
propertie and cowmontie lyand on the west and northwest syid of the cast and 
Cobiltriegoitt and littil syik and goitt lyand narrest the Cobiltriegoitt on the southeast syid 
thairof to the landis, baronie and merche of Elphinstoune boundit, meithit and mertchit in 
manner following – Begynnand at the southsyd of the new cast at that part thairof Quhair 
the windmylne stuide and discending to ane slap thairof qhilk runis in the suick and goit 
callit Cobiltriegoitt discending down the the said Cobiltriegoitt quhyil it cum to the dyik 
and goitt lyand endlang and narrest the sey greinis narrest adjacent  to the syik and goit 
quhairin the said Cobiltriegoitt Rynnis  

1755 Roy   Cobletree Goat 
1811 SLR   Cobletree Goat 
 
coble < Anglo-Latin cobellum, possibly of Celtic origin; cf Welsh ceubal, ferry boat, skiff, etc., Breton caubal  
DSL - DOST    Gote , Goit, Goat(e, n.1 Also: gotte, got.  [ME. gote (14th c.), MLG. and MDu. gote  (Du. goot).] A 
trench, ditch, or watercourse. 
 
COWGATE – HIGH # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.20  the Hie Kow Gate 
CROFT    # AIH NS9185 [2]    
 
1783 AOS 411  David Gray, son of Andrew Gray, minister, Abernethy, seised in parts of Pocknave, & 

Croft, parish of Airth ;- on Ch. Resig. by John Ogilvie of Pocknave. P.R. 28.37 
CROFTHEAD   # AIH NS9185 [2] 
 
1645 RS58/8 f.100  the lone that passes to Pocknave on the south and the dyk and gaitt at the Crofthead on the 

west with the outfeild landis of the sam occupayed be the said Alexander Watt lyand at the 
head of the said croft betwix the outfeild landis of Pocknave  

CROFTLAND of POCKNAVE    # AIH NS9185 [2] 
 
1714 RS59/13 f.220  James Forsyth of Garvell --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 

portions of Pocknave which pertained to Alexander Bruce of Pocknave --- viz in all and 
haill that croft of land lie Croftland of Pocknave 

 
CROOKLANDGATE # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS895863    
 
1628 RS58/4 f.120  thearefter aschendand wp and west the said gaitt quhill it com to the Coilslapdyk thearefter 

passand southe to the Cruklarlanddyik and aschendand wp and west the said gaytt to the 
hied of the said Cruklarland 

1755 Roy   Croklonegate 
1810 SLR   Crooklandgate 
1817 Grassom    Crooklandgate 
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1865 OSNB  Crooklandgate - A few cothouses, one storey in height, slated and in good condition. 
Property of Mr Graham Esq., Airth Castle 

1865 OS   Crooklandgate 
 
CROOKLARLAND  # AIH NS8986 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.120  thearefter aschendand wp and west the said gaitt quhill it com to the Coilslapdyk thearefter 

passand southe to the Cruklarlanddyik and aschendand wp and west the said gaytt to the 
hied of the said Cruklarland  

 
cf Dublarland, Queensferry 1513 (LHT 4 p.481) 
CROOKLARLAND DYKE     # AIH NS9086 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f. 20  thearefter aschendand wp and west the said gaitt quhill it com to the Coilslapdyk thearefter 

passand southe to the Cruklarlanddyik and aschendand wp and west the said gaytt to the 
hied of the said Cruklarland 

CROOKS   # AIH NS9187 [1]    
 
1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the 
parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling 

1655 Retour 215  [L] Alexander, Lord Elphinston, heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the 
lands, lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of 
Elphinstone with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone 
;- lands of the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part 
of the land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill 
.... all united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of 
Airth comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- 
...;- that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of 
Roishill;- these pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike 
utherways Dockes;- that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon 
upopon the water of Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1674GD156/31/2/1    Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... [with this peice?] of land one thairof called Miln 
Holme, Another Reedcruik [recte Heedcruik], Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land 
lyand in the toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of 
fishing in the water of Forth & Pow of Airth, The Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. 
Yre seasing is Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

 
DSL – DOST  4. A curved or  crooked piece of ground; a corner or nook.  

    Chiefly in the names of special portions of land.   [Dimidiam acram terre que vocatur Crokecroft; 1200–2 Liber 
Calchou 116.]  Cum terris que vocantur Crukes; c 1300 Liber Dryburgh 92.  Illius terre que vocatur Brumcrok, que 
jacet inter predictas Crukes et prefata prata; Ib.  Ane akir, callit Our Lade akir, liand in the bog cruk; 1470 
Prestwick B. Rec. 7.  Pratum messuagii … preter le Hors-cruke appellat[um] … in baronia de Kynnard; 1512 Reg. 
Great S. 812/1.  That pece of grene reisk callit the lang cruik lyand within the barony Lundy; 1557 Prot. Bk. D. 
Gray 12 b.  The provest [etc.] … hes … ordanit that the cruikis of the Mynedame be ropit and sauld; 1589 Glasgow 
B. Rec. I. 127.  Tua … buttes of land on the west syd of the cruix neirest the corne bairne; 1634 Edinb. Test. LVII. 
31.  That halfe aiker of land callit the burne crook is; 1665 Glasgow B. Rec. III. 53. 

 
CURROURS LAND # AIH NS8987 [2]   
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1457 RH1/2/870  Precept of sasine by John, Lord Lyndesay of the Byrys to Margaret Currour, daughter of 

John Currour, of 14 oxgates of  land in Erth chaumerlane, sheriffdom of Striveling 
1497 Bruce1656  Imprimis:...a charter granted be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs, to Thomas Dunlop, of the 

lands called Dunlopslands lyand within the barony of Airth; item: an instrument of seasing 
following thereupon 1499 ... 3 oxengates ... lyand upon the hill of Airth called 
Fortuneslands Imprinis: a precept direct be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs to Margaret 
Currour of 14 oxengate of the land of Arth chamberlane 1457; Item: ane instrument of 
seasing dated nynth of August 1457 from a precept of seasing be John, Lord Lyndsay, and 
Margaret Currour his spouse, of the said 14 oxengate of land 1519; Item: ane precept of 
seasing granted by John Hepburn of Westfortoun of twa oxengate of Arthchamberlane be 
Robert Bruce of Airth 1523 ... and then 3 oxengate 1527 .. and then 6 oxengate in the hill 
of Arth called Fortounslands to Alexander Bruce by Henry Hepburn of Fortoun 1555. 

1558 GD37/39  [L] Licence granted by Robert, Lord Elphingstoun, to Harie Hepburne of Westfortoun, to 
sell his 14 oxgate lands in the Hill of Artht, called Currurisland, in the baronie of Artht 
Chalmerlane, now called Elphingstoun to Alexander Bruce of Artht and Jonet 
Levyngstoune, his spouse  

CUTHRIE   # AIH NS 8988 [1]  NS894882   
                    NS886880 (West) 
 
1738 GD65/191   Sasine in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask, merchant in Edinburgh, of the 5 oxengate 

of land of the Haughs or Halls of Airth commonly called Newmillns or Docks in lordship 
and barony of Elphinston, and the room or mailling of land called the Cuthrey there, 
following on a disposition by Charles, Lord Elphinstone, the said Thomas having paid the 
sum of £8362 15s Scots. Registered G.R.S., 17 March 1738, clx, 130-5. 28/2/1738  

1744 CRA SC4/3/1  Cuthrae 
1755 Roy   Cuthry 
1786 AOS 789  part of the barony of [Elphinstone] thereof called Cuthrie; parts of the barony of Airth, 

viz. Neuck and others, parish of Airth ;- lands of Powside and others. G.R. 429.48 
1794 AOS 2484  in a park at the head of Cuthrie of Elphinstone 
1817 Grassom    Cuthry 
1821 Ainslie  Cathry 
1865 OSNB  Cuthrie - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of the Earl of 

Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 
1912 CDS13  Cuthrie - John Gilchrist 
 
   
DAMHEAD  # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS892865    
 
1755 Roy   Damhead 
DAMSIDE  # AIH NS8986 [2]    
  
1782 AOS 272  Janet and Margaret Boyd, daughters of James Boyd in Bellsdike, seised in a tenement at 

Damside of Airth, parish of Airth, on disp. by Robert Clark, Wright, Airth P.R.27.307 
1803 AOS 4531  Damside of Airth 
DOCKS   # AIH NS9187 [1]     
 
1580 RMS v 85  [L] The king grants to Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees,- an oxgang of land called 

Roishill, with the coals thereof and the freedom to work the coals (libertate carbones 
fabricandi), fishings, and tenancies &c., with the superiority of 3 roods of Roishill, in the 
barony of Elphingstoun, Sheriffdom of S.; which inheritance (quam hereditatem) Robert, 
Lord Elphingstoun, and Alexander, Master of Elphingstoun, held in conjunct fee with Jean 
Levingstoun, wife of Master Alexander, has resigned;-with another oxgang of land in the 
town of Powknaif (occupied therein by James Watt), with the freedom of fishing in the 
Water of Forth, with the fishing of salmon and the grils in the Water of Forth and the Pow 
of Airth near that piece of ground now called Dockis, with the freedom of set and draw 
nets (retia ponendi et trahendi) in whichever part of the said piece [of land], in the parish 
of Airth, Sheriffdom of S. 

1580 Airth Writs  Dokis 
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1581 RMS v 85  piscarie in aqua de Forth et lie Pow de Airth, prope hanc peciam terre lie Dokis nuncupat - 
dicte pecie in Pow de Airth 

1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 
Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the 
parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling; 

1617 RS58/1 f.3v  [from ms - in margin “Lord Elphingstoun saising of the lands of Arthe place thairoff and 
wthers] “vulgo nwncupat Mylnholm et Heidcruick alias Doikis” 

1617 RS58 Rf.6v   [L] these two portions of land, one commonly called mylnholm and the other commonly 
heidcruik otherwise Dokkis so called and that oxgang of land lying in the toon of Pokknaff 
with its just pertinents whatsoever with freedom of fishing in the Water of Foirthe for 
salmon and grilse in the said water of Foirthe and lie poll de Arthe at that part of the lands 
commonly called lie Dokkis with retia commonly known as ‘nets’ 

1655 Retour 215  [L] Alexander, Lord Elphinston, heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the 
lands, lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of 
Elphinstone with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone 
;- lands of the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part 
of the land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill 
.... all united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of 
Airth comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- 
...;- that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and superiority of 3 roods of land of 
Roishill;- these pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike 
utherways Dockes;- that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon 
upon the water of Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1660 RS58/12 f.266  William Hegyne in Dockes 
1674 GD156/31/2/1  [L] Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & 

Airth comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... with these peices of land one whereof is called 
Miln Holme, Another Heedcruik, Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the 
toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the 
water of Forth & pow of Airth, The Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. Yre seasing is 
Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

1729 RS59/15 f.362v [L] these pieces of land one therof commonly called Milnholm another commonly called 
Readycruick otherwise Docks – with liberty of fishing in the water of Forth and Pow of 
Airth Besides that piece of ground commonly called Docks with the harbour and Burgh of 
Barony of Airth – with all other lands that formerly belonged to the said Charles lord 
Elphingston and his predecessors  

1738 GD65/191   Sasine in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask, merchant in Edinburgh, of the 5 oxengate 
of land of the Haughs or Halls of Airth commonly called Newmillns or Docks in lordship 
and barony of Elphinston, and the room or mailling of land called the Cuthrey there, 
following on a disposition by Charles, Lord Elphinstone, the said Thomas having paid the 
sum of £8362 15s Scots. Registered G.R.S., 17 March 1738, clx, 130-5. 28/2/1738  

1786 NLS- Ms10877 (6) 17 April 1786. Graham to Lord Dunmore concerning proposed excambion of land at the 
mouth of the Pow "  where your Lordship proposes giving me a coall fauld & road 
connecting it with my own grounds and liberty of a free harbour on the river Forth for 
shipping coall, landing limestone or other things in lieu of my present harbour between 
New Miln Bridge and Docks which will be rendered useless if a damhead be thrown across 
the bed of the river instead of a bridge, and a new bed be made for the river on New Milns 
or Powfoullis Grounds some hundred yards distance from my ground ..." Very rough 
sketch on back. 

1789 AOS 1650  Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Halls of Airth or Newmills or Docks, parish of Airth 
1792 AOS 2323  5 oxengates of the Haughs or Halls of Airth called Newmilns or Docks 
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1811 SLR   the tenants in Newmiln and Docks 
1826 SLR   the tenant in Newmill and Docks.  
DOLLBRIDGEND   see Bridgend 
DOLLS OF LETHAM # AIH NS8986 [1] 
 
1643 RS58/7 f. 422  Major General William Baillie, laird of Lethame --- West and Midle Dollis of Lethame 

with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Logane in Airth Pow Brige 
DOUGALSHILL  AIH NS8987 [1]   NS890877   
 
1888 Nimmo 3  Dougalshole 
1912 CDS13  Dougalshole (Robert Boyd, jnr.) 
1971 OS   Dougalshole 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dougalshill 
 
   
Note: 1865 OS shows "Hill" on this site. 
cf Douglashall NY 1777; Dalbeattie; Ecclefechan 
   Douglashead, Tarves; Douglasmuir, Inverkeilor; Douglasshiel NJ 3854 
  
DSL - DOST   Holl, a. Also: hol,  hole .  [ME. holl, hol, holle,  hole , OE. hol (pl.  hole ), ON. hol-r. Cf. How a.] 
    1. Lying in, or forming, a hollow; deep, sunken.   He saw … The wattir holl throu slike rynand; Barb. vi. 78.  Sa holl 

and hye the dykis ware; Ib. viii. 176.  In-to that vyld &  hole  foreste He passyt ay furth; Leg. S. xviii. 191.  He was 
worthin rycht lene, … with hevy chere and holl eyne; Hay II. 7/11.  In the said burn anent the holl gate that cummys 
fra Downycane; 1466 (1471) Reg. Great S. 214/2.  Full hiddowus holl and holkit is thyn ee; Dunb. Flyt. 164 (M).  
Tartarus … Dippis twys als holl down … As that our sight may vp to hevynnys streke; Doug. vi. ix. 98.  The chil 
ryver … Amyd holl valeis; Ib. vii. xiii. 51. 

DRUMFINE SINK  # AIH NS 8989 [1] 
 
1734 RS59/16 f.480  all and heall these eight aikers thirteen falls and ten eldest lawful son to  of land lying on 

the north side of the Coallgate leading from the Pans of  Elphingstone by the Drumfine 
Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to Kersie comprehending the foresaid 
measure and yeards all bounded as follows viz The foresaid Coallgate leading from the 
Pans of Elphingstone by the Drumfine Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to 
Kersie on the south and south west parts [several owned portions – then:] and the aquaduct 
or Pow leading from the Bridge under the foresaid Coallgate to the Sluse on the Salt Pow 
or Pan Pow of Elphingstone on the north east and east parts Sicklike all and heall these 
houses back and fore with the barn stable and byre and yaird at the back of the said barn, 
byre and stable lying at the Pans of Elphingstone --- with priveledge and liberty of carting 
winning and leading of peats turves and divots in and of the moss and Commonty upon the 
Moss and comon of Elphingstone  

 
Presumably a coal pit. 
DUNLOPSLANDS  # AIH NS8987 [1]    
 
1495 GD37/6  [L] Charter by John, Lord Lindsay of Byres, to Thomas Dunlope of Auchinskeith of the 

lands called Dunloppislands 
1497 GD37/145  [L] Imprimis:...a charter granted be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs, to Thomas Dunlop, of the 

lands called Dunlopslands lyand within the barony of Airth 
1511 GD37/?  Charter by Thomas Dunlop of Auchinskaith and Marion Lindsay his spouse of the lands of 

Dunlopislands in favour of Sir Robert Bruce of Airth 
1565 GD37/46  3 oxgates of the Hill of Airth called Dunloppislandis 
1617 RS58/1 f. 1  tribus bovatio terrarum vulgo Dunlappis Landis nuncupat 
1629 RMS viii 1360 [L] 3 oxgangs of Airth now called Dunlopislandis (formerly held by the late Lord John 

Bruce of Airth, knight, and now held by the said Lords Elphinston and Kildrimmie by 
acquisition 

1657 GD37/145      Charter by Alexander, now Lord Elphinston, with consent of Sir Robert Elphinston of 
Quarrell, kt., his tutor, and Lilias, Lady Elphinston, his mother, in favor of Captain 
Alexander Bruce of Airth, of part of the lands of Airth, called Fortouns land and 
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Dunlopslands with salmon fishings, following on Contract of Alienation referred to in 
GD37/141 

1666 Retour242   [L] Monte de Airth ... Laverockmure ... Airthmillar ... Fortouneslands ... Dunlopsland  ... 
Elphingstoun  

DUNMORE [Estate] see Elphinstone 
DUNMORE FARM  AIH NS8989 [1]  NS892898   
 
1817 Grassom    Dunmore 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Dunmore Home Farm 
DUNMORE HARBOUR # AIH NS8489 [1] 
 
1782 AOS 150  William Buchan, shoemaker, Dunmore-harbour, and Ann Hodge, his spouse, 
DUNMORE MOSS  # AIH NS8689 [1] 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.420v with the priviledge of carting winning and leading peats turfs and divvots in and of the 

moss of Elphingstone and commonly upon the moss for their own proper use allenarly  
1734 RS59/16 f.480  with priveledge and liberty of carting winning and leading of peats turves and divots in 

and of the moss and Commonty upon the Moss and comon of Elphingstone  
1845 NSA viii p.284 The number of acres standard imperial measure in the parish is 16,400 

almost constantly in tillage. Saving the Dunmore parks extending to about 200 acres and 
the lawn surrounding Airth Castle consisting of 70 acres there is little or no pasture. There 
are between 300 and 400 acres of moss some of it to the depth of 16 feet covering ground 
of most excellent quality. Part of the moss is covered with a thriving plantation whilst by 
far the greater part of it is in the hands of tenants or as they are called Moss Lairds who by 
dint of hard labour are gradually removing it. They are paid for the land when cleared at 
the rate of L 24 per imperial acre whilst the land so cleared is measured off once every four 
years and a rent exacted for it amounting to about L 2 per acre.  

1865 OSNB  Dunmore Moss A large extent of moss in the NW of the parish, intersected by the South 
Alloa Railway.  Property of the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 

1880 Nimmo  Dunmore Moss 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Dunmore Moss 
DUNMORE PARK  AIH NS8889 [1]   NS885892   
 
1759 CH12/23/1102-3  letter of introduction for John Durham, late principal gardener to Mr Charteris, now 

engaged in the same situation by the Earl of Loudon; `Mr Durham is to be some time at 
Dunmore Park, directing some nice improvements'Date 1-2 Oct 1759   

1770 RS [GR 385/47] John Ogilvie junr., merchant, Dunmore Park, seised Mar. 16. 1781,- in Pocknave, mills, 
and tiends, par. of Airth ... under burden of a liferent annuity of £100 to Mary Bruce, 
spouse of John Ogilvie sen. merchant, Dunmore Park, his father;-on Disp by the said J.O. 
sen July 16  

1780 Ross   Dunmore Park 
1781 AOS 25  John Ogilvie junior, merchant, Dunmore Park, seised Mar. 16. 1781,- in Pocknave, mills, 

and tiends, parish of Airth ... under burden of a liferent annuity of £100 to Mary Bruce, 
spouse of John Ogilvie sen. merchant, Dunmore Park, his father;-on Disp by the said J.O. 
sen July 16 1770 

1788 CRS   John Allan, merchant in Dunmore Park 
1817 Grassom    Dunmore Park 
1821 Ainslie  Dunmore Park 
1865 OSNB  A manorial mansion built in the Gothic style of architecture and situated near the summit 

of the Hill of Dunmore, from whence it commands an extensive view of the surrounding 
country.  The grounds, which are extensive, are richly wooded and tastefully laid out.  
House two storeys and in excellent condition.  Property of the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore 
Park, Airth. 

1912 CDS13  Dunmore Park - R.Bruce Hamilton 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Dunmore Park 
DUNMORE (Village) Ai NS8989 [1]   NS894895   
 
1755 Roy   Elphinstone Pans 
1817 Grassom    Dunmore Harbour 
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1865 OSNB  Dunmore - A clean and compact little village situated on the right bank of the Firth of 
Forth.  It has recently undergone extensive improvements, by most of the old houses being 
taken down and replaced with neat cottages.  It contains a population of nearly 200, and a 
public house.  The nearest church is at Dunmore Park, and St Andrew's School in 
connection with the village is about a mile distant. Houses are chiefly two storeys and tiled.  
Property of the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 

1979 OS   Dunmore 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Dunmore 
DYKE   # AIH NS9085 [3] 
 
1624 RS58/3 f.99v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Cowie notary 

public in Airth having in his hand a charter from Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the 
consent and assent of Jonete Bruce his spouse --- liferent of the lands underwritten --- all 
and haill those lands of Poiknaiff known as the Westfeild above the road and dyke [fossam] 
lie Dyk qua ducit a opido de Airthe ad Bothkenner between the two ferreis having the said 
road  on the east lie Murdyk on the south and lands which pertain to the Lord of Polnaiff 
and John Bailzie of Letham on the west side and lands pertaining to Lord James Bruce, 
knight, of Powfowles on the north side with parts and portions of the said lands lying on 
the east side of the said ville known as lie Shelloche Zaird having the said lie Dyk  and 
lands of Bothkenner  on the south side, the lands of Poiknaiff on the north and the said road 
on the west side lying in the parish of Airthe --- lands of Poiknaiff with the mill and mill-
lands --- John Cowie, portioner of Mayns and Baillie in that part --- lands of Poiknaiff 
known as the West Field lying above the said road and dyke [fossam] lie Dyk which leads 
straight from the castle of Airth to Bothkenner [ducit] a [directo] oppido de Airthe ad 
Bothkenner between the said two  

 
This may be Bellsdyke – see Westfield for indicator 
EASTERTOWN  # AIH NS8790 [1]  NS875909  
 
1865 OSNB  A small cothouse, one storey and tiled. Property of Sir Alexander Maitland, Bart., Clifton 

Hall, Ratho, Edinburghshire 
EASTER WARD  # AIH NS9086 [2]    
 
1791 AOS 2079  Neuk, comprehending, Mailling called Neuk, and 3 rigs of land; 4 folds of land, piece of 

ground called Easterward etc., Nethermiln Croft, Old Miln, Miller's House and yeard, and 
Miller's butt and tiends. G.R. 495.22 

1793 AOS 2474  John Alexander Higgins of Neuk, as heir to John Higgins of Neuk, his father:- piece of 
ground called Easter Ward, with the salt grass & marshes round the same; Nether Mill 
Croft, Old Mill, Miller’s House & yard and Miller’s butt or rig  

EASTFIELD  AIH NS9087 [1]   NS901873 
 
1705 RS59/12 f. 18  and sick like ane piece of ground consisting of three riggs in the East Field  
1817 Grassom   
 1865 OSNB  Eastfield A large farmsteading of one and two storeys, slated and in good condition. 

Property of William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 
1973 OS   Eastfield 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Eastfield 
EAST YARD  # AIH NS8987 [2] 
  
1617 RS58/1 f. 4v  Totas et integras duas aikras et croftam vulgo nuncupat  the Eistzarde 
1632 RMS viii 1967  cum terris, acris et crofta vocatis orientali horto 
1643 RMS ix 1347  et lie Hill de Airth et 2 bovatas terrarum eis spectantes cum terris, acris et crofta lie the 

Eist- yaird  
1666 Retour 242  [L] Jean Bruce heir of Alexander Bruce of Airth her father, - in the lands and barony of 

Airth ;- land, acres and croft called East Yard [orientali horto] 
BLACRAG  # AIH NS8987 [1] 
 
1485 RMS ii 1628  a yard with croft-land at the end of the Blacrag extending annually to 20 shillings to the 

hands of the said chaplain 
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1628 RS58/4 f.20  the west end of the Blac Craig 
ELPHINSTON  # AIH NS8988 [1]  NS890889 
 
Note: the earliest mention of Elphnston as a place-name does not occur until the entry: 1503 Elphinston. All the 

preceding notices give the origins of the barony. 
 
c1340 Elphinston No 5   Charter by Thomas of Erth, knight, Lord of Walughtoun [Wauchton, Haddingtons.] 

granting to Alexander of Elfyngstoune, son of the late John of Elfyngstoune, all that land 
with pertinents, which belonged to the late Marjory, his mother, in the holding of Erthbeg, 
which land the said Marjory resigned to Sir Thomas as superior in his full court held at 
Erth, in her free widowhood and of her own free will. To be held by Alexander and his 
heirs of his body, of the granter and his heirs, in fee and heritage with the fishings of 
Qhikslyk and pasture for six horses in the isle of Erth, with commonty pertaining, with 
payment of 1 pound of cummin at the feast of St Ethot, at Erth yearly. [Sigs. John of 
Kalenter, William of Munghale, clerk] 

    [1539 CH8/9  Patrick Hepburn was the laird of Wachton at that time. He had a son, 
George. Pat. seems to have been a kinsman of Pat. H. earl of Bothwell.] 

1363 RMS i 136  [L] Inspection of a charter by Alexander Elphynyston, Lord thereof, in which he exchanges 
the lands of Kythumvre in the barony of Stanhouse [Lothian] for those of Erthbeg which 
pertained to Alexander More, son of the late Lord Ade More 

1363 RRS vi 284   Note of a confirmation or inspection of a charter exchanging the lands of Erthbey and 
Kyncumber [recte Kythcumber] between Alexander Elphinstone and Adam More. 9 
January 

1381 RMS i 697      [L] confirmation in favour of Sir William More of the lands of Abercorne ... lands and 
barony of Erthe and of Cambusbarone, and with lands of Craggorthe, of Skeok and of 
Torwood with all their pertinents .... to be held by William and his legitimate male heirs, 
which deficient, by Sir William de Lindesay and Cristiane his spouse for the time of their 
life legitimate and male heirs procreated between them, failing which, legitimate male heirs 
procreated by either of them, failing which daughters of the said William More, failing, 
which, if by some chance, the daughters of the said William Lindsay, failing all of these by 
William More, natural son of the said William More and his male heirs  

1409 RH6/225  [L] Charter by Archibald, Earl of Douglas, whereby he grants to Sir William de Crawfurd, 
Knight, Lord of the Ferm, for long and honourable service and particularly for his keeping 
of the Castle of Edinburgh while the Earl was detained in England, the lands of Halls of 
Erth and Heeton of Erth with the cottages, cruives and fishings of the said lands, and 
common boat of the harbour of Erth 

1409 Elphinston No.11  Charter by Robert, Duke of Albany, Earl of Fyf and of Mentethe, and governor of 
Scotland, by which he confirms the gift and grant which his dearest kinsman, Archibald, 
Earl of Douglas, Lord of Galloway, made in favour of his well beloved William of 
Craufurd of Ferme, knight, of his lands of Hallis of Erthe and Heetoun of Erthe, with 
fishings, and common boat of the port of Erthe in the sheriffdomm of Striveline 

     
Note: this confirmation charter appears in Fraser’s ‘The Douglas Book’, No 356. Archibald grants these lands and 

pertinents to Sir William Crawford, Lord of Ferm, “for his praiseworthy service in the 
onerous charge of keeping the castle of Edinburgh while the Earl was detained in England 

1417-1675 GD156/31/2 Inventory of The Lands & Barony of Elphingston 
1417 Armstrong   XXI  Charter of confirmation by the Duke of Albany of a grant of Erth Chaumerlaine to William 

de Crawfurde de Manuel. It is endorsed "The Letter of the Duke of Albany off the lande of 
the haill of Erthe Chaumerlan 1417". 

1432 RMS i App. 1159  [L] grants and confirms to John de Lindesay, son and heir of Sir William Lindesay of 
Byres, all and haill the lands and barony of Byres and of Drem ... barony of Chalmerlane-
newton ... all and haill the baronial lands of Airth with pertinents ... barony of Abercorne ... 

1439 Binns 9  Indenture made between Sir John Lindsay, Lord of Beris, on the one part, and John 
Levingstoun, his cousin and Dame Agnes [de Airth], his wife, on the other part, whereby 
the said Sir John obliges him to give to the said John of Levingstoun heritable state and 
possession of all the lands in the barony of Abircorn which his brother Henry of 
Levingstoun had held, viz., in the parts of Manerstoun, Westbyris and Philipstoun: and also 
a letter of acquittance of all his bygone relief of the said lands and all other dues except a 
sasine ox: and also to come in person, if need be, at the said John"s will, to give him 
"seseing help and supple in that case and in all uthir" and to give him "his copy of his 
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charter tailye", on condition that the said John finds caution to return the said copy after 
inquest and service. It is further agreed that the said Dame Agnes shall have from the said 
lord of the Byris heritable state and possession of her part of Erthbeg, and that thereafter 
she shall resign and overgive in the said lord's hand all right and clain in the said lands: and 
if it shall happen that the said lands be lawfully "retourit out of the said lordis handis othir 
be Dame Agnes or hir ayris", the said John of Levingstoun shall say to the said lord or his 
heirs 23 pounds Scots for his expenses. Both parties gave their oath "the Hali Evangel 
tuichit", to keep the terms of the indenture. 

1440 Elphinston No.12   Instrument of Resignation by Dame Agnes of Erth, spouse of John Leuyngstoun, Lord of 
Manerstoun, by which, with consent of her spouse, she surrenders in the hands of Sir John 
Lindesay, Lord of the barony of Erth, and her Lord superior in that part, all of her lands of 
Erthbeg in the barony foresaid 

1457 RH1/2/870  Precept of sasine by John, Lord Lyndesay of the Byrys to Margaret Currour, daughter of 
John Currour, of 14 oxgates of  land in Erth chaumerlane, sheriffdom of Striveling 

1457 Bruce, liii  Imprinis: a precept direct be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs to Margaret Currour of 14 
oxengate of the land of Arth chamberlane 1457 

1471 Sprot p.7  Elizabeth Erth, spouse of Thomas Summervele, consented to an alienation of Erthbeg and 
Lawquarter to Alexander Forestar 

1471 Sprot p.8  Patrick Elphinstone cassed the letter of lease made to him by his father, Henry Elphinstone, 
of the lands of Erthbeg. 

1477 Elphinston No. 14 Charter by John, Lord Lindesay of Biris and baron of the barony of Erth, granting to his 
well beloved kinsman, John Elphinstoun, son of James Elphinstoun, eldest son and 
apparent heir of Henry Elphinstoun of Pettindreith for his service, done and to be done to 
the granter, al and sundry his lands of Erthbeg, in the barony of Erth and sheriffdom of 
Striveline; which lands formerly belonged heritably to Henry Elphinstoun and were 
resigned by him. To be held .... for rendering a common suit at courts of the barony of Erth, 
with wards, reliefs and marriages; reserving the frank- tenement to the said Henry for all 
the time of his life; and to the granter and his heirs the ward and relief after the decease of 
the said Henry, while the said John was not come of age 

1484 RMS ii 1576  The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas and 
heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands of 
Erthmalar with the Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 3 oxgang of the lands of 
Powfoulis, with a quarter of the lands of Slamanain, the advocation of the church of 
Slamanain ...an oxgang of the lands of Aularum de Erth, County of Stirling; fishing with 
two boats upon the water of Forth ... and which the king has united and incorporated into a 
free barony of Polmais-Cunnynghame 

1485 Young 9  Instrument of sasine narrating that James Duraham, as bailie for David, lord Lindesay of 
Biris, baron of Erth, passed to the lands of Erthbeg, in the barony of Erth and sheriffdom of 
Striveling, and at the chief messuage thereof gave sasine of a third part of the said lands, 
reserving a seventh part of the same, to James Levingstone, son and heir of the deceased 
Henry Levingstone of Manerstone. Dated 14  October 1485 

1488 Young 108  Thomas Forster of Arthbeg 
1490 GD156/31/2/37  Item ane Charter of Confirmation  [.edab/vid] Lord Lyndsey of Byres barron of Airth 

dated 3 of ffebry 1490 whereby he confirms ane charter granted be James Livingston of 
Manor to Jon Elphinston of Pittendreich his sevinth part of the fourth part of Airth beg 
whereof the charter is dated the 18  of Jary 1490 

1490 Young 383  Witness: Thomas Forster of Erthbeg 
1491 GD156/21/28   Precept of Sasine by Mariota Norwal, lady of Gargunno in favour of John Elphinstoun of 

Pettindreich of the 1/7 part of a 1/4 part of the town and lands of Arthbeg in the barony of 
Airth in excambion for another 1/7 part 

1492 ADC p 253  Thomas Forster of Erthbeg 
1492 Young 509  Instrument narrating agreement between Marion Norwel, lady of Gargunno 
1595 HMC 60 I p.45  Master of Elphinstone’s declaration to the Earl of Mar denying any part in the murder of 

David Forrester. 
1496 Elphinston 16  Confirmation by James IV ratifying a charter entail which is engrossed : Charter by John, 

Lord Lindsay of Byres, and baron of the barony of Erthbeg, by which he grants to an 
honourable man, John E. of Pittendreich, for his good and thankful service in many ways 
given to the granter, the lands of Pittendreich, all and haill the 4th part of the said lands 
which formerly belonged to John heritably and which were resigned in the granters hands 
at Edin. 
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1498 GD86 i 42  Item, the lands of Arthbeg set in assedacioune and tak to Johnne Elphinstoune of Pendreich 
for the time of 19 years for the mail payand 

1502 RMS ii 2688  John Elphinstoun de Erth 
1502 Hamilton 1 p.23          (witness) John Elphinstone of Airth 
1503 Elphinston   Charter by James IV in favour of John Elphinstoun of Erth, knight, of the lands and barony 

of Erth- Chawmyrlane, lands of Pettindreich and Cragorth, erected into the barony of 
Elphinston and also the house of Littill Erth lying in the said barony to be the principal 
messuage of the barony of Elphingstoun and to bear the name of Elphingstoune forever 

1505 GD156/47/45   Contract and agreement betwixt Sir John Elphinston of Elphinstone and Thomas Bisset of 
Quarrel anent the building of a mill upon the lands of Elphinstone dated 11 April 1505 

1512 Bruce App.xxii  Bond of Manrent of Sir Robert Brus of Erth, Knight, To Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, Be 
it kend ...; and to tak ane afauld and plane parte with my said lord in all his actiouns, 
causis, and querelis movit, or to be movit, baith in peax and in were, als oft as I sal be 
chargit be the said lord, or in his name, with my men, servandis, kyn, and frendis, and 
specialie in tyme of hosting, at all my power, contrar and aganis all maner of personis, 
myne allegiance to oure Soverane Lord and als my service to the Abbot of Halierudehous, 
and the Lord of Sanct Johnis, in ony tyme quhen thai charge me except hosting, quhilkis all 
tymes I sal be reddy to ryde with my said lord Elphinstoun, with my folkis, kyn, and 
frendis, and other tymes quhen he has ... [ex Hist.Mss.Com. 9th report, Part II. p.190] 

1525 RMS iii 348  Alexander Lord Elphinston, and Katherine Erskine his wife, lands of Pettindreich etc., in 
the barony of Elphinston, sheriffdom of Stirling 

1548 GD17/115    [L] Sasine (in duplicate) in favour of Robert Elphinstoun as son and heir of the deceased 
Alexander, Lord Elphinstoun, of the lands and barony of Elphinstoun, the lands of 
Cragrossy, Wester Cragrossy, Querrell, Gargunnok, Carnok, and Plane, in the sheriffdom 
of Stirling, following on Chancery precept, dated 27 Sept., 1548  28 Nov 1548   

1550 GD156/47/2  [L] 5 Lands which pertained to the lands of Roselle [Rosehill] Fortune and Dunlop and 
whereof the said Lord Elphinstone was superior for 90 years after lambas 1550 

1574 GD156/31/2/32  Item, seasing of the quarter of Arthbeg otherwise called Elphinstoun holdin of Polmais-
Cunyngham to Above Lord Elphinstoun [1574] [charter under the Gt.Seal 1562 & 
Confirmation 1562 - No.27] 

1579 RMS iv 2892  [L] The king confirms a charter of Robert, Lord Elphingstoun,-[which, with the consent of 
Lady Margarete Drummond, his wife, lady of the free tenement of land underwritten, of 
Rossy,-for completion of a contract of marriage made between the said Robert and 
Margaret and Alexander, Master of Elphingstoun, their senior son and heir apparent on 
the one part, and William, Lord Levingstoun, Lady Agnes Flemyng his wife, and Jean 
levingstoun, their first born daughter, on the other part ... dated 1 & 10 Ap. 1575 ... selling 
to the said Jeanne Levingstoun , in her pure virginity, in life rent, lands ...; lands of Hallis 
of Airth, in the lordship and sheriffdom of Striveling 

1580 RMS v 85  3 roods of the lands of Roishill in the barony of Elphingstoun 
1588 CRE   William Wallace in Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1600 CRE   John Hall in Elphinstoun, parish of Airth 
1609 Retour 65  Lord John Bruce  of Airth, knight, heir of Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, his 

grandfather [avi];-in three oxgangs of land of auld extent in the Hill of Airth, within th 
barony of Airthechalmerlant now called Elphinstoun 

1601 RMS vi 1162  [L] The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master of 
E., his son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, with the 
castle thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., lands of the Hallis-of-Airth with 
fishings, lands of Polknaif with fishings, feus etc., the superiority of the lands of 
Powfoullis, quarter of Airthbeg ... an oxgang of land in Hill of Airth called the Rosehill ... 
Querrell ... ,- and which the king in respect of their good service has newly granted, with 
the barony of E., coals, woods, forests, parks, the haynings, meadows, fishings of salmon 
and other fish, boats lie cobillis, nets, lie yairis, cruvis, and other fishing engines (ingeniis 
piscationum) in all parts of the water of Forth with the privilege of a boat lie ferry-cobill 
and boit at Elphingstoun on both sides of the water of Forth  

1617 RS58/1 f.3  [in margin “Lord Elphingstoun saising of the lands of Arthe place thairoff and wthers] 
villa de Poiknaif  --- totas et integras [4 or 14] bovatas terrarum de anti [auld extent] 
[mansione ?] et manaria [    ] cum illa bovata terrarum vulgo Abbottishall nuncupat cum s--
-- [    ][    ] infra baroniam de Kars infra regalitatem de Broughtoun et vicecomitatem de 
striuling  

1617 GD37/314   (Copy) Letter from King James VI (to the Earl of Dunfermline) directing him to summon 
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Lord Elphingstoune before him, along with Sir William Monteith of Kerse, John Bailzie 
and William and Alexander Bruis, cautioners for the Laird of Airth to take such order as 
said cautioners "may be assuirit of releiff. 11 Aug 1617  

1619 Retour 94   [L] Alexander Lord Elphinstoun, heir of Robert, Lord Elphinstoun, his father, in a fourth 
part of the lands of Airthbeg, now called Elphinstoun, in the barony of Polmais-
Cunynghame by annexation 

1620 RS58/2 f.74 [L] James Hall in Elphingstone  
1620 RS58/2 f. 12v  [L] [endorsed “Sasine for Alexander, Lord Elphingstoune of the lands of Airthbeg”] 

compeared upon the lands underwritten holding a precept of sasine from Alexander 
Cwnnyhame of Polmais, superior of the lands underwritten in favour of Alexander, Lord 
Elphingstoune son and heir of the late Robert, Lord Elphingstoune of all and haill a 
quarter part of the lands of Airthbeg now called Elphingstoune lying in the barony of 
Polmais  

1625 CRS   Thomas Baad in Elphingstoune 
1625 RS58/3 f.310  John Bad in Elphinstoune 
1626 RS58/3 f.419v [L] Adam Bad in Elphingstoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from 

Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell with the consent of Marrie Bruce, his spouse, infefting 
the said Adam and Jonet Coustoun, his spouse, Michael and Alexander Bad, their sons - 
annualrent from his lands of Kirktoun of Bothkenner and from the lands of Westertoun of 
Bothkenner 

1629 RMS viii 1360 [L] The king [etc] confirms a charter made by John, Lord Balmerinoch, with the consent of 
Alexander, Lord Elphingston , and Alexander, lord Kildrimmie (or Master of 
Elphinston), his son,- [whereby it grants to Lady Elizabeth Drummond spouse of the said 
Lord Kildrimmie., in life-rent,- 14 oxgangs of the lands of the Hill of Airth now called 
Fourtounslandis, 3 oxgangs of Airth now called Dunlopislandis (formerly held by the late 
Lord John Bruce of Airth, knight, and now held by the said Lords Elphnston and 
Kildrimmie by acquisition, comprehending all his southern part of the lands of Airth from 
the north part of the Pow of Airth ... 

1636 CRS   Margaret Cumming, relict of Thomas Baid in Elphingston 
1637 CRS   Walter Andrew in Elphingstoune 
1640 CRS   Elspet Baad in Elphingstoune 
1645 RS58/8 f.149  Lady Elizabeth wife of Lord Alexander Elphingstoune  
1647 GD247/Box 87/Bundle 4 - Writs of lands of Elphinstone 1647-1767  
1648 RS58/8 f.322v  lands callit Airthbeg 
17th c GD220/1/C/6/9/1    Commission supersigned by King Charles I (but not countersigned) in favour of the earls 

of Airth and Linlithgow, lords Kinpont, Swinton and Elphinston to be sheriffs of 
Stirlingshire for suppressing His Majesty's rebellious subjects.   

1650 Retour 195  [L] William Bad, heir of Adam Bad in Elphingstone, his father 
1655 Retour 215  [L ] Alexander lord Elphingstoun, heir of Alexander lord Elphingstoun, his father, in the 

lands, lordship and barony of Elphingstoun, comprehending the lands and barony of 
Elphingstoun, with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth, Logy and Strathgull and 
tiends;- the ferrie boat of Elphingstoun;- the landis of Halls of Airth;- the superiority of 
the lands of Powfoulis;- the quarter land of Airthbeg;- the lands of Quarrell --- ane oxgait 
of land in the iill of Airth callit the Roishill [many others outwith area] all united into the 
barony of Elphingstoune 

1656 CRS   William Bad, wright in Elphinstoune 
1662 CRS   John Bisset in Elphingstoune 
1663 CRS   Agnes Bachop, spouse to John Geichen, cordiner, in Elphingstoune 
1663 CRS   Elspeth Bisset, spouse to Robert Mackie, in Elphingstoune 
1666 CRS   Archibald Adam in Elphingstoune 
1666 Retour 242   [L] Monte de Airth ... Laverockmure ... Airthmillar ... Fortouneslands ... Dunlopsland  ... 

Elphingstoun  
1667 RMS ix 1037  John Higgen and Mary Gudlet [guidlet] in Elphinstoun 
1668 CRS   Janet Coustoun, spouse to James Baad, in Elphingstoune 
1668 CRS   Bessie Craig, spouse to John Penman, coalheugher in Elphinstoune 
1670 CRS   Margaret Allan, spouse to James Ure, in Elphingstoune 
1673 GD156/31/2/2   Item the Charter [whi...] the [first?] seasing [..oreeds] of the Haill lands barronies & others 

above[....] grantit to the [umquil] Jon Lord Elphingston & yre airis maill betwixt him & 
Dame [Issobel?] Maitland [remainder deals with heritage] [1673] 
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1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphingston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... [with this peice?] of land one [....] of [called?] 
Miln Holme, Another reed [cruik?], Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the 
toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the 
water of Forth & pow of Airth, The  Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. Yre seasing is 
Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

1682 CRS   William Baird in Elphingstoun 
1683 Retour 290  [L] Charles Elphinstoune of Airth heir of Richard Elphinstoune of Airth his father;- in 

the lands and barony of Airth [all the usual] 
1683 IRGS 68.142  Richard Elphinstone of Airth - lands of Elphingstoune 
 17c    Wreats of the quarter of Elphingston haldin of the lards of polmais 
  
    1 Ane charter grantit be Rot Cuningham fiar and Alexr C. knt, liferenter of the baronie of 

to Sir John Elphingston . of Arthe knt., of all and heall the quarter of arthebeg wt the 
pertinents lyand wt the Baronie of Polmais Cunningham be annexation and Sheriffdom of 
Sterling to be haldin of thame in feue ferme for the payment of sevin pund usuall monie of 
the kingdom at tua terms in the yeir witsonday and mertimes ... 17.12.150? 

1680 CRS   Thomas Baad in Elphingstoune 
1685 CRS   William Baad in Elphingstoune 
1686 RS83/1 f.9v.1  John Mackie in Elphingstoune and Alexander Hodge in Falkirk of an annualrent out of the 

lands of Steall in Dunipace. Registered on the 148th leaf of the said Register  
1688 CRS   Elspeth Robb and John Adam, cotter in Elphingstone 
1688 CRS   Patrick Ballentyne, in Elphingstone, and Catherine Hodge, his spouse 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.148 William and Robert Cowey children of umquhill Patrick Cowey of Westkerse and 

Christian Callander his spouse; citation to William Cowey in Elphinstone and Patrick 
Cowey maltman in Falkirk, on father side, and Thomas Callander in Bearcrofts and 
William Callander in Westkerse on mother side 

1691 CRS   Marion Alexander, in Elphingstoune 
1691 RPCS iii p.652  Petition by Alexander McKie, chamberlain to lord Elphinstoun, William Bead [Baad] and 

Robert Abercrombie, tenants there, and lord Elphinstoun for his interest,  
1696 CRS   Robert Burn, skipper in Elphinston 
1698 RS59/10 f.3v  Charles Elphingstone of Airth 
1716 IRGS 88.142  Hugh Primrose, Viscount of Elphinstone 
1717 CRS   Duncan Buchannan, servitor to Lord Elphingstone 
1729 RS59/15 f.362v [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  the Right Honourable 

Charles Lord Elphingston having in his hand a disposition granted to him by the Right 
Honourable Heugh viscount of Primrose brother german heir served and retoured to the 
deceased Archibald viscount of Primrose who was the heir served to the deceased James 
viscount of Primrose – disponed to the said Charles lord Elphingston his heirs and 
successors all and heall these parts and portions underwritten of the lands and barony of 
Elphingston Viz Elphingston [etc] – coal – fishing – right of building and keeping of a 
“ferrie boat or coble at Elphingston for transporting the leidges and all others strangers 
over the water of Forth from both sides of the said water in all time coming – superiority of 
the lands of Powfouls – fourth part of the lands of Airthbeg – oxgate of land in the hill of 
Airth called Rosehill --- lands of Quarrell and Pocknave – the fishiing of the lands of 
Pocknave – the Haughs of Airth comprehending therein seven oxengatge and a half of land 
– lands and barony of Airth comprehending the Hill of Airth – half of the lands of Calder --
- these pieces of land one therof commonly called Milnholm another commonly called 
Readycruick otherwise Docks – with liberty of fishing in the water of Forth and Pow of 
Airth Besides that piece of ground commonly called Docks with the harbour and Burgh of 
Barony of Airth – with all other lands that formerly belonged to the said Charles lord 
Elphingston and his predecessors  

1729 RS59/15 f.364  Dame Elizabeth Primrose Lady Elphingstone spouse to Charles Lord Elphingstone 
1730 GD156/41/321  Tack agreed between Elphinstone & Wm Mackie, merch. in Thirlestone ... of all and haill 

these houss high and laigh back & fore lying at the pans of Elphinstone ... together also 
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with Ten Aikers of arable land of that part of the Barony of Elphinstone called the Pan 
Room or lands adjacent thereto (the Willons [furer?] excepted) lying near and most 
contiguous to the pans of Elphinston. With a Corn Barn, Malt Barn, Kiln, Coble and 
yeards of the present dimensions of the Kiln, Maltbarn, Coble, Corn Barn and yeards 1730 

1737 IRGS 96.12  Charles, Lord Elphinstone 
1742 GD45/17/1099    Bond by David Bruce of Kinaird to Andrew Ross, shipmaster in Elphinstone 
1744 CRS   Alexander Adam, tenant in Elphingstone 
1752 GD65/200   General Rent Roll of the barony of Elphinstone for the years 1751-2 with "some things to 

be regarded and valued in case of a sale".  
1763 CRS   William Baird, sailor in Elphinstone 
1765 CRS   John Baird, sailor in Elphinstone 
1783 GD65/239    Printed Petition of John Ogilvie of Pocknave, factor for the Earl of Dunmore, and Thomas 

and Robert Fish, lessees of the Earl's colliery at Dunmore, against James Bruce Kinnaird, 
claiming expenses for the process at the instance of the said James Bruce for the recovery 
of two colliers whom he claimed to be astricted to the colliery of Kinnaird.  14/6/1783   

1786 RS [GR 429.48] John, Earl of Dunmore, Seised Jan 9 1786,-in the Lordship and Barony of Elphinstone, & 
part thereof called Cuthrie; parts of the barony of Airth, viz. Neuck, and others, p of Airth;- 
on Chart Resig. and Conf    GR 429.48 

1790 RS [PR 31.200]  John, Lord Elphinstone, Seised 1790, - in parts of the Lordship and barony of 
Elphinstone, viz, Quarrole, p Larbert;-Pocknave & Powfoulis p Airth PR 31.200 

1809 AOS 6089  George, Lord Keith of Bandeath and Stonehaven Marischal, seised ... in the right and 
privilege of the Ferry and ferry boats over the River Forth at the passage commonly called 
Higgins Neuk - on Disposal by James Bruce of Powfoulis G.R. 838.94 

1835 IRGS 207.167  George Dunmore, Earl of Elphinston 
1859 GD156/21/19  Patent of Queen Victoria in favour of John 13th Lord Elphinstone creating him peer of 

U.K. with title Baron Elphingston of Elphinston 
1885 GD156/21/22  Patent of Queen Victoria in favour of William Buller Fullerton, 15th Lord Elphinstone. [as 

156.21.21] 
 
John de Elphinstone [died c1340] married Marjorie Erth, heiress of Erthbeg, and acquired with her lands there which 
formed the nucleus of the barony of Elphinstone, parish of Airth. 
 
The lairds of Wachton in the 15 and 16 centuries at least were Hepburns; kinsmen of the Earls of Bothwell. 
ELPHINSTONE MILL NS8987 [4]   
 
1505 GD156/47/45   Contract and agreement betwixt Sir John Elphinston of Elphinstone and Thomas Bisset of 

Quarrel anent the building of a mill upon the lands of Elphinstone dated 11 April 1505 
1601 RMS vi 1162  [L] The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master of E., 

his son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, with the castle 
thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., 

1640 RS58/7 f.277  Adame Bad at the Mill of Elphingstoune  
1685 CRS   James Bad at the Mylne of Elphinstoune, parish of Airth 
ELPHINSTONEMOSS see Dunmore Moss 
ELPHINSTONE PANS # AIH NS8989 [1]  NS894895   
 
1654-1658 GD156/11/1    Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans   
1658-1659 GD156/11/2  Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans  
1663-1670 GD156/11/3  Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans  
1670-1674GD156/11/4  Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans  
1694-1697 GD156/11/5  Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans  
1726-1751 GD156/41/3  Elphinstone Pans, etc.   
1670 RS59/4 f.209v  John Heggie at the Saltpanes of Elphingstoun 
1671 E81/6     Accounts of excise of salt sold at Elphinstone   Mar 1669-Mar 1671  
1671 E81/9     Miscellaneous papers relating to the pre-emption of salt   21 Sep1669-21 Feb 1671  
1673 RMS   Charter by Charles II, 1 Feb 1673 in favour of John Lord Elphinston of the lands, lordship 

and barony of Elphinston, and erecting the town of Elphinston, viz Overtown and 
Nethertown, thereof, commonly called the Saltpans, into a burgh of barony, with power to 
him to erect a market cross therein, and to have a weekly market on Tuesday, and a free 
fair for 3 days annually commencing on the 9th of September.  

168- Adair   Elphinston Pans 
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1716-1719 GD156/11/6  Coal and Salt Grieve's Book for the Elphinstone Collieries and Salt-Pans  
1724 GD124/15/1214/43    Letter to Lord Grange from Mr Allan Logan, minister at Culross. Recommends Adam 

Stillie, night salt officer at Kincardine, for a post at Elphinstoun.   Jun 1724 
1726 GD156/41  Elphinstone Pans, etc.   1726-1751 
1730 RS59/15 f.420v the house high and laigh back and fore with the yeard pertinents and proviledges thereto 

belonging lying in the Panns of Elphingstone lately repaired and for the most part built 
lately --- bounded in manner following Viz The high street or way opposite to their present 
dwelling house upon the east The common way or Road betwixt the houses and the yeard 
so Disponed and the house and yeard lately possesst by William Wood upon the south and 
the Damb above the present slouce upon the Salt Pow of Elphingstone leading to the bridge 
over the same upon the west the present foot road betwixt the said Salt Pow and the houses 
and yeard so disponed upon the north togither with the priviledge of carting winding and 
leading peats turfs and divvots in and of the moss of Elphingstone and commonly upon the 
moss for their own proper use allenarly  

1730 GD 156/41/3    together also with Ten Aikers of arable land of that part of the barony of Elphinston called 
the Pan Room or lands adjacent thereto lying near and most contiguous to the Pans of 
Elphinston 

1734 RS59/16 f.480  all and heall these eight aikers thirteen falls and ten eldest lawful son to  of land lying on 
the north side of the Coallgate leading from the Pans of Elphingstone by the Drumfine 
Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to Kersie comprehending the foresaid 
measure and yeards all bounded as follows viz The foresaid Coallgate leading from the 
Pans of Elphingstone by the Drumfine Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to 
Kersie on the south and south west parts [several owned portions – then:] and the aquaduct 
or Pow leading from the Bridge under the foresaid Coallgate to the Sluse on the Salt Pow 
or Pan Pow of Elphingstone on the north east and east parts Sicklike all and heall these 
houses back and fore with the barn stable and byre and yaird at the back of the said barn, 
byre and stable lying at the Pans of Elphingstone --- with priveledge and liberty of carting 
winning and leading of peats turves and divots in and of the moss and Commonty upon the 
Moss and comon of Elphingstone  

1742 RS59/18 f.241  William Gillsiland lawful son to James Gillsiland salter in Elphingstoun as baillie --- 
granted by Charles Lord Elphingstoun --- that house high and laigh with the jambe at the 
foreside thereof and stair at the back of the same lying at the shoir and Pans of 
Elphingstoun --- was all possest by John Ritchie late mannager of his coall and salt works 
of Elphingstoun and are bounded by the highway or street opposite to the said house and 
jamb upon the west and north west the shoar way to the salt pans and harbour of 
Elphingstoun upon the northwest and north parts the way to the said Pow and harbour of 
Elphingstoun and the wast ground at the back of the house betwixt it and the River of Forth 
upon the east and the house high and laigh contiguous to the end of the said house upon the 
south 

1749 RS59/19 f.312v William Hodge shipmaster in Elphingston as baillie --- Thomas Younger shipmaster in 
Elphingston for himself and in name of Beaty Primrose his spouse with a charter of 
alienation granted by Charles Lord Elphingston --- all and haill that dwelling house upon 
the Shore of Elphingstone with the kaill yaird thereto belonging possest by the said 
Thomas Younger and formerly by John Ross shipmaster in Elphingston Bounded as 
follows To wit The dwelling house by the Coalwagon way at the west gavil on the front by 
a parallel line drawen from the wagon way along the front of the house down to the high 
water mark at eleven foot distance from the front wall of the house the east gavil by the 
high water mark and backward to the south to the middle of the gavil of James Gillfillans 
Saltpan and the back of the house by the ground of the brink of the hollow road that goes 
betwixt the house and the said salt pans and the said yaird by the bucket potts on the north 
east side at the ends by James Garnocks and Walter Youngers yairds and the road and ditch 
leading to Airth from Elphingston Pans --- lying in the lordship and barony of 
Elphingston, parish of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Normand 
Morison Salt Officer in Elphingstoun 

1755 Roy   Elphinstone Pans 
ELPHINSTONE POW # AIH NS8989 [1]  NS894895 
 
168- Adair   Elphinston Pou 
FINGASK   # AIH NS9085 [1] 
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1730 GD65/180  Disposition by James Bruce of Powfowlls in favour of Thomas Dundas of Letham, 
merchant and late bailie of Edinburgh, and Bethia Baillie, his spouse, of 5 rooms of land 
thenceforth to be called the lands of Fingask, with the teinds thereof, in barony of 
Powfowlls, parish of Airth, and sheriffdom of Stirling, on payment by the said Thomas of 
the sum of £19,288 2s Scots. (2) Sasine and duplicate following thereon. Dated 5 January 
1730. Registered G.R.S., 17 January 1730 cxxxiv, 262-6. 4/12/1729  

1732 GD65/184  Instrument of Resignation by James Bruce of Powfoulls of five rooms of land lying in 
Bellsdyke and tiends thereof in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask and Bethia Baillie, 
his spouse.  

1737 GD65/189   Extract Pre-nuptial Marriage Contract between Thomas Dundas and Thomas Dundas of 
Fingask, his father, on the one part, and Anne Graham and Mr James Graham of Airth, 
advocate, judge of the High Court of Admiralty, her father, on the other, by which the said 
Anne is to be infeft in annualrent of 2000 merks Scots out of the lands of Bothkennar on 
the death of said Thomas, her future spouse, and the said Thomas Dundas of Fingask 
resigns the lands of Bothkennar and others in favour of himself in liferent and his said son 
in fee. Anne's tocher to be 11,000 merks Scots. Registered in B. of C. and S., 26 November 
1792. 25/10/1737 

1738 GD65/192   Ante-nuptial Marriage Contract between Laurence Dundas, second son of Thomas Dundas 
of Fingask, and his said father, on the one part, and Margaret Bruce, and Alexander Bruce 
of Kennet, her father, on the other, by which the said Margaret is to receive an annualrent 
of £100 on the decease of the said Laurence, her tocher being 12,000 merks Scots; 
provision is made for any children of the marriage. 7/4/1738 

1749 GD65/199  Bond of Provision of Lawrence Dundas of Kerse in favour of Margaret Bruce, his spouse, 
of an annuity of £250 after his death, and the sum of £300 for mourning and furniture, in 
satisfaction of her share of his estate. (2) Nomination of Tutors by Lawrence Dundas of 
Kerse, appointing Thomas Dundas, elder, and Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, his 
father and brother, Margaret Bruce, his spouse, and others, as tutors to his son Thomas 
Dundas. 31/8/1749 

1754 GD65/202   Memorial for Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, against John McLeod of Muiravenside 
[Muiravonside], advocate, regarding the possession by the said John of a collier astricted to 
the said Thomas' coal-fields. 1754 

1753 RS59/20 f.106  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Mcleish gardner at 
Quarrele Shoar as attorney for Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Torwoodhead, Skaithmuir, 
Crawnest and Dubbiebees Meadow having a disposition granted by Mr James Dundas of 
Philpstoun advocate [as in folio 70] 

1763 GD65/211   Feu Charter by Thomas Dundas of Fingask in favour of Thomas Dundas, his eldest son, of 
8 oxengate of land of Bothkennar, Kirklands of Bothkennar, 4 and one piece oxengate of 
lands of Dalhungrie, and a room of land at Bellsdyke, with the teinds thereof. (2) Sasine 
following thereon. Dated 22 July 1763. Registered G.R.S., 3 August 1763, ccxlv, 133-8. 
22/7/1763 

1789 GD65/253   Instrument of Resignation by Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse, bart., following on GD65/240 
and GD65/241, in favour of Thomas Dundas, now of Fingask, colonel of the 80th Regt of 
Foot. (2) Charter under Great Seal following thereon. Dated 6 August 1789. [Great seal 
missing]. (3) Sasine following thereon. Dated 19 October 1789. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 
29 October 1789, ix, 434-5. 6/8/1789 

1791 GD65/259   Inventory of the writs of the lands of Quarrole [Quarrel], Skaithmuir, Crawnest and 
Dubbiebies Meadow, and teinds thereof, belonging to Colonel Thomas Dundas of Fingask. 

1808 GD65/265   Miscellaneous Inventories of:- (1) Title deeds of estate of Fingask. (2) Writs of farms at 
Bellsdyke and the Haughs of Airth. (3) Title deeds belonging to Mr Dundas of Carronhall 
of the 5 rooms of land of the barony of Powfoulis called Bells Dyke. (4) Title deeds 
belonging to Major Dundas of Carronhall. 1808-1822 

 
John of Fingask received a charter from David II a charter 18.2.1364/5 of the barony of Fingask in the shire of PER  
 
GD65/2 Sasine in favour of David Brus [Bruce], son and apparent heir of John Brus of Clakmanan [Clackmannan], of 
the lands of Fingask, following on precept by John, abbot of Scone. [Seal of Patrick Brus, son and apparent heir of John 
Brus of Clakmanan, knight, appended]. 11/5/1465 
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John Dundas of Dundas [served heir 1480] received a charter from James III of the barony of Bothkenner for his 
faithfull service and especially for his thankful labour and help afforded for the deliverance of his majesty's person 
from captivity in the castle of Edinburgh on which occasion the said John had exposed his life to grave dangers. 
Dundas - this laird was married twice ... his second marriage to Christian Stewart, Carronhall 
 
cf Lord Dundas receiving lands of Powfoullis 1806 [IRGS 136.198] 
 
  cf Fingask NJ7827 
FORTUNESLANDS # AIH NS8987 [3]  
 
1497 Bruce 1656  Imprinis:...a charter granted be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs, to Thomas Dunlop, of the 

lands called Dunlopslands lyand within the barony of Airth; item: an instrument of seasing 
following thereupon 1499 ... 3 oxengates ... lyand upon the hill of Airth called 
Fortuneslands Imprinis: a precept direct be John, Lord Lyndsay of Byrs to Margaret 
Currour of 14 oxengate of the land of Arth chamberlane 1457; Item: ane instrument of 
seasing dated nynth of August 1457 from a precept of seasing be John, Lord Lyndsay, and 
margaret Currour his spouse, of the said 14 oxengate of land 1519; Item: ane precept of 
seasing granted by John Hepburn of Westfortoun of twa oxengate of Arthchamberlane be 
Robert Bruce of Airth 1523 ... and then 3 oxengate 1527 .. and then 6 oxengate in the hill 
of Arth called Fortounslands to Alexander Bruce by Henry Hepburn of Fortoun 1555. 

1523 GD37/17  Seisin in favour of Robert Bruce of Airth and Jonet Forester his spouse, of 2 oxgangs of 
land of Erthchalmerlan [followed by several sasines and charters in the same vein and 
involving a total of 14 oxgates of land] 

1550 GD156/47/2  5 Lands which pertained to the lands of Roselle [Rosehill] Fortune and Dunlop and 
whereof the said Lord Elphinstone was superior for 90 years after lambas 1550 

1555 Bruce lii  ... and then 6 oxengate in the hill of Arth called Fortounslands to Alexander Bruce by 
Henry Hepburn of Fortoun 1555. 

1556 GD37/30  Instrument of sasine to Alexander Bruce of Erth of 6 oxgates of land of Hill of Erth called 
Fortoun landis, on precept by Henry of Fortoun 

1629 RMS viii 1360  The king [etc] confirms a charter made by John, Lord Balmerinoch, with the consent of 
Alexander, Lord Elphinston , and Alexander, lord Kildrimmie (or Master of Elphinston), 
his son,- [whereby it grants to Lady Elizabeth Drummond spouse of the said Lord 
Kildrimmie., in life-rent,- 14 oxgangs of the lands of the Hill of Airth now called 
Fourtounslandis, 3 oxgangs of Airth now called Dunlopislandis (formerly held by the late 
Lord John Bruce of Airth, knight, and now held by the said Lords Elphinston and 
Kildrimmie by acquisition, comprehending all his southern part of the lands of Airth from 
the north part of the Pow of Airth ... 

1666 Retour 242   Monte de Airth ... Laverockmure ... Airthmillar ... Fortouneslands ... Dunlopsland  ... 
Elphingstoun  

1657 GD37/145      Charter by Alexander, now Lord Elphinston, with consent of Sir Robert Elphinston of 
Quarrell, kt., his tutor, and Lilias, Lady Elphinston, his mother, in favor of Captain 
Alexander Bruce of Airth, of part of the lands of Airth, called Fortouns land and 
Dunlopslands with salmon fishings, following on Contract of Alienation referred to in 
GD37/141  

GARDNERS FIELD # AIH NS9084 [3]    
 
1750 RS59/19 f.382  James Towers tenent in Belsdike and Janet Aitken his spouse --- all and haill that part and 

portion of the lands of Belsdyke called the Gairdners Field extending to two acres two 
roods and thirty five falls of ground or thereby bounded by the lands possest be John 
Tagget tennant in Kinnaird  upon the north the lands possest by William Gilchrist tennant 
there upon the east the lands possest by Lillias Mitchel relict of William Brown tennant in 
Letham upon the south and Belsdyke upon the west belonging to Alexander Miln of 
Newmils --- parish of Airth  

1806 AOS 5384  part of the lands of Bellsdyke called Carseward and part of the lands there called, 
Gardners Field being parts of the 5 oxengates of land in the Haughs or halls of Airth 

1807 AOS 5676  portion of land at Bellsdyke called Carseward; part of the land called Gardnersfield – 
portion on the west side of the Bellsdyke loan 

GARVALD  # AIH NS9185 [1] 
 
1639 CRS   Robert Bruce of Garvell in Pocknaiff 
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1691 VR   Garvall 
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.2  James Bruce of Garvald of tuo oxengate amd ane quarter oxengate of the lands of 

Pockneave. Registered on the  470th leaf of the said Register 
    RS59/7 has: 
    personaly entered James Bruce of Garvell otherwise having the surname of  Forsythe to 

the lands underwritten with a charter in favour of James Bruce alias Forsythe – all and haill 
the part and portion of the lands of Pockneave specified 

1691 RPCS iii p.652  lands of Garvell for part of Airth stipend 
1710 RS59/12 f.487   Hugh Wilison alias Forsyth of Garvall --- confirming the said Hugh his heirs [etc.] --- all 

and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Pocknave 
1722 RS59/14 f.374v Rebecca Bruce alias Forsyth the lady Garvell in favour of John Don Sheriff Clerk of 

Stirling purchaser of the lands of Pocknave 
1722 RS59/14 f.380v James Forsyth of Garvell --- lands of Pocknave wherein the said John Don is now infeft 
1831 VR   Garvald 
 
  
Note: the 17 c Hearth Tax gives in Airth: "Garvald's part of Pocknave" 
GREENDYKE  AIH NS9185 [1]   NS913859 
 
1609 Retour 69  John Sympsoun in Grenedyke, heir of John Sympsoun there, his grandfather, in 1¼ 

oxgang and a half of a quarter of an oxgang of the lands of Grange of Bothkenner, in the 
lordship of Striviling 

1674 RS59/5 f.144  these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Powfoullis --- viz lands of Bellsdyke 
and Greindyke 

1686 Retour 305  Thomas Sympsone in Powfoulls, heir male and tailzie of Alexander Sympsone portioner of 
Greendyke, his grandfather, in his quarter part of 2¾  oxgang of the landds of Greendyke, 
in the lordship of Stirling. 

1698 RS83/2/54  Agnes Taylour spouse to John Sympsone portioner of Greendyke  
    [RS59/10 f.52] 
1827 NLS-Ms10877 (219) 20 July 1827. John Simpson, Greendyke, discharged cargo of lime at Newmill bridge. 
1865 OSNB  Greendyke - A farmsteading, one and two stories, partly thatched and slated, and in good 

repair. Property Mr Dawson Esq., Carron Iron Works, Larbert. 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Greendyke 
GREENS   see Airth Greens 
GREENS of POCKNAVE # AIH NS9285 [1]    
 
1783 AOS 335  John Ogilvy of Pocknave gets Ren. Apr. 29 1783 by David Gray, portioner, Pocknave, 

parish of Airth of a servitude of Feal & Divot on the Greens of Pocknave. G.R. 403.182 
GREENS – LOW  AIH NS8989 [3] 
 
1846 AD14/46/281  Precognition against John McGregor, John McGregor for the crime of cattle-stealing at 

The Low Greens, Dunmore or The Old Green, Dunmore, Airth, Stirlingshire 
GREENSIDE  # AIH NS8987 [1]  NS890877 
 
1599 CRE    Robert Bruce of Grenesyde, parish of Airth 
1599 Retour 19  Marjory Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce of Greinsyd, her father, --- 4 ½ oxgang of 

the Hallis of Airthe 
1599 Retour 20  Susanna Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce of Greinsyd, her father, ---- 4 ½ oxgang of 

the Hallis of Airthe 
1619 Retour 98  Marjory Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of the Hallis of Airthe, patruelis, 

in 4½ oxgangs of the lands of Hallis of Airthe;- half an oxgang of the lands of Grenesyde 
in Hill of Airthe, and the other half of the said lands in the said Hill of Airthe, in the barony 
of Polmais-Cunynghame;-half an oxgang of the Bank 

1619 RS58/1 f.328  William Levingstoun of Eist Grein Zairdis and Marjorie Bruce his spouse --- four oxgang 
[and a half?] of the lands of Halls of Airth --- William Levingstoun of Eist Grein Zairdis 
and Marjorie Bruce oldest daughter of the late Robert Bruce of Greinsyd his future spouse 
--- Robert Bruce portioner of Halls of Airth sui patrussis- -- James Mitchell in Halls of 
Airth 

1620 RS58/2 f.34v  the late Robert Bruce portioner of “hillis” [recte] Hallis of Airthe --- Marjorie Bruce [his 
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daughter?] of all and haill that ½ oxgang of land of lie Greineside of hill of Airth and that 
other half oxgang of land of the hill of Airth formerly occupied by John Logan  

1620 RS58/2 f.35  is the same as f.34v except it is in favour of Sussanne Bruce [the other heir portioner] 
1628 RS58/4 f. 20  which pertained to Robert Bruce of Griensyd 
1629 RS58/4 f.229  Be it kent till all men be thir present letters Me Barbara Levingstoune dochter and air of 

umquill Marioune Bruce ane of the dochters and aries portioner of umquhill Robert Bruce 
in Greinsyd procreat betwixt her and Mr William Levingstoune of Eist Greinyards her 
spous my fayther with express consent and assent of the said Mr William Levingstoune my 
fayther for his interest --- and Susanna Bruce ane of the dochters and airis portioner of the 
said umquhill Robert Bruce [lands in Menteith] 

1629 Retour 134  Susanna Bruce heir portioner of Robert Bruce of Grensyde, her father 
1629 Retour 135  Barbara Bruce heir portioner of Robert  Bruce of Grensyde, her father 
1631 RS58/5 f.228  be it kend till all men be thir present letteris me Barbara Levingstoune dochter of umquhill 

Marione Bruce ane of the the tua dochters of umquhill Robert Bruce of Greinsyd 
procurator betwix hir and William Levingstoune of Eister Greinyards hir spouse my father 
with express consent and assent  

1646 Retour 183  Robert Bruce of Auchenbowie, heir of Susanna Bruce, lawful daughter of Robert Bruce of 
Greinsyd, filii tertio geniti Robert Bruce of Auchinbowie, fratris proavi filiae in half an 
oxengate of the lands of Greinsyde in Hill of Airth, in the barony of Polmeas-
Cunynghame 

1648 RS58/8 f.359  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Levingstoun of 
Kirkland as attorney for Elizabeth Forrester spouse of William [Seatoun?] brother german 
to the late James [Seatoun] with a charter of sasine from Lord William earl of Airthe and 
Monteathe , Lord Grahame of Kilpunt, lord superior of the lands and others underwritten --
- all and haill the half part of of half and oxgang of the lands of Grinsyd in the Hill of 
Airth --- lying in the barony of Polmais Cunnyngham  

1670 RS59/4 f.209v  The quhilk day the sasine underwritten being produced be William Bruce brother germane 
to the laird of Auchenbowie is registrat --- Robert Bruce now of Auchenbowie entered into 
the lands underwritten having in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat from Andrew Sterling 
of Garden in favour of the said Robert Bruce now of Auchenbowie --- John Hodge senior 
in Airth, baillie for Stirling of Garden --- late Robert Bruce of Auchenbowie, father of 
Robert --- all and haill these two half oxgangs of land in the Greinsyd of Hill of Airth all 
lying in the barony of Polmais Cunningham and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy   appears to equate with present day Dougals Hole 
GUILDBUTTS  # AIH NS8790 [1]    
 
1865 OSNB  Guildbutts A large farmsteading, all one storey, partly slated and in good repair.  Property 

of the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 
HAILL SEA GREENS # AIH NS9086 [2] 
 
1612 RMS vii 779  the Haill Sey Grenis 
1637 RS58/7 f.68  personally entered to the tiends of the coals, coalworks and others underwritten, Alexander, 

Master of Elphingstoune --- viz. all and haill that part and portion of lands with the haill 
coilis coilhewche als weill wyn and to  be wyn with the Haill Sey Greinis and slyks with 
all and haill sindir houssis, bigginis, pairtis, pendicles and pertinentis and  haill landis, 
propertie and cowmontie lyand on the west and northwest syid of the cast and 
Cobiltriegoitt and littil syik and goitt lyand narrest the Cobiltriegoitt on the southeast syid 
thairof to the landis, baronie and merche of Elphinstoune boundit, meithit and mertchit in 
manner following – Begynnand at the southsyd of the new cast at that part thairof Quhair 
the windmylne stuide and discending to ane slap thairof qhilk runis in the suick and goit 
callit Cobiltriegoitt discending down the the said Cobiltriegoitt quhyil it cum to the dyik 
and goitt lyand endlang and narrest the sey greinis narrest adjacent  to the syik and goit 
quhairin the said Cobiltriegoitt Rynnis and passing doun the said goitt and syick quhill it 
cum to law watter and ground ebsey and the samine ebbis and flowis Quhilk haill landis, 
sey greinis and slykis lyes on the west and northwest syid of the landis of Airth to the 
proper boundis, meithis and mertches of the lands and baronie of Arthe Elphingstoune on 
the east and southeast [reverts to latin] lying within the parish of Airth and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1641 Retour 174  Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of lord James Bruce of Powfoullis, his father, 7 
oxgangs of the lands of Hallis of Airthe ;- lands of Haillseygreinis ; all united into the 
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barony of Powfoullis 
1644 RMS ix 1527  with the Haill Seygreines 
1653 Retour 204  James Bruce, heir of James Bruce of Powfoulles, his father, - 7 oxgate of land called the 

Hallis of Airth with the landis called the Haill-Sea-greins; - all united into the barony of 
Powfoulles 

1681 RS59/6 f.288v  Mr Alexander Heigine of Candie --- charter of alienation from Richard Elphingstoune of 
Airth --- dwelling house yard stables in the burgh of Airth and with the Seagrein of Airth  

1724 RS59/14 f.509  house and yeard in Airth with grass contiguous thereto commonly called the Seagreens 
1749 RS59/19 f.319  That dwellling house lying at the shore of Airth sometime possessed by  Andrew 

Duncanson ship carpenter there --- bounded as follows viz: that yaird or fauld belonging to 
William Cowan and yaird belonging to William McAlpine of the west The high street 
leading from the town to the Shoar on the north The houses and yairds possest by James 
Duncanson on the east and the Sea Green on the south  

 
Sea greens in this area usually refer to the salt-marshes which are usefull grazing lands. 
Cf Late Cornish hayl [MC heyl, OC heill, ‘estuary, salting’. Cf Hayle, Helford, Hayle Bay, Eglos Hayle 
Cf  Haill Sea Greens, Bothkenner 
HALLS of AIRTH  see Airth - Halls of 
HAUGHS of AIRTH see Airth - Halls of 
HEADCROOK   # AIH NS9187 [2]   
 
1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik [recte 
Heidcruik], and the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said 
Alex.), in the parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling; which  were [held by] Robert Lord 
Elphinstoun and Alexander, Master of E., his son; moreover an oxgang of land in the town 
of of Powknaif [occupied by James Watt], with the freedom to fish in the water of Foirt, 
with fishing of salmon and the grilses in the water of Foirth and the Pow of Airth near the 
Dokkis (with freedom of drawing nets upon the Dokkis), in the said parish and 
sheriffdom..., and erecting part of the lands near to the seashore, opposite  the said John's 
lands of Airth,- into the free Port of Airth, with authority to the said John to construct a 
mill and saltpan upon the seashore, the ferry boats on both sides of the Water of Forth, with 
the hevin-sylver, large customs, anchorage, and other duties levied at a free port;- 

1617 RS58/1 f.3v  [from ms - in margin “Lord Elphingstoun saising of the lands of Arthe place thairoff and 
wthers] “vulgo nwncupat Mylnholm et Heidcruick alias Doikis” 

1617 RS58 Rf.6v   [L] these two portions of land, one commonly called Mylnholm and the other commonly 
Heidcruik otherwise Dokkis so called and that oxgang of land lying in the toon of 
Pokknaff with its just pertinents whatsoever with freedom of fishing in the Water of 
Foirthe for salmon and grilse in the said Water of Foirthe and lie poll de Arthe at that part 
of the lands commonly called lie Dokkis with retia commonly known as ‘nets’ 

1655 Retour 215  Alexander, Lord Elphinstone,., heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the lands, 
lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of Elphinstone 
with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone ;- lands of 
the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part of the 
land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill .... all 
united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of Airth 
comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- ...;- that 
oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of Roishill;- these 
pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike utherways Dockes;- 
that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon upon the water of 
Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
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oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, The lands of Gargunnock ... [with this peice?] of land one [....] of [called?] 
Miln Holme, Another Heed Cruik, Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the 
toun of Pouknave sometyme possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the 
water of Forth & pow of Airth, The Hill of Airth & tua oxgates of land yrof. Yre seasing is 
Dated the sixteen day of [October?] 1674 yeirs 

1681 APS VIII.C.156,429  these pieces of land One thereof commonly called Milneholme, another commonly called 
Headcruik othirways Dockes 

HEETOUN of Airth AIH NS8987 [1] 
 
1409 RH6.225  Heeton of Erth 
HIGGINS NEUK  AIH NS9186 [1]   NS919869   
 
168- Adair   Heginsneuk 
1707 Sibbald    Heggins-nook 
1715 CRS   Robert Heggine, boatman at Hegine's Neuk 
1717 RS59/13 f.559v John Heggins in Newck of Airth  
1722 SC67/67/4 3v  Alexander Higgen in Nook 
1755 Roy   Higgins Neuk 
1776 CRS   James Logan, farmer at Higginsnewck 
1809 AOS 6089  George, Lord Keith of Bandeath and Stonehaven Marischal, seised ... in the right and 

privilege of the Ferry and ferry boats over the River Forth at the passage commonly called 
Higgins Neuk - on Disposal by James Bruce of Powfoulis G.R. 838.94 

1811 SLR   Higgins Neuk Ferry 
1814 AOS 7627  James Bruce of Powfoullis seised in the barony of Powfoullis excepting the Ferry and 

Ferry boat over the River Forth at that part called Higgins Neuk  
1817 Grassom    Higgins Neuk 
1828 RHP4298  Higgins Neuk  
1865 OSNB  Higgins Neuk A farmsteading one storey in height, slated and in good repair. Property of 

Lord Keith's Trustees. There is a toll bar near for collecting the tolls leviable on the ferry to 
Kincardine. 

1912 CDS13  Higgins Neuk George Park Walker [T.O. Airth 2 1/4] 
1971 OS   Higgins Neuk 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Higgins Neuk 
HIGH Town of Airth see Airth, High Town of 
HILL of AIRTH  see Airth, Hill of 
HILL of DUNMORE AIH NS8888 [1] 
 
1865 OSNB  Hill of Dunmore A beautifully wooded eminence upon which is situated the mansion of 

Dunmore Park. It is conspicuous not so much from its elevation as from the extreme 
flatness of the surrounding country. Property of the Earl of Dunmore. 

 
   
Note: this feature is the one which gave rise to the place-name Airth Beg. 
HODGES RIG  # AIH NS9086 [3]  NS9086 [3] 
 
c1798 NLS MS10854 (235) Articles of the sett of the subjects after mentioned  belonging to  William Graham of Airth 

Esquire, viz All and Haill the said Wm  Graham  his miln  and  kilns of Airth with the 
multures, sequels,  knaveship,  bannock  and other  dues  priviledges & services used and 
wont and  haill  sucken  belonging thereto with the houses, barns, stables, byres, 
cotehouses and yards  belonging thereto, together with the whole lands & teinds thereof 
lately possessed by the deceast Archibald Hodge tenant of the said Mills of Airth, except 
the rig called Hodge's Rig, 

HOLE   # AIH NS8886 [1] NS887868   
 
1755 Roy   Hole 
1764 RHP10654  The Hole 
1817 Grassom    Hole 
1865 OS   Hole 
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HOLMES   # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS896868 
 
1687 RS83/1 f. 0.11  Mr Paul Gellie, minister of Airth and Christian Bruce his spouse, of the lands of Holms of 

Airth. Registered on the  163rd and 164th leaves of the said Register 
1687 RS83/1 f. 0.11  Mr Paul Gellie, minister of Airth and Christian Bruce his spouse, of the lands of Holms of 

Airth. Registered on the 163rd and 164th leaves of the said Register. 
1687 RS59/7 f163  [L] lands of Airth commonly known as the Holmes of Airth lying between the Pow on the 

south side of Holmes, the mill lade (aque ductum molendini) on the north side, the 
damhead on the west side stagnum lie ditch on the east end divided between that land 
possesed by Edward Dick, and that other piece of land now possessed by the said Edward 
Dick tenant in Airth lying between the novum stagnum(lie newcast) and the mill lade on 
the north side of Holmes] 

1817 Grassom    Holmes 
HOPEVALE  # AIH NS9186 NS912862   
 
1865 OSNB  Hopevale A farmsteading, two storeys, slated and in good repair. Property of C.l.Cumming 

Bruce Esq., of Kinnaird House, Larbert 
1912 CDS13  Hopevale Farm - David Paul, jun. 
 
This was a transient name given to one of the farms called Haughs of Airth. 
ISLE of AIRTH  # AIH NS8888 [4]    
 
 c.1340 Fraser W., 1897, No 5:  with the fishing of Qwikslyk and pasture for 6 horses in the Isle of Erth 
 
cf Aule de Arth [1502 Ex.Rolls  ] 
KERSEGATE LOAN # AIH NS9085 [1] NS906854    
 
1755 Roy   Carsegate Loan 
1811 SLR   Kersegate Lone 
KERSIE   AIH NS8791 [1]  NS871911    
 
1152 x 1153 David I Chrs. 213 [Cambus 190] 
    piscaturas de Karsy et de Tulibody (fishings of Kersie and Tullibody) [16th-century copy; 

‘Some place-name spellings may have been up-dated by the copyist’ (editorial note David I 
Chrs. p. 157)] 

1195 Cambus 25  piscaturas de Carsin et de Tulebotheuin (fishings of Kersie and Tullibody); terram de 
Carsin 

1207 Cambus 26  Carsin 
1495 Cambus 202  Kersy 
1557 RMS iv 1225  Henry Abircrummy in Carsy - witness to Cambuskenneth charter - also John A.  
1587 RMS v 1292  John Abircromy, son of the late William Abircromy of Kersie, former holder of the lands 

underwritten [Throsk]- confirmation of Throsk, in the barony of Collie, feued from 
Cambuskenneth [note: a branch of the Abercrombies became the Abercrombies of Throsk - 
see RMS vi 2090] 

1590 Pont   Carsey 
1591 CRE   Elspeth Foulis spouse of Harry Abercromby of Carsey 
1603 B66/25/713   James Abercrumbie, fiar of Carssie 
1608 RMS vi 2118  [L] The king grants to Lord George Elphingstoun of Blythiswode, knight, etc.,- the lands of 

Kersie with the manor place, sheriffdom of Striveling, which James Abircrumbie feuar 
(feodatarii) of Kersie, held of the king (in place of the monastery of Cambuskenneth) in 
feuferm; [assize on the possession of the lands of Kersie] 

1608 RMS vi 2151  [L] The king confirms a charter made by James Abircrombie, feuar of (feodatarium de) 
Carsye with the consent of Henry A., liferenter of C., his father,-[whereby, in completion 
of a contract dated 2 Aug. 1598,- he sold to M. David Abircromby, legitimate son of the 
said Henry, his heirs and assignees whomesoever, subject to reversion, an annual rent of 
200 lib of the lands of Carsye, in the barony of Cowy, sheriffdom of Striviling ... wit., 
Alexander Abircromby, legitimate son of the said Henry ... 

1608 Retour 62  Henry Abircrombie of Kersy, heir of Archibald Abircrombie in Kersie, his great-
grandfather 
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1609 RMS vii 69  The king grants in feu-ferme to John, Earl of Mar etc., the lands of Kersie, with manor, in 
the barony of Cowie, sheriffdom of Striviling;- which were James Abercrumbie's, laird 
thereof, held of the king in place of the abbot of Cambuskenneth [followed by several Marr 
charters] 

1611 GD156/47/18  Procuratory of Resignation by Sir Geo Elphinstone of Blythswood and Alex Lord 
Elphinston of the lands of Carsy lying in the shire of Stirling in favour of the Earl of Marr 
1611 

1616 CRS   Elspet Mayne, spouse to James Abercrumbie, wright in Carsie 
1616 CRS   Marion Abercrombie, in Carssie, relict of William Abercrombie, wright 
1616 CRS   Alexander Adam, in Carsie 
1623 RS58/3 f.33v  Be it kend till all men be thir present lettirs, Me Adame, Bishopt of Dunblane heretabill 

fear of the annualrent underwrettine and also cessionar and assignay laulie constitute in and 
to the samen annualrent be umquhill Harrie Abircrumbie of Kersie and Margaret Boyid his 
spouse liferenters thereof  

1634 RMS ix 134  The king confirms a charter of John Erskyne of Littil Sauchie,-[wherein, in completion of a 
contract of the present date, he sells to George Bruce of Carnok, etc.,- the lands of Kersie, 
the lands of Throsk 

1642 RMS ix 1072  The king grants to John Lord Erskine ... lands of ... Throsk, Kersie, ... 
1642 RMS ix 1217  The king grants to Lord  John Erskine of Balgownie etc., lands of Kersie, lands of Throsk 

... resigned on 16 Aug. 1642 by George Bruce of Carnock 
1645 RS58/8 f.118  lands of Kersie and Popiltreis with the manor place of Carsie [witnesses to sasine] Robert 

Abercrombie, lawful son to the late John Abercrombie of Throsk, James Abercrombie, 
carpenter [fabro lignario] in Kersie 

1645 RMS ix 1589  The king grants to Henry Elphingstoun of Calderhall etc., lands of Kersie with the tiend 
sheaves in the barony of Balgony, which lands Lord John Erskine of Balgony resigned and 
which sheaves John, Earl of Mar resigned, and which the king has newly granted with the 
coals thereof; and all incorporated in the free barony of Kersie 

1645 GD37/354   Extract Discharge by said Sir John Erskene to said Harie Elphingstone, of price of Carsie 
15 Jul 1645  

1654 GD124/6/84   Letters of suspension of horning directed against Harry Elphinstoun Elphinstone Cowie, 
sheriffdom of Stirling, at instance of Sir Francis Erskin son of John, Earl of Mar, and Mr. 
James Cunyngham brother of deceased laird of Drumquhasill in respect of feu-duties of 
said lands. 3/1/1654  

1662 RMS xi 295  Charter granting to Thomas Elphingstoun apparent of Calderhall, and Joanna Lawder his 
wife etc.,- the lands of Kersie, with tiend sheaves, manor place etc., in the barony of 
Balgowny, sheriffdom of Stirling, extending in the old rental to the sum of 28 merks Scots, 
two tame geese and 12 capons; which lands were erected into one free barony of Kersie by 
charter of date 14th February 1645; which lands formerly belonged to Henry Elphingstoun 
of Calderhall and were resigned by him (by a marriage contract, 16th March 1650, at the 
manor of Haltoun, between the said Thomas etc., ... To be held of the king in place of the 
commendator and abbot of Cambuskenneth, who was the former superior ... 

1673 C2.63.108  Richard Elphinston younger of Calderhall in the lands of Kersie 
1675 CRS   William Abercrombie in Carsie and Christian Abercrombie his spouse 
1675 CRS   Elspeth Abercrombie, relict of Robert Heige, in Carsie 
1677 C2.66.120       Edward and James Wright 
168- Adair   Carsie 
1690 RS83/1 f.25.8  Mr James Wright of Kersie [see Newton of Bothkennar] 
1691 RS83/1 f.28.15  Mr James Wright of Kersie with consent of Doctor William Wright his brother. f.527 - 

528 
1711 RS59/12 f.535  John Wright of Kersie   
1714  RS59/13 f.222v the now deceast John Wright of Kersie    
1726 CRS   Marion Abercrombie in Carssie, relict of William Abercrombie, wright 
1726 CRS   William Abercrombie, wright in Carssie [spouse of Marion] 
1733 RS59/16 f.175  Richard Wright now of Kersy --- said Richard being nearest lawful heir to the late John 

Wright of Kersy his father  
1747 GD193/69/7   Catalogue of the Books belonging to Edward Wright of Kersie    
1750 GD193/8-15   Bundles of old tacks, accounts, receipts etc. mainly by the Wright family of Kersie   1750-

1800  
1755 Roy   Carse 
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1777 GD124/6/288   Copy summons at instance of James Erskine of Alva, senator of the College of Justice, 
against Alexander Gibson of Kersie   and Cliftonhall in respect of multure (details 
specified) due from said Alexander's lands of Kersie   to pursuer's mill of Cambus. 1777  

1785 GD124/15/1659   Letter to David Erskine, Clerk to the Signet, from Alexander Gibson Wright, in 
Edinburgh, concerning the encroachments of the water of Forth upon his lands of Kersie   
and the landing-place of the Alloa Ferry. 13/7/1785  

1788 GD193/748   Papers referring to affairs of tenants of Cliftonhall-mains, and Kersie   1788-1849  
1794 C2.127.116  Helen Gibson 
1810 C2.140.126  Alexander M. Gibson, son of Alexander Gibson 
1817 Grassom    shows four sites: 875905; 873905; 870905; 870900 
1823 C2.168.52  Alexander Gibson of Clifftonhall 
1826 GD173/2/4   Kersie   Toll day book, Stirlingshire 1826-1827  
1837 GD193/741   Papers relating to John Yule's tack of Kersie    
1839 GD193/742   Miscellaneous papers relating to improvements, reclamation etc. at Kersie   1839-1840  
1840 GD193/66/14   Notes by James Smith, Architect respecting alterations, repairs etc. to Kersie   farm House  
1849 GD193/744   Sequestration of John and James Buchop, Kersie    
1865 OSNB  Kersie Mains: A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two storey and slated, all in good 

repair. Thrashing mill propelled by steam, engine eight horse power. Property and formerly 
residence of Sir Alexander Maitland, Bart., Clifton Hall, Ratho, Edinburghshire 

1887 CR10/643    Salmon Fishings: River Forth, Barony of Kersie and Polmaise Estate river salmon rights 
1887-1914 

1912 CDS13  Andrew Gray, farmer; South - Duncan Hallam, farmer 
1979 OS   Kersie Mains 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Kersie Mains 
 
GD193/16 Bundle of old writs Cliftonhall and Kersie   
 
   
Note: Archibald Abircrummy, brother of the abbot of Cambuskenneth 1496/7 [Young 869] 
KERSIE – SOUTH  AIH NS8790 [1]  NS873905   
 
1979 OS   South Kersie 
2001 OS Explorer 349 South Kersie 
KERSIE – MAINS of AIH NS8791 [1]  NS871910 [1] 
 
1755 Roy   Carse 
1865 OSNB  Kersie Mains: A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two storey and slated, all in good 

repair. Thrashing mill propelled by steam, engine eight horse power. Property and formerly 
residence of Sir Alexander Maitland, Bart., Clifton Hall, Ratho, Edinburghshire 

1979 OS   Mains 
2001 OS Explorer 366 Kersie Mains 
KERSIEBANK  # AIH NS8791 [1]    
 
1865 OSNB  Kersiebank A neat cottage, slated and in good repair. Property of Mr William Hartly, and 

residence. 
KERSIE MOSS  # AIH NS8790 [1] 
 
168- Adair   Carsie Moss 
1847  AD14/47/193  Accused John Aitken, Residing with father, Kersie Moss, Airth, Stirling, farm servant ; 

Precognition against John Aitken for the crime of culpable homicide, and recklessly 
discharging loaded firearms  

KERSIENEUK  NS8791 see South Alloa 
KINGSDALE BRIDGE # AIH NS9085 [2] 
 
1751 RS59/19 f.441  As also all and haill these his lands called Banes Waterland extending to two acres and a 

half bounded by the lands possest by Patrick Hodge in Halls of Airth on the south the loan 
leading to Halls of Airth on the west the lands possest by James Logan on the  north and 
the Kingsdale Bridge on the east --- all lying within the parish of Airth --- with right and 
liberty of casting feal and divot on the Saltgrass in case they shall build a house or houses 
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upon the lands herby disponed and for repairing the same in all time coming 
1754 RS59/20 f.256  The same day James Towers disponed to Alexander Bruce of Powfoulis: – all and haill 

these his lands called Bens Watter Land with the houses lately built by him thereupon --- 
bounded by the lands possest by Patrick Hodge in Halls of Airth on the south The loan 
leading to the Halls of Airth on the west The lands belonging to the said Alexander Bruce 
on the north and the Kings Dale Bridge on the east parts – parish of Airth  

 
KIRKLANDS of AIRTH # AIH NS8987 [1]  NS895872   
 
1560 GD37/46  19 merks furth of the lands of Kirklands of Artht 
1569 GD37/66  Mains of the Kirklands of the Hill of Airth 
1575 GD37/59  3 oxgates of the Mains and Kirkland of Airth 
1582 GD37/73  his landis of Kirklandis Airth, called the Maynis of Airth 
1582 GD37/76  the Temple or Kirklands of Airth 
17c GD156/31/2  Ane rev[ersion] be Patrick Hodg in Lethem for red[emption] of ane annualrent of 10 

m[erkis] of the Kirke land of Arthe 
KIRKPATH  # AIH NS8987 [2] 
 
1683 RS59/6 f.389  as superior of these houses and yairds at the foot of the pathe called the Kirkpath of Airth 

--- sometime possest be Mr William Rid schoolmaster at Airth  
KIRKROW  # AIH NS9087 [3]   
 
1582 GD37/74  [Tack of] lands called Kirkraw in Airth. It is narrated that George Bryce, elder, had two 

leases of 19 years each, of which 27 years were unexpired, of these lands for the purpose of 
making a haven and port for bringing ships and coals to the coalpits of Airth 

1635 RS58/6 f.238v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Cowie in 
Airth - sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill lands of Airth known as the 
Salterfeild and Kirkrow with houses [etc] lying within the moss and sea between the lands 
of Elphingstoune on the north and the earl of Linlithgow’s lands of Airth on the south 
within the regality of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling 

KIVOCKS   NS9087 [3] 
 
1747 RS59/19 f.149  and likewise that piece of ground sometime ago possest by Alexander Miln of Newmilns 

and Katherine Bryce his mother and piece of ground called Kivocks sometime ago possest 
by the said Robert Heggins  

LADY WELL   # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS898865   
 
1657 Murray i p.203  Grisall Hutchin was accusit for taking on her ane superstitious unlawfull way of curing 

seik people by sending them to a well at Airth with sum injuctions. 
1723 Macfarlane f.413  Upon the south side of the Pow of Airth, upon the very edge, is a spaw well famous in old 

times for severall cures, and at this very day severalls get good by it, either by drinking or 
bathing. Its commonly called by the name of Ladieswell. 

1865 OSNB  Lady Well A small well close to the Pow Burn. It is supposed to have derived its name 
from the custom of dedicating wells to the Virgin Mary, in common prior to the 
Reformation, it is not a mineral well. 

1971 OS   Lady Well - site of 
 
  cf Lady Well, Larbert 
LADY WELL PARK # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS898864   
 
1764 RHP10654  Lady Well Park 
LAIGHTOWN of Airth   see Airth Village - New 
LONGLEYS  # AIH NS8985 [2]   
 
1783 AOS 336  James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in Lochs & Longleys, parish of Airth ;- on 

disp. by John Addison of Powside,- and Jenat Neilson, his spouse in liferent. P.R. 27.438 
1788 AOS 1410  Lochs and Longleys  
LATCHES   # AIH NS9086 [2] 
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1664 RS59/2 f.29  another piece thairof lyes in the midle of that ground called the Latches upon the north 
syde of the said Neather Miln  

 
latch, a mire, a swampy, mossy place. Sometimes as a place-name.  
    2. a small stream, esp. one flowing through boggy ground.  
 
cf Latch, Bothkennar parish 
LENYNDALE             # AIH NS9185 [2]         
 
1621 RS58/2 f.240  [endorsed “sasine Patrick Murehead of Lenyndaill in Poiknaiff”] compeared personally 

Patrick Murehead in Falkirk having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from 
Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with consent of Jonete Bruce his spouse of all and haill these 
lands of the lands of Poiknaiff known as lie Lenyndaill with houses etc.lying in the parish 
of Airthe 

1645 RS58/8 f.100  Thomas Bruce his landis of Pocknave called the Lonnyingdale occupayed be Patrick 
Melvill betwix the lone of Pocknave on the northe the landis of Bothkenner on the south 
and the Buttis of Pocknave pertaining and occupayed be [blank space] on the east  

 
LETHAM   AIH NS 8986 [1]   NS896868    
 
1392 RMS i 843  terras baronie et domini del Kers cum pertinenciis, infra vicecomitatum de Strivelyne at 

alias terras subscriptas, videlicet terras de Fawkirk et Latham 
1393 Holyrood  App. II, No. 18 Lathem  
1399 WCC 827  An Indenture and Agreement betwixt John, Abbot of Holyrood and David Fleming, Lord 

of Biggar, ... whereby the abbot  and convent set to him  all of their lands of Letham, with 
the pertinents, ... for the said David his lifetime for ten merks yearly, with the office of 
justiciary, chamberlainry and bailliary of all their lands of Kers and all their other lands 
within the vicecomitatum of Striveline 

1545 RMS iii 3120  Robert Hoge in Lethame 
1551 Wigton 240  lands of Letham - see Abbotskerse 
1553 RMS iv 885  Charter in favour of James, Duke of Chattellarault, of several lands, including Lethame 

and Lethamedaill 
1553 FOULIS 202   Andrew Hamilton of Lethame [see Kirkton of Bothkenner] 
1556 RMS iv 1102  Robert Hoge in Lethame 
1569 RH6.2164  Instrument of Sasines under the hand of Nicholas Thownis, Clerk of St Andrew’s diocese, 

notary public, 20th September 1569, narrating the Sasine given to Patrick Crechtoun of 
Lugtoun, his heirs and asignees, of the lands of Lethame, with mill, mill lands, multures, 
and sucken thereof, of the lands of Lethamedoill, and the lands called Middillrig, lying in 
the barony of Kers, regality of Brochtoun and sheriffdom of Striveling; on Sasines 
contained in Charter of Sale granted to the said Patrick by James, earl of Arrane, etc.,  
[among witnesses: Patrick Bruce, son of David Bruce of Kynnard –Sasine given by James 
Bruce, brother german of Alexander Bruce of Arth. Witnesses to the Sasine : Edward 
Bruce, apparent of Kynnard, George Bruce, his brother, Florentine Douglas, James Ker, 
servitors of the grantee, Patrick Hodge, William Callendar in Lethame, William Gof, John 
Trumbill in Middilrig. 

1591 Hamilton 1 p.45 Bond of manrent in usual form to John Lord Hamilton and Arbroath by David Creichtown, 
fiar of Logtoun, in return for a feufarm grant of the lands of, Lethame, barony of Kerse, 
and shire of Stirling. 

1606 GD65/29   Extract Contract between Sir George Elphingstoun of Blythiswod knight, and David 
Creychtoun [Crichton] of Lugtoun by which the said David dispones to the said Sir George 
the lands of Lethame with the mill thereof, Lethamedale, and Myddill-rig in barony of 
Kerss regality of Brochtoun and sheriffdom of Streveling and the teinds thereof, with the 
lands of Sascan in Isle of Arran and sheriffdom of Buit in warrandice thereof, the said Sir 
George and his cautioners being bound to pay the sum of 19,500 merks Scots. Registered 
in B of C and S, 25 Feb, 1609. 1606 

1609 GD65/176  Inventory of the writs of the lands of Letham and tiends thereof 1609-1727 disponed by 
William Hamilton of Latham in favour of Thomas Dundas 

1610 GD65/34   Contract between Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, and Sir George Elphingstoun of 
Blythiswode knight, by which the said Sir George dispones to the said Sir John and 
Margaret Elphingstoun, his spouse, the lands of Lethame Lethamedale, and Middillrig, and 
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the teinds thereof, with the lands of Sascain in warrandice thereof, the said Sir John having 
paid the sum of 26,000 merks Scots. 10/8/1610  

1611 GD65/35   Charter by Sir George Elphingstoune of Blythswode knight, in favour of Sir John Bruce of 
Airth, knight, and Lady Margaret Elphinstoune, his spouse, in conjunct fee, of the lands of 
Lethame Lethamedole, and Middelrig, in barony of Kerse and sheriffdom of Sterling with 
the 18 merk lands of Sascan in isle of Arran and sheriffdom of Buitt in warrandice thereof, 
to be held of the said Sir George, following on contract dated 10 Aug, 1610, the said Sir 
John having paid the sum of 26,000 merks Scots. [Tag, seal gone]. (2) Charter as above, 
the said lands to be held of David Creichtoune [Tag, seal gone]. (3) Charter as above, the 
lands to be held of James, Marquis of Hamiltoun [Tag, seal gone]. 20/5/1611  

1611 RMS vii 560  Charter in favour of the Duke of Hamilton of several lands including Lethame and 
Lethamedaill 

1615 GD65/38   Extract Disposition and Assignation by Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, with consent of 
Dame Margaret Elphingstoun his spouse, and others, in favour of James Baillie, son of 
John Baillie of Braidschaw, of the lands of Lethame with the 18 merk lands of Sascan in 
warrandice thereof, and assigning him a 3 x 19 years tack of the parsonage of the parish 
kirk and parish of Airth, the said John Baillie having paid the sum of 25,000 merks Scots. 
Registered in B. of C. and S., 14 Jan, 1622. 1615  

1615GD65/43  Process of Resignation by Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, of the tiendsheaves of the lands 
of Lethame and Lethamedoll, in the hands of the king, in favour of James Baillie, son of 
John Baillie of Braidschaw 

1620 RS58/2 f.45  John Bailzie de Letham, William Bruce de Stanehous Baillie in that part --- lands of 
Airthe  --- lying on the south side of lie Pow of Airthe within the parish of Airthe etc., --- 
Lord John Bruce of Airthe, knight, with the consent of Lady Margaret Elphingstoune his 
spouse --- Alexander Bruce of Poknaiff  

1622GD65/167/8  Disposition granted by Sir John Bruce of Airth with consent of Dame Margaret Elphinston 
his spouse in favour of John Bailly of Breadschaw in name of James Bailly his son 

1624 RS58/3 f.99v  John Bailzie of Letham  
1625 Retour 118  James marquis of Hammiltoun [etc] as heir to this father in the lands of Lethame and 

Lethame-daill with the mill 
1628 GD65/45   Letters of alienation by Barbara Baillie, daughter of John Baillie of Lethame and Mr 

Alexander Bruce of Kincavell her spouse, in favour of Janet Bruce and William Baillie, 
son of the deceased William Baillie of Lemyngtoun her spouse, of their half of the lands of 
Lethame Lethamedoll, and Sascan, containing procuratory of resignation by the said 
parties for new infeftment of the said William Baillie and Janet Bruce in conjunct fee, of 
the whole of the said lands. 11/3/1628 

1628 GD65/46  Process of Clare Constat by James, Marquis of Hamilton, in favour of Janet Bruce, a niece 
and one of the two heirs portioners of the deceased James Baillie, son of John Baillieof 
Braidschaw, of half of the lands of Lethame and Lethamedaill 

1628 RS58/4 f.31v  compeared Jonet Bruce, spouse of William Baillie, lawful son of the late William Baillieof 
Lamyngtoune, and niece of William Bruce of Stenhouse and the late Isabella Baillie, 
lawful daughter of John Baillieof Lethame – James, Marquis of Hamiltoune, Earl of 
Arrane [etc] as superior of the lands underwritten – all and haill the equal half the lands of 
Lethame with the mill thereof, mill lands, multures and sequels, lands of Lethame Doill 
lying within the barony of Kers and regality of Borchtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling – 
sasine given by Archibald Cowie in Airth, Baillie in that part specially nominated 
[witnesses to sasine] John Baillie of Lethame, John Hoge in Waterslap, John Davidson, 
miller of Lethame 

1628 GD65/48  Instrument of Resignation by Janet Bruce and William Baillieher spouse, of half of the 
lands of Lethame and Lethamedaill, in the hands of James, Marquis of Hamilton, in favour 
of themeselves and their heirs, [following on GD65/45] 

1628 RS58/4 f.30v  compeared William Baillie, son of William Baillie of Lamymgtoune and Jonet Bruce his 
spouse and David Williamsoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine directed 
to the Baillie of Stirling, Archibald Couye in Airth, sheriff-depute in that part --- heirs of 
his body lawfully procreated, whom failing, John Baillie Lethame [sic – of Lethame in 
subsequent section] --- lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow of Airth 

1629 GD65/48  Precept of Clare Constat by Anna Cunnynghame, Marchonesse of Hamiltoune, in favour of 
Barabra Baillie as sister and heir portioner of the deceased James Baillie, son of James 
Baillieof Braidschaw, of half the lands of Letham and Lethamdaill [and Letham Miln - see 
GD65/167/12] 
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1630 POC   Lathame 
1634 GD65/50  Disposition by Barbara Baillie, relict of the deceased Mr Alexander Bruce of Kincavill and 

sister and one of the two heirs portioners of the deceased James Baillie in favour of 
Colonel William Baillie, and Janet Bruce his spouse, of her part of the land as in 
[GD65/45], reserving to John Baillieof Letham, father of the said Barbara, his liferent of 
the said lands, with process of resignation 

1634 RS58/6 f.173  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Colonel William Baillie 
laird of Lethame having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the Marquis of 
Hamilton granting to Colonel William Baillie and Jonet Bruce his spouse all and haill the 
lands of Lethame with the mill thereof and the lands of Lethamdaille with all pertinents 
lying within the barony of Kers and regality of Bruchtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling  

17c GD156/31/2  Ane reversioune be Patrick Hodg in Lethem for redemptioune of ane annual-rent of 10 
merks of the Kirke Land of Arthe [cf Patrick H. in Powside of Letham 1640 SC67/67/] 

1637 RS58/7 f.100  Colonel William Baillie of Lathame  
1639 RS58/7 f.203  Colonel William Baillie laird of Letham [feuditarius] – Patrick Hodge in  Letham  
1639 SC67/67/1 7  Marion Hodge in Lethame 
1640 RS58/7 f.286  the Honourable Colonel William Baillie of Lethem and James Bailie his eldest lawful son  
1643 RS58/7 f.422  Major General William Baillie, laird of Lethame --- West and Midle Dollis of Lethame 

with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Logane in Airth Pow Brige 
1643 GD65/69    Extract Disposition by John, Earl of Loudoun, High Chancellor as holding commission 

from the King, in favour of Major-General William Baillie of Lethum of all annuities due 
to the King out of the teinds of the lands of Lethum, on payment by the said William of the 
sum of £324 Scots. Registered in books of Exchequer, 19 December 1643. 19/12/1643  

1654 RS58/9 f.241v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Margaret Bailzie, second 
lawful daughter to the deceast Lieutennant Generall William Bailzie of Lethem and 
lawfull sister to James Lord Forrester of Corstorphine --- Robert Miller, servitor to Dame 
Jonett Bruce relict of the said deceast William Baillie, as baillie in that part  

17 c GD247/174/2   Writs of Lethame in sheriffdom of Stirling, (Rollo of Powhouse)  
1665 GD65/78  Letters of Appraising at the instance of (1) Alexander and Marion Baillie, children of 

Lieutenant- General William Baillie, and Dame Janet Bruce, their mother and tutrix, 
against James, Lord Forrester of Corsterffing, their brother, for debt. (2) Execution thereof 
of the lands [as in GD65/88] 

1670 GD65/81   Disposition and Assignation by Marion Baillie, daughter of the deceased Lieutenant-
General William Baillie of Letham, in favour of Alexander Robertsone [Robertson] of 
Strowane [Strowan], her spouse, of the lands of Letham, Corstorphine, Torwoodhead, and 
others as apprised in GD65/78, and assigning him the said decreet. 29/1/1670  

1670 GD65/88  Disposition and Assignation by Marion Baillie, daughter of the deceased Lieutenant-
General William Baillieof Letham, in favour of Alexander Robertsone of Strowane, her 
spouse, of the tiends of Letham, Corstorphine, Torwoodhead and others 

1670 CRS   William Clerk in Lethem 
1679 RS59/6 f.117  the late John Baillie of Lethem  
1691 RPCS iii p.652  Dame Janet Bruce, Lady Lethem 
1692 CRS   Dame Janet Bruce, Lady Letham 
1697 GD65/107  Charter of Appraising and Adjudication by Ann, Duchess of Hamilton, in favour of Hugh 

Wallace of Inglestoun, of the lands of Lethame and Lethamedale in the barony of Kerse, 
regality  of Borroustouness 

1698 RS59/10 f.48v  James Logan smith in Letham 
1699 GD65/110  Sasine in favour of John Binning of the lands and barony of Lethem 
1700 GD65/151  Disposition by Hugh Wallace, elder of Inglestoun, in favour of George, Lord Forrester, of 

parts of the lands and barony of  Letham [sasine 2 June 1712; reg., PRS Stlg., 14 July 1712 
xiii 14- 15] 

1707 Sibbald    The house of Letham belonging to the Lord Forrester 
1709 RS59/12 f.432v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Gillespie in 

Bellsdyke baillie in that part --- Hugh Wallace of Inglestoun immediate superior of the 
lands underwritten --- parts and pendicles of the lands and barony of Airth acquired  by 
progress be the deceast Lieutenant Generall William Baillie of Lethem from the deceast 
Sir John Bruce of Airth lying upon the south side of the Pow of Airth --- viz: the roum and 
land possest be John Hendrie, the roum and land possest be Thomas Watt, lying beneath 
the dyke the roum and land possest be James Bow the roum and land possest be William 
Henry with the haill houses biggings [etc.] being formerly parts and pertinents of the lands 
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and barronie of Airth and conquest and acquired be umquhill John Baillie of Lethem from 
umquhill Sir John Bruce of Airth all lying upon the south side of the Pow of Airth  within 
the parioch of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Miln of 
Newmilns, John Pyper schoolmaster in Lethem, John Pyper his son 

1712 GD65/151  Disposition by Hugh Wallace, elder of Inglistoun [Ingliston], in favour of George, Lord 
Forrester, of parts of the lands and barony of Letham, with the teinds thereof. (2) Sasine 
following thereon. Dated 2 June 1712. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 14 July 1712, xiii, 14-15. 
16/1/1712 ... lands after mentioned which are all proper pairts  and pertinents of the lands 
and barony of Letham Viz. All and Haill the manner plaise of Letham with the houses, 
biggins, yeards, pairts, pendicles and pertinents thereof 

1712 GD65/154    Sasine in favour of Lt-Col John Blackader of an annualrent of £84 out of the lands of 
Letham following on GD65/153. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 14 July 1712, xiii, 15-16. (2) 
Disposition of the above annualrent by the said John in favour of William Hamilton, eldest 
son of the deceased John Hamilton, bailie of the Abbey of Holyroodhouse, on payment of 
the principal sum of £1400. Dated 31 January 1717. 2/6/1712  

1712 RS59/13 f.14  as actorney for George Lord Forrester --- ane letter of disposition made and granted be 
Hugh Wallace elder of Inglestoun to the said George, Lord Forrester --- all and heall the 
roums and lands which are proper parts pertinents of the lnads and barony of Letham with 
all and heall the manour place of Letham with houses [etc] as the same were infefted to 
the deceast William Lord Forrester 

1716 GD65/163   Sasine in favour of William Hamilton, eldest son of the deceased John Hamilton, bailie of 
the Abbey of Hollyroodhouse [Holyroodhouse], of parts of the lands and barony of 
Letham disponed as in GD65/151, following on a disposition by George, Lord Forrester, 
the said William having paid the sum of 57,000 merks Scots. Registered G.R.S., 24 
January 1717, cx, 242-6. 22/12/1716  

1716 GD65/167  Inventar of the Writs and Evidents of the lands and barronie of Letham by George, Lord 
Forrester, in favour of Captain William Hamilton, eldest lawfull son of the deceast John 
Hamilton, Bailliy of the Abbey of Holyroodhouse. [see items under relevant GD65/167 
entries] 

1717 RS59/13 f.516  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Cumming in 
Letham baillie in that part with his son James Cumming as actorney for Hugh Wallace of 
Inglstoun having a precept subscribed by the said Hugh Wallace for infefting himself in the 
property of the lands underwritten --- Hugh Wallace of Inglstoun immediate lawful 
superior of the rooms of land underwritten  --- for as much as by Act of Parliament made in 
the forst year of the reign of his present Majestie King George shown to us and produced 
entitled Ane Act for encouraging all Superiors Vassals Landlords and Tennents in Scotland 
who do and shall continue in their Duty and Loyalty to his Majestie King George and for 
discouraging all Superiors Vassals Landlords and Tennents in Scotland who have been and 
shall be guilty of rebellion against his Majestie and by this statute has ordained and enacted 
be authority of Parliament shall if any subject in great Britain holding lands or tenements 
of a Subject Superior in Scotland has been or shall be guilty of high treason or treasons as 
aforsaid every such offender who shall be thereof convicted and attainted shall be liable to 
the pains penalties and forfaulturs for high treason and his lands or tenements held of any 
Subject Superior in Scotland shall recognos and return into the hands of the Superior And 
the property shall be and is hereby consolidat with the Superiority in the same manner as if 
the said lands and tennements had been by the Vassal resigned into the hands of the 
Superior ad perpetuam rementiam And whereas Robert Rollo of Powhouse my immediate 
vassal of the rooms and lands eftermentioned has been guilty of such high treason as was 
exprest in the Act of Parliament and is thereof duly convicted Therfore and to the end I 
mah be infeft in the forsaid rooms and lands and that the property thereof may be 
consolidated with the superiority in my person --- of all and heall the rooms and lands 
underwritten being proper pertinents of the lands and barony of Lethem viz. of the room 
and lands sometime possest by William Cumming tennent there for which he payed twenty 
seven boles two firlots victual yearly [several more holdings in Letham in the same vein] 
together with the liberty of taking away of peats and fewall in the moss of Letham with 
free ish and entry 

1717 GD65/154  (1) Sasine in favour of Leiutenant-Colonel John Blackadder of an annualrent of £84 out of 
the lands of Letham 

    (2) Disposition of the above annualrent by the said John in favour of William Hamilton, 
eldest son of the deceased John Hamilton, Baillieof the Abbey of Holyroodhouse 
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1719 GD65/167   Inventory of the writs of the lands of barony of Letham 1606-43 disponed by George, 
Lord Forrester, to William Hamilton on 7 May 1716, with discharge by the said William 
on receipt of the said writs.  

1723 Macfarlane f.412  A short mile Southwest from the house and kirk of Airth stands the house of Letham 
1728 GD65/174   Disposition by William Hamilton of letham in favour of Thomas Dundas, merchant and 

late Baillie of Edinburgh, of the brewing looms, meal ark, and sun-dial of the house of 
Letham, presently occupied by Robert Lauder 

1728 GD65/176   Inventory of the writs of the lands of Letham and teinds thereof 1609-1727, disponed by 
William Hamilton of Letham to Thomas Dundas, merchant of Edinburgh, and discharge 
by the said Thomas on receipt of said writs. 30/3/1728  

1729 CRS   Marion Logan, relict of John Anderson in Letham 
1730 GD65/183  Disposition by William Hunter of Kirktoun in favour of Thomas Dundas of Letham of the 

lands of Dalhungry 
1746 Love IV i p.84  William Badd, brewer and maltster, Letham, Airth; assisted the rebels as a guide, carried 

their arms, and secured boats for them to pass the Forth 
1752 CRS   Alexander Cumming, tenant in Letham 
1755 Roy   Lathame 
1774 GD65/224   Sasine in favour of (1) Alexander Gibson of Durie in liferent and (2) Sir Laurence Dundas 

of Kerse, bart., in fee, of the lands of Letham, in barony of Abbotskerse, following on (1) 
disposition by the said Sir Laurence, dated 18 January 1774, and (2) Chancery precept 
dated 10 December 1773. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 28 February 1774, ii,  467-8. 
15/2/1774  

1783 GD65/240   Extract Disposition by Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse, bart., only son and heir of Sir 
Laurence Dundas, in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask, of the lands of Letham, 2 
oxengate of land called Coldkitchen, with the teinds thereof. Registered in B. of C. and S., 
26 November 1792. 18/6/1783  

1789 SLR   Letham 
1790 RS [PR 31.263]  Thomas Dundas of Fingask, as heir to Thomas Dundas of Fingask, his father, Seised 

1790,- in Lethem, bar. Abbotskerse;-on Pr.Cl.Con. by himself 
1817 Grassom    Shows four sites 
1860 OSNB  Letham - A considerable district which comprises within its boundaries 5 farmsteadings 

and some cothouses. It appears to have been an ancient barony. Property of the Carron Co. 
1912 CDS13  Letham - Andrew Johnston 
1971 OS   Letham 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Letham 
 
cf Letham BWK; Monimail FIF; Inverkeithing FIF; Scoonie FIF; Jedburgh ROX; Mid-Calder MLO; PER; Stanley;  
    Letham Grange ANG; - Hill, Cornhill-on-Tweed; - House; Arngask PER; ELO;  
    Letham, Huntingtower, PER; Over LAN; Letham Shank BWK; 
    Lethen ABD  
 
cf Broadmeadows 
 
  cf Leithholm NT7944; Priorletham NO5012 by St Andrews (PNF 3); 
      Letham NO0924; Lethame NS6844; Lethem NS5655; NT6708, Letham MLO 
      Gartletham, barony of Mugdock STL [1795 AOS 2974], Mugdock parish 1815. 
 
(Ex Simon Taylor’s correspondence) 
Letham itself derives from G leathan 'broad slope'. See Watson, 1926, 284 and 518 (note). This is a common place-
name element in eastern Scotland. In Fife it is found for example in Letham CRA (PNF 3), Lethans DFL (PNF 1), 
Letham MML (PNF 4), Letham IKG (PNF 1) and Letham SCO (PNF 2). All are situated on marked slopes. 
 
LETHAM BURNHEAD # AIH NS8985 [2]    
 
1811 AOS 6821  Letham Burnhead  
LETHAMDALE  # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS891861  
 
1553 RMSiv 885  Charter in favour of James, Duke of Chattellarault, of several lands, including Lethame and 

Lethamedail 
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1569 RH6.2164  Instrument of Sasine under the hand of … St. Andrew's diocese, notary public, 20th 
September 1569, narrating the sasine given to Patrick Crechtoun of Lugtoun, his heirs and 
asignees, of the lands of Lethame, with mill, mill lands, multures, and sucken thereof, of 
the lands of Lethamedoill, and the lands called Middillrig, lying in the barony of Kers, 
regality of Brochtoun and sheriffdom of Striveling  

1606 GD65/167/1  Contract of Alienation past betwixt David Crichtoun of Lugton and Sir George Elphinstone 
of Blythswood whereby the said David sells and dispones to the said Sir George the lands 
of Lethame and Lethamedale as principall lands and the eighteen merk lands of Soskan 
lying in the Isle of Arran. [Charter following on in favour of Sir George, and another from 
the Earl of Arran, superior of the lands of Letham; sasine following] 

1610 GD65/34  Contract between Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, and Sir George Elphinstone of 
Blythiswode, knight, by which the said Sir George dispones in favour of the said Sir John 
and Margaret Elphinstone, his spouse, the lands of Lethame, Lethamedale and Middillrig 

1611 RMS vii 560  Charter in favour of the Duke of Hamilton of several lands including Lethame and 
Lethamedaill 

1615GD65/43  Process of Resignation by Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, of the tiendsheaves of the lands 
of Lethame and Lethamedoll, in the hands of the king, in favour of James Baillie, son of 
John Baillieof Braidschaw 

1628 GD65/46  Process of Clare Constat by James, Marquis of Hamilton, in favour of Janet Bruce, a niece 
and one of the two heirs portioners of the deceased James Baillie, son of John Baillieof 
Braidschaw, of half of the lands of Lethame and Lethamedaill 

1628 RS58/4 f.31v  compeared Jonet Bruce, spouse of William Baillie, lawful son of the late William Baillieof 
Lamyngtoune, and niece of William Bruce of Stenhouse and the late Isabella Baillie, 
lawful daughter of John Baillieof Lethame – James, Marquis of Hamiltoune, Earl of Arrane 
[etc] as superior of the lands underwritten – all and haill the equal half the lands of 
Lethame with the mill thereof, mill lands, multures and sequels, lands of Lethame Doill 
lying within the barony of Kers and regality of Borchtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling – 
sasine given by Archibald Cowie in Airth, Baillie in that part specially nominated  

1629 GD65/48  Precept of Clare Constat by Anna Cunnynghame, Marchonesse of Hamiltoune, in favour of  
Barabra Baillieas sister and heri portioner of the deceased James Baillie, son of James 
Baillieof Braidschaw, of half the lands of Letham and Lethamdaill [and Letham Miln - see 
GD65/167/12] 

1634 RS58/6 f.173  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Colonel William Baillie 
laird of Lethame having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the Marquis of 
Hamilton granting to Colonel William Baillie and Jonet Bruce his spouse all and haill the 
lands of Lethame with the mill thereof and the lands of Lethamdaille with all pertinents 
lying within the barony of Kers and regality of Bruchtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1643 RS58/7 f.422  Major General William Baillie, laird of Lethame --- West and Midle Dollis of Lethame 
with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Logane in Airth Pow Brige 

1684 CRS   James Steven in Lethem Dools  
1697 GD65/107  Charter of Appraising and Adjudication by Ann, Duchess of Hamilton, in favour of Hugh 

Wallace of Inglestoun, of the lands of Lethame and Lethamedale in the barony of Kerse, 
regality  of Borroustouness 

1716  RS59/13 f.392  John Callender tenent in Lethem Dols for himself and in name of Elizabeth Jarvie his 
spouse  

1720 RS59/14 f.156v Lethemdolls --- lying within the barony of Kerse Regality of Bo-ness 
1765 FASTI 4 p.300  George Middleton of Lethemdolls 
1788 AOS 1397  George Middleton of Lethendoles 1788 
1792 AOS 2325  parts of Letham, Letham Dolls, barony of Kerse 
1865 OS   Letham Dolls 
1865 OSNB   Letham Dolls - Two small cothouses, thatched and in good repair. Property of the Carron 

Co. 
LETHAM MILL   (# AIH NS8985 [3] 
 
1569 RH6/2164  Instrument of Sasine under the hand of Nicholas Thownis, Clerk of St Andrew’s diocese, 

notary public, 20th September 1569, narrating the sasine given to Patrick Crechtoun of 
Lugtoun, his heirs and asignees, of the lands of Lethame, with mill, mill lands, multures, 
and sucken thereof, of the lands of Lethamedoill, and the lands called Middillrig, lying in 
the barony of Kers, regality of Brochtoun and sheriffdom of Striveling 

1628 RS58/4 f.30v  John Davidson, miller of Lethame 
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1628 RS58/4 f.31v  all and haill the equal half the lands of Lethame with the mill thereof, mill lands, multures 
and sequels 

1634 RS58/6 f.173  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Colonel William Baillie 
laird of Lethame having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the Marquis of 
Hamilton granting to Colonel William Baillie and Jonet Bruce his spouse all and haill the 
lands of Lethame with the mill thereof and the lands of Lethamdaille with all pertinents 
lying within the barony of Kers and regality of Bruchtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling  

LETHAM MOSS  AIH NS8886 [1]   
 
1717 RS59/13 f.516  together with the liberty of taking away of peats and fewall in the Moss of Letham with 

free ish and entry 
1817 Grassom    Letham Moss 
1865 OSNB  Letham Moss - A large extent of moss situated in the north-west side of the parish. 

Property of various persons, the principal proprietor is Mr Dawson Esq., Carron Iron 
Works 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Letham Moss 
LETHAM PLACE  # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS893858 
 
1865 OSNB  Letham Place - An old mansion of plain architecture, two storeys and in bad repair. 

Property of Carron Co. 
LETHAM WALKFOOT # AIH NS8985   
   
 
1739 BPR   William Logan at Letham Walkfoot 
LINKFIELD  AIH NS886866 [1]  NS886866 
 
1817 Grassom    Linkfield 
1865 OS   Linksfield 
1971 OS   Linkfield 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Linkfield 
 
OE hlinc: a ridge, a bank, a ledge of ploughland on a hillside 
cf Link, Ling etc., England 
 
 
    Linkshill NJ9022; Linksfield NJ2264; Linkylea NT5470 
    Linklin Burn, West Lothian - MacDonald [PNWL p.2 ] 
LOANHEAD  # AIH NS8987 [4]    
 
1686 CRS   Loanhead 
LOANINGDALE –  see Lenindale 
LOCHS of AIRTH  AIH NS8985 [1] NS899858   
 
1755 Roy   Lochs 
1783 AOS 336  James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in Lochs & Longleys, parish of Airth ;- on 

disp. by John Addison of Powside,- and Jenat Neilson, his spouse in liferent. P.R. 27.438 
1788 AOS 1288  a mailing of land called the Lochs on the south side of the Pow of Airth 
1788 AOS 1410  Lochs and Longleys  
1811 SLR   Lochs 
1817 Grassom    Loch 
1865 OSNB  Loch - A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of William 

Nimmo, Menstrie, Clackmannanshire. 
1971 OS   Lochs of Airth 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Lochs of Airth 
 
Lochaber < G lathach, mire, seddiment boggyland [PPNA] 
 
Note: Shelloch Yard lies close to here. 
LONGDYKE  AIH NS8985 [1]   NS896856 [North]   
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1628 RS58/4 f.29  [L] and the public road called [et communem viam vocat] Langdyck on the west 
1632 CRS   James Bow in Langdyke 
1712 RS59/12 f.565  James Bow in Langdyke 
1712 GD65.151  lying within the Barony of Letham upon the south side of the Long Dyke 
1712 CRS   John Cowie in Longdyke 
1754 CRS   James Towers, tenant in Langdyke and Agnes Watt his spouse 
1811 SLR   Longdyke 
1817 Grassom    Langdyke 
1912 CDS13  Longdyke - W.B.Clark 
1971 OS   Longdyke 
2001 OS Explorer 349 North Longdyke – South Longdyke 
 
Note: this road runs through Bothkenner and Airth parishes. For notices for the section running through Bothkenner 
Parish see relevant entry. 
 
cf Langdyke, Ecclefechan; Fenwick; Ruthwell, Dumfries. 
LONGLOAN  #  AIH NS9185 [2]    
 
1811 SLR   Longloan [Powfoulis] 
MAINS of AIRTH  see Airth Mains 
MAINS of POUFOULIS AIH NS9185 [1]   NS914853   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  Patrick Leischman in Maynis, Andrew Leischman there 
1670 CRS   Alexander Neilson, servant in Mains of Poufoulis 
1690 RS83/1 f.26.11  Thomas Sympsone in Mains of Powfoulls and Marion Logan his spouse.  
            f.489 - 490  
1789 RS [PR 30.385]  The Poor of the Parish of Falkirk, seised 1789,- in the Mains of Powfowlis, p. Airth;- in 

security of £600;-on bond by Alexander Bruce of Powfoulis PR 30.385 
1865 OS   Mains of Poufoulis 
1971 OS   Mains of Poufoulis 
MILLERS BUTT  # AIH NS9086 [2] 
 
1791 AOS 2079  Neuk, comprehending, Mailling called Neuk, and 3 rigs of land; 4 folds of land, piece of 

ground called Easterward etc., Nethermiln Croft, Old Miln, Miller's House and yeard, and 
Miller's butt and tiends. G.R. 495.22 

1793 AOS 2474  John Alexander Higgins of Neuk, as heir to John Higgins of Neuk, his father:- piece of 
ground called Easter Ward, with the salt grass & marshes round the same; Nether Mill 
Croft, Old Mill, Miller’s House & yard and Miller’s butt or rig 

 
 DSL - SND1    BUTT , BUT, n.1     1. “A piece of ground, which in ploughing does not form a proper ridge, but is 
excluded as an angle” (Sc. 1808 Jam.). See also quot. Known to Ags.1 1937.   
    *Abd.16 1935:  
    When a ploughman finds his rig is losing shape, say, becoming too narrow at one end, he will put in a short fur or 
two to make it straight. These short furs are called  butts.   
    Comb.:  butt -rig, a ridge (Sc. 1825 Jam.2).   
    2.†(1) “A small piece of ground disjoined, in whatever manner, from the adjacent lands. In this sense, a small parcel 
of land is often called, the  butt s” (Sc. 1808 Jam.). Also in Eng. dial. 
  
 [O.Sc. but,  butt , etc., a ridge or strip of ploughed land, 13th cent. (D.O.S.T.); Mid.Eng.  butt , c.1450, E.M.E.  butte, 
Anglo-Latin  butt a, of uncertain origin.] 
 
MOSSBAND  AIH NS8886 [1] 
 
1755 Roy   Mossband [NS884867 and NS887863]; Midmossband [885866] 
1811 SLR   Mossband 
 
Cf  Mossband NS7960 
MOSSBAND of ELPHINSTON AIH NS8788 [3] 
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1680 CRS   John Mackie in Mosband of Elphingstone, parish of Airth 
1700 RS59/10 f.301  James Mckie in Mossband of Elphingstone  
MOSSNEUK    # AIH NS8786 [1] NS870862 
 
1755 Roy   Mossnuik 

MOSSNEUK   # AIH NS8788 [1] NS875881 
 
1865 OS   Mossneuk 
1865 OSNB  Mossneuk - A few cothouses, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of the Earl 

of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 
MUIRDYKE BURN AIH NS8984 [1] 
 
1624 RS58/3 f.99v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Cowie notary 

public in Airth having in his hand a charter from Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the 
consent and assent of Jonete Bruce his spouse --- liferent of the lands underwritten --- all 
and haill those lands of Poiknaiff known as the Westfeild above the road and dyke [fossam] 
lie Dyk qua ducit a opido de Airthe ad Bothkenner between the two ferreis having the said 
road on the east lie Murdyk on the south  

1753 RS59/20 f.139v parts of Pocknave --- Westfield and Shelloch Yaird --- the grinding of corns grown yearly 
on the said lands at the miln of Pocknave --- the part of the lands of Pocknave called the 
Westfield thereof lying above the way and dike which leads from the town of Airth and 
Bothkennar betwixt the Two [Yairds?] having the said way on the east the Moordike on 
the south the lands sometime pertaining to the lairds of Polmaise on the west and the lands 
pertaining to Alexander Bruce of Powfouls upon the north --- and the other part and 
portion of the said lands of Pocknave lying on the east part of the said way called the 
Shelloch Yaird having the said Moordike and the lands of Bothkennar on the south  and 
east the lands of Pocknave on the north and the said way on the west  lying within the 
parish of Airth  

1865 OSNB  Muirdyke Burn A stream which rises from Letham Moss and after forming the boundary 
between Airth and Bothkennar it joins the Firth of Forth near Pocknave Mill.  In its entire 
course it is remarkable for its extremely slow and stagnating current. 

MYLNEHOLME  # AIH NS9086 [2]  
 
1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaining lands of the said Alex.) 

1617 RS58/1 f.3v  [L] [from ms - in margin “Lord Elphingstoun saising of the lands of Arthe Place thairoff 
and wthers] “vulgo nwncupat Mylnholm et Heidcruick alias Doikis” 

1617 RS58 Rf.6v   [translates:-] these two portions of land, one commonly called Mylnholm and the other 
commonly Heidcruik otherwise Dokkis so called and that oxgang of land lying in the toon 
of Pokknaff with its just pertinents whatsoever with freedom of fishing in the water of 
Foirthe for salmon and grilse in the said water of Foirthe and lie Poll de Arthe at that part 
of the lands commonly called lie Dokkis with retia commonly known as ‘nets’ 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  [L] all and haill the mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north 
of the foresaid mill which lands are called Brumpark --- Calfward on the north of the mill 
and all the lands from the damhead [caput aquae] called Patrick Heggins Dame Heid and 
the Pow on the east until it comes to the old mill of the said Patrick called the Mylnholme 
and with the new mill called Patrick Hegginis mill with the mill lands pertaining, viz. the 
Thorniecrewkward and an acre and a rood and 26 falls of croftland lying within the said 
water 

1655 Retour 215  [L] Alexander, Lord Elphinstone,., heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the 
lands, lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of 
Elphinstone with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone 
;- lands of the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part 
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of the land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill 
.... all united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of 
Airth comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- 
...;- that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of 
Roishill;- these pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike 
utherways Dockes;- that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon 
upopon the water of Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1681 APS VIII.C.156,429  these pieces of land One thereof commonly called Milneholme, another commonly called 
Headcruik othirways Dockes 

 
 DSL - DOST      Holm , n. Also:  holm me, howme, houm.  
    [ME.  holm (e, ON.  Holm -r, small island (OE.  holm , sea, wave, OS.  holm , hill.]     1. A stretch of low-lying land 
beside a river; a meadow.  
    Examples in early place-names are Kerlyngholm (c 1240), Mikylholmesyd (c 1320).  (a) 
 
  holme < ON holmr: [strictly] island, but also used in an extended sense of land partially surrounded by water, or of a   

water-meadow, or dry ground in marshlands. 
NETHERMILN  # AIH NS9186 [3]   
 
1664 RS59/2 f.29  Major Alexander Bruce of Airth --- leter of alienation from William Bruce portioner of 

Halls of Airth --- that small part and portion of the said William Bruce his oxingait of land 
of Airth quhilk is sorroundit and lyes amongst the lands of the barrone of Airth pertaining 
to the said Major Alexander Bruce within that his rowme possest be Patrick Hegyne lyand 
and designit as followes To wit ane litle piece thairoff lyand on the north west newk of the 
said Patrick Hegynes zaird and butt thereoff or litle rig of the same lyand on the southsyde 
of the wattergang of the Neather Miln of Airth as the watter passeth from the milne wolles 
another piece thairof lyes in the midle of that ground called the Latches upon the north 
syde of the said Neather Miln quhilk part and portion of the said William Bruce his lands 
are seperit from the rest of his propper landis be the Pow of Airth and is onlie worth of 
yerlie rent thrie firlottis of victuall  

1734 BPR   Neither Milne 
1750 RS59/19 f.432v John Higgens of Neuk --- roum and mealling of land called  Newk --- and also reserving 

the Nether Miln of Airth --- and that piece of land called Thornie Newk  
 
NETHERMILN CROFT # AIH NS9186 [2]   
 
1791 AOS 2079  Neuk, comprehending, Mailling called Neuk, and 3 rigs of land; 4 folds of land, piece of 

ground called Easterward etc., Nethermiln Croft, Old Miln, Miller's House and yeard, and 
Miller's butt and tiends. G.R. 495.22 

  Cf Old Miln infra 
NEUK   # AIH NS9086 [1]  NS909869  
 
1619 RS58/1 f. 222v  Patrick Hegene in Hallis de Airthe  
1657 RS2.12.90  Patrick Hagin in Haills of Airth 
1664 RS59/2 f.29  Major Alexander Bruce of Airth --- letter of alienation from William Bruce portioner of 

Halls of Airth --- that small part and portion of the said William Bruce his oxingait of land 
of Airth quhilk is sorroundit and lyes amongst the lands of the barrone of Airth pertaining 
to the said Major Alexander Bruce within that his rowme possest be Patrick Hegyne lyand 
and designit as followes To wit ane litle piece thairoff lyand on the north west newk of the 
said Patrick Hegynes zaird and butt thereoff or litle rig of the same lyand on the southsyde 
of the wattergang of the Neather Miln of Airth as the watter passeth from the milne wolles 
another piece thairof lyes in the midle of that ground called the Latches upon the north 
syde of the said Neather Miln quhilk part and portion of the said William Bruce his lands 
are seperit from the rest of his propper landis be the Pow of Airth and is onlie worth of 
yerlie rent thrie firlottis of victuall  

1664 RS59/2 f.43  Marie Haygyne lawfull daughter to Patrick Haygynne in Hallis of Airth  
1667 RS59/3 49v  Jean Muirhead eldest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird --- 

contract of marriage  agreed between Patrick Hegine eldest lawful son to Patrick Hegine in 
Airth --- and Jonet Cowie his mother ---  liferent in his lands of Denny commonlie called 
Westboarlands and Greines togither with that meidow callit the Maymeidow lyand in 
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Westermealings --- ane portion of land of Garth commonlie callit the Thrie Rude lyand in 
the Fuckertoune Syke 

1678 RS59/5 f.423  Archibald Row lawfull son to umquhill Walter Row milner in Airth as procurator for John 
Heiggine in Airth  

1681 RS59/6 f.289  [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Patrick Heigine in Airth having in 
his hand a charter from Richard Elphingstone of Airth heretable proprietor of the lands --- 
all and haill that room and mealling of land commonly known as Newk which is part of the 
lands and barony of Airth now possessed by the said Patrick and with three rigs of land 
presently possessed by William Logan lying within the said land and bounded as follows 
viz the pow of Airth on the south and the south east opposite the Newbridge at the [blank] 
passage to the said Newbridge on the north to the Easter Tinkerlands possessed by John 
Heigine in Airth at the said Easter Tinkerlands to the lands of William Walker Robert 
Gilmour William Logan William Bisset and William Hodge  and from there to the Dam of 
Airth on the north and west  bounds of the said lands including the rig on the north of the 
said dam and with the house and yard lie Haugh and grassing pertaining to the said 
mealling on the south of the said Pow with houses [etc] lying in the parish of Airth and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1685 CRS   Patrick Haggine in Neuck of Airth 
1685 RS59/7 f.29  Jean Muirhead spouse to Patrick Heigin in Neuk of Airthe 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.16  Jean Muirhead spouse to Patrick Heiygen of Newck. Registered on the  29th leaf of the 

said Register 
1700 RS83/2/423  Hellen Cowie spouse to John Heygin of Neuck off all and haill the just and equal half of 

his haill roume and mealling called Neuck of Airth ... and the equal half of his lands of 
Templetoun greens of Denny 

1700 RS59/10 f.348 [L] Helen Couie eldest lawful daughter to the deceast Henry Couie portioner of Pocknave 
and nou spouse to John Hegin of Neuk heretable proprietor of the lands underwritten and 
upon the ground of the lands of Templetoun and Greens of Denny --- all and haill the just 
and equall half of his said rowme and mealling of land called the Neuk of Airth --- as the 
samen is presently possessed be the said John Hegin and Jean Muir his mother and the 
several tennents  

1700 RS83/2/424  John Higgins eldest lawful son and nearest heir to umquil Patrick Higgins in Airth of all 
and haill  the lands of Neuk which belonged to his father RS59/10 f.349 – f.350 

1700 RS59/10 f.349  all and haill the roume and mealling of land commonly known as Neuk which is a part and 
portion of the lands and barony of Airth  ---- bounded as follows viz the Pou of Airth on 
the south and the south-east opposite [versus] the Newbridge at the Hie Loan or “commone 
pasadge” with the said New Bridge on the north to the Easter Timberlands which are 
possessed by John Heigins in Airth with  the said Easter Timberlands to the lands of 
William Walker Robert Gilmoir William Logan William Bisset and William Hodge with 
the dam of Airth on the north and west with the said included riggs on the north and the 
said house yard and haugh with the grass pertaining and the said mealling on the south of 
the said pou 

1705 GD37/163  Disposition and Assignation by Patrick Ballantyne, skipper in Airth, eldest son of the said 
Patrick Ballantyne, to John Heegin (Higgins) of Neuk in Airth of one half share of 
GD37/147 hereof 29 May 1705 

1707 GD37/167  Bond, by said Elizabeth Elphingstone, Lady Airth, with consent of William Dundas, her 
spouse, to John Higgins of Neuk in Airth, for the sum of 1000 merks Scots and an 
annualrent of Â£40 Scots payable furth of the lands and baronie of Airth 3 Feb 1707 

1722 SC67/67/4 3v  Alexander Higgen in Nook 
1729 RS59/15 f.350v John Higgen eldest lawful son and heir to  the deceast John Higgin of Neuck --- of all and 

heall that room and mealling of land commonly called Neuck which is a pairt of the lands 
and barony of Airth – last possest be the said umquhill John Higgen and now by the bearer 
and John Mcvie and Andrew Mckarter togither with three rigs of land of old possest by 
William Logan lyiing within the said lands and barrony s the samen is bounded  and 
meithed in manner  

1729 RS59/15 f.412v Marion Hodge spouse to John Higgins of Neuck 
1747 RS59/19 f.149  Compared personaly William Gillespie tennant in Halls of Airth as actorney for Mrs 

Elizabeth Cochrane lawful daughter to the deceast William Cochrane of Ochiltree and past 
with John Haggen of Neuk baillie in that part to the ground of the lands underwritten --- 
annualrent furth of all and haill that part and portion of land or room of land commonly 
called Nuick [several portions of un-named land – then] and likewise that piece of ground 
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sometime ago possest by Alexander Miln of Newmilns and Katherine Bryce his mother 
and piece of ground called Kivocks sometime ago possest by the said Robert Heggins [later 
describes some of these portions as being “in the north Camp of Airth”] 

1750 RS59/19 f.432v John Higgens of Neuk --- roum and mealling of land called  Newk --- and also reserving 
the Nether Miln of Airth --- and that piece of land called Thornie Newk  

1753 RS59/20 f.107v John Higgen now of Neuk as heir to the deceast John Higgen his father 
1753 RS59/20 f.108  John Higgen now of Neuk as heir to the deceast John Higgen his father of all and haill that 

Room and Mealling of land called Neuk, and the three ridges of land being of old part of 
the Barony of Airth --- with the neather miln of Airth --- and that ridge of land called 
Thorny Newk 

1755 Roy    Neuk 
1786 AOS 789  parts of the barony of Airth, viz. Neuck and others, parish of Airth ;- lands of Powside and 

others. G.R. 429.48 
1791 CRS   John Higgins of Neuk  
1791 AOS 1958  John Higgins of Neuk , pieces of ground called Neuck & Thorny Neuck, parish of Airth  
1791 AOS 2079  Neuk , comprehending, Mailling called Neuk , and 3 rigs of land; 4 folds of land, piece of 

ground called Easterward etc., Nethermiln Croft, Old Miln, Miller's House and yeard, and 
Miller's butt and tiends. G.R. 495.22 

1791 RS [GR 488.235]  John Alexander Higgens, W.S., son and heir of John Higgens of Neuck, gets Ren_ 1791 
...,- of pieces of ground called Neuck and Thorny Neuck, & others p Airth 

1811 SLR   Mr Higgins of Neuk  
1818 AOS 8938  John Alexander Higgins of Newck as heir to Sir John Callander of Westertown, his uncle 
c 1865 OSNB  A large mansion house with offices attached. The building is not an apparently recent 

erection. It is three stories in height, slated and of plain architecture. Property of John Burn 
Murdoch Esq. Gartincaber, Blair Drummond, PER 

1912 CDS13  Mrs E. Burn Murdoch 
 
  See too RCAHMS, Stirlingshire, and Grave Monument - Airth Old Church 
 
   
Note: 1627 RMS viii 1022 - 'Patrick Higgins damheid'; 1639 CRS - Patrick Heggine in Airth 
NEWBRIDGE  # AIH NS9086 [3] 
 
1681 RS59/6 f.289  all and haill that room and mealling of land commonly known as Newk which is part of the 

lands and barony of Airth now possessed by the said Patrick and with three rigs of land 
presently possessed by William Logan lying within the said land and bounded as follows 
viz the pow of Airth on the south and the south east opposite the Newbridge at the [blank] 
passage to the said Newbridge on the north to the Easter Tinkerlands possessed by John 
Heigine in Airth  

1700 RS59/10 f.349  bounded as follows viz the Pou of Airth on the south and the south-east opposite [versus] 
the Newbridge at the Hie Loan or “commone pasadge” with the said New Bridge on the 
north to the Easter Timberlands  

NEWHOUSE  # AIH NS9185    
 
1608 CRS   John Bennie in Newhouse, par. of Airth 
1674 RS59/5 f.144  personally compeared upon the lands of Bellsdyke and Greindyke the house and yard 

under specified James Bruce of Powfoullis and there the said James Bruce in completion of 
a contract of matrimony between Jonet Bruce his eldest lawful daughter and Lord Henry 
Bruce of Clackmannan --- all and haill New House (nova dom-) of Powfoullis lying upon 
the south side thereof New Yard thereof named in the contract as westmostnewyeard --- 
and also these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Powfoullis --- viz lands of 
Bellsdyke and Greindyke 

1865 OS 
NEW MILLS  # AIH NS9187 [1]  NS919873 
 
1627 RMS viii 1022   novum molendinum dicti Patricii Hegins, with its lands (viz. the Thorniecruik-waird, an 

acre and a rood and 27 fallis of croftland between the dams, lands bounded between the 
house of John Aitkin, the yard of Alexander Guidlatt [guidlet], the gateway of Thomas 
Gilmour and others as commonly specified, including thairin the haill saltpans, pow and 
herbrie 
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1628 RS58/4 f. 20  all and haill the mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north of the 
foresaid mill which lands are called Brumpark --- Calfward on the north of the mill and all 
the lands from the damhead [caput aquae] called Patrick Heggins Dame Heid and the Pow 
on the east until it comes to the old mill of the said Patrick called the Mylnholme and with 
the new mill called Patrick Hegginis mill with the mill lands pertaining, viz. the 
Thorniecrewkward and an acre and a rood and 26 falls of croftland lying within the said 
water 

1654 RS58/9 f.254  Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrall --- charter from Alexander Lord Elphingstoune ---  of 
the lands of Airth --- with the milne called the New Milne, milne lands [etc]  

1677 CRS   Robert Cruikshanks, miller in Newmylns 
1678 RS59/5 f.423  Alexander Milne of Newmilnes 
1682 RS59/6 f.294v  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Mills of Newmills son and 

nearest heir of the late Alexander Mill --- Precept of Clare Constat from John Lord 
Elphingstoune as superior of the lands --- of all and haill five oxgangs of the lands of Halls 
of Airth with the pertinents --- the late Alexander Mill formerly of Skaithmure afterwards 
portioner of halls of Airth father of the said Robert Mill had a charter from Charles II – 
with houses biggins with the salmon fishing and other fishing upon the water of Forth 
proportionate to the five oxgangs of land 

1683 RS59/6 f.349  ane discreit gentlewoman Katherine Bruce spouse to Robert Milne of Newmills 
1698 RS59/10 f.3v  Katherine Bruce relict of the late Robert Miln of Newmilnes --- precept of sasine from 

Charles Elphingstone of Airth, superior of the lands --- all and haill the lands of 
Newmilnes with houses, biggins, yards, mills, fishings with other parts and pendicles 
thereof and also those five oxgangs of Halls of Airth with the salmon fishing thereof and 
other fishings upon the Water of Forth beside the said five oxgangs of land with the houses 
[etc] 

1707 Sibbald    the seat of Alexander Miln of Newmilns hard by Heggins-nook 
1709 RS59/12 f.432v Alexander Miln of Newmilns 
1716  RS59/13 f.418v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Anna Cochran spouse to 

Alexander Miln only lawful son to Robert Miln of Newmilns --- bond of provision granted 
be Catherine Bruce relict of the said deceast Robert Miln of Newmilns and now heritable 
proprietor of the said lands --- all and haill these her lands of Newmilns with all and heall 
these her five oxengate of land in Halls of Airth [witnesses to sasine] Adam Baad milner at 
Newmilns 

1719 RS59/14 f.44  Adam Baad farmer att Newmiln and Jonet Powhouse his spouse --- Robert Badd their son 
1723 Macfarlane f.412  a mile east from the house and kirk of Airth stands the house of Newmiln, near the ferry 

over Forth called Higgens Neuck and upon the south side of Forth and near the place where 
the Pow of Airth runs into Forth 

1736 RS59/17 f.107v Alexander Miln of Newmiln  
1738 GD65/191  Sasine in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask, merchant etc., of the five oxengait of land 

of the Haughs or Halls of Airth commonly called Newmilns or Docks in the lordship and 
barony of Elphinston 

1746 Love IV i p.85  David Mill and Thomas Mill, sons of Alexander Mill, Newmill, Airth; seised boats for the 
rebels passage. 

1747 RS59/19 f.149  and likewise that piece of ground sometime ago possest by Alexander Miln of Newmilns 
and Katherine Bryce his mother  

1750 RS59/19 f.382  Alexander Miln of Newmils  
1755 GD65/203   Inventory of papers belonging to Thomas Dundas relating to "the New Mill Vassells" and 

the papers (22) specified therein. 1755-1782 
1755 Roy`   Newmills 
1757 EEC   Newmills - "a safe and convenient harbour, sufficient to receive ships of 200 tons burden, 

and likewise a place where a corn mill may be built to advantage, and there is already built 
on the side of the harbour, a girnel house, which will contain 2,500 bolls of grain" 
(Edinburgh Evening Courant 10 Feb 1757). 

1758 GD65/203  Inventory of papers belonging to Thomas Dundas relating to "the Newmill Vassals" etc., 
[1755- 82] 

1761 EEC    Newmills "pleasantly situated on the river side and comodious for carrying on trade, and 
where granaries and storehouses may he erected to very great advantage."" (Edinburgh 
Evening Courant 5 Jan 1761). 

1762 CRA SC4/3/1  Newmiln 
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1781 GD65/237  Papers (36) relating to actions at the instance of Thomas Dundas of Fingask against James 
Towers and others, tenants in Haughs of Airth and Newmill, for payment of the feu-duties 
in non-entry of the said lands. 1781-1785  

1783 AOS 337  Jenat Neilson, spouse of James Towers, portioner, Bellsdyke, seised in part of Powfouls; 
part of Newmill called Carseward, parish of Airth. P.R. 27.439 

1786. NLS-Ms10877 (6) 17 April 1786. Graham to Lord Dunmore concerning proposed excambion of land at the 
mouth of the Pow "  where your Lordship proposes giving me a coall fauld & road 
connecting it with my own grounds and liberty of a free harbour on the river Forth for 
shipping coall, landing limestone or other things in lieu of my present harbour between 
New Miln Bridge and Docks which will be rendered useless if a damhead be thrown across 
the bed of the river instead of a bridge, and a new bed be made for the river on New Milns 
or Powfoullis Grounds some hundred yards distance from my ground ..." Very rough 
sketch on back. 

1788 AOS 1377  half of Newmiln, parish of Airth  
1789 AOS 1650  Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Halls of Airth or Newmills or Docks, parish of Airth 
1792 AOS 2323  5 oxengates of the Haughs or Halls of Airth called Newmilns or Docks 
1805 AOS 4972  the lands and estate of Newmiln & Halls of Airth 
1811 SLR   Newmiln 
1817 Grassom    Newmill 
1822 NLS-Ms10877 (179) 19 Sept 1822. George Leishman, Bowtrees, granted liberty to land dung and lime at 

Newmill Pow. 
1825 NLS-Ms10877 (208) Ditto William Baird, Powfoulis. 
1826 NLS-Ms10877 (211) 27 Jan 1826. Andrew Johnstone, Langdyke, landed lime at New Mill Pool for 20 years. 
1827 NLS-Ms10877 (219) 20 July 1827. John Simpson, Greendyke, discharged cargo of lime at Newmill bridge. 
1828 RHP 4298  shows "mill" 
1865 OSNB  Newmill - The building to which this name applies was formerly a corn mill, but a part of 

which is now in ruins and the remaining part is occupied as a cothouse.  Property of the 
Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 

1865 OS   Newmill 
 
cf 1642 RS58/7 f.404v Alexander Mylne, chancelor and servant to the earl of Elphingstoune  
NORTH GREENS   AIH NS8988 [1] NS897879 
 
1865 OSNB  North Greens - A small farmsteading, dwelling house, two storeys, chiefly tiled and in 

good repair.  Property of William Graham Esq, Airth Castle, Airth. 
1865 OS   North Greens 
1973 OS   North Greens 
2001 OS Explorer 349  North Greens 
OLD GREEN  AIH NS8989 [3] 
 
1846 AD14/46/281  Precognition against John McGregor, John McGregor for the crime of cattle-stealing at 

The Low Greens, Dunmore or The Old Green, Dunmore, Airth, Stirlingshire 
OLD HALL  AIH NS9186 [2] 
 
1590 Pont   Old Hall 
1654 Bleau  Old Halt 
 
This place was located in Halls of Airth 
OLD MILN  AIH NS9186 [2]   
 
1496 RMS ii 2313  [L] The king grants to John Lindesay his personal servant, and his heirs, lands of Powis of 

Erth with the grain mill thereof, viz. the Cornemyll 
1502 RMS ii  2641  [L] This is the one where the charter of 1496 is renounced [see Compston, Muiravonside] 

and the relevant lands are regranted to the Collegiate Church of the Holy Trininty, 
Edinburgh - might this be where the enigmatic Higgins came in ? 

1627 RMS viii 1022  [L] Mains of Airth [terras domminicales] with the tower and manor, the mill of Airth with 
its lands(viz. 2 rigs to the north of the mill, the said lands being known as Brumepark, 
Calfwaird to the east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead called Patrik-Hagings-
damheid and the Pow going down to the site of the old mill of the said Pat. called 
Mylnholm), the new mill of the said Pat. Hegings, with its lands (viz., the Thorniecruik-
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waird, an acre and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade, bounded between the 
house of John Aitkin, the garden of Alex. Guidlatt, the anchorage [portum] of Thomas 
Gilmour and others commonly specified, including thairin the haill saltpannis, pow and 
herbrie), with the privilege of free barony of the said lands, with the burgh of barony of 
Airth, port, the Pow, harbrie and hevin of Airth, salt-pans, salt-houses and the girnel-
housis, with the freedom of fishing, privilege of moss, common pasture and the digging of 
fewall, faill and dovett within the moss and commonty of Airth outside the arable lands of 
Airth in common greens, with feues etc, and with all the coal of the lands contained within 
the said contract, with the remaining lands of the said John on the north side of the said 
Pow, with the advocation of the aisle the Our-Ladies-yle of Airth, in the barony of Airth 

1791 AOS 2079  Neuk, comprehending, Mailling called Neuk, and 3 rigs of land; 4 folds of land, piece of 
ground called Easterward etc., Nethermiln Croft, Old Miln, Miller's House and yeard, and 
Miller's butt and tiends. G.R. 495.22 

ORCHARDLAND of HALLS of AIRTH # AIH NS9186 [2]   
 
1489 ADA   the tak and maling of four oxgang of land with the orchard in the Hallis of Arth 
1502 EX.ROLLS  Orchertland de Ertht 
1528 RMS iii, 623    The king, lord of the lordship of Strivilingschire, with his mother's consent, lets in feuferm 

to Robert Calendar of Maner, and Katherine Elphinstoun his wife,- 9½ oxgangs of the 
lands of Hallis of Erth ... with the Orchartland thereof  

1623 RS58/3 f. 04  –half and oxgate of Halls of Airth with the Orchardlands  
1634 RS58/6 f.119  the lands of Hallis of Airth and Orchardland which was conquest be thaim fra umquhill 

Alexander Callender extending to nyne oxingangis of land and ane half of ane part of the 
samyn lyand within the sheriffdome of Stirling  

1655 Retour 212  Alexander Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, younger, his brother 
german, in the lands of Kynnard, within the lordship of Newbottel;- 9½ oxgat of the lands 
of the Halls of Airth and Orchardlands therof  

1638 Retour 167  Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, heir of Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, his father,  9½ oxgangs of 
the lands of Hall de Ayrthe and the Orchardland thereof, with the salmon fishing 

1795 AOS 2917  Haughs or Halls of Airth & Orchyardland thereof. parish of Airth  
OXGANG of POWSIDE # AIH NS9087 [2]   
 
1547 RMS iv 118  The queen grants to Alexander Bruce son and heir apparent of Robert Bruce of Arth, and 

Jonete Levingstoun his wife,- 2 oxgangs of the land of Arth (viz. lying together with one 
on the north side of the marsh opposite to the Aulus of Arth, the other on the western side 
of the said marsh in the region of the church of Arth, known as the Oxingang of Puleside 

PATRICK HIGGINS MILL  see New Mill  
POCKNAVE  NS921853   
 
1450 RMS ii 395  [L] The king grants to his servant Robert Magy - an oxgang of land, in the town of 

Polknave, sheriffdom of Striveline;-which came into the king's hands by reason of the 
forfeiture of Sir Alexander Livingstoun  

1450 RMS ii 396  [L] The king grants to his servant Robert Magy and his heirs,- an oxgang of land in the 
town of Polknave, sheriffdom of Strivelyne;- which John Magy personally resigned at 
Falkland 

1484 RMS ii 1576  [L] The king confirms to his squire, servant and tenant Alexander Cunyngham de Polmas 
and heirs whomsoever ... quarter of the lands of Erthbeg, 7 oxgang and a half of the lands 
of Erthmalar with the Brewlandis thereof, 4 oxgang of Polknafe, 

1485 RMS ii, 1628  [L] The king at death's hand confirms a charter of Robert Broys of Stanehous which 
concedes a chapel suitable for ministration in his chapel or aisle in the south part of the 
church of Airth which the late Alexander Brois, his grandfather, constructed.-house with a 
tenement of land, a yard with croft-land at the end of the Blacrag extending annually to 20 
shillings to the hands of the said chaplain; Item, an annual return from the lands of Erthbeg, 
pertaining to the late David Drommond and now heritably to the said Robert; Item, and 
annual return from 26 shillings 8 pence of an oxgang of land of Polknafe which is held in 
ferm by the wife of the late Thomas Raa; Item, an annual return of a tenement and yard in 
the town of Erth which is inhabited by John Grant; Item, an annual return of 20 shillings 
from the lands of Salterfield which are held at ferm by William Rannald 
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1498 GD68/1/42  Item, an alienation made to Thomas Bissat of the Quarrall of sex merkis of landis of 
Polknaif and half of ane oxgang of land of the Hallis of Arth 

1512 RMS ii 3754  [L] The king grants to James Cunynghame, son and heir apparent of Robert C., and Agnes 
Bruce, spouse of the said James ... 4 oxgangs of Polknaif 

1523 RMS iii no. 243  [L] The king confirms a charter of Margarete Hepburn, Lady Sinclare,-[wherein, for a sum 
of money she has sold to Alexander Lord Levingstoun, his heirs and assignees,- 2 oxgangs 
of land of Polknaif 

1539 RMS iii no. 1964   [L] The king confirms to Malcolm Lord Flemyng, and Lady Jonete Stewart his spouse and 
the king's sister,- ... with the fishing upon the water of Carroun, Bothkennar so called, 
(commencing at the foot of the Lang-dike and Watteris-greyns, descending Carroun and 
ascending Forth, Polknaif, Pow-penis, the Westertoun, the Foule-pule, Gardoche, Bakraw, 
Dalbeithe, the Newtoun and the Grenys)3 

1555 Retour 5  [L] Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in one third 
part of Airth-millar; one third part of Poknaffe; 

1556 RMS iv 1078  [L] The queen confirms a charter of Margaret Cunynghame a daughter and third heir of the 
late James C. of Polmais procreated between him and Agnes Bruce his wife, and also as a 
fifth heir, she, for a sum of money, has sold to John Cunynghame and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife, her third part of the lands underwritten due to her as heir of James 
and Agnes, viz. 5 half oxgangs of Arthmallair, 4 oxgangs of Polknaif, 

1580 RMS v 85  [L] The king grants to Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees,- an oxgang of land called 
Roishill, with the coals thereof and the freedom to work the coals (libertate carbones 
fabricandi), fishings, and tenancies &c., with the superiority of 3 roods of Roishill, in the 
barony of Elphingstoun, Sheriffdom of S.; which heritable (quam hereditatem) Robert, 
Lord Elphingstoun, and Alexander, Master of Elphingstoun, holding in conjunct fee with 
Jean Levingstoun, wife of Master Alexander, have resigned;-with another oxgang of land 
in the town of Powknaif (occupied therein by James Watt), with the freedom of fishing in 
the Water of Forth, with the fishing of salmon and the grils in the Water of Forth and the 
Pow of Airth near that piece of ground now called Dockis, with the freedom of set and 
draw nets (retia ponendi et trahendi) in whichever part of the said piece [of land], in the 
parish of Airth, Sheriffdom of S. 

1582 RMS v 429  [L] the king confirms a charter of John Cunynghame of Drumquhassil, and Isobelle 
Cunynghame his wife,-[ which in completion of a contract sells to William Cunynghame, 
his legitimate son,- 8 oxgangs of the land of Airthmellar with the brew lands the 
Brewlandis thereof, with half an oxengate in the Hallis of Airth, 10 pounds of 
Slamannanmure, with the advocation of the church ... 4/5 parts of Airthbeg, 3 oxgangs of 
Polfowlis, 4/5 parts of the fishing of 2 fishing boats (cimbarum) [coracles?], ..., 4 oxgangs 
of Polknaiff, with tenancies etc. ... 

1594 CRE   Katherine Burne, sometime spouse to John Symsone in Polknaif, parish of Airth 
1594 CRE   Robert Murray in Polknaif, parish of Airth 
1597 RMS vi 634  [L] The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 

Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex.; moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and 
the Cruikis, alias the Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the 
parish of Airth, sheriffdom of Stirling; which is to be feued from Robert Lord Elphinstoun 
and Alexander, Master of E., his son; with an oxgang of land in the town of Polknaif 
(occupied by James Watt therein), 

1601 RMS vi 1162  [L] The king confirms Robert, Lord Elphingstoun in life rent, and Alexander, Master of E., 
his son and heir apparent in fee [etc.],- lands and barony of Elphingstoun, with the castle 
thereof, manor, mill and mill-lands, feus etc., lands of the Hallis-of-Airth with fishings, 
lands of Polknaif with fishings, feus etc., the superiority of the lands of Powfoullis, 

1608 RMS vi 2125  The king grants to Alexander Master of Elphingstoun, [etc] and Lady Elizabethe 
Drummond, his spouse, daughter of the Earl of PER, Lord Drummond ... lands of 
Polknaiff, with fishings and holdings 

                                                           
3 et ascendendo per Forth, Polknaif, Pow-penis, le Westertoun, le Foule-pule, Gardoche, Bakraw, Dalbeithe, le 
Newtoun et le Grenys 1539 RMS iii no. 1964 
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1611 RMS vii 585  [L] The king confirms (1) a charter of Alexander Earl of Linlithgow etc., in completion of 
a contract selling to Alexander Bruce, portioner of Polknaif, his heirs and assignees 
whomsoever irredemably.- 3 oxgangs of the land of Polknaif (oocupied by Archibald 
Symsoun),- (2) a charter of the Master of Elphinstoun ... selling to the said Alexander 
Bruce his heirs etc., his lands of Polknaif with fishings and holdings &c. (occupied by 
Alexander Logane, John Logane his son and John Symsoun) 

1614 RMS vii 1107  [L] Alexander Bruce of Pocknaiff 
1618 RMS vii 1831  [L] The king confirms a charter of Lord John Bruce of Airth,-[wherein, for completion of a 

letter of obligation he sells to Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff [etc],- an oxgang of the lands 
of Polknaiff, with viridariis the Grenis and salmon fishing (occupied by the said Alex.) in 
the barony of Airth 

1618 RS58/1 f. 17v  [L] seising made on the lands underwritten by James Liddell in Airth having in his hand a 
charter made by Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the consent of Joneta Bruce his spouse 
in favour of the said James and Kathrine Gibsone his spouse of all and haill that part or 
portion of the lands of poiknaiff known as lie Shelloch Zaird and the two cavlis of land lie 
faulds of land contiguous adjacent de horu & occidentaly parte occupied by John 
Cruikstoune lying in the parish of Airth --- patrick Leishmen in Maynis Baillie in that part - 
(witness) Robert Sympsone in Poiknaiff, Robert Bruce miller there, John Aitkein, George 
Liddell son of the said James, John cowie [2 variants: sheipis zard; sheiploch zaird] --- 
John Cruikstoune in Poiknaiff 

1618 RS58/1 f. 18v  William Cochrane in Poiknaiff  
1618 RS58/1 f. 54  [L] Lord William Menteith de Kers knight – Lord William Bruce de Stonhous and 

Alexander Bruce de Poiknaiff and Lord John Bruce of Airth – Lord James Bruce de 
Powfoulis knight – Harry Simpsone portioner of Graing de Bothkennar Baillie in that part 
– septem bouatam terrarum de Hallis de Airth – [witness] Andro Bruce apparent of 
Powfoulis – Andro Bow in Bothkennar  

1619 RMS vii 2165   Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  George Liddell [son of James L. in Airth] --- lands of Pullitnaiff known as the Schelley 

Zaird lying in the parish of Airth [witnesses] Patrick Leischman in Maynis, Andrew 
Leischman there, John Cruikstoune in Poiknaiff  

1620 RMS viii 7  Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff 
1620 RS58/2 f.45  Alexander Bruce of Poknaiff  
1621 RS58/2 f.240  [endorsed “sasine Patrick Murehead of Lenyndaill in Poiknaiff”] compeared personally 

Patrick Murehead in Falkirk having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from 
Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with consent of Jonete Bruce his spouse of all and haill 
these lands of the lands of Poiknaiff known as lie Lenyndaill with houses etc.lying in the 
parish of Airthe [etc] --- Alexander Hammiltoune in Falkirk Baillie in that part 

1623 RMS viii 472   The king confirms a charter of Archibald Cunynghame of Polmais wherein he sells to Lord 
John Murray of Touchadam ... and 4 oxgangs of Polknaiff in the barony of Polmais;- 
Witness. Alexander Bruce of Polknave 

1623 RS58/3 f.86v  Alexander Bruce of Pocknaiffe --- Jonet Bruce his spouse [witnesses to sasine] Alexander 
Callendar of Westertoune, John Cowye portioner of Maynis, Henry Towris in Bothkenner 
and David Higen in Pocknaiff 

1624 RS58/3 f.76  Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff  
1624 RS58/3 f.76v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten, James Bruce of 

Powfoulis, knight, having in his hand a charter from William Cunnynghame of Polmais, 
son and heir of the late William Cunnynghame of Polmais, in favour of the said James, son 
and heir of the late [Archibald] Bruce of Powfoulis, his father, of all and haill [four] oxgate 
of the lands of Poiknaiff and half the lands of Halls of Airthe with houses [etc] lying in the 
barony of Polmais Cunnynghame --- John Sympsone, portioner of Grange, Baillie in that 
part [witnesses to sasine] Robert Aldcorne of Bellsdyke, Alexander Aldcorne his brother, 
Alexander Bruce of Polknaiffe, David Hardie, brother of John Hardie in Bellsdyke 

1624 RS58/3 f.99v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Cowie notary 
public in Airth having in his hand a charter from Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the 
consent and assent of Jonete Bruce his spouse --- liferent of the lands underwritten --- all 
and haill those lands of Poiknaiff known as the Westfeild above the road and dyke 
[fossam] lie Dyk qua ducit a opido de Airthe ad Bothkenner between the two ferreis having 
the said road  on the east lie Murdyk on the south and lands which pertain to he Lord of 
Polnaiff and John Bailzie of Letham on the west side and lands pertaining to Lord James 
Bruce, knight, of Powfowles on the north side with parts and portions of the said lands 
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lying on the east side of the said ville known as lie Shelloche Zaird having the said lie Dyk  
and lands of Bothkenner  on the south side, the lands of Poiknaiff on the north and the said 
road on the west side lying in the parish of Airthe --- lands of Poiknaiff with the mill and 
mill-lands --- John Cowie, portioner of Mayns and Baillie in that part --- lands of Poiknaiff 
known as the West Field lying above the said road and dyke [fossam] lie Dyk which leads 
straight from the castle of Airth to Bothkenner [ducit] a [directo] oppido de Airthe ad 
Bothkenner between the said two ferreis within the bounds and limits forewritten, one part 
and portion of the land lying on the east side of the said ville known as the Shelloch Zaird 
ut supra within the bounds and limits prewritten, with also all and haill the said decimanum 
arabilium et [rectorialium][the tiends!] [witnesses to sasine] John Sympsoune in 
Straitonhall, John Johnstoune portioner of Maynis, Patrick Leishmane in Maynis, Andrew 
Leishmane his son, and Andrew Cowie son of the said Andrew 

1624 RS58/3 f.236v [L] Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff --- to his lands of Polknaiff underwritten ---- lands held 
heritably and in property --- with his wife Jonete Bruce for her interest --- John Johnstoune, 
Baillie burgess of the burgh of Stirling --- of an equal portion of his lands of Polknaiff 
[witnesses to sasine] John Bruce son of the said Alexander 

1624 RMS viii 634   Alexander Bruce of Polknawe 
1625 RS58/3 f.310  [L] Andrew Symsone in Grainge of Bothkenner – precept of sasine from Alexander Bruce 

of Polknaiff with the consent of Jonet Bruce his spouse --- said Andrew and Cristiane 
Mastertoune his wife in liferent and James Symsone their son and heir --- all and haill the 
lands of Polknaiff with the mill and mill-lands, houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Bad 
in Elphinstoune, Robert Allane, miller 

1628 RMS viii 1334  [L] The king [etc] grants to John Cunynghame of Drumquhassill [etc], three fifth parts of 
the lands of Polmais-Cunynghame formerly called Polmais-Merschell .., 3/5 parts of an 
oxgang of the Hallis of Airth, ..., 3/5 of a quarter of Airthbeg, 3/5 of three oxgangs of 
Powfoullis, 3/5  of the fishing of two cobillis upon the water of Forth, ..., 3/5 of four 
oxgang of Polknaiff, .., in the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame by annexation ...;-all of 
which have been incorporated into the barony of Polmais-Cunynghame ... and which the 
king has newly incorporated into the free barony of Polmais- Cunynghame 

1628 RS58/4 f. 50  Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff 
1628 RS58/4 f. 57v  [L] compeared upon the ground underwritten, William Bruce of Stenhouse having in his 

hand a charter of precept of sasine from Alexander Bruce of Polknaiff with the consent of 
Janet Bruce his spouse, granting in fee and liferent the said lands of a annualrent from the 
lands of Polknaiff ---- lord James Bruce of Powfoullis, knight as superior  

1629 RS58/4 f. 86v  Be it kent till all men be thir present letters Me Alexander Watt in Grainge of Bothkenner 
with the special advyse express consent and assent of Marioune Layng my spous --- 
Alexander Bruce of Powknaivis and Janet Bruce his spous ---- of all and haill tua riggis of 
croft of land of the said Alexander his lands of Powknaivis lyand at the said wall betwix 
the lon and the lade frae the auld rie west to the croft heid of Powknaivis and extending to 
ffour qu—ris thrie ruids of land or thairby togither with the fyve riggis of outfeild land 
lyand  above the said croftheid  betwix the said Alexander his  lands of Powknaivis 
occupyit be James Murray on the south and the said Alexander his lands occupyit be John 
Logane in the north the lands pertaining to sir James Bruce of Powfoullis knicht and the hie 
[---] that passs to the Airth on the west and the croftheid of Powknaivis in the eist [----] 
lyes on the north syid of the ten aiker deall within the parochin of Airth [mentions wodsett] 

1630 Retour 140   William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw ... 
Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... 

1631 RS58/5 f.157  annualrent out of the lands of Powknave with the mylne thairof 
1634 RS58/6 f.175  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Bruce 

formerly of Polknaiff now portioner of Hallis of Airth having in his hand a precept of 
sasine from Alexander Master of Elphingstoune hereditary proprietor of the lands 
underwritten --- annualrent from the Halls of Airth 

1637 RMS ix 695  The king grants to Patrick Wood merchant burgess of Edinburgh, 12 oxgangs of the lands 
of Polknave, with mill, holdings &c (viz. 3 oxgangs lately possessed by Archibald 
Symsoun [which were ... disposed in feu to Alexander Bruce of Polknave], 4 oxgangs, 
with fishings, holdings etc., formerly possessed by Alexander and John Logan and John 
Symsoun which were ... disposed in feu to the said Alexander Bruce, an oxgang with 
salmon fishing [which was alienated by  by the late Lord John Bruce of Airth in favour of 
the said Alexander Bruce], and 4 oxgangs, with holdings etc., which lately pertained to the 
late Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis).,  
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1642 RMS ix 1154  The king grants to Robert Rollock of Skeok-mylne, and Alisone Cockburne his spouse,- 12 
oxgangs of land of Polknave [as in 695] which John Rynd, merchant burgess of Edinburgh 
resigned 

1644 RMS ix 1527  Alexander Bruce of Polknaife 
1645 RS58/8 f.100  to be lifted furth of his parts and portions of the said Thomas Bruce his landis of Pocknave 

within the boundis meithes and marches designat occupayed be the tennentis and 
possessoris eftirspecifyit viz. all and hale that croft of land of Pocknave occupayed be 
Alexander Watt lyand in the croft of Pocknave betwix the bak and  land sett heritablie in 
few to unquhill Robert Bruce of Garwald on the northe the landis sett in few to Sir John 
Blackadder of Tulliallane knyt on the east the lone that passes to Pocknave on the south 
and the dyk and gaitt at the crofthead on the west with the outfeild landis of the sam 
occupayed be the said Alexander Watt lyand at the head of the said croft betwix the 
outfeild landis of Pocknave sett in few to [blank space] on the southe the outfeild landis 
thairof sett in few to [blank space] on the northe the gaitt that passis northe to the Hallis of 
Airthe on the west and the crofthead of Pocknave and Dykyhof on the east partis And also 
furthe of that to that part and portioune of the said Thomas Bruce his landis of Pocknave 
called the Lonnyingdale occupayed be Patrick Melvill betwix the lone of Pocknave on the 
northe the landis of Bothkenner on the south and the Buttis of Pocknave pertaining and 
occupayed be [blank space] on the east and the rest of the landis of Pocknave on the west 
partis Mare furthe of that uther part and portioune of the said landis of Pocknave 
pertaining to the said Thomas Bruce sumtyme occupayed be umquhill John Smythe eftir be 
David Heygen betwix the said land of Pocknave on the southe the landis pertaining 
heritablie to umquhill Sir James Bruce of Powfoullis lying on the northe the gaitt that 
passes betwix the ferrie r[--] of Airthe and Carron on the west And the gaitt that passes 
northe to the Hallis of Airthe on the east with houses [etc] extending to tuo oxengang and a 
quarter or thairby  

1653 RS58/9 f.185v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Bruce sone 
lawful to Alexander Bruce of Polknave --- Halls of Airth --- [witnesses to sasine] John 
Ewing in Elphinstone, John Mitschell in Poufouls and George Hindersone servitor to John 
Heiging in Powfouls 

1655 Retour 215  [L] Alexander, Lord Elphinstone,., heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the 
lands, lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of 
Elphinstone with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone 
;- lands of the Hill of Airth ;- the superiority of the lands of  Powfoulis;- the one fourth part 
of the land of Airthbeg;- ...;- and ane oxengait of land in the Hill of Airth callit the Roishill 
.... all united with the said lands in PER into the barony of Elphinstone:- the lands and b of 
Airth comprehending the lands and hill callit the Hill of Airth wtin the b of Airthbisset;- 
...;- that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheughe, and sup. of 3 roods of land of 
Roishill;- these pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other callit Heidcruike 
utherways Dockes;- that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with fishing of salmon 
upopon the water of Forth and the Pow of Airth 

1658 CRS   David Clerk in Powknave 
1663 RMS xi 373  William Bruce, lawful son of Alexander Bruce of Polknave 
1665 CRS   Andrew Cochrane in Poknave 
1666 RMS xi 885  [L] Charter with clause of Novodamus, granting to John, Earl Of Wigtoun [etc], ... the 

fishing of the water of Carron called Bothkenner bounded as follows, viz. beginning at the 
foot of the long dyke and watergreens descending downe Carron and ascending the Forth, 
Peckneff, Ponpens, the Westirtowne, the foule pooles, Gardoch, Blackrawe, Dalbeth, the 
Newtoun of Granges 

1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis John Lord Elphinston his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, patronage of Airth, Logie & [?], Halls of Airth, Superiorite of Pollfoullis & 
quarter of Airth Beg, lands of [Bannockburn], & patronage of St Ninians Chappell, 
oxengates of land in the Hill of Airth called Rosshill, the lands of Quarrell, Car[.....], plain; 
& Pouknave, 

1674 CRS   Archibald Cowie, portioner of Polknave, and Margaret Guidlit, his spouse 
1676 RS59/5 f.318  Robert Rollo of Powhouse --- precept of sasine from the chancelry --- two oxgangs of the 

lands of Pockneave with houses biggins yards orchards mill mill lands and multures 
1679 RS59/6 f.116  Elizabeth Callender now spouse to Harie Cowie of Pocknave --- lands of Pocknaiff called 
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the Westfeild and Schalloch Yaird with houses [etc] --- parcoh of Airth  
1686 CRS   Harie Cowie, portioner of Pocknave 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.151 Archibald Cowey eldest son of deceased Harie Cowey portioner of Powknave 
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.2  James Bruce of Garvald of tuo oxengate amd ane quarter oxengate of the lands of 

Pockneave. Registered on the  470th leaf of the said Register 
    RS59/7 has: 
    personaly entered James Bruce of Garvell otherwise having the surname of  Forsythe to the 

lands underwritten with a charter in favour of James Bruce alias Forsythe – all and haill the 
part and portion of the lands of Pockneave specified  

1690 LAING 2885  [L] Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, earl of Callendar etc., for infefting Archibald 
Cowey, eldest son of the late Harry Cowey, who was the only son of the late Archibald 
Cowey, portioner of Pocknave as heir of his father in a 16s 8d land of the town and lands 
of Falkirk as territory and regality of Falkirk, held of the earl of Callendar for 33s 4d yearly 
feu-duty 12 capons and 12 charges yearly. Written by Charles Heugh, writer in Falkirk. 
Witnesses: James Home and David Chapman, the earl’s servitors and Robert Morison, 
writer in Falkirk. 

1691 RPCS iii p.652  Robert McKie in Pocknavie 
1698 RS 83.2.67  Archibald Couie, portioner of Powknave 
1703 RS59/11 f.319  Archibald Cowie son and heir of the late Henry Cowie his father --- all and haill the lands 

of Pocknave known as the West Field thereof lying above the road and (fossam) lie dyke 
which runs between the town of Airth and Bothkenner between the two ferries having the 
road (ductam viam) on the east, the Muirdyke on the south, lands which formerly pertained 
to the late lord of Polmaise and the late John Baylie of Lethame on the west and lands now 
pertaining to James Bruce of Powfoullis on the north and with a part and portion of the said 
lands lying on the east side of the said road known as the Shillochyaird having the said 
Muir Dyke and lands of Bothkenner on the south and east sides and lands of Pocknave on 
the north and the said road on the north and the said road on the west – lying within the 
parish of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling --- with also all and haill the remaining lands of 
Pocknave formerly pertaining to Alexander Bruce with the mill thereof, mill lands [etc.] 

1707 CRS   Andrew Cochrane, son to John Cochrane, in Pocknave 
1709 CRS   Alexander Cowie, merchant in Pocknave 
1714 RS59/13 f.220  James Forsyth of Garvell --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 

portions of Pocknave which pertained to Alexander Bruce of Pocknave --- viz in all and 
haill that croft of land lie Croftland of Pocknave 

1715 GD37/327  Note of the amount demanded in respect of the horses and men furnished and kept by the 
tenants of Airth and Pouknave for the service of the King in obedience to an order by the 
Justices of the Peace, Sept. 1715 

1717  RS59/13 f.590v Archibald Cowie of Pocknave  
1722 RS59/14 f.374v Rebecca Bruce alias Forsyth the lady Garvell in favour of John Don Sheriff Clerk of 

Stirling purchaser of the lands of Pocknave 
1722 RS59/14 f.380v James Forsyth of Garvell --- lands of Pocknave wherein the said John Don is now infeft  
1732 BSR   Henry Cochran in Pucknave 
1755 Roy   Pocknave 
1770 RS [GR 385.47] John Ogilvie junr., merchant, Dunmore Park, seised Mar. 16. 1781,- in Pocknave, mills, 

and tiends, par. of Airth ... under burden of a liferent annuity of £100 to Mary Bruce, 
spouse of John Ogilvie sen. merchant, Dunmore Park, his father;-on Disp by the said J.O. 
sen July 16  

1781 AOS 25  John Ogilvie junior, merchant, Dunmore Park, seised Mar. 16. 1781,- in Pocknave, mills, 
and tiends, parish of Airth ... under burden of a liferent annuity of £100 to Mary Bruce, 
spouse of John Ogilvie sen. merchant, Dunmore Park, his father;-on Disp by the said J.O. 
sen July 16 1770 

1783 AOS 335  John Ogilvy of Pocknave gets Ren. Apr. 29 1783 by David Gray, portioner, Pocknave, 
parish of Airth of a servitude of Feal & Divot on the Greens of Pocknave. G.R. 403.182 

1783 AOS 411  David Gray, son of Andrew Gray, minister, Abernethy, seised in parts of Pocknave, & 
Croft, parish of Airth ;- on Ch. Resig. by John Ogilvie of Pocknave. P.R. 28.37 

1783 GD65/239   Printed Petition of John Ogilvie of Pocknave, factor for the Earl of Dunmore, and Thomas 
and Robert Fish, lessees of the Earl's colliery at Dunmore, against James Bruce, Kinnaird, 
claiming expenses for the process at the instance of the said James Bruce for the recovery 
of two colliers whom he claimed to be astricted to the colliery of Kinnaird. 14/6/1783  

1787 AOS 1126  John Ogilvie of Pocknave – in part of Airth called Abbotshaugh; part of Stainhouse with 
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two rigs and a Gadden of land; & part of Nether Mungall, barony of Callendar 
1788 C2.124.255  John Ogilvie of Pocknave 
1801 AOS 4043  parts of Pocknave commonly called Bellsdyke  
1811 SLR   Pocknave 
1817 Grassom    Pocknave 
1865 OSNB  Pocknave - A farmsteading, one storey, thatched, and in good repair.  Property of S 

Walker Ogilvie Esq, 22 Cumberland Place, Glasgow. 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Pocknave 
 
cf Auchnave, ABD  [CPNA 26]  
    Pouk Howe, ABD  [CPNA 266] 
POCKNAVE MILL  # AIH NS9285 [1] 
 
1618 RS58/1 f.117v [L]  Robert Sympsone in Poiknaiff, Robert Bruce molendinario ibid 
1625 RS58/3 f.310  [L] Andrew Symsone in Grainge of Bothkenner – precept of sasine from Alexander Bruce 

of Powknaiff with the consent of Jonet Bruce his spouse --- said Andrew and Cristiane 
Mastertoune his wife in liferent and James Symsone their son and heir --- all and haill the 
lands of Powknaiff with the mill and mill-lands, houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John 
Bad in Elphinstoune, Robert Allane, miller 

1631 RS58/5 f.157  annualrent out of the lands of Powknave with the mylne thairof 
1637 RMS ix 695  [L] The king grants to Patrick Wood merchant burgess of Edinburgh, 12 oxgangs of the 

lands of Polknave, with mill, holdings &c (viz. 3 oxgangs lately possessed by Archibald 
Symsoun [which were ... disposed in feu to Alexander Bruce of Polknave], 

1653 RS58/9 f.195v  Archibald Duncane miller at the milne of Poknave 
1702 RS59/11 f.117v [L] John Miller son to John Miller, miller [molitoris] in Pocknave 
1723 Macfarlane f. 410 The muir dyke has its rise in the muirs of Kinnaird and Quarrel in the parish of Larbert, 

and falls into the Forth at Pocknave Miln 
1755 Roy   "Mill" 
1781 AOS 25  John Ogilvie junior, merchant, Dunmore Park, seised Mar. 16. 1781,- in Pocknave, mills, 

and tiends, parish of Airth  
1800 AOS 3908  Robert Marshall at Pocknave Miln 
1817 Grassom    Pocknave Mill   
1865 OSNB  Pocknave Mill - A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of J W 

Ogilvie Esq, 22 Cumberland Place, Glasgow.  A corn mill stood near it but it has been 
removed, from the above circumstance it derives its name.  

PORTERFIELD  NS    
 
1804 AOS 4768  Farm or mailling called Porterfield 
 
  cf Potterfield AIH  
POTTERFIELD  # AIH NS8987 [4]   
 

1791 AOS 2042  Potterfield, parish of Airth  

Note:Pottery was produced on the Estate of the Earl of Dunmore near Airth, in Stirlingshire, from the 1790s. At that 
time, it was a typical estate pottery, producing bricks and tiles for building repairs, and domestic pots for local use. All 
of its wares were made from the carse clay, dug on the estate, a process which unearthed 8000 year-old whalebones, 
deposited on the Carse of Stirling by a tsunami or giant tidal wave. The early wares were not particularly distinctive. 
 
DUNMORE POTTERY # AIH NS8788 [1] NS872883   
 
1865 OS   Pottery 
1973 OS   Pottery 
1913 RHP141819   Pottery Farm 
 
A large farmsteading, two storeys, slated and in good repair.  It takes its name from an extensive pottery work 
connected with it.  Property of the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 
PLUCHERTY POW  # AIH NS8791 [1]  
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1872 Falkirk Herald 9 March Plucherty Pow  
POW of AIRTH [South]   AIH NS9187 [1]  NS916875  
 
1506 LHT ii,  p.342  the Poll of Erth 
1580 RMS v 85  The king grants to Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees,- with the fishing of salmon 

and the grils in the Water of Forth and the Pow of Airth near that piece of ground now 
called Dockis, with the freedom of set and draw nets (retia ponendi et trahendi) in 
whichever part of the said piece [of land], in the parish of Airth, Sheriffdom of S. 

1581 RMS v 85  piscarie in aqua de Forth et lie Pow de Airth, prope hanc peciam terre lie Dokis nuncupat - 
dicte pecie in Pow de Airth 

1597 RMS vi 634  The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 
Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling ... 
moreover 3 pieces of land called the Mylneholme, the Reidcruik, and the Cruikis, alias the 
Dokkis (lying between the remaing lands of the said Alex.), in the parish of Airth, 
sheriffdom of Stirling; which  were [held by] Robert Lord Elphinstoun and Alexander, 
Master of E., his son; moreover an oxgang of land in the town of of Powknaif [occupied by 
James Watt], with the freedom to fish in the water of Foirt, with fishing of salmon and the 
grilses in the water of Foirth and the Pow of Airth near the Dokkis (with freedom of 
drawing nets upon the Dokkis), in the said parish and sheriffdom..., and erecting part of the 
lands near to the seashore, opposite  the said John's lands of Airth,- into the free Port of 
Airth, with authority to the said John to construct a mill and saltpan upon the seashore, the 
ferry boats on both sides of the Water of Forth, with the hevin-sylver, large customs, 
anchorage, and other duties levied at a free port;-  

1627 RMS viii 1022  the new mill of the said Pat. Hegings, with its lands (viz., the Thorniecruik-waird, an acre 
and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade, bounded between the house of John 
Aitkin, the garden of Alex. Guidlatt, the anchorage [portum] of Thomas Gilmour and 
others commonly specified, including thairin the haill saltpannis, pow and herbrie), with 
the privilege of free barony of the said lands, with the burgh of barony of Airth, port, the 
Pow, harbrie and hevin of Airth, salt- pans, salt-houses and the girnel-housis, with the 
freedom of fishing, 

1655 Retour 215  Alexander, Lord Elphinstone,., heir of Alexander, Lord Elphinston, his father,- in the lands, 
lordship and barony of Elphinstone comprehending the lands and barony of Elphinstone 
with the advocation of the parish kirks of Airth ...;- ferrie boat of Elphinstone ;- superiority 
of 3 roods of land of Roishill;- these pieces of lands, the ane callit Mylnholme, the other 
callit Heidcruike utherways Dockes;- that oxgait of land in the towne of Powknave, with 
fishing of salmon upopon the water of Forth and the Pow of Airth   

1674 GD156/31/2/1  Imprimis Jon Lord Elphinstun his seasing of the lands & baronies of Elphinston & Airth 
comprehending the lands of Cragforth, Elphinston, Burgh of Barrone of Elphinston, 
weekly mercat and yearly ffair, with fferrie boatt & Coble, & fishing [nets?] on the water 
of Forth, ... [with these pieces of land one yrof callit Miln Holme, Another reed [cruik?], 
Another Dockes, And that oxgate of land lyand in the toun of Pouknave sometyme 
possessed be James Watt with the liberty of fishing in the water of Forth & Pow of Airth  

1723 Macfarlane f.412  [1] The Pow or South Pow, to distinguish it from the Pow that is the harbour 
    [2] The Old Pow, which at Airth is called Firth Pow 
1865 OSNB  Pow of Airth - A considerable stream which rises near to Bannockburn House in the 

parish of St Ninians, and after an extreme slow course of about 8 miles in an easterly 
direction falls into the River Forth. Pow, or the Gaelic of which is Pol signifying a ditch, a 
stagnating stream or a marshy place from which it is supposed to have derived its name. 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Pow Burn 
POW OF AIRTH (North) # AIH NS9088 [1] NS904882 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.412  [1] The Pow or South Pow, to distinguish it from the Pow that is the harbour  
POWS of AIRTH  # AIH NS8986 [2] 
 
1496 RMS ii 2313  [L] The king grants to his servant John Lindesay, and his heirs, for service etc., lands of 

Powis of Erth, with the corn mill, viz. the Cornemyll, thereof . 
1502 RMS ii 2641  ... the Collegiate Church of Trinity near Edinburgh [see Manuelrig, Muiravonside] 
1629 RS58/5 f.27v  [L] William Johnstone in Stenhous and James Johnestoune, notary, indweller in Falkirk as 

attorney for Cristine Johnstone, spouse to the said William who had a charter of precept of 
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sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow --- the hereditary of the lands underwritten --- all and 
haill the Powes and Briges of Airth formerly possessed and occupied by Malcolm Logan 
in Airth and Robert Logan his son, with houses [etc] --- lying on the south side of the 
Powes and Brigges thereof [witnesses to sasine] John Maistertowne, portioner of Mayins, 
James Bow in Southfield, Malcolm Logan in Bellesdyik  

1701 RS83/2/511  James [Nisbet] chamberlain of Airth of all and haill Alexander Forrester's just and equal 
half of the lands of Airth be south the Poues and Bridge thereof 

POWFOULIS  AIH NS 9185 [1]  NS917857   
 
1483 RMS ii 1576  [L] Alexander Cunningham of Polmais … 3 oxgang of Powfoulis 
1498 GD86 i 42  a tak maid by Robert Cunnynghame, son and apparent heir of Alex. C. of Polmais to 

Robert the Bruce, elder, of the landis of Powfoullis with the pertinents 
1512 RMS ii 3754  3 oxgangs of Polfoulis [Cunningham] 
1529 RMS iii 855  [L] The king grants in feuferm to Andrew Bruce,-3 oxgangs of land in the town of 

Powquhillis, with 11 portions of land, commonly riggis, known as Lugedaill and occupied 
by the said Andrew and Richard Pantoun  

1531 GD37/24   Obligation by Andrew Bruce of Powfoulis to Robert Bruce of Erth - for 35 merks out of 2 
oxgates of the lands of Powfoulis 17 Aug 1531 

1545 RMS iii 3120  Andrew Bruce of Polfoulis 
1556 RMS iv 1078  3 oxgangs of Polfoulis [Cunningham] 
1559RMSiv 1382  third part of 3 oxgangs of Powfoulis [Cunningham] 
1561 RMS iv 1394  Robert Bruce in Powfoulis 
1570 GD430/162  [L] Obligation by Archibald Bruce of Powfoulis to Sir Archibald Napier of Edinbellie, kt, 

and Marion Napier, his sister, Bruce's future spouse. When required, he will appear before 
the minister at the parish church to solemnize marriage and for proclamation of banns. He 
has received from them 1500 merks Scots as tocher; and he has infeft her and heirs to be 
born between them in lands of Taylorton, Cortebrook, Newton, Haughs of Airth, and 
Pocknave, in sheriffdom of Stirling, and 400 merks of lands of Watston [in sheriffdom of 
Perth]. If he obtains in heritage or wadset 600 merks Scots more than said lands, he will 
infeft her and their heirs therein. 

1581 RMS v 173  [L] Ninian Bruce, brother german of Archibald Bruce of Powfouls 
1582 RMS v 429  [L] 3 oxgangs of Polfowlis [Cunningham] 
1583RMSv 636  [L] Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis granted letter of remission for his part in the Ruthven 

Raid [according to GN Arch. was married to Mariota Napier] 
1583 GD156/21  Archibald Bruce of Powfowlis 
1588 RMS v 1515   2/5 of three oxgangs of Baffoulis [Cunningham] 
1601 RMS vi 1162  The king confirms to Robert Lord Elphinston ... the superiority of the lands of Powfoullis 
1602 RMS vi 1380  2/5 of three oxgangs of Baffoulis [Murray of Touchadam] 
1603 Retour 40  [L] James Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis, his father, in 3 

oxgangs of the lands called Baffoulis; 2 oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner; 3½ oxgangs 
of the lands of Baffoulis; another 3 ½ oxgangs of the lands of Baffoulis 

1603 Retour 41  James Bruce of Powfoulis, heir of Andrew Bruce of Powfoulis, his grandfather 
1608 RMS vi 2181  Archibald Bruce of Powfoulis 
1611 RMS vii 545    [L] The king grants in feuferm to William Livingston, heir apparent of Alex. L.,- 7 

oxgangs of the Hauchs, alias Hallis of Airth (viz. 5 oxgangs occupied by the sais Alex., and 
2 occupied by Lord James Bruce of Powfoullis) 

1612 RMS vii 779  [L] The king grants to Lord James Bruce of Powfowlis, his heirs male and assignees 
whomsoever,- 3 oxgangs of land known as Powfoullis, 2 oxgangs of the land of 
Bothkenner, with fortalice and manor place;- which item James personally resigned ... and 
also 7 oxgangs of the Hauchis alias the Hallis of Airth, in the parish of Airth, lordship and 
sheriffdom of Striviling;-which William Levingstoun ... heir apparent of the late Alex. L., 
portioner of Hallis of Airth resigned. Upon which the king ratifies a charter of the said 
Alex of the said 7 oxgangs which are held of the king;- and all of the above written has 
been newly granted to the said Lord James, with the ferrie-boit of Powfowlis upon the 
water of Forth, the ferry-boit of Dalbayth upon the water of Carroun, and with the haill 
Seygrenis of the said land, and all incorporated into one free barony of Powfowlis, 
ordaining the fortalice and manor place of Powfowlis to be the principal messuage 

1618 RS58/1 f. 54  [L] Andro Bruce apparent of Powfoulis 
1619 RS1/4.278-280 [L]  Helen Hamilton, spouse of Archibald Bruce of Poufoulis 
1619 RS58/1 f.222v [L] feuferm lands underwritten ---[notary?] in Falkirk having in his hands a charter of 
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precept of sasine to the honourable lord James Bruce of Poufoullis knight and Jeanne 
Levingstoun his spouse --- all and haill the lands and barony of Powfoullis with the mill, 
house biggins etc. --- lying in the parish of Airth and s. of s.  ---- Patrick Hegene in Hallis 
de Airthe Baillie specially nominated [wit] William Levingstoun portioner of Falkirk 
Patrick Blakader father of lord John Blakader of Tulliallen and master Thomas Ambrois 
[writer of this present charter?] [ seems to be a relationship agreed between Jean and 
William – possibly David Cas and William Levingstoun attorneys for Jean?] the foresaid 
lands and barony apud Hallis de Airth ---- John Maistertoun in Maynis de Bothkenner 
William Richardsone in Hallis of Airth Archibald Mitchell there George Cowye there and 
Johne [smyth?] there 

1619 RS58/1 f.332v [L] John Simpsoun in Powfowllis 
1622 RS58/2 f.331  [L] Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis knight 
1623 RMS viii 472  [L] 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis[Cunningham] 
1624 RMS viii 636  [L] 2/5 of 3 oxgangs of Paffoullis [Murray of Touchadam] 
1624 RS58/3 f.76  [L] James Bruce of Powfoullis 
1624 RS58/3 f.76v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten, James Bruce of 

Powfoulis, knight, having in his hand a charter from William Cunnynghame of Polmais, 
son and heir of the late William Cunnynghame of Polmais, in favour of the said James, son 
and heir of the late [Archibald] Bruce of Powfoulis, his father, of all and haill [four] oxgate 
of the lands of Poiknaiff and half the lands of Halls of Airthe with houses [etc] lying in the 
barony of Polmais  

1628 RMS viii 1334 [L] 3/5 of 3 oxgangs of Powfoullis [ Polmais-Cunningham] 
1628 RS58/4 f. 57v  [L] Lord James Bruce of Powfoullis, knight 
1630 BS1   Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis 
1637 RMS ix 695  [L] the late Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis 
1640 CRS   Sir James Bruce of Powfouls 
1641 Retour 174  [L] Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of lord James Bruce of Powfoullis, his father, in 3 

oxgangs of the lands of Powfoullis with the ferrieboat upon the water of Forth ;- 2 oxgangs 
of the lands of Bothkenner ;- 1 oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner known as Dalbaithe and 
a ferry-boat [cymba] upon the water of Carroun ;- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Hallis of 
Airthe ;- lands of Haillseygreinis; all united into the barony of Powfoullis 

1641 GN   Archibald Bruce served heir of Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis, his father, 13.3.1641 and, it 
is alleged, married Helen, daughter of Alex. Hamilton of Kinglass 

1642 CRS   Thomas Simpson in Powfoulis 
1643 GN   It is alleged that James Bruce of Powfoulis was served heir in 1643 and married Anna, 

daughter of Sir John Bruce of Kincavil; fell at Dunbar in 1651 
1644 RS58/8 f.67  [L] as attorney and also Archibald Bruce of Pallfoulis --- at the manor place of Pallfoulis --

- all and haill the baronial lands underwritten--- sasine from the chancelry – all and haill 
the [30] oxgangs of land called Pallfoulis with the ferrie boatt --- upon the Water of Forthe 
and two oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner called Dalbaithe with the ferryboat [cum 
cymba] lie ferrie boatt --- upon the Water of Carron and seven oxgang of the Hallis of 
Airth – free barony of Pallfoulis 

1644 CRS   Dame Marion Rollo, Lady Powfoullis 
1644 RMS ix 1527  [L] The king grants and newly returns to James Bruce, eldest son and heir apparent of 

Archibald B. of Powfoullis, and his heirs [etc],- lands and barony of Powfoullis 
(comprehending 3 oxgangs called Powfoullis  with the ferrie-boat upon the water of Forth, 
2 oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner, an oxgang of Bothkenner called Dalbayth with the 
ferrie-boat upon the water of Carroun, 7 oxgangs of the Hallis of Airth, with tower, manor 
place, holdings &c., with the haill Seygreines of the said lands;- which the said Archibald, 
son and heir of the late Lord James Bruce of Powfoulles resigned 

1653 Retour 204  [L] James Bruce, heir of James Bruce of Powfoulles, his father, in 3 oxgate of land called 
Powfoulles, with the ferrie boat upon the water of Forth;- 2 oxgate of land in Bothkenner ;- 
ane oxgate of land of Bothkenner called Dalbaith with the ferrie boat upon the water of 
Carroun ;- 7 oxgate of land called the Hallis of Airth with the landis called the Haill-Sea-
greins ;- all united into the barony of Powfoulles;- the teynd shaves of the said barony of 
Powfoulles  

1653 RS58/9 f.185v  John Mitschell in Poufouls and George Hindersone servitor to John Heiging in Powfouls 
1654 RS2.8.19  James Bruce of Poufoulls 
1655 Retour 215  [L] Alexander Lord Elphinston as heir of Alexander Lord Elp[hinston ... superiority of 

Powfoulis 
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1661 CRS   Thomas Bisset in Powfoules 
1667 CRS   Eupham Bowie in Powfoulis 
1671 CRS   John Simpson in Powfoulis 
1678 C2.66.153  John Callendar in Kincardine - the lands of Powfoulis 
1681 GN   Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis, married Janet, daughter of Sir Henry Bruce of 

Clackmannan, was served heir to Michael, brother of his grandfather 8.6.1681 
1684 Retour 291  [L] George Shaw of Ridheugh, heir of Mr James Shaw writer in Edinburgh, his brother 

german, in the lands and barony of Powfoulles comprehending 3 oxgang thereof known as 
Powfoulls ;- 2 oxgang of Bothkenner ;- 1 oxgang of Bothkenner known as Dalbeath;- 7 
oxgang of the lands of Halls of Airth 

1686 Retour 305  [L] Thomas Sympsone in Powfoulls, heir male and tailzie of Alexander Sympsone 
portioner of Greendyke, his grandfather, in his quarter part of 2¾  oxgang of the lands of 
Greendyke, in the lordship of Stirling. 

1688 CRS   James Bruce of Powfouls 
168- Adair   Bafouls 
1690 RS83/1 f.26.12  Jonet Bruce, Ladie Powfoulls. f.490 – 491. RS59/7 has: relict of the deceast James Bruce 

of Bafoullis 
1691 RPCS iii p.652  Thomas Sympsone and Alexander Neill, tenants in Balfoulls 
1707 RS59/12 f.238  Jonet Bruce relict of the deceast James Bruce of Poufoulls of all and heall the lands and 

barony of Powfoulls 
1707 RS59/12 f.238v James Bruce of Poufoulls eldest son of the deceast James Bruce of Poufoulls --- the lands 

and barony of Powfoulls 
1712 RS59/13 f.52v [L]  personally compeared at the tower and manor place James Bruce now of 

Powfoulls elest lawfull son and heir of the late James Bruce of Powfoulls having a precept 
from the chancelry of all and haill the lands and barony of Powfoulls cum pontone, lie 
ferrie boat and privilegis upon the Water of Forth, oxgangs of land with the tower and 
fortalice exhibited by Mr Charles Burnett of Liviylands sheriff depute and baillieof the 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1729 GD65/180 (1)   James Bruce of Powfoulls 
1730 GD65/181   Decreet of Transumpt, at the instance of Thomas Dundas of Lethem against James Bruce, 

elder of Powfuoulls of the progress of writs of the lands of Powfoulls, following on a 
clause in the disposition in GD65/180. 2/1/1730  

1730  GD65/182   Burgess Ticket of the burgh of Dunbar in favour of Thomas Dundas of Letham. [Seal 
affixed]. 20/4/1730  

1731 GD65/183 (1)   Disposition by William Hunter of Kirktoun in favour of Thomas Dundas of Letham, of the 
lands as in GD64/31 and GD65/36 with the reservations as in GD65/93, on payment by the 
said Thomas of the sum of £28,636 4s 2d Scots. (2) Sasine following thereon. Dated 23 
March 1731. Registered G.R.S., 3 April 1731 cxxxvi 426-9. 13/3/1731  

1732 GD65/184   Instrument of Resignation by James Bruce of Powfoulls of five rooms of land lying in 
Bellsdyke and tiends thereof in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask and Bethia Baillie his 
spouse 

1737 RS59/17 f.155 [L] Margaret Bruce daughter to James Bruce of Powfoulls 
1747 RS59/19 f.180v [L] Alexander Bruce now of Powfouls son and heir of James Bruce of Powfouls of all and 

haill the lands and barony of Powfouls with the Ferry Boat 
1749 RS59/19 f.339 [L] Alexander Bruce of Poufouls as heir of James Bruce of Poufouls his grandfather (alavi) 

in all and haill Three oxengate and half ane oxengate of land of the lands of Poufouls 
following on a Precept of Clare Constat  

1755 Roy   Powfoulis 
1785 AOS 797   Alexander Bruce of Powfoulis, _gets Ren_ 1785, by Robert Chalmers ...,- of part of 

Powfoulis, p Airth 
1789 AOS 1594  Mains of Powfoullis – Alexander Bruce of Powfoullis 
1814 AOS 7627  James Bruce of Powfoullis seised in the barony of Powfoullis excepting the Ferry and 

Ferry boat over the River Forth at that part called Higgins Neuk  
1814 C2.149.49n  James Bruce of Powfoulis  
1817 Grassom    Powfoulis 
1855 RHP 1541  Plan of Powfoulis with a vignette of the house of Powfoulis, and showing the following 

pendicles: Mains of Powfoulis, Brackenlees, Salt Green, Greendyke and "pasture on Salt 
Greens" 

1865 OSNB  Powfoulis - A large modern mansion, 3 storeys, slated, and in good repair.  THere are 
offices and garden attached.  Property recently purchased by Mr William Dawson, Carron 
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Iron Works.  Mention is made of a tower or castle in the Stat Account which is said to have 
stood at Powfoulis, but no information can be obtained as to a castle ever having been in 
the neighbourhood. 

1912 CDS13  Powfoulis - Miss Dawson 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Powfoulis 
POWSIDE of AIRTH # AIH NS9086 [1] NS902867   
 
1547 RMS iv 118  [L] The queen grants to Alexander Bruce son and heir apparent of Robert Bruce of Arth, 

and Jonete Levingstoun his wife,- 2 oxgangs of the land of Arth (viz. lying together with 
one on the north side of the pow opposite to the Halls of Arth, known as the Oxingang of 
Puleside 

1593 CRE   John Hodge elder in Powside, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1603 CRE   Marjory Brown, sometime spouse to John Hodge in Powsyde 
1618 CRS   John Hodge in Powsyde of Airth 
1620 RS58/2 f.32  Robert Adame in Powsyd  
1691 RPCS iii p.652  William Cowan in Pausseid, tenant there 
1698 C2.76.66  James Cowan, son of William C. in Powsyde of Airth 
1726 CRS   William Cowan of Powside 
1752 CRS   James Cowan of Powside 
1786 AOS 789  parts of the barony of Airth, viz. Neuck and others, parish of Airth ;- lands of Powside and 

others. G.R. 429.48 
1806 AOS 5298  lands of Powside, parish of Airth 
1811 SLR   Powside 
1817 Grassom    Powside 
POWSIDE of LETHAM # AIH NS9086 [1]  NS902865   
 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.7  Patrick Hodge in Powsyde of Lethame [cf Marion Hodge in Letham 1640] 
1651 RS58/9 f.26  Patrick Hodge in Powsyde of Letham 
1667 CRS   Patrick Hodge in Powsyde of Lethem 
1698 RS83/2/114  William Cowan in Powsyde of Letham 
1698 RS83/2/114   William Cowan in Powsyde of Letham RS59/10 f. 02 
1821 Ainslie  Powside 
1865 OSNB  Powside An old dwelling house, two stories in height, slated and in bad repair.  Property of 

Wm Graham Esq, of Airth Castle, Airth. 
1912 CDS13  Powside Farm - Rev. J. Miller [ Airth 2 3/4] 
PYTREES  # AIH NS8890 [1] NS887901   
 
1755 Roy   Pytree 
1817 Grassom    Pytrees 
1865 OSNB   Pytrees - A large farmsteading, dwelling-house, two storeys, all slated and in good repair.  

Thrashing mill propelled by steam engine 6 horse power.  Property of the Earl of  
Dunmore. 

c.1860 OS   Pytrees  
1912 CDS13  Pytrees - Wm Taylor Malcolm 
 
This is now known as Dunmore Home Farm. 
 
DSL - DOST   Py,  Pye , v.1  [? Erron. for pyl: cf. e.m.E. pile, pyle v. to drive in stakes or piles, e.m.E. and ME pile, 

pyle n. a pointed stake, etc., OE píl, and Pile n.1 3, and Pileing vbl. n.] a. v. intr. ? To drive 
in stakes (in fishing). b. attrib. in  pye -tre. —  Piscaturam suam super aquam Taye … cum 
potestate vulgariter le schute haill draw py and paill in quacunque parte infra dictos limites; 
1509 Reg. Great S. 714/1. —  The fishearis of Pearth war in use to park and py thair netis 
upon the said yle; 1637 Acts & Decr. 492, fol. 245b (22 March).  b.  Cum potestate to haill 
schutt peill and draw nettis on all pairtis usit and wont … and dry the said nettis upoun the  
pye  [? read pyl] treis as said is; 1583 (1584) Reg. Great S. 225/2.  

QUARTERLANDS AIH NS8987 [4]    
 
1559 RMS iv 1388  Quarterlandis of Arthbeg 
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cf 1518 GD17.60  lands of Erthbeg called Erthtis quarter 
QUICKSLIK   # AIH NS9086 [3]    
 
c.1340 Fraser W., 1897.No 5     with the fishing of Qwikslyk and pasture for 6 horses in the isle of Erth 
REDFOLD  # AIH NS8988 [1]  NS891884   
 
1755 Roy   Redfold 
 
Cf: Redrae NS4228; Redgate NS5228 
RED HOUSE  NS8987 [1] 
 
1702 RS59/11 f.29v  all and haill that duelling house high and laigh back and foir commonly called the Red 

House --- bounded as follows Viz the high way through the hightoun of Airth upon the 
west The house and yeard belonging to Mr Paul Gellie upon the north The Bank belonging 
to the ministers Gleib upon the east and the yeards presently possessed be George Forrester 
upon the south 

RED ROW  AIH # NS8790 [1]   NS875900   
 
1865 OSNB  Red Row - A small row of cothouses, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of 

the Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth. 
1865 OS   Red Row 
REIDCRUIK   see Headcrook 
RELISDYKE  see Bellsdyke 
ROSEHILL  # AIH NS9086 [1] 
 
1550 GD156/47/2/5   Lands which pertained to the lands of Roselle, Fortune and Dunlop and whereof the said 

Lord Elphinstone was superior for 90 years after lambas 1550 
1580 RMS v 85  The king grants to Alexander Bruce, his heirs and assignees,- an oxgang of land called 

Roishill, with the coals thereof and the freedom to work the coals (libertate carbones 
fabricandi), fishings, and tenancies &c., with the superiority of 3 roods of Roishill, in the 
barony of Elphingstoun, Sheriffdom of S.;  

1597 RMS vi 634     The king grants to John Bruce, nephew of Alexander B. of Airth [etc],- lands of Hill of 
Airth with the coals and fishings, in the barony of Airth-Bisset, sheriffdom of Stirling 
(moreover, in special warranty thereof, half of the lands and barony of Calder [etc]); an 
oxgang of land called Roishill, with coals, fishings, feus &c., and the superiority of three 
roods of Roishill, in the barony of Elphinstoun, sheriffdom of Stirling, which is to be feued 
from the said Alex 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  beginand at the merche of the laird of Airthes landis at the northe eist pairt of the Roshill at 
the gait that comes southe fra the croc of Airthe 

1655 Retour  3 roods of Roishill in the barony of Elphinstone 
1655 Retour 215  that oxgait of land callit Roishill and Coalheugh 
1912 CDS13  James Lauchlin [Larbert 3] 
1912 CDS13  James Lachlan [Larbert 2 3/4] 
1913 RHP141819  Rosehill farm 
 
Cf: Rosehill NO6746; NJ5499; NX8983 
RUNNING FUR  # AIH NS8984 [1]  NS890849 
 
1723 Macfarlane   f.410 The muir dyke hath its rise in the muirs of Kinnaird and Quarrel in the parish of Larbert, 

and falls into the Forth at Pocknave miln ther's a bridge of one arch upon it where it cuts 
the long dyke and is called the Running Furrow Bridge  

   f.410 The parish of Airth is bounded ... Upon the south and west by a small dyke or burn which 
runs thro' the Running Forrbridge upon the long dyk 

   f.419 [annon letter] ... by a small rivulet called the Running Fur where it first enters the parish 
... after a course of about 1/2 mile due east, its called Muirdyke which name and course it 
retains, till it fall into Forth at Powknave 

1780 Ross   Running Fur - shown as a specific location - presume farm of - 
1786 RS [PR 29.238]   John Henry, tenant, Running Furr, seised in a Tenement in Airth 
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*Ayr. 1845 Stat. Acc.2 V. 590: There was at first a prejudice against tiles in this neighbourhood, in which there is 
abundance of stones, and the  fur  drains were for some time made exclusively with stones . . . the  fur  drainage 
has greatly improved the quality of the pasturage.   

Lnk. 1853 W. Watson Poems 26: While sheughs an’ deep  fur-drains were jawin’ To spate the burns.  
3. A deep  fur row or rut cut by the plough to act as a drain for surface water (Sh.11, Ork.5, Arg.3 1953). Combs.  fur -
drain(age), water furr.  ne.Sc. 1714 R. Smith Poems (1853) 43: Into a deep fur , Or rather into a deep ditch.  
cf Crookfur NS5356  Kcd. 1730 Urie Court Bk. (S.H.S.) 133: Their illegal and unwarrantable cutting and letting out of 

the water out of the water furr belonging to the said Robert Barclay.   
 
OE furh, `furrow'; OE faer, `a going, road, passage'.  
 
(5) Phrs. (ii) to rin dykesides (sidedykes, a dyke) wi, to have a common boundary with, march with  
 
Rin(n)and, Runnand, Rin(n)ing, Run(n)ing, ppl. adj. Also: ryn(n)-, reinn- and -ane; -yng, -inge; -ant.  [ME and e.m.E. 
rynnyng (1390–1), runnynge (c1450), earlier rennynge (Wyclif), also north. ME renand (Cursor M.), rennande (14..); 
Rin v.1] That runs or is running, in various senses of Rin v.1 
 
Of water: Flowing (freq., as opposed to stagnant); taken from a running stream, fresh. 
 
RUNNING FUR BRIDGE  # AIH NS8984 [1]  NS894846   
 
1723 Macfarlane   f.410 The muir dyke hath its rise in the muirs of Kinnaird and Quarrel in the parish of Larbert, 

and falls into the Forth at Pocknave miln ther's a bridge of one arch upon it where it cuts 
the long dyke and is called the Running Furrow Bridge  

   f.410 The parish of Airth is bounded ... Upon the south and west by a small dyke or burn which 
runs thro' the Running Forrbridge upon the long dyk 

18 c RHP 701  Running Fur Bridge 
SALTER FIELD  # AIH NS9087 [2] 
 
1485 RMS ii 1628  [L] Item, an annual return of 20 shillings from the lands of Salterfield which are held at 

ferm by William Rannald 
1635 RS58/6 f.238v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Cowie in 

Airth  - sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill lands of Airth known as the 
Salterfeild and Kirkrow with houses [etc] lying within the moss and sea between the lands 
of Elphingstoune on the north and the earl of Linlithgow’s lands of Airth on the south 
within the regality of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1656 RS58/11 f.51  Alexander Cunnyngham weiver in Salterfield of Elphingstoune  
SALTGREENS  # AIH NS9185 [1]  NS918858    
 
1865 OSNB  Saltgreens - A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Mr Dawson 

Esq. Carron Iron Works, Larbert  
1865 OS   Saltgreens 
1880 NIMMO-3  The trustees of the late William Dawson, Esq. of Powfoulis, appear for 3,921 pounds. In 

Airth parish they have the farm of Mains of Powfoulis and Saltgreens, valued at 414 
pounds; and Greendyke, &c., valued at 196 pounds; in Bothkennar parish, the farm of 
Middlerig and Stonehouse, valued at 362 pounds; Backrow, at 230 pounds; Upper 
Gairdoch, at 212 pounds; and Pinfoldbridge, at 176 pounds. The coal and iron-stone of 
South Mains is valued at 1000 pounds. In Falkirk parish their farms are Dalderse, valued at 
425 pounds; Carronside and Langless, at 219 pounds; Coblebrae, at 143 pounds; 
Yonderhaugh, at 102 pounds; and Millflats, at 90 pounds. 

 
Note: SC67/83/1 James Bruce of Kinnaird v James Bruce of Powfoulis and others over the ownership of the salt greens 

on the Haugh of Airth 
 
SALT POW OF ELPHINSTONE # AIH NS8989 [1] 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.420v the house high and laigh back and fore with the yeard pertinents and proviledges thereto 

belonging lying in the Panns of Elphingstone lately repaired and for the most part built 
lately --- bounded in manner following Viz The high street or way opposite to their present 
dwelling house upon the east The common way or Road betwixt the houses and the yeard 
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so Disponed and the house and yeard lately possesst by William Wood upon the south and 
the Damb above the present slouce upon the Salt Pow of Elphingstone leading to the 
bridge over the same upon the west the present foot road betwixt the said Salt Pow and the 
houses and yeard so disponed upon the north togither with the priviledge of carting 
winding and leading peats turfs and divvots in and of the moss of Elphingstone and 
commonly upon the moss for their own proper use allenarly  

1734 RS59/16 f.480  land lying on the north side of the Coallgate leading from the Pans of  Elphingstone by the 
Drumfine Sink to the highway leading from Elphingstone to Kersie comprehending the 
foresaid measure and yeards all bounded as follows viz The foresaid Coallgate leading 
from the Pans of Elphingstone by the Drumfine Sink to the highway leading from 
Elphingstone to Kersie on the south and south west parts [several owned portions – then:] 
and the aquaduct or Pow leading from the Bridge under the foresaid Coallgate to the Sluse 
on the Salt Pow or Pan Pow of Elphingstone on the north east and east parts Sicklike all 
and heall these houses back and fore with the barn stable and byre and yaird at the back of 
the said barn, byre and stable lying at the Pans of Elphingstone --- with priveledge and 
liberty of carting winning and leading of peats turves and divots in and of the moss and 
Commonty upon the Moss and comon of Elphingstone  

 
SEABOUNDS  # AIH NS9087 [3]  
 
1698 RS83/2/123  Patrick Bellenden skipper in Airth and Marie Drummond his spouse, of that part and 

portion of land upoon the Shoar of Airth called Seabounds 
SEA-GREENS  see Haill Sea Greens 
SHARNEY KNOW # AIH NS8986 [1]  NS897866   
 
1755 Roy   Sharney Know 
 
DSL - DOST     (Scharn,)  Sharn , S(c)hairn(e, n. Also: charne.  
    [ME (once) and e.m.E. sheren (1398), shearne (1601), shorn (1688), also in various compounds, OE scearn, of the 
same ultimate origin as Scare v., Schare v. and Scher(e v.] Excrement; cow-dung. Also in fig. context. —   
    They fand the shitte all beshittin in his owin shairne [T. charne]; Montg. Flyt. 406 (H). 
SHOREHEAD  # AIH NS9087 [3] 
 
1692 RS83/1 f.34v.5  Mary Baad spouse to John Loggan [younger] in Shoarhead of Airth upone their contract 

of marriage. Registered on the  75th and 76th leaves of the said Register 
1705 RS59/12 f.18  all and haill that house high and laigh back and foir in the burgh of Airth presently 

possessed be the said William McCalpine with the brewhouse and byer --- and sicklyke all 
and haill that house and yaird upone the old Shorehead of Airth  

SKELLOCH YARD # AIH NS9085 [2]    
 
1618 RS58/1 f. 117v [L] seising made on the lands underwritten by James Liddell in Airth having in his hand a 

charter made by Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the consent of Joneta Bruce his spouse 
in favour of the said James and Kathrine Gibsone his spouse of all and haill that part or 
portion of the lands of Poiknaiff known as the Shelloch Zaird and the two cavilis of land 
lie faulds of land contiguous adjacent de horu & occidentaly parte occupied by John 
Cruikstoune lying in the parish of Airth --- Patrick Leishmen in Maynis Baillie in that part 
- (witness) Robert Sympsone in Poiknaiff, Robert Bruce molendinario ibid[?] John 
Aitkein, George Liddell son of the said James, John Cowie [2 variants: Sheipis Zard; 
Sheiploch Zaird] --- John Cruikstoune in Poiknaiff 

1619 RS58/1 f.256  George Liddell  --- lands of Pullitnaiff known as the Schelley Zaird lying in the parish of 
Airth [wit] Patrick Leischman in Maynis, Andrew Leischman there, John Cruikstoune in 
Poiknaiff  

1624 RS58/3 f.99v  lying on the east side of the said ville known as lie Shelloche Zaird --- one part and 
portion of the land lying on the east side of the said ville known as the Shelloch Zaird  

1679 RS59/6 f.116  Elizabeth Callender now spouse to Harie Cowie of Pocknave --- lands of Pocknaiff called 
the Westfeild and Schalloch Yaird with houses [etc] --- parcoh of Airth  

1703 RS59/11 f.319  portion of the said lands lying on the east side of the said road known as the Shillochyaird  
1753 RS59/20 f.139v parts of Pocknave --- Westfield and Shelloch Yaird --- the grinding of corns grown yearly 

on the said lands at the miln of Pocknave --- the part of the lands of Pocknave called the 
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Westfield thereof lying above the way and dike which leads from the town of Airth and 
Bothkennar betwixt the Two having the said way on the east the Moordike on the south the 
lands sometime pertaining to the lairds of Polmaise on the west and the lands pertaining to 
Alexander Bruce of Powfouls upon the north --- and the other part and portion of the said 
lands of Pocknave lying on the east part of the said way called the Shelloch Yaird having 
the said Moordike and the lands of Bothkennar on the south  and east the lands of 
Pocknave on the north and the said way on the west  lying within the parish of Airth  

1796 AOS 3188  in a pendicle of Bellsdyke or Westfield of Pocknave called the Skelloch Yard consisting 
of 2 acres  23 falls and 24 ells, on the east side of Bellsdyke Road, parish of Airth 

1865 OSNB  A small row of cothouses, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of the Earl of 
Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth 

 
cf  Auchinshelloch, Cowal  
     Druim an Sgeallaig, Cowal  
SOUTH ALLOA  AIH NS8791 [1]   NS878918 
 
1620 RMS vii 2125  [L] and the ferry boats [cimbis portatoriis] and the ferrie upon both sides of the water of 

Forth [Earl of Marr] 
1650 RMS ix 2177  [L] with the ferries and ferrie-boats upon both sides of the water of Foirthe within the 

bounds of the said lordship [barony and regality of Alloa] 
1653 RMS x 179  [L] with the ferry boats on both sides of the water of Forth [Alloa] 
1662 RMS xi 339  [L] and passage over the water of Forth on both sides with customs, the toll etc. [Alloa]    
1817 Grassom     Kersieneuk 
1823 RHP 30632  South Boathouse 
1865 OSNB  South Alloa - A collection of houses at the terminus of the South Alloa Railway and about 

20 chains SW of Alloa, between which place and South Alloa there is a regular 
communication by ferry boats. there is a public house, railway station and coke works in 
the village. It is chiefly the property of the Scottish Central Railway. 

1921 BR/HRP/S/81  Folders of historical material, memoranda and plans, compiled under the Railways Act 
1921, relating to South Alloa and Grangemouth harbours 1921-1946 

2001 OS Explorer 366 South Alloa 
 
  Cf Boathouse, Bothkenner 
SOUTH BOATHOUSE see South Alloa 
SOUTHFIELD  AIH NS8985 [1]   NS896852   
 
1630 POC    Southfield - barony of Broughton - held by Earl of Linlithgow. 
1657 RS58/11 f. 214  Robert Logane in Southfield of Airth  
1698 RS83/2/49  John Andersone in Airth ... his lands of Southfield [RS59/10 f.48] 
1698 RS59/10 f.48v  annualrent furth of the lands of Southfield (pertaining to Cookspow Alexander Forrester 

of) [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Logan in Kerssgate, James Logan smith in Letham 
1716  RS59/13 f.398  James Bow tenent in Southfield  
1817 Grassom    Southfield 
1865 OSNB  Southfield - A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of John Burn 

Murdoch Esq. Gartincaber, Blair Drummond, PER 
1893 GD37/362   Contract between Thomas Philip Graham of Airth, colonel and lt.col.half pay, and Paul 

Robert Burn Murdoch of Neuck, captain in the Royal Engineers, whereby they accept the 
line of the Bellsdyke road as march between their lands of Auchentyre and Southfield 
[formerly called Longdyke], in parishes of Airth and Bothkennar, county of Stirling 1893  

1912 CDS13  Southfield - James Dunn, farmer 
1973 OS   Southfield 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Southfield 
SOUTH WESTFIELD see Westfield - South 
SOWEN – THE  # AIH NS8888 [2]   
 
1794 AOS 2484  with 10 acres of ground called the Sowen adjacent. parish of Airth 
 
Note: appears to be close to Cuthry 
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cf  Allt Sowan, ABD  [CPNA 14] 
SPOTTS HALLS of AIRTH         # AIH NS9186 [3]    
 
1690 E69/22/1  Spotts Halls of Airth 
 
Spott is found as a surname. 
SUNNYSIDE  # AIH NS8888 [1]  NS889885 
 
1755 Roy   Sunnyside 
SUNNYSIDE  # AIH NS8888 [2] 
 
1482 Sprot p.53       Elizabeth Livingstoune swore not to revoke the alienation made by her to John Bros of 

Stanehouse of her half of the lands of Sunnyside 
1810 AOS 6425  Sunnyside - in the Hill of Airth  
1819 AOS    Sunnyside of Airth 
TEMPLELANDS of AIRTH    see Kirklands 
THOMASLANDS  NS898864 [1]   
 
1628 RS58/4 f.30v  [L] and a piece of land known as Thomasland  
1755 Roy   Thomasland 
1764 RHP10654  Thomasland 
THORNIECROOK WARD   # AIH NS9186 [2]    
 
1627 RMS viii 1022 [L] the Mains of Airth [terras domminicales] with the tower and manor, the mill of Airth 

with its lands(viz. 2 rigs to the north of the mill, the said lands being known as Brumepark, 
Calfwaird to the east of the mill, lands lying between the damhead called Patrik-Hagings-
damheid and the Pow going down to the site of the old mill of the said Pat. called 
Mylnholm), the new mill of the said Pat. Hegings, with its lands (viz., the Thorniecruik-
waird, an acre and a ruid and 27 fallis of croftland within the lade, bounded between the 
house of John Aitkin, the garden of Alex. Guidlatt 

1628 RS58/4 f. 20  [L] all and haill the mill of Airth with lands pertaining, viz. the said two rigs on the north 
of the foresaid mill which lands are called Brumpark --- Calfward on the north of the mill 
and all the lands from the damhead [caput aquae] called Patrick Heggins Dame Heid and 
the Pow on the east until it comes to the old mill of the said Patrick called the Mylnholme 
and with the new mill called Patrick Hegginis mill with the mill lands pertaining, viz. the 
Thorniecrewkward and an acre and a rood and 26 falls of croftland lying within the said 
water 

THORNY NEUK  # AIH NS9187 [2]   
 
1750 RS59/19 f.432v John Higgens of Neuk --- roum and mealling of land called  Newk --- and also reserving 

the Nether Miln of Airth --- and that piece of land called Thornie Newk  
1753 RS59/20 f.108  John Higgen now of Neuk as heir to the deceast John Higgen his father of all and haill that 

Room and Mealling of land called Neuk, and the three ridges of land being of old part of 
the Barony of Airth --- with the neather miln of Airth --- and that ridge of land called 
Thorny Newk 

1791 RS [GR 488.235] Thorny Neuck 
1791 AOS 1958  John Higgins of Neuk, pieces of ground called Neuck & Thorny Neuck, parish of Airth 
TINKERLANDS  NS9086 [2] 
 
1681 RS59/6 f.289  [L] personally compeared upon the lands aftermentioned Patrick Heigine in Airth having in 

his hand a charter from Richard Elphingstone of Airth heretable proprietor of the lands --- 
all and haill that room and mealling of land commonly known as Newk which is part of the 
lands and barony of Airth now possessed by the said Patrick and with three rigs of land 
presently possessed by William Logan lying within the said land and bounded as follows 
viz the Pow of Airth on the south and the south east opposite the newbridge at the [blank] 
passage to the said newbridge on the north to the Easter Tinkerlands possessed by John 
Heigine in Airth at the said Easter Tinkerlands to the lands of William Walker Robert 
Gilmour William Logan William Bisset and William Hodge  and from there to the Dam of 
Airth on the north and west bounds of the said lands including the rig on the north of the 
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said dam and with the house and yard lie Haugh and grassing pertaining to the said 
mealling on the south of the said Pow with houses [etc] lying in the parish of Airth and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

WARD GATE  NS9186 [2]   
 
1762-89 SC67/83/10 the part of the Greens being from Ward Gate northward to where the mill of Powfoulis 

stood and commonly called the Miller Green .... new miln 
WATERSLAP  NS898863   
 
1628 RS58/4 f.30v  John Hoge in Waterslap 
1723 SC67/67/6 28v  George Muir in Waterslap 
1753 CRS   Janet Davie in Waterslap of Letham 
1817 Grassom     Waterslaps 
1819 AOS 9135  James Nicol, farmer, Waterslap of Airth 
c 1865 OSNB  Waterslap - A farmsteading one storey in height, slated and in good repair. Property of 

William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 
1912 CDS13  Waterslap 
1971 OS   Waterslap 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Waterslap 
 
cf Gutterslap, WLO [PNWL 87]  
 
1631 exitu aqua vulgo watterslap [RS58/5 f.205] 
1662 the aque guttar the waterslap on the west [RS59/1 f.170] 
WESTFIELD OF POCKNAVE # AIH NS9183 [3]    
 
1624 RS58/3 f.99v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Cowie notary 

public in Airth having in his hand a charter from Alexander Bruce of Poiknaiff with the 
consent and assent of Jonete Bruce his spouse --- liferent of the lands underwritten --- all 
and haill those lands of Poiknaiff known as the Westfeild above the road and dyke 
[fossam] lie Dyk qua ducit a opido de Airthe ad Bothkenner between the two ferreis having 
the said road  on the east lie Murdyk on the south and lands which pertain to the Lord of 
Polnaiff and John Bailzie of Letham on the west side and lands pertaining to Lord James 
Bruce, knight, of Powfowles on the north side with parts and portions of the said lands 
lying on the east side of the said ville known as lie Shelloche Zaird having the said lie Dyk  
and lands of Bothkenner  on the south side, the lands of Poiknaiff on the north and the said 
road on the west side lying in the parish of Airthe --- lands of Poiknaiff with the mill and 
mill-lands --- John Cowie, portioner of Mayns and baillie in that part --- lands of Poiknaiff 
known as the West Field lying above the said road and dyke [fossam] lie Dyk which leads 
straight from the castle of Airth to Bothkenner [ducit] a [directo] oppido de Airthe ad 
Bothkenner between the said two ferreis within the bounds and limits forewritten, one part 
and portion of the land lying on the east side of the said ville known as the Shelloch Zaird  

1679 RS59/6 f.116  [L] Elizabeth Callender now spouse to Harie Cowie of Pocknave --- lands of Pocknaiff 
called the Westfeild and Schalloch Yaird with houses [etc] --- parcoh of Airth  

1679 RS59/6 f.117  [L] Hendrie Cowie of Pocknave --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of 
Powknaiff known as the Westfield thereof lying upon the road and dyke [viam et ffossam 
lie dyke] which runs between Airth and Bothkenner between the two fferries having the 
said road on the east the Muirdyke on the south the lands pertaining to the late laird of 
Polmais and the late John Baillie of Lethem on the west and the lands that now pertain to 
James Bruce of Powfoules on the north with a part and portion of the said land lying on the 
east side of the said road known as the Schelloch Yaird having the said Muirdyke and lands 
of Bothkenner on the south and east sides the lands of Powknaiff on the north and the said 
road on the west --- parish of Airth  

1703 RS59/11 f.319 [L] Archibald Cowie son and heir of the late Henry Cowie his father --- all and haill the 
lands of Pocknave known as the West Field thereof lying above the road and (fossam) lie 
dyke which runs between the town of Airth and Bothkenner between the two ferries having 
the road (ductam viam) on the east, the Muirdyke on the south, lands which formerly 
pertained to the late lord of Polmaise and the late John Baylie of Lethame on the west and 
lands now pertaining to James Bruce of Powfoullis on the north and with a part and portion 
of the said lands lying on the east side of the said road known as the Shillochyaird having 
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the said Muir Dyke and lands of Bothkenner on the south and east sides and lands of 
Pocknave on the north and the said road on the north and the said road on the west – lying 
within the parish of Airth and sheriffdom of Stirling --- with also all and haill the 
remaining lands of Pocknave formerly pertaining to Alexander Bruce with the mill thereof, 
mill lands [etc.] 

1711 RS59/12 f.539v lands of Pocknave called Westfield of the same lying above the hie way and Dyke which 
leadeth to the town of Airth and Bothkennar betwixt two ferries having the said way on the 
east the muirdyke on the south the lands sometime pertaining to the laird of Polmaise and 
umquhill to John Baillie of Lethem on the west and the lands now pertaining to James 
Bruce of Powfoullis on the north and that part and portion of the said lands lying on the 
east part of the said way called Sheellochyard having the said Muirdyke and lands of 
Bothkennar on the south eist parts[,] the lands of Pocknave on the north and the said way 
on the west parts  

1753 RS59/20 f.139v parts of Pocknave --- Westfield and Shelloch Yaird --- the grinding of corns grown yearly 
on the said lands at the miln of Pocknave --- the part of the lands of Pocknave called the 
Westfield thereof lying above the way and dike which leads from the town of Airth and 
Bothkennar betwixt the Two Ferries having the said way on the east the Moordike on the 
south the lands sometime pertaining to the lairds of Polmaise on the west and the lands 
pertaining to Alexander Bruce of Powfouls upon the north --- and the other part and 
portion of the said lands of Pocknave lying on the east part of the said way called the 
Shelloch Yaird having the said Moordike and the lands of Bothkennar on the south  and 
east the lands of Pocknave on the north and the said way on the west  lying within the 
parish of Airth  

1795 AOS    In a pendicle of Bellsdyke or Westfield of Pocknave called the Skelloch Yard consisting 
of 2 acres 23 falls and 24 ells, on the east side of Bellsdyke Road, parish of Airth  

1796 AOS 3188  in a pendicle of Bellsdyke or Westfield of Pocknave called the Skelloch Yard consisting 
of 2 acres  23 falls and 24 ells, on the east side of Bellsdyke Road, parish of Airth 

WESTFIELD  # AIH NS8887 [1] NS882876   
 
1630 GD156/24/3  Westfield of Airth – papers relating to 
1698 CRS   Michael Callander in Westfield of Airth 
1707 RS59/12 f.232  John Mitchell in Westfield of Airth and Margaret Bowie his spouse  
1749 CRS   William Baad, tenant in Westfield 
1749 RS59/19 f.324v Duncan Stevenson as baillie --- William Gunn quarrier in Airth and Margaret Nicol his 

spouse having a disposition granted by James Club of Westfield of Airth heritable 
proprietor of the house and yaird --- bounded by the quarry on the east the path or lane 
leading from the west into the neather town of Airth upon the south the house and yaird 
possessed by the said Duncan Stevenson on the west and the Graing hedge at the futt of the 
said yaird on the north 

1753 RS [PR 28.171]  James Club of Westfield of Airth 
1757 CRS   James Club of Westfield of Airth 
c 1865 OSNB  Westfield - A large farmsteading of one and two storeys, slated and in good repair. 

Property of William Graham Esq., Airth Castle, Airth 
1912 CDS13  Westfield - R.A.Boyd 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Westfield 
WESTFIELD  # AIH NS8888 [3]   
 
c 1865 OSNB  Westfield - A small farmsteading, two storey, thatched and in bad repair. Property of the 

Earl of Dunmore, Dunmore Park, Airth 
WILDERNESS  AIH NS8987 [1] 
 
1752 RS59/20 f.55v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Duncanson 

shipbuilder in Airth as baillie --- as also compeared Jean Hodge spouse to Andrew 
Duncanson ship carpenter --- in Airth --- liferent of all and haill that piece of ground yaird 
or inclosure lying in the town of Airth of old commonly called the Wilderness planting 
both baren and fruit trees houses and pertinents bounded as follows Viz the highway 
leading from Bilboa to the shour of Airth and houses and yairds possest by George Hutton 
on the east the ditch belonging to the land possest by Alexander Mcalpine on the south and 
the ditch belonging to the land possest by William Logan on the west --- all lying within 
the laigh town of Airth --- disponed by John Conochie ship master in Airth  
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1983 Falkirk District Map The Wilderness 
 
The name is extant. 
 
 
 

DENNY PARISH 
 
ACRE    # DNY NS7882 [1]   NS783820    
 
1817 Grassom       Acre 
1857 RHP1521     Acre  
 
Grassom also shows `Fisheracre'  
cf infra: Acre, Water of Bonny; Head of the Acre; Acrehouse  
cf Acrestripe ABD   
Acre, Largs [CDS13] 
ACREHOUSE   DNY NS7881 [1]   NS784819    
 
1845 SA XB2/1/1   James Thourburn of Acrehouse 
1861 OS   Acrehouse 
1906 DS           Acrehouse - in possession of Carron Co.  
 
 cf infra: Fisheracre NS782817  
 cf Acre Hows, Cumberland - 1587 Acrehowes  
AFRICA   # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1796 AOS 3233  a gavel of land in Breadside called Africa ;- on disp. by Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykenuke 
1811 AOS 6701  the north half of a cavil of land in Breadside called Africa 
1817 AOS 8544  Africa  
 
cf Africa, Garvald, E.Lothian [1912 CDS13][also noted by Milne] 
ALLANS CROFT   # DNY NS7878 [2]   
 
1906 DS      Allan's Croft with pertinents 
ANDREWSHILL  # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1718 RS59/13 f.713v  all and heall two cavells of land in Denny Greens --- bounded as follows viz The Easter 

Cavell by Buckieside on the east side Caron Water on the north the said John Bowies lands 
on the west and the Sheall Burn on the south pairts and the Wester Cavell lying on 
Andrews Hill bounded on the east and north with the lands of Garvell and on the west 
with the said Thomas Muirhead his own old lands and on the south with Richard Callander 
his lands  

1730 RS59/15 f.456v  Ryeriggs Lymeside Andrewshill and Woodhead in Wester Maillings in Denny 
1787 AOS 1088  Robert Willison, son of Hugh Willison of Garvald, - Ryeriggs, Limeside and Andrews 

Hill, parish of Denny 
1817 AOS 8543  lands of Ryerigs containing 7acres 36 falls and 24 ells (excepting parts thereof called 

Limeside and Andrewshill), parish of Denny  
1906 DS   Andrewhill  
 
cf Andrewsford ABD   
ARTHUR'S NAPKINE # DNY NS8181 [2]   
 
1786 AOS 908  piece of ground on the north side of Bassary Moss called Arthur’s Napkine or Gushet, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.154 
1807 AOS 5627  Greendyke – parts of Easter Seamores - Arthur’s Napkine - Muirfold - and part of the 

Bassie Moss & Spreadfield   
 
cf  Knapertie Moss infra 
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AUCHINCLOCH DNY NS769790 [1]    
 
 1370 GOA John Graham of Auchincloich “On this day at Edinburgh John Graham, described as son 

and heir of the above, resigned to Sir James Douglas, knight, all of his lands in Dalkeith 
 1426 Cambus Nicholaum le Grahame de Achincloch 
 1462 Cambus William Grahame of Auchinclocht 
 1483 RMS ii 1562 Gilbert Grahame of Auchincloich 
 1523 ADC xxxiv, 112 Anent letters purchased at the instance of Alexander lord Levingstoune against Gilbert 

Graham, son and heir of the umquhile George Graham as superior of the lands of 
Auchencloich lying in the barony of Herbertshire [etc.] pertaining to the said Alexander in 
property. 

1542 RMS iii 2768 William Sinclair of Rosling - Auchincloich cum molendino 
 1559 WCC 684 A gift of the Ward and Nonentries of the east half of the lands of Auchincleoch and half 

mill of the same and their pertinents, lying in the barony of Herbertshire, and also the 
wester half of the said lands and mill thereof, which whole lands pertained to Robert 
Graham, son and heir of the umquhile John Graham, in favour of William, Lord Livingston  

 1574 RMS iv 2258 Edward Sinclair - Auchincloch cum molendino 
 1583 RMS v 615 William Sinclair - Auchincloich cum molendino 
 1585 RPC Robert Graham of Auchincloich 
 1590 Pont Achincloch 
 1593 CRE Robert Grahame of Auchincloich, sheriffdom of Stirling 
 1608 RMS vi 2192 Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow - Auchincloiche Eistir et Westir cum molendino granario 
 1620 RS58/2 f.134v [endorsed “Sasine for James Grahame of the lands of West Achincloiche”] personally 

compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Grahame in Achincloiche—in completion 
of a contract --- for his part of the contract --- James Grahame in lie Burnhous of Meikle 
Denovan, his brother german, on the other part – of all and haill these parts or portions of 
the lands of Wester Achincloche and a third part of the town and lands of Thamrawer 
Eister extending to a nine shillings and one penny land of Auld extent known as lie 
Auldhall with houses [etc] which John and William Grahame occupy and possess, lying in 
the barony of Harberschyre [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Andersone, notary at 
Monyabroch, William Baird in heridswod, Alexander Grahame, brother german to the said 
Robert and John Graham in Auldhall, William Mitschell in Bankheid and William Graham 
in Thamrawer  

1620 RS58/2 f.136 [endorsed “Sasine for Margaret Baird of the lands of West Achincloiche”] James Grahame 
in lie Burnhous of Meikle Denovan acceded to the part and portion of his lands of Wester 
Achincloche in liferent --- that half of the part and portion of West Achincloche now 
pertaining to the said James and John Grahame of Achincloche, his brother --- part of the 
town and lands of Thamrawer Eister known as the Auldhall  

1622 Retour 113 Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow – Auchincloych 
1626 AOC In the Kilsyth charters there is a quittance dated 1626 by Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, 

Lord Livingston and Callendar to Sir William Livingston of Kilsyth for £5000 Scots paid 
for the lands of ‘Eistir and Wester Achinclochis, Tamphin, Tamrawer with the mill and 
mill lands’. 

1627 RS58/4 f.34v Robert Grahame of Nather Auchinloche – of the fifty shilling land of Nather Auchinloche 
lying in the parish of Monyabroch  

1631 RMS x 1825 William Livingston of Kilsyth - lands of Auchincloich Eister and Wester, with the mill of 
Auchincloich, mill lands etc., moors, commonty, coals, possessions 

 166? Retour 237 James, Viscount Kilsyth, Auchincloiche Eistir and Wester, Tawmrawer and Tamfin with 
the mill of Auchinclocich, formerly within the barony of Herbertshire and latterly within                   
the barony of West Kers 

1664 RMS xi 648 Charter of Confirmation in favour of the heirs female of the late Viscount of Kilsyth,                    
Lord Campsie, - the lands of Auchincloyth ... the mill of Auchincloyth and mill-lands ... 

1683 GD1/185/3 Instrument of sasine of the nine shilling and one penny lands, being the western third part 
of the lower half of the lands of Wester Auchencloigh with two rigs of lands known as the 
Croftingland in the parish of Monyaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling in favour of James 
Patrick now portioner of Auchencloich, son of deceased James Patrick, portioner of 
Thomrawer, following on a Precept of Clare Constat by Mr William Livingstone of 
Killsyth [Kilsyth]. 9 Feb 1683. 9 Feb 1683  

1685 RS83/1 f.2v.11 David Patrick in Inschwood of ane nyne shilling ane pennie land in Auchincloch and tuo 
rigs lying contigue thereto. Registered on the  26th leaf of the said Register  
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1691 RS83/1 f.28v.2 James Somervaill, [harling] of Glenhead - annualrent out of William Grahame of 
Auchincloch his Over and Nather Mealings of Auchincloch. Registered on the  529th leaf 
of the said Register. RS59/7 has Glenhove --- called the Nether Mealling of Auchincloch -
-- lyand east the dyke of the meadow called Kellvinehead Meadow  

1721 RS59/14 f.307v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Graham in Auchincloch as 
actorney in name of William Graham in Westertoun --- [Commissioners for Forfeited 
Estates] --- disponed to the said William Graham all and heall the just and equal third part 
of all and heall ane quarter of ane twon of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called 
the Broken Quarter with houses [etc] also ane acre of land or thereby called the Rottencroft 
and ane darg of meadow commonly called the Milnmeadow --- all lying within the pound 
land of Auchincloch Barony of Herbertshire pariochen of Moniaburgh and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1755 Roy Achnacloch 
1756 DPR Auchin Cloach 
1781 AOS 6 John Millar, farmer, Netherinch, seised 1780, in parts of the Overlands and Mailing of 

Auchinloch and part of Nether Mealing of Auchinloch, par. of Monyaburgh, on disp. by 
John Graham, junior, portioner, Auchinloch, and his father 1780; P.R 26.411 

1782 AOS 197 Archibald, Agnes, & Helen Patoun, chhildren of David Patoun, M.D., Glasgow, seised in 
one thrid part of Broken Quarter of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth; Rottencroft, Mills 
Meadow; parts of Auchincloch, parish of Moniaburgh – on a Bond 1776 ; P.R. 27.177 

1783 AOS 382 George Finlay, tenant, Easter Auchincloch, seised in Castleranking, parish of Denny, in 
bond – William Muirhead, tenant, Overhills of Denny Greens. P.R. 27.521 

1786 AOS 947 Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, and 
Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 

1788 AOS 1336 parts of Nether and Over Auchincloch and Mill, & pieces of ground called Rottencroft and 
Mill Meadow, parish of Kilsyth 

1788 AOS 1358 Orchard, Newhouse & other parts of Auchincloich, parish of Monieaburgh 
1808 AOS 5941 a quarter of a town of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter 

lying within the £5 land of Auchincloch 
1817 Grassom Auchincloch 
1859 OS Auchincloch 
1912 CDS13 Achencloch, J. Graham, Farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Auchincloch  
Note: Gordon recorded the presence of dun type structures both in Easter and Wester Auchincloch. 
AUCHINCLOCH MILL DNY NS767788 767788 [1]   
1542 RMS iii 2768 William Sinclair of Rosling - Auchincloich cum molendino 
1559 WCC 684 A gift of the Ward and Nonentries of the east half of the lands of Auchincleoch and half 

mill of the same and their pertinents, lying in the barony of Herbertshire, and also the 
wester half of the said lands and mill thereof, which whole lands pertained to Robert 
Graham, son and heir of the umquhile John Graham, in favour of William, Lord Livingston  

1574 RMS iv 2258 Edward Sinclair - Auchincloch cum molendino 
1583 RMS v 615 William Sinclair - Auchincloich cum molendino 
1590 Pont shown but not named 
1608 RMS vi 2192 Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow - Auchincloiche Eistir et Westir cum molendino granario 
1631 RMS x 1825 William Livingston of Kilsyth - lands of Auchincloich Eister and Wester, with the mill of 

Auchincloich, mill lands etc., moors, commonty, coals, possessions 
1635 RS58/6 f.241 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Grahame in 

Ruchhill baillie in that part for William Levingstoune of Kelsythe with a precept of sasine 
and entered to the mill lands underwritten --- mill and mill lands of Auchincloche --- lying 
in the barony of Habertshyre 

1664 RMS xi 648 Charter of Confirmation in favour of the heirs female of the late Viscount of Kilsyth, ---                     
Lord Campsie, - the lands of Auchincloyth ... the mill of Auchincloyth and mill-lands ... 

1722 RS59/14 f.345 Robert Graham younger in Auchencloch Miln --- all and heall his acre of land called 
Rottencroft and all and heall theat darg of meadow called the Miln Meadow lying besouth 
the miln of Auchencloch 

1746 RS59/19 f.37 with the liberty and privilige of the common muir of Auchincloich and Tamfin  
1786 AOS 947 Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, and 

Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 
1817 Grassom Mill 
1859 OS  shows both a charcoal mill and corn mill here. 
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AUCHINCLOCH - WESTER DNY NS767788 761789 [1]       
 
1559 WCC 684 A gift of the Ward and Nonentries of the east half of the lands of Auchincleoch and half 

mill of the same and their pertinents, lying in the barony of Herbertshire, and also the 
wester half of the said lands and mill thereof, which whole lands pertained to Robert 
Graham, son and heir of the umquhile John Graham, in favour of William, Lord Livingston  

1608 RMS vi 2192 Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow - Auchincloiche Eistir et Westir cum molendino granario 
1631 RMS x 1825 William Livingston of Kilsyth - lands of Auchincloich Eister and Wester, with the mill of 

Auchincloich, mill lands etc., moors, commonty, coals, possessions 
166? Retour 237 James, Viscount Kilsyth, Auchincloiche Eistir and Wester, Tawmrawer and Tamfin with 

the mill of Auchinclocich, formerly within the barony of Herbertshire and latterly within                   
the barony of West Kers 

1667 RS59/3 f.10v Robert Stark natural son to James Stark of Auchinvoill baillie in that part --- the lands of 
Westirthrid pairt of the nether half lands of Westir Auchincloiche 

1685 RS83/1 f.1v.1 Alexander Maxwell chamberlaine of Killsyth of ane nyne shilling ane pennie land in 
Wester Auchencloch within the parish of Monieaburgh with tuo rigs of land lying contigue 
thereto with the pertinents Registered on the  1st and 2nd leaves of the said Register 

1859 OS West Auchincloch 
1912 CDS1313 West Auchincloch - David Bennie 
1980 OS Auchincloch 
2001 OS Explorer 349  West Auchincloch 
AUCHINLILLY LINN DNY NS 7584 [1]   NS756844   
 
1707 Sibbald    Auchinlillie Lin 
1723 Kirkland   Auchenlilly Lin 
1845 NSA   Auchenlillylinn Spout 
1861 OS   Auchenlillylinn Spout 
1879 Gillespie p.95  Auchin-lilly linn  
Lilly is from OE but ultimately from Latin. It is used in Gaelic, but how early is not clear. There is Welsh llillen, young 

goat.  
    Nor. lilje, ‘lilly’. see also Gael. leagail, ‘fall’ 
BACK O' MUIR  # DNY NS7483 [1]   NS744836    
 
1817 Grassom   Back o' Muir 
BACK OF THE PARK # DNY NS8182 [2]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 

--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

BACK OF THE SMITHY # DNY NS7883 [2]   
 
1799 AOS 3714  in a park or inclosure called Back of the Smithy – at Fankerton 
1906 DS   that park or inclosure called Back of the Smithy  
See Smithy Park infra. 
BACKCROFT  # DNY NS8083 [2]   
 
1788 AOS 1273  piece of ground called Backcroft and half acre, being part of the Corn and Wauk Mill 

lands of Herbertshire 
BACKDALES  DNY NS7684 [1]   NS761843    
 
1726 CH2/1254   Backdails 
1728 RS59/15 f.254  two shilling two penny land in Denny Greens called Backdaills 
1755 Roy   Blackdeals 
1773 SC1/1/1   Backdaills 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Backdales, - being 
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parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1787 AOS 1056  part of Denny Greens called Blackdeals parish of Denny  
1798 AOS 3474  James Adam of Niccolswalls – takes sasine of  Backdales 
1817 Grassom   Backdales 
1861 OS   Backdales 
1906 DS   Blackdeals 
1912 CDS13   Backdales - David Taylor 
1979 OS   Backdales  
 cf infra Back o' the muir NS744836  
 Back- may be literal, but note ON bakki, bank, slope 
BACKGOTE   # DNY NS7982 [1]   
 
1846 Calatria i  “up the road to Myothill - found it in the Back Gott at the Hall avenue” 
BACKGOTE   # DNY NS8179 [3]   
 
1793 AOS 2642  Backgote [this is given with Seamores] 
BACKHOUSE  # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1672 RS59/4 f.317v  Littil Dennie [witnesses to sasine] John Wilson in Backhous 
1706 CH2/1254  Backhouse 
BACKROW       # DNY NS7979 [2]   
 
1700 RS59/10 f.259v  Easter Thomastoun --- equall half of the lands of Clochrie with the just and equall half of 

the passell called Little Mealling with the half of the house and yeards built thairon called 
Backraw with the just and equall half of the lands and pertinents called Dumblane --- 
lyand within the parrochen of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1731 RS59/15 f.671v  William Hay portioner of Thomastoun --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill ane 
four shilling land of Easter Thomastoun, together with the just and equall half of the lands 
houses and yeards of Clochrie together witht the just and equal half of that poffle called 
Little Mailling and half of the houses built thereup called the Backraw with ane acre of 
land on the Newhill from the Kirk road to the burn --- South Herbertshire 

1818 AOS 8870  Clochrie & Backraw being part of the 20s land of Easter Thomastown  
BALLKNOCKS  see Banknock   
BALWHARRAGE  # DNY NS 7881 [3]   
 
1770 CH2/1254  Balwharrage 
1800 GD58/8/2  Tack by Carron Co. in favour of John Angus of the ironestone of Balwharrage  
Note: Robert Stirling of Bankier was also alternately designed "of Balquharage" or "Lettir" [Bain, Joseph, The Stirlings 

of Craigbernard and Glorat, Edin 1883]  
cf Balquharrage, Lennoxton – NS639752 
    Balwharrage, parish of Campsie 1798 AOS 3498  
     Cnoc na Carraige, Cowal < carraig, ‘rock’. 
BANK   # DNY NS767788 8082 [4]    
 
1695 CH2/1254  Bank 
BANKIE - THE   NS8179 [3]    
 
1793 AOS 2642  part of Seamore called the Holm Dale, piece of ground called Easter Holm, half of the 

Bankie; Backgote, & part of Nether Moss of Seamores  
BANKIER   DNY NS 7878 [1]   NS785789    
 
1450 Wigton 627  A discharge by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sinclair, whereby he grants him to have 

received and uptaken by whilsome Sir David Fleming, Lord of Cumernauld, knight, 
Grandsire to the said Robert, and by Malcolm Fleming, father to the said Robert, and by 
the said Robert himself, of all and sundry the lands of Symore, Ballinkeir, Thomastoun 
and Ballanknock, with their pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom 
of Stirling, unto that day, and therefore discharging the same; ... 

1472 Wigton 630   A letter of Reversion by William of Stirling of the Keir to a noble Lord Robert, Lord 
Fleming,  and his heirs, for redeeming the lands of Ballankeir and the Mill, lying within 
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the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling, and wadset to him in payment of 500 
merks; 

1472 Sprot   sasine in favour of Robert, Lord Flemyng of the lands of Ballynkere in the barony of 
Herbertshire 

1480 Wigton 637   A Procurator of Resignation by Robert, Lord Fleming, for resigning all and haill his lands 
of Seymores, Ballankeir, &c., lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of 
Stirling Nota - this is in Latin and directed to the Baron of the barony of Harbertshire, 
superior 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

  1504 Wigton 646   A Precept of Sasine granted by the above named George and Oliver Sinclairs, father and 
son, superiors of the lands above and underwritten, for infefting Alexander Seaton of 
Touch Frissell, knight, in all and haill the Mill of Ballinkeir, milnlands, watergangs, 
multures and sequels thereof, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of 
Stirling, as being apprised from the Lord Fleming for the sum of 300 merks and assigned to 
the said Alexander; this precept relates to a charter granted thereanent 

1510 RMS ii 3444  Ballinkeyre 
1527 RMS iii 527      Ballinkeire 
1542 RMS iii 2768  Ballinkeir with the mill thereof 
1547 Johnsoun 357  Estir and Westir Semoris, Bankeir and the mill thereof, Coldounhill, Estir and Westir 

Thomastoun, Ballknock, Castelranky, Doups, lying in the barony of Harbartshire (this is in 
favour of Lady Janet Stewart, illegitimate daughter of James IV, and widow of Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming who fell at Pinkie 10 Sep. 1547. 

1574 RMS iv 2258  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1583 RMS v 615  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1590 Pont    Bankor 
1600 Wigton 695  A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 

[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi  2192  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1616 CRS   Andrew Marshall in Ballinkeir, parish of Dennie - See Bankier Mill 1622  
1632 RMS viii 1988  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1633 RS58/6 f.88  George Grame in Balkere 
1634 RMS ix, 22  [L] lands of Ballinkeir with the mill 
1634 Wigton 204   Ballinkeir and Mill thereof 
1636 RS58/6 f.334]  [L] George Grahame in Bankeir as attorney for the adolescent Alexander and William 

Fleyming sons of the Earl of Wigton  
1658 CRS   Gilbert Buchanan in Bankeir 
1662 RMS xi, 238  [L] the lands of Ballinkeir with the mill thereof 
1668 Retour 247  [L] Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... 

Glenhead ... in barony of Herbershire 
1677 CRS   James Ronald, maltman in Bandkeir, parish of Denny 
1685 RS83/1 f.3.7  Jonet Grahame spouse to Marcus Scott portioner of Bankeir. Registered on the  33rd and 

34th leaves of the said Register  
1686 CRS   Marcus Scott in Bankeir, and Isobel Whyte  
1689 CH2/1254  Bankier 
1701 RS83/2/10.501  [L] James Short mealmaker in Balinkeir and Jean Clark his spouse.  
1755 Roy   Bankier 
1782 AOS 143  William Russell in Dykehead, seised in part of Bankeir called Hags of Bankier, & Hags 

and Garngrew, parish of Denny – on disp. by Daniel Simpson, factor for the Earl of 
Hopetoun ; P.R. 27.92 

1787 AOS 1015  James Barrie, portioner, Thomastown – in parts of Bankier, viz. Meadow, part of Easter 
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Hollandbush, Lintmill 
1787 AOS 1017  Alexander Nisbet in Westerhead, as heir to Alexander Nisbet, merchant Falkirk, his father, 

in part of the infield lands of Bankier and outfield lands called North Garngrew, parish of 
Denny  

1807 AOS 5604  lands of Bankier on the south side of the road leading betwixt Hillhead and the Town of 
Bankier 

1808 AOS   lands of Bankier, consisting  of the following inclosures viz. Fauldhead brae, Mealy brae,
 Roberts Fauld, Sheephouse brae, Bankier, Castlehill & Breadfauld. 

1817 Grassom   Bankeir 
1912 CDS13   Bankier House - James Risk  
Note:  Keir is an anglicised form of British caer. As keir it is a common element in place-names, particularly in places 

where the remains of early native forts are present. However, Watson [CPNS p.366] observes that there can be 
confusion with Gael. cathair. Johnstone (PNS) believed that in this instance the reference was to the Roman fort 
at Castlecary which lies at a considerable distance to the south of Bankier, however, without doubt the name 
derives from the now lost fort at Bankier described in Stirlingshire No. 498 as an earthwork, the site of which 
may formerly have been known as Dunglass or Dunbass. 

BANKIER MILL  # DNY NS7779 [1]   NS779790    
 
1472 Wigton 630   A letter of Reversion by William of Stirling of the keir to a noble Lord Robert, Lord 

Fleming, and his heirs, for redeeming the lands of Ballankeir and the Mill, lying within the 
barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling, and wadset to him in payment of 500 
merks; 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1504 Wigton 646  Mill of Ballinkeir, milnlands, watergamgs, multures and sequels thereof 
1513 Wigton 661   Miln of Ballankeir, milnland, milnlead, multures and sequels thereof 
1538 Wigton 674  A letter of Reversion by Thomas Marjoribanks, burgess of Edinburgh, Janet Purves, his 

spouse, and Robert Marjoribanks, their son, of the lands of Bankier Mill and mill lands 
thereof, to Malcolm, Lord Fleming, for 400 merks 

1539 Wigton 675   An Obligement by the forenamed persons to the said Malcolm, Lord Fleming, not to uplift 
more than four chalders of victual yearly out of the said lands until the day of redemption, 
but to let the remainder go to my lord's own use 

1542 RMS iii 2768  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill thereof 
 c 1547 Johnsoun 357   Bankeir and the mill thereof 
1574 RMS iv 2258  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1583 RMS v 615   [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1600 Wigton 673   A Letter of Reversion by Hugh Douglas, burgess of Edinburgh, and Marion Brown, his 

spouse, granting the lands of Bankier, Mill and mill lands thereof, lying within the barony 
of Harbertshire, to be redeemable to the said Malcolm, Lord Fleming, for 400 merks Scots; 
sealed and dated 29 July 1538, with an obligement by them not to uplift any more than four 
chalders of meal, of the same date with the reversion, the contract of wadset made betwixt 
them concerning the said lands and others; dated 17 November 1600 

1600 Wigton 695  A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, Cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi  2192  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1622 CRS   Margaret Muirhead, relict of Andrew Merschell in Baldinker-mylne - see Bankier 1616 
1632 RMS viii 1988  [L] Ballinkeir with the mill 
1634 RMS ix, 22   [L] lands of Ballinkeir with the mill 
1634 Wigton 204   Ballinkeir and Mill thereof 
1656 RS58/11 f.58  George Grahame at Bankeir Mylne 
1658 RS58/12 f.14  George Grahame at Bankeir Mylne  
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1662 RMS xi, 238  the lands of Ballinkeir with the mill thereof 
1669 RS59/4 f.77v  James Russell in Bankeir Milne 
1709 CH2/1254   Bankire Miln 
1738 CRS   Walter Lang, merchant in Bankeirmiln, parish of Denny 
1755 Roy   Mill 
BANKEND  1  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1819 GD1/227/41  Bankend 
1912 CDS13               Bankend - William Park, farmer  
 cf Bankend, Dunipace parish, which is  "North Bankend". 
BANKEND [2]  # DNY NS8179 [3]   
 
1690 CH2/1254  Bankhead 
1788 AOS   half of Bankhead in Easter Seamores 
1912 CDS13             Bankhead - T. Anderson 
BANKHEAD   # DNY NS8080 [1]   NS804805    
 
1620 RS58/2 f.134v  William Mitschell in Bankheid  
1678 RS59/6 f.49  lands of Bankhead of Easter Seamores lyand above the Crumlieland Burne extending to a 

fyve shilling land of old extent as the samen is devydit from the wester fyve shilling land 
thereof boundit be the lands of Loanhead on the eist the said burne on the south the fyve 
shilling land disponed to James Bennie on the west and the lands belonging to the laird of 
Herbertshyre on the north parts thereof 

1689 CH2/1254  Bankheid 
1687 RS83/1 f.10.15  Agnes Broune daughter to James Broune portioner of Bankhead in Dennie. Registered on 

the  166th leaf of the said Register  
1696 RS83/1 f.72v.5  lands of Easter Seamoiris called Bankhead, Whythills and Chapplehaugh. Registered on 

the  485th leaf of the said Register 
1697 RS59/9 f.62  lands of Bankhead --- lyand within the parochin of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1699 RS59/10 f.151  Bankead of Easter Seamores lying above the Crumbieland Burne --- bounded betwixt the 

lands of Lochhead on the east the foirsaid burne on the south lands of Bankhead on the 
west and the lands belonging to the laird of Herbertshyre on the north --- with libertie to 
sett doune coall heughs pitts shanks and sinks within any pairt of the said ground most 
convenient for working cutting and winning of the said coall [witnesses to sasine] Mathew 
Hay in Neitherwood 

1725 RS59/14 f.561  William Baird in Bankhead of Seamores 
1734 CRS   Jean Stark in Bankhead 
1766 CRS   John Hay in Bankhead 
1788 AOS   half of Bankhead in Easter Seamores 
1790 AOS 1891  in half of Easter Bankhead in Easter Seamores, with Chapelhaugh  
1797 AOS 3362  with the cavils in the Nether Moss of Seamores; the other half of Seamores called 

Bankhead, with the Chapelhaugh 
1806 AOS 5191  Nether Moss of Seamores; land of Easter Seamores called Bankhead with the 

Chapelhaugh 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Thomas Foord of Bankhead 
1906 DS   part of Bankhead called Grayswalls 
BANKNOCK   DNY NS 7879 [1]    NS783793 - Village    

   NS796803 - Farm 
            NS797805 - Easter  
1450 Wigton 627   A discharge by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sinclair, whereby he grants him to have 

received and uptaken by whilome Sir David Fleming, Lord of Cumernauld, knight, 
Grandsire to the said Robert, and by Malcolm Fleming, father to the said Robert, and by 
the said Robert himself, of all and sundry the lands of Symore, Ballinkeir, Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, with their pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of 
Stirling, unto that day, and therefore discharging the same; ... 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
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Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Ballinknok 
1511 Wigton 649   A sasine, John, Lord Fleming, of the lands of Easter Seymore, Easter and Wester 

Thomastoun and Ballanknock, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc., 
upon a precept from Oliver Sinclair of Roslin 

1511 Wigton 651   A Precept of Sasine, by the said Sir Oliver Sinclair baron of Harbertshire, after the 
recognosing of his said barony and new infeftment thereof, and by deliverance of the Lords 
of Council, in favour of John, Lord Fleming, of all and haill the lands of Easter 
Castlerankin, Wester Castlerankin, Brackenleys,  Easter Seymores, Wester Seymore, 
Easter Thomastoun, Wester Thomastoun and Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1527 RMS iii 527  Ballinknok 
1542 RMS iii 2768  Ballinknok 
1547 Johnsoun 357  Estir and Westir Semoris, Bankeir and the mill thereof, Coldounhill, Estir and Westir 

Thomastoun, Ballknock, Castelranky, Doups, lying in the barony of Harbartshire (this is in 
favour of Lady Janet Stewart, illegitimate daughter of James IV, and widow of Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming who fell at Pinkie 10 Sep. 1547). 

1574 RMS iv 2258  Ballinknok 
1583 RMS v 615   Ballinknok 
1591 CRE   John Beg in Balknok 
1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 

[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi  2192  Ballinknok 
1609 Wigton 177   the lands of Ballenknocks 
1632 RMS viii 1988  Ballinknok 
1634 RMS ix, 22   Ballingknok Eister and Wester 
1654 CRS   James Stark in Banknock 
1656 RS58/11 f.56  Mr Harie Scott of Mossenan baillie in that part --- Johne Stark in Banknock and Jonet Hay 

his spous [witnesses to sasine] William Laing in Bracanleis  
1662 RMS xi, 238  the lands of Balnknoc, Easter and Westerk 
1664 CRS   Janet Hay, spouse to John Stark of Banknock 
1668 Retour 247   [L] Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... 

Glenhead ... in barony of Herbershire 
1693 CH2/1254    balknock 
1694 RS83/1 f.51.5  Robert Stark & Robert Hendrie, portioners of Banknock of the lands of John, Earl of 

Wigtoun, superior 
1694 RS83/1 f.51v.3  John Grant in Ballinknock of ane 3s 2d land of old extent in Ballinknock upon ane 

chartor from John, Earl of Wigtoun. Registered on the  300th and 301st leaves of the said 
Register 

1698 RS83/2/70  Bancknock [RS59/10 f.64 – f.65] 
1746 CRS   John Martin, smith in Banknock  
1755 Roy   Boonknocks 
1761 CRS   Jean Barrie, sometime spouse of John Fleming, farmer at Banknock 
1770 CH2/1254  Balknock 
1771 CH2/1254  Bonknock 
1780 Ross   Ballnocks 
1785 AOS 628   Ballinknock & Banknock, parish of Denny  
1785 AOS 739   Ballinknock 
1794 AOS 2850  Easter Ballenknock, parish of Denny  
1795 CRS   Archibald Stark, portioner of Banknock 
1801 CH2/1254  Banknock 
1813 AOS 7282  part of Banknock called the Calfward and Brae  
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1817 Grassom   Banknock 
1906 DS   part of the lands of Banknock called Wester Shielyards 
1906 DS   for a 2s 3d land of Banknock and Ballinknock 
1912 CDS13   Banknock - A.H.Boyle; Farm - Andrew Dunn; Farm, Middle - R. Buchanan; Farm,  
    Wester Banknock - Jas Chalmers  
Cf Balcnock, DNB [PNDB 17]  
BARD CRAIG  # DNY NS7682 [1]    
 
1849 RHP127/3  Bard Craig   
BARNSGREEN  # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1906 DS    Barnsgreen of Borland  
cf Barnsmuir, Slamannan parish; Barnshill W.L. 
BASSIE MOSS  # DNY NS8181 [2]   NS810810     
 
1667 RS59/3 30v  The just half of the old ordiner neather moss with the equall half of the moss callit Bessie 

Mosse quhilk once pertained to his tuentie shilling land of beforesaid and the haill 
principal neather houses haill yairds meidowes marress pastures  

1670 RS59/4 f.232  [L] John Gilchreist in Hollinbuss as baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- that whole part and 
portion of the mure – pertaining to the said portion of land – in that part next to Bussie 
Moss 

1677 RS59/5 f.360v  his pairt and portione of the mosse called the Beassimoss --- all lyand in the barony of 
South Herbertshyre paroche of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1681 RS59/6 f.219v  that thrie shilling land in Easter Seamores lying north from the Grein Dyk with the heall 
cavles in the mure and heall cavle in the Base Moss 

1734 RS59/16 f.407  parts and portions of the lands of Seamores --- the cavill of land lying above the Green 
dyke --- as also his cavill in Basie Moss the muir in Basies Moss --- in South Herbertshire 

1786 AOS 908   piece of ground on the north side of Bassary Moss called Arthur’s Napkine or Gushet, 
parish of Denny. P.R. 29.154 

1794 AOS 2767  2 acres of land being part of the barony of South Herbertshire, on the road from Highland 
Dykes to Bassie Moss  

1807 AOS 5627  Greendyke – parts of Easter Seamores - Arthur’s Napkine - Muirfold - and part of the 
Bassie Moss & Spreadfield  

1809 AOS 6015  lands called Bassie Moss or Blackrigg with the road thereto from the Highway  
1906 DS   James Phillip, Haircraigs, Denny ... for part of Easter Seamores or Bassie, otherwise part of 

the three shilling land of Easter Seamores 
1906 DS   with Haill Cavils in Muir and Bassie Moss 
1819 GD1/227/41   Basie Moss part of Seamores [James Hay in Muirhead]  
 Blackrig is given as "Blackrig now called Muirhead" in sasine of 1801 
 Note 1906 DS: Seafaulds and Blackrig, know known as Hayfield - NS809810  
 Hayfield = 809810 
 Highland Dykes  = 827810 
 Haircraigs      = 817809 
 Head of Muir    = 812814 
 Muirhead = 806813  
Note:  Mackenzie [SPN] believes that Bass, as in Bas Rock, Bass of Inverurie, Bass Hill, Dryburgh, may derive from 

Gaelic bathais, forehead, which in topography  may denote steepness. [cf edin]  
BEANS GREEN  # DNY NS8183 [3]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley Meadow 
Cavil and Boirland Boig 

BELLSBUTS   # DNY NS7982 [1]    NS799824    
 
1641 RS58/7 f.332v  Thomas Monteath in Bellisbuttis of Denny and Margaret Murehead his spouse --- his lands 

in Garthquarter of Denny callit the Smiddiehill and Belsbuttis, viz the infield landis thairof 
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with the part of the samyne landis callit the Gaitrig [witnesses to the charter] John Murhead 
in Burnefut [witnesses to sasine] Duncan Cuthill in West Mealing in Denny 

1658 RS58/12 f.59v  Hew Jack in McMwrrock of Denny and Barbara Monteith his spous --- all and haill that 
threttie pennie land lyand in severall coutches and parcells callit Bellsbuts 

1670 RS59/4 f.221  [L] all and haill the lands of McMurrock extending to 2 shillings and 2 pence --- with all 
and haill that part and portion of land lying iin length and breadth in three parts and 
parcells in the Belsbutts --- thirty penny and five penny land in Fuckertoun with the 
remains of old houses [cum vestigio veteris domus] there with part of the boig marshe 

1689 CH2/1254   Belsbuts 
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.14  John Jack in Bells Butts of Steanniewood in Dennie f.480 - 481 
1744 CRS   David Mitchell in Bellsbutts of Holehouse, parish of Denny 
1755 Roy   Bellsbutts 
1782 GD1/227   Thomas Johnston in Bellsbutts 
1787 AOS 1211  Holehouse and Bellsbutts, parish of Denny  
1846 Calatria I  Bellsbutts  
 
cf Bellshill at NS792827 
BELLSHILL   DNY NS7982 [1]   NS792823    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  Wedow of Bullishill 
1590 Pont    Bilshill 
1616 CRS   Agnes Ferguson, spouse to John Thomson in Billis Hill of Dennie 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  [L] personally appeared on the land underwritten Patrick Levingston in Falkirk along with 

[una cum] Alexander Layng in Lyes baillie in that part for the noble Lord Flemyng with 
letters of [adressectioun]  ---  [still latin] the foresaid Patrick Levingston lawful son to the 
late Thomas Levingston in Falkirk and upon a grant and alienation  - Patrick Levingston 
hereditary ---- half of all and megra dimidietam ---- vocat Bullishill lying in lie Gairth 
Quarter in my barony and in the sheriffdom  of Stirling [wit] Thomas Meassoun in Falkirk 
– Johne Thomsoun in Bullishill – William Hay in Thomastoun – John Young there – John 
Forrester in Gairth – Michael Baird there – Johne Cuthill of Corthie [another form of this is 
entered at f.200] 

1628 RS58/4 f.139  [L] John Thomson in the Bullishill of Denny, feer of the lands underwritten, --- lying in the 
barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling --- completion of a contract --- Euphame 
Zoung, his spouse --- all and haill that equal half of the ten shilling land of Bullishill with 
the equal half of the houses, biggins [etc] lying thereupon [witnesses to sasine] John 
[Benny] in the Murdyk of Lytle Dynovane, William Mershell in the Gairt of Denny  

1642 RS58/7 f.345v  John Young in Bulshill 
1648 RS58/8 f.333  nine penny land in Denny called Bulshill with houses [etc] lying in the Garth Quarter 

[witnesses to sasine] John Young in Bulshill 
1651 RS58/9 f.41  John Young in Bilishill 
1666 RS59/2 f.192  [L] John Thomsone of Balishill  
1685 RS59/7 f.51v  John Thomsone of Billshill in Dennie 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.8  James Readoch in Little Denovan and Jonet Thomsone his spouse of the 6/6d land of 

Bulleshill in Dennie. Registered on the  51st and 52nd leaves of the said Register  
1700 CRS   James Riddoch in Billis-hill parish of Denny 
1781 AOS 11   James Forrester in Bullshill, seised 1780 – in Bullshill, parish of Denny, on Disp. by Janet 

Hutton, his spouse ; 1780; P.R. 26.420 
1787 AOS 1206  Bullshill being part of Gartquarter 
1819 AOS 9136  Commonty of Gairthward belonging to Bullshill, parish of Denny  
1831 VR   Bellshill Feurs of Temple Denny 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Charles Gray of Bulshill 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Bellshill 
1861 OS   Bellshill 
1906 DS   Garthquarter called Bellshill [Carron Co.] 
1922 OS   Bellshill  
  
Note: a sasine of 1800 puts West Maillings and Gartquarter together. 
        : the 1539-62 entry is for a rental in Garth. 
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See Reg.Priv. Council of Scot. i (1545-69) for 1547 wherein is an edict for the setting of "bails" or "bales" on specified 
hills "for advertisment to be maid to our soverane ladyis lieges".  

Mackenzie notes that Gael. baile can become billy and bella 
cf Bellshill NN9610; Belliehill NO5663; Bellshill Law NT8101 
     Belsyde WLO [PNWL 56] which MacDonald refers to dialect bell, ‘a hill’ 
     Bell Law, Bellfield, Bells Hill, Bells Law, all MLO  
BENNYSYARD  # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers ridge & 

Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 
1811 AOS 6701  Bennysyard 
BENTEND   # DNY NS7882 [3]   
1704 CRS   Bentend 
1707 RS59/12 f.255v  John Adam son and heir entered and retoured to the deceast Andrew Adam of Bentend --- 

charter of confirmation from Earl of Wigton of lands of Gairth 
1797 AOS 3354  John Adam of Greensburn  - room or mailing  of land in Denny Greens called the 

Broadside – Thomas Adam in Bentend.   
Cf Bentend FAK  
BERRYHILL BURN  # DNY NS7481 [2]    
 
1700 RS59/10 f.306v  Lamblinns --- and sicklyke that part and portion of the lands of Doups --- boundit as 

follows To witt beginning at the southsyde of the Long Craig Dyke and from there 
dounuard to the east syde of the Berryhill Burn and from thence lying straight south to 
ane marchestone lying in the northsyde of the Easter Know Hill and from thence furth to 
the west syde of ane other sauchen bush and as for the rest of the marches they ly south 
west through the moss to Thomas Kauer (Cather?) his marches 

BERRYMUIR       # DNY NS7680 [2]   
 
1665 RS59/2 f.136  [L] John Gillespie in Hollingbus baillie in that part for John Earl of Wigton --- Andrew 

Rany in Castellrankine --- equal half of Castellrankine with houses [etc] with liberties on 
the mures of Drumbowie and Berrie Mures – in the parish of Denny  

1668 RS59/4 f.43  [L] Castlerankine --- with the privilege and libertie of Drumbowie and Berriemures 
1699 RS83/2/147  [L] in Castlerankine ... called ffisheracir with the priviledge of the common muir called 

Berriemuir 
1743 RS59/18 f.302  James Aitken of Rasshiehill and Marion Laing his spouse along with John Aitken their son 

--- disposition granted by John Renny of Fisheracre --- that part and portion of  Berrymuir 
---- meithed and marched by the Drove Loan on the south Robert  Stevensons land on the 
west and William Laings lands of Lies on the north and the lands belonging to the said 
John Renny on the east  and all and haill that easter cavill of the said muir in the Easter 
Berrymuir --- the Drove Loan on the south --- cavill of land in the Wester Berrymuir --- 
the Drove Loan on the south --- within the barony of South Herbertshire  

1749 RS59/19 f.352  [L] Robert Hay of Bottomhead father to William Hay farmer in Netherwood --- all and 
haill that part of Berriemuir bounded by the lands or muir that belong to the estate of 
Kilsyth upon the west The Common Drove Loan for Highland Cattle upon the north  The 
road which leads from the said Drove Loan to these parts of the Muir which belong to the 
Cowdoun Longfold Bottomhead and Coudounhill upon the east and these parts of the Muir 
which belong to the Longfold Bottomhead Coudounhill and Whithill upon the south --- 
lying within the parish of Denny  

1785 AOS 701   Bottomhead and part of Berrymuir, part of Fisher acre, Tonguemuir. P.R. 28.452 
1788 AOS 1328  William Hay of Arnboge as heir to Robert Hay of Bottomhead, his father, - in part of 

Castlerankin called Berrymuir  
1795 AOS 2962  Easter Berrymuir, parish of Denny  
1806 AOS 5258  land of Castlerankine called Fisheracre with part of the common muir called Berrymuir   
 Berry < OE beorg ON berg 
BERRYMUIREND  # DNY NS7781 [1]   NS774812    
 
1755 Roy   Baremurend 
1801 CH2/1254  Berrymuirend 
1819 GD1/227/41  Berrymuirend 
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1848 SA XB2/1/28  Berrymuirend 
1906 DS   Berrymuirend 
BERRYMUIRHEAD  # DNY NS7880 [2]   
 
1801 CH2/1254  Berrymuirhead 
1906 DS   Berrymuirhead 
BIRNS   # DNY NS7582 [1]   NS759823     
 
1699 RS59/10 f.188v  Malcolm Fleming of Thomastoun as baillie to David Motherwell of Bottomhead and to 

James Buchannan in Birne togidder with David Rennie of Longfauld 
1861 OS   Birns - shown as an area extending over a protruding ridge of Darrach Hill  
cf Birns ABD  
BLACKDEALS  see Backdales   
 
1787 AOS 1056  part of Denny Greens called Blackdeals parish of Denny  
BLACKDUBDALE  # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1906 DS   Blackdubdale 
BLACKDUBDALE MEADOW # DNY NS8082 [3]     
 
1906 DS   Blackdubdale Meadow of Borland 
BLACKFAULDS  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1699 RS83/2.10.272   John Baird mealmaker in Blackfaulds of James Gilmour of Meadow his 19s 6d land of 

Meadow of old extent RS59/10 f.223 – f.224 
1906 DS   state of Herbertshire, excepting lands of Headswood, Blackfaulds and Whitehill 
BLACKMEADOW  # DNY NS8179 [3]    
 
1743 RS59/18 f.325v  ten shilling land of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddies houses [etc] --- all and haill 

these her cavels of land lying east from Nether Seamores viz ane cavill in Leans and 
Blaikmeadow and Burn Buttrells part of the Meekle Hittrell with the rige and rind on the 
east side of the same --- lying within the barony of Herbertshire  

BLACKNEUK  # DNY NS8079 [3]    
 
1753 RS59/20 f.94  Seamores called Knowhead and lands of Blackneuk lying within the parish of Denny  
BLACKRIG   # DNY NS8081 [1]    NS806813    
 
1694 RS59/8 f.346  portion of land in Denny called the Blackrig.  
1734 RS59/16 f.406v  all and heall that part and portion of land called the Blackrig bounded by the muir in 

South Herbertshire, parish of Denny 
1784 AOS 572   part of Seamoir Faulds; and Blackrig or Muirhead, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.254 
1801 AOS 4128  3s Maill of land of Seamore Faulds – and pieces of ground formerly called Blackrig now 

called Muirhead 
1809 AOS 6015  lands called Bassie Moss or Blackrigg with the road thereto from the Highway  
1906 DS   Seafaulds and Blackrig, know known as Hayfield - NS809810 
BLACKSMIDDIES  # DNY NS8179 [1]   NS815799    
 
1608 RMS vi  2192  Blaksmyddeis 
1609 Wigton 177.  the lands of Castlerankine comp., Easter Seymore, wester Seymore and Blacksmiddies 
1619 CRS   Christian Young, spouse to Robert Thomson, wobster in Blaksmiddies 
1632 RMS viii 1988  Blaksmiddeis 
1665 RS59/2 f.138  Eister Seymoir [witnesses to sasine] John Gillespie in Hollinbus James Mureheid in 

Cattiscleuch and William Young in Blacksmiddies 
1665 RS59/2 f.156v  the twentie shilling land in Eister Seamore commonly called the Blacksmiddies with 

houses [etc] 
1665 RS59/2 f.176v  [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Gillchreist in Hollinbus as 

baillie for John Earl of Wigton with Andrew Muirhead son of Andrew Muirhead fermor in 
Seabegs --- the just and equall half of that twenty shilling land in the Eister Seamoir known 
as Blacksmidies --- lying in the barony of Herbertshyre and parish of Denny  
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1743 RS59/18 f.325v  ten shilling land of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddies houses [etc] --- all and haill 
these her cavels of land lying east from Nether Seamores viz ane cavill in Leans and 
Blaikmeadow and Burn Buttrells part of the Meekle Hittrell with the rige and rind on the 
east side of the same --- lying within the barony of Herbertshire  

1785 AOS   part of Easter Seamores called Blacksmeddies [goes with Seamore, Ballinkeir etc.] 
1785 AOS 784   Blacksmeddies; part of Meikle Hittrels. P.R. 29.23 
1790 AOS 1794  Fisheracre – half of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddys Houses; parts of Meikle 

Hitteral, parish of Denny  
1800 AOS 3861  part of Easter Seamores called Blacksmiddies & Hitterall, parish of Denny  
1819 GD1/227/41  Hitteral or Blacksmiddies 
1906 DS   for Blacksmiddies and Hitteral, part of Seamores 
BLAEFAULDS  NS798818    
 
1688 CH2/1254  Jon Baird in Bleafals 
1699 RS83/2/161  John Baird, maltmaker in Blairfaulds of  Dennie RS59/10 f.118 – f.143 
1708 RS59/12 f.295v  John Baird in Blaefaulds of Dennie 
1717 CRS   John Baird in Blaefalds of Dennie 
1755 Roy   Blaefaulds 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Ann Wilson or Reid of Blaefaulds 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Blaefaulds - Trustees of John Reid 
1861 OS   Blaefaulds 
1912 CDS13   Blaefaulds - J. McCowan 
1979 OS   Blaefaulds  
 
cf Blea Tarn < Blaterne c1240; Bleaterne 1587: dark tarn < bla(r)-tiorn 
BLEOCK HILL  # DNY NS7582 [1]   NS751826    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Bleock Hill Burn 
1861 OS   Bleock Hill 
BOGHEAD   # DNY NS8182 [1]   NS814826     
 
1704 RS59/11 f.475v  lands in Eastboreland called Boghead 
1706 CH2/1254  Boghead 
1718 CH2/1254  Boghead 
1782 AOS 162   Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, as heir to Bethia Gilmour, daughter of William 

Gilmour of East Borland, his mother. 
1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 
; P.R. 27.133 

1786 AOS 836   Boghead, parish of Denny  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Andrew Cuthil of Boghead 
1846 Calatria I  Boghead 
1861 OS   Boghead 
1906 DS   Boghead 
BOGHEAD FAULDS  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1808 AOS 5960  Boighead Faulds, parish of Denny 
BONNYFIELD  # DNYNS8181 [1]    
 
1912 CDS13   Bonnyfield  - John Stirling, coalmaster  
cf Bonnyfield MLO  
BONNYFORD [1]  # DNY  NS8280 [1]  NS824803     
 
1700 RS83/2/10.378   John Muirhead portioner of Loanhead and annual-rent furth of Isobell Rennie, relict of 

Malcolm Broun in Foird of Bonnie her 40d land of Water of Bonnie RS59/10 f.310 – 
f.311 

1709 CH2/1254  Foord of Bonnie 
1802 AOS 4307  in the Flour Mill at Bonnybridge on part of the 50s land of Catscleugh called Water of 
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Bonny - & part of the land of Bonnyford with the lint mill now converted into a Meal & 
Barley mill  

cf Ford Brae, Bonnybridge 
BONNYHEAD  # DNY NS7878 [1]  NS783786    
 
1817 Grassom   Bonnyhead 
1819 GD1/227/41  Bonnyhead 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Muirhead of Bonnyhead 
BONNYWOOD  # DNY NS8280 [1]  NS828809  
 
1888 Stirlingshire No.496 Bonnywood  
Cf Bonny Wood, East Lothian 
BORLAND   DNY NS8082   
 
unspecified notices         
1614 CRS   David Laing in Bordland of Dennie 
1616 CRS   Euffane Din [recte Dun ?], spoue to John Watson, in Bordland of Dennie 
1620 CRS   Robert Laing in Bordland of Dennie 
1625 RS58/3 f.296  John Watsone in Borland of Dennie 
1642 CRS   Ellesoune Merschell in Boirland in Denny 
1667 CRS   Elspeth Gilmor, spouse to John Anderson, in Borland of Dennie 
1681 CRS   Robert Bennie in Borland, parish of Dennie 
1739-93 CHA A727.4067  Writs of parts of lands of East and West Borland, part acquired by Alexander Young, 

portioner of Denny, as heir to Robert Young, portioner thereof, his grandfather, and 
disponed by Alexander to John Cuthill, portioner of Burnfoot; part disponed by Adam 
Russell, tenant in Gunnershaw, to said John Cuthill; the whole acquired by Patrick Cuthill, 
baker in Paisley, as heir to said John. (9 items) 

1789 AOS   Kirkhill of Denny, being part of Borland 
1792 AOS   in a hard land Cavil in Boreland 
BORLAND - East  DNY NS8182 [1]   NS819826    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  Est Bordland - tenants of: 
    Alexander Zoung, Wedow Carrintht, Robert Laing, Alexander Neilson, William Cuthill, 

John Cuthill, George Benny, William Davidson, Alexander Gilmour, David Benny, Robert 
Leroun, Andro Baird 

1566 GD37   Eistbordland 
1572 CHA a43.15   Thomas Bruce of Lethbertschelis bailif in that part of John Robesoun burgess of Edinburgh 

gives sasine (having in his hands a precept of sasine of the lands underwritten with the seal 
and subscription mannual of the said John along with the seal and subscription of Janet 
Livingstoun his spouse drawn by the late David [Laurie?] notary public) to an honourable 
man Alexander Bruce of Airth and Janet Livingston his spouse, in life-rent and John Bruce 
their son and his heirs of 13/4 of the lands of West Borland 3/- of the lands of Eist 
Boreland and 6/8 of the land of Burnsyd. Wit. William Menteithe, laird of West Kerse, 
Edward Bruce in Moungall, Robert Zoung of Bordland, David Livingston in Litil Denny, 
Robert ? in Denny, Thom Bard in Denovan, and James Cuthill. 26 Jan.1572. Alex. 
Robesoun, N.P. 

1574 CRE   John Laing at the East Bordland in Dennie 
1584 CRE   George Bennie in Eist Borland of Denny 
1588 Templaria  Confirmation to Alexander Bruce and Janet Livingstoun of the land of West and East 

Borland 
1590 Pont    Boirlands 
1606 CRE   William Watson, younger, in Eist Bordland of Dennie 
1606 CRE   Robert Bennie, portioner of Eist-Bordland 
1607 GD90/1/230     Charter by James Lord of Torphichen to William Young, portioner of Eistboirdland of 

Dennye, in liferent, and Robert Young, his eldest son, in fee, of the 3s. lands of old extent, 
occupied by said Robert and William Young, sometime belonging to the deceased John 
Robiesoun, in the barony of Dennye and sheriffdom of Stirling   28 Nov 1607 

1613 CRS   Robert Laing in East Bordland of Dennie 
1614 CRS   David Laing in Bordland of Dennie 
1616 CRS   John Watson in Bordland of Dennie 
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1619 RS58/1 f.256  personally compeared on the lands underwritten – Johne Zoung son and heir of the late 
Johne Zoung and Elesona Merschell --- with a precept of clare constat by William 
Flemyng, baillie in that part from Lord Flemyng of Vigtoun [Wigton] --- of all and haill the 
six shilling and four penny land [and? deillis oct soli dalis terris] formerly occupied by the 
late Robert Bryssoun then by the late Andrew Baird and now by the said Elesona – lie Est 
Borland with all crofts and lie Hemprig so called with the eight shilling land lying in our 
barony of Dene – chirograph James Duncan notary, William Flemyng of Over Croy 
[witnesses to sasineine] Johne Cuthill de Staniewod, Johne Cuthill of Corthie, John 
Johnstoun of Hole House, Robert Thomsoun portioner of the Garth, James Cuthill in Dene  

1621 RS58/2 f.265v  William Gilmor in Est Boarland 
1623 RS58/3 f.85  [L] [endorsed “sasine William Laing”] John]Cuthill portioner of Corthie of Dennie and 

Jonet Murray --- all and haill the lands of Eist Brodlandis extending to a six shilling land 
of auld extent lying within the barony of Dennie --- occupied by Isobella Mutchie relict of 
the late David Cuthill in Dennie --- contract made between the said John Cuthill and Jonet 
Murray, his wife, on the one part and William Layng in Mylntoune of Denovane on the 
other part --- lands of Eist Boarland [witnesses to sasine] John Murray father of Jonet, 
William Zong, shoemaker [calciarus] in Denovan, Alexander Sinclare, son of Henry 
Sinclare there, William Horne there, and John Du[b] in Dennie 

1628 CRS   William Young, in Easter Borlan 
1632 RS58/5 f.305v  John Zoung heritor of the lands underwritten past to his sex shilling and foir penny land in 

Eister Boirland  
1669 CRS   John Anderson in Borland of Denny 
1679 CRS   George Bennie, in East Borland 
1682 CRS   Thomas Gilchrist, in East Borland, and Agnes Muirhead, his spouse 
1688 SC67/67/2 f. 160v  Helen and Agnes Gillchreist, daughters to umquhill James G., at Water of Bonie, Thomas 

Hanna merchant in Falkirk, Thomas Gillchreist in Eastborland and John Gillchreist in 
Burnsyde theri tutors 

1689 CRS   Alexander Bennie, in East Boarland 
1698 RS83/2/33  John Bennie of Doups son of John Bennie portioner of East Boreland [RS59/10 f.34 - 

f.35] 
1701 RS83/2/487   John Burn portioner of Eastborland of all and haill Robert Young portioner there his 

eleven shilling ten pennie land of Eastborland called  Gogarsdale with the land called the 
Highland upon the head thereof and said Robert Young his cavile of Old Carrone with his 
soumes of Denny muir RS59/10 f.402 – f.403 

1701 RS59/10 f.402v  land of Eastborland called  Gogarsdale with the land called the Highland [later gives 
Hayland] 

1705 CRS   William Gilmour, in Easterborland 
1711 CRS   Agnes Muirhead, in Eastborland, relict of William Glen, sometime in Falkirk, parish of 

Dennie 
1733 CH2/644   Borland 
18c  GD171/4058  William Jervay in East Boreland - marriage contract between Jervay and Isabell Watt, 

daughter of John W., tenant in Abbotsgrange 
1672 CRS   Margaret Sword, spouse to George Bene [recte Bennie ], in East Borland of Dennie 
1773 VR   East Boreland in Temple Denny - East and West = Feurs of Temple Denny 
1778 CRS   Agnes Mallard, indweller in Eastborland 
1781 AOS 60   David Young, son of James Young, blacksmith, Denny, as heir to David Cuthel, portioner, 

East Borland, his grandfather, seised in part of East Borland, part of Dennymuir, 
Kidsland, & Muir of South Herbertshire, parish of Denny , on Precept of Clare Constat by 
Lady Clementina Fleming of Biggar & Cumbernauld P.R. 26.489 

1781 AOS 69   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in part of East Boreland, part of 
Drumliemeadow, Dennymuir and Herdsland, &c., parish of Denny on disp. by David 
Young, son of James Young, Blacksmith, Denny; P.R. 26.502 

1782 AOS 162   Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, as heir to Bethia Gilmour, daughter of William 
Gilmour of East Borland, his mother. 

1788 AOS   part of East Boreland called Bounteth Ridge 
1801 AOS   in part of the lands of East Boreland extending from the wooden Bridge across the River 

Carron south to the village of Denny 
1861 OS  
 cf Boreland NX8486; NY1791 [Dryte Water]; NX9970 [1/4 mile from R. Nith]; NX7263 [1/2 mile R. Dee] 
 cf Boreland, Southwick, Dumfries [CDS13]  
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    Bordland,  DNB [PNDB 21] “near the Endrick”. 
BORLAND - West  DNY NS8082 [1]   NS807828    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  West Bordland - tenants of: 
    Andro merschale, Robert Thomson, John Muirhead, Isobel Quhit, Symon Flemyng, 

William Murheid, Thomas Somervile 
1572 CHA a43.15   Thomas Bruce of Lethbertschelis bailif in that part of John Robesoun burgess of Edinburgh 

gives sasine (having in his hands a precept of sasine of the lands underwritten with the seal 
and subscription mannual of the said John along with the seal and subscription of Janet 
Livingstoun his spouse drawn by the late David [Laurie?] notary public) to an honourable 
man Alexander Bruce of Airth and Janet Livingston his spouse, in life-rent and John Bruce 
their son and his heirs of 13/4 of the lands of West Borland 3/- of the lands of Eist 
Boreland and 6/8 of the land of Burnsyd. Wit. William Menteithe, laird of West Kerse, 
Edward Bruce in Moungall, Robert Zoung of Bordland, David Livingston in Litil Denny, 
Robert ? in Denny, Thom Bard in Denovan, and James Cuthill. 26 Jan.1572. Alex. 
Robesoun, N.P. 

1600 CRE   Isobel Young, spouse to Robert Chalmer, in West Bordland of Dennie 
1618 CHA a43.14   Confirmation by Earl of Wigtoun of a charter by John Johnstoun with their consent still 

under curators infefting his spouse Jonet Mitchell daughter of James Mitchell in Bandeth 
and Jonet paterson his spouse in implement of a matrimonial contract in a life-rent in the 
equal half of my 20/- land of Hoilhous and in the equal half of my 20/- land of West 
Borland. Wit. Robert Livingstoun in Denypace, John Burn and John Broun in Larbert. 
Charter dated 1618 - Confirmation 19 Aug. 1619  

1621 RS58/2 f.265  [L] [endorsed “sasine James Masone of West Boarland in Dennye”] personally 
compeared upon the lands underwritten Thomas Chalmeris portioner of [---] and Euphamis 
Callendare his spous and John Mason merchant [mercator] in Denny --- an annual rent of 
twenty one merks --- out of his lands of West Boarland and Fukkertoun 

1621 RS58/2 f.265v  Harry Murehead in West Boarland 
1623 RS58/3 f.74v  [L] [endorsed “Johne Masone saising in Denny”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the lands underwritten Thomas Chalmeris , portioner of Denny and Euphama Callender his 
spouse and Johne Mason, merchant in Denny --- said Thomas disponed in feu to the said 
Johne all and haill an annualrent --- from all and haill his lands of Wester Boirland and 
Fukkertoun [witnesses to sasine] George [C]a’roun in Symoir, [Michael] Bog in 
Smyddihill of Denny, Gilbert Provand there, Robert Bard in Fukkertoune,  Thomas Layng, 
shoemaker [calciario] in West Boarland, Johne Murehead, lawful son to Thomas 
Murehead there and Edward Barhill in Denny 

1623 RS58/3 f.101  [L] [endorsed “John Meassoun”] Thomas Chalmeris portioner of West Boirland and 
Fuckartoune of Dennie and Euphema Callender his spouse and entered into the lands 
foresaid in the barony of Dennie and in completion of a contract made between the said 
Thomas and his wife on the one part and William Meassoun portioner of Dennie on the 
other part --- an annualrent --- [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Oiswald, merchant burgess of 
Linlithgow, William Horne in Denovane, Thomas Murehead portioner of Dennie, Duncan 
Cuthill in Croftfewit there, and Duncan Forsythe in Fuckertoune there 

1631 RS58/5 f.164  [L] compeared William Grey weaver [textor] in West Boirland of Denny --- [Marion] 
Boig his spouse,  

1650 CHA a43.17   Instrument of sasine. In the presence of the notary and witnesses compeared a young man 
John Johnestoun eldest son of John Johnestoun in Powmond holding in his hands a charter 
of donation containing precept of sasine granted by the said John Johnestoun in Powmond 
hereditary feuar of the lands underwritten with consent of Jonet Mitchell his wife for her 
interest to the said John Johnestoun their son his heirs and assignees whatsomever of all 
and heall that 13/4 land of old extent lying in the West Boirdland of Dennye, also of all 
and heall that 6/8 land of old extent  lying in the West Boirdland of Dennye named 
Burnesyde extending in the whole to a 20/- land of old extent and also of all and haill that 
14/7_1/2_ land of old extent known as the Hoilhouse of Dennye with houses gardens 
woods and pertinents lying in the barony of Dennye and sheriffdom of Stirling reserving to 
Margaret Cuthill relict of  (the charter is given in full) [among witnesses] John Laying in 
Gateside, John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West Boirdland, David Young notary 
public in Denny, Magister James Rolloock, Robert Muirhead in Lytle Denovane. 

1664 CRS   William Cuthill in West Borland of Denny 
11/06/1669 CC21/5/7   John Cuithell in Westboreland, parish of Denny Testament Dative and Inventory 
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1675 CRS   John Muirhead of West Borland 
1682 CRS   James Forsyth in West Borland 
1704 CHA a43.3   Alexander Johnstone grants  a  heretable bond upon his lands of Hoilhous, West Borland, 

Custonhall, Breadsyeds, Borthie [recte Corthie] etc., to Patrick Johnstoun in Redding. 
28.12.1704 

1711 CRS   Thomas Murehead of - 
1729 CRS   John Macklam in Westborland of Dennie 
1774-1814 A727.4076   Writs of parts of lands of West Borland in parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling 

acquired by Marion Cuthill, daughter of John Cuthill, sailor in Falkirk, as heir of 
deceased Thomas Muirhead of  

1782 AOS 216   William Muirhead, wright, Denny, seised in part of West Boreland called Middlebroom, 
parish of Denny  

1787 CRS   Marion Mackie in Westborland 
1793 RHP14352  the lands of West Boreland 
1806 AOS   in the Wester mailing being part of the half of the 6s 11d land in Denny called West 

Borland and Greens 
1817 Grassom 
1835 GD171/3257 
1861 OS  
 cf Bordlands, Dolphinton, Peebles.; CDS13 notes 30 Borelands with the majority of these being in South West 

Scotland. The two exceptions are Blairgowrie and Eaglesham. It also gives 18 Borlands and a different pattern 
emerges. In this instance only one place is is the south-west, although there are a few in AYR, but the majority 
are spread throughout Fife, Clackmannan and Perthshire. 

BORLAND BOG  # DNY NS8182 [2]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley Meadow 
Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 
--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny  

BORLAND BURN  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1743 RS59/18 f.324  [L] John Towars of Muirhead with a disposition granted by William Mallard of East 

Borland East Boreland --- all and haill his lands of East Boreland --- was possessed by the 
deceast Captain Thomas Mallard --- liberrty of casting divots on his Muir of Catscleuch for 
maintaining of the houses above mentioned which are situate upon the south side of 
Boreland Burn excepting and reserving furth thereof called Weethaugh houses  

BORLAND GREENS  # DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1592 Templaria  the 9s greens of the lands of East and West Bordlands 
1592 RH6/3196  Feu charter by Jas. Sandilands of Calder. Lord of Torphichen etc. superior of the lands … 

granting to Wm. Esplein, son and heir apparent of John Esplene in Stanehous (Dumbt.), his 
heirs and assignees, one small portion of land of the lands and b. of Denny, extending in 
old rental to three shillings of land, commonly called the Nyne schilling grenis of the lands 
of East and West Boirdlandis; also another portion of land called the Grenis of those 14/- 
lands of West Boirdlandis formerly belonging to Nicholas Benny, with their pertinents, 
extending to 4/8 of lands lying between the Fukkertoun burn and Slafarquarburne in said b. 
of Denny –  precept of sasine directed to Wm. Richardsoun in Gaitsyde, as bailie 

1619 RS58/1 f.263  personally compeared on the land underwritten – William Flemyng of Over Croy (DNB) 
and William Esplein in Durator (recte Dullator, DNB), feuar of the lands underwritten --- 
all and haill that part of the lands and barony of Dene extending in the ancient rental to a 
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three shilling land and commonly known as lie Nyneschilling lands of Eist and West 
Borland with all pertinances and also all and haill that other piece of land called lie Grenes 
specifically [----] of West Borland --- and four shilling and four penny land lying at lie  
Fokartoun Burne and Slafarcher Burne in the said barony of Dene [ seems then to be sold 
on to William Levingstoun of Eist Greinzaird (Stirling)– he is annotated as the principal in 
the margin] --- all and haill another piece of land known as the Grenes [alia partivicula’ 
terra’] 

1619 RS58/1 f.265  same William Levingstoun as RS58/1 f.263 getting sasine of two portions of Grenes  
1624 RS58/3 f.235  [L] Alexander, earl of Linlithgow, is getting a sasine from the earl of Wigton of all and 

haill the [-----] shilling land of the lands and barony of Denny lying in Stainewood Mylland 
and Bordland Greins --- which the late William Thomsoun occupied [witnesses to sasine] 
John Wys, Robert Forrest, servants of the earl of Linlithgow and Hercule Sinclair in 
Harbertschyre 

1628 RS58/4 f.139  [L] [endorsed: sasine to William Laying] John Cuthil of Corthie in Denny --- and William 
Laying in Meikle Dynnovan and there the foresaid John Cuthill in completion of a contract 
--- all and haill his lands of Corthie in Denny, Fuckertoune, Cragend and Bordland 
Greynies with houses [etc 

1660 RS58/12 f.168  Robert Miller in Denny Greines and Margaret Muirheid his spous  
    James Young in Greins his land their on the eist syde  
1666 GD1/227/10  the Borland Grenis 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of   

    1:  the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of 
the same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and 
formerly pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 

    2:  the 11/6 land of Fuckertoun 
    3:   the 23d land of Garth formerly belonging to the late Gilbert Forrester 
    4 the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 

quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land. Sasine given on the 
said lands. [No 8 is the charter referring to No 16] 

1679 RS59/6 f.84v  John Young portioner of East Borland --- that portione of land called West Borland 
Greines otherwayes called Graywalls in Dennie Greines – boundit be the new dyke and the 
Forresthill on the east and west the lands of Garvall on the sowth and the Water of Carron 
on the north pairtes the proportional part of the Todfauld and the libertie of pasturage of 
bestial upon the Tarduff Burn  

1702 RS83/2/11.43   Mr Richard Callender of Stoniewood of all and haill the 13s 8d land of Old Extent in 
Gairth and Smiddiehill with ane 6d land in Borlandgreens and a 10d land there with ane 
6d land in Mcmurroch & 13s land in Stoniewood with ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun and a 
22d land in Gairth and 8d land in Mcmurrock RS59/11 f.44 – f.45 

1786 AOS   West Borland and Borland Green 
BORLAND QUARTER  # DNY NS7683 [2]    
 
1658 RS58/12 f.65v  all and haill that portion of land callit the Longhill being once ane proper part of the said 

John Robertsone his old merkland and sighted extracted and seperated thairfra to remaine 
consteintlie at ane eighteine pennie maill of land --- all lyand contigue togidder betwixt the 
lands pertaining to Mr Alexander Callender upon the west syde thairof The lands now 
pertaining to Robert Chambers on the eist syde and the Bordland Quarter upon the south 
syde thairof and Carroune Watter upon the north syde of the samen [witnesses to sasine] 
John Baird in Longhill Robert Ewing in Ben Rownd 

BORLAND KNOWES  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1906 DS   Borland Knowes 
BORLAND YETTS  # DNY NS7683 [2]   
 
1660 RS58/12 f.168  the said comontie of Torduffburne on the north syde thairof and the haill houss called the 

Bordlandyett the yairds theairof with the haill landis perteining thairto lyand att the south 
syde of the said houss betwixt the old double dyke on the west syde thairof  
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1682 RS59/6 f.307  the comontie of Tarduff Burne --- and the haill howses called the Bordland Yett with the 
haill land pertaining thairto lyeing at the southside of the said Howse betwixt  the old 
double dykes on the west syde thairof  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end  

1808 AOS 5961  Borland Yetts, exceptin the lands of Broadyet 
1906 DS   John Adam of Overton for Borland Yetts  
 cf Broadyett [Broadgate 1797, Yett 1755]  NS780836; Gateside NS792830 
BORTHWICK  # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1705 CH2/1254  Borthick 
1706 CH2/1254   Borthick 
1716 CH2/1254   James Wilson of Borthwick 
1791 AOS 2113  part of Wester Mailing called Borthwick 
1815 AOS 7833  part of the 12s 1d land of Wester Mealing commonly called Borthwick extending to a 32d 

land with right to the Gairth Ward -  Low Faulds   
 See Nicolaison  
cf Borthwick, Gorebridge, M. Lothian; Borthwickbrae; -mains; -shiels, Hawick 
BORTHY   see Corthy  
BOTHY   # DNY NS 7782 [1]   NS771827    
 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  lie Tambothie in the Danny Greins 
1755 Roy   Bothy 
BOTTOMHEAD  # DNY NS7780 [1]   NS772809    
 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

1658 RS58/12 f.14  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned David Modrell in Carrounefurd  in 
Dennymureend George Grahame at Bankeir Mylne as procurator and actorney for Marjorie 
Liddell spouse to the said David and John Modrell their onlie lawfull sone with ane discreit 
man John Stark portioner of Bancknock baillie in that part --- charter franted be John Earl 
of Wigton --- sauld in few ferme --- the thrie Ss 8d [3 shilling 8 penny] land callit the 
Boddomeheid with the pertinents thairof --- with houses [etc] --- all lying within the 
baronie of Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Robert Whyte in 
Cowdoune Hill William  Layng in Braikandlies William Stevinsone in Whytehill and 
Andro Kerr in Boddomeheid 

1672 RS59/4 f.317  John Callender in toun of Burnsyd as attorney for Jonet Callender his sister --- contract 
matrimonial between  John Modrell of Bodomhead with consent of David Modrell his 
father --- barony of Herbertshire  

1684 RS59/6 f.469  John Moderall of Bodomhead of Dennie 
1698 RS83/2/15   lands of Bothemhead [RS59/10 f.14] 
1699 RS83/2/129  David Motherall lawfull son and heir to deceast John Motherall of Bottomhead of the 3s 

8d land of old extent of Bottomhead RS59/10 f.116 – f.117 
1699 RS83/2/220  land of Bottomhead RS59/10 f.188 – f.189 
1699 RS59/10 f.188v  Malcolm Fleming of Thomastoun as baillie to David Motherwell of Bottomhead and to 

James Buchannan in Birne togidder with David Rennie of Longfauld 
1700 RS83/2/349  David Rennie his 3s 8d land of Old Extent of Bothomhead 
1717  RS59/13 f.469  Robert Hay second son to Mathew Hay in Netherwood ---- all and heall these Mathew Hay 

his three shilling four pennie land of old extent of Bottomhead with houses [etc] --- 
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barony of South Herbertshire 
1733 RS59/16 f.255v  Robert Gilchrist in Hollingbush as procurator for Agnes Rennie spouse to James Gentils in 

Bodamhead --- in all and haill the five shilling eight penny land in Fisheraiker 
1739 RS59/17 f.397v  [L] David Liddell in Bottomhead as baillie to Alexander Muirhead portioner of 

Castlerankine together with Robert Hay of Bottomhead  
1752 RS59/20 f.73  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Mark Scottt of Wardhill in Campsie 

having an irredeemable disposition granted by Robert Hay of  Bottomhead --- all and haill 
these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Cosle Brae and Tongue  

1755 Roy   Bottomhead 
1785 AOS 701   Bottomhead and part of Berrymuir, part of Fisher acre, Tonguemuir. P.R. 28.452 
1785 AOS 783   Bottomhead. P.R. 29.23 
1788 AOS 1328  William Hay of Arnboge as heir to Robert Hay of Bottomhead, his father, - in part of 

Castlerankin called Berrymuir 
1795 AOS 3055  Glenhead and Boddomhead, parish of Denny  
1816 VR   Bottomhead 
1817 Grassom   Bottomhead 
1848 SA XB/1/28  Bottomhead 
1898 OS    Bottomhead 
1912 CDS13        Bottomhead  - John Robertson 
1979 OS   Bottomhead  
 
cf Bottomhead and Bottomend ABD   
 see infra Buttonton 
BOUNTETH RIG  # DNY NS8182 [2]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley Meadow 
Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 
Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1789 AOS 1459  part of East Boreland called Bounteth Bridge 
1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called - Bountieth-rigg & Burnmouth, being all parts of an 

8s 2d land in East Borland & Greens 
1835 GD171/3257  Bountithrig 
1906 DS   Bountieth of Borland  
 
 Bounteth, something given as a reward for service or good offices [SND]  
 cf SC67/67 1640: ane pair bountethe schone and 3 lib for the pryse of threid bountithe  
    ME bountith, O.Sc. bountith, a bounty or gratuity. 
BOWRIDGE   DNY NS7880 [1]   NS783807    
 
1698 RS83/2/110  Malcolm Fleming of Midle Thomastoune his merkland of Midle Thomastoune called 

Wairds and Bourig [RS59/10 f.98] 
1698 RS59/10 f.98  James Muirhead in Denny Murend as baillie in that part to Malcolm Fleming portioner of 

Midle Thomastoune [Jonet Smith his spouse] --- of all and haill his half merkland of Midle 
Thomastoune called Wairds and Bowrig and lying from the  Ward Burn north to 
Castlerankine march [witnesses to sasine] William Hay in Glenhead William Hay his sone 

1722 RS59/14 f.369  lands of Castlerankine commonly called Longfaulds, Wards, Bowrig and Toung 
1734 CH2/1254  Bowridge 
1742 RS59/18 f.222v  Thomas Russell portioner of Braebank and James Rob tennent in Banknock baillie in that 

part with a disposition granted by John Hamltoun tennent in Bandomniney of Castlecarry 
heritable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all and haill the lands of Bowridge 

1792 AOS 2154  Bowridge 
1912 CDS13   Bowridge - H. Haddow 
BRACKENLEES   see Leys    
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BRAE   # DNY NS7980 [2]    
 
1813 AOS 7282  part of Banknock called the Calfward and Brae  
BRAEFACE   DNY NS7880 [1]   NS785801    
 
1656 RS58/11 f.84v  Thomastoun --- with houses [etc] --- and reserving alwayes furth of the same that cottar 

house in Braeface with the yaird thairof tuo aikers of land thairof in the outfield and ane 
uther aiker of land in the croft and ane kows grass with hir follower to be used at his 
pleasure --- dated within the Boighous of Kilsyth  

1979 OS 
BRAEHEAD   # DNY NS7881 [2]   
 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

BRAESIDE   # DNY NS7879 [1]   NS784799    
 
1817 Grassom   Braeside 
BRIDGE-END   see Denny Bridgend     
  
BRIDGE SHOTT  # DNY NS8180 [2]      
 
1801 AOS 4268  part of the land of Catscleugh called Bridge Shott, Catglen & Howfauld 
BRIGGS   # DNY NS7783 [1]   NS775839    
 
1461 PSAS 17 pp.312-6 Be it kend til al men be yir present lettres us Frere Henry of Levyngstone Knicht 

Commandour of the Ordir of Sant John [of] Jerusalem within the kynryk of Scotland to haf 
set and to male lattin and be yir present lettres setts and to male latts til our derraste cusings 
Williame of Levyngstone and Alisiandre of Levyngstone sonnys til umquhile our derraste 
brothir William of Levyngstone of Balcastell Al and Hale our lands callet the Briggs lyand 
within the lordship of Tempil-liston 

1590 Pont    Old Brigg 
1755 Roy   Briggs 
BROADGATE  see Broadyett 
BROADRIGG   c NS8082    
 
1846 Calatria i  Old Meadow & Breadrigg   
BROADSIDE   # DNY NS7783 [1]   NS772833    
 
1656 RS58/10 f.108  John Cuthill in Braidsyd 
1659 RS58/12 f.138v  John Cuthill in Braidsyd 
1660 RS58/12 f.168  with the cavill of land in Braidsyd callit Deywod boundit betwixt Thomas Cuthill his 

lands thair on the west syde James Young in Greins his land their on the eist syde the lands 
perteining to John Cuthill of Corthie on the south syde and the said comontie of 
Torduffburne  

1680 RS59/6 f.204v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Cuithell in Denny Greins 
having ane chairtour of alienatione --- made and granted be David Cuithell  in Easter 
Borland as heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- to wit ane cavle of land lying 
in the the Braid Syde  

1699 RS83/2/193  Patrick Johnstone in Redding of Alexander Johnstone of Dolshouse [recte Hollhouse] ... 
Breadside … Corthie... piece of land called Nethermains RS59/10 f.167 

1699 RS59/10 f.167  all and haill his lands of Holehouse, Westborland, Custonhall, Broadsydes, Borthie and 
Old Faulds, togidder with that piece of land called Neithermains --- David Cuthill of 
Maydub  

1704 GD1/227/74.15  Breadsydes of B(a)(l)(k)ie [Bankie?][Buckie?] 
1704 CHA a43.3   Alexander Johnstone grants a  heretable bond upon his lands of Hoilhous, west Borland, 

Custonhall, Breadsyeds, Borthie [recte Corthie] etc., to Patrick Johnstoun in Redding. 
28.12.1704 
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1709 CH2/1254  Breadsyde 
1719 RS59/14 f.15v  Andrew Cuthill of Breadsyde 
1731 RS59/15 f.673v  several parts of Denny Greens --- that cavil of land in Breadside called Dynid ---- the 

houses called Borland Yeatt  and yeards of the samen with the haill lands belonging thereto 
lying on the south parts of the said houses betwixt the old double dyke --- cavel of land in 
Dennygreens lying in Lawhills and dealls upon the south and north side of the highway 
that goes to Tarduff Yeatt ---- ane part and portion bounded as follows viz by the lands 
belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side with the Shields Burn on the 
northend  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end  

1773 SA SC1/1/1  Breadside - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Broadside, --- being 

parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1796 AOS   a gavel of land in Breadside called Africa 
1797 AOS 3354  John Adam of Greensburn  - room or mailing  of land in Denny Greens called the 

Broadside – Thomas Adam in Bentend.  
1799 AOS 3748  a cavil of land called Peathills, being part of Buckiehole, parish of Denny ... seised by A. 

Cuthill of Broadside  
1811 AOS 6701  lands in Denny Greens called Broadside 
1817 Grassom   Broadside 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James McFarlane of Broadside 
1861 OS   Broadside 
1906 DS   … for Paddockhall, part of Fankerton, lands in Denny Greens, lands in Tarduff, &c., all 

now known as Broadside 
1912 CDS13   Broadside - Arch. Gentles 
BROADSIDE CAVIL  # DNY NS7784 [2]    
 
1670 RS59/4 f.230v  Earl of Wigton --- those parts and portions of land viz a part known as Braidsyd Kavill --- 

another part called the Waird [witnesses to sasine] John Mershell of Harvies Mealling 
1685 RS59/7 f.53v  lands in Westborland – land lying in that part called Breadsyde Cavell Auld Fauld and 

Ward  
BROADSIDE FAULDS # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside Faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers ridge & 

Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 
1811 AOS 6701  Broadside Folds 
BROADSIDE QUARTER # DNY NS7783 [2]    
 
1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 

land called Westeryeards Crannokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc]  

BROADYETT  DNY NS7883 [1]   NS780836    
 
1705 CH2/1254  Broadyate 
1733 RS59/16 f.146  Thomas Adam portioner of Denny Greens as baillie --- John Ewing in Forresthill having 

and holding in his hands ane heretible bond granted to him by John Alexander tennent in 
Broadyate --- furth of these his lands Tathfauld 

1755 Roy   Yett 
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1797 AOS  3333  Broadgate - Robert Russel of - 
1808 AOS 5961  Borland yetts, exceptin the lands of Broadyet 
1817 Grassom   Broadyett 
1821 GD1/529.205  Broadyet - James Russell of -; see for marches 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Russel of Broadyett 
1861 OS   Broadyett 
1912 CDS13   Broadyett - David Adam, farmer 
BROOMLANDS  # DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.242  [L] Johne Muirheid – West Borland – bounded as follows: at the public highway [ad 

commonem via] passing to the crossing of the lade of the mill of Denne [at the place] 
known as Sutarfuird [qua transit ad vadum molendini de denne nuncupat sutarfield] and 
passing on the east side to the east end of the lands called the Brome 

1648 RS58/8 f.317v  [L] lands in West Borland of Denny – bounded as follows – beginning at the road which 
crosses at the ford of the mill of Denny commonly called the Sutterfuird and crossing on 
the east side to the west side of the lands called Brumlandis extending in that part to nine 
lint-rigs [linaria] of land and that upon the south part beginning upon the south side which 
crosses between the Chapel of Denny and the stream called th Bwrnestane Bwrne and 
crossing that part of the land lie Bog 

1662 RS59/1 f.116v  the landis callit Broomland extending in that part to nyne falls of land 
1707 RS59/12 f.256  the land called Broomland extending at that part to nine falls of land   
BROOMPARK  DNY NS8082 [1]   NS809828    
 
1861 OS   Broompark 
BROOMRIDGE  DNY NS8079 [1]   NS807799    
 
1793 AOS 2643  John Hopkins, tacksman of Broomridge Tollgate 
1798 CH2/1254  Broomridge 
1789 AOS 1527  Knowhead or Broomridge, parish of Denny on disposition by John Denovan, portioner, 

Broomridge 
1790 CRS   James Anderson, tacksman of Broomridge toll 
1791 AOS 2050  Broomridge, parish of Denny  
1793 AOS 2643  John Hopkins, tacksman of Broomridge Tollgate 
1819 GD1/227/41  Broomridge 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Broomridge 
1912 CDS13   Broomridge - William Duncan 
1956 OS   Broomridge 
BROUSTER BURN  # DNY NS7781 [1]   NS807830 [1]    
 
1590 Pont    Bruwster Burn 
1615 CRS   Alison Johnson spouse to Marcus Bennie in Brousterburne, parish of Dennie 
1619 RS58/1 f.242  the stream called the Brouster Burne  
1648 RS58/8 f.317v  and the stream called the Bwrnestane Bwrne  
1663 MURRAY, i p.212  ten merks for repairing the Brouster burnbridge 
1662 RS59/1 f.116v  the burne called Browster Burne  
1707 RS59/12 f.256  the burn called the Brousterburn  
1755 Roy   Browster Burn 
1788 AOS 1277  road from Brousterburn bridge to Garth 
1855 SC4/3/2.1872  Browsterburn Toll-house 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Brousterburn Toll 
1861 OS    Brousterburn T.P.  
 
 Note 1: Alexander Calendar, born 1600, minister of Denny, left 10 merks for repairing Brouster-burnbridge of Denny 

[Fasti] 
Note 2: Roy shows a fermtoon of this name beside the upper Castlerankine Burn  
cf Brewsterford, Coatbridge; Brewsterwalls, St Andrews; Brewsterwells NO4809;  
    Browsters Croft, Drymen     parish  
BROWINSH   # DNY NS7980 [3]   
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1480 Wigton 636   An Instrument taken upon Robert, Lord Fleming, declaring that he had unjustly vexed 
(upon misinformation) Mathew Forrester in his possession of a piece of land called 
Browinsh, being a pertinent of Seymore and that therefore he had renounced it 

BUCKIESIDE CAVILL # DNY NS7784 [2]   
 
1659 RS58/12 f.164v  all and haill that part and portion of the land callit the Longhill at that part of the land 

lyand at the eist syd of Buckiesyd Cavell  
BULLS HILL   see Bellshill    
 
BUNTINES CROFT  # DNY NS8180 [2]   
 
1681 RS59/6 f.284  James Muirhead in Easter Seamores and Agnes Cowan his spous --- on the east syde of 

Andrew Osualds Buntine Croft betwixt the tuo hyewayes  
1754 RS59/20 f.239v  [L] a piece of land called Buntens Croft lying on the east of William Deinskenes house 

and riggs on the south of the high way leading to and from Denny Kirk on the west of 
lands belonging to John Muirhead merchant in Falkirk and on the north of the high way 
leading to and from Falkirk  

1790 AOS  1771  William Laing  of Lees, seised in a piece of ground called Buntines Croft, & a house built 
thereon for Divine Worship  

BURN   see Greensburn   
BURN BUTTRELS  NS8179 [3]  
1743 RS59/18 f.325v  ten shilling land of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddies houses [etc] --- all and haill 

these her cavels of land lying east from Nether Seamores viz ane cavill in Leans and 
Blaikmeadow and Burn Buttrells part of the Meekle Hittrell with the rige and rind on the 
east side of the same --- lying within the barony of Herbertshire   

 
This may be an arror for *Burn Hittrell 
BURNFOOT   DNY NS8082 [1]   NS808827    
 
1641 RS58/7 f.332v  John Murhead in Burnefut  
1642 RS58/7 f.407  personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Mwrhead in 

Burnefult of Deny and past to his tua shilling land pertainyng to him in few and heretage – 
lying in the barony of Temple Deny and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Scott in Myathill 

1671 RS59/4 f.298  Agnes Aitkine lawful daughter to Marcus Aikin of Rashiehill – contract matrimonial – 
William Murehead of Burnfoot 

1706 CH2/1254  Burnfoot 
1707 RS59/12 f.256  James Muirhead lawful son to the deceast William Muirhead of Burnfoot --- Precept of 

Clare Constat from Earl of Wigton --- all and heall these two acres of measured land of the 
lands of West Borlan in Dennie marched and bounded as follows Beginning at the common 
highway that passeth to the milnhill at Dennie called Soutarfield and gowth eastward to the 
east end of the land called Broomland extending at that part to nine falls of land and also 
beginning at the south pairt of the common highway  quhilk passeth betwixt the chappell of 
Dennie and the burn called the Brousterburn and goeth from there directly to the bog above 
the house sometime possest be Robert Boag extending in that pairt to ffyve falls of land 
quhilk two aikers of land lyeth runrig with the rest of the Rundals of the lands of Wester 
Borlan lying within the parioch of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

CHA A727.4061  1722-1814  Writs of lands of Burnfoot in parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, 
adjudged from James Muirhead of Burnfoot in favour of Patrick Syme [Sim] in 
Backraw of Bothkennar; disponed by James Muirhead to Patrick's son, John Syme, 
tenant in Backraw; disponed by him to George Thomson, merchant in Denovan, 
and Margaret Cuthill, his spouse; disponed by them to Richard Allan senior, 
Archibald Smellie [Smillie] and Richard Allan junior, merchants in Glasgow in 
company; disponed by them to Thomas Muirhead, wright in Glasgow; disponed by 
him to John Cuthill at Headswood; disponed by his son, Patrick Cuthill, baker in 
Paisley, in favour of trustees of deceased William Muirhead of Herbertshire. (23 
items) 

1748 RS59/19 f.267v  [L] John Murray smith at Bridgend of Denny as baillie --- John Sym in Backraw holding a 
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disposition granted by James Muirhead of Burnfoot --- all and haill the lands of Burnfoot 
with the maltbarn and stable and other houses and yairds thereon seat or desk in the Kirk of 
Denny --- lying in the parish of Denny  

1755 Roy   Burnfoot 
1773 VR   Burnfoot 
1793 RHP 14352  Burnfoot 
1835 ADAM   shows "Burnfoot Lands" at 810830 
1861 OS   Burnfoot  
 
 RHP 3381 [1814] shows Burnfoot Quarry at c 805828 
BURNMOUTH  # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 164  William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 
; P.R. 27.133 

1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called Westhaugh, Seven Butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow & 
Drummed, Gogerdale, Bountieth-rigg & Burnmouth, being all parts of an 8s 2d land in 
East Borland & Greens  

 The name and the tie-up with Haughs of Denny would suggest the confluence of a burn with the Carron 
BURNSIDE    DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1566 GD37   Charter by James, Lord Torphichen … Burnsyd 
1572 CHA a43.15   Thomas Bruce of Lethbertschelis bailif in that part of John Robesoun burgess of Edinburgh 

gives sasine (having in his hands a precept of sasine of the lands underwritten with the seal 
and subscription mannual of the said John along with the seal and subscription of Janet 
Livingstoun his spouse drawn by the late David [Laurie?] notary public) to an honourable 
man Alexander Bruce of Airth and Janet Livingston his spouse, in life-rent and John Bruce 
their son and his heirs of 13/4 of the lands of West Borland 3/- of the lands of Eist 
Boreland and 6/8 of the land of Burnsyd. Wit. William Menteithe, laird of West Kerse, 
Edward Bruce in Moungall, Robert Zoung of Bordland, David Livingston in Litil Denny, 
Robert ? in Denny, Thom Bard in Denovan, and James Cuthill. 26 Jan.1572. Alex. 
Robesoun, N.P. 

1588 Templaria  Burnsyd 
1650 RS58/8 f.429v  [L] Instrument of sasine. In the presence of the notary and witnesses compeared a young 

man John Johnestoun eldest son of John Johnestoun in Powmond holding in his hands a 
charter of donation containing precept of sasine granted by the said John Johnestoun in 
Powmond hereditary feuar of the lands underwritten with consent of Jonet Mitchell his 
wife for her interest to the said John Johnestoun their son his heirs and assignees 
whatsomever of all and heall that 13/4 land of old extent lying in the West Boirdland of 
Dennye, also of all and heall that 6/8 land of old extent  lying in the West Boirdland of 
Dennye named Burnesyde extending in the whole to a 20/- land of old extent and also of 
all and haill that 14/7_1/2_ land of old extent known as the Hoilhouse of Dennye with 
houses gardens woods and pertinents lying in the barony of Dennye and sheriffdom of 
Stirling reserving to Margaret Cuthill relict of  (the charter is given in full) [among 
witnesses] John Laying in Gateside, John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West 
Boirdland, David Young notary public in Denny, Magister James Rolloock, Robert 
Muirhead in Lytle Denovane. 

1672 RS59/4 f.317  John Callender in toun of Burnsyd as attorney for Jonet Callender his sister --- contract 
matrimonial between  John Modrell of Bodomhead with consent of David Modrell his 
father --- barony of Herbertshire  

1678 RS59/6 f.20  West Borland --- six shilling eight penny land of old extend lying in West Borland 
otherwise known as Burnsyde 

1685 RS59/7 f.53v  lands in Westborland – called Burnesyde  
1727-81 A727.4065  Writs of lands of Easter Holhouse [Holehouse] or Burnside in parish of Denny and 

sheriffdom of Stirling, disponed by Alexander Johnstoun [Johnston] of Holhouse 
[Holehouse], with consent of Agnes Cuthill, his mother, to Mr William Oswald, 
schoolmaster and writer in Kirkintilloch; disponed by him to Mark Scot [Scott] in 
Haystoun [Hayston], portioner of Easter Balgrochan; disponed by him, now of Wardhill, to 
Andrew Oswald, tenant in Powside, and Helen Hay, his spouse; disponed by them to 
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William Morehead [Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (7 items) 
1730 RS59/15 f.487v  [L] Compared personaly Mr William Oswald Schoolmaster in Kirkintilloch and Janet 

Gray his spouse who with James Oswald of Dryburgh Bailly by precept having in his 
hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnstone of Holehous with consent of Agnes 
Cuthill his mother --- all and heall that part of his lands called Easter Holehouse or 
Burnside 

1800 AOS 3976  Easter Hollhouse or Burnside  
1906 DS   Burnside 
BURNSIDE   # DNY NS7681 [1]  NS766814    
 
1817 Grassom   Burnside 
BUSH PARK   # DNY NS7879 [1  NS782793    
 
1817 Grassom   shows adjacent to Hollandbush: "Bush" 
1819 GD1/227/41  Holland Bush or Bush Park 
1906 DS   for Hollandbush and Bush Park 
BUTTONTON  # DNY NS7780 [1]  NS778805    
 
1780 Ross   Buttonton  
 
Note: This lies adjacent to Bottomhead and is, presumably, a corrupt *Bottomtown  
CAIRNHEAD   # DNY NS8082 [1]   
 
1787 AOS 1119  tenement at the Kirk of Denny being half of a cavil of land called Cairnhead, parish of 

Denny  
CALFWARD   # DNY NS7779 [2]   
 
1811 AOS 6719  part of Hollinbush, and part thereof called Calfward and Gallowhill, parish of Denny  
1813 AOS 7282  part of Banknock called the Calfward and Brae  
1819 AOS 9109  part of the lands of Hollandbush, & part of the lands called the Calfward & Gallowhill, 

parish of Denny   
 
 cf Calfward AIH. 
     Calfward Wood NO3842  
 ward, a small piece of ground enclosed on all side and usually associated with young animals. [Jamieson] 
CAMBSIDE   # DNY NS7881 [3]    
 
1705 RS59/12 f.2  [L] George Rennie portioner of Castlerankin --- all and haill the lands called the Cornhill 

from Combside East with houses [etc] lying within the parioch of Dennie and sheriffdom 
of Stirling --- Cambside East 

CAMP   # DNY NS7881 [1]   NS786815    
 
1817 Grassom   Camp 
CANNERTON  DNY NS7879 [1]   NS788795    
 
1697 RS59/9 f.61  James Brysone traveller in Easter Hollingbushe and Margaret Kirkwood his spouse --- 

precept of sasine granted be James Fleyming portioner of Midle Thomastoune --- that part 
or portion of land called the Cannortaine 

1699 RS59/10 f.152  [L] land of old extent in Midle Thomastoune commonlie called the Meikle Kilnehill lyand 
and bounded as follows Viz the lands of James Fleming portioner thair on the west The 
lands pertaining to John and David Hay of Easter Thomastoune on east The lands of 
Cannertine belonging to the said James Brysone upone the south and the midle of the 
Rotten Moss at the northend of the land --- also with the westmost tuo bayes of the said 
Malcome Fleming his houssing which is presentlie the byre 

1734 RS59/16 f.411  the three shilling four pennie land of Middle Thomastoun called Connertoun and Meikle 
Killhill 

1737 RS59/17 f.228v  all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Thomastown bounded by Thomas Heughs 
land on the south and west the lands of Longfauld on the east and the lands of Cannerton 
on the north --- lying within the barony of South Herbertshire parish of Denny  
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1755 Roy   Cannerton 
1773 VR   Cannerton 
1808 AOS 5767  land of Middle Thomastown called Cannerline & Meiklekiln Hill -  
1817 Grassom  Cannerton 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Cannerton 
1906 DS   Middle Thomaston or Cairnstone  
 
cf Cannerheugh, Cumberland: c1200 Kenerhou; variations on Kener-until 1568: Canerhughe. PNCu suggests it is a 
hybrid of OE hoh and an old Gaelic place-name containing ceann  
 cf Bothkenner 
CARDARROCH  # DNY NS 7982 [2]   
 
1661 RS59/1 f.16  Comperit personalie John Mureheid in Drum of Denny togidder with Alexander Mureheid 

in Boigtoune as baillie in that part to the Earl of Wigton --- upon the ground of the lands of 
Drum in Denny and uther lands efterspecifiet --- all and haill the lands of Drum in Denny -
--- and in all and haill these litle portiouns or buts of land of Garth lyand in Eister 
Cardarachis boundand with the saidis lands of Drum upon the west south and north parts 
and with the lands of umquhill John Bennie in the west part  of Fuckertoun upon the eist 
pairts With all and haill the said uther tuo portiounes or butts of land lyand in Chantir 
boundand with the lands pertaining to Mark Chalmer upon the north and with the lands of 
Drum foirsaid upon the south west and eist parts With all and haill ane uther portioun of 
land called a but of land lyand in Chantir bounded with the lands of of Thomas Chalmer on 
the south with the lands of James Bennie upon the north with the lands of the said Thomas 
Chalmer upon the west and the headrig of John Benny upon the east pairts With all and 
haill that uther portioune of land callit Headrig lyand upon the south pairt of Wester 
Cardarroches boundand with the lands of the said Mark Chalmer upon the south syde 
thairof With all and haill ane uthyr litle portioune or but of land passand from the north 
part of the said Headrig boundand with the lands of John Bennie upon the west and the 
lands of Thomas Chalmer on the eist pairts And in all and haill that uthyr portioune or but 
of land lyand on the north syde of Eister Cardaroches boundand with the lands of 
umquhill William Ritchartsone in Gaitsyde upon the north and the lands of George 
Robesone upon the south pairts  

1677 RS59/5 f.408v  William Gillchreist in Hollinbuss baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- Jonet Muirhead 
daughter of the late John Muirhead hereditary proprietor of the lands of Drum of Dennie 
her father --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill those lands of Drum in Dennie with 
houses [etc] and those buttis of land underwritten viz of all and haill these portions or 
buttes of land of the lands of Gairth lying in the Easter Cardnoche bounding with the said 
lands of Drum on the west north and south sides and with the lands of the late John Benny 
on the east side parts of Fuckertowne on the west side --- lying on the south side of the 
Wester Carrdnoche --- Easter Cardnoche [witnesses to sasine] James [?] in Craigend 
James Douglass in Easter Mailling Alexander Smith in Taigstowne 

1696 RS59/8 f.498v  all and haill that part of portion of land or but of land of Garth lyand in Easter Darroch and 
all and haill tua uther portions or buts of land in Chantor, and all and haill that uther 
portion of land called the butt of land lyand in Chantor and all and haill that portion of land 
called the headrig lyand on the south pairt of the Wester Comdarroch 

1728 RS59/15 f.256v  all and haill that but of Garth lying in Easter Darroch bounded with the said lands of Drum 
on west south and north --- and west parts of Fankertoun on the east And all and haill that 
other part and portion of land called the headridge lying on the south parts of Wester 
Cardarrochs --- all and haill that part and portion of his lands of Corthie lying be east the 
Drum extending to ane five shilling four penny land of old extent  

 
cf Darrach Hill DNY 
CARRONFORD  # DNY NS7483 [1]   
 
1658 RS58/12 f.14  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned David Modrell in Carrounefurd  in 

Dennymurend  
CARRONGROVE  DNY NS794831 [1]  NS830795    
 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John McRobie in  Carrongrove 
1845 NSA   Carrongrove "Millboard" 
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1861 OS   Carrongrove 
1922 OS   Carrongrove Paper Mill  
CASTLEBRAE  # DNY NS7881 [2]   
 
1739 RS59/17 f.397v  [L] David Liddell in Bottomhead as baillie to Alexander Muirhead portioner of 

Castlerankine together with Robert Hay of Bottomhead --- these parts and portions of 
Alexander Muirheads lands of Castlerankine called Castlebrae Tongue and Berriemuir 
bounded as follows viz the Castlebrae by the lands of Mark Scott and Langfauld on the 
east the drift lone and Thomas Inglis lands in Thomastoun on the south and west and the 
said Mark Scotts and William Hays lands of Glenhead on the east and south the said Mark 
Scott again be the west and James [------] of Herbertshire on the north and the said 
Berriemuir bounded by the said lands of Rashiehill on the east and west the said Drift lone 
on the south and William Langs lands of Lees upon the north parts thereof --- barony of 
South Herbertshire parish of Denny  

1752 RS59/20 f.73  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Mark Scott of Wardhill in Campsie 
having an irredeemable disposition granted by Robert Hay of  Bottomhead --- all and haill 
these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Cosle Brae and Tongue  

CASTLEHILL  # DNY NS8082 [1]   NS804826    
 
c. 1755 Roy   Castlehill  
The location is at Custonhall: potential exists for error in the two names. 
CASTLE RANKINE  DNY NS7881 [1]   NS788818    
 
1413 Wigton 623   A charter granted by Archibald, Earl of Douglas, Lord Galloway and Annandale, to his 

cousin Malcolm Fleming of all and haill his lands of Castlerankine, with the pertinents 
lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling [Wigton 624 is sasine following on] 

1462 Wigton 628   A charter granted by Robert, Lord Fleming, to Mathew Forrester of all and sundry the 
lands underwritten viz., the 2 merkland of the lands particularly therein named, lying 
within the tenendry of Castlerankine, barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling ... 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by Robert, Lord Fleming, for infefting Andrew Forrester, son 
and heir to the said umquhile Mathew Forrester [see Easter Seymore] in the said land sof 
Easter Seymore with the pertinents, and in the lands of Castlerankine with the pertinents 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1499 Wigton 645   A Renunciation and Resignation by way of Instrument by Robert Burn in favour of John, 
Lord Fleming, of all and sundry the lands of Castlerankin, with the pertinents ... 

1497 Wigton 643   lands of Castlerankine - see Easter Seamore 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Castell-Rankyn 
1511 Wigton 651   A Precept of Sasine, by the said Sir Oliver Sinclair baron of Harbertshire, after the 

recognosing of his said barony and new infeftment thereof, and by deliverance of the Lords 
of Council, in favour of John, Lord Fleming, of all and haill the lands of Easter 
Castlerankin, Wester Castlerankin, Brackenleys,  Easter Seymores, Wester Seymore, 
Easter Thomastoun, Wester Thomastoun and Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1512 Wigton 656   A Sasine, Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace, in the lands of Castlerankine and the east 
part of Rashhill, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc. 

1512 Wigton 657   A letter of Reversion by the said Alexander Livingstone to John, Lord Fleming, of the said 
lands, being six merks worth and nine shillings worth of the lands of Castlerankine and 
Rashhill, lying within the  barony of Harbertshire, for the sum of 160 merks 

1513 Wigton 662   A Charter by the said Oliver Sinclair of Roslyn, knight, to John, Lord Fleming, of all and 
haill his lands of Castlerankine, lying within the said barony, which barony had 
recognosed in the king's hands through alienation of the greater part thereof, without his 
consent, which nevertheless upon a composition the king had given him of new, and John, 
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Lord Fleming, having paid a part of the said composition in proportion to his lands, to wit 
of the sum of 980 merks, for his relief pro tanto, therefore he gave said new charter of the 
lands above named 

1513 Wigton 663   A Precept of Sasine by John, Lord Fleming, for infefting Walter Forrester of Torwood, 
knight, in all and haill the half lands of Castlerankine, lying in the barony of Harbertshire 

1513 Wigton 664   A Letter of Reversion by the said Walter Forrester granting the said lands to be redeemable 
to my lord for 1000 merks 

1524 Wigton 667   A Retour of Malcolm, Lord Fleming, as heir to John, Lord Fleming his father, in the lands 
of Castlerankine and others therein mentioned 

1524 Wigton 669   A Precept of clare constat, Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn for infefting the said Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming, in the lands of Castlerankine ... 

1525 Wigton 668   A Summons of Errors at the instance of Sir William Sinclair of Roslin, knight, for reducing 
the service of Malcolm, Lord Fleming, as heir to John, Lord Fleming, his father, in the 
lands of Castlerankine, within the barony of Harbertshire, because the retour duties had 
been undervalued, this under the testimony of the Great Seal 

1547 Johnsoun 357  Estir and Westir Semoris, Bankeir and the mill thereof, Coldounhill, Estir and Westir 
Thomastoun, Ballknock, Castelranky, Doups, lying in the barony of Harbartshire (this is 
in favour of Lady Janet Stewart, illegitimate daughter of James IV, and widow of Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming who fell at Pinkie 10 Sep. 1547. 

1549 Wigton 678   The Service of James, Lord Fleming, as son and heir to Malcolm, Lord Fleming, who died 
under the queen's banner in the Battle of Pinkiecleugh, in all and haill the foresaid land of 
Castlerankin and pertinents 

1549 Wigton 679   A Precept of clare constat by Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, baron of Harbertshire, for 
infefting James, Lord Fleming, in the lands of Castlerankine and pertinents, lying in the 
barony of Harbertshire 

1550 Johnsoun 360  John Flemyng of Castelranky 
1557 Wigton 681   A Charter granted by said James, Lord Fleming, to John Fleming, who afterwards 

succeeded to him, of all and haill his lands of Harbertshire, lying in the sheriffdom of 
Stirling ... 

1564 Wigton 685   A Precept of Sasine, Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, for infefting John, Lord Fleming, as 
brother and heir to the deceased James, Lord Fleming, in the lands of Castlerankine, with 
the pertinents [see] 

1580 Wigton 687   An Instrument taken at executing the King's Precept directed out of Chancellary called 
Meminimus against Sir William Sinclair and Edward Sinclair his son, feear of 
Harbertshire, to infeft John, Lord Fleming, as heir to the last deceased John, Lord Fleming, 
his father, in the said lands of Castlerankine 

1600 Wigton 694   A Contract betwixt John, Lord Fleming, and Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, whereby Sir 
William ratifies and approves the rights granted formerly to the Earl of Douglas, and also 
dispones the barony of Harbertshire to said John, Lord Fleming 

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1601 Wigton 698   A Discharge by William Sinclair, son and apparent heir to Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, 
with consent of his father as administrator, and he for himself to John, Lord Fleming, for 
the sum of 7000 merks in full of 14,000 merks payable by the said lord to them, in virtue of 
the contract above mentioned as the price of Castlerankine, and therefore discharging him 
and his cautioner therein named 

11616 CRS   Marcus Aitken in Castel-Rankein 
1621 CRS   Andrew Harvie in Castle Ranken [cf Harvies Mailing] 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

1665 RS59/2 f.136  [L] John Gillespie in Hollingbus baillie in that part for John Earl of Wigton --- Andrew 
Rany in Castellrankine --- equal half of Castellrankine with houses [etc] with liberties on 
the mures of Drumbowie and Berrie Mures – in the parish of Denny  
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1666 RS59/2 f.192  [L] John Marshell of Harvies Mailling as baillie of John Earl of Wigton with William 
Burges in Auchinbowie and Marione Laing his spouse --- marriage contract --- those parts 
and portions of Castelrankine commonly known as Fischer Aiker [witnesses to sasine] 
John Thomsone of Balishill  

1668 RS59/4 f.43  [L] Castlerankine --- with the privilege and libertie of Drumbowie and Berriemures 
1682 CRS   Robert Burgess in Castell Rankine and Christian Watson 
1690 E69/22/1   Alexander Morehead of Castlerankein 
1690 CRS   Margaret Laing and Andrew Rennie, portioner, of Castle Rankin, her husband 
1693 CH2/1254    castell rankin 
1698 RS83/2/110  David Rennie portioner of Castlerankine 
1699 RS.83/2/10 f.147    [L] John Rennie of Harviesmealling of that 5s 8d land of old extent in Castlerankine 

commonlie called Fisher Aiker with pertinents with the privilege of the common muir 
called Dennie muir. ... called Fisheracir with the priviledge of the common muir called 
Berriemuir RS59/10 f.130 

1722 RS59/14 f.369  lands of Castlerankine commonly called Longfaulds, Wards, Bowrig and Toung 
1731-1836 A727.4066   Writs of that part of lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill in barony of South 

Herbertshire, parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, acquired by John Gentles, 
portioner of Castlerankine, as heir to deceased William Gentileman, portioner 
thereof, his grandfather; disponed by John to William Gentles, tenant in Gateside, 
to whomWilliam Stirling of Herbertshire dispones the teinds of Parkhill; disponed 
by William Gentles to John Aitken, portioner of Rashiehill, in liferent, and John 
Aitken, his second son, in fee; disponed by John Aitken [elder] to William 
Morehead of Herbertshire; resigned by deceased William Morehead of 
Herbertshire in favour of Rev Dr Robert Morehead. Note that the lands were sold 
in 1908. 

1736 RS59/17 f.52v  [L] lands of Castlerankine called Tongue 
1755 Roy   Castle Ranky 
1774 CRS   Alexander Muirhead of Castlerankine 
1783 AOS 382   George Finlay, tenant, Easter Auchincloch, seised in Castleranking, parish of Denny, in 

bond – William Muirhead, tenant, Overhills of Denny Greens. P.R. 27.521 
1788 AOS 1328  William Hay of Arnboge as heir to Robert Hay of Bottomhead, his father, - in part of 

Castlerankin called Berrymuir  
1788 AOS 1333  parts of Castle Ranken called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1790 AOS 1769  in Lamblinns, being part of Brackenlees or Wester Castlerankine, parish of Denny  
1793 AOS 2566  parts of Castle Rankine, viz Leys or Brackinleys, Neutryhill and Wester Rashiehill 
1793 RHP14352  Castle Ranky 
1795 AOS 2973  parts of Castle Rankine called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1800 AOS 3976  parts of Castlerankine called ... Parkhill & Maidenburn ridge 
1806 AOS 5258  land of Castlerankine called Fisheracre with part of the common muir called Berrymuir  
1817 Grassom   Castle Rankine 
1819 GD1/227/41  Castle Rankie 
1861 OS   Castlerankine 
1906 DS   for part of Castlerankine called Drumbowie [in possession of Carron Co.] 
1906 DS   Harvies Mailling, being a 6s 5d land of Castle Rankine [in possession of Carron Co.] 
1906 DS   the town and lands of Castle Rankine [in possession of Carron Co.] 
1912 CDS13   Castlerankine - Farm - John Gillespie 
1984 OS   Castlerankine  
 There is mention of Gert Ranky in 1299 in relation to the Lairds of Dunipace, the superiors of Castle Rankine. It  
should be noted that several disparate sources give Castleranky or - Ranky  
 cf Castlegilmour DMF [1502 Young]; Castlerobert DMF [1506 Young];  
CASTLERANKINE BURN  see Brouster Burn      
CASTLERANKINE MAINS # DNY NS7782 [1]  NS774822    
 
1861 OS   Castlerankine Mains 
CAT GLEN   # DNY NS8180 [2]      
 
1801 AOS 4268  part of the land of Catscleugh called Bridge Shott, Catglen & Howfauld  
 cf Cat Gill, Cumberland 
CATHERINES HAUGH # DNY NS8180 [2]      
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1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, 

Catherines Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts 
1794 AOS 2768  parts of Catscleugh called Peathill & Catherines Haugh 
1806 AOS 5263  5s 8d land called Peathill, being part of the 19s 8d land of the 50s land of Catscleugh, and 

part of the Miln belonging thereto; part of Catscleugh called Katherines Haugh, land 
called the Water of Bonny, and parts thereof called the Head of the Acre and Guisly [sic] 
Butts 

1906 DS   portion of the lands of Catscleugh called Catherines Haugh  
 cf Catherine Bank, Ceres; Catherinefield NX9979; Catrine AYR. 
CATSCLEUGH  DNY NS8180 [1]  NS819802    
 
1450 RMS ii 374  Cattiscleugh 
1467 Wigton 718   A Sasine given to James, Lord Livingstone, son and heir to James, first Lord Livingstone, 

conform to a new charter granted to him by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord of Harbertshire, 
and to a Precept of Sasine 

1498 Wigton 719   A Precept of Clare constat granted by George Sinclair, son and apparent heir of Oliver 
Sinclair, knight, and feear of the barony of Harbertshire, for infefting James, Lord 
Livingstone, as heir to James, Lord Livingstone, his uncle, in the lands of Catscleugh, 
lying as above 

1502 Wigton 721   A Precept of Clare constat by said George Sinclair, feear of Harbertshire, and Oliver 
Sinclair, of Roslyn, knight, his father, for infefting William, Lord Livingstone, in the 
foresaid lands 

1510 RMS ii 3444  Cattiscleugh 
1512 RMS ii 3802  Cattiscleuch 
1512 Wigton 723   A Charter under the Great Seal by King James IV to Alexander Livingstone, feear of 

Callendar, and Janet Stewart, his spouse, and longest liver and the heirs therein mentioned, 
of all and haill the lands of Catscleugh, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of 
Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling, as being fallen in his majesty's hands through the 
rcognosing of the superiority of said barony, formerly belonging to said Oliver Sinclair of 
Roslyn, to be holden of the king for payment of half a pound of wax as was formerly paid 
to said Oliver 

1512 Wigton 726   A Protestation taken by said Oliver against the foresaid Sasine upon the ground of the 
lands 

1566 Wigton 727   A Gift under the Privy Seal by Queen Mary to William, Lord Livingstone, of the nonentry, 
mails, farms and duties of the said lands of Catscleugh 

1567 Wigton 728   A Precept directed furth of the Chancellary relative to a retour for serving of William, Lord 
Livingstone, heir to the deceased Alexander, Lord Livingstone, his father, in the said lands 
of Catscleugh ... 

1582 Wigton 729   A Letter of Reversion by William Stark of Auchinstary and John Stark, his son, granting 
the said lands of Catscleugh wadset to them, to be redeemable for 600 merks 

1590 Pont    Cats Cleuch 
1592 Wigton 731   A Precept of Sasine out of the Chancellary relative to a retour for infefting Alexander 

Livingstone, son and heir to the deceased William, Lord Livingstone, in the said lands of 
Catscleugh 

1614 CRS   Katherine Burn, spouse to George Muirhead in Cattiscleuche, parish of Denny 
1630 Retour 140   [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 

... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1634 Wigton 733   An Instrument of Resignation made in exchequer of the said lands by James, Lord 
Livingstone of Almond, for new infeftment to John, Earl of Wigton, in liferent, and John, 
Lord Fleming, his son, in fee 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.193.1  James Auchie in Catsecleuche 
1664 CRS   Andrew Muirhead, elder, in Catscleuch of Dennie 
1667 CRS   George Rennie in Catscleoch 
1669 CRS   Margaret Gilmour spouse to James Auchie in Catshcleugh 
1669 CRS   Janet Young spouse to George Muirhead, smith in Catscleuch 
1672 CRS   Isobel Auchie in Caitscleuch of Dennie 
1674 CRS   James Muirhead in Catescheocke 
1681 CRS   Andrew Muirhead in Catscleuch 
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1685 RS83/1 f.3.2  John Rennie portioner of Catsclewch. Registered on the  30th leaf of the said Register  
1685 RS83/1 f.3.3  Jonet Rankine spouse to John Rankine portioner of Catsclewch of tuo aikers of land, a 

house and yeard and others the pertinents of the said John his lands in South Herbertshyre. 
Registered on the  30th and 31st leaves of the said Register  

1687 CRS   John Pennie [recte Rennie] in Catscleuch 
1687 SC67/67/2 f. 147  Robert Foord in Catchcleugh 
1693 CH2/1254   Catchcloch 
1698 RS83/2/50  the lands of Catscleugh belonging to George Bennie [RS59/10 f.46 – f.47] 
1729 CRS   George Rannie [recte Rennie] in Catchcleugh and Christian Mackie his spouse 
1755 Roy   Catts Cleugh 
1773 SC1/1/1   part of the lands of Catscleugh called Highland Dykes 
1782 AOS 263   Isobella Jervi  spouse of James Davie, portioner, Catchcleugh, seised in part of Wester 

Catchcleuch called Corselands & Westerhill, parish of Denny;- in agreement of liferent 
between said James Davie and William Jervie in Nethermains P.R. 27.294 

1782 AOS   Catchcleugh 
1790 AOS   part of Catscleugh called Water of Bonny and Flour Miln, parish of Denny 
1794 AOS 2652  land of Catscleugh including a piece called the Smiddyland, parish of Denny 
1794 AOS 2768  parts of Catscleugh called Peathill & Catherines Haugh 
1801 AOS 4268  part of the land of Catscleugh called Bridge Shott, Catglen & Howfauld 
1817 Grassom   Catscleugh - shown as a "seat"  
1823 AOS   lands of Catscleugh called Water of Bonny 
1906 DS   Peathill ... being part of the 10s 8d land of Catscleugh 
1906 DS   portion of the lands of Catscleugh called Catherine Haugh  
cf Catcleugh, Northumberland 1297 Cattechlow 
CHACEFIELD  NS815814    
 
1735 CH2/1254   Chesfield 
1755 Roy   Chacefield 
1762 GD1/529/202/3  Alexander Robertson tenant in Chacefield of Herbertshire 
1835 GD171/3257  Easter Cuthilton and Chacefield 
1861 OS   Chacefield Cottage  
 Retained Chacefield Wood and Chacefield Street, Bonnybridge.  
 See Chesscroft in Field, John, English Field Names.  
 cf Chacefield WLO  [PNWL 145] 
      
CHALMERSFIELD  # DNY NS7781 [2]   
 
1750 RS59/19 f.387  three shilliing land of Craigans with  Chalmersfield  
1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 

land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1806 AOS 5355   Chalmersfield - seems to go with Meadow  
 cf Chalmers ridge 
CHALMERS RIDGE  # DNY NS7980 [2]   
 
1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers Ridge & 

Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 
1811 AOS 6701  Chalmersridge 
CHAMBERFAULD  # DNY NS7781 [3]   
 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

1686 RS83/1 f.5.3  Anna Naper spouse to William Young of Myothill and Chamber [yrd – poss. error for 
fauld?]. Registered on the  66th leaf of the said Register 

1709 RS59/12 f.407v  [L] Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Margaret Scot lawful 
daughter to John Scot of Woodend with special advice from her father and Helen Cuthell 
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her mother --- contract of marriage with Walter Baird schoolmaster at Dennie Kirk with the 
special advice of John Baird portioner of Wester Mealings his father --- all and haill his 
nine shilling six pennie land beneath Moothel being a part and pertinent of the nineteen 
shilling six pennie land of old extent of the lands of Meadow and Chamberfield 

1718 RS59/13 f.641  [L] parts and portions of Castlerankine called Rashiehill Craigshill [later Craigshield] and 
Chamberfauld with these portions of the lands of Glenhead and Boddomhead 

1788 AOS 1333  parts of Castle Ranken called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1795 AOS 2973  parts of Castle Rankine called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
CHANTIR   # DNY NS 7982 [2]    
 
1661 RS59/1 f.16  Comperit personalie John Mureheid in Drum of Denny togidder with Alexander Mureheid 

in Boigtoune as baillie in that part to the Earl of Wigton --- upon the ground of the lands of 
Drum in Denny and uther lands efterspecifiet --- all and haill the lands of Drum in Denny -
--- and in all and haill these litle portiouns or buts of land of Garth lyand in Eister 
Cardarachis boundand with the saidis lands of Drum upon the west south and north parts 
and with the lands of umquhill John Bennie in the west part  of Fuckertoun upon the eist 
pairts With all and haill the said uther tuo portiounes or butts of land lyand in Chantir 
boundand with the lands pertaining to Mark Chalmer upon the north and with the lands of 
Drum foirsaid upon the south west and eist parts With all and haill ane uther portioun of 
land called a but of land lyand in Chantir bounded with the lands of of Thomas Chalmer on 
the south with the lands of James Bennie upon the north with the lands of the said Thomas 
Chalmer upon the west and the headrig of John Benny upon the east pairts With all and 
haill that uther portioune of land callit Headrig lyand upon the south pairt of Wester 
Cardarroches boundand with the lands of the said Mark Chalmer upon the south syde 
thairof With all and haill ane uthyr litle portioune or but of land passand from the north 
part of the said Headrig boundand with the lands of John Bennie upon the west and the 
lands of Thomas Chalmer on the eist pairts And in all and haill that uthyr portioune or but 
of land lyand on the north syde of Eister Cardaroches boundand with the lands of umquhill 
William Ritchartsone in Gaitsyde upon the north and the lands of George Robesone upon 
the south pairts  

1696 RS59/8 f.498v  all and haill that part of portion of land or but of land of Garth lyand in Easter Darroch and 
all and haill tua uther portions or buts of land in Chantor, and all and haill that uther 
portion of land called the butt of land lyand in Chantor and all and haill that portion of land 
called the headrig lyand on the south pairt of the Wester Comdarroch 

CHAPELHAUGH  DNY NS8180 [1]   NS812802    
 
1667 RS59/3 30v  the just and equal half of the tuentie shilling land in Eisterseamoires of old extent last 

possest be Robert Cowane as is heirafter namit to witt the haill neather infield lands lyand 
in lengthe and breidth frae the common hie patent dooris and way of passage south with the 
fourt pairt of the Chappell Hauch  The haill westir half of the outfield land thereoff lyand 
all contigue togither from the greines dyke north to the comone murehead dykes The just 
half of the old ordiner Neather Moss with the equall half of the moss callit Bessie Mosse 
quhilk once pertained to his tuentie shilling land of beforesaid and the haill principal 
neather houses haill yairds meidowes marress pastures  

1669 RS59/4 f.129  Eist Seamoir --- viz all below the infield lands in length and breadth to the public road on 
the east with a quarter part of the Chapill Haughe 

1682 RS59/6 f.306v  all and haill that sevine shilling land in Easter Seamores lying from the Greindyke to the 
kings hye street with the Chapell Haugh 

1696 RS83/1 f.72v.5  lands of Easter Seamoiris called Bankhead, Whythills and Chapplehaugh. Registered on 
the  485th leaf of the said Register 

1707 RS59/12 f.168-169  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Helen Muirhead eldest lawful 
daughter to William Muirhead portioner of Underwood --- contract of marriage with 
William Muirhead eldest lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall that 
his part and portion of the twentie shilling land of Easter Seamores of old extent viz. The 
heall neather infield lying in length and breadth  from the common patent way and passage 
south with the fourth pairt of the Chappell Haugh 

1718 RS59/13 f.637  granted be William Baird portioner of Easter Seamores --- and sicklike all and heall the 
just and equall half of that seven shilling land of old extent in Easter Seamores lying from 
the Kings high dyke south the Kings high Street with the Chaple Haugh as the samen is 
meithed and marched with the cavells in the Nether Moss with houses [etc] 
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1749 RS59/19 f.331v  William Grindlay farmer in Castle Cary Miln and Margaret Russall his spouse having a 
disposition granted by James Muirhead portioner of Seamores --- all and haill the the said 
James Muirhead his parts and portions of the lands of Easter Seamors viz the haill nether 
infield lands with the fourth part of the Chapell Haugh and equall half of the Nether Moss 
--- barony of South Herbertshire and  parish of Denny  

1788 AOS 1424  Nether Moss of Seamores, Chapelhaugh, parish of Denny  
1790 AOS 1891  in half of Easter Bankhead in Easter Seamores, with Chapelhaugh  
1797 AOS 3362  with the cavils in the Nether Moss of Seamores; the other half of Seamores called 

Bankhead, with the Chapelhaugh 
1806 AOS 5191  Nether Moss of Seamores; land of Easter Seamores called Bankhead with the 

Chapelhaugh 
1896 OS   Chapelhaugh 
1898 LOH   Chapelhaugh  
This is on an edition of OS [pos 2nd] 
The name is retained by a cottage. See too Stirlingshire p.450, No594 
CHAPEL HILL  DNY [De.] # NS8180 [2]      
 
c. 1640 Gordon  Chapel Hill - see Stirlingshire p.450, 594 
CHAPEL LANDS   see Kirklands   
CHAPELTOWN OF DENNY # DNY NS8082 [2]      
 
1625 CRS   John Dick in Chapeltoun of Dennie 
1737 RS59/17 f.184  William Hanna as heir to William Hanna portioner of East Borland his father of all and 

haill and part and portion of David Cuthill portioner there his hard land cavill lying at the 
back of the Chapletown bounded as therein 

1743 RS59/18 f.325  Compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Cuthel shoe maker in Denny 
and Agnes Kier his spouse who with William Morrison shoemaker, baillie in that pairt --- 
disposition made by John Muirhead Taylor at Dennykirk --- all and haill that tenement of 
houses belonging to him with the yeard on the back thereof situat upon that part and 
portion of the Hardland Cavel lying at the back of the Chapeltoun 

1807 AOS 5671  on part of the Hardland Cavil at the back of Chapeltown all in Denny   
CLADDENCE   # DNY NS 8182 [3]   
 
1716 CH2/1254   Claddence 
1720 CH2/1254   Claddence 
CLOCHERYHEAD  # DNY NS7779 [1]   NS779797    
 
1800 CH2/1254   Clochriehead 
1817 Grassom   Clocheryhead  
 cf Auchincloich 
CLOCHRIE   # DNY NS 7779 [2]   
 
1629 RS58/4 f.271a  John Liddall in Clakarie 
1664 RS59/2 f.19  David Liddell in Clacharie  
1678 RS59/6 f.27v  Mathew Hey in Thomastoune and Heline Modorall his spouse --- that roume and mailling 

of land of Easter Thomastoune extending to ane 20 ss land of old extent boundit as 
followes to witt ane pairt and portion of the said tuentie shilling land called the Clochrie 
lyand betwixt the Middle and Wester Thomastounes  

1685 RS83/1 f.4.12  Andrew Adam in Claharrie 
1700 RS59/10 f.259v  Easter Thomastoun --- equall half of the lands of Clochrie with the just and equall half of 

the passell called Little Mealling with the half of the house and yeards built thairon called 
Backraw with the just and equall half of the lands and pertinents called Dumblane --- lyand 
within the parrochen of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Rennie in Harvise Mealling William Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Seabegs 
William Hay in Glackhead and Robert Hay merchant in Holmbeys 

1731 RS59/15 f.671v  William Hay portioner of Thomastoun --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill ane 
four shilling land of Easter Thomastoun, together with the just and equall half of the lands 
houses and yeards of Clochrie together witht the just and equal half of that poffle called 
Little Mailling and half of the houses built thereup called the Backraw with ane acre of 
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land on the Newhill from the Kirk road to the burn --- South Herbertshire 
1802 CH2/1254  Clochrie 
1818 AOS 8870  Clochrie & Backraw being part of the 20s land of Easter Thomastown  
1819 GD1/227/41  Clochrie [lands of Wester Thomastown]  
 Clachrie < Gael. clachreach, stony place. [SLN]  
 cf Tamaree 
    Clochie, Lethnot; Clochkiel, Cambeltown; Clochmacreich, Cullen   
CLOYBANK   DNY NS7779 [1]   NS778796    
 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Thomas Walker of Cloybank 
1906 DS   Cloybank 
1971 OS   Cloybank  
 
COALHEUGHS  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1622 CRS   Agnes Bursbean spouse to Alexander Young in Colhiwis of Dennie  
Note: 1608 Wigton 751 "the lands and barony of Denny ... with coals, coalheughs &c 
Note: this may be, however, Cowdens of Denny ? 
COCHRANES MAILING # DNY NS7983 [1]   NS792830    
 
1601 Retour 27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., lands of Garvald and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen 
1615 Templaria  Precept to John Bruce of the temple land of Garvald and Cochranes Mailling in the 

barony of Denny, and the lands of Stanehouse, with Inches Milnes of the same ... and 
salmond fisches and grilses in the water of Carron 

1617 RS58/1.f.3  [L] all and haill the lands of Garevald and Cochrain's Mailing ... lying in the barony of 
and regality of Torphichen and sheriffdom of Striviling [Lord Elphingstone - lands of 
Airth] 

1621 RS58/2 f.253v  compeared John Cuthill sone lawful of umquhill James Cuthill in Gaitsyd of Dennie and 
having in his hands a a charter of precept of sasine maid and grantit to him be Robert Bruce 
of Garvald heretable fear of the lands underwritten directed to him be John Christisone in –
ipt his bailzie in that pairt for heretable infeftment of his lands --- of which the tenor 
follows – Robert Bruce of Garvald  in lie Gaitsyd of Dennie – lands formerly called lie 
Cochrans Mealing  and now called lie Gaitsyd of Dennie 

1639 RS58/7 f.251  [L] Alexander Bruce of Garvald, son and heir of the late Robert Bruce of Garvald, having 
in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat  of all and haill the lands of Garvald and Cochranis 
Mailling commonly called the Gaitsyd with houses [etc] lying within the regality of 
Torphichen and barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Bruce, brother german to the said Alexander, Robert Laying in Gaitsyd, John Zoung of 
Stanieinch, John Smyth in Brumehill and John Benny in Fuckirtoune  

1692 RS83/1 f.39v.5  James Cuthell of Gatesyde of Denny – of the lands of Gatesyde of Denny with the 
pendicles of old called Cochranes Mealling with Precect of Clare Constat granted be 
James Forsyth of Garvell. 143rd leaf 

1692 RS59/8 f.143  [L] James Forsyth of Garveld superior of the lands amd others underwritten and William 
Bruce weaver in the Tathfold of Denny baillie in that part --- all and haill the lands 
formerly called Cochranes Mealliing now known as the Gatsyde of Denny [witnesses to 
sasine] James Forsythe son of the said James  

1698 RS83.2   Hugh Willisone of Corntoune of the lands of Garvall and mylne lands of Cochranes 
Mailling 

1746 RS59/19 f.59v  all and haill the lands of Garvill comprehending therein --- and all and haill the lands of 
Cocheranes Mealling called Gateside with houses [etc] 

1785 AOS 632   in Garvald and Cochranes Mealling called Gateside 
1906 DS   that portion of Fankerton called Cochranes Mailing, alias Gateside and Randolphill  
 
 cf Garvald and Cochranes Mailling 
CONEY PARK  DNY NS7779 [1]   NS773791    
 
1755 Roy   Kinney Park 
1796 OSA   Cunny park [see Stirlingshire I No. 76] 
1817 Grassom   Cunniepark  
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1845 NSA   Coney Park 
1861 OS    Coney Park 
1984 OS   Coney Park  
 
cf Kinnen Hill WLO  [PNWL 103] 
CORMANSHAUGH  # DNY NS8381 [2]   
 
1794 AOS 2650  part of the lands of Cormanshaugh; & part of Fankertown, parish of Denny  
1797 AOS 3426  the lands of Cormanshaugh on the east side of the road from Denny Bridge to Denny 

Village  
CORNHILL   # DNY NS7881 [3]    
 
1705 RS59/12 f.2  [L] George Rennie portioner of Castlerankin --- all and haill the lands called the Cornhill 

from Combside East with houses [etc] lying within the parioch of Dennie and sheriffdom 
of Stirling --- Cambside East 

CORSELANDS  # DNY NS8180 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 263  Isobella Jervi  spouse of James Davie, portioner, Catchcleugh, seised in part of Wester 

Catchcleuch called Corselands & Westerhill, parish of Denny;- in agreement of liferent 
between said James Davie and William Jervie in Nethermains P.R. 27.294  

 
  
Note: corse is usually a metathised form of cross. 
CORTHIE   DNY NS 7982 [1]   NS795828    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  The Corthy with the gresum - Johne Muirheid in the Drum xijs ; James Bynne ther  now 

seriand xjs vd and hes put in tua of his sonis eftir him; Nicol Bynne in faccartoun xvs iiijd 
1586 CHA a43.10   Notarial Instrument. Compeared Robert Chalmer of Corthy and granted him payit 100  

pundis be William Johnsoun feuar of the half of the Hoilhous in redemption of a wadset 
upon the lands of Hoilhous 21 May 1586 Alexander Robesoun notary 

1618 RS58/1 f.190  Johne Cuthill of Corthie 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  Johne Cuthill of Corthie  
1623 RS58/3 f.85  [L] [endorsed “sasine William Laing”] John Cuthill portioner of Corthie of Dennie and 

Jonet Murray  
1628 RS58/4 f.139  [L] [endorsed: sasine to William Laying] John Cuthil of Corthie in Denny --- and William 

Laying in Meikle Dynnovan and there the foresaid John Cuthill in completion of a contract 
--- all and haill his lands of Corthie in Denny, Fuckertoune, Cragend and Bordland 
Greynies with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Duncane Forsyth in Fuckertoune of 
Denny, Thomas Chalmer in Boirland of Denny  

1631 RS58/5 f.248v  John Cuthill of Corthie  
1634 RS58/6 f.180v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Cuthill of 

Corthie and Jean Murray his wife on the one part and William Gray, weaver in Eist 
Boirland of Dany and Marjory Boig his spouse on the other --- annualrent  

1642 CRS   Thomas Laing in Corthi of Denny 
1645 RS58/8 f.97  Robert Cuthill son of John Cuthill of Corthie 
1659 RS58/12 f.96v  [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned a discreit man David Cuthill 

laufull sone to John Cuthill of Corthie 
1660 RS58/12 f.168  John Cuthill of Corthie  
1665 RS59/2 f.67  [L] Jean and Grisell Cuithill --- sisters german --- heirs portioner to James Cuithill in 

Gorthie their grandfather --- all and haill that four shilling and six penny land in the West 
Bordland 

1667 RS59/3 60v  David Cuthell in Corthie in Denny  
1676 RS59/5 f.355  [following on from 354v] with ane rig of land lyand on the west syde of Corthie called 

Hauckies Walles  
1683 RS59/6 f.409v  all and haill that eight shilling land of old extent called the Corthie 
1692 RS83/1 f.37.7  annualrent out of the lands of Creagend, extending to ane 3s 6d land being ane pairt of the 

lands of Corthy of Denny, Registered on the  112th leaf of the said Register [RS59/8 has 
“lands of Craigands lyand betwixt the lands of Drum and lands of Mayvoythill -- -and parts 
of his said  lands called Corthy] 

1699 RS83/2/193  Patrick Johnstone in Redding of Alexander Johnstone of Dolshouse [recte Hollhouse] ... 
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Breadside … Corthie... piece of land called Nethermains RS59/10 f.167 
1699 RS59/10 f.167  all and haill his lands of Holehouse, Westborland, Custonhall, Broadsydes, Borthie and 

Old Faulds, togidder with that piece of land called Neithermains --- David Cuthill of 
Maydub  

1697 RS59/9 f.56  [L] William Paterson in Craigens and Janet Buchane his spouse --- precept of sasine 
granted be James Paterson of Corthie and Margaret Grahame his spouse --- all and haill 
that pairt and portion of my land called the Craigens extending to ane two shilling eight 
penny land with the proportional part of Denney Mure --- Robert Grahame merchant in 
Bankeire as baillie in that pairt  

1704 CHA a43.3   Alexander Johnstone grants  a  heretable bond upon his lands of Hoilhous, West Borland, 
Custonhall, Breadsyeds, Borthie [etc., to Patrick Johnstoun in Redding. 28.12.1704 

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end  

1806 AOS 5158  the road leading from Corthie Brae to Randolphhill  
1816 AOS 8209  land of Corthie   
 
 Note 1: the road which climbs from Stonywood to Fankerton is known to this day as "Corthie brae".  
 Note 2: 1539-62 the total rental of Corthy comes to £3. 1. 9d which, when compared with a total of £3. 14. 9d for West 

Borland, shows it to have a considerable area. The tenants were: 
  Robert Chalmer, Johne Bynne, Thomas Bynne, Johne Muirheid in the Drum, James Bynne, Nicol Bynne in 

faccartoun  
Cf    Auchencorth MLO [1604 Auchincorth] which Watson gives as Achadh na Coirthe, field of the standing stone 

and where the “Gowk Stane” stands. 
  Pitcorthie FIF × 3 (Dunfermline PNF 1, Carnbee and Kilrenny PNF 3) 
        Auchincorth, Penicuick MLO; Corthymuir, Udny ABD; Cortibrae, Lonmay ABD; Corthymuir NJ8923 
            Auchorthie ABD 
 EIr. corthe, a pillar stone 
CORTHIE BURN  DNY NS7983 [1]    
 
1676 RS59/5 f.354v   southward to Corthie Burne 
COTTAGE O' THE CLIFFS # DNY NS7584 [1]  NS757843    
 
1817 Grassom   Cottage o' The Cliffs  
 See NSA for "the Cliffs of Carron" 
COTTARS PARK  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1817 AOS 8622  part of the 10s 5d land of East Borland called the Cottars Park & Yard, parish of Denny  
1906 DS   for half of Cottars Park extending to 2 roods 13 poles 25 3/4 yards 
COTTS OF DOUPS  NS     
COWDENHILL   DNY. NS 7982 [1]  NS799827     
 
1755 Roy   Cowdens 
1979 OS   Cowdenhill  
 
  
Note: this is a gravel deposit and cannot, therefore, be the Cowdenhill referred to in SC67/67 relating to millstone 

quarrying. The north face descends through three terraces which are obviously man-made. [For terraces see 
Graham.A, PSAS, 1938-39. vol LXXIII, p.289.] 

COWDENHILL  DNY NS 7679 [1]   NS769799    
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c1547 Johnsoun 357  Coldounhill - see Banknock 
1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 

[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, Cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi  2192  Coldounhill 
1609 Wigton 177   Cowdenhill 
1632 RMS viii 1988  Cowdounhill  
1656 RS58/11 f.58  Robert Whyte in Cowdounhill and Jonet Aikene his spous --- with the haill tuentie penny 

land lyand next adjacent to the foirsaid land and called the Whythill [witnesses to sasine] 
George Grahame at Bankeir Mylne William Gilchreist in Hollingbus 

1658 RS58/12 f.14  Robert Whyte in Cowdoune Hill  
1662 RMS xi, 238  Cowdenhill 
1665 RS59/2 f.141  Elspeth Cuithill lawful daughter of the late William Cuithill in Risk – contract matrimonial 

– betwixt John Whyte of Coudounhill with the consent of Robert Whyte his father and hir 
with consent of Cristian Whyte hir mother – in the equal half of his twentie shilling land of 
Cowdounhill and the half of his twentie penny land of Whytehill --- within the baronie of 
South Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1668 Retour 247   Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... Glenhead 
... in barony of Herbershire 

1669 CRS   Janet Aitken relict of Robert Whyt in Coudoun Hill, parish of Dennie 
1676 CC21/5/8   Elspeth Cuithill spouse to John Whyt in Wondonhill of Denie Testament Dative and 

Inventory 04/02/1676 
1695 RS83/1 f.68.4  Jean Whyt lawful daughter of John Whyt of Cowdounhill - annualrent out of the lands of 

Risk and Holehouse 
1698 RS83/2/107  Margaret and Marjory Whyte daughters of John Whyte of Coudinghill RS59/10 f.95 – f.96 
1713 RS59/13 f.97v  Jean Whyt, spouse to William Young of Riske, having in her hands a Precept of Clare 

Constat from John, Earl of Wigton --- seising her as heir to John Whyt of Coudonhill, hir 
father, in the lands underwritten --- all and haill the tuentie shilling land of old extent of 
Coudonhill and tuentie pennie land of Whytehill lying contigue thereto with houses [etc] – 
with the priviledge and libertie of the common muir nixt adjacent to the said lands 
according to old infeftement --- all lying within our barony of Herbertshyre [?] parioch of 
Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1724 RS59/14 f.515v  Mary Angus spouse to George Young portioner of Coudonhill of all and heall the just and 
equal half of the said George his third part of the lands of Coudonhill --- parioch of Denny  

1729 CRS   Andrew Din [recte Dun] in Cowdenhill, parish of Dennie [cf James Dunn of Whitehill] 
1737 RS59/17 f.161v  Patrick Campbell in Neather Anies and Christian Thomson his spouse --- sons Duncan and 

Donald --- Coudonhill and Whitehill lying contiguous 
1749 RS59/19 f.352  [L] Robert Hay of Bottomhead father to William Hay farmer in Netherwood --- all and 

haill that part of Berriemuir bounded by the lands or muir that belong to the estate of 
Kilsyth upon the west The Common Drove Loan for Highland Cattle upon the north  The 
road which leads from the said Drove Loan to these parts of the Muir which belong to the 
Cowdoun Longfold Bottomhead and Coudounhill upon the east and these parts of the 
Muir which belong to the Longfold Bottomhead Coudounhill and Whithill upon the south 
--- lying within the parish of Denny  

1755 Roy   Cowdin hill 
1773 SC1/1/1   Cowdenhill of Whitehill 
1898 OS    Cowdenhill 
1898 LOH   Cowdenhill at march with Kilsyth Road 
COW FAULD BRAE  # DNY NS7781 [2]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.52v  [L] lands of Castlerankine commonly called Tongue bounded by the lands of James Aitken 

of Rushiehill on the north the lands of John Muirhead of Wester Thomastown on the south 
the lands of Alexander Murehead portioner of Castlerankine on the east and the lands of 
Robert Gray of Bottomhead on the west as also all and haill that part and portion of the 
said lands of Castlerankine commonly called Cow Fauld Brae bounded with the lands of 
Alexander Muirhead on the north and west parts and by the highway on the south and east 
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parts dividing the said highway betwixt the said land of Cow Fauld Brae and the lands of 
Longfauld and Mosslands --- lying within the parish of Dennie 

COWIESHILL  # DNY NS7883 [2]   
 
1655 RS58/9 f.281v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet Young daughter to 

Henrie Young in Doughlage of Denovane --- John Thomsoune of Couishill --- all and haill 
the just and equall half of his nyne shilling nyne penny land of Cueshill half houses [etc] --
- lyand in the baronnie of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling [all of the witnesses to the 
sasine were resident in Garth] 

1800 AOS 4022  Cowieshill 
1906 DS   Cowieshill 
CRAFTWARD  # DNY NS8080 [2]    
 
1681 RS59/6 f.284  ane cavell of land in the Howfauld and the Craftward  
CRAIGEND   # DNY NS7980 [1]  NS793809    
 
1628 RS58/4 f.139  lands of Corthie in Denny, Fuckertoune, Cragend and Bordland Greynies with houses 

[etc]  
1677 RS59/5 f.408v  James [?] in Craigend  
1692 RS83/1 f.37.7  annualrent out of the lands of Creagend, exxtending to ane 3s 6d land being ane pairt of 

the lands of Corthy of Denny, Registered on the  112th leaf of the said Register [RS59/8 has 
“lands of Craigands lyand betwixt the lands of Drum and lands of Mayvoythill -- -and parts 
of his said  lands called Corthy] 

1697 RS59/9 f.56  [L] William Paterson in Craigens and Janet Buchane his spouse --- precept of sasine 
granted be James Paterson of Corthie and Margaret Grahame his spouse --- all and haill 
that pairt and portion of my land called the Craigens extending to ane two shilling eight 
penny land with the proportional part of Denney Mure --- Robert Grahame merchant in 
Bankeire as baillie in that pairt  

1705 RS59/12 f.31  John Ewing of Fanckertoune --- all and haill that two shilling eight pennie maill of land of 
old extent of Craigens 

1706 CH2/1254  Craigens 
1750 RS59/19 f.387  three shilliing land of Craigans with Chalmersfield  
1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 

land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1755 Roy   Craigend 
1806 AOS 5355  3s land of Craigend  
CRAIGENHAUGH  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1642 SC67/67   Craginhall 
1695 RS83/1 f.57v.4  the elevin shilling ten penny land of East Borland of Denny called Westhaugh, 

Craiginhaugh and the Insch. Registered on the  349th and 350th leaves of the said Register 
1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 

--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1784 AOS 586   Easter and Wester Craigenhaugh  
1835 GD171/3257  Craigenhaugh  
 
 cf Craiginfermer [14c] CraigieAYR [14c Craigin, Cragyne] 
CRAIGSHIELD  # DNY NS7881 [3]   
 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
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Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

1718 RS59/13 f.641  [L] parts and portions of Castlerankine called Rashiehill Craigshill [later Craigshield] 
and Chamberfauld with these portions of the lands of Glenhead and Boddomhead 

1788 AOS 1333  parts of Castle Ranken called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1795 AOS 2973  parts of Castle Rankine called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
CROFTFOOT   # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  Robert Bard of the Croft Fut  
1623 RS58/3 f.101  Duncan Cuthill in Croftfewit 
1653 RS58/9 f.183v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Cuthell eldest sone 

and apperand aire to Duncan Cuthell portioner of Gairth Quarter and rowme called 
Croftfoott in Denny --- all and haill his rowmes and lands called Croftfoott in Gairth 
Quarter of Denie with the haill grenis land thairof and the comontie of Denie Mure 
pertaining thairto 

1663 CRS   John Cuthill in Croftfoot of Dennie 
1676 RS59/5 f.354v  Alexander Cuithell portioner of Westermeallings [sells] that part and portion of land called 

the Easter Hill of Croftfoott all lying contiguous --- bounds --- southward to Corthie Burne 
1689 CH2/1254 1699   Croftfoot 
1699 RS59/10 f.143v  all and haill --- parts and portions of old extent in [Wester] Mailings --- and in particular 

resigning ane tuo shilling eight pennie land of old exent of the said lands called Easter Hill 
of Croftfoot 

CROFT WARD  # DNY NS8080 [3]    
 
1707 RS59/12 f.167-168  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Muirhead eldest 

lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall the Inset house spense and 
througang with the half of the Gavell on the east end of the Byer, with the just and equal 
half of the heall yaird lying on the northside of the said house and byer, together with the 
heall barn and litle house at the south gavell thereof and heall new gavell at the side of the 
same --- ane Cavell of land called the Houfauld and the Croft Ward, and ane cavell of 
land in Glenboe with ane Himprig 

CROFTWINTER  NS     
 
1659 RS58/12 f.139  William Young in Croftwintar 
1671 RS59/4 f.308  William Young in Croftwinter --- charter from William Stirling of Herbertshire  --- part 

and portion of land called Croftwinter with houses [etc] lyand within the paroche of 
Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1688 RS83/1 f.16.13  William Young in Croftwinter, Margaret Young his spouse & Mathew Young their sone, 
to George Stirling of Herbertshyre - annualrent out of Craftwinter in Dennie. Registered on 
the  269th and 270th leaves of the said Register 

1688 CH2/1254   Jon Millar in Croftwinter 
1706 CH2/1254  Croftwinter 
1708 CH2/1254  Croftwinter 
1735 CH2/1254  Croftwinter 
1737 CH2/1254  Croftwinter 
CRUMMILIN BURN  # DNY NS8180 [1]   NS810804    
   
1678 RS59/6 f.29v   ten shilling land in Easter Seammores lyand northward from the Crumbieland Burn to 

Herbershyres marches --- part and portion of the Neither Mosse onlie for the casting and 
away taking of the peates yeirlie 

1678 RS59/6 f.25  ten shilling land of Easter Seamores lyand besouth and benethe the Crumbeland Burn  
1678 RS59/6 f.36v   Easter Seamores lyand besouth and beneth the Crumisland Burne --- as also sold and 

disponed the heall stock of wood and growing timber within the said fyve shilling land --- 
all lyand within the barronie of Herbertshre parishine of Dennie 

1678 RS59/6 f.49   lands of Bankhead of Easter Seamores lyand above the Crumlieland Burne extending to a 
fyve shilling land of old extent as the samen is devydit from the wester fyve shilling land 
thereof boundit be the lands of Loanhead on the eist the said burne on the south the fyve 
shilling land disponed to James Bennie on the west and the lands belonging to the laird of 
Herbertshyre on the north parts thereof  

1681 RS59/6 f.284  --- and the Crumbieland Burne lyeing on the northsyde thairof  
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1699 RS59/10 f.151   Bankead of Easter Seamores lying above the Crumbieland Burne 
1702 RS83/2/11.42   John Young son to Alexander Young of Buckiesyde - half of the 10s land of Easter 

Seamores lying North up and from Crumlinnburn to Herbertshire Marches with houss 
RS59/11 f.43 – f.44 

1702 RS59/11 f.43v   Crumiland Burn  
1755 Roy    Crummilin Burn 
  
CRUMMOCK BURN  # DNY NS7883 [1]    
 
1698 RS59/10 f.90v  [L] John Burne farmor of the Mylne of Garvall baillie in that part --- Hugh Wilsone of 

Corntoune having a disposition and precept of sasine from James Forsyth of Garvall --- all 
and haill his lands of Garvall comprehending therein that piece of meadow lying in the 
parcel of ground called the Haugh --- also the cavells of land lying west from the Crumoch 
Burne   

1746 RS59/19 f.59v  all and haill the lands of Garvill comprehending therein the peece of meadow lying in the 
parcell of ground called the Haugh --- and also these cavills of land lying west from the 
Crummock Burn wherof ane aiker lyes adjacent to Nickels Walls two aikers thereof lye 
east from the [two dashes entered here] betwixt the Drum Lands and the said lands of 
Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the Lymmie betwixt the said Drumlands and the 
lands of Garvald with houses [etc] --- together with the Miln of Garvell Milnlands thereof -
-- and all and haill the lands of Cocheranes Mealling called Gateside with houses [etc]  

 
cf Crummackdale, Yorkshire Dales Place-Names p.50 
CRUMMOCKHEAD  # DNY NS7883 [2]   
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.226v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Beny merchant 
in Falkirk --- William Baird portioner of Fuckertoune --- parts and portions of the land 
callit the Makmuroch, Langhill, Lymeside, West Greines, West Zairds, Cromock Heid, 
Scheiphouse Hill and their haill infield lands in Fuckertoun lyand in run rig with the rest of 
the neightbouris lands  

1669 RS59/4 f.76  these parts and portions of land known as the East Yards the Cummockhead Lamysyde 
and the Sheiphouseknow of all the infield lands in Fuckertoune lying discontigue in the 
Run Rigges and parcels between lands near there --- parish of Denny and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Robert Chalmeris portioner of Borland John and Alexander 
Russell in Threprigg 

1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 
land called Westeryeards Crannokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc]  

CRUMMOCKSTEPS  DNY NS7883 [1]  NS781831    
 
1753 RS59/20 f.146  Crummock Steps of Fankertoun --- all and whole that part and portion of the lands of 

Garvald in North Sheils 
1787 AOS 1212  James Russal of Crummmock Steps  
1797 AOS 3438  William Russell  of Crummmock Steps 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Crummmocksteps 
1861 OS   Crummmocksteps 
1971 OS   Crummmocksteps 
1912 CDS13   Crummmocksteps - John Kidd  
 
 cf Crummock NS3554; Crummock, Beith 
     Crammag, Crummie, Galloway [PNG 92, 96] - see 
CUSTONHALL  # DNY NS8082 [1]   NS805827    
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1699 RS59/10 f.167  all and haill his lands of Holehouse, Westborland, Custonhall, Broadsydes, Borthie and 

Old Faulds, togidder with that piece of land called Neithermains --- David Cuthill of 
Maydub  

1703 RS59/11 f.311  Be it known to all men be thir presents Me Patrick Johnstoun in Redding only laufull son 
to Andrew Johnstoun in Polmont forasmuch as Alexander Johnstoun of Hollhouse be his 
disposition – disponed in favour of me and my heirs [etc] all and haill the said Alexander 
Johnstoun his lands of Hollhouse Westborland Custonhall Breadsydes Borthie and Old 
Faulds together with that piece of land called Nether Mains lately conquest and acquired by 
the said Alexander Johnstoun from David Cuthill of Maydub 

1704 GD1/227/74.15  Alexander Johnstone grants a heretable bond upon his lands of Hoilhous, west Borland, 
Custonhall, Breadsydes, Borthie [recte Corthie] etc., to Patrick Johnstoun in Redding. 
28.12.1704  

1709 RS59/12 f.423  William Bruce milner in Dennie Miln and Margaret Smith his spouse --- disposition and 
alienation from Alexander Johnston of Holehouse --- all and haill ane part and portion of 
his land in Westborland called the Costenhall with ane portion called the Torbrex lying on 
the west syde thereof --- lying within the barony of Temple Dennie and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Young in Lerox and William Wilson cordiner in 
Custonhall John Chapman in Stripesyde 

1718 RS59/13 f.643  James Bruce of Custonhall --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall ane part and 
portion of the lands of Westborland called Custounhall and ane portion called Torbrex 
lying on the west side thereof which belonged of old to the lands of Eastborland 

1733 SC4/3/1   Custonhill 
1748 GD171/4068  Writs of the lands of Custonhall and Torbrex 
1748-81 A727.4068   Writs of lands of Custonhall [Custon Hall] and Torbrex in parish of Denny and 

sheriffdom of Stirling, granted to John Bruce, portioner of Borland and tenant in 
Broomhill, as heir to James Bruce, portioner of West Borland; disponed by John Bruce and 
Isobel Taylor, his spouse, to James Bruce, their son; disponed by him to William Morehead 
[Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (6 items) 

1749 RS59/19 f.369v  [L] John Bruce portioner of Borland and tennant in Broomhill --- Precept of Clare Constat 
from Trustees to the Earl of Wigton's Trustees --- all and haill part of the lands of Borland 
called Coustonhall with a portion of land called Torbrex lying contiguous thereto and 
which formerly belonged to the lands of East Borland --- parish of Denny  

1755 CH2/1254  Custon Hall 
1800 AOS 3976  part of West Boreland called Custonhall 
1817 Grassom   Custonhall 
1836 AOS 1799  part of West Boreland called Custonhall with a portion of land called Torbrex on the west 

side thereof and Lint Mill thereon 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Michael Benny of Custonhall 
1861 OS   Custonhall  
 
Note 1: VR gives this as one of "the Feurs of Temple Denny". 
Note 2: Sir Ralph Costein, witness to a charter c1200, to the church of St Mary, Stirling. The name appears as 

Cousteine in 1705 
CUTHELTON  DNY NS8282 [1]   NS820820    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Cuthiltoun 
1608 GD86/381    the lands of Cuttelltoun and Lilislie 
1616 CRS   Stephen Cuthill in Cuthill-town 
1624 CRS   David Cuthill in Ruthilstoun of Denny 
1632 RS58/5 f.304  John Zoung in Cuthiltoun 
1633 RS58/6 f.34v  parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre particularlie efterfollowing 

Lyand on the southsyde of the watter of Caroun to witt all and haill the landis of 
Heidiswode posest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill thair and Thomas Baird thair The haill 
of Lilieslie posest be Thomas Cuthill thair The landis of Litledenny posest be John Cuthill 
and Alexander Gordoune thair The lands of Cuthiltoune posest be John Stratherne thair 
Robert Bassock thair James Zoung thair The lands of Leslie posest be Margaret Chalmer 
relict of umquhill William Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie relict of umquhill David 
Cuthill Johne Baird now hir spouse and Alexander Zoung in Cuthiltoune with housis 
biggingis zeardis toftis croftis  infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis pendicles and all thair 
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pertinentis easmentis lyand within the said barrounrie of Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1645 RS58/8 f.97  James Young in Cutiltoun [next sasine, f.98, has Cuthiltoun] 
1700 RS83/2/348  Patrick McIldande, maltman in Cutheltoun of Dennie RS59/10 f.381 – f.382 
1712 CRS ADD     Margaret McIldandie spouse to William Hendersoune in Cuithelltoune of  Dennie  
1717  RS59/13 f.473  William Young in Cuthelltoun of Denny  
1755 Roy   Kethelton 
1781 AOS 13   John Young, tenant, Cuthiltown 
1795 AOS 3036  Wester Cuthiltoun 
1817 Grassom   Cuthelton 
1835 GD171/3257  Easter Cuthilton and Chacefield 
1835 GD171/3257  Wester Cuthilton and Maltdub 
1861 OS   Cuthelton 
1912 CDS13   Cuthelton  - Alex. Shanks 
1973 OS   Cuthelton  
  
Note: James Cuthel witness in 1510 to GD1/529.17. 
CUTHELTON GREENS # DNY NS8081 [1]   NS802818    
 
1708 CH2/1254   Cuthiltowngreens 
1753 CRS   Margaret Gentles in Cuthilltown Greens 
1755 Roy   Kethelton Greens 
1795 AOS 3036  Cuthiltown Greens 
1817 Grassom   Cutheltongreen 
1861 OS   Cuthelton Greens  
CUTHELTON MUIR  # DNY NS8181 [1]    
 
1730 RS59/15 f.437v  [L] all and haill the land called Leslie Greens formerly possesed by John Chalmers and the 

muir called Cuthiltoun Muir lying within the shire of Stirling and paroch of Denny 
bounded as follows Viz: by the highway leading from Denny to Loanhead on the west By 
the lands  of Bankhead Seamores and Catscleugh on the south And the lands belonging to 
William Stirling and the dyke commonly called the HeadDyke marching with the lands of 
Cuthiltown on the north And the lands of Headswood and these of Sir Archibald Primrose 
on the east And which muir and Greens are already inclosed on the west and north --- and 
whereon there is already some Buildings with all right and title thereto 

DARRACH HILL  DNY NS 7582 [1]   NS754828    
 
1696 RS59/8 f.498v  all and haill that part of portion of land or but of land of Garth lyand in Easter Darroch 

and all and haill tua uther portions or buts of land in Chantor, and all and haill that uther 
portion of land called the butt of land lyand in Chantor and all and haill that portion of land 
called the headrig lyand on the south pairt of the Wester Comdarroch 

1728 RS59/15 f.256v  As also all and haill that but of Garth lying in Easter Darroch bounded with the said lands 
of Drum on west south and north --- and west parts of Fankertoun on the east And all and 
haill that other part and portion of land called the headridge lying on the south parts of 
Wester Cardarrochs --- all and haill that part and portion of his lands of Corthie lying be 
east the Drum extending to ane five shilling four penny land of old extent 

1800 SA MP/DE 8  Daratch 
1817 Grassom  Darritch Hill 
1861 OS   Darrach Hill 
1971 OS    Darrach Hill 
DECKRIESHILL  NS     
 
1787 AOS   Deckrieshill - given with Glenhead, Dykeneuk and Fankerton  
 
 deck is from MDutch deken < OTeutonic thakjan > OE thaec  
cf Dechmont  WLO [PNWL 77] 
DENNY   DNY NS 8182 [1]   NS812827    
 
1306 Bain v 441  3 warrants from Edward, Prince of Wales, signed at Denny  
1306 Bain v 444  A roll of horses, valued for the Scottish war. Several had died - 2 at Denny  
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1410 Peerage   Little Denny - Stephen Crichton 
1515 Wigton 741  Temple Denny 
1576 CRE   Marcus Chalmer, elder, in Dennie sometime spouse to Helen Cuthil 
1590 Pont     Denny 
1619 RS58/1 f.242  James Cuthill in Dene 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  James Cuthill in Dene  
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  [L] William Chalmeris in Danny and Andrew Oiswald lawful son to James Oiswald in 

Danny --- infefting the said Andrew Osuald his heirs and assignees in all and haill an 
annual rent of 20 pounds furth of lands of the barony of Danny commonly called Medow 
lying in lie Gartquarter along with these pieces and portions of lands of the barony of 
Danny commonly called Fukkerttoun ---- Danny Greinis ---- lie Tambothie in the Danny 
Greins [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Muirheid in Danny, Robert Bard there, John Forrester 
there, William Hay in Thomastoun  

1623 RS58/3 f.74v  Thomas Chalmeris , portioner of Denny and Euphama Callender his spouse and Johne 
Mason, merchant in Denny; Edward Barhill in Denny 

1685 SC67/67/2 f.92  [L] Richard Callander, only son to deceased Mr John C. minister at Denny 
    [Latin text states Mr Richard C., parson of Falkirk was frater germanus to dec. Mr J.C.] 
1621 RS58/2 f.265  John Mason mercator in Denny  
1659 RS58/12 f.246v  Hugh Jack sclatter in Denny 
13/10/1676 CC21/5/9   Alexander Cuithill in Denny Testament Dative and Inventory 
1693 SC67/67   the remains of kyne bought at Dennie fair in 1690 
1698 RS83/2/100  Mr John Wingzet late minister of Denny [RS59/10 89 – f.90] 
1729 RS59/15 f.386v  the Town and paroch of Denny 
1733 CH2/644   The bridge of Dennie ... carried off by a deluge of water 
1737 RS59/17 f.152v  James Young his houses barnes stables byres brewhouse and yairds lying on the north side 

of the high street in the town of Denny 
1751 IRGS 101.17  Lady Clementine Fleming - The Earldom of Wigtoun 
1755 Roy   
1762 GD1/529/202/3     Thomas Burn, wright at Denny;William Dobbie mason in - 
1774 IRGS 115.60  Sir Lawrence Dundas of Kerse - Denny 
1861 OS   
 
     Denny Duff ABD; Dendennie, Galloway [PNG 106, 109] 
DENNY - BARONY OF or TEMPLEDENNY  DNY8082 [1]    
 
1515 Wigton 741   A letter of Tack granted by George Dundas, knight, Lord of the Templehouse of St John of 

Torphichen, to a noble and mighty Lord John, Lord Fleming, for all the days of his lifetime 
of all and haill, the said George his lands of Temple Denny, with the pertinents, lying 
within the sheriffdom of Stirling, with a power of bailiary within the bounds of the said 
lands, and contains a discharge of the rents of the lands during his life 

1577 Wigton 742   A Charter by James Sandilands, Lord and Baron of the barony of Torphichen, to Thomas 
Inglis, portioner of Auldliston, his chamberlain, of all and sundry his feu farm victual 
payable to him by the tenants of the barony of Denny, for the farms of the Mill thereof, 
proportionally to their lands and according to use and wont, extending yearly to 38 bolls 
farm meal lying in the barony of Denny, regality of Torphichen and sheriffdom of Stirling, 
to be holden of the granter feu for payment to him during his life of £6.3.4, and after the 
decease of the said James Sandilands, to the king ... 

1585 Wigton 743   A Disposition and Commission of bailiary by James Sandilands, Lord of Torphichen, and 
his tutors, whereby they make and constitute John, Lord Fleming, bailie of all and haill the 
lands and barony of Denny, lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling, in ample form, only 
half of the casualties of the Court is to come to the granter, with power to create deputes 
&c., and that for the space of three years after the date 

1586 Wigton 742  barony of Denny, regality of Torphichen 
1587 Wigton 746   Letters of four forms at the instance of John, Lord Fleming, against Robert Lindsay of 

Dunroad, and John Livingstones, elder and younger, of Dunipace, who had intruded into 
the office of bailiary during the said lord's forfeiture, to desist therefrom 

1587 Wigton 747   An Instrument taken upon the said Robert Lindsay of Dunroad's repossessing my Lord 
Fleming to the office of bailiary in obedience to the charge 

1588 Wigton 748   A Renunciation by John Livingstone, younger of Dunipace, whereby he renounces in 
favour of the Lord Fleming all the right he hath to the office of bailiary in the barony of 
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Denny, and assigned him to his right and title thereof 
1601 Retour 27   John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of slamon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
Herbertshire by annexation, in the barony and regality of Torphichen ... 20L of the lands 
and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen. 

1608 Wigton 751   A Disposition by James, Lord Torphichen, heritably and irredeemably to John, Earl of 
Wigton, and his heirs of tailzie mentioned in hs infeftments, of all and sundry the lands and 
barony of denny, houses, yards, parts, pendicles, and pertinents thereof, pertaining to him 
either in property or tennendry, with the castle, tower, fortalice, &c., mill, mill-lands, 
millhill, multures, sucken and knaveship thereof, coals, coalheughs &c., free privilege of 
regallity of the said barony, with all other privileges, and whole pertinents of the same, 
lying within the lordship of Torphichen and sheriffdom of Stirling, ... 

1609 Wigton 752   A Procuratory of Resignation the said James, Lord Torphichen, relative to his disposition 
above written for resigning his said lands and barony of Denny &c. in the king's hands for 
new infeftment to the said John, Earl of Wigton 

1609 Wigton 753   A Charter granted by James, Lord of Torphichen, of the aforesaid lands and barony of 
Denny and others above written, to John, Earl of Wigton, to be holden feu of the king and 
his successors for payment of £10 Scots yearly, which was the old and proportional feu-
duty paid for the barony of Denny and its parts and pendicles for the relief of the said 
Lords of Torphichen of 500 merks of feu-duty contained in their old infeftments and that 
without the said John, Earl of Wigton, his heirs and successors their doubling the feu at 
their entries thereto 

1609 GD1/185/1   Instrument of sasine of the lands and barony of Dennie in the lordship of Torphichen and 
sheriffdom of Stirling in favour of John, earl of Wigtoun [Wigton]. 15 Jul 1609. 15 Jul 
1609  

1615 Wigton 762   A Disposition by John, Earl of Wigton, to John Cleland, of the lands and barony of Denny 
1616 Wigton 765   A Disposition and Alienation by the said John Cleland to John, Master of Wigton, Lord 

Fleming, son and apparent heir to the said John, Earl of Wigton, of the said lands and 
barony of Denny 

1618 Wigton 185   John, second Earl of Wigtoun, his revocation of a disposition made by him during the time 
of his marriage to Dame Sarah Maxwell, his lady, of the lands and barony of 
TempleDenny 

1628 RS58/4 f.151  Thomas Oswald, portioner of Temple Denny, John Oswald, his son  
1636 RS58/6 f.353  lying within the barounie of Temple Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1646 GD224/1058/26 Declaration by elders of kirk of Denny of quartering upon baronies of Temple Denny and 

Herbertshire and lands of Catschewgh [recte Catsclewgh], pertaining to John, earl of 
Wigton, of Lord Cowper's dragoons. 1646 January 14, 16  

1650 CHA a43.17   John Laying in Gateside, John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West Boirdland, David 
Young notary public in Denny, Magister James Rolloock, Robert Muirhead in Lytle 
Denovane. 

1659 RS58/12 f.246v  the barony of Tempell Denny  
1662 Wigton 212  lands and barony of Denny pay £10 feu-duty 
1668 Retour 247  [L] William earl of Wigtoun [etc.] heir male of John earl of Wigtoun;- in the lands of 

Cattiscleuch;- lands of Eister and Wester Seamoiris and the 50 shilling land of 
Thomastoun;- lands of Doupes alias Dovanes, within the barony of Herbersore;- lands 
unerwritten erected into the earldom, lordship and barony, viz. lands of Auchinreoche, 
Inchbellie, Inchbreck, and Auchinririe, parts of the lands and barony of Antermonie;- lands 
of Castel-Rankine, viz. lands of Eister and Wester Castel-Rankines;- lands of Balmokeir 
with mills;- lands of Ballinknock Eister and Wester;- lands of Brackinleyes, Cowdounhill, 
and Glenhead, in the barony of Herbersore;- lands and barony of Denny;- all united into 
the barony of Cumbernauld and all erected into the earldom of Wigtoun. 

1691 VR   Temple Denny 
1693 RS83/1 f.45.3  Patrick Mitchell in Muirsyde of Kinaird - annualrent out of the lands of Meadow in 

Tempilldenny. Registered on the  217th and 218th leaves of the said Register 
1716  E644/1    12. n.d. Rental of the estate of Linlithgow (lordship of Callendar; lands in and about 

Falkirk; barony of Slamannan; baronies of Bambreich and Almond; teind tack duty of 
Templedenny 

1781 GD1/227/21  Report by Andrew Cuthel, portioner of Broadside, and James Kirkwood of Garth, 
berleymen for Tempeldenny 
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1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Greyswalls, Easter 
Longhill, Backdales, Torduff, Broadside, Overtown, double dykes, South Greens, Wester 
Mailing, Dyke Neuck, & Falkfold, being parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 

1831 VR   The Feurs of Temple Denny:- East Boreland, West Boreland, Burnfoot, Custonhill, 
Earl of Wigtons 7s 8d land of Milnland, Nethermains, Holehouse, Gairth, Bellshill, 
Myothill, Drum, Stonywood, Fankerton, Smithyhill, Overton, Woodhead, Longhill, 
Grayswells, Nicolswalls, Backdales, Tarduff, Breadside, Doubledykes, Southgreens, 
Wester Mailing, Wester Dyke Neuk, Tathfold, Ryerigs 

1845 NSA   the upper division of the parish which is called Temple Denny  
 
 Note 1: Templaria includes the following as being parts of Temple Denny: 
 Garvald, Garvald and Cochranes Mailling, East and West Borland, Garth, the mill of the barony of Denny, Hillhouse,  

Drum, Greens [of Denny], Sandyhill, the common muir of Denny.  
Note 2: Denny Abbey is a former abbey near Waterbeach, six miles (10 km) north of Cambridge in Cambridgeshire, 

England. The site, on an ancient road between Cambridge and Ely, was settled by farmers as early as the Roman 
period. A group of Benedictine monks, governed from Ely, moved here from their waterlogged monastery at 
Elmeney (a vanished settlement about a mile to the northeast) in the 1150s, at the suggestion of Duke Conan IV 
of Britanny. They built a church, Denny Priory, which opened in 1159. The crossing and transepts are the only 
parts of the original Priory that remain today. In 1169 the monks returned to Ely and the site was handed to the 
Knights Templar. The Templars built a number of additions, including a large Norman-style arched doorway 
and an infirmary. By the 1290s the Knights had lost their power, and in 1308 King Edward II had the entire 
order arrested and imprisoned, confiscating their property. Denny was given to the Hospitallers, who took no 
active interest in the property. 

DENNY BRIDGE  DNY NS8083 [1]   
 
1668 CRS   Walter Scott, younger, at Denniebridge 
1689 CRS   John Scott, lawful son to umquhile Walter Scot at the Bridge of Dennie 
1733 CH2/644  The bridge of Dennie ... carried off by a deluge of water 
1750 Roy     Denny Bridge 
1861 OS     Denny Bridge 
DENNY BRIDGE-END DNY NS8083 [1]   
 
1622 RS58/2 f.344  Robert Scott at Brigend of Dennie 
1667 CRS   Walter Scott at Brigend of Dennie 
1748 RS59/19 f.267v  [L] John Murray smith at Bridgend of Denny as baillie --- John Sym in Backraw holding 

a disposition granted by James Muirhead of Burnfoot --- all and haill the lands of Burnfoot 
with the maltbarn and stable and other houses and yairds thereon seat or desk in the Kirk of 
Denny --- lying in the parish of Denny  

1798 CH2/1254   Bridgend of Denny 
1906 DS   Bridgend of Denny 
DENNY FIELD  DNY NS8183 [1]  NS811833    
 
1817 Grassom   Denny  Field 
DENNY GREENS  DENNY GREENS   
 
1582 GD1/227/74.5  the Half Greinis called Hoilhous 
1592 RH6/3192   Feu charter by Jas. Sandilands of Calder. Lord of Torphichen etc. superior of the lands 

underwritten … granting and confirming to John Masoun, son of Wm. Masoun in Denny, 
his heirs and assignees, the equal half of one part of the eight shilling land called the “ten 
schilling grenis” lying on the east side of “Wester Grenis and on the west side of Eister 
Grenis” bounded as follows “hauand on the eist side of the west zaird dyke and on the 
west side to Slaquarfrie dike, and on the south side passand to the Doipis dike [Doups] and 
passand on the north side to the wattir of Carroun with mure, mos, medowis and vnerd as 
effeiris to the said portioun of land liand within Denny grenis and muir thairof and within 
the sh. of Striuiling; which particle of land formerly belonged in feufarm to Jonet Baird and 
was, with consent of John Young, her husband, resigned by her in the hands of the 
superior, to be  held …. in feu farm of the granter and his heirs for a redendo of forty pence 
Scots yearly, and for multures 2 ½ pecks of oatmeal with the half of a kain fowll at the 
usuall terms … precept of sas. directed to Wm. Richartsoun in Gaitsyde of Denny as 
bailie[1592] 
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1592 RH6/3196  Feu charter by Jas. Sandilands of Calder. Lord of Torphichen etc. superior of the lands … 
granting to Wm. Esplein, son and heir apparent of John Esplene in Stanehous, his heirs and 
assignees, one small portion of land of the lands and barony of Denny, extending in old 
rental to three shillings of land, commonly called the Nyne schilling grenis of the lands of 
East and West Boirdlandis; also another portion of land called the Grenis of those 14/- 
lands of West Boirdlandis formerly belonging to Nicholas Benny, with their pertinents, 
extending to 4/8 of lands lying between the Fukkertoun burn and Slafarquarburne in said b. 
of Denny – precept of sasine directed to Wm. Richardsoun in Gaitsyde of Denny as bailie 

1597 Templaria  part of the 8s land called the 10s Greens, Denny 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  lie Tambothie in the Danny Greins 
1620 RS58/2 f.71v  [L] [endorsed “Lyferent seising Agnes Scot of ane acair of land up in Dennie”] lands of 

Dennie Greinis --- John Murehead portioner of Dennie Greinis and Agnes Scott his future 
spouse --- contract of marriage --- an acre of  land --- John Zong in Stannie Insche in 
Denovane, Henry Scott in Fuckartoune of Dennie, Andrew Forrester in Dennie Greinies 
and John Denovan there, witnesses  

1620 RS58/2 f.95v  [L] [endorsed “sasine for John Oswall in Dennie Grainis”] compeared upon the lands 
underwritten James Oswall  at Chapell of Dennie and John Oswall his son and heir 
apparent --- and Thomas Paull in Garnog[v]ok and Florens Fleming his spouse and Marie 
Paull his daughter --- all and haill his lands of Dennie commonly called lie Chapeland of 
Dennie pertaining to the said James Oswall in fee, lying in the parish of Falkirk and 
regality of Holyroodhous --- Andrew Oswall lawful son to the said James Oswald, 
Alexander Sinclar -------, Henry Sinclar in Denovan, John Oswall sorbre in Denniye and 
Robert Zong portioner there  

1621 CRS   Duncan Robertson in Dennygreens 
1623 CRS   Margaret Cuthill relict of Duncan Robertsone in Grange [recte Greens] of Deny 
1624 RS58/3 f.135a  [L] Andrew Oiswald merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- William Chalmeris -

-- for that part and portion of Dennie pertaining to him commonly called the Dennie 
Grenes having in his hand a charter of sasine ---  the foresaid William and Katherine 
Oiswald his wife --- commonly known as Meadow and that part commonly called 
Gairthquarter and another part of the lands of Dennie called Thombothye [Thombothrie?] -
--Robert Bard in Fuckartoune of Dennie baillie in that part, [witnesses to sasine] John 
Oiswald, brother german to the said Andrew, , John Baird, farbrie in Dennie, William 
[Nemo] tr[xp]vie in Myathill 

1624 RS58/3 f.136  [L] personally compeared Andrew Oiswald, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow on that part 
and portion held by William Chalmeris, portioner of Dennie Grenes, having in his hand a 
charter from the foresaid William and Katherine Oiswald his wife, --- of all and haill the 
foresaid lands commonly called lie Dennie Grenes with houses [etc] --- and a seven penny 
land of the feu lands and barony of Dennie commonly known as Meadow, lying in that part 
called Gairthquarter --- and that part of the lands of Dennie called Thombothrie and that 
nine shilling land of his lands of Dennie Grenes --- Robert Baird in Fwcartoun of Dennie, 
baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] John Oiswald, brother german to the said Andrew, 
John Baird, farbrie in Dennie, William Nemo tixvie in Myathill 

1642 CRS   Marion Muirhead, sister to John Muirhead in Denny Greens 
1664 CRS   James Cuthill in Denniegreens 
1666 CRS   Agnes Scott relict of John Muirhead in Dennie Greenes 
1667 CRS   Isobel Laing spouse to John Young in Dennie-greenes 
1668 CRS   John Scott in Dennie Greens 
1670 CRS   Andrew Cuthill in Denie greenes 
1671 CRS   Margaret Muirhead, spouse to Robert Miller in Denie-greenes 
1672 CRS   Helen Strathearn spouse to John Wilson in Dennie-grines 
1679 CRS   John Ewing in Dennie-grines and Agnes Balloch his spouse 
1680 RS59/6 f.198v  Alexander Cuithell in Wester Meallings --- chairter of alienatioune granted be the said 

Alexander Cuithell to and in favour of John Wilsone in Myathill --- all and heall the said 
Alexander Cuithell his heall land lying in Dennygreines runrig with the rest of the barronie 
of Denny thair Greines Land his ane proper pairt of the said Alexander Cuithell his tuelve 
shilling ane pennie land with the full right of the Gairt Ward and four soumes grasse in 
Denny Muir 

1680 RS59/6 f.204v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Cuithell in Denny Greins 
having ane chairtour of alienatione --- made and granted be David Cuithell  in Easter 
Borland as heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- to wit ane cavle of land lying 
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in the the Braid Syde boundet betwixt Thomas Murehead his land lying on the east syde 
and Alexander Johnstoune of Hollowes his land lying on the south and west syde and 
Robert Millar his cavle lying on the north syde and James Young his land lying at the foot 
of the cavle and ane uther cavle lying in Masengaloch lying betwixt and James Young his 
land lying on the west Thomas Murehead his land lying on the east syde and cavle of land 
lying in the Old Field and ane cavle of land lying in Muirchells Ward with the heall pairt 
and portioune of the comontie of Dundaff Burne belonging to our heall maill of land in 
Dennie Greins 

1681 RS59/6 f.225  ten penne land in Denne Greins --- cavels of meadow lying in the Drume with the heal 
portions of land lying in the Torbrex --- lying in the barroune and parish of Denne 

1682 CRS   James Young in Dennie-greens 
1683 CRS   David Young in Dennie greens 
1684 CRS   Janet Auld in Denny-Green 
1685 RS83/1 f.2.10  James Young, portioner of East Borland ---- and ane 14 pennie land in Dennie Greens 

called Graywalls. Registered on the  13th leaf of the said Register 
1685 RS83/1 f.3.8  John Jack in Denniegreen and Marion Watt his spouse. Registered on the  34th leaf of the 

said Register 
1686 CRS   Robert Jack in Dennie-greens and Margaret Cuthell his spouse 
1687 RS83/1 f.10.14  Langhill in Westergreens of Dennie. Registered on the  165th leaf of the said Register  
1688 CRS   Janet Young lawful daughter to umquhile John Young in Dennie-greens 
1689 CRS   William Ewing in Dennie-greens 
1689 RS83/1 f.23.2  John Young in Dennie Greens of ane 5s land there and 15 soumes gras in Denniemuir 

Registered on the  414th and 415th leaves of the said Register 
1689 RS83/1 f.23.3  Jean Forsyth – spouse of John Young [RS89/7 folio 414] 
1702 RS83/2/11.38   John Rae eldest lawful son of John Rae in Dundaff portioner of Denny of all and haill ane 

four shilling one pennie land of Old Extent lying in Denny Greens RS59/11 f.40 – f.41 
1716 CRS   Liddell spouse to James Squyre in Dennie Greens 
1719 RS59/14 f.15v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Bowie of Greens as baillie to 

Earl of Wigton --- David Muirhead of Langhill --- all and haill these two cavills of land in 
Denny Greens the ane thereof called Mosdale --- and the other cavill called Gilmours 
Fauld  

1731 CRS   John Adam, portioner of Denny greens 
1781 AOS 39   Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykeneuk, seised in part of Dennygreens, & piece  of land in 

Tarduff, parish of Denny – on disp. by Robert Mack, portioner, Greendykeside; P.R. 
26.459 

1786 AOS 850   James Adam of Nicolswalls – in part of Denny Greens called Gilmoresland, parish of 
Denny, on disp. by John Young of Grayswalls. P.R. 29.110 

1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers ridge & 
Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 

1789 AOS   parts of Denny Greens called Broadside - NS772833 
1791 AOS 2113  5/6d land of Garth in Dennygreens 
1792 AOS   part of Denny Greens called West Boardland Fauld 
1800 AOS   Fankerton of Denny Greens - NS788831 
1806 AOS   4 merkland of Myathill comp. the 20d land of Greens 
1808 AOS   Fauldhead & Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1819 GD1/227/41  Burn D[enny] Greens 
1906 DS   for 8s lands of Denny Borland, otherwise land in Greens of Denny   
DENNY KIRK  DNY NS8183 [1]  NS811837    
 
1619 RS58/1 f.242  at the kirk of Denne  
1630 RS58/5 f.111  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Bruce, 

brother german of Mr Adam Bruce of Walton, as attorney for Thomas Bruce, burgess of 
the burgh of Stirling, having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the Earl of 
Linlithgow with consent of his cousin Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskan in respect of 
the superiority of lands in the barony of Harbartshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litill 
Denoven with the manor place, houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Alexander Callendar, 
minister at Temple of Dennie, John Johnstoun, portioner of Dennie 

1662 CRS   Margaret Bruce at the Kirk of Denny 
1667 CRS   Barbara Riddoch spouse to William Young at Dennie Kirk 
1672 CRS   Janet Muirhead spouse to John Cuthill at Denie Kirk 
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1676 CRS   John, William and Walter Young at Dennie Kirk 
1681 RS59/6 f.232v  Thomas Cuthell at Denny Kirk 
1681 RS59/6 f.277  John Cuthill at Dennye Kirk  
1681 RS59/6 f.284  Duncan Buchan precentor at Denny Kirk  
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.15  Mr John Wingyet, minister of Dennie. Registered on the  28th leaf of the said Register 
1686 RS83/1 f.9.14  Margaret Merschell spouse to Mr John Wingyet minister of Dennie. Registered on the  

146th and 147th leaves of the said Register  
1687 CRS   John Bachop at Dennie Kirk 
1702 RS83/2/11.159   James Gilline mertchant at Denny Kirk and Christian Young his spouse of all and haill 

ane house in the Kirkhill RS59/11 f.166 
1702 RS83/2/11.169   John Androw taylor at Denny Kirk and Janet Muirhead his spouse  
1709 RS59/12 f.407v  [L] Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Margaret Scot lawful 

daughter to John Scot of Woodend with special advice from her father and Helen Cuthell 
her mother --- contract of marriage with Walter Baird schoolmaster at Dennie Kirk with 
the special advice of John Baird portioner of Wester Mealings his father  

1712 RS59/13 f.10  David Cuthill at Dennie Kirk as baillie holding a disposition granted by Robert Muirhead 
portioner of East Boarland in favour of Andrew Dick Chyrurgeon at Denniekirk and Mary 
Paterson his spouse  --- ane part and portion of their land in East Boarland called the 
Kirkslap lying benorth the highway that goes to Dennie Kirk --- in the barony of 
Templedennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.10v  David Thomson Notar at Denniekirk and Margaret Robison hisspouse  
1723 RS59/14 f.406v  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Andrew Dick chirurgeon at 

Dennykirk as baillie ---- Thomas Burn wright at Dennykirk --- all and heall that cavill of 
land presently possest be William Cunninghame merchant at Dennykirk bounded by the 
lands of Boighead on the west the kings high road on the south James Youngs lands on the 
east and David Cuthells lands on the north together with that part and portion of the lands 
of Inch belonging thereto with soums of grass on the Muir of Denny and part of the 
Drumlea Meadow to be meithed and marched on the south side thereof --- together with 
the burial place in the kirk yeard of Denny all formerly belonging to Captain Thomas 
Mallard of Boreland 

1749 RS59/19 f.374  housestead and yeard at the Kirk of Denny on the north side of the highway at the back of 
the ministers mance --- together with the houses and other pertinents thereof being part of 
the lands called Higgins Lands within the parish of Denny --- as also half an acre of the 
lands of West Borland on the east side of the outfield thereof called the East Field 

1782 AOS 163   Thomas Burns, wright, Denny, as heir to Thomas Burns, wright, Dennykirk, his father, 
seised in tenements on the east side of the Highway from Denny to the Milnford of Carron, 
parish of Denny on Precept of Clare Constat by Lady Clementina Fleming of Biggar & 
Cumbernauld ; P.R. 27.131 

1787 AOS 1119  tenement at the Kirk of Denny being half of a cavil of land called Cairnhead, parish of 
Denny  

DENNY LOANFOOT  # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1795 AOS   in a tenement called Denny Loanfoot on the east side of the road from Denny village to 

Herbertshire Millford in the Water of Carron  
DENNYLOANHEAD  # DNY NS8080 [1]   NS809801    
 
1666 CRS   Robert Thomson in Lonehead of Seamores 
1678 RS59/6 f.26v  part and portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre bounded be the king’s high street that 

leads between Dennie Kirk and Loanhead on the east the mure 
1689 CH2/1254  Lonhead 
1693 RS83/1 f.42.1  John Gilchrist in Loanhead of Denny. 184th leaf 
1694 RS83/1 f.51v.5  John Gilchrist in Loanhead of Denny. RS59/8 f.302 
1699 RS83/2/243  Janet Thomson, relict of deceast George Danskine, smith, in Loanhead RS59/10 f.202 – 

f.203 
1700 RS83/2/10.378   John Muirhead portioner of Loanhead and annual-rent furth of Isobell Rennie, relict of 

Malcolm Broun in Foird of Bonnie her 40d land of Water of Bonnie RS59/10 f.310 – f.311 
1701 RS83/2/10.529   James Muirhead in Loanhead and Agnes Cowan his spouse … Robert Young portioner of 

Easter Seamores RS59/10 f.441 – f.442  
1707 RS59/12 f.167-168  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Muirhead eldest 

lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall the Inset house spense and 
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througang with the half of the Gavell on the east end of the Byer, with the just and equal 
half of the heall yaird lying on the northside of the said house and byer, together with the 
heall barn and litle house at the south gavell thereof and heall new gavell at the side of the 
same --- ane Cavell of land called the Houfauld and the Croft Ward, and ane cavell of land 
in Glenboe with ane Himprig 

1749 RS59/19 f.332  Loanhead of Easter Seamores 
1755 Roy   Loanhead 
1763 CRS   Patrick Balfour, portioner of Loanhead 
1788 AOS 1291  William Brock, Inkeeper, in a tennement in Loanhead, parish of Denny   
1807 AOS 5599  the village of Loanhead ... being part of Seamores called Holmdale   
1808 AOS 5856  John Brown sometime in Gateside of Milton, now residing at Denny Loanhead, in a piece 

of ground in Gateside, parish of Dunipace  
1817 Grassom  Loanhead 
1819 GD1/227/41  Loanhead of Easter Seamores 
1861 OS    Dennyoanhead 
1971 OS    Dennyloanhead  
DENNY MILL  # DNY NS8083 [1]   NS804830    
 
1577 Wigton 742   A Charter by James Sandilands, Lord and Baron of the barony of Torphichen, to Thomas 

Inglis, portioner of Auldliston, his chamberlain, of all and sundry his feu farm victual 
payable to him by the tenants of the barony of Denny, for the farms of the Mill thereof, 
proportionally to their lands and according to use and wont, extending yearly to 38 bolls 
farm meal lying in the barony of Denny, regality of Torphichen and sheriffdom of Stirling, 
to be holden of the granter feu for payment to him during his life of £6.3.4, and after the 
decease of the said James Sandilands, to the king ... 

1587 Wigton 745  Charter of Confirmation by James VI confirming a charter granted by Torphichen to 
Thomas Inglis 

1593 Templaria  Charter of Resignation to Thomas Inglis of the mill of the barony of Denny 
1608 Wigton 749   A Charter by James, Lord Torphichen, to Thomas Inglis, younger, his heirs and assignees, 

of all and haill his mill of the barony of Denny, with the shielhill, dam and aqueduct or 
lead, with all houses, yards and astricted multures and sequells thereof, paid by the tenants 
of the said barony proportionally and according to use and wont, extending in the whole to 
thirty-eight bolls farm meal, to be holden of the granter and his successors lords of 
Torphichen and barons of the barony of Denny ... 

1608 Wigton 751  the lands and barony of Denny ... with ... mill, mill-lands, millhill, sucken and knaveship 
thereof 

1609 Wigton 756   Sasine to Thomas Inglis of the Mill of Denny &c. mentioned in Lord Torphichen's charter 
No 749 

1613 Wigton 757   A Disposition by said Thomas Inglis to James Inglis, Provost of Glasgow, his brother 
german, of the said Mill of Denny &c.,  

1619 Wigton 722   A Disposition by James Inglis provost of Glasgow, to John, Earl of Wigton, and his heirs 
therein mentioned, of the mill of the barony of Denny &c.  

1621 CRS   Janet Young spouse to Thomas Young millar at Denny-mylne 
1632 RS58/5 f.307v  Thomas Zoung, miller at Dennymylne 
1639 CRS   Thomas Young miller at Denny-myll 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of sasine  

    1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of the 
same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and formerly 
pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 

1694 RS83/1 f.56.1  William Cowburgh son of umquhill William Cowburgh masone att the mill of Denny of 
that fyftie shilling nyne penny land of Wester Meallings with part of the common muir of 
Denny. 

1709 RS59/12 f.423  William Bruce milner in Dennie Miln and Margaret Smith his spouse  
1814 RHP 3381  Denny Mill 
1815 RHP48944   Photocopy Sketch plan of Denny Mill lands 4 August 1815 
1817 Grassom   Denny Mill  
1861 OS    Mill 
DENNY MUIR  DNY NS7582 [1]   
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1599 Templaria  the common muir of Denny 
1630 RS58/5 f.119v  [endorsed “sasine for John Adamesone] personelie compeirit upoun the ground of the 

lands of Dennymwre and Hirdlandis of Dennymwre William Mitchell in the Gairt of 
Denny, baillie in the pairt – John Cuthill portioner of  Stanewood and John Cuthill zounger 
fear of Stanewood his eldest sone and apparend air --- Precect of Clare Constat made and 
granted  by the said John Cuthill elder and younger of Stanewood to the said John 
Adamesoun for giving of sasine to him heretably as heir to the late David Adamesoun in 
Slafarquer his father of the parts and portions of Dennymwre --- the said lands of the 
common muir of Denny --- [witnesses to sasine] David Adamesoune in Slafarquer, 
William Johnstoune, weaver there, Andreew Thomsoune in [s]arli[k]craig  

1689 RS83/1 f.23.2  John Young in Dennie Greens of ane 5s land there and 15 soumes gras in Denniemuir 
Registered on the  414th and 415th leaves of the said Register 

1698 RS83/2/101  six soums of grass in Denny Muir 
1699 RS/83/2/10 f.147    [L] John Rennie of Harviesmealling of that 5s 8d land of old extent in Castlerankine 

commonlie called ffisher aiker with pertinents with the privilege of the common muir 
called Dennie muir. 

1781 AOS 30  Mark Scott of Wardhill --- Easter Gairth and part of Denny Muir and Gairthward; part of 
McMurrick and Smiddyhill – on disp. By David Findlay of Boogside  

1800 MP/DE 8  Plan of the Division of Denny Muir. This shows that the divided portions fell to:
 Backdales, Tathfaulds, Langhill, Overtown, Ryeriggs, Fankertown, Drum, 
Crummocksteps, Nicholswalls, Garvel, Quarter, Doups, Myethill, Geatside, Greensburn, 
Lees. 

1817 AOS 8428  William Benny, farmer Crossmyloof, seised in a park or inclosure ... commonly called the 
Herdshouse on the south side of the water of Carron, being part of the Muir of Temple 
Denny 

1861 OS   Denny Muir 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Denny Muir 
DENNYMUIREND  # DNY NS7483 [2]    
 
1658 RS58/12 f.14  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned David Modrell in Carrounefurd  in 

Dennymureend  
DENNYMUIRHEAD  # DNY NS7582 [3]   
 
1665 RS59/2 f.105v  Alexander Rae in Denny Muirheid  
DENNY PARISH  

1641 APS V, 224 
ACT ANENTE THE DISUNITING OF THE KIRK OF DENNIE FROM FALKIRK  

Our Soverane Lord and Estates of Parliament red and considerit the supplication givine in ... be commissioners of the 
General Assemblie And be maister Alexander Callender minister at Dennie and the elders at the said kirke Makand 
mention that the kirk of Dennie being some fourtie yeeres since or thereby dismembrit from the parsonage of Falkirke 
with consent of patrone and person In regaird the parochineres theirof being many and inclosit within the waters of 
carrone and bonye and lyand four myles from Falkirke could not possible have the benefite of Divyne service there bot 
verie commodiouslie might and have been the space forsaid served be thair owne pastores upoun meanes within 
themeselffes lykeas this being represented to the General Assemblie be thair act 27 August 1639 Fand the supplication 
givine in to thame reasonable And refferit the samene to the parliament And therefore Desyreing his Majestie and 
estates of Parliament To establish the said kirke of Dennie As ane kirke seperate and dismembrit from the parsonage of 
Falkirke To enjoy all priviledges liberties emolumentes and enducementes whatso- ever competent to ane paroche kirk 
in tymecoming As the said supplicatione in the selfe proportes OUR SAID SOVERANE Lord and Estates of 
parliament Hes established and hearby establishes The foirsaid kirke of Dennie As ane kirk seperat and dismeberit from 
the foirsaid parsonage of Faulkirke And ordeanes and appoyntes the samene kirke and parochine of Dennie To enjoy all 
priviledges liberties emoluments and enducements whatsomever competent to ane paroche kirke in all tymecomeing  

1641 APS V, 251    
RATIFICATIONE IN FAVOUR OF THE LORD AMONTE  

 and of the advocatione donatione and right of patronage of the paroche kirke of Falkirke and the kirkes of 
Morrouinsyde and Dennie quhilkis are pendicles of the samenen kirke of Fallkirke of old annexit thereto  

APS V, 719 
PROTESTATIOUNE. LORD AMONT ANENT DENNIE  

We James Lord Levingstoune of Amont and Callendar in respect of a pretendit reference from the laite General 
Assemblie holden at Edinburgh for dissuniting of the chappell of Dennie from ffalkirke I as heretable and undoubted 
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Patron of ffalkirk Dennie and Morrowinsyde doe protest in the contrarie in respect that wee as Patron  [....] the Titular 
of the forsaid Mother kirk with the pendicles thereof were ever cited or admonished to compeir either before the forsaid 
General Assemblie either before this present holl parliament  
DENNY SHIELS  # DNY NS7783 [1]       
 
c. 1590 Pont    Sheels 
1657 RS58/11 f.201 Andrew Young in Denny Scheills  
1659 RS58/12 f.164v Robert Jack in Scheills 
1663 RS59/1 f.311  Robert Boig in Sheills of Denye 
1670 CRS   Marion Scot daughter to umquhile John Scot in Dennie Shiells 
1677 RS59/5 f.409  William Ker in Denny Sheilles 
1706 CH2/1254  Shiels  
 
cf Northshields DNY 
DYRUD   # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1660 RS58/12 f.168  with the cavill of land in Braidsyd callit Deywod boundit betwixt Thomas Cuthill his lands 

thair on the west syde James Young in Greins his land their on the eist syde the lands 
perteining to John Cuthill of Corthie on the south syde and the said comontie of 
Torduffburne on the north syde thairof and the haill houss called the Bordlandyett the 
yairds theairof with the haill landis perteining thairto lyand att the south syde of the said 
houss betwixt the old double dyke on the west syde thairof  

1731 RS59/15 f.673v  several parts of Denny Greens --- that cavil of land in Breadside called Dynid --- the 
houses called Borland Yeatt  and yeards of the samen with the haill lands belonging thereto 
lying on the south parts of the said houses betwixt the old double dyke --- cavel of land in 
Dennygreens lying in Lawhills and dealls upon the south and north side of the highway 
that goes to Tarduff Yeatt ---- ane part and portion bounded as follows viz by the lands 
belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side with the Shields Burn on the 
northend  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end  

1751 RS59/20 f.9  [L] compeared upon the ground of the several lands and Cavills or parcels of lands after 
mentioned Robert Mack junr tenent in Tamfin of Kilsyth and as portioner of Over Sheels 
in Denny Greens heretible proprietor of the said several lands and others [he was married 
to Jean Shaw, sister of Margaret Shaw, wife to James Barrie of Thomaston – their father 
was Robert Shaw of Shank, her brother was John Shaw, tenant in Greengairs] --- contract 
of marriage --- liferent of the just and equal half of his parts and portions of the said lands 
of Over Sheels Viz the half of his three shilling land there with the houses [etc] these other 
parts and portions of land Viz of the two faulds in Tarduff of the cavel of land in Broadside 
called Dyrud of these houses called Borland Yate yard thereof with threee soumes grass in 
Denny Muir and parts corresponding thereto of that cavill o fland in Lawhills and Dales --- 
parish of Denny   

DOBSHILL  # DNY NS7683 [3]   
 
1738 RS59/17 f.294  compeared James Russel of Crumbsteps as procurator for William Chalmers second lawful 

son to Robert Chalmers of Fankirtoun --- all and haill the lands of Langhill Higgins Land  
and Dobshill  

DOUBLEDYKES  DNY NS7783 [1]   NS771830    
 
1660 RS58/12 f.168  with the cavill of land in Braidsyd callit Deywod boundit betwixt Thomas Cuthill his lands 

thair on the west syde James Young in Greins his land their on the eist syde the lands 
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perteining to John Cuthill of Corthie on the south syde and the said comontie of 
Torduffburne on the north syde thairof and the haill houss called the Bordlandyett the 
yairds theairof with the haill landis perteining thairto lyand att the south syde of the said 
houss betwixt the old double dyke on the west syde thairof  

1682 RS59/6 f.307  the comontie of Tarduff Burne --- and the haill howses called the Bordland Yett with the 
haill land pertaining thairto lyeing at the southside of the said Howse betwixt  the old 
double dykes on the west syde thairof  

1731 RS59/15 f.673v  the houses called Borland Yeatt  and yeards of the samen with the haill lands belonging 
thereto lying on the south parts of the said houses betwixt the old double dyke  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] all and haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the 
haill lands belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double 
Dyke on the south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the 
lands of John Johnstoun on the south  

1773 SC1/1/1   Doubledykes Feurs of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Double Dykes, - 

being parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1782 GD227.25  Thomas Adam of Doubledykes 
1800 AOS 3979  Thomas Adam of Double Dykes 
1817 Grassom   Dyke 
1861 OS   Doubledykes 
1906 DS   Doubledykes 
1912 CDS13   Doubledykes - William Graham 
1980 Ordnance Survey  Doubledykes  
 
cf Doubledykes, Cupar FIF and Double Dykes, St Andrews FIF 
DOUPS   DNY NS7481 [1]   NS749813    
 
1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 

of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1547 Johnsoun 357  Estir and Westir Semoris, Bankeir and the mill thereof, Coldounhill, Estir and Westir 
Thomastoun, Ballknock, Castelranky, Doups, lying in the barony of Harbartshire (this is in 
favour of Lady Janet Stewart, illegitimate daughter of James IV, and widow of Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming who fell at Pinkie 10 Sep. 1547. 

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, Cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi  2192  Douppis 
1609 Wigton 177   Doups 
1632 RMS viii 1988  Dovanes 
1662 RMS xi, 238  [L] lands of Doupes or Dovanes 
1666 RS59/2f 247v  Duncan Cuthill in Dowps 
06/06/1673 CC21/5/8   Duncane Cuithell in Dopes of Denny Testament Testamentar; Latter Will and Inventory 
1668 CRS   Janet Ker spouse to John Bennie in Doups of Dennie 
1668 CRS   Agnes Laing spouse to Duncan Cuithell in Doups of Dennie 
1673 CRS   Duncan Cuthill in Doupes of Denny 
1676 RS59/5 f.317v  John Benny in Doupes of Denny  
1681 Retour   lands of Doups alias Dovans, Barony of Herbertshire 
1698 RS83/2/33  John Bennie of Doups son of John Bennie portioner of East Boreland 
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1700 RS59/10 f.306v  and sicklyke that part and portion of the lands of Doups --- boundit as follows To witt 
beginning at the southsyde of the Long Craig Dyke and from there dounuard to the east 
syde of the Berryhill Burn and from thence lying straight south to ane marchestone lying in 
the northsyde of the Easter Know Hill and from thence furth to the west syde of ane other 
sauchen bush and as for the rest of the marches they ly south west through the moss to 
Thomas Kauer his marches 

1708 CH2/1254  Doups 
1773 SC1/1/1   Doups 
1788 AOS 1359  John Benny of Doups 
1790 AOS 1770  Doups & parts of Dennymuir and Herdslands, parish of Denny  
1809 AOS 6195  John Bennie of Doups 
1817 Grassom   Doups 
1819 GD1/227/41  Doups of Lamblinns; Doups 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Doups 
1861 OS   Doups 
1898 OS   Doups 
1906 DS   Doups 
1912 CDS13    Doups - Thomas Robb  
 
Cf Allt Domhain ABD   
 
Note: Bottomhead is adjacent. 
DOUPS BURN  DNY NS7778 [1]    
 
1898 OS   Doups Burn 
DOUPS DIKE   # DNY NS7581 [2]   
 
1592 RH6/3192  passand to the Doipis dike 
DOVANS   see Doups    
DROVE LOAN  DNY NS7381 # [1]   NS735815    
 
1743 RS59/18 f.302  James Aitken of Rasshiehill and Marion Laing his spouse along with John Aitken their son 

--- disposition granted by John Renny of Fisheracre --- that part and portion of  Berrymuir -
--- meithed and marched by the Drove Loan on the south Robert  Stevensons land on the 
west and William Laings lands of Lies on the north and the lands belonging to the said 
John Renny on the east  and all and haill that easter cavill of the said muir in the Easter 
Berrymuir --- the Drove Loan on the south --- cavill of land in the Wester Berrymuir --- the 
Drove Loan on the south --- within the barony of South Herbertshire  

1800 SA MP/DE 8  Drove Loan 
DROVE ROAD [3]  DNY NS7684 # [1]   NS769840 - NS809813  Denny  
 
1739 RS59/17 f.397v  [L] David Liddell in Bottomhead as baillie to Alexander Muirhead portioner of 

Castlerankine together with Robert Hay of Bottomhead --- these parts and portions of 
Alexander Muirheads lands of Castlerankine called Castlebrae Tongue and Berriemuir 
bounded as follows viz the Castlebrae by the lands of Maskscott and Langfauld on the east 
the drift lone and Thomas Inglis lands in Thomastoun on the south and west and the said 
Mark Scotts and William Hays lands of Glenhead on the east and south the said Mark Scott 
again be the west and James [------] of Herbertshire on the north and the said Berriemuir 
bounded by the said lands of Rashiehill on the east and west the said Drift Lone on the 
south and William Langs lands of Lees upon the north parts thereof --- barony of South 
Herbertshire parish of Denny 

1898 LOH   Drove Loan - From Glencarron Road at Langhill by Glenhead and Whitehill to Glasgow 
Road at Haircraigs 

DRUM   DNY NS 7982 [1]   NS792828    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  Johne Muirheid in the Drum  
1597 Templaria  Precept to George Muirheid of the land of Denny called the Drum 
1600 CRE   John Muirhead in Drum of Dennie 
1621 RS58/2 f.272  Be it kend till all men be thir present letters me George Murehead of Ticketsheuche 
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Marioun Watsone my spous for our selffis and name and behalff of Issobell Murehead our 
dochter that forsameikle as umquhille George Murehead feare of the landis callit the Drum 
of Dennye Jonet Muirhead his spous with special advyse and consent of William Murehead 
in Bogtoune sone and air at the least apparand air of umquhille Patrick Murehead in 
Bogtoune and also witnesses:h consent of William Murehead in Bogtoune brother to the 
said umquhille Patrick Murehead ffor all Richt entres and clame of richt qhhilk  the saidis 
William and William Mureheadis or ony  of them thair airis assignees and successoris or [-
---] of the said umquhille Patrick had his or may have --- the said George Murehead his 
contract of marriage maid betwix him and the said Jonet [I think the marriage is between  
George and Issobell] 

1633 RS58/6 f.84v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Mwrehead son and 
heir of the late George Mwrehead of Drum of Denny and there, he in consideration of a 
clause  in the contract of matrimony made between him on the one part, and James 
Wilsoun of Drip and Jonet Wilsoun his daughter on the other part gave in life rent all and 
haill the just and equall half of the lands of Drum of Denny so called with houses [etc] --- 
lying in the barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1661 RS59/1 f.16  Comperit personalie John Mureheid in Drum of Denny togidder with Alexander Mureheid 
in Boigtoune as baillie in that part to the Earl of Wigton --- upon the ground of the lands of 
Drum in Denny and uther lands efterspecifiet --- all and haill the lands of Drum in Denny 
---- and in all and haill these litle portiouns or buts of land of Garth lyand in Eister 
Cardarachis boundand with the saidis lands of Drum upon the west south and north parts 
and with the lands of umquhill John Bennie in the west part  of Fuckertoun upon the eist 
pairts With all and haill the said uther tuo portiounes or butts of land lyand in Chantir 
boundand with the lands pertaining to Mark Chalmer upon the north and with the lands of 
Drum foirsaid upon the south west and eist parts With all and haill ane uther portioun of 
land called a but of land lyand in Chantir bounded with the lands of of Thomas Chalmer on 
the south with the lands of James Bennie upon the north with the lands of the said Thomas 
Chalmer upon the west and the headrig of John Benny upon the east pairts With all and 
haill that uther portioune of land callit Headrig lyand upon the south pairt of Wester 
Cardarroches boundand with the lands of the said Mark Chalmer upon the south syde 
thairof With all and haill ane uthyr litle portioune or but of land passand from the north 
part of the said Headrig boundand with the lands of John Bennie upon the west and the 
lands of Thomas Chalmer on the eist pairts And in all and haill that uthyr portioune or but 
of land lyand on the north syde of Eister Cardaroches boundand with the lands of umquhill 
William Ritchartsone in Gaitsyde upon the north and the lands of George Robesone upon 
the south pairts  

1664 CRS   John Muirhead of Drum and Isobel Henderson his spouse 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of  

    1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of the 
same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and formerly 
pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 

    2 the 11/6 land of Fuckertoun 
    3 the 23d land of Garth formerly belonging to the late Gilbert Forrester 
    4 the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 

quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land. Sasine given on the 
said lands. [No 8 is the charter referring to No 16] 

1666 RS59/2 f.272  [L] that part and portion called Mackmorrock with that part  of the common lying below 
the stone quarry [subtus lapicidum] of the Drum in Longhill with --- moss and stone of the 
Mackmurrock 

1668 CRS   Robert Henderson, smith in Drume of Dennie 
1675 CRS   Elspeth Henrie spouse to Robert Hendersone in Drume of Denny 
1677 RS59/5 f.408v  William Gillchreist in Hollinbuss baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- Jonet Muirhead 

daughter of the late John Muirhead hereditary proprietor of the lands of Drum of Dennie 
her father --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill those lands of Drum in Dennie with 
houses [etc] and those buttis of land underwritten viz of all and haill these portions or 
buttes of land of the lands of Gairth lying in the Easter [Caronglis] bounding with the said 
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lands of Drum on the west north and south sides and with the lands of the late John Benny 
on th east side parts of Fuckertowne on the west side --- lying on the south side of the 
Wester Carrdnoche --- Easter Cardnoche [witnesses to sasine] James [?] in Craigend James 
Douglass in Easter Mailling Alexander Smith in Taigstowne 

1678 CRS   Isobel Henderson relict of John Muirhead in Drum of Dennie 
1696 RS83/1 f.74.2  George Bennie of Drum of Dennie. Registered on the  498th and 499th leaves of the said 

Register 
1705 CH2/1254  Drum 
1727 CRS   Christian Thomson relict of John Wilson tenant in Drum of Denny 
1755 Roy   Drum 
1773 SC1/1/1   Feurs of Temple Denny 
1817 Grassom   Drum 
1861 OS   Drum 
1906 DS   Drum 
1912 CDS13   Drum - Robert Kay, farmer 
DRUMBOWIE  DNY NS 7981 [1]   NS792813    
 
1665 RS59/2 f.136  [L] John Gillespie in Hollingbus baillie in that part for John Earl of Wigton --- Andrew 

Rany in Castellrankine --- equal half of Castellrankine with houses [etc] with liberties on 
the mures of Drumbowie and Berrie Mures – in the parish of Denny [witnesses to sasine] 
John Marschall in Auchinreoch 

1668 RS59/4 f.43  [L] Castlerankine --- with the privilege and libertie of Drumbowie and Berriemures 
1796 AOS 3086  in cavils of land called Drumnuie, Lodgehill, Helens Haugh, & Whitebreads 
1801 CH2/1254  Drumbowie 
1817 Grassom  Drumbowie 
1819 GD1/227/41  Drumbowie formerly Castlerankine 
1906 DS   Drumbowie - implies that this is part of Castlerankine [Carron Co.] 
1912 CDS13  Drumbowie - Geo. Gentles 
 
cf   Drumbowie, Muiravonside parish; Drumbowie WLO  [PNWL 92] 
     Auchenbowie [STL] < Auchinbothie 
DRUMBOWIE BURN  DNY NS7981 [1]   
 
1678 RS59/6 f.30  all and haill that part and portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre called Drumbowierig 

lyand and bounded as followes Betwixt the comone mure of Herbertshyre belonging to the 
laird of Herbertshyre upon the east and south east syde thairof the burne called 
Drumbowie Burn upon the south and southwest and the lands of Castlerankine upon the 
west and north pairts 

DRUMBOWIE RIG  # DNY NS7981 [1]    
 
1678 RS59/6 f.30  all and haill that part and portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre called Drumbowierig 

lyand and bounded as followes Betwixt the comone mure of Herbertshyre belonging to the 
laird of Herbertshyre upon the east and south east syde thairof the burne called Drumbowie 
Burn upon the south and southwest and the lands of Castlerankine upon the west and north 
pairts 

DRUMCRAIG  # DNY NS7784 [2]    
 
1659 RS58/12 f.177  all and haill that part and portion of land called McMurrock with that part of the mean of  

land lyand under the Drumcraig in Longhill 
DRUMIE   # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny -Drummed  
1835 GD171/3257  Drummie 
1836 AOS 1799  Drummid  
DRUMLANDS  # DNY NS7784 [3]    
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1731 RS59/15 f.647  Langhill consisting of the lands called Langhill, Langhill Cavill, Millhill Cavill, 

Westergreens Cavill and Drumlands 
1746 RS59/19 f.59v  betwixt the Drum Lands and the said lands of Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the 

Lymmie betwixt the said Drumlands and the lands of Garvald with houses [etc]   
DRUMLIEMEADOW  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1723 RS59/14 f.406v  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Andrew Dick chirurgeon at 

Dennykirk as baillie ---- Thomas Burn wright at Dennykirk --- all and heall that cavill of 
land presently possest be William Cunninghame merchant at Dennykirk bounded by the 
lands of Boighead on the west the kings high road on the south James Youngs lands on the 
east and David Cuthells lands on the north together with that part and portion of the lands 
of Inch belonging thereto with soums of grass on the Muir of Denny and part of the 
Drumlea Meadow to be meithed and marched on the south side thereof --- together with 
the burial place in the kirk yeard of Denny all formerly belonging to Captain Thomas 
Mallard of Boreland 

1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley 
Meadow Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 
--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1781 AOS 69   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in part of East Boreland, part of 
Drumliemeadow, Dennymuir and Herdsland, &c., parish of Denny on disp. by David 
Young, son of James Young, Blacksmith, Denny; P.R. 26.502 

1800 AOS 3976  part of Drumlie Meadow  
 
Note Drumie infra. 
  
cf Drum Leys NO3450; Drumley NO2712; NS402 
DRYBURGH   DNY NS8182 [1]   NS812823    
 
1671 CRS   Allan Marshall in Dryburghe 
1671 CH2/1254  Dryburgh 
1673 RS59/5 f.57  Comperit personalie and discreet man Andrew Oswald of Dryburgh 
1678 RS59/6 f.24v  Andrew Osuald of Dryburgh 
1690 RS83/1 f.27v.2  John Oswald of Dryburgh - annualrent out of the common muir of South Herbertshyre. 

Registered on the 511 leaf of the said Register 
1707 RS59/12 f.235v  John Oswald of Dryburgh and Elspeth Cowan his spouse 1715 CH2/644 
1718 GD171/4059  Writs of the temple lands of the Chapel of Denny commonly called the lands of Dryburgh 

in the parish of Denny, disponed by John Oswald of Dryburgh to James Oswald, his son 
and Mary Wright, his spouse; disponed James in favour of his son John; disponed by John 
in favour of Mr Thomas Oswald, minister in London who was also a son of James to whom 
William Stirling of Herbertshire  

A727.4059 1718-1858   Writs of temple lands of Chapel of Denny commonly called the lands of Dryburgh in 
parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, disponed by John Oswald of Dryburgh to 
James Oswald, his son, and Mary Wright, his spouse; disponed by James to John 
Oswald, his son; disponed by them to Mr Thomas Oswald, minister in London, 
also son of James, to whomWilliam Stirling of Herbertshire dispones the teinds of 
Seamoir [Seamores] Faulds and Cavills in the Muir thereof; the lands feued by 
said Mr Thomas Oswald, now of Craigengelt, to said John Oswald, farmer at 
Dennymiln [Denny Mill], his brother, while the superiority is disponed to Sir 
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Laurence Dundas of Kerse; the superiority disponed by Sir Thomas Dundas of 
Kerse and the property by said John Oswald to James Henry Oswald, son of said 
Mr Thomas; acquired by Harry Harmood [Harwood?], son of Captain Harry 
Harmood RN, as heir of provision, and by Isabella, Emma and Elizabeth Sarah 
Harmood as heirs of Harry, their father; and disponed by them to William Forbes 
of Callendar. Include inventory of these and other title deeds awanting; missive of 
tack by [James Henry] Oswald to Thomas Kirkwood of muir of South 
Herbertshire, 8 September 1788, and copy feu disposition by James Henry Oswald 
to Robert Kirkwood, portioner of South Herbertshire, of said muir, 20 March 1789. 
(36 items) 

1719 RS59/14 f.17  James Oswall eldest lawful son to John Oswall of Dryburgh --- all and haill these his 
temple lands or Gleibe of the Chappell of Dennie of the vicars thereof 

1730 RS59/15 f.487v  [L] Compared personaly Mr William Oswald Schoolmaster in Kirkintilloch and Janet 
Gray his spouse who with James Oswald of Dryburgh Bailly by precept having in his 
hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnstone of Holehous with consent of Agnes 
Cuthill his mother --- all and heall that part of his lands called Easter Holehouse or 
Burnside 

1734 RS59/16 f.346  James Oswald of Dryburgh proceeding upon ane precept directed furth of the Chancelary 
directed to the sheriff of Stirling --- said James as nearest heir to the late John Oswald his 
father --- in all and whole the Temple Land or Gleib of the Chapel of Denny which 
formerly pertained to the vicarage thereof ---  

1749 RS59/19 f.348v  Richard and Alexander Oswald merchants in Glasgow ---- annualrent furth of James 
Oswald his Templelands of the Gleib of the Chapel of Denny of old belonging to the vicar 
thereof lyiing betwixt the lands of old belonging to Sir William Sinclair of Rossland on the 
south and the Temple Lands of Torphichen on the north east and west all lying within the 
Barony of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling --- and which lands are now commonly called 
Dryburgh 

1755 CH2/1254  Dryburgh 
1762 GD1/529/202/3     James Oswald of Dryburgh 
1775 VR   the Kirkland of Denny commonly called Dryburgh 
1781 AOS 13   George Gibb, tenant, Dryburgh, seised 1781;- in a Park & tenements near Denny, parish 

of Denny, on disp. by William Lang, portioner, Leys, Thomas Russell, tenant, 
Gunnershaw, James  Hay, portioner, Garth, and John Young, tenant, Cuthiltown, May 
1779; P.R. 26.422 

1806 AOS 5296  in the Templelands of the Glebe of the Chapell of Denny now called Dryburgh – James 
Henry Oswald of Dryburgh 

1817 Grassom  Dryburgh 
1796 AOS   given with Helens haugh 
1818 GD171/4091  Writs of 3 roods of the lands of Lodgehill in the parish of Denny disponed by Alexander 

Marshall at Dryburgh in favour of Capt. John Amory at Denny Brewery 
1819 GD1/227/41  Dryburgh or temple lands or Glebe of Chapel 
1820 AOS 9586  of the Templelands of the Glebe if the Chapel of  Denny now called Dryburgh, parish of 

Denny – in Bond and Disp. by James Henry Oswald, March 5. 1806 
1845 NSA   Dryburgh is adjacent to Denny and is the name by which the ancient glebe lands are at 

present known 
1861 OS   Dryburgh  
1906 DS   formerly Dryburgh, for 17 acres 1 rood 32 poles, part of the Temple lands of the Glebe of 

the Chapel of Denny  
 
cf Dryburgh NX7866; NT5932; Drygrange NT5735 
    Dryburn, Dryden, Dryland MLO ; Dryden, Drylaw Hill ELO 
DUCAT PARK  # DNY NS7983 [2]   
 
1804 AOS 4828  a piece of ground formerly part of the Ducat Park in the lands of Gateside or Randolphhill  
DUMBASS or DUNGLASS  # DNY NS 7879 [2]      
 
c.1700 Sibbald letter  against Castlekarry at Dunglasse. 
Stirlingshire No. 498 Earthwork, Bankier (Site). … The unknown author whose note is preserved in Macfarlane' 

concludes his list with a structure "over against Castle Carry at Dunglass". No place 
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bearing this name has been noted in the lands N. of Castle Cary, and it might have been 
thought that the name Dunglass was applied to the structure at Bankier; but Pont includes 
in his inventory two names, "Bankyr" and "Dunbass", and despite the difference in spelling 
between "Dunglass" and "Dunbass", it may be supposed that both referred to one and the 
same structure and that therefore Bankier was distinct from this. Sibbald shows "Banker" at 
this place. 

DUMBLANE   # DNY NS 7779 [2]   
 
1700 RS59/10 f.259v  Easter Thomastoun --- equall half of the lands of Clochrie with the just and equall half of 

the parsell called Little Mealling with the half of the house and yeards built thairon called 
Backraw with the just and equall half of the lands and pertinents called Dumblane --- 
lyand within the parrochen of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling 

DYKE   see Doubledykes   
DYKENEUK   # DNY NS7782 [1]   NS772823    
 
1720 CH2/1254  Dykeneuk 
1755 Roy   Dykeneuk 
1773 SC1/1/1   Fuers of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 39   Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykeneuk, seised in part of Dennygreens, & piece  of land in 

Tarduff, parish of Denny – on disp. by Robert Mack, portioner, Greendykeside; P.R. 
26.459 

1781 AOS 102   Dykeneuk - Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Dyke 
Neuck, - being parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 

1787 AOS 1054  William Hay, junior, of Glenhead, Robert Gilchrist in Dykeneuk 
1796 AOS 3233  a gavel of land in Breadside called Africa;- on disp. by Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykenuke 
1816 AOS 8217  Dykeneuk  
1817 Grassom  Dykeneuk 
EASTFIELD   # DNY NS7982 [3]    
 
1749 RS59/19 f.374  housestead and yeard at the Kirk of Denny on the north side of the highway at the back of 

the ministers mance --- together with the houses and other pertinents thereof being part of 
the lands called Higgins Lands within the parish of Denny --- as also half an acre of the 
lands of West Borland on the east side of the outfield thereof called the East Field 

1789 AOS   lands of West Boreland on the east side of the outfield thereof called Eastfield 
1799 AOS 3689  lands of West Borland on the east side of the outfield thereof called Eastfield 
EASTER HILL  # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1676 RS59/5 f.354v  Alexander Cuithell portioner of Westermeallings [sells] that part and portion of land called 

the Easter Hill of Croftfoott all lying contiguous --- bounds --- southward to Corthie Burne 
1699 RS59/10 f.143v  all and haill --- parts and portions of old extent in [Wester] Mailings --- and in particular 

resigning ane tuo shilling eight pennie land of old exent of the said lands called Easter Hill 
of Croftfoot 

EASTER HOLM  # DNY NS8079 [2]   
 
1793 AOS 2642  part of Seamore called the Holm Dale, piece of ground called Easter Holm, half of the 

Bankie; Backgote, & part of Nether Moss of Seamores   
 
see Holm and Holm Dale infra 
EASTER KNOW HILL # DNY NS7481 [3]    
 
1700 RS59/10 f.306v  Lamblinns --- and sicklyke that part and portion of the lands of Doups --- boundit as 

follows To witt beginning at the southsyde of the Long Craig Dyke and from there 
dounuard to the east syde of the Berryhill Burn and from thence lying straight south to ane 
marchestone lying in the northsyde of the Easter Know Hill and from thence furth to the 
west syde of ane other sauchen bush and as for the rest of the marches they ly south west 
through the moss to Thomas Kauer (Cather?) his marches 

EASTER MAILING  # DNY NS8082 [3]    
 
1677 RS59/5 f.408v  James Douglass in Easter Mailling  
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EASTER MERKLAND OF BALLINKIER # DNY NS7879 [3]     
  
1906 DS   see Garngrew 
EASTER PARK   # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1806 AOS   Easter Park of Randolphhill    
EASTER WARDS  DNY NS7880 [1]   NS786805    
 
1906 DS   Easter Wards of Thomaston 
1984 OS   Easter Wairds  
 see Wards 
FALKFOLD   # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of --- Falkfold, being 

parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
  
cf Folk Burn, Galloway [PNG 138]   
FANKERTON  DNY NS7883 [1]   NS788831    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  The Fokkertown - George Robeson there [blank]; Wedow Bankis ther callit Marion 

Carrantht xxvd; Robert Chalmer ther viiijs xjd 
1592 RH6/3196  Feu charter by Jas. Sandilands of Calder. Lord of Torphichen etc. superior of the lands … 

granting to Wm. Esplein, son and heir apparent of John Esplene in Stanehous, his heirs and 
assignees, one small portion of land of the lands and b. of Denny, extending in old rental to 
three shillings of land, commonly called the Nyne schilling grenis of the lands of East and 
West Boirdlandis; also another portion of land called the Grenis of those 14/- lands of West 
Boirdlandis formerly belonging to Nicholas Benny, with their pertinents, extending to 4/8 
of lands lying between the Fukkertoun burn and Slafarquarburne in said b. of Denny  

1618 CRS   Helen Baird spouse to George Robertson in Fukkertoun of Dennie 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  portion of land of the barony of Danny  commonly called Fukkerttoun 
1620 RS58/2 f.71v  Henry Scott in Fuckartoune of Dennie 
1621 RS58/2 f.265  [L] [endorsed “sasine James Masone of West Boarland in Dennye”] personally compeared 

upon the lands underwritten Thomas Chalmeris portioner of [---] and Euphamie Callendare 
his spous and John Mason mercator in Denny --- an annual rent of twenty one merks --- 
out of his lands of West Boarland and Fukkertoun 

1621 RS58/2 f.265v  [L] [endorsed “sasine William Gray of Markland in Denye”] personally compeared upon 
the merk lands underwritten Robert Baird in Fukkertoune of Deny and Janet Benny his 
spouse for her interest and William Gray [---tor] in West Boarland of Denny and Helena 
Rany [or keny] his spouse --- Robert Baird his lands called the Markland lying in lie infeild 
of Fukkertoune with houses [etc] --- [witnesses:] John Cuthill fermorer of Staniwoode of 
Deny, John Johnstoune in Hoilhous, William Gilmor in Est Boarland, Harry Murehead in 
West Boarland and Alexander [Robertson?] in Barnego 

1622 RS58/3 f.19  [L] Thomas Chalmeris, portioner of Fukkertoune of Danye 
1623 CRS   Henry Scott in Fukerton of Dennie 
1623 RS58/3 f.74v  [L] [endorsed “Johne Masone saising in Denny”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the lands underwritten Thomas Chalmeris , portioner of Denny and Euphama Callender his 
spouse and Johne Mason, merchant in Denny --- said Thomas disponed in feu to the said 
Johne all and haill an annualrent --- from all and haill his lands of Wester Boirland and 
Fukkertoun [witnesses to sasine] George [C]a’roun in Symoir, [Michael] Bog in 
Smyddihill of Denny, Gilbert Provand there, Robert Bard in Fukkertoune,  Thomas 
Layng, shoemaker [calciario] in West Boarland, Johne Murehead, lawful son to Thomas 
Murehead there and Edward Barhill in Denny 

1623 RS58/3 f.101  Duncan Forsythe in Fuckertoune  
1624 RS58/3 f.135a  Robert Bard in Fuckartoune of Dennie  
1624 CRS   Elizabeth Espline relict of Henry Scot in Finkryvin of Denny 
1625 RS58/3 f.368v [L] Thomas Chalmeris, portioner of Westborland and Fuckertoun of Denny and Euphani 

Callender his spouse entered into his lands lying in the barony of Denny – in completion of 
a contract made between the said Thomas and his spouse on the one part and John 
Callender,, lawful son to James Callender of Newtoun of Bothkenner on the other part --- 
annualrent from the lands of Westborland and Fuckertoun 
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1626 RS58/3 f.448  [L] William Bennie in Fockartoun with a Precect of Clare Constat from the earl of 
Wigtoun, --- James Cuthill of Staniewode, baillie in that part, --- the late William Bennie of 
Fokartoun, father of William Bennie --- of all and haill the six shilling and six penny land 
of our barony of Dennye known as lie Fukartoun which said late William formerly 
possessed [witnesses to sasine] William Gray portioner of Wester Bordland, Robert Baird, 
portioner of Fokartoun, Thomas Murehead in Gaitsyd, John Marshall in [Sun]d[ed]hill 

1628 RS58/4 f.139  [L] [endorsed: sasine to William Laying] John Cuthil of Corthie in Denny --- and William 
Laying in Meikle Dynnovan and there the foresaid John Cuthill in completion of a contract 
--- all and haill his lands of Corthie in Denny, Fuckertoune, Cragend and Bordland 
Greynies with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Duncane Forsyth in Fuckertoune of 
Denny, Thomas Chalmer in Boirland of Denny  

1633 RS58/6 f.88v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Fleming of 
Balloch as baillie for the Earl of Wigton and there Thomas Bennie, brother of the late 
William Bennie in Fockartoun was given precept of sasine from the said Earl of Wigton of 
the six penny land of his barony of Dennie known as Fuckertoun with sequelis and the 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1634 RS58/6 f.180  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Baird in 
Fukkertoun of Dany and Jean Benny his spouse on the one part and William Gray, weaver 
in Eist Boirland of Dany and Marjory Boig his spouse on the other --- annualrent from that 
merkland of land called the Merkland lying in the infield of Fukkertoune with houses 
[etc] 

1636 RS58/6 f.353  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Benny portioner 
of Fokkertoune in Denny and past his vj shilling viij land thairof --- lying within the 
barounie of Temple Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1639 RS58/7 f.251  John Benny in Fuckirtoune  
1641 CRS   James Baird in Fukkertoun of Denny 
1642 CRS   Robert Baird, portioner of Fukkertoun 
1646 RS58/8 f.159  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Baird, son and 

heir of the late James Baird of Fuckertoune --- in all and haill the 4 shilling and 3 penny 
land of Fockartoune presently occupied by Thomas Baird  

1660 RS58/12 f.168  John Robertsoune portioner of Fockertoune in Deny   
1660 CHA a43.9   Charter of John Earl of Wigtoune to Mr John Callendar in which for cash down the Earl 

sold  
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of 1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with 
the miln lands of the same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William 
Thomson, and formerly pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas  

    (1) a 13/- land of the Barony of Denny (2) an 11/6 land of Fuckertoun formerly belonging 
to Gilbert Forester (3)  etc. 17 August 1660 

    (2) the 11/6 land of Fuckertoun 
    (3) the 23d land of Garth formerly belonging to the late Gilbert Forrester 
    (4) the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 

quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land. Sasine given on 
the said lands. [No 8 is the charter referring to No 16] 

1668 CRS   Thomas Cuthill in Fukkertoune of Denny 
1669 RS59/4 f.72  John Robertsoun senior portioner of Fuckertoun as baillie ---- James Gilmuir in Whytlies 

a procurator for Mr Richard Callender minister at the church of Falkirk 
1682 RS59/6 f.293v  Thomas Cuthill smyth in Fuckerton  
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.10  Jonete Robertsone spouse to John Robertsone in Fankertoune of his 6s 8d land in Dennie 

Greens. Registered on the  475th and 476th leaves of the said Register. RS59/7 has: 
    the six shilling lands in Dennie Greines called New Lies with houses [etc] --- [witnesses to 

sasine] John Challmers of Fankertoune John Robertsone in Scrabtreebank  
1696 RS83/1 f.73v.1  Jonet Ewing and James Chalmers her husband of the 28s land being ane pairt of the 13s 5d 

land of Fucartone with tua soumesof grass in Dennie Muir – charter of confirmation from 
John, Earl of Wigtoune. Registered on the  494th and 495th leaves of the said Register 
[RS59/8 has: Funcartoun] 

1698 SC67/67   Faukertoun 
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1702 RS83/2/10 f.43   ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun  
1702 RS59/11 f.45v  Fanckertoun  
1702 RS83/2/11.60   Janet Robertson daughter of John Robertson portioner of Fankertoun now spouse to 

George Bennie portioner of Stoniewood RS59/11 f.59 
1704 GD227.8   John Cuthell in Fancartoun  
1705 RS59/12 f.31  John Ewing of Fanckertoune  
1705 CH2/1254  Faukertone 
1708 RS59/12 f.295v  Fankertoun  
1714  RS59/13 f.241  the deceast Robert Chalmers portioner of Fukertoun and John Chalmers his eldest lawful 

son  
1718 E644/1/14   Alexander Russell now John Russell in ffankertown 
1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 

land called Westeryeards Crumokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc] 

1737 CRS   John Cuthil, merchant in Fankertoun in parish of Dennie 
1737 RS59/17 f.170v  John Chalmers son to Robert Chalmers portioner of Fuckertoun as heir to his father 
1755 Roy   Fankerton 
1773 SC1/1/1   Fankertoun 
1784 AOS 473   Richard Callander, son of John Callander, portioner, Fankertoun, seised in Fankertoun, 

parish of Denny, on disp. by John Callander. P.R. 28.155 
1788 AOS   Fankerton 
1791 AOS   Fankerton  - barony of Temple Denny 
1800 AOS 4022  Fankerton of Denny Greens ... part of viz. the park called the Forepark, lands called 

Cowieshill 
1800 AOS 4024  part of Fankerton called Tamaree Park  
1804 AOS 4828  The lands of Fankertown called Tamaree Park being a 1s 6d mail of land of the 5s 6d 

Scots mail of land of Fankertown with the milns, kilns, miln damb, and aquaeduct thereon 
- John Reid at Tamaree Miln, and James Reid at Bonnyflour Miln. 

1817 Grassom   Fankerton 
1818 RHP 538/1  Richard Calendar of Fankerton 
1861 OS   Fankerton 
1979 OS   Fankerton  
 
Cf Folkarton, Lesmahagow ADA (1476) - Katherine and Beatrice Folkhert of Folkertoune. 
     Fockerby SE845195  
FANKERTON BURN  # DNY NS7983 [1]   
 
1592 RH6/3196  of lands lying between the Fukkertoun Burn and Slafarquarburne in said b. of Denny  
1619 RS58/1 f.263  land lying at lie  Fokartoun Burne and Slafarcher Burne in the said barony of Dene  
FANKERTON HEAD  # DNY NS7882 [3]    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous Hill 
and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris landis 
there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called Mackmuriock 
being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] shilling land be 
itself be seperatioune 

FANKERTON SYKE  # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1636 RS58/7 f.18  [L] the lands of Denny underwritten of which the said Katherine Rishardsoune is the 

hereditary proprietor --- half of a rood [particument] of Garthe commonly known as 
Thridruid lying in the Fukertoun Syk  

1728 RS59/15 f.261v  that part of Garth commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke  
FAUGHLIN BURN  DNY NS 7483 [1]   NS743835    
 
1894 LOH   Faughlin Burn 
1899 OS   Faughlin Burn 
1980 OS   Faughlin Burn  
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 This burn rises in Kilsyth Parish and forms part of the boundary between it and the parish of Denny. 
FAULDHEAD BRAE  # DNY NS 7878 [3]   
 
1808 AOS   lands of Bankier consisting of the folowing inclosures viz Fauldhead Brae  
FAULDHEADS  # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1754 RS59/20 f.224 Fauldheads and Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1792 AOS 2164  Fauldheads and Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1808 AOS 5939  Fauldheads & Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1819 GD1/227/41  Fauldheads 
1906 DS   Fauldheads 
FISHER ACRE  # DNY NS7881 [1]  NS782817    
 
1644 CRS   Alexander Scott in Fisher Aiker of Dennie 
1665 RS59/2 f.105v  David Laing in Fischer Aiker  
1666 RS59/2 f.192  [L] John Marshell of Harvies Mailling as baillie of John Earl of Wigton with William 

Burges in Auchinbowie and Marione Laing his spouse --- marriage contract --- those parts 
and portions of Castelrankine commonly known as Fischer Aiker [witnesses to sasine] 
John Thomsone of Balishill  

1687 RS59/7 f.203  William Burgess of Fisher Aiker 
1688 CH2/1254  ffisheraiker 
1699 RS83/2/10.147     John Rennie of Harviesmealling of that 5s 8d land of old extent in Castlerankine 

commonlie called Fisher Aiker with pertinents with the privilege of the common muir 
called Dennie muir. 

1733 RS59/16 f.255v  Robert Gilchrist in Hollingbush as procurator for Agnes Rennie spouse to James Gentils in 
Bodamhead --- in all and haill the five shilling eight penny land in Fisheraiker 

1755 Roy   Fisheracre 
1782 AOS 173   John Paterson of Fisheracre – and Mary Heugh his spouse 
1785 AOS 701   Bottomhead and part of Berrymuir, part of Fisher Acre, Tonguemuir. P.R. 28.452 
1790 AOS 1794  Fisheracre – half of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddys Houses; parts of Meikle 

Hitteral, parish of Denny 
1806 AOS 5258  land of Castlerankine called Fisheracre with part of the common muir called Berrymuir  
1817 Grassom   Fisheracre 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Dr Heay of Fisheracre  
1857 RHP 1521  Plan of Fisheracre 
1861 OS   Fisheracre (in ruins) 
1906 DS   Fisheracre - Carron Company 
FOKKERTON  see Fankerton   
FOOTY TOWN  NS791801    
 
1755 Roy   Footy Town  
 
 cf Damside of Foodie, Cupar; Foodieash, Cupar; Foodies, Cupar 
FORD OF BONNY  # DNY NS8280 [1]   
 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85v  Robert Raynie at Fuird of Bonny [Robert may have come from Highlanddykes - see 

SC67/67/1 f.133.2] 
1682 SC67/67/2 f. 25  John Auld in Fuird of Bonny 
1736 CRS   Isobel Rennie at Foord of Bonnie  
 
cf Ford Brae, Bonnybridge; Bonnyford, Denny parish  
FOREBRAE   # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1712 RS59/13 f.10v  David Thomson Notar at Denniekirk and Margaret Robison my spouse --- all and heall 

that portion of land called the Forebrae with the south houses and yaird thereto belonging 
bounded as followeth Viz to the highway which goeth to Sclanders burn on the west side 
And from thence east the said burn to the east march thereof on the east to John Thomsons 
march and upon the north side as the samen is meithed and marched --- in the barony of 
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Templedennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1733 RS59/16 f.126v  that part and portion of land called the Forebrae lying on the south side of the town of 

Denny and bounded by the lands of David Cuthill on the east the lands of James Rae and 
Alexander Cuthill on the north the said James Raes land on the west and by Sclanders Burn 
and a dry stone dyke built be the lands of Dryburgh and the said Forebrae on the south 
parts  

1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 
--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1835 GD171/3257  Custonhall with a ridge of land called Forebrae 
1906 DS   Forebrae 
FOREPARK   # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1800 AOS 4022  Forepark - part of Fankerton  
1906 DS   Forepark 
FOREST HILL  DNY NS7684 [1]   NS762841    
 
1679 RS59/6 f.84v  John Young portioner of East Borland --- that portione of land called West Borland 

Greines otherwayes called Graywalls in Dennie Greines – boundit be the new dyke and the 
Forresthill on the east and west the lands of Garvall on the sowth and the Water of Carron 
on the north pairtes the proportional part of the Todfauld and the libertie of pasturage of 
bestial upon the Tarduff Burn  

1697 RS59/9 f.117v  Alexander Muirhead in Forresthill 
1733 RS59/16 f.146  Thomas Adam portioner of Denny Greens as baillie --- John Ewing in Forresthill having 

and holding in his hands ane heretible bond granted to him by John Alexander tennent in 
Broadyate --- furth of these his lands Tathfauld 

1786 AOS 987   Tops, Forresthill, & Northshields, part of Garvald  
1801 AOS 4071  Robert Hill esq., seised in Forresthill, Tops and Greystones 
1814 VR   Forresthill 
1815 AOS 7928  Forresterhill - in possession of George, Viscount Keith along with Tops and Greystones  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Alexander Laing of Forest hill 
1861 OS   Forresthill 
1906 DS   Forresthill 
1912 CDS13  Forresthill - John Dunn, farmer 
1973 OS   Foresthill 
FYVESHEUCHE  # DNY NS8082 [4]   
 
1622 Retour   Fyvesheuche  
 
 cf surname Fyvie - [1446] John of Five; [1547] Thomas Fyve.  
GALLOWHILL  # DNY NS7879 [2]   
 
1811 AOS 6719  part of Hollinbush, and part thereof called Calfward and Gallowhill, parish of Denny 
1819 AOS 9109  part of the lands of Hollandbush, & part of the lands called the Calfward & Gallowhill, 

parish of Denny  
GARNGREW  # DNY NS 7879 [1]  NS789791    
 
1738 RS59/17 f.267v  [L] Michael Scot tennant in Longcroft as baillie --- compeared William Grindlay eldest 

lawful son to  John Grindlay farmer in the Miln of Castlecarry having a disposition made to 
hiim by John Scot portioner of Bankier and Janet Reoch his spouse --- all and haill these 
parts and portions of his merk land of Bankier commonly called Haggs and Garngrew – 
which lands have other lands belonging to Archibald and William Cowy interspersed and 
all of them bounded by Robert Rochead of Hollandbush his lands on the west James 
Brown of Longcrofts lands on the north and east and the Water of Bonnie on the south 
parts --- barony of South Herbertshire, parish of Denny  
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1740 RS59/18 f.46  [L] John Grindlay in Castlecary Miln as baillie --- William Grindlay of Haggs of Bankier 
and Margaret Russell eldest lawful daughter to James Russell of Craigmad and now spouse 
to William --- parts and portions of land commonly called Haggs and Garrengrew 

1742 RS59/18 f.246v  South Garengrew Brea 
1782 AOS 143   William Russell in Dykehead, seised in part of Bankeir called Hags of Bankier, & Hags 

and Garngrew, parish of Denny – on disp. by Daniel Simpson, factor for the Earl of 
Hopetoun ; P.R. 27.92 

1787 AOS 1010  in a park called Garngrew Brae 
1787 AOS 1017  part of the infield lands of Bankier and outfield lands called North Garngrew, parish of 

Denny 
1788 AOS 1315  Garngrew and part of Hillhead, parish of Denny 
1791 AOS 2053  a park called South Garngrew Brae, parish of Denny  
1817 Grassom   Garngrew 
1819 GD1/227/41  South Garngrew; Garngrew Haggs 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Cuthell of Garngrew 
1861 OS   Garngrew – South Garngrew 
1906 DS   Gairngrew Haggs 
1906 DS   for half of the Easter Merkland of Ballankier ... excepting the portion thereof called South 

Garngrew  
GARNGREW HAGGS # DNY NS 7879 [2]   
 
1819 GD1/227/41  South Garngrew; Garngrew Haggs  
 
see Haggs DNY 
GARTH   DNY NS 7982 [1]   NS794824    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a The Gart - Robert Thomsoun ixs; Johne Forestar thar ixs; Thome Bard ther j merk; 

Wedow of Bullishil; William Bard ther ixs; [blank] x s on entrit 
1590 Pont    Gart 
1591 Templaria  Precept to Thomas Forrest of the nine shilling lands in Garth, barony of Denny 
1597 Templaria  Precept to William Baird of the 12s 7d land in Garth and Sandyhill, Denny 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  Bullishill lying in lie Gairth Quarter in my barony and in the sheriffdom of Stirling John 

Forrester in Gairth – Michael Baird there  
1619 RS58/1 f.242  Robert Thomsoun portioner of Garth  
1619 RS58/1 f.256  Robert Thomsoun portioner of the Garth 
1619 RS58/1 f.265  Robert Thomsoun portioner of Garth, James Cuthill and Thomas Mureheid there  
1625 RS58/3 f.303  Robert Thomson, portioner of Garth 
1625 RS58/3 f.304  [L] Andrew Baird, merchant burgess of the burgh of Stirling --- 3/2d land of  --- Gairthe 

and Smyddiehill--- which formerly pertained to the late Gilbert Forrester portioner of 
Gairthe --- and lie terris sylvatitis, lie Wodlands of Gairthe 

1628 RS58/4 f.139  William Mershell in the Gairt of Denny  
1630 RS58/5 f.119v  William Mitchell in the Gairt of Denny, baillie in the  
1634 CRS   Robert Thomson in Gairthe of Denny 
1636 RS58/7 f.18  [L] the lands of Denny underwritten of which the said Katherine Rishardsoune is the 

hereditary proprietor --- half of a rood [particument] of Garthe commonly known as 
Thridruid lying in the Fukertoun Syk  

1647 CRS   Robert Baird in Gairth of Denny 
1661 RS59/1 f.16  and in all and haill these litle portiouns or buts of land of Garth lyand in Eister 

Cardarachis boundand with the saidis lands of Drum upon the west south and north parts 
and with the lands of umquhill John Bennie in the west part  of Fuckertoun upon the eist 
pairts  

1662 CRS   John Foster in Garth of Denny and Isobel Muirhead his spouse 
1662 CRS   Robert Thomson in Garth of Denny and Margaret Paton his spouse 
1662 CRS   John Young in Garth of Dennie 
1663 CRS   John Cuthill in Garthe of Denny 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of   

    1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of the 
same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and formerly 
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pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 
    2 the 11/6 land of Fuckertoun 
    3 the 23d land of Garth formerly belonging to the late Gilbert Forrester 
    4 the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 

quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land. Sasine given on the 
said lands. [No 8 is the charter referring to No 16] 

1668 CRS   John Whyte in Gearth, parish of Dennie 
1675 CRS   Robert Thomson in Garthe and Margaret Bock his spouse 
1688 CRS   William Thomson tailor in Gairt of Dennie 
1688 CRS   Janet Auld and William Thomson in Gairt of Dennie, her husband 
1702 RS83/2/10 f.43   Mr Richard Callender of Stoniewood of all and haill the 13s 8d land of Old Extent in 

Gairth and Smiddiehill with ane 6d land in borlandgreens and a 10d land there with ane 6d 
land in Mcmurroch & 13s land in Stoniewood with ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun and a 
22d land in gairth and 8d land in Mcmurrock 

1728 RS59/15 f.256v  As also all and haill that but of Garth lying in Easter Darroch bounded with the said lands 
of Drum on west south and north  

1773 VR   Gairth - Feurs of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 13   James  Hay, portioner, Garth 
1781 AOS 30   Mark Scott of Wardhill, seised in Easter Gairth, & part of Dennymuir & Gairth ward; 

part of McMurrick and Smiddyhill, parish of Denny – on disp. by David Findlay of 
Boogside Nov. 1752; P.R. 26.447 

1781 AOS 31   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in Easter Gairth, parish of Denny – on disp. by 
James Hay of Easter Gairth,; P.R. 26.449 

1791 AOS 2113  5/6d land of Garth in Dennygreens 
1817 Grassom   Garth 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Kirkwood of Garth 
1846 Calatria i  James Kirkwood of Garth 
1980 OS   Garth 
GARTH – WESTER   # DNY NS7982 [1]  NS792824    
 
1922 OS   Wester Garth  
GARTH MILL  # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS794823    
 
1922 OS   Garth Mill - “Disused” 
GARTH QUARTER  # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS792823    
 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  Bullishill lying in lie Gairth Quarter 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  [L] William Chalmeris in Danny and Andrew Oiswald lawful son to James Oiswald in 

Danny --- infefting the said Andrew Osuald his heirs and assignees in all and haill an 
annual rent of 20 pounds furth of lands of the barony of Danny commonly called Medow 
lying in lie Gartquarter  

1624 RS58/3 f.135a  [L] Andrew Oiswald merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- William Chalmeris -
-- for that part and portion of Dennie pertaining to him commonly called the Dennie 
Grenes having in his hand a charter of sasine ---  the foresaid William and Katherine 
Oiswald his wife --- commonly known as Meadow and that part commonly called 
Gairthquarter  

1628 RS58/4 f.141v [L] [L] George Baird merchant burges of the burgh of Stirling --- lands of Gart 
Quarter of Denny commonly called Smyddiehill and  land lying contiguous, viz “the 
infeld land” with another part of his lands commonly called Gartrig occupied by James 
Mershell, lying in the barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, and there upon the said 
lands in completion of a contract --- Thomas Monteieth textorem in Litle Danny --- parts 
and portions known as Smyddiehill, the infeild land, the Gartrig with houses [etc], 
[witnesses to sasine] Robert Thomsone, portioner of Gartquarter of Danny, John Mershell 
in Smyddiehill 

1636 RS58/6 f.321v  lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smiddihill viz the infeild land thairof with that 
part of the samyne callit the Gaitrig 

1636 RS58/6 f.337v lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smeddie Hill and Belles[h]ellis viz. the infeild 
land thairof with that part of the samyne callit the Gaittrig  
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1641 RS58/7 f.332v Thomas Monteath in Bellisbuttis of Denny and Margaret Murehead his spouse --- his lands 
in Garthquarter of Denny callit the Smiddiehill and Belsbuttis, viz the infield landis 
thairof with the part of the samyne landis callit the Gaitrig [witnesses to the charter] John 
Murhead in Burnefut [witnesses to sasine] Duncan Cuthill in West Mealing in Denny  

1648 RS58/8 f.333  nine penny land in Denny called Bulshill with houses [etc] lying in the Garth Quarter 
[witnesses to sasine] John Young in Bulshill 

1787 AOS 1206  Bullshill being part of Gartquarter 
1800 AOS 3961  12s 8d land called West Maillings & Garth Quarter 
1906 DS   Garthquarter called Bellshill [Carron Co.] 
GARTHRIG   NS  
 
1628 RS58/4 f.141v [L] [L] George Baird merchant burges of the burgh of Stirling --- lands of Gart 

Quarter of Denny commonly called Smyddiehill and  land lying contiguous, viz “the infeld 
land” with another part of his lands commonly called Gartrig occupied by James Mershell, 
lying in the barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, and there upon the said lands in 
completion of a contract --- Thomas Monteieth textorem in Litle Danny --- parts and 
portions known as Smyddiehill, the infeild land, the Gartrig with houses [etc], [witnesses 
to sasine] Robert Thomsone, portioner of Gartquarter of Danny, John Mershell in 
Smyddiehill  

See infra Gaterig? 
GARTHWARD  # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1680 RS59/6 f.198v  Alexander Cuithell in Wester Meallings --- chairter of alienatioune granted be the said 

Alexander Cuithell to and in favour of John Wilsone in Myathill --- all and heall the said 
Alexander Cuithell his heall land lying in Dennygreines runrig with the rest of the barronie 
of Denny thair Greines Land his ane proper pairt of the said Alexander Cuithell his tuelve 
shilling ane pennie land with the full right of the Gairt Ward and four soumes grasse in 
Denny Muir 

1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 
land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1781 AOS 30   Mark Scott of Wardhill, seised in Easter Gairth, & part of Dennymuir & Gairth Ward; 
part of McMurrick and Smiddyhill, parish of Denny – on disp. by David Findlay of 
Boogside Nov. 1752; P.R. 26.447 

1800 SA MP/DE 8  Garthward Common - NS767823 etc 
1806 AOS 5355  Gartward 
1815 AOS 7833  part of the 12s 1d land of Wester Mealing commonly called Borthwick extending to a 32d 

land with right to the Gairth Ward -  Low Faulds  
1906 DS   Gairthward 
GARVALD   DNY NS 7883 [1]   NS784834    
 
1539 GD247/101/1A  The Garwald ... The lard of Artht hes this iiij merkis xxd 
1590 Pont    Garvell 
1601 Retour 27   [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald  and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of slamon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
herbertshire by annexation, in the barony and regality of Torphichen ... 20L of the lands 
and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen. 

1621 RS58/2 f.253v  compeared John Cuthill sone lawful of umquhill James Cuthill in Gaitsyd of Dennie and 
having in his hands a a charter of precept of sasine maid and grantit to him be Robert Bruce 
of Garvald heretable fear of the lands underwritten directed to him be John Christisone in 
–ipt his bailzie in that pairt for heretable infeftment of his lands --- of which the tenor 
follows – Robert Bruce of Garvald  in lie Gaitsyd of Dennie – lands formerly called lie 
Cochrans Mealing  and now called lie Gaitsyd of Dennie 

1625 CRS   Rebecca Bruce, spouse to Robert Bruce of Garvald 
1628 RS58/4 f.151  Be it kend to all men be thir present letters we Robert Bruce of Garvald for myself --- and 

for William and Johne my lawful bairns annualrent to be uplifted from the lands of 
Powknaiff with the mylne thereof --- written by Andrew Cowie, notary public, at Denny 
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Kirk, [witnesses] Thomas Oswald, portioner of Temple Denny, John Oswald, his son, 
Alexander Sinclar in Greinend of Dynnovane and David Zoung, [notary?] in Denny  

1632 CRS   William Neilsone in Garvald 
1632 RS58/5 f.264v  Be it kend till al men be thir present letteris Me Robert Bruce of Garvald, youngest lawful 

son of umquhill Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth --- annualrent out of his lands of Grainge of 
Bothkenner  

1636 RS58/6 f.290v  Alexander Bruce son of  Robert Bruce of Garvald 
1638 Retour 8629   Alexander Bruce of Garvald, heir to Robert Bruce of Garvald, his father 
1639 RS58/7 f.251  [L] Alexander Bruce of Garvald, son and heir of the late Robert Bruce of Garvald, having 

in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat  of all and haill the lands of Garvald and Cochranis 
Mailling commonly called the Gaitsyd with houses [etc] lying within the regality of 
Torphichen and barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Bruce, brother german to the said Alexander, Robert Laying in Gaitsyd, John Zoung of 
Stanieinch, John Smyth in Brumehill and John Benny in Fuckirtoune  

1648 RS58/8 f.319  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 
Levingstoun in Myatthill in Denny, baillie in that part for for John Earl of Wigton --- in the 
name of Robert Thomsone in Garell of Denny --- in all and haill the eight shilling nine 
penny land of of Garell [witnesses to sasine] Robert Merschell in Wester Mellingis 

1659 RS58/12 f.177  James Bruce fear of Garvell 
1673 CRS   Janet Young, daughter to umquhile John Young in Garvell, parish of Dennie 
1675 RS59/5 f.215v  James Bruce eldest lawfull son to Alexander Bruce of Garvell – charter of resignation 
1679 RS59/6 f.84v  Alexander Bruce of Garvell 
1683 SC67/67/2 f. 41  James Forsayth of Garvell 
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.2  James Bruce of Garvald of tuo oxengate amd ane quarter oxengate of the lands of 

Pockneave. Registered on the  470th leaf of the said Register 
    RS59/7 has: 
    personaly entered James Bruce of Garvell otherwise having the surname of  Forsythe to 

the lands underwritten with a charter in favour of James Bruce alias Forsythe – all and haill 
the part and portion of the lands of Pockneave specified 

1691 CH2/1254  Garrell Miln 
1692 RS83/1 f.39v.5  James Cuthell of Gatesyde of Denny – of the lands of Gatesyde of Denny with the 

pendicles of old called Cochranes mealling with Precect of Clare Constat granted be James 
Forsyth of Garvell. 143rd leaf 

1692 RS59/8 f.143  [L] James Forsyth of Garveld superior of the lands amd others underwritten and William 
Bruce weaver in the Tathfold of Denny baillie in that part --- all and haill the lands 
formerly called Cochranes Mealliing now known as the Gatsyde of Denny [witnesses to 
sasine] James Forsythe son of the said James  

1698 RS83/2/101  Hugh Wilsone of Corntoune of the lands of Garvell … mylne lands of Cochranes mailling 
pairte of meadow aiker … six soums of grass in Denny Muir RS59/10 f.90 – f.91] 

1698 RS59/10 f.90v  [L] John Burne farmor of the Mylne of Garvall baillie in that part --- Hugh Wilsone of 
Corntoune having a disposition and precept of sasine from James Forsyth of Garvall --- all 
and haill his lands of Garvall comprehending therein that piece of meadow lying in the 
parcel of ground called the Haugh --- also the cavells of land lying west from the Crumoch 
Burne quhairof ane aiker lyes adjacent to Nicolls Walls tuo aikers thairof lying east from 
the Langhill betwixt the Drumlands and the said lands of Garvall and the other tuo aikers 
lying in the Lymmiesyd betwixt the said Drumlands and the lands of Garvall --- which 
aikers --- were disponed to the said James Forsyth with the houses [etc] --- togidder with 
the Milne of Garvall mylne lands thairof --- all lying in the parroch and barronie of Dennie 
and sheriffdom of Stirling --- And sicklyke these six soumes of grass in Dennie Muir 
outwith the head-dycks with that part and portion of the heads lands of the samen muir in 
sua far as is justlie knowne to pertaine to the said six soumes of grass --- and lykemanner 
all and haill the ryt of superiority and all other ryt or interest the said James Forsyth hes or 
can pretend to the lands of Cocharanes Mealling called Gatesyde with houses [etc] 

1699 CRS   James Forsyth of Garvell 
1713  RS59/13 f.91  James Forsyth of Garvell eldest lawful son and heir to the deceast Hugh Forsyth of 

Garvall  
1728 RS59/15 f.168 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Wilson brother 

german to James Forsyth of Garvall and baillie for him ---all and haill that part and portion 
of the lands of Garvald lying in Northshields 

1741 RS59/18 f.159  Rebecca Bruce Lady Garvald --- liferent  
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1742 CRS      Hugh Forsyth of Garvell, parish of Dennie 
1746 RS59/19 f.59v  all and haill the lands of Garvill comprehending therein the peece of meadow lying in the 

parcell of ground called the Haugh --- and also these cavills of land lying west from the 
Crummock Burn wherof ane aiker lyes adjacent to Nickels Walls two aikers thereof lye 
east from the [two dashes entered here] betwixt the Drum Lands and the said lands of 
Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the Lymmie betwixt the said Drumlands and the 
lands of Garvald with houses [etc] --- together with the Miln of Garvell Milnlands thereof 
--- and all and haill the lands of Cocheranes Mealling called Gateside with houses [etc] 

1755 Roy   Garvel 
1773 SC4/3/2  Garvald 
1785 AOS 723  part of Garvald called Hucknie; part of Dennymuir, & piece of ground called North 

Limeside, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.474 
1787 AOS 1088  Robert Willison, son of Hugh Willison of Garvald, - Ryeriggs, Limeside and Andrews 

Hill, parish of Denny 
1792 AOS 2335  in part of Garvald in the North Shields called Huikney, and piece of ground on the east 

side thereof called North Lyme side 
1802 SC4/3/2  Farm of Garvald and Muirpark 
1817 Grassom  Garvald 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Mrs Burns of Garvald 
1861 OS   Garvald 
1865 SC4/3/2  lands and Farm of Garvald 
1912 CDS13  Garvald  - William Johnston 
1980 OS   Garvald  
 
 Note 1: see "Bruces and the Cumyns" for Bruce taking possession of Garvald.       
 
cf Garvald ELO 
GARVALD – MAINS OF # DNY NS7883 [2]    
 
1786 AOS 1001  Peathill – Herds Lands of the muir, Garvald called Mains of Garvald 
1788 AOS 1353  in Garvald called Mains of Garvald  
GARVALD BURN DNY NS7883 [1]  NS786832 (confluence with River Carron) Denny  
 
1755 Roy   Garvel Burn 
1980 OS   Garvald Burn 
GARVALD MILL  # DNY NS7883 [1]   NS785834    
 
1653 RS2.4281  John Forrester of Garvelmylne 
1691 CH2/1254  Garrell Miln 
1698 RS59/10 f.90v  [L] John Burne farmor of the Mylne of Garvall baillie in that part --- togidder with the 

Milne of Garvall mylne lands thairof --- all lying in the parroch and barronie of Dennie and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1713  RS59/13 f.94v John Broun milner in Garvald Miln baillie in that part --- Rebeca Bruce relict of the 
deceast Hugh Forsyth of Garvall --- all and haill the lands of Garvall Milne with the milne 
lands  

1746 RS59/19 f.59v  all and haill the lands of Garvill comprehending therein the peece of meadow lying in the 
parcell of ground called the Haugh --- and also these cavills of land lying west from the 
Crummock Burn wherof ane aiker lyes adjacent to Nickels Walls two aikers thereof lye 
east from the [two dashes entered here] betwixt the Drum Lands and the said lands of 
Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the Lymmie betwixt the said Drumlands and the 
lands of Garvald with houses [etc] --- together with the Miln of Garvell Milnlands thereof 
--- and all and haill the lands of Cocheranes Mealling called Gateside with houses [etc] 

1803 SC4/3/2   Garvald - Upper Char Mill 
1804 SC4/3/2   Garvald - Lower Char Mill 
1839 NSA   The mills on the river Carron, in the parish of Denny, have already stated to be eleven. The 

uppermost are Garvald Mills. There are two of them, and both are employed  in grinding 
charcoal for moulders, &c. Each mill has a miller at 12s per week of wages, and a man, 
horse, and cart, to bring charcoal to the mills, and to carry the ground produce to the 
moulders. The carters each have 12s per week. 

1906 DS   Mill of Garvald 
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GATERIG   # DNY NS8082 [2]    
 
1636 RS58/6 f.321v  lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smiddihill viz the infeild land thairof with that 

part of the samyne callit the Gaitrig 
1636 RS58/6 f.337v  lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smeddie Hill and Bellesbuttis viz. the infeild land 

thairof with that part of the samyne callit the Gaittrig 
1641 RS58/7 f.332v  Thomas Monteath in Bellisbuttis of Denny and Margaret Murehead his spouse --- his lands 

in Garthquarter of Denny callit the Smiddiehill and Belsbuttis, viz the infield landis thairof 
with the part of the samyne landis callit the Gaitrig [witnesses to the charter] John 
Murhead in Burnefut [witnesses to sasine] Duncan Cuthill in West Mealing in Denny 

GATESIDE   # DNY NS7983 [1]   NS792830    
 
1592 RH6/3192   precept of sasine directed to Wm. Richartsoun in Gaitsyde of Denny as bailie 
1620 CRS   James Cuthill in Gaitsyde of Denny 
1621 RS58/2 f.253v  compeared John Cuthill sone lawful of umquhill James Cuthill in Gaitsyd of Dennie and 

having in his hands a a charter of precept of sasine maid and grantit to him be Robert Bruce 
of Garvald heretable fear of the lands underwritten directed to him be John Christisone in –
ipt his bailzie in that pairt for heretable infeftment of his lands --- of which the tenor 
follows – Robert Bruce of Garvald  in lie Gaitsyd of Dennie – lands formerly called lie 
Cochrans Mealing  and now called lie Gaitsyd of Dennie --- two acres of arable land lying 
in lie Easter Greinis of Dennie and also three acres of arable land lying in lie Wester 
Greinis of Dennie witnesses:h common pasture lie sowmes of guidis --- moram de Dennie 
Mure--- lying in the barony  of Dennie [etc] --- John Cuthill and Marieoun Christisone 

1621 RS58/2 f.255  [L - with vernacular section ] [endorsed “sasine Marione Chrystisone of Gaitsyde of 
Dennie”] Johne Cuthill sone and air of umquhill James Cuthill in Gaitsyde of Dennieand 
haffing in his hands ane precept of sasing maid and grantit to him be Robert Bruce of 
Garvall heretable fear of the lands underwrettine directed to Johne Chrystisone in dr[ip][?] 
his bailzie in that parte for heretble infeftment and saising  to be gevin to the said Johne 
Cuthill of the lands and utheris contenit in the said precept --- lands formerly called 
Cochrans Mealing and now lie Gaitsyd of Dennie now occupied by Mariotam Chrystisone 
relict of the late James Cuthill 

1626 RS58/3 f.448  Thomas Murehead in Gaitsyd 
1632 RS58/5 f.302v  [L] James Cuthill, brother of the late John Cuthill, son and heir of the late James Cuthill in 

the Gaitsyde of Denny --- Thomas Bruce son of Thomas Bruce of Wodsyde as baillie for 
Robert Bruce of Garvald as superior of the lands underwritten --- all and haill the lands 
formerly called Cochranes Mailling and now known as the Gaitsyde of Denny formerly 
occupied by the late Marion Chrystiesoun relict of the late James Cuthill with houses [etc] 
and also two acres of  arable land lying in the Eistsyd of Denny  

1637 CRS   James in Gaitsyde 
1639 RS58/7 f.251  [L] Alexander Bruce of Garvald, son and heir of the late Robert Bruce of Garvald, having 

in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat  of all and haill the lands of Garvald and Cochranis 
Mailling commonly called the Gaitsyd with houses [etc] lying within the regality of 
Torphichen and barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Bruce, brother german to the said Alexander, Robert Laying in Gaitsyd, John Zoung of 
Stanieinch, John Smyth in Brumehill and John Benny in Fuckirtoune  

1650 CHA a43.17   John Laying in Gateside, John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West Boirdland, 
David Young notary public in Denny, Magister James Rollock, Robert Muirhead in Lytle 
Denovane. 

1656 RS58/11 f.60v  Johne Layng in Gatesyde 
1692 RS83/1 f.39v.5  James Cuthell of Gatesyde of Denny – of the lands of Gatesyde of Denny with the 

pendicles of old called Cochranes mealling with Precect of Clare Constat granted be James 
Forsyth of Garvell. 143rd leaf 

1692 RS59/8 f.143  [L] James Forsyth of Garveld superior of the lands amd others underwritten and William 
Bruce weaver in the Tathfold of Denny baillie in that part --- all and haill the lands 
formerly called Cochranes Mealliing now known as the Gatsyde of Denny [witnesses to 
sasine] James Forsythe son of the said James  

1706 CH2/1254  Gatside 
1755 Roy   Gateside 
1785 AOS 632   John Gilchrist, merchant, Stirling, seised in Garvald & Cochran’s Mealling called 

Gateside, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.359 
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1800 SA MP/DE 8  Gateside 
1804 AOS   Gateside or Randolphhill 
GATESIDE   DNY NS8180 [1]  NS817804    
 
1736 CRS   John Smith tenant in Gateside of Catscleugh 
1791 AOS 2011  Gateside of Catscleugh 
1817 Grassom  Gateside 
GERTRANKY  # DNY NS 7881 [2]    
 
1299 Bain   Gertranky 
GILMORES FAULD  # DNY NS7784 [2]   
 
1719 RS59/14 f.15v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Bowie of Greens as baillie to 

Earl of Wigton --- David Muirhead of Langhill --- all and haill these two cavills of land in 
Denny Greens the ane thereof called Mosdale --- and the other cavill called Gilmours 
Fauld --- [witnesses to sasine] John Young of Grayswalls  

1743 RS59/18 f.301v  [L] William Chalmers with Robert Gentles weaver in Langhill as baillie --- disposition 
granted by David Muirhead portioner of Langhill in favour of the said William Chalmers --
- the eighteen penny of old extent of Langhill and Denny Greens with houses [etc] --- as 
also all and haill these his two cavills of land in Greens one whereof is called Mossdale and 
the other cavil called Gillmores Fauld  

GILMORESLAND  # DNY NS7784 [2]   
 
1786 AOS 850   James Adam of Nicolswalls – in part of Denny Greens called Gilmoresland, parish of 

Denny, on disp. by John Young of Grayswalls. P.R. 29.110 
GLEBE OF DENNY  DNY NS8182 [1]   
 
1719 RS59/14 f.17  James Oswall eldest lawful son to John Oswall of Dryburgh --- all and haill these his 

temple lands or Gleibe of the Chappell of Dennie of the vicars thereof 
1749 RS59/19 f.348v  Richard and Alexander Oswald merchants in Glasgow ---- annualrent furth of James 

Oswald his Templelands of the Gleib of the Chapel of Denny of old belonging to the vicar 
thereof lyiing betwixt the lands of old belonging to Sir William Sinclair of Rossland on the 
south and the Temple Lands of torphichen on the north east and west all lying within the 
Barony of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling --- and which lands are now commonly called 
Dryburgh 

1787 AOS 1222  Templelands or Glebe of the Chaple of Denny, barony of Denny,  
GLENBOE   # DNY NS 8080 [2]    
 
1681 RS59/6 f.284  Duncan Buchan precentor at Denny Kirk baillie in that part --- James Muirhead in Easter 

Seamores and Agnes Cowan his spous --- and ane cavell of land in Glenboe with ane 
himprig and ane cavell of land lyand at the east end of the howse with the half of the 
common ground lyeing on the north syde of the toune howses with ane uther cavill of land 
lyeing in the south lands --- and the Crumbieland Burne lyeing on the northsyde thairof --- 
on the east syde of Andrew Osualds Buntine Croft betwixt the tuo hyewayes [with pieces 
of land on the moss] and reserving furth hereof ane gate on the east end thairof being thrie 
ells of bread for the use and behoof of the said John Monteath and the rest of the portioners 
belonging to the ten shilling land north the gate as is marches upon the west syde of 
Andrew Murhead his sowth lands to the foot of Glenboe with the haill ground before the 
principall howse door to the kings hyeway 

1707 RS59/12 f.167-168  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Muirhead eldest 
lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall the Inset house spense and 
througang with the half of the Gavell on the east end of the Byer, with the just and equal 
half of the heall yaird lying on the northside of the said house and byer, together with the 
heall barn and litle house at the south gavell thereof and heall new gavell at the side of the 
same --- ane Cavell of land called the Houfauld and the Croft Ward, and ane cavell of land 
in Glenboe with ane Himprig 

GLENHEAD   DNY NS7881 [1]   NS780813    
 
1541 Wigton 676   A charter by Malcolm, Lord Fleming, great chamberlain of Scotland, to his natural son 
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John, for his lifetime, of the two merk lands of Brakenleys, two merk land of Glenhead 
and others, lying within the said barony of Harbertshire  

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi 2192  Glenheid 
1609 Wigton 177   Glenhead 
1632 RMS viii 1988  Glenheid 
1656 RS58/11 f.88  [L] Marquis Aikine in Braeheid --- all and haill these portions of the lands of 

Castellrankines called Rassihill Craigsheild and Chamberfauld and these portions of 
Glenheid and Boddomheid [witnesses to sasine] James Flemyng of Oxgang Andro Ker in 
Boddomheid 

1668 Retour 247   Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... Glenhead 
... in barony of Herbershire 

1678 RS59/6 f.24v  William Hey in Glenhead  
1681 RS59/6 f.232v Thomas Cuthell at Denny Kirk 
1698 RS59/10 f.98  William Hay in Glenhead William Hay his sone 
1707 RS59/12 f.255 William Hay eldest lawful son to the deceast William Hay of Glenhead  --- Precept of 

Clare Constat from Earl of Wigton  
1755 Roy   Glen Head 
1755 CH2/1254  Glenhead 
1787 AOS 1054  William Hay, junior, of Glenhead, Robert Gilchrist in Dykeneuk 
1795 AOS 3055  Glenhead and Boddomhead, parish of Denny  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William of Hay of Glenhead 
1912 CDS13   Glenhead - Henry Duncan 
1979 OS   Glenhead 
GLOWRORUM  # DNY NS8181 [1]   NS810817    
  
1673 CRS   Robert Fuird in Glairourem 
1688 CH2/1254  Glourourum 
1755 Roy   Glourorehim  
 
cf Gloweroream, Arngath WLO  [PNWL 36] 
    Glororum NZ195825; NU168336 
GOGAR   # DNY NS8183 [2]    
 
1588 Gibson   George Burn in Gogar  
GOGARFIELD  # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1906 DS   Gogarfield 
GOGARDALE  # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1701 RS83/2/10.487   John Burn portioner of Eastborland of all and haill Robert Young portioner there his 

eleven shilling ten pennie land of Eastborland called  Gogarsdale with the land called the 
highland upon the head thereof and said Robert Young his cavile of old [carron] with his 
soumes of Denny muir 

1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, 
Helens Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley 
Meadow Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 
Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 
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1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called - Gogerdale,  
1835 GD171/3257  Gogardale 
1865 VR   Gogardale 
1906 DS   Gogarsdale of Borland  
 
 cf Gogar/Bank/Burn/Green MLO; Gogar, Blairlogie; Gogar, Logy parish, Perths. [16 c CRE] ;  
    Gogar Mount, Ratho;  
GRAYSHILL   # DNY NS8381 [1]    NS831811    
 
1755 Roy 
GRAYSTONE  # DNY NS7684 [1]   NS760840    
 
1801 AOS 4071  Robert Hill esq., seised in Forresthill, Tops and Greystone 
1814 VR   Graystain 
1815 AOS 7928  Forresterhill - in possession of George, Viscount Keith along with Tops and Greystones  
1817 Grassom   Graystone 
1906 DS   Graystone 
GRAYS WALLS  # DNY NS7684 [1]   NS767842    
 
1679 RS59/6 f.84v  John Young portioner of East Borland --- that portione of land called West Borland 

Greines otherwayes called Graywalls in Dennie Greines – boundit be the new dyke and 
the Forresthill on the east and west the lands of Garvall on the sowth and the Water of 
Carron on the north pairtes the proportional part of the Todfauld and the libertie of 
pasturage of bestial upon the Tarduff Burn [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Bruce of 
Garvell 

1685 RS59/7 f.13  that other portion known as Westborland Greins alias Grayeswalls in Dennie Greens 
1685 RS83/1 f.2.10  James Young, portioner of East Borland ---- and ane 14 pennie land in Dennie Greens 

called Graywalls. Registered on the  13th leaf of the said Register 
1696 RS83/1 f.74.3  James Young of Grayeswalls. Registered on the  499th and 500th leaves of the said 

Register 
1696 RS59/8 f.499v  all and heall that pairt and portion of land called West Boirland Greines lykewayes called 

Grayes Walls in Denny Greine 
1716 CH2/1254  Greyswalls 
1719 RS59/14 f.15v  John Young of Grayswalls  
1749 RS59/19 f.356  West Borland Greens otherwise called Grays Walls in Denny Greens 
1755 Roy   Grey Wells 
1773 SC1/1/1   Grayswalls 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Greyswalls, -- being 

parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1786 AOS 850   James Adam of Nicolswalls – in part of Denny Greens called Gilmoresland, parish of 

Denny, on disp. by John Young of Grayswalls. P.R. 29.110 
1787 AOS 1021  John Laing of Longhill – in part of the commonty of Tarduff Burn < John Young in 

Grayswalls 
1817 Grassom   Grayswalls 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Ure of Greyswalls 
1861 OS   Grayswalls 
1906 DS   part of Bankhead called Grayswalls 
1912 CDS13   Grayswalls - R. Murray  
 
cf Greenwalls  NS7684 
   Grassywalls PER  [Roman Camp] 
GREENDYKE  # DNY NS8179 [3]   
 
1678 RS59/6 f.19  East Borland --- that cavle of land lying above the Greindyke 
1681 RS59/6 f.219v  that thrie shilling land in Easter Seamores lying north from the Grein Dyk with the heall 

cavles in the mure and heall cavle in the Base Moss 
1682 RS59/6 f.306v all and haill that sevine shilling land in Easter Seamores lying from the Greindyke to the 

kings hye street with the Chapell Haugh 
1709 RS59/12 f.423v  Margaret Cuthell eldest lawful daughter to Thomas Cuthell portioner Westborland --- all 

and haill that cavle of land lying above the Greendyke with the haill soumes in the muir 
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belonginig thereto --- lying in South Herbertshire 
1734 RS59/16 f.407 parts and portions of the lands of Seamores --- the cavill of land lying above the Green 

Dyke --- as also his cavill in Basie Moss the muir in Basies Moss --- in South Herbertshire 
1807 AOS 5627  Greendyke – parts of Easter Seamores - Arthur’s Napkine - Muirfold - and part of the 

Bassie Moss & Spreadfield   
GREENDYKESIDE  # DNY NS7781 [2]   
 
1781 AOS 39   Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykeneuk, seised in part of Dennygreens, & piece  of land in 

Tarduff, parish of Denny – on disp. by Robert Mack, portioner, Greendykeside; P.R. 
26.459 

1819 AOS 9025  the eastmost part of the lands of Greendykesides being part of Rashiehill, parish of Denny  
GREENLANDS  # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1680 RS59/6 f.198v  Alexander Cuithell in Wester Meallings --- chairter of alienatioune granted be the said 

Alexander Cuithell to and in favour of John Wilsone in Myathill --- all and heall the said 
Alexander Cuithell his heall land lying in Dennygreines runrig with the rest of the barronie 
of Denny thair Greines Land his ane proper pairt of the said Alexander Cuithell his tuelve 
shilling ane pennie land with the full right of the Gairt Ward and four soumes grasse in 
Denny Muir 

1699 RS83/2/10.294   Easter and Wester Greenlands of Dennie 
GREENS   see Borland Greens   
GREENSBURN  DNY NS7782 [1]   NS772826    
 
1797 AOS 3354  John Adam of Greensburn  - room or mailing  of land in Denny Greens called the 

Broadside – Thomas Adam in Bentend.  
1817 Grassom  Burn   
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Greensburn   
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Mr Muirhead of Greensburn [also of Meadowgreens - NS772828 - but both on 1861 OS] 
1861 OS   Greensburn   
1906 DS   Greenburn or Wester Mailings 
1912 CDS13  Greensburn  - Thomas Adam 
GREENS FAULD  # DNY NS7982 [3]    
 
1681 RS59/6 f.277  John Cuthill at Dennye Kirk --- William Gentleman in South Litle Dennye and Elspet Ker 

his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Castell Rankine called the 
Parkhill --- boundit as followes to wit the merches in the lyme craige to the Madieburne 
Gaitt which goes along to the Greinsfauld syde dyke foot and frae thence to Herbertshyre 
merches --- within the barony of South Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1731 RS59/15 f.675v  Robert Gentles in Parkhill as procurator in name of John Gentles in whose favour --- 
Precept of Clare Constat --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Castlerankine called Parkhill bounded as follows viz. The martches in the lymecraig to the 
Maidenburngate which goes along to the Greens Fauld dykefoot and from thence to 
|Herbertshires martches  

1741 RS59/18 f.144v  all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill lands 
lying within the barony of south Herbertshire parish of Denny --- as also these parts and 
portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Maidenburnridge bounded by the lands of 
Parkhill on the south and east and the Greenside Fold Dyke and the lands called the 
Ro[av]e --- Castleranken to the Maiden Burn on the north and west parts thereof  with the 
haill growing timber thereon  

GUILDY YARDS  # DNY NS8982 [2]    
 
1671 RS59/4 f.301  a house and yard at Kirk of Denny [ecclesiam de Denne] with that part and portion of land 

known as the Guildy Yairds and the house and butts of land lying thereupon lying on the 
south side of said house  

GUILSEY BUTTS  # DNY NS8180 [3]      
 
1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, Catherines 

Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts 
1806 AOS 5263  5s 8d land called Peathill, being part of the 19s 8d land of the 50s land of Catscleugh, and 
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part of the Miln belonging thereto; part of Catscleugh called Katherines Haugh, land called 
the Water of Bonny, and parts thereof called the Head of the Acre and Guisly  Butts  

GUSHET   # DNY NS8181 [2]   
 
1786 AOS 908   piece of ground on the north side of Bassary Moss called Arthur’s Napkine or Gushet, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.154 
HADDEN BURN  # DNY NS7583 [1]  NS750835    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Hadden Burn 
HAGGS   see Haggs of Bankier   
HAGGS OF BANKIER  DNY NS7879 [1]   NS788793    
 
1738 RS59/17 f.267v  [L] Michael Scot tennant in Longcroft as baillie --- compeared William Grindlay eldest 

lawful son to  John Grindlay farmer in the Miln of Castlecarry having a disposition made to 
hiim by John Scot portioner of Bankier and Janet Reoch his spouse --- all and haill these 
parts and portions of his merk land of Bankier commonly called Haggs and Garngrew – 
which lands have other lands belonging to Archibald and William Cowy interspersed and 
all of them bounded by Robert Rochead of Hollandbush his lands on the west James 
Brown of Longcrofts lands on the north and east and the Water of Bonnie on the south 
parts --- barony of South Herbertshire, parish of Denny  

1740 RS59/18 f.46  [L] John Grindlay in Castlecary Miln as baillie --- William Grindlay of Haggs of Bankier 
and Margaret Russell eldest lawful daughter to James Russell of Craigmad and now spouse 
to William --- parts and portions of land commonly called Haggs and Garrengrew 

1775 CRS   Andrew Provand workman in Haggs of Bankier and Margaret Grozart his spouse  
1782 AOS 143   William Russell in Dykehead, seised in part of Bankeir called Hags of Bankier, & Hags 

and Garngrew, parish of Denny – on disp. by Daniel Simpson, factor for the Earl of 
Hopetoun ; P.R. 27.92 

1790 CRS   Janet Waddell spouse of Henry Marshall at Haggs of Bankier 
1800 CRS   Alexander Brash, miner, Hags of Bankier 
1802 CH2/1254  
 
See infra: Garngrew Haggs - Garngrew NS789791  
 
cf Haggs NS715465 
 
Note 1709 RS59/12 f.418v James Broun eldest lawfull son to John Broun portioner of Langcroft --- and that part and 
portion of the Neathermoss --- only for casting winning and away leading of their peatts yearly  
HAIRCRAIGS  DNY NS8180 [1]   NS813809    
 
1708 CH2/1254  Haircraigs 
1786 AOS   Haircraigs 
1810 AOS 6332  lands of Easter Seamores called Haircraigs 
1817 Grassom   Haircraigs 
1861 OS   Haircraigs 
1912 CDS13   Haircraigs - William Stewart; House - William Phillips, farmer 
1980 OS   Haircraigs; North Haircraigs 
HALL    # DNY NS8082 [1]  NS801826    
 
1793 RHP 14352  Hall of Stonywood  
1801 CH2/1254  Hall 
1803 AOS   in an acre of lands of Hollhouse now called Hall of Stoneywood 
1817 Grassom  Hall 
1846 Calatria i  Hall 
1861 OS   Hall 
1912 CDS13  Hall Dr W. Gray 
1922 OS   Hall 
HALLHOUSE  DNY NS8082 [1]   NS801824    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a the Holhouss - Johne iohnsoun - xvs [15 shillings] 
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1569 GD1/227/74.1 Instrument of Sasine of William Johnstoun in the 7 1/2d land of Hoilhous reserving 
liferent to John Johnstoun his father and Katherine Chalmer his mother 

1569 CHA a43.7   Instrument of Sasine. William Johnstoun feufermar of the 14/7_1/2_ lands of Hoilhous in 
the Barony of Denny gave sasine with his own hands to John Johnstoun his father and 
Katherine Chalmers his mother and the longer liver of them, in liferent, of half of the [.....] 
and lands of Hoilhous it being provided nevertheless that the said John his father and 
Katherine his mother shall pay annually to the said William his son, his heirs and assignees 
the sum of 14/7_1/2_ of Scots money at the two terms of Pentecost and Martinmas in equal 
portions as annual rent for the said half of the lands together with 10 _3/4_ pecks of meal 
called the multir mele and with the half of the pultrie of the pultrie fowls paid as b use and 
wont, for their life-time. John and Catherine asked for instruments. these things were done 
on the said lands of Hoilhous 20 August 1569 Alex. Robesoune Notary Public 

1572 GD1/227/74.2  Discharge granted by James, Lord Torphichen to William Johnstoun ... of all the feu 
maills, meal poultry &c effeiring to the equal half of the lands of Hoilhous 

1572 CHA a43.13   (Endorsed Thomas Johnston No 1 in old hand) No13 (beginning at line 5) (new 
numbering) [a Letter of Quitclaim by James, Lord Torphichen in favour of William 
Johnstoun of Hoilhous, his airis and assynees, remitting for all time the feu-duty 
proportinal to half of the lands of Hoilhous which the said William had sold to Andrew his 
brother german, who and his airis and assynes is to pay the said hafl of the feu-duty in 
future. maid ?  beris [bears] and that the said William in his? hes sauld and annulyt the 
equall half of his said landis of Hoilhous to Andro Johnstoun his broyther as the evidentis 
maid be the said parteis propertis quilk half landis of Hoilhous, the said William hes 
assignit puirlie and simpillie in my handis be staff and bastoun [recte battoun] in favoris of 
the said Andro his broyther germane to remaine with the said Andro and his airis ad 
perpetuam remanentiam and eftir the said reasignatioune I haif resavit the said Andro 
fewar in and to the said half landis of Hoilhous extending in the auld rentall to sevin 
schillings three penneis and halfpanye as the charter maid be me to the said andro beris 
[bears] and albeit the said William Johnestoun and his airis was oblise yeirlie to paye to me 
and my successoris befoir the said alienatioune maid to his broyther the haill few malis 
multir mele and pultrie foulis as efferit conforme to his charter, yit nochttheles I the said 
James Lord of Torphichin for me, my airis and successoris desasis quitclamis and 
dischargis the said William Johnestoun his airis and assignais of the [just] and equall half 
of the malis multir mele and pultre foulis according to equall half of the saidis landis of 
Hoilhous quilk extendis zeirlie to sevin schillings three pennies ane halpanye with the 
foirpt of ane pennye as for the few malis of the saidis half landis with als mekill monny 
zeirlie as for the agmentatioun conforme to the new set maid be me and als of ten pekkis, 
the half of ane peck and the quartar of ane peck as for the multir mele of the said half 
landis sauld as saidis with the sa mony pultrie zeirlie as efferis to the said half landis and 
desasis and als dischargis the said William zeirlie of sa mekill money, multir mele and 
pultre foulis as efferis to the said half landis nochwithstanding the charter givein to me of 
before to the said William of the haill landis of Hoilhous quhilk was before the alienatioun 
of the saidis half landis, dischargeing and be thir presents dischargis for myself my airis 
and successoris all officiaris of my said baronie to pound or distreynzie the saidis 
Williamis halfe landis bot for the equall halfe of all malis muturis and pultre as efferis for 
his half therof allanerlie quilk extendis to the said some of money and multir before 
mentionat and that because the said Andro is oblist to me be his charter maid to him of the 
? to pay to me and my airis the ayther half of the said haill malis, multir mele and pultrie as 
his charteris beris In witness of quhilk premissis I the said Lord hes subsertvit this presnts 
with my hand at Abberdein the second day of Janii the zeir of God mv threscoir tuelf zeris 
before this witnes ... James Lord of Torphichen 

1582 GD1/227/74/5  Instrument in favour of William Johnstoune fewar in [Di(s)(m)brynock] in the Whitehill 
with meadow of the same and the Half Greinis called Hoilhouse in Denny 

1582 CHA a43.11   Notarial Instrument. William Johnsoun feufermar of the half of the lands of Hoilhous gives 
sasine to his sone in an anual rent (much not legible) November 1582 Alex. Robertson 
[recte Robesoun] Not. Pub 

1583 GD1/227/74.6  Instrument of sasine ... 7 merks from the half lands of Hoilhous 
1583 CHA a43.12    Instrument of sasine following on charter by Andrew Johnstoun feufermar of the half of the 

lands of Hoilhous of an annual-rent of 7 merks from said lands in favour of Duncan Layng 
in Brakinleis 15 May 1583. Alexander Robesoun notary 

1586 CHA a43.10   Notarial Instrument. Compeared Robert Chalmer of Corthy and granted him payit 100  
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pundis be William Johnsoun feuar of the half of the Hoilhous in redemption of a wadset 
upon the lands of Hoilhous 21 May 1586 Alexander Robesoun notary 

1597 Templaria  Charter to Andrew Johnston of the 30 1/2d land of Hillhouse Denny 
1600 GD1/227/74.7  Instrument of Sasine [in veranacular] Andrew Johnsoun, heritor of the 15/- land called 

Hoilhous in Denny to his son and apparent heir John Johnsoun 
1600 CHA a43.5      Instrument of sasine narrating that Andrew Johnstoun, heretor of the 15/- land of Hoilhous, 

appeared upon the said land and there gave sasine by his own hands to John Johnstoun his 
son and appearand heir of the said fifteen shilling land conform to ane matrimonial contract 
and appointment made betwixt the saids Andrew and John with consent and assent of Janet 
Jamesone spouse to the said Andrew on the one part, John Callendar in Westirtoun of 
Bothkennner and Marion Callendar his daughter on the other part. Andrew to have life-rent 
of half the said lands. 13 Feb 1600. Alex. Cuthbert Notary Public 

1612 CRS   Marion Callander, spouse to John Johnsoun, portioner of Dennie 
1613 CHA a43.6   Precept of Clare Constat by John Earl of Wigtoun and Lord Fleming of Cumbernauld, 

declaring John Johnstoun heir of his father Andrew and of his grandfather John in the 
14/7_1/2_ land of Hoilhous that he is of lawful age, that the lands are now held in chief of 
the said Earl, and formerly were held of the lords of Torphichen, and ordaining sasine to be 
given to the said John of the said lands. The Earl's seal was appended at the Kirk  of Lenzie 
27 July 1613 Signed also by the said Earl, his son Malcolm, and other witnesses 

1618 CHA a43.14   Confirmation by Earl of Wigtoun of a charter by John Johnstoun with their consent still 
under curators infefting his spouse Jonet Mitchell daughter of James Mitchell in Bandeth 
and Jonet paterson his spouse in implement of a matrimonial contract in a life-rent in the 
equal half of my 20/- land of Hoilhous and in the equal half of my 20/- land of West 
Borland. Wit. Robert Livingstoun in Denypace, John Burn and John Broun in Larbert. 
Charter dated 1618 - Confirmation 19 Aug. 1619 

1619 GD1/227/74.9  Charter granted by John, Earl of Wigton as superior to his vassal, John Johnsoun of 
Hoilhous in Denny ... of the just and equal half of the 15/- land of Hoilhous and the just 
and equal half of the 20/- land of West Borland 

1619 RS58/1 f.101  [L] John Johnestoune brother and heir of John Johnestoune portioner of Dennie, William 
Fleymeing of over Croy, baillie ---- John master of Wigtoune lord Fleymeing and 
Comernald superior of the barony underwritten --- three shillings and 4 penny land of auld 
extent lying in the Wester Bordland of Dennie --- lie Hailhous de Dennie --- in baronia de 
Dennie 

1619 RS58/1 f.102v [L] John Johnestoune of Hailhous de Dennie and James Mitchell in Bandeathe and Joneta 
Mitchell future spouse of the said John Johnestoune contractus matrimonialis 

1619 RS58/1 f.256  John Johnnstoun of Hole House 
1621 RS58/2 f.265v John Johnstoune in Hoilhous 
1631 RS58/5 f.192v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Cuthill in Risk and 

Christian Whyt his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
Risk and the lands of Hoilhous with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and occupied by 
the said William and his spouse  

1650 CHA a43.17  Instrument of sasine. In the presence of the notary and witnesses compeared a young man 
John Johnestoun eldest son of John Johnestoun in Powmond holding in his hands a charter 
of donation containing precept of sasine granted by the said John Johnestoun in Powmond 
hereditary feuar of the lands underwritten with consent of Jonet Mitchell his wife for her 
interest to the said John Johnestoun their son his heirs and assignees whatsomever of all 
and heall that 13/4 land of old extent lying in the West Boirdland of Dennye, also of all and 
heall that 6/8 land of old extent  lying in the West Boirdland of Dennye named Burnesyde 
extending in the whole to a 20/- land of old extent and also of all and haill that 14/7_1/2_ 
land of old extent known as the Hoilhouse of Dennye with houses gardens woods and 
pertinents lying in the barony of Dennye and sheriffdom of Stirling reserving to Margaret 
Cuthill relict of  (the charter is given in full) [among witnesses] John Laying in Gateside, 
John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West Boirdland, David Young notary public in 
Denny, Magister James Rolloock, Robert Muirhead in Lytle Denovane. 

1660 CHA a43.9   Charter of John Earl of Wigtoune to Mr John Callendar in which for cash down the Earl 
sold (1) a 13/- land of the Barony of Denny (2) an 11/6 land of Fuckertoun formerly 
belonging to Gilbert Forester (3)  etc. 17 August 1660 

1666 CRS   John Johnstone, younger, of Hollhouse of Dennie 
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1680 RS59/6 f.204v  Alexander Johnstoune of Hollowes  
1698 CRS   Margaret Liddell, relict of John Johnstone of Holdhouse  
1703 RS59/11 f.311  Be it known to all men be thir presents Me Patrick Johnstoun in Redding only laufull son 

to Andrew Johnstoun in Polmont forasmuch as Alexander Johnstoun of Hollhouse be his 
disposition – disponed in favour of me and my heirs [etc] all and haill the said Alexander 
Johnstoun his lands of Hollhouse Westborland Custonhall Breadsydes Borthie and Old 
Faulds together with that piece of land called Nether Mains lately conquest and acquired by 
the said Alexander Johnstoun from David Cuthill of Maydub 

1704 CRS   Helen Simpson, late spouse to Alexander Johnstone, in Holl-house 
1704 CHA a43.3   Alexander Johnstone grants  a  heretable bond upon his lands of Hoilhous, west Borland, 

Custonhall, Breadsyeds, Borthie [recte Corthie] etc., to Patrick Johnstoun in Redding. 
28.12.1704 

1706 CH2/1254  Holhouse 
1718 E644/1/14   Alexander Johnstone of Hollhouse 
1727-81 A727.4065  Writs of lands of Easter Holhouse or Burnside in parish of Denny and sheriffdom of 

Stirling, disponed by Alexander Johnstoun [Johnston] of Holhouse [Holehouse], with 
consent of Agnes Cuthill, his mother, to Mr William Oswald, schoolmaster and writer in 
Kirkintilloch; disponed by him to Mark Scot [Scott] in Haystoun [Hayston], portioner of 
Easter Balgrochan; disponed by him, now of Wardhill, to Andrew Oswald, tenant in 
Powside, and Helen Hay, his spouse; disponed by them to William Morehead [Muirhead] 
of Herbertshire. (7 items) 

1730 RS59/15 f.487v  [L] Compared personaly Mr William Oswald Schoolmaster in Kirkintilloch and Janet 
Gray his spouse who with James Oswald of Dryburgh Bailly by precept having in his 
hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnstone of Holehous with consent of Agnes 
Cuthill his mother --- all and heall that part of his lands called Easter Holehouse or 
Burnside 

1752-89 A727.4070   Writs of 11s lands of Stonywood [Stoneywood] and 20d lands of Macmurroch, disponed 
by David Finlay [Findlay] of Bogside to Thomas Johnstoun [Johnston] of Holehouse; 
disponed by him to John Johnstone [Johnston], his son, later distiller at Hall of 
Stonywood [Stoneywood]; who granted heritable bond on lands to John Russell, 
tenant in Dykehead; the lands adjudged from Johnstone [Johnston] in favour of 
James Wright, writer in Stirling, and William Auchy, merchant in Falkirk, trustees 
for Johnstone's creditors; disponed by them to William Morehead [Muirhead] of 
Herbertshire. (15 items) 

1755 CH2/1254  Hollhouse 
1773 VR   Holehouse 
1781 AOS 12   John Johnston, son of Thomas Johnston of Holehouse, seised 1781;- in part of 

Stoneywood, and Mackmarrock, part of Dennymuir, & tiends, parish of Denny;- under 
burden of 500 merks Scots, to James Johnston, his brother;- on disp. by said Thomas 
Johnston 1769 

1788 AOS   in parts of Holehouse on the north and south sides of the road from Browsterburn bridge to 
Garth 

1793 RHP 14352  Hole House 
1800 AOS 3976  Easter Hollhouse or Burnside ... part of Easter Hollhouse called Nethermains 
1803 AOS 4525  in an acre of lands of Hollhouse now called Hall of Stoneywood  
1817 Grassom   Hollows 
1861 OS   Hallhouse 
1980 OS   Hallhouse 
HARDLAND   # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 

--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1743 RS59/18 f.325  Compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Cuthel shoe maker in Denny 
and Agnes Kier his spouse who with William Morrison shoemaker, baillie in that pairt --- 
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disposition made by John Muirhead Taylor at Dennykirk --- all and haill that tenement of 
houses beloinging to him with the yeard on the back thereof situat upon that part and 
portion of the Hardland Cavel lying at the back of the Chapeltoun 

1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 
Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1783 AOS 399   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in Westhaugh, Sevenbutts and Hardland, 
barony of Temple Denny. P.R. 28.18 

1800 AOS 3976  Hardland 
1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called - Hardland,  
1807 AOS 5671  on part of the Hardland Cavil at the back of Chapeltown all in Denny  
1835 GD171/3257  Cavil called Hardland 
 
cf Hardraw, [PN&S 56]  
HARVIES MAILING  DNY NS7882 [1]   NS780821    
 
1656 RS58/11 f.59  that six shilling fyve penny land of old extent called Harvies Mailling with houses [etc] --- 

being  part of the lands of Castellrankines 
1670 RS59/4 f.230v  John Mershell of Harvies Mealling 
1675 CRS   John Marshall in Harvies Mealling 
1699 RS83/2/10.147     John Rennie of Harviesmealling of that 5s 8d land of old extent in Castlerankine 

commonlie called ffisher aiker with pertinents with the privilege of the common muir 
called Dennie muir. 

1708 CH2/1254  Harvis Mealing 
1722 RS59/14 f.368  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rennie eldest lawful 

son to John Rennie of Harviesmealing as also Isobel Rankine lawful daughter to George 
Rankine of Hillend of Rashiehill now spouse to the said John Rennie yngr. --- the just and 
equal half of the lands of Harviesmealling --- lying within the barony of South 
Herbertshire parioch of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1735 CRS   Isobel Rankine spouse to James M'Alaster in Harvies Mealing 
1799 AOS 3720  James Hay of Harveys Mailing 
1808 AOS 5747  5d land called Herveys Mailling 
1817 Grassom   Harveys Melland 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Hay of Harvies Mailing 
1861 OS   Harvies Mailing 
1906 DS   Harvies Mailing - being a 6s 5d land of Castle Rankine [Carron Co.]  
  
Note: Andrew Harvie in Castle Rankine 1621.  
HAUGH   # DNY NS7883 [2]   
 
1698 RS59/10 f.90v  [L] John Burne farmor of the Mylne of Garvall baillie in that part --- Hugh Wilsone of 

Corntoune having a disposition and precept of sasine from James Forsyth of Garvall --- all 
and haill his lands of Garvall comprehending therein that piece of meadow lying in the 
parcel of ground called the Haugh 

HAUGHS OF DENNY  # DNY NS8183 [1]   NS813830    
 
1782 AOS 164  William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1793 RHP 14352  Haughs of Denny 
1800 AOS 3976  a ridge of land on the Haughs of Denny, and a ridge of land there called Mid-ridge being 

parts of East Boreland  
1800 AOS   lands in the Haughs of Denny called Westhaugh, Seven Butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow & 

Drummed, Gogerdale, Bountieth-rigg & Burnmouth, being all parts of an 8s 2d land in 
East Borland & Greens 

1800 AOS 3976  a ridge of land in the Haughs of Denny ... being parts of East Boreland 
1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called Westhaugh, Seven Butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow & 

Drummed, Gogerdale, Bountieth-rigg & Burnmouth, being all parts of an 8s 2d land in 
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East Borland & Greens 
1835 GD171/3257 
HAUKIES WALLS  # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1676 RS59/5 f.355  [following on from 354v] with ane rig of land lyand on the west syde of Corthie called 

Hauckies Walles   
 
cf Hakiesdub FAK (1755 Hawkiesdub)  
HAYFIELD  # DNY NS8081 [1]   NS809810    
 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Hay of Hayfield 
1861 OS   Hayfield 
1906 DS   Seafaulds and Blackrig, know known as Hayfield 
1912 CDS13  Hayfield  - Andrew Hay, farmer 
1927 OS   Hayfield 
HEAD OF THE ACRE  # DNY NS8180 [3]      
 
1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, 

Catherines Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts P.R. 29.270 
1806 AOS 5263  5s 8d land called Peathill, being part of the 19s 8d land of the 50s land of Catscleugh, and 

part of the Miln belonging thereto; part of Catscleugh called Katherines Haugh, land called 
the Water of Bonny, and parts thereof called the Head of the Acre and Guisly [sic] Butts 

HEAD OF MUIR  # DNY NS8181 [1]   NS812814    
 
1846 Calatria 1  Head Of Muir 
1912 CDS13  Head Of Muir 
HEADS   # DNY NS8281 [2]   
 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Heydis 
1583 RMS v 615  Heidis 
1622 Retour 113  Heidis 
1657 RS58/11 f.185v all and sindrie the lands of Heids (excepting that part thairof and Hauch of the samen 

which lyes from the north and eist pairts of the Watter of Carroune contigue and togidder  
from the Cuthilbra eistwards to the lands of Donypace occupyit be William Baird and John 
Cuthill in Heads)  

1836 AOS 1796  lands of Heads  - now called Headswood 
1836 AOS 1797  3 acres of the lands of Heads at the north west corner thereof and adjoining to Leslie Park 
HEADSWOOD  DNY NS8281 [1]   NS829819    
 
1588 CRE   James Cuthill in Hediswode 
1615 CRS   Janet Aitken, spouse to William Baird, in Headis Wood 
1616 CRS   John Cuthill in Headis-Wood, parish of Dennie  
1620 RS58/2 f.134v  William Baird in Heidswod 
1624 CRS   William Baird in Hediswood 
1633 RS58/6 f.34v  parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre particularlie efterfollowing 

Lyand on the southsyde of the watter of Caroun to witt all and haill the landis of 
Heidiswode posest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill thair and Thomas Baird thair The haill 
of Lilieslie posest be Thomas Cuthill thair The landis of Litledenny posest be John Cuthill 
and Alexander Gordoune thair The lands of Cuthiltoune posest be John Stratherne thair 
Robert Bassock thair James Zoung thair The lands of Leslie posest be Margaret Chalmer 
relict of umquhill William Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie relict of umquhill David 
Cuthill Johne Baird now hir spouse and Alexander Zoung in Cuthiltoune with housis 
biggingis zeardis toftis croftis  infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis pendicles and all thair 
pertinentis easmentis lyand within the said barrounrie of Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1642 CRS   Margaret Hardie, spouse to Mathew Cuthill, in Headiswood 
1655 RS58/9 f.282v  James Cuthill in Headis Wode 
1655 RS58/10 f.25  Mathew Cwthell in Headis Wod baylie in that part ---  
1663 RS59/1 f.316  his lands of Heidswoode presentlie possest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill John Baird 
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and --- tennantis thairof 
11/06/1669 CC21/5/7   Mathew Cuithell in Headswood, parish of Denny Testament Dative and Inventory 
1676 RS59/5 f.333  annualrent furth of the lands of Headswood 
1678 CRS   John Bryson in Headswood and Marie Cuithell his spouse 
1679 CRS   Marion Jarvey, and William Cuthell, in Headswood, her husband 
1704 GD1/529/202/3     John Philip and John Bain tenants in Headswood 
1706 CH2/1254  Headswood 
1708 CH2/1254  Mathew Cuthill in Headswood and Margaret Russall married Dunipace 
1732 GD1/529/202/3    John Philip and Mathew Cuthell tenants in Headswood 
1755 Roy   Headswood 
1762 GD1/529/2020/3   John Phillip tenant in Headswood [must be son of JP above as he was born c1703]; 

William Cuthill, tenant in Headswood 
1817 Grassom  Headswood 
1835 GD171/3257  Headswood Cottage; 3 acres of Hydes or Headswood 
1836 AOS 1796  lands of Heads now called Headswood 
1861 OS   Heads Wood 
1912 CDS13  Headswood - House – Alexander M. Luke; Farm - Mrs Taylor 
1971 OS   Headswood 
HEADSWOODHAUGH # DNY NS8282 [1]   
 
1795 AOS 3036  Headswoodhaugh 
HELENS HAUGH  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley Meadow 
Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1796 AOS 3086  in cavils of land called Drumnuie, Lodgehill, Helens Haugh, & Whitebreads Acre, parish 
of Denny  

1835 GD171/3257  Cavil called Helenshaugh  
 
 cf Catherines Haugh, Denny parish 
HEMPRIG   # DNY NS8281 [2]   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  [L] personally compeared on the lands underwritten – Johne Zoung son and heir of the late 

Johne Zoung and Elesona Merschell --- with a precept of clare constat by William 
Flemyng, baillie in that part from Lord Flemyng of Vigtoun [Wigton] --- of all and haill the 
six shilling and four penny land [and? deillis oct soli dalis terris] formerly occupied by the  
late Robert Bryssoun then by the late Andrew Baird and now by the said Elesona – lie Est 
Borland with all crofts and lie Hemprig so called with the eight shilling land lying in our 
barony of Dene 

1707 RS59/12 f.167-168  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Muirhead eldest 
lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall the Inset house spense and 
througang with the half of the Gavell on the east end of the Byer, with the just and equal 
half of the heall yaird lying on the northside of the said house and byer, together with the 
heall barn and litle house at the south gavell thereof and heall new gavell at the side of the 
same --- ane Cavell of land called the Houfauld and the Croft Ward, and ane cavell of land 
in Glenboe with ane Himprig  

HERBERTSHIRE – SOUTH  DNY NS8181 [1] 
 
1633 RS58/6 f.34v  [does not mention South Herbertshire but this is patently the entity] parts and portions of 

the lands and barony of Harbertshyre particularlie efterfollowing Lyand on the southsyde 
of the watter of Caroun to witt all and haill the landis of Heidiswode posest and occupyit 
be Mathew Cuthill thair and Thomas Baird thair The haill of Lilieslie posest be Thomas 
Cuthill thair The landis of Litledenny posest be John Cuthill and Alexander Gordoune thair 
The lands of Cuthiltoune posest be John Stratherne thair Robert Bassock thair James 
Zoung thair The lands of Leslie posest be Margaret Chalmer relict of umquhill William 
Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie relict of umquhill David Cuthill Johne Baird now hir 
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spouse and Alexander Zoung in Cuthiltoune with housis biggingis zeardis toftis croftis  
infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis pendicles and all thair pertinentis easmentis lyand within 
the said barrounrie of Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1685 RS83/1 f.3.3  Jonet Rankine spouse to John Rankine portioner of Catsclewch of tuo aikers of land, a 
house and yeard and others the pertinents of the said John his lands in South 
Herbertshyre. Registered on the  30th and 31st leaves of the said Register 

1789 A727.4059   feu disposition by James Henry Oswald to Robert Kirkwood, portioner of South 
Herbertshire 

1816 VR   South Herbertshyre 
HERDING   # DNY NS7782 [3]    
 
1727 RS59/15 f.93v  Thomas Adam portioner of Denny Greens, Tenant in Herding 
HERDSBRAE   # DNY NS7581 [3]   
 
1790 AOS 1900  Lamblinns, part of Doups, with soums of grass in Dennymuir and part of the Herdsbrae, 

parish of Denny 
1801 AOS 4208  William Wright at Herdsbrae – in the lands of Greensdyke, parish of Dunipace  
HERDSHOUSE  # DNY NS7582 [3]   
 
1817 AOS 8428  William Benny, farmer Crossmyloof, seised in a park or inclosure ... commonly called the 

Herdshouse on the south side of the water of Carron, being part of the Muir of Temple 
Denny  

cf Hardhouse WLO  [PNWL 79] Heard Howse 1698 
HERDSLANDS  # DNY NS7582 [3]   
 
1630 RS58/5 f.119v  [endorsed “sasine for John Adamesone] personelie compeirit upoun the ground of the 

lands of Dennymwre and Hirdlandis of Dennymwre William Mitchell in the Gairt of 
Denny, baillie in the pairt – John Cuthill portioner of  Stanewood and John Cuthill zounger 
fear of Stanewood his eldest sone and apparend air --- Precect of Clare Constat made and 
granted  by the said John Cuthill elder and younger of Stanewood to the said John 
Adamesoun for giving of sasine to him heretably as heir to the late David Adamesoun in 
Slafarquer his father of the parts and portions of Dennymwre --- the said lands of the 
common muir of Denny --- [witnesses to sasine] David Adamesoune in Slafarquer, 
William Johnstoune, weaver there, Andrew Thomsoune in [s]arli[k]craig  

1664 RS59/2 f.3v  the common muir commonly called Denny Muir with that part thereof called the 
Hirdlandis formely pertianing to William Cuthill in West Mailingis – in the barony of 
Denny  

1728 RS59/15 f.257v  All and haill these two portions of land called Newtryhill and Wester Rashiehill --- In like 
manner In all and Haill that part and portion of the comonty of Denny Muir and with the 
head dyke thereof with that part of the Herds Land belonging thereto  

1781 AOS 69   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in part of East Boreland, part of 
Drumliemeadow, Dennymuir and Herdsland, &c., parish of Denny on disp. by David 
Young, son of James Young, Blacksmith, Denny; P.R. 26.502 

1786 AOS 1001  Peathill – Herds Lands of the muir, Garvald called Mains of Garvald 
1790 AOS 1770  Doups & parts of Dennymuir and Herdslands, parish of Denny  
1794 AOS 2766  Thomas Burn of Peathill - part of Herdsland with a proportional part of Tarduff Burn, 

parish of Denny  
1835 GD171/3257  Herdland 
HERMITAGE - THE  # DNY NS7584 [1] sic 1879)  NS756844   
 
1841 NSA   In the division called Temple Denny, and within a mile of the new bridge over Carron, on 

the road to Fintry, about five miles west from Denny, there is a cascade called Auchinlilly-
lin-spout. In the first year of the present century, the wild natural beauties of the spot were 
transformed into a sort of fairyland, by the genius of Robert Hill, Esq., W/S. Edinburgh, 
who had purchased the lands of Forest Hill, of which it is a part. A rustic cottage of 
whinstone, with the angular points facing one in all directions, was built on the very 
margin of a deep fissure, through which the waters of the Carron flow, to be tossed over 
the rock of Auchinlilly, within perhaps six yards of the heath covered cottage. There were a 
kitchen, a cellar, and other apartments; and also a stable was dug chiefly out of the rock, 
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below the level of the floor of the cottage. On that floor, were a handsome dining-room, 
drawing-room, and two small bed-rooms. A spacious window in the dining-room fronted, 
westward, the rushing waters as they fell over the rock into the fissure, in their course to 
the spout. The river was seen, for some way up its channel, diffused in comparitive 
largeness of expansion, and studded with tiny rocks, which might be reached when the 
waters were low. At other times, the river, swollen by the rains around Muckle Bin, from 
which it takes its rise, and by the various feeders of the Carron between the Bin and 
Auchinlilly, rushing forward in roaring majesty, presented a magnificent spectacle from the 
dining room window. On one occasion, the stream having suddenly risen much above its 
usual elevation, struck the dining-room window with its surges, and, increasing in strength, 
burst the window, and, rushing into the kitchen and cellar, made a new cataract over the 
rock adjoining the spout, into the channel of the river. No lives were lost. The damage was 
speedily repaired, and, to prevent in future such accidents, a deep excavation in the rock 
was made in front of the cottage, through to its east rocky banks, sufficient to receive any 
future overflowings. It was arched over, and thereby easy access, as formerly, to the 
entrance to the cottage was provided. The banks on each side of the river were planted; 
walks were made along their sloping sides, with resting-places at proper stations, for 
enjoying the picturesque beauties of the scene. A carriage way from the turnpike, from 
Denny to Fintry, was formed down to the cottage. A bridge of plank, close to the spout, 
was thrown over the fissure, which divides Denny parish from St Ninians, to give access to 
the garden on the other side. For a time, it was the resort of the curious, who came even 
from a distance to see and enjoy the scenery of the Cliffs of Carron, the name by which it 
was known. A mother's fear for her offspring, amidst so many perils, soon made the 
amiable and accomplished lady of the property, a stranger to its beauties. The last 
interesting inhabitant of this once enchanting and still beautifully wild place, was the 
widowed sister of the amiable Graham, the Sabbath poet. Since she left it, some dozen 
years ago, it has gradually decayed, and has at the present only the ruins of its beauty 
remaining. It is now the property of Archibald Wishart, Esq., W.S. Deputy-Keeper of the 
Register of Sasines, Edinburgh.  

1879 Gillespie p 95  Two miles further on its course [the Carron], we have the Auchin-lilly-linn, which, when 
the river is in flood, and a triumphant torrent sweeps down the glen, is a cataract almost 
unsurpassed for the roar of its liquid thunder and the grandeur of its storm of spray. The 
ruins of the Hermitage, too, are to be seen firm as any rock in the centre of the stream. 
During the summer months, this secluded nook is naturally a great resort of local pic-nic 
parties. 

1879 Gillespie p 97  But once down upon the Carron, the scene in its wild rocky grandeur mast take many, as it 
did ourselves, by surprise. It is, from river bank to river bed, a strikingly picturesque spot. 
The Hermitage, now utterly desolate - roof fallen, windows gone, and crumbling gables 
ivy and lichen draped - was built by a Mr Hill, of Edinburgh, whose master-passion must 
certainly have inclined to the delights of shrieking solitude. It is a most romantic building, 
and was regularly occupied until 1840. Shortly after that period, a reservoir situated further 
up the river, broke through its embankments, when the terrific down-rush of water carried 
away much of the masonry of the deserted house.  

Cf Hermitage ABD  “a summer house on the top of a high knoll in Old Aberdeen”. 
HERRONSFIELD  # DNY NS7983 [1]   NS796831    
 
1755 Roy   Harrisfield 
1782 AOS 161   Jean Stirling of Auchile, as heir to George Stirling of Herbertshire, her brother, seised in 

part of Stonywood called Westfield or Wester Park; Herrinsfield & part of Dennymuir, 
parish of Denny ; P.R. 27.130 

1799 CH2/1254  Heronsfield 
1800 AOS 3976  5s land of Herrensfield 
1817 Grassom   Herronsfield 
1836 AOS 1799  Herronsfield  
 
 cf Hernehouse, Redesdale - Hirnhouse 1398, Hernehouse 1618. 
HIGGINSLAND  # DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1738 RS59/17 f.294  compeared James Russel of Crumbsteps as procurator for William Chalmers second lawful 

son to Robert Chalmers of Fankirtoun --- all and haill the lands of Langhill Higgins Land  
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and Dobshill  
1749 RS59/19 f.374  housestead and yeard at the Kirk of Denny on the north side of the highway at the back of 

the ministers mance --- together with the houses and other pertinents thereof being part of 
the lands called Higgins Lands within the parish of Denny --- as also half an acre of the 
lands of West Borland on the east side of the outfield thereof called the East Field 

1796 AOS 3198  in a house and yard at the back of Denny – being part of Higginsland, parish of Denny  
1799 AOS 3691  in a house and yard at the back of Denny – being part of Higginsland, parish of Denny   
 
Note: RS59/3 49v Jean Muirhead eldest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird --- contract of 

marriage with Patrick Hegine eldest lawful son to Patrick Hegine in Airth --- and Jonet Cowie his mother --- 
liferent in his lands of Denny commonlie called Westboarlands and Greines togither with that meidow callit the 
lyand in Westermealings --- ane portion of land of Garth commonlie callit the Thrie Rude lyand in the 
Fuckertoune Syke 

HIGHLAND   # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1701 RS83/2/487   John Burn portioner of Eastborland of all and haill Robert Young portioner there his eleven 

shilling ten pennie land of Eastborland called  Gogarsdale with the land called the 
Highland upon the head thereof and said Robert Young his cavile of Old Carrone with his 
soumes of Denny muir RS59/10 f.402 – f.403 

1701 RS59/10 f.402v  land of Eastborland called Gogarsdale with the land called the Highland  
HIGHLAND DYKES   DNY NS8281 [1]  NS827811    
 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.26  Robert Raynnie in Heillanddykes [see 26v for Robert having been struck with a sword] 
1666 RS59/2f 186  compeired John Rennie in Highland Dyke of Dennypeace  
1677 RS59/5 f.360v  to the Heiland Dyke on the south the said Heiland Dyke  
1682 Retour    lands of Hieland-dykes upon the north side of the water of Boine within the barony and 

parish of Dunipace 
1688 RS83/1 f.19v.2  Isobel Rennie, spouse to John Buchanan in Falkirk and Margaret Mungal his oy in lyferent 

& fie of the lands of Hieland Dykes. Registered on the  338th and 3339th leaves of the said 
Register  

1692 RS83/1 f.38v.6  Hyland Dykes 
1698 RS83/2/10.84   Robert Rennie of Highland Dykes [RS59/10 f.75 – f.76] 
1701 RS83/2/10.509    John Gentleman, merchant in Falkirk and Alexander Gentleman his son of all and haill 

Robert Bennie of Highlanddykes his lands of Highlanddykes 
1715 CH2/1254  Highland Dykes 
1755 Roy   Highland Dykes 
1789 AOS 1511  Highland Dykes, parish of Denny  
1794 AOS 2767  2 acres of land being part of the barony of South Herbertshire, on the road from Highland 

Dykes to Bassie Moss  
1806 AOS 5241  Highlanddykes, parish of Dunipace  
1816 VR   lands of Catscleugh, called Highland Dykes being old feu in South Herbertshire 
1817 Grassom  
 
cf Island Buoy, Galloway [PNG 161] 
HILLEND   # DNY NS8180 [1]   NS814803    
 
1817 Grassom  Hillend 
1861 OS   Hillend 
1906 DS   parts of Catscleugh and Hillend 
HILLEND OF RASHIEHILL  # DNY NS7781 [2]      
 
1722 RS59/14 f.368  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rennie eldest lawful 

son to John Rennie of Harviesmealing as also Isobel Rankine lawful daughter to George 
Rankine of Hillend of Rashiehill now spouse to the said John Rennie yngr. --- the just and 
equal half of the lands of Harviesmealling --- lying within the barony of South Herbertshire 
parioch of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling 

HILLHEAD   # DNY NS7879 [1]   NS788791    
 
1751 RS59/19 f.465  Robert Rochead of Hollinbush --- that pendicle of land called Hillhead being part of the 
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land of Hollenbush --- bounded by --- Bony Watter on the east  
1787 AOS 1018  Alexander Nisbet in Westerhead, as heir to Alexander Nisbet, merchant Falkirk, his father, 

in Hillhead, parish of Denny 
1788 AOS 1315  Garngrew and part of Hillhead, parish of Denny  
1798 CH2/1254  Hillhead 
1807 AOS 5604  lands of Bankier on the south side of the road leading betwixt Hillhead and the Town of 

Bankier 
1817 Grassom   Hillhead 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John Scott of Hillhead 
HITTERAL   # DNY NS8179 [1]   NS 816798    
 
1743 RS59/18 f.325v ten shilling land of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddies houses [etc] --- all and haill 

these her cavels of land lying east from Nether Seamores viz ane cavill in Leans and 
Blaikmeadow and Burn Buttrells part of the Meekle Hittrell with the rige and rind on the 
east side of the same --- lying within the barony of Herbertshire  

1755 Roy   Hettriel 
1777 VR   Hitril - given as part of Easter Seamores 
1785 AOS   Hittrel 
1785 AOS 784   Blacksmeddies; part of Meikle Hittrels. P.R. 29.23 
1790 AOS 1794  Fisheracre – half of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddys Houses; parts of Meikle 

Hitteral, parish of Denny 
1800 AOS 3861  part of Easter Seamores called Blacksmiddies & Hitterall, parish of Denny  
1817 Grassom  Hitteral 
1819 GD1/227/41  Hitteral or Black Smiddies 
1906 DS   Hitteral 
HOLEHOUSE  see Hallhouse   
HOLLANDBUSH  DNY NS7779   NS779792    
 
1620 RS58/2 f.128  Henry [Sorllan] in Holenbus 
1633 RS58/6 f.88  William [f/s]alberis in Holen Bus 
1644 RS58/8 f.55v  William Gilchrist in Hollinbusch  
1656 RS58/11 f.58  William Gilchreist in Hollingbus 
1665 RS59/2 f.136  [L] John Gillespie in Hollingbus  
1665 RS59/2 f.138  John Gillespie in Hollinbus  
1676 CRS   John Gilchrist at Holinebusse and Agnes Ker, his spouse 
1677 RS59/5 f.408v  William Gillchreist in Hollinbuss  
1685 RS83/1 f.4.10  James Aitkin maltman in Falkirk and Issobel Burn his spouse of an annualrent out of 

William Gillchrists lands of Easter Hollandbush. Registered on the  53rd leaf of the said 
Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.61  James Brysone traveller in Easter Hollingbushe and Margaret Kirkwood his spouse --- 
precept of sasine granted be James Fleyming portioner of Midle Thomastoune --- that part 
or portion of land called the Cannortaine 

1703 CRS   Helenbush - Robert Graham in - 
1706 CH2/1254  Holinbush 
1707 Sibbald  Hollinbush 
1720 CRS   Hollandbusch - William Gilchrist in - 
1733 RS59/16 f.255v  Robert Gilchrist in Hollingbush  
1734 CRS   Archibald Whyte at Hollandbush 
1751 RS59/19 f.465 Robert Rochead of Hollinbush --- that pendicle of land called Hillhead being part of the 

land of Hollenbush --- bounded by --- Bony Watter on the east  
1755 Roy   Hollin Bush 
1756 CH2/1254  Holin Bush 
1782 AOS 203  Easter Hollandbush,, parish of Denny  
1787 AOS 1015  in parts of Bankier, viz. Meadow, part of Easter Hollandbush, Lintmill 
1793 Antiquities  Hollin Bus 
1807 DFM  William Morrison, smith at Holland Bush 
1811 AOS 6719  part of Hollinbush, and part thereof called Calfward and Gallowhill, parish of Denny  
1817 Grassom  Hollandbush 
1819 AOS 9109  part of the lands of Hollandbush, & part of the lands called the Calfward & Gallowhill, 

parish of Denny  
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1861 OS   Hollinbush  
 
cf Hollands NX6465; Birkbush NX 8680; Bushabield NX7968 
    Hollen Bush, Galloway [PNG 158]  
   Hollandbush MAS 
HOLM - THE   # DNY NS8079 [2]   
 
1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22 
1786 AOS 805   part of Knowhead called the Holm in Easter Seamores 
1906 DS   a field called the Holm  
 
cf Holm Dale and Easter Holm, both Denny parish  
 
  
Note: DS indicates that the Kilsyth & Bonnybridge Railway Company held .218 acres of the Holm. Other entries point  

to dwellings being built there.  
HOLM DALE  # DNY NS8079 [2]   
 
1793 AOS 2642  part of Seamore called the Holm Dale, piece of ground called Easter Holm, half of the 

Bankie; Backgote, & part of Nether Moss of Seamores  
1807 AOS 5599  the village of Loanhead ... being part of Seamores called Holmdale   
HOOKNEY   DNY NS7783 [1]   NS777837    
 
1726 CH2/1254  Huikney  
1785 AOS 723   part of Garvald called Hucknie; part of Dennymuir, & piece of ground called North 

Limeside, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.474 
1792 AOS 2335  in part of Garvald in the North Shields called Huikney, and piece of ground on the east 

side thereof called North Lyme side 
1817 Grassom   Huckny 
1821 GS1/529/205       Huckney - see concerning marches 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  J.H. Brown of Hookney 
1861 OS   Hookney 
1912 CDS13   Hookney - John Kidd, farmer 
1973 OS   Hookney 
HOWFAULD   # DNY NS8080 [2]   
 
1681 RS59/6 f.284  ane cavell of land in the Howfauld  
1707 RS59/12 f.167-168  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Muirhead eldest 

lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead --- all and heall the Inset house spense and 
througang with the half of the Gavell on the east end of the Byer, with the just and equal 
half of the heall yaird lying on the northside of the said house and byer, together with the 
heall barn and litle house at the south gavell thereof and heall new gavell at the side of the 
same --- ane Cavell of land called the Houfauld and the Croft Ward, and ane cavell of land 
in Glenboe with ane Himprig 

1801 AOS 4268  part of the land of Catscleugh called Bridge Shott, Catglen & Howfauld 
1818 AOS 9013  Howfauld - part of Catscleugh  
HUNGRY HILL  # DNY NS7981 [3]   
 
1835 GD171/3257  Hungryhill 
1848 SA XB2/1/1  Hungreyhill 
HUNTERS FOLLY  # DNY NS8181 [1]   NS818813    
 
Hunt 1808   In the year 1808, the hunt Stakes being run for on the 12th of October, the hounds were at 

Stirling for a fortnight, meeting at Sauchie, Dunmore Park, Hunters' Folly, Denovan, Keir.  
1816 CH2/644   in a wood called Hunters Folly 
1879 Gillespie p 369  Hunters Volley  
INCH - THE   # DNY NS8079 [1]   NS805794    
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1770 RHP 704   The Inch - lies between two lades and Bonnywater 
1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22 
INCH   # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1695 RS83/1 f.57v.4  the elevin shilling ten penny land of East Borland of Denny called Westhaugh, 

Craiginhaugh and the Insch. Registered on the 349th and 350th leaves of the said Register 
1723 RS59/14 f.406v  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Andrew Dick chirurgeon at 

Dennykirk as baillie ---- Thomas Burn wright at Dennykirk --- all and heall that cavill of 
land presently possest be William Cunninghame merchant at Dennykirk bounded by the 
lands of Boighead on the west the kings high road on the south James Youngs lands on the 
east and David Cuthells lands on the north together with that part and portion of the lands 
of Inch belonging thereto with soums of grass on the Muir of Denny and part of the 
Drumlea Meadow to be meithed and marched on the south side thereof --- together with 
the burial place in the kirk yeard of Denny all formerly belonging to Captain Thomas 
Mallard of Boreland 

1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 
--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1806 AOS 5256  half of the lands of Inch, parish of Denny 
1835 GD171/3257  Cavel called Inch 
IRONFIELD   DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1800 AOS 3961  a poffle of West Maillings called Ironfield  
 
cf Ironshill NO6750; Ironhirst NY0572 
    Arngath WLO , which appears as Irongath. 
JOBS GATE   # DNY NS7481 [1]    NS740815    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8 
JURT HAUGH CAVILL # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, 
Helens Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley 
Meadow Cavil and Boirland Boig 

KAMES - THE  # DNY NS8282 [1]   NS828820    
 
1861 OS   The Kames   
 
This is a topographical name. The site has been extensively quarried for gravel. 
KELT   # DNY NS 7980 [1]    
        NS792808 - Easter 
        NS791806 - Wester 
1690 CH2/1254  Kilt 
1791 AOS 2054  Kelt, parish of Denny  
1810 AOS 6314  a 2s 4d land of Wester Ballinknock commonly called Kelt  
1906 DS   for 7.562 acres of the lands of Easter Wards of Thomastoun, being part of the lands of Kelt 
1912 CDS13   Wester Kelt - W. Reid  
 
cf Kelts Well ABD 
   Quilt [1643 RS58/7 f.454: Edmonstoune of Duntrethe] 
KIDSLAND   # DNY NS7683 [3]      
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1781 AOS 60   David Young, son of James Young, blacksmith, Denny, as heir to David Cuthel, portioner, 

East Borland, his grandfather, seised in part of East Borland, part of Dennymuir, Kidsland, 
& Muir of South Herbertshire, parish of Denny , on Precept of Clare Constat by Lady 
Clementina Fleming of Biggar & Cumbernauld P.R. 26.489  

  
Note: GD1/529.261 contains papers relating to James Kid of Tethfaulds family 1728-1816 
KINNEY PARK   see Coney Park   
KIRKHILL OF DENNY # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1693 RS83/1 f.44v.6  ane rude of land lying in the Kirkhill of Denny. RS59/8 f.214 - 215 
1702 RS83/2/11.159   James Gilline mertchant at Denny Kirk and Christian Young his spouse of all and haill ane 

house in the Kirkhill RS59/11 f.166 
1702 RS83/2/11.169   John Androw taylor at Denny Kirk and Janet Muirhead his spouse - a caval of land lying 

in the Kirkhill of Denny RS59/11 f.177 – f.178 
1736 RS59/17 f.74  [L] Thomas Oswald merchant in Denny for himself and for his wife Margaret Cunningham 

--- all and haill the west half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 
James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] viz the two cott houses and yairds the 
Fore Brae Kirkhill Hardland Easter and Wester Craiginhaughs grass on the south side of 
Carron Water the Inch and half ane acre of the west side of the Back of the Park Cavil 
proportional part of the Drumlie Meddow of the Cavils in Borlands Bogue --- parish of 
Denny 

1789 AOS 1542  Kirkhill of Denny, being part of Borland 
1790 AOS 1879  in a cavil of land in Kirkhill of Denny  
1835 GD171/3257  Cavels called Kirkhill or Lodgehill 
1906 DS   Kirkhill of Denny [possibly contains part of Broad Street] 
KIRKLAND OF DENNY # DNY NS8182 [1]   
 
1581 RMS v 259  [L] The king confirms a charter of Master James Oswald, vicar of Denny [ who, with the 

consent of Master Andrew Heggie his successor as vicar, and the abbot, commendator and 
convent of Holyrood, patron thereof] granting at feuferm to Alexander Oswald in life rent, 
and James Oswald, his eldest son ..., the Kirklands or glebe of the chapel of Denny, 
occupied by Simon Cuthyll, John Thomsoun and John Norwell (lying between the lands of 
Lord William Sinclare of Rosling and the temple lands of Torphechin) in the barony of 
Denny 

1620 RS58/2 f.98v  [endorsed “Marie Paulis seising of the Chapell landis of Dennie”] compeirit upoun the 
ground of the landis underwritten John Oswall lawful son of James Oswall at Chapell of 
Dennye heritor of the part of the lands of Dennye callit the Chapell Landis pertaining to 
the said John Oswall in few and heretage with houssis biggingis zairdis toftis croftis pairtis 
pendicles and haill pertinentis presentlie occupyet be the said James and John Oswallis 
lyand in the parochine of Falkirk regalitie of Halyrudhous and sheriffdome of Stirling and 
for fulfilling of the said pr[---] of ane contract matrimoniall maid before the saidis James 
and John on the ane part and Thomas Paull in Garnogovok, Florens Fleming his spous 
Marie Paull their dochter and Paul Fleming of Dalbrage on the uther part quilk is of the 
daite the seventene day of October jaj vi c and nyntene zeires at mair lenthe purportis and 
the said John Oswall [------] of the said contract matrimonial writin in his awn handis being 
[-----][----] gaive lyfrent stente and sasing to the said Marie Paull his spouse in lyfrent for 
all the dayes of hir lyftyme of all and haill [reinst] and equall half of the said landis callit 
the Chapell landis of Dennye with the equall half of the houssis [etc.] 

1642 RS58/7 f.390  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Oswall portioner of 
Chapland of Denny 

1665 RMS  xi 723  [L] Charter granting to Andrew Oswald, eldest lawful son of the late John Oswald of 
Chapellands, as assignee underwritten ... the Kirklands or Gleib of the Chapelle of Denny, 
formerly belonging to the vicarage thereof, sometime occupied by Simon Cuthill, John 
Simpsone and John Norvell, within the lands of the late Sir William Sinclair of Rosling, 
knight, on the south, and the Templeland sof Torphichen on the north, east and  west, in the 
barony of Denny ... formerly belonging to the said late John and the also deceased James 
Oswald of Chaplelands, father and grandfather of the said Andrew Oswald ... 

1665 RS59/2 f.89  [L] Stephan Cuthill in Lesslie of Dennie our baillie in that part --- Andrew Oswald eldest 
lawful son to John  Oswald of Chappell Lands of Denny --- lands and lordshhip of the 
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Templelands or glebe or the glebe of the chapel of Dennie 
1666 RS59/2f 248v  Kathrin Cuthill spouse to Andrew Oswald of Chappelland in Denny 
1682 RS59/6 f.325  John Osuald eldest lawful son to Andrew Osuald of Chappell Lands of Dennie --- all and 

haill the said Andrew his Temple Lands or gleib of Chappell of Dennie of the viccars 
thairof sometyme occupied and pssesst be Simeon Cuithill John Thomsone and John 
Norvell lyand betwixt the lands of Sir William Sinclair of Rossling upon the south and the 
Temple Lands of Torphichen on the north east and west pairts of the samen All lyand 
within the baronie of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling with all and sundrie thair houses 
biggins yairds tofts crofts owtsetts insetts annexes connexes pairts pendicles and pertinents 
thairof --- [witnesses to sasine] David Cuthill portioner of Seamore John Cuthill his lawful 
sone 

1719 RS59/14 f.17  James Oswall eldest lawful son to John Oswall of Dryburgh --- all and haill these his 
Temple Lands or Gleibe of the Chappell of Dennie of the vicars thereof 

1734 RS59/16 f.346  James Oswald of Dryburgh proceeding upon ane precept directed furth of the Chancelary 
directed to the sheriff of Stirling --- said James as nearest heir to the late John Oswald his 
father --- in all and whole the Temple Land or Gleib of the Chapel of Denny which 
formerly pertained to the vicarage thereof ---   

KIRKLAND KNOW  # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1647 RS58/8 f.256  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Young, notary 

public in Deny, baillie in that part for John Murhead portioner of West Borland --- all and 
haill those two acres and an eighth part of an acre of the lands of West Borland in Denny 
lying on the north side called lie Kirkland Know--- to the Wolsyk lying in lie rinrig --- 
Midgott of Wolsyk and the Midgott at the south side of Kirkland Know 

1677 RS59/5 f.383v  [L] baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- Borland Grein – also these parts and portions of 
Borland of West Borland bounded sequentially  insipeando to the north side of the land 
called the Kirklandknow and ascending to the Newsyicke lying in runrig with other 
turraribus lands of West Borland extending to the new turraria lands extending in all to an 
eighteen penny land --- bounded and lying in runrig between the geat of Newsyicks and the 
Midgeatt at the south side of Kirklandknow 

1728 RS59/15 f.261v  All and Haill two acres and an eighth part of an acre of land in West Boreland bounded as 
follows beginning att the North Laike or Loch of the said Lands Called Kirkland Knowe 
and going directly by the Wall Syke lying run rigg with the rest of the Turratts of land of 
West Borland extending to Nine Turrats of land --- In all and Haill and eighteen pennie 
land bounded and lying in Run rigg betwixt the Middgate of Wall Syke and the Middgate 
of South Syde of Kirkland Know --- As also in All and Haill the twenty pennie land of old 
extent in West Borland sometyme called Marshells Mealing --- that part of Garth 
commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke 

1739 RS59/17 f.405  Thomas Muirhead portioner of West Borland having in his hand a Precept of Clare 
Constat granted by the Earl of Wigton --- also all and haill two acres and ane eighth part of 
ane acre of land in West Borland bounded as follows beginning at the north Lake or Louch 
of the saids lands called Kirklandknow and going directly to the Wallsyke lying runnrigg 
with the rest of the turrats of land of West Borland extending to nine turrass of land 
extending these lands in heall to ane eighteen penny land [-]anped by the deceast John 
Muirhead bounded and lying runnrigg betwixt the Midgate of Wallsyke and the Midgate of 
of the south side of Kirkland Know --- as also the fourty penny land of old extent in West 
Borland sometimes called Marshalls Mealling --- as also the two riggs of land lying next 
adjacent thereto with all and sundry priviledges [etc.]  

 
KIRKSLAP   DNY NS8182 [1]   NS814827    
 
1712 RS59/13 f.10  David Cuthill at Denniekirk as baillie holding a disposition granted by Robert Muirhead 

portioner of East Boarland in favour of Andrew Dick Chyrurgeon at Denniekirk and Mary 
Paterson his spouse  --- ane part and portion of their land in East Boarland called the 
Kirkslap lying benorth the highway that goes to Dennie Kirk --- in the barony of 
Templedennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1759 CH2/1254  Kirkslap 
1804 AOS 4936  House and yard in East Borland called the Kirkslop on the north side of the highway 

leading to Denny Kirk  
1855 SC4/3/2   Kirkslap 
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1906 DS   Kirkslap 
1984 OS   Kirkslap 
KNAPERTIE MOSS  # DNY NS880 [2]    
 
1677 RS59/5 f.360v  William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- letter of diposition from Earl of Wigton – part and 

portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre --- boundit as follows to witt from the comone 
hie way ledand from the church of Denny to the black smiddes on the west  that cavill of 
the mure pertaining to Andrew Osuald and David Cuthill on the south to the slack lying 
east from the Knapertie Mosse to the Heiland Dyke on the south the said Heiland Dyke on 
the east part of the mure of North Herbertshyre pertaining to the said Andrew Stirling to 
the meithes and marches thereof betwixt the said noble earl on the north parts togidder with 
the said noble earle his pairt and portione of the mosse called the Beassimoss and 
Spredfeild quhair within the said Andrew Stirling hes liberties from the said noble earle --- 
all lyand in the barony of South Herbertshyre paroche of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling   

 
cf Arthurs Napkine infra  
KNOWHEAD  DNY NS8079 [1]   NS805795    
 
1718 CH2/1254 
1733 NSA ?   Death of Mr Watson of Knowhead recorded 
1753 RS59/20 f.94  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Russall of Todsbughts with a 

bond subscribed by the deceast Thomas Watson of Knowhead ---- Seamores called 
Knowhead and lands of Blackneuk lying within the parish of Denny  ---- [witnesses to 
sasine] James Russal in Yeathall  

1781 AOS 90   parts of Knowhead, parish of Denny  
1783 AOS 351   James Fleming of Sheelyards, seised in part of Knowhead, parish of Denny, on disp. by 

John Denovan, portioner, Knowhead. P.R. 27.461 
1785 AOS 633   David Liddell, Mason, Seabegs, seised in part of Knowhead called Wards, parish of 

Denny. P.R. 28.360 
1786 AOS 805   part of Knowhead called the Holm in Easter Seamores 
1788 AOS 1229  parts of Woodend, Underwood, Skipperton quarter of Seabegs, Knowhead and Seamoirs, 

all now called Underwood, parish of Falkirk & parish of Denny 
1789 AOS 1527  Knowhead or Broomridge, parish of Denny on disposition by John Denovan, portioner, 

Broomridge 
1789 AOS   Parkfoot or Knowhead 
1790 AOS 1867  Wester Park of Knowhead, parish of Denny  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  David Gilmour of Knowhead; William Gilmour, portioner of Knowhead 
1906 DS   Longcroft or Knowhead 
1906 DS   for Miln and Kiln of Knowhead and Westpark 
1980 OS   Knowhead 
LADIES LOUP  # DNY NS7883 [3]   
 
1879 Gillespie p.99  Ladies Loup 
LAMBLINNS  # DNY NS7581 [2]   
 
1612 CRS   William Baird in Lamlynis, parish of Falkirk 
1622 CRS   Isobel Smith spouse to Thomas Huiton in Lamblaus, parish of Dennie 
1656 RS58/11 f.61v  George Liddell in Lamblines 
1661 RS59/1 f.40  George Liddell in Lamblines 
1700 RS83/2/10.374    part and portion of the lands of Westercastlerankine… 6s 8d land of old extent of 

Lamblinns RS59/10 f.307 – f.308 
1700 RS59/10 f.306v  Lamblinns --- and sicklyke that part and portion of the lands of Doups --- boundit as 

follows To witt beginning at the southsyde of the Long Craig Dyke and from there 
dounuard to the east syde of the Berryhill Burn and from thence lying straight south to ane 
marchestone lying in the northsyde of the Easter Know Hill and from thence furth to the 
west syde of ane other sauchen bush and as for the rest of the marches they ly south west 
through the moss to Thomas Kauer (Cather?) his marches 

1738 RS59/17 f.298  James Patrick second lawful son to Edward Patrick of Linns of all and haill his lands of 
Lamlinns being a part of the lands of Wester Castlerankine 

1784 AOS 529   David Patrick of Linns. P.R. 28.246 
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1784 AOS 530   David Patrick, son of James Patrick of Linnie, seised in Lamblinns, being part of Wester 
Castle Rankine; part of Doups, part of Dennymuir, parish of Denny, on disp. by James 
Patrick. P.R. 28.246 

1790 AOS 1769  in Lamblinns, being part of Brackenlees or Wester Castlerankine, parish of Denny  
1790 AOS 1900  Lamblinns, part of Doups, with soums of grass in Dennymuir and part of the Herdsbrae, 

parish of Denny 
1819 GD1/227/41  Doups of Lamblinns 
1906 DS   in Lamblinns, being part of Brackenlees or Wester Castlerankine  
 
Note: This must be Linns. No two sources overlap. Lamblinns does not appear in VR or XB2/1/1 nor Linns in DS. 

Doups lies at NS749812 - Linns at NS759816  
 
 cf Lambieletham NO5012; Lamblair Edge NT3302; Lamb Hill NT2905 
LAMYSIDE   see Limeside   
LANGFAULDS  # DNY NS7881 [1]   NS781811    
 
1699 RS59/10 f.188v  David Rennie of Longfauld 
1705 CH2/1254  Langfauld 
1722 RS59/14 f.369  lands of Castlerankine commonly called Longfaulds, Wards, Bowrig and Toung 
1736 RS59/17 f.52v  [L] lands of Castlerankine commonly called Tongue bounded by the lands of James Aitken 

of Rushiehill on the north the lands of John Muirhead of Wester Thomastown on the south 
the lands of Alexander Murehead portioner of Castlerankine on the east and the lands of 
Robert Gray of Bottomhead on the west as also all and haill that part and portion of the 
said lands of Castlerankine commonly called Cow Fauld Brae bounded with the lands of 
Alexander Muirhead on the north and west parts and by the highway on the south and east 
parts dividing the said highway betwixt the said land of Cow Fauld Brae and the lands of 
Longfauld and Mosslands --- lying within the parish of Dennie 

1737 RS59/17 f.228v  all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Thomastown bounded by Thomas Heughs 
land on the south and west the lands of Longfauld on the east and the lands of Cannerton 
on the north --- lying within the barony of South Herbertshire parish of Denny  

1739 RS59/17 f.397v  [L] David Liddell in Bottomhead as baillie to Alexander Muirhead portioner of 
Castlerankine together with Robert Hay of Bottomhead --- these parts and portions of 
Alexander Muirheads lands of Castlerankine called Castlebrae Tongue and Berriemuir 
bounded as follows viz the Castlebrae by the lands of Maskscott and Langfauld on the east 
the drift lone and Thomas [---]glis lands in Thomastoun on the south and west and the said 
Mark Scotts and William Hays lands of Glenhead on the east and south the said Mark Scott 
again be the west and James [------] of Herbertshire on the north and the said Berriemuir 
bounded by the said lands of Rashiehill on the east and west the said Drift lone on the 
south and William Langs lands of Lees upon the north parts thereof --- barony of South 
Herbertshire parish of Denny  

1743 RS59/18 f.337v  charter granted by the Earl of Wigton --- all and haill the lands of Langfauld --- lying with 
the in parish of Denny  

1752 RS59/20 f.73  Mark Scott of Ward Hill [of Campsie] --- all and haill the lands of Langfaulds of Castle 
Rankine 

1755 Roy   Langfauls 
1801 AOS 4072  Andrew Buchanan, tenant, Langfauld 
1817 Grassom   Longfauld 
LANGHILL   DNY NS7684 [1]   NS769842    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.224v  John Baird in Langhill 
1654 RS58/9 f.226v  Langhill 
1657 RS58/11 f  160  all and haill that thrie shilling land callit the Longhill and with Greins haill houses [etc]  
1657 RS58/11 f.201  [L] [marriage contract between Issobel Muirhead, lawful daughter of William Muirhead in 

Dundaff, and James Young in Longhill of Denny Greines]  
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1658 RS58/12 f.65v  all and haill that portion of land callit the Longhill being once ane proper part of the said 
John Robertsone his old merkland and sighted ex[tected] and seperated thairfra to remaine 
consteintlie at ane eighteine pennie maill of land --- all lyand contigue togidder betwixt the 
lands pertaining to Mr Alexander Callender upon the west syde thairof The lands now 
pertaining to Robert Chambers on the eist syde and the Bordland Quarter upon the south 
syde thairof and Carroune Watter upon the north syde of the samen [witnesses to sasine] 
John Baird in Longhill Robert Ewing in Ben Rownd 

1659 RS58/12 f.164v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man William Ewing in 
Longhill and Isobell Thomsone his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of the land 
callit the Longhill at that part of the land lyand at the eist syd of Buckiesyd Cavell --- 
[witnesses to sasine] James Young in Longhill  

1659 RS58/12 f.165v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man John Baird in 
Longhill and Marione Jack his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of land callit the 
Bordland Wester Greines with the proportionable part of the Tothfauld extending to ane 
14d land with libertie of pasturing his goods upon the commontie of Torduffburne 

1659 RS58/12 f.177  all and haill that part and portion of land called McMurrock with that part of the mean of  
land [i.e. ‘the odd part of common land] lyand under the Drumcraig in Longhill --- with 
the McMurrock boig and marras belonging thairto with the old housstead thairof with the 
part and portion of Denny Mure efferrand thairto and the proportionable pairt of the 
quarrell craig of McMurrock justly known to belong to the samen [witnesses to sasine] 
James Bruce fear of Garvell 

1663 RS59/1 f.311  Longhill in Denny Greins  
1663 CRS   Isobel Thomsoun, spouse to William Ewing, in Langhill, parish of Dennie 
1664 RS59/2 f.4  John Baird in Longhill  
1666 GD1/227/74.10  the stone quarry of the drum in Langhill 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of   

    1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of the 
same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and formerly 
pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 

    2 the 11/6 land of Fuckertoun 
    3 the 23d land of Garth formerly belonging to the late Gilbert Forrester 
    4 the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 

quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land. Sasine given on the 
said lands. [No 8 is the charter referring to No 16] 

1667 RS59/3 60v  James Young in Longill --- lands callit the Longhill lying contigue togither betwixt the 
lands pertaining to umquhill  Haniball Thomsoune his lands and the said James his lands 
there upon the west side thereof from the Carroune Water south out throw the Longhill 
Boig the marches in arrowing length and breidthe with the lands of umquhill  Haniball 
Thomsoune his land thereoff and the uther portione of land lying in the West Greines 
bowndit betwixt the hie way that passes to the head dyke upon the north side thereoff and 
the lands peraining to Alexander Young in Buckiesyde and Patrick Heygine their land 
upon the westsyde thairof  

1687 RS83/1 f.10.14  Langhill in Westergreens of Dennie. Registered on the  165th leaf of the said Register  
1688 CH2/1254  John Laying in Langhill 
1697 RS59/9 f.117v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discrete man John Laying in 

Langhill --- all and heall that part and portion of land layand in Tarduff Faulds [witnesses 
to sasine] Alexander Muirhead in Forresthill 

1702 RS83/2/11.45   John Laying son of John Laying of Longhill of all and haill the 4s 4d land of Old Extent in 
Longhill and Borlandgreens RS59/11 f.46 – f.47 

1702 RS59/11 f.46v  Langhill and Water Greens [then] Langhill and Wester Greens 
1714  RS59/13 f.165  John Laing of Langhill ---  Richard Callender of Stoniewood and Johnet Willeson his 

spouse – all and haill  these his cavills of land  in Dennie Greens ane quhairof called the 
Milnhill Cavil and the other called the Langhill Cavill of Fankertoun --- as the said 
Milnhill Cavill otherwayes called the Westergreens Cavill --- John Bouie of Ryerigs baillie 
in that part  

1718 E644/1/14   James Young of Langhill 
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1719 RS59/14 f.15v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Bowie of Greens as baillie to 
Earl of Wigton --- David Muirhead of Langhill --- all and haill these two cavills of land in 
Denny Greens the ane thereof called Mosdale --- and the other cavill called Gilmours Fauld 
--- [witnesses to sasine] John Young of Grayswalls – Andrew Cuthill of Breadsyde 

1731 RS59/15 f.647  Langhill consisting of the lands called Langhill, Langhill Cavill, Millhill Cavill, 
Westergreens Cavill and Drumlands 

1743 RS59/18 f.301v  [L] William Chalmers with Robert Gentles weaver in Langhill as baillie --- disposition 
granted by David Muirhead portioner of Langhill in favour of the said William Chalmers -
-- the eighteen penny of old extent of Langhill and Denny Greens with houses [etc] --- as 
also all and haill these his two cavills of land in Greens one whereof is called Mossdale and 
the other cavil called Gillmores Fauld 

1773 SC1/1/1   Langhill 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of, Easter Longhill, -, 

being parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1787 AOS 1021  John Laing of Longhill – in part of the commonty of Tarduff Burn < John Young in 

Grayswalls 
1787 AOS 1055  Robert Chalmers, son of William Chalmers of Easter Longhill – in Easter Longhill, 

Paddockhole and Fankertown parish of Denny  
1788 AOS   Langhill 
1792 AOS 2133  Easter Longhill, with part of Tarduff Burn;- &  Cavil or fauld called Paddockhole, parish 

of Denny  
1811 AOS 6701  in Easter Longhill, with a proportion of Tarduffburn; cavil or fauld called Paddockhole --- 

Overtown, lands in Denny Greens called Broadside, Broadside folds, Oldfield, 
Bennysyard, Chalmersridge, and Neuck Meadow --- 2 faulds of land in Tarduff with the 
north half of a cavil of land in Breadside called Africa 

1812 AOS 6900  Easter Longhill with a piiece of land within an inclosure on the south side of the turnpike 
road amd small bit of ground called Mossy-but, parish of Denny  

1817 Grassom   Longhill 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Longhill 
1861 OS   Longhill 
1912 CDS13   East Longhill - Walter Carruthers, farmer; West - John Laing, farmer 
1980 OS   Longhill 
LANGHILL BOG  # DNY NS7684 [2]   
 
1667 RS59/3 60v  from the Carroune Water south out throw the Longhill Boig the marches in arrowing 

length and breidthe with the lands of umquhill  Haniball Thomsoune his land thereoff  
LANGHILL CAVILL  # DNY NS7882 [3]   
 
1714  RS59/13 f.165  the Langhill Cavill of Fankertoun --- as the said Milnhill Cavill otherwayes called the 

Westergreens Cavill --- John Bouie of Ryerigs baillie in that part 
1720 RS59/14 f.162  lands of Fankerton in Denny Greens called Langhill Cavill and of that other piece of land 

called Wester Greens with houses [etc]  
1731 RS59/15 f.647  Langhill consisting of the lands called Langhill, Langhill Cavill, Millhill Cavill, 

Westergreens Cavill and Drumlands 
LANGLANDS  # DNY NS7982 [3]   
 
1800 AOS 4022  Langlands - suggests Fankerton area  
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Langlands 
1906 DS   Langlands - given with Fankerton and Cowieshill 
LANGSHOTT  # DNY NS7883 [2]   
 
1677 RS59/5 f.409  Thomas Forsythe of Westborland --- cavells of land lying in the Longshoott and ane uther 

cavell lying in the Lymisyde --- lying in the barony of Templedenny and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Ker in Denny Sheilles 

1728 RS59/15 f.255v  All and Haill these two cavells of land lying on the Lymeside and all and haill their part 
and portion of the lands of Fankerton called Langshot 

1797 AOS 3333  Langshott - part of Fankerton  
1797 AOS 3428  Loneshott – part of Fankerton  
See Loneshott infra. 
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LANGSIDE   # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

LAWFAULDS  # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.69v  room in South Greens of Denny comprehending the Lawfaulds  
1791 AOS 2113  part of Southgreens of Denny, comp. the Lawfaulds 
1815 AOS 7833  part of the 12s 1d land of Wester Mealing commonly called Borthwick extending to a 32d 

land with right to the Gairth Ward - Low Faulds  
LAWHILL   # DNY NS7783 [1]   NS773833    
 
1731 RS59/15 f.673v  several parts of Denny Greens --- that cavil of land in Breadside called Dynid ---- the 

houses called Borland Yeatt  and yeards of the samen with the haill lands belonging thereto 
lying on the south parts of the said houses betwixt the old double dyke --- cavel of land in 
Dennygreens lying in Lawhills and dealls upon the south and north side of the highway 
that goes to Tarduff Yeatt ---- ane part and portion bounded as follows viz by the lands 
belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side with the Shields Burn on the 
northend  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end  

1927 OS   Lawhill 
1958 OS   Lawhill  
 
LAWS   # DNY NS7681 [3]   
 
1718 CH2/1254  Laws   
 
This may be Leys. 
LAWS GATE   # DNY NS7681 [1]   NS768817    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Laws Gate   
  
cf adjacent Leys Gate 
LAYINGSLAND  # DNY NS8182 [2]    
 
1685 RS59/7 f.28v  infield land lying in East Borland  belonging to Layingsland and Balkesland --- with my 

cavel in the Torbrex 
LAXDALE   # DNY NS8081 [1]   NS806812    
 
1971 OS   Laxdale  
Transferred. 
LEANS   # DNY NS 8179 [2]   
 
1743 RS59/18 f.325v  ten shilling land of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddies houses [etc] --- all and haill 

these her cavels of land lying east from Nether Seamores viz ane cavill in Leans and 
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Blaikmeadow and Burn Buttrells part of the Meekle Hittrell with the rige and rind on the 
east side of the same --- lying within the barony of Herbertshire  

LESLIE   # DNY NS8282 [2]    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Lilliesclief 
1600 CRE   William Cuthill in Leslie 
1608 RMS vi 2192  Lilliscleif 
1608 GD86/381  the town and lands of Littill Denny, the lands of Cuttelltoun and Lilislie, the town and 

lands of Heidis,  
1612 RMS vii 788  Lilliscleiff 
1618 CRS   Jeane Fleming, relict of William Cuthill in Leslie of Dennie 
1622 Retour   Lillnesclieff 
1622 RS58/2 f.344  lands of Lilleisleiff 
1632 RMS viii 2048  Lilliesleiff 
1632 RS58/5 f.304  Henry Baird in Leslie 
1633 RS58/6 f.34v  parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre particularlie efterfollowing 

Lyand on the southsyde of the watter of Caroun to witt all and haill the landis of 
Heidiswode posest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill thair and Thomas Baird thair The haill 
of Lilieslie posest be Thomas Cuthill thair The landis of Litledenny posest be John Cuthill 
and Alexander Gordoune thair The lands of Cuthiltoune posest be John Stratherne thair 
Robert Bassock thair James Zoung thair The lands of Leslie posest be Margaret Chalmer 
relict of umquhill William Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie relict of umquhill David 
Cuthill Johne Baird now hir spouse and Alexander Zoung in Cuthiltoune with housis 
biggingis zeardis toftis croftis  infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis pendicles and all thair 
pertinentis easmentis lyand within the said barrounrie of Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1642 CRS   Thomas Cuthill in Leslie of Dennie 
1642 CRS   William Cuthill in Leslie of Dennie 
1657 RS58/11 f.185v The lands of Lilliesleif  
1665 RS59/2 f.89  Stephan Cuthill in Lesslie of Dennie our baillie in that part  
24/06/1673 CC21/5/  Stewine Cuithill in Leslie, parish of Denny Testament Testamentar; Latter Will and 

Inventory 
1761 CRS   Margaret Henderson, relict of William Allan, tenant in Leslie, parish of Denny 
1795 AOS 3036  Leslie Park 
1817 Grassom  Lesslie  
1835 GD171/3257  Leslie Park 
c.1861 OS   Leslie Park  
 cf Lilliesleaf, Roxburghs. - see RMS for comparative spellings  
     Lillysleaf, Crieff; 
     Lilliesweir RNF [1644 APS] 
     Lilybank NJ6339; NS3074; Liliehill NT1089; Lilylaw NS4229  
     Lilleburn [1296 DIHS ii p.49] 
      
     Lilswood, Hexham, 1233 Lilleswrth, 1233 Lilleswude [PNND assumes personal name and does not accept 

Middendorf’s assertion that 779 Lylleburnan contains lylle, a by form of lilie because it is not authenticated      
 
     Powcleiff, Dumfries. c1600; Nethercleave, Devon  
 
     Cronkley, NZ025525: 1268 Crombeclyve; 1296 Crumclef; 1298 Crommeclive; 1306 Cromclef; 1663 Cromkley 
     Hiltly WLO [PNWL 59] Hildecliue 1296, Hildeclive 1296 etc.  
   .  
Grassom shows Leslie at NS816821 but this is the location of Mydub.  
LESLIE GREENS  # DNY NS8181 [1]    
 
1730 RS59/15 f.437v  [L] all and haill the land called Leslie Greens formerly posssest by John Chalmers and the 

muir called Cuthiltoun Muir lying within the shire of Stirling and paroch of Denny 
bounded as follows Viz: by the highway leading from Denny to Loanhead on the west By 
the lands  of Bankhead Seamores and Catscleugh on the south And the lands belonging to 
William Stirling and the dyke commonly called the HeadDyke marching with the lands of 
Cuthiltown on the north And the lands of Headswood and these of Sir Archibald Primrose 
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on the east And which muir and Greens are already inclosed on the west and north --- and 
whereon there is already some Buildings with all right and title thereto 

LESLIE PARK  DNY NS824821 [1]   NS824821    
 
1795 AOS 3036  Leslie Park 
1836 AOS 1797  3 acres of the lands of Heads at the north west corner thereof and adjoining to Leslie Park 
1861 OS   Lesliepark 
1912 CDS13   Leslie Park - Miss McFarlane 
1971 OS   Leslie Park 
LEYS   DNY NS7681 [1]   NS767817    
 
1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 

of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1510 RMS ii 3444  Brakanleis 
1511 Wigton 651   A Precept of Sasine, by the said Sir Oliver Sinclair baron of Harbertshire, after the 

recognosing of his said barony and new infeftment thereof, and by deliverance of the Lords 
of Council, in favour of John, Lord Fleming, of all and haill the lands of Easter 
Castlerankin, Wester Castlerankin, Brackenleys,  Easter Seymores, Wester Seymore, 
Easter Thomastoun, Wester Thomastoun and Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1541 Wigton 676   A charter by Malcolm, Lord Fleming, great chamberlain of Scotland, to his natural son 
John, for his lifetime, of the two merk lands of Brakenleys, two merk land of Glenhead 
and others, lying within the said barony of Harbertshire  

1583 CHA a43.12    Instrument of sasine following on charter by Andrew Johnstoun feufermar of the half of the 
lands of Hoilhous of an annual-rent of 7 merks from said lands in favour of Duncan Layng 
in Brakinleis 15 May 1583. Alexander Robesoun notary 

1589 CRE   Duncan Laing in Braikandleiss 
1590 Pont    Brakanlies 
1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 

[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi 2192  Brackinleyis 
1609 Wigton 177   Brackeleys 
1618 CRS   Jonet Ker in Brakinlays 1632 RMS viii 1988 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  Alexander Layng in Lyes baillie in that part for the noble Lord 
1622 RS58/3 f.19  [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander Laying”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the lands underwritten, George Bennie in Burnesyd of Dannie and Agnes Zong wife of 
Alexander Layng in Bracan Leyis --- and James Liddell in Dam of Dannie as attorneys to 
John Layng lawful son of the said Alexander --- said Alexander in liferent – in all and haill 
an annualrent --- of the four shilling two penny land of auld extent called Staniewode and 
of another part therof with wood, houses [etc.] --- which the said George and his spouse 
occupy lying in the barony of Dany [etc.] Thomas Chalmeris, portioner of Fukkertoune of 
Danye, [Maurice] Johnstoune [cooper – fabrum] in Danye, Robert Norvell shoemaker 
[suture] in [blank] wod of Danye 

1632 RMS viii 1988  Braikinleyis 
1638 CRS   Alexander Laing in Brakenleys 
1656 RS58/11 f.56  Mr Harie Scott of Mossenan baillie in that part --- Johne Stark in Banknock and Jonet Hay 

his spous [witnesses to sasine] William Laing in Bracanleis  
1656 RS58/11 f.62v  William Layng in Leyes and Agnes Young his spous --- that thretteine shilling four penny 
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land of old extent in Leyes alias Brankandleyes  
1658 RS58/12 f.14  William  Layng in Braikandlies  
1666 RS59/2f 247v  Issobel Layng in Leys --- John Grahame of Thomrawer – contract matrimonial  
1668 Retour 247   Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... Glenhead 

... in barony of Herbershire 
1672 CRS   George Liddell in Lues, parish of Dennie 
1680 RS59/6 f.179  William Layng elder in Lyes --- Lyes alies Brakin Lyes --- equal half of tuo portions of 

land called the Newtray Hill and Wester Rashie Hill 
1682 CRS   William Laing of Lies, and Agnes young, his spouse, parish of Dennie 
1687 RS83/1 f.11v.15  John Laing sone to William Laing of Braconlies. Registered on the  198th leaf of the said 

Register  
1698 RS83/2/24  James Laying son to William Laying of Lyes [RS59/10 f.23] 
1690 CH2/1254  Leys 
1701 RS83/2/10.591  William Laying of Lees as heir to William Laying his father of all and haill these his 

portions of land called Neutriehill and Wester Rashiehill extending to ane ffyve shilling 
land being part and portion of the lands of Castlerankine RS59/10 f.475 – f.476 

1701 RS59/10 f.475v all and haill ane thertein shilling four pennie land of old extent of Lees alias Breakinlees 
and in all and haill these his portions of land called Neutrickhill and Wester Rashiehill --- 
and in sicklyke manner In all and haill that part and portion of the communitie of 
Dennymuir outwith the headdyke thairof with the part of the Hirds Lands belonging thairto  

1708 RS59/12 f.294 Agnes Laing daughter lawful to William Laing of Braikenlies now spouse to William 
Grahame of Thomrawer  

1735 CRS   John Adam in Leds and Agnes Baird his spouse 
1755 Roy   Leys 
1781 AOS 13  William Lang, portioner, Leys 
1790 AOS   William Laing of Lees 
1790 AOS 1769  in Lamblinns, being part of Brackenlees or Wester Castlerankine, parish of Denny  
1790 AOS 1771  William Laing of Lees, piece of ground called Buntines Croft 
1793 AOS 2566  parts of Castle Rankine, viz Leys or Brackinleys, Neutryhill and Wester Rashiehill 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Lees 
1817 Grassom  Lees 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John Laing of Leys 
1906 DS   lands of Leys, alias Brackinleys 
1979 OS   Leys  
 
cf Leys ABD  
LEYSBENT   DNY NS7781 [1]   NS773819    
 
1716 CH2/1254  Leysbent 
1755 Roy   Southbent 
1861 OS   Leysbent 
1912 CDS13   Leysbent - Ebenezer Erskine  
 bent, the slope or ridge of a hill, a hillside 
LEYS GATE   LEYS GATE   NS768817    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8 
LILLIESCLIFF  see Leslie    
LILIESLEAF   see Leslie    
LIMESIDE   # DNY NS7882 [3]   
 
1654 RS58/9 f.226v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Beny merchant 

in Falkirk --- William Baird portioner of Fuckertoune --- parts and portions of the land 
callit the Makmuroch, Langhill, Lymeside 

1669 RS59/4 f.76  these parts and portions of land known as the East Yards the Cummockhead Lamysyde 
and the Sheiphouseknow of all the infield lands in Fuckertoune lying discontigue in the 
Run Rigges and parcels between lands near there --- parish of Denny and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Robert Chalmeris portioner of Borland John and Alexander 
Russell in Threprigg 

1677 RS59/5 f.409  Thomas Forsythe of Westborland --- cavells of  land lying in the Longshoott and ane uther 
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cavell lying in the Lymisyde --- lying in the barony of Templedenny and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Ker in Denny Sheilles 

1692 RS83/1 f.34v.2  Alexander Russell in Fankertoune and Janet Thomsone his spouse, of ane eighteen penny 
land in Denny Greens and in Lymiesyde. Registered on the  74th leaf of the said Register 

1692 RS59/8 f.74  all and heall ane cavell of  land lyand in Denny Greines called the Liningshall and the other 
cavell lyeing in the  Lymiesyde 

1697 RS59/9 f.200v  these two cavills of land in Denny Grenis called Lymiesyde and Ryerigs togiddeer with 
his proportional pairt of Tarduff Burne effeiring 

1728 RS59/15 f.255v  All and Haill these two cavells of land lying on the Lymeside and all and haill their part 
and portion of the lands of Fankerton called Langshot 

1730 RS59/15 f.456v  Ryeriggs Lymeside Andrewshill and Woodhead in Wester Maillings in Denny 
1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 

land called Westeryeards Crannokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc] 

1785 AOS 723   part of Garvald called Hucknie; part of Dennymuir, & piece of ground called North 
Limeside, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.474 

1787 AOS 1088  Robert Willison, son of Hugh Willison of Garvald, - Ryeriggs, Limeside and Andrews 
Hill, parish of Denny 

1792 AOS 2335  in part of Garvald in the North Shields called Huikney, and piece of ground on the east side 
thereof called North Lyme Side 

1797 AOS 3333  Lamyside - part of Fankerton 
1817 AOS 8543  lands of Ryerigs containing 7 acres 36 falls and 24 ells (excepting parts thereof called 

Limeside and Andrewshill), parish of Denny  
1906 DS   Huikney, North Limeside and part of Dennymuir 
1906 DS   Simerside or Limeside  
 
cf Laimside WLO  [PNWL 103]; Lammylair ABD 
LININGSHALL  # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1692 RS59/8 f.74  all and heall ane cavell of land lyand in Denny Greines called the Liningshall and the other 

cavell lyeing in the Lymiesyde 
LINNS   DNY NS7581 [1]   NS759814    
 
1691 CH2/1254  Linns 
1698 RS59/10 f.23v  George Liddle of Linns 
1738 RS59/17 f.298  James Patrick second lawful son to Edward Patrick of Linns of all and haill his lands of 

Lamlinns being a part of the lands of Wester Castlerankine 
1755 Roy   the Lins 
1784 AOS 529   David Patrick of Linns, seised in part of Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.246 
1784 AOS 530   David Patrick, son of James Patrick of Linnie, seised in Lamblinns, being part of Wester 

Castle Rankine; part of Doups, part of Dennymuir, parish of Denny, on disp. by James 
Patrick. P.R. 28.246 

1792 AOS 2255  James Patrick of Linns, as heir to James Patrick, tenant, Slackristock 
1816 VR   Linns 
1817 Grassom   Linns 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Linns 
1927 OS   Linns 
1980 OS   Linns 
LITTLE DENNY  DNY NS8082 [1]   NS806821    
 
1410 HMS.RAP [ex Peerage] Little Denny 
 *1510 RMS ii 3444  see Note 
 *1527 RMS iii 527  see Note 
 *1542 RMS iii 2768  see Note 
 *1574 RMS iv 2258  see Note 
 *1583 RMS v 615  see Note 
1572 CHA a43.15   David Livingston in Litil Denny 
1608 GD86/381    lands of Littill Denny 
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 *1620 RMS vii 2134 see Note 
1622 Retour   Littel Denny 
1622 RS58/2 f.344  lands of Littill Dennie 
1625 RS58/3 f.296  [John Cuthill in Lyttill Dennye 
1628 RS58/4 f.141v [L]Thomas Monteieth, weaver, [textorem] in Litle Danny  
1630 CRS   Elspet Main spouse to Thomas Munteith [recte Monteith] in Little Denny 
1633 RS58/6 f.34v  parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre particularlie efterfollowing 

Lyand on the southsyde of the watter of Caroun to witt all and haill the landis of 
Heidiswode posest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill thair and Thomas Baird thair The haill 
of Lilieslie posest be Thomas Cuthill thair The landis of Litle Denny posest be John 
Cuthill and Alexander Gordoune thair The lands of Cuthiltoune posest be John Stratherne 
thair Robert Bassock thair James Zoung thair The lands of Leslie posest be Margaret 
Chalmer relict of umquhill William Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie relict of umquhill 
David Cuthill Johne Baird now hir spouse and Alexander Zoung in Cuthiltoune with housis 
biggingis zeardis toftis croftis infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis pendicles and all thair 
pertinentis easmentis lyand within the said barrounrie of Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1645 RS58/8 f.124v  John Cuthell in Litle Dennye 
1662 IRD   Thomas Cuthill in Litle Deny 
1665 CRS   Isobel Muirhead spouse to Thomas Cuthell in Little Dennie 
1681 RS59/6 f.277  William Gentleman in South Litle Dennye and Elspet Ker his spous  
17/01/1682 CC21/5/10  Thomas Cuithel in Little Dennie Testament Testamentar; Latter Will and Inventory 
1688 CRS   James Cuthill in Little Dennie 
1755 Roy   Little Denny 
1765 CRS   Katherine Muirhead sometimes spouse of John Cuthill, eldest son of Stephen Cuthill, 

tenant in Little Denny 
1795 AOS3036  North Little Denny 
1817 Grassom  Little Denny 
1861 OS   Little Denny 
1969 OS   Little Denny  
 
Note: The RMS entries given with an asterisk look like a perpetuated error for Little Denovan DPC, which does not 
otherwise appear in those charters as should be expected. These entries place ‘Little Denny’ with the Dunipace 
holdings rather than those of South Herbertshire to which it rightly belongs. 
LITTLE MAILLING  # DNY NS7779 [3]    
 
1678 RS59/6 f.27v  Mathew Hey in Thomastoune and Heline Modorall his spouse --- that roume and mailling 

of land of Easter Thomastoune extending to ane 20 ss land of old extent boundit as 
followes to witt ane pairt and portion of the said tuentie shilling land called the Clochrie 
lyand betwixt the Middle and Wester Thomastounes with the equal half of the Litle 
Mealling and heal yeards belonging thairto 

1680 RS59/6 f.197v  pairt of the ten shilling lands of old extent of the lands of Midlethomastoune ---- including 
thairin the thrid pairt of the pene land and house at the back of the Hollinbus called the 
Little Mealling --- lying withiin the barony of Herbertshyre paroche of Denny and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1700 RS59/10 f.259v  Easter Thomastoun --- equall half of the lands of Clochrie with the just and equall half of 
the passell called Little Mealling with the half of the house and yeards built thairon called 
Backraw with the just and equall half of the lnads and pertinents called Dumblane --- lyand 
within the parrochen of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1731 RS59/15 f.671v  William Hay portioner of Thomastoun --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill ane 
four shilling land of Easter Thomastoun, together with the just and equall half of the lands 
houses and yeards of Clochrie together witht the just and equal half of that poffle called 
Little Mailling and half of the houses built thereup called the Backraw with ane acre of 
land on the Newhill from the Kirk road to the burn --- South Herbertshire  

LOANFOOT   see Dennyloanfoot   
LOANHEAD    see Dennyloanhead   

LOANHEAD FARM   see Dennyloanhead   
LOCHEND   # DNY NS8182 [3]   
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1695 RS83/1 f.58.1  ane twentie penny land of West Borland sometyme called Mershalls Mealling and now 
Lochend. Registered on the 350th and 351st leaves of the said Register 

LOCHHEAD   # DNY NS8182 [3]    
  
1699 RS59/10 f.151  Bankead of Easter Seamores lying above the Crumbieland Burne --- bounded betwixt the 

lands of Lochhead on the east the foirsaid burne on the south lands of Bankhead on the 
west and the lands belonging to the laird of Herbertshyre on the north  

LODGEHILL   # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, Helens 
Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley Meadow 
Cavil and Boirland Boig 

1796 AOS 3086  in cavils of land called Drumnuie, Lodgehill, Helens Haugh, & Whitebreads Acre, parish 
of Denny  

1818 GD171/4091  Writs of 3 roods of the lands of Lodgehill in the parish of Denny disponed by Alexander 
Marshall at Dryburgh in favour of Capt. John Amory at Denny Brewery 

1835 GD171/3257  3 roods at Woodyett part of that cavil called Lodge Hill - Woodyet NS824824 
1835 GD171/3257  Cavels called Kirkhill or Lodgehill 
LONESHOTT  See Langshott. 
LONG CRAIG DYKE  # DNY NS7481 [2]    
 
1700 RS59/10 f.306v Lamblinns --- and sicklyke that part and portion of the lands of Doups --- boundit as 

follows To witt beginning at the southsyde of the Long Craig Dyke and from there 
dounuard to the east syde of the Berryhill Burn and from thence lying straight south to ane 
marchestone lying in the northsyde of the Easter Know Hill and from thence furth to the 
west syde of ane other sauchen bush and as for the rest of the marches they ly south west 
through the moss to Thomas Kauer his marches 

LONGCROFT   DNY NS7979 [1]   NS797794    
 
1702 RS83/2/11.91   John Muirhead in Longcroft … Mr William Young portioner of Seamores RS59/11 f.89 – 

f.90 
1709 RS59/12 f.418v  James Broun eldest lawfull son to John Broun portioner of Langcroft --- and that part and 

portion of the Neathermoss --- only for casting winning and away leading of their peatts 
yearly  

1720 CH2/1254  Longcroft 
1727 CRS   James Brown in Longcroft, parish of Denny 
1738 RS59/17 f.267v [L] Michael Scot tennant in Longcroft  
1738 RS59/17 f.381  Mary Russel lawful daughter to the deceast John Russel of Todsbughts and now spouse to 

John Brown of Longcroft 
1755 Roy   Longcroft 
1782 AOS 174  James Bruce, tenant, Longcroft – on disp. by William Bruce, tenant, Thomastoun – 1775 
1796 AOS 3268  part of Wester Seamores called Longcroft 
1817 Grassom   Longcroft 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Russel of Longcroft 
1912 CDS13   Margaret Russel and John Forrister, farmers 
1979 OS   Longcroft 
LONGFAULD  see Langfauld   
LONGHILL   see Langhill    
LYMMIE   # DNY NS7882 [3]    
 
1746 RS59/19 f.59v  the said lands of Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the Lymmie betwixt the said 

Drumlands and the lands of Garvald with houses [etc]   
 
This is almost certainly Limeside. q.v. 
MACMURROCK  # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS796824    
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1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 
called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous Hill 
and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris landis 
there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.226v  land callit the Makmuroch 
1658 RS58/12 f.59v  Hew Jack in McMwrrock of Denny and Barbara Monteith his spous --- all and haill that 

threttie pennie land lyand in severall coutches and parcells callit Bellsbuts 
1659 RS58/12 f.177  all and haill that part and portion of land called McMurrock with that part of the meal of 

land lyand under the Drumcraig in Longhill --- with the McMurrock boig and marras 
belonging thairto with the old housstead thairof with the part and portion of Denny Mure 
efferrand thairto and the proportionable pairt of the quarrell craig of McMurrock justly 
known to belong to the samen  

1659 RS58/12 f.246v  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreit man Alexander 
Jack Sclatter burgess of Linlithgow --- heretable bond made and grantit be Hugh Jack 
sclatter in Denny and Barbara Monteith his spous --- annualrent furth of thair lands of 
McMaroch --- lyand within the barony of Tempell Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1666 GD1/227/74.11  Instrument of Resignation and infeftment in favour of Mr J. Callender, minister of Denny 
... the 20d land called the McMorrock 

1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 
the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of sasine: 

     4 the 20d land called The MacMorrock with the part of the common land lying under the 
quarry of the Drum in Longhill with the remains of an old house, the marsh and quarry 
with corresponding part of the common muir of Denny formerly belonging to John 
Robesoun portioner of Fuckertoun extending in the whole to 28/- land.  

1666 GD1/227/74.10  the old house of McMorrock 
1666 RS59/2 f.272  [L] that part and portion called Mackmorrock with that part  of the common lying below 

the stone quarry [subtus lapicidum] of the Drum in Longhill with --- moss and stone of the 
Mackmurrock 

1686 RS83/1 f.8v.13  Isobell Miller relict of Alexander Jack [-----] in Linlithgow and Alexander Jack  --- Hugh 
Jack in Dennie of an annualrent out of the lands of Mcmuroch. Registered on the  134th 
and 135th leaves of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10.16  John Gentels merchant in Falkirk Jean Leishman his spouse and John Gentels their sone - 
annualrent out of the lands of Mcmarron pertaining to Hugh Jack in Dennie. Registered on 
the  166th leaf of the said Register 

1702 RS83/2/10 f.43   Mr Richard Callender of Stoniewood of all and haill the 13s 8d land of Old Extent in 
Gairth and Smiddiehill with ane 6d land in borlandgreens and a 10d land there with ane 6d 
land in Mcmurroch & 13s land in Stoniewood with ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun and a 
22d land in gairth and 8d land in Mcmurrock 

1743 GD1/227/17  Mackmurrock 
1752-72 A727.4069   Writs of part of lands of Macmurrah and Smiddiehill [Smiddyhill] in parish of Denny 

and sheriffdom of Stirling, disponed by David Finlay [Findlay] of Boogside [Bogside] to 
Mark Scott of Wardhill; and disponed by him with consent of Nicol Baird at Carron 
to William Morehead [Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (3 items) 

1781 AOS 12   John Johnston, son of Thomas Johnston of Holehouse, seised 1781;- in part of 
Stoneywood, and Mackmarrock, part of Dennymuir, & tiends, parish of Denny;- under 
burden of 500 merks Scots, to James Johnston, his brother;- on disp. by said Thomas 
Johnston 1769 

1781 AOS 30   Mark Scott of Wardhill --- Easter Gairth and part of Denny Muir and Gairthward; part of 
McMurrick and Smiddyhill – on disp. By David Findlay of Boogside 

1798 CH2/1254  Maccmarrock 
1800 AOS 3976  Macmurroch  
1814 AOS 7571  Macmuirrock  
1817 Grassom   Matmulock  
 
 cf Macmiridge, Butterstone, Dunkeld; Murroch NS4077; Raemurrack NJ4444; Macqueston NX7794; 
     McWharrick NX9382; Macmaw NY1794 
     Auldmurroch DNB [PNDB 16]  
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Note:  Lands of Macgylcrist; of Makcawlay; of Makmanerstone, b. of Dalrymple AYR [Fraser's Lennox] 
MAIDEN BURN  DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1741 RS59/18 f.144v  all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill lands 

lying within the barony of south Herbertshire parish of Denny --- as also these parts and 
portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Maidenburnridge bounded by the lands of 
Parkhill on the south and east and the Greenside Fold Dyke and the lands called the 
Ro[av]e --- Castleranken to the Maiden Burn on the north and west parts thereof  with the 
haill growing timber thereon 

MAIDENBURN GATE # DNY NS7981 [2]   
 
1731 RS59/15 f.675v  Robert Gentles in Parkhill as procurator in name of John Gentles in whose favour --- 

Precept of Clare Constat --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Castlerankine called Parkhill bounded as follows viz. The martches in the lymecraig to the 
Maidenburngate which goes along to the Greens Fauld dykefoot and from thence to 
|Herbertshires martches   

MAIDENBURN RIDGE # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1741 RS59/18 f.144v  all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill lands 

lying within the barony of south Herbertshire parish of Denny --- as also these parts and 
portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Maidenburnridge bounded by the lands of 
Parkhill on the south and east and the Greenside Fold Dyke and the lands called the 
Ro[av]e --- Castleranken to the Maiden Burn on the north and west parts thereof  with the 
haill growing timber thereon 

1800 AOS 3976  parts of Castlerankine called ... Parkhill & Maidenburn ridge 
1835 GD171/3257  Part of Castlerankine called Maidenburnridge 
MAILINGS   # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS790824    
 
1657 RS58/11 f.177v  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet  Reddoch relict of 

the deceist John Cuthill in Mailings of Denny 
1718 E644/1/14   Alexander Marshall in Mellons 
1726 CRS   Agnes Williamson relict of David Laing in Mealings 
1750 RS59/19 f.387  eight penny land of Meallings  
1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 

land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1817 Grassom   Mellands 
1819 GD1/227/41  Mailing 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Neil of Mailing 
1857 RHP 1521  Mellands 
MARSHALLS MEALING # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1664 RS59/1 f.379v  that twenty penny land of auld extent in West  Boarland otherwise known as Merschellis 

Mealling with houses [etc] lying in the barony of Denny  
1695 RS83/1 f.58.1  ane twentie penny land of West Borland sometyme called Mershalls Mealling and now 

Lochend. Registered on the  350th and 351st leaves of the said Register 
1728 RS59/15 f.261v  All and Haill two acres and an eighth part of an acre of land in West Boreland bounded as 

follows beginning att the North Laike or Loch of the said Lands Called Kirkland Knowe 
and going directly by the Wall Syke lying run rigg with the rest of the Turratts of land of 
West Borland extending to Nine Turrats of land --- In all and Haill and eighteen pennie 
land bounded and lying in Run rigg betwixt the Middgate of Wall Syke and the Middgate 
of South Syde of Kirkland Know --- As also in All and Haill the twenty pennie land of old 
extent in West Borland sometyme called Marshells Mealing --- that part of Garth 
commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke  

1786 AOS 964   parts of Westborland thereof called Marshall’s Mealing 
1800 AOS 3977  20d land of West Boreland sometime called Marshalls Mailing  
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Note: 1656 RS58/11 f.80v John Merschell lawfull son of the deceast Robert Merschell in Wester Mailings of Deni 
[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Merschell in Maillings  

MASENGALOCH  # DNY NS 7683 [3]    
 
1680 RS59/6 f.204v  cavle lying in Masengaloch  
MASTER MEADOW  # DNY NS7981 [3]   
 
1647 RS58/8 f.276v  [L] Wester Borland --- with a meadow known as Waster Midow lying in the Wester 

Mallingis --- and also the Midi[e/l]fate [-]inns --- particula commonly known as 
[c/t]hrillrud (thriddrud) lying in Fuckertoun Syk 

1750 RS59/19 f.387  half penny land of Master Meadow  
1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 

land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1806 AOS 5355  Fauld or meadow called the Master Meadow - lying in the Wester Mailling  
MAY MEADOW  # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1667 RS59/3 49v  Jean Muirhead eldest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird --- 

contract of marriage between Patrick Hegine eldest lawful son to Patrick Hegine in Airth --
- and Jonet Cowie his mother ---  liferent in his lands of Denny commonlie called 
Westboarlands and Greines togither with that meidow callit the Maymeidow lyand in 
Westermealings --- ane portion of land of Garth commonlie callit the Thrie Rude lyand in 
the Fuckertoune Syke 

MEADOW   # DNY NS8280 [2]   
 
1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, Catherines 

Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts 
MEADOW [2]  # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS791825    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  the Medow – Marcus Chalmer xvj s’; Robert Bard of the Croft Fut 
1616 CRS   Marcus Chalmers in Medow, parish of Denny 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  [L] William Chalmeris in Danny and Andrew Oiswald lawful son to James Oiswald in 

Danny --- infefting the said Andrew Osuald his heirs and assignees in all and haill an 
annual rent of 20 pounds furth of lands of the barony of Danny commonly called Medow 
lying in lie Gartquarter along with these pieces and portions of lands of the barony of 
Danny commonly called Fukkerttoun ---- Danny Greinis ---- lie Tambothie in the Danny 
Greins [witnesses to sas] Thomas Muirheid in Danny, Robert Bard there, John Forrester 
there, William Hay in Thomastoun  

1624 RS58/3 f.135a  [L] Andrew Oiswald merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- William Chalmeris -
-- for that part and portion of Dennie pertaining to him commonly called the Dennie 
Grenes having in his hand a charter of sasine ---  the foresaid William and Katherine 
Oiswald his wife --- commonly known as Meadow and that part commonly called 
Gairthquarter and another part of the lands of Dennie called Thombothye --- Robert Bard 
in Fuckartoune of Dennie baillie in that part, [witnesses to sasine] John Oiswald, brother 
german to the said Andrew, , John Baird, farbrie in Dennie, William [Nemo] weaver 
[textore] in Myathill 

1625 RS58/3 f.303  William Chalmers of Medow 
1631 RS58/5 f.248v  the fyvetene shilling and sevin penny worth of the lands of auld extent of the roume and 

mealing in Denny callit the Medow of Denny [witnesses to sasine] John Cuthill of Corthie  
1642 RS58/7 f.345v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonette Chalmeris, 

daughter and heir portioner of the late William Chalemris son of the late Jonete Chalmeris 
in Denny as also appeared James Smyth in Denny as attorney in the name of Mary, 
Elizabeth, Issobell and Barbara Chalmeris, the other daughters and heirs portioner of the 
said late William Chalmeris, their father, holding a Precept of Clare Constat from John, 
Earl of Wigton as superior of the lands --- all and haill the 8 shilling 6 penny land of the 
barony of Denny commonly known as Midow lying in the Garthquarter --- and also a rig 
[partincula] of land in that part of the said barony called Fuckartoun and an acre and half 
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an acre of land and that rig of land lying in Denny Greines extending to a three shilling 
land  of auld extent with and acre of land of the barony lying in the Tom Bothye [also 
Tombothye] and in the Denny Greines [witnesses to charter] Alexander Levingstoune of 
Moyathill [witnesses to sasine] Robert Merschell in Wester Maillingis, John Young in 
Bulshill, John Stevensoune, servant to the said Jonete Chalmeris  

1645 CRS   Marion Monteith, sister to Thomas Monteith in Medo of Denny 
1666 RS59/2f 228  James Young of Meidow in Denny --- his lands callit the Meidow Roume of Denny with 

houses [etc] 
1667 CRS   James Young in Medow of Dennie 
1670 RS59/4 f.231v  [L] John Gilchreist in Hollinbuss as baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- in all and hail that 5 

shilling ten penny land of the said lands and barony commonly known as Medow lying in 
Garth Quarter --- also that three shilling land in Dennie Greins and an acre in Tardeth and 
Greins 

1690 RS83/1 f.23.14  Jonet Stevensone spouse to William Young of Meadow. [--- umquhile William 
Stevensone in Buckieburn – half of Meadow RS89/7 f.423 – 424] 

1693 RS83/1 f.45.3  Patrick Mitchell in Muirsyde of Kinaird - annualrent out of the lands of Meadow in 
Tempilldenny. Registered on the  217th and 218th leaves of the said Register 

1696 RS83/1 f.68v.6  Robert Gillespie in Wester Meallings and Catherine Leckie his spous - annualrent to be 
upilfted out of Robert Gilmour of Meadow his lands of Meadow. Registered on the  438th 
and 439th leaves of the said Register 

1699 RS83/2.10.272   John Baird mealmaker in Blackfaulds of James Gilmour of Meadow his 19s 6d land of 
Meadow of old extent 

1709 CH2/1254  Meadue 
1709 RS59/12 f.407v  [L] Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Margaret Scot lawful 

daughter to John Scot of Woodend with special advice from her father and Helen Cuthell 
her mother --- contract of marriage with Walter Baird schoolmaster at Dennie Kirk with the 
special advice of John Baird portioner of Wester Mealings his father --- all and haill his 
nine shilling six pennie land beneath Moothel being a part and pertinent of the nineteen 
shilling six pennie land of old extent of the lands of Meadow and Chamberfield 

18c  GD171/4058  James Baird, son of William B. of Meadow 
1722 GD1/227/13  Walter baird of Meadow, Schoolmaster in Denny 
1750 RS59/19 f.387  twelve shilling ten penny land of Meadow and Meadow Brae  
1754 RS59/20 f.198  [L] all and haill the five shilling eight penny land of Mealines The nine shilling six penny 

land of Meadow the three shilling land of Craigens the lands of Chalmerfield and the 
halfpenny land of Mastermeadow --- with a proportionate part of Denny Muir and 
Gartward pertaining to the said lands --- all lying within the Barony of Temple Denny 
parish of Denny  

1755 Roy   Meadows 
1787 AOS 1015  in parts of Bankier, viz. Meadow, part of Easter Hollandbush, Lintmill  
 
 cf Westmeadow – c.NS793824 
MEADOW [3]  # DNY NS7879 [2]   
 
1887 AOS   parts of Bankier, viz. Meadow  
MEADOW ACRE  # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1698 RS83/2/10.101   mylne lands of Cochranes mailling pairte of Meadow Aiker 
MEADOWBRAE  # DNY NS7982 [2]   
 
1750 RS59/19 f.387  twelve shilling ten penny land of Meadow and Meadow Brae  
1806 AOS 5355  Meadowbrae 
1906 DS    Meadowbrae 
MEADOW BUTTS  # DNY NS8180 [3]      
 
1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, Catherines 

Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts 
MEADOWEND  # DNY NS8082 [1]    NS802822    
 
1755 Roy   Meadowend 
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MEADOWGREENS  DNY NS7782 [1]   NS772828    
 
1738 RS59/17 f.315  William Muirhead of Meadow Greens --- contract of marriage between him and Helen 

Stevenson 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Muirhead of Meadowgreens 
1861 OS   Meadowgreens 
1912 CDS13   Meadowgreens - D. Stewart, farmer 
1979 OS   Meadowgreens 
MEADOWS    # DNY NS8182 [3]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.74v  all and haill the Easter half of the land and houses yairds and others belonging to the said 

James Young [merchant and portioner of Denny] --- viz the four cott houses and yairds in 
Borland the fore and backparks planting therein and remains of cavil at north end of 
Backpark the Gogars Deall and Bounteith Cavill, Jurt Haugh Cavill, The Meadows, 
Helens Haugh, Beans Green, and Lodgehill Cavils with the proportional part of Drumley 
Meadow Cavil and Boirland Boig 

MEADOWSIDE  # DNY NS7879 [1]   NS781792    
 
1817 Grassom 
MEIKLEKILN HILL  # DNY NS7879 [3]   
 
1699 RS59/10 f.152  [L] land of old extent in Midle Thomastoune commonlie called the Meikle Kilnehill lyand 

and bounded as follows Viz the lands of James Fleming portioner thair on the west The 
lands pertiaining to John and David Hay of Easter Thomastoune on east The lands of 
Cannertine belonging to the said James Brysone upone the south and the midle of the 
Rotten Moss at the northend of the land --- also with the westmost tuo bayes of the said 
Malcome Fleming his houssing which is presentlie the byre 

1734 RS59/16 f.411  the three shilling four pennie land of Middle Thomastoun called Connertoun and Meikle 
Killhill 

1808 AOS 5767  land of Middle Thomastown called Cannerline & Meiklekiln Hill   
MERKLAND   DNY NS7883 [3]   
 
1621 RS58/2 f.265v  [L] [endorsed “sasine William Gray of Markland in Denye”] personally compeared upon 

the merk lands underwritten Robert Baird in Fukkertoune of Deny and Janet Benny his 
spouse for her interest and William Gray [---tor] in West Boarland of Denny and Helena 
Rany [or Kany] his spouse --- Robert Baird his lands called the Markland lying in lie 
infeild of Fukkertoune with houses [etc]  

1634 RS58/6 f.180  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Baird in 
Fukkertoun of Dany and Janet Benny his spouse on the one part and William Gray, weaver 
in Eist Boirland of Dany and Marjory Boig his spouse on the other --- annualrent from that 
merkland of land called the Merkland lying in the infield of Fukkertoune with houses [etc] 

MIDDLEBROOM  # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1782 AOS 216   William Muirhead, wright, Denny, seised in part of West Boreland called Middlebroom, 

parish of Denny 
1800 AOS 4012  part of the lands of West Boreland called Middle Broom and 3 roods of ground with the 

Bank or Brae called Middle Broom adjacent thereto 
1801 CH2/1254  Middlebroom 
MIDGOTE   # DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1647 RS58/8 f.256  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Young, notary 

public in Deny, baillie in that part for John Murhead portioner of West Borland --- all and 
haill those two acres and an eighth part of an acre of the lands of West Borland in Denny 
lying on the north side called lie Kirkland Know--- to the Wolsyk lying in lie rinrig --- 
Midgott of Wolsyk and the Midgott at the south side of Kirkland Know 

1677 RS59/5 f.383v  [L] baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- Borland Grein – also these parts and portions of 
Borland of Wesst Borland bounded sequentially  insipeando to the north side of the land 
called the Kirklandknow and ascending to the Newsyicke lying in runrig with other 
turraribus lands of West Borland extending to the new turraria lands extending in all to an 
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eighteen penny land --- bounded and lying in runrig between the geat of Newsyicks and the 
Midgeatt at the south side of Kirklandknow 

1728 RS59/15 f.261v  All and Haill two acres and an eighth part of an acre of land in West Boreland bounded as 
follows beginning att the North Laike or Loch of the said Lands Called Kirkland Knowe 
and going directly by the Wall Syke lying run rigg with the rest of the Turratts of land of 
West Borland extending to Nine Turrats of land --- In all and Haill and eighteen pennie 
land bounded and lying in Run rigg betwixt the Middgate of Wall Syke and the Middgate 
of South Syde of Kirkland Know --- As also in All and Haill the twenty pennie land of old 
extent in West Borland sometyme called Marshells Mealing --- that part of Garth 
commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke 

1739 RS59/17 f.405  Thomas Muirhead portioner of West Borland having in his hand a Precept of Clare 
Constat granted by the Earl of Wigton --- also all and haill two acres and ane eighth part of 
ane acre of land in West Borland bounded as follows beginning at the north Lake or Louch 
of the saids lands called Kirklandknow and going directly to the Wallsyke lying runnrigg 
with the rest of the turrats of land of West Borland extending to nine turrass of land 
extending these lands in heall to ane eighteen penny land [-]anped by the deceast John 
Muirhead bounded and lying runnrigg betwixt the Midgate of Wallsyke and the Midgate 
of of the south side of Kirkland Know --- as also the fourty penny land of old extent in 
West Borland sometimes called Marshalls Mealling --- as also the two riggs of land lying 
next adjacent thereto with all and sundry priviledges [etc.]  

 
cf Backgote DNY 
MIDRIDGE   # DNY NS8183 [3]   
 
1800 AOS 3976  a ridge of land on the Haughs of Denny, and a ridge of land there called Mid-ridge being 

parts of East Boreland  
1835 GD171/3257  Ridge of land in Haughs of Denny called Midridge 
MILLHILL   # DNY NS8082 [1]   
 
1662 RS59/1 f.116v  all and haill these tua aikers of measured land of our lands of West Bordland in Deny 

merched and boundit as followes Beginand at the comonn hie way quhilk passeth to the 
Mylnhill of Denny called Souterfoord  

1817 AOS 8268  Millhill Cavil, parish of Denny   
MILHILL CAVILL  # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1714  RS59/13 f.165  John Laing of Langhill ---  Richard Callender of Stoniewood and Johnet Willeson his 

spouse – all and haill  these his cavills of land in Dennie Greens ane quhairof called the 
Milnhill Cavil and the other called the Langhill Cavill of Fankertoun --- as the said 
Milnhill Cavill otherwayes called the Westergreens Cavill 

1731 RS59/15 f.647  Langhill consisting of the lands called Langhill, Langhill Cavill, Millhill Cavill, 
Westergreens Cavill and Drumlands 

MILNFORD   # DNY NS8183 [1]   NS810831    
 
1678 RS59/6 f.19v  East Borland --- that twentie penny land of old extent in Eastborland lying east from the 

Mylnfoord Gate 
1782 AOS 163   Thomas Burns, wright, Denny, as heir to Thomas Burns, wright, Dennykirk, his father, 

seised in tenements on the east side of the Highway from Denny to the Milnford of 
Carron, parish of Denny on Precept of Clare Constat by Lady Clementina Fleming of 
Biggar & Cumbernauld ; P.R. 27.131 

1799 AOS 3679  on the east side of the road from Denny village to Herbertshire Millfoord in the water of 
Carron  

MILNFOORD GATE  NS8183 [1]     
 
1678 RS59/6 f.19v  East Borland --- that twentie penny land of old extent in Eastborland lying east from the 

Mylnfoord Gate 
MOSSDALE   # DNY NS7783 [2]    
 
1719 RS59/14 f.15v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Bowie of Greens as baillie to 

Earl of Wigton --- David Muirhead of Langhill --- all and haill these two cavills of land in 
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Denny Greens the ane thereof called Mosdale --- and the other cavill called Gilmours 
Fauld  

1743 RS59/18 f.301v  [L] William Chalmers with Robert Gentles weaver in Langhill as baillie --- disposition 
granted by David Muirhead portioner of Langhill in favour of the said William Chalmers --
- the eighteen penny of old extent of Langhill and Denny Greens with houses [etc] --- as 
also all and haill these his two cavills of land in Greens one whereof is called Mossdale 
and the other cavil called Gillmores Fauld  

MOSSLANDS  # DNY NS7881 [3]    
 
1736 RS59/17 f.52v  [L] lands of Castlerankine commonly called Tongue bounded by the lands of James Aitken 

of Rushiehill on the north the lands of John Muirhead of Wester Thomastown on the south 
the lands of Alexander Murehead portioner of Castlerankine on the east and the lands of 
Robert Gray of Bottomhead on the west as also all and haill that part and portion of the 
said lands of Castlerankine commonly called Cow Fauld Brae bounded with the lands of 
Alexander Muirhead on the north and west parts and by the highway on the south and east 
parts dividing the said highway betwixt the said land of Cow Fauld Brae and the lands of 
Longfauld and Mosslands --- lying within the parish of Dennie 

MOSSY BUTT  # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1812 AOS 6900  Easter Longhill with a piece of land within an inclosure on the south side of the turnpike 

road amd small bit of ground called Mossy-but, parish of Denny  
MOTTRIEL   see Hitriel    
MOUNTHOOLY  # DNY NS7784 [1]   NS772842    
 
1755 Roy   Mounthulie 
1817 Grassom   Mounthooly  
 
See Watson: p.260 - Drumullie etc.  
  
cf Mounthooly MAS  
    Mounthooly WLO  [PNWL 52]  
    Mounthooly NJ925665; NT065765; NT665245; HY525155 
    
   Tamhull, Killearn 
   Hully Hill NT123726 [bronze age site] 
   Craignahullie DNB[PNDB 26] 
   Glenahuil, Cowal NR975665 
MUCKMEADOW  # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1817 AOS 8544  part of an 8s land there [Denny Greens] commonly called Ten Shilling Greens - Old Field - 

Muckmeadow - Africa  
 
Probably an error for Neuk Meadow. 
MUIR OF TEMPLEDENNY see Denny Muir 
MUIR OF SOUTH HERBERTSHIRE DNY NS8181 [1]      
 
1677 RS59/5 f.360v  William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- letter of diposition from Earl of Wigton – part and 

portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre --- boundit as follows to witt from the comone 
hie way ledand from the church of Denny to the Black Smiddes on the west  that cavill of 
the mure pertaining to Andrew Osuald and David Cuthill on the south to the slack lying 
east from the Knapertie Mosse to the Heiland Dyke on the south the said Heiland Dyke on 
the east part of the mure of North Herbertshyre pertaining to the said Andrew Stirling to 
the meithes and marches thereof betwixt the said noble earl on the north parts togidder with 
the said noble earle his pairt and portione of the mosse called the Beassimoss and 
Spredfeild quhair within the said Andrew Stirling hes liberties from the said noble earle --- 
all lyand in the barony of South Herbertshyre paroche of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1678 RS59/6 f.26v  part and portion of the Mure of South Herbertshyre bounded be the king’s high street 
that leads between Dennie Kirk and Loanhead on the east the mure 

1678 RS59/6 f.27  part and portion of the Mure of South Herbertshyre --- one the west of Wheithill Goat 
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1678 RS59/6 f.30  all and haill that part and portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre called Drumbowierig 
lyand and bounded as followes Betwixt the comone mure of Herbertshyre belonging to the 
laird of Herbertshyre upon the east and south east syde thairof the burne called Drumbowie 
Burn upon the south and southwest and the lands of Castlerankine upon the west and north 
pairts 

1690 RS83/1 f.27v.2  John Oswald of Dryburgh - annualrent out of the common muir of South Herbertshyre. 
Registered on the  511 leaf of the said Register 

1781 AOS 60   David Young, son of James Young, blacksmith, Denny, as heir to David Cuthel, portioner, 
East Borland, his grandfather, seised in part of East Borland, part of Dennymuir, Kidsland, 
& Muir of South Herbertshire, parish of Denny , on Precept of Clare Constat by Lady 
Clementina Fleming of Biggar & Cumbernauld P.R. 26.489 

1795 AOS 2962  part of the Common Muir of South Herbertshire 
MUIRCHELLS WARD # DNY NS7583 [3]   
 
1680 RS59/6 f.204v  ane cavle of land lying in Muirchells Ward   
 
Muir Shiels Ward? Cf North Shields and Over Shields infra  
MUIRFOLD   DNY NS8181 [2]   
 
1807 AOS 5627  Greendyke – parts of Easter Seamores - Arthur’s Napkine - Muirfold - and part of the 

Bassie Moss & Spreadfield  
1906 DS   lands of Muirhead, now known as Muirfold 
MUIRHEAD   DNY NS7682 [1]  NS769820    
 
1801 CH2/1254  Muirhead 
1817 Grassom  Muirhead 
1861 OS   Muirhead 
MUIRHEAD   # DNY NS8081 [1]   NS806813    
 
1784 AOS 572   part of Seamoir Faulds; and Blackrig or Muirhead, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.254 
1801 AOS 4128  3s Maill of land of Seamore Faulds – and pieces of ground formerly called Blackrig now 

called Muirhead 
1817 Grassom   Muirhead 
1906 DS   lands of Muirhead now known as Muirfold 
MUIRHEAD   # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS795823    
 
1793 RHP 14352  Muirhead 
MUIRPARK   NS7883 [2]    
 
1802 SC4/3/2   Farm of Garvald and Muirpark 
MUIRRIGG   # DNY NS8177 [1]  NS811779    
 
1688 Retour   Muirerigg 
1817 Grassom   Muir Riggs 
1861 OS   Muir Rig 
MYDUB   # DNY NS8182 [1]   NS816821    
 
1672 RS59/4 f.310  charter from William Stirling of Herbertshire  --- his lands of Litill Denne and Madub 
1682 SC67/67 f.23  David Cuithill of Maddub 
1687 CRS   Jean Thomsoun and James Sinclair in Maydub, her husband 
1695 RS59/8 f.349v  David Cuthill of Myotdub, baillie in that part 
1699 RS59/10 f.167  David Cuthill of Maydub 
1705 CH2/1254  Maydub 
1735 RS59/17 f.3  John Oswald of Mydub 
1793 RHP 14352  Malt-Dub 
1795 AOS 3036  Mydub 
1798 CH2/1254  Mydub 
1835 GD171/3257  Wester Cuthilton and Maltdub 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Mydub 
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1861 OS   Mydub 
1912 CDS13   Mydub - James Shank, farmer 
1973 OS   Mydub  
 
 cf Myothill DNY 
     Mye, Stoneykirk, Stranraer; Buchlyvie 
     Mysore, Portlethen; Mytice, Gartly, ABD  
     Myvot DNB 
     Maybole AYR 
MYOTHILL   # DNY NS7882 [1]    
        - NS781825 Hill  
        - NS789825 Farm 
        - NS781822 High  
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a The Miathill - his toun aine Kincaid hes aganis my weill and pais bot iij merkis and a half 

quhill [god] send resoune 
1555 RH6, 1649  James Forrester of Mynchehill  
1582 CRE   Thomas Forrester of Myathill 
1587 Gibson   James Forrester of Myathill 
1606 CRE   Alexander Forrester of Myathill  
1607 RMS vi 1900  The king grants letters of remission to Robert  and James Forrestar sons of the late Thomas 

Forrester of Myathill, for the duration of their life,- for the slaying of Robert Bruce of 
Wodesyde 

1611 CRE   Thomas Forrester of Myathel 
1616 CRS   Helen Bennie, spouse to James Russell, in Myathill 
1624 RS58/3 f.135a  [L] William [Nemo] weaver [textorie] in Myathill 
1625 CRS   William Allan in Myathill 
1626 RS58/3 f.423  Captain Alexander Seytoune, lawful son of umquhil Alexander Seytoune of Gurgonnok, 

with consent of John Seytoune, my brother german and Elizabeth Forrester, lawful dochter 
of umquhil [blank] Forrester of Myethhill 

1630 RS58/5 f.140  [L] personally compeared Margaret and Elizabeth Forrester, lawful daughters  of the late 
Alexander Forrester of Myethill having in their hands a Precect of Clare Constat from the 
Earl of Wigton --- all and haill the lands of Myethill lying in the barony of Denny  

c1634 Wigton 776  Precept of Clare Constat by John, Earl of Wigton, for infeftment of James Forrester of 
Garden, knight, as heir to James Forrester of Garden, his father, in all and whole the lands 
of Myetthill with the pertinents, lying within the barony of Denny 

1642 RS58/7 f.345v  Alexander Levingstoune of Moyathill  
1642 RS58/7 f.407  John Scott in Myathill 
1642 CRS   Robert Marshall in Myathill 
1648 RS58/8 f.319  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoun in Myatthill in Denny 
1664 RS59/2 f.4  John Yowng in Myethill 
1666 RS59/2 f.266  John Monteith brother of the late Thomas Monteith in Myathill 
1667 CRS   Margaret Cuthill, spouse to Alexander Marshall, in Myetthill 
1667 CRS   Thomas Monteith in Myithill 
1675 CRS   John Beane in Minnythill, parish of Dennie 
1678 CRS   Janet Hume, spouse to William Young of Myothill 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.13  William Young of Myothill of an annualrent out of Kirkland  of Dunipace. Registered on 

the  27th and 28th leaves of the said Register 
1686 RS83/1 f.5.3  Anna Naper spouse to William Young of Myothill and Chamber [yrd – poss. error for 

fauld?]. Registered on the  66th leaf of the said Register 
1688 CRS   James Dick in Myethill 
1691 VR   Myethill - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1692 RS83/1 f.37.7  lands of Mayvoythill  
1708 RS83.12.2.305  James Rankine of Myethill as Baillie in that part 
1709 RS59/12 f.407v  Moothel  
1713 CRS   James Rankine of Mayorhill, parish of Dennie 
1716  RS59/13 f.423v  William Rankine of Myviothill --- Precept of Clare Constat  
1730 GD1/1067/5   Extract heritable bond by James Richardson of Myothill, [Stirlingshire], and William 

Richardson of Westerculmore as cautioner, to Allan Livingstone, writer in Edinburgh, 
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Archibald Dow of Bandeath and John Edmonstone of Broich, over the lands of 
Craigengelt. Sheriff court books of Stirling, 1732 July 29  23 Jun 1730   

1730 GD1/1067/50   Greenyards and Craigengelt. State of accounts between James Richardson, son and heir of 
deceased James Richardson of Myothill [Stirlingshire], and John Edmonstone of Broich 
and others, about the lands of Craigengelt 

1755 Roy   Myethill 
1773 SC1/1/1   Mayothill 
1794 CH2/1254  Myethill  
1802 CS271/56536    John Graham (Graem, Graeme, Grahame) of Myothill & others (Heritors of the Parish of 

Denny) v John Dempster, Minister of Denny   1802    
1806 AOS 5355  4 merkland of Myathill comp. the 20d land of Greens 
1817 Grassom   Myothill 
1844 CS285/75   John Graham. Myothill, Co. Stirling: Appeal Sheriff's Deliverance Petition   
1845 NSA   Myothill ... is in the upper division of the parish, which is called Temple Denny 
1861 OS   Myothill; High Myothill 
1879 CS318/22/175   Duncan Graham, Myothill, Stirlingshire, Farmer cattle dealer  1879   
1887 CS318/30/111   Duncan Graham, Myothill, Stirlingshire, Farmer cattle dealer  1887   
1912 CDS13   Myothill - James Gillespie, farmer  
 
cf  Meehools, Galloway [PNG 209] 
     Madyad ELO 
 
Note 1: James Forrester in Myathill was a witness to an instrument of resignation in 1557. He was the second son of  

Sir James Forester of Torwood; Myathill passed to his nephew. 
Note 2: Maiden Castle, Dorset, is also known as Mai Dun.  
NETHER MAINS  # DNY NS8082 [1]  NS803823    
 
1684 CRS   Jean Cuthill, daughter to William Cuthil in Nether Maynes 
1687 GD171/4058  Writs of the lands of Nethermains in the parish of Denny disponed by David Cuthill and 

Janet Oswald his spouse, in favour of Alexander Johnstoune of Hollhouse and Helen 
Simpsone, his spouse; disponed by Alex. Johnstoune in favour of Duncan Fletcher in 
Lerox; disponed by DF and Margaret Johnston his spouse in favour of James Baird, son of 
William B. of Meadow, disponed by heirs of Baird in favour of William Jervay in East 
Boreland - marriage contract between Jervay and Isabell Watt, daughter of John W., tenant 
in Abbotsgrange; the lands disponed by Jervay and his spouse in favour of William 
Morehead of Herbertshire (CHA A727.4058) 

1699 RS83/2/193  Patrick Johnstone in Redding of Alexander Johnstone of Dolshouse [recte Hollhouse] ... 
Breadside … Corthie... piece of land called Nethermains RS59/10 f.167 

1699 RS59/10 f.167 all and haill his lands of Holehouse, Westborland, Custonhall, Broadsydes, Borthie and Old 
Faulds, togidder with that piece of land called Neithermains --- David Cuthill of Maydub  

1750 RS59/19 f.387  Duncan Fletcher of Neather Mains Mains of West Borland  
1750 RS59/19 f.401  all and haill that part of the lands of Easter Holehouse called Nether Mains 
1782 AOS 263   Isobella Jervi spouse of James Davie, portioner, Catchcleugh, seised in part of Wester 

Catchcleuch called Corselands & Westerhill, parish of Denny ;- in agreement of liferent 
between said James Davie and William Jervie in Nethermains P.R. 27.294 

1800 AOS 3976  part of Easter Hollhouse called Nethermains 
1861 OS   Nethermains 
1912 CDS13   Nethermains - R. McFarlane 
1922 OS   Nethermains 
NETHER MOSS OF SEAMORES DNY NS8180 [3]      
 
1667 RS59/3 30v  The just half of the old ordiner Neather Moss with the equall half of the moss callit Bessie 

Mosse quhilk once pertained to his tuentie shilling land of beforesaid and the haill principal 
neather houses haill yairds meidowes marress pastures  

1678 RS59/6 f.25  ten shilling land in Easter Seammores lyand northward from the Crumbieland Burn to 
Herbershyres marches --- part and portion of the Neither Mosse onlie for the casting and 
away taking of the peates yeirlie 

1718 RS59/13 f.637  granted be William Baird portioner of Easter Seamores --- all and heall the equall half of 
that piece of ground and lands of the common muir of Southharboreshire called Whitehill  
--- and sicklike all and heall the just and equall half of that seven shilling land of old extent 
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in Easter Seamores lying from the Kings high dyke south the Kings high Street with the 
Chaple Haugh as the samen is meithed and marched with the cavells in the Nether Moss 
with houses [etc] 

1786 AOS 909   Nether Moss of Seamores P.R. 29.155 
1788 AOS 1424  Nether Moss of Seamores, Chapelhaugh, parish of Denny  
1793 AOS 2642  part of Seamore called the Holm Dale, piece of ground called Easter Holm, half of the 

Bankie; Backgote, & part of Nether Moss of Seamores 
1797 AOS 3362  with the cavils in the Nether Moss of Seamores; the other half of Seamores called 

Bankhead, with the Chapelhaugh 
1806 AOS 5191  Nether Moss of Seamores; land of Easter Seamores called Bankhead with the 

Chapelhaugh 
NETHERWOOD  # DNY NS8280 [3]    
 
1685 RS59/7 f.47v  Denny --- James Cleiland in Netherwood 
1700 RS59/10 f.282  Denny --- Mathew Hay in Neitherwood  
1714  RS59/13 f.152v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Gilles as baillie in that part 

to William Muirhead eldest lawful son and heir to the deceast George Muirhead portioner 
of Under the Wood --- contract of marriage between William Gilles and Jean Gilles only 
lawfull daughter to the deceast John Gilles of Neitherwood  

1717  RS59/13 f.469  Robert Hay second son to Mathew Hay in Netherwood ---- all and heall these Mathew 
Hay his three shilling four pennie land of old extent of Bottomhead with houses [etc] --- 
barony of South Herbertshire 

1749 RS59/19 f.352  [L] Robert Hay of Bottomhead father to William Hay farmer in Netherwood --- all and 
haill that part of Berriemuir bounded by the lands or muir that belong to the estate of 
Kilsyth upon the west The Common Drove Loan for Highland Cattle upon the north  The 
road which leads from the said Drove Loan to these parts of the Muir which belong to the 
Cowdoun Longfold Bottomhead and Coudounhill upon the east and these parts of the Muir 
which belong to the Longfold Bottomhead Coudounhill and Whithill upon the south --- 
lying within the parish of Denny  

1793 Antiquities  Neither Wood Cotts 

NEUKMEADOW  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers ridge & 

Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 
1811 AOS 6701  Neuck  
NEWBIGGING  # DNY NS7980 [1]    NS790807    
 
1755 Roy   Newbigging  
Roy shows this in the area where Newtry Hill wa located. 
NEWLEES   # DNY NS7782 [3]   
 
1690 RS83/1 f.25v.10  Jonete Robertsone spouse to John Robertsone in Fankertoune of his 6s 8d land in Dennie 

Greens. Registered on the  475th and 476th leaves of the said Register. RS59/7 has: 
    the six shilling lands in Dennie Greines called New Lies with houses [etc]  
NEWTRY HILL  # DNY NS7881 [3]   
 
1656 RS58/11 f.62v  William Layng in Leyes and Agnes Young his spous --- that thretteine shilling four penny 

land of old extent in Leyes alias Brankandleyes --- and all and haill these tuo portiones of 
the lands of Castellrankine called the Newtrahill and Wester Rashihill 

1680 RS59/6 f.179  William Layng elder in Lyes --- Lyes alies Brakin Lyes --- equal half of tuo portions of 
land called the Newtray Hill and Wester Rashie Hill 

1701 RS83/2/10.591   William Laying of Lees as heir to William Laying his father of all and haill these his 
portions of land called Neutriehill and Wester Rashiehill extending to ane ffyve shilling 
land being part and portion of the lands of Castlerankine RS59/10 f.475 – f.476 

1701 RS59/10 f.475v  all and haill ane thertein shilling four pennie land of old extent of Lees alias Breakinlees 
and in all and haill these his portions of land called Neutrickhill and Wester Rashiehill --- 
and in sicklyke manner In all and haill that part and portion of the communitie of 
Dennymuir outwith the headdyke thairof with the part of the Hirds Lands belonging thairto  

1728 RS59/15 f.257v  All and haill these two portions of land called Newtryhill and Wester Rashiehill --- In like 
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manner In all and Haill that part and portion of the comonty of Denny Muir and with the 
head dyke thereof with that part of the Herds Land belonging thereto  

1793 AOS 2566  parts of Castle Rankine, viz Leys or Brackinleys, Neutryhill and Wester Rashiehill 
1906 DS   Newtry Hill  
 
 cf Niddry MLO  
NICOLLS WALLS  # DNY NS7684 [1]   NS764843    
 
1698 RS59/10 f.90v  also the cavells of land lying west from the Crumoch Burne  quhairof ane aiker lyes 

adjacent to Nicolls Walls  
1746 RS59/19 f.59v  all and haill the lands of Garvill comprehending therein the peece of meadow lying in the 

parcell of ground called the Haugh --- and also these cavills of land lying west from the 
Crummock Burn wherof ane aiker lyes adjacent to Nickels Walls two aikers thereof lye 
east from the [two dashes entered here] betwixt the Drum Lands and the said lands of 
Garvald and the other two aikers lying in the Lymmie betwixt the said Drumlands and the 
lands of Garvald with houses [etc] --- together with the Miln of Garvell Milnlands thereof -
-- and all and haill the lands of Cocheranes Mealling called Gateside with houses [etc] 

1749 RS59/19 f.351v  James Adam of Nicolswells in North Greens of Denny 
1754 RS59/20 f.199v  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands of Nicols Wals James Adam heritor 

thereof  
1755 Roy   Nicholls Wells 
1773 SC1/1/1   Nicolswalls - Feuars of Temple Denny  
1782 GD1/227/23  Niccollswalls 
1786 AOS 850   James Adam of Nicolswalls – in part of Denny Greens called Gilmoresland, parish of 

Denny, on disp. by John Young of Grayswalls. P.R. 29.110 
1798 AOS 3474  James Adam of Niccolswalls – takes sasine of Backdales 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Nicholswalls 
1817 Grassom   Nicolswalls 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Adam of Nicolswalls 
1861 OS   Nicolswalls 
1912 CDS13   Nicolls Walls - John Adam 
NINE SHILLING LANDS # DNY NS7782 [3]   
 
1592 RH6/3196  Feu charter by Jas. Sandilands of Calder. Lord of Torphichen etc. superior of the lands … 

granting to Wm. Esplein, son and heir apparent of John Esplene in Stanehous, his heirs and 
assignees, one small portion of land of the lands and b. of Denny, extending in old rental to 
three shillings of land, commonly called the Nyne Schilling Grenis of the lands of East 
and West Boirdlandis 

1619 RS58/1 f.263  personally compeared on the land underwritten – William Flemyng of Over Croy and 
William Esplein in Durator feuar of the lands underwritten --- all and haill that part of the 
lands and barony of Dene extending in the ancient rental to a three shilling land and 
commonly known as lie Nyneschilling lands of Eist and West Borland with all pertinances   

cf Nineshilling Greens infra. 
NORTH LOCH  # DNY NS8182 [3]    
 
1728 RS59/15 f.261v  All and Haill two acres and an eighth part of an acre of land in West Boreland bounded as 

follows beginning att the North Laike or Loch of the said Lands Called Kirkland Knowe 
and going directly by the Wall Syke lying run rigg with the rest of the Turratts of land of 
West Borland extending to Nine Turrats of land --- In all and Haill and eighteen pennie 
land bounded and lying in Run rigg betwixt the Middgate of Wall Syke and the Middgate 
of South Syde of Kirkland Know --- As also in All and Haill the twenty pennie land of old 
extent in West Borland sometyme called Marshells Mealing --- that part of Garth 
commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke 

NORTHPARK  # DNY NS7880 [2]   
 
1787 AOS 1174  part of Middle Thomastown called the Park or Wards of Thomastown 
1792 AOS 2154  Northpark of Thomastown  
NORTH SHIELDS  # DNY NS7783 [1]   NS775839    
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1728 RS59/15 f.168  Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Wilson brother 
german to James Forsyth of Garvall and baillie for him ---all and haill that part and portion 
of the lands of Garvald lying in Northshields 

1753 RS59/20 f.146  Crummock Steps of Fankertoun --- all and whole that part and portion of the lands of 
Garvald in North Sheils 

1786 AOS 987   Tops, Forresthill, & Northshields, part of Garvald  
1792 AOS 2335  in part of Garvald in the North Shields called Huikney, and piece of ground on the east side 

thereof called North Lyme side 
1817 Grassom   Shiels 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Peter Robertson of North Shields 
1861 OS   Northshields 
1973 OS   Northshields 
NORWOOD   # DNY NS8281 [1]      
 
1649 SC67/67/f.93v  Unlawes Joseph Thomesone in Ruchemwite in ten pund for takking awey of ane aikine 

trey furth of Norreswoode  
OLD BRIG   # DNY NS7684 [2]   
 
1590 Pont    Old Brig  
 cf Briggs and Briglands 
OLD FIELD   # DNY NS7783 [2]   
 
1680 RS59/6 f.204v  cavle of land lying in the Old Field  
1789 AOS 1483  parts of Denny Greens called Broadside faulds, Oldfield, Bennysyard, Chalmers ridge & 

Newck Meadow, parish of Denny 
1811 AOS 6701  Oldfield 
1817 AOS 8544  part of an 8s land there [Denny Greens] commonly called Ten Shilling Greens - Old Field 

- Muckmeadow - Africa 
1685 RS59/7 f.53v  lands in Westborland – land lying in that part called Breadsyde Cavell Auld Fauld and 

Ward   
1699 RS59/10 f.167  all and haill his lands of Holehouse, Westborland, Custonhall, Broadsydes, Borthie and 

Old Faulds, togidder with that piece of land called Neithermains --- David Cuthill of 
Maydub 

1704 GD1/227/74.15  Old Faulds 
1817 AOS   Old Field - one of the lands in Denny Greens 
OVERHILLS   # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1702 RS59/11 f.45v  lands of Stoniewood Garth Fanckertoun Overshills Longhill and Taithfauld 
1719 RS59/14 f.102v  all and haill his part and portion of land lying in the Over Shiells in Denny Greens 
1730 RS59/15 f.456  Overshiells of Denny Greens 
1741 RS59/18 f.165  William Murehead inOvershiells of Dennygreens --- annualrent  
1746 RS59/19 f.24  John Young portioner of Overshiels  
1751 RS59/20 f.9  [L] compeared upon the ground of the several lands and Cavills or parcels of lands after 

mentioned Robert Mack junr tenent in Tamfin of Kilsyth and as portioner of Over Sheels 
in Denny Greens heretible proprietor of the said several lands and others [he was married 
to Jean Shaw, sister of Margaret Shaw, wife to James Barrie of Thomaston – their father 
was Robert Shaw of Shank, her brother was John Shaw, tenant in Greengairs] --- contract 
of marriage --- liferent of the just and equal half of his parts and portions of the said lands 
of Over Sheels Viz the half of his three shilling land there with the houses [etc] these other 
parts and portions of land Viz of the two faulds in Tarduff of the cavel of land in Broadside 
called Dyrud of these houses called Borland Yate yard thereof with threee soumes grass in 
Denny Muir and parts corresponding thereto of that cavill of land in Lawhills and Dales --- 
parish of Denny  

1783 AOS 382   George Finlay, tenant, Easter Auchincloch, seised in Castleranking, parish of Denny, in 
bond – William Muirhead, tenant, Overhills of Denny Greens. P.R. 27.521 

1787 AOS 1016  John Finlay at Castle Rankine – Overhills of Denny Greens  
OVERTON   # DNY NS7783 [1]   NS772836    
 
1746 RS59/19 f.24  Robert Adam portioner of Overtoun in Denny Greens 
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1751 CRS   Andrew Provand, tailor in Overton of Denny 
1773 CRS   Robert Adam, sometime tenant above Kirk o' Muir, and lastly in Overtoun of Denny 
1773 SC1/1/1   Overtoun - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of  Overtown, being 

parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1790 AOS 1901  Overtown in Denny Greens 
1811 AOS 6701  in Easter Longhill, with a proportion of Tarduffburn; --- Overtown,  
1817 Grassom   Overton 
1821 GD/1/529/205      John Adam of Overton 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John Adam of Overton 
1861 OS   Overton 
1912 CDS13   Overton - Mrs Adam 
1973 OS   Overton 
PADDOCK HOLE  # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1787 AOS 1055  Robert Chalmers, son of William Chalmers of Easter Longhill – in Easter Longhill, 

Paddockhole and Fankertown parish of Denny  
1792 AOS 2133  Easter Longhill, with part of Tarduff Burn;- &  Cavil or fauld called Paddockhole, parish 

of Denny  
1811 AOS 6701  in Easter Longhill, with a proportion of Tarduffburn; cavil or fauld called Paddockhole  
1906 DS   Paddockhall - given with Fankerton and in possession of John Laing of Langhill  
 cf Paddockhall, Linlithgow; Paddockhole, Crimond, Peterhead; Lockerbie 
     Paddockfield, Watten, Caithness; Paddocklaw, Banff; Kilmaurs; Paddockriggs, Bishopton 
     Paddocklaw NS3740; Paddock Slack NT3128  
PN&S 51, states that paddock represents parrack, ‘enclosed ground’ < OE pearrock, ME parrock.  
PARK   DNY NS7879 [3]   
 
1787 AOS 1174  part of Middle Thomastown called the Park or Wards of Thomastown  
cf Northpark 
PARKFOOT   DNY NS8079[1]   
 
1789 AOS 1629  Parkfoot of Knowhead [Knowhead NS805795] 
1817 Grassom   Parkfoot 
1819 GD1/227/41  Parkfoot part of Seamore 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Parkfoot 
1980 OS   Parkfoot 

PARKFOOT   # DNY NS8183 [1]   NS811830    
 
1798 CH2/1254  Parkfoot 
1861 OS   PARKFOOT 
PARKHILL   # DNY NS7982 [1]   NS794821    
 
1681 RS59/6 f.277  William Gentleman in South Litle Dennye and Elspet Ker his spous --- all and haill that 

part and portion of the lands of Castell Rankine called the Parkhill --- boundit as followes 
to wit the merches in the lyme craige to the Madieburne Gaitt which goes along to the 
Greinsfauld syde dyke foot and frae thence to Herbertshyre merches --- within the barony 
of South Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1701 RS59/10 f.407  William Gentleman in Parkhill and Elspet Ker his spouse  
1731 GD171/4066  Writs of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill in the barony of Herbertshire  
1731 RS59/15 f.675v  Robert Gentles in Parkhill as procurator in name of John Gentles in whose favour --- 

Precept of Clare Constat --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Castlerankine called Parkhill bounded as follows viz. The martches in the lymecraig to the 
Maidenburngate which goes along to the Greens Fauld dykefoot and from thence to 
Herbertshires martches  

1731 GD171/4066  Writs of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill in the barony of Herbertshire  
1731-1836 A727.4066   Writs of that part of lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill in barony of South 

Herbertshire, parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, acquired by John Gentles, 
portioner of Castlerankine, as heir to deceased William Gentileman [Gentleman], 
portioner thereof, his grandfather; disponed by John to William Gentles, tenant in 
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Gateside, to whomWilliam Stirling of Herbertshire dispones the teinds of 
Parkhill; disponed by William Gentles to John Aitken, portioner of Rashiehill, in 
liferent, and John Aitken, his second son, in fee; disponed by John Aitken [elder] 
to William Morehead [Muirhead] of Herbertshire; resigned by deceased William 
Morehead of Herbertshire in favour of Rev Dr Robert Morehead. Note that the 
lands were sold in 1908. 

1741 RS59/18 f.144v  all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Parkhill lands 
lying within the barony of south Herbertshire parish of Denny --- as also these parts and 
portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Maidenburnridge bounded by the lands of 
Parkhill on the south and east and the Greenside Fold Dyke and the lands called the 
Ro[av]e --- Castleranken to the Maiden Burn on the north and west parts thereof  with the 
haill growing timber thereon 

1755 Roy   Parkhill 
1765 CRS   William Gentleman in Parkhill, parish of Denny 
1800 AOS 3976  parts of Castlerankine called ... Parkhill & Maidenburn ridge 
1861 OS   Parkhill 
1922 OS   Parkhill 
PEATHILL   DNY NS8280 [1]  NS823807    
 
1755 Roy   Peethill 
1793 Roy   Peethill 
1786 AOS 1001  Peathill – Herds Lands of the muir, Garvald called Mains of Garvald 
1794 AOS 2768  parts of Catscleugh called Peathill & Catherines Haugh 
1794 AOS 2766  Thomas Burn of Peathill - part of Herdsland with a proportional part of Tarduff Burn, 

parish of Denny  
1806 AOS 5263  5s 8d land called Peathill, being part of the 19s 8d land of the 50s land of Catscleugh, and 

part of the Miln belonging thereto; part of Catscleugh called Katherines Haugh, land called 
the Water of Bonny, and parts thereof called the Head of the Acre and Guisly Butts 

1817 Grassom   Peathill 
1906 DS   Peathill - part of the 10s 8d land of Catscleugh  
 See SA SC2/9/1 for Accounts of Redrow-Peathill Turnpike 
PEATHILLS   # DNY NS7783 [3]   
 
1799 AOS 3748  a cavil of land called Peathills, being part of Buckiehole, parish of Denny ... seised by A. 

Cuthill of Broadside  
1819 GD1/227/41 
RABS YETT   # DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1846 Calatria   Rabs Yett 
RANDOLPH HILL  DNY NS7983 [1]   NS793830    
 
1801 GD171/4086  Archibald Napier of Randolphill 
1804 AOS   the lands of Gateside or Randolphhill 
1817 Grassom   Randolphhill - shown as a `seat' 
21/11/1831 SC67/36/13  Sarah Napier or Constable, of Randolph Hill, relict of Archibald Napier Inventory; 

Extract Disposition and Conveyance; Testamentary Letters Stirling Sheriff Court  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Robert Weir of Randolphhill 
1854 GD171/4101  Robert Weir of Randolph Hill and Drums 
1861 OS   Randolph 
1906 DS   that portion of Fankerton called Cochranes Mailing, alias Gateside, now Randolphhill 
1912 CDS13   Randolph - William Wallace 
1980 OS   Randolph  
RASHIEHILL   DNY NS7781 [1]   NS774814    
 
1512 Wigton 656   A Sasine, Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace, in the lands of Castlerankine and the east 

part of Rashhill, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc. 
1512 Wigton 657   A letter of Reversion by the said Alexander Livingstone to John, Lord Fleming, of the said 

lands, being six merks worth and nine shillings worth of the lands of Castlerankine and 
Rashhill, lying within the  barony of Harbertshire, for the sum of 160 merks 
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1623 CRS   William Crawford in Raschehill, parish of Denie 
1651 RS58/9 f.41  William Rankine in Rashihill 
1656 RS58/11 f.62v  William Layng in Leyes and Agnes Young his spous --- that thretteine shilling four penny 

land of old extent in Leyes alias Brankandleyes --- and all and haill these tuo portiones of 
the lands of Castellrankine called the Newtrahill and Wester Rashihill 

1671 RS59/4 f.298  Agnes Aitkine lawful daughter to Marcus Aikin of Rashiehill – contract matrimonial – 
William Murehead of Burnfoot 

1677 CRS   Marquis [Marcus ?] Aitken of Rasshiehill, parish of Dennie 
1679 CRS   Marquis [Marcus ?] Aitken, youngest lawful son to umquhile Marquis A., of Rashiehill, 

parish of Dennie 
1680 RS59/6 f.179  William Layng elder in Lyes --- Lyes alies Brakin Lyes --- equal half of tuo portions of 

land called the Newtray Hill and Wester Rashie Hill 
1701 RS83/2/10.591   William Laying of Lees as heir to William Laying his father of all and haill these his 

portions of land called Neutriehill and Wester Rashiehill extending to ane ffyve shilling 
land being part and portion of the lands of Castlerankine 

1717 CH2/644   Rashiehill 
1788 AOS 1333  parts of Castle Ranken called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1793 AOS 2566  parts of Castle Rankine, viz Leys or Brackinleys, Neutryhill and Wester Rashiehill 
1795 AOS 2973  parts of Castle Rankine called Rashiehill, Craigshield and Chamberfauld 
1801 CH2/1254  Thrashiehill 
1817 Grassom   Rashiehill 
1819 AOS 9025  the eastmost part of the lands of Greendykesides being part of Rashiehill, parish of Denny  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Lucas of Rashiehill 
1861 OS   Rashiehill 
1912 CDS13  William Taylor 
1979 OS   Rashiehill 
REDBRAE        DNY NS7983 [1]             NS790832    
 
The path rising from Fankerton Glen on the Denny side of the river is known locally as the Redbrae  
RED HILL   DNY NS7584 [1]   NS759841    
 
1684 RS59/6 f.469  Comperit personalie Robert Gillespie weiver in Wester Maillings of Dennie as actorney for 

Katherin Leckie his spouse and Margaret and Jean Thomsone her dochters procreat betwixt 
her and the umquhil James Thomsone weaver in Ridhall hir first husband  

1861 OS    Redhill 
1899 OS   Redhill 
1912 CDS13  Redhill - Roderick McKay] 
ROBS MOSS   # DNY NS7682 [1]    NS762820    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Robs Moss 
ROTTEN MOSS  # DNY NS7879 [3]   
 
1699 RS59/10 f.152  [L] land of old extent in Midle Thomastoune commonlie called the Meikle Kilnehill lyand 

and bounded as follows Viz the lands of James Fleming portioner thair on the west The 
lands pertaining to John and David Hay of Easter Thomastoune on east The lands of 
Cannertine belonging to the said James Brysone upone the south and the midle of the 
Rotten Moss at the northend of the land --- also with the westmost tuo bayes of the said 
Malcome Fleming his houssing which is presentlie the byre 

RYERIGS   # DNY NS7784 [1]   NS774841    
 
1697 RS59/9 f.200v  these two cavills of land in Denny Grenis called Lymiesyde and Ryerigs togiddeer with 

his proportional pairt of Tarduff Burne effeiring 
1714  RS59/13 f.165 John Bouie of Ryerigs baillie in that part  
1730 RS59/15 f.456v  Ryeriggs Lymeside Andrewshill and Woodhead in Wester Maillings in Denny 
1773 SC1/1/1   Rye Ridges - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1787 AOS 1088  Robert Willison, son of Hugh Willison of Garvald, - Ryeriggs, Limeside and Andrews 

Hill, parish of Denny 
1817 AOS 8543  lands of Ryerigs containing 7 acres 36 falls and 24 ells (excepting parts thereof called 

Limeside and Andrewshill), parish of Denny  
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1817 Grassom  Ryerigg 
SANDYHILL   DNY NS 7982 [3]   
 
1597 Templaria  Precept to William Baird of the 12s 7d land in Garth and Sandyhill, Denny 
SAUCHENBUSHES  # DNY NS8079 [2]   
 
1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22 
SCLANDERS BURN  DNY NS8282 [1]   NS822827    
 
1712 RS59/13 f.10v  David Thomson Notar at Denniekirk and Margaret Robison my spouse --- all and heall 

that portion of land called the Forebrae with the south houses and yaird thereto belonging 
bounded as followeth Viz to the highway which goeth to Sclanders Burn on the west side 
And from thence east the said burn to the east march thereof on the east to John Thomsons 
march and upon the north side as the samen is meithed and marched --- in the barony of 
Templedennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1733 RS59/16 f.126v  that part and portion of land called the Forebrae lying on the south side of the town of 
Denny and bounded by the lands of David Cuthill on the east the lands of James Rae and 
Alexander Cuthill on the north the said James Raes land on the west and by Sclanders 
Burn and a dry stone dyke built be the lands of Dryburgh and the said Forebrae on the 
south parts  

1845 NSA   Sclanders burn 
1861 OS   Sclanders Burn 
SCROGS MILL  # DNY NS8082 [1]   NS801828    
 
1793 RHP14352   Scrogs Mill  
 
cf Scrogie Mill, Stewarton, AYR; Scroghill, Mintlaw, ABD;  
   Scroggs NY165815; NZ035225; SD465995 
   Scroggs Mills, Stobo, PEB. 
   Scroggiehall, Balmaclellan [PNG 241]; Scroggiehill, Castle-Douglas; Meikleour; Almondbank;   
   Scroggieside, Wormit; Scroghill ABD; Scroggy Hill MLO   
    
SEATHOUSE OF BORLAND     # DNY NS8082 [4]       
 
1645 RS58/8 f.97  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Gilmour in 

Seybegis --- of all and haill those lands of Easter and Wester Borlandis of Denny at the 
principal house, the Seathous [this is repeated]  

1645 RS58/8 f.99v  East and West Borland of Denny at the principal house, the Seatthous 
SEAMORE   unspecified notices   
 
1314 Wigton 626  Charter of the deceased Sir Thomas of Morham, knight, whereby he impignorated to 

Malcolm Fleming of Foulwood all his lands of Sichmore in the tenement of Dunipace ... 
witnessed by David of Graham, Thomas of Haya, John of Lindsay 

1357 Wigton 4   A charter granted by Malcolm Fleming, Earl of Wigtoun, to Malcolm Fleming, Laird of 
Biggar, his kinsman, of all his land in Auchmoir [recte Sichmoir] with the pertinents 
wadsett to him by Sir Thomas Morham, knight, late of that ilk ... [see Yester Writs 15: the 
wadset must have been made prior to 1322]  

1396 Wigton 625   A Transumpt or Instrument taken by Robert Fleming, Lord of Cumernauld, upon his 
production of a writ made by Malcolm Fleming, Lord of Wigton and Lord of Lenzie, 
whereby he disponed to Malcolm Fleming, laird of Biggar, his dearest cousin, his whole 
lands of Sichmore with the pertinents, wadset to him by Sir Thomas Morham, knight, late 
of that ilk, for 200 merks sterling 

1449 Wigton 626   another Transumpt or Instrument taken the same day (13.4.1449) [A transumpt is 
obviously = transcript - beware of corruptions] and in the hands of the notars above named, 
upon his production of a certain Charter of the deceased Sir Thomas of Morham, knight, 
whereby he impignorated to Malcolm Fleming of Foulwood all his lands of Sichmore in 
the tenement of Dunipace, for 200 merks sterling ... this charter was sealed and dated in the 
presence of David of Graham, Thomas of Haya, John of Lindsay, Knights, and others at 
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Dumbarton the Monday before All Saints Day [28 October] 1314 years 
1450 Wigton 627   A discharge by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sinclair, whereby he grants him to have 

received and uptaken by whilome Sir David Fleming, Lord of Cumernauld, knight, 
Grandsire to the said Robert, and by Malcolm Fleming, father to the said Robert, and by 
the said Robert himself, of all and sundry the lands of Symore, Ballinkeir, Thomastoun 
and Ballanknock, with their pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom 
of Stirling, unto that day, and therefore discharging the same; ... 

1480 Wigton 637   A Procurator of Resignation by Robert, Lord Fleming, for resigning all and haill his lands 
of Seymores, Ballankeir, &c., lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of 
Stirling Nota - this is in Latin and directed to the Baron of the barony of Harbertshire, 
superior 

1547 Johnsoun 357  Estir and Westir Semoris, Bankeir and the mill thereof, Coldounhill, Estir and Westir 
Thomastoun, Ballknock, Castelranky, Doups, lying in the barony of Harbartshire (this is in 
favour of Lady Janet Stewart, illegitimate daughter of James IV, and widow of Malcolm, 
Lord Fleming who fell at Pinkie 10 Sep. 1547. 

1617 CRS   Christian Marshall, spouse to William Young in Stenmoiris, parish of Dennie 
1619 CRS   Janet Muirhead, spouse to William Mairschell, tailor in Seymoiris 
1623 RS58/3 f.74v  George [C]a’roun in Symoir 
1637 RS58/7 f.81  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Scot at Water 

of Bonie and Malcolm Scot in Seymoir and John Russall in Westerjaw, baillie in that part, 
James Adie in Jawcraig, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten, Katherine Russall, 
his spouse, John and William Adie, their sons --- Walter and Malcolm in all and haill the 
lands of Jawcraig [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Russall in Thrieprig  

1682 RS59/6 f.325   David Cuthill portioner of Seamore John Cuthill his lawful sone 
1684 CRS   Robert Cowan in Seamoirs 
1686 CRS   Alexander Short in Seamoir 
1688 CRS   Margaret Henderson and William Schoirt in Seamoirs, her husband 
1702 RS83/2/11.91   Mr William Young portioner of Seamores 
1734 RS59/16 f.407  parts and portions of the lands of Seamores --- the cavill of land lying above the Green 

dyke --- as also his cavill in Basie Moss the muir in Basies Moss --- in South Herbertshire 
1755 Roy   Seamore 
1785 AOS   Sauchenbushes and Southlands ... parts of Seamore 
1785 AOS   Walldale, part of Seamore 
1793 AOS 2642  part of Seamore called the Holm Dale, piece of ground called Easter Holm, half of the 

Bankie; Backgote, & part of Nether Moss of Seamores  
1817 Grassom   Seamore 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John Russel of Seamore 
1956 OS   Seamore  
 
cf Shemore DNB [PNDB 51] 
      
Seeraw < G suidhe ‘seat’ +  ratha genative of rath, a rounded fortification [PPNA] 
SEAMORE - EASTER          DNY NS8179 [1]  NS814797    
 
1472 Wigton 631   Another charter granted by the said Lord Fleming, with consent of Malcolm, his son and 

apparent heir, to the above named Mathew Forrester, burges of Stirling, of the foresaid 
lands of Easter Seymore  

1480 Wigton 638   A letter of Reversion by the aforesaid Mathew Forrester granting the foresaid lands of 
Easter Seymore so disponed to him by Robert, Lord Fleming, to be redeemable to Sir 
David Fleming, said Robert's grandchild and apparent heir, for the sum of 400 merks 

1486 Wigton 639   A Procuratory of Resignation by said Mathew Forrester for resigning his foresaid wadset 
lands in the hands of Robert, Lord Fleming, superior, in favour of Duncan Forrester his son 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1497 Wigton 643   A Procuratory of Resignation by Duncan Forrester of Skipinsh, knight, and comptroller to 
the king, for resigning in the hands of John, Lord Fleming, his lands of Easter Seymore, 
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with the pertinents, and lands of Castlerankin, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling, for new 
infeftment to Walter Forrester, his son and apparent heir 

1498 Wigton 644   An Instrument of Resignation following thereupon wherein the said Duncan is designed of 
Torwood 

1510 RMS ii 3444  Estir and Westir Seymore 
1511 Wigton 649   A sasine, John, Lord Fleming, of the lands of Easter Seymore, Easter and Wester 

Thomastoun and Ballanknock, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc., 
upon a precept from Oliver Sinclair of Roslin 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1513 Wigton 665   Letter of Reversion by the said Walter Forrester to the said John, Lord Fleming, granting 
the lands  of Easter Seymore, within the same barony, to be redeemable to the said lord 
for 400 merks 

1513 Wigton 666   A discharge by Sir Duncan Forrester of Garden and said Walter Forrester of Torwood, 
knights, to John, Lord Fleming, and his heirs of all the running maills of the lands of 
Seymores and Castlerankine, of all the terms they were in the hands of sir Oliver Sinclair 
and taken up by him before the entry of the said lord thereto 

1598 Wigton 693   Walter Forrester of Torwood, knight, his sasine of the lands of Easter Seymore, with the 
pertinents, upon a Precept of sasine by John, Lord Fleming 

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi 2192  Eistir and Westir Samoir 
11619 RS58/1 f.254v  William Flemyng of Over Croy baillie in that part --- of these three shilling lands with 

pertinents lying in the barony of Dene --- James Scot in Seybeges attorney for Agnes 
Mershell [endorsement has Nans Merschell] and Helena Merschell daughters of Andrew 
Merschell and Margaret Zoung in Seybegis --- precept of sasine of clare constat  --- Eist 
Semore occupied by Johne Jak 

1671 CRS   Andrew Muirhead in Easter Seamores 
1681 RS59/6 f.284  James Muirhead in Easter Seamores and Agnes Cowan his spous --- all and haill the insett 

howse and spenace and throw gang with the half of the gavill on the east end of the byre 
and the just and equall half of the kallyaird lyeing on the north syde of the howse and byre 
with the haill barn and litle howse at the south gavell thairof and haill new yaird at the east 
syde thairof with the cavells of land following to witt ane cavell of land in the Howfauld 
and the Craftward and ane cavell of land in Glenboe within H-i –prig and ane cavell of 
land lyand at the east end of the howse with the half of the common ground lyeing on the 
north syde of the toune howses with ane uther cavill of land lyeing in the south lands --- 
and the Crumbieland Burne lyeing on the northsyde thairof --- on the east syde of Andrew 
Osualds Buntine Croft betwixt the tuo hyewayes [with pieces of land on the moss] and 
reserving furth hereof ane gate on the east end thairof being thrie ells of bread for the use 
and behoof of the said John Monteath and the rest of the portioners belonging to the ten 
shilling land north the gate as is marches upon the west syde of Andrew Murhead his sowth 
lands to the foot of Glenboe with the haill ground before the principall howse door to the 
kings hyeway 

1683 CRS   Andrew Oswald, portioner of Easter Seamors 
1695 CRS   William Young in Easter Seamoirs  
1696 RS83/1 f.72v.5  lands of Easter Seamoiris called Bankhead, Whythills and Chapplehaugh. Registered on 

the  485th leaf of the said Register 
1701 RS83/2/10.529   Robert Young portioner of Easter Seamores 
1702 RS83/2/11.42   John Young son to Alexander Young of Buckiesyde - half of the 10s land of Easter 

Seamores lying North up and from Crumlinnburn to Herbertshire Marches with houss 
RS59/11 f.43 – f.44 

1785 AOS   parts of Easter Seamores called Blacksmeddies 
1790 AOS 1794  Fisheracre – half of Easter Seamores called Black Smiddys Houses; parts of Meikle 
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Hitteral, parish of Denny 
1810 AOS 6332  James Hay, farmer, Bandominey – seised in the 3s land of Easter Seamores called 

Haircraigs  
SEAMORE - WESTER DNY NS8079 [1]  NS803795    
 
1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 

of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1506 Wigton 648   A Letter of Reversion by Alexander Seaton of Touch Frissell, knight, to John, Lord 
Fleming, of the lands of Wester Seymore  

1507 Young 1700   26 January 1506/7. John, lord Flemyn, asked Sir Alexander Setoun of Touchfresall to seal 
a reversion on the lands of Westerseymoire, in the barony of Harbardschiyre and 
sheriffdom of Streveling, according to an appointment under the form of an act and decreet 
of the lords of council, offering to fulfill the same if Alexander would seal the reversion. 
Alexander answered that the decreet was damaged so that it could not be properly 
understood, but that if he were shown a decreet which was not damagedhe would do all 
that he was bound in law to do. 1510 RMS ii 3444 Estir and Westir Seymore 

1512 Wigton 655   Precept of Sasine ... Wester Seymore ... wherein Alexander Seaton, then designed of 
Tilliebodie, knight, had been infeft upon an apprising, and for which he had given a letter 
of reversion to the Lord Fleming 

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 RMS vi 2192  Eistir and Westir Samoir 
1608 CRE   John Neilsoune in Westir Seymoir and Barbara Fleming, his spouse 
1615 CRS   James Neilson in Wester Seymoir 
1637 CRS   Isobel Muirhead, spouse to William Fleming in Wester Siemoirs 
1643 RS58/7 f.434  Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Walter Scott at the Water of Bonie and 

Malcolme Scott in Wester Seymor, both with ane advyse and consent and assent and also 
with advyse consent and assent of Agnes Fleming spouse to the said Walter and of Jonet 
Fleming spouse to the said Malcolme and we the saidis Agnes and Jonet Flemingis for 
ourselffis and our owine entress with the speciall advyse and consent of our husbandis 
abocenamit and we all with ane mutuall advyse and conforme to ane contract of the daitt 
the twentie nynt day of December the zeir of God jaj vic tuenti and nyne zeiris past  

1668 CRS   Thomas Short in Wester Seamoiris and Katherine Stewart his spouse 
1672 CRS   John Neilsone in Wester Seamores 
1679 RS59/6 f.65  Wester Seamores --- with the privilege of limestone and coal lie crawcoal excepted 
1682 CRS   John Muirhead in Wester-Seamores 
1686 CRS   Thomas Short in Wester Seamoiris and Katherine Stewart, his spouse 
1781 AOS 90  The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in parts of Wester Seamore, 

parish of Denny;  
SEAMORE FAULDS  # DNY NS8081 [2]   
 
1784 AOS 572   part of Seamoir Faulds; and Blackrig or Muirhead, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.254 
1801 AOS 4128  3s Maill of land of Seamore Faulds – and pieces of ground formerly called Blackrig now 

called Muirhead 
1819 GD1/227/41  Seamore fauld 
1858 GD171/4058  Seamore Faulds and Cavills in the Muir thereof 
SEAMORE MILL  # DNY NS8079 [1]   NS807795    
 
c.1750 Roy   shows the mill but does not name it 
1817 Grassom   Seamore Mill 
SEAMORE MOSS  # DNY NS7980 [3]    
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1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22  
 
See too – Nether Moss of Seamore 
SEVEN BUTTS  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven Butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1783 AOS 399   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in Westhaugh, Sevenbutts and Hardland, 
barony of Temple Denny. P.R. 28.18 

1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called - Seven Butts,  
SHEEPHOUSE HILL  # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.226v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Beny merchant 
in Falkirk --- William Baird portioner of Fuckertoune --- parts and portions of the land 
callit the Makmuroch, Langhill, Lymeside, West Greines, West Zairds, Cromock Heid, 
Scheiphouse Hill and their haill infield lands in Fuckertoun lyand in run rig with the rest 
of the neightbouris lands  

SHEEPHOUSE KNOW # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1669 RS59/4 f.76  these parts and portions of land known as the East Yards the Cummockhead Lamysyde and 

the Sheiphouseknow of all the infield lands in Fuckertoune lying discontigue in the Run 
Rigges and parcels between lands near there --- parish of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 
land called Westeryeards Crannokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc]  

SHEEP-PARK  # DNY NS8282 [1]   NS823822    
 
1793 RHP 14352  Sheep-Park 
SHIELS   see North Shields   
SHIEL BURN   DNY NS7684 [2]    
 
1718 RS59/13 f.713v  all and heall two cavells of land in Denny Greens --- bounded as follows viz The Easter 

Cavell by Buckieside on the east side Caron Water on the north the said John Bowies lands 
on the west and the Sheall Burn on the south pairts and the Wester Cavell lying on 
Andrews Hill bounded on the east and north with the lands of Garvell and on the west with 
the said Thomas Muirhead his own old lands and on the south with Richard Callander his 
lands 

1731 RS59/15 f.673v  several parts of Denny Greens --- that cavil of land in Breadside called Dynid ---- the 
houses called Borland Yeatt  and yeards of the samen with the haill lands belonging thereto 
lying on the south parts of the said houses betwixt the old double dyke --- cavel of land in 
Dennygreens lying in Lawhills and dealls upon the south and north side of the highway 
that goes to Tarduff Yeatt ---- ane part and portion bounded as follows viz by the lands 
belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side with the Shields Burn on the 
northend  

1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 
that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
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of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
with the Sheallsburn on the north end 

SHIELYARDS  # DNY NS8080 [1]    NS802800    
 
1716 CH2/1254  Shielyards 
1755 Roy   Shelly-yards 
1783 AOS 351   James Fleming of Sheelyards, seised in part of Knowhead, parish of Denny, on disp. by 

John Denovan, portioner, Knowhead. P.R. 27.461 
1817 Grassom   Shielyards 
1879 Gillespie p 369  Wester Shielyards  
  
 cf Denny Shiels; North Shields; Over Shields - DNY 
     Shealwalls NO2452 
SMALLBURN  # DNY NS7782 [3]   
 
1754 RS59/20 f.224  Fauldheads and Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1792 AOS 2164  Fauldheads and Smallburn in Denny Greens 
1808 AOS 5939  Fauldheads & Smallburn in Denny Greens  
  
cf Smallburn, Polmont parish 
SMIDDYLAND  # DNY NS8280 [2]    
 
1743 RS59/18 f.337  Catscleuch and two acres called Smidielands 
1794 AOS 2652  land of Catscleugh including a piece called the Smiddyland, parish of Denny 
SMITHIEHILL  # DNY NS8280 [2]   NS800824     
 
1623 RS58/3 f.74v  [L] [Michael] Bog in Smyddihill of Denny, Gilbert Provand there 
1625 RS58/3 f.304  [L] Andrew Baird, merchant burgess of the burgh of Stirling --- 3/2d land of  --- Gairthe 

and Smyddiehill--- which formerly pertained to the late Gilbert Forrester portioner of 
Gairthe --- and lie terris sylvatitis, lie Wodlands of Gairthe 

1626 RS58/3 f.448  John Marshall in Smiddihill 
1628 RS58/4 f.141v [L] [L] George Baird merchant burges of the burgh of Stirling --- lands of Gart 

Quarter of Denny commonly called Smyddiehill and land lying contiguous, viz “the infeld 
land” with another part of his lands commonly called Gartrig occupied by James Mershell, 
lying in the barony of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling, and there upon the said lands in 
completion of a contract --- Thomas Monteieth textorem in Litle Danny --- parts and 
portions known as Smyddiehill, the infeild land, the Gartrig with houses [etc], [witnesses 
to sasine] Robert Thomsone, portioner of Gartquarter of Danny, John Mershell in 
Smyddiehill  

1634 CRS   Thomas Monteith in Smythiehill of Dennie 
1636 RS58/6 f.321v  lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smiddihill viz the infeild land thairof with that 

part of the samyne callit the Gaitrig 
1636 RS58/6 f.337v  lands of Gartquarter of Denny callit the Smeddie Hill and Belles[h]ellis viz. the infeild 

land thairof with that part of the samyne callit the Gaittrig 
1641 RS58/7 f.332v  Thomas Monteath in Bellisbuttis of Denny and Margaret Murehead his spouse --- his lands 

in Garthquarter of Denny callit the Smiddiehill and Belsbuttis, viz the infield landis thairof 
with the part of the samyne landis callit the Gaitrig [witnesses to the charter] John Murhead 
in Burnefut [witnesses to sasine] Duncan Cuthill in West Mealing in Denny  

1666 RS59/2 f.315  John Scot in Smiddiehill 
1702 RS83/2/10 f.43   Mr Richard Callender of Stoniewood of all and haill the 13s 8d land of Old Extent in 

Gairth and Smiddiehill with ane 6d land in Borlandgreens and a 10d land there with ane 6d 
land in Mcmurroch & 13s land in Stoniewood with ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun and a 
22d land in Gairth and 8d land in Mcmurrock 

1743 GD1/227/17  Smiddiehill 
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1752-72 A727.4069   Writs of part of lands of Macmurrah and Smiddiehill [Smiddyhill] in parish of Denny and 
sheriffdom of Stirling, disponed by David Finlay [Findlay] of Boogside [Bogside] to Mark 
Scott of Wardhill; and disponed by him with consent of Nicol Baird at Carron to 
William Morehead [Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (3 items) 

1781 AOS 30   Mark Scott of Wardhill, seised in Easter Gairth, & part of Dennymuir & Gairth ward; part 
of McMurrick and Smiddyhill, parish of Denny – on disp. by David Findlay of Boogside 
Nov. 1752; P.R. 26.447 

1841 Calatria   Smiddyhill 
1922 OS   Smithyhill  
  
cf Smithyhill MAS 
     Smithhill WLO [PNWL 78]; Smiddy Hillocks ABD  
SMITHY PARK  # DNY NS7883 [2]    
 
1799 AOS 3688  in the back of the Smithy Park at Fankerton 
SOURGRASS   # DNY NS7782 [1]   NS778823   
 
1734 CH2/1254  Sourgrass 
1755 Roy   Sourgrass 
1817 Grassom   Sourgrass  
 
cf Sourfold ABD 
SOUTHBENT  # DNY NS7781 [1]    NS774816    
 
1755 Roy   Southbent  
 cf Leysbent  
SOUTH GREENS  # DNY NS7782 [3]   
 
1736 RS59/17 f.69v  room in South Greens of Denny 
1773 SC1/1/1   South Greens - part of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of South Greens, - being 

parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
1783 AOS 401   John Adam, as heir to John Adam in Southgreens, his father, seised in part of Wester 

Mailing, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.21 
1791 AOS 2113  part of Southgreens of Denny, comp. the Lawfaulds 
1792 AOS   in a cavil of land in Southgreens 
SOUTH GARNGREW BRAE  # DNY NS 7879 [1]       
 
1791 AOS 2053  a park called South Garngrew Brae, parish of Denny  
SOUTHLANDS  # DNY NS8079 [3]   
 
1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22 
SOUTH TONGUE  see Tongue    
SPOTMEADOW  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 

Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called - Spotmeadow  
1835 GD171/3257 
SPREADFIELD  # DNY NS8181 [2]   
 
1677 RS59/5 f.360v  pairt and portione of the mosse called the Beassimoss and Spredfeild quhair --- all lyand 

in the barony of South Herbertshyre paroche of Denny and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1807 AOS 5627  Greendyke – parts of Easter Seamores - Arthur’s Napkine - Muirfold - and part of the 

Bassie Moss & Spreadfield 
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STONYWOOD  DNY NS8082 [1]   NS800828    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  The Stanewod - William Thomsoun j merk; Johne Cuthill thar xviijs iiijd 
1596 Templaria  Escheat of Thomas Cuthill of Stanewood 
1619 Wigton 774  John Cuthell 
1619 RS58/1 f.256  John Cuthill in Staniewod 
1621 RS58/2 f.265v  John Cuthill fermorer of Staniwoode of Deny 
1622 RS58/3 f.19  [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander Laying”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the lands underwritten, George Bennie in Burnesyd of Dannie and Agnes Zong wife of 
Alexander Layng in Bracan Leyis --- and James Liddell in Dam of Dannie as attorneys to 
John Layng lawful son of the said Alexander --- said Alexander in liferent – in all and haill 
an annualrent --- of the four shilling two penny land of auld extent called Staniewode and 
of another part therof with wood, houses [etc.] --- which the said George and his spouse 
occupy lying in the barony of Dany [etc.]  

1623 RS58/3 f.92v  [L] [endorsed “sasine Margaret Thomsone”] Henry Balfour of Bolfornocht --- for Margaret 
Thomsone, daughter of the late Jonet Hay, sister of the late John Hay formerly servant to 
the noble and potent Alexander earl of Linlithgow, and Alexander Potirfield, husband of 
the said Margaret, having in his hand a charter of alienation and precept of sasine made, 
dated and granted by the said John Hay now hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten 
to the said Margaret Thomsone and Alexander Potirfield, --- of all and haill the lands of 
Dennie called Stennywoode with pertinents formerly occupied by the late Robert 
Chalmers and John Hay --- lying within the regality of Torphichen --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Walter [nod] in Staniwode, Thomas Murehead in Dennie and James Barrie there 

1624 RS58/3 f.235  [L] Alexander, earl of Linlithgow, is getting a sasine from the earl of Wigton of all and 
haill the [-----] shilling land of the lands and barony of Denny lying in Stainewood Mylland 
and Bordland Greins --- which the late William Thomsoun occupied [witnesses to sasine] 
John Wys, Robert Forrest, servants of the earl of Linlithgow and Hercule Sinclair in 
Harbertschyre 

1625 RS58/3 f.303  John Cuthill of Staniewode 
1626 RS58/3 f.448  James Cuthill of Staniewode 
1630 RS58/5 f.119v  John Cuthill portioner of Stanewood and John Cuthill zounger fear of Stanewood his 

eldest sone and apparend air  
1666 GD1/227/74.10  Staniwood and mill lands of the same 
1666 CHA a43.16   Instrument of sasine proceeding on a charter by John, Earl of Wigtoun, Lord Fleming, to 

the Rev. John Callendar, minister of Denny and Elizabeth Boyd (promised spouse of the 
said John) with precept of  

     
    1 the 13/- land of the barony of Denny lying in Stainiewood with the miln lands of the 

same and the Borland Greenes at one time occupied by William Thomson, and formerly 
pertaining hereditarily to Mr George Dundas 

1685 RS59/7 f.53v  John Cuthell of Steanniewood  
1689 CRS   Janet Muirhead and George Bennie, portioner of Stoniewood, her husband 
1702 RS83/2/10 f.43   Mr Richard Callender of Stoniewood of all and haill the 13s 8d land of Old Extent in 

Gairth and Smiddiehill with ane 6d land in Borlandgreens and a 10d land there with ane 6d 
land in Mcmurroch & 13s land in Stoniewood with ane 11s 6d land in Fuckertoun and a 
22d land in gairth and 8d land in Mcmurrock 

1702 RS83/2/11.60   Janet Robertson daughter of John Robertson portioner of ffankertoun now spouse to 
George Bennie portioner of Stoniewood 

1718 E644/1/14   John Cuthil of Stoneywood 
1726 CRS   Mr Richard Callender of Stonnywood 
1752-89 A727.4070   Writs of 11s lands of Stonywood [Stoneywood] and 20d lands of Macmurroch, disponed 

by David Finlay [Findlay] of Bogside to Thomas Johnstoun [Johnston] of Holehouse; 
disponed by him to John Johnstone [Johnston], his son, later distiller at Hall of 
Stonywood [Stoneywood]; who granted heritable bond on lands to John Russell, 
tenant in Dykehead; the lands adjudged from Johnstone [Johnston] in favour of 
James Wright, writer in Stirling, and William Auchy, merchant in Falkirk, trustees 
for Johnstone's creditors; disponed by them to William Morehead [Muirhead] of 
Herbertshire. (15 items) 

1764-71 A727.4072   Writs of 18s 6d lands of Stonywood [Stoneywood] in parish of Denny and sheriffdom of 
Stirling, acquired by Archibald Cuthill, portioner of Stonywood [Stoneywood], as heir to 
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John Cuthill, portioner thereof, his brother ; disponed by Archibald to John 
Denovan, milner and farmer at Denovan Miln; and by him to William Morehead 
[Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (6 items) 

1779 GD1/227/20  Disposition by Thomas Johnstone to his son John of ... my Eleven shilling land of the 
thirteen shilling land of old extent of Stoneywood & mansion house therupon 

1781 AOS 12   John Johnston, son of Thomas Johnston of Holehouse, seised 1781;- in part of 
Stoneywood, and Mackmarrock, part of Dennymuir, & tiends, parish of Denny;- under 
burden of 500 merks Scots, to James Johnston, his brother;- on disp. by said Thomas 
Johnston 1769 

1782 AOS 161   Jean Stirling of Auchile, as heir to George Stirling of Herbertshire, her brother, seised in 
part of Stonywood called Westfield or Wester Park; Herrinsfield & part of Dennymuir, 
parish of Denny ; P.R. 27.130 

1800 AOS   parts of the 18s 8d lands of Stoniewood called Westfield or Westpark 
1806 AOS 5291  Stoneywood Paper Mill 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  John Benny of Stoneywood 
1861 OS   Stoneywood 
STRIPESIDE   DNY NS8082 [1]   NS804826    
 
1706 CH2/1254  Strypesyde 
1709 RS59/12 f.423  John Chapman in Stripesyde 
1714  RS59/13 f.241  Thomas Forsythe of Strypesyde 
1719 RS59/14 f.61v  houses yard and ridgend of land called Strypeside 
1796 CRS   Robert Gentles, mason at Stripeside, parish of Denny 
1819 AOS 9077  Robert Gilchrist of Stripeside as heir to Robert Gentles, farmer, Little Denny 
1861 OS 
1906 DS  
 
cf Stripeside, Cairneyhill Dunfermline; Keith, Banffs.; Meigle, Perths. 
   Caetrin Stryp [1219x33], Strathisla, Banffs. < stripe, a small stream 
   Stripe Burn, Aberdeens. NJ9128 
   Backstripes NJ4328; Stripend NT7211; Stripeside NJ3843; NJ4651 
   Acrestripe ABD  
SOUTERFIELD  # DNY NS8082 [1]   
 
1707 RS59/12 f.256  the milnhill at Dennie called Soutarfield  
SOUTERFORD  # DNY NS8082 [1]   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.242  [L] Johne Muirheid – lands of West Borland – bounded as follows: from the common road 

where it goes through Mill of Denny ford commonly known as  Sutarfuird  
1648 RS58/8 f.317v  [L] lands in West Borland of Denny – bounded as follows – beginning at the road which 

crosses at the ford of the mill of Denny commonly called the Sutterfuird  
1662 RS59/1 f.116v  all and haill these tua aikers of measured land of our lands of West Bordland in Deny 

merched and boundit as followes Beginand at the comonn hie way quhilk passeth to the 
Mylnhill of Denny called Souterfoord  

TAMAREE   # DNY NS 7983 [2]   NS7983 [2]     
 
1801  GD171/4086  Tamaree 
1861 OS   Tamaree 
TAMAREE LINN  # DNY NS7983 [2]   
 
1723 Kirkland   Tamari Linn 
1845 NSA   A recent cut from Tamaree Lin supplies plentifully with water four of these mills Before 

that cut was executed there was no paper mill below Tamaree Lin excepting Herbertshire 
mill at which according to the old practice paper was made by the hand. Combinations 
among operative paper makers were at that time a frequent cause of great annoyance to 
masters and of misery to many innocent families paper   

TAMAREE MILL  # DNY NS7983 [1]   NS792832    
 
1801 GD171/4086  Copy of notorial copy of agreement between William Morehead of Herbertshire, Archibald 
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Napier of Randolphill and John Reid of Bonnymill to build a dam dyke across the River 
Carron above Tamaree 

1804 AOS 4828  John Reid at Tamaree Miln 
1809 AOS 6184  Grosvenor, Charter & Co., Wholesale Stationers, London, seised in 2 acres 2 roods & 1 fall 

of ground on the north side of the highway to Tamaree Mill, with the Paper Mill thereon, 
parish of Denny  

1845 NSA   Tamaree Mill - oats 
1845 SC4/3/2.2411  Tamaree Cormill 
1861 OS   (Tamaree) ‘Flour Mill’  
TAMAREE PARK  # DNY NS7983 [1]   
 
1800 AOS 4024  John Reid, son of James Reid of Bonny Mill, in part of Fankerton called Tamaree Park 
1804 AOS 4828  The lands of Fankertown called Tamaree Park being a 1s 6d mail of land of the 5s 6d 

Scots mail of land of Fankertown with the milns, kilns, miln damb, and aquaeduct thereon - 
John Reid at Tamaree Miln, and James Reid at Bonnyflour Miln. 

TAMBOTHIE  # DNY NS 7782 [2]   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  lie Tambothie in the Denny Greins 
1624 RS58/3 f.135a  [L] Andrew Oiswald merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- William Chalmeris -

-- for that part and portion of Dennie pertaining to him commonly called the Dennie 
Grenes having in his hand a charter of sasine ---  the foresaid William and Katherine 
Oiswald his wife --- commonly known as Meadow and that part commonly called 
Gairthquarter and another part of the lands of Dennie called Thombothye  

1624 RS58/3 f.136  and that part of the lands of Dennie called Thombothrie 
1642 RS58/7 f.345v  and an acre and half an acre of land and that rig of land lying in Denny Greines extending 

to a three shilling land  of auld extent with and acre of land of the barony lying in the Tom 
Bothye [also Tombothye] and in the Denny Greines  

TAPPETKNOWE  # DNY NS7681 [1]   NS761818    
 
1705 RS59/12 f.19v  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  --- Thomas Adam in 

Tapitknow and Mary Russell his spouse 
1817 Grassom   Tappitknow 
1861 OS   Tappetknowe 
1906 DS   Tappit Know, commonly called Leys 
1912 CDS13   Tappetknowe 
1973 OS   Tappetknowe 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Tappetknowe 
TARDUFF   DNY NS 7583 [1]   
 
1644 Pont texts 140v-141r  The heads of the twa rivers of Ainrick and Blayne are taken up with a great moor, 

beginning at Grayms castell then to the cory of Balglash, then to Drawguyin, then to 
Kilsyth, then to Terduff which is thrie myl down upon Carrown, and to the Meekle Binn 
upon the head of Carrown, it is cald at the west part, the Moor of Blayne and at the east end 
the Moor of Campsie, fra the kirk of Campsie which is upon the head of Glashdur water 
half a myl west fra Craig-Bernard.  

1660 RS58/12 f.168  personally compeared upon the lands efternamit ane discreit man Robert Miller in Denny 
Greines and Margaret Muirheid his spous --- precept of seaing grantit be John Robertsoune 
portioner of Fockertoune in Deny  --- of all and haill the said tuo faulds of lands in Torduff 
boundit betwixt Mr Alexander Callender and Robert Chalmer land thair upon the west and 
north syde thairof the lands sometymee perteining to John Maisson on the eist syde the 
comontie of Torduffburne on the south syde with the cavill of land in Braidsyd callit 
Deywod boundit betwixt Thomas Cuthill his lands thair on the west syde James Young in 
Greins his land their on the eist syde the lands perteining to John cuthill of Corthie on the 
south syde and the said comontie of Torduffburne on the north syde thairof and the haill 
houss called the Bordlandyett the yairds theairof with the haill landis perteining thairto 
lyand att the south syde of the said houss betwixt the old double dyke on the west syde 
thairof  

1670 RS59/4 f.231v  [L] John Gilchreist in Hollinbuss as baillie for the Earl of Wigton --- in all and hail that 5 
shilling ten penny land of the said lands and barony commonly known as Medow lying in 
Garth Quarter --- also that three shilling land in Dennie Greins and an acre in Tardeth and 
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Greins 
1720 CH2/1254  Tarduff 
1773 SC1/1/1   Tarduff  0 Feuars of Temple Denny 
1781 AOS 39   Robert Gilchrist, tenant, Dykeneuk, seised in part of Dennygreens, & piece of land in 

Tarduff, parish of Denny – on disp. by Robert Mack, portioner, Greendykeside; P.R. 
26.459 

1781 AOS 102  Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Torduff, - being parts 
of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 

1811 AOS 6701  in Easter Longhill, with a proportion of Tarduffburn; cavil or fauld called Paddockhole --- 
Overtown, lands in Denny Greens called Broadside, Broadside folds, Oldfield, 
Bennysyard, Chalmersridge, and Neuck Meadow --- 2 faulds of land in Tarduff with the 
north half of a cavil of land in Breadside called Africa  

 
cf Drumduff WLO [PNWL 92] 
TARDUFF BURN  DNY NS7683 [1]   
 
1659 RS58/12 f.165v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man John Baird in 

Longhill and Marione Jack his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of land callit the 
Bordland Wester Greines with the proportionable part of the Tothfauld extending to ane 
14d land with libertie of pasturing his goods upon the commontie of Torduffburne 

1660 RS58/12 f.168  of all and haill the said tuo faulds of lands in Torduff boundit betwixt Mr Alexander 
Callender and Robert Chalmer land thair upon the west and north syde thairof the lands 
sometyme perteining to John Maisson on the eist syde the comontie of Torduffburne on 
the south syde  

1677 RS59/5 f.367v  part and portion of Tarduffe Burne  
1679 RS59/6 f.84v  John Young portioner of East Borland --- that portione of land called West Borland 

Greines otherwayes called Graywalls in Dennie Greines – boundit be the new dyke and the 
Forresthill on the east and west the lands of Garvall on the sowth and the Water of Carron 
on the north pairtes the proportional part of the Todfauld and the libertie of pasturage of 
bestial upon the Tarduff Burn [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Bruce of Garvell 

1682 RS59/6 f.307  the comontie of Tarduff Burne --- and the haill howses called the Bordland Yett with the 
haill land pertaining thairto lyeing at the southside of the said Howse betwixt  the old 
double dykes on the west syde thairof  

1785 AOS 643   James Kidd at Blackhill, seised in part of Denny Greens called Tethfaulds, & parts of 
Dennymuir and Tardufburn, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.375 

1787 AOS 1021  in part of the commonty of Tarduff Burn  
1792 AOS 2133  Easter Longhill, with part of Tarduff Burn;- &  Cavil or fauld called Paddockhole, parish 

of Denny  
1794 AOS 2766  Thomas Burn of Peathill - part of Herdsland with a proportional part of Tarduff Burn, 

parish of Denny  
1906 DS   Tarduff Burn 
TARDUFF FAULDS  # DNY NS7583 [3]   
 
1697 RS59/9 f.117v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discrete man John Laying in 

Langhill --- all and heall that part and portion of land layand in Tarduff Faulds [witnesses 
to sasine] Alexander Muirhead in Forresthill 

TARDUFF GATE  # DNY NS7583 [1]   NS759837    
 
1731 RS59/15 f.673v  cavel of land in Dennygreens lying in Lawhills and dealls upon the south and north side of 

the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeatt  
1738 RS59/17 f.365v  [L] Robert Mack second lawfull son of Robert Mack in Tomfin --- Denny Greens  --- with 

that cavill of land in Breadside called Dyrud bounded betwixt the lands of Thomas Cuthill 
on the west lands of James Young in Greens on the east the lands belonging to John Cuthill 
of Borthie on the south and the said commonty of Tarduff Burn on the north --- all and 
haill these houses called the Borland Yeat and yairds of the samen with the haill lands 
belonging thereto lyin on the south of the said houses betwixt the old Double Dyke on the 
south lands beloinging to John Muirhead in Greens on the the east and the lands of John 
Johnstoun on the south --- cavill in Dennygreens lyin in Lawhill and dealls on the south 
end upon the north side of the highway that goes to Tarduff Yeat  --- part and portion 
bounded as follows by the lands belonging to Robert Young of Burnside on the west side 
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with the Sheallsburn on the north end  
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Tarduff Gate  
TARDUFF HILL  NS756836    
 
1686 SC67/67/2 f. 100v  James Mairshell of Tarduffhill as assigney of Christian Cuthbertson 
1781 AOS    Tarduffhill 
1861 OS   Tarduff Hill 
1979 OS   Tarduff Hill 
TATHFOLD   # DNY NS7583 [1]   
 
1659 RS58/12 f.165v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man John Baird in 

Longhill and Marione Jack his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of land callit the 
Bordland Wester Greines with the proportionable part of the Tothfauld extending to ane 
14d land with libertie of pasturing his goods upon the commontie of Torduffburne 

1679 RS59/6 f.84v   John Young portioner of East Borland --- that portione of land called West Borland 
Greines otherwayes called Graywalls in Dennie Greines – boundit be the new dyke and the 
Forresthill on the east and west the lands of Garvall on the sowth and the Water of Carron 
on the north pairtes the proportional part of the Todfauld and the libertie of pasturage of 
bestial upon the Tarduff Burn  

1702 RS59/11 f.45v  lands of Stoniewood Garth Fanckertoun Overshills Longhill and Taithfauld 
1733 RS59/16 f.146  Thomas Adam portioner of Denny Greens as baillie --- John Ewing in Forresthill having 

and holding in his hands ane heretible bond granted to him by John Alexander tennent in 
Broadyate --- furth of these his lands Tathfauld 

1773 SC1/1/1   Tathfauld - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1782 GD1/529.261  James Kid of Tethfauld 
1785 AOS 643   James Kidd at Blackhill, seised in part of Denny Greens called Tethfaulds, & parts of 

Dennymuir and Tardufburn, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.375 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Tathfaulds 
1818 RHP 538/1  Mr Kid of Tithfauld 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Kidd of Tethfauld 
1906 DS   Tethfauld 
TEMPLEDENNY   see Denny - barony of      
TEMPLELANDS  # DNY NS8182 [1]   
 
1682 RS59/6 f.325  John Osuald eldest lawful son to Andrew Osuald of Chappell Lands of Dennie --- all and 

haill the said Andrew his Temple Lands or gleib of Chappell of Dennie of the viccars 
thairof sometyme occupied and pssesst be Simeon Cuithill John Thomsone and John 
Norvell lyand betwixt the lands of Sir William Sinclair of Rossling upon the south and the 
Temple Lands of Torphichen on the north east and west pairts of the samen All lyand 
within the baronie of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling with all and sundrie thair houses 
biggins yairds tofts crofts owtsetts insetts annexes connexes pairts pendicles and pertinents 
thairof  

1734 RS59/16 f.346  [L] James Oswald of Dryburgh proceeding upon ane precept directed furth of the 
Chancelary directed to the sheriff of Stirling --- said James as nearest heir to the late John 
Oswald his father --- in all and whole the Temple Land or Gleib of the Chapel of Denny 
which formerly pertained to the vicarage thereof ---  

1749 RS59/19 f.348v  [L] Richard and Alexander Oswald merchants in Glasgow ---- annualrent furth of James 
Oswald his Templelands of the Gleib of the Chapel of Denny of old belonging to the vicar 
thereof lyiing betwixt the lands of old belonging to Sir William Sinclair of Rossland on the 
south and the Temple Lands of Torphichen on the north east and west all lying within the 
Barony of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling --- and which lands are now commonly called 
Dryburgh 

1787 AOS 1222  Templelands or Glebe of the Chaple of Denny, barony of Denny 
1790 AOS 1737  Templelands or Glebe of the Chaple of Denny, barony of Denny 
TEN SHILLING GREENS DNY NS7782 [3]   
 
1817 AOS 8544  part of an 8s land there [Denny Greens] commonly called Ten Shilling Greens - Old Field 

- Muckmeadow - Africa  
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cf Nineshilling Lands infra. 
THIRD RUID   see Three Roods 
THOMASTOWN  unspecified notices   
 
1450 Wigton 627    A discharge by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sinclair, whereby he grants him to have 

received and uptaken by whilome Sir David Fleming, Lord of Cumernauld, knight, 
Grandsire to the said Robert, and by Malcolm Fleming, father to the said Robert, and by 
the said Robert himself, of all and sundry the lands of Symore, Ballinkeir, Thomastoun 
and Ballanknock, with their pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom 
of Stirling, unto that day, and therefore discharging the same; ... 

1618 CRS   William Hay in Thomastoun 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  William Hay in Thomastoun – John Young there 
1619 RS58/1 f.339v  [L] William Hay in Thomastoun  
1656 RS58/11 f.57  Johne Flemying in Thomastoune and Marion Jack his spous 
1656 RS58/11 f.84v  Thomastoun --- with houses [etc] --- and reserving alwayes furth of the same that cottar 

house in Braeface with the yaird thairof tuo aikers of land thairof in the outfield and ane 
uther aiker of land in the croft and ane kows grass with hir follower to be used at his 
pleasure --- dated within the Boighous of Kilsyth  

1662 CRS   John Fleming portioner of Thomostoune 
1663 CRS   William Hay in Thomastoune 
1670 CRS   Margaret Marshall spouse to Mathew Hay in Thomastoune of Denie 
1675 CRS   Andrew Simpson in Thomastoun and Marion Eastoune his spouse 
1677 CRS   Robert Graham in Thomastoune 
1687 CRS   Helen Modrell and Mathew Hay in Thomastoune 
1689 CRS   William Sim in Thomastoun 
1695 CRS   William Graham in Thomastoune 
1698 RS83/2/108  James Muirhead portioner of Thomastoune RS59/10 f.96 – f.97 
1709 CRS   James Russel in Thomastoune of Dennie 
1737 RS59/17 f.228v  all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Thomastown bounded by Thomas 

Heughs land on the south and west the lands of Longfauld on the east and the lands of 
Cannerton on the north --- lying within the barony of South Herbertshire parish of Denny  

1740 CRS   Janet Aitken, sometime servitrix to Robert Hanna, tenant in Thomostoun 
1740 CRS   George Rennie portioner of Thomstoun 
1751 RS59/20 f.9  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Barrie portioner of 

Thomastoun compeaared also thereon Margaret Shaw his spouse having in her hand their 
contract of marriage dated the tenth day of August jajvij and forty one years whereby 
James oblidged himself and successors to infeft her in the liferent right and use of the just 
and equal half of his said lands of Thomastoun tiends thereof great and small houses 
yeards mosses muirs meadows and olther pertinents of the same all lying in Denny parish 
and Stirling Shire provided that if she survived him without issue existing of the marriage 
her liferent was to be burdened with and she lyable in payment of the feu and land duties 
and others effering thereto but if she survived having issue existing her liferent was to be 
restricted to three Roods infield or Croft land and three Roods outfield land as the Break 
went which was to be laboured yearly to her as a cows grass to be pastured with the cows 
of the town and to the Easter house with the fourth part of the Kaill yeard and the use of the 
Barn and Barnyeard for threshing and stacking her victual The house to be kept habitable 
to her  

1755 Roy   shows Tomaston, Er Tomaston, Mid Tomaston 
1778 CRS   Ann Fleming relict of William Hay, late of Thomastown 
1782 AOS 174   James Bruce, tenant, Longcroft – on disp. by William Bruce, tenant, Thomastoun – 1775 
1782 AOS 256   John Hay of Thomastown, seised in part of Easter Thomastown, & part of Middle 

Thomastown, parish of Denny, on Disp. and Tailzie by William Hay, late of 
Thomastown, 1771 P.R. 27.278 

1787 AOS 1174  part of Middle Thomastown called the Park or Wards of Thomastown 
1817 Grassom   shows 2 sites called Thomastown 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  George Allan of Thomaston 
1906 DS   Easter Wards of Thomaston [Easter Wairds is NS786805  
 
cf Thomastoun, Fife 14c RMS (PNF 4). 
THOMASTOWN - Easter # DNY NS NS7879 [2]      
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1480 Wigton 634   A Renunciation and Resignation by way of Instrument by Christian Hepburn, one of the 

daughters of Alexander hepburn of Gargunnock, of the lands of Thomastoun, Easter and 
Wester, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling, in favour of Robert, 
Lord Fleming, and declared upon oath that she had not the Charter and Sasine thereof, but 
that she was fully paid of the debt owing by him to her 

1478 ADA   Easter and Wester Thomastoun 
1480 Sprot   Easter and Wester Thomastoun 
1480 Wigton 635   A Procuratory by the said Christian Hepburn for making formal resignation of the said 

lands in favour of the said Lord Fleming 
1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 

of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups 
and Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1510 RMS ii 3444  Easter and Wester Thomastoun 
1511 Wigton 649   A sasine, John, Lord Fleming, of the lands of Easter Seymore, Easter and Wester 

Thomastoun and Ballanknock, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc., 
upon a precept from Oliver Sinclair of Roslin 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

c1547 Johnsoun 357  estir and Westir Thomastoun 
1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 

[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1609 Wigton 177   Easter and Wester lands of Thomastoun 
1700 RS59/10 f.259v  Easter Thomastoun --- equall half of the lands of Clochrie with the just and equall half of 

the passell called Little Mealling with the half of the house and yeards built thairon called 
Backraw with the just and equall half of the lnads and pertinents called Dumblane --- lyand 
within the parrochen of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John 
Rennie in Harvise Mealling William Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Seabegs 
William Hay in Glackhead and Robert Hay merchant in Holmbeys 

1782 AOS 256   John Hay of Thomastown, seised in part of Easter Thomastown, & part of Middle 
Thomastown, parish of Denny, on Disp. and Tailzie by William Hay, late of Thomastown, 
1771 P.R. 27.278 

1818 AOS   Clochrie & Backraw being part of the 20s land of Easter Thomastown 
1819 GD1/227/41  Easter Thomastown 
1861 OS    Easter Thomaston 
THOMASTOWN - MIDDLE DNY NS7879 [1]  NS783796     
 
1680 RS59/6 f.197v  pairt of the ten shilling lands of old extent of the lands of Midlethomastoune ---- 

including thairin the thrid pairt of the pene land and house at the back of the Hollinbus 
called the Little Mealling --- lying withiin the barony of Herbertshyre paroche of Denny 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1697 RS59/9 f.61  James Brysone traveller in Easter Hollingbushe and Margaret Kirkwood his spouse --- 
precept of sasine granted be James Fleyming portioner of Midle Thomastoune --- that part 
or portion of land called the Cannortaine 

1698 RS83/2/110  Malcolm Fleming of Midle Thomastoune his merkland of Midle Thomastoune called 
Wairds and Bourig [RS59/10 f.98] 

1698 RS59/10 f.98  James Muirhead in Denny Murend as baillie in that part to Malcolm Fleming portioner of 
Midle Thomastoune [Jonet Smith his spouse] --- of all and haill his half merkland of 
Midle Thomastoune called Wairds and Bowrig and lying from the  Ward Burn north to 
Castlerankine march [witnesses to sasine] William Hay in Glenhead William Hay his sone 
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1699 RS59/10 f.152  [L] land of old extent in Midle Thomastoune commonlie called the Meikle Kilnehill 
lyand and bounded as follows Viz the lands of James Fleming portioner thair on the west 
The lands pertiaining to John and David Hay of Easter Thomastoune on east The lands of 
Cannertine belonging to the said James Brysone upone the south and the midle of the 
Rotten Moss at the northend of the land --- also with the westmost tuo bayes of the said 
Malcome Fleming his houssing which is presentlie the byre 

1700 RS83/2/373  James Fleming's part of Middle Thomastoun RS59/10 f.214 – f.215 
1701 RS83/2/10.501   Malcolm Fleming portioner of Middle Thomastoun 
1731 RS59/15 f.671v  William Hay portioner of Thomastoun --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill ane 

four shilling land of Easter Thomastoun, together with the just and equall half of the lands 
houses and yeards of Clochrie together witht the just and equal half of that poffle called 
Little Mailling and half of the houses built thereup called the Backraw with ane acre of 
land on the Newhill from the Kirk road to the burn --- South Herbertshire 

1734 RS59/16 f.411  the three shilling four pennie land of Middle Thomastoun called Connertoun and Meikle 
Killhill 

1782 AOS 256   John Hay of Thomastown, seised in part of Easter Thomastown, & part of Middle 
Thomastown, parish of Denny, on Disp. and Tailzie by William Hay, late of 
Thomastown, 1771 P.R. 27.278 

1786 AOS   part of Middle Thomastown called the Park of Wards of Thomastown 
1807 AOS   Cannerton ... part of Middle Thomaston [Cannerton - c NS788796] 
1819 GD1/227/41  Middle Thomaston 
1861 OS    Middle Thomaston 
1906 DS   Middle Thomaston or Cairnstone [see Cannerton] 
THOMASTOWN - NETHER see Wester Thomastown      
THOMASTOWN - WESTER # DNY NS7779 [1] NS776798    
 
1480 Wigton 634   A Renunciation and Resignation by way of Instrument by Christian Hepburn, one of the 

daughters of Alexander hepburn of Gargunnock, of the lands of Thomastoun, Easter and 
Wester, lying in the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling, in favour of Robert, 
Lord Fleming, and declared upon oath that she had not the Charter and Sasine thereof, but 
that she was fully paid of the debt owing by him to her 

1480 Wigton 635   A Procuratory by th esaid Christain Hepburn for making formal resignation of the said 
lands in favour of the said Lord Fleming 

1486 Wigton 640   A Precept of clare constat by George Sinclair, baron of Harbertshire, son and apparent heir 
of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslin, Knight, with consent of said Sir Oliver, his father and 
tutor, for infefting John Fleming, knight, as heir to Robert, Lord Fleming, his grandfather, 
in all and haill his lands of Castlerankin, Easter and Wester Seymores, Ballankeir, Mill 
thereof, all and haill the lands of Ballanknock, Easter and Wester Thomastoun, Doups and 
Brackanlees, lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1511 Wigton 649   A sasine, John, Lord Fleming, of the lands of Easter Seymore, Easter and Wester 
Thomastoun and Ballanknock, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire etc., 
upon a precept from Oliver Sinclair of Roslin 

1511 Wigton 654   A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1600 Wigton 695   A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1609 Wigton    Easter and Wester lands of Thomastoun 
1668 CRS   Marion Marshall spouse to Robert Ronald in Wester Thomastoune of Denie 
1685 CRS   George Muirhead of Wester Thomastoune and Janet Cuthell his spouse 
1819 GD1/227/41  Wester Thomastoun 
1861 OS    Wester Thomaston 
1906 DS   Wester or Nether Thomaston 
THRASHYHILL  see Rashiehill   
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THREE RUDES  # DNY NS7982 [3]    
 
1636 RS58/7 f.18  [L] the lands of Denny underwritten of which the said Katherine Rishardsoune is the 

hereditary proprietor --- half of a rood [particument] of Garthe commonly known as 
Thridruid lying in the Fukertoun Syk  

1647 RS58/8 f.276v  particula commonly known as Thriddrud lying in Fuckertoun Syk 
1647 RS58/8 f.277v  part of the lands of Garth commonly called Thridruid 
1667 RS59/3 49v  Jean Muirhead eldest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird --- 

contract of marriage with Patrick Hegine eldest lawful son to Patrick Hegine in Airth --- 
and Jonet Cowie his mother ---  liferent in his lands of Denny commonlie called 
Westboarlands and Greines togither with that meidow callit the Maymeidow lyand in 
Westermealings --- ane portion of land of Garth commonlie callit the Thrie Rude lyand in 
the Fuckertoune Syke 

1697 RS59/9 f.117  ane six shilling eleavine penny land of old extent of our baronie of Dennie commonly 
called Three Ruds at Fuccartoune Syke 

1728 RS59/15 f.261v  that part of Garth commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke 
1739 RS59/17 f.412  West Borland --- sicklike all and haill that part and portion of land in Garth commonly 

called Three Roods lying in Fuccartoun Syke 

TODDSBUTTS  # DNY NS8183 [2]   
 
1906 DS   three northernmost Riggs of Haugh and Toddsbutts 
TONGUE   # DNY NS7781 [1]   NS776810    
 
1708 RS83.12.2.367  John Gentles in Tongue 
1722 RS59/14 f.369  lands of Castlerankine commonly called Longfaulds, Wards, Bowrig and Toung 
1736 RS59/17 f.52v  [L] lands of Castlerankine commonly called Tongue bounded by the lands of James 

Aitken of Rushiehill on the north the lands of John Muirhead of Wester Thomastown on 
the south the lands of Alexander Murehead portioner of Castlerankine on the east and the 
lands of Robert Gray of Bottomhead on the west as also all and haill that part and portion 
of the said lands of Castlerankine commonly called Cow Fauld Brae bounded with the 
lands of Alexander Muirhead on the north and west parts and by the highway on the south 
and east parts dividing the said highway betwixt the said land of Cow Fauld Brae and the 
lands of Longfauld and Mosslands --- lying within the parish of Dennie 

1752 RS59/20 f.73  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Mark Scottt of Wardhill in Campsie 
having an irredeemable disposition granted by Robert Hay of  Bottomhead --- all and haill 
these parts and portions of the lands of Castlerankine called Cosle Brae and Tongue  

1755 Roy   Tongue; South Tongue 
1817 Grassom   Tongue 
1831 VR   Tongue - part of Castle Rankine 
1841 Calatria   Tongue 
1861 OS   Tongue 
TONGUE MUIR  # DNY NS7781 [2]    
 
1785 AOS 701   Bottomhead and part of Berrymuir, part of Fisher acre, Tonguemuir. P.R. 28.452 
TOPPS   DNY NS7584 [1]   NS757842    
 
1786 AOS 987  Tops, Forresthill, & Northshields, part of Garvald  
1801 AOS 4071  Robert Hill esq., seised in Forresthill, Tops and Greystones 
1814 VR   Tops given as part of Garvald 
1815 AOS 7928  Forresterhill - in possession of George, Viscount Keith along with Tops and Greystones  
1861 OS   Tops 
1979 OS   The Topps 
2001 OS Explorer 349  The Topps 
TORBRAE   # DNY NS 8082 [2]   
 
1814 AOS 7595 part of the lands of Torbrae ... lying on the south side of the High Street of Denny  
 
cf Castlehill  DNYand Torbrex DNY 
TORBREX   # DNY NS 8082 [1]   
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1681 RS59/6 f.225  ten penne land in Denne Greins  --- cavels of meadow lying in the Drume with the heal 

portions of land lying in the Torbrex --- lying in the barroune and parish of Denne 
1685 RS59/7 f.28v  infield land lying in East Borland  belonging to Layingsland and Balkesland --- with my 

cavel in the Torbrex 
1697 RS59/9 f.129  all and haill that ten penny land in Denny Greins of the threttie penny land of Rue with all 

and sundrie cavills thereto pertaining laying in Drum with the sundrie portions of land 
lying in Torbrex and with all the sundrie gress in Dennie Muir To witt both the soumes 
gress of the part and portion of land in Torbrex and the deceist James Muttones pairt who 
was first portioner of East Borland his threttie penny land with the tofts and crofts [etc.] 
lying within the parochin and barronie of Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1709 RS59/12 f.423  William Bruce milner in Dennie Miln and Margaret Smith his spouse --- diposition and 
alienation from Alexander Johnston of Holehouse --- all and haill ane part and portion of 
his land in Westborland called the Costenhall with ane portion called the Torbrex lying on 
the west syde thereof --- lying within the barony of Temple Dennie and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1718 RS59/13 f.643  James Bruce of Custonhall --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall ane part and 
portion of the lands of Westborland called Custounhall and ane portion called Torbrex 
lying on the west side thereof which belonged of old to the lands of Eastborland 

1748 GD171/4068  Writs of the lands of Custonhall and Torbrex 
1748-81 A727.4068   Writs of lands of Custonhall [Custon Hall] and Torbrex in parish of Denny and 

sheriffdom of Stirling, granted to John Bruce, portioner of Borland and tenant in 
Broomhill, as heir to James Bruce, portioner of West Borland; disponed by John Bruce and 
Isobel Taylor, his spouse, to James Bruce, their son; disponed by him to William Morehead 
[Muirhead] of Herbertshire. (6 items) 

1749 RS59/19 f.369v  [L] John Bruce portioner of Borland and tennant in Broomhill --- Precept of Clare Constat 
from Trustees to the Earl of Wigton's Trustees --- all and haill part of the lands of Borland 
called Coustonhall with a portion of land called Torbrex lying contiguous thereto and 
which formerly belonged to the lands of East Borland --- parish of Denny  

1793 AOS 2475  William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother  
1800 AOS 3976  part of West Boreland called Custonhall, with a portion of land called Torbrix lying on the 

west side thereof  
1836 AOS 1799  part of West Boreland called Custonhall with a portion of land called Torbrex on the west 

side thereof and Lint Mill thereon  
  
cf Torbrex NS785925; NS795715; DNB [PNDB 54] 
    Tarbrax NO4341; NO3834; Tarbreach NX7869;  
    Craigbrex NX8356; Knockbrex, Galloway [PNG 176] 
TOWNHEAD   # DNY NS7881 [1]   NS786817    
 
1690 CH2/1254  Townhead 
1755 Roy   Town Head 
WALLDALE   # DNY NS8079 [2]   
 
1785 AOS 782   Sauchenbushes, & Southlands, Walldale, Holm, part of Seamore Moss, Inch and others, 

parish of Denny. P.R. 29.22  
 
WARD – The   # DNY NS7783 [3]    
 
1670 RS59/4 f.230v  Earl of Wigton --- those parts and portions of land viz a part known as Braidsyd Kavill --- 

another part called the Waird [witnesses to sasine] John Mershell of Harvies Mealling 
1685 RS59/7 f.53v  lands in Westborland – called Burnesyde --- land called Hollehouse of Dennie --- land 

lying in that part called Breadsyde Cavell Auld Fauld and Ward  
WARDS [1]   DNY [1] NS7880 [1]   NS786806 - Easter   
          
1698 RS83/2/110  Malcolm Fleming of Midle Thomastoune his merkland of Midle Thomastoune called 

Wairds and Bourig [RS59/10 f.98] 
1698 RS59/10 f.98  James Muirhead in Denny Murend as baillie in that part to Malcolm Fleming portioner of 

Midle Thomastoune [Jonet Smith his spouse] --- of all and haill his half merkland of Midle 
Thomastoune called Wairds and Bowrig and lying from the  Ward Burn north to 
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Castlerankine march [witnesses to sasine] William Hay in Glenhead William Hay his sone 
1700 RS83/2/349  David Rennie his 3s 8d land of Old Extent of Bothomhead … Mathew Hay in Wester 

Ward  
1780 Ross   Ward 
1782 AOS 192   Wester Wairds, parish of Denny 
1787 AOS 1174  part of Middle Thomastown called the Park or Wards of Thomastown 
1791 AOS 2014  Wester Wairds 
1817 Grassom   Ward - seems to equate with Easter Wairds 
1906 DS   part of the 12s 3d land of Middle Thomaston called the Park or Ward of Thomaston 
WARDS    DNY NS7882 [3]   
 
1700 RS83/2/349  Mathew Hay in Wester Ward 
1731 RS59/15 f.674v  John Robertson now portioner of Fuccartoun --- in all and haill these parts and portions of 

land called Westeryeards Crannokhead Lymeside, Sheephouse Know, and haill infield 
lands of Fuccartoun lying discontigue in runrigg and parcels amongst the neighbouring 
lands there --- and also all and haill ane fourpenny land of our said barony of Denny lying 
in Fuccartoun and Braidside Quarter with houses [etc]  

WARDS   # DNY NS8079 [3]       
 
1748 RS59/19 f.284  Wairds [Seamores]– parish of Denny  
1785 AOS 633   David Liddell, Mason, Seabegs, seised in part of Knowhead called Wards, parish of 

Denny. P.R. 28.360 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  Wards  
WARDS   DNY NS7881 [3]    
 
1722 RS59/14 f.369  lands of Castlerankine commonly called Longfaulds, Wards, Bowrig and Toung 
WARDS BURN  DNY NS7880 [2]    
 
1698 RS59/10 f.98  James Muirhead in Denny Murend as baillie in that part to Malcolm Fleming portioner of 

Midle Thomastoune [Jonet Smith his spouse] --- of all and haill his half merkland of Midle 
Thomastoune called Wairds and Bowrig and lying from the  Ward Burn north to 
Castlerankine  

WATER OF BONNY  DNY NS8180 [3]      
 
1637 RS58/7 f.81  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Scot at Water 

of Bonie and Malcolm Scot in Seymoir and John Russall in Westerjaw, baillie in that part, 
James Adie in Jawcraig, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten, Katherine Russall, 
his spouse, John and William Adie, their sons --- Walter and Malcolm in all and haill the 
lands of Jawcraig [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Russall in Thrieprig  

1643 SC67/67/1 f.32v  Walter Scot at Watter of Bony 
1643 RS58/7 f.434  Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Walter Scott at the Water of Bonie and 

Malcolme Scott in Wester Seymor, both with ane advyse and consent and assent and also 
with advyse consent and assent of Agnes Fleming spouse to the said Walter and of Jonet 
Fleming spouse to the said Malcolme and we the saidis Agnes and Jonet Flemingis for 
ourselffis and our owine entress with the speciall advyse and consent of our husbandis 
abocenamit and we all with ane mutuall advyse and conforme to ane contract of the daitt 
the twentie nynt day of December the zeir of God jaj vic tuenti and nyne zeiris  

1644 RS58/8 f.55v  comperit personalie ane discreat man Walter Scott at Water of Bonnye as actorney to the 
effect eftir specifiet having and in his handis halding ane contract matrimoniall [Walter’s 
eldest daughter Jonat + Robert Chalmers eldest lawful son of the late Thomas Chalmers, 
portioner  of Denny and with the consent of Euphame Callander his mother – West 
Borland [witnesses to sasine] William Gilchrist in Hollinbusch  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.193.1  settling of marches - Walter Scott of Watter of Bony  
1663 CRS   Walter Scott at the Water of Bonnie 
1665 RS59/2 f.150v  those parts and portions of the lands of Cattiscleuch extending to a fourty penny land 

commonly called the Water of Bony with houses [etc] 
1682 Retour   Aque de Boine 
1697 RS59/9 f.60v  land of Catscleuch called Water of Bonny 
1700 RS83/2/10.378   John Muirhead portioner of Loanhead and annual-rent furth of Isobell Rennie, relict of 
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Malcolm Broun in Foird of Bonnie her 40d land of Water of Bonnie  
1706 CRS   John Auld at Watterbonny 
1717  RS59/13 f.590v  Margaret Clelland only lawful daughter to George Clelland at Water of Bony procreat 

betwixt him and Jean Cowie his spouse with consent of John Rankine in Rotenstocks her 
husband  

1786 AOS 1000  Water of Bonny and parts thereof called Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, 
Catherines Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts 

1790 AOS 1783  part of Catscleugh called Water of Bonny and Flour Miln, parish of Denny  
1802 AOS 4307  in the Flour Mill at Bonnybridge on part of the 50s land of Catscleugh called Water of 

Bonny - & part of the land of Bonnyford with the lint mill now converted into a Meal & 
Barley mill 

WELLBANK   # DNY NS8382 [2]   
 
1802 AOS 4324  part of West Borland called the Wellbank on the High Road from Denny Bridge to Denny 

Village 
WELLSTRAND  DNY NS8182 [1]   NS810829    
 
1800 AOS 4027  on the west side of the highway leading from Denny Bridge to the run of water commonly 

called the Wallstrand, being part of West Borland  
1848 SA XB2/1/1  Well Strand 
1865 VR   Wellstrand or Stirling Street 
1898 LOH   Wellstrand  
 
cf Cowstrand NT0390; Strandhead NS4326 
     Strand WLO  [PNWL 111] 
WEST BORLAND  see Borland - West   
WEST BORLAND FAULD # DNY NS8082 [3]      
 
1792 AOS 2182  part of Denny Greens called West Boardland Fauld 
WESTER GREENS  # DNY NS7782 [3]    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.226v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Beny merchant 
in Falkirk --- William Baird portioner of Fuckertoune --- parts and portions of the land 
callit the Makmuroch, Langhill, Lymeside, West Greines, West Zairds, Cromock Heid, 
Scheiphouse Hill and their haill infield lands in Fuckertoun lyand in run rig with the rest of 
the neightbouris lands 

1659 RS58/12 f.165v  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man John Baird in 
Longhill and Marione Jack his spous --- all and haill that part and portion of land callit the 
Bordland Wester Greines with the proportionable part of the Tothfauld extending to ane 
14d land with libertie of pasturing his goods upon the commontie of Torduffburne 

1702 RS59/11 f.46v  Langhill and Wester Greens 
1720 RS59/14 f.162  lands of Fankerton in Denny Greens called Langhill Cavill and of that other piece of land 

called Wester Greens with houses [etc]   
WESTER GREENS CAVILL  # DNY NS7782 [3]       
  
1714  RS59/13 f.165  John Laing of Langhill ---  Richard Callender of Stoniewood and Johnet Willeson his 

spouse – all and haill  these his cavills of land  in Dennie Greens ane quhairof called the 
Milnhill Cavil and the other called the Langhill Cavill of Fankertoun --- as the said 
Milnhill Cavill otherwayes called the Westergreens Cavill --- John Bouie of Ryerigs 
baillie in that part  

1731 RS59/15 f.647  Langhill consisting of the lands called Langhill, Langhill Cavill, Millhill Cavill, 
Westergreens Cavill and Drumlands  

WESTERHILL  # DNY NS8280 [2]      
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1782 AOS 263   Isobella Jervi spouse of James Davie, portioner, Catchcleugh, seised in part of Wester 

Catchcleuch called Corselands & Westerhill, parish of Denny;- in agreement of liferent 
between said James Davie and William Jervie in Nethermains P.R. 27.294 

WESTER MAILING  DNY NS7982 [1]   NS790824    
 
1539-62 GD247/101/1a  Wester Malingis [tenants] Alexander Graham xiij s’; Johne Kyrkwod vj s’ vj d;  
    William Aitken vj s vj d 
1592 Templaria  Wester Malingis 
1622 CRS   John Cuthill in Wester Mealings 
1641 RS58/7 f.332v  Duncan Cuthill in West Mealing in Denny  
1642 RS58/7 f.345v  Robert Merschell in Wester Maillingis  
1647 RS58/8 f.276v  [L] Wester Borland --- with a meadow known as Waster Midow lying in the Wester 

Mallingis --- and also the Midi[e/l]fate [-]inns --- particula commonly known as Thriddrud 
lying in Fuckertoun Syk  

1648 RS58/8 f.319  Robert Merschell in Wester Mellingis  
1656 RS58/11 f.80v  John Merschell lawfull son of the deceast Robert Merschell in Wester Mailings of Deni 

[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Merschell in Maillings 
1662 CRS   Janet Riddoch, spouse to James Cuthill in Wester Meallings 
1664 RS59/2 f.3v  the common muir commonly called Denny Muir with that part thereof called the 

Hirdlandis formely pertianing to William Cuthill in West Mailingis – in the barony of 
Denny  

1667 CRS   Jean Marshall lawfull daughter to umquhile Robert M. in West Mealling of Dennie 
1673 RS59/5 f.57v  John Scott eldest lawful son to James Scott of Woodend of Seabegs --- contract 

matrimonial between  Helen Cuithell lawful daughter to umquhill John Cuithell of Wester 
Mailings  

1676 RS59/5 f.354v  Alexander Cuithell portioner of Westermeallings [sells] that part and portion of land 
called the Easter Hill of Croftfoott all lying contiguous --- bounds --- southward to Corthie 
Burne 

1678 CRS   Marion Laing relict of Robert Mairshell in Wester Melings 
1680 RS59/6 f.198v  Alexander Cuithell in Wester Meallings --- chairter of alienatioune granted be the said 

Alexander Cuithell to and in favour of John Wilsone in Myathill --- all and heall the said 
Alexander Cuithell his heall land lying in Dennygreines runrig with the rest of the barronie 
of Denny thair Greines Land his ane proper pairt of the said Alexander Cuithell his tuelve 
shilling ane pennie land with the full right of the Gairt Ward and four soumes grasse in 
Denny Muir 

1684 RS59/6 f.469  Comperit personalie Robert Gillespie weiver in Wester Maillings of Dennie as actorney 
for Katherin Leckie his spouse and Margaret and Jean Thomsone her dochters procreat 
betwixt her and the umquhil James Thomsone weaver in Ridhall hir first husband  

1685 RS83/1 f.4v.14  Christian Ewing spouse to William Dowglas, portioner of Wester Mealings of Dennie. 
Registered on the  64th leaf of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.12.7  Robert Merschell in Wester Meallings. Registered on the  203rd leaf of the said Register. 
[RS59/7 has – in all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Castellrankine called 
Harvis Mealling with houses (etc.) wit. William Burgess of Fisher Aiker] 

1688 CH2/1254 
1694 RS83/1 f.56.1  William Cowburgh son of umquhill William Cowburgh masone att the mill of Denny of 

that fyftie shilling nyne penny land of Wester Meallings with part of the common muir of 
Denny. 

1696 RS83/1 f.68v.6  Robert Gillespie in Wester Meallings and Catherine Leckie his spous - annualrent to be 
upilfted out of Robert Gilmour of Meadow his lands of Meadow. Registered on the  438th 
and 439th leaves of the said Register 

1699 RS83/2/160  William Douglas, portioner of Wester Maillings RS59/10 f.141 – f.142 
1699 RS59/10 f.143v  all and haill --- parts and portions of old extent in [Wester] Mailings --- and in particular 

resigning ane tuo shilling eight pennie land of old exent of the said lands called Easter Hill 
of Croftfoot 

1718 E644/1/14  Mellons 
1755 Roy   West Mealin 
1773 SC1/1/1   Wester Mailing  - Feuars of Templedenny 
1781 AOS 102   Lady Clementina Fleming [etc] gets Ren. by John Welsh, W.S. – of Wester Mailing, - 

being parts of the barony of Denny ; G.R. 390.193 
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1783 AOS 401   John Adam, as heir to John Adam in Southgreens, his father, seised in part of Wester 
Mailing, parish of Denny. P.R. 28.21 

1791 AOS 2113  part of Wester Mailing  called Borthwick 
1800 AOS 3961  12s 8d land called West Maillings & Garth Quarter  
1800 AOS 3961  a poffle of West Maillings called Ironfield 
1806 AOS 5355  Fauld or meadow called the Master [recte Wester] Meadow - lying in the Wester Mailling 
1815 AOS 7833  part of the 12s 1d land of Wester Mealing commonly called Borthwick extending to a 32d 

land with right to the Gairth Ward -  Low Faulds  
1819 GD1/227/41  Woodhead or West Mailing  
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Neil of Wester Mailing 
1861 OS   Wester Mailing 
1906 DS   Wester Mailing - Carron Co. 
1980 OS   Wester Mailing 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Wester Mailing 
WESTER MAILING GREEN DNY NS7982 [3]       
 
1792 AOS 2146  Wester Mealing Greens 
WESTER MEADOW  # DNY NS7982 [2] see Master Meadow  
WESTER PARK  DNY NS8082 [3]   
 
1782 AOS 161   Jean Stirling of Auchile, as heir to George Stirling of Herbertshire, her brother, seised in 

part of Stonywood called Westfield or Wester Park; Herrinsfield & part of Dennymuir, 
parish of Denny ; P.R. 27.130 

1906 DS   Wester Park   
 
see Westfield DNY 
WESTER WARDS  see Wards    
WESTFIELD   DNY NS8082 [2]   
 
1782 AOS 161   Jean Stirling of Auchile, as heir to George Stirling of Herbertshire, her brother, seised in 

part of Stonywood called Westfield or Wester Park; Herrinsfield & part of Dennymuir, 
parish of Denny ; P.R. 27.130 

WESTFIELD   # DNY NS8182 [1]   NS814823    
 
1795 AOS 3036  Westfield 
1817 Grassom   Westfield 
1835 GD171/3257  Westfield 
1861 OS   Westfield 
1922 OS   Westfield 
WESTHAUGH  # DNY NS8182 [2]   
 
1695 RS83/1 f.57v.4  the elevin shilling ten penny land of East Borland of Denny called Westhaugh, 

Craiginhaugh and the Insch. Registered on the  349th and 350th leaves of the said Register 
1727 RS59/15 f.121  his cavill of land called the West Haugh, seven butts and hard land bounded by John 

Thomson Cavill on the east the laigh way on the South and by the south side of the green --
- all lying within the barony of Temple Dennie 

1733 RS59/16 f.177v  cavell in East Borland called the Weethaugh --- Water of Carron on the north 
1743 RS59/18 f.324  [L] John Towars of Muirhead with a disposition granted by William Mallard of East 

Borland East Boreland --- all and haill his lands of East Boreland --- was possessed by the 
deceast Captain Thomas Mallard --- liberrty of casting divots on his Muir of Catscleuch for 
maintaining of the houses above mentioned which are situate upon the south side of 
Boreland Burn excepting and reserving furth thereof called Weethaugh houses  

1782 AOS 164   William Morehead of Herbertshire seised in part of the Haughs of Denny called 
Westhaugh, Seven butts, Hardland, Spotmeadow, Drummie, Gogardale, Bounteth Rig, & 
Burnmouth, parish of Denny – on disp. by Archibald Cuthel, farmer, Boghead, Nov. 1773 ; 
P.R. 27.133 

1783 AOS 399   William Morehead of Herbertshire, seised in Westhaugh, Sevenbutts and Hardland, 
barony of Temple Denny. P.R. 28.18 

1800 AOS 3976  lands in the Haughs of Denny called Westhaugh,  
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1802 AOS 4335  cavils of land called the Westhaugh cavil 
1906 DS   for that cavil of land in East Borland called Westhaugh 
1906 DSD   that cavil of land called Westhaugh Cavil 
WEST PARK   see Wester Park   
WEST YARDS  # DNY NS7882 [3]    
 
1652 RS58/9 f.86v  that roume and mailling in Fackerstoune Head lyand and boundit in these several pairts 

called Longhill, Langsyde, Wester Greins, Cromockheid, West Yeardis, the Sheiphous 
Hill and the infield lands in Fackertoune lying runrig among the rest of the neighbouris 
landis there with the haill houses [etc] --- seperated from that part of the land called 
Mackmuriock being part of the said heall principal roume which now extends to a [?] 
shilling land be itself be seperatioune 

1654 RS58/9 f.226v  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Beny merchant 
in Falkirk --- William Baird portioner of Fuckertoune --- parts and portions of the land 
callit the Makmuroch, Langhill, Lymeside, West Greines, West Zairds, Cromock Heid, 
Scheiphouse Hill and their haill infield lands in Fuckertoun lyand in run rig with the rest of 
the neightbouris lands  

WHEATLANDS  DNY NS8281 [1]  NS821806    
 
1817 Grassom  Weitlands 
1861 OS   Wheatlands 
1870 AOS Disp. by Trustee, with consent of the Commissioner of the Sequestered Estate of the 

deceased John Neilson, Farmer, sometime residing at Wheatlands, to George Ure, 
Ironfounder, Bonnybridge, - of part of the Muir of Catchcleugh, bounded on the south by a 
Bye Road, also another part, with houses, yard &c., of the Lands of Catchcleugh, bounded 
on the south by the King’s Highway and on the north by the High Road, which lands and 
others are now called Wheatlands and Woodside, with Teinds, Parish of Denny - reserving 
to Jean Walker or Neilson, spouse of said John Neilson, her liferent use of said lands and 
others. Dated June 9. 1870.                                                                          11.107  

1912 CDS13   Wheatlands - George Ure  
 
cf Weitlands FAK 
   Wheatacres WLO  [PNWL 98-9] Weytakre 1426; Weitacre 1567 
WHITEBREADS ACRE # DNY NS8182 [3]   
 
1796 AOS 3086  in cavils of land called Drumnuie, Lodgehill, Helens Haugh, & Whitebreads Acre, parish 

of Denny  
WHITEHILL   DNY NS7981 [1]   NS798810    
 
1678 CRS   John Aitken in Whythill, parish of Denny 
1711 CH2/1254 1773 SC1/1/1 Whitehill   
1718 RS59/13 f.637  granted be William Baird portioner of Easter Seamores --- all and heall the equall half of 

that piece of ground and lands of the common muir of Southharboreshire called Whitehill   
1795 AOS 2962  piece of ground of the common muir of South Herbertshire called Whitehill 
1800 AOS 3976  20d land of Whitehill   
1801 AOS 4131  in parts of the common muir of South Herbertshire called Whitehill   
1817 Grassom   Whitehill   
1845 SA XB2/1/1  William Johnstone of Whitehill   
1984 OS   Whitehill   
2001 OS Explorer 349   Whitehill   
WHITEHILL   DNY NS7680 [1]   NS769805    
 
1656 RS58/11 f.58  Mr Harie Scott of Mossenan baillie in that part --- Robert Whyte in Cowdounhill and Jonet 

Aikene his spous --- with the haill tuentie penny land lyand next adjacent to the foirsaid 
land and called the Whythill [witnesses to sasine] George Grahame at Bankeir Mylne 
William Gilchreist in Hollingbus 

1658 RS58/12 f.14  William Stevinsone in Whytehill  
1665 RS59/2 f.141  Elspeth Cuithill lawful daughter of the late William Cuithill in Risk – contract matrimonial 

– betwixt John Whyte of Coudounhill with the consent of Robert Whyte his father and hir 
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with consent of Cristian Whyte hir mother – in the equal half of his twentie shilling land of 
Cowdounhill and the half of his twentie penny land of Whytehill --- within the baronie of 
South Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1696 RS83/1 f.72v.5  lands of Easter Seamoiris called Bankhead, Whythills and Chapplehaugh. Registered on 
the  485th leaf of the said Register 

1713 RS59/13 f.97v  Jean Whyt, spouse to William Young of Riske, having in her hands a Precept of Clare 
Constat from John, Earl of Wigton --- seising her as heir to John Whyt of Coudonhill, hir 
father, in the lands underwritten --- all and haill the tuentie shilling land of old extent of 
Coudonhill and tuentie pennie land of Whytehill lying contigue thereto with houses [etc] – 
with the priviledge and libertie of the common muir nixt adjacent to the said lands 
according to old infeftement --- all lying within our barony of Herbertshyre [?] parioch of 
Dennie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1737 RS59/17 f.161v  Patrick Campbell in Neather Anies and Christian Thomson his spouse --- sons Duncan and 
Donald --- Coudonhill and Whitehill lying contiguous 

1755 Roy   Whitehill 
1817 Grassom   Whitehill 
1845 SA XB2/1/1  James Dunn of Whitehill 
1861 OS   Whitehill 
1898 OS    Whitehill 
1979 OS   Whitehill 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Whitehill (in ruins) 
WHITEHILL GOTE  # DNY NS7981 [2]    
 
1678 RS59/6 f.27  part and portion of the mure of South Herbertshyre --- one the west of Wheithill Goat 
WINDY YETTS  # DNY NS7980 [1]   
 
1819 GD1/227/41  Windy Yetts 
1848 SA XB2/1/28  Windy Yetts 
1861 OS   Windy Yetts 
WOLFS MOSS  # DNY NS7682 [1]   NS762820    
 
1800 SA MP/DE 8  Wolfs Moss 
WALLSYKE   # DNY NS8082 [3]    
 
1647 RS58/8 f.256  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Young, notary 

public in Deny, baillie in that part for John Murhead portioner of West Borland --- all and 
haill those two acres and an eighth part of an acre of the lands of West Borland in Denny 
lying on the north side called lie Kirkland Know--- to the Wolsyk lying in lie rinrig --- 
Midgott of Wolsyk  and the Midgott at the south side of Kirkland Know 

1728 RS59/15 f.261v  All and Haill two acres and an eighth part of an acre of land in West Boreland bounded as 
follows beginning att the North Laike or Loch of the said Lands Called Kirkland Knowe 
and going directly by the Wall Syke lying run rigg with the rest of the Turratts of land of 
West Borland extending to Nine Turrats of land --- In all and Haill and eighteen pennie 
land bounded and lying in Run rigg betwixt the Middgate of Wall Syke and the Middgate 
of South Syde of Kirkland Know --- As also in All and Haill the twenty pennie land of old 
extent in West Borland sometyme called Marshells Mealing --- that part of Garth 
commonly called Three Rudes of Fankertoun Syke 

1739 RS59/17 f.405  Thomas Muirhead portioner of West Borland having in his hand a Precept of Clare 
Constat granted by the Earl of Wigton --- also all and haill two acres and ane eighth part of 
ane acre of land in West Borland bounded as follows beginning at the north Lake or Louch 
of the saids lands called Kirklandknow and going directly to the Wallsyke lying runnrigg 
with the rest of the turrats of land of West Borland extending to nine turrass of land 
extending these lands in heall to ane eighteen penny land [-]anped by the deceast John 
Muirhead bounded and lying runnrigg betwixt the Midgate of Wallsyke and the Midgate 
of of the south side of Kirkland Know --- as also the fourty penny land of old extent in 
West Borland sometimes called Marshalls Mealling --- as also the two riggs of land lying 
next adjacent thereto with all and sundry priviledges [etc.] 

WOODHEAD  # DNY NS7882 [1]   NS788821    
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1730 RS59/15 f.456v  Ryeriggs Lymeside Andrewshill and Woodhead in Wester Maillings in Denny 
1733 RS59/16 f.209v  furth of the lands of Fankertoun and Woodhead 
1755 Roy   Woodhead 
1773 SC1/1/1   Woodhead - Feuars of Temple Denny 
1817 Grassom   Woodhead 
1819 GD1/227/41  Woodhead or West Mailing 
1861 OS   Woodhead 
1922 OS   Woodhead 
WOODLANDS OF GARTH DNY NS 7982 [1]       
 
1625 RS58/3 f.304  [L] Andrew Baird, merchant burgess of the burgh of Stirling --- 3/2d land of  --- Gairthe 

and Smyddiehill--- which formerly pertained to the late Gilbert Forrester portioner of 
Gairthe --- and lie terris sylvatitis, lie Wodlands of Gairthe 

WOODSIDE   DNY NS8181 [1]  NS814817    
 
1922 OS   Woodside 
WOODYET   DNY NS8282 [1]   NS824824    
 
1682 CRS   John Young in Woodyeat and Janet Muirhead his spouse 
1688 CH2/1254  Wodyeat 
1717  RS59/13 f.485  John Archibald in Woodyet of Denny 
1795 AOS 3036  parts of the barony of Herbertshire ... Woodyet ... 
1835 GD171/3257  Woodyet 
1845 NSA   Woodyet -  Woodgate 
1861 OS   Woodyett 
1973 OS   Woodyett  
Note: this probably should be expanded to *headswood yett  
WYNDFORD GATE  # DNY NS8083 [2]   
 
1796 AOS 3129 in the 20d land of East Borland lying east from the Wyndford Gate   
 
cf Wyndford NS4523 ABD  
 
Note: Local information gives a former Wyndford Close in the town of Denny at NS808830.   
YETT   see Broadyett   
 

DUNIPACE PARISH 
 
ACRE RIDGE # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre Ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

ADIESHALL # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1806 AOS 5308 lands of Adieshall with the house thereon on the South side of the road leading to Stirling, 

parish of Dunipace. John Adie of Adieshall 
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1819 AOS 9274 Mary Fleming, relict of John Adie of Adieshall – in the lands, houses and garden of 
Adieshall, parish of Dunipace  

AIKENHEAD # DPC NS8085 [1]  NS803851  
 
1709 Gibson William Brown of Aikenhead - son of Alexander B. of Quarter 
1755 Roy Aikyhead 
1785 AOS 652 Alexander Brown of Quarter, seised in Aikenhead, parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.386 
1792 CRS William Brown, portioner Aikenhead - see Alex Brown 
1854 GD1/529/242 Aitkenhead Park of Quarter 
1861 OS Aitkenhead Cottage 
 
Note: GD1/529/148 (1644) and /150 (1646) both give: Mr Aitkenhead of Donypace 
 
Cf Aikenheads, Yorkshire [EPNS] 
AIRBLAND # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1608 RMS vii 788 [L] Herbland 
1608 RMS vii 1241 [L] Herbland 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Herbland 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Herbland 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland  
1728 RS59/15 f.264v Wester Braes, Drumaliart --- that part and portion of land called Airbland 
ANCHOR BRICK WORK DPC NS806835  
 
1922 OS  Anchor Brick Work 
ANCHOR BURN DPC NS8183 [1]  
 
 This is an alias for the Avon Burn. It took its name from the Anchor Pit which stood on its banks. 
ANCHOR INN DPC NS808834  
 
1922 OS Anchor Inn 
ANCHOR PAPER MILL DPC NS810833  
 
1922 OS Anchor Paper Mill 
ANCHOR PIT DPC NS808834  
 
1861 OS Anchor Pit 
ANTEBAID DPC    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 Tutebraid 
1527 RMS iii 527 Eutebaid 
1542 RMS iii 2768 Eutebaid 
1574 RMS iv 2258 Eutiebaid 
1583 RMS v 615 Eutebaid 
1608 RMS vi 2192 Eutriebaid 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 Entrebad 
1620 RMS vii 2134 Entebaid 
1630 RMS viii 1643 Entibaid 
1634 RMS ix 180 Antebad 
1654 RS58/9 f.211v Antebaid 
1665 RMS xi 750 Antibaid 
1685 Retour 297 Auldbaid 
1707 RS59/12 f.257v Stutebaid 
1798 AOS 3574 Antebaid 
 
Note:  Obviously a perpetuated scribal error. Within these charters it becomes obvious that the lands known as the 

Chapel Lands, or Kirklands, sometime described as being comprised of Cuthel and Cuthelbrae, are missing. It 
looks, therefore, as though this might be an error for Cuthelbrae. 
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AULDMOSS see Oldmoss 
AULDWAIRD see Oldward 
AVON BRIDGE  DPC NS8083 [1]  NS808834    
 
1733 CH2/644  Aven Bridge 
1922 OS Avon Bridge 
AVON BURN DPC NS8183 [1]  NS808835    
 
1590 Pont Yffen R[iver]. 
1675 RS59/5 f.192v the Burne of Even  
1723 Macfarlane f.418 burn of Even 
1733 CH2/644  Aven Bridge 
1819 RHP 3573 Evan Burn 
1861 OS Avon Bridge  
1973 OS Avon Burn 
 
Note 1: In the area of Quarter Mill this burn is known as ‘Loudens burn, and the glen through which it runs as ‘Loudens 

glen’. cf Loudens Walk, Dunipace. A further alias is ‘Anchor Burn’. 
 
Note 2: Lothian Avon is: Avin 1128-53 > Avyn > Avane > Aven1593 
BACK OF CARRON GLEN  # DPC NS7883 [3] Meikle Denovan    
 
 1619 CRS Alexander Baird in Bak of Carroun Glen in Denovan, parish of Dunipace 
BACK CROFT # DPC NS8083 [2] Little Denovan    
 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. piece of ground called Backcroft and half acre 

being part of the Corn and Waulk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 
1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 

Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 

BACK PARK # DPC NS8183 [2] Meikle Denovan    
 
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising parks called the Sunnyside park and the Back Park 

including the Burn Bog  
BANKEND    [NORTH] DPC NS8983 [1]  NS809837  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.53 [L] George Murehead in Ticketshuch – Mariota Watsone his spouse with David Murehead 

their son --- lands of Bankend in Littill Denovane underwritten --- David Livingstoune of 
Donypace --- [witnesses] Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane [witnesses to sasine] 
William Pantone in Denovane, William Zong cobbler [sutre] there, John Relloche miller 
[molendinario] there and William Rany miller [molendinario] at Teinsmylne in Littill 
Denovane, James Mitschell there 

1625 RS58/3 f.296 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Margaret Burne”] David Murehead, son and heir apparent of the 
late George Murehead in Tikketsheuche and Marjory Watsone his mother and relict of the 
late George seised in the lands commonly called Bankend 

1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Bankend 
1631 RS58/5 f.194 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Mureheid in Bankend and 

Margaret Burne his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
Risk and the lands of Tykkettisheuch with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and 
occupied by Marion Watsoune in Tyckitesheuch  mother of the said David  and another 
part occupied by David and his spouse with houses [etc] --- with the liberty of winning 
turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the 
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liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William 
Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed 
and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- 
Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as 
West Cowanes Wood 

1636 GD1/529/125 David Muirhead in Bankend 
1665 RS59/2 f.117v George Murehead now fewer of the lands of Bankend  
1722 CH2/644  Bankend 
1738 GD1/529/215 Bankend 
1741 GD1/529/247 Bankend 
1796 AOS 3214 in Bankend and Edgeface, barony of Dunipace;- and half an acre of ground at the south 

end of the Damhead of Linkumbank Lint Mill, parish of Denny [?]  
1798 AOS in parts of Little Denovan called Bankend and Edgeface 
1801 SC4/3 Bankend - Feuars of Dunipace 
1861 OS North Bankend 
BARNEGO – WESTER DPC NS7884 [1]  NS783841  
                      MIDDLE  DPC NS7883 [1]  NS788836   
                      EASTER  DPC NS7983 [1]  NS792836  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444    [L] Barnago 
1527 RMS iii 527    [L] Barnego 
1542 RMS iii 2768    [L] Barnego 
1574 RMS iv 2258    [L] Barnego 
1583 RMS v 615      [L] Barnego 
1590 Pont            Barnegy 
1608 RMS vi 2192    [L] Bairniego 
1612 RMS vii 788    [L] Barniego 
1617 CRS             Marcus Scot in Barnigo of Denovan [sp Janet Horne] 
1619 CRS             Alexander Scot in Baringo [sp Elizabeth Care] 
1621 RS58/2 f.265v Alexander [Robertson?] in Barnego 
1622 Retour 113        [L] Bairinego 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Barnego 
1631 RS58/5 f.201 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Zoung in Duchielege and 

David Muirheid in Bankend as procurator in the name of  Margaret Smyth spouse to the 
said Henry and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow 
and there the said Henry upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts 
and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as the Duchielege 
with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and occupied by the said Henry and his spouse --- 
with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the 
foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of 
Northfeild possesed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of 
Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said William Patoune and David 
Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on 
the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to sasine] Marcus 
Cowane in Meiddill Barnego  

1632 RMS viii 2048  [L] Barniego 
1632 RS58/5 f.272 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  upon the ground and mill 

underwritten Gilbert McAndro in Wester Barnego and George Muirheid in Croftfute as 
procurator for Margaret Baird spouse of the said Gilbert and William Levingstoune of 
Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of parts 
and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as Wester Barnego with 
houses [etc] [as the others of this group] [witnesses to sasine] Robert Zoung in Buccisyid, 
William Zoung in Eist Barnego, Robert Zoung in Midle Barnego and John Zoung in 
Stanyinch  

1632 RS58/5 f.276 [L] Robert Zoung in Middle Barnego and Jonet McKandro his spouse also William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and 
alienation of parts and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as Midle 
Barnego with houses [etc] [as the others of this group]  

1634 RS58/6 f.174 compeirat ane honest man Robert Zoung in Midle Barnego within the barrounrie of 
Harbertshyre upon the ground and lands of his utheris lands in Dynnovane callit Cowanes 
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Rowms all pertaining to hym in few and heretage lyand within the barrounrie of 
Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Cowane mealmaker 
burgess of the burgh of Stirling John and Alexander Zoung sons to John Zoung in 
Staneinche of Dennovane  

1635 RMS ix 431     [L]Litle Barnego - Ovir et Nether Barnegoes 
1638 RS58/7 f.169 [L]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Gilbert Mackandro in 

Wester Barnego, heir portioner of the lands underwritten [Wester Barnego – with 
limestone] [witnesses to sasine] James Forrester in Brayis of Meikle Denovan  

1643 CRS             Robert Young in Barnigo 
1645 CRS            Gilbert McAndrew in Over Beringo 
1649 RS58/8 f.387v [L] Robert Murhead in Inglestoun --- that part and portion of the barony of Herbertshyre 

known as Midell Barnigo with houses [etc] formerly occupied by --- Marcus Cowane and 
his mother [witnesses to charter]  

1659 RS58/12 f.109v that part of the lands and barrony of Harbertshyre callit the Midle Barnego ---  
1674 CRS             William Young in Middle Barnigo 
1682 CRS             Elizabeth McAndrew sister of William McAndrew in Barnigo 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.23 Alexander Young in Barnigo 
1686 CRS            John Young in Middle Barnego, and Janet Steinsone, his spouse 
1686 RS83/1 f.5v/12 Marion Cuthill spouse to John Young portioner of Midle Barnigo of his lands of Midle 

Barnigo. Registered on the 79th leaf of the said Register  
1692 CRS             Robert Young in Barnego 
1694 CRS             John Young in Middle Barnego 
1696 RS83/1 f.68v/3  Duncan Young of Duchladge to James Mitchell of Wester Barnego. Registered on the 

436th and 437th leaves of the said Register 
1743 CH2/1254             Barnegow 
1771 CRS             John Roy, tennant in Barnego 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 
Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 
part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart greens called Craigelloch head; part of 
Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh called 
the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace 

1795 AOS 3036 Middle Barnego 
1817 Grassom Barnego 
1836 AOS 17961796 Middle or Little Barnego 
1861 OS              Barnego - Wester - Middle - Easter 
1912 CDS13              Easter Barnego  - Wm. Paterson, farmer; Middle Barnego -Mrs Scott 
1979 OS Barnego 
 
There is a charter of 1251 [ GD86.2] by the Earl of Lennox in favour of Malcolm, son of Duncan, of the lands of 
Glaskhel and Brengoenis ... and the lands of Kelnasydhe 
 
 
 cf: Glasgow and Linlithgow 
      Barnagie Galloway [PNG 27] 
  Darnagie NX275575 [PNG 105] 
      Montago, Perths; Blarego, Perths 
      lands of Bernaige, Aikenhead and Aberdonie in the barony of Alloa [1669 RS59/4 f.81] 
 
Jackson [LHEB p.705] in his discussion on the derivation of Bernicia, postulates an earlier *birnaco, to be compared 
with Ir. bern, ‘a gap, a mountain pass’, from which -bernach, ‘full of gaps’.  
 
See PNNA p.60 – Corrienagoe < coire na cuaich, ‘corrie of the cup 
BEEDMANS MOSS # DPC NS8184 [3]  
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1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie patent mercatt passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.65v with liberty and power to cast win and transport tuentie four sled creills of peits yearlie in 
all tyme coming furth of any part of Beidmens Moss 

1724 RS59/14 f.516 with right liberty and power to cast win and transport twenty four sled creels of peats 
yearly within any part or Cavell of Bedmans Moss all lying with the parioch of 
Dunnypace   

BENT – The # DPC NS8485 [3]  
 
1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 

as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

 
cf Bents, Bensfield LRB 
    Bent Wood MLO   
    Bentend NS7383  
    Bentfoot of Bartachan (W. Stirlingshire) 
    Benthead of Bannnockburn 
BENT WOOD # DPC NS8485 [3]  Torwood   
 
1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 

and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending the Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands 

1816 AOS 8139 Easter Fauld Park and parts of Bentwood ... lying on the east side of the road leading 
through Torwood 

BIG WOOD # DPC NS8482 [1]  NS843829    
 
1959 OS Big Wood 
BIRKS # DPC NS8384 [1]  NS839841    
 
1755 Roy Birks 
BLACKARNYBOG # DPC NS8384 [3] Torwood    
 
1588 RMS v 1533 [L] The king etc., grants to John Drummond [section requires translation],- the south and 

north marshes commonly called the Blakarnybog, with the stank hall [haugh?] marsh the 
Halstangbog (between the lands of Carbrok, Larbertscheillis, Littil-Johnnes-styll, the ditch 
through the lands of the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, tenant of the Lord of Gardin, where it 
seperates the king’s bog and the lands of the Lord of Plane and those of David Roogis of 
Powhous, and otherwise bounded as specified), meadows [called] the Boigsyd-medow and 
Braidbog-medow (between the bounds specified), the Preistis-medow, with the little 
meadow which is adjacent (which pasture is cut and harvested by the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, 
David Rook of Powhous, Christina Levingstoun of Powmylne, John Callender, and is now 
endowed as a pendicle of the said John Drummond through the perogative of the crown, 
lying at the wood of Torwode, sheriffdom of Striviling 
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See infra ‘Little Arn Bog’ 
 
Cf Arnybogs NJ865385 
BLACKHILL # DPC NS8183 [2] Little Denovane    
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v the landis of Burnsyde of Little Denovane --- the thrie pairt of ffour pairtis of the land 

called the Black Hill with the Myln Daill  
1717 CH2/644  Blackhill 
1774 SC4/3 Blackhill Feuars of Dunipace 
1788 AOS 1392 Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Willsfield, Burnside and Greenbraehead comprising 

Blackhill and Bowiesfauld, Mill and tiends 
1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 

Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof 
1801 AOS 4127 in parts of the baronies and estate of Denovan – inclosure of Blackhill, lands and inclosure 

of Edgeface, comprising the remainder of the lands of Upper Dykehead & the Westfield or 
inclosure of the lands of of Burnside or Ingliston 

BLACKLANDS # DPC NS8284 [3] Torwood    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Blaklandis  
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Blaklandis 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Blaklandis 
1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L]the lands of Kingsydemure with the tour fortalice mantione houses biggins [etc] --- with 

the parts pendicles and pertinents of the lands following  viz the lands of Lichtax Kingsyde 
Welbulone Blacklands the lands called the Old Ward the lands of Cokboge Cokenure and 
Wanles the lands callet the Neither Hill quhilk lands are parts pendicles and pertinents of 
the lands of Kingsyde Mure  

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Blacklands 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Blackklands 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Blacklands 
BLACK WOOD NS831831 
 
1922 OS Black Wood 
BLAIRBOTHY NS8585 [3]  Torwood    
 
1588 RMS v 1567     [L]Blairbothie - pertinent of the lands of Torheid, Torwoodheid and Kingisydemure 
1609 RMS vii 58    [L] Blairbothie pertinent of the lands of Torheid, Torwode  and Torwodheid 
1610 RMS vii 354    [L] Blairbothy 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Blairbothie 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Blairbathie 
1711 RS59/12 f.551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 

Woodside having a charter of diposition and allienationgranted be Lord George Forrester 
heretable proprietor of the tennendry and roume of land aftermentioned --- And in like 
manner that other portion of ground possest as said is commonly called Blairbathie 
bownded by the Torwood Dyke on the west a stripe which divides betwixt James 
Crawfords Boog on the north a Ditch upon the east pairt which divides betwixt the saids 
lands of Blairbathie and that piece of ground belonging to the said James Crawford through 
which the water runs to the miln of Woodside and lastly bownding on the south part  with 
that piece of ground formerly belonging to the said James Crawford and lately disponed to 
the said Sir Hary Rollo ---- lying within the parish of Dunipace 

1749 RS59/19 f.343v as also furth of that portion of ground commonly called Blairbathie  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Blairbothie 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace & 

Larbertparts of the barony of Torwoodhead;- parts of Bogend;- tenandry of Torwoodhead 
(excepting Cookbog);- piece of ground called Blairbathie, parish of Dunipace ;- on disp 
by trustees of Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 

1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 
Blairbothie 
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1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Blairbothie 

1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 
the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill; piece of ground called the Little Arn Bog; Room and 
Tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting a piece of ground formerly called the Cockbog); 
piece of ground called Blairbothie, parish of Dunipace 

 
cf Blairs DPC. 
    Blairenbathie NT115945 
BLAIRS DPC NS8585 [1]  NS851856 Torwood  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Blaris [note this entry places it in Herbertshire and incidence is wrong for Torwood] 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Blaris [as 3444] 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Blaris [as 3444] 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Blairis [as 3444] 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Blairis [as 3444] 
1684 RH9/3/100 John [Plwstome] in Blair 
1725 CH2/644  Blairs 
1742 RS59/18 f.202v reserving always from the said lands of Hollings thereby disponed the quantity of Twenty 

yeards of the breadth thereof alongst the said wood dyke and ditch and the whole length of 
the said Hollings for a passage between the wood and Hollings and from the mansion 
house of Torwoodhead to the farm called Blairs or elswhere 

1741 CRS John Auldcarn at Blairs 
1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 

as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1764 SC4/3 Blairs 
1772 CH2/1326 Blairs in Torwoodhead 
1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 

and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending. the Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands  

1817 Grassom Blairs 
1861 OS Blairs 
1912 CDS13 Blairs - James Aitken 
1971 OS Blairs 
 
cf Cornblairs and Blairbothie DPC 
BLEACHFIELD see Denovan Bleachfield  Little Denovan   
BLIND LATTINGS see Bloodlettings 
BLOODLETTINGS # DPC NS8183 [3]  Little Denovan   
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v the landis of Burnsyde of Little Denovane --- meited and devyditt to him as they are 

particulary named and designed in parcells thairof in maner heir efter sett downe viz the 
landis callit the Bluid Lattingis  

1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the lands callit the Blood 
Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of 
the lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane 
uther how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 
viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
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hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1676 RS59/5 f.331v [L]Bloodlettings 
1701 RS83/2/10 533 James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 

of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan 
which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying between the 
hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

BLUELANDS # DPC NS7983 [2]  
 
1794 AOS 2821 part of the Greens of Drumelzeart called the Bluelands, parish of Dunipace 
BOARDS # DPC NS7985 [1]  NS791858  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] ly Bordis 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Bordis 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Bordis 
1557 RMS iv 2258 [L] Boirdis 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Bordis 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Boirdis 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Bordis 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Boirdis 
1631 RS58/5 f.178 [L] Morice Millir in Boirdis 
1631 RS58/5 f.185 [L] Morice Miller in Boirdis 
1631 RS58/5 f.189v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Morice Myller in Boirdis and 

Elizabeth Robertsoune his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for 
the Earl of Linlithgow and there the said James Forrester and Mr Andrew Ker upon a 
charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands and 
barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as Boirdis with houses [etc] --- presently 
possessed and occupied by the said Morice and his spouse --- with the liberty of winning 
turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the 
liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William 
Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed 
and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- 
Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as 
West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to sasine] James Forrester in Braes, David Mureheid, in 
Bankend  

1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Boirdis 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Bordis 
1658 CRS Moreiss Miller, second lawful son to the deceased Moreis Miller in Bordis 
1663 CRS James Miller in Boords of Meikle Denovan: sp. Janet Downie 
1665 RS59/2 f.117 James Millar of Bords of Denny – to the said Alexander Broun of Quarter for that part and 

portion of his lands in Gargosch of Dunoven and soumes of grasse in the comon craigs 
1674 CRS Elizabeth Robertson in Boards of Denovan 
1676 RS59/5 f.308v [L] Maurice Millar of Bords 
1709 RS59/12 f.438v James Millar now of Boards --- Precept of Clare Constat as heir to his father the deceast 

Maurice Millar late of Boards 
1749 RS59/19 f.353 [L] James Miller of Bords as sheriff-depute  
1755 Roy Boards 
1788 AOS Boards 
1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 

Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1817 Grassom Boards 
1861 OS Boards 
1912 CDS13 Boards - R. Miller - Stirlingshire Poultry Farm 
1979 OS Boards 
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cf Board Farm, Croy, DNB 
BOARDS BURN DPC NS8085 [1]  
 
1819 RHP 3573 Boards Burn 
1861 OS Boards Burn 
 
This forms the western section of the north march of Dunipace parish 
BOGEND DPC NS8585 [1]  NS857856  
 
1617 Gibson Boigend 
1627 Retour 125 [L] Boigend of Torwode  
1628 RS58/4 f.136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1686 CRS James Crawford in Bogend, par. of Dunipace 
1671 CRS James Crawford in Bogend, par. of Dunipace, sp Elizabeth Baad 
1684 RH9/3/100 James Craufoord in Boigend 
1711 CH2/644  Boogend 
1755 Roy Bogend 
1749 RS59/19 f.343v [son of Sir George Dunbar inherits annuals furth of:]  --- And also of all and haill these 

eight acres two roods and sixteen falls amd four elns of half ane eln of land which is part of 
the lands and barony of Torwoodhead  and which was fenced and inclosed by Sir Harry 
Rollo of Woodside who disponed the same to Sir George Dunbar [deceast by then – he was 
“of Mochrum”) --- as also furth of all and haill these parts and portions of the deceast 
George Lord Forrester his lands of Bogend  extending to eight acres or thereby --- as also 
furth of thar piece of ground called Arnbog --- also all and haill rooms and tennandrys --- 
excepting that portion of round commonly called the Cookbog as also furth of that portion 
of ground commonly called Blairbathie all lying within the parish of Dunipace and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 
as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1764 SC4/3 Bogend 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace & 

Larbert;- parts of the barony of Torwoodhead;- parts of Bogend;- tenandry of 
Torwoodhead (excepting Cookbog);- piece of ground called Blairbathie, parish of 
Dunipace ;- on disp by trustees of Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 

1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 
the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill; piece of ground called the Little Arn Bog; Room and 
Tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting a piece of ground formerly called the Cockbog); 
piece of ground called Blairbothie, parish of Dunipace 

1817 Grassom Bogend 
1854 CH2/1326 Bogend 
1861 OS Bogend 
1971 OS Bogend 
BOG GREEN # DPC NS8485 [3]  Torwood   
 
1691 RPC iii  p.676 No.56 The petitioners obtained a protestation against Robert Rollo of Powhouse for not insisting 

in a complaint of alleged molestation in possession of the lands of Boog and Boogreen. 
[p.318 has “the Boigs and Boigreins”] 

BOGMEADOW # DPC NS7984 [2] Meikle Denovan    
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1731 RS59/15 f.711 Compared personaly upon the ground of the piece of Meadow and Rigs meadow called 
Broadmeadow eftermetioned John Murehad of Croftfoot baillie --- all and haill that piece 
of Meadow called Boigmeadow with four Riggs of land --- with the heall present Dykes 
and Dyke seughs thereof --- Bounded with the lands of Croftfoot on the north the lands of 
Broomhill on the west south and east thereof  

1791 AOS 2062 Broomhill, barony of Herbertshire;- part of Boigmeadow, barony of Meikle Denovan 
1798 AOS 3515 Boigmeadow - Barony of Meikle Denovan 
1800 AOS 3994 Boigmeadow, barony of Meikle Denovan 
 
cf Broadbogmeadow DPC 
BOG PARK # DPC NS8183 [1]  NS814836  
 
1797 RHP 14367 Bog Park 
BOGS # DPC NS8485 [3]  Torwood   
 
1691 RPC iii  p.676 No.56 petition to the Privy Council by Lord Forrester, Lord Saline and the lady Letheme and the 

tenants of Torwoodhead and Lethem. 
 The petitioners obtained a protestation against Robert Rollo of Powhouse for not inisting in 

a complaint of alleged molestation in possession of the lands of Boog and Boogreen. 
[p.318 has “the Boigs and Boigreins”] 

BOGSIDE MEADOW # DPC NS8485 [3]  Torwood   
 
1588 RMS v 1533 [L] The king etc., grants to John Drummond [section requires translation],- the south and 

north marshes commonly called the Blakarnybog, with the stank hall [haugh?] marsh the 
Halstangbog (between the lands of Carbrok, Larbertscheillis, Littil-Johnnes-styll, the ditch 
through the lands of the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, tenant of the Lord of Gardin, where it 
seperates the king’s bog and the lands of the Lord of Plane and those of David Roogis of 
Powhous, and otherwise bounded as specified), meadows [called] the Boigsyd-medow and 
Braidbog-medow (between the bounds specified), the Preistis-medow, with the little 
meadow which is adjacent (which pasture is cut and harvested by the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, 
David Rook of Powhous, Christina Levingstoun of Powmylne, John Callender, and is now 
endowed as a pendicle of the said John Drummond through the perogative of the crown, 
lying at the wood of Torwode, sheriffdom of Striviling 

BOGTON HAUGH (# DPC NS8481 [2]  
 
1558 GD1/529/47 the Bougtowne Halche 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Boigtounhauche - lands and barony of Donypeace 
1741 GD1/529/247 Boigtownhaugh 
 
cf Bogton FAK 
BOWIESFAULD (# DPC NS8184 [3] Little Denovan    
 
1677 RS59/5 f.408 [L] John Andrew textor in Litle Denovane --- that part and portion of the lands of 

Grenisbrae commonly known as Bowies Fauld and that part of the muir adjacent known 
commonly as Blackhill 

1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 
Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends 

1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 
Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof 

BOWMANS GREEN # DPC NS8083 [2] Little Denovan    
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lyning contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
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John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie patent mercatt passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.65v Lillias Young sister to William Young smith in Greeend [sic] of Denovan  --- sold to the 
said Lillias his sister --- all and haill his part and portion of land called Bowmen Greens 
laying contiguous betwixt the high patent mercat passage upon the west syd thereof The 
lands called Grays Aiker on the south and the land possest be Elspeth Gilchrist on the east 
syd and the old common passage called Saltergate on the north syde thereof And all and 
heakk that other part and portion of land contigue togither betwixt the old common cartgate 
upon the south syde there of the lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankier on the 
east syd thereof the lands callled the Meldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of 
the Steal roum on the north syd And the lands possest be James and William Cuthill upon 
the west syd of the samen with liberty and power to cast win and transport tuentie four sled 
creills of peits yearlie in all tyme coming furth of any part of Beidmens Moss All lying in 
the paroche of Dunapace and sheriffdom of Stirling reserving all the time of his lyfetime 
the chamber and smidie with the litle house oposite to the samen with the piece yard and 
land belonging to the chamberas also tuo ridges of land be west the house his entry to the 
tuo ridges 

1724 RS59/14 f.516 John McKieson at miln of Kilbryde having a disposition granted by the deceast Lilias 
Young sister to William Young smith in Greenhead of Denovan ---- her part and portion of 
land called Bowmengreens --- lying contigue together betwixt the high patent Mercat 
passage upon the west side of the lands  called Grays Acre on the south the land possest be 
Elspeth Gilchrist on the east and the Old Common passage called Saltergate on the north 
side thereof And Also All and heall that her other part and portion of land lying contigue 
together betwixt the old Common Cartgate upon the south the lands pertainnig to George 
Murehead of Bankend on the east The lands called the Mildrum on the west side thereof 
with right liberty and power to cast win and transport twenty four sled creels of peats 
yearly within any part or Cavell of Bedmans moss all lying with the parioch of Dunnypace 
--- reserving always to the said William Young all the days of his lifetime the Chamber and 
smithie with the little house opposite to the same with the piece yeard and land belonging 
to the Chamber and also two ridges of land bewest the house 

1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Greenbraehead, & Bowmans Green 
 
Cf: Bowmansgreen TL185045 
      Bowman Hillock NJ485395; Bowmans NJ355265 
BRAES # DPC NS7984 [1]  NS798847  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] le Byris 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Biris 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Byris 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Byiris 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Byris 
1590 Pont Braes M[iddle] 
1597 CRE Thomas Young in Brayis of Denovane 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] lie Brayis 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] lie Brayis 
1619 CRS Thomas Young in Brayis of Denovane 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as lie Brayis 
1629 RS58/5 f.33 [L] James Forrester in Brais of Mekill Dynovan and Agnes Crawfuird his spouse --- 

charter of alienation and precept of sasine --- in conjunct fee. [witnesses to sasine] John 
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Ker son of David Ker in Litle Denovane, George Forester there, John Denovane in Meikle 
Denovane. [It is possible that this is the original possession of Braes by the Forresters.] 

1631 RS58/5 f.176 [L] James Forrester in Braes 
1631 RS58/5 f.178 [L] Robert Zoung in West Braes  
1631 RS58/5 f.182 [L] compeared upon the lands and mill underwritten --- Robert Zoung in Braes known as 

Wester Braes and Jonet Zoung his spouse – William Levingstoune of Westquarter as 
baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow those parts and portions of the lands and barony of 
Harbertshyre commonly known as Braes alias West Braes and the lands known as 
Drumalzear with houses [etc] possessed and occupied by the said Robert and his spouse 
with the freedom to win limestone and also to win limestone in the lands of Northfeild --- 
equal part of the mill and mill lands --- and also the earls tower and fortalice of 
Harbertshyre with houses [etc] and also the wood [silva] of  Carronglen on the east end of 
the wood known as Cowandewodes --- coal and all other metals and minerals within the 
foresaid lands which otherwise pertain with the ‘authority’  to transport them --- per ibrium 
bestial  vulgo guidis – gramina [witnesses to sasine] Morice Myler in Boirdis  

1631 RS58/5 f.183v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Forrester in Braes and 
Andrew Ker my son [i.e. of the notary] as procurator for Agnes Craufuird spouse of the 
said James and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow 
and there the said James Forrester and Mr Andrew Ker upon a charter of sale and 
alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre 
commonly known as Braes and the lands of Bradlie with houses [etc] --- presently 
possessed and occupied by the said James and his spouse --- with the liberty of winning 
turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the 
liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possessed by 
William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently 
possessed and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the 
multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the 
wood known as West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to sasine] Robert Zoung in Braes, David 
Mureheid, miller, and Robert Zoung in Burnsyd 

1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] lie Brayes 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Eister and Wester Braes 
1636 RS58/6 f.363 [L] Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me John Stirling of Harbertshyr 

forsammeikle as John Forrester in Brayes of Meikledenoven and Agnes Crawfuird his 
spouse --- annualrent  

1638 RS58/7 f.169 [L]James Forrester in Brayis of Meikle Denovan  
1643 IRGS 1631-40 James Forestar in Brayis of Mekill Denoven - sp. Agnes Crawford 
1662 CRS Robert Young in Wester Braye, par. of Dunnepeace, and Janet Young his spouse 
1670 CRS Margaret Young spouse to James Paterson in Wester Braes 
1685 RS59/7 f.31 [L] John Forrester of Braes son and heir of the late James Forrester of Braes – Precept of 

Clare Constat  
1685 RS83/1 f.3/4 John Forrester of Braes of the lands of Braes of Denovan, Bredlie and Garcoch – of ane 

pairt of the Mylne and Mylne lands of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  31st and 32nd leaves 
of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10/4 Andrew Young of his lands of Wester Braes & Drumalier & proportion of the corn mylne 
of Herberrtshyre. Registered on the  1161st leaf of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10/5 Andrew Young of his lands of Wester Braes & Drumalier with arable land and others in 
Denovan with the proportion of the corn mylne of Herbertshyre corresponding. Registered 
on the  161st leaf of the said Register 

1687 RS83/1 f.12/5 Robert Young sone and aire to James Young in Wester Braes of Denovan. Registered on 
the  201st and 202nd leaves of the said Register  

1703 RS83/2 f.11/206  John Forrester of Braes of all and haill part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Braes 
and Breadlies RS59/11 f.217 – f.219 

1704 CRS John Forrester of Braes 
1708 RS83/12 f.2/304 James Forrester of Braes - contract of marriage between him and Susannan Cuming, 

daughter of the deceast Robert C. in ?, in all and haill the just and equall half of his lands of 
Braes and Gartcosh in the barony of Herbertshire ... commontie and sicklike in the said 
James’ other lands called Broadlie 

1708 RS59/12 f.304v [L] James Forrester of Braes --- contract of marriage with Susanna Cuming lawful 
daughter to the deceast Robert Cuming merchant in Iriwin 
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1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise West Braes --- that part and portion of 
land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] John Forrester younger of Braes, writer in Edinburgh  
1760 CRS James Anderson, servant to John Forrester of Braes 
1785 AOS 725 Burnhouse, & Greensdyke, part of Breas or Wester Breas, & part of Nether Burnhouse, 

parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.476 
1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 

Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1798 CRS John Forrester, late of Braes 
1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 

the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

1814 AOS 7509 parts of the B of Herbertshire called Er Braes, lands of Bradleys, pendicle thereof called 
Gartcosh  

1819 AOS 9032 portion of the lands called Braes or Wester Braes: part of Nether Burnhouse, viz. 
Wellridge, Collinswell, Kildale, Sheephouseridge, Stoneydale, Smallridge, Thorniedale, 
Hipridge, Acreridge, Ryeyard, Headridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Headridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

1861 OS Braes 
1912 CDS13 Braes - Wm Binnie 
 
see Stirlingshire i p.74 for fort; ii,  p.334ff for house. 
 
cf Byres NJ3562 
 
Note: CDS13 gives 11 instances of Byres uncompounded. 
BRIDGEND of Little Denovan  # DPC NS8183 [2] Little Denovan    
 
1629 CRE Christian Hamilton, spouse of Neil Cornwall in Brigends in Carron 
1727 CH2/644  Bridgend of Little Denovan 
BRIDGEND OF TORWOOD  # DPC NS8385 [3] Torwood    
 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris 

Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and 
Brigend of Torwood [almost certainly a mistranscription of Bogend] 

BRIGLAND # DPC NS7784 [2] Meikle Denovan    
 
1608 RMS vi 2192  [L] Brigland - lands and barony of Herbertshire 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Brigland,  
1635 RMS ix 431   Briglands - Meikle Denovan 
1658 RS58/11 f.278v in all and haill that roume and lands callit Stainyinch & Briglands 
1660 RS58/12 f.340 lands callit Stanyinche and Briglands --- within the barony of Harbertshyre  
 
cf  Old Brig DNY 
BROADBOG MEADOW (# DPC NS8384 [3] Torwood    
 
1588 RMS v 1533   Braidbog-medow  
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Braidbogmedow - lands of Torheid, Torwode and Torwodheid 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Breadboig-medow - lands of Torhead, Torwode, Torwodhead and Kingsydemuir 
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1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Braidboigmedow - as above 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion, Braidbog 
Meadow 

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Braidbog Meadow 

BROADDALE # DPC NS8083 [2] Meikle Denovan    
 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. pieces of ground called Miln Acre, & Broaddale, 

parish of Dunipace  
1790 AOS 1739 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Milltown and part of Milntown of Denovan 

and Hardcroft, Milnacre, the Broaddall and cavil united to Milntown; tenementcalled 
Lairocks with the Smiddie house, parish of Dunipace  

1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad Dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 

BROADLEES # DPC NS7985 [1]  NS797855  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Braidley - lands and barony of Herbertshire 
1620 CRS Duncan Smith in Breidley of Meikle Denovan 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Braidlie 
1631 RS58/5 f.183v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Forrester in Braes and 

Andrew Ker my son [of the notary] as procurator for Agnes Craufuird spouse of the said 
James and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow and 
there the said James Forrester and Mr Andrew Ker upon a charter of sale and alienation of 
all and haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly 
known as Braes and the lands of Bradlie with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and 
occupied by the said James and his spouse --- with the liberty of winning turves and calcem 
vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of winning 
turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possessed by William Patoune in 
Northfeild 

1632 RMS viii 2048   Braidlie - lands and barony of Herbertshire 
1685 RS83/1 f.3.4 John Forrester of Braes of the lands of Braes of Denovan, Bredlie and Garcoch – of ane 

pairt of the Mylne and Mylne lands of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  31st and 32nd leaves 
of the said Register  

1688 RS83/1 f.16.14 Robert Smith in Bredlies of Denovan and Jonet Thomsoune his spouse of the land of 
Banknock. Registered on the  270th leaf of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – Broadlies of 
Denovan]  

1703 RS83/2 f.11.206   John Forrester of Braes of all and haill part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Braes 
and Breadlies 

1708 RS83/12 f.2/304 James Forrester of Braes - contract of marriage between him and Susannan Cuming, 
daughter of the deceast Robert C. in ?, in all and haill the just and equall half of his lands of 
Braes and Gartcosh in the barony of Herbertshire ... commontie and sicklike in the said 
James’ other lands called Broadlie 

1755 Roy Braidlee 
1780 AOS Broadlie or Broadleys 
1814 AOS 7509 parts of the B of Herbertshire called Er Braes, lands of Bradleys, pendicle thereof called 

Gartcosh  
1817 Grassom Broadlees 
1861 OS Broadlee 
 
cf Bradley, Cumberland: 1292 Brathelay. 
    Broadlees NS5353; Broadleys NT2689; Broadley NJ3961, NJ4518; Braidlee NY4796 
BROOMHILL DPC NS8084 [1]  NS802841  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Brumehill 
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1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Brumehill 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Brumhill 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Brumehill 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Brumehill 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Brumehill 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Brumehill 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Broomehill 
1631 RS58/5 f.195v compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Smyth in eldest lawful son of 

Robert Smyth in Brwmhill and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the 
Earl of Linlithgow and there the said Robert upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and occupied by the said Robert and Elizabeth 
Mitchell his spouse --- with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and 
also another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves and limestone 
within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of 
the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said William 
Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood 
of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to 
sasine] John Broune in Quarter, Henry Zoung in Duchielege and David Mureheid in 
Bankend  

1632 RS58/5 f.281 James Smythe lawfull son to Robert Smithe in Broomehill hereditary proprietor thereof 
and Issabella Mirk his --- this one is an annualrent --- parts and portions of the lands of 
Herbertshyre  commonly known as the Broomehill with houses [etc] 

1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Bromehill 
1639 RS58/7 f.251 John Smyth in Brumehill  
1643 RS58/7 f.421v James Smyth of Bromhill of Mekil Denovan 
1658 RS58/11 f.267v James Smith of Broomhill of Meikeldenovan  
1703 RS59/11 f.243v John Smithe of Broomhill 
1755 Roy Broomhill 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1791 AOS 2062 Broomhill, barony of Herbertshire;- part of Boigmeadow, barony of Meikle Denovan 
1801 AOS 4214 piece of ground or inclosure called Gartcosh on the north side of Denovan Muir, being part 

of the lands of Broomhill 
1817 Grassom Broomhill 
1836 AOS 17961850 Broomhill 
1861 OS Broomhill 
1971 OS Broomhill 
BROOMHILL # DPC NS8282 [3]  
 
1667 RS59/3 58 that parts and portions of the lands of Kirkland callit the Broomhill then possest be John 

Renny miller in Kirkland --- within the parochin of Dennypace 
BUCKIEHOLE # DPC NS7684 [3] Meikle Denovan    
 
1699 RS83/2/10 294 Jean Adame spouse to Robert Young lawfull son to Andrew Young of Buckieholl of his 

equal half --- Easter and Wester Greenlands of Dennie RS59/10 f.239 – f.240 
1699 RS59/10 f.239 contract of marriage between Jean Adam daughter of Andrew Adam in Slafarquhar and 

Robert Young son of Andrew Young in Buckieholl 
1701RS83/2/10 589 Robert Young eldest son to deceast Alexander Young of Easter Buckiehole of all and haill 

that Roume called easter Buckiesyde with the lands & As also of ane part of Northfields 
lymecraig belonging thereto As also of ane part of the Cornmill of Herbertshire miln lands 
RS59/10 f.474 

 
cf Crewhole, Galloway [PNG 93] 
BUCKIESIDE DPC NS7785 [1]  NS771852  
 
1471 SProts p.7 (f.43) Bukesyd 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Bukkeside - lands and barony of Herbertshire 
1588 CRE Peter Marshall in Eister-Bukkesyd 
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1590 Pont Bukkisyde [E and W] 
1591 CRE Alexander Marshall in Buckiesyd 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Buccisyd 
1631 RS58/5 f.185 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr Andrew Ker, my eldest 

lawful son [of the notary] in the name of Katherine Richersoune, relict of the late 
Alexander Zoung in Buccisyd and Robert Zoung their only son and William Levingstoune 
of Westquarter as baillie to the Earl of Linlithgow having a charter of sale and alienation of 
all and haill the just and equal half of that part and portion of the lands and barony of 
Harbertshyre known as Buccisyd with houses [etc] possessed and occupied by the late 
Alexander Zoung and his spouse--- with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo 
lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves 
and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possessed by William Patoune in Northfeild --
- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said 
William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving 
he wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood 
[witnesses to sasine] Morice Miller in Boirdis and Robert Zoung in Wester Braes  

1636 RS58/7 f.18 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonette Patoune eldest 
lawful daughter of William Patoune of Northfield of Meikill Denoven having in her hand a 
charter of life rent from Robert Young lawful son  of the late Alexander Young in the 
Bukiesyd of Meikill Denoven hereditary proprietor of the said lands of Bukiesyd with the 
express consent of Katherine Ritchardsoune his mother and also the lands of Denny 
underwritten of which the said Katherine Rishardsoune is the hereditary proprietor --- half 
of a rood [particument] of Garthe commonly known as Thridruid lying in the Fukertoun 
Syk --- David Muirheid in Tyketsheuche, baillie in that part for the said Robert Young 
[witnesses to sasine] Robert Muirheid in Inglistoune 

1650 SC67/67/1 f.f.101v James Muirheide in Buckiesyde 
1654 CRS James Auldcorn in Buckisyde 
1656 RS58/11 f.6v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Zoung only 

lawfull sone to the deceast Robert Zoung of Eist Buchsyd in Denaven --- Precept of Clare 
Constat from William Stirling of Harbertshyre --- in all and haill that rowme and landis 
callit the Eister Buicksyd, houses [etc] [all of the usual – Northfield limecraig and 
Herbertshire mill!!!] --- Eister Bucksyd [witnesses to sasine] James Muirhead in 
Be[w]croft father in law to the said Alexander  

1662 CRS James Murdoch in Buckiesyde 
1701 RS83/2/10 589 Robert Young eldest son to deceast Alexander Young of Easter Buckiehole of all and haill 

that Roume called easter Buckiesyde with the lands & As also of ane part of Northfields 
lymecraig belonging thereto As also of ane part of the Cornmill of Herbertshire miln lands 

1702 RS83/2/11 42 John Young son to Alexander Young of Buckiesyde [see easter Seamores] 
1755 Roy Buckieside 
1788 AOS 1276 Rullie Greens or Duchlage Greens adjoining to Buckieside 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1817 Grassom Buckieside 
1861 OS Buckieside 
1912 CDS13 Buckieside - D. Cameron 
BULLION # DPC NS8384 [1]    Torwood   
 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Wellbulzeon [recte Kingside Well, Bulzeon] 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Velbulzeon [recte Kingside Vell, Bulzeon] 
1722 CH2/644  Bullions in Torwood 
1748 RS59/19 f.297 all and haill a piece of ground of the barony of Torwoodhead being that part of the land 

called Henries Town consisting of ten acres or thereby and bounded as follows viz: On the 
north by a road which passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holly tree 
which road divides betwixt the lands hereby disponed and the other parts of Henrystown 
and lands of Bulzeon and the march of the lands hereby disponed runs up from the Holly 
tree south till it reaches a hedge and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cock-Muir and down 
from the hedge south and east till it reaches a loan or march and the lands of Dunipace on 
the east till it reaches a loan or march betwixt the possession of the said James Robertson 
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lying within the parish of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] 
William Denovan Inkeeper at Torwood 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Bullion 
1755 Roy Bullions 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion,  
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Bullion 
1912 CDS13 Bullion - John Anderson 
  
see Scott, M., 2000, ‘Bullion in Scottish Place-Names’, Nomina 23, 37–48. 
 
cf Bullions FAK Bulliondale Slamannan; NS865875 
    Bullion Well, Ecclesmachan WLO : 1474 Bulzeon - Bulyeon 
    Bullerwell, Hobkirk parish ROX. 
BURN BOG # DPC NS8183 [3]  Little Denovan   
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising parks called the Sunnyside park and the Back park 

including the Burn Bog  
BURNFOLD # DPC NS8183 [3]  
 
1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 

viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 
of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little 
Denovan which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying 
between the hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

BURNHOUSE DPC NS7984 [1]  NS796844  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Ovir et Nethir Burnehous 
1615 CRS Alexander Muirhead in Burnhouse of Denovane 
1620 RS58/2 f.134v James Grahame in lie Burnhous of Meikle Denovan [see Tomrawer, Kilsyth] 
1620 RS58/2 f.136 James Grahame in lie Burnhous of Meikle Denovan acceded to the part and portion of his 

lands of Wester Achincloche in liferent --- that half of the part and portion of West 
Achincloche now pertaining to the said James and John Grahame of Achincloche, his 
brother --- part of the town and lands of Thamrawer Eister known as the Auldhall 

1629 RS58/4 f.186v To all  and sindrie qhom it effieres to quas knowlwdge thir presetn ltters sall cum Me 
James Zoung in Burnhous of Meikle Denovan and Marioune Pattoune my spouse --- albeit 
the honourable lord David Livingstoune of Dunypeace, knyt baronet, has sauld alienelleit 
& disponit to ws and langest levar of ws tua  in conjunct fie and to the airis laufullie 
procreat or to be procreat betwix ws --- all and haill that pairt and portion of his lands of 
Donypaice presentlie occupyit and possessit be Andro Small with the houss bigingis zairdis 
mosss muires liberties priveleges and wyth pertinentis quhatsomever pertainig and 
belonging therto togidder wyth the haill gress and pasturage in the Lonyng of Donypace fra 
the said Lonyng Mouthe up to the muir and als wyth libertie of winning leading and away 
taking of lyme staines in all boundis pertaining to the said lord David Livingstoune for the 
us of the said lands [seems to be a mortgage – probably a wadset for he is obliged to pay to 
James and Marion the sum of.2000 merks] 

1631 RS58/5 f.198 George Watsoune in Nather Burnhous  
1631 RS58/5 f.198 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten George Watsoune in Nather 

Burnhous and Issabella Archibald his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as 
baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and 
alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre 
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commonly known as the Nather Burnhous with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and 
occupied by the said George and his spouse --- with the liberty of winning turves and 
calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of 
winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William Patoune 
in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and 
occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- 
Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as 
West Cowanes Wood  

1632 RS58/5 f.274 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  upon the ground and mill 
underwritten William Patoune in Northfeild, George Muirheid in Croftfute David Muirheid 
in Bankend and Robert Zoung in Buccisyid in the name of John Muirheid in Buccisyid also 
William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of 
sale and alienation of parts and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as 
Wester Burnhous with houses [etc] [as the others of this group] [witnesses to sasine], John 
Broune in Quarter, William Zoung in Eist Barnego, John Zoung in Stanyinch  

1634 GD1/529/123 James Young, sometime in Burnhous in Meikle Denovane, now in Donypace and Marion 
Patoune his spouse 

1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Burnehous 
1645 RS58/8 f.124v Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me James Young sumtyme in Burnhous of 

Meikledenovan and now in Donypace and Marione Patoune my spous  
1645 GD1/529/149 Burnhouse of Meikel Donnawane 
1658 RS58/11 f.180v lands of Burnhous amd Greinsdyke  
1661 RS59/1 f.12 William Mureheid laufull sone to William Mureheid of Burnehous  
1662 CRS George Watson in Burnehouse and Isobel Archibald 
1675 CRS Thomas Ewing in Bournhousse 
1708 CRS Alexander Muirhead of Burnhouse 
1724 CRS William Muirhead of Burnhouse 
1727 CH2/644   Burnhouse 
1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 

Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1794 GD1/529/204 superiority held by John Morehead, brother of William of Herbertshire 
1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 

the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

1817 Grassom Burnhouse 
1821 Ainslie Burnhouse 
1861 OS Burnhouse 
1958 OS Burnhouse 
 
see infra: Nether  Burnhouse and Over Burnhouse. 
BURNSIDE DPC NS8084 [1]  NS805844  
 
1631 RS58/5 f.183v [L] Robert Zoung in Burnsyd 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] terras de Scrabbriebank vocat. Doghillock and Burnsyde, villam et terras de Ingilston, 

Wester Burnsyde et Muirediekes 
1636 RS58/7 f.15 [L] David Ker in Burnsyde  
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1658 RS58/11 f.267v Comperit personalie John Ker in Burnsyde of Litledenovane  
1661 RS59/1 f.12v George Mureheid laufull sone to David Mureheid of Ticketsheuch --- grantit be David Ker 

laufull sone to John Ker of Burnsyde of Little Denovane  --- that part and portion of all 
and haill the said David his halff of all and haill the landis of Burnsyde of Little Denovane 
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--- meited and devyditt to him as they are particulary named and designed in parcells 
thairof in maner heir efter sett downe viz the landis callit the Blind Lattingis the landis 
callit Greinbrae Greins aikers buscells and the thrie pairt of ffour pairtis of the land called 
the Black Hill with the Myln Daill with the muir of Little Denovane togidder with these 
ffour rigis and ane uther howrig with the bread end lyand all betwixt the hedges with the 
landis callit the Mailies Daill and the half of the moss of Little Denovane [witnesses to 
sasine] John Robertsoune sone to William Robertsoune in Edgeface 

1665 RS59/2 f.181v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Andro tailzer in Litle Dunovan 
holding in his hands a charter of alienatioune granted to him be John Ker proprietor of the 
fourth part of the haill lands of Burnsyde in Litle Dunovan --- in all and haill that part and 
portione of land called the Pull Daill extending to ane aiker of land or therby 

1667 RS59/2 f.362 David Ker son to John Ker of Burnsyd his half of all and haill the land of Burnsyd of 
Litle Denovan --- viz the  lands callit the Blood Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays 
Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of the lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure 
of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane uther how rig with the braid end lyand all 
betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the Maillisdaill  

1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 
viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1676 RS59/5 f.331v [L]part and portion of the lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan formerly pertaining to John 
and David Ker --- Bloodlettings, Greines Brae, Grays Aikers, Burnesfauld and three fourth 
parts of the land called Mikle Deall in the muir of Litle Denonvan with four rigs called 
Howrige with the broadend lying within the hedges with lands called Maline Deall and half 
of Mossede 

1679 CRS John Gilchrist in Burnsyde of little Denovan and Agnes Muirhead, his spouse 
1679 CRS John Ker in Burnsyde of Little Denovan and Janet Gillmuir his spouse 
1686 CRS David Ker in Burnsyde of Denovan, and Agnes Gillespie 
1686 RS83/1 f.6v.2 David Ker in Burnsyde – Burnsyde in Littell Denovan. 
1693 RS83/1 f.47v.5 James Ker lawful sone to umquhill John Ker in Burnsyde of Litle Denovane. f.257 
1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 

of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan 
which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying between the 
hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

1708 RS83/12/2/305 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 
Thorndyke Dog- hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1713  RS59/13 f.88 Hary Paton of Northfield as baillie --- Precept of Clare Constat in favour of John Ker of 
Burnsyde --- all and haill the lands of Burnsyde 

1717 CH2/644   Burnsyde 
1753 RS59/20 f.115v Instrument of Resignation in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan granted by William 

Young of Greenbrae of part of the lands of Burnside of Little Denovan called Grays Acre 
and three parts of four parts of the lands called the Meikle Dale in the muir of Little 
Denovan with four ridges and ane other how ridge with the braid end all lying betwixt the 
hedges the lands called the Malice Dail and half of the moss of ? 

1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 
Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends  

1797 RHP14367 Burnside  
1801 AOS 4127 in parts of the baronies and estate of Denovan – inclosure of Blackhill, lands and inclosure 

of Edgeface, comprising the remainder of the lands of Upper Dykehead & the Westfield or 
inclosure of the lands of of Burnside or Ingliston  

1807 SC4/3 Burnside or Ingleston 
1865 SC4/3 Burnside or Ingleston 
BURNSIDE PARK # DPC NS8083 [1]  NS805836  
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1797 RHP 14367 Burnside Park 
 
cf West Burnside and ‘Burnside alias Ingleston 
BUSCELLS # DPC NS8083 [2]    
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v the landis of Burnsyde of Little Denovane --- Buscells  
BYRES see Braes  Little Denovan   
CARBROOK DPC NS8385 [1]  NS838855  
 
1477 SProts Carbrok 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris 

Mains, lands of Carbrok, --- Walter Ure son of Donald Ure in Carbrok, Patrick Ure and 
Alexander Hendrie his servants 

1627 Retour 125 [L] lands of Carbrok 
1654 RS58/9 f.223v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Adam Badd in Carbroke 

as procurator and attorney for William Stirling of Herbertshire with William Jarvy in 
Woodsyd bailie in that part to James Strivline of Calwill heretor of the lands underwritten 
with a charter granted be the said James Stirling to the said William Stirling --- of all and 
haill the lands of Carbrok with houses [etc] lyand within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Balzie second 
lawful son to Lieutennant Generall William Bailzie of Lethem --- all and haill the lands 
and barony of Torwoodhead comprehending the lands forests and uthers underwritten viz -
-- all and haill these twa oxengates of the lands of Carbroke  

1699 RS83/2/10 175 George Stirling of Herbertshire of that mealling of land called Carbrook 
1780 Ross  Carbrock 
1817 Grassom Carbrook 
1861 OS Carbrook House 
1879 Gillespie p.167 Carbrook 
 
Note: sasine of Nov 10 1810 gives ‘Carsbrooke or Corsebruike now called Carbrook, par. of St Ninians’ - but with 

‘lands of Hollings and Darnbog being parts of Torwood, par. of Dunipace’. All of the evidence points to Carbrook 
having been north of the Pow prior to the later house being built; however Ross shows it on the south side of the 
burn. 

CARBROOK BRIDGE DPC NS8485 [2]     
 
1742 RS59/18 f.202v and from thence along the said Torburn to Carbrockbridge  
CARRON GLEN # DPC NS8378 [1]    
 
1631 RS58/5 f.180v [L] the wood [silva] of Carronglen  
1631 RS58/5 f.182 [L] and also the wood [silva] of Carronglen on the east end of the wood known as 

Cowandewodes  
1753 SC4/3 Carronglen 
1760 GD1/529/276 tenant in Carronglen of Herbertshire  
1836 AOS 17961796 Carronglen - in Herbertshire barony 
1861 OS Carronglen Cottage 
1922 Carronglen Cottage NS794834 
 
see infra ‘Back of Carron Glen’ 
CARRONSIDE # DPC NS8183 [2]  
 
1735 GD1/529/212 Carronsyde - Tack by Sir Arch. Primrose of Dunipace in favour of George Craig in 

Auchinkill 
1741 GD1/529/247 Carronsyde 
1799 CRS John Downie in Carronside, par. of Dunipace 
CARRONVALE DPC NS8083 [1]  NS808838    
 
1819 AOS 9391 children of Thomas Cairnie, Calico Printer, Denny – 2 inclosures of ground extending to 6 

acres + whereon part of the Coach house, Summer house, and 2 dwelling houses at 
Carronvale are built, with the whole buildings and erections on said 2 pieces of ground, 
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being part of the lands of Milton; the Miln and Miln lands of Herbertshire, and Wauk mill 
and Isle possessed as a Printfield called Herbertshire Printfield consisting of.7 + acres, 
parish of Dunipace 

1821 Ainslie Carronvale 
CARRS HILL # DPC NS8285 [1]  NS822854   
 
1963 Stirlingshire i No 73 Carr’s Hill 
 
This is the site of an iron age fort [Langlands] 
CASTLEHILL # DPC NS7984 [1]   NS797847  
 
 1755 Roy Castlehill - this is the vitrified fort at Braes 
 
See Stirlingshire i No 74, p.74 
COLLINSWELL # DPCNS7984 [3]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

1819 AOS 9032 portion of the lands called Braes or Wester Braes: part of Nether Burnhouse, viz. 
Wellridge, Collinswell 

 
cf Collinswell NT2186; Colin Hill NT1020  
Killingswalls, Falkirk p.;   
CHAPEL LANDS   # DPC NS8282 [1]  
 
1610 RMS vii 301 [L] Donypace et lie Chapellandis earundem 
1621 RMS viii 124 [L] terras capelle S. Alexandri, in parochia de Donypace 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] terras capelle S. Alexandri 
 
See Kirklands infra - the chapel-lands and Kirkland seem to have been perceived as seperate entities - see RMS ix 180 
and RS83/2/10 f.261. 
CHECK BAR  DPC NS8381 [1]  NS831815   
 
This was a local name for a road junction where a toll bar stood. It is named in the Account Book for the Trustees of 
the Redrow and Peathill Turnpike Road [Stirling Archives SC2/9/1] as ‘Dunipace bar’. The name has been applied to 
the roundabout that now forms the junction. 
CHRISTIENEUCK WOOD  DPC NS8484 [1]  NS844841   
 
1896 OS Christieneuck Wood   
 
Note: 1798 John Christie, Farmer, Torwood [AOS] 
CLERKS LANDS # DPC NS8381 [2]  
 
1558 GD1/529/47 part of the Kirkland.- in the halche narrest the grein daik besyd the Clarkis Landis quhilk 

Menteithe sumtyme duelt into and now occupayit be Andro Dik 
COCKBOG # DPC NS8384 [3]    
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1588 RMS v 1567 [L] terras de Cokboig et Cokmure 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Cockboig et Cockmure 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Cokbog and Cokmure 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Coikboig, Cockmure 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Cokbeg 
1711 RS59/12 f.551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 

Woodside having a charter of diposition and alienation granted be Lord George Forrester 
heretable proprietor of the tennendry and roume of land aftermentioned --- the haill roume 
and land of Torwoodhead --- excepting that portion of ground commonly called Cockbog 
bounded and marched in manner following Viz that part of the said Mary Forrester her 
portion  upon the south up the Ruchdyke to the corner of the yaird belonging to William 
Denovan and exxtending further from the back of the said yaird  forward to the yaird 
belonging to John Ker and thence to the wooddyke on the north and from the said 
wooddyke to the Stone Dyke belonging to the said Mary upon the east  

1749 RS59/19 f.343v excepting that portion of round commonly called the Cookbog  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Cockboig 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace & 

Larbertparts of the barony of Torwoodhead;- parts of Bogend;- tenandry of Torwoodhead 
(excepting Cookbog);- piece of ground called Blairbathie, parish of Dunipace ;- on disp by 
trustees of Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 

1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 
Cockboig 

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Cockboig 

1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 
the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill; piece of ground called the Little Arn Bog; Room and 
Tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting a piece of ground formerly called the Cockbog); 
piece of ground called Blairbothie, parish of Dunipace 

 
see infra Cockspow 
 
cf Cockburn ELO  
COCKMUIR # DPC NS8384 [3]     
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] terras de Cokboig et Cokmure 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Cockboig et Cockmure 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Cokbog and Cokmure 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Coikboig, Cockmure 
1684 RH9/3/100 George Kerm in Cokmuir  
1748 RS59/19 f.297 all and haill a piece of ground of the barony of Torwoodhead being that part of the land 

called Henries Town consisting of ten acres or thereby and bounded as follows viz: On the 
north by a road which passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holly tree 
which road divides betwixt the lands hereby disponed and the other parts of Henrystown 
and lands of Bulzeon and the march of the lands hereby disponed runs up from the Holly 
tree south till it reaches a hedge and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cock-Muir and down 
from the hedge south and east till it reaches a loan or march and the lands of Dunipace on 
the east till it reaches a loan or march betwixt the possession of the said James Robertson 
lying within the parish of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] 
William Denovan innkeeper at Torwood 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Cockmuir 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Cockmuir 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Cockmuir 
 
Cf Cock Hill NS7182 
COCKMYLANE DPC NS8485 [1]  NS845855   
 
1817 Grassom Cockmylane 
1861 OS Cockmylane 
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cf Cockmalane GRM 
    Cocmilane ELO  
    Cocklane,1474- SProts- poss. 
    Cultmalindie - Colpmalyndy - 1491 - Hector Brouse of - [EProt 419] 
CORNBLAIRS # DPC NS8284 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Corneblairis 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Corneblairis 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Corneblaires 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Cornblairis 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Corneblairs 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz, lands of Corneblairs with woods and grazings of the said 

forest  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Cairnblairs 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Carnblairs 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Cornblairs 
COURTHILL # DPC NS8083 [3]  NS804830  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] le Courthill in Denypace principale  messuagum [of Herbertshire] 
COWANELANDS # DPC NS7983 [3]    
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Cowanelandis 
 
cf Cowanes Hospital, Stirling 
COWAN WOOD # DPC NS7883 [2]    
 
1631 RS58/5 f.180v [L] Excepting and reserving the trees [aborientalis] from his wood known as West 

Cowanes Wode [cowande wode occidentalis] 
1631 RS58/5 f.182 [L] Excepting and reserving the wood [silva] of  Carronglen on the east end of the wood 

known as Cowaneswodes  
1631 RS58/5 f.183v [L] Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known 

as West Cowanes Wood 
1650 RS58/8 f.422 [L] the wood of Carrounglen on the east and the wood known as Cowanes Wood on the 

west  
COWANS ROOMS # DPC NS7983 [3]     
 
1634 RS58/6 f.174 compeirat ane honest man Robert Zoung in Midle Barnego within the barrounrie of 

Harbertshyre upon the ground and lands of his utheris lands in Dynnovane callit Cowanes 
Rowms all pertaining to hym in few and heretage lyand within the barrounrie of 
Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Cowane mealmaker 
burgess of the burgh of Stirling John and Alexander Zoung sons to John Zoung in 
Staneinche of Dennovane 

COW FAULD # DPC NS8183 [2]     
 
1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the lands callit the Blood Lettings 

the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of the lands 
callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane uther 
how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

CRAIGELLOCH HEAD # DPC NS7983 [2]  
 
1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 

part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart greens called Craigelloch Head; part 
of Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh 
called the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace 
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CROFTFOOT DPC NS7984 [1]  NS799842  
 
1581 CRE John Muirhead in Croft-fute of Dunnypais 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Croftfute 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Croftfute 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Croftfute 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Croftfitt 
1631 RS58/5 f.176 [L] compeared upon the lands and mill underwritten --- George Muirheid in Craftfute and 

Agnes Merschell his spouse John Muiheid their son --- William Levingstoune of 
Westquarter baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- in all and haill those parts and portions of 
the lands and barony of  Harbertshyre commonly known as Craftfute with houses [etc] --- 
possesed and occupied by the said George and his spouse --- with the liberty of --- working 
calcem – vulgo  lymstane along with the other pertinents of the said lands and also the 
freedom of winning limestone  within the lands of Northfeild --- with and equal part and 
portion of the grain mill of Harbertshyre [witnesses to sasine] James Forrester in Braes 

1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Croftfuite 
1633 RS58/6 f.71 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  George Muirhead of 

Croftfut of Mekill Denovane and John Muirhead his eldest lawful son and heir apparent --
- contract of matrimony --- Thomas Jervay in Stainragehill and Jean Jervay his lawful 
daughter on the other part 

1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Croftfitt 
1638 CRS George Muirhead in Croft-fitt of Denovan - sp Agnes Marshall 
1679 RS59/6 f.63 [L] Jonet Muirhead lawful daughter to the deceast John Muirhead of West Borland --- 

contract matrimonial between John Muirhead lawful son and air to George Muirhead of 
Croftfoot of Denovane and Jonet Cuthil his spous  

1687 CRS John Muirhead, elder, in Crawsfoot, par. Dunipace 
1706 CRS George Muirhead of Crawfoot, par. of Dunipace 
1731 RS59/15 f.711 Compared personaly upon the ground of the piece of Meadow and Rigs meadow called 

Broadmeadow eftermetioned John Murehad of Croftfoot baillie --- all and haill that piece 
of Meadow called Boigmeadow with four Riggs of land --- with the heall present Dykes 
and Dyke seughs thereof --- Bounded with the lands of Croftfoot on the north the lands of 
Broomhill on the west south and east thereof  

1753 SC4/3 Croftfoot 
1755 Roy Croftfoot 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1817 Grassom Croftfoot 
1861 OS Croftfoot 
1979 OS Croftfoot 
CUTHILL see St Alexanders Cuthill 
CUTHILBRAE # DPC NS8382 [2]  
 
1582 Retour 354 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, haeres John L., patris,-in terris capellae Sancti Alexandri, 

vulgariter nuncupatis Kirklands, et parva silva vocata Sanct Alexandris Cuthill, cum 
Cuthilbrae, in baronia de Herbertshire. 

1621 RS58/2 f.267v [L] the wood called saint Alexander’s Cuthill with the Cuthill Brey  
1642 RS58/7 f.351 [annotated Renun(ciation) Alexander Monteath to Jon Levingstoune of Kirkland] --- all 

and haill the landis of St Alexander conjunctlie callit the Kirkland somtyme occupayit be 
umquhill Thomas Levingstoune and that litle woode called St Alexanders Cuthill and 
Cuthill Breay thairof somtyme occupayit be Johne Gilchrist with housss biggins pairtes 
pendicules and pertinents therof together with the mylne of the said landis mylnelandis 
multuris and sequalis of the samen 

1646 RS58/8 f.163v [L] John Levingstoune of Kirkland --- lands called Chapel of St Alexander commonly 
known as Kirkland --- that part thereof with that little grove or wood [parva silva seu 
nemore] called St Alexanders Cuthill and the Cuthill Brea thereof --- with the mill of the 
said lands with mutlures [etc] --- lying within the barony of Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1699 RS59/10 f.214v William Livingstoun of Kirkland his lands of Kirkland mylne mylnelands yrof and lands of 
Cuthell and Cuthellbraes called St Alexanders Chapell with the pertinents  
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1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] John Forrester younger of Braes, writer in Edinburgh having in his hands a disposition 
of the lands of Kirkland and others after mentioned granted by Thomas Dundas of Lethom 
and Thomas Forrester of Denovan as Trustees appointed by Archibald Johnston of 
Kirkland for his creditors with consent of Margaret Mackee relict of the deceast Alexander 
Johnston of Kirkland --- all and haill the lands of St Alexanders Chapell commonly called 
Kirkland and that little wood called St Alexanders Cuthills and Cuthil Brae with the miln 
and miln lands of the same of old lying within the barony of Herbertshire and now within 
the barony of Dunipeace and sheriffdom of Stirling 

CUTHILBURN # DPC NS8283 [2]  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Cuthilburne 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] the stream called Couthilburne on the west at the lands of Dunypace  
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] lie Hauch terrarum de Heidis ex boreali et orientali latere aque de Carroun a                       

Cuthilburne ad Donypace 
CUTHILEND # DPC NS8382 [1]  NS831824    
 
 1741 GD1/529/247 Cuthilend 
 1838 RHP 11252 endorsed [1837] Cuthilend; [1838] Cuthelend 
DALES PARK # DPC NS8184 [1]   Easter:  NS819845  
      Wester: NS816845 
 
1797 RHP 14367 Dales Park 
1859 RHP 48933 Dales Park 
DALES WOOD # DPC NS8185 [1]  NS810850   
 
1797 RHP 14367 Dales Wood 
1861 OS Dales Wood 
1971 OS Dales Wood 
DAMSIDE # DPC NS8083 [1] 
 
 1708 RS83/12 f.2/348 John Robertsone in Dambside of Denovan 
1723 RS59/14 f.408 Dambside or Milntoun of Denovan 
1739 CH2/644  Dales Wood 
1753 SC4/3 Damside 
1755 CH2/644  Damside in Muckle Denovan 
1785 AOS 767 Dambside of Denovan. P.R. 29.9 
1788 AOS 1275 tenements at Damside above the Mill of Herbertshire, being part of Miltoun  
1790 AOS 1726 Dambside of Milton, par. of Dunipace 
 
see RMS vi 2192; vii 788 
DARNBOG # DPC NS8485 [2]  NS837856  
 
1742 RS59/18 f.202v John McLauchlane gardner and tennent at Darnbog  
1749 RS59/19 f.343v as also furth of that piece of ground called Arnbog  
1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 

as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz First the Lands called Arnboig 
and Hollings which were sold and disponed by Charlotte Lady Forrester to the late William 
Stirling of Herbertshire.  

1755 Roy Darnbog 
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1793 AOS 2521 in part of the barony of Torwoodhead below the road from Falkirk to Stirling , with the 
lands called Hollands & Darnbog. parish of Dunipace  

1912 CDS13 Darnbog - Sir M.H. Shaw Stewart 
 
cf Darnbogue NS865885 
    Darnabo NJ785415; Darnaconnar NX275835; Darndaff NS275725; Darnfillan NS845415; Darnoe NO259087 
    Darnrig FAK 
DENOVAN see Denovan - Little 
DENOVAN CRAIG # DPC NS7884 [1]    
 
1665 RS59/2 f.117 James Millar of Bords of Denny – to the said Alexander Broun of Quarter for that part and 

portion of his lands in Gargosch of Dunoven and soumes of grasse in the comon craigs 
1717  RS59/13 f.473 William Young in Cuthelltoun of Denny bailly in that part --- Alexander Muirhead of 

Stannieinch --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall the roum and lands called 
Stonnieinch and Greendike --- as also that part and portion of umquhile David Muirhead 
his lands of Ticketsheugh called the Greens of Denovan --- And sicklike of all and heall 
that part and portion of John Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to Milntoun 
quarter and Croftfoot quarter with two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1721 RS59/14 f.301v William Muirhead of Stanyinch --- all and heall the room and lands of Stanyinch and 
Greensydyke --- as also all and heall that part and portion of Thyckatsheugh called the 
Greens of Dennovan --- and sicklike all and heall that part and portion of the deceast John 
Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to the Milntoun and Croftfoot quarters with 
two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1737 RS59/17 f.201v Stoneyinch and Greensdyke two soums of grass in Denovan Craigs 
1772 GD1/529/280   Copy extract submission between William Morehead of Herbertshire, John Muirhead of 

Fygatehaugh, and others for division of Commonty of Denovan Craig or Muir of 
Denovan, with decreet arbitral, 5 November 1774, by John Munro of Auchenbowie, 
advocate, thereon (regd. Stirling Sheriff Court Books, 11 November 1774)  14 Aug 1772-4 
May  

1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 
part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart greens called Craigelloch head; part of 
Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh called 
the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace  

1801 AOS 4214 piece of ground or inclosure called Gartcosh on the north side of Denovan Muir, being part 
of the lands of Broomhill 

 
Note: Denovan Craig or Muir of Denovan contained 432 acres and was bounded on the west by the lands of Stoneyinch 

and Wester Barnego. The process of division was raised by William Morehead of Herbertshire against John 
Napier of Braes and others. John Oswald, surveyor, of Denny Mill, was commissioned to make a plan of the 
muir, but no copy of it is held in the public records. [Directory of former Scottish Commonties. ed. H. Adams, 
Scot. Rec. Soc.] 

DENOVAN – LITTLE DPC NS8283 [1]  NS821834   
 
1462 Cambus Thomas Gardnar of Denovane 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Littil and Mekill Dunovane 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Littil Donavane 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Littil Donaven 
1559 GD1/529/48 Decreet Arbitral by Mr Henry Sinclair, dean of Glasgow, ... concerning an excambion by 

Levingstoun of Dunipace of a third part of the lands of Littil Donowen/ Lytill  Donoven 
in the barony of Herbertshire for Rosling’s lands of Donypace  

1589 GD1/529/49 Lytill Donoven 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Littil Donavane 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Lytill Donaven 
1590 Pont Little Dunifenn 
1597 CRE William Horne in Denovane, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1602 GD124/1/669  John Forester [Forrester] of Littill-Denoven 11/11/1602 
1604 RMS vi 1505 John Forrester de Littill-Donoven 
1607 GD124/1/672  John Forester of Littill-Denoven 24/8/1607  
1608 GD124/1/674  John Forester of Littill-Denoven 9/5/1608  
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1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] superioritatem bine partis de Littill-Denoven (tunc per relictam et proles quondam 
Joannis Forrester fratris D. Jacobi F[orrester] de Garden militis, et antiquo per .. Campbell 
occupate, de dicto Wil. tente) 

1609 CRE John Forrester of Littill-Denoven 
1610 RMS vii. 354 and the superiority of the lands of Lytill Dynnoven with mill and mill lands 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] necnon superioritatem dimidietatis terrarum de Litle Denoven 
1614 CRS Margaret Allan, spouse to William Robertsone in Little Denowan 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 Duncane Forrester of Littill Donavane 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] tertiam partem terrarum de Littille Dennoven (per dictum Dav. [Liv. of Dunipace] 

occupat.) 
1620 RS58/2 f.56v umquhile Johne Forrester of Littill Denovane 
1620 RS58/2 f.68 William Zong shoemaker [calciariris] in Denovane and Katherine Cuthill his wife, having 

a charter of alienation from David Livingstoune of Donypace making and giving to 
William and Katherine and their heirs all and haill an annual rent of.100 merks from the 
lands of Littill Denovane called Murepark and Staill occupied and possessed by Patrick 
Gillespie and John Zong  

1622 RMS viii M. Duncan Forrester in Littil Denoveane 
1622 Retour 114 Lord James Forrester of Torwodheid, knight, heir of Alexander Forrester of Garden, his 

barony of Harberschyre father, in in a half part of the lands of Littill-Denovane 
1622 Retour 114 Lord James Forrester of Torwodheid ... in a half part of the lands of Littil- Denovane, in 

the barony of Herbertshire 
1625 RS58/3 f.296 [L] William Pantoun in Denovan and Hercule Sinclar there 
1629 RS58/5 f.33 [L] John Ker son of David Ker in Litle Denovane, George Forester there 
1630 RS58/5 f.111 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Bruce, brother 

german of Mr Adam Bruce of Walton, as attorney for Thomas Bruce, burgess of the burgh 
of Stirling, having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow 
with consent of his cousin Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskan in respect of the superiority 
of lands in the barony of Harbartshyre --- all and haill the lands of Littill-Denoven with the 
manor place, houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Alexander Callendar, minister at 
Temple of Dennie, John Johnstoun, portioner of Dennie 

1630 RS58/5 f.140 David Forrester of Lytill Dynnovane 
1631 RMS viii 1792  David Forrester, son and heir of the late John Forrester of Litill Denovane 
1635 RMS ix 431    terrarum de Litle Denoven, comprehenden. pomarium seu lie Maynes de Litle Denoven, 

terras de Scrabbriebank vocat. Doghillock et Burnesyde, villam et terras de Inglistoun, 
Wester Burnesyde et Muirdikes, terras de Mossyde et Thornes (per Tho. Bruce prepositum 
burgi de Stirling et David Forrester de dicto Jo[hn Stirling] tentarum] 

1636 RS58/7 f.15 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 
lawful son to the late John Forrester of Litle Denovene having in his hand a charter of 
alienation from Thomas Bruce of Weltoune as heir proprietor of the lands underwritten --- 
all and haill the lands of Litle Denoven with the manor place [etc] --- David Ker in 
Burnsyde as baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] John Young in the Maynes of Litle 
Denoven, John Morisoune in Scabtriebank of Litle Denoven and Robert Campbell in the 
Thorne of Litle Denoven 

1637-1677 GD124/1/731  David Forester of Little Denoven 1637-1677 
1646 RS58/8 f.163v [L] David Forrester of Denovan 
1646 RS58/8 f.194  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester lawful 

son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from John 
Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan with manor place, 
houses [etc] 

1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 
lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1650 FM a43.17  John Laying in Gateside, John son of the late Andrew Thomsoun in West Boirdland, David 
Young notary public in Denny, Magister James Rolloock, Robert Muirhead in Lytle 
Denovane. 

1662 CRS Thomas Robertson in Little Denovan 
1664 CRS John Gilchrist in Little Denovane 
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1667 RS59/3 f.9v Margaret Marshall wife of David Forrester of Litle Denovane 
1669 CRS Robert Hanna in Little Denovan 
1669 RS59/4 f.123 David Forrester junior, merchant burgess of the burgh of Stirling as actorney for Mr 

Thomas Forrester of Litil Dennovan 
1670 CRS William Wilson in Little Denovan 
1671 CRS William Cousland in Little Denovan, and Christian Brown his spouse 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.16 John Morrison in Denovan 
1683 CRS William Cuthell in Little Denovan 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.8 James Readoch in Little Denovan and Jonet Thomsone his spouse of the 6/6d land of 

Bulleshill in Dennie. Registered on the  51st and 52nd leaves of the said Register  
1686 CRS Elspeth Gilchrist, relict of John Andrew in Little Denovan 
1688 CRS Christain Jaffrey spouse to John Cousland in Little Denovan 
1689 CRS Janet Hardie and Robert Young, in Little Denovan, her husband 
1691 RS83/1 f.33v.8 David Forrester of Litle Denovane 
1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 

of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little 
Denovan which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying 
between the hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

1708 RS83/12/2/305 Jean Cunnyngham, spouse to David Forrester of Denovan 
1717  RS59/13 f.470v David Forrester of Denovan  
1723 RS59/14 f.459 Thomas Forrester eldest lawful son to David Forrester of Denovan 
1729 GD220/1/L/3/5/5       Thomas Forrester of Denovan 20 Aug 1729       
1732 GD220/1/L/3/6/6     Agreement between Andrew Dick with consent of David Liddell, his principal creditor and 

Thomas Forrester of Denovan whereby Andrew Dick obliges himself to dispone in favour 
of Thomas Forrester, his heirs and assignees, his 20 shilling land of Kernoch commonly 
called Kirk of Muir, his lands of Greencrook and the possle of ground belonging to him at 
Randifoord, his lands commonly called the Glebes excepted. Containing precept of sasine. 
Dated 22 May and registered in the Books of Session, 30 Jun 1732.        22 May-30 Jun 
1732      

1737 GD220/1/L/3/5/7 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 1 Sep 1737          
1738 GD220/1/L/3/5/8 Thomas Forrester of Denovan  22 Jul 1738.        
1747 GD220/1/L/3/3/11 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 5 Nov 1747         
1750-60 GD220/1/L/3/5/13 Inventory of the titles delivered by John Donaldson to Thomas Forrester of Denovan. 

1750-1760      
1758 GD220/1/L/3/2/8 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 10 Jul 1758          
1759 GD220/1/L/3/1/13 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 19 Nov 1759     Not held 
1760 GD220/1/L/3/5/12 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 17 Oct 1760        
1735 GD220/1/L/3/6/7 Disposition by Thomas Forrester of Denovan in favour of David Liddell in Slafarquhar of 

the 20 shilling land of Kernoch commonly called Kirk of Muir, Greencrook and possle of 
land at Rundyfoord, and the agreement between him and Andrew Dick. Containing precept 
of sasine. 29 Dec 1735 

1746 GD220/5/1630 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 18 Apr-15 Aug 1746 
1735 RS59/17 f.3v Thomas Forrester of Denovan 
1737 RS59/17 f.214 Mrs Ann Haldan daughter of John Haldan of Lenrick now spouse to Thomas Forrester of 

Denovan --- life rent out of the five merks land of old extent of Denovan which is part of 
the fourty pounds land of old extent of the barrony of Herbertshire --- and furth of all and 
haill the twenty shilling land of old extent of the lands of Clachary lying withing the 
barony of Dundass and sheriffdom of Stirling and regality of Montrose 

1748 RS59/19 f.245 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands of Gunnershaw and others aftermentioned 
Thomas Forrester of Denovan as procurator in the name of David Forrester his son --- 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead namely the land of Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw 
Greens with the mills and tiends thereof --- Gunnershaw Greens and the tenendry land on 
the east side of the commonty thereof called Sheilhill 

1752 Turnpike Thomas Forrester of Denovan 
1753 RS59/20 f.115v Instrument of Resignation in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan granted by William 

Young of Greenbrae of part of the lands of Burnside of Little Denovan called Grays Acre 
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and three parts of four parts of the lands called the Meikle Dale in the muir of Little 
Denovan with four ridges and ane other how ridge with the braid end all lying betwixt the 
hedges the lands called the Malice Dail and half of the moss of ? 

1755 Roy Dunivan 
1761 RHP1497             Plan of properties on the River Carron (Lands of Abbotshaugh, feuars of Broomage, 

Callendar, Dalderse, Denny, Denovan, Dorrator, Dunipace, Halbertshire, Kerse, Larbert, 
Mungal, Quarrole, Stenhouse)    [1761]  

1762 GD1/529/3 Thomas Forrester of Denovan esq. 
1763 C2/106.209 David Forrester, son of Thomas Forrester of Denovan 
1764 SC1/1/1 Thomas Forrester of Denovan 
1772 C2/112.55 Denovan - David Forrester only son of Thomas Forrester 
1773 CHA A727.4075  Inventory of writs, 1583-1773, including tacks, 1750-72, of estate of Denovan disponed by 

David Forrester of Denovan to John Johnstone [Johnston] of Hangingshaw. 
1776 GD1/529/281  Instrument of protest and interruption for John Johnstone of Denovan, owner of the mills 

of Kirkland, against the raising of the level of the damhead of the mill of Dunipeace, 
belonging to James Spottiswood of Dunipeace. With inspection report on said damhead, 11 
September 1776 

1782 AOS 257 David Forrester of Denovan, as heir to Thomas Forrester, his father, seised in Beam, parish 
of Falkirk;- and tenements in Falkirk, on Bond by John Rankine, merchant Falkirk to said 
Thomas Forrester, 1770, on Precect of Clare Constat by the said John Rankine G.R. 
399.169 

1787-1791 GD65/249  Inventory of the Process of Suspension at the instance of Colonel Thomas Dundas of 
Fingask against letters of horning at the instance of John Johnstone of Alva charging him 
to pay half the expense of erecting a march fence between their lands of Torwood and 
Denovan, and the papers (17) specified therein. 1787-1791  

1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 
Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends 

1788 AOS 1392 Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Willsfield, Burnside and Greenbraehead comprising 
Blackhill and Bowiesfauld, Mill and tiends 

1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Muirdykes or Dykehead, Southsteal, 
Northsteal, Dunipaces, Greenbraehead, & Bowmans green; 4 oxgates of land called the 
Kirklands of Dunipace & lands of St Alexanders Chapel; parts of the barony of 
Herbertshire called Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw greens, with the mill and mill lands 
thereof 

1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 
Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof 

1797 RHP48933 Photocopy Tracing plan of part of estate of Denovan as proposed to be entailed, with table 
of contents, traced 10 February 1859       1797 

1801 AOS 4127 in parts of the baronies and estate of Denovan – inclosure of Blackhill, lands and inclosure 
of Edgeface, comprising the remainder of the lands of Upper Dykehead & the Westfield or 
inclosure of the lands of of Burnside or Ingliston 

1804 AOS parts of Little Denovan viz. Roughmute ... viz. Murraylands 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of Denovan comprising part of the lands of Gunnershaw Mill, Inclosure on the West 

and North side of the Dwelling House of Denovan Bleachfield, & the Westerhaugh Park 
on both sides of the lade, parks called the Sunnyside park and the Back park including the 
Burn Bog, the field or inclosure called Gunnershawhill, the inclosure called Mochries 
knoll, Morrisons park, and the field called Rochline or Kirkland muir park, with the houses 
and offices at the Orchard, the Corn & Lint mills of Gunnershaw, and the porrtion of lands 
around the Mill betwixt the Water of Carron and the bank of planting on the north of the 
Mill, parish of Larbert & parish of Dunipace  

1817 Grassom Denovan 
1839 A727.4099 1839-41  Extract disposition by James Johnstone [Johnston] of Alva to William Forbes of Callendar 

of lands of Denovan and others, parts of barony of Herbertshire in parish of Dunipace and 
sheriffdom of Stirling. Subsequent writs, including inventory of title deeds from 1773. (4 
items)  

1859 RHP14367 Photostat copy of plan of part of the estate of Denovan 1859  
1860 CHA A727.4104  Inventories of title deeds, 1839-59, of lands of Denovan. (2 items) 
1861 OS Denovan 
1938 RHP10000/SG297 Plan of all the coal and mines of coal under the lands and Estate of Denovan 1938      
1971 GAJ Vol. 2 1971  Doreen M Hunter - Two groups of cists at Denovan, near Dunipace, Stirlingshire. 
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1971 OS Denovan 
 
Note 1: the superiority mentioned in RMS 1610 and1612 appears to relate to two seperate parts of the lands. 
 
Cf the forms of Strathavon LAN in the fourteenth century: -avene; -awane; -awin; -evin; - owine. 
DENOVAN – MEIKLE # DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Littil and Mekill Dunovane 
1527 RMS iii 527         Mekle Donaven 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Mekill Donaven 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Meikle Donavane 
1576 CRE John Young in Denovane, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1590 Pont M. Dunifenn 
1597 CRE William Horne in Denovane, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1623 RS58/3 f.101 William Horne in Denovane 
1629 RS58/5 f.33 [L] John Denovane in Meikle Denovane.  
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] terrarum dominicalium de Meikill Denoven 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.93v Quarter of Mykilldonoven 
1755 CH2/644  Muckle Denovan 
 
Note: there are several ambiguous CRS entries where it is unclear to which Denovan they apply. 
DENOVAN BLEACHFIELD      # DPC NS8183 [1]  NS818832  
 
1754 CH2/644  Bleachfield 
1755 Roy Bleachfield 
1792 CH2/644   22nd August, 1792: At Denovan. William Huggins, Esq., of Englishtown in the County of 

Armaugh, Ireland, and Miss Sarah Kennedy, lawful daughter of the late Mr James 
Kennedy, Surgeon, Crokstown, both residing at Denovan, Bleachfield, gave up their 
names for proclamation in order to Marriage. They were proclaimed three times in the 
Church of Dunipace and no objections offered. They were married at Denovan 
Bleachfield on Friday the 31st of August 1792 by the reverend Mr George Harvey, 
Minister of the Gospel, Larbert.  

1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising part of the lands of Gunnershaw Mill, Inclosure on 
the West and North side of the Dwelling House of Denovan Bleachfield, & the 
Westerhaugh Park on both sides of the lade 

1829 CH2/644  Denovan Bleachfield 
 
A water colour in the National Gallery collection shows this place in the eighteenth century. 
DENOVAN MAINS # DPC NS8182 [1]  NS817823  
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Maynes de Litle Denoven 
1636 RS58/7 f.15 [L] John Young in the Maynes  
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1665 RS59/2 f.117v John Young in Maynes of Litle Dunovan fewer of the wester half the the said lands of 
Steall 

1708 RS83/12/2/305 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 
Thorndyke Dog- hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1861 OS Denovan Mains 
1865 SC4/3/2 Denovan Mains 
1971 OS Denovan Mains 
DENOVAN MILL # DPC NS8183 [1]  NS813834   
 
1610 RMS vii. 354 and the superiority of the lands of Lytill Dynnoven with mill and mill lands 
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1620 RS58/2 f.53 [L] William Pantone in Denovane, William Zong sutre there, John Relloche miller 
[molendinario] there 

1667 CRS Thomas Ewing, miller at Denovan £ 
1673 CRS Marion Turnbull at Denovane-mylne, par. of Dun. 
1685 CRS Christian Ewing, daughter of Thomas Ewing, miller at Denovan Mylne 
1694 CRS Jean Ewing, daughter of Thomas Ewing, miller at Denovan Mylne 
1762 GD1/529/202/3 John Denovan at Denovan Mill 
1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 

Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends 
1861 OS ‘Corn Mill’ - immediately SSW of Planting Mill 
1861 OS ‘Lint Mill’ – NS813833 
 
See also Planting Mill and New Miln of Denovan 
DENOVAN MUIR see Denovan Craig 
DENOVAN ORCHARD see Orchard of Denovan 
DENOVAN PRINTFIELD   # DPC NS8131 [1]  NS819831   
 
1793 RHP14352 Printfield 
1841 NSA Denovan Printfield Friendly Society, instituted 1802 
a.1807 SJ Johnston of Alva let to James Buchanan, Thomas Hopkirk & Company, part of the estate 

of Denovan. Tbe Company entered into possession and converted the premises into a 
printfeld &c. In 1807, the company was disolved, and they assigned the lease to A. 
Newbigging, one of the partners. 

1829 DCS Denovan Printfield Company, for Printfield and Gunnershaw Mills 
1846 Lewis Denovan, a village, in the parish of Dunipace, county of Stirling, 5 miles (W. N. W.) from 

Falkirk; containing 104 inhabitants. This village, which is chiefly inhabited by persons 
employed in calico-printing works, is situated on the north bank of the river Carron, amidst 
scenery of pleasingly picturesque character, the effect of which is heightened by the 
graceful tower of the parish church rising above the surrounding foliage, and the handsome 
residence of the proprietor. The works were established by Mr. Adam, in 1800, and afford 
employment to about 400 persons, of whom the greater number are resident in the town of 
Denny, on the opposite side of the Carron. In addition to these persons, engaged in the 
regular printing departments, are nearly 200 children, chiefly girls, of whom some are 
occupied in attendance on the printers, and others in sewing and fringing shawls. 

DIRA-ACRES # DPC NS8083 [3]    Meikle Denovan Dunipace 
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] terras lie Dira-aikeris 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] terras lie Dira-aiker 
1632 RMS viii 2048  [L] terrras nuncupatas Dira-aikeris 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as lie Dira Aikeris 
 
cf Diracroft of Conveth, RMS viii1668; Diraneuch, Edinburgh, RMS viii 114;  
    Dirimannach, Sutherland, RMS viii 880 
DOGHILLOCK DPC NS8283 [1]  NS821839   
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] errarum de Litle Denoven, comprehenden. pomarium seu lie Maynes de Litle Denoven, 

terras de Scrabbriebank vocat. Doghillock  et Burnesyde, villam et terras de Inglistoun, 
Wester Burnesyde et Muirdiekes, terras de Mossyde et Thornes (per Tho. Bruce 
prepositum burgi de Stirling et David Forrester de dicto Jo[hn Stirling] tentarum] 

1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 
lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1668 CRS Robert Young in Doghillock  
1674 CRS Marion Sword relict of Robert Young of Doghillock  
1705 RS59/12 f.12v Robert Young of Doghillock  of Litle Denovane 
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1708 RS83/12/2/305 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 
Thorndyke Dog-hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1719, 1725 CH2/644  Doghillock   
1720 RS59/14 f.192 Robert Young in Dughillock  
1755 Roy Doghillock   
1762 GD1/529/202/3 James Russell tenant in Doghillock   
1786 AOS 826 John Russell, distiller, Doghillock . P.R. 29.89 
1797 RHP 14367 Doghillock   
1817 Grassom Doghillock   
1861 OS Doghillock   
1971 OS Doghillock   
 
cf  Doghillock WLO [PNWL 35]; NS5633; NJ895525 
DRUMALZIER DPC NS7983 [1]   NS799835  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Drummelzarislandis 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Drummelzearislandis 
1622 Retour  Drumieleayris-land 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as Drumieleayrisland 
1631 RS58/5 f.182 [L] and the lands known as Drumalzear with houses [etc] possessed and occupied by the 

said Robert and his spouse with the freedom to win limestone and also to win limestone in 
the lands of Northfeild  

1658 RS58/12 f.42 Andro Young in Drumalzier 
1664 RS59/2 f.9 Andrew Young of Drumayleor 
1687 RS83/1 f.10.4 Andrew Young of his lands of Wester Braes & Drumalier & proportion of the corn mylne 

of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  1161st leaf of the said Register  
1669 RS59/4 f.129 Andrew Young of Drumalziar  
1690 RS83/1 f.26.4 Margaret Gillespie, spouse to Robert Young, sone to Andrew Young in Drumaliar of the 

lands of Drumaliar. Registered on the  484th and 485th leaves of the said Register 
1693 RS59/8 f.212 William Young of Drumalliart 
1703 RS59/11 f.243v Robert Young of Drummellior 
1706 CH2/1254 Drumaliert 
1717 CH2/644  Drumylard 
1727 CH2/644  Drumaliart 
1728 RS59/15 f.264v Drumaliart  
1753 SC4/3 Drumalliard 
1755 Roy Drumulzier 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart, parish of Dunipace  

1836 AOS 1796 Drumelziart 
1861 OS Drimallier 
1922 OS Drimallier 
1973 OS Drumalzier 
 
cf Balmulzier Slamannan; Drumelzie WLO [PNWL 93] 
DRUMALZIER GREENS # DPC NS7983 [3]    
 
1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 

part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart Greens called Craigelloch head; part 
of Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh 
called the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace 

1794 AOS 2821 part of the Greens of Drumelzeart called the Bluelands, parish of Dunipace 
DRUMHEAD DPC NS8183 [1]  NS816839  
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1662 CRS John Hanna in Drumhead of Little Denovan 
1708 RS83/12/2/305 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 

Thorndyke Dog-hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1797 RHP 14367 Drumhead 
1859 RHP 48933 Drumhead 
DRUMMORS LAND # DPC NS8383 [3]  
 
1510 GD1/529/1/14  Instrument of resignation ad rem. be [lord] Henrie Forrester [of Pantaskane GD1/529/17] 

of two merk land in Dunipace [of two oxgates of the lands of Dunipace at the west end of 
town thereof called Dunmuir’s lands in the said barony’ - GD1/529/17] 

1510 GD1/529/17 Dunmuirs lands - 2 oxgangs of the lands of Donypace at the west end of the town yrof 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Dunmorisland 
1536 GD1/529/36  2 merk land of Dunipace called Portuus landis ... 2 oxgates there called Dunmuiris landis 

[ GD1/529/1/29 has ‘Dinmores land’]  
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Drummorisland 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Drummorisland 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Drummorisland 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] Dinmorisland  
1620 RMS vii2134  Dummoiris Landis 
1630 RMS viii1643  Drummoreisland 
1685 Retour 297  Drummoirsland 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Dunmorisland 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Drummoirsland & the Oxgate of land of Dunipace 
DUCHLAGE # DPC NS7884 [1]   NS789843  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Duchielaige 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Duchielaig 
1622 Retour  Duchaladge 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Dwchladge 
1631 RS58/5 f.195v Henry Zoung in Duchielege 
1631 RS58/5 f.201 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Zoung in Duchielege and 

David Muirheid in Bankend as procurator in the name of  Margaret Smyth spouse to the 
said Henry and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow 
and there the said Henry upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts 
and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as the Duchielege 
with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and occupied by the said Henry and his spouse --- 
with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the 
foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of 
Northfeild possesed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of 
Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said William Patoune and David 
Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on 
the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to sasine] Marcus 
Cowane in Meiddill Barnego 

1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Dwchielaig 
1653 RS58/9 f  Henry Young in Dauchledge of Donnovane 
1655 RS58/9 f.281v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet Young daughter to 

Henrie Young in Doughlage of Denovane  
1662 RS59/1 f.169 Duncan Yowng lawful son to Hendrie Yowng in Douchladge 
1663 RS59/1 f.329v Duncan Young lawfull son to Hendrie Young in Douchlage 
1676 RS59/5 f.332v Duncan Young lawful son to the late Duncan Young of Duchladge --- Precept of Clare 

Constat from James Mitchell of Wester Baringo --- annualrent  
1696 RS83/1 f.68v.3  Duncan Young of Duchladge to James Mitchell of Wester Barnego. Registered on the 436th 

and 437th leaves of the said Register 
1698 RS83/2/90 Helen Turnbull spouse to Duncane Young of Douchladge [RS59/10 f.80] 
1699 RS83/2/10 277  Duncan Young as air to deceast Duncan Young his father of the lands of Duchladge, 

mylne of Herbertshyre and others RS59/10 f.227 – f.228 
1712 CH2/1254 Douchalage 
1717 CH2/644  Douchlage 
1733 RS59/16 f.131 John Young of Duchladge 
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1753 SC4/3 Duchlage 
1755 Roy Dachledge 
1788 AOS 1274 part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Rullie; parts of Duchlage called Duchlage 

Greens 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

 
cf Duchlage NS345875; NN865205 
    Duchlage parish of Drymen STL 
    Douchlage NS535925 [PNDB 28] 
   1540 Douchale-Lile; Douchale - Dochell RNF; Duchally NN9309; Duchal Moor NS2867;  
DUCHLAGE GREENS # DPC NS7984 [3]  
 
1788 AOS 1274 part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Rullie; parts of Duchlage called Duchlage 

Greens 
1788 AOS 1276 Rullie Greens or Duchlage Greens adjoining to Buckieside 
 
Various sasines from 1788 onwards imply that this was part of Denovan muir. 
DUNIPACE - the ancient barony 
 
c.1190  Cambus 80       Dunypais - Gilbertus de Umframvilla 
c.1233 Peerage Charter by Adam of Poulwrth, son of Alan of Poulwrth, of a tenement in Dunipace which 

had belonged to Patrick, the granters brother, in excambion for lands at Wedderlie in 
Berwickshire 

1293 Newbattle 236 mill of Stenhouse in the barony of Dunipace 
1301 Rym.Feod., ii 892 Truce signed at Dunipace 14 Oct.  
1301 Bain v, 262 Privy Seal writ from Edward [I] to the treasurer or his lieutenant and the barons and 

chamberlains of exchequer. The king complains that he is still seriously short of money, so 
that none of his promises to pay his troops have been kept and many men have deserted. 
This situatation grows worse daily. But for lack of money, he would have completed the 
bridge across the Firth of Forth; he is sure that if he had crossed ‘this season’ he would 
have done such exploit against his enemies that his business would have quickly reached a 
satisfactory and honourable conclusion. ... since the king intends to spend the winter in 
Scotland - writ signed at Dunipace 

1314 Wigton  626 Seamore in the tenement of Dunipace 
1322 RMS iAp i 39  charter in favour of Sir Thomas de Morham uniting Dunipace, Duncanlaw and Morham 
1350 RMS iAp ii,  1068 John Douglas – Herbertshire 
c1477 Wallace Buke Fyrst, v297 
 

In to Lithkow thai wald nocht tary lang [Wallace and his mother] 
Thar leyff thai tuk, to Dunypace couth gang. 
Thar duelt his eyme [uncle], a man of gret riches. 
This mychty persone, hecht to name [had the name] Wallas, 
Maid them gud cher, and was a full kynd man. 

 
For subsequent history see Herbertshire infra. 
DUNIPACE BRIDGE  DPC NS835816 [1]   
 
1826 RHP 1498 Bridge 
1853 Rogers Crossing the Carron by a bridge of three arches which in 1824 was erected to supersede the 

ford across the river near this point, we have onward on the right the neat residence of 
Hedgewood and a little more distant the handsome new church of Dunipace, an appendage 
to the parish church of Larbert with which, for upwards of two centuries, the cure of 
Dunipace has been connected  

DUNIPACE-LIVINGSTON      DPC NS8280 [1]   NS838819 [Place of -] 
 
  1190 Cambus 80  Gilbertus de Umfamvilla...duas bovatas terre in Dunypais preter illud halach quod ante 

eis donui, terram que iacet in occidentali parte rivi que descendit per tres lapides usque ad 
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frontem collis Sancti Alexandri et ita usque per summitatem illius collis usque ad 
ecclesiam Sancti Alexandri 

 
two oxgangs of land in Dunypais namely in that hauch previously held [preteneo] by a 
prior gift, the western part of the land lies by the stream which descends by the three stones 
and continues to the brow of the Hill of St Alexander and so continues all the way from the 
summit of the hill to the church of St Alexander [among the signatories are Roger, prior of 
Manuell and Elia, clerk of Dunypais] 

 
 1195 Cambus 25    ...et unam donatione Gilberti de Umfravvilla duas bovatas terrre de Donypas 
  c1200 Cambus 79    Donatio dimidie carrucate apud dunypais Herbertus filius Herbertus de Camera 
 
   dimediam carrucata terre in territorio meo de Dunypais, cum tofto et crofto in eadem villa 

mea in competenti loco sito, scilicet et duas bovatas terre adiacentes terre ecclesie ex parte 
orientali et duas bouatas ex altera part aque iuxta louchbanc incipientes ad flores et 
tendentes versus occidentem 

 
[gift of half a plough-gate at dunypais by Herbert, son of Herbert de Camera 

 
- half a plough-gate of land in my territory of Dunypais, with toft and croft thereof within 
my town sited in a suitable place, specifically two oxgangs of land adjacent to the east side 
of Kirklands, and two oxgangs  on the other side by the water, beginning  at Louchbank 
and continuing westwards to Floors] 

    
[among the signatories are Malcolm, thane of Kalentyr, and John of Stanehous] 

 
1398 Douglas   p.345 At about the same time (c. 1398) a question of possession arose as to four oxgates of land 

within and without the town of Dunipace, within the Earl’s barony of Harbertshire in 
Stirlingshire, which were claimed by the abbey of Cambuskenneth and John Keir. At the 
instigation of the latter the Earl of Douglas for some time displaced the abbot and convent 
in their occupancy, but afterwards, on inspection of the charters produced by them, he, as 
overlord, expelled Keir and caused the monks to be reinstated in their property. [Note 
mentions that the question was re-opened 30 years later by John Keir’s son but the abbey 
won.]    

1467 GD65/7  Charter by Walter Stewart of Morphy in favour of Alexander Levingstoun indweller in 
Donypace, of the 8 acre land of Quarrell  

1470 SProt   Consent by John Sellar, superior and other canons of Cambuskenneth, to their lease of the 
kirks of Donypas and Leithbert with fruits, etc., to Thomas Symson, constable of the 
Castle of Stirling. 

 1470 SProts  Donypas 
 1479 ADC p.73 Anent pruf assigned to Malcolm Forrester of the Torwood to pruf that the land of Dunypas 

yat he gaf to Elizabeth Erth war worth sex merkis zerly before and in the time yat he maid 
the gift of thaim to hir 

1482 SProt   Oliver Sinclair of Roslyne, knight, and superior of the two oxgangs of Dunypace now 
pertaining to Malcolm Forestar of Torwood, gives the said oxgangs to Forestar in pledge, 
having recognosced them on false information. 

1475 GD1/529/3 Charter granted be Richard Porteous, heir of the deceased Helen Vergyne, his 
grandmother, in favour of Malcolm Forrester of Torwood of.2 merks of land on the east 
side of the town of Donipace in the barony of Herbertschyre etc. [ GD1/529/1/1 gives 
‘merk land of Dunypace and the east part thereof lyand within the Barony of 
Herbertschyre’] 

1475 GD1/529/4  Charter of resignation by Richard Porteous, lord of Verngersland, in favour of John Rany [ 
GD1/529/1 ‘Rynie’] of all the lands in the lordship and territory of Dunipace which 
belonged to his father on resignation by said John. 

1482 GD1/529/5  Instrument wherby Oliver Sinclair of Rosline as superior grants possession and right to 
Malcolm Forrester of Torwood of two oxengates of the lands of Dunipace 

1487 EProt 69  Instrument narrating that James Forster, son and procurator of Malcolm Forster of 
Torwood, passed to the gate of the castle of Rosling and sought the presence of Sir Oliver 
Sinclair of Rosling, knight, baron of the barony of Herbertschir, asking James Sclatter, 
gatekeeper of the said castle, if he could have admittance to the said Sir Oliver; the said 
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gatekeeper replied that Sir Oliver was in the castle, but was then at his dinner (prandium), 
and therefore refused to give admittance; notwithstanding, the said James Forster waited 
for an hour near the castle, and because he could not have either entry or reply, he asked 
that the lands of Donypace, lying in the barony of Herbertschir and sheriffdom of 
Striveling, sometime recognosced in the hands of the said Sir Oliver, superior of the same, 
should be set in pledge to him as procurator for his said father; he offered to do for the said 
lands what he aught to do in law, and protested that the absence of the said Sir Oliver 
should not prejudice his father. Dated 30 January 1486/7. Witnesses: Peter Cunyngaham 
and John Makcraith 

1491 GD65.7 lands of Quarrel 
1495 GD1/529/6 Charter by Henry, Abbot of the monastery of Cambuskenneth and convent thereof in 

favour of   Alexander Levingstoun in Dunipace, of their lands of Dunipace and St 
Alexander’s Chapel 

1497 RH1/2/925 Alexander Lewinstoun of  Donypas 
1498 GD1/529/1/4  Precept of Clare Constat by George Sinclair of Rosline in favour of Henrie Forrester as aire 

to said Malcolm Forrester 1.2.1498 
1498 GD1/529/10  Precept of sasine by George Sinclair, fiar of the barony of Herbertshire ... for infefting 

Henry Forrester as heir to his father Malcolm Forrester of Petintoskane 
1500? GD1/529/1/5 Precept of sasine be Duncan Forrester in favour of Alexander Livingston of Dunipace of.3 

[ends] of lands of Dunipace [date illeg.] [followed by sasine GD1/529/1/6] 
1500 GD1/529/11 Precept of sasine by Duncan Forrester of Skipinche directed at James Hammiltoun, James 

Reid, and Edward Spetale for infefting Alexander Levingstoun of Dunipace in 3 roods of 
lands of Dunipace at east end of town 

1501 GD1/529/1/7 Charter be Henri Forrester in favour of David Livingston of.4 acre pertaining to Alexander 
Livingston of Dunipace of his oxengate of the lands of Mungwells [sas.foll. GD1/529/1/8] 

1505? GD1/529/1/9 Precept of sasine by George Sinclair in favour of Henri Forrester of the - merk land in 
Dunipace 

1506 RMS ii, 3013 Alexander Livingston of Donypace [purchasing 2 parts of Seabegs with the mill from 
Alex. Straton of Straton, which lands had formerly been feued by Geo. Portuus] see EProt 
898 Seabegs  

1507 RMS ii 3090 Alexander Livingston of Dunipace purchases the lands and barony of Plean [Plane] from 
James L. of Manerston 

1506? GD1/529/1/10   Charter be Herbert Stobney of Dunipace of his 9 perticates of land of Dunipace lately 
pertaining to Alexander Livingston of Dunipace [ GD1/529/16 gives ‘9 measures of lands 
of Dunipace lying on the west side of Rid Lonyng and others in the barony of 
Herbertshire’] 

1510 GD1/529/1/11  Three instruments of resignation and remenentian be Henrie Forrester of two oxengate of 
land of Dunipace 

1510 GD1/529/1/14  Instrument of resignation ad rem. be [lord] Henrie Forrester [of Pantaskane GD1/529/17] 
of two merk land in Dunipace [of two oxgates of the lands of Dunipace at the west end of 
town thereof called Dunmuir’s lands in the said barony’ - GD1/529/17] 

1510 GD1/529/1/15 Instrument be lord Henrie Forrester his quytilameny of all right of the said two oxengates 
two merkland of Dunipace in favour of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslyn [ GD1/529/19 gives 
‘2 merks land lying at the east end of town thereof called Porteous land’] 

1511 GD1/529/1/16 Instrument of sasine by Helen Murray of the 40/-land of Dunipace in favour of Sir Oliver 
Sinclair of Roslyn [sasine by Helen GD1/529/17] 

1511 GD1/529/23 Instrument of Resignation by Helen Murray spouse to James Edminston of Buchquhadroch 
with consent of her husband in favour of Oliver Sinclair of Rosslyn of.40/- lands in the 
town and territory of Dunipace -witness Alex. Levingstoun of Dunipace 

1512 Wigton  656  A sasine, Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace, in the lands of Castlerankine and the east 
part of Rashhill, with the pertinents, lying in the barony of Harbertshire  

1512Wigton  657  A letter of Reversion by the said Alexander Livingstone to John, Lord Fleming, of the said 
lands, being six merks worth and nine shillings worth of the lands of Castlerankine and 
Rashhill, lying within the barony of Harbertshire, for the sum of.160 merks 

1516 RMS iii 125  Mr Alexander Livingstone, son of Alexander Livingstone of Donypace acquires the lands 
of Feldeis, Perths. 

1517 GD1/529/26    Charter of Resignation by Patrick, abbot of the monastery of Cambuskenneth if favour of 
Mr Alexander Levingstoun, son of Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace of the lands of 
Dunipace and St. Alexanders Chapel pertaining to the said monastery on resignation by his 
said father 
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1517 GD1/529/28    Instrument of Resignation by Walter Forrester of Torwood in favour of Mr Alexander 
Levingstoun of.3 roods of the lands of Dunipace at the east end of town 

1518 GD1/529/29 Mr Alexander Levingstoun of Dunipace and Alison Gourlay his mother 
1519 GD1/529/1/22  Precept of sasine be William Sinclair of Roslyn in favour of Mr Alexander Livingston of.4 

acres of the lands of Dunipace [ GD1/529/30 gives ‘which  belonged to the deceased 
Herbert Stobney in town thereof and said barony] [1/529/1/23 is inst. of sas. foll.] 

1521 RMS iii 212  Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace and Alisone Gourlay his wife purchase the lands of 
Overton and Tulliallan from John Blackadder of Tulliallan 

1522 GD1/529/32  A charter of resignation by Walter Forrester of Torwoode ... in favour of Mr Alexander 
Levingstoun, son of Alexander Levingstoun of Dunipace, of.3 roods of lands of Dunipace 
at the east end of the town thereof (endorsed: ‘Chartour quairupone the place is situat’) 

1522 GD1/529/1/24  Instrument of sasine prop.man. be Walter Forrester of Torwood in favour of Mr Alexander 
Livingston of.3 roods of the lands of Dunipace 

1530 GD1/529/33 Alexander Levingstoun of Dunipace and Alison Gourlay his spouse 
1532 RMS iii1193 Alex. L. of Felde, son of Alexander Livingstone of Dunipace purchases the lands of 

Ballenbreich from Arch. Crawford of Haining. 
1536 GD1/529/36  ... 2 merk land of Dunipace called Portuus landis ... 2 oxgates there called Dunmuiris 

landis [ GD1/529/1/29 has ‘Dinmores land’] ... 3 merk lands there formerly belonging to 
Helen Murray and 3 merk lands called Crawnest in the barony of Herbertshire 

1536 GD1/529/35 Alexander Levingstoun of Dunipace and Mr Alexander L., his son 
1545 LAING-2 p.9 Act of Exemption from the Army [1545] Extract Act of the Privy Council of Scotland, in 

respect of the Queen’s person having been committed to the care of John, Lord Erskin, and 
Alexander, Lord Levingstoun, within the Castle of Stirling, and because of the present 
dangers which threaten the realm, forbidding the said Lord Livingstone and his friends, 
viz.- Mr. Alexander Levyngstoun of Donypace;  

1552 RMS iv 693  Mr. Alexander Livingstone and his son and apparent heir John L., and Margaret 
Elphingston his wife - lands of Fylde, Perths. 

1553 GD1/529/39 Charter of Resignation by David, bishop of Ross and the community of Cambuskenneth in 
favour of John Levingstoun, son and heir apparent of Mr Alexander L. of D., director of 
chancery of the lands of Dunipace and St Alexanders Chapel 

1553 RMS iv 880  Mary, Queen of Scots issues a charter apud Donypace 
1558 GD1/527/47  Item concerning my lands of Donypace I hold the Greinis and Offers as my heritable 

property for the reason that my father took these into cultivation from the common moor, 
and he has held them to this day. In respect of the part of these which pertains to the Lord 
of Roslyn four merks must be paid yearly if so notified. You may con 

1559 GD1/529/48  Decreet arbitral by Mr Henry Sinclair, dean of Glasgow, ... concerning an excambion by 
Levingstoun of a third part of the lands of Litill Donowen in the barony of Herbertshire for 
Rosling’s lands of Donypace and marches etc. 

1561 GD1/529/50 Precept of Clare Constat by William Sinclair directed to Gordon Horn, officer for infefting 
John Levingstoun of Dunipace as heir to his father Mr Alexander L. of D. 

1561 GD17.145 John Levyngstoun of Donypace as son and heir of deceased Mr Alexander Levyngstoun of 
Donypace and grandson of the deceased Alexander Levyngstoun of Donypace 

1563 RMS iv 1472  Mary, Queen of Scots issues a charter apud Donypace 
1583 RPSS viii 1281  John Levingstoun of Dunypace and Margaret Elphinston his spouse 
1583 RPSS viii 1527  Remmission in favour of John Levingstoun, younger, of Donipace for taking part in the 

Ruthven Raid 
1584 RPSS viii 2012  Gift to Alexander, Master of Levingstoun, of the escheat of the goods of John Levingstoun, 

younger of Dunypace, at the horn for non-compearance before the Privy Council to answer 
‘to sic thingis as sould have bene inquyrit of him at his cumming’. 

1584 GD1/529/51 Contract between William Sinclair of R., and John Levingstoun of D. and John L., elder of 
Dunipace his father relating to the possession of the lands of D. 

1585 RMS v 837   Elizabeth Levingstoune daughter of John Levingstoune of Donypace - contract of marriage 
with Alexander Straton, son of Alexander Straton of Straton. 

1585 GD1/529/52    Crown Charter of confirmation of St Alexanders Chapel [not in RMS ] 
1588 RMS v1595  John Levingstoun of Donypace and John L. his son and heir apparent. 
1598 RMS vi 727   James Levingstoun, brother germane of John L. of Donypace 
1601 Gibson     James VI stayed at the place of Dunipace 
1604 GD1/529/53  Contract of alienation by Sir James Forrester of Garden ... obliges himself to infeft John  

Levingstoun of Donypace in the lands of Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflat 
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1608 GD1/529/55 Extract of alienation between William Sinclair of R. and John Levingstoun of D. whereby 
the former dispones to the latter and his heirs male of tailzie the lands of Dunipace 

1609 RMS vii 204  John Levingstoune of Donypace 
1610 Retour 73 John Levingstoune of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoune of Donypace, in 7 ½ oxgangs 

of the lands of Newtoun in the barony of Bothkenner and lordship of Stirling 
1610 RMS vii301  The Earl of Mar is granted all of the lands which had pertained to the Abbeys of Dryburgh  

and Cambuskenneth and include ‘Donypace and the Chapellandis therof’ which would 
imply  that the superiority of these lay with the lordship and barony of Cardross at that 
period. 

1610 RMS vii 338  John Lewingstoune of Donypace and David L. his eldest son and heir apparent 
1610 RMS vii354  David Livingstone,apparent of Dunipace,  married to Barbara Forrester, sister of Sir James 

Forrester of  Garden 
1611 RMS vii 579  John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1616 GD1/529/58 David Levingstoun, apparent of Dunipace. 
1618FM a43.14  Wit. Robert Livingstoun in Denypace 
1619 RMS vii 2036  David L. apparent of Dunipace 
1620 RMS vii 2123  the late John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1620 GD1/529/59 Extract of general service of David Levingstoun as heir to his grandfather 
1620 GD1/529/60 David Levingstoun, now of Dunipace, as heir to his brother, John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1620 Retour 102 David Levingstoun of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoun of Donypace, his grandfather, 

in the lands of Donypace;- lands of the chapel of St Alexander 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] David Levingstoune – lands called Murraslandis, Fyvemerkland, Offereis, Grenies, 

Kerisland of Dunypace, Stobusland, Portasland, Entrebad, Dinmorisland otherwise called 
lands of Dunypace; lands of Crawnest which formerly pertained to John Chapnay; lands of 
Houshill and Heuishill; the hauche lands of Headis which lie on the north and east sides of 
the Water of Carron --- torrente called Couthilburne on the west at the lands of Dunypace 
formerly occupied by William Baird and John  Cuthill in Headis; --- lands of the Hauche --
- bounded by the march stones – lie marche steannes and pits  --- the Muirs on the north 
side of the Carron --- 8 acres if Quarrell and Skethmure --- tofts and crofts lie outsettis  

1620 RMS vii 2123  the late John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1620 GD1/529/59 Extract of general service of David Levingstoun as heir to his grandfather 
1620 GD1/529/60 David Levingstoun, now of Dunipace, as heir to his brother, John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1620 RMS vii2134  [L] King consents to the infeftment of David Levingstoun of Donypace, heirs etc., in the 

lands and barony of Seybegis and Craigis ..,- lands of Donypace with the castle, manor 
place and pertinents comprehending lands called Murrayislandis, the Fyvemerkland, 
Offiris, Grenes, Keirisland of Donypace, Stobuesland, Portueslandis, Entebaid, Dummoiris 
landis, all being lands of Donypace, lands of Crawnest which pertained formerly to the late 
John Chapnai and now possessed by the said David, lands of Househill and Howieshill, the 
Hauch lands of Heidis from the north east side of the water of Carroun to the Cuthill-burne 
at Dunipace (formerly occupied by William Baird and John Cuthill in Heidis), a remnant 
[reliquo] of the said haugh bounded by William Sinclair of Roslyng on the other side of the 
said water [ RMS viii 1770 gives ‘bounded by the marche-stanes and pittis located by 
William Sinclair of Rosling] a third part of the lands of Littille Dennoven (occupied by the 
said David) with the muris thereof on the north side of the said water, 8 acres in the lands 
of Querrell and Skaithmure (possessed by the said David) with the contents  &c., in the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1620 RS58/2 f.144 [Note: the introductory passage states that the registration of this sasine was ommitted at 
the proper time and this explains the apparent anachronism] [endorsed: “sasine for David 
Livingstone of the lands of Donypace etc”] David Livingstone now of Donypace – 
[Hercules] Rollock, son of the late David Rollock of Powhous, baillie in that part for the 
noble and potent John, Earl of Marre, lord Erskyne etc. [there is a mention of the king of 
Scotland and superiority – this will be for the kirklands eminating from Cambuskenneth]– 
all and haill the lands of Donypace with pertinents and the lands of the Chapelle of St 
Allexandre with pertinents 

1621 RS58/2 f.178v [David Livingston of Dunipace gets a sasine of his lands – mention made of Great Seal – 
this seems to be his principal document – among the rights are the rectoral and vicarage 
fruits, rents emoluments of the two churches of Donypace and Larbard and appear to 
eminate from the lands of Quarrol Kynnaird, Stainhous, Skaithemure, Inches, Wodsyde 
and Scheilles, Broomeinsche, Larbar, Torwode, Donypace, Kirklandis, Gunnerschaw, little 
and Meikle Denovane  - these are deemed to be the parts and pendicles of the parishes of 
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Dunipace and Larbert – this must derive ultimately from the initial division from 
Cambuskenneth] 

1621 RMS viii 124  King concedes to David Livingston of Donypace, his heirs etc., the lands of Donypace, 
lands of the chapel of S. Alexander, in the parish of Donypace, with the tiends of 
rectorship and vicarage and duties of the chapels of Donypace and Larber now united by 
the commissioners, with the tiends of all the lands within the said parishes... which James, 
Earl of Marr etc., lately lord of the monastery of Cambuskenneth ... irredeemably resigned 

1623 GD1/529/70 David Levingstoun of Dunipace, son and heir of deceased John Livingstone of Dunipace  
1625 RMS viii 797  King concedes and grants to David Livingston of Donypace, his heirs etc., a portion of 

land in Nova Scotia extending to16000 acres ... and which the king incorporates into the 
free barony of Levingstoun-Donypace ... the king creates David and his heirs baronettes. 

1627 GD1/529/73 Sir David Levingstoun of Dunipace and John L. fiar thereof, his eldest son 
1629 RS58/4 f.186v To all  and sindrie qhom it effieres to quas knowlwdge thir present letters sall cum James 

Zoung in Burnhous of Meikle Denovan and Marioune Pattoune my spouse --- albeit the 
honourable lord David Livingstoune of Dunypeace, knyt baronet, has sauld alienelleit & 
disponit to ws and langest levar of ws tua  in conjunct fie and to the airis laufullie procreat 
or to be procreat betwix ws --- all and haill that pairt and portion of his lands of Donypaice 
presentlie occupyit and possessit be Andro Small with the houss bigingis zairdis mosss 
muires liberties priveleges and wyth pertinentis quhatsomever pertainig and belonging 
therto togidder wyth the haill gress and pasturage in the Lonyng of Donypace fra the said 
Lonyng Mouthe up to the muir and als wyth libertie of winning leading and away taking of 
lyme staines in all boundis pertianing to the said lord David Livingstoune for the us of the 
said lands [probably a wadset for he is owing to James and Marion the sum of 2000 merks] 

1630 RMS viii 1643  King concedes to M. Alexander Levingstoun, advocate, heirs etc., the lands and barony of 
Donypeace with tower and manor place, lands of Offires, Heidishauche, Boigtounhauche, 
Coldenes, Seybegis and Bonymylne, Castelcarie, Kirkland, lands of the chapel of St 
Alexander, Bankend, third part of Litill Donoven, Crownest, Debitmedow and Skaithmuir, 
Murrayeslandis, the Fyve-merkland, Grenes, Keirsland, Stobuestland, Porteosland, 
Entibaid, Drummoreisland, all known as the lands of Donypeace, Hwshill and Huishill, 
with the rectory tiends of the chapels of Dunypeace and Larbour now united ... Lord David 
L. and John L. his son  

1631 RMS viii 1770  a ratification of the excambion  
1631 RMS viii 1802  David Livingstone of Dunipace  and John L., his eldest son and heir apparent 
1631 RMS viii 1852  Lord David Livingstone of Dunipace  
1634 RMS ix 56  Appears to be a protection from the king to John Livingstone against debts contracted by 

his father who has not been resident in Scotland for some time. [see previous entries which 
show transactions] 

1634 RMS ix 180  King concedes to Lord Robert Spottiswood of Newabbey the lands of Donypace ... which 
Alexander Stratoun resigned [see RMS viii 1770]  ... gives as Reddendo: for the Kirklands 
[terris ecclesiasticis] 4 merks, for the lands of St Alexander’s chapel 5 lib. 

1634 GD1/529/92 Dame Barbara Forrester, spouse of deceased Sir David Levingstoun of Dunipace. 
1634 GD1/529/93 Extract deed of consent by John Levingstoun, eldest son and apparent heir of deceased Sir 

David Livingstone of Dunipace, to sale of lands of Donypace and Seabegs by Alexander 
Stratoune of Lowrestoune to Sir Robert Spottiswode of Newabbey 

1635 RMS ix 341   the late Lord David L. of Dunypace 
1636 RMS ix 576  King concedes to Lord Robert Spottiswood of Donypace ... lands of Donypace and lands 

of St Alexander’s Chapel ... resigned by Adam Livingstoun, brother germane of the late M. 
Alexander L., advocate. 

1636 GD1/529/125  discharge by David Muirhead in Bankend and Margaret Burne his spouse, in favour of Sir 
Robert Spottiswood of Dunypace 

1642 RS58/7 f.399v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr Alexander Norie 
minister of Denypaice for the honourable Lord Robert Spottiswood of Donypace --- all 
and haill the lands of Denypaice with pertinents and the lands of Saint Alexanders Chapelle 
with its pertinents lying within the parish of Denypaice and sheriffdom of Stirling --- all 
and haill the lands of Quarrall, Kinard, Staineris, Skaithmwr, Inshes, Woodsyd, and Shell 
[recte Shiells], Bromag, Larber, Torwoodhead, Denypaice, Kirkland and Gunnershaw, 
Meikle [Magnarum] and Little [Parvarum] Dennovens 

1643 RMS ix1482  King concedes to James Aikinheid, advocate, heirs etc., lands and barony of Donypace ... 
resigned by Lord Robert Spottiswood 
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1643 GD1/529/139   Disposition by sir Robert Spottiswood of Dunipace in favour of Mr James Aikinheid 
advocate and conveying the lands of D. etc. absolutely 

1644 GD1/529/150   James Aikenheid of Donypeace 
1645 RS58/8 f.124v Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me James Young sumtyme in Burnhous of 

Meikledenovan and now in Donypace and Marione Patoune my spous [late David 
Levingstoune of Donypace borrowed 2000 merks from them] annualrent from the lands of 
Donypace sometime occupied by Andrew Small with the houses [etc] together with the 
grass and pasturage in the lonyng of Donypace fra the lonyng mouthe up to the mure and 
with the libertie of carting leiding away taking of lyme stones in all boundis pertaining to 
the said umquhill David Levingstoune for the use of the saidis landis [Sir Robert 
Spottiswood, in 1634, seems to assigned these lands to James and Marion in payment of 
the loan – the writs, evidents and title being delivered to them] [witnesses to sasine] John 
Cuthell in Litle Dennye, William Layng in Mylnetoune, William Sinclar there, John 
Cuthell son to William Cuthell in Risk 

1646 GD1/529/150   Mr James Aikinheid of D. and Marie Bothwell his spouse dispones in favour of James, 
Earl of Callendar the lands and barony of Dunipace 

1648 CRE        Sir Robert Spottiswood of Donypace, knight 
1654 RS58/9 f.211v [charter from James, Earl of Callendar] all and haill the lands of Dunypace with the touer, 

fortalice mannor place houses [etc] comprehending the particular lands and utheris 
aftermentioned to witt the lands callit Murayes Lands, the lande callitt the Five Merk Land, 
the lands of Offeres, the lands of Greines, the lands of Kersland in Donypace, the lands of 
Stobness, the est Portouesland, the lands of Antebaid, the lands of Drummoirsland & 
Oxingait off the land of Doniepace All and haill off the Crownest quhilk pertained off old 
to the deceist John Chapman other lands off Houshill and Houishill all and haill the lands 
off Hauch, off the lands off Heids lyand on the north and east sydes of the Watter of 
Caroune lyand contigue and togither from the burne called Cuthillburne eastward to the 
lands of Donypace which lands and haugh are devided bounded marched be the 
Marchstones ditches and pittes of the brayes of the Watter of Caroun the  north east sydes 
thairoff Seett and fixt from the Reste of the haugh All and haill the third part of the lands of 
Little Dunovane with all and sundrie parts [etc] and all and haill the Eight Aikers ost lyand 
with thair pertinents lyand in the lands of Quarrell and Skaithmure with houses [etc] 

1653 GD1/529/153   James, Earl of Callendar, in favour of Sir Thomas Niclosone of Carnok and Dame 
Margaret Levingstoun his spouse 

1659 GD1/529/161   Instrument of Resignation by James Earl of Callendar infefting Thos. Nicolsone of 
Carnock. 

1664 GD1/529/171   Crown precept of sasine in favour of Sir Thos. Nicolsone now of Carnok as heir to his 
father Sir Thomas N. 

1665 RMS xi 750  Charter granting to William Murray, second lawful son the late Patrick, Lord of Elebank 
heirs etc., the lands and barony of Donypace ... [among lands - the four bovates of land 
called the kirk-lands of Donypace, and the lands of St Alexander’s Chapel, sometime 
occupied by the late Sir David  Livingstoun of Donypace, knight baronet] - all united in 
one free barony of Donypace;-which barony etc., formerly belonged to Sir Thomas 
Nicolsone of Carnock and was resigned at Edinburgh in favour of the above ...  

1665 GD1/529/179   William Murray, now of Dunnypeace 
1667 GD1/529/186  William Murray now laird of Dunypace 
c1670 GD1/529/2 William Murray of Dunipace, now designed of Spot, disponed in favour of Sir Arch. 

Primrose of Carinton in liferent and Sir Archibald Foulis now designed Archibald 
Primrose, eldest son of Sir John Foulis of Ravelston 

1676 C2/66/16  John Ramsay 
1677 GD1/529/196 Bond by William Murray of D., in favour of Sir Archibald Primrose of Carinton for 

delivery of some writs of lands of D. disponed on that date to grantee in liferent and 
Archibald Foulis, eldest son of Sir John F. of Ravilstoun 

1677 C2/66/3  Sir Archibald Foulis 
1677 GD1/529/197 Isobel Douglas spouse of William Murray of Dunipace. 
1677 GD1/529/198   William Murray of Spot 
1685 Retour 297 [L] George Primrose alias Foullis, heir taillie of Archibald Primrose alias Foullis, eldest 

son of Lord John Foulis of Ravelstoune, knight baronette, - in the lands and barony of 
Doneypace;- Doneypace:- Murrayslands, Offeris, Greins, Keirslands, Stobnesland, 
Porteusland, Auldbaid, Drummoirsland 
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1691 RS83/1 f.33.3 William Young of Steall upon a Precect of Clare Constat from George Primrose of 
Dunypace of half the lands of Steall. Registered on the  50th leaf of the said Register 

1707 RS59/12 f.257v [L] personally compeared at the manor place of Dunipace Lord Archibald Primrose alias 
Foullis of Dunipace --- heir of the late George Primrose alias Foullis of Dunipace his 
father --- all and haill the lands and barony of Dunipace --- Murray’s Lands, five merk 
lands of Offeris, Greens, Keirsland in Dunipace, Stobneslands, Porteousland, lands of 
Stutebaid, Drummoirsland and oxgangs of land in Dunipace, lands of Hoishill and 
Houishill, the haughland of the Heads --- third part of Little Denovan --- four oxgangs 
called the Kirklands and the lands of St Alexander Chapel 

1723 SC67/67/ vi 12    David Kerr, merchant in Dunipace 
1723 SC67/67/ vi 19v   Patrick Thomson, fermer of Dunipace 
1735 GD1/529/212   Sir Archibald Primrose of Dunipace 
1739 GD1/529/216  Tack of Rochmoot between James Gillespie, tenent, and Sir Archibald Primrose of 

Dunipace  
1745 GD1/529/219   Extract tack by Sir Archibald Primrose of Dunipace to Robert Mackell, mill wright in 

Glasgow, of the two corn mills of Dunipace etc., in barony of Dunipace, parish thereof, 
sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of.38 years. Regd. Stirling Sheriff Court Books, 1 
December 1747  6 Apr 1745  

1746 SFEP p.325 John Forrester, factor, appointed by the Barons of Exchequer in Scotland upon the forfeited 
Estate of Dunipace 

1746 SFEP p.294 Bill by Mrs Janet Cunningham, Lady Dunipace … drawn on John Forrester, younger of 
Bruie [recte Braes ?] 

1746 SFEP p.295 Mrs Janet Cunningham, relict of deceased George Primrose of Dunipace, now spouse to 
William Innes, Writer to the Signet 

1747-1776 E748  Exchequer Records: Forfeited Estates 1745: Particular Management: Archibald Primrose 
of Dunipace, Dunipace Estate, Stirling and  MLO  Counties  

1750 SFEP p.295 Memorandum for Mr David Moncreiff, Remembrancer in Exchequer, by Mr Patrick 
Haldane, mentioning that the Esate of Dunypace, forfeited by the late Sir Archibald 
Primrose, was for some years before his forfeiture sequestrated by the Lords of Session, 
upon the application of the Creditors, and John Forrester, writer in Edinburgh, Clerk to Mr 
Solicitor Haldane, who has an Estate, and lives in the parish of Dunypace,  was appointed 
factor on it at the desire of the Creditors … 

1754 SFEP p.297 Memorial of John Forrester, factor on Dunypace, describing the ruinous state of the 
mansion house, which Lady Dunipace, who had lived many years in Edinburgh, had taken 
possession of without titles or order, and through mis management of her funds has 
rendered her circumstances so deplorable that, altho’ regularly paid £27.15s 62/3d half 
yearly, her servants are driving out and disposing the iron bars or grates of the windows, 
pulling down the roof (of which a great part had lately fallen in) and tearing up floors for 
firewood. That no purchaser of the estate will advance a penny in consideration of the 
house, the roof being quite rotten, and the walls extremely insufficient and likely to fall, 
and scarcely a window in the whole. Thinks it better to take down the slates and any part of 
the roof yet standing, and sell these with floors, joist and other material.16 Janr 1754 
Barons displeased with the factor for allowing the Lady Dunypace to take possession of 
the house after the forfeiture of the late Sir Archibald Primrose and order the house to be 
taken down, and the materials disposed of for the benefit of all concerned. 5 Feb 1754 

1747 GD1/529/220   Tack by John Forrester, factor appointed by the Court of Session of the estate of Dunipace  
1752 GD1/529/221   Alexander Robertson, gardener [of the garden of Dunipace] 
1754 GD1/529/199   Extract contract between trustees for the children of deceased Sir Archibald Primrose of D. 

on the first part, John Foulis, only surviving brother of said deceased on the second part, 
and John Russell junior C.S., on the third part anent forthcoming roup of the estate and 
lands lately belonging to the deceased and now to the crown by virtue of his attainder 

1755 GD1/529/200 Extract assignation by James Syme, writer in Edinburgh, in favour of James Spottiswood, 
lately of Jamaica, merchant, and now of Dunipace 

1756 C2/103.169  James Spottiswood of Dunipace 
1759 GD1/529/201   Extract submission between Robert Chalmers, proprietor of the lands and estate of Larbert, 

and James Spotswood, proprietor of the lands and estate of Dunipace, about marches, with 
decreet arbitral, 15 August 1760, by Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum, bt., thereon. Regd. 
Stirling Sheriff Court Books, 19 July 1760  17 May 1759   
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1771 GD1/529/203   Extract submission between James Spottiswoode of Dunnapace and William Morehead of 
Herbertshire, about marches, with decreet arbitral, 29 May 1773, by Sir James Dunbar of 
Mochrum, bt., thereon. Regd. Stirling Sheriff Court Books, 2 June 1773  11 Oct 1771 

1773 GD1/529/203   James Spottiswood of Dinnapace 
1798 AOS 3559 parts of the Barony of Dunipace viz. Rochmute, Househill and Dutchmansland with the 

park to the east of the Kirk of Dunipace 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Murrayslands, 5 Merks lands, Offeres, Graeme, 

Keirsland in Dunipace, Stobnaysland, Porteousland, Antebaid, Drummoirsland & the 
Oxgate of land of Dunipace, Hoirshill, Haughlands of the lands of Heads on the north and 
east sides of the water of Carron, third part of Little Denovan; 4 Oxgates of land called the 
Kirklands of Dunipace and lands of St Alexanders Chapel, with the feu duties of the 
Wester Corn Mills and Kilns of Dunipace 

1798 C2/130.146  James Spottiswood, son of James S. 
1827 GD1/529/206   Thomas Spottiswood of Dunipace 
1828 GD1.529/207   trustees of Thomas Spottiswood of Dunipace 
1837 C2/213/11  Dunipace - Elizabeth Spottiswood, daughter of Thomas Spottiswood 
1912 CDS13 Dunipace - J.A.Harvie-Brown 
 
Arms: Levinstoun of Dunypais: Argent, a fleur-de-lis Azure between three cinquefoils Gules within a double tressure 

flory counter-flory Vert    
DUNIPACE - CHAPEL OF (see St Alexander’s Chapel) # DPC NS8282 [1]  
DUNIPACE - HILLS OF      DPC NS8381 [1]  NS836818   
 
1582 Buchanan,  Ad laevam Carrontis duo terreni sunt tumuli hominis opera (ut res indicat) aedificati, 

vulgo Duni Pacis appellantur. 
1819 Webster The Carrón after it leaves its source flows towards the SSE watering the Carron Bog in its 

progress leaving which it rushes over the Auchinlilly linn spout. From this it continues its 
course eastward giving motion to 3 paper mills above Denny and watering 2 large 
printfields below it winding through the bonny banks ot Carron water long since famed in 
song. It passes near the hills of Dunipace and the site of the ancient Roman structure 
called Arthur's Oven. 

1841 NSA Name.-This parish takes its name from two beautiful earthen-mounts called " the Hills of 
Dunipace," situated in a small but beautiful plain, traversed by the river Carron. They are 
about -sixty feet in height, and both together cover about two Scots acres. Buchanan says 
their name is derived from- Dun or Dunum, the Celtic word, signifying a hill or tower on a 
bill, and the Latin word pax, -peace. Other etymologists, say with much more probability, 
that the name is derived from two Celtic words, Duin-na-Bais, or Duna bas, (pronounced 
pas,) hills or tumuli of death. In writs issued by Edward I. of England, at Dunipace, 14th 
October 1301, it is written Donypas. Buchanan, and most historians after him, say that 
these hills are artificial. He adds, that they were raised to commemorate a peace concluded 
between Donald I. and the Roman Emperor Severus, in the early part of the third century. 
These opinions appear to be wholly untenable. Any lengthened discussion on this subject 
being inconsistent with this work, we merely mention, that, in the immediate 
neighbourhood, there are several similar though less remarkable earthen mounts. About 
two miles to the westward of these hills, there was a very beautiful one about forty feet in 
height, and covering nearly three roods of ground, said also to he artificial. this hill was 
mutilated, from time to time, for the purpose of repairing roads and other purposes. It was 
entirely removed about six years ago, to form an embankment on the turnpike road near 
Denny bridge. The strata of which this hill was composed, were carefully observed during 
its removal. These were so regular, and as if rising out of, and gradually returning again to 
similar strata in the circumjacent level ground, as to afford conclusive evidence that the hill 
was not the work of man. On the top of this hill, and about three feet below the surface, 
was found a coffin or tomb, composed of five large unwrought stones, in which were the 
bones of a human body, scull and teeth not much decayed. Along with these, was a vase of 
coarse unglazed earthenware, containing a small quantity of material resembling the lining 
of a wasp's nest, probably decayed paper or parchment, which in the lapse of ages had 
assumed that appearance. No conjecture could he formed about the individual here 
interred, tradition being entirely silent on the subject ; but this circumstance corroborates 
the opinion of some writers, that the hills of Dunipace might have been used as burying-
places for ancient chiefs. For, previous to the erection of bridges in this district, the ford in 
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the vicinity of these hills was the principal passage over the Carron, and would be the 
scene of many a bloody conflict between hostile armies. Hence the appropriateness of their 
name, "hills of death."*  

1879 Gillespie Three miles westward upon the north bank of the Carron, stand two beautiful mounds 
called the hills of Dunipace, which are taken notice of by most of our historians, as 
monuments of great antiquity. Their whole structure is of earth; but they are not both of the 
same form and dimensions. The more easterly one is perfectly round, resembling an oven, 
and about fifty feet in height. The other, at the foundation, is nearly of a triangular shape, 
but the superstructure is irregular; nor does the height of it bear any proportion to the extent 
of the base. Buchanan calls the western mound the smaller. His memory here, however, 
had quite failed him, for there are at least four times the quantity of earth in it than is in the 
other. These "hills" are unmistakably not artificial. But in times long past, they may have 
been put to some military use, as from their form and isolated position they are eminently 
fitted for fortification. Here and there for miles along the banks of the Carron are many 
steep gravel knolls, cut out by the action of its waters; and these Dunipace mounds have in 
all probability been similarly isolated, as here the short but impetuous river, whose upper 
course is a rapid descent, sweepingly strikes a plain. 

1979 AS&M (FD) 116  Possible motte. Large steep sided mound about 100 m in diameter and 20 m high. The flat 
summit is about 20 m in diameter. The presence of a surrounding ditch is indicated in an 
18c account.  

DUNIPACE MAINS # DPC NS8482 [2]  
 
 1620 RS58/2 f.52v [L] terris dominicalibus vulgo lie Mayneis and the Kirklands of Donypace 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] Henry Zoung in the Manys of Donypace 
1755 Roy Mains 
DUNIPACE MILL # DPC NS8381 [1]  
 
c.1200 Cambus 81   de decima molendini de Dunipais ... confirmasse Deo et Sancte Marie et ecclesie de 

Dunipais decimem molendini mei de Dunipais in puram elemosimam 
c.1200 Cambus 86    Molendini de Donypais 
1755 Roy Dunipace Mill 
1746 E148/15/1 Aug 24,. Money to repair Dunipace Mill, kiln and houses - Robert Mackell, farmer, in 

possession. 
1750 SFEP p.296 The Tacksman of the Mill of Dunipace to have a deduction of £7. 7s Decr. 1750 because 

he maketh oath that the multures of the mill are worse by £7 sterling yearly since he 
possessed the mill, than they were before, when they were not in the custom of sowing 
potatoes. 

1762 GD1/529/2020/3  [Two mills are mentioned - the Old or East Mill and the New or West Mill which, although 
built as a corn mill had by that time become a lint mill]: John Philip, tenant in Headswood, 
married, aged 59 or thereby, born in Headswood, remembers when the lint miln was first 
built which was then a corn miln -Alexander Robertson, tenant in Chacefield of 
Herbertshire, married, aged 40 or thereby,   - about the year 1743 which he takes to be the 
time the lint miln of Dunipace was built and which was then a corn miln - Thomas Burn, 
wright at Denny, married, aged 70, gives 1739 as year of building of old miln - Charles 
Rodger in Falkirk - the place where the new miln now stands, and to the south where the 
Pins are presently set to the Water of Carron was then a green pasture and never laboured 
and when the grounds to the westward called Headswood neuk was in grass - James 
Naismith - at time the new corn miln of Dunipace was built, which is now a lint miln, he 
was at that time apprentice to William Neilson mason and was then building it - Robert 
McKell, married, aged 38, - about 17 years ago he entered into a tack with Sir Archibald 
Primrose for the Easter milns and the miln which presently is the lint miln and posssest 
them since that time until whitsun 1760 - in 1758 Mr Spottiswood was bound to allow him 
to build a new miln upon the very spot where Mr Spottiswood had built the present new 
miln - Thomas Burn was employed as wright and miln wright by Sir Arch. Primrose at 
building the corn Miln - William dobbie mason in Denny married aged 40 - when the 
wester miln of Dunipace was building which is now the lint miln He was employed in 
building of it alongst with his father Archibald Duncan and William Neilson - Robert 
Russell, married aged 42 wrought at Dunipace wester miln during whole time of wright 
work 
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1785 EEC Aug 1,1a:  Notice to the creditors of John Renny, late tacksman at the Mill of Dunipace.  John Renny, 
trustee, to make a dividend of funds recovered. 

1793 AOS        Corn Mill of Dunipace [seised by Carron Co.] 
1811 AOS 6714 parts of the barony of Dunipace viz. the Corn Mill of Dunipace with the Barley Mill and 

Snuff Mill thereat – Millbraehead – Kers Park, ER & Wr Wallhill  
1861 OS Dunipace Mill (this is the West Mill) 
 
Roy shows the West mill as ‘Lint Mill’; the East mill as ‘Dunipace Mill’ 
DUNIPACE - PARISH OF 
 
1621 RMS viii 124  parochia de Donypace 
 
Diocese: St Andrews; Deanery: Linlithgow: In origin a chapel of Kirkton, Stirling, it passed with its mother church of 
Eaglais Ninian to Cambuskenneth by the grant of Robert, bishop of St Andrews 1140 x 58 (Camb. Reg., nos 25, 109). 
In 1163, however, Pope Alexander III confirmed the chapel of the castle of Dunipace to Dunfermline, and this led to a 
controversy between Dunfermline and Cambuskenneth, which ultimately resulted in a decision in favour of the latter, 
Dunipace continuing to be regarded as a chapel (Dunfermline Registrum, nos 215, 237, 239; Camb. Reg., no 118). 
Throughout the thirteenth century the church continued as a chapel of Kirkton, but had achieved parochial status before 
1426/7. Both parsonage and vicarage tiends remained with Cambuskenneth, while the cure was possibly served by a 
curate (Ib., nos. 85, 87-8, 117) 
 
[Ex Parishes of Medieval Scotland, Ian B Cowan, Scot. Rec. Soc., Edin. 1967] 
DUNMORES LAND see Drumores Land 
DUTCHMANSLAND # DPC NS8482 [1]  NS841821   
 
1774 SC4/3 Dutchmansland 
1798 AOS 3559 parts of the Barony of Dunipace viz. Rochmute, Househill and Dutchmansland with the 

park to the east of the Kirk of Dunipace 
1838 RHP 11252 Dutchmansland - endorsed - OS field No. 880 
 
Note: [ex Robert Stewart, Earl of Orkney p.97] The German community in Orkney were called ‘Duchemen’. 
DYKEHEAD (# DPC NS8084 [2]  
 
1727 CH2/644  Dykehead 
1755 CH2/644  Dykehead 
1779 SC4/3 Dykehead - Feuars of Dunipace 
1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Muirdykes or Dykehead 
1801 AOS 4127 in parts of the baronies and estate of Denovan – inclosure of Blackhill, lands and inclosure 

of Edgeface, comprising the remainder of the lands of Upper Dykehead & the Westfield or 
inclosure of the lands of of Burnside or Ingliston  

1821 Ainslie Dykehead 
EASTER PARK OF QUARTER     # DPC NS8084 [2]  
 
1813 GD1/529/230 
EAST FIELD # DPC NS8582 [2]  
 
1793 AOS 2609 Pepperhaugh and Eastfield 
1798 SC4/3 the lands of Pepperhaugh and Eastfield 
EAST HAUGH # DPC NS8381 [2]  
 
1558 GD1/529/47      ye Est Halche callit the Bougtowne Halche 
 
see Bogton Haugh 
EASTER FAULD PARK # DPC NS1816 [2]  
 
1816 AOS 8139 Easter Fauld Park and parts of Bentwood ... lying on the east side of the road leading 

through Torwood  
EDGEFACE DPC NS8185 [1]   NS817850   
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1661 RS59/1 f.12v John Robertsoune sone to William Robertsoune in Edgeface 
1727 CH2/644  Edgeface 
1741 GD1/529/247 Edgeface 
1755 Roy Edgeface 
1796 AOS 3214 in Bankend and Edgeface, barony of Dunipace;- and half an acre of ground at the south 

end of the Damhead of Linkumbank Lint Mill, parish of Denny [?]  
1801 AOS 4127 in parts of the baronies and estate of Denovan – inclosure of Blackhill, lands and inclosure 

of Edgeface, comprising the remainder of the lands of Upper Dykehead & the Westfield or 
inclosure of the lands of of Burnside or Ingliston  

1801 SC4/3 Edgeface - Feuars of Dunipace 
ENTIEBAID see AULDBAID 
FINNY ACRES # DPC NS8083 [3]    
 
1671 RS59/4 f.306 Alexander Murehead of Burnhouse [loans money to William Stirling of Herbertshire] 

annualrent to be uplifted furth of his roum and and lands of Finnickaikers houses [etc] 
lying in the barony of Herbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1753 SC4/3 Finny Acres 
FIVE ACRES # DPC NS8083 [3]    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444  Fiveakeris 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Fyvaikeris 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Fyveaikeris 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Fyv Aikirs 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Fyvaikeris 
FIVE MERKLAND # DPC NS8184 [2]    
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] lie Fyvemerkland 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] lands called Fyvemerkland 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] lie Fyvemerkland 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] the Fyve-merkland 
1631 RMS viii1770 lie Fyvemerkland 
1634 RMS ix 180 [L] lie Fyvemerkland 
1665 RMS xi 750 [L] Five Merk Land 
1796 AOS in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 

Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. 5 Merks lands 
FLOORS # DPC NS8282 [2]  
 
  c1200 Cambus 79 donatio dimidie carrucate apud Dunypais Herbertus filius Herbertus de Camera ... 

dimediam carrucata terre in territorio meo de Dunypais, cum tofto et crofto in eadem villa 
mea in competenti loco sito, scilicet et duas bovatas terre adiacentes terre ecclesie ex parte 
orientali et duas bouatas ex altera part aque iuxta Louchbanc incipientes ad Flores et 
tendentes versus occidentem 

 
gift of half a plough-gate at Dunypais by Herbert, son of Herbert de Camera ... half a 
plough-gate of land in my territory of Dunypais, with toft and croft thereof within my town 
sited in a suitable place, specifically two oxgangs of land adjacent to the east side of 
Kirklands, and two oxgangs  on the other side by the water at Louchbank and continuing 
westwards to Floors  [among the signatories are Malcolm, thane of Kalentyr, and John of 
Stanehous] 

 
cf  Floors WLO [PNWL 9, 145, 148,158] Fluirs 1697 
            NJ495525; NJ675435; NO875925; NS405425; NS555545; NS715445; NT711341; NX855945; 
FOLDS # DPC NS8485 [2]  
 
1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 

as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
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called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1785 AOS 730 Folds of Torwoodhead  
1795 AOS 3014 Folds of Torwood 
1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 

and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending the Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands  

FOREBRAE # DPC NS8283 [1]  NS821837  
 
1797 RHP14367 Forebrae 
FOREPARK # DPC NS8184 [2]    
 
1819 GD1/529/237 the Forepark of Quarter 
FORRESTEND # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, Forrestend, Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

FORRESTERHALL # DPC NS8384 [1]    
 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Forrestershall 
 
see Forrester Mains and Forrester mansion? but see below 
FORRESTERHILL  # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Forresterhill 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] lie Forrestarishill 
1635 RMS ix 394 [L] lands called Forresterhill 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Forresteris Hill 
1682 Retour 113 [L] Forresterhill, 
1752 RS59/20 f.70  Forrrester Hill 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Forest of Torwood, Forresters Mansion, 
Forrestershills  

FORRESTER MAINS # DPC NS8384 [2]    
 
1617 Gibson John Jervie in Forresteris Maynis 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, 

Forresteris Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw 
Myln and Brigend of Torwood  

1624 RMS viii 636 [L] lie Forrestaris-mans 
1627 Retour 125 [L] Forrestaris manss 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Alexander Jarvay in Forresteris Maynis  
1658 RS58/11 f.241v Edward Jervay in Forrestersmanes  
1664 RS59/2 f.29v [L] John Gillespie lawful son to William Gillespie of Muredyke indweller in Scleatmure 

and Margaret Jarvie eldest lawful daughter to Edward Jarvie in Forresterismans his future 
spouse --- all and haill that part and portion of the barony of Denovane called Muredyke 
with houses [etc] 

1684 RH9/3/100 John Jarvey in Foresters Mains 
FORRESTER MOSS # DPC NS8384 [3] 
 
1719 CRS John Jervey in Forrester Moss [recte Mains?] 
FORRESTERS MANSION # DPC NS8384 [1]    
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1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Forresteris-mansioun cum domibus &c 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] John Jarvie at Forresters Mansion 
1635 RMS ix 394 [L] lie Forresteris-mansioun cum hortis &c 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] All and Whole his forest, the Wood of Torwood the ground and land upon which the 

said forest cresit gramen et arbores and the land of the said Forrestor upon which is 
situated the manor place of Torwood called Forresters Mansion  

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion, Blacklands, Old 
Ward, Cockboig, Cockmuir, Minolts, & Neithershill; Forest of Torwood, Forresters 
Mansion, Forrestershills, Neward, Rowansward, Lintyards, Whitefaulds, Old Moss, 
Gartakie, Little Meadow, Priest Meadow, Braidbog Meadow, Thornymeadow, Blairbothie, 
Graysmailing, and Cornblairs, with the Forrest Corn of Bothkennar, part of Henrystone, 
Shalloch, part of North part of Torwoodhead  

 
This is Torwood Castle. 
FORRESTERS MILL # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1695 RS83/1 f.60.5 George Wallace of Inglistoun of all and sindry the lands of Torwoodhead comprehending 

the lands of Forresters Milne, Milnelands & uthirs belonging thereto. Registered on the  
370th leaf of the said Register 

GARTAKIE # DPC NS8384 [3]    
  
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Gartakie 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Gartaky 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Gartaky 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 Robert Smyth in Gartakie  
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Kertakia,  
1682 Retour 113 [L] Gartakie  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Gartack 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Cartake 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Gartakie 
GARTCOSH # DPC NS7984 [2]    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Gartiosche 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Garlios 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Garlois 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Garlois 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Garcosche 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Garcosche 
1622 Retour  Garcoische 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Garcoshe 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Garcosche 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Garcosche 
1665 RS59/2 f.117 James Millar of Bords of Denny – to the said Alexander Broun of Quarter for that part and 

portion of his lands in Gargosch of Dunoven and soumes of grasse in the comon craigs 
1674 CRS John Millar in Garcosche 
1685 RS83/1 f.3.4 John Forrester of Braes of the lands of Braes of Denovan, Bredlie and Garcoch – of ane 

pairt of the Mylne and Mylne lands of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  31st and 32nd leaves 
of the said Register  

1708 RS83/12 f.2/304 James Forrester of Braes - contract of marriage between him and Susanna Cuming, 
daughter of the deceast Robert C. in ?, in all and haill the just and equall half of his lands of 
Braes and Gartcosh in the barony of Herbertshire ... commontie and sicklike in the said 
James’ other lands called Broadlie 

1796 AOS 3239 part of the B of Herbertshire called Northfield and a pendicle thereof called Gartcosh 
1801 AOS 4214 piece of ground or inclosure called Gartcosh on the north side of Denovan Muir, being 

part of the lands of Broomhill 
1814 AOS 7509 parts of the B of Herbertshire called Er Braes, lands of Bradleys, pendicle thereof called 

Gartcosh  
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Note: Northfield is at 803857, but the sasine may be read as ‘a pendicle of Herbertshire’. A sasine of.6.6.1818 seems to 
locate it with Bogmeadow, giving it as ‘about 5 acres of the said land’. 

 
cf Gartcosh NS6968; Barcosh NS3351; Cairncosh NJ5719 
GATESIDE # DPC NS8083 [1] 
 
1808 AOS 5856 John Brown sometime in Gateside of Milton, now residing at Denny Loanhead, in a piece 

of ground in Gateside, parish of Dunipace  
GLEBE WOOD DPC NS8382 [1]  NS835829    
 
1922 OS Glebe Wood 
GLEN BURN see Tor Burn 
GRAYS ACRE # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the  lands callit the Blood 
Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of 
the lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane 
uther how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie Patent Mercatt Passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.65v The lands called Grays Aiker  
 
cf Greens Acre 
GRAYS MAILLING # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Grayis-maling 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Grayismailling 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Grayis-medow 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Grayis Mailling 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Blairbothie called Graysmailling  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Grays Mealling 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Graysmailing 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Graysmailing 
GREENACRE # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v the landis of Burnsyde of Little Denovane --- Greins Aikers  
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1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 
viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 
of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan 
which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying between the 
hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

GREENCROFT # DPC NS8083 [1]   
 
1675 RS59/5 f.189v his part and portion of the lands of Milntoune of Denovane called the Greincroft 

extending to thrie aikers and threttie one falls of  land or thairby lying near to the castell of 
Herbertshyre  

GREENEND # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1628 RS58/4 f.151 Alexander Sinclar in Greinend of Dynnovane 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lyning contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.65v Lillias Young sister to William Young smith in Greeend [sic] of Denovan  --- sold to the 
said Lillias his sister  

GREENS # DPC NS8381 [2]  
 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] Grenies 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Greins  
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Murrayslands, 5 Merks lands, Offeres, Graeme, 

Keirsland in Dunipace, Stobnaysland, Porteousland, Antebaid, Drummoirsland & the 
Oxgate of land of Duniapce, Hoirshill, Haughlands of the lands of Heads on the north and 
east sides of the water of Carron, third part of Little Denovan; 4 Oxgates of land called the 
Kirklands of Dunipace and lands of St Alexanders Chapel, with the feu duties of the 
Wester Corn Mills and Kilns of Dunipace  

 
GREENS OF DENOVAN # DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Grenys 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Grenis 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Grenis 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Grenis 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Grenys 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Grenes 
1661 RS59/1 f.12 William Mureheid laufull sone to William Mureheid of Burnehous ---  seasing grantit be 

David Mureheid of Tickettsheuch --- of all and haill that part and portion of the said David 
his said lands of Ticketsheuch called the Greines of Denovane extending to ffyve ruide 
and tuentie six falls of land or thairby with the pertinents thairof lyand within the barony of 
Harbertschyre 

1666 RS59/2f.228 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned ane discreit man John Read now in 
Dinovan Greins William Read his son as actorney for his Margaret Ker his mother   
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1685 Retour 297 [L] Greins [lands of Dunipace] 
1714  RS59/13 f.157 Patrick Sim in Backraw of Bothkenner as procurator and actormey for Margaret Sim his 

sister now spouse to John Muirhead of Tyketsheugh --- the just and equall half of the lands 
of Tyketsheugh --- reserving always to the superior of the said lands the Green of 
Herbertshyre commonly called Hornsgreen 

1717  RS59/13 f.473 Alexander Muirhead of Stannieinch --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall the roum 
and lands called Stonnieinch and Greendike --- as also that part and portion of umquhile 
David Muirhead his lands of Ticketsheugh called the Greens of Denovan --- And sicklike 
of all and heall that part and portion of John Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan 
belonging to Milntoun quarter and Croftfoot quarter with two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1721 RS59/14 f.301v William Muirhead of Stanyinch --- all and heall the room and lands of Stanyinch and 
Greensydyke --- as also all and heall that part and portion of Thyckatsheugh called the 
Greens of Dennovan --- and sicklike all and heall that part and portion of the deceast John 
Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to the Milntoun and Croftfoot quarters with 
two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 
part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart greens called Craigelloch head; part of 
Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh called 
the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace 

GREENSBRAE # DPC NS8184 [1]   NS810845  
 
1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the  lands callit the Blood 

Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of 
the lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane 
uther how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 
viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1677 RS59/5 f.407 John Andrew weaver in Litle Denovane actorney in the name of James Andrew that part 
and portion of the lands of Grenisbrae called the Malice Deall 

1677 RS59/5 f  John Andrew textor in Litle Denovane --- that part and portion of the lands of Grenisbrae 
commonly known as Bowies Fauld and that part of the muir adjacent known commonly as 
Blackhill 

1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 
of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan 
which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying between the 
hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

1753 RS59/20 f.115v Instrument of Resignation in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan granted by William 
Young of Greenbrae of part of the lands of Burnside of Little Denovan called Grays Acre 
and three parts of four parts of the lands called the Meikle Dale in the muir of Little 
Denovan with four ridges and ane other how ridge with the braid end all lying betwixt the 
hedges the lands called the Malice Dail and half of the moss of ? 

1780 Ross  Greenbrae 
GREENSBRAEHEAD # DPC NS8084 [1]  NS809843  
 
1685 CRS William Young in Grens-braehead  
1691 RS83/1 f.33.2 William Young, smith in Greens Braehead upon a Precect of Clare Constat from George 

Primrose of Dunypace as heir to his father of the lands of Bowmans Grein & Grays Aicker. 
Registered on the  49th and 50th leaves of the said Register 

1701 RS83/2 f.11.17 John Young portioner of Greensbraehead brother of deceast William Young of Steall of 
the just and equall half of the lands of Steall RS59/11 f.19 – f.20 

1702 RS83/2 f.11.40 Robert Young eldest lawful son to John Young Greensbraehead - half of Steall  
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1708 RS83/12 f.2/348 William Young in Green’s Braehead 
1741 GD1/529/247 Greensbraehead 
1755 Roy Green Braehead 
1755 CH2/1254 Greens brae head 
1762 GD1/529/202/3 William Clark in Greenbraehead  
1764 CH2/1326 Green’s-brae-head 
1779 SC4/3 Greensbraehead 
1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 

Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends 
1788 AOS 1392 Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Willsfield, Burnside and Greenbraehead comprising 

Blackhill and Bowiesfauld, Mill and tiends 
1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Muirdykes or Dykehead, Southsteal, 

Northsteal, Dunipaces, Greenbraehead, & Bowmans green; 4 oxgates of land called the 
Kirklands of Dunipace & lands of St Alexanders Chapel; parts of the barony of 
Herbertshire called Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw greens, with the mill and mill lands 
thereof 

1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 
Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof  

1797 RHP 14367 Grens Brae Head 
1859 RHP 48933  Greens Brae Head 
 
cf Gunnershaw Greens NS822851, and Greens of Denovan 
GREENSDYKE # DPC NS7784 [2]  NS775850    
 
1558 GD1/529/47 Greendyke 
1658 RS58/11 f.180v lands of Burnhous and Greinsdyke [witnesses to sasine] John Reid in Greinsdyke 
1660 RS58/12 f.340 John Reid in Grains Dyck 
1665 RS59/2 f.66v James Herd in Greindykes 
1717 RS59/13 f.473 William Young in Cuthelltoun of Denny bailly in that part --- Alexander Muirhead of 

Stannieinch --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall the roum and lands called 
Stonnieinch and Greendike --- as also that part and portion of umquhile David Muirhead 
his lands of Ticketsheugh called the Greens of Denovan --- And sicklike of all and heall 
that part and portion of John Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to Milntoun 
quarter and Croftfoot quarter with two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1721 RS59/14 f.301v William Muirhead of Stanyinch --- all and heall the room and lands of Stanyinch and 
Greensydyke --- as also all and heall that part and portion of Thyckatsheugh called the 
Greens of Dennovan --- and sicklike all and heall that part and portion of the deceast John 
Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to the Milntoun and Croftfoot quarters with 
two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1737 RS59/17 f.139v [L]James Allan son of William Allan tennent in Lesly --- Precept of Clare Constat – lands 
of Steanyinch and Greensdyke tiend sheaves thereof -- in barony of Herbertshire 

1737 RS59/17 f.201v Stoneyinch and Greensdyke two soums of grass in Denovan Craigs 
1774 SC4/3 Greensdyke 
1785 AOS 725 Burnhouse, & Greensdyke, part of Breas or Wester Breas, & part of Nether Burnhouse, 

parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.476 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1817 Grassom Greendyke 
1825 HLP Greendyke 
1861 OS Greensdyke (in ruins) 
GROCERS MAILING # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
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the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

 
cf Robert Grosser, wright in Seabegs [1670 RS59/4 f.188] 
GUNNERSHAW # DPC NS8283 [1]  NS827833  
 
1488 RMS ii 1802 The king grants to Duncan Forrester of Gunnarschaw, his servant,  and his heirs, the lands 

of Torwod and Torwodhed, with the office of Forester of Torwod, with fee and profits etc., 
thereof in the sheriffdom of Stirling ... which Henry Forrester, son and heir of Malcolm 
Forrester of Torwood has resigned 

 
[ RMS ii 2176 gives him as ‘of Torwod’ with his heir apparent, Walter Forrester; ii, 2384 shows Walter to have 
been the son of Duncan, who is then styled ‘of Skipinch’ when Walter is given charter of lands of Garden and 
Torwood etc., mentioned above, and the barony of Skipinch as well as others; ii,  2261 the king describes Walter 
as his ‘compotorum rotulatori’] 
 

1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Gomerschaw - indicates that it was held of Herbertshire as a feu [tenandriis] 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Gonnirschaw  
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Gonnirschaw 
1553 Johnsoun 720 Marriage Contract between William Dewar on the one part and Marion Merschall, 

daughter of Alexander M. in Gunnarschaw, on the other part, whereby the said Alexander 
binds himself to hand over in dowry with his daughter, £20 money Scots, one bed, with 
one comptir (cum sigmate lie comptir) at the date of the contract in the house of the said 
Alexander, the best meat awmry of three in the said Alexander’s house which the said 
William may chose, 1 press awmry, 1 pot worth 20 shillings Scots, 1 spinning wheel, 1 
piece wool, 1 boll oatmeal, 1 boll malt, and all necessary body clothes. The said Marion 
accepts that dowry as her bairns part of the gear in the event of the death of her father or 
mother, Alison Gilcreiss 

1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Goinerschaw 
1583 RMS v 625 Gonnirschaw 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] terrarum et molendini de Gonnerschaw (which Lord Jas. F. holds of Sir Wm. S.) 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] terre de Gymmerschaw cum molendino - held of William  Sinclair of Roslinn 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Gunnerschaw 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] superiority of the lands and mill of Gonnerschaw - Wm. Liv. 
1617 RSS Walter Beane in Gunnerschaw 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris 

Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and 
Brigend of Torwood  

1620 RS58/2 f.56v Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris me John Adamsone merchant burgess of the 
burgh of Stirling heritable possessor of the landis underwritten with express adwys and 
consent of Agnes Layng my spous and als with consent of James Stirling brother germane 
to William Stirling of Achyle for all richt tittill and entres quhilk they or any of thame had 
hes or onywayes  may pruve and haive maid to the landis underwritten  with the pertinentis 
or ony pairt of thairof and we all with ane consent and assent for ane certane soume of 
money viz., grasitudis Guide deidis and plesoris payibill and  to ws be lord John Murray of 
Towchadame knicht quhairof we hauld ws weill content and satisfeit To haufe grantit and 
confest  lyk as I -- -- John Adamsone with consent of my said spous  and of the said John 
Stirling  and we all with ane consent and assent grantis and confessis all and haill the landis 
callit the Gunnerishaw with houssis bigginis zairdis orchzairdis outsettis pairtis pendicles 
and pertinentis thairof lyand within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1620 RS58/2 f.74 [L]John Cowane, lawful son to the late Andrew Cowane, merchant burgess of the burgh of 
Stirling – all and haill the lands of Gunnerschaw with the mill and mill lands --- all and 
haill the lands of Houshill, Holieshill, Ryflattis and two oxgangs of the lands of Dunipace 
[repeats: lands of Houshill Howshill] Walter Duncan miller [molatoris] at the mill of 
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Gunnerschaw, John Robesone and Robert Smyt in Gunnerschaw, James Hall in 
Elphingstone  

1621 RMS viii 124 [L] Gunerschaw 
1627 Retour 125 [L] Gunnershaw and Gunnershawmyln  
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Johnstoune 
at Gunnershaw, Walter Bayne there 

1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Guinerschaw 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Gonnerschaw cum molendino 
1636 RMS ix 576 Gunnerschaw 
1639 CRS Walter Baine, elder, in Gimershaw 
1662 CRS Katherine Muirhead, spouse to Walter Baine in Gunnershaw 
1667 GD86/664  Charter of Apprising by William Stirling of Harbertshyre, whereby, on the narrative that in 

a Court of Apprising held in the New Session House of Edinburgh on 16th November 
1666, in presence of Hugh Cheislie, messenger, the lands after mentioned were apprised at 
the instance of James Broune, merchant, burgess of Stirling, from James, Lord Forrester, in 
payment and satisfaction of the sums of money contained in a Decree and Process of 
Apprising, and in obedience to Letters of Horning commanding him to infeft the said 
James Broune, he granted to him and his heirs and assignees whomsoever the lands of 
Gunnershaw, with the miln and miln lands thereof, lying in the parish of Donypace and 
sheriffdom of Stirling, between the lands pertaining to William Levingstoune of Kirkland 
on the north and east, the lands pertaining to David Forrester of Denovan on the west, and 
the Water of Carroune and the lands pertaining to the granter on the south: To be held de 
me for payment of the feu-farm and other duties, used and wont: with right of redemption 
and Precept of sasine. At Stirling 30th October 1667 30 Oct 1667 

1668 RS59/4 f.21v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Broun merchant burgess of the 
burgh of Stirling – charter of sasine from William Stirling of Harbertshire --- all and haill 
the lands of Gunnershaw with the mill and mill lands thereof lying within the parish of 
Dennypeace and sheriffdom of Stirling and lying between the lands of William 
Levingstoune of Kirkland on the north and east [,] lands of David Forrester of Denovan on 
the west and the lands of the said William Stirling  on the south with tower fortalice houses 
[etc] 

1672 CRS Walter Baynie in Gunnershaw 
1677 RS59/5 f.361 lands of Gunnershaw with the mill and mill lands thereof bounded between the lands 

pertaining to John Levingstoune of Kirkland on the north and east [,] lands pertaining to 
David Forrester of Denovan on the west [,] the Water of Carroune and the lands of the said 
William Stirling [of Herbertshyre] on the south [,] with the tower and fortalice houses 
biggings woods fishings and commonty --- barony of Herbertshyre parish of Dunipeace 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  [witnesses to sasine] Walter Creukshank miller at the Mill of 
Gunnershaw 

1682 Retour 113 [L] Gunnershaw with the mill 
1684 RH9/3/100 James Robertsone in Gunnershaw 
1711 CH2/644  Gunnershaw 
1725 CH2/644  Gunnershaw 
1732 RS59/16 f.72 John Russall farmer in Gunnershaw  
1748 RS59/19 f.245 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands of Gunnershaw and others aftermentioned 

Thomas Forrester of Denovan as procurator in the name of David Forrester his son --- 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead namely the land of Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw 
Greens with the mills and tiends thereof --- Gunnershaw Greens and the tenendry land on 
the east side of the commonty thereof called Sheilhill 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz Item Lands of Gunnershaugh 
Gunnershaw Greens and Gunnershaw Miln and milnlands and that part called Sheelhill 
sold to Thomas Forrester of Denovan 

1781 AOS 13 Thomas Russell, tenant, Gunnershaw 
1796 AOS 3212 parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw greens, with the 

mill and mill lands thereof 
1814 AOS 7540 James Russell at Gunnershaw  
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Mr Peat, the tenant of Kirklands until the late 1980s, gave the information that Gunnershaw was part of Kirklands and 
located it around NS827833. He was 95 in 1986 and had been in Kirklands with his father from the age of 10. The 
location outlined in RS59/4 f.21v and RS59/5 f.361 confirms this and also indicates that, without doubt, this is the 
place that was later known as Saltpans [q.v.].  
 
Cf Gunnerside SD953982 [PN&S 55] ‘the settlement of Gunnar’ “a name common among Norsemen”;  
    Gunnerfleet SD755795 
    Winterbourne Gunner WIL [WPN p.147] < Gunnora de la Mare, landowner in 1250 
    
    Herbertshaw NT255575 
GUNNERSHAW GREENS       (# DPC NS8285 [1]   NS822851   
 
1735 RS59/17 f.9v Gunnershaw Miln and Green or Sheals of Gunnershaw Thornyhill Easter Braes Milntoun 

Quarter and Wester Barnego 
1741 RS59/18 f.110v [L] Charlotte, Lady Forrester [widow of?] Lord George Forrester --- Barony of 

Torwoodhead, Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw Greens 
1748 RS59/19 f.245 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands of Gunnershaw and others aftermentioned 

Thomas Forrester of Denovan as procurator in the name of David Forrester his son --- 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead namely the land of Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw 
Greens with the mills and tiends thereof --- Gunnershaw Greens and the tenendry land on 
the east side of the commonty thereof called Sheilhill 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz Item Lands of Gunnershaugh 
Gunnershaw Greens and Gunnershaw Miln and milnlands and that part called Sheelhill 
sold to Thomas Forrester of Denovan 

1796 AOS 3212 parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw Greens, with the 
mill and mill lands thereof  

 1797 RHP 14367 Gunnershaw Greens 
1859 RHP 48933 Gunnershaw Greens 
GUNNERSHAW HILL # DPC NS8283 [3]   
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising the field or inclosure called Gunnershawhill  
GUNNERSHAW MILL # DPC NS824829 [1]  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] terrarum et molendini de Gonnerschaw (which Lord Jas. F. holds of Sir Wm. S.) 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] terre de Gymmerschaw cum molendino - held of  Wm Sinclair of  Roslyn 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] superiority of the lands and mill of Gonnerschaw – William Livingston 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris 

Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and 
Brigend of Torwood --- Walter Bayne miller of the said Mylne of Gunnerschaw 

1627 Retour 125 [L] Gunnershaw and Gunnershawmyln  
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of  

1629 RS58/4 f.244 [L] compeared Robert Levingstoune of Wester Greinzeardis as attorney for Jonete 
Levingstoune his daughter having in his hand a charter of sasine from Lord James Forrester 
of Torwodhead as superior of the mill underwritten in favour of the said Jonete as heir of 
all and haill the Mill of Gunershaw with the mill lands thereof, multures, sequels --- 
houses [etc] presently occupied by Walter Beane [witnesses to sasine] John Levingstoune, 
feer of Kirkland, Walter Beane, fermorer and Walter Beane, junior, his son in Gunershaw, 
William Adame in Slafarchar in the Dundas Mure and John Marshell, weaver [textore] in 
Gunershaw  

1677 RS59/5 f.361 lands of Gunnershaw with the mill and mill lands thereof bounded between the lands 
pertaining to John Levingstoune of Kirkland on the north and east [,] lands pertaining to 
David Forrester of Denovan on the west [,] the Water of Carroune and the lands of the said 
William Stirling [of Herbertshyre] on the south [,] with the tower and fortalice houses 
biggings woods fishings and commonty --- barony of Herbertshyre parish of Dunipeace 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  [witnesses to sasine] Walter Creukshank miller at the Mill of 
Gunnershaw 

1682 Retour 113 [L] Gunnershaw with the mill 
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1735 RS59/17 f.9v Gunnershaw Miln and Green or Sheals of Gunnershaw Thornyhill Easter Braes Milntoun 
Quarter and Wester Barnego 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz Item Lands of Gunnershaugh 
Gunnershaw Greens and Gunnershaw Miln and milnlands and that part called Sheelhill 
sold to Thomas Forrester of Denovan 

1796 AOS 3212 parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw greens, with the 
mill and mill lands thereof  

1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising part of the lands of Gunnershaw Mill 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising part of the lands of Gunnershaw Mill, the Corn & 

Lint mills of Gunnershaw, and the portion of lands around the Mill betwixt the Water of 
Carron and the bank of planting on the north of the Mill 

GUNNERSHAW SHIELS DPC NS8283 [3]   
1735 RS59/17 f.9v Gunnershaw Miln and Green or Sheals of Gunnershaw Thornyhill Easter Braes Milntoun 

Quarter and Wester Barnego 
HAIRYLAW # DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1813 AOS 7344 half acre of land of Milntown called Hairylaw  
1815 AOS 7742 Hairylaw, parish of Dunipace  
HALSTANGBOG # DPC NS8384 [3]  
 
1588 RMS v 1533 [L] The King etc., grants to John Drummond uni ex interiorbus cubiculisui janitoribus, - 

the south and north marshes commonly called the Blakarnybog, with the stagno aule 
paludis the Halstangbog (between the lands of Carbrok, Larbertscheillis, Littil-Johnnes-
styll, the ditch through the lands of the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, tenant of the Lord of Gardin, 
where it seperates the king’s bog and the lands of the Lord of Plane and those of David 
Roogis of Powhous, and otherwise bounded as specified), meadows [called] the Boigsyd-
medow and Braidbog-medow (between the bounds specified), the Preistis-medow, with the 
little meadow which is adjacent (which pasture is cut and harvested by the late Walt[er] 
W[ei?]r, David Rook of Powhous, Christina Levingstoun of Powmylne, John Callender, 
and is now endowed as a pendicle of the said John Drummond through the perogative of 
the crown, lying at the wood of Torwode, sheriffdom of Striviling 

 
cf Halmyre NT175495; NX935765;  
    Allanstank ABD which Nicolaisen [Scots Mag. June 1965] gives as allt an staing, ‘burn of the ditch’ 
HAMILTON FARM # DPC NS8685 [1]  NS862850  Woodside Dunipace 
 
1780 Ross  Hamilton Hill 
1797 AOS Hamilton Farm - being part of Woodside 
1798 CRA SC4/3/1 Hamilton Farm - Superior David Russel of Woodside 
1811 SLR Hamilton Farm 
1817 Grassom Hamilton Farm 
1834 CH2/644  Hamilton Farm 
1855 CRS SC4/3/2 Hamilton Farm 
1861 OS Hamilton Farm 
1912 CDS13 Hamilton Farm - John Ure  
HARDCROFT # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1675 RS59/5 f.192v his part and portion of the land lying in the Milntoune of Denovane and Hardcroft 

extending to thrie aikers and a halfe of land or thereby being formerly part and portion of 
his rowme and lands of Drumalziar lying next to the lands of the said John Redoche and 
neir to the Burne of Even on the east syde of  

1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. part of Milntoun & part of the Milntoun of 
Denovan and Hardcroft 

1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
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adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace  

HAUGH # DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1671 RS59/4 f.275v [L] William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- that part or portion commonly called the Haugh --- 

lying between the garden (viridarium) of Herbertshyre and the Water of Carroun and the 
portion lie Parkit with also that rigg of land lying on the east side of the fosse commonly 
called the Dyk the said Park and that little butt of land called the Ley or Rashie Boig lying 
at the end of the said lands of Herbertshyre 

HAUGH OF HEADS # DPC NS8382 [2]  
 
1558 GD1/529/47 ye Hedis Halche 
1608 RMS vi 2192 et lie Hauch de Heiddis jacente ex boreali et orientali parte aque de Carroun a lie                       

Cuthilburne (per Wil. Baird et Jo. Cuthill in Heiddis occupat.) 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] the Hauche lands of Headis which lie on the north and east sides of the Water of 

Carron at the stream called Couthilburne on the west at the lands of Dunypace formerly 
occupied by William Baird and John Cuthill in Headis; 

1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] lie Hauch terrarum de Heidis [and as vi 2129) 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Heidishauche 
1631 RMS viii 1770 [L] terras et lie Hauche de Heidis ex boreali et orientali parte aqua de Carroun jacen. a 

Cuthill-burne ad terras de Donypace [olim per Wil Baird et Jo. Cuthill in Heidis occupatas, 
bondat. per lie marche-stanes et pittis per Wil. Sinclair de Rosling locat.] 

1631 RMS viii 1784 Heidishauche 
1654 RS58/9 f.211v all and haill the lands off Hauch off the lands off Heids lyand on the north and east sydes 

of the Watter of Caroune lyand contigue and togither from the burne called Cuthillburne 
eastward to the lands of Donypace which lands and haugh are devided bounded marched 
be the Marchstones ditches and pittes of the brayes of the Watter of Caroun on the north 
east sydes thairoff Sett and fixt from the Reste of the haugh  

1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Haughlands of the lands of Heads on the north and 
east sides of the water of Carron 

 
cf Heads, Dunipace parish; Headswood and Headswoodhaugh, Denny parish 
HEADSWOOD NEUK # DPC NS8282 [1]  
 
1762 GD1/529/202/3    the grounds to the westward [that is the south-west of Dunipace Mill] called Headswood 

Neuk 
HENRYSTONE # DPC NS8383 [3]  
 
1748 RS59/19 f.297 all and haill a piece of ground of the barony of Torwoodhead being that part of the land 

called Henries Town consisting of ten acres or thereby and bounded as follows viz: On the 
north by a road which passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holly tree 
which road divides betwixt the lands hereby disponed and the other parts of Henrystown 
and lands of Bulzeon and the march of the lands hereby disponed runs up from the Holly 
tree south till it reaches a hedge and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cock-Muir and down 
from the hedge south and east till it reaches a loan or march and the lands of Dunipace on 
the east till it reaches a loan or march betwixt the possession of the said James Robertson 
lying within the parish of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] 
William Denovan Inkeeper at Torwood 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] --- these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz --- Item part of Henrystoun 
held in feu by George Cockburn of Ormistoun. Item Lands of Shalloch held in feu by the 
said George Cockburn. Item Clausurium lie nelopire’et petiam borealis parties of 
Torwood held in feu by the foresaid George Cockurn 

1752 RS59/20 f.84v [L] Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Robertson 
tenent in Henrystown at Torwoodhead as procurator to Catherine Gal spouse to Thomas 
Galloway wright in Stirling with Andrew Robertson in Rottenraw of Torwoodhead  as 
baillie --- lands and houses in Henrystoun lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1753 RS59/20 f.124 Thomas Dundas yngr of Fingask now heritable proprietor of the lands and barony of 
Torwoodhead --- part of the lands of Henrystown --- bounded as follows Viz on the north 
by a road that passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holy [sic] tree, 
which road divides betwixt the saids lands and the other lands of Henrystown and lands of 
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Bullion --- and the march of the said lands rusn up from the said holie tree south till it 
reaches a hedge and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cockermuir  and down from the hedge 
south and east till it reaches Dunipeace march and the lands of Dunipeace on the east till it 
reaches a loan or march --- lying withing the parish of Dunipace  

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. part of Henrystone 

HERBERTSHIRE DPC NS8083 [1]  NS805831  
 
[For earlier history see “Dunipace, the old barony”] 
 
1350 RMS i Ap.ii 1068 A charter to John Douglas of the lands of Hertbertsheill 
                                      B  charter of confirmation given by Hew Giffard, laird Zester, to John Douglas, son to James, 

Lord Douglas, namely the baronies of Zester, Morhame, Duncanlaw, in the sheriffdom of 
Edinburgh ….. Herbertshire in the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1398 Douglas   p.345 At about the same time (c1398) a question of possession arose as to four oxgates of land 
within and without the town of Dunipace, within the Earl’s barony of Harbertshire in 
Stirlingshire, which were claimed by the abbey of Cambuskenneth and John Keir. At the 
instigation of the latter the Earl of Douglas for some time displaced the abbot and convent 
in their occupancy, but afterwards, on inspection of the charters produced by them, he, as 
overlord, expelled Keir and caused the monks to be reinstated in their property. [Note 
mentions that the question was re-opened 30 years later by John Keir’s son but the abbey 
won.]  

1407 Douglas   351 Charter by Archibald, Earl of Douglas, Lord of Galloway and of the barony of 
Herbertschire, granting to his dearest kinsman, Sir Henry, Earl of Orkney, Lord of St 
Clair, for his help and counsel, all and the whole his barony of Herbertschire, with the 
pertinents, in the sheriffdom of Stirling, to be held to the foresaid Earl and Lady Giles 
(Egidia), his spouse, the granter’s niece, the longer liver of them, and the heirs lawfully 
procreated or to be procreated betwixt them, whom failing, to the granter and his heirs, in 
fee and heritage forever, in one whole and free barony, in moors, marshes etc., with pit and 
gallows etc., bonds, bondages, and their sequels, and the natives, fugatives, and services of 
free tenants, heryhelds, etc., for rendering a pair of white spurs 

1450 RMS iv 2249 Harbartschire - William Sinclair of Rosling > Edw. S. & Christine Douglas 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] et quas rex pro speciali favore de novo incorporavit in unam liberam baroniam de   

Herbertschyre, et le Courthill in Denypace principale messuagium ejusdem fore voluit 
1511 Wigton  652  An Instrument taken by John, Lord Fleming, upon his presenting to the said Oliver Sinclair 

the king's letters for new infeftment to him of certain lands, lying in the barony of 
Harbertshire, and requiring him to give sasine accordingly, because the king had remitted 
him his part of the composition upon the account of the recognition of the said barony, and 
protesting that if he did not infeft him before Martinmas he might not be prejudged, to 
which the other answered that he was content to infeft him, but he would first see the old 
writs before the forfeitures and the letter of allocation for his part of the composition for 
the recognition, and the doubles of the king's letters...  

1511 Wigton  654  A Precept by the said Oliver Sinclair, knight, baron of the barony of Harbartshire, for 
infefting the said John, Lord Fleming, in all and haill the lands of Easter Castlerankine, 
Wester Castlerankine, Doups, Brakenleys, Easter Seymore, Easter Thomastoun and 
Ballanknock, lying in the foresaid barony 

1574 RMS iv 2258  terras et baroniam de Harbertschire, cum castro et fortalico earundem, viz terras de 
Stanehouse, Weyndis, Dunnypace, Heidis, Cuthiltoun, Lilliescleif, Barnego, Fyvaikaris, 
Meikle Donavane, Byiris, Boirdis, Quarter, Brumhill, Torsaule, Garlois, Blairis, 
Bukkiesyde, Manis, Offeris, Litill Danye, Grenis, cum molendinis granorum et fullonum, 
terras de Cattiscleuch, Eistir et Westir Samoir, Castell-rankin, Eistir et Westir Thomastoun, 
Ballinkeir cum molendino, Ballinkock, Auchincloch cum molendino, Litill Donavane, 
Goinerschaw, Domum super montem, Bracanleis, dimedietatem de Stanehous, Quarrell, 
Craw-nest, Kerisland in Donypace, Stobnesland, Porteousland, Eutiebaid, Drummorisland, 
bovatas de Donypace, cum tenentibus &c., advocatione acclesiarum earundem 

1582 Retour 354 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, haeres John L., patris,-in terris capellae Sancti Alexandri, 
commonly known as Kirklands, and the little wood called St Alexander’s Cuthill, with 
Cuthilbrae, in the barony of Herbertshire. 
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1600 Wigton  694  A Contract betwixt John, Lord Fleming, and Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, whereby Sir 
William ratifies and approves the rights granted formerly to the Earl of Douglas, and also 
dispones the barony of Harbertshire to said John, Lord Fleming 

1600 Wigton  695  A Charter granted by said Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn relative to the foresaid Contract 
[694] in favour of the said John, Lord Fleming and Lady Lilias Graham, his spouse, and 
their heirs contained in the last infeftments of his estate, of the lands of Castlerankine, 
Easter and Wester Seymores, Black Smiddie which is pertinent of Seymores, lands of 
Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballenknocks, Easter and Wester 
Thomastouns, lands of Doups, Brakenleys, Cowdounhill and Glenhead, marshes, muirs 
&c., all lying within the barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1608 GD86/384 Contemporary Copy of Charter of Resignation under the Great Seal of King James VI 
granting to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, Lord Levingstoune and Callender, and Dame 
Helen Hay, Countess of Linlithgow, his spouse, and the longer liver of them in conjunct 
infeftment, and to the heirs male lawfully procreated or to be procreated between them, 
whom failing, to the lawful and nearest heirs male and of taillie of the Earl bearing the 
surname and aRMS of Levingstoune (1) the lands and barony of Harbertshyre, viz:- the 
castle, tower and fortalice of Harbertshyre with the greens etc. the lands of Heiddes, 
Cuthiltoun, Lilliscleif, Litle Denny and Mylntoun, the lands lying between the Dammis, the 
fulling-mill of Harbertshyre with the mill-lands and mailing (predio), the grain mill of 
Harbertshyre with the mill-lands, multures etc. the lands called Dira-aikkeris, the lands 
called Hornismaling or the Maynes, the lands of Risk, Thornieknowes, Hoilhous, 
Herbland, Fyvaikeris, Barniego, Stanie-insche, Brigland, Buckiesyde, Bordis, Braidley, 
Northfeild, Quarter, Brayes, Drumelzeareslandis, Rulye, Duchielaige, Over and Nether 
Burnehous, Croftfute, Brumehill, Ticketseuch and Gartosche, pertaining to William 
Sinclair of Rosling in property, with the advocation and right of patronage of the churches, 
chapels and benefices of the said barony pertaining to the said William Sinclair, and the 
mills, woods, and fishings of the said lands and (2) superiority of the lands of Easter and 
Wester Auchincloich, with the grain-mill, mill-lands etc. and the lands of Cattiscleuch 
pertaining to the Earl and held by him from the said William Sinclair, two parts of the 
lands of Litle Denoven (then occupied by the relict and children of the late John Forrester, 
brother of Sir James Forrester of Garden, knight, and formerly by [ ] Campbell and held 
from the said William Sinclair); the lands and mill of Gonnerschaw (held by the said Sir 
James Forrester from the said William Sinclair), the lands of Querrell (possessed by 
Alexander, Lord Elphinstoune and formerly held by [ ] Bissett of Querrell from the said 
William Sinclair) and the lands of Stanehous (held by Sir John Bruce of Airth, knight, from 
the said William Sinclair), all lying in the said barony of Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling; with privilege of free barony and free forest within the foresaid bounds and with 
the annexes of the said barony; excepting (1) the lands of Castelrankene, Eister and Wester 
Samoir, [Eister] and Wester Thomastoun, Ballinkeir with the mill, Ballinknok, 
Breckinleyis, Douppis, Blaksmiddeis Coldounhill and Glenheid pertaining to John, Earl of 
Wigtoune, in property and held by him from the said William Sinclair, and (2) the lands of 
Dunypeace, with tower, fortalice and manor place, comprehending Murreyislandis, 
Fyvemerkland, the lands of Offerris, Greines, Kerrisland in Dunypeace, Stobuesland, 
Porteousland, Eutriebad, Drummoreisland, the oxgates of Dunypeace, the lands of 
Crawnest formerly pertaining to John Chapiney, the lands of Houshill and Howiehill, as 
also that part of the lands and hauch of Heiddes lying to the north and east of the Water of 
Carroun, extending from the Cuthilburne eastwards to the said lands of Donypeace 
(occupied by William Baird and John Cuthill in Heiddis), and which are ordained by the 
said William Sinclair of Rosling to be divided by boundaries from another piece of the 
hauch lying to the south of the Water of Carroun by the fixing of stones and stobs 
(lignorum) half way at least between the bank of the Water of Carroun and the ploughed 
field to the north thereof, one-third part of Litle Denoven with the moor pertaining thereto 
lying to the north of the Water of Carroun, and 8 acres of the lands of Querrell and 
Skeithmure, all pertaining to John Levingstoune of Dunypeace being acquired by him from 
the said William Sinclair: Which lands (with the exception of those above excepted) the 
said William Sinclair resigned in favour of the Earl and his spouse into the hands of the 
king who incorporated them de novo into the free barony of Harbertshyre ordaining the 
manor place of Harbertshyre to be the principal messuage: To be held de nobis, rendering 
therefor a silver penny and a pair of gilt spurs or 8 pence Scots at the market cross of 
Edinburgh in name of blench farm. At Edinburgh 22 December 1608 - 22 Dec 1608 
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1609 Wigton  700  A Charter de me by John, Earl of Wigtown, to John, Lord Fleming, Master of Wigtown, his 
son, and Lady Margaret Livinstone, his lady, and his heirs therein mentioned, .... of all and 
haill his lands of Easter and Wester Castlerankines, Easter and Wester Seymores, 
Blacksmiddies, Ballankeir and mill thereof, Easter and Wester Ballanknocks, Easter and 
Wester Thomastouns, Doups, Brakenleys, Cowdonhills and Glenhead, all lying within the 
barony of Harbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1622 Retour  113 Alexander Levingstoun, Earl of Linlithgow ... lands and barony of Harbertschyre and the 
fulling mill of Harbertschyre 

1622 Retour  114 Lord James Forrester of Torwodheid ... in a half part of the lands of Littil Denovane, in the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] [endorsed “sasine for the earl of Linlithgow of the lands of Harbertschyre”] sasine from 
the king under the great seal --- all and haill the lands and barony of Harbertschyre 
comprehending the portions of land underwritten, both those held in property and tenendry, 
viz. all and haill the castle tower and fortalice of Harbertschyre with houses [etc.], all and 
haill that part of the lands of the Hauchis land of Heidis which lie on the north and east side 
of the water of Carroun and contiguous and adjacent to the Cuthilburne on the east,  and 
lands of Donypace which were occupied at some time by William Baird and John Cuthill 
in Heidis, lands of Cuthiltoun, lands of Lilleisleiff, lannds of littill Dennie, lands of 
Mylntoune, lands within the annes [annex?] lie walk mill damis [damis molendinum 
fulconacum] of Harbertschyre with the mill lands --- the corn mill of Harbertschyre with 
the mill lands multures [etc.], lands known as lie Dira Aikeris, lands known as 
Hoirnsmeling otherwise known as lie Maynes, lands of Rosk, lands of Thorniknowes, 
lands of Hoilhous, lands of Herbland, lands of Fyv Aikirs, lands of Barnego, lands of 
Stanyinche, lands of Brigland, lands of Buccisyd, lands of Boirdis, lands of Braidlie, lands 
known as lie Northfald, lands known as lie Quartir, lands known as lie Brayis, lands known 
as Drumieleayrisland, lands of Ruly, lands of Dwchladge, lands of Overburnhous and 
Netherburnhous, lands of Croftfitt, lands of Broomehill, lands of Ticketsheuche, lands of 
Garcoshe, [witnesses] Robert Scott at Brigend of Dennie, Alexander Scott in Barnes, 
William Horne at the place of Harbertschyre [manoram] 

1632 Wigton  703  A Contract and Disposition betwixt Sir William Sinclair of Roslyn, elder, and william 
Sinclair of Pentland, his son, ... whereby the father dispones to the son the lands above 
mentioned [700] belonging to the Earl of Wigtown in the barony of Harbertshire, and 
grants prouratory of resignation for that effect 

1633 RS58/6 f.34v Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me James Levingstoune scrivitor to the queen 
of Bohemia heretable proprietor to the lands underwritten and also havand richt to the 
teyndscheavis thairof escheit fforsameckill as Johne Stirling  now of Herbertshyre be 
translatioune richt and dispositioune maid to him  be Sir Johne Blakader of Tillialloune 
knicht cessioner and assignee efterspecifiet having richt to the reversioune and richt of 
redemptioune of the lands and utheris efter mentiounat hes at the males of thir present and 
to the intent thairof reallie and with effect peyit and delyverit to me all and haill the soume 
of ten thousand merkis guid and usual money of the realm thairof I hold me weill content 
and satisffiet [parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre in mortgage for 
the loan] particularlie efterfollowing Lyand on the southsyde of the watter of Caroun to 
witt all and haill the landis of Heidiswode posest and occupyit be Mathew Cuthill thair and 
Thomas Baird thair The haill of Lilieslie posest be Thomas Cuthill thair The landis of 
Litledenny posest be John Cuthill and Alexander Gordoune thair The lands of Cuthiltoune 
posest be John Stratherne thair Robert Bassock thair James Zoung thair The lands of Leslie 
posest be Margaret Chalmer relict of umquhill William Baird in Leslie Issobell Mochrie 
relict of umquhill David Cuthill Johne Baird now hir spouse and Alexander Zoung in 
Cuthiltoune with housis biggingis zeardis toftis croftis  infeild outfeild mos muir pairtis 
pendicles and all thair pertinentis easmentis lyand within the said barrounrie of 
Herbertshyre and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1634 GD1/529/96 John Stirling of Herbertschyre 
1636 RS58/6 f.363 [L] Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me John Stirling of Harbertshyr 

forsammeikle as John Forrester in Brayes of Meikledenoven and Agnes Crawfuird his 
spouse --- annualrent  

1641 GD86/565   Contract of Marriage between Johne Stirling of Harbertschyire, on the one part, and 
Helenor Levingstoune, natural daughter of James, Lord Levingstoune of Amount and 
Callendar, lieutenant general of the Scots Army of Horse and Foot, with consent of her said 
father. In contemplation of the marriage, which was to be celebrated by 10th June, the said 
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Johne Stirling (1) binds and obliges himself to infeft the said Helenor Levingstoune in 
liferent in (a) the following parts of the lands and barony of Harbertschyire viz:- the 
manor place, castle, tower and fortalice and mains of Harbertschyire, the lands called the 
Mylnetoune, corne-mylne, walk-mylne, and mylnelands of the same, the lands called the 
Nether Barnego, Fyve-aikeris, Thorniehill, Dutchledge, Ruellie, Greinis, Garcosche and 
Meikill Denovan, lying within the parish of Donypace and sheriffdom of Stirling, under 
reservation of the wood and park of Carrounglen, and (b) the lands of Heidiswoode and 
Cuithiltoune lying in the parish of Dennie and sheriffdom foresaid; (2) warrants the said 
lands to be worth yearly £1000 Scots (free from all taxations) over and above the manor-
place and yards of Harbertschyre; (3) binds himself to infeft the heirs male of the marriage 
in his lands and barony of Harbertschyre and lands of Powhouse and Litill Sauchie lying 
in the sheriffdom of Clakmannane, and (4) makes provision for the daughters of the 
marriage. It is also provided (a) that should he infeft her in liferent in the said lands of 
Powhouse with manorpole etc. (with warrandice as above) she should renounce her liferent 
of the lands and barony of Harbertschyre, and (b) that he should deliver to her a tack of 
the teinds of the lands in which she is to be infeft in liferent at a yearly rent of.6/8. The 
tocher is 5000 merks Scots payable at Martinmas 1641. At Edinburgh and Linlithgow 8 
May 1641  8 May 1641 

1653 CRA PD16/5 By charter under the Great Seal of Scotland containing a Novodamus, the lands of 
Herbertshire ... sasine 29 July1657 ...1678: the said William Stirling conveyed the 
premises and all his Right thereto to George Stirling his brother - charter of Confirmation 
RMS 1680 ... William died in1679 - widow left in possession of house until 1710 - William 
in possession by 1723 

1657 RS2.13.226 William Stirling of Harbertschyre 
1657 RS58/11 f.185v In the name of god amen Be it knwand to all men be this present public instrument that 

upon the tuentie nynd day of Jully the yeir of god 1657 yeirs In presence of  of me notary 
public witness underwritten Compeirit personallie ane discreit man William Stirling of 
Harbertshyre having and holding in his hands ane chartor made and granted and sealed in 
his favor Be his hienes the lord protector of the Commonwealth of England Scotland and 
Ireland and dominiones thereto belonging with advyce and consent of his honourable 
commissioners of exchequer in Scotland containing in the end thairof ane precept of 
seasing Off all and sindrie the lands and barony of Harbertshyre comprehending thairin 
the tounes and lands underwritten at length thairin and ingrossit in the chartor granted to 
him of the samen Togidder with the toure fortalice maner place houss biggings yairds 
ortcheards wodes fishings parkes mylnes multures and sequels pertinents of the samen 
Lyand within the parochine of Donypace and Denny [respectively?] and the sheriffdom of 
Stirling [section follows on possessions in parish of St Ninians] --- all and sindrie the lands 
of Heids (excepting that part thairof and Hauch of the samen which lyes from the north and 
eist pairts of the Watter of Carroune contigue and togidder  from the Cuthilbra eistwards to 
the lands of Donypace occupyit be William Baird and John Cuthill in Heads) the lands of 
Cuthiltoune The lands of Lilliesleif The lands of Litle Denny The lands of Mylnetoune The 
lands lyand betwixt the [blank] Walkmylne of Harbertshyre with the mylne lands and 
mealling thairof Corne mylne of Harbertshyre the lands commonly callit Dyraikers The 
lands callit Horsmealing alias the Maynes The lands of Thornknow The lands of Rysk The 
lands of Hoillhous The lands of Herbland the lands of Fyveaikers The lands of Burnego 
The lands of Staneinch The lands of Brigland The lands of Buckisyde The lands of Bords 
The lands of Broadley The lands of Northfield The lands callit Quarter The lands callit the 
Braes The lands of Drumalyiars The lands of Rullie The lands of Dauchilaig The lands of 
Ovir Burnhouss and Nether Burnhouss The lands of Croftfoot The lands of Broomhill The 
lands of Ticketsheugh The lands of Garrech [later “Gartosh” - recte Gartcosh] Togidder 
with the advocatioune donatioune and rycht of patronage of the kirkes chaplancies and 
benifices of the haill barrony of Harbertshyre 

1668 Retour 247  Castel-Rankine ... Balmokeir ... Ballinknock ... Brackinleyes ... Cowdounhill ... Glenhead 
... in barony of Herbershire 

1688 RS83/1 f.16.13 William Young in Croftwinter, Margaret Young his spouse & Mathew Young their sone, 
to George Stirling of Herbertshyre - annualrent out of Craftwinter in Dennie. Registered 
on the  269th and 270th leaves of the said Register  

1697 Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland MSS. II, 56  Hence I went to Halbertshire. This is, a strong high tower house 
built by the Laird of Roslin in King James the 5th time. The Lairds of Roslin have been 
great architects and patrons of building for these many generations. They are obliged to 
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receive, the mason’s word which is a secret signall masons have thro’ out the world to 
know one another by. They alledge ’tis as old as since Babel, when they could not 
understand one another and they conversed by signs. Others would have it no older than 
Solomon. However it is, he that hath it will bring his brother mason to him without calling 
to him or your perceiving of the signe.’  

1699 RS83/2/10 175  George Stirling of Herbertshire 
17c? Wigton  XI  Inventory of the old writs and evidents of the barony of Harbertshire, comprehending 

therein the lands of Seymore, Castlerankine, Ballinkeir or Bankier, Ballanknock, 
thomastoun, Doups, Brackanleys, Rashiehill, Cowdenhill, Glenhead &c. lying within the 
Sheriffdom of Stirling. 

1707 RS59/12 f.229 personally compeared at the manor place of Herbertshire Robert Rollo writer in Stirling 
as actorney in the name of William Stirling of Herbertshire holding in his hands a precept 
from the chancelry --- late George Stirling of Herbertshire father of William Stirling now 
of Herbertshire --- all and haill the lands and barony of Herbertshire --- lying in the 
parishes of Dunipace and Dennie 

1712 CRS ADD  William Stirling of Herbertshyre 
1730 RS59/15 f.436v Mistress Lilias Forrester spouse to William Stirling of Herbertshire 
1748 RS59/19 f.225 Captain John Stirling now of Herbertshire as heir of William Stirling thereof his brother 

german of all and haill the lands and barony of Herbertshire --- lying within the parishes 
of Dunipace and Denny 

1752 Turnpike John Stirling of Herbertshire 
1755 Roy Harbourshire 
1768-94 CHA A727.4073 Writs of barony of Herbertshire in parishes of Denny and Dunipace and sheriffdom of 

Stirling:- Extract disposition by Dame Jean Stirling of Auchyle to William Morehead of 
Cavendish Square, Westminster. Instrument of sasine following. Extract copy thereof. 
Crown charter of resignation in favour of Morehead and heirs of his marriage with Isobel 
Lockhart. Instrument of sasine following. Copy and extract of deed of entail. Crown 
charter in favour of William Morehead of Herbertshire, son of said William Morehead 
Instrument of sasine following. (9 items)  

1768 C2/110.98 William Morehead of Herbertshire 
1771 GD1/529/203 William Morehead of Herbertshire 
1782 AOS 161 Jean Stirling of Auchile, as heir to George Stirling of Herbertshire, her brother,; P.R. 

27.130 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. part of Milntoun & part of the Milntoun of 

Denovan and Hardcroft; pieces of ground called Miln Acre, & Broaddale,; tenenment 
called the Lairocks, with the smiddyhouse; piece of ground called Backcroft and half acre 
being part of the Corn and Waulk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 

1788 AOS 1274 part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Rullie; parts of Duchlage called Duchlage 
Greens 

1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 
Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 
Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1794 C2/127.123 William Morehead, son of William Morehead of Herbertshire 
1794 GD1/529/204 Disposition by William Morehead of Herbertshire in favour of his brother germain, John 

M. of the superiority of the lands of Burnhouse, Wr. Braes, Northfield, Quarter etc. 
1836-9 CHA A727.4098 Extract disposition by Rev Dr Robert Morehead, rector of Easington in Yorkshire, to 

trustees of deceased William Forbes of Callendar of barony of Herbertshire. Subsequent 
writs. (5 items) 

1838 C2/214.32n Herbertshire - William Forbes of Callendar 
1912 CDS13 Herbertshire Castle - Chas. W. Forbes, J.P., D.L., Telephone No. 190 
 
    Herbertshaw NT255575 
    Herbertschelis KCD [ RMS i] 
HERBERTSHIRE MAINS see Mains of Herbertshire 
HERBERTSHIRE MILL # DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] the corn mill of Harbertschyre with the mill lands multures [etc.] 
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1685 RS83/1 f.3.4 John Forrester of Braes of the lands of Braes of Denovan, Bredlie and Garcoch – of ane 
pairt of the Mylne and Mylne lands of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  31st and 32nd leaves 
of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10.4 Andrew Young of his lands of Wester Braes & Drumalier & proportion of the corn mylne 
of Herbertshyre. Registered on the  1161st leaf of the said Register  

1701RS83/2/10 589 Robert Young eldest son to deceast Alexander Young of Easter Buckiehole of all and haill 
that Roume called easter Buckiesyde with the lands & As also of ane part of Northfields 
lymecraig belonging thereto As also of ane part of the Cornmill of Herbertshire miln lands 

1788 AOS 1275 tenements at Damside above the Mill of Herbertshire, being part of Miltoun 
1813 GD1/529/230 John Paul and David Paul in Herbertshire Mill 
1932 Kerr   ... the mill is on a stream [Avon] which flows into the Carron has a dam and sluice, at 

present a pulp factory has taken the place of two or more structures on or near the same 
spot.  

HERBERTSHIRE PRINTFIELD # DPC NS8083 [3]      
 
1791 AOS 2061 piece of ground near the Herbertshire Printfield, parish of Denny, on disp. by Robert 

Riddoch of Milntown 
1819 AOS 9391 children of Thomas Cairnie, Calico Printer, Denny – 2 inclosures of ground extending to 6 

acres + whereon part of the Coach house, Summer house, and 2 dwelling houses at 
Carronvale are built, with the whole buildings and erections on said 2 pieces of ground, 
being part of the lands of Milton; the Miln and Miln lands of Herbertshire, and Wauk mill 
and Isle possessed as a Printfield called Herbertshire Printfield consisting of.7 + acres, 
parish of Dunipace  

1824 GD1/529/231 Neil and Charles Carnie, Herbertshire Printfield 
HERBERTSHIRE WAUKMILL see Waukmill of Herbertshire 
HIPS RIDGE # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips Ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

HOLLINGS DPC NS8485 [1] NS844854  
 
1742 RS59/18 f.202v John McLauchlane gardner and tennent at Darnbog as attorney for William Stirling of 

Herbertshire having a disposition granted by Charlot Lady Forrester widow of the deceast 
George Lord Forrester as having right to the piece of ground after disponed which is part of 
the lands and barony of Torwoodhead purchased by her at a roup and sale before the Lords 
of Council and Session conform to the decreet of sale --- all and haill a piece of waste 
ground called the Hollings lying with the foresaid barony of Torwoodhead  parish of 
Dunipace sheriffdom of Stirling and adjoining the lands of Carbrock and marching with the 
dyke and ditch of the wood upon the east, the stone wall and high way leading from Falkirk 
to Stirling on the south parts, until the stone wall reach the rivulet called the Torburn, and 
from thence along the said Torburn to Carbrockbridge and from there along a small road 
leading to the bridge called the Wandbridge and from the Wandbridge and from there to 
the north end of the first mentioned dyke and ditch on the west side of the Torwood but 
excepting and reserving always from the said lands of Hollings thereby disponed the 
quantity of Twenty yeards of the breadth thereof alongst the said wood dyke and ditch and 
the whole length of the said Hollings for a passage between the wood and Hollings and 
from the mansion house of Torwoodhead to the farm called Blairs or elswhere 
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1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 
as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz First the Lands called Arnboig 
and Hollings which were sold and disponed by Charlotte Lady Forrester to the late 
William Stirling of Herbertshire.  

1793 AOS 2521 in part of the barony of Torwoodhead below the road from Falkirk to Stirling , with the 
lands called Hollands & Darnbog. parish of Dunipace  

1808 AOS 5824 portion of ground called Hollings -  seised by John Campbell of Carbrook 
1828 C2/188/92 Hollings - Henry Stainton, manager of Carron Co. 
1835 C2/207/111 Hollings - Henry Stainton, manager of Carron Co. 
1861 OS Hollings 
1971 OS Hollings 
HOLMWARD # DPC NS8483 [3]   Torwoodhead  
 
1684 RH9/3/100 Joseph Ker in Holmwaird 
HORNS GREEN (# DPC NS8083 [1]  
 
1714  RS59/13 f.157 Patrick Sim in Backraw of Bothkenner as procurator and actormey for Margaret Sim his 

sister now spouse to John Muirhead of Tyketsheugh --- the just and equall half of the lands 
of Tyketsheugh --- reserving always to the superior of the said lands the Green of 
Herbertshyre commonly called Hornsgreen 

HORNS MAILLING # DPC NS8083 [1]  NS803831  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Hornismaling alias lie Maynis 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Hornismailling alias lie Maynis 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as Hoirnsmeling otherwise known as lie Maynes 
 
Note: William Horne at the place of Harbertschyre [manoram] 1622 RS58/2 f.344 
HOUSEHILL NS843825     
 
Note: this place now lies in Larbert Parish due to an excambion ) 
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] le House-of-the-Hill - part of Herbertshire but feued 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Domum super montem [Domus in index] 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Domum super montem 
1604 GD1/529/53 Howishill Contract of alienation by Sir James Forrester of Garden ... obliges himself to 

infeft John Livingston of Dunipace in the lands of Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflat 
1605 GD1/529/54 Houshill  and Hewishill 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Houshill  et Howieshill 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Houshill, Houshill-Ryeflattis 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Houshill  et Howieshill 
1620 RS58/2 f.74 [L]all and haill the lands of Houshill, Holieshill, Ryflattis  
1623 GD1/529/71 Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflatt 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Hwshill et Huishill 
1631 RMS viii 1770 Houshill [Houshill et Howieshill] 
1654 RS58/9 f.211v Houshill and Houishill  
1665 RMS xi 750 [L] Houshill  [Houshill and Homeshill] 
1741 GD1/529/217 Househill 
1755 Roy Househill 
1774 CRA SC4/3/1 Househill 
1785 AOS 669 John Wardrop, distiller, Househill. P.R. 28.409 
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1798 AOS 3559 parts of the Barony of Dunipace viz. Rochmute, Househill and Dutchmansland with the 
park to the east of the Kirk of Dunipace 

1817 Grassom Househill 
1861 OS Househill 
1912 CDS13 Househill - James Semple 
1971 OS Househill 
 
Note: In the Dunipace Rental of 1741 [ GD1/529/247] there is only Househill. 
HOWIESHILL # DPC NS8381 [3]  
 
1604 GD1/529/53 Hewishill  Contract of alienation by Sir James Forrester of Garden ... obliges himself to 

infeft John Livingston of Dunipace in the lands of Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflat 
1605 GD1/529/54 Houshill and Hewishill   
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Houshill et Howieshill   
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Houshill(,) Houshill-Ryeflattis 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Houshill et Howieshill 
1620 RS58/2 f.74 [L]all and haill the lands of Houshill, Holieshill, Ryflattis  
1623 GD1/529/71 Hewishill [Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflatt] 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Hwshill et Huishill  
1631 RMS viii 1770 Houshill et Howieshill 
1665 RMS xi 750 [L] Houshill and Homeshill 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Hoirshill 
INGLESTON DPC NS8083 [1]  NS804839  
 
1590 Pont Englishtoun 
1636 RS58/7 f.18 [L] Robert Muirheid in Inglistoune  
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1649 RS58/8 f.387v [L] Robert Murhead in Inglestoun  
1655 RS58/10 f.25 [L] Robert Muirhead in Inglestoun  
1658 RS58/11 f.267v Robert Mureheid in Englstone of  Litledenovane 
1666 CRS Robert Muirhead of Inglistoun 
1683 CRS John Muirhead of Inglistoune 
1698 RS 83.2.75 John Muirhead, lawfull son to John M. of Inglistoun 
1702 RS83/2 f.11.108  Marion Cowan spouse to John Muirhead of Ingliston RS59/11 f.107 – f.108 
1712 RS59/13 f.14 as actorney for George Lord Forrester --- ane letter of disposition made and granted be 

Hugh Wallace elder of Inglestoun to the said George, Lord Forrester --- all and heall the 
roums and lands which are proper parts pertinents of the lnads and barony of Letham with 
all and heall the manour place of Letham with houses [etc] as the same were infefted to the 
deceast William Lord Forrester 

1727 CH2/644  Inglestoun 
1755 Roy Inglistoun 
1788 AOS 1391 parts of Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Burnside, & part of Greenbraehead called 

Bowiesfauld, Mill & tiends  
1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 

Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof  
1797 RHP 14367 Ingleston 
1817 Grassom  Ingliston 
1861 OS Ingleston 
1898 LOH Ingleston Ironstone Pit [805841] 
 
Note 1: William Inglis witnessed a charter of Cambuskenneth [No 88] 
         2: John Englis in Greens [CH2/1254] 
 
cf Ingleston NJ793224; NO410487; NO339458; NS425715; NS869048; NT139729; NX605485; NX665535;                      

NX915785 [motte ¼ mile]; NX775575 [motte 1/8 mile]; NX985655 [motte 1/16 mile]; NY055975       
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ISLE [The] # DPC NS8083 [3]  
 
1631 RS58/5 f.180v [L] compeared upon the lands and mill underwritten --- Robert Campbell in Airth and 

David Muirhead in Bankend as procurator in the name of Sara Hardie spouse of the said 
Robert --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow those 
parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as the Yle 
with houses [etc] occupied by the said Robert and his spouse --- with the freedom of 
winning ‘lymestane’ within their said lands and also of winning limestone within the lands 
of Northfeild possessed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- and also equal parts of the 
mill and mill lands of the corn mill of Harbertshyre ---   

1671 RS59/4 f.304 that part and portion of the barony of Herbertshyre commonly known as the Yle with 
houses [etc] 

1675 RS59/5 f.245 part and portion of the lands of Denovan called the Ile with houses [etc] 
1703 RS83/2 f.11.228 portions of the barony of Herbertshire called the Ysle (RS59/11 f.243 – f.244) 
1753 SC4/3 The Isle 

KELTOR see Torwood 
KERRS LAND DPC NS8382 [1]  NS838824    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Kerisland in Denypace 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Kerisland in Donypace 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Kerisland in Donypace 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Kerisland in Donypace 
1583 RMS v 612 Keirisland in Donypace 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Keirisland in Donypece 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] Kerisland of Dunypace 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Keirisland de Donypace 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Keirsland 
1631 RMS viii 1770 Kerisland in Donypace 
1634 RMS ix 180 [L] Keirisland in Donypace 
1665 RMS xi 750 [L] Keirslands in Donypace 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Keirslands 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Keirsland in Dunipace 
1810 AOS 3 parks commonly called Ker’s park, the East Wallhill and West Wallhill comprising 36 

acres 
1811 AOS 6714 parts of the barony of Dunipace viz. the Corn Mill of Dunipace with the Barley Mill and 

Snuff Mill thereat – Millbraehead – Kers Park, Easter & Wester Wallhill  
1838 RHP14367 Kerrs park [OS field No. 884] 
 
See RMS ii 3444 for ‘Andrew Ker and “his interest”  
1629 RS58/5 f.33 John Ker son of David Ker in Litle Denovane.  
There was too John Ker involved in Cambuskenneth dispute 1426 and 1429 
 
Note RRS i 2649 [1515] is a marriage agreement wherein: ‘Johanis Ker, filii et heredis quondam Roberti Ker de 

Kerisland’ with Jonete Montgomery, d. of Hugo, Earl of Eglinton 
KILDALE # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
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Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

KINGSIDE # DPC NS8384 [1]  NS831841  
 
1552 RS2.1.107 Duncan Mure of Kingissyde 
1590 Pont Kingseat 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, 

Forresteris Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw 
Myln and Brigend of Torwood   

1621 CRS Margaret Muirhead spouse to Alexander Broune in Kingsyde 
1625 RS58/3 f.311 James Mure of Kingsyd and Jonet Forsyth his spouse  
1627 Retour 125 [L] Kingsyde, Kingsydemure 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Mure of 
Kingsyd hereditary possessor of the lands and others underwritten Duncan Mure in 
[Badllyd] and Agnes Mure his spouse and daughter of the said James Mure, knight --- all 
and haill the forest of Torwod [below the road? subtris via] and the lands --- viz Forresteris 
Hill, Rowanes, Waird, Lintyairdis, Kertakia, Quytfald, [Brys], Blairbathie, Corneblairs, 
Cokbeg, Preistismedow, Littell Midow, Barrony of Kerse of the Old Moss, Grayis 
Mailling, and other lands and holdings pertaining in propriety as well as all and haill the 
lands of Kingsyd with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Jarvay in Forresteris 
Maynis  

1684 RH9/3/100 John Broun in Kingsyde  
1755 Roy Kingseat 
 
cf Kingseat NJ905195; NO145545; NT125905  
 
Kingside NT245555, Kingside Hill NT635655; Kingside Rig ELO  
KINGSIDE MUIR # DPC NS8384 [1]    
 
1528 RMS iii 679 terris de Torwodheid cum communi mora earundem tunc vocat. le Kingis-syd-mure 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Kingisydemure 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, 

Forresteris Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw 
Myln and Brigend of  

1627 Retour 125 [L] Kingsyde, Kingsydemure 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 

Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of  

1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L]the lands of Kingsydemure with the tour fortalice mantione houses biggins [etc] --- with 
the parts pendicles and pertinents of the lands following  viz the lands of Lichtax Kingsyde 
Welbulone Blacklands the lands called the Old Ward the lands of Cokboge Cokenure and 
Wanles the lands callet the Neither Hill quhilk lands are parts pendicles and pertinents of 
the lands of Kingsyde Mure  

1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,- lands of Lichtap, Kingsyde, Welbulzeon, Blacklands; 
lands called Old Waird;- lands of Cockboig, Cockmuire and Wallis;- lands called 
Nethirhill .... ;- Forresterhill, Neward and Rollansward, lands called Lentsyeards;- lands of 
Whytefaulds;-lands known as Oldmosse and Gartakie, Litle Meadow, Priestmeadow, 
Thorniemeadow;- lands of Blairbothie called Graysmailling, lands of Corneblairs with 
woods and grazings of the said forest ... the forrest corn of Bothkenner ... Gunnershaw with 
the mill 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Laurence Dundas of Kerse as 
actorney in the name of James Dundas of Philipstoun --- having a charter of resignation 
under the Great Seal --- all and haill the lands and barony of Torwood comprehending the 
forrestlands thereof Viz Lands of Torhead and Torwoodhead, Kingside Muir with the 
tower fortalice manor place houses [etc] the lands of Lightax, Kingside Well, Bullion, 
Blacklands, Oldward, Cockboig, Cockmuir, Ninolts and  Nethershell which lands are held 
in propriety and are parts pendicles and pertinents of the said Kingside Muir  
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1789 AOS Kingsidemuir 
KINGSIDE WELL # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Wellbulzeoun [recte (Kingside) Well, Bulzeoun] 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Wellbulzeon [recte (Kingside) Well, Bulzeon] 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Velbulzeon [recte (Kingside) Vell, Bulzeon] 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Kingside Well 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Kingsidewell  
KINGS WOOD # DPC NS8283 [1]    
 
1922 OS Kings Wood 
1984 OS Kings Wood 
 
Note: this may be a simplified *Kingside muir wood. 
KIRKLAND DPC NS8282 [1]  NS828829    
 
1508 GD1/529/47 records a perambulation of the commonty of Kirklandis entered in the ‘Sheriff’s books’ 

for1508 
1554 GD1/529/41 Thomas Levingstoun of Kirklandis 
1558 GD1/529/47 four oxin gettis of Kirkland 
1582 Retour 354 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, haeres John L., patris,-in terris capellae Sancti Alexandri, 

vulgariter nuncupatis Kirklands, et parva silva vocata Sanct Alexandris Cuthill, cum 
Cuthilbrae, in baronia de Herbertshire. 

 
    Alexander Levingstoun, heir of John Livingston his father, in the chapel lands of St 

Alexander, commonly known as Kirklands, and the little wood called St Alexander’s 
Cuthill, with Cuthilbrae, in the barony of Herbertshire. 

 
1590 Pont Kirkland 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 John Levingstoun son and heir apparent of Alexander Levingstoun of Kirkland  
 1620 RS58/2 f.52v [L] David Livingstoune of Donipace heriditary proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all 

and haill an annual rent of the lands of – Seybeggis, Mains [terris domicalibus vulgo lie 
mayneis]  and the Kirklands of Donypace  

1621 RS58/2 f.267v [L] [endorsed “sasine Johne Livingstone and Margaret Dog- of Kirkland”] Alexander 
Livingstoune, heir of the feufermlands underwritten --- his lands of Kirkland --- contract 
matrimonial --- John Livingstoune his eldest lawful son on the one part and James Dog, 
laird of Dunrobene [in Menteith – see Register of the Great Seal of Scotland,] for Margaret 
Dog, his daughter on the other part – all and haill the chapel lands of St Alexander 
commonly called lie Kirkland  formerly occupied by the late Thomas Livingstoune and 
another part of his lands, the wood called saint Alexander’s Cuthill with the Cuthill brey 
thereof formerly occupied by the late John Gilchrist --- the mill of the said lands --- lying 
in the barony of Harbertschyre [etc] [giving the symbols of sasine -] lie [c/t]eap of the said 
mill --- reserving a life rent of the mill, mill lands, seqquels etc to Alexander Livingstoune 
of Kirkland --- molendini de Kirkland --- [witnesses:] William Livingstoune portioner of 
Falkirk, Hercule Sinclair in Denovane 

1626 RS58/3 f.445 [L] Alexander Hamiltoun, senior, fear of the lands underwritten, contract of marriage – 
with the express consent of Cristine Mongall, his spouse, and Alexander Hamiltoun, junior, 
his eldest lawful son, on the one part, and Alexander Livingstoune of Kirkland and John 
Livingstoune, his eldest lawful son, and David Livingstoune of Donypace [who stood 
surety - fideiussores] for the said Alexander Livingstoune and Margaret Livingstoune, his 
lawful daughter on the other part, dated at Kirland, Falkirk and Donypace 

1629 RS58/4 f.244 John Levingstoune, feer of Kirkland  
1631 RMS viii 1852 Kirklandis 
1632 RS58/5 f.361 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wys in Kilbayne, 

portioner of Falkirk and James Wys in Sheilhill his brother german as procurator for 
Margaret Coustoune spouse of the said John, Robert Levingstoune son of Alexander 
Levingstoune of Kirkland and James Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as procurator for 
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Elizabeth Wys lawful daughter of the said John Wys and future wife of the said Robert --- 
all and haill --- feulands and west side --- coalworks of Falkirk  with parts portions [etc] 
occupied by James Warden weaver in Falkirk 

1642 RS58/7 f.351 [annotated Renun(ciation) Alexander Monteath to Jon Levingstoune of Kirkland] 
[annualrent - vernacular] --- all and haill the landis of St Alexander conjunctlie callit the 
Kirkland somtyme occupayit be umquhill Thomas Levingstoune and that litle woode 
called St Alexanders Cuthill and Cuthill Breay thairof somtyme occupayit be Johne 
Gilchrist with housss biggins pairtes pendicules and pertinents therof together with the 
mylne of the said landis mylnelandis multuris and sequalis of the samen 

1643 RMS ix 180 4 bovates  vocat. terras ecclesiatias de Donypace 
1646 RS58/8 f.163v [L] John Levingstoune of Kirkland --- lands called Chapel of St Alexander commonly 

known as Kirkland --- that part thereof with that little grove or wood [parva silva seu 
nemore] called St Alexanders Cuthill and the Cuthill Brea thereof --- with the mill of the 
said lands with mutlures [etc] --- lying within the barony of Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1682 SC67/67/2 f. 2 John Livingstone, son to John L. of Kirkland 
1682 SC67/67/2 f. 27 William Livingstone of Kirkland 
1683 SC67/67/2 f. 47 Margaret Young, relict of John Livingstone of Kirkland 
1683 SC67/67/2 f. 53v John Livingstone, second son of umquhill John L. of Kirkland 
1690 RS83/1 f.26.2 John Livingstoune sone to umquhill John Livingstoune of Kirkland RS89/7 f.483 
1690 RS83/1 f.26.3 Anna Mcarie, spouse to the said John Livingstoune RS89/7 f.483 - 484 
1690 Murray deceast John Livingstoune of Kirkland [alive1681] 
1693 RS83/1 f.43v.3 John Livingstoun, second lawful son to the deceast John Livingstoun of Kirkland, now 

portioner of Falkirk. f.202 
1699 RS83/2/10 261 William Livingstoun of Kirkland his lands of Kirkland mylne mylnelands yrof and lands 

of Cuthell and Cuthellbraes called St Alexanders Chapell with the pertinents RS59/10 
f.214 – f.215 

1733 CRS Alexander Johnstone in Kirkhead (recte Kirkland) 
1736 GD1/529/214 John Thomson tenant in Kirkland 
1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] John Forrester younger of Braes, writer in Edinburgh having in his hands a disposition 

of the lands of Kirkland and others after mentioned granted by Thomas Dundas of Lethom 
and Thomas Forrester of Denovan as Trustees appointed by Archibald Johnston of 
Kirkland for his creditors with consent of Margaret Mackee relict of the deceast 
Alexander Johnston of Kirkland --- all and haill the lands of St Alexanders Chapell 
commonly called Kirkland and that little wood called St Alexanders Cuthills and Cuthil 
Brae with the miln and miln lands of the same of old lying within the barony of 
Herbertshire and now within the barony of Dunipeace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1753 RS59/20 f.124 Archibald Johnston late of Kirkland  
1755 Roy Kirkland 
1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. 4 oxgates of land called the Kirklands of 

Dunipace & lands of St Alexanders Chapel 
1817 Grassom Kirkland 
1861 OS Kirkland 
1912 CDS13 Kirkland - William Peat 
1971 OS Kirkland 
KIRKLAND BLEACHFIELD     # DPC NS8282 [1]   NS826825   
 
1861 OS Kirkland Bleachfield      
KIRKLAND MILL # DPC NS8282 [1]  NS8288825     
 
1621 RS58/2 f.267v [L] lands of Kirkland --- the mill of the said lands --- lying in the barony of Harbertschyre 

[etc] [giving the symbols of sasine -] lie clap of the said mill --- reserving a life rent of the 
mill, mill lands, sequels etc to Alexander Livingstoune of Kirkland --- Molendini de 
Kirkland --- [witnesses:] William Livingstoune portioner of Falkirk, Hercule Sinclair in 
Denovane 

1646 RS58/8 f.163v [L] John Levingstoune of Kirkland --- lands called Chapel of St Alexander commonly 
known as Kirkland --- with the mill of the said lands with multures [etc]  

1652 RS58/9 f.51 John [Robertsoune?] miller at the Mill of Kirkland 
1684 RS59/6 f.479v John Livingston of Kirkland --- Kirkland Milne and milnelands 
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1699 RS83/2/10 261 William Livingstoun of Kirkland his lands of Kirkland Mylne mylnelands yrof and lands 
of Cuthell and Cuthellbraes called St Alexanders Chapell with the pertinents RS59/10 
f.214 – f.215 

1722 CH2/644  the Miln of Kirkland 
1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] lands of Kirkland --- with the miln and miln lands of the same of old lying within the 

barony of Herbertshire and now within the barony of Dunipeace and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1765 CH2/644  John Kirkwood in Kirkland Milns 
1787 AOS 1051 James Kirwood, tenant, Kirkland Miln of Denovan 
1794 GD1/529/281 the owner of the mills of Kirkland  
KIRKLAND MUIR PARK # DPC NS8283 [2]  
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising and the field called Rochline or Kirkland Muir Park  
LAIROX # DPC NS8083 [1]  NS808832  
 
1631 RS58/5 f.250 John Zoung, blacksmith in Lairocks of Mylnetoune of Denovan 
1655 RS58/10 f.25 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Young sumtym 

in Lairocks of Denaven having in his hand a charter of alienation from William Stirling of 
Harbertshyr --- all and haill that hous and yaird in Miltoun of Deneven --- Mathew Cwthell 
in Headis Wod baylie in that part --- [witnesses to sasine] Robert Muirhead in Inglestoun 
John Reid in Miltoun 

1659 RS58/12 f.200v John Young smith now in Denny and Agnes Muirhead his spous --- all and haill that hous 
callit the Lairrockes The smiddie hous haill ground and foundatioune thairof with haill 
bounds of the yeaird thairof haill planting and yaird dykes of the samen with that rig and 
portiounes of land as it lyes in lenth and breid at the back of the said hous with the of 
bounds and yeard lyand nixt adjacent to the said hous  

1666 RS59/2 f.246v [L] John [Young,?] Smith in Lairocks 
1678 RS59/6 f.39v [L] Mathew Young in Lairoches of Meikle Denovan 
18c  GD171/4058 Lerox - Duncan Fletcher in -, and Margaret Johnston his spouse 
1711 CH2/644  Lairox 
1755 Roy Lairicks 
1773 CH2/644  Larox 
1781 AOS 86 Alexander Mackie, tenant, Lairocks of Milltoun of Denovan  
1785 AOS 634 Alexander McKie, portioner, Lerox. P.R. 28.361 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. tenenment called the Lairocks, with the 

smiddyhouse, parish of Dunipace  
1790 AOS 1739 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Milltown and part of Milntown of Denovan 

and Hardcroft, Milnacre, the Broaddall and cavil united to Milntown; tenement called 
Lairocks with the Smiddie house, parish of Dunipace  

1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace  

1861 OS Lairox 
 
This survived as the name of the ‘Lairox Inn’ until 2001 which, unfortunately, was then changed to the ‘Red Hoose’. 
 
Cf Boglairoch, DNB [PNDB 20]  
     Leroch - short for Rannaleroch [PPNA] 
     Lerrocks Farm in the village of Argaty, near Doune 
     Lerrig, Co. Kerry, ‘slope’, ‘hill-side’ 
     Laragh, Lauragh; Lathrach, the site of any thing.  
LANGLANDS # DPC NS8285 [1]  NS824852     
 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these four [forty] merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, 

Forresteris Mains terris de Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw 
Myln and Brigend of Torwood  ---- lands of Langlandis of Torwodheid  

1755 Roy Langlands 
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1861 OS Langlees 
1971 OS Langlands 
LAWHILL # DPC NS8282 [1]  NS826829    
 
1723 Macfarlane f.416 here is a hill at the Northwest end of the house [Kirkland] called Lawhill, upon the top of 

which appears the vestige of come ancient building 
 
See Stirlingshire i p.63 - ‘Cairn, Kirkland’ 
LEY # DPC NS8083 [1]   
 
1671 RS59/4 f.275v [L] William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- that part or portion commonly called the Haugh --- 

lying between the park of Herbertshyre and the Water of Carroun and the portion lie Parkit 
with also that rigg of land lying on the east side of the fosse commonly called the Dyk the 
said Park and that little butt of land called the Ley or Rashie Boig lying at the end of the 
said lands of Herbertshyre 

LIGHTAX (# DPC NS8384 [2]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] terras de Lichtaix 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] terras de Liktek 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Lichtex 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Lichtex 
1682 Retour 113 [L] Lichtap 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Lightax 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax,  
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax 
 
cf Lightoaks SK045445; Light Oaks SJ925505; Light Trees NY845145 
    Lichtbirkscheill [1606 RMS vi 1721] >  Lichtbirkishill [1610 RMS vii 290] DMF  
    Light Birks, Haydon - 1296 Littelbirkes, 1328 Lythbirkes, Lightbirkes, 1368 Lightbyrkes [PNDD] 
    Lightbirks NY845635; Lighthazels SE025205; Lighthorne SP335555;  
    Lightwood NO725995; Lichtwod KCD [1609 RMS vii 114];  
     
    Handaxwod BWK [1594 RMS vi 192]; West Handaxwood NS941590 Wester Handaxwod  [1597] 
 
   Axwell Park, Northumberland, 1344 Aksheles, 1361 Axsels, 1382 Assheles, 1386 Axsheles 
LINKUMBANK # DPC NS8283 [1]  
 
1661 RS59/1 f.57 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Walter Barrie  at Gunnershaw Mylne 

--- contract of alienation and wodset --- from William Levingstoun of Kirkland --- all and 
haill the just and equall half of the lands of Kirkland called Lincombank and haill 
pertinents thairof  

1796 AOS 3214 in Bankend and Edgeface, barony of Dunipace;- and half an acre of ground at the south end 
of the Damhead of Linkumbank Lint Mill, parish of Denny [?] 

 
Local information gives ‘Linkum pool’, used during 20th century as a swimming place in the River Carron. 
 
cf  Lincolmwood ABD; Lincom, Galloway [PNG 196]; Palinkum, Galloway [PNG 220] 
LINT MILL see Dunipace West Mill 
LINTYARDS # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] terras Lintyairds nuncupatas 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Lintyaird 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Lintyaird 
1635 RMS ix 394 [L] terras lie Lintyairds 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Lintyairdis,  
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz, ... lands called Lentsyeards ... 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Lint Yeards 
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1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 
Lintyards 

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lintyards,  

LITTLE ARN BOG # DPC NS8585 [2]  
 
1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 

the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill; piece of ground called the Little Arn Bog; Room and 
Tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting a piece of ground formerly called the Cockbog); 
piece of ground called Blairbothie, parish of Dunipace 

 
Cf Blackarnybog DPC 
 
Note: Bogend 857856 – Blairs 851856 – Woodside 851845 
LITTLE CROP # DPC NS8381 [2]  
 
1838 RHP 11252 Little Crop - OS Field No.832 
LITTLE DENOVAN see Denovan - Little          Little Denovan 
LITTLE DENOVAN MILL see Denovan Mill 
LITTLE DENOVAN MUIR # DPC NS8184 [3]   
 
1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 

of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the Muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the Muir of Little 
Denovan which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying 
between the hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

LITTLE JOHN’S STYLE # DPC NS8484 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1533 [L] The king etc., grants to John Drummond [section requires translation],- the south and 

north marshes commonly called the Blakarnybog, with the stank hall [haugh?] marsh the 
Halstangbog (between the lands of Carbrok, Larbertscheillis, Littil-Johnnes-styll, the 
ditch through the lands of the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, tenant of the Lord of Gardin, where it 
seperates the king’s bog and the lands of the Lord of Plane and those of David Roogis of 
Powhous, and otherwise bounded as specified), meadows [called] the Boigsyd-medow and 
Braidbog-medow (between the bounds specified), the Preistis-medow, with the little 
meadow which is adjacent (which pasture is cut and harvested by the late Walt[er] W[ei?]r, 
David Rook of Powhous, Christina Levingstoun of Powmylne, John Callender, and is now 
endowed as a pendicle of the said John Drummond through the perogative of the crown, 
lying at the wood of Torwode, sheriffdom of Strivilin 

 
cf Cockston Steel ELO  
LITTLE MEADOW # DPC NS8385 [3]    
   
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Litillmedow 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Litillmedow 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] Lytill-medow 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Litillmedow 
1635 RMS ix 394 [L] Litlemedow 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Littell Midow 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz, ...  Litle Meadow, ...  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Little Meadow 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Little 

Meadow 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Little Meadow 
LOANFOOT # DPC NS8184 [1]  NS811844    
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1797 RHP 14367 Loanfoot 
1859 RHP 48933 Loanfoot 
LOANHEAD # DPC NS8185 [2]  
 
1685 CRS Loanhead of Quarter of Denovan 
LOANING OF DUNIPACE  # DPC NS8382 [2] 
 
1629 RS58/4 f.186v wyth the haill gress and pasturage in the Lonyng of Donypace fra the said Lonyng Mouthe 

up to the muir and als wyth libertie of winning leading and away taking of lyme staines in 
all boundis pertaining to the said lord David Livingstoune for the us of the said lands 

1645 RS58/8 f.124v together with the grass and pasturage in the Lonyng of Donypace fra the lonyng mouthe 
up to the mure and with the libertie of carting leiding away taking of lyme stones in all 
boundis pertaining to the said umquhill David Levingstoune for the use of the saidis landis 

LONGBRAE (# DPC NS8183 [1]  NS819837    
 
1797 RHP 14367 Longbrae 
LONGLAND BALK # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

LONGRIDGE # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 

the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

LOUCHBANK # DPC NS8282 [2]  
 
c1200 Cambus 79   Donatio Dimidie Carrucate Apud Dunypais Herbertus Filius Herbertus De Camera - 

dimediam carrucatam terre in territorio meo de Dunypais, cum tofto et crofto in eadem 
villa mea in competenti loco sito, scilicet et duas bouatas terre adiacentes terre ecclesie ex 
parte orientali et duas bouatas ex altera parte aque iuxta Louchbanc incipientes ad Flores 
et tendentes versus occidentem 

 
[Gift of half a plough-gate at Dunypais by Herbert, Son of Herbert de Camera - 
- half a plough-gate of land in my territory of Dunypais, with toft and croft thereof within 

my town sited in a suitable place, specifically two oxgangs of land adjacent to the east side 
of Kirklands, and two oxgangs  on the other side by the water at Louchbank and 
continuing westwards to Floors 

 
Note: among the signatories are Malcolm, thane of Kalentyr, and John of Stanehous 
 
cf Loughrigg NX985125 
LOUDENS BURN see Avon Burn 
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MALICE DALE DPC # NS8083 [2]   
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v with the landis callit the Mailies Daill 
1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the  lands callit the Blood 

Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of the 
lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane 
uther how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

1673 RS59/5 f.90 all and haill the lands of Burnesyde of Litle Denovane --- devyded and bounded as follows 
viz the lands called the Bloodlettings the lands called the lands of Greinsbrae Greinsaiker 
Burnefald and thrie riges and an uther how rig with the broad end lyand all betwixt the 
hedges, with the lands called the Maillars Deall and the half of the moss pertaining to the 
said David Ker 

1676 RS59/5 f.331v  [L] with lands called Maline Deall 
1677 RS59/5 f.407 John Andrew weaver in Litle Denovane actorney in the name of James Andrew that part 

and portion of the lands of Grenisbrae called the Malice Deall 
1753 RS59/20 f.115v Instrument of Resignation in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan granted by William 

Young of Greenbrae of part of the lands of Burnside of Little Denovan called Grays Acre 
and three parts of four parts of the lands called the Meikle Dale in the muir of Little 
Denovan with four ridges and ane other how ridge with the braid end all lying betwixt the 
hedges the lands called the Malice Dail and half of the moss of ? 

MAINS OF DENOVAN see Denovan Mains Little Denovan    
MAINS OF HERBERTSHIRE    (# DPC NS8083 [1]  NS803831  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] lie Manis 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Hornismaling alias lie Maynis 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Hornismailling alias lie Maynis 
1632 RMS vii 2048 [L]Hornismailling alias lie Maynis 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] terrarum dominicalum de Meikill Denovan 
1836 AOS Parks or Mains of Herbertshire 
MEADOW CROFT # DPC NS8183 [1]  NS815837  
 
1797 RHP 14367 Meadow Croft 
MEADOWLANDS # DPC NS8485 [2]    
 
1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 

and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending. the Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands  

1797 AOS Meadowlands - places it east of the Falkirk-Stirling road 
MEADOW PARK (# DPC NS8183 [1]  NS814839   
 
1797 RHP 14367 Meadow Park 
MEIKLE DENOVAN see Denovan – Meikle 
MEIKLE DALE see Meikle Dyke 
MEIKLEDYKE # DPC NS8183 [3]    
 
1701 RS83/2/10 533     James Young in Greensbrae of all and haill the parts and portions of the lands of Burnsyde 

of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettings, Greinbrae, Greinsaiker, Burnfauld with thrie parts 
off ffour parts of the [lang] Meikledyke in the muir of Little Denovan and tiends RS59/10 
f.444 – f.445 

1701 RS59/10 f.444v lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan called Bloodlettrigs, Greinsbrae, Grayesaiker, 
Burnfauld with thrie parts off four parts of called Meikledyke in the muir of Little 
Denovan which four run rigs with other rigs are called Houridge with the Braeend lying 
between the hedges with lands called Malicedaile and half of Mosse of ------ 

1676 RS59/5 f.331v [L]part and portion of the lands of Burnsyde of Litle Denovan formerly pertaining to John 
and David Ker --- Bloodlettings, Greines Brae, Grays Aikers, Burnesfauld and three fourth 
parts of the land called Mikle Deall in the muir of Litle Denonvan with four rigs called 
Howrige with the broadend lying within the hedges with lands called Maline Deall and half 
of Mossede 
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1753 RS59/20 f.115v Instrument of Resignation in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan granted by William 
Young of Greenbrae of part of the lands of Burnside of Little Denovan called Grays Acre 
and three parts of four parts of the lands called the Meikle Dale in the muir of Little 
Denovan with four ridges and ane other how ridge with the braid end all lying betwixt the 
hedges the lands called the Malice Dail and half of the moss of ? 

 
MELDRUM # DPC NS8083 [2]    
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lyning contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie patent mercatt passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1712 RS59/13 f.65v the lands called the Meldrum  
MERCAT GATE # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
Mercat Gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side 
The lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the Old Kairt Gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining 
to George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining 
to John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie patent Mercatt Passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

 
MERK DALE # DPC NS8183 [2]  
 
1667 RS59/2 f.362 all and haill the land of Burnsyd of Litle Denovan --- viz the  lands callit the Blood 

Lettings the lands of Greinisbrae Grays Aiker Coufauld and thrie pairts of four pairts of the 
lands callit the Merk Daill in the mure of Litle Denovane with the said four rigs and ane 
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uther how rig with the braid end lyand all betwyxt the hedges with the lands callit the 
Maillisdaill  

MILL ACRE # DPC NS8083 [2]   Herbertshire  
 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire vizpieces of ground called Miln Acre, & Broaddale, 

parish of Dunipace  
1790 AOS 1739 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Milltown and part of Milntown of Denovan 

and Hardcroft, Milnacre, the Broaddall and cavil united to Milntown; tenementcalled 
Lairocks with the Smiddie house, parish of Dunipace  

1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, parish of Dunipace  

MILLBRAEHEAD # DPC NS8481 [1]  NS841818    
 
1741 GD1/529/247 piece of ground called Millbraehead 
1811 AOS 6714 parts of the barony of Dunipace viz. the Corn Mill of Dunipace with the Barley Mill and 

Snuff Mill thereat – Millbraehead – Kers Park, ER & Wr Wallhill  
1838 RHP 11252 Milnbraehead 
MILL DALE # DPC NS8083 [2]   
 
1661 RS59/1 f.12v that part and portion of all and haill the said David his halff of all and haill the landis of 

Burnsyde of Little Denovane --- the land called the Black Hill with the Myln Daill  
MILTON OF DENOVAN   (# DPC NS8083 [1]  NS802834  
 
1589 CRE John Muirhead, wobster in Mylntoun of Denaven 
1590 Pont Milton 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Milnetoun, terras jacen. inter amnes lie dammis  
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Mylntoun, terras jacen. inter lie dammis molendini fullonum de Harbertschyre 
1621 RS58/2 f.267v [L] Hercules Sinclair in Denovane 
1623 RS58/3 f.85 [L][endorsed “sasine William Laing”] John]Cuthill portioner of Corthie of Dennie and 

Jonet Murray --- all and haill the lands of Eist Brodlandis extending to a six shilling land of 
auld extent lying within the barony of Dennie --- occupied by Isobella Mutchie relict of the 
late David Cuthill in Dennie --- contract made between the said John Cuthill and Jonet 
Murray, his wife, on the one part and William Layng in Mylntoune of Denovane on the 
other part --- lands of Eist Boarland [witnesses to sasine] John Murray father of Jonet, 
William Zong, shoemaker [calciarus] in Denovan, Alexander Sinclare, son of Hercule 
Sinclare there, William Horne there, and John Du[b] in Dennie 

1631 RS58/5 f.178 [L] compeared upon the lands and mill underwritten --- William Layng in Mylnetoune and 
Isobella Muirheid his spouse --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow --- the just and equal part of those parts and portions of the lands and barony 
of Harbertshyre known as Mylnetoune with houses [etc] possessed and occupied by the 
said William and his spouse --- and also the just and equal half of all and haill those equal 
parts of the mill and mill lands of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and 
occupied by William Patoune and David Muirheid with a third of the multures etc. 
[witnesses to sasine] Morice Miller in Boirdis, Robert Zoung in West Braes, David 
Muirheid in Bankheid  

1632 CRS Agnes Young spouse to William Layng in Mylnetoune of Meikle Denoven 
1632 RS58/5 f.304 [L] John Reddoche in Mylntoune and Robert Levingstoune brother german of the late 

Alexander Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of 
sale and alienation of parts and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as 
Mylnetoune with houses [etc] [as the others of this group] [witnesses to sasine] John 
Zoung in Cuthiltoun, Henry Baird in Leslie, John Zoung in [B?]orro[end] 

1639 CRS Katherine Sinclair, lawful daughter to umquhile Hercules Sinclair, in Myltoune of Meikle 
Denovan      

1645 RS58/8 f.124v William Layng in Mylnetoune, William Sinclar there 
1650 RS58/8 f.422 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Laying 

lawful son of the late William Laying in Mylnetoun with a charter of Precept of Clare 
Constat  from John Stirling of Harbertshyre as superior  --- David Murhead of Tyketsheuch 
as baillie --- that part and portion of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre known as 
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Mylnetoun --- the wood of Carrounglen on the east and the wood known as Cowanes 
Wood on the west  

1655 RS58/10 f.25  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Young sumtym 
in Lairocks of Denaven having in his hand a charter of alienation from William Stirling of 
Harbeertshyr --- all and haill that hous and yaird in Miltoun of Deneven --- [witnesses to 
sasine] John Reid in Miltoun 

1656 RS58/10 f.109  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet damesell 
Issobell Reddouch onlie dochter of umquhill John Reddocht in Miltoune of Denovene 
having in her hands a contract matrimonial --- precept of sasine --- William Cuthill lawfull 
sone to John Cuthill of Cuthilltoune --- with consent of Issobell Japfray hir mother and 
John Gilbreythe at [--an] Burne Fot his spouse for his interest 

1669 CRS Isobel Muirhead spouse to John Riddoch in Mylnetoune of Denovan 
1682 CRS John Riddoch in Myltoun of Denovan 
1683 CRS John Riddoch in Mylnetoun 
1687 RS83/1 f.10/6 James Broune weaver in Denovan & Margaret Miller his spouse of ane house and yard in 

Mylnetoune of Denovan with ane house sted there. 162nd leaf of the said Register  
1735 RS59/17 f.9v  Gunnershaw Miln and Green or Shiels of Gunnershaw, Thornyhill, Easter Braes, 

Milntoun, Quarter and Wester Barnego 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. part of Milntoun & part of the Milntoun of 

Denovan and Hardcroft; pieces of ground called Miln Acre, & Broaddale,; tenenment 
called the Lairocks, with the smiddyhouse; piece of ground called Backcroft and half acre 
being part of the Corn and Waulk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace  

1788 AOS 1275 tenements at Damside above the Mill of Herbertshire, being part of Miltoun  
1790 AOS 1739 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Milltown and part of Milntown of Denovan 

and Hardcroft, Milnacre, the Broaddall and cavil united to Milntown; tenementcalled 
Lairocks with the Smiddie house, parish of Dunipace  

1793 RHP 14352 Lands of Milton [802834 etc] 
1790 AOS 1739  in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called Milltown and part of Milntown of Denovan 

and Hardcroft, Milnacre, the Broaddall and cavil united to Milntown; tenementcalled 
Lairocks with the Smiddie house, parish of Dunipace  

1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 
Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1791 AOS 2061 piece of ground near the Herbertshire Printfield, parish of Denny, on disp. by Robert 
Riddoch of Milntown. 

1802 AOS 4474  in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 
Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace  

1813 AOS 7344 ½ acre of land of Milntown called Hairylaw  
1861 OS Milton Cottage 804834 
MINE WOOD NS828832   
 
1922 OS Mine Wood 
MOCHRIES KNOLL # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising the inclosure called Mochries Knoll  
MOORSIDES # DPC NS8283 [3] Torwood    
 
1590 Pont Moore 
1654 Blaeu Moorsydes 
 
cf Kingside muir 
MORRISONS PARK # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising Morrisons Park  
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MOSSIDE # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] terras de Mossyde et Thornes (per Tho. Bruce prepositum burgi de Stirling et Davidem 

Forrester de dicto Jo. [Stirling] tentarum) 
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1664 CRS John Hanna in Moss-side of Little Denovan 
1676 RS59/5 f.331v [L]half of Mossede 
MUIRDYKES # DPC NS8184 [1]  NS815843  
 
1628 RS58/4 f.139 [L] John [Benny] in the Murdyk of Lytle Dynovane 
1630 CRS Thomas Gillespie in Muirdyke of Little Denovane 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] Wester Burnsyde et Muirediekes 
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.76 William Gillespie in Muirdykes 
1661 RS59/1 f.2 Comperit personalie William Gilespie in Skeathmure for himself and as actorney in name 

of Margaret Burne his spous upon the ground of the lands efterspecifiet --- that part and 
portion of all and haill his lands of Donypace callit the Muredyke with houses [etc] 

1663 CRS Margaret Robertson spouse to James Cuthill in Muirdyke 
1664 RS59/2 f.29v [L] John Gillespie lawful son to William Gillespie of Muredyke indweller in Scleatmure 

and Margaret Jarvie eldest lawful daughter to Edward Jarvie in Forresterismans his future 
spouse --- all and haill that part and portion of the barony of Denovane called Muredyke 
with houses [etc] 

1665 RS59/2 f.117v William Gillespie fewer of the lands of Muredyk  
1669 CRS Janet Arthur spouse to William Gillespie in Muirdykes 
1670 RS59/4 f.232v [L] William Gillespie in Muirdyk [Denovan] 
1675 CRS William Gillespie in Muirdyke and Agnes Jaffray, his spouse 
1681 RS59/6 f.220 [L] William Cuthell in Muir Dyk 
1693 RS83/1 f.44v.2 William Gillespie sone to John Gillespie in Muirdykes and Elizabeth Simpsone his spouse 

of the lands of Muirdykes within the barony of Dunypace 
1708 RS83/12 f.2/305 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 

Thorndyke Dog- hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1712 DuPR Muirdyke 
1741 GD1/529/247 Gaff of Muirdyke 
1780 Ross  Muirdyke 
1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Muirdykes or Dykehead 
1797 RHP 14367 East Muirdykes [815843] 
1821 Ainslie Muirdyke 
MUIRPARK # DPC NS8183 [2]  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.68 [L] William Zong shoemaker [calciariris] in Denovane and Katherine Cuthill his wife, 

having a charter of alienation from David Livingstoune of Donypace making and giving to 
William and Katherine and their heirs all and haill an annual rent of.100 merks from the 
lands of Littill Denovane called Murepark and Staill occupied and possessed by Patrick 
Gillespie and John Zong 

1741 GD1/527.247 Muirpark & Braehead 
MURRAYS LANDS # DPC NS8381 [2]  
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1511 GD1/529/23 Instrument of Resignation by Helen Murray spouse to James Edminston of Buchquhadroch 
with consent of her husband in favour of Oliver Sinclair of Rosslyn of.40/- lands in the 
town and territory of Dunipace 

1536 GD1/529/36 3 merk landis there formerly belonging to Helen Murray 
1558 GD1/529/47 Morrayes Landis art twa oxin gettis occupayit be George Forsythay lay in rin [rig] wt 

John Gilmuir and Robert Sklanders thay lay in the vestnuik of the place of donypace in 
crossing the outfield layns in the ryt syd of the place of Donypace. thir landis ves cost fra 
Mr Hendrie Sinklair 

1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] lie Murrayislandis 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] lands called Murraslandis 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Murrayslands 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Murrayslands 
1804 AOS 4747 parts of Little Denovan viz. Murraylands 
 
Note 1: RMS i App. ii,  969 - charter of David II in favour of Maurice Murray, Earl of Strathearn, of rights in Dunipace. 
NETHER BURNHOUSE DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Ovir et Nethir Burnehous 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Over et Nather Burnhousis 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Overburnhous and Netherburnhous 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Ovir et Nather Burnhous 
1657 RS58/11 f.185v The lands of Ovir Burnhouss and Nether Burnhouss  
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- and lykeways that part and 

portion of land of Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long 
ridge even to the brae and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with 
particular designations underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House 
Ridge, Stonedeall, Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, 
Headridge on the head of the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae 
and Longlanback, heall growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1785 AOS 725 Burnhouse, & Greensdyke, part of Breas or Wester Breas, & part of Nether Burnhouse, 
parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.476 

1804 AOS Nether Burnhouse  
NETHERHILL  # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Lie Nethirhill, which is held as a pendicle of Kingsydemwre 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Netherhill 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Natherhill 
1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L]the lands of Kingsydemure with the tour fortalice mantione houses biggins [etc] --- with 

the parts pendicles and pertinents of the lands following  viz the lands of Lichtax Kingsyde 
Welbulone Blacklands the lands called the Old Ward the lands of Cokboge Cokenure and 
Wanles the lands callet the Neither Hill quhilk lands are parts pendicles and pertinents of 
the lands of Kingsyde Mure  

1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,-  ... lands called Nethirhill ....  
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Netherhhill 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Neithershill 
NEW MILL # DPC NS8183 [3]    
 
1728 CH2/644  New Miln of Denovan 
 
cf Planting Mill 
NEW WARD # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] New-waird 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Newwaird 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] New-waird 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,-  ... Neward and Rollansward, ...  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Newward 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Neward 
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1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz Neward 

NINOLTS # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Ninolts  
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Ninotts 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz Minolts 
NORTHFIELD DPC NS8085 [1]  NS803857  
 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Northfeild 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Northfeild 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as lie Northfald,  
1631 RS58/5 f.176 [L] the freedom of winning limestone  within the lands of Northfield  
1631 RS58/5 f.180v [L] and also of winning limestone within the lands of Northfield possessed by William 

Patoune in Northfield  
1631 RS58/5 f.182 [L] and also to win limestone in the lands of Northfeild  
1631 RS58/5 f.191 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Patoune in Northfield and 

Jean Mureheid his spouse and John Patoune their eldest lawful son and William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow and there the said 
William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the 
lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as Northfield with houses [etc] --- 
presently possessed and occupied by the said William and his spouse --- with the liberty of 
winning turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands 
with the liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfield possesed 
by William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently 
possessed and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the 
multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the 
wood known as West Cowanes Wood  

1632 RMS viii 2048  [L] Northfeild 
1636 RS58/7 f.18 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonette Patoune eldest 

lawful daughter of William Patoune of Northfield of Meikill Denoven having in her hand 
a charter of life rent from Robert Young lawful son  of the late Alexander Young in the 
Bukiesyd of Meikill Denoven hereditary proprietor of the said lands of Bukiesyd with the 
express consent of Katherine Ritchardsoune his mother and also the lands of Denny 
underwritten of which the said Katherine Rishardsoune is the hereditary proprietor --- half 
of a rood [particument] of Garthe commonly known as Thridruid lying in the Fukertoun 
Syk --- David Muirheid in Tyketsheuche, baillie in that part for the said Robert Young 
[witnesses to sasine] Robert Muirheid in Inglistoune  

1701 RS83/2/10 589  Robert Young eldest son to deceast Alexander Young of Easter Buckiehole of all and haill 
that Roume called easter Buckiesyde with the lands & As also of ane part of Northfields 
lymecraig belonging thereto As also of ane part of the Cornmill of Herbertshire miln lands 

1708 RS83/12/ f.2/305 lands of Tuketsheugh, Northfield and with the corn mill of Herbertshire ... by William 
Muirhead of Stonieinch as Bailie in that part ... John Muirhead of Tuketsheugh 

1708 RS83/12 f.2/306 Alexander Broun son to the deceast Alex. B. of Rullie ... with the libertie of winning 
limestone within any part of the said lands of Rullie and within the lands of Northfield 

1713  RS59/13 f.88 Hary Paton of Northfield  
1717 CH2/644  Northfield 
1755 Roy Northfield 
1784 AOS 462 James Coulter, merchant, Glasgow, gets bond by Alexander Brown of Quarter for £200 

over Quarter and part of the Lime Craig of Northfield, parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.128 
1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 

Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1794 AOS Northfield Limecraig [lime quarry 805853 - RHP 3573] 
1796 AOS 3239 part of the B of Herbertshire called Northfield and a pendicle thereof called Gartcosh 
1798 AOS 3648  Northfield and pendicle thereof called Gartcosh 
1817 Grassom Northfield 
1819 RHP 3573 Plan of Northfield 
1861 OS Northfield 
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1912 CDS13 Northfield - Henry Eadie, farmer 
1971 OS Northfield 
NORTH STEAL see Steal 
OFFERS # DPC NS8382 [3]  
   
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Offeris 
1558 GD1/529/47 Offers 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] Offereis 
1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Offiris 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Offirres 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Offeris 
1688 CH2/1254 Offers 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Offeres,  
OLD MOSS # DPC NS8384 [3]  
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Auld-mos 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Auldmoss 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Auldmoss 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Barrony of Kerse of the Old Moss  
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz, ...  lands known as Oldmosse and Gartakie ... 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Oldmoss 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Old 

Moss 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Old Moss  
OLD WARD # DPC NS8384 [3]   
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Auldwaird 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Auldwaird 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Auldwaird 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,-  ... lands called Old Waird ...  
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Oldward 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Old 

Ward  
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz Old Ward 
 
cf New-ward infra 
ORCHARD # DPC NS8683 [1]  NS816834  
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] pomarium seu lie Maynes de Litle Denovan 
1678 CRS Alexander Young in Orchard of Denovan 
1712 CH2/644  Orchard of Denovan 
1715 CH2/644  Orchard of Denovan 
1727 CH2/644  Orchard 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising with the houses and offices at the Orchard 
OVER BURNHOUSE # DPC NS7984 [2]  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Ovir et Nethir Burnehous 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Over et Nather Burnhousis 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Overburnhous and Netherburnhous 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Ovir et Nather Burnhous 
OXGANGS # DPC NS8282 [2]  
 
c.1190  Cambus 80 duas bovatas terre in Dunypais preter illud halach quod ante eis donui, terram que iacet in 

occidentali parte rivi que descendit per tres lapides usque ad frontem collis Sancti 
Alexandri et ita usque per summitatem illius collis usque ad ecclesiam Sancti Alexandri 
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   two oxgangs of land in Dunypais namely in that hauch previously held by a prior gift,  the 
western part of the land lies by the stream which descends by the three stones and 
continues to the brow of the Hill of St Alexander and so continuing all the way from the 
summit of the hill to the church of St Alexander [among the signatories are Rogero, prior 
of Manuell and Elia, clerk of Dunypais] 

 
1482 SProt   Oliver Sinclair of Roslyne, knight, and superior of the two oxgangs of Dunypace now 

pertaining to Malcolm Forestar of Torwood, gives the said oxgangs to Forestar in pledge, 
having recognosced them on false information. 

1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Oxingangis 
PAMPHELGOAT WOOD DPC NS8283 [1]  NS826836  
 
1899 OS Pamphelgoat Wood 
1922 OS Pamphelgoat Wood 
1971 OS Pamphelgoat Wood 
 
cf Pumphlebridge GRM [BKX] 
    Rivenpumphal Burn ABD 
PARKIT # DPC NS8083 [2]   
 
1671 RS59/4 f.275v [L] William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- that part or portion commonly called the Haugh --- 

lying between the park (viridarium) of Herbertshyre and the Water of Carroun and the 
portion lie Parkit with also that rigg of land lying on the east side of the fosse commonly 
called the Dyk the said Park and that little butt  of land called the Ley or Rashie Boig lying 
at the end of the said lands of Herbertshyre 

PEATFOLD # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1797 RHP 14367 Peatfold 
1859 RHP 48933 Peatfold 
PELKAISHEUCH see Tygetsheugh 
PLANTING MILL # DPC NS8183 [1] NS813834    
 
1813 GD1/529/229   Letter from Alexander Brown of Quarter, Steal, to George Easton, Denovan, and John Hay, 

Planting Mill 13 Dec 1813 
1817 Grassom Planting Mill 
1861 OS Planting Mill 
1898 LOH Planting Mill 
1912 CDS13 Planting Mill - Mrs Walker 
1922 OS Planting Mill 
 
Planting is used here as ‘plantation [of trees]’: this was literal in context. 
PULL DAILL # DPC NS8084 [3]   
 
1665 RS59/2 f.181v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Andro tailzer in Litle Dunovan 

holding in his hands a charter of alienatioune granted to him be John Ker proprietor of the 
fourth part of the haill lands of Burnsyde in Litle Dunovan --- in all and haill that part and 
portione of land called the Pull Daill extending to ane aiker of land or therby 

PUNDLERS WELL # DPC NS8283 [1]   
 
c.1850 KERR Pundlers Well 
 
cf Pundle Croft, New Deer ABD Pundlercroft; Pandler’s Knowe, Kettle FIF (CPNS p.69 and PNF 2, 252) 
PORTEOUS LAND # DPC NS8382 [3]  
 
1475 GD1/529/1/1 ane charter granted be Richard Porteous to Malcolm Forrester of Torwood of the merk land 

of Dunypace and the east part yrof lyand within the barony of Harbertschyre dated the 
twentie day of August 1475 

1475 GD1/529/3 Charter granted be Richard Porteous, heir of the deceased Helen Vergyne, his 
grandmother, in favour of Malcolm Forrester of Torwood of.2 merks of land on the east 
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side of the town of Donipace in the barony of Herbertschyre etc. and the east part thereof 
lyand within the Barony of Herbertschyre’] 

1475 GD1/529/4 Charter of resignation by Richard Porteous, lord of Verngersland, in favour of John Rany 
[GD1/529/1 ‘Rynie’] of all the lands in the lordship and territory of Dunipace which 
belonged to his father on resignation by said John. 

1478 GD1/529/1/2 Charter by Richard Porteous in favour of John Rynie of some lands in Donypace 
1510 GD1/529/1/15 Instrument be lord Henrie Forrester his quytclameny of all right of the said two oxengates 

two merkland of Dunipace in favour of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslyn [ GD1/529/19 gives 
‘2 merks land lying at the east end of town thereof called Porteous land’] 

1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Portewsland 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Portuusland 
1542 RMS iii 276 [L] Portuusland 
1536 GD1/529/36 2 merk land of Dunipace called Portuus Landis ... 2 oxgates there called Dunmuiris landis 

... 3 merk lands there formerly belonging to Helen Murray and 3 merk lands called 
Crawnest in the barony of Herbertshire 

1558 GD1/529/47 Portowss Land alias callit the sext merk lands art four oxin gettis of land layand for the 
mest part in the est halche callit the bougtowne halche severalie layin fro oire uther landis 
It is to be notit that ane part of thais landis the vatter hes broch ower to donypace syd at the 
beggining of the brwme wich the men of bogtoune quha lait me to understand the saim will 
resolve the bounds Thir landis wes gotting of the erll of orkney in first in tak and thair eftir 
cost in heritage from Mr hendrie Sinkler 

1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Portuousland 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Porteousland 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Porteusland 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Porteousland 
PRIEST MEADOW # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1533 [L] the Preistis-medow 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Preistmedo 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Preistismedow 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Preistismedow 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,- ... Priestmeadow ... 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Preist Meadow 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Priest 

Meadow 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Priest Meadow  
QUARTER DPC NS8084 [1]  NS803846  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] ly  Quartir - Oliver Sinclair 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Quarter - William Sinclair 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Quarter - William Sinclair 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Quarter - Edward Sinclair 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Quarter - William Sinclair 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] lie Quarter - Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow 
1613 CRS Margaret Cuthil in Quarter of Denovan - spouse of James Smith 
1620 CRS James Smith in Quarter of Donevane - spouse Margaret Cuthil 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Quartir 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands known as lie Quartir 
1627 CRS Helen Smith spouse to John Browne in Quarter of Denovane 
1630 Gibson Alexander Livingston, Earl of Linlithgow and Callendar granted a feu charter of lands of 

Quarter to John Brown and Barbara Young his spouse. Son Alex. Brown 1st of Quarter 
1631 RS58/5 f.195v John Broune in Quarter 
1631 RS58/5 f.198 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Broune in Quarter and David 

Mureheid as procurator for Alexander Broune in Bromage and Malcolm Broune there and 
William Levingstoune of WestQuarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow and there the 
said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as the Rullie with houses [etc] -
-- presently possessed and occupied by Alexander Brwne in Rwllie and Katherine Broune 
his spouse --- with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also 
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another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves and limestone within 
the lands of Northfeild possesed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn 
mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said William Patoune and 
David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving the wood of 
Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood [witnesses to 
sasine] George Watsoune in Nather Burnhous  

1632 RS58/5 f.274 John Broune in Quarter  
1632 RS58/5 f.281 John Broune in Quarter and Barbara Zoung his spouse also William Levingstoune of 

WestQuarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of parts 
and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as the Quarter with houses 
[etc] [as the others of this group]  

1643 RS58/7 f.421v personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Broun of Quarter of 
Mekeledenovan [witnesses to sasine] James Smyth of Bromhill of Mekil Denovan 

1645 RS58/8 f.117 Isobell Smyth lafull lawfull dochter of unquhill James Smyth in the Quarter of Meikle 
Denoven procreat betwix him and umquhill Agnes Young his spouse  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.48   umquill John Broun of Quarter of Mykill Donoven 
1666 RS59/2 f.246v [L] Alexander Broun of Quarter in Dunovan  
1675 CRS James, lawfull son to umquhile James Smythe in Quarter of Denovane 
1685 CRS James Muirhead in Loanhead of Quarter of Denovan and Barbara Smith his spouse 
1709 RS59/12 f.438 [L] John Broun now of Quarter --- Precept of Clare Constat as heir to his father the 

deceast Alexander Broun late of Quarter  
1749 DFM Alexander Brown of Quarter 
1753 SFEP p.297 Alexander Brown of Quarter 
1755 Roy Quarter 
1784 AOS 462 James Coulter, merchant, Glasgow, gets bond by Alexander Brown of Quarter for £200 

over Quarter and part of the Lime Craig of Northfield, parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.128 
1789 GD1/529/224 Alexander Brown of Quarter 
1791 AOS 2058 William Morehead, younger of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Burnhouse, 

Wester Braes, Northfield, Quarter, Easter Braes, Wester Barnago, Boards, parish of 
Dunipace. G.R. 493.288 

1806 AOS 5289 lands of Quarter and part of the Lime Craig of Northfield, parish of Dunipace  
1817 Grassom Quarter 
1821 GD1/529/205 Alexander Brown of Quarter 
1861 OS Quarter 
1912 CDS13 Quarter House - John R. Kay 
 
Note: OS shows - Quarter House NS810850; Quarter Wood NS801849; High Quarter Farm NS805849 
QUARTER MILL # DPC NS8084 [1]  NS804843  
 
1789 GD1/529/224 Alexander Brown of Quarter, merchant in Glasgow in favour of David Johnston, cotton 

spinner in Glasgow, partners of the firm of Riddoch and Johnston, of the under Mill of 
Quarter 

1814 GD1/529/229 Under Mill Park of Quarter 
1814 GD1/529/231 Quarter Upper Mill 
1861 OS Low Quarter Mill - NS804843 [agrees with Grassom’s ‘Quarter Mill’] 
 High Quarter Mill = High Quarter Farm 
1898 LOH Quarter Mill 
1912 CDS13 Quarter Mill - William McWatt 
RASHY BOG # DPC NS8083 [1]   
 
1671 RS59/4 f.275v [L] William Stirling of Herbertshyre --- that part or portion commonly called the Haugh --- 

lying between the park (viridarium) of Herbertshyre and the Water of Carroun and the 
portion lie Parkit with also that rigg of land lying on the east side of the fosse commonly 
called the Dyk the said Park and that little butt  of land called the Ley or Rashie Boig lying 
at the end of the said lands of Herbertshyre 

RISK DPC NS8083 [1]   NS800832  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Risk 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] terras de Risk 
1622 RMS viii 2048 [L] Risk 
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1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Rosk 
1631 RS58/5 f.180v [L] William Cuthill in Risk 
1631 RS58/5 f.192v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Cuthill in Risk and 

Christian Whyt his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
Risk and the lands of Hoilhous with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and occupied by 
the said William and his spouse --- with the liberty of winning turves and calcem vulgo 
lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the liberty of winning turves 
and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William Patoune in Northfeild --- 
equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed and occupied by the said 
William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- Excepting and reserving 
the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as West Cowanes Wood  

1631 RS58/5 f.194 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Mureheid in Bankend and 
Margaret Burne his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
Risk and the lands of Tykkettisheuch with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and 
occupied by Marion Watsoune in Tyckitesheuch  mother of the said David  and another 
part occupied by David and his spouse with houses [etc] --- with the liberty of winning 
turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the 
liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William 
Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed 
and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- 
Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as 
West Cowanes Wood  

1636 CRS William Cuthill in Risk of Mekill Denovan 
1645 RS58/8 f.124v John Cuthell son to William Cuthell in Risk 
1649 GD1/227/32 Disposition by John Stirling of Herbertshire in favour of Christian Whyte, relict of William 

Cuthill in Risk in liferent of John Cuthill their eldest son ... for these parts and portions of 
the lands and barony of Herbertshire called Risk and Holehouse. 

1662 CRS James Cuthill in Risk 
1665 CRS William Young in Risk 
1665 RS59/2 f.66v Robert Young in Risk  
1668 CRS Robert Young, son to umquhile William Young in Riske 
1704 CH2/1326 Rysk 
1713 RS59/13 f.97v Jean Whyt, spouse to William Young of Riske, having in her hands a Precept of Clare 

Constat from John, Earl of Wigton --- seising her as heir to John Whyt of Coudonhill, hir 
father, in the lands underwritten  

1755 Roy Risk 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1817 Grassom Risk 
1861 OS Risk  
 
cf Risk, Bridge of Dee; Howwood; Newton-Stewart 
    Risk, Galloway [PNG 237] 
    Riskend, Kilsyth; Riskenhope, Coppercleuch, Selkirk; Prestwick 
    Ben Ruisg, DNB [PNDB 19] 
ROCHLINE # DPC NS8283 [2]  
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising the field called Rochline or Kirkland muir park,  
 
cf Roughmute DPC 
ROTTENROW (# DPC NS8384 [3]   
 
1752 RS59/20 f.84v [L] Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Robertson 

tenent in Henrystown at Torwoodhead as procurator to Catherine Gal spouse to Thomas 
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Galloway wright in Stirling with Andrew Robertson in Rottenraw of Torwoodhead  as 
baillie --- lands and houses in Henrystoun lying in the parish of Dunipace  

ROUGHMUTE [1] DPC NS8381 [1]  NS835812    
 
1558 GD1/529/47 Rwiche Mwit 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.93v John Thomsone in Ruchmwte 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.93v  Ruchemwte 
1739 GD1/529/216 Rochmoot - room of land called 
1741 GD1/529/247 Rochmoote 
1739 GD1/529/216 tack of Rochmoot between James Gillespie, tenant, and Sir Archibald Primrose of 

Dunipace ... that Roum of land called Rochmoot with houses and pertinents thereto 
belonging lying within the barony of Dunipace. 

1755 Roy Rough Mute 
1752 CH2/644  Rough Moot 
1762 GD1/529/3 James Gillespie tenant in Rughmute of Dunipace 
1774 SC4/3 Roughmute 
1798 AOS 3559 parts of the Barony of Dunipace viz. Rochmute, Househill and Dutchmansland with the 

park to the east of the Kirk of Dunipace 
1861 OS Roughmute 
 
cf Rocheness WLO [PNWL 32]; Roch Ford ABD   
ROUGHMUTE # DPC NS8083 [1]  NS810838    
 
1804 AOS 4746 parts of Little Denovan viz. Roughmute  
1817 Grassom Roughmute 
 
See too NSA, Dunipace parish 
ROWANSWARD # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie New-waird et Rowannis-waird 
1610 RMS vii 58 [L] Rowaniswaird 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Rowanisward 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Rowanes Waird 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,- ... Neward and Rollansward ... 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Rowansward 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Rowansward 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Rowansward 
 
“Birch, alder, rowan and willow were frequent around enclosures” [Whyte I., Ag. and Soc. in 17c. Scot.] 
RUCHDYKE # DPC NS8384 [3]   
 
1711 RS59/12 f.551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 

Woodside having a charter of diposition and allienationgranted be Lord George Forrester 
heretable proprietor of the tennendry and roume of land aftermentioned --- the haill roume 
and land of Torwoodhead --- excepting that portion of ground commonly called Cockbog 
bounded and marched in manner following Viz that part of the said Mary Forrester her 
portion  upon the south up the Ruchdyke to the corner of the yaird belonging to William 
Denovan and extending further from the back of the said yaird  forward to the yaird 
belonging to John Ker and thence to the wooddyke on the north and from the said 
wooddyke to the Stone Dyke belonging to the said Mary upon the east  

RULLIE DPC NS7884 [1]  NS789847  
 
1590 Pont Rully 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Rwlie 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Rulye 
1620 CRS Rullie - Alexander Broun in 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Ruly 
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1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Ruly 
1631 RS58/5 f.198 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Broune in Quarter and David 

Mureheid as procurator for Alexander Broune in Bromage and Malcolm Broune there and 
William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow and there the 
said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as the Rullie with houses [etc] -
-- presently possessed and occupied by Alexander Brwne in Rwllie and Katherine Broune 
his spouse  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.93v Rullie - umquhill James Young in 
1661 CRS Rully of Denovan - Katherine and Alexander Broun in 
1689 CRS Rullie - Marion Wright and Alexander Broun, younger of -, her husband 
1692 RS83/1 f.38v/3 Alexander Broune of Ruly 
1699 CRS Rullie - Helen Jaffray and Alexander Broun, younger, of -, her husband 
1707 CRS Rullie - Marion Wright spouse to Alexander Broun of 
1708 RS83/12 f.2/306 Alexander Broun son to the deceast Alex. B. of Rullie ... with the libertie of winning 

limestone within any part of the said lands of Rullie and within the lands of Northfield 
1727 CH2/644  Rooly 
1753 SC4/3 Rullie 
1755 Roy Ruly 
1788 AOS 1274 part of the barony of Herbertshire called the Rullie 
1817 Grassom Rulie 
1861 OS Rullie 
1979 OS Rullie 
RULLIE GREENS # DPC NS7884 [2]  
 
1788 AOS 1276 Rullie Greens or Duchlage Greens adjoining to Buckieside 
RYEFLAT # DPC NS8482 [2]  
 
1604 GD1/529/53 Contract of Alienation by Sir James Forrester of Garden wherein he obliges himself to 

infeft John Levingstoun of Donypace in the lands of Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflat 
1610 RMS vii 354 [L] the lands of Houshill, Houshill Ryflattis 
1620 RS58/2 f.74 [L]all and haill the lands of Houshill, Holieshill, Ryflattis  
1623 GD1/529/71 Howishill, Hewishill and Ryflatt 
 
Note: White [Ag. and Soc. in 17c Scot.] says of rye that ‘in the lowlands it was only grown in small quantities. It was 

tolerant of acid conditions, but it seems that it was not popular. It is recorded as being grown as a shelter crop to 
protect the principal crop from poultry or the wind. Rye straw was favoured for thatching in England .and this 
may have been so in Scotland also’. 

RYEYARD # DPC NS7984 [3]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

ST ALCHENTERS WELL # DPC NS8282 [1]  NS827827    
 
1723 Macfarlane f.417 A little south from the house of Kirkland upon the north edge of Carron is a little bank of 

wood in which is a spaw well, famous in old times for severall cures, then much 
frequented; but at this time not much yet it does service against the collick: this well is 
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called St. Alchenters or Alexanders Well; thirty or forty yards be west this well are the 
vestiges of a chapel and church yeard called St Alchenters Chapel. 

ST ALEXANDER’S CHAPEL # DPC NS8282 [2]  NS826827   
   
c.1190 Cambus 80 duas bovatas terre in Dunypais preter illud halach quod ante eis donui, terram que iacet in 

occidentali parte rivi que descendit per tres lapides usque ad frontem collis Sancti 
Alexandri et ita usque per summitatem illius collis usque ad ecclesiam Sancti Alexandri 

 
two oxgangs of land in Dunypais namely in that hauch previously held [preteneo] by a 
prior gift,  the western part of the land lies by the stream which descends by the three 
stones and continues to the brow of the Hill of St Alexander and so continuing all the way 
from the summit of the hill to the church of St Alexander [among the signatories are Roger, 
prior of Manuell and Elia, clerk of Dunypais] 

 
1488 THE WALLACE, Book Tend v, 506 
 
We haiff nocht losyt in this field bot a knycht: 
And Scotland now in sic perell is stud, 
To leyff it thus my selff mycht be full mad. 
 
Wallace, he [Bruce] said, it prochys ner the nycht, 
Wald thow to morn, quhen that the day is hycht, 
Or nyn of bell, meit me at this chapell,  
Be Dunypass, I wald haiff your consell 
 
1495 GD1/529/6 Charter by Henry, abbot of the monastry of Cambuskenneth and convent thereof in favour 

of Alexander Levingstoun in Donypace of their lands of Donypace and St Alexander’s 
Chapel 

1582 Retour 354 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, haeres John L., patris,-in terris capellae Sancti Alexandri, 
vulgariter nuncupatis Kirklands, et parva silva vocata Sanct Alexandris Cuthill, cum 
Cuthilbrae, in baronia de Herbertshire. 

   Alexander Levingstoun, heir of John L., his father, in the chapel lands of St Alexander, 
commonly known as Kirklands, and the little wood called St Alexander’s Cuthill, with 
Cuthilbrae, in the barony of Herbertshire. 

1699 RS83/2 f.261 [L] lands of Cuthel and Cuthelbraes called St Alexanders Chapell 
1723 Macfarlane f.417 A little south from the house of Kirkland upon the north edge of Carron is a little bank of 

wood in which is a spaw well, famous in old times for severall cures, then much 
frequented; but at this time not much yet it does service against the collick: this well is 
called St. Alchenters or Alexanders Well; thirty or forty yards be west this well are the 
vestiges of a chapel and church yeard called St Alchenters Chapel. 

1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] John Forrester younger of Braes, writer in Edinburgh having in his hands a disposition 
of the lands of Kirkland and others after mentioned granted by Thomas Dundas of Lethom 
and Thomas Forrester of Denovan as Trustees appointed by Archibald Johnston of 
Kirkland for his creditors with consent of Margaret Mackee relict of the deceast Alexander 
Johnston of Kirkland --- all and haill the lands of St Alexanders Chapell commonly called 
Kirkland and that little wood called St Alexanders Cuthills and Cuthil Brae with the miln 
and miln lands of the same of old lying within the barony of Herbertshire and now within 
the barony of Dunipeace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1796 AOS 3212  a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. 4 oxgates of land called the 
Kirklands of Dunipace & lands of St Alexanders Chapel 

 
St Alexander - a very obscure saint [the only information comes from an unreliable 17c source - info from RC Scottish 

Archivist]:  
Alexander lived in the 12 - 13c and was related to a Scottish king [unspecified]. He had a sister, Matilda, and 
they went to France. She founded a hermitage and her feast day is April 11. Alexander is known from two 
dedications: a fair at Keith, Banfs., and the church at Dunipace. His feast day is August 6. 

ST ALEXANDER’S  CUTHILL # DPC NS8382 [1]      
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1582 Retour 354 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, haeres John L., patris,-in terris capellae Sancti Alexandri, 
vulgariter nuncupatis Kirklands, et parva silva vocata Sanct Alexandris Cuthill, cum 
Cuthilbrae, in baronia de Herbertshire. 

 
  Alexander Levingstoun, heir of John L., his father, in the chapel lands of St Alexander, 

commonly known as Kirklands, and the little wood called St Alexander’s Cuthill, with 
Cuthilbrae, in the barony of Herbertshire. 

 
1621 RS58/2 f.267v [L] and another part of his lands: the wood called Saint Alexander’s Cuthill with the 

Cuthill Brey thereof formerly occupied by the late John Gilchrist  
1642 RS58/7 f351 [annotated Renun(ciation) Alexander Monteath to Jon Levingstoune of Kirkland] 

[annualrent - vernacular] --- all and haill the landis of St Alexander conjunctlie callit the 
Kirkland somtyme occupayit be umquhill Thomas Levingstoune and that litle woode called 
St Alexanders Cuthill and Cuthill Breay thairof somtyme occupayit be Johne Gilchrist with 
houss biggins pairtes pendicules and pertinents therof together with the mylne of the said 
landis mylnelandis multuris and sequalis of the samen 

1646 RS58/8 f 163v [L] John Levingstoune of Kirkland --- lands called Chapel of St Alexander commonly 
known as Kirkland --- that part thereof with that little grove or wood [parva silva seu 
nemore] called St Alexanders Cuthill and the Cuthill Brea thereof --- with the mill of the 
said lands with mutlures [etc] --- lying within the barony of Harbertshyre and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1699 RS83/2 f.10/261 William Livingstoun of Kirkland his lands of Kirkland mylne mylnelands yrof and lands of 
Cuthell and Cuthellbraes called St Alexanders Chapell with the pertinents RS59/10 f214 – 
f215 

1748 RS59/19 f.249v [L] John Forrester younger of Braes, writer in Edinburgh having in his hands a disposition 
of the lands of Kirkland and others after mentioned granted by Thomas Dundas of Lethom 
and Thomas Forrester of Denovan as Trustees appointed by Archibald Johnston of 
Kirkland for his creditors with consent of Margaret Mackee relict of the deceast Alexander 
Johnston of Kirkland --- all and haill the lands of St Alexanders Chapell commonly called 
Kirkland and that little wood called St Alexanders Cuthills and Cuthil Brae with the miln 
and miln lands of the same of old lying within the barony of Herbertshire and now within 
the barony of Dunipeace and sheriffdom of Stirling  

 
[1379/80 Calendar of Writs of Munro of Foulis] for the sustenance of one chaplain doing divine worship in the 
chapel of St Boneface which is called Cuthyl Curitin [Rosemarkie] 

 
1363 RMS 563 edificia et habitationum loca et croftam cum lie cuthill ad capellaniam B.V.M. de Skeok alias 
Bannokburne spectantia  - this seems to be one and the same as the following: [1803 AOS] the croft and Cutthill 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
RS58/2 f8v [1620] – edificiorum  et croftum lie Cuthill pertinent’ ad sacellum’ seu  cappellmam beate marie 
1803 [AOS 4511] “the croft and Cutthill of the Blessed Virgin Mary “ 

 
de terries ecclesiasticis et gleba parochialis ecclesiae de Alves cum nemore vulgo lie Cuthill  

[1566 Reg. Moraviense 393] 
 

ac etiam alio itmere quo itur per terras cultas et moram versus Bischoppis mylne prope collem vocatum 
Cuthilbyrnye Hill [1567 Reg. Moraviense 395] 

 
[Doug.Virg. 264.37]   Ane thick aik wod,  

and skuggy fyrris stout 
Belappit al the said cuthil about  

           
[Doug. Virg. 277.4]     There grew ane fir wod, the quhilke into daynte 
                            Full mony yeris held i as is know; 
                            This was my cuthil and my hallouit schaw 
 
cf Cuthill, Milnathort; NH750876; NS985635; NT385745 
    Cuthill WLO [PNWL 110]  
    Bannacuthill ABD [1592 RMS v 2175] 
ST ALEXANDER’S HILL # DPC NS8383 [2]   
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c.1190  Cambus 80  duas bovatas terre in Dunypais preter illud halach quod ante eis donui, terram que iacet in 

occidentali parte rivi que descendit per tres lapides usque ad frontem collis Sancti 
Alexandri et ita usque per summitatem illius collis usque ad ecclesiam Sancti Alexandri  

 
two oxgangs of land in Dunypais in that hauch held [preteneo] by a prior gift,  the western 
part of the land lies by the stream which descends by the three stones and continues to the 
brow of the Hill of St Alexander and so continuing all the way from the summit of the hill 
to the church of St Alexander [among the signatories are Rogero, prior of Manuell and 
Elia, clerk of Dunypais 

 
SALTERS GATE # DPC NS8083 [2]  
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lyning contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1691 RS59/8 f.49 Bowmans Grenes lying contigue togither betwixt the hie patent mercatt passage upon the 
west syde thereof to the lands called Grayes Aiker on  the south syde of the lands now 
possessed be Elspeth Gillchreist on the eist syde and the old comone passage called 
Saltirgate on the north syde thereof  and all and haill that other pairt and portion of land 
lyand contigue togither betwixt the old comone cairt gaite upon the south syde thereof the 
lands pertaining to George Muirhead of Bankend on the east syde the lands called 
Melldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of Steall on the north syde and the 
lands possessit be James and William Cuithell upon the west syde of the samen with power 
to cast win and transport peats furth of ony pairt and cavell of Beedmans Mosse all lyand 
within the parochen of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1712 RS59/13 f.65v the old common passage called Saltergate 
1724 RS59/14 f.516 the Old Common passage called Saltergate  
 
SALTPANS # DPC NS8283 [1]  NS823831  
 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.153 David Muirhead in Saltpannes 
1755 Roy Saltpans 
1817 Grassom Saltpans 
1861 OS Saltpans 
1665 SC4/3 3412 Saltpans 
1821 Ainslie Salt Pans 
1861 OS Saltpans 
1878 CH2/1326 Saltpans 
1922 OS Saltpans 
 
Note: It has been suggested that this name may have been related to the calico printing industry in the area. However, 

1688 is over a century too early. 
 
In the 1840s and 50s Alexander and Janet Kerr lived in the cottage called Saltpans ... on the Carron side there is a gully 
leading down to the stream [Carron] and in the gully is a group of trees about the site of Pundler’s well from which the 
family drew water [information from local]. Alex at one time worked in the mill on the Carron and eventually came to 
manage it. He used it as a lint or linen mill and rented land from farmers to grow the flax he required. Once he bought a 
bush of hemlock trees. He and his sons cut the trees, stripped of the bark and sold it to the Pharmacist Bennet in Denny 
for the making of vitriol.  
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Saltpans is described as having a byre, stable and a large orchard to the rear. James Kerr, son of Alex, married Isobel 
Campbell who was in service in Dunipace House. They emigrated to Canada. [Kerr] 
SCRABTREEBANK # DPC NS8183 [2]  
 
1635 RMS ix 431 [L] terras de Scrabbriebank vocat. Doghillock et Burnsyde 
1636 RS58/7 f.15 [L] John Morisoune in Scrabtriebank of Litle Denoven  
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1673 CRS John Robertson in Scryb-tree Bank of Little Denovan 
1690 RS59/7 f.475  John Robertsone in Scrabtreebank  
1701 RS83/2 f.10 John Robertson eldest lawfull son to the deceast John Robertson in Scrabtreebank 

(RS59/10 f.449) 
SHALLOCKS  # DPC NS8384 [3]  
 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] --- these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz --- Item part of Henrystoun 

held in feu by George Cockburn of Ormistoun. Item Lands of Shalloch held in feu by the 
said George Cockburn. Item Clausurium lie nelopire’et petiam borealis parties of 
Torwood held in feu by the foresaid George Cockurn 

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Shalloch 

1791 AOS Shallocks 
 
cf Shalloch NJ355525; NS435165; NX378925; NX385925; NJ805575; NX835785; 
    Shalloch -on- Minnoch NX398906 
    Shalloch-on-Tig, Colmonnell AYR. 
    Shallochwell NX275865; Shallochwreck Burn NX065775 
     
    Stroanshalloch Hill NX705905 
    Badshalloch NS455875 [PNDB 17] 
SHEEP HOUSE RIDGE # DPC NS7984 [3]   
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

SHEEPS LINN # DPC NS8385 [2]  
 
1879 Gillespie p.167 Sheeps Linn 
SHIELHILL # DPC NS8184 [1]  
 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 of all and haill these forty merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris 

Mains, lands of Carbrok, Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and 
Brigend of Torwood   

1627 Retour 125 [L] shilhill 
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1628 RS58/4 136 [L] lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, [forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and 
Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne and Boigend of Torwod with 
pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1748 RS59/19 f.245 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands of Gunnershaw and others aftermentioned 
Thomas Forrester of Denovan as procurator in the name of David Forrester his son --- 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead namely the land of Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw 
Greens with the mills and tiends thereof --- Gunnershaw Greens and the tenendry land on 
the east side of the commonty thereof called Sheilhill 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz Item Lands of Gunnershaugh 
Gunnershaw Greens and Gunnershaw Miln and milnlands and that part called Sheelhill 
sold to Thomas Forrester of Denovan 

1755 Roy  Shielhills 
SHIPPYTROUTY DPC NS7884 [1]  NS782847  
 
1861 OS Shippytrouty Wood 
1865 SC4/3 Shippy Truity 
1958 OS Shippytrouty Wood 
 
cf Trouchie Wood DPC 
cf Sheepwash, Bedlingtonshire: 1177 Sepewas; 1296 Schipwas;1577 Schipweshe; 1750 Shipwashe 
SKEA CRAIG DPC NS7785 [1]  NS775855  
 
1861 OS Skea Craig 
1879 Gillespie p.97 Skree Craig 
 
cf Sca Fell CMB 
SLATEBURN BRIDGE # DPC NS8083 [3]   
 
1795 CH2/644  Sclateburn Bridge 
SMALL RIDGE # DPC NS7984 [3]    
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small Ridge, 
Thorniedale, Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers 
Mailing, Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire 
and Denovan  

SOUTH STEAL See Steal 
STEAL # DPC NS8185 [1] NS812852 [North]    NS822834 [South]

   
 
1620 RS58/2 f.68 [L] William Zong shoemaker [calciariris] in Denovane and Katherine Cuthill his wife, 

having a charter of alienation from David Livingstoune of Donypace making and giving to 
William and Katherine and their heirs all and haill an annual rent of.100 merks from the 
lands of Littill Denovane called Murepark and Staill occupied and possessed by Patrick 
Gillespie and John Zong 

24/02/1644 CC21/5/5  Jeane Couthill spouse to William Young in Steall of Little Denovan, parish of Dunipace - 
Testament Dative and Inventory 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72 William Zunge in Steale 
1661 CRS Marjorie Johnston and John Young in Steal, her husband 
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1665 RS59/2 f.117v John Young in Steall of Denypeace --- with a proportional part of the mure of Litle 
Dunovan corrosponding to the said half lands of Steall as the samen is merched and  
devidit – with merch stones betwixt William Gillespie fewer of the lands of Muredyk 
George Murehead now fewer of the lands of Bankend the said John Young and and John 
Young in Maynes of Litle Dunovan fewer of the wester half the the said lands of Steall 

1668 CRS Margaret Young, spouse to John Young in Steall of Dunipace 
1686 CRS John Young, portioner of Steall 
1686 RS83/1 f.9v.1 John Mackie in Elphingstoune and Alexander Hodge in Falkirk of an annualrent out of the 

lands of Steall in Dunipace. Registered on the  148th leaf of the said Register  
1687 RS83/1 f.10v.1 Jonet Sincler of the half of Robert Young her husband his roume &lands of Steall. 

Registered on the  169th and 170th leaves of the said Register  
1687 RS83/1 f.13v/5 Anna Grahame relict of umquhill John Young, portioner of Steall of Dunipace to Robert 

Young his sone, portioner thereof. Registered on the  234th leaf of the said Register  
1688 CRS John Young in Steall of Dunepeas 
1691 RS83/1 f.33/3 William Young of Steall upon a Precect of Clare Constat from George Primrose of 

Dunypace of half the lands of Steall. Registered on the  50th leaf of the said Register 
1700 RS83/2 f.10 Elspet Young spouse to Robert Young of Southsteill of an annual rent of all and haill that 

portion of Robert Young his Roumes and lands of North Steill with houss and pertinents 
thereof. RS59/10 f.383 – f.384 

1702 RS83/2 f.11.40 Robert Young eldest lawful son to John Young Greensbraehead - half of Steall RS59/11 
f.42 

1712 RS59/13 f.65v the lands called the Meldrum pertaining to John Young elder portioner of the Steal  
1717 CH2/644  North Steal 
1717 CH2/644  South Steal 
1741 GD1/529/247 Southtale - Northtale 
1755 Roy North Steal 
1774 SC4/3 North - South Steal - feuars of Dunypace 
1784 AOS 480 George Burges, as heir to John Burges of Northsteal, his brother, seised in half of Steal 

called North Steal, parish of Dunipace. P.R. 28.167 
1793 RHP 14352 South Steal 
1794 AOS part of South Steal, on the east side of the road from Glasgow to Stirling 
1796 AOS 3212 a third part of Little Denovan, comprehending. Southsteal, Northsteal 
1817 Grassom Steal 
STEALL ROWAN # DPC NS8184 [2]  
 
1666 RS59/2 f.310v William Young smith in Greinend of Dunovan and Bessie Layng his spouse --- fewferme 

chartor --- from John Young portioner of Steal Rowan in Dennypeace --- of all and haill 
the lands callit the Bowmens Grennes lyning contigue togither betwixt the hie comoun 
mercat gate one the west side therof  The lands callit Grayes Aiker one the south side The 
lands now possest be Elspeth Gillkreist one the eist side and the old comoun way callit 
Salters Gate on the north side thereof And all and haill that uther portione of land lyand 
contigue togither betwixt the old kairt gait on the south side therof The lands pertaining to 
George Muirhead of Bankend one the eist syde The lands callit the Meldrum pertaining to 
John Young eldir portioner of Steall Rowan on the north side and the lands possest be 
Johne and William Cuthill one the west syde therof --- all lyand within the barronie of 
Denipace and parochin therof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

STOBNAYS LAND (# DPC NS8381 [2]  
 
1506 GD1/529/16 Charter by Herbert Stobney of Dunipace in favour of Alexander Livingston of Dunipace of 

his 9 rigs [perticates] of land of Dunipace lying on the west side of the Rid Lonyng and 
others in the barony of Herbertshire. 

1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Stobnesland 
1519 GD1/529/30 in 4 acres which belonged to the deceased Herbert Stobney 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Stobnesland 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Stobuesland 
1558 GD1/529/47 half ane oxin get callit Stopnoissland 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Stobuesland 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Stobuesland 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Stobuesland 
1620 RS58/1 f.379 [L] Stobusland 
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1620 RMS vii 2134 [L] Stobuesland 
1630 RMS viii 1641 [L] Stobuestland 
1634 RMS ix 180 [L] Stobuestland 
1665 RMS xi 750 [L] Stobuest-land 
1685 Retour 297 [L] Stobnesland 
1798 AOS 3574 parts of the barony of Dunipace, viz. Stobnaysland 
STONEYARD # DPC NS8083 [3]  
 
1755 SC4/3 Stoneyard 
STONEY DALE (# DPC NS7984 [3]    
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney Dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

STONEYINCH DPC NS7784 [1]  NS778844  
 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Stanie-insche 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Stane-inch 
1620 RS58/2 f.71v John Zong in Stannie Insche in Denovane 
1622 Retour 113 [L] Stannyinsche 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Stanyinsche,  
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Stane-insche 
1632 RS58/5 f.272 John Zoung in Stanyinch  
1632 RS58/5 f.279 [L] John Zoung in Stanyinch, George Muirheid in Croftfute as procurators for Helene 

Robertsoune spouse of the said John and John Zoung their son  and also William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and 
alienation of parts and portions of the lands of Herbertshyre  commonly known as 
Stanyinch with houses [etc] [as the others of this group]  

1634 RS58/6 f.174 John and Alexander Zoung sons to John Zoung in Staneinche of Dennovane  
1639 RS58/7 f.251 John Zoung of Stanieinch 
1640 CRS John Young in Staniniche 
1661 CRS John Young of Staine-Inch 
1661 CRS Helen Robertson relict of John Young of Stanie Inch of Meikle Denovan 
1661 CRS John Young in Staine-Inche 
1708 RS83/12 f.2 lands of Tuketsheugh, Northfield and with the corn mill of Herbertshire ... by William 

Muirhead of Stonieinch as Bailie in that part ... John Muirhead of Tuketsheugh 
1717  RS59/13 f.473 Alexander Muirhead of Stannieinch --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and heall the roum 

and lands called Stonnieinch and Greendike --- as also that part and portion of umquhile 
David Muirhead his lands of Ticketsheugh called the Greens of Denovan --- And sicklike 
of all and heall that part and portion of John Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan 
belonging to Milntoun quarter and Croftfoot quarter with two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1721 RS59/14 f.301v William Muirhead of Stanyinch --- all and heall the room and lands of Stanyinch and 
Greensydyke --- as also all and heall that part and portion of Thyckatsheugh called the 
Greens of Dennovan --- and sicklike all and heall that part and portion of the deceast John 
Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to the Milntoun and Croftfoot quarters with 
two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1727 CH2/644  Stonie Inch 
1737 RS59/17 f.139v [L]James Allan son of William Allan tennent in Lesly --- Precept of Clare Constat – lands 

of Steanyinch and Greensdyke tiend sheaves thereof -- in barony of Herbertshire 
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1737 RS59/17 f.201v Stoneyinch and Greensdyke two soums of grass in Denovan Craigs 
1755 Roy Staney Inch 
1793 AOS 2475 William Wright of Broom, as heir to John Wright of Torbrex & Stonyinch, his brother – in 

part of Risk and Holehouse, and part of Drumaliart greens called Craigelloch head; part of 
Middle Barnago called the Greens; Stonyinch and Greendike; part of Tiggetsheugh called 
the Greens of Denovan, part of the Green lands of Denovan, with soums of grass in 
Denovan Craigs, parish of Dunipace  

1817 Grassom Stonyinch 
1861 OS Stonyinch 
1912 CDS13 Stonyinch - Alexander Goodwin 
 
SUNNYSIDE PARK # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising parks called the Sunnyside Park and the Back park 

including the Burn Bog  
TAPPOCH DPC NS8384 [1]  NS833849  
  
1864 PSAS vi p.259 Tapock is the highest point in the ancient forest of Torwood, and commands an extensive 

view of the whole district lying between the Forth and the Carron, as well as of the distant 
country and mountains beyond those rivers. 

1879 Gillespie p.166 Tappock 
1880 Nimmo p.52 At Torwood lies the Tappock, now so well known in antiquarian circles from the 

stronghold that was discovered there in 1864. 
 
See Stirlingshire i p.85 No.100 
 
cf Craigtappock NX945605 [PNG 91] 
        Tappick WLO [PNWL 149] 
        Tap o’ Noth [hill-fort] NJ4829 - vitrified fort SPN p.75 
 
Note: The Hill of Roseisle bounds the plain or "laigh" of Moray to the north. Its top is crowned with a little wart, 

apparently a gathered cairn, known as the " Tappock " of Roseisle. (PSAS 3(1857-60) 46-50 374-5.): 

TIENSMYLNE # DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1620 RS58/2 f.53 [L] William Rany miller [molendinario] at Teinsmylne in Littill Denovane, James 

Mitschell there 
THORN # DPC NS8183 [1]  NS812835  
 
1636 RS58/7 f.15 [L] Robert Campbell in the Thorne of Litle Denoven 
1646 RS58/8 f.194v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Forrester 

lawful son of the late John Forrester of Litle Denovan having in his hand a charter from 
John Stirling of Harbertshyre --- all and haill the lands of Litle Dennovan comprehending 
terras  dominicales lie Maynes de Litle Denovan lands of Scrybtrebak, of Hillock and 
Burnesyde, town and lands of Inglestoun [West] Burnsyde and Muredykis, lands of 
Mossyde and Thornes 

1656 RS58/11 f John Denovane in Thorne 
1715 CH2/644  the schoolhouse at the Thorn 
1722 CH2/644  Richard Lawers tennent in the Thorn 
1731 CH2/644  The Thorn Schoolhouse 
1738 CH2/644  the Thorn of Denovan 
1817 Grassom not named - but shows school. 
 
Note RHP 14367 [1797], while not naming Thorn, shows the schoolhouse in situ. 
 
cf Thorndyke 821845 
THORNDYKE DPC NS8284 [1]  NS821845  
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1708 RS83/12 f.2 In all and haill the Manis of Denovan the lands of Burnsyde & Muirdyke Drumhead 
Thorndyke Dog-hillock ... being parts and portions of the lands of Denovan within the 
barony of Herbertshire 

1797 RHP 14367  Thorny Dike quarry 
1817 Grassom Thorniedyke 
1819 HLP  A decision was taken to build new Larbert Church with stones from Thorny-Dyke quarry 
1821 Ainslie Thornydike 
1859 RHP 48933 Thorny Dike quarry 
1922 OS Thorneydyke Quarry 
THORNIEDALE # DPC NS7984 [1]    
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan  

THORNIEKNOWES NS   Meikle Denovan    
 
1608 RMS vi 2192  [L] Thornieknowis 
1622 Retour 113     [L] Thorneknowis 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Thorniknowes 
THORNIEMEADOW # DPC NS8083 [3]  
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Thorneley-medo 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Thorneleymedow 
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,- ... Thorniemeadow ... 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Thornymeadow 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Thornymeadow 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Thornymeadow 
TOLL BRAE DPC NS8385 [2]  NS833855    
 
1879 Gillespie p.163 Toll Brae 
TOPTOWIE HILL DPC NS8183 [1]  NS818837  
 
1797 RHP 14367 Toptowie 
1861 OS Toptowie 
1973 OS Toptowie 
 
Local pronunciation is tiptowi. 
 
cf Tiptoe NT905415 
TOR BURN (DPC NS8685 [1]  NS830854    
 
1861 OS Glen Burn 
1973 OS Tor Burn 
TORCRAIG (# DPC NS8385 [2]  
 
1752 Turnpike the gate hereby intended to be placed at the foot of the Torcraig 
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TORHEAD # DPC NS8384 [1]    
 
1502 Ex.Rolls Torhede 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] The king grants to Alexander Forrestar of Garden, in life rent, and James Forrestar his 

eldest natural son, and his heirs-male whomsoever, in fief,- lands of Torheid with the 
common moor known as the Kingisydesmure, lands of Torwood and Torwoodheid, ... 

    Moreover the king, for the good service of the foresaid Alex., renews the gift to the said 
persons of the said lands of Torheid and Torwoodheid, lands of Kingisydemure with the 
fortalice and mansion, and with the following pertinents viz. lands of Lichtax, the 
Kingisyde, the Blaklandis, the Welbulzeoun, lands known as Auldwaird, lands of Cokboig, 
and Cokmure, the Wainles, the Nethirhill, which will be pendicles of Kingsydemwre, with 
the said office with the lands and pendicles formerly considered to be those of the said 
forrester, and which the said Alex and his predecessors have been in possession of beyond 
the memory of man, viz. the Forresteris-mansioun with houses etc., lands of Forrester-hill,, 
the New-waird and Rowannis-waird, lands known as Lintyairdis, the Quhytefauld, the 
Auld-mos and Gartakie, the Little-medow, the Priestmedo, the Braidbogmedo, the 
Thorneley-medo, the Blairbothie and Grayis-maling, the Corneblairis, ... 

   Moreover, at the desire of the king sasine [to be given] at the fortalice and mansion of 
Kingsydemure capienda pro omnibus staret ... with the building of a mansion of stone and 
lime ... 

1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Torheid 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Torheade 
1636 RMS ix 618 Torheid 
1705 RS59/12 f.54v [L] William Lord Forrester and Master George Forrester --- charter of resignation under 

the Great Seal --- lands of Torhead and Torwodhead lands of Kingsydmuir with the tower 
fortalice and mansion [etc.] 

1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] all and haill the lands and barony of Torwood comprehending the forrestlands thereof 
Viz Lands of Torhead and Torwoodhead,  

1788 AOS Torhead 
1790 AOS Torhead 
TORSAULE # DPC NS8083 [3]    
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Torsaule 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Torsaull 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Torsaule 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Torsaule 
 
 
Cf Knocksaul ABD  
     Stronsaul NS135795 
TORWOOD # DPC NS8384 [1]  NS836843    
 
1147 x 1153 Cambus David I to Cambuskenneth ... et asiamenta in nemure meo de Keltor in proprius usus suos 
1299 ASP (RPS, A1299/1) Foresta del Torre 
1304 DIHS ii,  p.468 But now we pray you and we charge you as much as we can, upon the faith which you owe 

us, that you take up your abode about Donypas and about the Torres and the Polles, and 
about all these parts, as best you may, to watch the enemies as thouroughly as possible by 
your own troops and those of the district, and so that that they should not by any means be 
able to regain Stirling castle, nor come near between you, without their great loss. 

1359 Ex.Rolls Et nihil hic de fogagio del Torr, quia in manu domini Willelmi More, quo titulo ignorantur, 
super quo inquiritur per camerarium [and nothing from the grazing of Torwood which is 
in the hands of lord William More, whose entitlement to it is not known, upon which there 
is to be an enquiry by the chamberlain] 

1381 RMS i 697 [L] Robert II grants to Sir William More lands of Abercorn [Abrecorne] etc ... and of 
Torwod 

1390x1406 Wigton  227 A charter by William Moir, knight, laird of Abercorn, to his cousin, David Fleming, of his 
hail lands of the Forrest of Torwood, with pasturage and foggage and with the office of 
Forrestrie of the same, to be holden of the king as he himself had holden it for service used 
and wont  

1398 RMS i App.ii 1852 a Torwod 
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                                        b Torwood 
1413 Wigton  229 Charter under the Great seal by Robert, Duke of Albany etc., to Malcolm Fleming of 

Biggar, of the lands of Torwood ... upon the resignation of William Lyndsay of the Byres 
1472 SProt   Malcolm Forrester of Torwood 
1479 ADC p.73 Malcolm Forrester of Torwood 
1482 SProt   Oliver Sinclair of Roslyne, knight, and superior of the two oxgangs of Dunypace now 

pertaining to Malcolm Forestar of Torwood, gives the said oxgangs to Forestar in pledge, 
having recognised them on false information. 

1484 ADC p.99 Malcolm Forrester of Torwood = Jonet, daughter of William Menteith of West Kerse; they 
had a son, Alexander who pre-deceased his father and who was dead before 1484  

1487 EProt 69 Instrument narrating that James Forster, son and procurator of Malcolm Forster of 
Torwood, passed to the gate of the castle of Rosling and sought the presence of Sir Oliver 
Sinclair of Rosling, knight, baron of the barony of Herbertschir, asking James Sclatter, 
gatekeeper of the said castle, if he could have admittance to the said Sir Oliver; the said 
gatekeeper replied that Sir Oliver was in the castle, but was then at his dinner (prandium), 
and therefore refused to give admittance; notwithstanding, the said James Forster waited 
for an hour near the castle, and because he could not have either entry or reply, he asked 
that the lands of Donypace, lying in the barony of Herbertschir and sheriffdom of 
Striveling, sometime recognosced in the hands of the said Sir Oliver, superior of the same, 
should be set in pledge to him as procurator for his said father; he offered to do for the said 
lands what he aught to do in law, and protested that the absence of the said Sir Oliver 
should not prejudice his father. Dated 30 January 1486/7. Witnesses: Peter Cunyngaham 
and John Makcraith 

1487 EProt 73 Malcolm Forrester of Torwood 
1491 GD65/7 Charter witnessed by Duncan Forestare of Torwoud 
1492 ADC p.253 Marion Somervale the spouse of umquhile David Forrester of Torwood 
1497 RH1/2/926 Charter by James IV to Walter Forestare, son and heir apparent of Duncan Forestare of 

Skypynche, knight, of the lands of Garden, sheriffdom of Perth, the My, the Torwod and 
Torwodhed, with the office of forester and keeper of the Torwod, sheriffdom of Stirling 
[printed in Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, ii,  2384 

1493 RMS ii 2176 Duncan Forestare of Torwod 
1500 GD1/529/11 Duncan Forrester of Skipinche - witnessed by Walter Forrester of Torwood, knt. 
1503 Hamilton Papers p.31  Walter Forester of Torwood, knight 
1506 RMS ii 3013 Sir Walter Forester of Torwod 
1513 Wigton  665 Walter Forrester of Torwood 
1518 HMC 60 Sir James Forrester, knight, son and heir apparent of Sir Walter Forrester of Torwood, 

knight  
1578 Leslies History In Bishop Leslie's history of Scotland, written in 1578, I find a reference to a "Kinkairne" 

and as it is traditionally reported that the district at one time was entirely under forest, it is 
quite likely that our Kinkairne is referred to but whether it is meant, or the parish of 
Kincardine further west, the reference, which gives a very graphic description of the 
original wild cattle of Scotland may be excused and I make no apology for submitting it. 
Bishop Leslie says: - 

"In this wood (Torwood) was nocht owlie kye, bot oxne and bules snawquhyte with a mane 
of a lyone. They mairover war sa cruel and wylde that from mankynde they abhored in sik 
a sorte that quhateuir thing the haundes of men had twechit or the air of their mouthes had 
blawn upon, or cudit as we speik, from al sik they absteined mony dayes thairefter. Farther 
this oyx or bull was sa bauld that nocht owly in his yre or quhen he was provoked walde he 
ouircum horsemen, but cuin feirit he nothing, naither tyred me commonlie all men to 
invade baith with hornes and feit, the the dogs quiles with us ar maist violent he regardet 
nocht, but walde clate (tear) him with his cluifes or kaithe him on his hornes. His flexhe 
was all girssillie, bot of a trimtaist. He was afortymes a frequent beist in this Torwood, but 
now consumed through the gluttonie of men only in three places is left, in the park of 
Strieuling, the wod of Cummirnalde and of Kinckairne". 

1590 Pont Torwoodhead Castle 
1593 JC27/36 Processes, supplementary: Part of process of perambulation of marches of the lands of 

Torwood and others, pertaining to Alexander, Lord Livingston and the lands of Kingside 
Muir pertaining to Alexander Forrester of Garden. Formerly JC27, box 4 1593 

1598 Wigton  695 Walter Forrester of Torwood 
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1619 RS58/1 f.261 [L] personally compeared on the lands underwritten – William Forrester burgess of the 
burgh of Stirling and Jonet Stewart his spous and Robert Smyth in Gartakie attorney --- 
Robert Forrester son and heir apparent of the said William having in his hand a charter of 
sale [cartam venditionis] with a sasine from lord James Forrester of Garden, knight, with 
consent of Alexander Forrester his son and heir apparent --- of all and haill these forty 
merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris Mains lands of Carbrok, 
Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and Brigend of Torwood  
[witnesses] Duncan Forrester de Littill Donavane, John Levingstoun son and heir apparent 
of Alexander Levingstoun of Kirkland ---- lands of Langlandis of Torwodheid [witnesses 
to sasine] Walter Bayne miller of the said Mylne of Gunnerschaw, John Cuik, gardener 
[hortolano] there, and John Cuik his son, Walter Ure son of Donald Ure in Carbrok, 
Patrick Ure and Alexander Hendrie his servants  

1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Mure of 
Kingsyd hereditary possessor of the lands and others underwritten Duncan Mure in 
[Badllyd] and Agnes Mure his spouse and daughter of the said James Mure, knight --- all 
and haill the forest of Torwod [below the road? subtris via] and the lands --- viz 
Forresteris Hill, Rowanes, Waird, Lintyairdis, Kertakia, Quytfald, [Brys], Blairbathie, 
Corneblairs, Cokbeg, Preistismedow, Littell Midow, Barrony of Kerse of the Old Moss, 
Grayis Mailling, and other lands and holdings pertaining in propriety as well as all and 
haill the lands of Kingsyd with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Jarvay in 
Forresteris Maynis  

1651 Cromwelliana p.106-7 “Perfect Diurnall 25 July - 4 Aug1651”  
 

21 July - Scots returned to their old quarters and leaguer at Sterling where they kept their 
whole body within their trenches, and not above 40 horsemen that appeared to look upon 
us, we march through both their leaguers, the one in Torwood and the other about one and 
a half miles further east, where we find that  besides the advantage they had of a river, very 
impassable where an army stands to defends, they had covered themselves with a line 
almost as regular as most I ever saw. 

 
1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L]all and haill the forest of Torwode grunde and lands quairone the the same growes with 

the haill grase and growand tries thairof als weill above the earth as beneath the earth and 
specialie that mantione called Foresters Mantione with the houses [etc] with th pertinents 
thairof called Forestershill New Warde and Rowans Ward the lands called Lintyzairds the 
lands called Quytfalds the lands called Oldmose Gartikie Liddell Medow Prestmedow 
Thorne Medow the lands of Blairbothie called the Grayes Malling and the lands of 
Corneblaires with all tries growing or cuted or quhat sal hapin to grow or to be cutted there 
with the grase of the said haill Forestrie --- all and haill these twa oxengates of the lands of 
Carbroke  

1668 CC21/5/7 John Reid in Torwood, parish of Dunipace Testament Dative and Inventory Stirling 
Commissary Court 15/05/1668 

1670 GD68/88 Disposition by Marion Baillie, daughter of the deceased Lt. General William Baillie of 
Letham, in favour of Alexander Robertson of Strowane, her spouse, of the lands of 
Letham, Corstorphine, Torwoodhead and others 

1680 GD65/88 Extract Disposition and Assignment by Alex. Robertsone of Strowane and Marion Baillie, 
his spouse, in favour of Hugh Wallace WS, of the lands of Torwoodhead, Letham, Airth, 
Corstorphine and others 

1691 RPC iii p.676, No 57 The lands of Torwoodhead are a free barony and endowed with the right and privilege of a 
free forestry, they are part of the lordship of Stirling --- Robert Rollo of Powhouse is 
heritor of Powhouse, a piece of kirkland belonging to the Trinity friars in Edinburgh and 
lying on the north side of the Torburn, the known march of Torwoodhead. For several 
years past – he and his tenants have invaded the king’s property by pasturing with goods 
and cattle on the meadows and greens --- part of the said lands had been tilled and sowen 
by the Lady Lethem and her subtenants, as formerly by herself and her husband, 
Lieutentant General Baylie, the defenders caused drive in several hundred cows and uther 
bestial after the crop was a span high, the said Robert being present himself, armed with 
sword and carbines, even after  he was discharged to pasture there by the Lord’s act 

1704 C2/82/9 Torwood - Lord William Forrester 
1721 RS59/14 f.279v Andrew Dick woodcutter at Torwood 
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1740 GD86/909 Contract between William Stirling of Herbertshire and Mr. Patrick Haldane of Bearcrofts, 
advocate, regulating the division of the price to be obtained from the sale of the wood 
called the Torwood upon the lands and barony of Torwoodhead in the parish of 
Dunypeace and sheriffdom of Stirling, which they acquired by contract (dated 17th 
September, 17th October and 20th November 1739) entered into with Charlott, Lady 
Forrester, widow of George, Lord Forrester, and George, then Lord Forrester. At 
Herbertshire 13th October 1740 

1750 RS59/19 f.422 John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood  
1752 C2/101/110 Torwood - Robert Bruce of Kennet 
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Laurence Dundas of Kerse as 

actorney in the name of James Dundas of Philipstoun --- having a charter of resignation 
under the Great Seal --- all and haill the lands and barony of Torwood comprehending the 
forrestlands thereof Viz Lands of Torhead and Torwoodhead, Kingside Muir with the 
tower fortalice manor place houses [etc] the lands of Lightax, Kingside Well, Bullion, 
Blacklands, Oldward, Cockboig, Cockmuir, Ninolts and  Nethershell which lands are held 
in propriety and are parts pendicles and pertinents of the said Kingside Muir All and Whole 
his forest, the Wood of Torwood the ground and land upon which the said forest cresit 
gramen et arbores and the land of the said Forrestor upon which is situated the manor 
place of Torwood called Forresters Mansion --- All and Whole the lands of Forrrester Hill, 
Newward, Rowansward, Lint Yeards, Whitefauld, Oldmoss,  Gartack, Little Meadow, 
Preist Meadow, Thornymeadow, Blairbothie, Grays Mealling, and Cairnblairs with all 
growing or felled trees vel creturis [?] with exscindendis [fuel?] and pasturage of the said 
forrest whatsoever --- these parts of the barony now disjoined therefrom Viz First the 
Lands called Arnboig and Hollings which were sold and disponed by Charlotte Lady 
Forrester to the late William Stirling of Herbertshire. Item Lands of Gunnershaugh 
Gunnershaw Greens and Gunnershaw Miln and milnlands and that part called Sheelhill 
sold to Thomas Forrester of Denovan. Item lands called Gartincaber sold and disponed to 
Lord James Dunbar of Mochrum. Item those lands acres rudes and falls (particas) sold by 
Lord George Forrester to Lord Henry Rollo. Item part of Henrystoun held in feu by George 
Cockburn of Ormistoun. Item Lands of Shalloch held in feu by the said George Cockburn. 
Item Clausurium lie velopire’et petiam [the casting of peats] in the north part of Torwood 
held in feu by the foresaid George Cockurn 

1755 Roy Torwood 
1771 C2/112/3 Torwood - Thomas Dundas of Fingask 
1773 C2/113/208 Torwood - Lady Jane Stirling 
1782 AOS 253 George Denovan as heir to William Denovan, portioner, Torwood, his father, seised in 

part of the barony of Torwoodhead; part of the Muir called North Park, parish of Dunipace, 
on Precect of Clare Constat by Charles Dundas, Counsellor of Law, London P.R. 27.273 

1788 AOS 1341 John Walker, shoemaker, Torwood, and Mary Denovan, his spouse, - in part of Woodside, 
parish of Dunipace 

1788 AOS Forrest or Wood of Torwood 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Forest or 

Wood of Torwood 
1789 AOS in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead and Torwoodhead and 

Kingsidemuir, viz Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion, Blacklands, Oldward, Cockboig, 
Cockmuir, Ninotts and Netherhill; Forrest or Wood of Torwood, Forrestershall, Neward, 
Rowansward, Lintyards, Whitfaulds, Oldmoss, Cartake, Littlemeadow, Blairbothie, Gray’s 
Mailing and Cornblairs;  

1790 AOS as 1789 sasine but continuing from Cornblairs: ... with the Forrest Corn of Bothkenner and 
tiends;- part of Henrystone, Skelloch, part of the north part of Torwoodhead 

1792 AOS part of the barony of Torwood below the road from Falkirk to Stirling with the lands called 
Hollands & Darnbog 

1793 RHP203 Plan of Torwood Common 1793 
1879 Gillespie p.160 ff Torwood 
1861 OS Torwood – Torwood Castle 
1880s RHP140672 Plan of drainage from Birnam throughTorwood 1880s 
1938 RHP49749 Ordnance Survey 1/2500 plan marked to show Carbrook feus at Torwood  
13 October 1938 
1949 RHP44604 Plan of Carbrook, Torwood and Glenbervie feuing. 1949 
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1965 RHP44406 Plan of Glenbervie and Torwood, Carnock House, Letham, Carron Hall and Burntisland 
sections of the Carron estates, for sale. 1965 

 
cf Torwoodlee NT475375 [Broch and tower site] 
    Torwood NY125835; Torr Wood NS105585; Torchastle NJ135525 
…Torrinch NS405895 [island on Loch Lomond] 
 
In the Jesuit priest’s [Blackhall] remarks of his journey from Edinburgh to pass the Forth at Stirling Bridge, in1643, he 
refers to finding an ale house at the end of Torwood and, in passing Torwood, “which now hath nothing but scattered 
oackes, dying from antiquity, which conserve the name and memory of that some tymes so famous a Wood, especially 
in the history of Wallace”. 
TORWOODHEAD # DPC NS8484 [1]  NS844843  
 
1488 RMS ii 1802 [L] The king grants to his servant Duncan Forestare of Gunnerschaw, and his heirs,- lands 

of Torwod and Torwodhead, and the office of Forester of Torwod, with the fees, benefits 
etc., thereof ... lands and office held hereditably by Henry Forrester son and heir apparent 
of Malcolm F. of Torwood which they resign 

1497 RMS ii2384 [L] The king grants to Sir Walter Forestare, son and heir of Sir Duncan F. of Garden ... 
lands of Torwod and Torwodhed with the office of forester and custody of the Torwod 

1528 RMS iii 679 [L] The king grants to David Forestar, son and heir-apparent of Sir James F. of Garden, ... 
lands of Torwodheid with the common moor thereof now called the Kingisyd-mure, with 
the office and custody of the wood and forrest of Torwod 

1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Torwodheid 
1619 RS58/1 f.261 [L] personally compeared on the lands underwritten – William Forrester burgess of the 

burgh of Stirling and Jonet Stewart his spous and Robert Smyth in Gartakie attorney --- 
Robert Forrester son and heir apparent of the said William having in his hand a charter of 
sale [cartam venditionis] with a sasine from lord James Forrester of Garden, knight, with 
consent of Alexander Forrester his son and heir apparent --- of all and haill these forty 
merk lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyde, Kingsydemuir, Forresteris Mains, lands of Carbrok, 
Gartakie, Schilhill, Gunnerschaw and Gunnerschaw Myln and Brigend of Torwood  
[witnesses] Duncan Forrester de Littill Donavane, John Levingstoun son and heir apparent 
of Alexander Levingstoun of Kirkland ---- lands of Langlandis of Torwodheid [witnesses 
to sasine] Walter Bayne miller of the said Mylne of Gunnerschaw, John Cuik, gardener 
[hortolano] there, and John Cuik his son, Walter Ure son of Donald Ure in Carbrok, 
Patrick Ure and Alexander Hendrie his servants  

1620 RMS vii 2125 [L] with the office of baillie and chamberlain of the lordship of Striviling, viz. ... lands and 
barony of Bothkenner, lands of the halis of Airth, Larberscheillis, Torwodheid .. 

1622 Retour 114 [L] Lord James Forrester of Torwodheid .. in a half part of the lands of Littil-Denovane, in 
the barony of Herbertshire 

1626 RS58/3 f.376v Wodkokfauld of Torwodhead 
1627 Retour 125 [L] the 5 merkland of Torwodheid 
1628 RS58/4 136 [L] David Neilsone, son of Andrew Neilsone maltster [pollentari] burgess of the burgh of 

Stirling --- James Fothringhame, merchant of the said burgh of Stirling, baillie in that part 
for lord James Forrester, formerly of Garden and now of  Torwodheid, knight, and 
Alexander Forrester, his lawful son and heir apparent, with a precept of saine from James, 
Lord Forrester, --- annualrent out of the lands of Torwodheid, Kingsyd, Kingsydmure, 
[forrestend], Mans of Carbrok and Gartcaber, Schillhill, Gunershaw and Gunershaw Mylne 
and Boigend of Torwod with pertinents lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses 
to sasine] Thomas Bruce of Wodsyd, John Jarvie at Forresters Mansion, Alexander 
Dalrimple, son of John Dalrimple in Pendreich, William Johnstoune at Gunnershaw, 
Walter Bayne there, Henry Zoung in the Manys of Donypace, David Ker in Gartincaber, 
George Ker his son  

1654 RS58/9 f.252v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Balzie 
second lawful son to Lieutennant Generall William Bailzie of Lethem --- all and haill the 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead comprehending the lands forests and uthers 
underwritten viz all and haill the lands of Torhead and Torwoodhead the lands of 
Kingsydemure with the tour fortalice mantione houses biggins [etc] --- with the parts 
pendicles and pertinents of the lands following  viz the lands of Lichtax Kingsyde 
Welbulone Blacklands the lands called the Old Ward the lands of Cokboge Cokemure and 
Wanles the lands callet the Neither Hill quhilk lands are parts pendicles and pertinents of 
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the lands of Kingsyde Mure all and haill the forest of Torwode grunde and lands quairone 
the the same growes with the haill grase and growand tries thairof als weill above the earth 
as beneath the earth and specialie that mantione called Foresters Mantione with the houses 
[etc] with the pertinents thairof called Forestershill New Warde and Rowans Ward the 
lands called Lintyzairds the lands called Quytfalds the lands called Oldmose Gartikie 
Liddell Medow Prestmedow Thorne Medow the lands of Blairbothie called the Grayes 
Malling and the lands of Corneblaires with all tries growing or cuted or quhat sal hapin to 
grow or to be cutted there with the grase of the said haill Forestrie --- all and haill these twa 
oxengates of the lands of Carbroke  

1682 Retour 286 [L] William Baillie of Torwoodheid, heir of William Baillie of Torwoodheid, his father, in 
the lands and barony of Torwoodheid comprehending the lands of Torhead and 
Torwoodhead;- lands of Lichtap, Kingsyde, Welbulzeon, Blacklands;- Old Waird;- 
Cockboig, Cockmuire, and Wallis;- lands called Netherhill which are parts of the lands of 
Kingsydemuire;- forrest of Torwood; the mansion called Forresters mansion;- lands called 
Forresthill Neward and Rollansward ;- lands called Lentsyeards;- lands of Whytefaulds;- 
lands known as Oldmosse and Gartakie, Litle Meadow, Priestmeadow, Thorniemeadow;- 
lands of Blairbothie called Graysmailling;- lands of Corneblairs with arboribus et gramine 
of the the said forrest, with the forrest corn of Bothkenar, viz. ex unaquaque bovata terrae 
inibi 1½ firlota lie Corne ;- lands of Gunnershaw with the mill; 2 seventh parts of the lands 
of Carbrock; - 2 seventh parts of the lands of Garnecaiber, infra barony of Plain 

1684 RS59/6 f.443  lands and barony of Torwoodhead --- viz the landes of Lightax, Kingsides, Neubulzeon, 
Blacklands, the landes called Old Ward, the lands of Cockbeig, Cockmuir and Wanles, the 
land called Netherhill Whilk lands are pairts pendicles and pertinents of the said lands of 
Kingsyde Mure ---The lands of Forresthill, Neuward and Rowansward, the lands called 
Lintyeards, the lands of Whytefauld, the lands called the Old Moss and Gartakie, 
Litlemedou, Preissiemedow, Thornliemedou and the lands of Blairlochie called 
Graysmealling and the lands of Cornieblairs --- all lying within the parochen of Dunipeace 

1684 RH9/3/100 The Money Rental of Torwoodhead 
 
James Robertsone in Gunnershaw ______________________ }300 – 06 – 08 
William Gilchrist in Bulzeon__________________________ }  60 – 00 – 00 
Joseph Ker in Holmwaird ____________________________ }  33 – 06 – 00 
Alexander Mcillfreish _______________________________ }  20 – 00 – 00 
John [Plwstome] in Blair ____________________________ }  66 – 00 – 00 
James Craufoord in Boigend _________________________ }133 – 00 – 00 
John Thomsone in Woodsyde ________________________ }  26 – 13 – 04 
John Broun in Kingsyde ____________________________ }  60 – 00 – 00 
George Kerm in Cokmuir ___________________________ }  46 – 13 – 04 
Robert Ker in Torwoodhead _________________________ }  37 – 13 – 04 
The Lands of the Hags _____________________________ }106 – 13 – 04 
Mathew Bean ____________________________________ }  28 – 10 – 00 
Alexander Sinclair ________________________________ }  90 – 06 – 00 
Alexander Robertson ______________________________ }  28 –16 – 08 
Margraet Bennie __________________________________ }  96 – 00 – 00 
John Jarvey in fforesters mains_______________________ }110 – 00 – 00 
James Bennie in Killwaird __________________________ }  21 – 06 – 08 
John Bennie in Torwoodhead ________________________ }  30 – 00 – 00 
John Wingzett in Litlemuir__________________________ }  26 – 13 – 04 
James Towers there _______________________________ }  20 – 00 – 00 
John Heggings in Woodhead ________________________ }  18 – 00 – 00 
Walter Bean there _________________________________ }  28 – 00 – 00 
for uther lands possest be him ________________________ }  80 – 00 – 00 
John Smith in Langlands ____________________________ }100 – 00 – 00 
Adam Wingzett in Sheillhhill_________________________ }  87 – 00 – 00 
The grass of the wood ______________________________ }100 – 00 – 00 
   suma is  1566 – 19 – 4 
   Item of carriage and casualties 

on the other side   172 – 00 – 00 
   suma of both is  1738 – 19 – 04 
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  The yearlie ffew deutie being deducted     333 – 06 – 08 
  There remains of ffews Rent    1405 – 13 – 00 
  Item of entire money given be the tenants       74 – 00 – 00 
 
  This Rental att eighteen years tyme 
  Extende to ________________________ 25200 – 00 – 00 
 
1687 CRS Agnes Ewing relict of Alexander Rid in Torwoodhead 
1691 RPC iii  p.676, No56 petition to the Privy Council by Lord Forrester, Lord Saline and the lady Letheme and the 

tenants of Torwoodhead and Lethem. 
 The petitioners obtained a protestation against Robert Rollo of Powhouse for not insiting in 

a complaint of alleged molestation in possession of the lands of Boog and Boogreen. 
[p.318 has “the lands of Powhouse called the Boigs and Boigreins belonging to Robert 
Rollo” but he is defending his case] 

1691 RPC iii p.676, No 57 The lands of Torwoodhead are a free barony and endowed with the right and privilege of a 
free forestry, they are part of the lordship of Stirling --- Robert Rollo of Powhouse is 
heritor of Powhouse, a piece of kirkland belonging to the Trinity friars in Edinburgh and 
lying on the north side of the Torburn, the known march of Torwoodhead. For several 
years past – he and his tenants have invaded the king’s property by pasturing with goods 
and cattle on the meadows and greens --- part of the said lands had been tilled and sowen 
by the lady Lethem and her subtenants, as formerly by herself and her husband, Lieutenant 
General Baylie, the defenders caused drive in several hundred cows and uther bestial after 
the crop was a span high, the said Robert being present himself, armed with sword and 
carbines, even after  he was discharged to pasture there by the Lord’s act  

1695 RS83/1 f.59 lands and barony of Torwoodhead and uthir lands belonging thereto. Registered on the 
362nd and 363rd leaves of the said Register [this is followed by f.60.5] [the relevant entry in 
RS89/8 has many corruptions] 

1695 RS83/1 f.60 George Wallace of Inglistoun of all and sindry the lands of Torwoodhead comprehending 
the lands of Forresters Milne, Milnelands & uthirs belonging thereto. Registered on the  
370th leaf of the said Register 

1705 RS59/12 f.54v [L] William Lord Forrester and Master George Forrester --- charter of resignation under 
the Great Seal --- lands of Torhead and Torwodhead lands of Kingsydmuir with the tower 
fortalice and mansion [etc.] 

1711 RS59/12 f.551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 
Woodside having a charter of diposition and allienationgranted be Lord George Forrester 
heretable proprietor of the tennendry and roume of land aftermentioned --- the haill roume 
and land of Torwoodhead --- excepting that portion of ground commonly called Cockbog 
bounded and marched in manner following Viz that part of the said Mary Forrester her 
portion  upon the south up the Ruchdyke to the corner of the yaird belonging to William 
Denovan and exxtending further from the back of the said yaird  forward to the yaird 
belonging to John Ker and thence to the wooddyke on the north and from the said 
wooddyke to the Stone Dyke belonging to the said Mary upon the east And in like manner 
that other portion of ground possest as said iscommonly called Blairbathie bownded by the 
Torwood Dyke on the west a stripe which divides betwixt James Crawfords Boog on the 
north a Ditch upon the east pairt which divides betwixt the saids lands of Blairbathie and 
that piece of ground belonging to the said James Crawford through which the water runs to 
the miln of Woodside and lastly bownding on the south part  with that piece of ground 
formerly belonging to the said James Crawford and lately disponed to the said Sir Hary 
Rollo ---- lying within the parish of Dunipace 

1741 RS59/18 f.110v [L] Charlotte, Lady Forrester [widow of?] Lord George Forrester --- Barony of 
Torwoodhead, Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw Greens 

1748 RS59/19 f.245 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands of Gunnershaw and others aftermentioned 
Thomas Forrester of Denovan as procurator in the name of David Forrester his son --- 
lands and barony of Torwoodhead namely the land of Gunnershaw and Gunnershaw 
Greens with the mills and tiends thereof --- Gunnershaw Greens and the tenendry land on 
the east side of the commonty thereof called Sheilhill 

1748 RS59/19 f.297 all and haill a piece of ground of the barony of Torwoodhead being that part of the land 
called Henries Town consisting of ten acres or thereby and bounded as follows viz: On the 
north by a road which passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holly tree 
which road divides betwixt the lands hereby disponed and the other parts of Henrystown 
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and lands of Bulzeon and the march of the lands hereby disponed runs up from the Holly 
tree south till it reaches a hedge and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cock-Muir and down 
from the hedge south and east till it reaches a loan or march and the lands of Dunipace on 
the east till it reaches a loan or march betwixt the possession of the said James Robertson 
lying within the parish of Dunipace and sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] 
William Denovan Inkeeper at Torwood 

1750 RS59/19 f.422 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Nesmith woodcutter at Torwood 
as baillie --- Thomas Forrester of Denovan and David Forrester his son --- all and haill that 
part of the lands of the barony  of Torwoodhead below the Great Road leading from 
Falkirk to Stirling and bounded with the said Road upon the south and west with the lands 
called Hollande and Darnbogg upon the west with the Torburn and part of the lands of 
Powhouse upon the north and the lands of Woodside on the south east comprehending the 
faRMS and lands following to wit the lands of Bogend possest by Helen Adam and her son 
the lands of Blair possest by John Johnston The Bent possest by John Denovan The Faulds 
possest by John Forrester The woodland being that part of the Torwood below the said 
Great Road  and the Meadowlands lying within the same all lying in the parish of Dunipace  

1753 RS59/20 f.124 Thomas Dundas yngr of Fingask now heritable proprietor of the lands and barony of 
Torwoodhead --- Compared personaly Archibald Johnston late of Kirkland as procurator -
--  part of the lands of Henrystown --- bounded as follows Viz on the north by a road that 
passes from James Robertsons yaird dyke till it reaches a Holy [sic] tree, which road 
divides betwixt the saids lands and the other lands of Henrystown and lands of Bullion --- 
and the march of the said lands rusn up from the said holie tree south till it reaches a hedge 
and earthen dyke upon the lands of Cockermuir  and down from the hedge south and east 
till it reaches Dunipeace march and the lands of Dunipeace on the east till it reaches a loan 
or march --- lying withing the parish of Dunipace  

1782 AOS 253 George Denovan as heir to William Denovan, portioner, Torwood, his father, seised in part 
of the barony of Torwoodhead; part of the Muir called North Park, parish of Dunipace, on 
Precect of Clare Constat by Charles Dundas, Counsellor of Law, London P.R. 27.273 

1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace & 
Larbert;- - parts of the barony of Torwoodhead;- parts of Bogend;- tenandry of 
Torwoodhead (excepting Cookbog);- piece of ground called Blairbathie, parish of 
Dunipace ;- on disp by trustees of Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 

1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion, Blacklands, Old 
Ward, Cockboig, Cockmuir, Ninotts, & Netherhhill; Forest or Wood of Torwood, 
Forrestershall, Neward, Rowansward, Lintyards, Whitefaulds, Old Moss, Cartake, Little 
Meadow, Priest Meadow, Bairdbog Meadow, Thornymeadow, Blairbothie, Graysmailing, 
and Carnblairs 

1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 
& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Lightax, Kingsidewell, Bullion, Blacklands, Old 
Ward, Cockboig, Cockmuir, Minolts, & Neithershill; Forest of Torwood, Forresters 
Mansion, Forrestershills, Neward, Rowansward, Lintyards, Whitefaulds, Old Moss, 
Gartakie, Little Meadow, Priest Meadow, Braidbog Meadow, Thornymeadow, Blairbothie, 
Graysmailing, and Cornblairs, with the Forrest Corn of Bothkennar, part of Henrystone, 
Shalloch, part of North part of Torwoodhead  

1792 AOS 2521 in part of the barony of Torwoodhead below the road from Falkirk to Stirling , with the 
lands called Hollands & Darnbog. parish of Dunipace 

1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 
and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending. the Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands  

1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 
the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill; piece of ground called the Little Arn Bog; Room and 
Tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting a piece of ground formerly called the Cockbog); 
piece of ground called Blairbothie, parish of Dunipace 

1821 Ainslie Torwoodhead 
1830 GD65/272  Procuratory of Resignation by Major Thomas Dundas of Fingask, of the lands and barony 

of Torwoodhead, the lands of Skaithmuir, and parts of the lands of Bothkennar, in favour 
of himself and his heirs. 19/1/1830  

1912 CDS13 Torwoodhead Farm - Edwin Bolton 
TORWOODSIDE # DPC NS8384 [3]    
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1617 Gibson John Benny in Torwoodsyde 
1642 CRS James Benny in Torwodsyde 
1674 CRS John Burden at Torwoodsyde 
1684 RH9/3/100 John Thomsone in Woodsyde 
TROUCHIE WOOD DPC NS8483 [1]  NS845837    
 
1896 OS Trouchie Wood 
TYGETSHEUGH DPC NS8083 [1]  NS806836   
 
1590 Pont Pekkaisheuch 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] Tyketisheuch 
1612 RMS vii 788 [L] Tyketheuch 
1620 RS58/2 f.53 [L] George Murehead in Ticketshuch – Mariota Watsone his spouse with David Murehead 

their son --- lands of Bankend in Littill Denovane underwritten --- David Livingstoune of 
Donypace --- [witnesses] Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane [witnesses to sasine] 
William Pantone in Denovane, William Zong suvre there, John Relloche miller 
[molendinario] there and William Rany miller [molendinario] at Teinsmylne in Littill 
Denovane, James Mitschell there  

1621 RS58/2 f.272 Be it kend till all men be thir present letters me George Murehead of Ticketsheuche 
Marioun Watsone my spous for our selffis and name and behalff of Issobell Murehead our 
dochter that forsameikle as umquhille George Murehead feare of the landis callit the Drum 
of Dennye Jonet Muirhead his spous with special advyse and consent of William Murehead 
in Bogtoune sone and air at the least apparand air of umquhille Patrick Murehead in 
Bogtoune and also witnesses:with consent of William Murehead in Bogtoune brother to the 
said umquhille Patrick Murehead ffor all Richt entres and clame of richt qhhilk  the saidis 
William and William Mureheadis or ony  of them thair airis assignees and successoris or [-
---] of the said umquhille Patrick had his or may have --- the said George Murehead his 
contract of marriage maid betwix him and the said Jonet [I think the marriage is between 
George and Issobell] 

1622 CRS George Muirhead in Tykatis-heuch 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lands of Ticketsheuche 
1625 RS58/3 f.296 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Margaret Burne”] David Murehead, son and heir apparent of the 

late George Murehead in Tikketsheuche and Marjory Watsone his mother and relict of the 
late George seised in the lands commonly called Bankend lying in the sheriffdom of 
Stirling and alienated and disponed by David Livingstoun of Donypace to the said George 
and Marjory in liferent and the said David in fee --- lands of Bankend --- Margaret Burne, 
daughter of William Burne in Clarkstoun and future spouse of the said David [witnesses to 
sasine] John Watsone in Borland of Dennie, John Cuthill in Lyttill Dennye, William 
Pantoun in Denovan and Hercule Sinclar there 

1631 RS58/5 f.194 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Mureheid in Bankend and 
Margaret Burne his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl 
of Linlithgow and there the said William upon a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands and barony of Harbertshyre commonly known as 
Risk and the lands of Tykkettisheuch with houses [etc] --- presently possessed and 
occupied by Marion Watsoune in Tyckitesheuch  mother of the said David  and another 
part occupied by David and his spouse with houses [etc] --- with the liberty of winning 
turves and calcem vulgo lymestainis and also another part of the foresaid lands with the 
liberty of winning turves and limestone within the lands of Northfeild possesed by William 
Patoune in Northfeild --- equal part of the corn mill of Harbertshyre presently possessed 
and occupied by the said William Patoune and David Mureheid with the multures [etc] --- 
Excepting and reserving the wood of Carrounglen on the east side of the wood known as 
West Cowanes Wood  

1632 RMS vii 2048 [L]Tucketheuche 
1632 RS58/5 f.332 [L] Robert Muirheid lawful son to George Muirheid in Tykkattisheuch --- Elizabeth 

Gillespie his spouse --- William Gillespie junior, in the Murdyke and William Gillespie 
senior there 

1636 GD1/529/125 Tickattisheuche - George Muirhead in 
1636 RS58/7 f.18 [L] David Muirheid in Tyketsheuche 
1650 RS58/8 f.422 [L] David Murhead of Tyketsheuch 
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1658 RS58/12 f.26v David Muirhead in Tickitsheugh 
1661 RS59/1 f.12 William Mureheid laufull sone to William Mureheid of Burnehous ---  seasing grantit be 

David Mureheid of Tickettsheuch --- of all and haill that part and portion of the said David 
his said lands of Ticketsheuch called the Greines of Denovane extending to ffyve ruide 
and tuentie six falls of land or thairby with the pertinents thairof lyand within the barony of 
Harbertschyre 

1661 RS59/1 f.12v George Mureheid laufull sone to David Mureheid of Ticketsheuch  
1667 RS59/2 f.362 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands following --- Alexander Muirhead eldest 

lawful so to William Muirhead --- precept of sasine granted be George Muirhead lawful 
son to David Muuirhead of Ticketsheuch  

1679 CRS Agnes Muirhead, lawful daughter to umquhile George Muirhead of Tukitshough [Agnes 
seems to have been, latterly, in Slamannan parish] 

1708 RS83/12 f.2 lands of Tuketsheugh, Northfield and with the corn mill of Herbertshire ... by William 
Muirhead of Stonieinch as Bailie in that part ... John Muirhead of Tuketsheugh 

1714  RS59/13 f.157 Patrick Sim in Backraw of Bothkenner as procurator and actormey for Margaret Sim his 
sister now spouse to John Muirhead of Tyketsheugh --- the just and equall half of the 
lands of Tyketsheugh --- reserving always to the superior of the said lands the Green of 
Herbertshyre commonly called Hornsgreen 

1717 CH2/644  Ticatsheugh 
1721 RS59/14 f.301v William Muirhead of Stanyinch --- all and heall the room and lands of Stanyinch and 

Greensydyke --- as also all and heall that part and portion of Thyckatsheugh called the 
Greens of Dennovan --- and sicklike all and heall that part and portion of the deceast John 
Reddoch his Greensland of Denovan belonging to the Milntoun and Croftfoot quarters with 
two soums in Denovan Craigs 

1722 CH2/644  Ticketsheugh 
1738 GD1/529/215 Tycketshaugh - John Muirhead, eldest son of John M. of - 
1753 SC4/3 Ticketsheugh / Tiggetsheugh 
1755 Roy Meggetsknow 
1791 AOS 2056 William Morehead of Herbertshire, gets rem of the superiority of Buckieside, Broomhill, 

Croftfoot, Duchlage, Milntown, Rish, Tyggetshaugh, Greenside or Greendyke, Easter 
Barnago, Drummailziare, and Thornyhill, parish of Dunipace. G.R. 493.282 

1817 Grassom Tygetshaugh 
1817 AOS Ticketsheugh - in parts of the lands and barony of Herbertshire called Ticketsheugh, & 

Tiends (exce the Castle, Tower and Fortalice of Herbertshire 
 
See APS vii 358 for “Morehead of Ticketsheugh” 
 
Note:  Torsaule seems to predate Tygetsheugh as the name of this place. 
 
Note: George Tacket 1480 [ADC p.51] and John Tagget tennant in Kinnaird [1750 RS59/19 f.382] 
WALLACEBANK WOOD    DPC NS8484 [1] NS848848  
 
1946 OS Wallacebank Wood 
WALLHILL # DPC NS8382 [1]  NS836824    
 
1811 AOS 6714 parts of the barony of Dunipace viz. the Corn Mill of Dunipace with the Barley Mill and 

Snuff Mill thereat – Millbraehead – Kers Park, ER & Wr Wallhill  
1838 RHP 11252 
WANDBRIDGE DPC NS8485 [2]   
 
1742 RS59/18 f.202v and from thence along the said Torburn to Carbrockbridge and from there along a small 

road leading to the bridge called the Wandbridge and from the Wandbridge  
WANLES # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] lie Wanles 
1590 Pont Wainless 
1595 HMC 60 I p.45 the slauchter of Wanles 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Wanlis 
1622 CRS Wandles - Helen Young, relict of John Forrest in - 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Wanles 
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cf Waynlis, Uist (1495 RMS ii 2286) 
    Wanwood NTB 
WAUKMILL OF HERBERTSHIRE # DPC NS8083 [3]   
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] cum molendinis fullonum et granorum 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] cum molendinis fullonum et granorum 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] cum molendinis fullonum et granorum 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] cum molendinis fullonum et granorum 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] cum molendinis fullonum et granorum 
1612 RMS vi 788 [L] molendini fullonum de Harbertschyre 
1622 RS58/2 f.344 [L] lie walk mill damis [damis molendinum fulconacum] of Harbertschyre with the mill 

lands  
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] molendinum fullonum de Harbertschyre 
1753 SC4/3 Walk Miln 
1788 AOS 1273 parts of the barony of Herbertshire viz. piece of ground called Backcroft and half acre 

being part of the Corn and Waulk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 
1802 AOS 4474 in parts of the barony of Herbertshire called the Milltown with a portion of land in the 

Milltown of Denovan and Hardcroft extending to 3 ½ acres formerly part of the room and 
lands of Drumaliart; lands called the Millacre, the Broad dale and a cavil with a piece of 
boggy ground; a house commonly called the Lairocks with the Smiddie house & yard 
thereto belonging, and a ridge & portion of land at the back thereof and odd bounds 
adjacent to the same; & a piece of ground called the Back Croft, and a half acre being part 
of the Corn and Wauk Mill lands of Herbertshire, parish of Dunipace 

WELL RIDGE # DPC NS7984 [3]    
 
1718 RS59/13 f.695 parts and portions of the lands of Braes otherwise Westbraes --- that part and portion of 

land commonly called Arbland --- and lykeways that part and portion of land of 
Netherburn House of Dennovan from the dounmost side of the long ridge even to the brae 
and lying run ridge with the lands of Wester Braes all being with particular designations 
underwritten viz Well Ridge, Colins Well, Kill Deal, Sheep House Ridge, Stonedeall, 
Small Ridge, Thornydeall, Hyp Ridge, Acre Ridge, Rey Yairds, Headridge on the head of 
the brae, Grozers Mealling, Head Ridge at the foot of the brae and Longlanback, heall 
growing timber and planting of the said lands 

1805 AOS 5282 Braes or Wester Braes: & Nether Burnhouse from the downmost side of the Longridge to 
the brae and lying runrig with the lands of Wester Braes designed as follows, viz. 
Wellridge, Cellenswell, Kildale, Sheephouse ridge, Stoney dale, Small ridge, Thorniedale, 
Hips ridge, Acre ridge, Ryeyard, Head ridge on the head of the Brae, Grocers Mailing, 
Head ridge at the foot of the brae, & Longland balk, in the barony of Herbertshire and 
Denovan 

WESTERHAUGH PARK (# DPC NS8183 [2]    
 
1809 AOS 6249 parts of [Little] Denovan comprising part of the lands of Gunnershaw Mill, Inclosure on 

the West and North side of the Dwelling House of Denovan Bleachfield, & the 
Westerhaugh Park on both sides of the lade  

WESTERTON OF GUNNERSHAW # DPC NS8283 [2]     
 
1684 RS59/6 f.463 all and haill the duelling house and yaird comonlie called the Westertoun of Gunnershaw 

as the same stands and lyes in breadth and length togidder with the litle house built upon 
the eist  and thereof bounded in manner therinent and as follows viz the burne upon the 
march betweixt the lands of Gunnershaw and Litle Denovan upon the west the highway 
upon the north and eist parts  of the said house and yaird dyke to be the march thereof and 
the foott of the yaird dyke above the said burne to be the march upon the south all lyin in 
the baronie of Torwoodhead paroch of Dunipeace 

1712 RS59/13 f.22 all and heall that dwelling house and yaird commonly called the Westerhouse of the 
Gunnershaw with the little house built upon the eastend of the said dwelling house 
bounded as follows To witt the burn upon the march betwix the lands of Gunnershaw and 
Little Denovan upon the west the high wayes upon the north and east parts of the said 
house and yaird to be the march and the foot of the yaird above the burn to the march upon 
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the south --- possest be him and his coatters all lying withing the barony of Torwoodhead 
parish of Dunypace 

WEYNDIS # DPC NS8381 [4]  
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] ly Weyndis 
1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Weyndis 
1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Weyndis 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Weyndis 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Weyndis 
 
cf Wynds NS525325 
WHINNYKNOW # DPC NS8282 [2]  
 
1741 GD1/529/247 Cuthilend and Whinnyknow 
WHITEFAULD # DPC NS8284 [3]    
 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] Quhytefauld 
1609 RMS vii 58 [L] Quhytefauld 
1624 RMS viii 636 [L] Quhytefield 
1635 RS58/6 f.263 [L] Quytfald,  
1682 Retour 113 [L] lands of Kingsydemuir viz,-  lands of Whytefaulds   
1752 RS59/20 f.70 [L] Whitefauld 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising 

Whitefaulds 
1790 AOS 1894 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the barony of Torwoodhead, comprising Torhead 

& Torwoodhead, & Kingsidemuir, viz. Whitefaulds  
WILLSFIELD DPC NS8085 [1]  NS808851  
 
1693 RS59/8 f.212 James Ker in Willsfield 
1717 CH2/644  Willsfield 
1733 RS59/16 f.292v the just and equal half of the lands of Burnsyde in Denovan called Wilsfield 
1755 Roy Willsfield 
1788 AOS 1392 Denovan comprising Inglistoun, Willsfield, Burnside and Greenbraehead comprising 

Blackhill and Bowiesfauld, Mill and tiends  
1794 AOS 2819 Willsfield, parish of Dunipace  
1796 AOS 3213 in the five merkland of Denovan comprising Ingleston, Willfield, Burnside & 

Greenbraehead comprising Blackhill & Bowiesfold with the mill and mill lands thereof  
1817 Grassom Willsfield 
1836 AOS Willsfield  
1861 OS Willsfield 
1971 OS Willsfield 
WOODCOCKFAULD # DPC NS8384 [3]    
 
1626 RS58/3 f.376v William Mitchell of Wodkokfauld of Torwodhead and Jonet Zong his spouse 
1626 RS58/3 f.377 Henry Simpsone in Wodkokfauld of Torwodhead and Agnes Mitchell his spouse 
WOODHEAD # DPC NS8485 [2]    
 
1658 RS58/11 f.241v James Russell in Wodheid 
1796 AOS 3243 in a room or mailing of land called the Blairs, being part of the barony of Torwoodhead; 

and part of the said barony below the great road leading from Falkirk to Stirling 
comprehending. The Bent Wood, Faulds, Woodhead, Meadowlands 

WOODMANS FARM (# DPC NS7983 [1]  NS795833  
 
1793 RHP 14352 Woodmans Farm 
 

FALKIRK PARISH 
 
ABON THE WELL # FAK NS8178 [1]  
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1820 AOS 9631 part of the lands of Seabegs called Abon-the-Well 
1820 AOS 9770 the 1 fourth part of Forrester Quarter of Seabeg now called Abin The Well 
 
This is more than likely to be Binniewalls; cf Binniehill – Abin the Hill SLM 
ABBOTSHAUGH  FAK NS8982 [1]   NS897824  
 
1574 CRE   James Broun, sometime married to Issobell Callender, in Abbishauch  
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] William Broun of Ebbishauche [occupying Nethir Mongwellis] 
1620 RS58/2 f.48  Henry Gudlet of Abbieshauche 
1622 GD58/5/8/4/3  Sir William Menteith of Kers, Knight, to Henry Guidlat of Ebbishauche and Margaret 

Karkettill his spouse 
1622 GD58/5/8/4/3  William Bruce of Stenhouse and Sir John Bruce of Airth, Knight, his brother german, to 

Henry Guidlatt of Ebbishauch and Margaret Karkettill 
1626 Murray  Abbotshaughe 
1629 GD58/5/8/4/12 Henry Guidlat of Abishauche & spouse - a new infeftment to themselves & the survivor 
1623 RS58/3 f.29v  [endorsed “Sasine for John Bruce”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten, Thomas Burne [jnr] in Abisauche as procurator in the name of lord John 
Bruce nephew and heir of the late lord Alexander Bruce of Airthe, knight, and William 
Burne in Nethir Mongwall, baillie in that part, the honourable lord William Menteathe of 
Kers, knight, upon the lands underwritten --- all and haill those eight oxengate of the lands 
of Munguall underwritten --- viz four oxengate of the land of Nethir Mungall with its 
pertinents lying in the barony of West Kers --- and four oxengate of the lands of Over 
Mungall lying as above [wit to sas for Nether M] Patrick Bruce, brother of William Bruce 
of Stanhous, --- [wit to sas for Over M.] William Moriesone in Abisauche --- and John 
Wilsoune there 

1623 RS58/3 f.31  [L] [endorsed “Sasine for Henry Gudlett”] personally compeared upon the ground of the 
lands underwritten, Henry Gudlat of Abisauche, Thomas Burne in Ebisauche, procurator -
-- Margaret Kirkettill spouse of the said Henry, and William Burne in Nethir Mungall, 
baillie in that part, honourable lord James Livingstoune of Brighous, knight, --- charter of 
alienation of all and haill the lands of Nethir Mungall with houses [etc.] --- lying in the 
barony of [blank] --- with the consent and assent of earl Alexander earl of Linlithgow [etc.] 
his brother for the superiority of the said land --- with liberty and licence to make and build 
ports, commonly lie harbries upon the foresaid lands pro observatione navis navigiuram et 
cymbatis accessirin et cursum habitumin et ad prefatas portas  for the transport and and 
importration of coal [and other things] and for the making and building of lie sluicis upon 
the aforesaid land ---  

    [the right of a port would seem to show that this is Abbotshaugh and that Abbotshaugh was 
part of Mungall] [wit to chart] James Menteith of Langtoune, William Livingstoune son of 
the late lord George Livingstoune of Ogilfaice, knight, [witnesses to sasine] - Moriesone in 
Abisauche --- and John Wilsoune there 

1623 RS58/3 f.32v  [L] [endorsed “Sasine for Henry Gudlett and wife”] personally compeared upon the ground 
of the lands underwritten, Henry Gudlat of Abisauche, Thomas Burne in Ebbishauche, 
procurator --- Margaret Kerkettill spouse of the said Henry, and William Burne in Nethir 
Mungall, baillie in that part, honourable William Menteithe of Kers, knight, with a charter 
of alienation of all and haill that land of the said lord William of Nethir Mungall with 
houses [etc.] with common pasture and with fishing upon the water of Carroun [at a 
quantity relative to the said land – pro rate quantitatis] said lands occupied by the said 
Henry and his spouse and lying in the barony of the said lord William, that is Westkers and 
within the sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Moriesone in Ebbishauche-
-- and John Wilsoune there 

1623 RS58/3 f.41v  [L] [endorsed “for Henry Gudlatt and spouse”] compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten, Henry Gudlett of Abishauch, Thomas Burne in Ebbishauche --- Margaret 
Kirkettill spouse of the said Henry --- William Lowrie in Nethir Mongall baillie in that part 
for William Menteith of Kers --- all and haill those lands of Nethir Mongall extending to 
eight oxgangs of land with houses [etc.] and with fishing upon the water of Carroune --- 
lying in the barony of West Kers and with another four oxgang of the foresaid lands of 
Nethir Mongall with pertinents [etc.] formerly pertaining to John Bruce of Airth lying in 
the barony of West Kers and also all and haill the lands of the said Henry and Margaret 
[witnesses to sasine] Robert Westoune merchant [mercatore] in Falkirk, Andrew Browne 
in Powis of Airth, William Morasone in Ebbishauche 
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1626 RS58/3 f.443  [L] Henry Guidlat of Abotisheuch and Patrick  Guidlat his son and heir and Margaret 
Kerkettill,, spouse of the said Henry and Thomas Burne in Abotsheuche baillie in that part 
for the earl of Linlithgow [etc] with a charter granting all and haill the  earl’s lands called 
Abbotshauche which the said Henry and his spouse occupy and possess lying within 
thesaid earl’s  regality of Falkirk with also those four acres of land of the earl’s three 
oxgang of land of auld extent of Stenhous with their pertinents lying within the said noble 
earl’s barony of Harbertshire [witnesses to sasine] James Guidlat, eldest son and heir 
apparent of the said Henry Guidlat of Abbotshauche, William Cowie in Nether Mungall 

1627 RS58/4 f.29  [L] Hendry Guidlet of Abbotishaugh 
1629 RS58/4 f.212  [L] Henry Guidlatt of Abishauch having in his hand a charter of precept of Sasine from 

lord William Monteith of Kers, knight, as superior of the lands underwritten, in favour of 
Henry and Margaret Carkettill, his spouse --- of all and haill twenty oxgangs of the lands of 
Nather Mungall which the said Henry and his spouse and their tenants occupy with all the 
houses [etc] and the fishing of salmon upon the Water of Caroune --- the said 20 oxgangs 
lying in the barony of Westkers [witnesses to sasine] James Guidlatt, son of the said Henry, 
William Kowie and Thomas Kowie, indwellers in Nether Mungall, James Drylaw in 
Falkirk  

1639 RS58/7 f.196v [L] Henry Guidlat of Abotsehauche  
1641 SC67/67/1 f.12v Thomas Burne in Abotsehaugh 
1643 CRS   Bessie Livingstone, spouse to David Guidlett, lawful son to Harrie Gudlett of 

Abbatishauch 
1643 RS58/8 f.39  James Guidlat, fear of Abitshauch  
1644 CRS   Christian Guidlet, lawful daughter to David Guidlet, son to Harye Guidlet, of 

Abbotshauch, and umquhile Bessie Livingstone 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.51 Thomas Bowie, son to William Bowie in Abotsehaugh 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 Harie Guidlet of Abotsehaughe 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.83v Walter Raynie in Abotsehaughe 
1654 RS58/9 f.192v David Guidlat lawful sone to Harie Guidlat of Abotshaugh 
1654 CRS   Bessie Callender, spouse to Thomas Burne in Abotshauch 
1658 CRS   Janet Morrison, spouse to Alexander Jervey, in Abbotshauch 
1659 RS58/12 f.128 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane honest man Walter 

Raney in Nethermungall as procurator and actorney for James Guidlet of Abbotishauch --- 
all and haill these four oxingate of land of  Bothkenner commonly called Gairdoche --- 
[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Jarvey in Nether Mungall 

1660 RS58/12 f.296 Comperit personalie William Jervey servitor to James Guidlet of Abotshauch as 
procurator and actorney for the said James Guidlet his maister --- Precept of Clare Constat 
--- upon the ground of the lands of Abbotishauch and four aikers of land of Stenhous 
underwritten ---- grantit be James Earl of Callendar and superior foirsaid --- the deceast 
Harie Guidlet of Abbotishauch father to James Guidlet now of Abbotshauch --- of all and 
haill that ane oxingate of land in Airth callit Abbotishauch --- sometyme possest and 
occupyit be the said deceist Harie Guidlet and now be Thomas Burne lyand  within the 
regalitie of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling And in all and haill the said foir aikers of 
land with the pertinents of the said thretteine oxingate of auld extent of the lands of 
Stenhous --- sometime occupied by William Broune and now by the foirsaid William 
Burne lyand now lykwayes lyand  within the regalitie of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling 
whilk four aikers of land lyes contigue with the foirsaid oxingate of land callit 
Abbotishauch upon the northsyde of Water of Carroune 

1660 RS58/12 f.321v Comperit personalie upon the ground of of the land eferspecifiet ane discreit young man 
David Guidlett in Langtoune having in his hands ane letter of dispositioune and alienatioun 
and assignatioune conteining thairintill ane precept of seasing --- grantit be James Guidlett 
of Abotshauch and John Guidlett his brother germane and appeirand air --- all and haill 
the lands of Langtoune Mylne mylne lands moulters suckine sequellis houses [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] William Mureheid in Dyke Johne Gib in Swynedyke 

1661 CRS   James Guidlet of Abbotshauch 
1666 GD58/5/8/4/16 John Guidlatt as eldest son of the late Henry Guidlatt of Abbotshauch 
1666 GD58/5/8/4/18 John Guidlatt of Abbotshauch to James Guidlatt his only lawful son 
1667 RS59/2 f.325v [L] James Guidlat one of the sons lawull to John Guidlat of Abbatshauch --- precept of 

Sasine from Sir Alexander Hope of Kers --- of all and haill these twenty [duodecem] 
oxgangs of the Neather Mungall with houses [etc] --- fishing upon the Water of Carrone 
pro rata and quantity pertaining to the foresaid lands 
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1667 RS59/2 f.340  [L] James Guidlat one of the sons lawull to John Guidlat of Abbatshauch --- precept of 
Sasine from James Earl of Callendar --- of all and haill that one oxgang of the lands of 
Airth called Abbotshauch with the pertinents formerly pertaining to Henry Guidlat of 
Abotshauch and now possest by Thomas Burne there --- within  the Regality of Falkirk --- 
and also these four acres of land of the thirty [tredecem] oxgangs of the lands of auld 
extent of Stanhous now possest by the said Thomas Burne 

1668 CRS   Margaret Pinkertoun, spouse to William Jervey in Abbottshauch 
1668 Retour 249  [L] John Guidlatt of Abbottishauch, heir of James Guidlatt of Abbotishauch, in 4 oxgang 

of the lands of Bothkenner commonly known as Gairdoch, with salmon fishing and other 
fishing, within the lordship of Stirling 

1671 CRS   Thomas Burne in Abbotshauch 
1681 CRS   William Jervey in Abbotshaugh 
1683 CRS   John Miller in Abbotshaugh, and Euphan Renny, his spouse 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5  Robert Johnstone in Aboteshaugh 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41 John Muir in Abotsehaughe 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.42v John Miller in Abotshaughe 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.47v Alexander Kirk in Abotsehaughe and Helen Syme his spouse 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v James Burne in Abotshaugh 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.82v James Guidlat of Abotsehaughe 
1684 CRS   James Kincaid in Abbotshaugh 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v.7  Margaret McKie, relict of umquhill Thomas Adam in Bothkenner of an annualrent out of 

Ebotshaugh, Naither Mungell and Gairdoch. Registered on the  110th leaf of the said 
Register [RS59/7 has Abotshaugh] 

1686 RS83/1 f.9v.11 James Guidletts lands of Abotshaugh, Nather Mungell & Gairdoch. Registered on the 
154th and 155th leaves of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10v.11 James Guidlet of Abotshaugh of his lands of Langtoune mylne & mylne lands and others 
– [under relief of Cautionry?]. Registered on the  176th and 177th leaves of the said Register  

1688 Retour 310   [L]   feuferm lands of Abbotshaugh [Callendar] 
1670 RS59/4 f.165v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet young 

gentleman James Gudlet onlie lawful son to John Gudlet of Abotshaugh --- disposition 
from John to James of an oxengait of that lands of Bothkenner “commonly callit Gairdoch”  

1690 RS83/1 f.27.4  James Burn in Abbotshaugh - annualrent out of the aikers in Falkirk called the Weittlands. 
Registered on the  505th leaf of the said Register 

1693 RS83/1 f.44.3  James Guidlate as onlie son and air to umquhill James Guidlate of Abbotshaugh of four 
oxengate of land of Bothkennar commonly called Gardoch Holme with the teynds, 
privildges and pertinents upone ane chartor granted be the king and queen to him. 
Registered on the  207th and 208th leaves of the said Register 

1698 RS83/2/106  [L] James Galbraith son to the deceased James G. in Dalderse with the consent of his 
curators, --- in favour of James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh --- lands of Abbotshaugh and 
Neither Mungall [RS59/10 f.94 – f.95] 

1700 RS83/2/10/361 James Goodlat his lands of Abotshaugh and Nether Mungale with houss RS59/10 f.295 – 
f.296 

1700 GD65/112  indicates that James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh had the right to operate “the ferrie boat 
passing betwixt the Coalshoar of Quarrell and the lands of Abbotshaugh” 

1702 RS83/2/11/41  John Callender in Abbotshaugh RS59/11 f.42 – f.43 
1702 RS83/2/11/87  James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh 
1707 DCS p.5553  James Goodlet, elder and younger, of Abbotshaugh 
1721 GD58/5/8/4/23 Sir Alexander Hope of Kerse, Bt., to James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh, eldest son of the late 

James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh 
1721 RS59/14 f.270v [L] James Guidlat in Abbotshaugh --- these twelve oxgangs of Nether Mungalis with 

houses [etc] 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12 James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20v Christian Jarvey, daughter of umquhill William Jarvey in Abbotshaugh 
1727 CRS   John Morrison in Abbotshaugh 
1737 RS59/17 f.146v James Goodlate of Abbotshaugh 
1738 CRS   James Goodlate of Abbotshaugh 
1753 GD58/5/8/4/23 Feuduty receipt to James Goodlet Campbell of Abbotshaugh and Achline 
1755 Roy   Abbottshaugh 
1756-1763 GD58/7/7   Papers in an action at the instance of various shipmasters against Thomas Kincaid, 

tacksman of Abbotshaugh, for fixing palls on the south bank of the River Carron, and in 
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an action of reduction by James Goodlett-Campbell of Achlyne, proprietor    
1767GD237/8/10   Inventory of the progress of the writs of the lands of Abbotshaugh disponed by James 

Goodlatt Campbell of Auchlyne to Francis Garbett and Charles Gascoigne. 
1764 CRS   John Graham, farmer in Abbotshaugh 
1773 C2/114/331  Charles Gascoigne of Abbotshaugh 
1782 AOS 172  Alexander Kincaid, tenant, Abbotshaugh, seised in part of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk ; 

P.R. 27.148 
1794 RHP4   Plan of the estate of Abbotshaugh and part of the estate of Dalderse, belonging to John 

Ogilvie, Esq 
1797 RHP242   Abbotshaugh 
1799 AOS 3775  Carron Co. seised in 3 acres of Abbotshaugh with the dwelling house, granary and houses 

on it,- on disp. by Robert Cowan, merchant, Glasgow to David Crawford, Captain-
Lieutenant in the late 83 Regiment of Foot, 

1817 Grassom  Abbotshaugh 
1819 RHP1485   ‘Plan of the estate of Abbotshaugh and other lands in the county of Stirling’. By William 

Crawford, Junior, land surveyor, Edinburgh. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, gardens 
and plantations. Steadings, field boundaries with field-names and acreages, glebe, part of 
Carronshore village, ferry and Forth and Clyde canal noted. Names of adjacent lands and 
owners including Carron Company. Tables of contents giving acreages of farms. 
Decorative title with pictorial view of mansion house and policies with three men fishing 
from a rowing boat. Part of Grangemouth parish included. Note 'Edinburgh 13th November 
1829. This is the plan referred to in my deposition of this date. George Brown. Robt 
Christie, Cmr.' And 'Edinburgh 14th November 1829. This is the plan referred to in my 
deposition of this date. John Gray. Robt Christie, Cmr.' 

1854 JOJ p.310  Bell of Abbotshaugh 
1879 PSAS p.304  (Donations to the museum) PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY, FEBRUARY 14, 1870.' 

(7.) By John Riddoch M'Luckie, the compiler, through T. Allan Bell, Esq. of 
Abbotshaugh. Account of the principal Wilsons in the Falkirk Churchyard, &c., reprinted 
from the "Falkirk Herald," with photographs. Small 8vo. 

1855 http://www.pacificbook.com/catalogs/curcat121-7.html 
    PRESENTATION COPY OF THE ANNALS 453. Soule, Frank, John H. Gihon & James 

Nisbet. The Annals of San Francisco containing a Summary of the History of the First 
Discovery, Settlement, Progress, and Present Condition of California...a Complete History 
of...its Great City to which are added Biographical Memoirs of Some Prominent Citizens. 
824 pp. Illus. with 6 steel-engraved plates & numerous wood-engravings in the text; 2 
maps, 1 of them folding. 9-1/4x5-1/2, original blindstamped cloth with gilt cover vignette, 
spine lettered in gilt. First Edition. New York: D. Appleton, 1855. Cowan p.601; Graff 
3901; Howes S769; Sabin 87268; Zamorano Eighty 70 - Presentation copy from one of the 
authors, inscribed on front free endpaper "To Christopher Bell, Esq., In memory of many 
pleasant times spent at Abbotshaugh, and with the best respects of J[ames] N[isbet], San 
Francisco, Cal. 31 July 1855." With bookplate "Ex Libris Abbots-haugh."  

1912 CDS13  Abbotshaugh - Miss Dawson 
ABBOTSHAUGH – MAINS OF  # FAK NS8982 [1]    
 
1819 RHP1485   Mains of Abbotshaugh 
ABBOTS MOSS  # FAK NS8778 [1] NS875783  
 
1812 Shaw 1812  Abbots Moss 
1837 Wilson  With respect to what is called the Abbotsmoss, the suspender may further observe, in point 

of fact, that it consists of three acres; that about one acre of it is situated at the south west 
extremity of the muir [of Falkirk], and the two remaining acres within the adjacent lands of 
the estate of Callendar ... the whole is a thin shallow moss ... never been cut for fuel 

ABLAND   # FAK NS8880 [3]]     
 
1257 Holyrood 91  cu terra que vocat Abland in Var capella pertinent ... heres Johanis filii Hervei Ab de Varia 

Capella 
1319 RH6/1/86  Act and Decree by William, Bishop of St Andrews, pronounced in a plea regarding a claim 

made by Donaca, daughter of John, son of Hervey Ab of Falkirk to the lands called Ablans 
in Falkirk which was unjustly retained by the Abbot of Holyrood;- parties being heard in 
the chapel at the said Bishop’s Manor of Liston – parties appointed to compear on 
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Wednesday following – On which day the Abbot appeared and produced (1) Charter 
whereby the said John son of Hervey Ab resigned in favour of the Abbot and Convent of 
Holyrood, Edinburgh, all right or title whatsoever he had in the said land of Falkirk for one 
chalder of meal and 3 ells of blue cloth to be taken by him yearly furth of the said lands: 
for the faithfull observance of which he gave his oath into the hands of Henry, Bishop of 
Galloway – At Polmuth ad Spinam on the day of Gregory the Pope 1257 – witnesses --- 
Radulph, vicar of Falkirk (2) Charter by the said Donaca with consent of her husband 
whereby in full consitory held at the church of St. Giles, Edinburgh on the Saturday before 
the Feast of St Thomas, the Apostle (19 Dec.) 1293, she resigned all her own and her 
predecessors rights in the said land called the Abland in Falkirk, giving her great oath in 
the hands of Alpin Treasurer of Scotland. The said Donaca not appearing, the siad Abbot is 
absolved from her claim and the said land pronounced to pertain to the said church of 
Falkirk and to the said Abbot and Monastery of Holyrood 

1565 GD171/3915  Inventar of the Writs of Abblandis of ffalkirk Regalitie 
 
The Holyrood reference of 1257 concerns a dispute between the Abbot of Holyrood and Donaca, daughter of John, son 
of Hervey, Ab of Falkirk, over land in Falkirk known as Abland. Charters were produced showing that John, son of 
Hervey, resigned all right and title to the land in favour of Holyrood in 1257 
ABOVE THE WOODS # FAK NS8278 [1]  NS821788  
 
1752 RS59/20 f 64v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Gilchrist carpenter (fabro 

lignarius) at Denny as procurator for James Cunninghame son to David Cunninghame of 
Seabegs --- Precept of Clare Constat --- with a discrete man Robert Ferguson portioner of 
Above the Woods of Seabegs, sheriff-depute in that part ---  all and whole the lands of 
Skipperton possest by James Scott and the lands of Woodend possest by Walter [?] Scott 

1767 RHP48422 barony of Seabegs 
1781 AOS 23 James Scott, portioner, Above the Woods of Seabegs, seised in Glensyards, parish of 

Falkirk, on disp. by Alexander Finlay in Falkirk and Peter Finlay in Larbert, his father, 
1781 P.R. 26.440 

1816 AOS 8077 in a mailing of land in Seabegs called --- Above-the-Wood of Seabegs  
1823 AOS Above-the-Wood of Seabegs now called Greenhill 
1847 RHP6129 Above the Wood 
 
cf Underwood infra 
ACRES OF MUMRILLS # FAK NS927 [2]  
 
1806 AOS   Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls 
ADAMS GOAT  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS886797  
 
1653 RS58/9 f.187v bounded as follows to witt betwixt the lands pertaining heretibly to Sir William 

Livingstoune of Westquarter and possest be John Jonstoune alies Chambers on the eist syd 
of the said lands, the strype or Gott called Adams Gott on the south end of the said lands, 
the  lands pertaining to David Livingstoune of Bantaskine and ane Cottage land quilk is 
possest be Mr James Robert and Patrick Livingstoune on the west syd of ane rad and balk 
quhilk passeth betwixt the wynd in Falkirk called Bantaskines Wind South to the foresyd 
of the Gott called Adames Gott on  the west syd of the said lands and the yards pertaining 
heritably to the said Sir William Livingstoune 

1655 Wilson  Ademeis Gotte 
1669 RS59/4 f.65  [L] lie stryp aut stagnis vocat Adams Gote 
1685 RS59/7 f.14v  the stryp and goatt called Adames Goatt  
1694 RS83/1 f.48v.5 George Clelland in Falkirk & Jean Cowie his spouse of tua aickers and a half aicker of 

croft land of the toune and lands of Falkirk lyand on the south syde thereof on the south 
syde of the Goat called Adams Goat upon a disposition grantit be Patrick Muirhead of 
Rashihill. Registered on the  270th leaf of the said Register 

1770 DFM  Adams Gote 
1787 AOS 1104  Adam’s Gott - Livingston of Westquarter  
1859 OS   Adams Gote 
1865 FEU 719,720,783 Adams Gote, Gote Ditch, the Gote 
1881 CHA A812.011/226  Extract from the draft State of Teinds of Falkirk Parish, concerning two acres of land 

owned by Falkirk Parochial Board on the south side of Adams Gote 
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ALLANDALE FAK NS8078 [1]  NS802788  
 
1934 FH p.8f Allandale 
1971 OS Allandale 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Allandale 
 
This place began as a group of houses built to accomodate the work-force of Stein's Refractories. It was named after 
one of the sons of the founder of that firm. 
ALTON DYKE  # FAK NS9180 [1]    
 
1826 RHP80296  Alton Dyke - a ditch or canalised stream 
ARCHIBALD DOBBY'S PARK # FAK NS8177  [1] NS810770  
 
1758 RHP6103 Archibald Dobbys Park commonly so called 
 
cf James Dobie in Cassellcarie, 1662 CRS  

ARNOTHILL  FAK NS8879 [1]  
 
1780 RHP695  Arnot Hill Lands 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Easter Bantaskine and Arnots Hill 
1855 SC4/3/2  Field in Arnothill 
1860 OS   Arnot Hill – shows  house and topographical 
1880 Nimmo 1880 i p  38 Crossing the Arnothill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Arnothill 
 
cf Arnot KNR 
    Arnottisboddum AYR (Arnoldisboddame 17 c.)  
    Maggie Arnot ABD; Arnott Boo MLO 
    Arnottisheuch in sh. of Peblis; 1508 RH6/ IV 719  
AUCHENGEAN  FAK NS8577 [1]   NS858770  
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] Duae Auchingavennis 
1511 RMS ii 3560  [L] Wester-Auchinganys [£5.6.8]; Ester-Auchinganis [£2.13.4] 
1590 Pont   Achingein 
1613 CRS   Robert Menzies in Aghingavin 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Eist Auchingaven, lands of West Auchingaven,  
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] duas Auchlingavins  
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Eister Auchengavill (occupied by Edward Cowie); Wester Auchingavill (occupied by 

Hector Merschell, Alexander Turnoure, George Dunmoir and Alexander Turnoure) 
1634 CRS   Alexander Turner in Auchingean 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v John Turner in Auchinegevin; Margaret Dinmoir in Westerauchinegevine 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9  Hector Marschell, Alexander Johnstowne, John Turner in Auchingevine 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9v George Turner in Auchingevine 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v ordanes the tennentis of Bogtoune Westercarmweris and Eister and Wester 

Auchinegevines to theik the Carmwremylne with hedder betwixt and this day 15 deyis 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.81 William Callender in Auchingevine 
1655 CRS   Marion Wilson in Auchingeane 
1679 CRS   Margaret Turner, spouse to Alexander Gilchrist, in Auchingeane 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.27v James Callender in Auchinegevine 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.55v Margaret Thomsone in Auchinegevine and Alexander Gilmor her husband 
1684 CRS   Alexander Gilchrist in Auchingean and Agnes Leishman, his spouse 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.87v Janet Callander daughter of umquhill James Callander in Auchengevine 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v Alexander Gillchreist in Auchingavin, William Allane there 
1687 RS83/1 f.10v.12 Marion Leisman daughter to umquhill James Leishman in Auchingen of an annualrent of 

William Gillmures land of  Forrester Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the 177th leaf of the 
said Register  

1688 Retour 310   [L] 2 Auchingebills 
1691 CRS   John Leishman in Auchingean 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.4  Robert Watt in Auchingean 
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1732 CRS   Agnes Gilmur, lawful daughter to the deceased Robert Gilmur, in Auchingaven 
1755 Roy   Achindean 
1817 Grassom  Auchindean 
1860 OS   Auchingane 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Auchengean 
 
cf 15c Auchengawyn, Morvern;1486 Ochtergavin, -gawin, -gayne 
AUCHENGEAN - EASTER  # FAK NS8677 [2] NS864777  
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] Duae Auchingavennis 
1511 RMS ii 3560  [L] Wester-Auchinganys [£5.6.8]; Ester-Auchinganis [£2.13.4] 
1625 RS58/3 f.361  [L] Eduard Cowie at Falkirk and Bessie Frieland his spouse and John Wyse in Kilbaine, 

baillie in that part for Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow [etc] with a charter of alienation of all 
and haill that just and equal half of the town and lands of Eist Auchingawin presently 
occupied and possesed by David [-a’] and that half part of Drumtruster possessed by the 
said David [Cai’] and the other just and equal half of the town and lands of Eist 
Auchingawin lying with the dyke vulgo lie alsweill within the dykes as outwith the samyn – 
which James Stirling presently occupies and possesses [with houses etc] --- the said David 
[Cas] lying in the barony of Callendir --- alsweill within the dykes as outwith the samyn 
[witnesses to sasine] John Fuird in Killingswallis, Robert Fuird in Stanylone 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.22v William Callender in Eisterauchinegevine 
1642 RS58/7 f.354v  Be it kend till all men be thir present lettres Me Edwart Cowie sumtyme at Falkirk heuche 

now portioner of Falkirk for my selff and takand full burthing upone me for Bessie 
Frieland my spouse [this is Cowie taking a wadset of the lands from the Earl of Callendar] 
of all and haill the just and equall half of the toune and lands of Eister Auchingevine 
togidder with that pairt of the halfe mwr of Drumtruster lykwayes with the just and equal 
halfe of the eisterthrid pairt of the towne and landis of Eisterauchingevine – with houses 
[etc] 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 Edward Cowie for Eister Auchinegevine 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.75 John Leischmane in Tamfourhill and James Leischmane in Eisterauchinegevine ... 

umquhill James Leischmane thair father 
1663 CRS   William Callender in Easter Auchengevine 
1677 CRS   James Callender in Easter Auchingean 
1742 CRS   David Foord in Easter Auchengain 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Easter Auchengen 
AUCHENGEAN - WESTER # FAK NS8577 [2]  NS854773  
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] Duae Auchingavennis 
1511 RMS ii 3560  [L] Wester-Auchinganys [£5.6.8]; Ester-Auchinganis [£2.13.4] 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Eister Auchengavill (occupied by Edward Cowie); Wester Auchingavill (occupied by 

Hector Merschell, Alexander Turnoure, George Dunmoir and Alexander Turnoure) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v John Turner in Auchinegevin; Margaret Dinmoir in Westerauchinegevine 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.33 John Grey in Westerauchinegevine 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.34v John Turner in Westerauchingevin 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.53v George Turner in Westerauchinegevine 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v ordanes the tennentis of Bogtoune Westercarmweris and Eister and Wester 

Auchinegevines to theik the Carmwremylne with hedder betwixt and this day 15 deyis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.93 George Dinmoir in Westerauchinegevine 
1656 CRS   John Gray in Wester Auchingivane 
1671 CRS   Janet Turner, daughter to George Turner of Wester Auchingeane, and spouse to James 

Leishman there 
1673 CRS   Janet Finlay, spouse to John Paterson in Wester Auchengain 
1676 CRS   Margaret Gray, spouse to William Hey, in Wester Achingovane 
1681 CRS   George Turner in Wester Auchingain, and Janet Chalmers his spouse 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.39 George Turner, elder in Westerauchinegevine 
1688 RS83/1 f.16.16 George Turner in Wester Auchengain to Mr Michael Livingstoune of Pantasken of ane 

wadsett for 750 merks quhairof he had upon the lands of Wester Pantasken. Registered on 
the  271st and 272nd leaves of the said Register  

1723 SC67/67/6 f.29 Alexander Gilmor in Auchingean 
1731 CRS   Alexander Gilmour in Wester Auchingane 
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BACKBRAE  # FAK NS8878 [1] NS880781  
 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk --- lands called the Killhill 
with houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the 
foresaid lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the 
town of Falkirk  

1781 RHP14345   Backbrae 
BACKFALL  # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1749 DFM  Thomas Ewing, Wright, in Backfall at Mungle Mill 
BACKLAND  # FAK NS8880 [2]     
 
1647 RS58/8 f.263  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Hameltoun 

lawful son of Alexander Hameltoun, burgess of Linlithgow --- all and haill the houses and 
lands lying in the burgh of Falkirk with the barnestead and stablestead commonly known as 
the Ladyes Inne with all the yards on the east thereof  --- the street of Bakraw on the north -
-- also those two acres of land lying contiguous on the north side of the said burgh of 
Falkirk between the lands --- the kirklands known as The Backland 

BACK PARK # FAK  NS7978 [1] NS793786  
 
1758 RHP6103 Back Park 
1815 RHP6102 Back Park 
 
This is one of the parks of Castlecary Park 
BACKROW  # FAK NS8880  NS888800  
 
1575 RSS   Back Raw Wynd 
1620 RS58/1 f.359v [L] And also all and haill that land of the said noble earl lying at the end of the lands of 

Bakraw on the north of the road called Randiegaitt  
1639 SC67/67/1 f.5  Bakraw 
1631 RS58/5 f.152v  [L] lands of Backraw opposite the north side of the road known as the Randiegait  
1639 SC67/67/1 f.5  Bakraw 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v Compeirit Helen Johnstoune spous to John Muirheid in Backraw and actit and obleist hir 

selff that scho would not scheir and grase in the meydowis of Falkirk or maynis of 
Callender nather that scho sould flyte or skald with any persone within the toune of Falkirk 
under the paine of fyve pundis money 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v Helen Johnstoune spous to John Muirhead in Backraw 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.27v John Wairden elder in Backraw 
1688 CRS   William Drummond, weaver in Backraw of Falkirk 
1788 AOS 1266  Backrow, Falkirk 
1810 FEU 24  Widow Smith [inn-keeper?] in Backrow 
1859 OS   Back Row 
1898 CHA FA11/2/16   Minute Book of the Streets and Buildings Committee of the Town Council and 

Commissioners of Falkirk 6.1.1893 to 1.11.1900.   Meeting held on Thursday 6.1.1898 at 8 
oclock:- “The letter remitted to the Committee by the Commissioners as to re-naming the 
Back Row was read and it was agreed to recommend the [same] to be renamed Manor 
Street in honour of the Lord of the Manor.” 

BAINSFORD  FAK NS8881 [1]   NS885815  
 
1713 LSR   Banesford 
18c RHP6114  Shows Bainsford close to point where Bainsford burn crosses the line of F & C canal 
1782 AOS 236  Alexander Ramsay, merchant, Falkirk seised in pieces of ground near Bainsford and parts 

of the East and West Moors of Falkirk, parish of Falkirk, on disp. by Adam Livingstone of 
Bantaskine ; P.R. 27.234 

1783 GD171/2081  Bainsford - Callendar Estate Rental - Baillie Dickieson 
1787 AOS 1167  Bainsford 
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1789 CRS Marion Johnston , daughter of Alexander Johnston, shipmaster at Carronshore and spouse 
to John Muirhead, cooper, Bainsford 

1797 CRS   John Dick, shipmaster in Bainsford 
1802 GD65/262  Thomas Smith, merchant in Bainsford  
1810 SLR   Bainsford 
1817 Grassom  Bainsford 
1828 FEU 218  Bainsford 
1861 OS   Bainsford 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bainsford 
 
cf Bainshole NJ605355 
    Beanscruik FAK 
 
Note: Jonet Beane 1642 SC67/67/; Thomas Bain, Mungal 1790 AOS 
BANDOMONIE FAK NS 7977 [1]  NS798770  
 
1686 RS83/1 f.5v.5 [L] Margaret Livingstoune spouse to John Stirling baillie in Stirling of an annualrent out of 

Mains of Castelcarrie and Bandomine. Registered on the  76th leaf of the said Register 
1715  RS59/13 f 295 [L] David Gilmour in Whitelies having a band of obligation granted be Alexander Baillie 

of Castlecary --- furth of all and whole his lands of Bandomannie Scarmuir and 
Fauchingsheillrige with houses [etc] --- within the Barony of Castlecary paroche of Falkirk 

1736 RS59/17 f 85  precept granted by James Dundass of Castlecarrey --- annualrent furth of all and 
haill my lands of Bandominy, Scarrmuir and Fauchingsheilrig 

1742 RS59/18 f 222v [L] Thomas Russell portioner of [F]raebank and James Rob tennent in Banknock baillie in 
that part with a disposition granted by John Hamltoun tennent in Bandomniney of 
Castlecarry heritable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all and whole the lands of 
Bowridge 

c.1755 Roy  Bandominie 
1758 RHP6103 Bandomonie 
1810 AOS 6332 Bandominey  - James Hay, farmer 
1817 Grassom   Bandominie 
1860 OS Bandominie 
1912 CDS Bandominie - A. Stark 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bandominie 
 
cf Kirkdominie [Scot.Place-Names] 
    Cragodomini/Craggo Domini, Kinross 1264-1359 [Ex.Rolls] 
BANKHEAD  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS892799  
 
1832 RHP82796  Bankhead 
BANKHEAD  # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS872809  
 
1751 RS59/20 f.6v  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Small merchant in 

Linlithgow as also compeared James Lambert son to Alexander Lambert gardiner in 
Dorater as Bailie and produced a heritable bond granted by James Burn of Dorater writer in 
Edinburgh --- all and haill these his lands of Dorater being a five pound land of old extent 
comprehending therein the dominical lands of Dorater the lands  of Newhouse Bankhead 
Caldhame The Mains and Neathertown of Dorater with houses [etc] 

1765 RHP6111/1  Bankhead 
1824 RHP6110  Bankhead  - estate of Dorrator 
BANKHEAD – SOUTH # FAK NS8679 [3]     
 
1782 AOS 186  Southbankhead 
1784 AOS 568  Johanna Chalmers, spouse of Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, gets 

Revoc. by herself, - of Killingswells & Newhouse; South Bankhead; parts of Tomfour, 
parish of Falkirk. G.R.417.107 

BANTASKINE  FAK NS8779 [1]       NS878799  
           South NS869791 -  
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1425 Wigton 714   Malcolm Forrester of Pettincoskan [recte Pettintoskan] 
1450 RMS ii 366  [L] The king grants to Robert Forestar, nephew and heir of Malcolm F. of Pettintostale, 

and his heirs,- lands of the half-lands of Pettintoscale in the barony of Calentare;- which 
the said Malcolm has resigned 

1450 RMS ii 367  [L] Elizabeth Nobill spouse of Malcolm Forrester of Pettintoscale 
1451 RMS ii 508  [L] Marie, Queen of Scots, annual rent from the lands of Pettyntoskale 
1458 RMS ii 618  [L] Malcolm Forestare of Pettintoscane  
1478 SProt p.38  Pettyntoskan  
1483 ADA 1464-1494 Malcolm Forestar of Torwood --- the lands of Pettintoscan pertaining to the said Malcolm 
1484 ADC p.61  Robert Forster of Pettintoskale and Robert of Kincade son and are of umquhile George of 

Kincade of Pettintoskale 
1489 ADA p.137  Malcum Forester of Pettintoskane 
1490 RMS ii 1992  [L] Malcolm Forestar of Pentruskane 
1497 RMS ii 2382  [L] Henry Forstair of Pettintosca [sic] and Agnes Forest his wife 
1498 RMS ii 2388  [L] Robert Forestare of Pettintoskane 
1500 GD215/1637  Henry Forestar of Pettintoskane 
1501 GD1/529/13  Charter by Henry F. of Pentuskane in favour of David Levingstoun, son and heir of 

Alexander L., of Dunipace, of 2 oxgangs of the lands of Mongwell 
1502 Young 1192  Henry Forstar of Pontoskane 
1503 RMS ii 2728  [L] Henry Forestare of Pettyntoskane and Agnes Forest his wife 
1504 RMS ii 2801  [L] lands of Pettyntoskane, in the barony of Calendar which henry Forestar and agnes 

Forest his wife resigned reserving the free tenement to Henry and Agnes - [complex] 
1505 GD1/529/15  Henry Forrester, son and heir of deceased Malcolm F. of Pettintoskane 
1510 GD1/529/19  Henry F. of Pettintoskane 
1529 Johnsoun 4  George Wilyemsoun, dwelling in Estir Pentosken, --- Agnes Forrest, Lady of Estir 

Pentosken 
1540 Johnsoun 218  Tack for 3 years of 1/3 of the lands of Ester Pentoskene belonging to Agnes Forest, widow 

of Henry Foster [recte Forrester] of P., granted by her to Patrick Andro in Ovir Mungall 
and Alexander Levyngstoun and Alexander Johnsoun in Falkirk; tenants to pay each 19s. 
4d. a year and jointly 3 capons and 6 poultry. Should the tenants sublet any part of the 
subjects, she reserves power to let them to Henry Mongall [Mungal] in Falkirk or other 
sufficient tenants 

1541 Johnsoun 266  the late Henry Forrester of Pentosken 
1542 RMS iii 2623  [L] M. Alexander Levingstoune, natural son of the late David L. of Pettintoskane, ... 

Alexander L. of Pettintoskane 
1545 RH6/1367a  Alexander Levingstoun of Bentoskan 
1546 RMS ii 3256  [L] The queen grants to John Livingstoun, son and heir apparent of Alexander, Lord 

Livingstoun, and Jonette Flemying his wife, ... , Eister Pettintoskane, ... in the barony of 
Callendar 

1550 Foulis 80   Late Henry Forrestar of Pentoskane 
1554 RMS iv 976  [L] Alexander Levingstoun of Petintoscane 
1584 RPSS viii 2033  Alexander Levingstoun, apparent of Pantaskane 
1584 RPSS viii 2104  John Levingstoun of Pantaskin 
1584 RH6/2723  Extract Letter Of Gift Under The Privy Seal, to Alexander Levingstoun Levingstoun, 

apparent of Pantaskane, his heirs and assignees one or more, of the escheat of all tacks, 
titles and possession of the tiendsheaves of the lands of Bothkenner, which pertained to 
David, commendator of Dryburgh, and had fallen to the king through the said David being 
convicted and fugitive from the law for art and part of the treasonable surprising of the 
town and castle of Striviling, in the month of April instant. 

1590 Pont   Pantasken 
1591 RMS v 1849  [L] Alexander Levingstoun of Pantoskan 
1603 RMS vi 1440  [L] Alexander Levingstoun of Pantosken - his sister, Marjory, married Alexander Leckie, 

son of Walter L. of Leckie 
1615 RMS vii 1241  [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Panteskane - bought the barony of Herbertshire 
1618 RS58/1 f.52  [L] Alexander Livingstone of Pantasken literatorie Thomas Livingstone 
1618 RS58/1 f.124v [L] Allexander Livingstoune de Pontaskene 
1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] Alexander Livingstoun de Pentaskene 
1619 RS58/1 f.326  [L] Alexander Levingstoun de Pentesken 
1619 RS58/1 f.340  [L] Alexander Levingstoun de Pantasken 
1620 RS58/2 f.111v [L] [endorsed “Sasine for John Simpsone and his spouse of lands of Westkers”] compeared 
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upon the lands underwritten, John Simpsone in Pantaskan, Margaret Burne his spouse and 
John Suord in Westkers, baillie in that part for Lord William Menteithe of Westkers, 
knight, the said John and his spouse having a charter of alienation of all and haill a liferent 
of 80 merks of good and usual money of the kingdom of Scotland  

1621 RS58/2 f.147  [endorsed: “for the laird of Donypace to Alexander Livingstone of Pantaskane of 
harbertschyr”] Be it kend till all men be thyr presentis letteris me David Livingstoune now 
of Donypace for my selff and takane the burdane in and upone me for the aires [in aill] and 
assignayes of umquyll John Livingstoune of Donypaice my [fayther] in quhois favoure the 
securiteis underwritten war maide grantit  as also for all [-y--] the aires of my said umquhill 
faither that forsameikle as Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane for certaine soumes of 
money gratitudis and gude deidis payed and done be him be the said to the umquhill John 
Livingstoune of Donypaice my fayther as also upone speciall [pusulla’une] that he [var 
lynallie and stend--] of the hous of Donypaice and of ane pairt of his patrimonie and estate 
hes beine geven out of the said hous be his predicessouris and thiarfour and in respect of 
the great [-]air that the said umquhill  John Livingstoune of Donypaice had of his 
educatioune in his youthe and advancing of him and his h[‘]ince with his [majestie] his 
maister finding him bound in dewties to inst[uent]ie to provyd him to his lands heretages 
and possessiounes here[---] [---] his deceas and to prefer to airies his freindeis incaice it 
sould pleis god that he had no bairnies landis & creat of his all in bodie Thairfoir the said 
Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane be his speciall band and obligatioune subscrivit 
with his hand of the daite the [blank] day of [blank] the zeir of god Jaj vic and [blank] 
zeiris band and obleist him and his aires asweill maill as tailzie to inqueis and [p]usounne 
as of lyn To infeft lewlie and sufficientlie the said umquhill John Livingstoune of 
Donypace his aires maill ---- in all and haill his landis and vtheris underwritten viz in all 
and haill his landis and baronie of Harbertschyre with the pendicles and pertinentis therof 
lyand within the sheriffdome of Striling aunal[---] to him heretablie be ane noble and 
potent erle Alexander erle of Lynlythgow lord Livingstoune and Callendar etc --- all and 
haill his landis of Eist Pantaskane – to him heretablie be the said noble Alexander --- all 
and haill his landis of Pantaskane – to him heretablie be the said noble erle [large sums of 
money being stated here for the bonds] all and haill his lands of Falkirk callit tua fewesland 
and coitland therof with pertinentis and pendicles of the samen lyand in the barounie of 
[blank] in all and haill his fyve oxingaite of land of Daldars lyand within the sheriffdome 
forsaid and that be dowble infeftmentis and chairteris of alineatioune  ------- oxingaite of 
land conqueist be him fra James lord Stewarte of Vchiltrie and Patrik Livingstoune feare of 
the samen quhilk pertainit of auld to unquhill John Livingstoune faither of the said Patrik 
with all richt and tittill he had to the tiend sheaves of the said landis 

1623 RMS viii 415  [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskane  
1625 RMS viii 779  [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskane - with others sold Saltoun 
1626 RS58/3 f.378  [L] Henry Livingstoun brother german of Alexander Livingstoun  of [Kilsyth???] and 

Thomas Livingston of Ballintoune [his father?] and Alexander Oiswald portioner of 
Falkirk, baillie in that part for Alexander Livingstoun of Pantasken, superior of the lands 
uderwritten --- Precept of Clare Constat  --- lands of Breadmidow and Midowlands [lying 
in the barony of blank!!!] ---- Braidmidow, the said lands being lands of Pantasken [this is 
reinforced at the act of sasine] 

1630 RS58/5 f.111  [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskan  
1632 CRS   Isobel Leishman, spouse to John Wyice [Wyse] in Pantaskin 
1632 RMS viii 2048 [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Pantaskane - consents to sale of Herbertshire by L. of 

Callendar 
1633 RS58/6 f.101   [L] Alexander Levingstoune of Pantasken  
1635 RMS ix 313  [L] lands of Pantaskane with the mill and manor pertaining to Alexander Levingstoun of 

Pantaskane 
1637 RMS ix 750  [L] the town and lands of Dalders, with the salmon fishing in the water of Carron, united 

into the barony of Dalderse;- held by Alexander Levingstoun of Pantasken 
1638 RMS ix 806   [L] Alexander Livingstoun of Pantasken - resigns Dalders 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v David Levingstowne of Pantaskane 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9  James Callendar in EisterPantaskane and Christian Smithe his spouse 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v And anent the compaint gevine in be Marion Dinmoir in Heiddyke upone George Muirheid 

thair Makand mentioune that quhair the said George at his awne hand in aitseidtyme 
lastbypast tuik furthe the mairtchesteanes quhilk was set in of old betwix the lands of Eister 
and Wester Pantaskaneis  
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1642 SC67/67/1 f.24 Alexander Levingstoune appeirand of Pantaskane  
1644 RS58/8 f.90v  [L] Alexander Levingstoune fear of Pantaskene, eldest lawful son of David Levingstoune 

of Pantaskene having in his hand a charter from the Earl of Callendar, Lord Levingstoune 
of Almond and Falkirk, superior of the lands underwritten --- all and haill the lands of 
Pantaskene with pertinents lying in the barony of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling 
[David resigns in favour of Alexander] 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.42v Alexander Levingstoune of Pantaskane 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.52v John Leischmane in EisterPantaskane 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.71v David Levingstoun elder of Pantasken - see for prohibition of drink 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.76v David Levingstoune of Pantaskane 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.83 Helynor Levingsoune Laydie Pantaskane - set to hir umquhill husband and hir be 

umquhill umquhill Alexander Levingstoune of Pantaskine [presume wife of David?] 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.86 David Levingstoune zounger of Pantasken [presume son of Alex?] - incident 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.103v  Helenor Levingstoune Ladie Pantasken 
1653 RS58/9 f.150v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Livingstoun of 

Pantaskine togidder with Normand Livingstoune of Mylnehill as bayllie in that part to ane 
nobele and potend earl James earle of Calender [etc] having in his hand a Precept of Clare 
Constat from James Earl of Callendar infefting and seising him as nearest lawfull aire to 
umquhile Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskine his brother in the landis and utheris 
eftermentioned --- all and haill the lands of Pantaskine with the pertinentis holdis of us 
cheiff as lord supeerior thairof in fewferme 

1653 RS58/9 f.158  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Burne 
portioner of Falkirk as attorney for Helen Elphingstoune youngest lawful daughter to 
umquhil Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrall --- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Dalderse --- 
David Livingstoune of Pantaskine to Helene Elphingstoune his future spouse 

1656 RS58/11 f.47v Comperit personalie John Boig merchant in Falkirk actorney and in the name and behalf of 
David Levingstoun now of Pantasken having a seasing  direct furth of the chancellarae at 
the instance of the said David Levingstoun now of Pantasken to the sheriff of Stirling --- 
the deceast David Levingstoun father to David Levingstoun now of Pantasken --- in all 
and haill the toune and lands of Dalders with houses [etc] --- fishing of salmond and uther 
fishings in the Watter of Carroun usit and wont united and erected in ane frie barrony callit 
the barrony of Dalders  

1655 RMS x 417  The Protector grants to Mr Andrew Oswald, advocate (subject to legal reversion),- the 
lands of Pantaskine, in the barony of Callendar ...; that 16s 8d. land of the town and lands 
of Falkirk, of old pertaining to umquhile Johne levingstoune of Pantaskine, and that other 
16. 8d. land of the said town and lands of Falkirk, and the cottage land pertaining thereto, 
extending to a 10s. land, with the pertinents, of old pertaining in property to James 
Levingstoune, son and heir to umquhile James L. of Baldow, in the barony and regality of 
Brughtoun ..., also the town and lands of Dalderse, with the salmon fishing and other 
fishings used and wont on the water of Carrone, ... erected into the barony of Dalderse; and 
the lands of Palmuth in the said sheriffdom;- which lands pertained to David Levingstoune 
of Pantaskine, and were on 8 May 1655 apprised from him at the instance of the said 
Andrew Oswald, in payment to him of £12,541 2s. 4d. Scots 

1655 GD171/3921  David Levingstoune of Pantasken ... Helen Elphinstoune his spouse 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.115v Helen Elphinstoune spouse to [David] Levingstoune of Pantasken - relates to RMS x 417 
1656 RS2/11/77  David Livingston of Pantaskine 
1669 CRS   Helenor Elphingstone, spouse to Alexander Gordone in Pontaskine 
1679 CRS   Edward Callender in Wester Pontaskin 
1684 RS59/6 f.465v [L] Mr Michael Livingstone of Pantaskine lawful and nearest heir of the late David 

Livingstone son and heir of the late David Livingstone of Polmont sui abi  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.15 John Leishmane in Pantasken 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.22v John Willsone, servitor to Mr Michael Livingstone of Pantasken, against John Leishmane 

in Pantasken 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Helen Dick in Pantasken 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.75 James Smith in Easter Pantaskane 
1685 CRS   James Smith in Easter Pantaskein and Euphan Linlithgow his spouse 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.130 [Helen Elphingstone, daughter of Michael E. of Q. was the wife of “the late” David 

Livingstone of Bantaskine and mother of Mr Michael L. of B.] 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.158 Edict of curatory at instance of James Schaw son of umquhill James S. of Dallwhairne and 

Margaret Millne his spouse being now past 14 years. Citation to William Scha of Fortassit 
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and William Schaw in Muckraw, nearest of kin of father side, and Michael Elphinstone of 
Quarrell (in virtue of supplement, in respect he lived outside bounds of regality) and 
Michael Livingstone of Pantasken, on mother side ... JS compearing ... chose Gavin 
Clarke in Dallwhairne his father in law as sole curator [i.e. step-father] 

1688 Retour 310    [L] lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskines;- lands of Langtoun, thomfuir, Durratur, 
Newhouse, and Killingswalls 

1688 CRS   Catherine Broun and James Smith in Easter Pantaskin her husband 
1688 RS83/1 f.16.16 George Turner in Wester Auchengain to Mr Michael Livingstoune of Pantasken of ane 

wadsett for 750 merks quhairof he had upon the lands of Wester Pantasken. Registered on 
the  271st and 272nd leaves of the said Register  

1700 RS83/2/10/309  deceased David Livingstone of Pantaskine RS59/10 f.266 – f.267 
1700 RS59/10 f.266 Mr Michael Livingstone of Bantaskine heir of Retour to the deceased Hellen Livingstone 

his mother and relict of the deceased David Livingstone of Bantaskine his father 
1701 RS83/2/10/502  [L] Thomas Burn in Falkirk of James Callender of Burn his part and portion of Pantaskine 

called the Burn with the houses muir RS59/10 f.416 
1701 RS83/2/11/13  [L] John Mitchell in Kills of Easter Bantaskine and Allison Leishman his spouse RS59/11 

f.15 – f.16 
1716  RS59/13 f.328 [L] Mr Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskine  
1716  RS59/13 f.337v Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  William Hamiltoun 

merchant in Falkirk for himself and in name of Jonet Thomsoun his spuse having in his 
hands a feuferme chartour granted be James Earl of Linlithgow --- in all and haill that part 
and portion of his lands of Easter Bantaskin lying on the north side of the burn called West 
Burn and which formerly lay runrig with a part of the said land of Easter Bantaskin which 
belonged to John Muirhead eldest son to the deceast Patrick Muirhead in Burn and was 
divided by the said John and William Hamiltoun by contract of agreement and excambion 
with free gates wayes and passages in and to the said lands  

1718 E644/1/14    Mr Michael Livingston for Pantaskin 
1718 SC67/49/8, f. 218 Tack by Mr Michael Livingstone to John Buchanan in Chapelyards of the lands of 

Chapelyards of Bantaskine 
1721 SC67/49/8 f.302. Tack by Mr Michael Livingstone Jarnes Millar of Chapelyards of Bantaskine with 

pendicles 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.6v Alexander Mitchell, weaver in Bantaskin 
1749 RS59/19 f.318v that part and portion of Mr Michael Livingstoun his lands of Pantaskine called Tophill 

with houses [etc] with the liberty of casting fail and divots upon the muir of Pantasken and 
freedom of wayes and pasadges to and from the samen for repairing and maintining the 
heall houses thereof And sicklyke all and heall that part and portion of the lands of 
Pantasken  called the Lymielands with a piece of ground at the west of the samen going to 
the end of the rigs which goeth south and north but never higher or lower accordingly as 
the samen is presently possest be Thomas Lieshman merchant in Falkirk and bounded as 
follows viz, the houses and yards possest be Margaret Wood and Pantasken land on the 
South the lands pertaining to Pantasken on the west and the lands possest be Robert 
Murehead in Tophill on the north and east reserving to the said Mr Michael Livingstoun 
the ordinar wayes and pasadges to and from the house of Pantaskine And also the said Mr 
Michael Livingstoun sold and disponed to the said Andrew Dick [of Compstoun] the 
Meadows of Pantasken as Easter and Wester as they fall by turns to be possest be the 
tennants of Easter and Wester Bantaskines 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.32 Mr Michael Livingstone of Bantaskine, common debtor, ... 1720 drawn by MR M.L. on 
Alexander Brockhouse in Thomcur his tenant 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.29v Robert Wood, tenant in Bantaskine... Alexander Mitchell, weaver there 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 William Johnstone in Bantaskine 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v Mr Michael Livingstone of Bantaskine ... against Robert Wood in Chapelyards, William 

Hardie in Headyck, William Grinday in Standielane, John Cowie in Thomcurr, John 
Anderson in Binnieslees and Archibald Small in Killingswalls ... Bantaskines grass roum 
called Thomcurr and of the grass above the Headdyke in his lees and muirs  

1725 SC67/67/6 f.58 Margaret Wood in Bantasken 
1755 GD171/2051  Pantaskin 
1755 Roy   Bantaskine 
1780 RHP695  Plan of the lands of Bantaskine 
1781 AOS 2  tenements on the lands of Holm,, par. of Falkirk:- on Precept of Clare Constat by Adam 

Livingston of Bantaskine P.R. 26.401 
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1785 AOS 683  parts of Bantaskine called Tophill. G.R. 423.264 
1787 AOS 1193  Thomas Smith of Parkhouse – part of Tophill < Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine 
1787 AOS 1194  part of Bantaskine called Burnside 
1790 AOS   Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine 
1794 AOS 2470  Wester Bantaskine comp. Tophill & Lymelands 
1800 AOS 3899  Pantaskine or Bantaskine, comprehending Tophill and Lymielands, & Wester & Easter 

Meadows of Bantaskine, b. of Callendar. G.R. 616.233 
1812 Shaw 1812  Bantaskine House 

1814 AOS 7484  Col. William Duncan of Glenfuir - Charles Hagart of Bantaskine  
1817 Grassom  Bantaskine and South Bantaskine 
1823 AOS   the Glen or Cleugh which divides the lands of Livingstones of Pantaskine from the lands 

of Tomfower 
1860 OS   Bantaskine and South Bantaskine 
1912 CDS13  North Bantaskine - ; South Bantaskine - Misses Wilson 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bantaskin 
 
cf Petyntasken CLA which by the 17c is Pitenskein;  
   1667 RS59/3 f.6v lands callit Pittinskeine]; 
   Pittenskeen lying in the barony and parioche sheriffdom of Clackmannan [1722 RS59/14 f.384v] 
    Bantuscall #, Kettle FIF NO297068 (PNF 2). 
    Pettintoskell – Pettintoskane ANG 
BANTASKINE – MUIR OF  # FAK NS8578 [3]     
 
1749 RS59/19 f.318v Thomas Johnston indweller and Riding Post in Falkirk and Francis Black his spouse --- 

these five acres of land being parts and portions of the deceased Mr Michael Livingstones 
lands of Bantaskine called Tophill --- lying in manner following viz: The common way or 
loan leading to Mungle on the west and north parts The lands belonging to James Willsone 
on the east and the kings highway on the south parts --- with a proportional part of the the 
Muir of Bantaskine 

1793 AOS 2601  in a park called Tophill with part of the muir of Bantaskine 
BANTASKINES KILN YARD # FAK NS8879    
 
1654 RS58/9 f.247v [Falkirk] all and haill that malt kill and cobill and just and equall halfe of the kill zaird 

being twelfe elnes of length and nyne elnes of breidth lyand on the south sydee of the toun 
of Falkirk betwixt the two merche stones presentlie afixed in the midle of the said kill zaird 
one the east, the gaite called the Burne Gaite on the south, the zairds pertaining to John 
Livingstoune and James Sword portioner of Falkirk on the west and the remnant of the kill 
zaird betwixt the the said maltkill and the said David [Livingston of Pantaskene] his barne 
on the northe togidder also with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the pasage 
way quhilk paseth from the said David his wynde called Pantaskens Wynd towards the 
southe on the west syd of his said zaird  

1657 RS58/11 f.111v Falkirk ---  malt kill and cobill --- kilyaird being tuelf elnes in lenth and nyne elnes in 
breid lyand on the south syde of the toune of Falkirk betwixt the merch stones affixt in he 
midle of the said yaird on the eist the gait callit the Burne Gait  on the south the yaird 
pertaining heritablie to John Levingstoune and James Suord portioner of Falkirk on the 
west --- togiddeer with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the passage way which 
passes from the wynd callit Pantaskenes Wynd towards the south on the west syde of the 
said land of Pantaskens Yairds 

1667 RS59/3 43v  [houses in Falkirk ] the yard of Pantaskens called the Killyeaird having ten elns in length 
and nine elns in width lying on the south side of Falkirk between two set march stones  

1751 RS59/20 f.20  George Deniston surgeon in Falkirk of the barn and killstead with the just and equal half of 
that barn and kilnstead with the just and equal half of that barnyaird commonly called 
Pantaskines Kailyaird having twelve elns in length and nine of breadth lying on the south 
side of the town of Falkirk --- The said barn or Kailyaird upon the east the way called 
Burngate 

BANTASKINE WYND # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Pantaskanes Wynde 
1653 RS58/9 f.160  wynd called Pantaskin Wynd  
1772 DFM  Bantaskine Wynd 
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1801 AOS 4249  the wynd called Bantaskine Wynd 
1832 RHP82796  Bantaskine Wynd 
 
Note: Bantaskines Wynd is now called Robert’s Wynd [Love i p.15 - see too p.44 for correction to Black’s plan] 
BARLEY END  # FAK NS8676 [3]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Barley End 
BARLEYHILL FAK NS8280 [1]  NS828804  
 
1817 Grassom   Barleyhill 
1860 OS Barleyhill 
 
cf  Barlae NX274602; Barlae NX275605 [PNG 25]. 
     Barlae Hill NX585885; NX785575; NX905725 
  Barlay NX685775; NX945665; NX592585;  
     Barlay Hill NX705785; NX945675 
     Barley Hill NT885345; Barley Knowe MLO   
     Bar-Liath, Cowal  
BARLEY MILL FAK NS8280 [1]  NS822800  
 
1767 RHP48422 New Mill 
1860 OS Barley Mill 
BARLEYSIDE  FAK NS8676 [1]   NS863761  
 
1817 Grassom  Barleyside 
1855 SC4/3/2/3092  Collier’s House, Bentend and Barleyside 
1860 OS   Barleyside 
1886 BPB   Barleyside 
1887 BPB   Barleyside Rows 
1912 CDS13  Barleyside - William Taylor 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Barleyside 
 
Note: there is mention of a “Barleyside” in connection with a burial plot in LPS – 1762 
BARNYARD PARK # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS895795  
 
1781 RHP14345  Barnyard Park 
1783 GD171/2064  Barnyard Park  
BARONS FAULDS # FAK NS8879 [3]    
 
1718 E644/1/14  Barons Faulds 
BATHFIELD COTTAGE #FAK NS8880 [1] NS889801  
 
1860 OS   Bathfield Cottage 
BATTLEFIELD COTTAGE [FAK NS8679 [1] NS865793  
 
1816 RHP10329  shown as group of house at west end of canal 
1860 OS   Battlefield Cottage 
 
Note: this is on the site of the battle of 1746 
BAXTERS WYND  NS8879 [1] NS887799   
 
1655 RS58/10 f.12  houses in Falkirk --- lying at the heid of the wynd called the Baxtir Wynd on the south 

west syd and end of the beakhous possest be William Baderstoune baxter thair  
1693 RS89/8 f.203  Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch and Mareone Johnstoun his spouse in liferent and Robert 

Simpsone their sone in fie of ane malt kiln, barnyard and houss in Baxterwynd of Falkirk 
upon a few ferm chairtor granted be James Livingstoun of Westquarter presently possest be 
Margaret Callendar relict of umquile John Whyte maltman in Falkirk  bounded as followes, 
viz the said wynd called Baxters Wynd on the west, the house and yaird belonging to John 
Burne merchant on the north and east, and the hie passage way on the south syde of Falkirk 
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on the south --- and of all and heall these tua aikers of land and ane half aiker of land called 
Coults Land with the yeard planted on the south syde of Falkirk all presently possest be the 
said Margaret Callendar John Wyse and William Batherstoun bounded as follows, viz 
betwixt his own lands possest be John Wall carrier on the west The hie way on the north 
The house possest be Ninian Wyse and Kye Loan on the east, and the goat called Adams 
Goat on the south 

1702 RS59/11 f.39v William Baderstoun baxter in ffalkirk his baikhouse in the Baxter Wynd of ffalkirk and 
oven with the westground and the southend of the samen and barn now built thereon 

1708 RS83/12/2/322 Baxterwynd of Falkirk 
1788 AOS 1278  James Balderston, baker, Baxters Wynd 
1799 AOS 3663  Baxter Wynd, on disp. by Alexander Gaff, baker, Falkirk  
1806 AOS 5267  in a dwelling house then a slaughter house in Baxter Wynd  
1830 FEU 268  Jo. Rennie, shopkeeper in Baxters Wynd 
1860 OS   Baxters Wynd 
1928 Love IV ii p.108  Although we have not found the name Baxter's Wynd before the year 1655, we think 

there can be no doubt the passage bore that title long prior to the year mentioned.  
    Another name long ago obsolete by which Baxter's Wynd was known was Westquarters 

Wynd. This we find as early as 1660, but there is no difficulty in accounting for it. From 
the close or wynd there must have been an entrance on the east side to the "Great 
Lodging," the town residence of the Livlngstones of Westquarter, and to which a passing 
reference was made in our article on " Cistern Lane."  

    But Baxter's Wynd bore yet another name. which we have heard old residenters 
frequently employ, viz., Post Office Close. In the early years of last century-and we have 
some grounds for thinking long prior to that time the postal affairs of our town- not then 
very heavy - were conducted in the western part of the Great Lodging, which explains the 
name "Post Office Close."  

BEAM FAK NS8376 [1]   NS835768  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69 lands of Littill Beame [repeated later in sasine as Littill Beime] 
1634 RMS ix 171 Beam (occupied by William Gray) 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.21 Janet Leischmane in Beane 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.43 Thomas Grey in Beame 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.87v Thomas Grey in Beane noted as absent from the head-court 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.109v Compeirit the persones efterspecifeit and acknowledgeit and confest the goeing by my 

Lordis mylnes with the quantities of victuall following quilk they ar astrickit to grind at the 
saidis mylnes They are to sey Thomas Grey in Beame confesss the goeing to Bonymylnes 

1687 SC67/67/ ii,  145v William Grey in Beam 
1688 Retour 310 Beam 
1714  RS59/13 f 160v In all and haill that rowme and mealling of land of the barony of Callendar called Beam 

bounded as follows viz the lands pertaining to John Muirhead of Tippetcraig on the west 
and the lands pertaining to the Earl called the Rowen Burn on the east and north and the 
lands pertaining to John Russell of Craigend on the south pairts  

1718 E644/1/14  James Gilchrist of Beam of few duty 
1743 RS59/18 f 280 furth of all and haill his lands of Beam purchased by him from the Earl of Linlithgow --- 

lying withing the parish of Falkirk  
1779 SC4/3 Beam 
1781 RHP14345 Beam  - shown as being outwith the bounds of Callendar 
1782 AOS 257 David Forrester of Denovan, as heir to Thomas Forrester, his father, seised in Beam, parish 

of Falkirk, on bond by John Rankine, merchant Falkirk to said Thomas Forrester, 1770, on 
Precect of Clare Constat by the said John Rankine G.R. 399.169 

1786 AOS 894 Beam, being part of the barony of Callendar 
1817 Grassom   Beam 
1860 OS Beam 
1912 CDS13 Beam  - Thomas Young 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Beam 
BEANCROSS  FAK NS9279 [1]   NS924796  
 
1625 RS58/3 f.369  [L] John Crawfuird senior in Abercorne, John Grinlay in Hathhornsyk, procurator, and 

Marjorie  Hendrie, spouse of the said John, Patrick Borthuik, lawful son to John Borthuik 
in Abercorne --- John Renny in Beincroce, baillie in that part for Alexander, Earl of 
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Linlithgow [etc] John Crawfuird having a contract of alienation and sale of all and haill --- 
annualrent out of the lands commonly known as the Netherlands of Mumrallis with houses 
[etc] lying in the barony of Abbotskers and regality of Bruchtoun [John appears to be 
buying the annualrent from Borthuik] [witnesses to sasine] John Fleyming? in Newbiggin, 
Patrick Macknellan, miller at the mill of Mumrallis and William Thomson in Bowis 

1635 RS58/6 f.244  [L] Robert Muirhead in Beincroce --- John Johnstone in Beincroce  
1636 Murray  Beencross 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v  The quhilk day anent the complaint gevine in be John Monteathe in Oiswaldsaltcoattis 

againes William Johnstowne in Forrestersaltcoattis anent ane yew quhilk the said William 
promeissit to haive delyverit to the said John Compeirit personallie bothe the said pairties 
And hes submittit and referrit the decisioune of the said mater to the persones following 
Viz. to James Levingstowne portioner of Falkirk and Patrick Grindley portioner of 
Reddoche choisine for the pairt of the said persewer and James Alexander portioner of 
Falkirk and David Levingstowne of Pantaskane choisine for the pairt  of the defender 
Quhom the saidis pairties obleist thameselffis to caus conveine and meite at Beincroce the 
XX day of Januarii instant and incaice of variance or discord sua that they cannot agrie 
togidder in ane voyce gifis power to thame  to choise ane oversman quhom the saids judgis 
sall thinke expedyent And they to report thair diligence to the saids judgis in the court 
thairefter 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.8v Beincroce 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.65.1 Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56  The quhilk day Alexander Monteathe zunger in Thorne of Westkers and Thomas 

Johnestoun sone to John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis is unlawit ilk an eof thame in fyve 
pundis for ane trublance committit be thame in Beincroce The same being suffitientlie 
provine and qualiefyit be Alexander Bellenden in Langtoune and hew Fergysone thair That 
the said Alexander had his suord drawne and Thomas ane quhinger to have strukine at 
uthers gif they had not beine holdine 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.107v Compeirit Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce Hendrie Beyge at Mumbrell mylne John 
Mitschell in Mumbrellis Thomas Bryssone thair and Johne Jack in Redding and Being 
suorne deponeit That they did not tak awey noe irone graithe nor uther geir from the place 
of Callender and that they knew nane takine awey thairfra be na uther persones. 

1661 CRS   Alexander Johnstone in Beinecorse 
1666 RS59/2 f.285v [L] that part and portion of the lands of Mumbrellis called the Beincross with houses [etc] 
1675 RS59/5 f.249v [L] all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Mumbrells called Beincross with 

houses [etc] 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5v Alexander Johnstoune in Beincros 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.96 John Johnstone in Beancross 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.117v James Cuithell in Beincroce 
1696 RS59/9 f.26v  [L] the lands of Mumberalls called Beancross with houses [etc]  
1720 SC67/49/9 f. 161 Tack by Henry Beg to Thomas Beg, mason at Beancorse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.17 Alexander Johnston in Beincross ... Thomas Turnbull, cooper in Beincross, eldest son and 

heir [of Thomas Turnbull] 
1725 CRS   John Johnstone in Beancorse 
1768 CRS   Alexander Johnstone, tenant in Beancross 
1782 AOS   Beancross 
1786 AOS   part of Redding called Beancross  
1787 AOS   part of Redding called Beancross 
1789 CRS   John Burn, elder in Beancross 
1800 RHP10925  Beancross 
1803 AOS   farm and land of Beancross consisting of 21 89/100 Acres being part of half of Mumrills 
1806 RHP10858  Beancross 
1817 Grassom  Beancross 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Beancross 
BEAN MARKET CLOSE # NS8879 [1]   
 
1832 RHP82796 Bean Market Close 
1860 OS Bean Market Close 
BEAN ROW  NS   
 
1810 AOS 6323  Barn and Yard & a Little house on the north side of the Bean Row 
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1829 FEU 228  Bean Row 
BEANSCROOK  NS8681 [2]  Dorrator   
 
1655 RS58/9 f.296  parts of Dorrator --- Newhous ---- togidder with that part and portioune of the landes of the 

Maines of Dorator callit Beinescrouch being on the north syd of the Water of Carroun 
presently possest be Alexander Hall in Crawnest all lyand within the fyve pound land of 
Dorator --- Beinescruick 

1655 RS58/10 f.15  Beinskreuk  
1715  RS59/13 f.268v Alexander Broun portioner of Broomage having in his hands a disposition granted be 

Ludovick Callander of Dorator alias Willisone oye and heir of tailzie to the deceased 
Ludovick Callander of Dorrator heretible proprietor of the lands and others underwritten --- 
all and haill that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorrator called Beanscrook lying upon 
the north side of the watter of Carron lying within the paroche and regality of Falkirk and 
bounding by a balk and marchstones dividing from the lands of Broomadge upon the north 
and west the said Ludovick his lands called John’s Mealling on the south  and the said 
watter of Carron on the east parts with ish and entrie thereto 

1728 RS59/15 f.251v the just and equall half of their lands of Broomage --- Alexander Broun elder his lands of  
Beanscrook 

1806 AOS 5343  pendicle of land of the £5 land of Dorator called Beanscruik on the north side of the Water 
of Carron 

BELLS CLOSE  FAK NS8879 [1]   
 
1749 RS59/19 f.340v all and haill these tenements of houses lying in the town of Falkirk South side of the street 

thereof and west side of the close commonly called Bells Closs sometime belonging to 
John Benny late distillar in Falkirk  

1786 AOS 877  Bell’s Close, Falkirk. P.R. 29.139 
1832 RHP82796  Bells Close 
1860 OS   Bells Close 
BELLS MEADOW  FAK NS8979 [1]  NS894799  
 
1881 Census  Bells Meadow 
1933 E873/164  Ultimus Haeres Department: Treasure Trove Files: Bells Meadow, Falkirk, Stirlingshire  
BELLS WALLS  # FAK NS8777 [1]  NS871771  
 
1755 Roy   Bells Walls 
1755 GD1712051  Bells Walls 
BELLS WYND  # FAK NS8879 [1]     
 
1733 RS59/16 f.157v [L] their dwelling house lying within the wynd called Bells Wynd --- their stable called the 

through going stable 
1792 AOS 2432  Bells Wynd 
1793 DFM  John Russel, Tobacconist in Falkirk ... house ... Bells Wynd 
1807 FEU app.29  Bells Wynd 
BENTEND  # FAK NS8776 [1]  NS874765  
 
1755 Roy   Bentend 
1755 GD171/2051  Bentend 
1817 Grassom  Bentend 
1855 SC4/3/2.3092  Collier’s House, Bentend and Barleyside 
1860 OS   Bentend 
1949 Ordnance Survey Bentend 
 
cf Bentend KSY 
BENTYETT # FAK NS7976 [1]  NS794768  
 
1758 RHP6103 Bent Yate 
1780 Ross Bentyate 
1815 RHP6102 Bent Yate 
1817 Grassom   Bentyett 
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cf Bentgate 
BERRYHILLS # FAK NS8279 [1]   NS822790  
 
c.1755 Roy  Berryhills 
1793 Antiquities Berry hill 
 
cf   Berryhillock SLM 
  Berryhills NO1131 
   Berryhill NN8905; NO0235; NO1112; NS4840; NS5622 
BERRYWARD  # FAK NS8978 [3]    
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Berriewairde (occupied by Henry Wyse) 
1637 NLS MS9635  Berryewairde 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.26v Walter Hendrie in Berrywaird 
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Berriward 
1688 Retour 310    [L] Beirewaird 
1693 Retour  Berriewaird 
 
cf Berryfauld NO6242; Berrydyke NN8511 
BEILD OF FALKIRK # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1665 CRS   Margaret McCalpie relict of Andrew McCalpie in Beild of Falkirk 
 
cf Bield of Bothkenner which was adjacent to the kirk; Bield of Leckie, parish of Gargunnock. [AOS 1897] 
 The Bield NT695425; NY315035 
 Bieldside NJ881023 
BIG MIDDLEFIELD # FAK NS8981 [1]     
 
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom. parish of 
Falkirk  

BINNIESLEES  see Binnisle 

BINNIEWALLS  # FAK NS8178 [1]   NS814783  
 
c.1755 Roy   Binniewalls 
BINNISLE  # FAK NS8678 [1] NS866782  
 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.143v William Andersone in Binneslyes [Binnesleyes; Binnieleyes, Buinielees, Burnieslies] 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v John Anderson in Binnieslees 
1794 AOS 2738  Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie, as heir to James Ramsay, his brother, seised in 

Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield. parish of Falkirk ;- on charter of 
confirmation & Precect of Clare Constat  by the commissioner of Sir Thomas Dundas of 
Kerse 

1794 AOS 2739  William Forbes seised in Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield,  parish of 
Falkirk;- on disp. by Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie 

1819 AOS 9273  lands of Killingswalls and Binnisle, being part of the £5 land of Dorrator which are now 
called Seafield 

BIRNS   # FAK NS8277 [1]  NS823770  
 
c.1755 Roy  Birn  
1767 RHP48422 Birns 
1819 AOS 9154 in Lochgreen including the lands called Birns, being part of the Barony of Seabegs; parts 

of the Muir  
1860 OS Birns 
  
cf Birns NO295115; NO505425 
BLACKBURN # FAK NS8076 [1]  NS800763  
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1588 RMS v 1595 Blakburne 
1624 RS58/3 f.231v Blackburne marchand with the lands of Cumbirnald 
 
cf Blackburn NS985655 [PNWL 76] 
BLACK BURN # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS816794  
 
1770 RHP704 Black Burn 
BLACKFAULDS  # FAK NS8477 [1]  NS840775  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Blakfaldis  
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Blakfauld (occupied by William Russell, John Gray and Andrew Neilsoun) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4  Andrew Neilsone in Blackfauldis 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.22v John Gray in Blackfaulds 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.42 Janet Neilsone in Blakfauldis 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.46 Ressaveis and admittis John Gilmoir in Blackfaulds tennant to my lord in that Rowme 

quhilk was befoir possest be umquhill Andrew Neilsone quha hes giffine his aithe as 
affeiris 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.67v Decernes William Grey in Blakfauldis Margaret Cowstoune in Kilbeane Hew Wyse in 
Blakhill Robert Small in Carmewris Alexander Muirheid in Boogtoune Daniel and John 
Allowayes thair David Wilsone in Walkmyln[toun?] [recte there?] Robert Raynnie in 
Heyllanedykes To remove from the Lands possest be thame within terme of law 

1670 SC67/67/iv 43 William Gray in Blackfaulds 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.43v William Ker in Blackfaulds 
1684 CRS   John Gray in Blackfaulds 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.73v William Grey in Blackfaulds 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.126 John Hay in Blackfaulds 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v Andrew ker [in Blackfaulds] 
1688 Retour 310    [L] Blackfaulds 
1718 E644/1/14  Blackfaulds 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12v William Grey in Blackfaulds 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.31v Andrew Ker in Blackfaulds 
1781 RHP14345  Blackfaulds 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Black Folds - 140 acres 
1912 CDS13          Blackfaulds - John Wilson 
 
Blackfaulds was thirled to Carmuirs Mill 
 
Cf Blackfaulds WLO [PNWL 99] 
BLACKHILL # FAK NS8077 [1]  NS809777  
 
1767 RHP48422 Blackhill 
1801 SC4/3 Blackhill 
1817 Grassom   Blackhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Blackhill 
BLACKHILL  FAK NS8878 [1]   NS886788  
 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Blakhill 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Blakhall (occupied by Hugh Wyse) 
1638 RS58/7 f.148v John Wyis in Kilbane, Hewgo Wyis in Blakhill, Henry Wyis in [Blakhill] 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4v Hew Wyse in Blakhill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.67v Decernes William Grey in Blakfauldis Margaret Cowstoune in Kilbeane Hew Wyse in 

Blakhill Robert Small in Carmewris Alexander Muirheid in Boogtoune Daniel and John 
Allowayes thair David Wilsone in Walkmyln[toun?] Robert Raynnie in Heyllanedykes To 
remove from the Lands possest be thame within terme of law 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.77v John Wyse sone to Hew Wyse inn Blakhill 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v Hew Wyse in Blackhill  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.7  David Wyse in Blackhill 
1696 Livingston  David Wyse in Blackhill 
1718 E644/1/14  Blackhill 
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1755 Roy   Blackhill 
1781 RHP14345  Black Hills 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Black Hills - 75 acres 
1817 Grassom  Blackhill 
1820 RHP14346  Blackhill 
BLACKLOCH  # FAK NS8377 [2]     
 
1590 Pont   Blak L 
BLACKNEYHILL  # FAK NS8579 [1] NS857792  
 
1879 Gillespie p.18  Blackneyhill Wood 
BLACK SLAP # FAK NS8276 [1]   NS821769  
 
c.1755 Roy  Black Slap 
1767 RHP48422 Black Slack 
1793 AOS Blackslap 
BLAEBERRY MUIR FAK NS8579 [1]   NS857791  
BLAIR - THE # FAK NS8178 [2]  
 
1792 AOS 2406  part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair 
1793 AOS 2406 part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS 4702 part of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
 
cf Blairlee infra 
BLAIRLEES FAK NS8380 [1]  NS839802  
 
1670 RS59/4 f 188 Comperit personalie Robert Grosser [cf Grocer’s Rig] wright in Seabegs upon the ground 

of the lands eftermentioned having in his hands a few chairtor ---- granted be William 
Murray of Dunipeace heritable proprietor of the lands and teynds --- the just and equall 
fourt pairt of of the haill the lands of Blairlyes of Cowdoun Quarter of Seabegs 

1687 RS83/1 f.12v.11 Agnis Bennie spouse to Robert Grosart in Cowden of the equall half of the equall fourth 
pairt of the lands of Blairlies of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  215th and 
216th leaves of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – Blairleyes of Cowdowne] 

1698 RS83.2.10.81 Robert Grosser of Coldounquarter of Seabegs his just and equal quarter of the lands of 
Blairlyes of Coldounquarter of Seabegs [RS59/10 f.73] 

1720 RS59/14 f 192 granted be Duncan Young in Coudenquarter of Seabegs heretable proprietor of the lands --
- fourth part of the lands of Blairlees of Coudingquarter of Seabegs 

1737 RS59/17 f 192v [L] Helen Don as heir of provision to the deceased James Don of Boneyside her father of 
all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Seabegs lying on the 
south and northsides of the Water of Bonny now and in all future time to be designated 
Bonnieside viz all and whole the lands of Rowantree Burn lands of Blairlee --- astricted to 
the mill of Seabegs commonly known as Bonnymiln 

c.1755 Roy  Blairlea 
1767 RHP48422 Blair Lee 
1780 Ross Blairlees 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

1817 AOS 8573 part of the lands and estate of Bonnyside and Bonnywater Bridgend or Bonnywater on the 
south side of the Great Canal comprehending Blairlee & Cowden being parts of the barony 
of Seabegs  

1817 Grassom   Blairlee 
BLAW SOWRE # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS872808 [1]  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Blaw Sour 
1824 RHP6110  Blaw Sowre 
BLEACHFIELD  FAK NS8880 [1]   NS883804  
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1800 AOS 3921  piece of ground at the Bleachfield on the north side of the Town of Falkirk below Hectors 

Brae 
1860 OS   Bleachfield 
1861 FEU 635,649  Bleachfield 
1879 Gillespie p.128 Bleachfield 
BLIND WELL  Falkirk   
 
1790 DFM  on the north side of the King’s highway at the West Port of Falkirk opposite to the 

Blindwell 
 
cf Blind Well TF085205 
  Blind Wells NO125315; NO415035; NO595425;  
BLINKBONNY  # FAK NS8779 [1]  NS878798  
 
1898 FH 13.8.1898  Blinkbonny Farm - owner John Walker 
1947 OS   Blinkbonny Park 
 
cf Blinkbonny NO2718; NO5105; NO4404; NH9756; NT5364; NT6738; NX2974; NY2974 
    Blinkbonny  ABD; Blinkbonny MLO; ELO 
BLUE BELL CLOSE FAK NS8879 [1]  NS885790  
 
1795 AOS 2908  piece of ground called the Kill Ailey, parish of Falkirk  
1807 FEU app.38  Blue Bell Close 
1807 FEU app.34  Blue Bell Entry 
1908 Love i p.142  Blue Bell Close - For sixty odd years, at least, this thoroughfare has held its present name, 

lending as it does to the inn known as the Blue Bell. Immediately prior to that time it was 
known as “McKechnie’s Close” the property in the court having been purchased in 1824 
by Robert McKechnie, writer, aftewards Town Clerk of Falkirk. ... But this close, as Mr 
John Lithgow informes us some years ago, bore a more ancient name than that of 
McKechnies” or “Blue Bell”. It was known as “The Kiln Alley” from the circumstances, 
no doubt, that it led up to some malt kilns. ... Most of our readers know the traditional story 
that in the close named by the Town Council in June 1907 as Galloway’s Close - leading 
from the Blue bell Court to “Robert’s Wynd” a countryman was “beetled” to daeth on a 
feeing fair evening. From this circumstance the close was known as “The Beetler’s 
Howff”. On a quiet evening a peculiar sound could be heard coming from the close ... the 
ghost of the murdered man. Groups used to gather ... caused by water running through a 
pipe 

BOAT POOL  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS887824  
 
1797 RHP242  Coxter Holes or Boat Pool 
 
The ‘boat’ was the ferry-boat which plied here. 
BODDOM  see Bottom 1  
BOGENESS  # FAK NS9179 [2]    
 
1855 SC4/3/2  Bogness or Laurieston lands [Earl of Zetland] 
1865 VR   Fouldubs and part of Bognesland and Northby [Earl of Zetland 
BOG PARK  # FAK NS8681 [1]  NS862815  
 
18c  RHP14360  Bog Park 
BOGSIDE # FAK NS8476 [1]  NS821791  
 
1738 RS59/17 f.281 [L] Walter Scot eldest lawful son to  the deceased Walter Scott of Bonnywatter and 

Katherine McFarlane his spouse [of Walter junior] --- these parts and portions of the lands 
of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Bonywater --- all and whole the fourth 
part of the Cowden Quarter Muir of Seabegs lying on the south west corner of the same 
which was found by Decreet Arbitral to belong to James Don of Boigside as proprietor and 
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superior parts and portions of the lands of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called 
Bonnywater 

1847 RHP6129 Bogside 
1860 OS Bogside 
BOGSIDE  # FAK NS8476 [1]  NS844760 [1]  
 
1755 Roy   Bogside 
1780 Ross   Bogside 
1781 RHP14345  Bogside 
1781 AOS   Bogside 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Bogside 
BOGTON   FAK NS8481 [1]   NS847812  
 
1546 Johnsoun 346  Sasine in favour of John Levyngstoun, son and heir apparent of Alexander, Lord 

Levyngstoun, and Janet Felmyng his wife, in the lands of Bogtoun, Eister Pettintoskine 
and Levelands  

1546 RMS iii 3256  [L] Bogtoun 
1586 CRE   George Muirheid in Boogtoun 
1601 CRE   James Muirheid in Boogtoun 
1621 RS58/2 f.272  Be it kend till all men be thir present letters me George Murehead of Ticketsheuche 

Marioun Watsone my spous for our selffis and name and behalff of Issobell Murehead our 
dochter that forsameikle as umquhille George Murehead feare of the landis callit the Drum 
of Dennye Jonet Muirhead his spous with special advyse and consent of William Murehead 
in Bogtoune sone and air at the least apparand air of umquhille Patrick Murehead in 
Bogtoune and also with consent of William Murehead in Bogtoune brother to the said 
umquhille Patrick Murehead ffor all Richt entres and clame of richt qhhilk  the saidis 
William and William Mureheadis or ony  of them thair airis assignees and successoris or [-
---] of the said umquhille Patrick had his or may have --- the said George Murehead his 
contract of marriage maid betwix him and the said Jonet  

1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Boigstoun - Boigtoun 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Boigtoun (occupied by Alexander Muireheid, John Muireheid, Alexander Andersoun, 

James McKie and James Ewin) 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9  John Muirheid in Boogtoune 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.25 John Wilsoune in Boogtoune 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.45 James Ewing in Boogtoune 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66v Alexander[,] James and John Muirheid in Boogtoune 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.67v Decernes William Grey in Blakfauldis Margaret Cowstoune in Kilbeane Hew Wyse in 

Blakhill Robert Small in Carmewris Alexander Muirheid in Boogtoune Daniel and John 
Allowayes thair David Wilsone in Walkmyln[toun?] [recte there?] Robert Raynnie in 
Heyllanedykes To remove from the Lands possest be thame within terme of law 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.84 Janet Deavie in Boogtoune 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.107 Alexander Muirheide in Boogtoune ... Helen Reynnie thair 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 John Muirheid in Boogtoune ... James Callender thair 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 John Muirhead in Boigtoun 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.78 Helen Hendersone, spouse to James [Weir?] tailor there (Boigtoun) 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.141 Alexander Muirhead in Boogtoune 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.143v Janet Murhead in Boogtoune 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.147 John Redheugh in Boigtoun 
1688 Retour 310    [L] Boigtoun 
1718 E644/1/14  Boigtoun 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12 Alexander Morison in Boigtoun 
1723 SC67/67/28v  Isobel Muirhead in Boigtoun 
1723 SC67/67/29  Andrew Dick in Boigtoun 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.54 James Morison in Boigtoun 
1755 Roy   Boggton 
18c RHP14360  Bogton 
1860 OS   Bogton 
1973 OS   Bogton 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bogton 
BOG WELL  # FAK NS845769 [2] 
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1781 RHP14345  Bog Well 
BONNYBRIDGE FAK NS8280 [1]  NS823804  
 
1682 CH2/331 in Denie beyond Bonniebridge 
1711 RS59/12 f 545 George Clelland at Bonnybridge 
1717 RS59/13 f 463v George Cleland at pontem de Bonnie 
c.1755 Roy  Bonie Bridge 
1793 Antiquities Bonie Bridge 
1799 DPR Bonniebridge 
1817 Grassom   Bonny Br. 
 
Bonnybridge was disjoined from the parishes of Denny, Dunipace and Camelon in 1878 [Fasti] 
BONNY BURN # FAK NS8279 [1]  
 
1845 Stuart Bonny Burn 
 
Not to be confused with the Water of Bonny 
BONNY HILL FAK NS8478 [1]  NS842789  
 
c.1755 Roy  Bonnyhill 
1761 CRS  John Stark of Bonniehill 
1767 RHP48422 Bonny Hill 
1806 AOS Bonnyhill 
1817 Grassom   Bonnyhill 
1820 AOS 9694 John Reid, Minister of the Dissenting Congregation, Lawriestown, and Helen Stark, relict 

of Archibald Currie of the City of Richmond, State of Virginia, seised in 67 acres of 
Cowden Quarter Muir now called Bonnyhill, parish of Falkirk – on disp. by John Stark of 
Bonnyhill 

1860 OS Bonnyhill 
1912 CDS13 Bonnyhill  - M. Campbell; Farm - David Binnie 
1980 OS Bonnyhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bonnyhill Farm 
BONNYHOUSE # FAK NS8280 [1]   NS825803  
 
c.1755 Roy  Boniehouse 
1793 Antiquities    Beniehouse 
BONNYMAINS # FAK NS8378 [1]   NS834785  
 
c.1755 Roy  Bonny Mains 
1793 Antiquities Bonny Mains 
BONNYMEADOW # FAK NS9082 [1]  NS903822  
 
1764 RHP1483  Bonnymeadow-  lay in Falkirk parish prior to canalisation of River Carron  
1787 AOS 1127 parts of Bothkenner called the Backraw, including the lands called Bonnymeadow, 

Lordship of Stirling  
1797 RHP242 post cut - shows Bonnymeadow to have lain formerly in a meander on the south side of 

river 
1794 RHP1524 Bonnyhaugh 
1794 RHP4 Bonnymeadow cut in two by canalisation of river 
1810 SC4/3/2 Backrow and parts thereof called Bonnymeadow 
 
cf Bonnymeadow GRM (BKX) 
    Kersebonny  NS775945 [1617 RS58/1 f.32 lands of Carsebin] 
BONNY MILL  FAK NS8280 [1]  NS824802 [1]  
 
1506 RMS ii 3013 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Stratoun of that ilk, superiorior of the 

lordship of the lands of Seybegis,-[wherein,-for a sum of money payed ...,- confirms 
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Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, his heirs and assignees,- two parts of the lands of 
Seybegis, with the mill thereof, 

1514 Young 2052 the mill [of Seybeggis]  
1618 CRS  John Bruce in Bonymylne 
1624 RS58/3 f.231v [L] the town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and mill-lands --- John Hagie, miller at 

the said mill 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] M. Alexander Levingston ... lands and barony of Donypeace ... Seybegis and 

Bonymylne 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.68 James Cruikeschanke in Bonymylne 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.109v Compeirit the persones efterspecifeit and acknowledgeit and confest the goeing by my 

Lordis mylnes with the quantities of victuall following quilk they ar astrickit to grind at the 
saidis mylnes They are to sey Thomas Grey in Beame confesss the goeing to Bonymylnes 

1666 RS59/2f 186 James Linlithgow miller of the mill of Seabegs 
1673 RS59/5 f 27v John Grindlay at Bonniemilne 
1719 RS59/14 f 11 [L] Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Grindlay in 

Bonny Miln  
1737 RS59/17 f 192v [L] Helen Don as heir of provision to the deceased James Don of Boneyside her father of 

all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Seabegs lying on the 
south and northsides of the Water of Bonny now and in all future time to be designated 
Bonnieside viz all and whole the lands of Rowantree Burn lands of Blairlee --- astricted to 
the mill of Seabegs commonly known as Bonnymiln 

1737 RS59/17 f 207v [L] Charles Grindlay merchant at Bonnymiln of all and whole that one shilling land in 
Seabegs called Milnquarter bounded by the highway on the north the lands of Dambhead 
on the east the lands of Drumm on the south and John Boyds lands of Kirkrig and the 
disponers [William Don of Seabegs] own lands on the south-west and west parts 

1740 CRS  John Grinlay, farmer at Bonnymilne 
c.1755 Roy  Mill 
1800 AOS 4024 John Reid, son of James Reid of Bonny Mill, in part of Fankerton called Tamaree Park 
1817 Grassom   Bonnymill 
1847 RHP6129 Bonny Mill; Bonny Mill Lands [both sides of canal above and below mill] 
BONNY MILL DAM FAK NS8280 [3]   
 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  37 At “Dick’s house,” which is distant from Castlecary about two miles, the wall begins its 

course nearer than before to the east point; and, about a quarter of a mile farther on, crosses 
a brook called Bonny-mill-dam. 

BONNYMUIR FAK NS8379[1]   
 
1820 EC 22.5 Bonnymuir Rising 
1845 Stuart Bonnymuir 
1879 Gillespie  Bonnymuir  - account of incident 
c 1886 RHP3310   Bonnymuir  - Plan of Bonnybridge Estate 
BONNYPLACE # FAK NS8280 [1]  NS829804  
 
1860 OS Bonnyplace 
1912 CDS13 Bonnyplace - A. and G. Paterson 
BONNYSIDE FAK NS8380 [1]  NS838802  
 
1729 RS59/15 f 369 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Don second born son to 

John Don of Seabegs --- all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of 
Seabegs on  the south and north sides of the Water of Bonnie to now be titled and designed 
and in all future time  to be known as Bonnieside Viz all and whole the lands of Rowantree 
Burn presently possessed by Robert Callender and James Ritchie: lands of Blairlee 
possessed by Adam Turnbull and Alexander Anderson and all and whole the lands of 
Cowden possessed by Edward Grahame, James Muirhead John and James Grossat (the 
Gateside now by John Hill and all and whole the lands of Bonnie Watter Bridge end held 
in feuferme by Walter Scot from John Don and by William Scot and other tenants and 
subtenants thereof  

1737 RS59/17 f 192v [L] Helen Don as heir of provision to the deceased James Don of Boneyside her father of 
all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Seabegs lying on the 
south and northsides of the Water of Bonny now and in all future time to be designated 
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Bonnieside viz all and whole the lands of Rowantree Burn lands of Blairlee --- astricted to 
the mill of Seabegs commonly known as Bonnymiln 

1739 SC4/3 indicates part of Seabegs 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

1817 AOS 8573 part of the lands and estate of Bonnyside and Bonnywater Bridgend or Bonnywater on the 
south side of the Great Canal comprehending Blairlee & Cowden being parts of the barony 
of Seabegs  

1847 RHP6129 Bonnyside  - Brick and Tile Works 
1860 OS Bonnyside 
1912 CDS13 Bonnyside – Farm Gavin Alston; House Edward Martin Stewart, firebrick manufacturer 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bonnyside Farm 
 
cf Bonsyde WLO [PNWL 57] Bunside 1335-36 
BONNYWATER  # FAK NS8380 [1]  
 
1672 RS59/4 f 311v [L] John Scott of Boniewater --- parts and portions of the lands of Cowdoun Quarter of 

Seabegs called Boniewater with houses [etc] 
1691 RS83/1 f.32v.2 Cowdens Quarter of Seabegs called Bonnywater. Registered on the  39th and 40th leaves of 

the said Register 
1738 RS59/17 f 281v [L] parts and portions of the lands of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called 

Bonnywater 
1738 RS59/17 f 281 [L] Walter Scot eldest lawful son to  the deceased Walter Scott of Bonnywatter and 

Katherine McFarlane his spouse [of Walter junior] --- these parts and portions of the lands 
of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Bonywater --- all and whole the fourth 
part of the Cowden Quarter Muir of Seabegs lying on the south west corner of the same 
which was found by Decreet Arbitral to belong to James Don of Boigside as proprietor and 
superior parts and portions of the lands of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called 
Bonnywater 

1789 AOS 1626 The Kirk Session of Falkirk on behoolf of the schoolmaster at Bonnywater  
1813 AOS 7262 Couden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Bonnywater  
1814 AOS 7528  lands of Bonnywater called Chapelcroft 
1817 AOS 8573 part of the lands and estate of Bonnyside and Bonnywater Bridgend or Bonnywater on 

the south side of the Great Canal comprehending Blairlee & Cowden being parts of the 
barony of Seabegs  

1847 RHP6129 Bonnywater 
BONNYWATER BRIDGEND  # FAK NS8281 [1]   
 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

1817 AOS 8573 part of the lands and estate of Bonnyside and Bonnywater Bridgend or Bonnywater on the 
south side of the Great Canal comprehending Blairlee & Cowden being parts of the barony 
of Seabegs  

BONNYWOOD # FAK NS8280 [1] NS828809  
 
1888 Stirlingshire Bonnywood 
BOOTH PLACE  FAK NS8879 [1]  
 
1812 AOS 7082  William Booth, Gardner, Falkirk, seised in 1 acre of croft land on the south side of the 

Town of Falkirk  
1860 OS   Booth Place 
BOROUGH ROODS # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1783 GD171/2081  Borough Roods - Callendar Estate Rental - Edward McKenzie 
BOTTOM 1  # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS896803  
 
1621 Retour 109  [L] Bodum 
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1634 GD171/3917  Contract between James, Lord Livingston of Almond, as superior, and the feuars of the 
lands of Falkirk agreeing to divide the outfield arable lands of Boddome, Brunsflet and 
How Meur 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.195 John Watt in Boddome 
1654 RS58/9 f.229v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands and maltkill underwritten James Burne 

maltman in Falkirk and Jonet Burne his spouse --- all and haill that maltkill in Falkirk 
presentlie possest be the said James and his spouse --- also the lands in Falkirk the 
Boddome last possest and occupied be John Watt there with houses [etc] lyand betwixt the 
lands pertaining to John Burne on the south, the lands pertaining to Normand Livingstoune 
on the northe, the burne callit the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the hie passage 
quhilk passes throw Grahames Mure to Ladies Milne on the west 

1654 RS58/9 f.251  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Murheid malt man 
in Falkirk and William Murheid his second lawfull son with William Livingstoune of 
Milnehills bailzie in that part for George Livingstoune of Gairdoche and Anna 
Livingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands underwritten --- of their few 
lands in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied in maner following To wit ane aiker thereof 
called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be George Thomsone maltman 
in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the lands pertaining to James 
Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter on the northe, another aiker called the Mursyde Aiker lying betwixt the mure 
callet Garhames Mure on the east and north parts thereof --- and the foresaid rude of land 
lyand in Bodome betwixt the burne called the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the lands 
pertaininig to the said James Earl of Callendar on the south west and north parts thereof 
and the fourth ane rig of land lyand in that part called the Leyriges 

1674 CRS   John Callender in Boddam 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.12 William Callender, merchant in Falkirk, son to James C. in Boddome 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.12 Robert Laurie there (Boddome) 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11v John Callender in Boddom 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.21v James Callender in Boddom 
1772 DFM  James Kincaid in Boddam - received Disp. from John Kincaid, portioner of Boddam, 

purchased from him by John Smith in Easter Carmuirs, who had purchased it from James 
Callander 

1783 VR   Boddom 
1807 FEU app.13,31    Boddom 
1808 AOS 5750  Robert Kennoway as heir to Alexander Kennoway, clothier, Linlithgow, his father, - in a 

fifteenth part of the town and lands of Falkirk, viz. Tofts, Crofts, Boddom, Bonnyflatt, 
Grahams Muir, and Easter and Wester Meadows 

1810 AOS 6340  acre of land in the Boddom east from Vicars Loan; 2 acres of the town and lands of Falkirk 
called Crookedriggs or Muirside  

1817 Grassom   Bottom 
 
Note: see RHP48952 which shows this to be the ground which became Victoria Public Park 
 
Cf The Bottom WLO [PNWL 153] 
BOWERS WELL  # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1928 Love IV ii p.47 These sources were considerably augmented by a stream which came from the overflow of 

Bowers Well in Gartcows Road – now closed – opposite Falkirk Laundry 
BOYD # FAK NS8278 [1]  NS824780  
 
1767 RHP48422 Boyd 
BRAEHEAD  # FAK NS9179 [1]  NS915794  
 
1817 Grassom  Braehead 
BRAEHEAD PARK # FAK NS8680 [1]  NS867808  
 
1790 RHP14360  Braehead Park 

BRAES – North & South # FAK NS8880 [3]    
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1668 RS59/3 f.138v butts of land in Falkirk callit the Thornebutts and two pieces of land in Falkirk callit the 
South Braes and North Braes 

1708 RS83.12.2.315 [L] commonly called the Westport of Falkirk with the lands called the Kilnhill, Thornbutts, 
South and North Braes 

BRAES OF MUMRILLS NS9179   
 
1806 AOS   Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls 
BREADS PARK  # FAK NS8680 [1]  NS866808  
 
1790 RHP14360  Breads Park - this is an enclosure 
BRICKFIELD  # FAK NS8980 [1] NS890809  
 
pre 1790 RHP6114  “a brickfield” 
1815 AOS 7946  Powflatt; and a piece of ground called the Brickfield  
BRIDGE PARK # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS769784  
 
1851 RHP6104 Bridge Park 
BROADMEADOW # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1626 RS58/3 f.378  [L] Henry Livingstoun brother german of Alexander Livingstoun  of [Kilsyth???] and 

Thomas Livingston of Ballintoune [his father?] and Alexander Oiswald portioner of 
Falkirk, baillie in that part for Alexander Livingstoun of Pantasken, superior of the lands 
uderwritten --- Precept of Clare Constat  --- lands of Breadmidow and Midowlands [lying 
in the barony of blank!!!] ---- Braidmidow, the said lands being lands of Pantasken [this is 
reinforced at the act of sasine] 

1692 RS59/8 f.82v  Patrick Murehead in Mungall and Agnes Mungall his spouse upone ane disposition be 
Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskin of that part of the land thereof called Meadow and 
Broadmeadow lands --- boundit as followes viz Falkirk Meadow on the east The Burne of 
Bantaskin on the south The Dyke of Mungall on the north and the said Burne of Bantaskin 
and Mungall on the west parts thereof 

BROCKVILLE  FAK NS8880 [1]  NS885803  
 
1831 Love ii p.220  The first to break ground for building purposes in Hope Street was Mrs Isabella Risk or 

Sworde, relict of Andrew Sworde, farmer and brewer, Munglehead. In 1831 Mrs Sworde 
seised “in the pro indivisio” half of 2 acres of land on the north side of  Falkirk in that part 
called the Weitlands with the headrigs thereto”. There she built Brockville and was 
resident there in 1832 and for years afterwards. The titles to Brockville give no clues as to 
why the house was so named, but we think the reason will be evident when we state that in 
1791 Mrs Sworde, whose maiden name, as we have seen, was Isabella Risk, married on the 

11
th

 of February of that year James Brock of Falkirk parish, she being resident in 
Muiravonside. James Brock was probably of the family of that name who for nearly a 
century were proprietors or tenants of the Old Crown Hotel, Falkirk ... second marriage to 
Andrew Sworde of Munglehead in 1819. The railway cut Brockville in two; the part on the 
north side of the railway still being known as Brockville Park 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Brockville Park 

BROOMHILL FAK NS8279 [1]  NS825798  
 
1666 RS59/2f 187 [L] Alexander Whyte in Dunepeace --- charter from William Murrey of Dunypeace --- 

lands of Seabegs called Damhead and Broomhill with houses [etc] 
1675 RS59/5 f 185v [L] these parts and portions of the lands of Seabegs called the Damhead and Broomhill 

with houses [etc] 
1695 RS83/1 f.60.2 Sir John Foullis of Ravestone in favour of David Robertsone in Kers and John Robertsone 

his sone & Alexander Whyte in Damhead of Seabegs - annualrent out of the lands of 
Damhead and Broomhill of Seabegs. Registered on the  367th and 368th leaves of the said 
Register 

1727 Gordon  upon a rising ground called the Broom-Hill, is the place where King Eugenius [uncle of 
Grime who broke through the wall, and king of Scots] pitched his pavilion. 

1793 AOS 2641  Dambhead and Broomhill, parish of Falkirk  
1811 AOS 6680 lands of Seabegs called Dambhead & Broomhill  
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1847 RHP6129 Broomhill 
BROOMPARK # FAK NS8976 [1]  NS789776  
 
1815 RHP6102 Broompark 
BROOMY HILL  # FAK NS7877 [1]  NS789776  
 
1758 RHP6103 Broomy Hill 
1815 RHP6102 Broom Park 
1851 RHP6104 Broom Hill Park 
BROOMYKNOWE # FAK NS8881 [2]     
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11 Broomieknow 
1819 AOS   part of Nether Mungal called Broomyknow 
BROWNELSIDE # FAK NS8078 [1]   NS806782  
 
1817 Grassom   Brownelside 
 
cf Brownhills FAK 
 Brown Hill HY305085;  HY405305; NH745605;  NJ705015; NJ385345; NJ445365; NJ465385; NJ595485; 

NJ735385;  NO555955; NS235705; NS245565; NS245605; NS445765; NS515045; NS535485;  NS655015; 
NS665785; NS675335; NS695135; NS775065; NS835115; NS855305; NS955135; NX735465; NX745885; 
NX795995; NY545655; NY665355; 

 Brown Dod NS885185; Brown Fell NY585565; Brown Head NR895255; Brownside NS5151 
BROWNHILLS  # FAK NS8078 [1]   NS802781  
 
c.1755 Roy   Brownhills 
BULLIONS  # FAK NS8278 [1]   NS824785  
 
c.1755 Roy   Bullions 
1780 Ross   Bullions 
 
cf Bulliondale, Slamannan parish 
   Bullions NS8687 
   Bullion Well, Ecclesmachan [PNWL 51]  
   Bullerwell, Hobkirk parish, Roxburghs. 
BURN   # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1620 RS58/1 f.359v [L] Hugh Hall indweller [incola] in the town of Falkirk and John Burne merchant 

[mercator] in Falkirk procurator --- Gelise [guelis] Davie, spous of the said Hugh --- 
William Levingstoun portioner of Falkirk, baillie in that part for the earl of Linlithgow, all 
and haill those meadows [pratis] with portions of land --- lying in the angle commonly lie 
Cruikside --- that parte commonly [called] lie Burne --- and also that piece of land lying on 
the north side of the said stream as far as the round hill [tandem ad rotundam montem]. 
And also all and haill that land of the said noble earl lying at the end of the lands of 
Bakraw ,on the north of the road called Randiegaitt [this is the latin for that last part:  Ac 
etiam totim et integras illius unius acre terre terrerum dicti nobilis comitis de Falkirk jacen 
a[is] finem terrerrum de Bakraw  versus boream vie nuncupat’ Randiegaitt] --- lying in the 
foresaid lordship and barony of Callander [witnesses to sas] Ninian Wyis, George Mungall 
in Falkirk, Alexander Levingstoun  there, James Burne there, Bartholamew Muirheid there 

BURN OF BANTASKINE # FAK NS8779 [3]     
 
1637 RS58/7 f.45  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Callander 

[senior ?] in Bwrne, eldest brother german of the late John Callander in Bwrne and Hewgo 
Levingstoune in Falkirk as baillie in that part for Alexander  Levingstoune of Pantaskine, 
Superior of the lordship of the lands underwritten, and the said Thomas having in his hand 
a charter of Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Bwrne with houses [etc] 
lying in the barony of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling --- which the said Thomas as 
nearest heir to the late John --- [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Levingstoune son of David 
Levingstoune of Polmonthe, James Callander in Tophill, John Baird, blacksmith in Falkirk, 
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George Williamsoun, writer, John Gardner, blacksmith there  
1637 RS58/7 f.46  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Callander, 

merchant in Falkirk Bwrne and Hewgo Levingstoune in Falkirk as baillie in that part for 
Alexander  Levingstoune of Pantaskine, Superior of the lordship of the lands underwritten, 
Thomas Callander, hereditary proprietor of the lands of Bwrne --- the said Thomas having 
in his hand a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the 
lands of Pantaskin which pertain to the said Thomas commonly known as lie Bwrne with 
houses [etc] lying in the barony of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses as in 
f.45] 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.7v Thomas Callender in Burne 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.16v Thomas Callender in Burne is decernit and ordanit ... to pay to James Callender in Burne 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.99 Elizabeth Patoune relict of Thomas Callender in Burne againes Thomas Callender now in 

Burne hir sone in Law 
1677 CRS   James Callender in Burne 
1690 RS83/1 f.26.7  Edward Laing, sailler in Leith and Agnis Callander his spouse of the lands of  Burn of  

Wester Pantasken. Registered on the  487th leaf of the said Register 
1692 RS59/8 f.82v  Patrick Murehead in Mungall and Agnes Mungall his spouse upone ane disposition be 

Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskin of that part of the land thereof called Meadow and 
Broadmeadow lands --- boundit as followes viz Falkirk Meadow on the east The Burne of 
Bantaskin on the south The Dyke of Mungall on the north and the said Burne of Bantaskin 
and Mungall on the west parts thereof 

1701 RS83/2/10/502 [L] Thomas Burn in Falkirk of James Callender of Burn his part and portion of Pantaskine 
called the Burn with the houses 

 
Note: there may be a connection with this place and Burnbrae in the Bleachfield area 
BURNBRAE  FAK NS8880 [1  NS883803  
 
1694 SC67/67/3  Burnbrae 
1755 Roy   Burnbrae 
1860 OS   Burnbrae 
BURN CROOK  # FAK NS9279 [2]  NS924795  
 
1755 Roy   Burn Crook 
 
Note: this is at Beancross which Roy does not show; possible misreading of field-notes. 
BURNFAULDS  # FAK NS8880 [4]    
 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.3  James Gray in Burnfauld [f.34  has ‘faulds’] 
1755 GD171/2051  West and East Burn Fals 
BURNFLAT  see Burnsflat 
BURNFOOT  # FAK NS8880 [4]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Burnfoot 
BURNGATE 1  see Eastbridge Street    
BURNGATE 2  NS8879   
 
1654 RS58/9 f.247v all and haill that malt kill and cobill and just and equall halfe of the kill zaird being twelfe 

elnes of length and nyne elnes of breidth lyand on the south sydee of the toun of Falkirk 
betwixt the two merche stones presentlie afixed in the midle of the said kill zaird one the 
east, the gaite called the Burne Gaite on the south, the zairds pertaining to John 
Livingstoune and James Sword portioner of Falkirk on the west and the remnant of the kill 
zaird betwixt the the said maltkill and the said David [Livingston of Pantaskene] his barne 
on the northe togidder also with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the pasage 
way quhilk paseth from the said David his wynde called Pantaskens Wynd towards the 
southe on the west syd of his said zaird  

1657 RS58/11 f.111v malt kill and cobill --- kilyaird being tuelf elnes in lenth and nyne elnes in breid lyand on 
the south syde of the toune of Falkirk betwixt the merch stones affixt in he midle of the 
said yaird on the eist the gait callit the Burne Gait  on the south the yaird pertaining 
heritablie to John Levingstoune and James Suord portioner of Falkirk on the west --- 
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togiddeer with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the passage way which passes 
from the wynd callit Pantaskenes Wynd towards the south on the west syde of the said land 
of Pantaskens Yairds 

1660 RS58/12 f.322v Alexander Levingstoun eldest laufull sone to the deceast Hew Levingstoun  in Falkirk and 
heritable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- of his few lands of Falkirk lyand on the 
south syde of the toune thairof in the place callit the Hollm having the lands pertaining to 
John Bennie on the eist the lands perteining to Robert Levingstoun younger in Falkirk on 
the south the West Burne of Falkirk on the west and the gait callit the Burngait and houses 
and yaird perteining to the said Robert Levingstoun on the north 

1708 RS59/12 f.382v the gate called the Burn Gate 
 
The context indicates that this was West Burngate 
BURNHEAD  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS884798  
 
1807 FEU app. 9  Burnhead 
1832 RHP82796  Burnhead 
1860 OS   Burnhead 
1928 Love IV ii p.50 Mr William Hodge of Awells, afterwards provost – proprietor of Burnhead or Woodlands 
1928 Love IV ii p.52 In the following year (1882) Cockburn Street was a miniature lake, and Burnhead 

farmhouse was flooded 
BURNHEAD LANE FAK NS8979 [1]  NS890798  
 
1832 RHP82796  Burnhead Lane 
1860 OS   Burnhead Lane 
BURNHOUSE FAK NS8078 [1]  NS806780  
 
1748 RS59/19 f 251 Burnhouse of Skipertown  
c.1755 Roy  Burn house 
1767 RHP48422 Burnhouse - shown on the south side of the burn 
1786 AOS 818 David Speirs, son of William S., of Lochgreen, seised in part of Burnhouse of Skipperton. 

P.R. 29.85 
1798 AOS3566  with the houses called the Burnhouses of Skipperton 
1817 Grassom   Burnhouse 
1860 OS Burnhouse 
1912 CDS13 Burnhouse - John Hall 
1956 OS Burnhouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Burnhouse 
BURNHOUSE  # FAK NS8880 [1] NS880805  
 
1661 CRS    Euphane Mungell in Burnhouse of Pantasken 
pre 1780 RHP6114  Burnhouse 
1832 RHP82796  Burnhouse 
BURNHOUSES  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1790 AOS 1772  in two third parts of a Tenement called Burnhouses on the south side of the High Street 

BURNS   # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1740 RS59/18 f.52  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Muirhead holding a disposition 

granted by the deceased Mr David Ramsay of Lethendie and Michael Ramsay his eldest 
lawful son Mungall in favour of the said John  Muirhead with the consent of Isobelle Mary 
and Helen Elphingstone lawful daughters to the deceased Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell 
and Jean Ramsay daughter to him --- these parts and portions of their lands of Mungall 
called called Burns and Stocks with the meadows thereto belonging as they were formerly 
possest by William Muirhead brother german to the said John and the deceased James 
Muirhead of [uncelance] in Tophill --- conform to their tacks bounding therein specified 
and aftermentioned viz. by Millburn on the south and west sides untill it comes to the north 
side of the Stocks and then up along the Dyke or Ditch that marches betwixt the Meanbank 
[and?] Boighill thence threw to the northend of the Meadowland then straight south 
Alexander Suords march until you come to the Millburn on the east parts together with the 
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Little Coathouse and yaird thereto belonging in Mungall as property to the said Elizabeth --
- with free use of road from the high road that goes through the town of Mungall and 
through the land called Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called Stocks --- 
privilidges thereto belonging and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the Green of 
Mungall for building and upholding of his said Coathouse  

BURNS CLOSE  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS886799  
 
1798 AOS 3541  a Dwelling House, yard & Orchard in Burns Closs, Falkirk, with a little park or inclosure 

now converted into Gardens on the West side of the road leading to the burn - Houses & 
Offices a little about the West Port of Falkirk, and lands on the south side thereof called the 
Killhill  

1801 AOS 4225  Burns Close ... on Bond by Robert and William Burn, son of John Burn, Writer, Falkirk  
1818 AOS 8663  the entry leading into the Closs commonly called Baillie Burns Closs  
BURNS COURT  FAK NS8879 [1]  NS886799  
 
1801 AOS   Burns Court ... on Bond by Robert and William Burn, son of John Burn, Writer, Falkirk 
1832 RHP82796  Burns Court 
1860 OS   Burns Court 
 
Note: Robert Burn, writer in Falkirk, 1699 CRS 
See: 1724 SC67/67/6 f.46v  
BURNSFLAT  # FAK NS8980 [2]    
 
1621 RS58/2 f.188  Burnsflett Grahames mure lyand within the barronie of Callendare etc. 
1621 RS58/2 f.194v [L] Bwrnesflat  
1621 Retour  Birnisflatt 
1631 RS58/5 f.153v [L] William Monteith, son and heir of the late Margaret Brysoune, daughter of the late 

Henry Bryssoune in Langtoune --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter, baillie in that 
part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that fifteenth part of the lands of Falkirk viz. 
toft and croft Boddom Beymflatt Grahamis Mure and East and West Meadows [pratorum 
orientalis et occidentalis] 

1631 RS58/5 f.244v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Levingstoune nephew of 
the late David Levingstoune of Backraw [of Falkirk] with a precept of sasine --- fifteenth 
part of the the lands of Falkirk viz. Boddome, Beinflett, Grahames Mwre  

1633 RS58/6 f.19  [L] Boddome Bymflatt [etc] 
1634 GD171/3917  Contract between James, Lord Livingston of Almond, as superior, and the feuars of the 

lands of Falkirk agreeing to divide the outfield arable lands of Boddome, Brunsflet and 
How Meur 

1637 RS58/7 f.47  [L] and that other fifteenth part of the town and land of Falkirk viz. Tofts and Crofts, 
Boddomis, Beinflett, Grahames Mwre, with infield and outfield --- lying within the 
lordship and barony of Falkirk  

1647 RS58/8 f.249  [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Captain Norman 
Levingstoune brother and heir of the late Alexander Levingstoune, lawful son to the late 
William Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk --- two fifteenth parts of the town and lands of 
Falkirk with houses [etc] Bodome, Beamflatt, Grahames Mure, East and West Meadows 

1656 RS58/10 f.113 annualrent from George Levingstoun of Gairdoch and Anna Levingstoun his spouse --- 
furth of all and haill that fyfteine part of the village and lands of Falkirk viz Toft Croft 
Boddone Benesflet Grahames Moore Eist and West Meidowes of the said village and also 
out of the houses and yeards lying thairto in the said village of Falkirk upon the north of 
the Hie Streit thairof Betwixt the houss and zeard now belonging to Sir William 
Livingstoune of Westquarter --- the house called the Innes belonging to Alexander 
Hamyltoun on the north 

1690 RS83/1 f.26.5  Euphame Monteath daughter to Laudivick Monteath, provost of Linlithgow of ane 15 pairt 
of the toune and lands of Falkirk comprehending the crofts of Bodom Bomeflat Grahames 
Muir and others. Registered on the 485th and 486th leaves of the said Register. RS59/7 has 
Bonieflett 

1808 AOS 5750  Robert Kennoway as heir to Alexander Kennoway, clothier, Linlithgow, his father, - in a 
fifteenth part of the town and lands of Falkirk, viz. Tofts, Crofts, Boddom, Bonnyflatt, 
Grahams Muir, and Easter and Wester Meadows 

BURNSIDE   # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS883804  
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pre 1780 RHP6114  Burnside 
1817 Grassom  Burnside 
1860 OS   Burnside 
BURNSIDE  # FAK NS8779 [3]    
 
1787 AOS 1194  part of Bantaskine called Burnside 
BURNSIDE ACRE  # FAK NS8779 [3]    
 
1726 RS59/14 f.655v all and heall their aiker of land called the Burnside Aiker bounded as follows viz The said 

burn on the east south and north parts and the lands of Easter Bantaskine on the west  
1786 AOS 928  Burnside Acre 
BURNT MOSS  # FAK NS8378 [3]  
 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

BUSHYARD   NS   
 
1783 GD171/2064  Bushyard Park - this is now part of Callendar Park 
1781 RHP14345  Bushyard Park 
BUTTS OF THE MUIRHEAD  (# FAK NS8878 [3]    
 
1629 Retour 136  [L] Alexander Hammiltoun, heir of Alexander Hammiltoun in Falkirk, his father, in 4 acres 

of the lands of Falkirk, with two pieces [particatis] of land commonly called Buttis of the 
Mureheid, and 1 piece of land contiguous and adjacent to, in the barony of Callender 

CADGERS ACRE  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1714 RS59/13 f.215 all and haill that the said Noble Earl his aiker of land commonly called Cadger Aiker  
1749 RS59/19 f.377 James Heugh portioner of Broomage --- annualrent furth of all and haill his lands lying on 

the north side of the town of Falkirk commonly called the Cadger Aiker  
1794 AOS 2812  Cadger Acre - sold by William Forbes 
1819 AOS 9090  one and a half acre of Heronhall called the Cadgers Acre, parish of Falkirk  
 
Note: James Livingstone, cadger in Falkirk 1621 CRS 

CADGER GATE  # FAK NS8880 [4]    
 
1855 SC4/3/2  Cadger Gate 
CADGERS LOAN FAK NS8277 [1]  NS826774   
 
1817 Grassom   Cadgers Loan 
1860 OS Cadgers Loan 
 
Note: Grassom shows 2 sites - presume east and west [824771] 
 
cf Cadgerford NS9892; Cadgers Road NJ6634; Cadger Bog NT7301 
CALLENDAR  FAK NS8979 [1]  NS898793  
 
1136 x1141 
David I Chrs. no. 56 
[= Glas. Reg. no. 3]  Dufoter de Calateria, w. royal grant to ’the church of St Kentigern of Glasgow’ (i.e. 

Glasgow Cathedral) 
1140x1153 
David I Chrs. no. 114 
[= Newbattle no. 162]  [L] David I grants to Newbattle Abbey one saltpan in Callendar (unam salinariam in 
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Kalentyr) [Note that G. W. S. Barrow (note to David I Chrs. no. 114) would identify this 
with the saltpan in Blankelande (unam salinam in Blankelande) mentioned in David’s grant 
of various properties to Newbattle ibid. no. 98 (Newbattle no. 18), which he would date 
1140x1152. If this is correct, then David I Chrs. i no. 114 must be dated 1140x1152. But if 
it is the same saltpan, why is it mentioned in two separate charters, and in quite different 
terms? Note also that in 1237 Newbattle had several saltpans in the Carse of Callendar 
(omnes terras et omnes salinas quas habuerunt in Carso de Kalentyr) by the gift of various 
kings (Newbattle no. 160)] 

1152 x1153 
David I Chrs. no. 214 
[= Cambus no. 57]  The king grants to Cambuskenneth Abbey various properties as well as the teind of all the 

king’s pleas and profits from Stirling, from Stirlingshire and from Callendar (de Kalenter). 
1153x1165 
RRS i no. 109 
[= Newbattle no. 163] Malcolm IV confirms King David’s grant of one salpan in Callendar, with common 

easements in pasture, water and fuel for the saltpan, in the wood of Callendar; and grants in 
addition all the arable the monks have in Callendar at a yearly rent to the king’s bondi of 4 
s., payable at Whitsun and Martinmas. (... unam salinam in Kalentyr ... et commune 
aysiamentum in pascuis et aquis et focalia ad eandem salinam in nemore de Kalentyr cum 
communi pastura ... Preterea concedo eis totam terram arabilem quam habent in Kalentyr 
liberam et quietam in perpetuam elemosinam Reddendo inde Bondis meis annuatim 
quatuor solidos ...) [ST notes: strange that they are being granted their land ‘free and quit in 
perpetual alms, while at the same time having to pay rent to the king’s bondi] 

1154 RRS i p. 8  “‘Arthur, intending to betray King Malcolm, perished in single combat on 27 Feb. and 
(also) Ness of Calatria [Nesius de Kaletirio]’. It may be that these men were native 
landowners in the Stirling district who resented the Anglo-Norman penetration of their 
country and saw in Somerled’s rising an opportunity to resist the new order by force.” The 
source is Bibl. Nat., MS. N.a.l. 692, fo 60r. See loc. cit. footnote 3. 

1164 Cambus  Calentare 
1165x1214 RH6/17  [L] Robert de Stamford, Knight of the Temple in England, with consent of his chapter, 

grants to Richard, son of John the priest and his heirs a toft in the territory of Falkirk which 
lies between the toft of Glasgou the Smith and the road descending towards Daldris and 2 
acres of land near the opening of the road at the south part between the land of the Thane 
and the land of the Abbot, with pasturage for 12 cattle, 60 sheep and 2 horses: all which the 
granter holds by the gift of Malcolm, son of Duncan, Thane of Kalentar: To be held for 
payment of 13 pennies yearly, half on Palm Sunday and half on the Feast of St. Michael 

c.1175 Cambus 100 Calanthir 
c.1200 Cambus 79  Malcolmo thane de Kalentyr 
c.1200 Cambus 81  Lord Alwyn de Kalenter 
1201 Cambus 21  [L] Sir John Levingstoun lord of Calentar 
1207 Cambus 24  Calentare 
1217 Lennox  I p.214  Eva, the daughter of Alwin, the second Earl of Lennox obtained from her brother, Earl 

Maldouven, the barony of Kilsyth, which then formed a part of the earldom of Lennox. She 
married Malcolm, son of Duncan, Thane of Callendar, in the shire of Stirling. To her and 
Malcolm, the son of Duncan, her brother Maldouen granted a charter, dated the day of St 
Laurence [10th August] 1217, of Glaskell, Brengoene, and a ploughgate and a half of 
Kelnasydhe with the patronage of the church of Moniabrocd. This charter was confirmed 
by K. Alex. III in 1251. By another charter without date, E. Maldouen granted to the said 
Malcolm the whole of Glaskhel and other lands in free marriage with his sister Eva. By 
Malcolm, Eva had a son Alwin, Thane of Callendar … 

1226 RRS i p.40     In the reign of Alexander II we have a record of the thanes of Callendar: P., thane of 
Callendar, witnessed an act of the Earl of Lennox in 1226, and in 1234 the king made over 
to Holyrood Abbey at ferm all his lands of Callendar which he had retained in demesne 
when he granted 40 librates there to Malcolm [Duncan’s son], formerly thane of Callendar.  
This Malcolm was presumably predecessor, if not direct ancestor, of Alwyn of Callendar 
occuring in Cambuskenneth Abbey records c1260, and of John and Alwyn of Callendar 
who held the estate for one knight’s service towards the end of the 13 c. We may 
reasonably infer that Callendar was held by thanes long before Malcolm, its last official 
thane was bought out by Alexander II. Callendar looks very much like a Northumbrian 
shire and there seems no reason to regard its thane as a different type from the thane of 
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Haddington. 
1226 REG 141  [L] P. thayno de Kalentir 
1230 Newbattle  [L] Carso de Kalentyr 
1244 Holyrood 65  [L] Alexander by the grace of God, king of Scots to all men of his whole land, churchmen 

and laymen, greetings. Let men know, now and to come, that we have given in feu to the 
canons of the holy cross of Edinburgh for ever all our land in Kalentyr that we had in hand 
on the day when we assigned to Malcolm, later thane of Kalentyr, forty librates of land in 
Kalentyr, to be had and held by the said canons for ever from us and our heirs by its right 
bounds and with all its just pertinents in wood and open plain, in land and water, in 
meadows and pastures, in moors and marshes, in ponds and mills, with gallows and pit, soc 
and sac, with tol and them_  and infangandtheft and all other just pertinents of the land. ... 
And saving to the said thane the foresaid 40 librates of land And saving to the monks of 
Newbattle one curucate of measured land in Kalentyr ... [Gallow and pit = right of capital 
punishment; soc and sac - and tol and them - these phrases are formal,, obsolete, and 
without meaning here; ingfangandthef = right to try a thief caught red-handed within a 
barony] 

1248 Cambus 53  Kalentyr 
1289 Bain  i p.129  Among the signatories of the Treaty of Salisbury were Patricke de Graham, Johan de 

Strivelyn de la Cars and Johan de Calentir. 
1290 Newbattle 219 John de Kalenteria 
1296 Bain   ii p.211  John of Callendar and Alewyn de Callendar both sign Ragman Roll. 
1296 Bain   ii 853   Writs to various sheriffs to restore their lands to several people who had ‘come to the 

King’s peace’, among whom is included ‘John de Calentir’. 
1299 Bain  ii 1062   The King  ... empowers ... to negotiate the exchange ‘body for body’ of [ a succesion of 

people - Englishman for Scotsman - always in that order] ... John de Kalentir for Reginald 
le Chen 

1303 Bain  ii 1457   Inquisition before Sir Archibald de Levingston, sheriff of Stirling ... as to the lands of the 
late Sir John de Calentir by Thomas le fiz Michel, Adam le fiz Brys [Bryson], Phelipe 
Colan, Gefray of Falkirk (de la VC), Symon Vygot, Colyn Croky, Fyston le fiz Mourin, 
Dovenald le fiz Rotterick [Donald McRodderick], Michel le fiz Ego [Mckay], Moris le 
Forester, Adam Gordon. Adam le Joen, Thomas Longe, Gilbert of Falkirk; who say on oath 
that tSir John held Calentir in chief of the King, doing service of one knight; the land is 
worth yearly in time of peace 40L, and now 8L. 6. 8. He also held the land of Kelnsithe in 
chief of the Earl of Fyfe, doing the service of 10 archers; it is worth yearly in time of peace 
60L and at the present 12L. They say Alwyn son of the said Sir John is his nearest ‘haire’ 
and is 28 years of age. 

1304 Bain  v, 353  Draft writ from King [Edward I] to the sheriff of Stirling. Orders him to bring to Chastel 
Kary all the forces, both horse and foot, of his bailiwick, including the baronies in it, but 
excluding any part of the earldom of Lovenax. They are to come without delay before Sir 
Thomas de Morham and Alwyn de Kalentir, to whom they are to be obedient. St Andrews 

1322 Newbattle 148 Carso de Kalenteyr 
1328 Holyrood No. 93 lands of Calentir  
c.1340 Elphinstone.No 5   John of Kalentyr is signatory to Airthbeg charter 
1345 RRS vi 93  William Livingston of the barony of Kalentyre which was forfeited by Patrick de 

Kalentyre 
1362 RMS i 108  [L] charter of the lands of Kilsyth in favour of William Levyngson and Cristiane Kalentar 

his wife Cristiane, “daughter of the late Patrick de Kalentar 
1399 Holyrood No. 108  [L] John Levingstoun lord of Kalendare 
1408 RMS i 897  [L] Alexander Levyngstone of Calentar 
1422 Hamilton 1887-1. 9 Charter by Alexander Levinstoun, Lord of Kalender, granting to James Hamilton, Lord of 

Cadoch (Cadzow), and to his spouse, Janet Levynstoun, the granter’s daughter, the lands of 
Schawys in the barony of Mawchan and sheriffdom of Lanark – 20 Oct. 1422 

1450 RMS ii 366  [L] The king grants to Robert Forestar, nephew and heir of Malcolm F. of Pettintostale, and 
his heirs,- lands of the half-lands of Pettintostale in the barony of Calentare;- which the 
said Malcolm has resigned 

1451 RMS ii 508  [L] The king grants to his dear consort Marie, Q. of S.,- for all the time of her life, the 
barony and lordship of Calentare, with the lands of Kilsithe, lands of Treenterene and also 
the lands of Inherne commonly called the Thrid Part, of Shereffis lande of Kippane, lands 
of Bruminche, and of Lethbert, in the sheriffdom of Striveline; with also an annual rent of 
50 shillings of the lands of Langtoun and an annual rent of 33 shillings 4 pence of the lands 
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of Pettyncoskale in the sheriffdom of Striveline;- which lands and annual rents devolved to 
the king by reason of the forfeiture of Sir Alexander de Levingstoune 

1457 RMS ii 606  [L] The king confirms James Lord Levingstoun, great chamberlane, and his heirs,- the 
baronial lands of Calentare, with the castle thereof, lands of Erth, Slamannan-mure, 
Kilsith, Polmais, Levilandis, Croftfidderale, in the sheriffdom of Strivelin; with also half of 
the barony of Culter, sheriffdom of Lanark; with also the lands of Calyn and Calindrade, 
and Douglas, and the lands of Terintera, sheriffdom of Perth;- which subjects James has 
personally resigned, and which the king has united and incorporated into a free barony:- 
Tenend. in free barony of Calentare, with freedom of forrests and warren, and also the 
advocation of the churches of Monyabro, Cultir and Slamannan;_ Insuper  granting to the 
said James and his heirs, as holding the Castle of Calentare, and £20 of land of auld extent 
of the above written barony, viz. the Strath, the Forest of Calentare, which are £5 of land 
of auld extent, the lordship of the town of Falkirk, which lands are 5 merklands of auld 
extent, the two Carmuiris which are 10 merklands of auld extent, and the two 
Auchingavenis with the Glen, which are 5 merklands of auld extent, with also the lands of 
Estirjal which extend to 2 ½ merklands of auld extent 

1511 RMS ii 3560  [L] The king confirms to Alexander Levingstounson and heir apparent of William, Lord 
Levingstoun, and Jonete  Stewart   his spouse,- the demesne lands of the place of 
Calentare, extending to a £5 land, with the castle, woods, wards and the parkis thereof 

1518 RH6/863  Letters of Collation by James, Bishop of Moray signed at “the Castle of Callandayr” and 
witnessed by Alexander, Lord Lewynstoun and Alexander Lewynstoun of Dunypais 
[Alexander Makysoun, Notary Public] 

1594 RMS vi 118  [L] Alexander Lord Levingstoun;- Reddend. for the castle of Callender and the £20 land 
of auld extent of the barony of Callender (viz. the Strath, wood of Callender of £5 extent, 
half of the town of Falkirk at 5 merks, the two Carmwris at 10 merks, the two 
Auchtengevanis with the Glen at 5 merks, the Eister Jaw at 2 ½ merks auld extent) 

1600 RMS vi 1031  [L] Alexander Lord Levingstoun... in consideration of the great service and extreme 
diligence by the said Alexander and Lady Helenor Hay his wife many years past in 
undertaking the upbringing and education of the king’s two lawfull daughters whereby the 
sum of £10000 is owing,- in satisfaction of the said sum, as well as the service of the 
predecessors of the king the forebearers of the said Alexander and in defense of the king 
against others in internal feuds;- newly grants to the said Alex, and of new incorporates the 
free barony and free forrest of Callendar, ordaining the castle of Callendar to be the 
principal seat;- Insuper  erecting the Town of Falkirk   - into a free burgh of barony; with 
power to the indwellers of fines and vending &c., and to create burgesses, to have a market 
cross with weekly markets on Thursdays and two fairdays annually, namely 29 June and 26 
October; with power to the said Alexander to have deputies for control of the fairs and 
markets; and to elect baillies &c, and to erect a court-house, with the other freedoms of a 
burgh of barony:- as also the whole rected into a free regality, with the power of justiciary 
courts and of holding justice eyre, exempting those holding of the jurisdiction eof the 
sheriff and the general judiciary 

1608 GD86/381    Extract from the Books of Council and Session of Letter of Tack by Mr. Adame Ballenden, 
parson of the parish kirk of Falkirk and of the kirks of Morrowingsyd and Diane which are 
pendicles of the kirk of Falkirk, with consent of Alexander, Earl of Lynlythgow, patron of 
the parish kirk of Falkirk, whereby, in consideration of certain sums of money paid to him 
in name of "gersum" he sets in tack to Alexander Levingstoun, son and apparent heir of 
Robert Levingstoun of West Quarter, for the space of his lifetime and that of his two 
succeeding heirs and thereafter for "thryis nynetene zeiris" the teind sheaves of the 
following lands viz:- the lands of Seabeggis and Castellcarey, the lands of Harbertschyre 
pertaining to Johne, Earl of Wigtoun, the lands and barony of Tempill-Denny, the town and 
lands of Littill Denny, the lands of Cuttelltoun and Lilislie, the town and lands of Heidis, 
the lands of Cattiscleuche, Dardars, Abbottishauche, part of the lands of Over Mungall, 
one-third of the Maynis of Callendar, the town and lands of Langtoun and one-third of the 
Maynis of Hayning, and one-third of the teind sheaves of the lands and barony of West 
Kers, all lying in the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling; with entry at Lammas 
1606; Paying yearly to the granter and his successors minister of Falkirk 300 merks Scots 
and 3 chalders victual (one-third bear and two-thirds meal), 200 merks to the minister of 
the kirk of Morrowingsyd and 3 chalders meal to the minister of the kirk of Diane, for 
relief of the Earl and in full satisfaction of all other duties which might be claimed from 
him for any other lands within said parish which he has in tack conform to contract (dated 
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at Linlythgow 7 August and registered in the Books of Council 20 October 1606) entered 
into between him, of the first part, Sir James Ballenden of Brochtoun, knight, and the 
granter, of the second part, and John Ballenden, portioner of Fluiris, of the third part. At 
Callendar 11th September 1608  11 Sep.1608   

1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] (endorsed “The Lady Linlithgows seising of Drumistristerig etc”) honourable  Thomas 
Callendar servant to the Alexander, earl of Linlithgow and Lady Helenora Hay countess 
of Linlithgow --- [------is] Wyse in Kilbane baillie in that part for the said noble lord --- 
lands of Jawcraig, lands of Drumtroysterrig, lands of Thraiprig, lands of Eist Auchingaven, 
lands of b[-]utone, lands of West Auchingaven, lands of Littill Beame [repeated later in 
sasine as Littill Beime], lands of Blakfaldis, lands of Lochrig, lands of Quhytrashies, lands 
of Howierig, lands of Greinerig, lands of Knowis, lands of Westir Glen, lands of Bogburne, 
landis of Cattisclewche, lands of Halglen and Valhill, lying in the south side of the stream 
of Halglen --- with lesser parts of Callendare and also with the mill commonly called lie 
Ladyeis myln with the mill lands, multuris and lie suckin  the place of Callendare with 
vulgo lie jame [DOST – jamme (2) an extending wing of a building Mains of Callendar 
[terrarum dominicalium] [witnesses to chart] Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane] 
[witnesses to seis] Thomas Livingstoune of Ballintone, William Hanna minister of Falkirk, 
John Livingstoune officer, Robert Moreisone in Scheilhill, John Auld junior there, John 
Tailzeour in Drumtroiche  

1622 RS58/2 f.338v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Callendar] 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] and naming the parts of the said barony sequentially, viz. Kallander-maynes, the Eist-

end of Callender-wode, the landis of Hawglen, Walhill, Eister Glen, Westir Glen, 
Berriewaird, West-end of Glenrig, Drumcroslerrig, Scheilhill, Greincraig, Eister Jaw, 
Westir Jaw, Threiprig [Eister] Auchingaven, Jawcraig, Westir Auchingaven, Swynrig, 
Blakfauldis, Lochrig, Greinrig and Schortrig, Eist-end thairof, Whytrasches, Howierig, 
Knowis, Rigend, Kilbeme, Blakhill, Jamescroft, the coilheuch of Falkirk, the landis of 
Westir Carrmure, Boigtoun, Cattscleuch, Eister Carrmure, Tomefurhill, Panmeidow, the 
Cairnemure-mylne, the landis of [Larbert] and Ladie-mylnes, the ferme-landis of Falkirk, 
the feu-landis of Falkirk, the housis and tenementis of land of Falkirk 

1637 RS58/7 f.43  [L] This is a huge sasine with James Lord Livingston of Almount taking possession – all of 
the occupiers are named after each of the ‘toons’ and, given the absence of feu-charters for 
these places, the assumption must be that these were held by kindly tenants. AOS takes 
place at the principal messuage of Callander – all of the pendicles as normal and all the 
others that pertained Callendar Maynes, Halglen, Welhill, Easter Glen, Wester Glen, 
Berrewwaird, Westend Glenrig [given as one place with occupiers] Drumcostelrig, 
Scheilhill, Greincraig, Easter Jaw, Wester Jaw, Threiprig, Easter Auchingeavel, Jawcraig, 
Wester Auchingeavin, Hueurig, Blakfauldis, Bame, Lochrig, Greinrig and Schortrig, 
Eastend, Quytrashes, Hwirig, Gilbam [John Wyse], Blakhill, Gramisaes, Coals of Falkirk, 
West Carmur, Bigtoun, Thomfourhill, Panmedow, Mill of Carmure, , the mills of 
Ladyesmyln and Labert [sic] Myln,  

    the feulands of Falkirk [with all the possessors]  
    feulands of Abbotisgrange, Bearcroftis, Gramsaltcottis, Oswald Saltcottis, Redheuch, 

Huick, lands of Falkirk with cottages [etc] --- which lie within the barony of Abotiskers 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1638 RS58/7 f.150  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyis as 
procurator and advocate for Helenor Levingstoune [filio naturalis] to the noble and potent 
Lord James Levingstoune of Almont and Callander  

1641 GD86/565    Contract of Marriage between Johne Stirling of Harbertschyire, on the one part, and 
Helenor Levingstoune, natural daughter of James, Lord Levingstoune of Amount and 
Callendar, lieutenant general of the Scots Army of Horse and Foot, with consent of her 
said father. In contemplation of the marriage, which was to be celebrated by 10th June, the 
said Johne Stirling (1) binds and obliges himself to infeft the said Helenor Levingstoune in 
liferent in (a) the following parts of the lands and barony of Harbertschyire viz:- the manor 
place, castle, tower and fortalice and mains of Harbertschyire, the lands called the 
Mylnetoune, corne-mylne, walk-mylne, and mylnelands of the same, the lands called the 
Nether Barnego, Fyve-aikeris, Thorniehill, Dutchledge, Ruellie, Greinis, Garcosche and 
Meikill Denovan, lying within the parish of Donypace and sheriffdom of Stirling, under 
reservation of the wood and park of Carrounglen, and (b) the lands of Heidiswoode and 
Cuithiltoune lying in the parish of Dennie and sheriffdom foresaid; (2) warrants the said 
lands to be worth yearly £1000 Scots (free from all taxations) over and above the manor-
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place and yards of Harbertschyre; (3) binds himself to infeft the heirs male of the marriage 
in his lands and barony of Harbertschyre and lands of Powhouse and Litill Sauchie lying in 
the sheriffdom of Clakmannane, and (4) makes provision for the daughters of the marriage. 
It is also provided (a) that should he infeft her in liferent in the said lands of Powhouse 
with manorpole etc. (with warrandice as above) she should renounce her liferent of the 
lands and barony of Harbertschyre, and (b) that he should deliver to her a tack of the teinds 
of the lands in which she is to be infeft in liferent at a yearly rent of 6/8. The tocher is 5000 
merks Scots payable at Martinmas 1641. At Edinburgh and Linlithgow 8 May 1641 8 May 
1641 

1641 B66/25/610/1-4 Documents relating to dispute between the Earl of Callendar and the burgh of Stirling 
anent the passing of the burgh's signature for a royal charter confirming its rights, 
privileges and possessions, with particular reference to Dalders and right to customs 
thereof [1641] Not held 

1663 Hamilton 1887-1 p.59 Contract between Lady Mary Hamilton, 2nd daughter of William H. 2nd duke of H. and 
Alexander, Lord Almond with consent of his uncle James, Earl of Callendar 

1663 GD86/638    Memorandum and Heads of a Contract entered into between James, Earl of Callendar, and 
William Stirling of Herbertshire, whereby they ratify the Decreet Arbitral (dated 13 May 
1663) following on a submission to the arbiters and oversman of all questions between the 
parties regarding the patronage of the parish kirk of Denny and the teinds of the parish, by 
which it is decerned (1) that the said William Stirling has the right to the whole parsonage 
teinds of his lands in the parish with the teinds of South Herbertshire pertaining to John, 
Earl of Wigtoun (excepting 3 chalders payable to the minister of Denny), (2) that the 
minister serving the cure at the kirk of Denny shall have an augmentation of 24 bolls 
victual yearly furth of the lands of Temple Denny under deduction of the sum of £40 
payable to him furth of said lands, (3) that the superplus of the said lands of Temple Denny 
shall belong to the Earl of Wigtoun and Stirling equally and (4) that the Earl [Callendar] 
shall have the patronage of the kirk of Denny in all time hereafter. The valued teinds of 
Temple Denny extend to 5 chalders, 8 bolls, 2 firlots, 3 pecks, 2 lippies (deducting 24 bolls 
as above) of which Stirling's portion extends to 2 chalders, 1 firlot, 1 peck. The Earl of 
Callendar renounces all right he has to the teinds of Stirling's own lands and the lands of 
South Herbertshire and receives a ratification of his own rights from Stirling. At Callander 
4 July 1663: Mr. Alexander Callendar, minister of Denny, subscribes in token of his 
consent on 6 July 1663, Sir Thomas Nicolson of Carnock, oversman in the Submission, is a 
witness to the contract  4 July 

1663  1675 GD86/696  Scroll of Instrument of Resignation narrating the resignation made by a procurator for 
Alexander, Earl of Callendar, Lord Livingstoun of Almond, at the Palace of Whytehall, 
into the hands of the King in favour of himself and the lawful heirs male procreated of his 
body with Lady Marie Hamilton, his wife, and the other heirs therein specified, of the lands 
and barony of Callendar with the castle thereof, which formerly pertained to Alexander, 
Earl of Linlithgow, his father, and thereafter to James, Earl of Callendar, his uncle, and 
comprehending the lands of the Mains of Callendar with the Straith-forrest of the same, 
the half of the town and lands of Falkirk, the two Carmuirs, the two Auchingevins and 
Glen, the lands of Easter and Wester Jawis, Jawcraig, Boigtoun, Haglens, Sheillhill, 
Wellhill, Slamannomure, Levielands, Croftfidderell, with castles, mills, fishings etc. and 
the advocation, donation and right of patronage of the kirk of Slamanno and of all other 
kirks and chaplainries thereof, and especially the following parts and pertinents of the said 
barony, viz: - the said lands of Callendar Maines and Straith-forrest thereof, the east-end 
of the Wood of Callendar, the lands of Halglens, Wallhills, Easter and Wester Glennis, 
Berriwaird, Westend of Craigrig, Drumcastlerig, Sheillhill, Greincraig, Easter and Wester 
Jawis, Threiprig, Easter and Wester Auchingevins, Jawcraig, Swynerig, Blackfold, Beame, 
Lochrig, Greinrig and Shortrig, the Eastend thereof, Whyterashes, Homerig, Knowis, 
Rigend, Killbaine, Blackhill and Jamiscrofts, the coalheuch of Falkirk, the lands of Easter 
and Wester Carmuirs, Boigtoun, Thomfuirehill and Panmeadow, the mills called the 
Milnes of Carnnis [1 Carmuris] and Ladymilne with the astricted multures of the barony, 
as well property as tenandry, and of the town and lands of Falkirk; the feu-lands of Falkirk, 
the houses and tenements of the same and the feu-ferm lands of Falkirk, all annexed and 
incorporated in the free barony of Callendar and lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling; the 
lands of Slamannomuire with mill etc. and patronage of the churches thereof, the parts and 
pertinents of the same formerly pertaining to the late Sir James Sandielands of Slamanno 
and those lands of the lands of Slamannomuire which formerly pertained to the said late 
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Earl of Linlithgow, viz:- the lands of Rashiehill, Midlerig, Balcastle, Castlehill, Hollhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Easter Dalquhairn, Balquhattstoun, Easter and Wester Dykheads and 
Halfmarke with the patronage of the kirk of Slamannone, and the half of the town and 
lands of Stanehous with the manor place etc. of said lands, lying by annexation within the 
barony and sheriffdom foresaid; the feu-farm lands of Airth, Abbotshauch, Bearcrofts, and 
Saltcoats called Grahams Saltcoatts, the lands of Saltcoatt called Oswald Saltcoatts, 
Reidheuch, Huick and Falkirk with the cottages etc. thereof and an annualrent of 40 
shillings Scots furth of the lands of Manuell and another of £6 Scots furth of the lands of 
Quarrell, all lying within the barony of Kerse called Abbotskerse and sheriffdom of 
Stirling, with power of regality, free chapel and chancellery, the heritable office of bailiary 
and justiciary of the said feu-ferm lands within said barony with the right of holding bailie 
and justice courts and with liberty and privilege of a port and station for ships upon the 
lands of Dalderse, or on any other lands of the earl lying contiguous to the Water of 
Carrone, for transporting coals to the sea from his coalheuch of Falkirk, of making and 
building dams and "clousses" for keeping the water in the water passages to be dug within 
the bounds of said lands of uplifting shore dues, small customs etc., and of a ferry boat on 
the said Water of Carrone; the lands and barony of Hayning, comprehending the tower and 
manor place thereof, the lands of Manwell called the lands of the Maines of Hayning with 
Parkhill and Hillside as pendicles and the tofts, "weittshott" and cottages thereof, the town 
and lands of Madustoun with coals and coalheuchs thereof, the lands of Gilmerstoun 
Nicolltoun, Gillandersland, Manuelrig, Gilmuirsland and Easter and Wester Bambreiches, 
with the mills of Manuell and Bambreich, the lands of Whyterig, Manwell, Walkmilnetoun 
and Myreheads Easter and Wester with towers, woods, coalheuchs, commonties, common 
pasturage, patronage, teinds etc.; the lands of the Maines of Manwell with "greins and 
hauchs" lying contiguous thereto, the lands of Walkmilntoun with the mill thereof, the 
lands of Myreheads Easter and Wester, and Williamcraigs with the teinds included lying 
within the sheriffdoms of Stirling and Linlithgow; nine oxgates, a quarter and half a quarter 
of an oxgate of land of the town and lands of Dalderse with salmon and other fishings on 
the Water of Carrone corresponding thereto, the templelands of Dalderse and the pasturage 
of two horses upon the Green Valley or Greenhauch and the pasturage of four kine upon 
the Ley commonly called the Leyis within the sheriffdom of Stirling; the lands of 
Terrintirrane in Kippen with the miln thereof within said sheriffdom; the lands of Easter 
and Wester Bantaskins, Langtoune, Thomfuir, Durrator, Newhous and Killingsualls, the 
patronage of the kirk of Falkirk and the kirks of Morrowinsyde and Dennie, which are 
pendicles of the kirk of Falkirk and formerly annexed thereto, with teinds, of the said kirk 
of Falkirk annexed to the barony of Falkirk, and also power of regality, free chapel and 
chancellery of all the above lands and baronies, which were erected into a free barony and 
regality called the Regality of Callendar, the heritable office of bailiary and justiciary 
within the bounds of said lands and the burgh of Falkirk, which was erected into a free 
burgh of regality by charter under the great seal of Charles I (dated 22 July 1646) to the 
said late James, Earl of Callendar, with yearly fairs etc.; the patronage of the parish kirk of 
Doniepace and Lairber with manse, glebe and salmon and other fishings on both sides of 
the Water of Carrone, the office of sheriffship of the sheriffdom of Stirling, the office of 
bailiary of the lordship of Stirling and the office of bailiary on the Water of Forth; the 
teinds of Wrae and Kincavell in the parish and sheriffdom of Lintlithgow; the lands of 
Numrells with miln thereof, Brumage and Lairber, with the lands of Mungalls, in the 
sheriffdom of Stirling; the tenement of land, with yard, barn, dovecot, tailrigs and 
pertinents lying within and beside the burgh of Linlithgow on the south side of the High 
Street thereof, and the tenement of land in the Backraw of Stirling; the lands, lordship and 
barony of Urquhart and regality thereof within the sheriffdom of Elgine, viz:- the town, 
lands and acres of Urquhart, the lands of Unthank, Loch, Finfann, Over and Nether Binnes, 
Easter Binnes alias Hutchine, Maitlaw and Hillis, Mawerstoun, Byers, Thripland, 
Woodland, Overmist [1 Overmift], Neithermist [1 Neithermift], Leuchars, the Milns of 
Urquhart, Milnecraig, Dinkintie, Monachtie and Forres with the multures, as well of wheat 
as bear within the earldom or thanedome of Murrey formerly paid to the priors of the 
convent of Pluscarden, the fishing of 2 1/3 cobles on the Water of Innerspey alias 
Corffhous, the lands of Foirhabbers [1 Fochabbers] and Ardidarroch, the lands and barony 
of Farnannie, Grangegrein, Mortoun, Moye, Grenghill, Farnachie, Penik, Bothilly with the 
miln of Grange, Grein and Newmylne of Dyvepottie, the salmon fishing of the Firth of 
Findhourne, the salmon fishing of Formannan, the salmon fishing of a boat or coble on the 
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Water of Findorne, the teind sheaves of the parish kirk of Urquhart and Belly and of the 
lands in said parishes with the right of patronage and also with free regality etc. within the 
bounds of the said lordship, the manse of the "precink" [1 precentor] of Murrey within the 
cathedral church of Murrey and regality of Speynie, the salmon fishing and "tugnett", as 
well red fish as "skaill" fish, within the sea flood from the mouth of Innerspey upon the 
east to the south mouth of Lossie "commonlie called from the west", the just half and ninth 
part of the Corrouch salmon fishing on the Water of Spey within the earldom of Murrey 
and sheriffdom foresaid extending to a coble, one-half and a third part of a coble of salmon 
fishing on said water, the manse with the yard and dovecot of the vicar of Elgin founded 
within the cathedral church of Elgin; the lands of Forresterseat in the sheriffdom of 
Murrey; the templelands and tenements which pertained to the late Mr. Robert 
Williamsone of Muirstoun, possessed by him or his predecessors or authors, Preceptors and 
Lords of Torphichen and St. John, with the office of bailiary and privilege of free regality 
within the bounds thereof; the coals and coalheuchs within the lands of the lordship and 
regality of Dumfermeling lying within the parishes of Kinglassie and New[burn] as well 
within as without the river of Forth; a tenement of land and yard (lately possessed by James 
Gibb) lying on the north side of the High Street of Dumfermeling beneath the cross 
thereof; a tenement of land in the burgh of Aberdeen bounded and marched as described in 
the infeftments of the deceased Earl of Dumfermeling; the tower, fortalice and manor place 
of the barony of Fyvie alias Foirmartine and one-third part of the lands, lordship, regality 
and barony of Fyvie alias Foirmartine, comprehending the lands etc. described in (1) 
contract of relief (dated 20, 22 and 23 February 1644) entered into between the late 
Charles, Earl of Dumfermeling on the one part, and the said deceased James, Earl of 
Callendar, the late John, Earl of Tueddell and the late Hew, Lord Montgomerie, on the 
other part, (2) disposition by the saids Earl of Tueddell and Lord Montgomerie to the said 
deceased Earl of Callendar, and (3) disposition by him to the said Alexander, Earl of 
Callendar, the resigner, all lying within the sheriffdom of Aberdeen and Banff and regality 
of Fyvie; the title, honour and dignity of Earl of Callendar, Lord Livingstoun of Almond; 
and also narrating the re-grant of the same to the Earl and his heirs in terms of the 
resignation. The date is blank with the exception of the year, 1675 1675  

1688 Retour 310  [L] Alexander earl of Callander [etc.] 
1689 Hamilton 1887-1 p.194 Letter from William, Master of Forbes, to the Duke of Hamilton. That the Earl of 

Callander, Lord Livingstone and Lord Duffus had been committed for complicity with the 
rebels. All persons in public trust are ordered to take the oath of allegiance. [Edin. 5 Sept. 
1689] 

1693 Retour 315  [L] James earl of Callander [etc.] heir of Alexander earl of Callander [etc.] his father, in 
the lands and barony of Callander  

1707 RS59/12 f.252v [L] Countess Margaret Countess of Linlithgow --- designed in the contract of marriage 
underwritten Lady Margaret Hay second lawful daughter to the deceased John Earle of 
Arrol [this is massive and contains all of the holdings of the family at that time] 

1716 E644/1    Title Rentals and related papers Date 1716-1724 - Extent 21 pieces Including: 
4. 1716 October 13: Rental [no names] of the Earl of Linlithgow's estate in the shire of 
Linlithgow, 24 June 1715. 
5. n.d.Judicial rental of tenants and vassals of James, late earl of Linlithgow. 
6. 1716 November 1  Account of the several feuduties and rents of the lands and estate of 
James, earl of Linlithgow and Callendar. 
7. 1716 October 29 - Judicial rental taken at Falkirk before Rothwell Townrow, deputy 
surveyor. 
8. 1716 November - Report by Rothwell Townrow, with rental of lordship of Linlithgow 
and regality of Ogleface; barony of Callendar and Almond. 
9-10. 1716 November 2 - Depositions anent rents and feuduties payable to the late Earl of 
Linlithgow out of the shire of Linlithgow, to him as heritable keeper of the palace, and out 
of the regality of Ogleface, his own property. 
12. n.d. Rental of the estate of Linlithgow (lordship of Callendar; lands in and about 
Falkirk; barony of Slamannan; baronies of Bambreich and Almond; teind tack duty of 
Templedenny; barony of Bridgehouse; feuduties of town of Linlithgow and Carmolet 
Friars). 
13. n.d. - Rental of estate of James, late earl of Linlithgow, made up by Alexander 
Livingstone of Parkhall, factor for the creditors, and also of lands carried off by the duke of 
Hamilton. 
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14, 1718 - Rental of the estate of Linlithgow for the year 1718 and preceding rests, 
Alexander Livingstone of Parkhall, factor. Attested by Colin Kirk. 
18. n.d.Note of the feuduties and other payments to the palace of Linlithgow. Given in by 
Graham of Kilearn as claimed by the duke of Montrose as governor of Linlithgow and 
Blackness. 
20, 1724 - Rental of the lands of Mumrells and others, sometime [belonging] to the earl of 
Linlithgow and now to the duke of Hamilton. 
21. 1720  Account of teinds payable out of the parish of Linlithgow.  

 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.29v Lady Anne Livingstone at Callender 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.35v Archibald Henderson, gardener at Callander 
1744 RS59/18 f.403v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Mitchell wright in 

Falkirk as actorney for James Grahame eldest lawful son to  James Grahame of Airth 
advocate heir of provision to Lady Henrieta Livingstone eldest sister to James late Earl of 
Linlithgow and Callander holding a Precept of Clare Constat granted by the 
Commissioners appointed by the Government and Company of Undertakers Drawing the 
Thomas Water inYork Buildings immediate lawful superiors of the lands and others 
undeerwritten to and in favour of the said James Grahame younger and passed to the 
mansion house of Callander and there delivered the Precept of Clare Constat --- Lady 
Henrieta Livingstone eldest sister to James late Earl of Linlithgow and Callander aunt to 
James Grahame Livingstone --- annualrent of eight hundred merks agreeable to the 
principal sum of sixteen thousand merks money --- furth of all and haill the lands earldome 
lordship and regality of Callander  

1748 C2/99/124  York Building Co. - Barony of Callendar 
1753 SFEP p.325  December 1753 Order by the Barons of Exchequer that James Livingston, town Clerk of 

Falkirk, shall pay to the Receiver-General, on or before the 1st Jan. 1754, the sum of £465, 
14s., being the value of the furniture in the house of Callendar which belonged to the late 
Earl of Kilmarnock, and for which he had bound himself to make forthcoming 

1784 AOS 471  William Forbes, merchant, London, seised Jan. 19. 1784,- in the Baronies of Callendar, 
Falkirk, & Almond or Haining;- on Ch. Sale.  G.R.410.143 

1798 RH1/2/808  Letter from William Forbes, Vengeance, Prince Rupert’s Bay, Dominica, West Indies, to 
his uncle William Forbes of Callendar, referring to the cruelty of privateers and disease in 
the West Indies. 

1800 RH1/2/799  Letters (2) from John Forbes, (Royal Navy) to his uncle William Forbes of Callendar, 
concerning his promotion prospects. 

1801-7 RH1/2/794  Letters (8) from William Forbes in West Africa to his uncle, William Forbes of Callendar, 
concerning trading ventures and other matters: 

1805-6 RH1/2/795  Letters (3) from John Forbes, HMS Canopus, to his uncle William Forbes of Callendar: 
1. Barbadoes, 4 June 1805. Nelson’s pursuuit of French Fleet 
2. Off Cadiz, 4 Nov. 1805. Battle of Trafalgar and subseqent French manouvers 
3. Off Santo Domingo, 7 Feb. 1806. Description of naval engagement. 

1808-9 RH1/2/796  Letters (3) from William Forbes, Port Royal, Jamaica, to his uncle, William Forbes of 
Callendar, 
1 Hopes to be appointed physician to West Indies Squadron; this requires a medical 

degree, “which can easily be purchased without the trouble of personal application”. 
2 Plans to set up in medical practice 

1820 C2.153.61  William Forbes of Callendar, eldest son of William Forbes of C. 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Callendar House - Park –- Wood 
 
cf  Callender NJ145365 
  Drumcallender AYR [16c CRE] 
  Calendrath, Kalentarebeg, Kalentaremore, Calintoy PER  
  Tallentire, Cumberland: c1160 Talentir, 1171 Talentyr-tyre, 1246 Talantyr-tir, 1558 Tallentyre, 1580 Tallantire  
             See Ekwall [DEPN]  
  Callendoun NS335845 
  Callindrains FIF; Callynarts BNF; Cally KCB.;  
  Callendar-hauch ABD [17c RMS x] 
  Callener NJ1436; Callendoun NS3384 
     Callan etc., Galloway [PNG 56-7] 
  Callater Burn NO153884; Loch Callater NO185845 
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CALLENDAR FIELD # FAK NS8979 [1]     
 
1714 RS59/13 f.213v Falkirk: all and haill that piece of meadow – all inclosed by ane ditch round the same with 

the grass and ditches thereto belonging  - lying below the hill upon the east end of the toun 
of Falkirk called the Wormett or Arnott Hill --- as lykeways that  piece of  meadow --- 
bounded as follows to witt the Earl his lands of Callendar Field on the east [these are 
undoubtably those that came to be known collectively as Bells Meadows which then seems 
to have been called the Easter Meadow of Falkirk]  

1755 GD171/2051  Callendar Field (one of the ‘Callendar Parks’) 
CALLENDAR LOCH FAK NS9079 [1]   NS900792  
 
1723 Kirkland  East from the house of Callendar within the parks is a pleasant little loch called Langton 

Loch here is another near the house called the Callander Loch 
CALLENDAR MAINS # FAK NS9079 [1]    
 
1511 RMS ii 3560  [L] The king confirms to Alexander Levingstounson and heir apparent of William, Lord 

Levingstoun, and Jonete  Stewart   his spouse,- the demesne lands [terras dominicales] of 
the place of Calentare, extending to a £5 land, with the castle, woods, wards and the parkis 
thereof 

1597 GD122/2/942  Fragmentary 1601, mentions Transfer of lands and Mains of Callendar in Stirlingshire to 
Alexander, Lord Livingstoun by William Little, younger brother of the late Clement 27 Jul 
1597-9 Dec 1601 

1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] Mains of Callendar [terrarum dominicalium]  
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Kallander-maynes 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Callendar-maynes (occupied by William Burne, George Mungall and Hugh Hall) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4v Robert Levingstoune in Callendermaynis 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v Compeirit Helen Johnstoune spous to John Muirheid in Backraw and actit and obleist hir 

selff that scho would not scheir and grase in the meydowis of Falkirk or Maynis of 
Callender nather that scho sould flyte or skald with any perone within the toune of Falkirk 
under the paine of fyve pundis money 

1642 RS58/7 f.348v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Levingstoune 
in Maynes of Callender 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.44v duties of Callander Mains 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.61v Callander Maynes 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.66v James Morisone in Callander Maines [there are indications that much of the land of the 

mains was in the hands of people outwith the mains in the second half of the 17c] 
CALLENDAR MUIR # FAK NS8479 [1]    
 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] that piece or portion of the Moor of Callander lying within the dyke [fossam], 

commonly lie Cleuch which divides the lands of Alexander Levingstoun of Pantasken from 
the pendicle of the said lands of Durratur commonly called Tamfour 

1692 RS59/8 f.155  As also all and heall that part and portion of the Moore of Callendar belonging to the said 
lands lyand within the Cleugh whilk devydes the lands of Mr Michael Livingstoune of 
Bantaskin from the pairt or pendicle of the said lands of Dorator commonlie called 
Thomfoure 

1784 AOS 461  Walter Ferrier of Sommerford, seised in part of Tamfour called Glenfuir; and part of the 
Muir of Callendar, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 28.126 

1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – Dorrator comprising Mains of Dorrator, Killingswalls, 
Tomfower & Newhouse, & part of the Muir of Callendar; GR 451. 256 

CALLENDAR PARKS # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Moorheads, Widows piece, Niclos piece, Callendars piece, Doctors piece, Moorheads 

piece, About the houses, Haining park, New park, Callendar Field, Cladens Green,, Back 
of the Wood, Horse Ward, Henries knows, Little Clover Park, East Park, Police Hill Park, 
East Grahams Dike, Ladies Park, Orchard, West Park divided by the pelling, the Cume, 
West Grahams Dike, West Meadow, East Meadow, Little westmeadow to the south of 
pippers, Pippars Park, Callendar Wood, Loch bank wood & wall, Garden, In the Fore and 
Back court, the pass and about the doors 

CALLENDAR RIGGS FAK NS8979 [1]   NS891799  
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1809 FEU 4  Callendar Riggs 
1820 RH4/187 [1/55]  Letter, M S Nicolson to Major [WM of Polmaise] concerning reports of Radicals meeting 

on Callendar Riggs.  
1854 CHA A058.328  Plan of the washing green and Callendar Riggs or Callendar Market; property of the 

Feuars of Falkirk. 
CALLENDAR WOOD FAK NS8978 [1]  
 
1536 Bellenden i 82 This history of the cuming of Cesar and his army in Britan and subdewing of it to his 

empire, nocht far discordand fra the wourdis of Cesar in his Commentaris, ar drawin oute 
of Verimond, Campbell and vtheris autouris. Nochttheless, it is said in oure wlgare 
cornikillis that Iuius come to the Callendar Wode, and kest doun Camelon, the principale 
ciete of Pichtis, 

1536 Bellenden i 155  Mony merwellis wer sene in Albion afoir the last bergane that Galdus faucht with 
Romanis. Mony birnand speris apperit, schottand in the air. Ane grete part of Callendair 
Wode semyt birnand al nycht, and na thing appering yerof in the daye.  

    Nochtheles eftir lang bergane the Romanis wer vyncust, and the Scottis following on yame 
quhil yai war drevin to Callender Wode. In this bataill wer slayn vm Romanis & ijm 
Albianis. 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] East End of Callendar-woode (occupied by Alexander Hammiltoun, the wife of 
Robert Brigholme, John Waud and Elizabeth Gray) 

1663 RMS x 432  [L] East End of the Wood of Callender 
1675 GD86/696    the Wood of Callendar 
1790 RHP44332    Plan of Callendar Park and Wood, with adjacent villages of Falkirk and Laurieston.    
CALLENDAR YARDS # FAK NS9079 [2]    
 
1594 Murray  Callender Zairds 
CAMELON  # FAK NS8680 [1]  NS869805  
 
1526 Boece  Camelodunum 
1536 Bellenden i. p.29  In this time (i.e., of Fergus, King of Scots), rang Esdaill, King of Brittonis, and Cruthneus 

Cameloun, King of Pichtis, quhilk biggit efter, upone the Watter of Carron, the ciete of 
Camelon. This ciete of Camelon resistit, mony yeris efter, to the Britonis and Romanis, 
quhill at last, Kinneth, King of Scottis, quhilk put the Pichtis out of Albion, brocht it to uter 
subversioun." 

1536 Bellenden i p.82 This history of the cuming of Cesar and his army in Britan and subdewing of it to his 
empire, nocht far discordand fra the wourdis of Cesar in his Commentaris, ar drawin oute 
of Verimond, Campbell and vtheris autouris. Nochttheless, it is said in oure wlgare 
cornikillis that Iuius come to the Callendar Wode, and kest doun Camelon, the principale 
ciete of Pichtis, 

1536 Bellenden  the ciete of Camelon 
1586 Camden  the neighbours thereabouts call it this day Camelon 
1668 Lauder p.496   A mile from this on our left hand we saw Kettelston Stewart, then wheir the famous city of 

Camelon stood built by Cruthne Camelon first King of the Picts--330 years before Christ--
alongs the river of Carron whither the sea also came up, so that yet to this day digging deip 
they find tackles and anchores and other appartenances of ships. Its thought that when the 
sea gained in Holland and the Netherlands it retired heir; so that now its not within 3 miles 
of this place now. Vespasian in the reigne of our Caratacus, 35 years after Christ, took it 
and sackt it. At last finally ransackt and ruined by Kenneth the 2d in the year of Christ 834. 
Neir to this place stands Dunipace with the 2 artificiall monts before the gate called 
Dunnipacis. Heir also is that old building called by some Arthurs Oven, and relicts of the 
great Wall of Adrian.  

1701 Sibbald  which the vulgar call to this day Camelon 
1720 Stukely  the country people call it Camelon or Camelot 
1726 Gordon  this ruinous town Camelon 
1755 Roy   New Camelon 
1780 Ross   shows “Old Camelon” at site of Roman Fort and “New Camelon” as the present village 
1781 AOS 28  Janet Bouckie, spouse of George Renny, Feuar, Camelon, seised in liferent, 1781, in 

tenements in Camelon, parish of Falkirk ; P.R. 26.445 
1781 AOS 55  James Downie, feuar, Newhouse, seised in part of Camelon, parish of Falkirk ; - on feu 
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contract between him and Johanna Bruce of Camelon, P.R. 26.482 
1781 AOS 86  Alexander Drummond, miner and innkeeper, Camelon, purchaser, gets Ren. by Alexander 

Mackie, tenant, Lairocks of Milltoun of Denovan – of part of a tenement in Camelon 
1785 AOS 669  Andrew Russell & Co., merchants, Falkirk, seised in pieces of ground near Camelon 

House, parish of Falkirk, on disp. by John Wardrop, distiller, Househill. P.R. 28.409 
1788 AOS 1242  Johanna Ferguson of Isle, formerly Bruce of Camelon – 2 oxengates of land on the south 

side of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend & others barony of Polmont G.R. 450.291 
18 c RHP14360  Old Camelon Park 864809; Camelon Park 867804; Wester Camelon 864805 [an 

enclosure] 
18 c RHP6114  Camelon House is given as Major Chalmer’s house & ground 
1801 AOS 4068  south side of the High Street of Camelon being part of the lands of Thomfour 
1808 AOS 5956  Killingswalls & Newhouse, mailling or farm called by the country name of South 

Bankhead, and parts of the lands of Tamfuir, which lands are now commonly known by the 
name of Camelon 

1845 CR   Camelon House - cf Mansion House Road 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Camelon 
 
cf  Camelyne  CLA:  

“Grants to Thomas the physician and his heirs, in free tenure, the land of Camelyne”  GD235/5 [c1200].  
  This Camelyn is also mentioned in a return by the sheriff of Clackmannan in 1359 [Ex.Rolls].  

   

  Camelon Lane NX685645 - see PSAS iii 3
rd

 series 1892-93, p.272; and [PNG 57] 
  Camalynes NJ755435; Camaloun, Fyvie ABD 

Camelon, Bordeux, France.  
 
Note: In 1247 the king gave the thanage of Inverluman in Angus to Anselm of Camelon [Barrow, Anglo-Saxon Era - 

ex Fraser, Carnegies ii 478, No 26; see too , ibid, p.132] [c1300 Bain  Aselm de Camelin] 
   
Note: Camelon [quod sacra] was disjoined from Falkirk 1853 – church built 1839. 
CAMPFIELD  FAK NS8880 [1]   NS888803  
 
1784 AOS 519  John Meek, surgeon, Falkirk, seised in Richard’s Crooks or Campfield, parish of Falkirk. 

P.R. 28.519 
1785 AOS 747  John Meek of Campfield, seised in a piece of ground at Stockbridge, parish of Falkirk, on 

disp. by Alexander Nimmo, Maltman, Kills. P.R. 28.501 
1800 AOS 3917  John Meek of Campfield . in a park of land now called Waters Haugh Park ... being part of 

the 16s 8d land of Falkirk 
1823 AOS   Pest Graves now called Campfield 
1850 FEU app.2  proprietors of Campfield 
1860 OS   Campfield 
 
It is evident from the records of the Feuars of Falkirk that at least a part of Campfield was formerly Weitlands.  
CAMPHILL  # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS788782  
 
1815 RHP6102  Camphill 
 
This is the hill upon which lies Castlecary Roman Fort 
CAMP PARK  # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS790782  
 
1845 Stuart  Camp Park  -the site of the Roman Fort at Castlecary 
CANADA   # FAK NS8678 [1] NS865789  
 
1912 CDS13  Canada - John Drummond 
1984 OS   Canada Wood 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Canada Wood 
 
cf Canada Hill NT2235 
CAPERS GREEN  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS888825  
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1797 RHP242 Capers Green 
CARMUIRS  FAK NS8581 [1]   
        NS848810  Wester  
        NS865806  Easter 
 
1310 Bain  v, 552  [Journal of the wardrobe for a.r. 4 Edward II. 36 pages] Itinerary of the household. 16-17 

Sept., Roxburgh. 21 Sept., Parva Hydewyn [Lessudden ?]. 22 Sept., Selkirk. 27 Sept., 
Kirkord. 29 Sept.-4 Oct., Biggar. 7 Oct., Chastel Terres [Carstairs]. 8 Oct., Cambusnethan. 
9-10 Oct., Carmel. 11-13 Oct., Renfrew. 18-19 Oct., Glasgow. 20 Oct., Moniabrok 
[Kilsyth]. 21 Oct. Kermor. 22-27 Oct., Linlithgow. 29 Oct., Edinburgh. 30 Oct., 
Haddington. 31 Oct.-1 Nov., Dunbar. 2 Nov., Berwick 

1458 RMS ii 606  [L] duas Carmuris 
1577 CRE   Helen Cuthill, sometime spouse to James Wiliamson, in Wester-Carnemure, parish of 

Falkirk 
1611 RMS vii 585  [L] two  Carmures with the mill 
1622 RMS viii 383  [L] lands of Eistir and Westir Carmures, with the mill and mill-lands &c. 
1630 Retour 140   [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 

... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa  Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of 
Bothkenner 

1640 SC67/67/1 f.9  Thomas Smith in Carmwiris Robert Moriesone thair John Thomesone thair Robert 
Levingstowne thair ... Robert Small in Carmwiris 

1640 SC67/67/1 f.9  Robert Moriesone in Carmweris and Janet Smithe his spouse 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.24v ffourtie schillings as for ane zeiris dewtie of the Carmwre walkmylne possesst be the said 

William [Walker] 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.46v William Walker in Carmweris, Robert Levingstoune in Carmweris 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.50 And anent the complaint gevine in be Alexander Wright in Panmeydow againes Isobell 

Findley in Carmwreis for brewing and selling of aill within the boundis of 
Eistercarmwreis The libertie quhairof and of hostellerie brydellis and bankettis of the saidis 
boundis of Eister and Westercarmwreis and Boogtoune does belong to the said Alexander 
and is sett to him in tak and assedatioune as his tak quhairof produceit beiris Compeirit 
bothe pairties and the defender alledging that the persewer did grant hir libertie quhilk he 
could not deny And thairfour assoylzie hir bygaines And dischairges her in farther brewing 
and selling of aill within the boundis forsaid in tyme coming Quhilk gif scho doe to pey ten 
pund of penaltie toties quoties 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.67v Decernes William Grey in Blakfauldis Margaret Cowstoune in Kilbeane Hew Wyse in 
Blakhill Robert Small in Carmewris Alexander Muirheid in Boogtoune Daniel and John 
Allowayes thair David Wilsone in Walkmyln[toun?] [recte there?] Robert Raynnie in 
Heyllanedykes To remove from the Lands possest be thame within terme of law 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.81v The quhilk dey Margaret Rid is decernit caus Jean Heastie hir dochter enter bak agane to 
Andrew Gillaspie in Carmwris his service for hirding and keiping of his guidis being feyit 
for that effect and haveing steyit 8 deyis with him and then past away thairfra Or then to 
pey the feyall and bounteth quhilk is fyve pund 3ss 4d 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.89v Robert Small in Carmwris 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.96v Malcolm Makie in Carmweris and Janet Alloway his spouse 
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Easter and Wester Carmuires 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.8v Mathew Stivenson and John Bryce in Carmuires 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.12 George Broune younger in Carmuirs 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.37v Margaret Hutvhesone relict of James Reddoch in Carmuirs 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80v Helen Livingstone in Carmuirs 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.84v George Broun, son of George Broun in Carmuirs (as executor to John Broun his brother) 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.126v John Chambers and Thomas Leishmane in Carmuirs; Helen Livingstone there 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.137 Alexander balke in Carmuirs 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.137 [Livingston] 2 Carmuirs 
1713 Fasti 4 p.311  James Smith b.1713, son of John S. in Carmuirs was minister of Larbert and Dunipace  
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36v John Broun in Carmuirs 
1755 Roy   Carmuirs – Wr Carmuirs  
18 c RHP14360  Carmuirs 
1782 AOS 243  John Kincaid in Carmuirs, as heir to James Kincaid, his brother seised in part of the lands 

of Falkirk called Gartcows (Lyon Thorn in warrandice), parish of Falkirk – on disp. by 
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James Kincaid of Dalgrain, to James Kincaid, junior, of Gartcows, in liferent ; P.R 27.247 
1858 SCR   Mid Carmuirs 
1860 OS   Carmuirs 
1971 OS   Carmuirs 
1912 CDS13  Carmuirs - Robert Walker, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Carmuirs 
 
cf Carmore NO145095 [sic 1494 RMS ii 2226] [Carmoir 1581 RMS v 274] 
 Carmoir ABD [sic 1625 RMS viii 851] 
CARMUIRS - EASTER # FAK NS8680  NS865806  
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] duas Carmuris 
1611 RMS vii 585  [L] two  Carmures with the mill 
1622 RMS viii 383  [L] lands of Eistir and Westir Carmures, with the mill and mill-lands &c. 
1630 Retour 140  [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 

... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa  Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of 
Bothkenner 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Eister Carmure (occupied by Alexander Walker, Malcolm Mairschell, John Nicoll, 
John Thomesoun, John McKie snr., Robert Levingstoun, Andrew Gillespie, James 
Leischeman, Thomas Smyth, David Wilsoun, James Nicoll, Andrew Gillespie, Robert 
Levingstoun, Robert Findlay, Malcolm Merschell, and John Nicoll 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.14 Thomas Smithe in Eistercarmwiris 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.17 James Nycoll zunger in Eistercarmwireis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66v Robert Levingstoune, Andrew Gillaspie [birlyman] and James Bryce in Eistercarmwiris 
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Easter and Wester Carmuires 
1688 Retour 310      [L] 2 Carmuirs 
1721 GD1/170,ii  John Smith in Easter Cairnmuir 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9  John Smith in Easter Carmuirs 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11 James Morrisone in Eastercarmuirs 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.25v James Nicoll in Eastercarmuirs 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.54 John Leishman in Eastercarmuirs 
1762 GD1/529/202/3    Robert McAlpine in Easter Carmuirs 
CARMUIRS - WESTER NS848810  
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] duas Carmuris 
1577 CRE   Helen Cuthill, sometime spouse to James Wiliamson, in Wester-Carnemure, parish of 

Falkirk 
1611 RMS vii 585  [L] two  Carmures with the mill 
1622 RMS viii 383  [L] lands of Eistir and Westir Carmures, with the mill and mill-lands &c. 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] lands of Wester Carmure (occupied by Robert Walker, John Walker, Robert Young, 

Robert Small and James Muireheid 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.12 Robert Small in Westercarmwris 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.13v William Walker in Wester Carmwreis 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.22v Unlawis John Walker in Wester Carmwiris in fyve pundis for deforceing of Andrew 

Gillaspie birla officer  
1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 John Walker in Westercarmwreis 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.50 And anent the complaint gevine in be Alexander Wright in Panmeydow againes Isobell 

Findley in Carmwreis for brewing and selling of aill within the boundis of Eistercarmwreis 
The libertie quhairof and of hostellerie brydellis and bankettis of the saidis boundis of 
Eister and Westercarmwreis and Boogtoune does belong to the said Alexander and is sett 
to him in tak and assedatioune as his tak quhairof produceit beiris Caompeirit bothe pairties 
and the defender alledging that the persewer did grant hir libertie quhilk he could not deny 
And thairfour assoylzie hir bygaines And dischairges her in farther brewing and selling of 
aill within the boundis forsaid in tyme coming Quhilk gif scho doe to pey ten pund of 
penaltie toties quoties 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v To remember to caus setle ane questioune concerning mairtches betwixt William Walker 
and John Broune in Wester Carmwris 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Easter and Wester Carmuires 
1718 E644/1/14  James Sawers now John Leishman in Waster Carmuirs 
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1723 SC67/67/6 f.9  John Mackie in Wester Carmuirs 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9v Andrew Mackie in Wester Carmuirs 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.26v William Cuthil in Wester Carmuirs 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wester Carmuirs 
 
CARMUIRS CROFT see Easter Carmuirs Croft Falkirk 
CARMUIRS MILL  # FAK NS8582 [2]    
 
1527 ADC xxxviii 57 Mill of Estir Carmure in barony of Calender 
1611 RMS vii 585  [L] two  Carmures with the mill 
1622 RMS viii 383  [L] lands of Eistir and Westir Carmures, with the mill and mill-lands &c. 
1629 RS58/4 f.218  [L] John Ewing, miller at the Mill of Carmore  
1632 RMS viii 1976  [L] the Cairnemure-mylne 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Carmure-mylne (occupied by Margaret Syme, William Johnstoun and John McKie) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.5v Ordanes the haill tennentis of the barrony of Callender that is obleist to big and hald 

watertight the Carmwre Mylne to do the samyn or then the samyn to be done be the 
fermoreis of the said mylne upon thair expensss 

1640 SC67/67/1 f.7  Ordaines the tennentis of Wastercarmwire to theik thair pairtis of the Carmwiremylne 
betwix and this day aught dayes And gif they failzie To pay the fermoreis of the said mylne 
quhatsoever they sall clame for the doing thairof thameselffis 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.22v Unlawis John Gray in Blackfaulds in fyve pundis and that for going by the Carmwrie 
Mylne to the mylne of Jaw with his dustie melder in 1641 zeiris 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.33 Unlaws John Grey in Westerauchinegevine and George Turner thair ilk ane of thame in 
fyve punds for not helping to Leide hame ane mylnestaine to the Carmwremylne they 
being in use to doe the samyn with the rest of the mychtbors and being Lawfullie wairnit to 
have done so 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.54v James Deavie miller at the Carmwermylne 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.57v Decerneis and ordanes the haill tennentis of Boogtoune Westercarmwreis Eister and 

Wester Auchengevines to ley in the Carmwiriemylne Dambeheid and damb and cast the 
samen as they have beine in use and wont and to uphold the said mylne ilk persone under 
the paine of fyve pund incaice they dissobey being wairnit be the officer for that effect 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.57v Ordanes the tennentis of Auchingevines Boogtoune and Carmweris To conveine and 
meite at the Carmwermylne upone fryedey the 16 october ffor leying in of the dambeheid 
and ordanes Robert Levingstoune and Robert Russell to theike thair pairts of the 
Laydiesemylne with hedder betwixt and this dey 8 deyis ilk persone under the paine of 3 
lib 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v ordanes the tennentis of Bogtoune Westercarmweris and Eister and Wester Auchinegevines 
to theik the Carmwremylne with hedder betwixt and this day 15 deyis 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.105 The quhilk dey the said Norman Levingstoune bailzie maid dew and Lawfull Intymatioune 
to the haill Induellaris with in the Towne of Falkirk quha is obleist and astrickit to grind 
thair malt and uther victuall at the ladiesmylne To pas to the Carmwire mylne with thair 
said victuall untill the said Ladiesmylne be bigit and Intymate to thame that John Kaitter be 
miller at the said mylne And quho passethe not to the said mylne To pey dowbill mwlter 
and to pey the unlawis contenit in the former actis of court maid thairanent As also ordanit 
the tennentis in Auchinegevineis to pas on monandey nixt and Leid hame ane milsteane to 
the said mylne And that Boogtoune leide hame the [hanepes?] and happer to the said mylne 
of freydey nixt Under the paine of fyve pund for ilk tennentis failzie 

1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 And anent the clame persewit be John Burne portioner of Lairbert fermourer of the mylnes 
of Lairbert Carmwiris and Ladiesmylne Againes William Muirheide in Falkirk James 
Suord thair James Ald in Scheilhill and William Menzies in Wallhill ffor abstracting of 
victuall from the forsaidis mylnes quhairunto they ar thirleit 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Mill of Carmuire 
1688 Retour 310  [L] molendino de Carmures 
1745 RS59/18 f.497 charter granted by the James Duke of Hamilton --- all and haill the just and equall half of 

all and haill the lands of Larbert with houses [etc] sometime possest by John Burn late 
proprietor thereof and Jean Willison his spouse and their tennants and cotters and lying 
within the barrony of Kineil  and sheriffdom of Linlithgow and now within the Duckdom 
(sic) and Regality of Hamilton but lately within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- reserving always to the Duke of Hamilton and his heirs the Miln of Larbert mill 
lands thereof and shilling hill and Walk Miln with their pertinents and the Corn Mill of 
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Carmuirs with the shilling hill of the same built upon the the saids lands of Larbert with 
ways and passages to and from the said Milns according to use and wont  

 
CARMUIRS WAUKMILL  # FAK NS8581 [3]    
 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.24v Decerneis William Walker in Westercarmweris To content and pay to John Burne in 

Larbert the sowme of ffourtie schillings as for ane xeiris dewtie of the Carmwre 
Walkmylne possest be the said William with sexteine merkis as for the dressing of the said 
walkmylne quhilk the said John payit for the dressing of the said William his pairt to John 
Makie in Lairbert 

    Decernes the said William Walker to flit and remove himselff his wyfe bairns schervands 
guids and geir ffurthe and fra the Carmwre Walkmylne possest be him and to suffer John 
Burne takseman thairof his tennentis schervandis and uthers in his name to enter thairto 

 
cf Walkers Brae 
CARRON - RIVER # FAK NS9182 [1]    
 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.3v Statute. No persons within regality shall fish within the Water of Carron belonging to the 

earl of Callendar with nets or girnes, under the pain of £10 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.64v Alexander Muirheid in Lairbert fined for fishing upon the Water of Carrone 
1718 E644/1/14  The ffisher upon Carron Water 
1756-1763 GD58/7/7   Papers in an action at the instance of various shipmasters against Thomas Kincaid, 

tacksman of Abbotshaugh, for fixing palls on the south bank of the River Carron, and in 
an action of reduction by James Goodlett-Campbell of Achlyne, proprietor    

c 1760  RHP3872     Paper on which are sketch plans of the straightening of the River Carron at its junction with 
the Forth and Clyde Canal and of boats and tools for deepening work: [late 18th century]   

1764 GD58/8/10   Abstract of costs of cutting the River Carron at Salt Pow and other charges on navigation  
1771 RHP700     Plan of the cutts of communication from Carron Works and River to the Forth and Clyde 

navigation together with the line of that navigation from Burn House to the sea lock at 
Grange Burn mouth    

1797 RHP242   Plan of the Carron River from Carron works to Grangemouth 1797 - 'Plan of Carron 
River from Carron works to Grangemouth'. Surveyed and engraved by John Ainslie. 
[1:3600] 1 in = 4 Scottish chains 165 x 52 cm - Plan showing old and new course of River 
Carron with dams, dykes, harbour and riverside industries including Carron works with 
branch canal, mills, brewery, limekilns, ropeworks, timber yards, quarries and granaries.  

CARRON BANK  # FAK NS8982 [1]  NS898825  
 
1797 RHP242  Carronbank - also Captains Crawford’s garden; Captain Crawfords jetty [89858250] 
1798 CRS   David Crawford, Captain-Lieutenant in the late 83 Regiment of Foot, residing at 

Carronbank 
1860 OS   Carron Bank 
 
Note: Carron Co. seised in 3 acres of Abbotshaugh with the dwelling house, granary and houses on it,- on disp. by 

Robert Cowan, merchant, Glasgow to David Crawford, Captain-Lieutenant in the late 83 Regiment of Foot, 
[1799 AOS 3775] 

CARRON BRIDGE FAK NS8882 [1]   NS882823  
 
1775 FANHSP 1946 p.84 Carron Bridge - built that year  
1797 RHP242  Carron Bridge 
1826 RHP1498  Carron Bridge 
CARRONSIDE  # FAK NS8882 [1] NS887823  
 
1729 BPR   Carronside 
1755 Roy   Carronside 
1764 RHP1483  Carronside 
1797 RHP242   Carronside 
1817 Grassom  Carronside 
1819 RHP1485   Carronside 
1860 OS   Carronside 
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1912 CDS13  Carronside  - John Webster, farmer 
CARSE   see West Kerse  
CARSE OF CALLENDAR  # FAK NS8190 [1]    
 
c.1140 Kelso 375  [L] Carta super unam salinam in Carsach 
1147-1152 Kelso 2   [L] Et in Karsah una salinam (now King David) 
1165-1214 Kelso 12 [L] Et in Kars una salina (William) 
c 1178 RRS ii 197  Foundation Charter of Arbroath Abbey [Arbroath Liber i 17] Et unam salinam iuxta 

salinas meas in Kars apud Strivelin. cum .v. acris terre. cum pasture & focali. as 
predictam salinam sufficientibus [see also RRS ii 226 - Arbroath Liber i 7; RRS ii 285 - 
Arbroath Liber i 8] 

1223 Newbattle 127 Cars 
1223 Newbattle 129 Karso  
1230 Newbattle  [L] all my lands and saltpans in the Carso de Kalentyr 
1243-54 Kelso 460  [L] In Kars una salinam 
1322 Newbattle 148 Carso de Kalenteyr 
 
This is the tract of carseland that lies between the Rivers Carron and Avon which became monastic lands in the 
thirteenth century, consequently coming to be known as Abbotskerse. 
 
See too: RRS ii 197;226;285 
CARSE PENN   see Kerse Pen 
CASTLECARY FAK NS 7877 [1]  NS787775  
 
1304 Bain v 353 Draft writ from King [Edward I] to the sheriff of Stirling [March 20th]. Orders him to bring 

to Chastel Kary all the forces, both horse and foot, of his bailiwick, including the baronies 
in it, but excluding any part of the earldom of Lovenax. They are to come without delay 
before Sir Thomas de Morham and Alwyn de Kalentir, to whom they are to be obedient. St 
Andrews 

1367 RMS i 603 [L] Charter of confirmation of a grant made by Alexander Straton to Adam Forstar, [recte 
Forester] burgess of Edynburghe, of the lands of Castelcary with pertinents, in the 
sheriffdom of Edynburghe. To be held by Adam and his heirs in feu and heredity [604 is a 
grant to Adam of the lordship lands of Corstofyne by William More of Abercorn] 

1369 ER p.335 barony of Castilcarry 
1450 RMS ii 353 [L] The king grants to Stephen Scot and his heirs,-the lands of Castelcary, and of 

Weltoune, sheriffdom of Striveline;-which are in the kings hands through the forfeiture of 
the late Robert Levingstoune in the last Parliament at Edinburgh because of high treason 
and the crime of les majestie - given as "burgess of Linlithgow" in index - note Robert, son 
of Henry of Manerstoun 

1473 ADC p. 25 In the actioune and cause persewit be Henry Levinstoun of Middilbyning on the ta part 
aganes Robert Lord Flemyng, John Andersoun and Thom Andersoun on the tother part 
anent the spoliacioune and withhalding of x oxin and ij bullis fra the said Henery of his 
landis of Weltoune and Castell Cary [This is also given in ADA] 

1484 ADC p 95 ye baronrie of Castelcaris 
1491 RMS ii  2048 [L] The king confirms a charter of 1485 by Alexander Stratoun lord thereof,-[which 

confirms an entail of a charter of Henry Levingstoun of Myddilbynning,-(wherein - ... with 
the consent of Margaret Levingstoun, his wife, grants to his son Patrick Levingstoun - the 
lands of Castlecary and the Weltoun, in the barony of Stratoun ... and also with a tower 
and fortalice and mansion to be newly constructed by the said Henry in the lands of 
Weltoun 

1530 Pitcairn i 1 p 149   John Kere convicted of the slaughter of umquhile Archibald Levingstoun of Castlecary – 
beheaded 

1501 Young 1118 Patrick Levingstoun of Castlecary 
1509 RMS ii 3386 [L] The king grants to Alexander Stratoun,- the lands and barony of Stratoun ... and the feu 

lands of of ..., Seybeggis, Castlecary and Skaithmure, in the sheriffdom of Striveling 
1529 Johnsoun 10 Archibald Levyngstoun of Castelcary with consent of his mother Marion Hepburne 

invested Archibald Fawup as chaplain of the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin Mary at the east 
end of Linlithgow [shows descent from Livingstons of Middlebinning] 

1541 Johnsoun 303  John Lewyngstoun, laird of Castelcary 
1543 RH1/2/931 John Livingston of Castlecary 
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1545 Laing -2 p.9 Act of Exemption from the Army - John Levyngstoun of Castlecary, 
1553 RMS iv 815 [L] Excambion between George Stratoun of that ilk, and M. Alexander Levingstoun of 

Donypace, of Livingston's lands in Forfarshire for Stratoun's lands of Seybeggis, 
Castellcary, Schaithmuir and Sanc-Helenis-chapell 

1561 Thounis 38 John Levingstoun of Castlecary 
1563 Johnsoun 423 Alexander Lewyingstoun, son and heir apparent of John Lewyingstoun of Castelcary 
1575 Johnsoun 624 John Levingstoun of Castelcare 
1575 Johnsoun 626 Henry Levingstoun, son of Alexander Levingstoun of Castelcare, a young scholar 
1561 Johnsoun 660 John Levingstoun, laird of Castelcary  
1588 RMS v 1595 [L] Castlecary with mill and moor, with parks, woods, cunningarths (cuniculariis), feus 

&c. 
c.1590 Pont  Castel Cary 
1590 RMS v 1860 [L] Alexander Levingstoun of Cassilcarie 
1595 Murray  i p. 4 James Ra... in Castlecairie 
1600 Retour 22 Henry Levingstoun of Castelcary, heir of Alexander Levingstoun of Castelcarry, knight 
1607 RPCS xiv p.481 Harie Levingstoun of Castlecarie [wife was sister of John Stirling of Glorat] 
1617 Murray  Harie Levingstoun of Castlecarie 
1620 Retour 101 [L] David Levingstoun of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoun of Donypace, his brother, in 

the town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and the muir called Mure of Seybeggis;- 
lands of Skeathmure with the mill and muir therof;- lands of Castelcarie, with the mill and 
muir thereof 

1631 RS58/5 f.142 [L] Henry Livingstoune now of Castelcarie son and heir of the late Alexander 
Livingstoune of Castelcarie his father with a precept of sasine from David Livingstoune of 
Donypace of all and whole the lands of Castelcarie and Weltoune with the tower, fortalice 
and manor place with houses [etc] 

1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] M. Alexander Levingstoun ... lands and barony of Donypeace ... Castelcarie 
1631 RMS viii 1852 [L] lands of Castelcarie (held by Henry Livingstoun of Castelcarie of the said David 

[Livingston of Dunipace] through service of ward] 
1635 RS58/6 f 223v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune in Wodend as attorney in the name of Mungo [Quintigern] Stirling laird of 
Glorat and Marion Wauchop his wife having in his hand a precept of sasine from [Henry?] 
Levingstoune of Cassilcarrye with the consent of Margaret Stirling his wife and John 
Levingstoune their son --- all and whole his lands of Cassilcarye and Waltoun with the 
tower, fortalice, manor place houses [etc] mill, multures  

1642 SC67/67/1 f.20v John Jervey sone to John Jervey in Castellcarie 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.45v Harie Levingstoune of Castellcarrie 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.73v Compeirit James Saweris meassone and John Grahme in Castellcarrie and actit 

thameselffis as cautioners souerties and Lawborrowes for Richard Grahme thair that he sall 
not truble nor molest Barthilmo Rob in Falkirk nor John Dicksone in Castellcarie in tyme 
coming 

1656 RS58/11 f 40 James Grahame indueller in Castellcarie 
1657 RS58/11 f 156v John Levingstoune sone lawfull to the deceist Harie Levingstoune of Castellcarie 
1677 RS59/5 f 409  lands of Over and Nether Castellcarreys Over Easter and Wester Walltownes with 

the milne milnelands and multures with the castell toure fortalice manour pleace houses 
biggings yeards orchyeards woods fishings coalles coallheughes lyme lymestone mosses 
mures medowstofts crofts  

1682 Retour 287 [L] William Broun of Seabegs, heir of John Broun of Seabegs, his father, in the lands and 
town of Seabegs and the mill;- muir of Seabegs;- lands of Castlecarrie, with mill and 
muir; in the parish of Falkirk and in the barony of Donypace by annexation; - lands of 
Hieland-dykes upon the north side of the water of Boine, within the parish of Doneypace 
and parish thereof --- united into the barony of Seabegs  

1685 RS83/1 f.3.15 Patrick Baillie of Shirhill of the lands of Castellcarrie and Waltounes. Registered on the  
39th leaf of the said Register  

1687 SC67/67/ ii,  128 Robert Young in Castellcarie 
1687 RS83/1 f.12.10 [L] Margaret Bailzie, spouse to John Bailzie of Castellcarrie - annualrent out of the lands 

of Easter and Wester Waltounes & other lands within the said barony of Castelcarie. 
Registered on the  205th and 206th leaves of the said Register  

1710 RS59/12 f.493v [L] Alexander Baillie of Castlecarry --- Precept of Clare Constat  from Harry Broun of 
Seabegs superior of the lands underwritten --- late John Baillie of Castlecary his father --- 
in all and whole the lands of Over and Nether Castlecarry, Over, Easter and Wester 
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Waltowns with the mill and mill lands and with the castle tower fortalice and manor place -
-- parish of Falkirk, barony of Seabegs and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1715  RS59/13 f 295 [L] David Gilmour in Whitelies having a band of obligation granted be Alexander Baillie 
of Castlecary --- furth of all and whole his lands of Bandomannie Scarmuir and 
Fauchingsheillrige with houses [etc] --- within the Barony of Castlecary paroche of 
Falkirk 

1718 GD215 Meeting to discuss proposed new school to be founded on the laird of Castlecary's lands in 
Falkirk parish 

1732 C2/93/187 (No.139) [L] Charter to James Dundas of lands of Castlecary  --- those parts and portions of the 
lands and barony of Seabegs as follows Viz. All and haill the lands of Castlecarry with the 
mill and moor thereof, with the manor place, houses, biggings, yards, orchards, parks, 
woods, dovecots, rabbit warrens, the outsetts, annexes, connexes, tenendries, freedoms, 
servitudes, parts, pendicles and pertinents of the haill lands --- formerly lying within the 
parish of Falkirk and now in the parish of Cumbernauld by annexation --- which lands 
formerly pertained to John Don of Seabegs and William Don his eldest lawful son and 
which were resigned by the said John and William in favour of the said James on 12th 
October 1731 --- following on a resignation and disposition by Alexander Baillie, 
Alexander Baillie junior, of Castlecarry and Margaret Baillie his spouse on 9th December 
1706 

1736 RS59/17 f 85 precept granted by James Dundass of Castlecarrey --- annualrent furth of all and haill my 
lands of Bandominy, Scarrmuir and Fauchingsheilrig 

1738 CRH&C Margaret Baillie, sometime relict of Alexander Baillie of Castlecarrie, thereafter wife of 
John Somerville of Glenhove 

c.1755 Roy  Castle Cary 
1756 GD65/204  Disposition by James Dundas of Castlecary in favour of himself and his heirs, whom 

failing, to Laurance Dundas of Kerse and his heirs, of the lands and estate of Castlecary in 
barony of Seabeg, and sheriffdom of Stirling under the burdens specified, the said 
Laurance having paid the said James the sum of £2,200 and an annuity of £241 for life. 
15/11/1756  

1758 RHP6103  Estate of Castlecary 
1781 AOS 27 John Stirling, tenant, Castlecarry, seised in part of Forrester Quarter of Seabegs, parish of 

Falkirk – in security of £100;- on bond by Robert Wyse, portioner, Forrester Quarter of 
Seabegs,; P.R. 26.444 

1912 CDS13 Castlecary  - Castle - James Filshill 
1956 OS Castlecary 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Castle Cary 
 
SEE: http://www.castle-cary.org/ 
 
 
Note 1: "The tower house was apparently built to replace an earlier castle by Henry Livingstone of Myddilbynning, 

West Lothian, shortly before the year 1485. The property was held by the Livingstones of Dunipace in the 16th 
century and in the first half of the 17th century. By the end of the 17th century it was in the possession of the 
Baillie family from whom it passed to the Dundases by the mariage of Thomas Dundas of Fingask to Bethia, 
daughter of John Baillie of Castlecary in 1730. The Marquess of Zetland, who possesses the property today, is a 
descendant of this marriage." [Stirlingshire] 

 
See: Gillespie , p.155 for description of the fort; p.155 for the castle 
 
cf Carcary NO645555; Castlekerrie AYR [1663 RMS xi 398] 
River Carey, Devons., River Cary, Somerset., River Ceri, Wales [BPN 17] 
CASTLECARY MAINS see Mains of Castlecary 
CASTLECARY MILL FAK NS7979 [1]  NS790787  
 
1588 RMS v 1595 [L] Castlecary with mill and moor, with parks, woods, cunningarths (cuniculariis), feus 

&c. 
1654 RS58/9 f 274v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Grindlay miller 

at the Myllne of Castillcarie and Margaret Gilchriste his spouse --- all and whole the 
Myllne of Castillcarie [etc] 

1662 CRS  John Grindlay, millar at Castellcarie mylne, parish of Falkirk 
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1670 RS59/4 f 227 [L] William Grindlay miller in the Miln of Castelcarie 
1740 RS59/18 f 46 [L] John Grindlay in Castlecary Miln  
1749 RS59/19 f 331v [L] William Grindlay farmer in Castle Cary Miln and Margaret Russall his spouse  
1808 AOS 5978 William Buchanan, Miller, Castlecary Miln 
1815 RHP6102 Castlecary Mill  
1860 OS Castlecary Mill 
1984 OS Castlecary Mill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Castlecary Mill Farm 
CASTLECARY PARK # FAK NS7977   
 
1815 RHP6102 Castlecary Park (comprises) Forsyth's Park, Loch Park, Green Kiln Park, Fore Bank Park, 

Wood Park, Hadd Hill, North Craigs Park, meadow, Hamilton's Park, Smith's Park, Back 
Park, Greys Croft, Broompark, Lady's Yards, Long Croft. 

CASTLE HUBBLES # FAK NS8780 [1]   NS875808  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Castle Hubbles [enclosure with steading] 
1824 RHP6110  Castle Hubbles 
CASTLELAURIE  FAK NS8981 [1]   NS892813  
 
1832 RHP82796  Castle Laurie Mill 
1860 OS   Castlelaurie 
CASTLE TOWRIE  # FAK NS9179 [1]    
 
1879 Gillespie p.268 Castle Towrie 
1880 Nimmo 1880 i p  39 even now the site is locally known as “Castletowrie.” 
 
CAULDHAME  FAK NS8781 [1]   NS878812  
 
c.1600 Gibson  In tree of Livingstons of Dunipace Gibson gives “James of Cauldhame” as son of John, 

3rd lord of Dunipace, and younger brother of John, 4th lord of D. James married Catherine 
Leighton 

1655 RS58/10 f.15  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Callender in 
Daldars having in his hand a charter of confirmation from his Hines Olivare lord protector 
of the comoune walth of england scotland and ireland --- all and haill the fyve pound land 
of Dorrator comprehending thair intill the landis and Maynis of Dorator Beinskreuk 
Collintoun Coldhome Tomfoure Newhous and Kingswalace with all and sindrie thair 
maner places houses [etc] 

1692 RS59/8 f.154v [L] all and haill the five pound land of Dorator comprehending the Mains [terris 
dominiculis] of Dorator, lands of Collingtoun and Caldhame, lands of Newhous Lands of 
Thomfour lands of Killingswalls  

1751 RS59/20 f.6v  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Small merchant in 
Linlithgow as also compeared James Lambert son to Alexander Lambert gardiner in 
Dorater as Bailie and produced a heritable bond grnated by James Burn of Dorater writer in 
Edinburgh --- all and haill these his lands of Dorater being a five pound land of old extent 
comprehending therein the dominical lands of Dorater the lands  of Newhouse Bankhead 
Caldhame The Mains and Neathertown of Dorater with houses [etc] 

1755 Roy   Caldhame 
1765 RHP6111/1  Cauldhame; Cauldhame Park 
1817 Grassom  Cauldhame 
1860 OS   Cauldhame 
1865 FEU 724,730  Cauldhame 
1912 CDS13  Cauldhame - W. Dickson 
1971 OS   Cauldhame 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Cauldhame 
 
cf Caldhame NO4748; NO6568; NS3737; NS3847; NS4346 
 Cauldholm, Beattock;  
 Coldhome  NJ3347; NJ3639; NJ4148; NJ4307; NJ5250; NJ5930; NJ6240; NJ6456 
 Cauldfield, Langholm; Cauldgreen, Kilbirnie; Cauldhall, Gorebridge. 
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Note: The Scotsman 9 July 1990 reports on engineering operations at Melrose Cauld, “a favourite bathing area for 

children”. Throughout the article it is referred to as “the cauld” 
CHANNEL BRAE  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS890799  
 
1821 FEU 87  Channel Brae 
 
The Channel Brae lay on Wormit Hill which is now lost having been excavated for gravel and sand. 
CHAPELCROFT # FAK NS8280 [1]  NS824803  
 
1814 AOS 7528  lands of Bonnywater called Chapelcroft 
1855 CRA SC4/3/2 lands, houses and smithy, Chapelcroft [owned and occupied by David Gillies but tenanted 

by Turnpike Road Trustees - evidently this is Bonnybridge Toll] 
CHAPEL HILL # NS8279 [2]   NS824797  
  
1793 Antiquities Chapel Hill 
1845 Stuart Chapel hill a rising ground to the north of the Wall  
1880 Nimmo [3] i p.36 Clear of Seabog wood, it passes on to Chapel Hill, where a small castellum stood on the 

north side of the ditch 
CHAPEL LANE  FAK NS8879 [1]  
 
1832 RHP82796  Chapel Lane 
1860 OS   Chapel Lane 
CHAPEL WELL  # FAK NS8779 [2]    
 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v Cheppel Well 
 
CHAPELYARDS  # FAK NS8779 [1]   NS879793  
 
1718 SC67/49/8, f. 218 Tack by Mr Michael Livingstone to John Buchanan in Chapelyards of the lands of 

Chapelyards of Bantaskine 
1721 SC67/49/8 f.302. Tack by Mr Michael Livingstone Jarnes Millar of Chapelyards of Bantaskine with 

pendicles 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v Robert Wood in Chapelyards - [seems to belong to Bantaskine] 
1728 RS59/15 f.239v that part and portion of his lands of Bantasken called Chappell Yards with houses [etc] --- 

James Mitchell in Highdyke as baillie  
1755 Roy   Chapelyards 
CHARLIES WELL  # FAK NS8579 [1]  NS857792  
 
1879 Gillespie p.18  The Pretenders Well 
 
This natural spring was a favourite picnic site for generations of local people. The area was devastated in the 1990s by 
open cast mining. 
 
Cf Charlies Plantation ELO  
CHEAPSIDE # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS810791  
 
1860 OS Cheapside 
CHERRELL WELL see Chapel Well  
CISTERN LANE # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887798  
 
1859 OS   Cistern Lane 
1870 FEU 785  Cistern Lane 
CLADDENS  FAK NS8979 [1]  NS891796  
 
1626 Murray i p.60  Claydings 
1696 SC67/67/3 f.83 Robert Brown in Cleddings 
1700 SC67/67/4 f.37v Robert Brown in Cledings 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.4v James Leishman in Cleddings 
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1755 GD171/2051  Claddens Green - 5 acres 
1781 RHP14345  Cladens - at 894796 
1879 Gillespie p.19  Cladden’s Brae 
 
cf Claddens, Duntocher [CDS13]; Claddens Mains, Lenzie [CDS13] 
    Claddengreen, East Kilbride [CDS13]; Cladence, Chapelton, Airdrie [CDS13] 
    Cladance NS6548; Cleddens NS6270 
    Claddence DNY; Claddens/Cleddings GRM 
 
Cf 1490 ADC “the lands of Cladinis within the sheriffdom of lanark”. 
 
Note: each instance has a terminal “s” or aural “s”, with one exception.  
CLAYFOLDS FAK NS8078 [1]  NS809783  
 
1767 RHP48422 Clayfolds (Annotated) 
1788 AOS 1230 Dykbrae and Clayfold of Forrester Quarter – parish of Falkirk 
1789 AOS 1581 in part of Forresters Quarter of Seabeg, viz. Dykebrae and Clayfolds called Glenside  
1791 AOS 2011 part of Forrester Quarter called Dykebrae & Clayfolds.  
1817 Grassom   Clayfolds 
1912 CDS13 Clayfaulds - John Fleming 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Clayfolds 
 
1861 OS 6 inch Sheet XXXIX shows this as South Skipperton 
 
cf  Clayholes WLO [PNWL 35] 
     Clayholes NO5535 
CLAYKNOWES # FAK NS8278 [1]  NS824780  
 
1817 Grassom   Clayknowes 
1860 OS Clayknowes 
1912 CDS13 Clayknowes Farm - Alexander Hall; House 
CLAY MYRES  # FAK NS8876 [3]    
 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Clay Myres and part of Sheal Hill [Shieldhill] 
CLEUGH -The  NS8879  
 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 

lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur, lands of Killingswall, 
Thomfur and Newhous with all other pertinents [etc] now lying in the earldom and regality 
of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling with also that piece or portion of the moor of 
Callander lying within the dyke [fossam], commonly lie Cleuch which divides the lands of 
Alexander Levingstoun of Pantasken from the a pendicle of the said lands of Durratur 
commonly called Tamfour 

1692 RS59/8 f.155  As also all and heall that part and portion of the moore of Callendar belonging to the said 
lands lyand within the Cleugh whilk devydes the lands of Mr Michael Livingstoune of 
Bantaskin from the pairt or pendicle of the said lands of Dorator commonlie called 
Thomfoure 

1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. 
Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said Register 

1823 AOS   The Glen or Cleugh which divides the lands of Livingstones of Pantaskine from the lands 
of Tamfower 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Cleuch Plantation 
CLEUGH BURN  FAK NS8777 [1]   NS882771  
 
1898 LOH   Cleugh Burn 
CLEUGHFOOT  (# FAK NS8779 [1]    
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1755 Roy   Cleughfoot 
CLEUGH PLANTATION FAK 8877 [1] NS886773  
 
1971 OS   Cleugh Plantation 
COACH HOUSE  # FAK NS8880 [1]     
 
1710 RS59/12 f.469 house called the Coachhouse lying upon the north side of the Backraw bounded as follows 

viz: the house belonging to the said earl [of Linlithgow] on the east, the said Backrow on 
the south, the house belonging to Alexander Adams on the west and the closs called the 
Lodging Closs on the north 

1816 AOS   House sometimes called the Coach House ... on the east side of the Kirk Wynd 
COALFAULD  # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1801 AOS 4267  in a piece of ground near Bainsford called the Coalfauld 
1819 AOS 9325  The Falkirk Foundry Company seised in 1 [+] acre of ground at Grahamstoun sometime 

known by the name of the Coalfauld with the buildings thereon. On disp by James Potter, 
Wood Merchant, Grahamston 

COALHEUGH  # FAK NS8778 [1]    
 
1590 Pont   the Colheugh 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] the Coilheuch of Falkirk 
1637 NLS MS9635  Colhuch of Falkirk 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 Edward Cowie for the Colheugh 
1642 RS58/7 f.354v  Be it kend till all men be thir present lettres Me Edwart Cowie sumtyme at Falkirk 

Heuche now portioner of Falkirk  
1654 Bleau  The Colblich 
COALHEUGHBRAE # FAK NS8779 [1]   NS875790  

 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.99v James Goff colhewer at Colheughbrae 
1673 CRS   George Muir in Coalheoche-bray of Falkirk 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.2v Donald Miller in Coallheughbrae 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.143v Donald Miller in Coallhewghbrae 
1718 E644/1/14  Coalheuchbrae 
1755 Roy   Collochbrae 
1755 GD171/2051  Coalheugh Brea 
1781 RHP14345  Colheugh Brae = c 875790 (shows quarry) 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Coal Heu Brae & 4 acres of Bantaskine - 32 acres 
COALHILL  # FAK NS8778 [1]    
 
1632 RS58/5 f.361  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wys in 

Kilbayne, portioner of Falkirk and James Wys in Sheilhill his brother german as procurator 
for Margaret Coustoune spouse of the said John, Robert Levingstoune son of Alexander 
Levingstoune of Kirkland and James Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as procurator for 
Elizabeth Wys lawful daughter of the said John Wys and future wife of the said Robert --- 
all and haill --- feulands and west side --- coalworks of Falkirk  with parts portions [etc] 
occupied by James Warden weaver in Falkirk 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.41 and that upone the Colhewchill 
COALHILL ROAD # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1776 Taylor  Coalhill Road 
 
Note: this is now Arnot Street. 1781 RHP14345 shows Glen Brae as “Coal Road to Carron”. 
COAL PARK  # FAK NS7878 [1]  NS789780  
 
1758 RHP6103  Coal Pit Park 
1815 RHP6102  Coal Park 
COBBLEBRAE  FAK NS8882 [1]   NS884824  
 
1764 RHP1483  Cobal Brae 
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1790 AOS 1896  William Wyse, distiller, Cobblebrae 
1797 RHP242  Mr Wyse’s distillery - also shows limekilns at 885823 
1817 Grassom  Cobblebrae 
1819 RHP1485   Coblebrae 
1860 OS   Cobblebrae 
1912 CDS13  Cobblebrae - John Young, farmer 
 
See too Cobblehaugh 
cf Cobblehouse, Marnoch, Banfs.; Cobblehaugh, Lanark; Cobleheugh, Marykirk; Cobleland, Gartmore, Stirlings. 
Cobilcruik, Alloa -1643 CRS 
Balnacoble, Morays. 
 
North dial. coble, a boat, often used in Scot. as ‘a ferry boat’. 
COBBLEHAUGH  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS885824  
 
1755 Roy   Coblehaugh 
 
cf Coblehaugh, Lanarks. 
COBLE HILL  # FAK NS8777 [1]  NS873773  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Coble Ridge 
1781 RHP14345  Coblehill  
1783 GD171/2065/2 Coble Hill 
 
COLBLICH  see Coalheugh  
COLLAND # FAK NS8781 [2]    
 
1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 

Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

COLLINGTON  # FAK NS8781 [2]   Dorrator  
 
1636 CRS   Andrew Neilson in Collinton of Duratour 
1655 RS58/9 f.308  personally compeared upon the ground of that part of the lands of Dorrator callit 

Colingtowne ane discreit man George Livingstoune of Gairdoch   -- annualrent --- lands of 
Collingtowne possess be Chrystie Mckinlay thair 

1655 RS58/10 f.15  Collintoun  
1692 RS59/8 f.154v [L] all and haill the five pound land of Dorator comprehending the Mains [terris 

dominiculis] of Dorator, lands of Collingtoun and Caldhame, lands of Newhous Lands of 
Thomfour lands of Killingswalls  

 
 
Note: Sir James Foulis [d 1549], a Scottish judge, acquired Colinton estate 1519; Lord of Session 1526; private 

secretary to James V 1529; knighted 1539 [see Manual-Foulis]. His great grand-daughter married James 
Livingstone. 

COMELY PARK  FAK NS8979  NS891795  
 
1832 RHP82796  Comely Park 
1860 OS   Comely Park 
 
cf Comely Bank, Comely Rig MLO  

CORBET’S CLOSE - Dr see Mount Vaccine    
CORBET’S GARDEN NS887800  
CORBY HALL  # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Corby Hall 
1781 RHP14345  Corby Hall 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Corby Hall 
CORNHILL  # FAK NS8078 [2]  
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1798 AOS 3566  parts of Skipperton - a fauld or park  or the north side of the Cornhill 
COTLANDS OF FALKIRK  # FAK NS8878 [2]    
 
1795 AOS 2929  in part of 2 feus of land & Coatlands of Falkirk in Lyonthom, and partof 16s 8d land of 

Falkirk called Lyonthorn 
1802 AOS 4410  Cotlands of Falkirk in Lyonthom with a proportional part of the Common South Muir of 

Falkirk  
COTLANDS OF MUNGAL  # FAK NS8881 [2]     
 
1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 

Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Gossedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden of 
Mungall called the Westpark 

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend  - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  

 
COURTHILL # FAK NS8279 [1]  NS824798  
 
1543 RMS iii 2879 [L] The queen confirms a charter of Andrew Stratoun of that ilk,-[which confirms a charter 

in favour of M. Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, and Elizabeth Hepburns his spouse,- 
of the lands of Seybeggis, with the mill, and the advocation of the chapel of St Helene, in 
the barony of Stratoun by annexation ... and sasine given at the Mot of Seybeggis called the 
Turchill 

 

PSAS Proceedings, Volume 68 (1933-34). ' Turchill' is the form in which the alternative name appears in the Registrum 
Magni Sigilli. But the Rev. Mr Miller, who has examined the original, informs me that the true reading is ' Curthill,' i.e. 
Court-hill, implying that, after it had served its primary purpose, the mound had been put to another use. For examples 
of confusion between c and t, see Proceedings, vol. xxxix. (1904-5), p. 380. 

 
See Stirlingshire i p 173, No. 180 
 
Note: the giving of sasine here indicates that the mottehill was still regarded as the "caput" of the barony at that time. 
COURTHILL # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS790778  
 
1758 RHP6103 Court Hill Whinns - trees planted in 1760 
1815 RHP6102 Court Hill Wood 
COUTTSLAND  (# FAK NS8879 [1]  NS888799  
 
1693 RS89/8 f.203  and of all and heall these tua aikers of land and ane half aiker of land called Coults Land 

with the yeard planted on the south syde of Falkirk all presently possest be the said 
Margaret Callendar John Wyse and William Batherstoun bounded as follows, viz betwixt 
his own lands possest be John Wall carrier on the west The hie way (i.e. the High Street) 
on the north The house possest be Ninian Wyse and Kye Loan on the east, and the goat 
called Adams Goat on the south 

1709 RS59/12 f.447v [L] his malt kiln, barn yaird and house in Baxter Wynd of Falkirk --- and also all and haill 
the said two aikers of land and ane half aiker called Couts Land with the yaird on the 
south side of the town of Falkirk  

1784 AOS 466  John Buchanan, merchant, Falkirk, seised in Couttsland, on the south side of Falkirk. P.R. 
28.136 

1794 AOS 2761  Couttsland, on the south side of Falkirk  
1815 AOS 7890  a House on the south side of the Row or Public passage by the south side of the Town of 

Falkirk, being part of Coutsland  
1819 AOS 9197  in a house on the south side of the the Row or public passage of the south side of the Town 

of Falkirk built on the lands called the Coults Lands, parish of Falkirk  
1860 OS   Couttsland Cottage 

COWDEN Cowden (FAK NS 8380 [1]  NS831801  
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c.1590 Pont  Coudon 
1613 GD1/529.57 landis of Coldonis in barony of Seybegis 
1630 RMS viii 1643 Coldenes 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.13v James Broune in Coldaneis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.94 and lands in Coldanes perteining to the said earle of Callender 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.94v Compeirit James Trumbill officer of the barroune of Seybeygis and declairit that there was 

takine awey aff my lordis Lands of Coldanes Tua mylne steanes  
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101 John Smithe in Caldanes 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

1687 RS83/1 f.12v.11 Agnis Bennie spouse to Robert Grosart in Cowden of the equall half of the equall fourth 
pairt of the lands of Blairlies of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  215th and 
216th leaves of the said Register  

c.1755 Roy Cowdens 
1767 RHP48422 Wester Cowden 829802; Easter Cowden 830801 [Bonnyside Farm] 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

1817 AOS 8573 part of the lands and estate of Bonnyside and Bonnywater Bridgend or Bonnywater on the 
south side of the Great Canal comprehending Blairlee & Cowden being parts of the barony 
of Seabegs  

1817 Grassom Colden 
1860 OS Cowden Farm 
 
See Blairlees infra. 
 
cf  Cowdenhill WLO [PNWL 35]  
     Cowdens NY1677; Cowdenknowes NT5836; Goldenberryhill NS1850; Meikle Caldon NS4983 
     Cowden, Northumberland, 1250 Colden 
     Pitcowdens ABD 
COWDENHILL FAK NS 8280 [1]  NS827803  
 
1723 SC67/67/vi f.19v James Broun in Cowdenhill 
1767 RHP48422 Cowden Know 
1971 OS Cowden Hill 
 
cf Cowdenhill NS769799; NS799827 DNY 
COWDENMUIR # FAK NS8380 [1]  
 
1794 AOS 2697 James Anderson in Cowdanmuir of Seabegs 
COWDEN QUARTER # FAK NS8281 [1]  
 
1672 RS59/4 f 311v [L] John Scott of Boniewater --- parts and portions of the lands of Cowdoun Quarter of 

Seabegs called Boniewater with houses [etc] 
1687 RS83/1 f.12v.11 Agnis Bennie spouse to Robert Grosart in Cowden of the equall half of the equall fourth 

pairt of the lands of Blairlies of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  215th and 
216th leaves of the said Register 

1691 RS83/1 f.32v.2 Cowdens Quarter of Seabegs called Bonnywater. Registered on the  39th and 40th leaves 
of the said Register 

1698 RS83/2/81 [L] Robert Grosser of Coldounquarter of Seabegs his just and equall fourth part of the 
lands of Blairlyes of Coldounquarter of Seabegs [RS59/10 f 73] 

1720 RS59/14 f 192 [L] granted be Duncan Young in Coudenquarter of Seabegs heretable proprietor of the 
lands ---  fourth part of the lands of Blairlees of Coudingquarter of Seabegs 
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1738 RS59/17 f 281v [L] parts and portions of the lands of Cowden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called 
Bonnywater 

1813 AOS 7262  Couden Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Bonnywater  
COWDEN QUARTER MUIR # FAK NS8281 [3]   
 
1820 AOS 9694 John Reid, Minister of the Dissenting Congregation, Lawrieston, seised in Cowden 

Quarter Muir now called Bonnyhill. Trustees of John Stark of Bonnyhill 
COWIES STEAD  # FAK NS7877 [1]  NS788773  
 
1815 RHP6102 Cowies Stead 
1851 RHP6104 Cowies Stead 
 
This approximates with the site of present day Castlecary Cottage 
COW PARK  # FAK NS8581 [1] NS857813  
 
1790 RHP14360  Cow Park - this is an enclosure 
COW WYND  FAK NS8879 [1]   
 
1632 Love IV ii p.1  In an instrument of AOS dated 13th July, 1632, we find the thoroughfare named Cowgate, 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.26v John Wairden in Cow Wynde of Falkirk 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.29 John Wairden weiver in Cowwynde 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 It is statute and ordainit that ilk quarter of the toune of Falkirk come furthe dey aboute for 

building of ane dyke about the burgh of Falkirk for keipeing furthe of straingeris sua that 
nane mey enter but at the portes thairof Viz. the Eist and West portis Kirkwynd 
Pantaskanes wynde and Kow Wynde quhair thair salbe watsches sett and the haill rest to 
be maid ane sufficient dyke And that the northeist quarter of the said toune sall begine the 
first dey The southeist quarter the second dey The northwest quarter the thrid dey and the 
southwest quarter the fourt dey and sua to work dey about untill the said dyke be maid 
sufficient and quhosover sall faillzie to pey fyve punds money 

1647 Love IV ii p.1  Koowynde 
1655 RS58/10 f.12  ane other of the said aikeris from the west syd of the Kow Lone  
1655 RS58/10 f.20  ane of the aikeris lying on the eist syd of the Kowwynd of Falkirk  
1657 RS58/11 f.102 the Kow Wynd of Falkirk  
1662 RS59/1 f.173v the uther of the saidis aikers lyeth south from the goat callit Adames goat and being the 

thrid aiker from the west syde of the Cowloan  
1677 RS59/5 f.399  his tuo duelling houses in the Kow Wynd of Falkirk  
1693 RS89/8 f.203  Kye Loan  
1753 RS59/20 f.148? [L] these two acres of land lying upon the south side of the town of Falkirk upon the east 

side of the Cow Loan thereof --- bounded by the lands formerly pertaining to James 
Buchanan and now to John Wyse on the east The Callander Wood dyke on the south The 
said Cow Loan on the west and the lands sometime pertaining to James Livingston of 
Westquarter now the said John Wyse upon the north  

1778 Love IV ii p.4  Kine Loan 
1796 AOS 3096  3 acres on the south side of Falkirk and east side of the Cowloan, 3 acres of land with the 

peat pot in the Kilnhill. P.R. 34.133 
1803 AOS 4527  dwelling houses in Falkirk fronting the Cow Wynd and Ratton Row with the Garden at the 

back thereof 
1859 OS   Cow Wynd 
COXTER HOLES  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS887824  
 
1797 RHP242  Coxter Holes or Boat Pool 
CRAIGIEBURN  FAK NS8578 [1]   NS859780  
 
1781 RHP14345  Craig Burn  
1783 GD171/2065.2 Craigburn 
1817 Grassom  Craigburn 
1860 OS   Craigend 
1912 CDS13  Craigieburn - Robert Miller 
1956 OS Craigieburn (but “Craigburn Wood) 
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1781 RHP14345  shows the present Craigieburn coincideS with Rigend as does Roy c.1755 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Craigburn Wood 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Craigieburn 
CRAIGOUR HILLOCK # FAK NS8478 [1]   NS840785  
 
1781 RHP14345  Craigour Hillock 
CROFTANGRY  # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS855811  
 
18c  RHP14360  Croftangry - an enclosure 
 
cf Croftangry, Alloa 15c; Croft angry, Mains of Preston; Croftangri, Cramond c1517 
CROFTHEAD  # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 

Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 
Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Gossedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden 
of Mungall called the Westpark 

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  

CROOKED RIGGS # FAK NS8980 [2]    
 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v and tua rigs thairof is callit the Cruikitlandsrigs  [they all seem to be in the Randiegate – 

Ladiesmill area]  
1710 RS59/12 f.463 lying in the gate called the Randygate --- another acre bounded as follows called the 

Walker’s Acre --- Item three short butts winding upon the Shorts Butts and the two 
Crooked Rigs --- the Hospital Acre 

1802 AOS 4412  2 acres of the Town and lands of Falkirk called Crooked Riggs or Muirside  
1810 AOS 6340  acre of land in the Boddom east from Vicars Loan; 2 acres of the town and lands of Falkirk 

called Crookedriggs or Muirside  
 
cf Crooked Rig MLO  
CROOKSIDE  # FAK NS8880 [4]    
 
1620 RS58/1 f.359v [L] Crookside - lying in the angle commonly lie cruikside 
CROSS ACRE  # FAK NS8980 [2]     
 
1751 RS59/19 f.465 all and haill that the said David Watt his acre of land lying on the southside of the 

Randygate called the Damb Acre with his third part and portion of the meadow As also his 
other acre of land lying on the north side of the Randygate called the Cross Acre --- all 
lying within the parish of Falkirk  

CROSS KEYS INN # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1820 AOS 9644   George Rankine, waiter, Red Lyon Inn, Falkirk, in about 1 rood of garden ground at the 

back of the Cross Keys Inn, Falkirk  
CROSS WELL  FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886800  
 
1830 FEU 268  Cross Well 
1851 CHA a66,142  the lamp at the Cross Well 
CROWN INN  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886800 
 
1829 FEU 252  Crown Inn 
1928 Love IV ii p.132 “the back road leading from the Manse to the west end of the town at John Brock's house 

(the old Crown Inn, where now stands the Royal Bank)” 
CUME – The  # FAK NS8979 [1]  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Moorheads, Widows piece, Niclos piece, Callendars piece, Doctors piece, Moorheads 
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piece, About the houses, Haining park, New park, Callendar Field, Cladens Green,, Back 
of the Wood, Horse Ward, Henries Knows, Little Clover Park, East Park, Police Hill Park, 
East Grahams Dike, Ladies Park, Orchard, West Park divided by the pelling, the Cume, 
West Grahams Dike, West Meadow, East Meadow, Little Westmeadow to the south of 
Pippers, Pippars Park, Callendar Wood, Loch Bank Wood & wall, Garden, In the Fore and 
Back court, the pass and about the doors 

CUTBOTTOM  # FAK NS8881 [1]    
 
1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran to William Callander and William Crawford, equally, of the 

Cuttbottom, Littlefold, Pazerfold, East Side and other parts of Dalderse 
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom. parish of 
Falkirk  

 
See Bottom 2 FAK 
CUTELOCHDRUM # FAK NS8278 [1]  NS820781  
 
1817 Grassom    Cutelochdrum 
DALDERSE  FAK NS8981 [1]   S897816   
 
1165x1214] RH6/17 the road descending towards Daldris  
1464 RMS ii 778  [L] The king confirms William Lord abirnethy in Rothymay - lands of Dalders, vic. 

Striveling ... which William has resigned 
1469 ADA   actioun debatable between William Crawford and Andro Johnson anent the tak of the land 

of Daldres .... the said William as was asigned to him of befor be the lords of or surane 
lordis counsaile .... said Andro - gafe oure al tak of the said landis yat  therefour the said 
Andro has na richt to said tak and yat the said William sal brouke and joyis the said land of 
Daldres efter the tenor of the letter of tak made to him be Lord Abernethy and put furth 
and in tennandis as ples him. and the said Andro to be tennand to the said William of sa 
mekle as he occupyit himself of the said landis of befoir and to ansuere to him as a tenand 
aucht to do to his lord efter the tenor of the said William’s letter or els to devoid and red 
the said landis.  

1476 SProt p.31  in a court of justice held in the ground of Daldres for perambulating marches between 
these lands and others 

1477 RH6/469  Alexander Lesly of Wardiris, James of Schaw of Salchy and John Roos of Montgrenane, 
King’s justiciars and commissars in that part, make known that on the date thereof, at the 
instance of William, Lord Abyrnethi in Rothimay, and in obedience to the King’s brieve 
and letters direct to them thereupon they appointed an assize to divide the marches between 
the lands of Buthkennare belonging in property to the King and the lands of Daldres 
belonging to the said Lord Abirnethi in the sheriffdom of Striuelyn, the assize consisting of 
John Hammiltone of Bardowy, John of Galbrath of Ballindroch, Alexander Coningham of 
Lekky, David the Grahame, John of Murray, Mathew Forestare of Striuelyne, Richard 
Redhuch, John of Sellare, Robert Forestare of Mungale, John Bully, William of Murray, 
Robert the Bard, William Scot, Patrick Scot, John of Kincade, Henry Hammiltone, 
Alexander Hammiltone, David Benyn of that ilk, Alexander Gudlad, Andrew Hoge and 
Thomas Gudlad, which assize being sworn and having considered the allegations, rights, 
documents and evidence, declared that the mid stream of the water of Carron ought to be 
the march between the said lands of Buthkennare and Daldres. At Daldres 9th September 
1477. 

1477 SProt p. 34  for putting marches between the King’s lands of Buthkennar and Daldres 
1482 RMS ii 1534  [L] Daldress ... incorporated into the free barony of Abyrnethy 
1483 SProt p.59  Lord Abernethy – Dalderse tenants not to be subject to Stirling Courts 
1489 LHT i p.124  Item, to iiij men to haf hir [a boat] to Daldres fra the Blaknes [previous item gives “for a 

dusane of aris to the bat”]. The preface recounts “several nobles rebelled - one of these, 
Earl of Lennox, held Dunbarton Castle - King James besieged the castle and the defending 
force broke out but were routed and retreated to Dunglas Castle about 3 miles from 
Dumbarton. Materials for the siege were received from the Treasurer. the great gun Duchal 
being brought from Arkil, near Paisley, and boats conveyed overland from Daldres and 
Blackness 
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1512 RMS ii 3755  [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Lord Abirnethy,-[which grants to his son and 
heir apparent William Abirnethy, and Elizabeth Hay his spouse,- the lands of Duldras, in 
the sheriffdom of Striveling 

1539 GD247/101/1a [L] Daldres de marior  
1545 RH6/1367a  David Levingstoun in Dalders 
1568 RH6/2125  Feu Charter by Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of Manuell and convent of the same, of the 

Order of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of St Andrews diocese, granting to John Levingstoun in 
Dalders and Marion Mwre his spouse, and the survivor of them in conjunct fee for their 
lifetime, and the heirs to be lawfully begotten betwixt them, whom failing, said John’s 
heirs or assignees whomsoever, the corn mill called Mongall-mylne and mill lands, lying in 
Mongall, then occupied by Robert Mongall, with the thirle multures of the lands of Ovir 
and Nether Mongallis pertaining to the said mill, with sucken etc., lying in the barony  of  
West Kers and sheriffdom of Striveling. … At said Monastery, 4th July 1568. Witnesses, 
Patrick Seller of Kowhill, Master Alexander Lewynstoun, father’s brother of the said John, 
Alexander Gof in Lynlithgow, Master Alexander Coill, notary public. [Signed by the 
prioress with hand on the pen led by said notary] 

1569 RH6/ 2151  Instrument of Redemptionunder the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks furth 
of the Tempill lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it to be 
lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said annual 
rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

1569 RH6/ 2152  Instrument of Redemptionunder the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that William Levingstoun of Ballintoun 
granted himself to have received from John Levingstoun in Nether Dalders, feuar of 
Mungall-mylne and mill land thereof, 100 merks Scots, in complete payment of 220 merks 
which said William had lying upon said mill and mill land, and confessed same to be 
lawfully redeemed, in token whereof he had “cuttit and cancellit” the backs of the evidents 
made thereupon to him by umquhile David Levingstoun, and discharged all evidents 
thereof made to the said William and to Johne Dundas. Done in the notary’s dwelling 
house. Witnesses, Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Dundas, Mathew Dundas 

1575 RH6/2363  Charter of Sale by Alexander, lord Saltoun, in implement of a Contract of the date of the 
Charter, granting to William Wallace, burgess of Edinburgh, his heirs and assignees, the 
lands of Dawders, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. to be held de me. Rendering therefore 
one penny Scots in name of blench ferm. With Precept of sasine addressed to John 
Levingstoun in Dalders. At Edinburgh, 23rd July 1575 

1575 RH6/2366  Instrument of sasine under the hand of John Henrysoun, , Clerk of St Andrews diocese, 16th 
August 1575, narrating the sasine given by John Levingstoun in Dalders, bailie in that part 
of Alexander lord Saltoun, to William Wallace, burgess of Edinburgh, of the lands of 
Dauders, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. On precept contained in the Charter of 23rd July 
1575. Witnesses to sasine:- Thomas Levingstoun of Bantone, George Calendare, 
shoemaker in Taphill, Thomas Callendar, his son. 

1575 RH6/2364  Letter of Reversion [following on from RH6/2363] the lands of Dawdeers should be 
redeemable by Alexander lord Saltoun or his heirs etc. by payment of 500 pounds gold and 
fine silver (in 30, 20, 10 shilling and half merk pieces) 

1583 RPSS viii 1330 Precept for a charter of confirmation in favour of David Levingstoun in Daldas 
1587 RH62903  Inquest finding that George Lord. Saltoun was heir of umquhile Alexander Lord Saltoun 

his father who died April last – in lands etc., the lands of Dalders (NE £20 OE £10) in 
sheriffdom of Streveling 

1587 Retour-S 359  [L] George lord Saltoun, heir of Alexander lord Saltoun, his father, in the lands of Daldres, 
united into the barony of Abernethy and Rothiemay [lands and barony of Abernethy in 
Rothiemay seems to be the principal seat] 

1590 Pont   O[ver] - N[ether] Daldarse 
1591 RH6/3146  Instrument of sasine under the hand of John Muschet, notary public, narrating the sasine 

given by John Levingstone in Dalders, depute of John, earl of Mar, lord Erskyn [etc.] to 
Wm. Abirnethye, son of Alexander A. of Saltoun, of the sunny third part of the lands of 
Dalders --- wit. Thomas Levingstone of Pantone --- Duncan Broun at Ladeismilne 

1595 HMC 60 I p.44 George Livingstoun, son of John Livingstoun in Daldurs 
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1595 CRE   Alexander Hamilton, sometime spouse of Jonet Muirhead, in Dalderse 
1595 Hamilton p.349 Alex. Hamilton in Dalderse, p. of Falkirk, died before 15 Aug. 1629. His wife was Janet 

Muirhead, who died Oct. 1595. Her Testament-dative was given up by her husband as 
father and administrator to Janet Hamilton, their only lawful child. [Commissariot Records 
of Edinburgh] Janet, the daughter, died within a year after, confirmation of her Testament 
being granted 15/11/1596 [Commissariot Records of Edinburgh]. Alexander apparently 
married again and had issue a son. 

1597 RH6/3489  Charter of sale by Wm Wallace merchant burgess of Edinburgh selling and alienating to 
Wm. Murray, merchant and Katherine Wallace his spouse, the granter’s daughter … the 
granter’s lands of Dawders with pendicles, lying within the sh. of Stirling,  

1597 RH6/3490  Letters of procuratory by above Wm Wallace – to resign lands of Dawders in the hands of 
John, Lord Saltoun, in favour of Wm & Katherine 

1597 RH6/3492  Inst. of sas, [following on from above] In terms of which precept Gavin Murray the bailie 
gave sasine of the lands of Dawders to Wm. Murray present and accepting and to Thomas 
Lylle in Falkirk as attorney for Katherine Wallace. Done in the lands of Dawders, to wit 
Daldersgrein, 11 Nov. 1597, wit. Thomas Brice merchant in Fallkirk, James Ruchat cook 
there, John Forsythe in Dalderse and the notary public. 

1598 RH6/3568  Contract between John, Lord Abernethie of Saltoun etc. on the one part, and Patrick 
Livingstoun and Jonet Abirnethy, his spouse, servitors to the said Lord Abirnethy and his 
mother on the other part, whereby for the sum of 500 merks and also for the “gude trew 
and thankfull service done and made be yame” to the said lord and lady and to be done, 
bound themselves to grant a charter of feuferm to the said Patrick and Jonet. ---of the town 
and lands of Dalders lying within the barony of Wester Kers and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Lord Abirnethy to relieve Patrick and spouse of all inter alia annual rents except an annual 
rent of £50 granted by Alexander Lord Abirnethy, goodsir of Lord John, to William 
Wallace, merchant [etc.] Aug 1598 

1602 RMS vi 1368  [L] The king confirms a charter of John, Lord Abirnethie of Saltoun, for a sum of money as 
contained in the contract ..., grants at feu-ferm to his servant Patrick Levingstoun and Jonet 
Abirnethie his spouse without reversion,- the lands and town of Dalders in the barony of 
Wester Kers ...with a precept of sasine direct from John Levingstoun in Dalders:- Test. ... 
M.William Levingstoun, servant to the said lord ... Edinburgh 1598 

1608 GD86/381  Extract from the Books of Council and Session of Letter of Tack by Mr. Adame Ballenden, 
parson of the parish kirk of Falkirk and of the kirks of Morrowingsyd and Diane which are 
pendicles of the kirk of Falkirk, with consent of Alexander, Earl of Lynlythgow, patron of 
the parish kirk of Falkirk, whereby, in consideration of certain sums of money paid to him 
in name of "gersum" he sets in tack to Alexander Levingstoun, son and apparent heir of 
Robert Levingstoun of West Quarter, for the space of his lifetime and that of his two 
succeeding heirs and thereafter for "thryis nynetene zeiris" the teind sheaves of the 
following lands viz:- the lands of Seabeggis and Castellcarey, the lands of Harbertschyre 
pertaining to Johne, Earl of Wigtoun, the lands and barony of Tempill-Denny, the town and 
lands of Littill Denny, the lands of Cuttelltoun and Lilislie, the town and lands of Heidis, 
the lands of Cattiscleuche, Dardars, Abbottishauche, part of the lands of Over Mungall, 
one-third of the Maynis of Callendar, the town and lands of Langtoun and one-third of the 
Maynis of Hayning, and one-third of the teind sheaves of the lands and barony of West 
Kers, all lying in the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling; with entry at Lammas 
1606; Paying yearly to the granter and his successors minister of Falkirk 300 merks Scots 
and 3 chalders victual (one-third bear and two-thirds meal), 200 merks to the minister of 
the kirk of Morrowingsyd and 3 chalders meal to the minister of the kirk of Diane, for 
relief of the Earl and in full satisfaction of all other duties which might be claimed from 
him for any other lands within said parish which he has in tack conform to contract (dated 
at Linlythgow 7 August and registered in the Books of Council 20 October 1606) entered 
into between him, of the first part, Sir James Ballenden of Brochtoun, knight, and the 
granter, of the second part, and John Ballenden, portioner of Fluiris, of the third part. At 
Callendar 11th September 1608  

1612 RMS vii 710  [L] Mr Wm. Levingstoun, brother of Pat. L of Dalders 
1613 RMS vii 898  [L] lands of Dalders with holdings etc. - [still within superiority of Abernethy] 
1617 Retour 87  [L] Patrick Levingstoune, heir of John Levingstoune of Dalders, his father, in the mill 

called Mongwall-mylne in the barony of Westkers  
1617 RMS vii 1598  [L] Patrick Levingstoun of Dalders [named in a charter refering to lands which had 

pertained to the late John, Lord Saltoun] 
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1618 RS58/1 f.52  [L] Thomas Livingstone of Ballintone - Alexander Livingstone of Pantasken literatorie 
Thomas Livingstone and James Lyle [Livingstone of Bantaskine is getting a liferent and 
Thomas of Bantone is getting fie of certain lands in Daldars]: totam et integram illaris 
none bovata et quarterine sine quartie partis bouate et dimidy quartie partis bouatis 
terrarum suarum villand et terrarum de Daldars cum [----] edeficijs et suis ptinen cu 
piscaria salmonium [a-otuin--] piscinum in aqua de Carroun --- Thomas Livingsone and 
Margareta Hamyltoune --- Duldars - witnesses include: Johne Hamilton de Graing milite; 
Alexander Oswald portioner of falkirk; [james?] Stark de Auchinvoille 

1621 RS58/2 f.147  [endorsed: “for the laird of Donypace to Alexander Livingstone of Pantaskane of 
Harbertschyr”] Be it kend till all men be thyr presentis letteris me David Livingstoune now 
of Donypace for my selff and takane the burdane in and upone me for the aires [in aill] and 
assignayes of umquyll John Livingstoune of Donypaice my fayther in quhois favoure the 
securiteis underwritten war maide grantit  as also for all [-y--] the aires of my said umquhill 
faither that forsameikle as Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane for certaine soumes of 
money gratitudis and gude deidis payed and done be him be the said to the umquhill John 
Livingstoune of Donypaice my fayther ---- in all and haill his fyve oxingaite of land of 
Daldars lyand within the sheriffdome forsaid and that be dowble infeftmentis and 
chairteris of alineatioune   

1626 Murray i p.45   leiding of drinking beer from Dalderse to Dunipace   
1628 RS58/4 f.175  [L] Robert Callendar in Dalderse  
1633 RS58/6 f.71v  Alexander Earl of Linlithgow --- [seems to be mortgaging] all and haill 9 oxengate and a 

quarter part and half of a quarter oxengate of the town and lands of Daldars with houses 
[etc] --- and also with pasturing the hors upon the Greinhauch and pasturage of soume ky 
upon the Leys  

1633 RS58/6 f.101   [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Monteith 
portioner of Falkirk as procurator for the Earl of Linlithgow and John Monteith of 
Saltcottis baillie in that part for Alexander Levingstoune of Pantasken and there the said 
John Monteith [of Saltcoats presumably] delivered a charter granting all and haill those 
nine [novem] oxgangs and a quarter part of an oxgang and half of a quarter part of and 
oxgang of the town and lands of Daldars with houses [etc] and the fishing of salmon and 
other fishing in the Water of Carroun pertaining and corresponding lying in the sheriffdom 
of Stirling  

1634 RS58/6 f.149  Robert Johnstoune in Daldaris  
1634 RS58/6 f.182  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hammiltoune 

eldest son and heir apparent of Mr Alexander Hammiltoune of Kinglas James 
Hammiltoune in Abbottisgrange as procurator in the name of Lilius Levingstoune spouse 
of the said John Hammiltoune and William Grahame scrivitor to the said Mr Alexander 
Hammiltoune and his baillie in that part and there the said John Hammiltoune and James 
Hammiltoune with a charter of sale and alienation entered to all and haill these nine 
oxengangs and a quarter of a quarter of  and oxgang and half of a quarter part  of and 
oxgang land of the  lands of Daldarse with houses [etc] with the fishing of salmon and 
other fishing in the Water of Carroun. Lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1637 RMS ix 750  [L] The king grants to David Levingstoun of Polmont, his heirs and assignees whomesover 
(subject to legal reversion),- the town and lands of Dalders with the salmon fishing in the 
water of Carrone, united into a barony of Dalderse;- which were Alexander Levingstoun of 
Pantasken’s; and with other lands, 15 November 1632 

1638 RMS ix 806  [L] West Kerse - 9 3/8 oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to 
the late Thomas Livingstoun of Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, 
with the templelands of Dalderse, manor place, pasturage for 2 horses upon the 
Greinhauche and for 4 cows upon the Leyis;- which William Livingstoun of Kilsythe and 
Alexander Livingstoun of Bantone and John Livingstoun laird thereof have resigned; 

1639 SC67/67/1 f.6  Robert Jonstowne in Dalders 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.11v John Galbreathe in Dalders 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14 the complaint gevine in be the Laird of Pantaskine and remanent induellaris in Dalderse 

againes these people in Falkirk quha scheiris grase in thair boundis 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.26v John Levingstoune in Dalders 
1643 RMS ix 1454  [L] Granting to the said Earl of Callendar and his wife the right of a free port and mooring 

upon the said lands of Dalderse or any other lands possessed in tenandry contigous to the 
water of Carron pertaining to the said Earl of Callendar, with power to levy anchorage etc., 
and to construct a port_ ... James VI by letters dated 3 October 1590 granting authority to 
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the      late William, Lord Livingston, grandfather of the Earl of Callendar to dig a  pow or 
water-passage over the Water of Carron through the lands of Dalderse which then 
pertained to Lord Salton, or other lands adjacent to the watercast, for the transportation of 
coal from the coal-works of Falkirk, with power to make a dam and sluice for the retention 
of water in the said passage 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.43 John Guidlett in Dalders and John Guidlett his sone naturall 
1646 RMS ix 1690   [L] 9 and 3/8 oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to the late 

Thomas Livingstoun of Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, with the 
templelands of Dalderse, manor place, ..., pasturage for 2 horses upon the Greinhauche 
and for 4 cows upon the Leyis ... and the lands of Dalderse consequently united to the 
baronies of Callendar and Falkirk 

1647 RS58/8 f.273  Sir Alexander Levingstoune of Daldars, knight 
1647 RS58/8 f.286  [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Levingstoun, 

natural son of James, Earl of Callendar, Lord Levingstoun and Almond and Lord William 
Levingstoun of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Callendar as hereditary proprietor of 
the lands underwritten --- 9 [novem] oxgangs [with various fractions of quarters of a bovat] 
of the lands of Dalders with all and haill the Temple Lands [terris templaris] thereof lying 
in the earldom and regality of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling --- the nine oxgangs 
[and fractions] of the town and lands of Daldars with houses, biggins and pertinents 
thereof and with the fishing of salmon and other fishings on the Water of Carroun 
corresponding --- the Templelands of Dalders with manor place, houses, biggins, yards, 
mosses, moors, meadows, pastures with all other pertinents, with tiends thereof,  and also 
the pasturage of two horses upon the Grenhauch and four cows [vacarum] upon the Leyes 
with the privileges and freedoms of the stapleport of Daldars with the hail duties and 
cassualties thereof with free entry and exit and with the freedom of making the stenches 
and access to all public roads and moorings [?] [offigenis] and sluices [clausuras] --- and 
also all and haill the lands of Terrantirrane in Kippen with the mill and mill lands  

1647 RS58/8 f.287v [L] As f.286 but Alexander Levingstoun is given as “Lord Alexander Levingstoun, knight, 
natural son of James, Earl of Callendar, Lord Levingstoun and Almond and Lord William 
Levingstoun of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of Callendar” 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.76 Sir Alexander Levingstoune for Dalders and Terrintirren 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.  It is statute and Intymate That quhatsoever persone or persones salhappine To bring in any 

victuall tymber or any uther sort of mertchandwair to the schoir at Dalders or Salt pow 
That they pey ancherage and Custowmes for the sameine According as the sameine is peyit 
and exactit at uther stapill portis_ 

1653 RS58/9 f.158  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Burne 
portioner of Falkirk as attorney for Helen Elphingstoune youngest lawful daughter to 
umquhil Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrall --- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Dalderse --- 
David Livingstoune of Pantaskine to Helene Elphingstoune his future spouse  

1655 RMS x 389  The Protector grants to Major Robert Logan ---, - also the lands of Glentarrna and Dalders, 
manor places etc., thereof in the sheriffdom and regality of Falkirk, which pertained to 
Alexander Levingstoune of Dalders 

1656 RS58/11 f.47v Comperit personalie John Boig merchant in Falkirk actorney and in the name and behalf of 
David Levingstoun now of Pantasken having a seasing  direct furth of the chancellarae at 
the instance of the said David Levingstoun now of Pantasken to the sheriff of Stirling --- 
the deceased David Levingstoun father to David Levingstoun now of Pantasken --- in all 
and haill the toune and lands of Dalders with houses [etc] --- fishing of salmond and uther 
fishings in the Watter of Carroun usit and wont united and erected in ane frie barrony callit 
the barrony of Dalders  

1655 RMS x 417  The Protector grants to Mr Andrew Oswald, advocate, ... also the town and lands of 
Dalderse, with the salmon fishing and other fishings used and wont on the water of 
Carrone erected into the barony of Dalderse ... which lands pertained to David 
Levingstoune of Pantaskine, and were on 8th May 1655 apprised from him at the instance 
of the said Andrew Oswald, in payment to him of £12,541 2s 4d 

1656 Retour 221  [L] David Livingstoun of Pantasken, heir of David Livingstoun of Pantasken, his father,- in 
the towne and lands of Dalders with the salmon fishing in the water of Carroune, united 
into the barony of Dalders 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Charter granting to Alexander, Lord Livingston of Almond ... whom failing ... to 
Alexander Livistoun, lawful son of the deceased Sir Alexander Livingstoun of Dalders, 
knight ... , also those nine oxgates of lands, and a quarter and a half a quarter of an oxgate 
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of land of the town and lands of Dalders, with buildings and salmon fishing on the water 
of Caron corresponding thereto; with the temple-lands of Dalders, with pertinents and 
tiend sheaves and pasture for 2 horses on the Greenhaugh, and of 4 cows on The Lees 

1666 RMS xi 907  [L] Charter, with clause of Novodamus, granting to Mr Andrew Oswald of Dalders, 
advocate, and Isobella Symsone, his wife, and the survivor in liferent, and David Oswald, 
eldest lawful son of the said Mr Andrew, ...,- the town and lands of Dalders, with all 
buildings and pendicles and salmon and other fishings on the water of Carroun and 
formerly incorporated into the barony of Dalders; resigned by the grantee for new 
infeftment; uniting anew the same into the barony of Dalders 

1678 Hamilton p.350 Andrew Hamilton in Dalders gave up the Testament-dative and iventory of Isobel Gray his 
spouse (who died in Feb. 1678) 12/6/1679 [Commissariot Records of Stirling] in name of 
their children named below, minors. Issue:- 1 William, 2 Margaret, 3 Jean 

1679 RS59/6 f.85v  [L] Ninian Wyse in Kilbain actorney for and in the name of ane young gentleman 
Alexander Levingstowne sone naturall to ane noble and potent earle Alexander Earl of 
Callendar  --- letters of alianation granted be his faither --- all and haill these his nyne 
oxengang quarter pairt of ane eoxengang and half of ane quarter of ane oxengang of land of 
the towne and lands of Dalderss with houses [etc] --- with the fishing of salmon and wther 
fishes upon the Water of Carrone efferend theirto with all and sundrie the temple lands of 
Dalderss with manor place howss biggings [etc] --- and also with the pasturadge of tuo 
horss upon Greineshauch and pasturadge of four kyne upon the Leyes all lyand within the 
parochim of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1681 Retour 284  [L] Alexander Earl of Callendar, Lord Levingstoune of Almond, heires provisionis 
Alexander Levingstoune solius filii of Lord Alexander Levingstoune of Dalders,- in the 
lands of Terrintirran within the parish of Kippen, united into the barony of Terrintirran. 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.73 Andrew Hamiltoune in Dalderse 
1685 RS83/1 f.3v.12 Mr Richard Callander parsone att Falkirk and Richard Callander his son of and annualrent 

out of David Oswald lands of Dalderse. Registered on the 46th and 47th leaves of the said 
Register 

1686 SC67/67/2 f.103v James Galbraith in Daldars; George Jonstone in Daldars 
1686 RS83/1 f.8v.12 [L] Alexander Livingstoune of Glentirren of the lands and barronie of Glentirren and nyne 

oxengate and a 4 pairt of ane oxengate of land in Dalderse with the Kirklands of Dalderse. 
Registered on the  134th leaf of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.9v.10 James Galbraith in Dalderse - annualrent out of the lands of Abotshaugh, Nather Mungell 
& Gairdoch. Registered on the  157th and 158th leaves of the said Register  

1687 SC67/67/2 f.145 Alexander Johnstone in Dalderse 
1688 Retour 310  [L] 9 oxgangs, a quarter part,  and a half quarter part of an oxgang of the town and land of 

Dalderse, with the fishings on the water of Carran, et terris templaris de Dalders 
1690 Retour 312   [L] Andrew Oswald, heir to David Oswald of Dalderse, his father,- in the town and lands 

of Dalderse with salmon fishings in the water of Carron, and united into the barony of 
Dalderse.- E.20m taxatae wardae 

1691 RS83/1 f.31.7  Andrew Oswald sone to umquhill David Oswald of Dalderse as air to his said umquhill 
father of the lands and  barony of Dalderse with the salmond fishing. Registered on the  
16th and 17th leaves of the said Register 

1691 RS59/8 f.16v  [L] Andrew Oswald sone to umquhill David Oswald of Dalderse with a precept of sasine 
from the king’s chancelry directed to John Knox of Falkirk as depute sheriff of 
Stirlingshire in that part --- town and lands of Dalldersse ---  with the free barony of the 
Barony of Dalldersse --- sasine given at the manor place of Dalldersse 

1693 Retour 315  [L] with the privilege of a port and freight station upon the lands of Dalderse, or any other 
of the lands contiguous to the water of Carron, for the transportation of coal to the sea from 
the coalworks of Falkirk. 

1698 RS83/2/36  [L] John and James Galbraith sons to the deceased James G. in Dalderse and Margaret 
McLelan their mother [RS59/10 f.36 – f.37] 

1698 RS83/2/106  [L] James Galbraith son to the deceased James G. in Dalderse with the consent of his 
curators, --- in favour of James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh --- lands of Abbotshaugh and 
Neither Mungall 

1699 RS83/2/10/281  Alexander Johnstoune son to the deceased Alexander Johnstoune in Dalderse RS59/10 
f.231 – f.232 

1700 RS83/2/10/352  Alexander Auld in Dalderse and John Auld his son --- part of Grahams muir called 
Houmuir --- the loan called Vicars loan RS59/10 f.285 – f.286 

1701 RS83/2/10/519  Alexander Johnstoune son of Alexander Johnstoun in Dalderse RS59/10 f.432 – f.433 
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1717 SC67/49/9 f.182 Tack by Livingstone of Glentirran to Jean Monteith, relict of John Lorn of Yonderhaugh of 
Dalderse 

1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran Callander and William Crawford, equally, of the Cuttbottom, 
Littlefold, Pazerfold, East Side and other parts of Dalderse,  

1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Thomas Forsyth of Little Fold and other parts of Dalderse, SC67/49/9 
1718 RS59/13 f.647v [L] Lord James Livingstone of Glentirren --- precept of sasine from the chancelry --- heir 

of the  late Lord Alexander Livingstone his father of all and haill the lands and barony of 
Glentirran --- lying in the parish of Kippen --- and similarly in all and haill nine oxgangs 
and half of a quarter part of an oxgang of the town and lands of Deldars with houses [etc] 
with the salmon fishing on the Carron corresponding thereto with also all and haill the 
terris ecclesiasticis de Dalders witht the manor place houses [etc] with the pasture of two 
horses upon the Green and the pasture of four oxen on the Lees (prates) --- thereof  

1730 RS59/15 f.526 Mr Archibald Hamilton of Dalders  
1754 RS59/20 f.222v the deceast David Oswald of Dalderse  
1755 Roy   Dalderse 
1782 AOS 172  Alexander Kincaid, tenant, Abbotshaugh, seised in part of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk ; 

P.R. 27.148 
1783 AOS 304  William Greig of Thornhill, seised in parts of Dalderse called Grahamsmuir and 

Longbottom, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 27.368 
1783 AOS 360  William Glen of Wester Plean, seised in parts of Dalderse, viz. Powflat, Haugh, Mill of 

Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. on disp. by trustee for Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglass. 
P.R. 27.480 

1783 AOS 431  Thomas Kincaid, farmer, Haugh, seised in part of Dalderse, viz. Haugh, parish of Falkirk. 
P.R. 28.83 

1785 AOS 691  John Ogilvie of Pocknave, seised in parts of Dalderse, viz. Mill of Dalderse, part of mill 
lands thereof, parts of the old Island, parts of the old Watercourse, salmon fishing. G.R. 
424.85 

1786 AOS 861  parts of Dalderse, comprehending. parts of Dehoccles, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 29.128 
1785 VR   Dalderse and kirklands thereof 
1787 AOS 1127  parts of Dalderse and Kirklands of Dalderse, Powflatt 
1792 AOS 2237  farm of Ladiesmiln being part of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk, on disp by Sir James 

Campbell of Ardkinglass 
1800 AOS 3935  in parts of Dalderse comprising parts of the farm of Dehoccles. parish of Falkirk  
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom. parish of 
Falkirk  

1806 AOS 5592  2 acres of the lands of Dalderse called Powflatt 
1817 Grassom  Dalderse 
1817 AOS 8595  in that part of the lands of Dalderse whereon the Dalderse Iron Foundry was erected  
1822 C2.167.3.6  Trustees of William Glen of Forganhall: part of Dalderse 
1827 C2.182.18.100  William Stirling of Ardoch: Dalderse 
1860 OS   Dalderse 
 
Note: there was a William de Abernethy, Lord of Saltoun in the time of Robert III 
DALDERSE AVENUE FAK NS8880 [1]   
 
1806 AOS   a piece of ground fronting the Dalderse Avenue 
DALDERSE GREEN (# FAK NS8981 [2]    
 
1597 RH6/3492 Instrument of sasine in terms of which precept Gavin Murray the bailie gave sasine of the 

lands of Dawders to Wm. Murray present and accepting and to Thomas Lylle in Falkirk as 
attorney for Katherine Wallace. Done in the lands of Dawders, to wit Daldersgrein; 11 
Nov. 1597, wit. Thos. Brice merchant in Falkirk, James Ruchat cook there, John Forsythe 
in Dalderse and the notary public. 

DALDERSE – KIRKLANDS OF see  DALDERSE – TEMPLE LANDS OF 
DALDERSE MILL  # FAK NS8982 [1]  NS899821  
 
1764 RHP1483  Dalderse Mill 
1783 AOS 360  William Glen of Wester Plean, seised in parts of Dalderse, viz. Powflat, Haugh, Mill of 
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Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. on disp. by trustee for Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglass. 
P.R. 27.480 

1785 AOS 691  Mill of Dalderse. G.R. 424.85 
1810 AOS 6477  the mill called Mill of Dalderse with the Pipe of Water from the Great Canal betwixt the 

Friths of Forth & Clyde for supplying the said mill with water 
1817 Grassom  Dalderse Mill 
1818 AOS 8987  Mill of Dalderse ... the old Water course [i.e. the former river course]; and the town and 

lands of Powflat consisting of two farms of Pow of Dalderse  
1819 RHP1485   Dalderse Mill 
1832 RHP82796  Dalderse Mill 
1860 OS   Dalderse Mill 
 
Note: a farm adjacent to the mill site also carried this name. Known by locals for many years as “Broon’s ferm” the           

house and steading was demolished in October 1988 
DALDERSE MILL-LANDS  # FAK NS8982 [1]    
 
1785 AOS 617  Thomas Kincaid, farmer, Newlands, and Elizabeth Cheeslie, his spouse, & Alexander 

Kincaid, their son;- seised in part of the Mill Lands of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 
28.341 

1785 AOS 691  Mill of Dalderse, part of mill lands thereof. G.R. 424.85 
DALDERSE – TEMPLE LANDS OF  # FAK NS8981 [2]   
 
1165x1214 RH6/17  [L] Robert de Stamford, Knight of the Temple in England, with consent of his chapter, 

grants to Richard, son of John the priest and his heirs a toft in the territory of Falkirk which 
lies between the toft of Glasgou the Smith and the road descending towards Daldris and 2 
acres of land near the opening of the road at the south part between the land of the Thane 
and the land of the Abbot, with pasturage for 12 cattle, 60 sheep and 2 horses 

1569 RH6/2151  Instrument of Redemption under the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks furth 
of the Tempill Lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it to 
be lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said annual 
rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

1638 RMS ix 806  [L] West Kerse - 9⅜ oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to the 
late Thomas Livingstoun of Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, with 
the Terris Templaris de Dalders, manor place, ..., pasturage for 2 horses upon the 
Greinhauche and for 4 cows upon the Leyis;- which William Livi ngstoun of Kilsythe and 
Alexander Livingstoun of Bantone and John Livingstoun laird thereof have resigned;  

1646 RMS ix 1690  [L] 9⅜ oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars with salmon fishing in the water of 
Carrone, with the Terris Templaris de Daldars, manor place, pasturage for 2 horses upon 
the Greinhauche and for 4 cows upon the Leyis ... and the lands of Dalderse consequently 
united to the baronies of Callendar and Falkirk 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Charter granting to Alexander, Lord Livingston of Almond ... whom failing ... to 
Alexander Livistoun, lawful son of the deceased Sir Alexander Livingstoun of Dalders, 
knight ... , also those nine oxgates of lands, and a quarter and a half a quarter of an oxgate 
of land of the town and lands of Dalders, with buildings and salmon fishing on the water of 
Caron corresponding thereto; with the Kirk-lands of Dalders, with pertinents and tiend 
sheaves and pasture for 2 horses on the Greenhaugh, and of 4 cows on The Lees 

1686 RS83/1 f.8v.12 [L] Alexander Livingstoune of Glentirren of the lands and barronie of Glentirren and nyne 
oxengate and a 4 pairt of ane oxengate of land in Dalderse with the Kirklands of Dalderse. 
Registered on the  134th leaf of the said Register  

1688 Retour 310  [L] 9 oxgangs, a quarter part, and a half quarter part of an oxgang of the town and land of 
Dalderse, with the fishings on the water of Carran, et Terris Templaris de Dalders 

1718 RS59/13 f.647v [L] Lord James Livingstone of Glentirren --- all and haill the terris gulis casticus de 
Dalders with the manor place houses [etc] with the pasture of two horses upon the Green 
and the pasture of four oxen on the Lees (prates) --- terris ecclesiasticis thereof  

1718 RS59/13 f.676v [L] barony of Glentirran and Dalderse – [more or less as f.656v] ac etiam Totarum et 
Integrarum Terrarum de Eclesiasticas de Dalderse cum manerei loco 
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1787 AOS   Kirklands of Dalderse 
1787 AOS 1127  parts of Dalderse and Kirklands of Dalderse; Powflatt; part of Bothkenner called the 

Backraw including the lands called Bonnymeadow, Lordship of Stirling 
DALGRAIN  see Bothkenner  
DALNAIR FAK NS8178 [1 NS810789   
 
1847 RHP6129 Dalnair the property of R. Russel Esq. 
1860 OS Dalnair 
1912 CDS13 Dalnair John Mitchell, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dalnair 
 
cf Dalnair parish of Drymen  
 
Note: RHP48422 [1767] shows "Glen" on this site. 
DAM ACRE  # FAK NS7989 [2]     
 
1751 RS59/19 f.465 all and haill that the said David Watt his acre of land lying on the southside of the 

Randygate called the Damb Acre with his third part and portion of the meadow As also his 
other acre of land lying on the north side of the Randygate called the Cross Acre --- all 
lying within the parish of Falkirk  

DAMHEAD # FAK NS8280 [1]   NS825800  
 
1666 RS59/2f 187 [L] Alexander Whyte in Dunepeace --- charter from William Murrey of Dunypeace --- 

lands of Seabegs called Damhead and Broomhill with houses [etc] 
1673 RS59/5 f 27v [L] annualrent furth of the lands of Damhead of Seabeges  
1675 RS59/5 f 185v [L] these parts and portions of the lands of Seabegs called the Damhead and Broomhill 

with houses [etc] 
1686 RS83/1 f.6.7 [L] John Whyt shoemaker in Quarrell to Jonet Whyt his daughter and George Whyt in 

Crawfoords Hall her husband - annualrent out of the lands of Damhead of Seabegs. 
Registered on the  85th leaf of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.60.2 Sir John Foullis of Ravestone in favour of David Robertsone in Kers and John Robertsone 
his sone & Alexander Whyte in Damhead of Seabegs - annualrent out of the lands of 
Damhead and Broomhill of Seabegs. Registered on the  367th and 368th leaves of the said 
Register 

1737 RS59/17 f 207v [L] Charles Grindlay merchant at Bonnymiln of all and whole that one shilling land in 
Seabegs called Milnquarter bounded by the highway on the north the lands of Dambhead 
on the east the lands of Drumm on the south and John Boyds lands of Kirkrig and the 
disponers [William Don of Seabegs] own lands on the south-west and west parts 

c.1755 Roy  Damhead 
1793 AOS 2376  Damhead in Seabegs 
1793 AOS 2641  Dambhead and Broomhill, parish of Falkirk  
1811 AOS 6680 lands of Seabegs called Dambhead & Broomhill  
1879 Gillespie p.147 Damhead  - Battle of Bonnymuir connection 
DAMRIGG # FAK NS8078 [1] NS804788  
 
1817 Grassom   Damrigg 
DAVID DUNEAN’S BRIDGE (# FAK NS9180 [1]  NS915804  
 
1826 RHP80296  David Dunean’s Bridge 
DAVIDS LOAN  FAK NS8881 [1]   NS885815  
 
1755 Roy   Depicted but not named 
1811 SLR   mentioned but not named 
1832 RHP82796  St David’s Lane 
1878 RHP46993     Feuing plans of ground at Bainsford and north of Davids Lane on Gairdoch Estate    
 
cf Dovitshill MLO  
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It is stated that this road was used for access to Salt Pow. The route continued westwards beyond Bainsford Cross via 
Mungall to Camelon. 
DEHOCHILLS  # FAK NS8981 [1]  NS899813  
 
1755 Roy   Hochills 
1780 EEC 26 Jan 1780 Deckoccles - farm possessed by James Smith and lands by Robert Walker and his 

subtenants. (At that time the lands of Dalderse were up for sale. )  
1786 AOS 861  parts of Dalderse, comprehending parts of Dehoccles, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 29.128 
1794 RHP4  Dalhohills 
1799 AOS 3662  Patrick Muirhead, farmer, Decoccles or Dehoccles 
1800 AOS 3935  in parts of Dalderse comprising parts of the farm of Dehoccles. parish of Falkirk  
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom. parish of 
Falkirk  

1804 AOS 4888  the lands of Middlefield on the east side of Ladiesmillburn, & 5 acres of the lands of 
Randyford adjoining to Decocles on the east 

1817 Grassom  Dehochels 
1821 Ainslie  Dallochills 
 
cf Carnegogyl (Kelso 102) Karnegogyl (Kelso 103) and Inchgogyl, Kilsyth 
DICKS HOUSE # FAK NS8279 [2]   
 
 
1793 Antiquities Dicks house 
1845 Stuart For some distance to the east of Castlecary the traces of the great ditch are few and 

indistinct but after passing a point of the line about a mile in advance where once stood a 
Watch Tower which was known in Roy's time by the name of Dick's House the hollow of 
the fosse becomes exceedingly distinct and gains upon the admiration of the visitor at 
every step until he reaches the site of the next of the Wall Stations  

1880 Nimmo [3] i p  37 At Dick’s house, which is distant from Castlecary about two miles, the wall begins its 
course nearer than before to the east point; and, about a quarter of a mile farther on, crosses 
a brook called Bonny-mill-dam. 

DIXONS MEALIN # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS797787  
 
c.1755 Roy  Dixons Mealin 
 
cf John Dicksone in Castelcarrie - SC67/67/1 f.73v 
DOCTORS PARK  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS893794  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Doctors Piece 
1781 RHP14345  Doctors Park 
1783 GD171/2081  Doctors Park - Callendar Estate Rental - Doctor Deans Park - Alexander McLardie 
DOCTORS WOOD FAK NS8079 [1]  NS809790  
 
cf Doctors Wood, Kent 
DOLLAR PARK  FAK NS8880 [1]  
 
1860 OS   Arnotdale 
 
Robert Dollar [1844-1932], a native of Falkirk, became a shipping magnate in the United States and made several gifts 
to his birth-place 
DORRATOR  FAK NS8781 [1]   873816   
 
1429 Holyrood No. 116 [L] Robert (of) Duratur 
1472 SProt p.13  Robert Callenter of Doratour 
1480 ADC p.51  Robert of Dullattir [recte Dorrattir] 
1482 SProt    Elizabeth Levingstoun, spouse of Robert Calentar of Dinate [recte Dorator], daughter and 

one of the heirs of of the late John Levingstoun of Athingrye [Auchingray?], swore not to 
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revoke the alienation made by her to John Bros of Stanehous of her half of the lands of 
Sunneside 

1495 ADC p.388  Robert Callenter of Dowrador 
1498 LCC p.209  Robert Callendar of Dowratour 
1508 RMS ii 3240    Robert Callandare de Dowratour 
1513 Young 22  August 1513. Sir Robert Bruys of Ertht and Robert Calendar of Duradour agreed that 

forasmuch as Robert Calendar had sold to Sir Robert “ane auchtane part” of Manys of 
Duradour, in the barony of Calendar and sheriffdom of Striveling, and had given a precept 
of sasine, “and becaus of thair hasty passage to this our soverane lordis raid and hosting 
thai may nocht remane apoun the making of ane charter apoun the alienatioun of the saidis 
landis...nor yit upoun the making of a letter of reversioun ...,” therefore Robert or his heirs 
should seal and deliver a charter of the lands (to be held in blench for a penny) and Sir 
Robert or his heirs should make and deliver a letter of reversion containing the sum of 55 
merks, “that is to say, ten pundis in ony manner of sufficient gold, item twenty merkis in 
Franche crownys of wecht and ducatis of wycht, the price of the Franche croun xviii s., the 
price of the dukat xix s., and twenty merkis in usuale money of Scotland.” Witnesses: ..., 
William Mur of Skethmur 

1529 Binns 32  Robert Callander of Durratour 
1540 Johnsoun 653  Robert Callenter of Duratour 
1555 RMS iii 1049  [L] Robert Calender of Duratour ... and also Robert Callender of Ballencloch junior, son 

of the said Robert C. of D. [Wr. Mukcroft, Ballincloch etc. in the earldom of Levinax] all 
of which were held by the said Robert junior’s predecessors of Mathew, formerly Earl of 
Levinax 

1588 RSS viii 2225  Precept for a charter of confirmation on a charter by Alexander levingstoun, fiar of the 
lands underwritten, with the consent of William, Lord Levingstoun, his father ... Duratour, 
... the lands of Thomfour and the lands occupied by James Wyse. 

1590 Pont   Duntun 
1595 CRE   Walter Tweedie in Durratour, sheriffdom in Stirling 
1611 Retour-S 370  [L] Mr William Drummond, heir of lord John Drummond of Hawthornden, knight, his 

father, -in that part of the lands of Duratour known as Thomefoure and Newhous, in the 
barony of Callendar  

1630 RS58/5 f.71v  [L] John Lowrie, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- precept of sasine --- all and haill 
the lands of Duratour, Tamfoure and Newhous with manor place, houses [etc] --- lying in 
the barony of the said noble earl of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1631 RS58/5 f.152v  [L] Lord William Callender of Durator, knight  
1636 CRS   Andrew Neilsoune in Collinton of Duratour 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.18 Barbara McGowne in Dorrator and John Clentries now hir spouse ... umquhill Andrew 

Neilsone hir first husband 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.26v William Callender appeirand of Dorrator - see for incident 
1646 RMS ix 1690  [L] Dullatour (recte Durratour) and Newhous 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.74v Sir William Callender of Dorrator knyt ... dame Margaret Crawfurd spous to the said Sir 

Wm Callender 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 

lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur, lands of Killingswall, 
Thomfur and Newhous with all other pertinents [etc] now lying in the earldom and regality 
of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling with also that piece or portion of the moor of 
Callander lying within the dyke [fossam], commonly lie Cleuch which divides the lands of 
Alexander Levingstoun of Pantasken from the a pendicle of the said lands of Durratur 
commonly called Tamfour – that progresses directly south opposite the said dyke 
extending to the the south head thereof at the boundary stones [lapides limitares] --- 
dividing commonly called the Loinyett between the arable lands of Tamfour and others 
pertaining to the pendicles between the lands of Durratur known as Killingiswallis on the 
east of the burn known as Glenburne  on the south and where the boundary stones of the 
lands are set on the north and the said burn on the east of the syick --- opposite the west 
side of the foot of the hill [collis] commonly called the Sheiphous Know to the east end 
known as the East Hip of the Turfrig ---- the east side commonly called the Loneyett 
between the lands of Carrmwre  and the arable lands of the said lands of Tamfour on the 
east and the arable lands of Tamfower on the north  
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1649 SC67/67/1 f.93 William Callender younger of Dorrator ... of his ortchard in Dorrator 
1653 RS58/9 f.190   William Callander younger Laird of Dorrator 
1655 RS58/10 f.15  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Callender in 

Daldars having in his hand a charter of confirmation from his Hines Olivare lord protector 
of the comoune walth of england scotland and ireland --- all and haill the fyve pound land 
of Dorrator comprehending thair intill the landis and Maynis of Dorator Beinskreuk 
Collintoun Coldhome Tomfoure Newhous and Kingswalace with all and sindrie thair 
maner places houses [etc] 

1656 RH15/44/156  Instrument of sasine following on great seal charter of apprising, 18 January 1656, in 
favour of Benjamin Cranstoune, merchant in Leith, of mains of Dorrator, in lordship and 
barony of Callendar, parish of Falkirk, sheriffdom of Stirling, formerly pertaining to 
William Callendar, younger, of Dorrator 11 Feb 1656 

1659 RS58/12 f.93  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the landis of Maynes of Dorator ane discreit man 
Robert Livingstoune in Falkirk kirk thesourer and in name of the kirk sessioune of Falkirk 
having in his hands a certaine letter of assignatioune and dispositioune maid to the said 
Robert as thesourer foirsaid and in the name of said kirk sessioune be George Livingstoune 
of Gairdoche --- relaiting to ane contract maid betwixt William Callendar of Dorator with 
consent of Katherine Ralstoune his spouse and Robert Calendar his brother germane 

1662 IRD   James Callander in Dorrittor 
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Dorratour 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.26v William Callender of Dorrator 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.40v James Nimmo in Dorrator 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49 William Callander, son to Ludovick C. of Dorrator 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71v William Muir, servitor to Ludovick Callander of Dorrator 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.101 James Aitkeine in Dorator 
1688 Retour 310  [L] lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskines;- lands of Langtoun, Thomfuir, Durratur, 

Newhouse, and Killingswalls 
1688 RS83/1 f.18v.11 Laudievick Callander of Dorator of the said lands of Tamfure and Newhouse. Registered 

on the  334th leaf of the said Register  
1690 CRS   William Callender of Dorator 
1690 E69/22/1  Lodivick Callendar of Dorator 
1692 RS83/1 f.40v.5 William Callendar, sone and air of umquhill Robert Callendar, brother german to umquhill 

William Callendar, sometyme of Dorrator of the fyve pound land of Dorrator 
comprehending the toune and lands & others. Registered on the  154th and 155th leaves of 
the said Register 

1692 RS59/8 f.154v [L] all and haill the five pound land of Dorator comprehending the Mains [terris 
dominiculis] of Dorator, lands of Collingtoun and Caldhame, lands of Newhous Lands of 
Thomfour lands of Killingswalls  

1692 RS83/1 f.40v.6 Ludovick Callendar of Dorrator – charter of resignation – Alexander Earl of Callendar – 
all and haill the lands of Dorrator, the lands of Kilingswalls, Thomfoures & Newhouse – 
and part of the moor of Callendar belonging thereto. Registered on the  155th leaf of the 
said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 Lodivick Callendar, oy and air of tailzie and provisione to the deceast Lodivick Callendar 
of Dorator, his guid syr procreat betwixt John Willisone, portioner in Edinburgh and Jean 
Callendar, eldest lawful daughter to the said Lodivick who in all tyme thereafter is ordaned 
to be called Lodivick Callendar, and the airs male lawfully to be gotten of his body – of all 
and heal the lands of Dorator comprehending the Maynes of Dorator, the lands of 
Killingswalls, Thomfour, & Newhouse – and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying 
betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said 
Register 

1695 RS59/8 f.347  from that pairt of the lands of Dorrator called Thomfour and straight southwards be the 
said Glen to the south road  thairof where are set marchstones and from that straight 
southwards be the said Glen till the east gate called the Loangate Betwixt the arrable land 
of Thomcurr and all pertaining to the said lands of Kingswalls on the east the Glen Burne 
on the south and certain march stones on the north pairt of the burne on the west syde of 
the syke, and thair straight northwards to the westend of the know called the Sheephouse 
Know to the east end called the Easter Hipp of the Turfrig where the marchstones are sett, 
and frae thair northwards till the west syde of the Loangate betwixt the lands of Thomcurr 
and the arrable lands of Thomfoure on the east and the arrable land of Thomfoure on the 
north pairts togidder with his tua seats or daskes in the Kirk of Falkirk and his buriall place 
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in the church yeard thairof --- [witnesses to sasine] William Andersone in Binnieslie, John 
[Brown?] in Newhouse 

1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 
Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himslef lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1715  RS59/13 f.268v Alexander Broun portioner of Broomage having in his hands a disposition granted be 
Ludovick Callander of Dorator alias Willisone oye and heir of tailzie to the deceast 
Ludovick Callander of Dorrator heretible proprietor of the lands and others underwritten -
-- all and haill that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorrator called Beanscrook lying 
upon the north side of the watter of Carron lying within the paroche and regality of Falkirk 
and bounding by a balk and marchstones dividing from the lands of Broomadge upon the 
north and west the said Ludovick his lands called John’s Mealling on the south  and the 
said watter of Carron on the east parts with ish and entrie thereto 

1716 C2/87/155  Ludovic Callander of Dorrator - Dorrator 
1718 E644/1/14  Ludovick Callender of Dorator 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.4  John Wilson of Dorater 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.7  John Callander, tenant in Dorrater 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 Thomas Morison [in Dorrater] 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.53 Robert Leishman in Dorrator 
1748 CRS   Margaret Wilson, lawful daughter to the deceased John W., in Dorrator 
1750 RS59/19 f.427 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Williams in 

Newhouse of Dorator as procurator for William Walton writer in Edinburgh with a bond 
of annuity granted by James Burn of Dorator  

1751 RS59/19 f.455 all and haill the lands and estate of Dorator Newhouse and Coldhame 
1751 RS59/20 f.6v  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Small merchant in 

Linlithgow as also compeared James Lambert son to Alexander Lambert gardiner in 
Dorater as Bailie and produced a heritable bond granted by James Burn of Dorater writer 
in Edinburgh --- all and haill these his lands of Dorater being a five pound land of old 
extent comprehending therein the dominical lands of Dorater the lands  of Newhouse 
Bankhead Caldhame The Mains and Neathertown of Dorater with houses [etc] 

1752 Turnpike  James Burn of Dorrator 
1752 Turnpike  And whereas a part of the road at Dorrator park walls being impassable [this is the road 

from Saltpow to Tophill] last winter by wheel carriages and might have been so again after 
the first heavy rains unless prevented 

1753 C2/102/13  James Burn of Dorrator - Dorrator 
1753 RS59/20 f.173 James Burns of Dorator, one of the Clerks to the Bills of Session 
1755 Roy   Dorathar 
1765 RHP6111/1  Dorator - Sir William Bruce, proprietor 
1765 RHP6111/1.   Plan of the estate of Dorrator: 1765. 2 List of contents thereof.  
1772 SC1/1/1  total valuation of Dorator which includes Seafield, Camelon and Glenfuir 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse ;- Dorrator comprising 

Mains of Dorrator, Killingswalls, Tomfower & Newhouse, & part of the Muir of 
Callendar – 

               GR 451. 
256 

1789 AOS 1573  pendicle of Dorator called Gardners Acre 
1794 AOS 2842  in a pendicle of Dorrator at Tophill Bridge called Gardners Acre 
1799 AOS 3774  in parts of Dorator, formerly called Tamfour afterwards Glenfuir and then Sommerford 
1804 RHP6110   Plan of the estate of Dorrator belonging to Lord Dundas: 1804.  
1806 AOS 5343  pendicle of land of the £5 land of Dorator called Beanscruik on the north side of the Water 

of Carron 
1817 Grassom  Dorater 
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1824 RHP6112   List of contents referring to a plan of the lands of Dorrator: 1824.  
1879 Gillespie p.129 Dorrator Brae 
1912 CDS13  Dorrator - A. Ronald 
1971 OS   Dorrator 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Dorrator 
 
cf Condorrat NS735735 [Gonderait Retours Dumbarton no 78, 1685] 
 
Note: The first element of Durobrivæ in is *duro, ‘fort, walled town’. This seems to have been a term applied to forts 

on low ground, in contrast to *duno, ‘hill-fort’. *duro is cognate with German tor, tur 
DOVECOT PARK  # FAK NS8979 [1]  S897798   
 
1781 RHP14345  Dovecot Park - this was the site of the old Graeme High School 
1783 GD171/2081  Dovecot Park - Callendar Estate Park - Robert Balderston 
DROSSIE ROAD  FAK NS8879 [1]   NS2793   
 
1951 TSA   Drossie Road   
1984 OS   Drossie Road 
DROVE LOAN FAK NS8380 [1]   NS825801-832800  
 
1847 RHP6129 Drove Loan 
DROVE LOAN   # FAK NS8977 [1]  NS890778  
 
1781 RHP14345  Drove Loan - essentially the line of Shieldhill Brae 
1783 RHP1550  Drove Loan 
DROVE LOAN   # FAK NS8776 [1 NS870760 etc.   
 
1781 RHP14345  Drove Loan 
1865 VR   wayleave through Summerhouse and Greenwells 
DROVE LOAN   # FAK NS8480 - NS8380 [1]    
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Drove Loan 
DRUM FAK NS 8378 [1]   NS834783  
 
1652 RS58/9 f 106v William Murehead in Drum 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

1687 RS83/1 f.12v.12 [L] Jonet Whyt spouse to William Murehead in Seabegs of the equall half of his lands of 
Drum in Seabegs. Registered on the  216th leaf of the said Register  

1688 Retour 310 Drum 
1689 CRS  William Mure[head?], portioner of Drum of Seabegs 
1690 RS83/1 f.27.6 Isobell Murehead, spouse to Alexander Murehead in Drum of Seabegs of the half of his 

lands of Drum. Registered on the  506th leaf of the said Register 
1737 RS59/17 f 207v [L] Charles Grindlay merchant at Bonnymiln of all and whole that one shilling land in 

Seabegs called Milnquarter bounded by the highway on the north the lands of Dambhead 
on the east the lands of Drumm on the south and John Boyds lands of Kirkrig and the 
disponers [William Don of Seabegs] own lands on the south-west and west parts 

c.1755 Roy  Drum 
1817 Grassom   Drum 
1860 OS Drum 
1912 CDS13 Drum Farm - Alex. McDonald; East - John Waugh; South - Wm. Brodie 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Drum Farm - South Drum – Drum Wood 
DRUMCASTLERIG see Drumtruster  
DRUMHEAD # FAK NS7877 [1]  NS788772  
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1758 RHP6103 Drumhead 
1770 GD173/1/2 Drumhead 
1793 Roy  Drumhead 
DRUMRIG # FAK NS8177 [1]  
 
c.1755 Roy  Drumrig 
 
See Lochdrum infra 
DRUMTRUSTER  # FAK NS8676 [1]  NS865767  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] (endorsed “The Lady Linlithgows seising of Drumistristerig etc”] lands of 

Drumtroysterrig 
1625 RS58/3 f.361  [L] Eduard Cowie at Falkirk and Bessie Frieland his spouse and John Wyse in Kilbaine, 

baillie in that part for Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow [etc] with a charter of alienation of all 
and haill that just and equal half of the town and lands of Eist Auchingawin presently 
occupied and possesed by David [-a’] and that half part of Drumtruster possessed by the 
said David [Cai’] and the other just and equal half of the town and lands of Eist 
Auchingawin lying with the dyke vulgo lie alsweill within the dykes as outwith the samyn – 
which James Stirling presently occupies and possesses [with houses etc] --- the said David 
[Cas] lying in the barony of Callendir --- alsweill within the dykes as outwith the samyn 
[witnesses to sasine] John Fuird in Killingswallis, Robert Fuird in Stanylone 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Drumcastlerig (occupied by John Tailyeour) 
1637 CEB   Drumtruster 
1642 RS58/7 f.354v  Be it kend till all men be thir present lettres Me Edwart Cowie sumtyme at Falkirk heuche 

now portioner of Falkirk for my selff and takand full burthing upone me for Bessie 
Frieland my spouse [this is Cowie taking a wadset of the lands from the Earl of Callendar] 
of all and haill the just and equall half of the toune and lands of Eister Auchingevine 
togidder with that pairt of the halfe mwr of Drumtruster lykwayes with the just and equal 
halfe of the eisterthrid pairt of the towne and landis of Eisterauchingevine – with houses 
[etc] 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.55v John Tailyor in Drumtruster 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.109v John Tailyor in Drumtruster 
1668 CRS   John Taylor in Drumtruster 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.90 William Mairshell in Drumtruster 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v Alexander Schaw in Drumtroister, James Russall there 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Drum, Castlerig 
1703 RS83/2/11/188  James Rankine in Drumtruster and John Rankine his son RS59/11 f.198 – f.199 
1706 SC67/67/5 f.32v John and James Johnston in Drumtruster 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59 John Muirhead in Drumtruster 
1755 Roy   Drumtruster 
1768 CRS   John Grindley, smith in Drumtruster 
1781 RHP14345  Drumtruster - Er = c 854763; & Wr = c 841764 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Wester and Easter Drumtruster 
1788 AOS 1320  Rottenstocks or Drumtrustor on disposition by Thomas Stark of Rottenstocks  
1788 GD171/3963  lands of Rottinstocks alias Drumtruster 
1814 RHP14349/4  Drumtryster 
1817 Grassom  Drumtrustor 
 
cf Trostan Hill NS405025; NS615015 [PNG 262]; Trouston NS035745; Troustrie NO592076 
    Cragtrostane, 1272 - Fraser’s Lennox 
   Trosgich NN235185 
DUNDEE COURT  FAK NS8879 [1]  
 
1626 RS58/3 f.375  [L] George Dundie, shoemaker, [calciarius] in Falkirk and Jean Moresone his spouse, and 

James Dundie their eldest born son and heir apparent and Alexander Livingstoun of 
Westquarter baillie in that part for Alexander Earl of Linlithgow [etc] --- George having a 
feu charter of all and haill that tenement of land with its house and an acre of land adjacent 
with houses [etc] ---lying within the town and lands of Falkirk on the south side of the 
king’s public highway which formerly pertained to the late James Mitchell in Falkirk and 
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then to John Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell his sister 
1637 RS58/7 f.69v  [L] ]George Dundie, shoemaker [calcheario] in Falkirk  
1642 RS58/7 f.417  George Dundie, shoemaker and portioner of Falkirk and James Dundie his eldest lawful 

son – Margaret Adame, spouse of the said James --- said George and Joan Moriesoune his 
spouse 

1647 RS58/8 f.289v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Dundie, lawful son 
to George Dundie, portioner of Falkirk, having in his hand a contract of marriage passed 
betwix him with consent of his said father and Jean Moresone, his mother on the ane pairt 
and Andrew Burne, merchant in Falkirk taking binding on him for Agnes Burne his eldest 
lawful dochter --- to infeft and sase the said Agnes in all and haill a hous upoune the west 
syd of the close presentlie [occupied] by himself lyand in the said toun of Falkirk to be 
held of him and his airis for yearlie payment of a penny upoun the ground of the samyne if 
it be requyrit and also an annualrent of three hundreth merkis money to be uplifted furthe 
of that tenement of land on the east syd of the said close pertaining to him 

1814 AOS 7552  Dundee’s Closs  
1841 FEU 318  Dundees Close 
1859 OS   Dundee’s Close 
DYKE # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS793785  
 
c.1755 Roy  Dyke 
1767 RHP48422 Dyke 
1808 AOS 5978 Dyke of Castlecary 
1817 Grassom   Dyke 
DYKE   # FAK NS9382 [3]    
 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v the lands of Dyke of Westpantaskane ... William Wilsone in Dyke 
 
CDS13 gives Dyke uncompounded on 9 occasions, 11 Dykes and 48 compounded versions with Dyke- as the suffix, of 

which latter the greater number [19] are with -head. The remaining suffixes, some ocurring on more than one 
occasion were: -abutt, -bar, -barhill, -crofts, -dale, -field, -foot, -gatehead, -hole, -lands, -neuk, -raw, -side, -
stonend. As a suffix it ocurrs less frequently. Examples ocurring in CDS13  are: Berry-, Black-, Broom-, Croft-, 
Cross-, Fence- 

DYKE   # FAK NS9179 [3] 
 
1632 RS58/5 f.320  [L] James Levingstoune --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of 

Linlithgow --- all and haill the lands of Langtoun with houses mill [etc] occupied by John 
Monteith of Langtoun, Thomas Murheid, William Watt, Robert Watt, James Dawine in 
Dyk, Robert Hairt and John Murheid lying with the lordship and barony of Callendar 
[witnesses to sasine] John Beyg son of John Beyg, miller at Langtoun Mill 

1660 RS58/12 f.321v Comperit personalie upon the ground of of the land eferspecifiet ane discreit young man 
David Guidlett in Langtoune having in his hands ane letter of dispositioune and alienatioun 
and assignatioune conteining thairintill ane precept of seasiing --- grantit be James Guidlett 
of Abotshauch and John Guidlett his brother germane and appeirand air --- all and haill the 
lands of Langtoune Mylne mylne lands moulters suckine sequellis houses [etc] [witnesses 
to sasine] William Mureheid in Dyke Johne Gib in Swynedyke 

 
This appears to be associated with Langton and so may relate to Grahamsdyke. 
DYKEBRAE # FAK NS8177 [1]  NS812771  
 
1767 RHP48422 Dykbrae 
1788 AOS 1230 Dykbrae and Clayfold of Forrester Quarter – parish of Falkirk 
1791 AOS 2011 part of Forrester Quarter called Dykebrae & Clayfolds.  
1860 OS Dykbrae 
 
Note: probably relates to Antonine Wall - cf Dykerig 812780 
DYKEHEAD # FAK NS81789 [1] NS818796  
 
1767 RHP48422 Dykehead Barony of Seabegs 
1817 Grassom   Dykehead 
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1847 RHP6129 Dykehead  - Estate of Seabegs 
1912 CDS13 Dykehead  - Wm Moir, farmer 
DYKEHEAD # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS826790  
 
1817 Grassom   Dykehead 
1956 OS Dykehead 
DYKEHEAD  # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS874793  
 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.88 John Miller in Dykeheid 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.14 Robert Mochrie in Dykehead 
1755 Roy   Dykehead 
DYKE-HOUSE # FAK NS8179 [2]   NS822798  
 
1777 Nimmo at a place called Dyke-house 
 
This place also appears as Dicks House 
DYKERIGG # FAK NS8178 [1]  NS812780  
 
1817 Grassom   Dykerigg 
 
Note: this name relates to the Antonine Wall 
EARLSGATES  FAK NS9181 [1]   NS913813  
 
1960 OS   Earlsgates 
EASTBRIDGE STREET FAK NS8979 [1]  
 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.6  assault “in the Burngait” 
1787 AOS 1208  Eastburngate  
1799 AOS 3765  on the Wormethill fronting the Burngate 
1832 RHP82796  Burngate 
 
EAST BURN  FAK NS8979 [1]  
 
1697 RS59/9 f.102  the East Burne of Falkirk  
1723 Kirkland  two small rivulets called the East and West Burns 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.50 Janet McLaren at Eastburn of Falkirk 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.50v George Mungall at Eastburn of Falkirk 
1859 OS   East Burn 
 
See too Meadowburn 
EASTBURN BRIDGE # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v Patrick Mastertoun, maltman at the Eastburn Bridge of Falkirk 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20v Alexander Broun, dyster at Eastburnbridge of Falkirk and John Dougall maltman there, 

tenants of part of the houses belonging to Patrick Mastertoun, maltman there and Elizabeth 
Waddell his spouse 

1726 RS59/14 f.655v And sicklike all and heall that other ane aiker of land lying on the east side of the East 
Burn with their houses high and laigh back and foir stables brewhouse little house and 
other office houses built by them on the said ane aiker of land bounded as follows viz The 
East Burn on the west  and south the foot of the march dyke and lands belonging to the 
deceast Earl of Linlithgow on the east The highway and East Burn Bridge on the north of 
the same with free gates wayes and passages in and to the said lands --- reserving liberty to 
the said deceased  earl or his representatives to build his park dyke through the head of the 
last aiker disponed and to take as much thereof as will make the park dyke run straight not 
exceeding half ane rood of land 

1782 AOS 240  Eastburn Bridge 
1859 OS   Eastburn Bridge 
EASTCRAIG FAK NS8077 [1]  NS805773  
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1956 OS Eastcraig 
2001 OS Explorer 349  East Craig 
 
Note: this name relates to a geological dyke or sill which runs through this area - cf Tippetcraig 
EAST CROFT # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS792773  
 
1758 RHP6103 East Croft 
 
Note: this approximates with "Ladys Yards" as shown on  RHP6102 [1815] 
EAST CROFT  # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS858815  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  East Croft - this is an enclosure 
EAST END  # FAK NS8179 [2]   
 
1656 RS58/11 f 64 personally compeared ane discreit damsell Agnes Muirheid lawful dochter to Andro 

Muirheid at the Eistend of Siebegwood 
EASTEND 1  # FAK NS9281 [1]  NS925815  
 
1549 RMS iv 325  [L] 22 oxgangs and 10 acres of the land of Eastend of West Kers [finis orientalis ville de 

West Kers] in the barony of Kerse [in the possession of a  ] 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] with the free tenement of 22 oxgangs of the east end town of Kers (occupied by 

Andrew Watt, Robert Watt, baker [pistorem], Alexander Sword, John Watt, Jonet Small, 
Wiiliam Davidson, elder and younger, Helen Hart, Patrick Haschingtoun [recte 
Dischingtoun?], Gilbert Ray, Robert Cristie, John Scott, Alexander Watt, Andrew 
Middilbie, Patrick Davye in Dyk) 

1697 CRS   John Watt in Eastertoune of West Kerse 
1755 Roy   End of Town 
1817 Grassom  Eastend 
1900 ADMIRALITY Eastend 
EASTEND 2  # FAK NS8478 [3]    
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] the Eastend thereof [of Shortrig ?] 
1688 Retour 310    [L] terris de Eister and Wester Auchingbills, Jawcraig, Swynrig, Blackfold, Beam, 

Lochrig, Greinrig, and Shortrig, and East End thereof;- ... 
EASTEND OF CALLENDAR WOOD  see Woodend    
EASTER CARMUIRS CROFT  # FAK NS8681 [1] NS861811  
 
c 1780 RHP14360  Easter Carmuirs Croft - an enclosure 
EASTER KIRKSTYLE see Kirkstyle – Easter 
EASTER MUIR RIDGES FAK NS8078 [3]   
 
1786 AOS 939 part of Skepperton called Easter Muir Ridges. P.R. 29.197 
EASTERTON  # FAK NS8982 [1]  NS895820  
 
1764 RHP1483  Easterton 
EASTFIELD  # FAK NS9180 [1]    
 
1731 RS59/15 f.666 [L] all and haill these parts and portions of the twenty pound land of the barony and lands 

of Kerse extending to a four pound land of auld extent viz: all and haill the just and equall 
half of the foresaid lands called Eastfield lands of Newlands consisting of thirty four acres 
and nine pieces of land [known as] falls (partica novem lie falls terrarum) with the road 
[known as] the Loan leading down to the stone bridge at the house possessed by --- (una 
cum via lie loan ducente ad occasum apont lapideo ad Domum possessam per ---) --- with 
these parts and portions of the said barony called the Faulds extending to nine acres and 
three partica  

1788 AOS 1324  half of Eastfield, lands of Newlands, Newlands and others, parish of Falkirk 
EAST HIP  # FAK NS8877 [2]     
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1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] opposite the west side of the foot of the hill [collis] commonly called the Sheiphous 
Know– to the east end known as the East Hip of the Turfrig  

EAST PARK  # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS852810  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  East Park 
EAST PORT OF FALKIRK  NS8879 [1]  
 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 It is statute and ordainit that ilk quarter of the toune of Falkirk come furthe dey aboute for 

building of ane dyke about the burgh of Falkirk for keipeing furthe of straingeris sua that 
nane mey enter but at the portes thairof Viz. the Eist and West Portis Kirkwynd 
Pantaskanes wynde and Kow wynde quhair thair salbe watsches sett and the haill rest to be 
maid ane sufficient dyke And that the northeist quarter of the said toune sall begine the first 
dey The southeist quarter the second dey The northwest quarter the thrid dey and the 
southwest quarter the fourt dey and sua to work dey about untill the said dyke be maid 
sufficient and quhosover sall faillzie to pey fyve punds money 

1655 RS58/9 f.292   houses in Falkirk --- at the East Port of the toune of Falkirk having the kingis way on the 
south  

1697 RS59/9 f.102  all and heall his two butts of  land at the East Port of Falkirk with the houses barns and 
killnes builded thereon sometyme pertaining to Norman Livingstoune of Mylnehills 
betwixt the lands pertaining to umquill George Livingstoune and now to Anna 
Livingstoune on the east, the lands pertaining to the aires of the deceast Lewis Monteath on 
the south and west parts thereof and the commone street quhilk passeth from the East Port 
of Falkirk to the East Burne of Falkirk on the north pairts thereof --- the whilk is all parts 
and portiones of the said umquhill Normand Levingstoune his two fewes of land in Falkirk  

1782 AOS 229  East Port 
1798 AOS 3469  Garden and Bowling Green at the south side of Falkirk near the East Port, with the 

dwelling house and byre 
1851 FEU 409  East Port 
1861 FEU 648  East Port 
EAST SIDE  # FAK NS9081 [3]    
 
1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran to William Callander and William Crawford, equally, of the 

Cuttbottom, Littlefold, Pazerfold, East Side and other parts of Dalderse, 
EAST THORN  # FAK NS9180 [1]  NS910809  
 
1860 OS   East Thorn 
see Thorn 
ELBOW   # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.67v lands called the Elbow [15 April] 
1781 RHP14345  Elbow 
1783 GD171/2064  Elbow - This is now part of Callendar Park 
ELFHILL FAK NS8379 [1]  NS833797  
 
1793 Roy  Elf Hill 
1845 Stuart  Elf hill a singular conical height which rises crowned with trees about half a mile of Rough 

Castle  
1726 Gordon p.57  It was between this point and Dick's House that according to vulgar report Robert Graham 

nephew of Eugenius King of Scots broke through the Wall and had in consequence the 
honour of bestowing his name upon the Roman works (Credat Judaus) from Carriden to 
the Clyde. Elf hill is traditionally regarded as the favourite haunt of fairies  

1879 Gillespie  p.155 Elf Hill 
1956 OS Elf Hill 
 
Note: this is a morraine which lies close by the Antonine Wall. 
ENTRYHEAD # FAK NS7877 [1]  NS788773  
 
1817 Grassom   Entryhead 
FALKIRK  FAK NS8880 [1]   NS886800  
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1080 SPN   Egglesbrech etc. see Nicolaisen p.7 ff. 
1165x1214 RH1/2/10   [L] Robert de Stamford, Knight of the Temple in England, with consent of his chapter, 

grants to Richard, son of John the priest and his heirs a toft in the territory of Falkirk 
which lies between the toft of Glasgou the Smith and the road descending towards Daldris 
and 2 acres of land near the opening of the road at the south part between the land of the 
Thane and the land of the Abbot, with pasturage for 12 cattle, 60 sheep and 2 horses: all 
which the granter holds by the gift of Malcolm, son of Duncan, Thane of Kalentar: To be 
held for payment of 13 pennies yearly, half on Palm Sunday and half on the Feast of St. 
Michael 

1253? St A. Lib. P.29 varia capella vixx merks 
1247 Holyrood App. No. 8  church of Eglesbrich which is called Varia Capella 
1248 Holyrood No. 77 Ecclesiam de Eglesbryth which is known as Varia Capella 
1257 Holyrood No 91.  Donoca filia Joh’is filii Hervie Ab’ de Varia capella ……. Terrarum que vocat’ Abland in 

Var capella pertineret …… Ecc’ie Var’ Capelle 
1298 Historia Anglicana, Bartholomew de Cotton (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xv) Faukirke, quae a quibusdam vocatur 

La Chapelle de Fayerie 
a.1322 Chronic, William Rishanger (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xviii)  Fowkirke 
1292-1301 Annales Angliæ et Scotiæ William Rishanger (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xx) Faukurke 
1297- 1307 Gesta Edwardi Primi William Rishanger (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xxiii)  Feukerke 
a.1305 MS. Digby 168, f. 197b (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.238) in loco qui Anglice vocutur the Fowe Chapel 
a.1313 Chronicon, Walter de Hemingburgh, (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xxix) Fawkyrk 
a.1346 Chronicon de Lanercost,  Faukirk (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xxiv) 
1393 Holyrood App. II No. 18 Fawkirk  
a.1395 Chronica, Henry Knighton (Gough, H. (ed.), 1888, p.xxxii) Fowkirche 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] the lordship [dominium] of the town of Falkirk 
1488 Young 103  dene William Crauffurd, vicar of Falkirk 
1539 Johnsoun 211  William Johnsoun and Helen Hammyltoun his wife and John Johnsoun their son in favour 

of Robert Johnsoun in Powmyln of a tack of 19 years of the 16s 8d lands of Falkirk lying 
in the town and territory of Falkirk, barony of Kerss and sheriffdom of Stirling held under 
Robert, Abbot of Holyrood 

1539 Johnsoun 212  Dominus William Craufurd, vicar of Falkirk  
1545 GD171/3912  Instrument of sasine in favour of Alexander Levingstoun, son and heir of Henry 

Levingstoun  in Falkirk, of two oxgates and one cottage land of the lands of Falkirk in 
regality of Brochtoun, barony of Kers and sheriffdom of Stirling, following on a precept of 
sasine by Robert, commendator of Holyrood near Edinburgh, and Alexander, abbot of 
Cambuskenneth, dated 7 May 1545, the lands having been resigned by the said Henry, 
reserving the liferent of one oxgate. Witnesses: James Kincaid, Achilles Menteith, Thomas 
Cuthill, John Reid, John Aikin and Sir James Oswald, vicar. Notary James Broun 1545 
May 8 

1549 RPCS xiv p.8  the bigging of a fort upon Inchkeith for resisting of our old enimeis of Ingland, hes thocht 
expedient, deveysit, and ordaned that the haill borrowis on the sydes of the Forth, and great 
tounes and throuchfares that lyis within tua myles to the coist of the samen, that is to say _ 
_ _  Falkirk, Kinneil _ _ _ sall furnisch four hundreth pioneris, ilk man 2s in the day for 
the space of xjv dayis to work at the said fort on the same insche 

1570 R&A  Instruments of sasine narrating that in presence of the notary and witnesses underwritten, 
personally compeared Andrew Oswald before Henry Levingstoun, baillie of William Lord 
Livingston ofCallendar, who gave AOS to said Andrew Oswald of half of a fifth part of the 
lands and town of Falkirk in the barony of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling in virtue 
of a Precept of Clare Constat by said William Lord Levingstoun in favour of said Andrew 
Oswald as lawful and nearest heir of deceased Alexander Oswald his brother, dated at 
Airth 2nd December before these witnesses, Alexander Bruce of Airth, Robert Makkesoun 
and Robert Richartsoun. Witnesses to sasine, Alexander Levingstoun of Terrintirran, John 
Levingstoun, his son. Henry Brisoun in Langtoun, James Mongall, William Levingstoun 
and Thomas Muirhead in Glen, Notary David Johnesoun of the diocese of St Andrews 

1593 CH8/40  Letter of Admission by the Presbytery of Striviling, whereby in terms of letters of 
presentation (dated 15th and 20th May, 1593) addressed to them by James Bellenden of 
Brochtoun, patron of the parsonage and vicarage of Falkirk, with consent of Dame 
Margaret Levinstoun, lady Auchnoule, his mother and tutrix testementar, they admit Mr 
Adam Bellenden to the said parsonage and vicarage, then vacant in the hands of the patron 
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by the demission of Adam, bishop of Orkney, as regards parsonage, and by the decease of 
Mr James Erskin as regards the vicarage. Dated at the Kirk of Striling 17th July 1593 

1597 RH6/3492  Thomas Lylle in Falkirk, Thomas Brice merchant in Fallkirk, James Ruchat cook there 
1600 RMS vi 1031  [L] Alexander Lord Levingstoun... in consideration of the great service and extreme 

diligence by the said Alexander and Lady Helenor Hay his wife many years past in 
undertaking the socalisation and education of the king’s two lawfull daughters whereby the 
sum of £10000 is owing,- in satisfaction of the said sum, as well as the service of the 
predecessors of the king the forebearers of the said Alexander and in defense of the king 
against others in internal feuds;- newly grants to the said Alex, and of new incorporates the 
free barony and free forrest of Callendar, ordaining the castle of Callendar to be the 
principal seat;- Insuper erecting the Town Of Falkirk - into a free burgh of barony; with 
power to the indwellers of fines and vending &c., and to create burgesses, to have a market 
cross with weekly markets on Thursdays and two fairdays annually, namely 29 June and 26 
October; with power to the said Alexander to have deputies for control of the fairs and 
markets; and to elect baillies &c, and to erect a court-house, with the other freedoms of a 
burgh of barony:- as also the whole rected into a free regality, with the power of justiciary 
courts and of holding justice eyre, exempting those holding of the jurisdiction eof the 
sheriff and the general judiciary 

1602 RPCS xiv p.397 Adam Ballendene, parson of Falkirk 
1613 GD1/529/57  Mr Adam Bellendene parsone of parish of Falkirk 
1618 RS58/1 f.52  [L] Alexander Oswald portioner of Falkirk 
1618 RS58/1 f.190  Patrick Levingston in Fallkirk lawful son to the late Thomas Levingston in  
    Thomas Meassoun in Falkirk 
1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] Alexander Oswald portioner of Falkirk  
1619 RS58/1 f.222v William Levingstoun portionar of Falkirk, David Cas 
1619 RS58/1 f.229  [L] personally compeared Henry Lyll Baxter [pistor] of Falkirk and John Lyll his eldest 

son and entered into the holding [accesserint ad tenentium] --- viz. bakehouse [pistarum] 
[mixx et ------] which the said Henry occupies and now held by the widow of Alexander 
Devie and presently occupied by David Cas bounded by the yard and gate house now 
occupied by James [Johnstoun] on the east, the principal dwelling house of the said James 
on the south, the road commonly called lie Woowr Stret [also Woar stret] on the west and 
another holding hereditarily to Henry Lyll on the north side / and to the yard lying on the 
south side of the king’s highway of Falkirk now occupied by Henry bounded by the 
tenement and yard owned by Alexander Levingstoun of West Quarter on the east, the 
house now occupied by James Callender, shoemaker [calcearum] on the south, the laigh 
house [domum vice] on the west and the house now occupied by Andrew Aikein on the 
north side / lying in the Burgh and barony of Callender and within the sheriffdom of  
Stirling --- Hugh Hall in Falkirk, attorney to Marjory Cowie daughter of Thomas Cowie, 
coalhewer [carbanario] in Falkirk and future spouse of the said John Lyll --- marriage 
contract  --- James Johnstoun, reader in the kirk of Falkirk, Alexander Davidsone there, 
James Lyll there, Thomas Cowie there,  Edward Cowie his brother in Borrowestounes 
[might this be the original shop that gave the name to the “Pie Office”. 

1619 RS58/1 f.230  [L] compared personally the honourable Alexander Levingstoun of Wastquarter and David 
Cas baillies of the town of Falkirk and entered into the tenement houses and gardens 
within underwritten, viz. the bakery now occupied by Henry Lyll master baker [pistrem 
bond’m] in Falkirk with the house now occupied by Alexander David and outhouses 
[relequasis domos] occupied by the said David [recte  Alexander? or David Cas?] bounded 
by the yard and back houses [dom’ postieram] now occupied by [James] Johnstoun on the 
east, the principal dwelling house of the said James on the south, the street commonly 
called lie Wower Streitt on the west and other holdings pertaining hereditarily to the said 
Henry Lyll on the north side with the house now occupied by Andrew Aikin on the north 
side of the said holding 

1619 RS58/1 f.239  [L] James Jack merchant [mercator] in Falkirk --- having a charter of precept from 
Alexander lord Levingstoun Earl of Linlithgow and lord of Callender superior of the lands 
underwritten – viz, all and haill the holding and that yard in Falkirk and now jointly 
occupied by James Craig, tailor [vestiarinum] and John Cunninghame, subtenants, the 
same being bounded as is contained in the foresaid charter with an outer close with the 
greater part beside the said holding which lies in the burgh and barony of Callendar and 
within the sheriffdom of Stirling – AOS executed by Hugh Hall in Falkirk, specially 
constituted baillie for the purpose. 
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1619 RS58/1 f.240  [L] also John Jack (as f.239) –his wife was Jonet Menzies 
1619 RS58/1 f.257v [L] peronally compeared George Liddell son of James Liddell in Airthe having in his hand 

a charter from Alexander Earl of Linlithgow – superior – and Elizabeth Burne his [George] 
future spous – the bigins and yards – lying in the town of Falkirk – and lands vulgo lie kill 
[i.e. kiln] belonging [spectan] to John Barthilmo and the lands of William Levingstoun on 
the north of the king’s highway on the south and west parts and the king’s highway on the 
north and east and yards belonging to James Levingstoun of Telstrine [recte Terrintirrin] 
on the north part and a little house on the south side of the road – the said house and 
houses, commonly, lie [hoc stad?] yards and houses belonging to the late Henry Mentieth 
in lie Langtune on the east, south and west part and the king’s highway on the north – a 
contract of marriage marriage made between James Liddell in Airth, Katherine Gibsone his 
spous and the said James [George?] Liddell their son and the said William Burne and 
Agnes Wat his spouse --- [William] Vys in Kilbane baillie in that part [wit] Andrew Cowie 
notary public, at Callender – [wit to seisine] George Mungall baillie in Falkirk, Andrew 
Burne in [------] John Menteith and John Mitchell, shoemaker [calcearii] 

1619 RS58/1 f.259  [L] is the same actors as 257v but the property is unequivocally totas et integras illas 
domas tam edificatas  quid direntas cum horus  [----] [achacen – adjacent?]  jacen in villa 
de Falkirk ind domos et coralin vulgo lie kill spectam olim Joannes Barthilmo et terras 
William Levingstoun ex boreali occidentali viam regia ex australi domos spectam 
heredibus quond’ Thome Gaff ex occidentali et hortos spetam Jacobo Levingstoun fratris 
Joann’ Levingstoun  de [westquarter] ex boriali partibus una cum parva domo ex australi 
latero vie egregione dict’ [ex] [moruing][--] dir[u/n]tan domu’ vulgo lie houshaldland  

1619 RS58/1 f.239  [L] James Jack merchant [mercator] in Falkirk --- having a charter of precept from 
Alexander lord Levingstoun Earl of Linlithgow and lord of Callender superior of the lands 
underwritten – viz, all and haill tenement with its yard in Falkirk with, presently, one part 
occupied by himself and the other by James Craig, tailor, and John Cunninghame, 
subtenants, the bounds and limits as contained in the foresaid charter with an external close 
adjacent to his tenement which lies in the burgh [of Falkirk] and barony of  Callender --- 
Hugh Hall in Falkirk, specially constituted baillie in that part --- [wit] George Levingstoun 
of Ogilface, knight 

1619 RS58/1 f.240  [L] also relates to John Jack –his wife was Jonet Menzies 
1619 RS58/1 f.326  [L] charter of alienation and precept from the earl of Linlithgow to James Grindlaw 

[Grinlay?] merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow – of land and tenenement in 
Falkirk now possessed by John Lennox and occupied by Henry Forsythe, tailor 
[vestiarem’] --- lying between the land and tenement of John Jervay on the south and the 
road commonly called lie [Woure] Streit on the west and the kings highway commonly 
called lie Backrawe on the north Alexander Hamiltoun[‘s land] commonly called lie Innis 
on the east side, lying in the burgh of Falkirk barony of Callender ---- Henry Vairdane 
[Warden] baillie in that part  --- [witnesses to chart] Alexander Levingstoun de Pentesken, 
Alexander Levingstoun de Westquart’ [witnesses to sasine] John Das in Westkers, 
Alexander Vairdane in Falkirk William Nicoll there, George Wilson there  

1620 RS58/1 f.359v [L] Hugh Hall indweller [incola] in the town of Falkirk and John Burne merchant 
[mercator] in Falkirk procurator --- Gelise [guelis] Davie, spous of the said Hugh --- 
William Levingstoun portioner of Falkirk, baillie in that part for the earl of Linlithgow, all 
and haill those meadows [pratis] with portions of land --- lying in the angle commonly lie 
Cruikfilne --- that parte commonly [called] lie Burne --- and also that piece of land lying on 
the north side of the said stream tandem ad rotundam montem. And also all and haill that 
lands of the said noble earl lying at the end of the lands of Bakraw ,on the north of the road 
called --- lying in the foresaid lordship and barony of Callander [witnesses to sasine] 
Ninian Wyis, George Mungall in Falkirk, Alexander Levingstoun  there, James Burne 
there, Bartholamew Muirheid there  

1620 RS58/1 f.360v [L] [annotated “pro Patricio Muirheid”] Patrick Muirheid in Falkirk and William 
Levingstoun portioner of Falkirk baillie in that part --- charter from earl of Linlithgow --- 
all and haill the lands and acres of the lands of Falkirk --- lands of Bakraw on the north 
side of the street called Randiegait pro p’nt per John Wairdane Alexander Hammiltoun and 
Thomas Burne possess and occupy  

1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] William Hanna minister of Falkirk, John Livingstoune officer 
1621 RS58/2 f.147  [endorsed: “for the laird of Donypace to Alexander Livingstone of Pantaskane of 

harbertschyr”] Be it kend till all men be thyr presentis letteris me David Livingstoune now 
of Donypace for my selff and takane the burdane in and upone me for the aires [in aill] and 
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assignayes of umquyll John Livingstoune of Donypaice my [fayther] in quhois favoure the 
securiteis underwritten war maide grantit  as also for all [-y--] the aires of my said umquhill 
faither that forsameikle as Alexander Livingstoune of Pantaskane for certaine soumes of 
money gratitudis and gude deidis payed and done be him be the said to the umquhill John 
Livingstoune of Donypaice my fayther --- to him heretablie be ane noble and potent erle 
Alexander erle of Lynlythgow lord Livingstoune and Callendar etc --- all and haill his 
lands of Falkirk callit tua fewesland and coitland therof with pertinentis and pendicles of 
the samen  

1621 RS58/2 f.176  [L] [endorsed “sasine Henry Lyll houses in Falkirk”] Henry Lyll senr. in Falkirk, Joneta 
Davidsone his spouse and John Lyll his legitimate son and heir apparent – tenement and 
land in Falkirk viz the dwelling house presently occupied by William Aitkene with a 
cobill lying on the south side of the said land bounded and marched by the tenement and 
pertinents presently occupied by the said Henry on the south side lying beside the road now 
commonly called lie Watterstreit on the east and by the tenement pertaining to John Jarvay 
on the north and by the garden now occupied by James Johnstoune on the east side lying in 
the burgh and barony of Callendare --- Master Thomas Ambrois in Falkirk, Alexander 
Davidsoune there, James Burne there, and John Keir [pt] in Airthe 

1621 RS58/2 f.188  [endorsed “renunciation or ratification be Alexander Livingstoune in favour of Agnes and 
Margaret Livingstoune his sisters of certain ---- in Falkirk etc.”] Be it kend till all men be 
thir present letters me Alexander Livingstoune, lawfull son and heir of umquhill James 
Livingstoune, brother germane to John Livingstoune of lie Stanelande procreat betwix him 
and umquhill Kathrene Livingstoune his spous my mother that for sameikle as my weill 
belovit sisters Agnes and Margaret Livingstounes are dewlie securit and revuat as narrest 
and lawfull aires portioneris to the said umquhill James Livingstoune my faither lawfullie 
procreat betwixt him and umquhill Kathrene Livingstoune his spous In and to all and haill 
tua fyftene pairtes of the landis and toune of Falkirk, viz, of the tenement West Croft 
Burnflett Grahames Mure and Medows Eist and West with all and sindrie thair pertinentis 
lyand within the barronie of Callendare etc. 

1621 Retour 109  [L] Margaret Livingstoun, heir portioner of James Livingstoun, portioner of Falkirk, her 
father, in two fifteenth parts of the lands and town of Falkirk, viz. tenement, toft, croft, 
Bodum, Birnisflatt, Grahamesmure, in the barony of Callendar 

1621 RS58/2 f.194v [L] [endorsed “Margaret Livingstone saising of certane landis in Falkirk”] Margaret 
Livingstoune, youngest daughter and one of two heirs portioner of the late James 
Livingstoune in Falkirk having a sasine from Alexander, Earl of linlythgow and lord 
Livingstoune of Callendar etc. superior of the lands underwritten to the said Margaret of all 
and haill the half of two fifteenth parts of the lands and town of Falkirk viz., 
tenementorum toftorum croftorum Boddome Bwrnesflat Grahams Mure East and West 
Meadows [pratorum occidentalum et orrientalum] [astricted to Ladyes myln] --- [witnesses 
to sasine] Alexander Oiswald portioner of Falkirk, William Livingstoune portioner there 

1621 Retour 110  [L] Agnes Livingstoun, heir portioner of James Livingstoun, portioner of Falkirk, her 
father, in two fifteenth parts of the lands and town of Falkirk, viz. tenement, toft, croft, 
Bodum, Birnisflatt, Grahamesmure, in the barony of Callendar 

1621 RS58/2 f.198v [L] [endorsed “Agnes Livingstounes saising of certane toftis and croftis beside Falkirk] 
personally compeared upon the ground underwritten Alexander Fleiming brother germane 
to the potent earl John, earl of Wigtoun as attourney, and Agnes Livingstoune having in her 
hand a charter of AOS from Alexander, earl of Linlithgow and Callender, superior of the 
land underwritten in favour of the said Agnes Livingstoune of all and haill the half of two 
fifteenth parts of the town and lands of Falkirk which belonged to the late James 
Livingstoune her father lying in the barony of Falkirk [etc.] Alexander Livingstoune of 
Westquarter baillie in that part – those parts of the lands and town of Falkirk viz 
tenements, tofts, crofts Boddwm Bwrnsflat Grahames Mure East and West Meadows 
[pratorum occidentalis et occidentalis] with all and haill the pertinents belonging to the 
late James Livingstoune her fatherand now to Agnes, his eldest daughter and one of two 
heirs portioner [witnesses] Patrick Fleiming in Balloche, Gilbert Craig in Falkirk, George 
Baird there 

1621 RS58/2 f.200  [L] [endorsed “my lord Wigtounis saising of certane lands of Falkirk”] Patrick Fleiming 
of balloche attourney for the potent earl John, earl of Wigtoun, having in his hand a precept 
of sasine from Alexander, earl of Linlithgow [etc.] superior of the lands underwritten, in 
favour of the said the potent earl John, earl of Wigtoun, of all and haill the half of two 
fifteenth parts of the town and lands of Falkirk which belonged heritably to the late James 
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Livingstoune – those parts of the lands and town of Falkirk viz tenements, tofts, crofts 
Boddwm Bwrnsflat Grahames Mure East and West Meadows [pratorum occidentalis et 
occidentalis] with all and haill the pertinents --- which the said Agnes has resigned by staff 
and rod into the hands of Alexander earl of Linlithgow and Callender, [witnesses to chart] 
Alexander Livingstoune  of Hayneing, Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter [witnesses 
to sas] Robert Johnstoune of Powmyln, John Wys, John Wall in Falkirk, Andrew Burne 
there 

1621 RS58/2 f.240  [endorsed “sasine Patrick Murehead of Lenyndaill in Poiknaiff”] compeared personally 
Patrick Murehead in Falkirk --- Alexander Hammiltoune in Falkirk baillie in that part 

1621 RS58/2 f.267v William Livingstoune portioner of Falkirk, 
1622 RS58/2 f.309  [endorsed “rateficatioune Agnes Drumonde John Saltoune to William Livingstoune in 

Falkirk”] Be it kend till all men be thir present letteris ws Agnes Drumond lawful dauchter 
of umquhille James Drumond in Falkirk with special adwis consent and assent of Johne 
Saltoune [baxter] burgess in Linlithgow my spous for his interest the [annualrent?] 
wnderwrittine and of the said John for myself and my [---] interset thereto as said is and we 
baithe we and adwys --- and assent fforsameikle as wmquhille Alexander Livingstoune of 
Falkirk of Airthe and Mareoun Bryssoune his spouse with special advys consent and 
assent of Wa[lter] Livingstoune her eldest sone and apparent air be thair obligatioune fre 
daite the sixt day of august the zeir of god jaj vic and fiwe zeiris ffor the sowme of fiwe 
hundreth merkis --- umquhille George Drumond of S[co]ttistoune in name and [liesalff] of 
the said Agnes band and obleist thame to infeft and [----] me my airs and assignees in all 
and haill ane annualrent of fyftie merkis money of the realm --- all and haill thair fewlandis 
houss biggingis zairdis parts pendicles pertinentis thairof quatsomever 

1622 RS58/2 f.303  [L] [endorsed “sasine John Lyll of ane hous in Falkirk”] compeared upon the ground, 
tenement, rie and house underwritten John Lyll lawful son of Henry Lyll baker [pistoris] in 
Falkirk, hereditary feuar --- all and haill that tenement of land and rie and house lying in 
the town of Falkirk and pertaining to the said Henry [witnesses:] William Robertsone, 
blacksmith [fabro ferrario], John Laik merchant, James Barcley indweller in Falkirk 

1622 RS58/2 f.331  [endorsed “reversion William Livingstoune to lord James Bruce of Powfoulis knight”] Be 
it kend till all men be thir present letteris me William Livingstoune portioner of Falkirk & 
Margaret Blakwod [recte Blackadder] my spous fforsameikill as Sir James Bruce of 
Powfoulis knight be vertew of ane contact & appointment maid endit and presenttis betwix 
the said Sir James Bruce on the ane pairt and me the said William Livingstoune and 
Margaret Blakcadder then my future spous on the uther pairt for the sowme of tua thousand 
and fiwe hundreth merkis money of this realme payed and deliverit be me to the said Sir 
James Bruce at the perficting of the said contract --- Margaret Blakcadder my spouse 
[witnesses] Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter bailzie of the lordshhip and regalitie of 
Falkirk, Margaret Blakcadder spous to the foirnamet William Livingstoune  quha gaive 
her great aithe --- she was not compellit nor coercit be her said spous --- for quhilk the 
clark of court of the said lordship and regalitie --- John Broun notar and clark of the said 
court 

1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] --- 
all and haill the burgh of barony known as the burgh of Falkirk --- comprehending the 
feulands of Falkirk with other lands viz.- all and haill the feulands of Airth Abbotshauche, 
all and haill the feulands of Bearcroftis, all and haill the feulands of Saltcotis known as lie 
grahames Salcottis, lands of Salcottis known as lie Osualdis Saltcottis, lands of Ridheuch, 
lands called lie Heuk, lands of Falkirk with the cottages --- [witnesses] William 
Livingstoune portioner of Falkirk, William Livingstoune of Skethmure, Mr James 
Menteith of Langtoune,  and David Kers merchant burgess of Falkirk 

1623 RS58/3 f.38  James Burne son of Robert Burne in Falkirk 
1623 RS58/3 f.60v  [L] [endorsed “sasine for Jonet and Agnes Bryssounes”] personally compeared upon the 

ground of the lands underwritten Henry Hall in Falkirk --- Jonet Bryssoune and John 
Mitchell, burgess smith [farbre burgess] in Linlithgow --- Agnes Bryssoune, daughters and 
heirs of the late David Bryssoune, portioner of Falkirk --- Alexander Livingstoune of 
Pantasken, baillie in that part for Alexander earl  of Linlithgow, superior of the lands 
underwritten Henry Hall and John Mitchell, procurators in the name of the above with a 
precept of sasine of clare constat from Alexander earl  of Linlithgow, --- David Bryssoune, 
their father --- of all and haill a fifteenth  [quindena] part of the lands and town of Falkirk 
with houses [etc.] meadows, tofts, crofts, Boddome, Beane Flet and Grahames Mure with 
all easements, parts, pendicles and pertinents lying in the lordship and barony of Callender 
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[witnesses to charter] William Livingstoune portioner of Falkirk, George Mongall 
indweller there, Robert Ker and Peter Robertsoune, servants to the said earl [witnesses to 
sasine] James Menteathe of Langtoune, Alexander Oiswald in Falkirk William Broune in 
Brumaige, James Zong in Falkirk 

1625 RS58/3 f.335  [L] Alexander Hamiltoune in Falkirk  --- Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter, baillie 
in that part for earl of Linlithgow --- said Alexander having a charter of alienation of all 
and haill those four acres of lands lyingon the north side of the road known as the 
Randygait, where of one part is occupied by Robert Galbraith, another by Patrick Moungall 
in Falkirk, a third by John Zoung in Falkirk and a fourth by Robert Grahame there, and 
also those two pieces of land commonly called lie [buttis] of land of the foresaid lands of 
Falkirk lying at [apud] the bottom of [fundem] lone known as Loneviccarie and occupied 
by John Muirheid lying within the houses of the noble earl of Callendar and those of the 
foresaid earl Alexander  of Linlithgow [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Livingstoune of 
Pantasken, John Wys in Kilbane 

1626 RS58/3 f.375  [L] George Dundie, shoemaker, [calciarius] in Falkirk and Jean Moresone his spouse, and 
James Dundie their eldest born son and heir apparent and Alexander Livingstoun of 
Westquarter baillie in that part for Alexander Earl of Linlithgow [etc] --- George having a 
feu charter of all and haill that tenement of land with its house and an acre of land adjacent 
with houses [etc] ---lying within the town and lands of Falkirk on the south side of the 
king’s public highway which formerly pertained to the late James Mitchell in Falkirk and 
then to John Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell his sister 

1626 RS58/3 f.428  [L] Robert Mushet, servant to the earl of Linlithgow [etc] and Thomas Callender 
grandfather [patru--] of lord Callender of Bancloche, knight, baillie in that part for William 
Livingstoune of Westquarter [think it’s an annualrent of £440 from Linlithgow to 
Westquarter] from Westquarter’s feulands of Falkirk, namely three oxgang and two 
cotlands lying within the regality thereof with houses [etc] and also two fifteenth parts of 
the said town and lands of Falkirk which pertain to the said William and lying within the 
barony of Callendar 

1626 RS58/3 f.445 [L] [L] Alexander Hamiltoun, senior, fear of the lands underwritten, contract of marriage – 
with the express consent of Cristine Mongall, his spouse, and Alexander Hamiltoun, junior, 
his eldest lawful son, on the one part, and Alexander Livingstoune of Kirkland and John 
Livingstoune, his eldest lawful son, and David Livingstoune of Donypace [who stood 
surety - fideiussores] for the said Alexander Livingstoune and Margaret Livingstoune, his 
lawful daughter on the other part, dated at Kirland, Falkirk and Donypace[they get a 
holding in Falkirk whhich seems to consist of a malt-kiln fund--  horey – vulgo lie 
oamefelp ? [oam = steam, vapour, smoke] plus stables along with two acres of land 

1627 RS58/4 f.29  [L] James Gaff, [?] and heir of John Gaff in Falkirk, his father and William Livingstoune, 
portioner of Falkirk, superior  of the pieces of land and yards – lying in the town of 
Falkirk [and bounded] by the kings highway. 

1629 Hamilton p.349 Alex. Hamilton, portioner of Falkirk, served heir to his father in 4 acres of land in Falkirk  
 
    12/7/1634 [Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, IX 171] He died before 25/10/1661. His 

wife in 1634 was Christian Mungall. She survived him, her Testament being registered 
7/11/1661: Issue 

  
1 John, apprenticed in 1629 with James Barnes, merchant – had a son John fl 1668 

 2 Robert, at Falkirk – had a son, David Hamilton 
 3 Alex. = Margaret, d. of Alex. Livingston of Kirkland 
 4 Katherine, in her Testament [confirmed 11/12/1630] is described as “portioner of Falkirk” 
 
1630 RS58/5 f.89v  [L] Helen Livingstoun, spouse of William Livingstoun of Coulter and one of the daughters 

of the late Alexander Livingstoun of Westquarter and William Livingstoun, baillie in that 
part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- in all and haill 3 oxgangs and one cotland [terra 
cottagia] of the lands of Falkirk with houses [etc] --- now lying in our regality of Falkirk 
--- and also all and haill another cotland of the lands of Falkirk with houses [etc] lying in 
our said regality, formerly pertaining to the late Mr Henry Livingstoun, minister of the 
word of god at the church of St Ninian [witnesses to sasine] James Murray in Falkirk, 
George Balderstoun, baker [pistore] there, George Brocklaw, cooper [viatore] there and 
John Heart there 

1630 RS58/5 f.93  [L] Compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Livingstoun now of 
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Westquarter and Alexander Oswald, portioner of Falkirk, baillie in that part for the Earl of 
Linlithgow with a charter granting all and haill those 3 oxgangs of land and 2 cotlands of 
the lands of Falkirk with house [etc] which pertained to the late Alexander Livingstoun of 
Westquarter and 4 cotlands formerly pertaining to the late Mr Henry Livingstoun minister 
of the word of god at the church of Sanctninian [it would seem that Helen’s husband 
William was the new laird of Westquarter] [witnesses to sasine] John Zoung, maltman 
[polentario] in Falkirk, Thomas Burne, shoemaker [calciario] there, Andrew Aikine, 
gardener [hortalario] there and Robert Zoung in Carmure 

1630 RS58/5 f.94  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Livingstoun 
now of Westquarter and James Johnstoun in Falkirk, procurator for Helen Livingstoun, 
spouse of the said William and one of the lawful daughters of the late Alexander 
Livingston of Westquarter --- Alexander Osuald, portioner of Falkirk, baillie in that part 
for the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that fifteenth part of the lands of the town of 
Falkirk with houses [etc] lying in and around the town of Falkirk and in the barony of 
Callander which pertained to the late Alexander --- viz. tofte crofte Boddum Benflet 
Grahamsmure on the east side and west side and which lands pertained to the foresaid 
Alexander and formerly to the late John Barthlimo tanquam son and heir of the late John 
Barthlimo in feuferm from the Earl of Linlithgow [witnesses to sasine] John Zoung, 
maltman [polentario] in Falkirk, Thomas Burne, shoemaker [calciario] there, Andrew 
Aikine, gardener [hortulano] there and Robert Zoung in Carmure  

1630 RS58/5 f.95v  Mr Thomas Spittell, minister of the word of god at Falkirk, John Sword in Falkirk  
1630 RS58/5 f.100  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Sword son of 

the late John Sword in Falkirk  with a Precect of Clare Constat from the Earl of 
Linlithgow for all and haill that six shilling eight  penny land of the lands of Falkirk with 
houses [etc] lying in the bailiery, territory and regality of Falkirk  

1631 RS58/5 f.153v [L] William Monteith, son and heir of the late Margaret Brysoune, daughter of the late 
Henry Bryssoune in Langtoune --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter, baillie in that 
part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that fifteenth part of the lands of Falkirk 
viz. toft and croft Boddom Beymflatt Grahamis Mure and East and West Meadows 
[pratorum orientalis et occidentalis] 

1632 RS58/5 f.266  [L] David Gairdiner as procurator for Robert Henrie in Coaleheuchburne of Westquarter 
and Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, baillie in that part for William Levingstoune of 
Westquarter as superior --- the said David Gairdiner as procurator for Robert Henrie 
having in his hand granting and conceding all and haill that tenement of land with dwelling 
houses both front and back, nether and over with the bakehouse [pistrina]  --- lying in the 
town of Falkirk in the street commonly  known as the Woweris Streit on the east side 
thereof with house and yard which James Johnstoune, notary in Falkirk occupies and 
possesses on the south and east sides and the house that pertains to John Jarvie in 
Larbertsheillis on the north and the road commonly known as Woweris Streit on the west 
side --- the said dwelling house, and said bakers oven [pistrinae furni] and the brewery  

1632 RS58/5 f.334  Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me William Livingstoun of Westquarter 
foirsamekill as conform to ane contract and apoyntment past and perfyted betwix me with 
consent of Helenore Livingstoun my spouse --- Mr James Monteath son lawful to umquill 
Sir William Monteath of Kars knyt and Mr George Dundas of Maner as commissioner for 
me of that ane part and John Monteath of Saltcoattis on that tothir part --- the sum of ten 
thousand pundis money usual of this realme of Scotland paid be the said John Montheath 
to wir persone conforme to the said contract have sold and disponit to the said John 
Monteath his airis and assignees all and haill tua fifteine partis of the toun and landis of 
Falkirk with houses [etc], Boddome Benneflet Grahamsmure east and west mdeowis with 
all and sindrie these pertinentis lyand within the lordship and barony of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and siklyke all and sindrie these three oxingang and tua uthir landis 
of the said landis of Falkirk with houses [etc] lyand within the regalitie of Falkirk and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and als all and haill these houses [etc] lyand within the said toun of 
Falkirk in the Bakraw thereof Betwix the houses and zairdis occupiet be Robert 
Hamyltoun on the east and the common gait on the south and the houses zairdis and landis 
of umquill Mr John Kay[n]e and Margaret Clark spouse to John Johnstoun occupied be 
Margaret Syme on the west and north partis within the barronie and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1633 RS58/6 f.19  [L] Ludovic Monteath merchant portioner of Falkirk and Charles Craufuird merchant and 
baillie of the burgh of Linlithgow as procurator for Jonet Craufuird his daughter and future 
spouse of the said Ludovic --- life-rent in all and haill the said Ludovic’s fifteenth part of 
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the town and lands of Falkirk underwritten in completion of a contract of matrimony – viz. 
Boddome Bymflatt [etc] 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] feu lands of Falkirk (occupied by Hugh Hall, George Mungall, James Waud, John 
Waud, Elizabeth Gray, William Russell, George Dundie, John Hall, George Smyth, David 
Cars, Jonette Davie, Alexander Hammiltoun, James Mitchell, Malcolm Leischeman, 
Robert Aitkin, Robert Galbraith, John Young, Christian Mungall, Thomas Burne, Patrick 
Hall, Antony Hunter, Christian Leischeman, Thomas Quhyte, James Waud, Robert 
Callender, Alexander Oswald, John Quhyte, Robert Grahame, Alexander Oswald and 
George Mungall) 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] houses and tenaments of Fawkirk (occupied by Patrick Mungall, Issobell Scott, John 
Warden, Alexander Wardane, John Muireheid, Hugh Levingstoun, James Wardane, 
Cristinam Quhyte, John Muireheid, Hugh Levingstoun, John Andersoun, Robert Grahame, 
John Gairdner, Robert Aitkin, Robert Galbraith, James Baird, Thomas Callendar, Thomas 
Quhyte, Hugh Hall, Alexander Oswald, Christian Cuthbert, Alexander Oiswald, alexander 
Wilsoun and Patrick Williamsoun 

1637 RS58/7 f.47  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Monteath of 
Salcottis and Alexander Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as baillie in that part for Lord 
James, Lord Levingstoune of Almont --- and the said John having in his hand a charter of 
sale and aliention of these three oxengates and half a rood [callagiarum – my glossary has 
calames] of the town and lands of Falkirk which pertain to the heirs of the late William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter and for that tenement possessed in feu with houses [etc] lying 
within the regality of Falkirk and also that one fifteenth part of the town and lands of 
Falkirk with houses [etc] which lies in the said town of Falkirk and in the lordship and 
barony of Callander and that other fifteenth part of the town and land of Falkirk viz. Tofts 
and Crofts, Boddomis, Beinflett, Grahames Mwre, with infield and outfield --- lying within 
the lordship and barony of Falkirk --- and those houses, both fore and back lying in the 
said town of Falkirk in the Backraw lying between the house and yard occupied by Robert 
Hammeltoune on the east and the public road on the south and the houses, yard and lands 
of Mr John Bayne and occupied by Margaret Clerk, spouse of John Johnstoune and 
Marjory Syme on the east and north lying within the said barony of Callander  

1639 RS58/7 f.196v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Guidlat of 
Abotsehauche having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from James, lord 
Levingstoune of Almont and Callander as hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten --
- piece of land in Falkirk extending in length to [98] feet and 25 in breadth with dwelling 
houses and yard which John Dischingtoun occupies on the west of the venel [occidentali 
venellam] of the kirk of Falkirk, the said passage on the east and north sides and the 
dwelling house of Robert Aikene on the south --- lying in the barony of Callander and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1639 Retour 169  [L] Ludovic Menteith, heir of conquest of John Menteith of Saltcottis, fratris immediate 
junioris, 3 oxgangs 2 cottages in the town and lands of Falkirk in the regality of Falkirk ;- 
2 fifteenth parts of the town and lands of Falkirk in the lordship and barony of Callendar ;- 
houses &c within the said town of Falkirk 

1640 RS58/7 f.258v Be it kend to all men be thir present letteris Me Ludovic Monteath of Ba[i]lie that 
forsamekill as umquhile John Monteath of Saltcottis, my brother had disponit to him be 
James, Lord Levingstoune of Almont and Callendar all and hale five fewis of the toun and 
landis of Falkirk with the houses of the Bakraw land with cottages thairin with the 
pendicles [etc]  

1647 Retour-S 382  [L] Margaret Watt, lawful daughter of Alexander Watt in Falkirk, procreated between him 
and the late Jonet Johnstoun his spouse, heir portioner of William Johnstoun in Stanehous, 
great-uncle on his mother’s side [fratris avi ex parte matris],- in the lands of Airth  on the 
south side of the Pow and Brigges of Airth 

1647 RS58/8 f.229v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Captain William 
Levingstoune brother and heir of the late Alexander Levingstoune lawfull son of the late 
William Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk --- in those two fifteenth parts of the town and 
lands of Falkirk  

1647 RS58/8 f.249  [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Captain Norman 
Levingstoune brother and heir of the late Alexander Levingstoune, lawful son to the late 
William Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk --- two fifteenth parts of the town and lands of 
Falkirk with houses [etc] Bodome, Beamflatt, Grahames Mure, East and West Meadows 

1649 RS58/8 f.411  James Gardner, blacksmith in Falkirk --- houses and subjects – fore and nether lying 
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above the north side of the town and regallity of Falkirk bounded by the Kirkstyle on the 
west [commonlands?] on the north,, houses pertaining to Norman Livingstoun on the east 
and the king’s highway on the south 

1652 RS58/9 f.44v  [L] John Levingstoun mealmaker in Falkirk --- house yard close [etc] and 10 falls of land -
-- bounded --- the street called the Burnegate on the south, lands called Rybrae on the north 
--- and Westburne of Falkirk on the west 

1652 RS58/9 f.88  all and haill those house fore and back with closes and yards lying on the north side of the 
street of Falkirk between the houses pertaining to Edward Cowie on the east and the 
houses pertaining to Norman Levingstoun on the west, the said street of the town of 
Falkirk on the south and the kirkyeard on the north 

1653 RS58/9 f.150  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Burne portioner of 
Falkirk and Jonett Heygine his spous and Thomas Burne his son togidder with James 
Callender of Burne bayllie in that part to the honourable Sir James Livingstowne of 
Westquarter and Dame Helene Livingstowne his spous as heritable proprietors of the lands 
underwritten --- having a charter of alenation confirming ane precept of sasine made be Sir 
William and his spous to the said Robert Burne and Jonett Heygine --- all and haill that 
part and portione of their few landis in Falkirk called the Ryebrae lyand on the south side 
of the toune of Falkirk last possest and occupyit be John Livingstowne maltman boundit 
as followes viz. the yaird pertaining heretablie to the said Sir William and his said spous 
quhilk is possessed and occupyet be Robert Livingstowne merchand in Falkirk on the eist 
the lands pertaining heretablie to ane nobell and potent earl James earlle of Callender and 
possest be the said John Livingstowne maltan on the sowthe the lands pertaining to the said 
Robert Burne and his said spous on the west and the barne howss and maltkill pertaining to 
thame the yeard pertaining heretablie to the said James earle of Callender and yaird and 
maltkill pertaining heretablie to the said Sir William Livingstowne on the northe syd 
thereof lyand within the regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1653 RS58/9 f.160  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet Hunter relict of 
unquill James Book in Falkirk and Johne Book his second lawful sone --- all and haill the 
said David Livingstoune his houses in Falkirk bak and foir with the stabill barne and yaird 
and pertinentis of the same possest and occupyit be the said Jonet Hunter and formerly by 
the said James Book – boundit as followis viz the houses heich bak and foir pertaining to 
them heritablie possest be George Johnstoune taxman thairof and his subtenentis on the eist 
syd of the saidis houses, the pasage that passes betwix the said bak houses and the dwelling 
house possest be James Wardene weiver in Falkirk and his dwelling house quhilk was 
sumetyme possest be Hendrie Warden thair on the south, his wynd called Pantaskin Wynd 
on the west and the Hie Street quhilk passes  throw the toun of Falkirk  on the north partis 
of the saidis houses and the said barne and yaird lyand betwixt his yaird possest be Jon 
Cowie merchand and the sayd James Warden weiver and the yaird pertaining heretablie to 
Sir William Livingstoune of Westquarter  and possest be John Bennie merchand in Falkirk 
on the eist syde of the said barne and yaird, hie landis and yaird possest be Helinor 
Livingstoune his sister in law on the south and west pairts thairof from southe west neuik 
of the foirsaid yaird possest be the foresaid Jon Cowie round about untill the houses 
possest be John Heuche  and the litell stabell presentlie possest be Jon Cowie mechand in 
the northe pairts of the said barne and yaird and with libertie of castine feall and devattis 
upon the comone mure of Falkirk efferend thairto according to use and wont 

1653 RS58/9 f.187v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Benie merchand in 
Falkirk and Jean Davie his spouse --- charter from David Livingstoune of Pantaskine --- 
all and haill these tuo aikers and half aiker of Croftland of the said David Livingstoune his 
feu lands lyand on the south side of the toune of Falkirk being of that ane feu of lands 
quhilk pertained off old to the deceist James Livingstoune of Coldon --- bounded as 
follows to witt betwixt the lands pertaining heretibly to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter and possest be John Jonstoune alies Chambers on the eist syd of the said 
lands, the strype or Gott called Adams Gott on the south end of the said lands, the  lands 
pertaining to David Livingstoune of Bantaskine and ane Cottage land quilk is possest be 
Mr James Robert and Patrick Livingstoune on the west syd of ane rad and balk quhilk 
passeth betwixt the wynd in Falkirk called Bantaskines Wind South to the foresyd of the 
Gott called Adames Gott on  the west syd of the said lands and the yards pertaining 
heritably to the said sir William Livingstoune 

1654 RS58/9 f.251  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Murheid malt man 
in Falkirk and William Murheid his second lawfull son with William Livingstoune of 
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Milnehills bailzie in that part for George Livingstoune of Gairdoche and Anna 
Livingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands underwritten --- of their few 
lands in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied in maner following To wit ane aiker thereof 
called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be George Thomsone maltman 
in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the lands pertaining to James 
Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter on the northe, another aiker called the Mursyde Aiker lying betwixt the mure 
callet Garhames Mure on the east and north parts thereof --- and the foresaid rude of land 
lyand in Bodome betwixt the burne called the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the lands 
pertaininig to the said James Earl of Callendar on the south west and north parts thereof 
and the fourth ane rig of land lyand in that part called the Leyriges 

1657 RS58/11 f.102 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Callendar in 
Maynes of West Kers and Agnes Hall his spous having a chartor of alienatioune containing 
thairin a precept of seasing granted be George Levingstoune of Gardoche and Anna 
Levingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands and others underspcifiet 
[properties in Falkirk] and westmost yard presentlie possest be Alexander Deassone  
boundit  in manner following  viz betwixt the road and passageway quilk passes from the 
duelling house possest be Alexander Deassone to thair uther malt kill presentlie possest be 
Katherine Johnstoune on the eist and the said kill on the south, the Kow Wynd  of Falkirk 
on the west the duelling houss possest be John McLorane and brewhous and stable possest 
be the said Alexander Deassone on the north parts thairof with the sted of ane hedder stack 
belonging to the foresaid maltkill all lyand on the eist end of thair forsaid uthyr malkill 
possest be Katherine Johnstoune togidder with that heigh loft lyand above thair saidis 
houss in Falkirk --- all lyand on the south side of the toune of Falkirk  

1658 Retour 225  [L] John Greinlaw in Hewdreke  [recte Powdrake], heir of John Greinlaw in Falkirk, his 
father’s brother,- in a tenement of land in Falkirk within the barroney of Callendar 

1659 RS58/12 f.159v all and haill these thrie aikers and half an aiker of the said Sir William’s [Livingston of 
Westquarter] lands in Falkirk lyand boundit and occupyit be Hew Wyse in Blackhill lyand 
in the place callit Finneisfold ---- and tua rigs thairof is callit the Cruikitlandsrigs  [they all 
seem to be in the Randiegate – Ladiesmill area] tua buts of the foirsaid aiker is callit the 
Mirrielandbuts --- ane uther but of land of the foirsaid aiker lyand on the eistend of the brae 
callit the Malison[e/d]brae --- another but of land of the foirsaid aiker is callit How But 

1670 C2/63/29     Bedesmen of Falkirk: subjects in Falkirk 
1676 Laing 2758  Instrument of sasine following on a Precept (directed by Norman Livingston of Mylnehills, 

as baillie) in a charter of apprising --- by Alexander earl of Callendar, in favour of Henry 
Cowey, only lawful son and nearest heir of the late Archibald Cowey, portioner of 
Pocknave, his father, of a 16s 8d land of the lands of Falkirk bounded as in certain 
infeftments to James Johnstone of Powmilne and his predecessors in the territory and 
regality of Falkirk. Witnesses: Ninian Wyse in Kilbaine, John Broun of Seabegs and 
Thomas Milner, the earl’s servitor. sasine given 31 May 1676: Witnesses: John Suord, 
portioner of Falkirk; John Moir, baker there, William Broun, writer there and Robert 
Morisone, servitor of the notary, John Broun. [2422 BOX 62] 

1685 RS83/1 f.1v.8  John Cowie merchant in Falkirk of tuo aikers and half of land with ane malt kill orchyeard 
and barn on the south side of the toune of Falkirk disponed to him be John Cowan. 
Registered on the  5th leaf of the said Register 

1685 RS83/1 flv.10  John Forrest, precentor at Falkirk Elizabeth ---  6th leaf of the said Register 
1685 RS83/1 f.1v.12 Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill and Margaret Buchanan his spouse of ane tenement and 

houses on the south side of the town of Falkirk disponed to him be Patrick Muirhead son 
and air to the deceast John Muirhead maltman thereof. Registered on the  the 7th and 8th 
leaves of the said Register 

1685 RS59/7 f.36  part of the lands of Falkirk with that greatt house or tennement of land leatlie built be Mr 
AndrewOsuald advocatt his father and back houses belonging thairto heich and laich back 
and fore under and above with the booth sellers office hoss closs and pertinents (spears) 
and yeards belonging to the samen togither with the housses and boothes lykwayes 
possessit be John Grahame and Patrick Leissman lyand in part adjacent to the said great 
tennement of land upon the east end quhairof alll lyand upon the north syd of the toun of 
Falkirk and boundit in manner following viz) the kings hie street on the south the Kirk 
Wynd on the west the Back Raw on the north ane of the houses and yeards belonging to 
John Burne in Larbert on the east 

1685 RS83/1 f.2. 2  Jean Cunningham spouse to James Leishman in Falkirk  of the said James his houses and 
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yeard lying on the south of the street of Falkirk with his tuo rigs of land l ying in the 
Wester Weittlands. Registered on the 8th and 9th leaves of the said Register 

1685 RS83/1 f.2.12  John Burn sone and air to the umquhill William Burn merchant in Falkirk of his tuo aikers 
and ane half of the south syde the toune of Falkirk , of the barns, stables and others 
thereon. Registered on the 14th leaf of the said Register 

1685 RS83/1 f.2.14  Thomas Watt in Bearcrofts and John Watt his sone of tuo aikers of land of the toune and 
lands of Falkirk 

1685 RS83/1 f.3.11  John Knox in Falkirk of ane fyfteenth pairt of the lands of Falkirk. Registered on the  36th 
leaf of the said Register 

1685 RS83/1 f.3.12  Elizabeth Cunningham spouse to the said John Knox 
1685 RS83/1 f.3.13  John Grahame merchant in Falkirk and Jonet Burn his spouse of ane tenement, of houses 

and tuo buiths in Falkirk. Registered on the  37th and 38th leaves of the said Register  
1685 RS83/1 f.3.14  Patrick Leishman merchant in Falkirk of ane tenement, of houses and tuo merchant buiths 

in Falkirk. Registered on the  38th and 39th leaves of the said Register  
1685 RS83/1 f.3v.12 Mr Richard Callander parsone att Falkirk and Richard Callander his son of and annualrent 

out of David Oswald lands of Dalderse. Registered on the  46th and 47th leaves of the said 
Register  

1685 RS83/1 f.4.10  James Aitkin maltman in Falkirk and Issobel Burn his spouse of an annualrent out of 
William Gill[----] lands of Easter Hollandbush. Registered on the  53rd leaf of the said 
Register 

1686 RS83/1 f.6.10  James Bog as aire to John Boig portioner of Falkirk of certan houses, stable, maltkill and 
yeard there. Registered on the  87th leaf of the said Register 

1686 RS83/1 f.9v.1  John Mackie in Elphingstoune and Alexander Hodge in Falkirk of an annualrent out of the 
lands of Steall in Dunipace. Registered on the  148th leaf of the said Register  

1688 RS83/1 f.14.15 John Knox in Falkirk of a pairt of Anna Leavengstounes 15 part of the toune & villadge of 
Falkirk and ane pairt of the toune meadow there. Registered on the  the 250th and 251st 
leaves of the said Register  

1688 RS83/1 f.15.11 Lillias Knox, spouse to Robert Burn, writer in Falkirk, of an annualrent out of Thomas 
Burn her father-in-law, his lands & tenements in Falkirk & of a pynterhouse there. 
Registered on the  267th and 268th leaves of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – joynter house] 

1688 RS83/1 f.16v.2 Mr Archibald Mushet, minister in Falkirk, Margaret Edward his spouse and Archibald 
Muschet their sone. 

1689 RS83/1 f.20v.3 James Livingstoune of Westquarter  of three oxengate and tuo cottaries of the toune and 
land of Falkirk with tuo fifteen parts thereof and some houses there with pertinents of the 
same. Registered on the  366th and 367th leaves of the said Register 

1689 RS83/1 f.21v.6 John Baird in Gallowsc[r]uck, Jonet Neilsone his spouse and John Baird their son of ane 
house and yaird in Falkirk with an other littell house and yaird,Registered on the  390th 
and 391st leaves of the said Register 

1690 Laing 2885  Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, earl of Callendar etc., for infefting Archibald 
Cowey, eldest son of the late Harry Cowey, who was the only son of the late Archibald 
Cowey, portioner of Pocknave as heir of his father in a 16s 8d land of the town and lands 
of Falkirk as territory and regality of Falkirk, held of the earl of Callendar for 33s 4d 
yearly feu-duty 12 capons and 12 charges yearly. Written by Charles Heugh, writer in 
Falkirk. Witnesses: James Home and David Chapman, the earl’s servitors and Robert 
Morison, writer in Falkirk. 

1690 RS83/1 f.23v.3 Thomas Baird, weaver in Falkirk, and Helen Brocklie his spouse, of certain houses, barn 
and stable and the Willing Aiker in Falkirk. Registered on the  425th and 426th leaves of 
the said Register 

1690 RS83/1 f.26.5  Euphame Monteath daughter to Laudivick Monteath, provost of Linlithgow of ane 15 pairt 
of the toune and lands of Falkirk comprehending the crofts of Bodom Bomeflat Grahames 
Muir and others. Registered on the  485th and 486th leaves of the said Register. RS59/7 has 
Bonieflett 

1691 RS83/1 f.28v.7 John Bowie, baillie in Falkirk, of the  lands of Easter Saltcoatts called Monteaths 
Saltcoatts. Registered on the  532nd and 533rd leaves of the said Register 

1692 RS83/1 f.38.7  Norman Livingstoune of Milnhill – his fifteen pairt of the toune and lands of Falkirk. 
Registered on the  126th and 127th leaf of the said Register 

1692 RS83/1 f.38v.6 John Buchanan, armorer in Falkirk  
1692 RS83/1 f.41.1  William Badderstoune, baxter in Falkirk, of ane dwelling hosue on the west syde of the 

Baxter Wynd of Falkirk – grantit be John Baird, sone to umquhill John Baird in 
Gallocrook. 159th leaf [RS59/8 has Galloscrock] 
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1693 Retour 315   [L] with the privilege of a port and freight station upon the lands of Dalderse, or any other 
of the lands contiguous to the water of Carron, for the transportation of coal to the sea from 
the coalworks of Falkirk. 

1694 RS83/1 f.48v.2 John Burne portioner of Larbert of the half of the lands of Larbert -  Broomadge – and of 
ane fyftein part of the toun and lands of Falkirk with the houses disponit and grantit to him 
be Hugh Willisone portioner of Cornetoun to him. Registered on the 267th and 268th leaves 
of the said Register [see too following AOS on leaves 268 and 269] 

1694 RS83/1 f.56.4  thrie aickers of the few [feu] aickers of the lands of Falkirk  lyand in the Kilnhill. 
Registered on the  338th and 339th leaves of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.62v.2 tenement of houses, high and laigh, back and foir, with the malt barne, kilne and  coble 
thereof & heatherstackstead yard and ane aicker of land in Falkirk. Registered on the  
385th and 386th leaves of the said Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.102  all and heall his two butts of  land at the East Port of Falkirk with the houses barns and 
killnes builded thereon sometyme pertaining to Norman Livingstoune of Mylnehills 
betwixt the lands pertaining to umquill George Livingstoune and now to Anna 
Livingstoune on the east, the lands pertaining to the aires of the deceast Lewis Monteath on 
the south and west parts thereof and the commone street quhilk passeth from the East Port 
of Falkirk to the East Burne of Falkirk on the north pairts thereof --- the whilk is all parts 
and portiones of the said umquhill Normand Levingstoune his two fewes of land in 
Falkirk  

1698 RS83/2/28  John Neilson messenger of Falkirk of the tenement of land --- in and about Falkirk 
pertaining to Robert Ker [RS59/10 f.28 - f.29] 

1699 RS83/2/10/205 John Wilson mesenger in ffalkirk and Marion Leishman his spouse of a life-rent of Twenty 
pounds Scots money furth of Robert Adam’s part of ffalkirk and Elizabeth Burn his spouse 
thair houss latlie built by them in ffalkirk and lands in a part called Richardscrook RS59/10 
f.176 – f.177 

1703 RS59/11 f.289 Janet Din spouse to Alexander Gardiner wright in Falkirk --- all and haill that westerhouse 
and smiddie beneth the same thairto belonging upon the south syde of the church yaird 
thairof pertaining to him (Alexander) heritablie presently possest be George Gardner smith  

1707 RS59/12 f.209-210 that dwelling house with the bark and lime holes lying on the backside thereof and yaird in 
Falkirk --- on the north side of the Hie Street thereof 

1708 RS59/12 f.279v the said James Knox --- all and haill the house and booth on the northside of the hie street 
of Falkirk  --- together with the houses above the same with the back and fore stairs and 
other little roums all above the dwelling houses --- and the stable --- with the little stable 
lately built be his deceast father and adjacent thereto with the houses booth high house 
stable and others above disponed in warrandice as said is are propper pairts and portions of 
his fifteen pairt of the lands of Falkirk  

1709 RS59/12 f.445v William Cowbrugh Drover in Falkirk  
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk --- lands called the Killhill 
with houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the 
foresaid lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the 
town of Falkirk  

1721 RS59/14 f.271 William Coubrouch in Falkirk lawful heir to John Coubruch drover in Falkirk  
1721 GD1/170 ii  Alexander White, smith in Falkirk; William White, wright in Falkirk 
1722 RS59/14 f.346 Mary Moir spouse to William Couburgh drover in Falkirk 
1723 RS59/14 f.459v William Couburgh drover in Falkirk of all and haill that piece of meadow which pertained 

to David Watt flesher in Falkirk his two acres of land on the south side of the Ladys Miln 
Damb 

1724 RS59/14 f.531v James Livingston merchant in Falkirk of all and heall two fifteenth parts of the town and 
lands of Falkirk formerly belonging to the deceased  Normand Livingston  

1725 RS59/14 f.542v William Cowie eldest lawful son to  William Cowie in Mains of Kerss --- Precept of Clare 
Constat granted be James Livingston of Westquarter ---  of all and heall two aikers of my 
feu lands lying contigue together on the south side of the Goat called Adams Goat with two 
little ridges of land belonging to the said aikers on the north side of the said Goat  

1728 RS59/15 f.137v All and Heall their houses high and laigh back and fore Under and Above with the back 
stair thereto belonging, Lying within the Church yeard upon the north side of the Town of 
Falkirk  
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1733 RS59/16 f.279v six acres three roods and twenty falls of lands lying upoon the south syde of the gate called 
Adams goatt --- bounded as follows viz by the lands pertaining to the heirs of unquhill 
George Clelland upon the east the lands pertaining to Thomas Baird weaver in Falkirk and 
William Livingston of Parkhall upon the south and west and the high way and Majors Loan 
with the said Adams goat upon the north part thereof the which inclosure holds as follows 
that upon theeast syde of of the goat or burn coming from Muttonhouse of the said family 
of Westquarter and that on the west syde of the said Goat of the family of Bantaskine --- all 
and haill his house high and laigh lying upon the east syde of the wind called Bantaskines 
Wind --- and all and heall that his north yeard or orchyard with the summer house and 
dovecatt above within the said yeard 

1731 Hamilton p.350  Wm. Hamilton. merchant in Falkirk [Commissariot Records of Stirling ] 
1735 Hamilton p.350 Alex. Hamilton. smith in Falkirk [Commissariot Records of Stirling ] 
1737 RS59/17 f.129v Alexander Forbes, minor, merchant in Aberdeen - annualrent – acres and houses in 

Falkirk  
1741 Hamilton p.350 Janet, d. of late Andrew Hamilton. in Carse of Falkirk, = Mr John Johnstone, schoolmaster 
1752 Turnpike  George Denniston surgeon in Falkirk 
1753 SFEP p.325  James Livingston, town Clerk of Falkirk 
1753 RS59/20 f.152 Alexander Nimmo Brewer in Falkirk  
1754 RS59/20 f.222v all and haill these five roods of land with the houses built thereon being a part of of the 

deceast John Knox portioner of Falkirk his fifteenth part of the lands of Falkirk conquest 
and acquired by him from the deceast David Oswald of Dalderse without the east port of 
Falkirk --- bounded as follows Viz The lands pertaining to Robert Kennoway with the 
highway leading to the East Burn  and the said East Burn upon the north and east parts The 
lands belonging to the Earl of Linlithgow with the peat pott on the west The north end of 
the lands belonging to the said Earl and the lands belonging to Alison Callander [etc.] upon 
the south parts thereof 

1754 RS59/20 f.223 Compared personally upon the ground of the houses underwritten  an discreet man John 
Leishaman Smith in Falkirk and present deacon of the Incorporation of Hammermen there 
Having and holding in his hands an dispostion made and granted by David Gardner Smith 
in Falkirk and Ann Warden his spouse --- they sold and disponed to the said John 
Leishman as Deacon foresaid and to his successors foresaid in name and behalf of the the 
said Incorporation and Company of Hammermen and their assignees heretably and 
irredeemably --- all and haill these their two laigh houses or house and shop purchased by 
them from Alexander Livingstone of Milnhill lying on the north side of the street of 
Falkirk parish thereof and near the westend of Falkirk [witnesses to sasine] Robert 
Dalgleish weaver in Mutton House 

1762 GD1/529/202/3  David Thomson in -;Charles Rodger in – 
1781 AOS 10  John Neilson, portioner, Falkirk, as heir to John Neilson, merchant there, his father, seised 

1781 in tenements in Falkirk, and pieces of ground, par of Falkirk on Precept of Clare 
Constat   by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol, 1780; P.R 26.417 

1781 AOS 15  Patrick Hogg, merchant, Falkirk seised 1781 in tenements in Falkirk 1781; P.R. 26.430 
1781 AOS 16  William Oats, baker Falkirk seised 1781 in tenements in Falkirk;- on disp by Andrew 

Adam, merchant, Falkirk 1767; P.R. 26.431 
1781 AOS 29  Archibald Bathgate, junior, Tallow Chandler, Falkirk – in parts of tenements in Falkirk – 

on disp. by Adam Smith, baker, & Robert Smith, wright, Falkirk, 1779, and Isobel Little 
his spouse [of AB]; P.R. 26.446 

1781 AOS 33  James Scott, son of William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, as heir to Agnes Muirhead, his 
mother, seised in half of tenements at Falkirk – on disp. by John Muirhead, merchant, 
Falkirk to the said Agnes Muirhead, June 1762; P.R. 26.451 

1781 AOS 40  Christian Hardie, relict of John Mungal, mason, Falkirk, & Christian Mungal, her 
daughter, seised in liferent & fee respectively; - in a tenement in Falkirk – on disp. by 
James Rankine, weaver, Falkirk, amd Margaret Roughhead, his mother; P.R. 26.460 

1781 AOS 41  Christian Hardie, merchant, Falkirk, as heir to Mary Hardie, spouse to John Muirhead, 
merchant there, her mother, seised in half of a tenement in Falkirk Falkirk on Precept of 
Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol, 1780; P.R. 26.461 

1781 AOS 42  Christian Hardie, relict of John Mungal, mason, Falkirk, and William and Christian 
Mungal, their children 

1784 AOS 598  Charles & William Tinker, stockingmakers, Falkirk. P.R. 28.306 
1785 AOS 619  George Main, senior, Wright, Falkirk, & Margaret Utterstone [subsequent AOSs show 

this should be “Janet”], his spouse, & George Main, Messenger, Falkirk, their son. P.R. 
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28.347 
1785 AOS 678  Janet Utterstone, spouse of George Main, wright, Falkirk, as heir to William Utterstone, 

farmer, Greencraig, her father. P.R. 28.421 
1798 AOS 3469  Garden and bowling green at the south side of Falkirk near the East Port with the dwelling 

house and byre thereon 
1808 AOS 5750  Robert Kennoway as heir to Alexander Kennoway, clothier, Linlithgow, his father, - in a 

fifteenth part of the town and lands of Falkirk, viz. Tofts, Crofts, Boddom, Bonnyflatt, 
Grahams Muir, and Easter and Wester Meadows 

 

cf Kirkmabreck, Kirkcud; Wigton - poss bears titular of St Brice 5
th

 century 
    Egglespether (St Peters church RRS I 
FALKIRK - COMMON MUIR – SOUTH  # FAK NS8778 [1]   
 
1807 DFM Common Muir of Falkirk lying to the south of the said town and consisting of 150 acres 

or thereby 
1807 DFM upon the North and South Muirs of Falkirk 
FALKIRK - COMMON MUIR – NORTH – see Grahams Muir   
FALKIRK - FEU-LANDS OF  # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1632 RMS viii 176  [L] the ferme-landis of Falkirk, the Feu-Landis of Falkirk, the housis and tenementis of 

land of Falkirk 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] terras feudifirmarias de Falkirk (occupied by Hugh hall, George Liddell, James 

Levingstoun, Ludovic Monteith, George Dundie, James Levingstoun, Robert Levingstoun, 
David Cars, Henry Lyell, John Jarvie, John Greinlaw, George Wilsoun, Patrick Mungall, 
Patrick Muireheid, Elizabeth Burne, Alexander Oswald, John Jak, Robert Beattoun, John 
Gairdner, William Levingstoun of West Quarter, James Kneilland, James Sword, 
Alexander Levingstoun, William Levingstoun, John Burne, Alexander Hammiltoun, 
Patrick Levingstoun, John Wyse and John Levingstoun of Hayning) 

FALKIRK - FERME-LANDS OF  # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1632 RMS viii 176  [L] the ferme-landis of Falkirk, the feu-landis of Falkirk, the housis and tenementis of 

land of Falkirk 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] terras firmarias de Falkirk (occupied by Hugh Hall, George Mungall, James Waud, 

John Waud, Elizabeth Gray, William Russell, George Dundie, John Hall, George Smyth, 
David Cars, Jonette Davie, Alexander Hammiltoun, James Mitchell, Malcolm Leischeman, 
Robert Aitkin, Robert Galbraith, John Young, Christian Mungall, Thomas Burne, Patrick 
Hall, Antony Hunter, Christian Leischeman, Thomas Quhyte, James Waud, Robert 
Callender, Alexander Oswald, John Quhyte, Robert Grahame, Alexander Oswald and 
George Mungall) 

FALKIRK - PARISH     
 
diocese: St Andrews; deanery: Linlithgow 
 
Known formerly as Eglesbrich and later as Varia Capella, the church was confirmed to Holyrood in 1164, the donor 
apparently being Richard, bishop of St Andrews, who confirmed the grant in 1166. [Holyrood Liber, App. i No. 1, App. 
ii No. 4]. A vicarage settlement took place in 1251, but the vicarage in turn was annexed to the abbey by Pope Benedict 
XIII [1394x1419], the cure thereafter being served by a canon from Holyrood, who in this manner retained both 
parsonage and vicarage revenues [Ib., No.75; GRH Chrs., No 282; RS 435, 184v; CPL x 711; Assumptions 104v, 
106v]. The abbey’s possession of the vicarage was constantly assailed by seculars and in 1449/50 an attempt was made 
to erect a collegiate church on its revenues, but this proved to be unsuccesful [CSSR ii 88 and n; RS 434, 297, 442, 
228v] 
[ex Parishes of Medieval Scotland, Ian B Cowan, Scot. Rec. Soc., Edin 1967] 
[GRH Chrs = Calendar of Charters in H.M. General Register House; CPL = Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registers 
relating to Great Britain and Ireland: Papal Letters, ed. W.H.Bliss and others, London 1893 - ; Assumptions = see Airth 
parish; RS = Register of Supplications; CSSR = Calendar of Scottish Suplications to Rome, 1418 - 28, ed. A.I.Dunlop, 
Scot. Hist. Soc. 1956] 
FALKIRK QUARRY # FAK NS8779 [1] NS878792  
 
1821 Feu   Falkirk Quarry 
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1859 Feu   Falkirk Quarry 
FAUCHINSHIELRIG # FAK NS8176 [1]  NS813764  
 
1715  RS59/13 f 295 David Gilmour in Whitelies having a band of obligation granted be Alexander Baillie of 

Castlecary --- furth of all and haill his lands of Bandomannie Scarmuir and 
Fauchingsheillrige with houses [etc] --- within the Barony of Castlecary paroche of 
Falkirk 

1736 RS59/17 f 85 precept granted by James Dundass of Castlecarrey --- annualrent furth of all and haill my 
lands of Bandominy, Scarrmuir and Fauchingsheilrig 

1758 RHP6103 East Fauchin Sheil Rig; Mid Fauchin Sheil Rig  (the  last approximates with the later 
Moss-side) 

1815 RHP6102 Fauchinshielrig Farm 
FAUCHINSHIELRIG MOSS    # FAK NS8075 [1]  NS809758  
 
1758 RHP6103 Fauchin Sheil Rig Moss 
FAULDS see Tillyfaulds 
FEAL-DYKE LOAN # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS8571 [2]   
 
1858 AD14/58/107  Precognition against Jane Tweeddle for the crime of culpable homicide, or assault to the 

injury of the person at Feal-dyke Loan, Lochlands or North Carmuirs, Falkirk 1858 
FIRS   # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS893806  
 
1819 AOS 9050  7 acres 1 rood & 24 falls of the lands of Grahamsmuir commonly called the Furrs, parish 

of Falkirk  
1860 OS   Firs 
 
cf Waterfurrs and Running Furr GRM (BKX) 
 
Retained in Firs Park and Firs Street 
FLESH-MARKET   # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.54 The forsaid day It is considerit be the bailzies that thair wilbe aucht standis within the 

Fleschmercatt of Falkirk Quhairof thair is sett to Adam, Johne and Hew Leckie and 
Thomas Blaikburne ffour standis thairof on the [blank] syde As also thair is sett to Robert 
Galbreathe James Moffate John Williamsone and David Freylland and the uther four 
standis on the [blank] syde And that for peyment zeirlie ilk ane of the saidis aucht persones 
of ffour pundis money And ordanis the saidis aucht fleschors to have equallie amongst 
thame Tua schillings for ilk kerkase of beife that salbe brocht in to be sold within the burgh 
of Falkirk and brockine thairin and ordanes the saidis fleschors to have ane comone brecker 
of the said beife 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.106 the said Robert Levingstoune and James Burne viseit and sight the Flesche Mercat ilk 
mercat dey and quhair thair be any unsuffitient flesche or blawne mwttoune the sameine to 
be confiscatt and delt to the poore And the haveris thairof or any uther beiff or mwttone in 
housss Unpresentit to the mercatt To pey fyve pund for ilk failzie And that nane duelling 
with in the Towne Transeport any guidis ather slaine or unslaine to na uther pairt Untill the 
mercat of Falkirk be first serveit Under the paine forsaid 

1705 RS59/12 f.65  all and haill the said John Burn his tenements of houses lying in the Backraw of Falkirk 
upon the west side of the street called the Owers Street  --- with the stable, green, oven and 
piece yaird at the back of the same, all bounded as follows viz. the said Owers Street on the 
east, the highway passing by the Fleshmercat to the said street on the south, and the rest of 
the houses and yairds pertaining to him on the west and north pairts 

1720 GD1/170,iii  The Flesh Market now let for £5 
1832 RHP82796  Fleshmarket Court 
1860 OS   Fleshmarket Court 
FLOORS   # FAK NS8982 [1]  NS893820  
 
1755 Roy   Floors 
 
This is the area now containing Langlees Housing Scheme 
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cf  Floors, Dunipace parish 
  Floors, NS7144 
FLOW MOSS # FAK NS8376 [1]  NS830760  
 
1588 RMS v 1595 [L] throw the moss callit the Flowmoss 
1767 RHP48422 Flow Moss 
 
cf Flow Moss NS5145; NS5546 
FOOT OF THE MUIR # FAK NS8880 [1  NS8880   
 
1842 FEU   Foot of the Muir 
FOOT OF THE WOOD see Woodfoot  
FORE BANK # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS790785  
 
1815 RHP6102 Fore Bank 
FOREBRAE  # FAK NS8879 [2]      
 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk --- lands called the Killhill 
with houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the 
foresaid lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the 
town of Falkirk  

FORGANHALL  FAK NS8981 [1]   NS896814   
 
1783 C2/122/15 William Glen of West Plean in [part of] Dalderse 
1786 AOS 816 William Glen in parts of Dalderse or Forganhall  
1798 AOS 3605 part of Dalderse now Forganhall 
1799 VR Forganhall 
1817 Grassom Forganhall 
1822 C2.167.6 William Glen of Forganhall: parts of Dalderse 
1823 C2.167.254 Archibald Glen: parts of Dalderse 
1860 OS Forganhall 
1908 Love i p.41 The mansion of Forganhall was converted into apartments some years ago ... The large 

garden, famous for its fruit trees, is now utilised for clothes drying ... So far as we know, 
no drawing of the original building is in existance. ... What is now named Forganhall was 
originally part of the lands of Dalderse. In 1783 we find Mr William Glen of West Plean 
seised Oct. 6th in part of Dalderse. In Nov. 1784, we find him described as William Glen, 
late of West Plean, now of Forganhall, and we take it that he either built the house in that 
year or purchased it, and gave it the name it still bears. The Rev. John Glen M.A., uncle of 
Mr William Glen of Forganhall was for 52 years minister of Forgandenny, Perthshire, and 
out of these circumstances arose the name. 

 
SS Forganhall was registered at Grangemouth. She is recorded as carrying immigrants to Victoria, Australia on two 
occasions, arriving October 1858 and May 1859.  
FORRESTER QUARTER FAK NS8178 [1]  NS815782  
 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.9 James Turnbull in Corsebruik and Katerin Duncane his spouse and John Turnbull his sone 

and John Espline in Inches his sone in lau off ane annualrent out of William Gillmuirs land 
of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  52nd leaf of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10v.12 Marion Leisman daughter to umquhill James Leishman in Auchingen of an annualrent of 
William Gillmures land of  Forrester Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  177th leaf of 
the said Register 

1691 RS83/1 f.31.10 John Turnbull in Carsbrock & John Espline in Inches - annualrent out of William Gilmours 
lands of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  17th and 18th leaves of the said 
Register 

1702 RS83.2.11.157  [L] John Russell second son to Robert Russell his father in ffaudiesyde [contract of 
marriage] and Margaret Gilmore late daughter to deceased Robert Gilmore portioner of 
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fforesterquarter of Seabegs nou spouse to the said John Russell of lands of 
Forresterquarter of Seabegs RS59/11 f.163 – f.164 

1711 RS59/12 f 541 [L] Jean Scot spouse to John Gilmour of Forrester Quarter of Seabegs --- lawful daughter 
to William Scott of Skippertown [witnesses to sasine] Walter Aiken wright in Woodhead 
of Seabegs  

1742 RS59/18 f 183 [L] James Dobbie eldest lawful son to John Dobbie portioner of Forresterquarter of 
Seabegs and Jean Morison his spouse 

1767 RHP48422 Forrest Quarter [810787] 
1781 AOS 27 John Stirling, tenant, Castlecarry, seised in part of Forrester Quarter of Seabegs, parish 

of Falkirk – in security of £100;- on bond by Robert Wyse, portioner, Forrester Quarter 
of Seabegs,; P.R. 26.444 

1783 SC4/3 Forresters Quarter of Seabegs 
1788 AOS 1230 Dykbrae and Clayfold of Forrester Quarter – parish of Falkirk 
1789 AOS 1581 in part of Forresters Quarter of Seabeg, viz. Dykebrae and Clayfolds called Glenside  
1791 AOS 2011 part of Forrester Quarter called Dykebrae & Clayfolds.  
1817 Grassom   Forresterquarter 
1818 AOS parts of the Muir and lands of Forester Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Lochdrum 
1820 AOS 9770 the 1 fourth part of Forrester Quarter of Seabeg now called Abin the Well 
1912 CDS13 Forrester Quarter - Robert Hopkins 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Forresterquarter 
FORSYTHS PARK # FAK NS7978 [1] NS797786  
 
1815 RHP6103 Forsyths Park 
 
Note: RHP6102 [1758] shows this piece of land, dissected by the Forth and Clyde Canal, being in the possession of 

"Margaret Forsyth". It was part of Castlecary Park. 
FOULDUBS    FAK NS9280 [1]   NS920805  
 
1624 RS58/3 f.257v Alexander Hamiltoun of Fouldube of West Kers, baillie in that part, [also Alexander 

Hamiltoun in Fuldub of West Kers]  
1704 RS59/11 f.333 John Henderson eldest son to James Henderson of Fouldubs  
1804 AOS   Fouldubs 
1810 VR   Fouldubs 
1817 Grassom  Fouldubs 
1865 VR   Fouldubs and part of Bognesland and Northby [Earl of Zetland1912 CDS13 
 
cf Foule-pule, Bothkenner parish 1539 
    Foulden, [several]; Foulford, Cowdenbeath; Foulpapple NS5538; Foulshields, Whitburn, W.L.; Foulshiels NS4229;  
    Foulsykes, Wishaw; Foulsyke NY2565 
    Fouldubs, Linlithgow [PNWL 115]; Fouldshiels WLO [PNWL 107-8]; Foul Steps ELO  
      Goosedubs, Auldgirth, DMF.; Goosepools, Carnoustie 
FOUNDRY CORNER FAK NS8280 [1]  NS824800  
FOUNDRY STREET NS884819  

FURRS see Firs 
GALLOWHILL # FAK NS9079 [2]  NS908795  
 
1707 Maitland  descending the Gallowhill, crosseth the Gallow-sike or rill, and mounting the opposite 

eminence, deflects twenty-four feet southwards; then entering the eastern end of Callendar 
Park, recovers its Western course 

1935 FANHS 1935-36 From another source (Milne’s History of Scotland) we find that the Roman Wall passes 
over the Gallashill near to Langtoun 

 
cf Galabank, Stow; Gallaberry NX9682; Galabraes, Bathgate; Galahill, Galashiels; Galalaw, Hawick;  
    Gall, Lockerbie; Gallaberry, Duncow, DMF.; Galla Hill, Galloway [PNG 140] 
    Gallowberry, Stewarton; Gallowbrae, Fintray ABD; Gallowhill, [several] 
    Galla Law, Gallows Law, ELO  
 
The local feudal history dismisses any notion of this being a place of gallows.   
GALLOWFLAT  # FAK NS9080 [2]    
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1569 RH6/2151  Instrument of Redemptionunder the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 

diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks furth 
of the Tempill lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it to be 
lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said annual 
rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

GALLOW SYKE  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS908795  
 
1707 Sibbald  Gallow Syke 
1707 Maitland  descending the Gallowhill, crosseth the Gallowsike or rill, and mounting the opposite 

eminence, deflects twenty-four feet southwards; then entering the eastern end of Callendar 
Park, recovers its Western course 

1752 Turnpike  the Gallowsyke Burn at the east end of Callendar park walls 
1795 AOS 3059  Alexander Kerr, Tacksman of the Gallowsyke Toll-Bar, near Lauriston 
1799 GD171/2465 the price of the site of the Tollhouse at Gallowsyke Bar 
 
cf Gala Lane, Galloway [PNG 139]  
GARDNERS ACRE # FAK NS8780 [2]    
 
1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 

Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himself lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1789 AOS 1573  pendicle of Dorator called Gardners Acre 
1794 AOS 2842  in a pendicle of Dorrator at Tophill Bridge called Gardners Acre 
GARRISON PLACE FAK NS8880 [1] sic  NS888802  
 
1810 FEU 14  the Garrison 
1856 FM a9.107  the Garrison 
1860 OS   Garrison Place 
1879 Gillespie p.10  It is worth noting that the northern part of the town is still called “The Garrison” 
1990 OS-FDM  Garrison Pl(ace) 
 
GARRISON PARK # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1806 AOS 5557  part of the Park called the Garrison Park on the west side of the road leading from Falkirk 

to Carron  
GARTCOWS  FAK NS8879 [1]   NS882796  
 
1631 CRS   James Leishman in Gargouis 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.16 Marion Alloway in Garcowis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.75 John Freylland in Garcowes and Marion Allowey his spous [mention here of a deceased 

James Leischmane to whose children they are obliged to hand over a sum of money] 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.82v see for Freyland taking law into his own hands - 166.4, 166.11 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.94v And anent the dewtie of the landis of Garcowes acclameit be Edward Cowie againes John 

Freyland and Marion Allowey his spous 
1655 CRS   John Freilland in Gartcowes 
1655 RS58/10 f.20v annualrent --- to be taken furth of the landis in Falkirk calit Gart Cowis possest be William 

He[ginn] and Marion Alloway his spous with houses [etc] 
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1695 RS83/1 f.61.2  lands on the south syde of Falkirk called Gartcowes. Registered on the  374th and 375th 
leaves of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.61v.4 Alexander Gardiner in Gartcowes and Bessie Foord his spouse 
1699 RS59/10 f.127 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten an discreet man Humphrey 

Suord portioner of Falkirk --- letter of disposition --- all and haill these parts and portions 
of that sixteen shilling eight penny land of the toune and lands of Falkirk called Gartcowes  

1724 SC67/67/6 f.39 Duncan Thomson in Gartcows 
1782 AOS 243  John Kincaid in Carmuirs, as heir to James Kincaid, his brother seised in part of the lands 

of Falkirk called Gartcows (Lyon Thorn in warrandice), parish of Falkirk – on disp. by 
James Kincaid of Dalgrain, to James Kincaid, junior, of Gartcows, in liferent ; P.R 27.247 

1785 AOS 616  Absalom Blewit, Musician, Bathgate, seised in tenements in Falkirk, & tenements at 
Gartcows, parish of Falkirk. G.R. 420.201 

1786 AOS 841  in a distillery house &c., on Gartcows at Falkirk. William Gibb, Distiller, Gartcows 
1793 DFM  John Heugh Esq. of Gartcows disponed by Alexander Graham of Liscard in Co. of 

Cornwall to the said John Heugh of All and Whole that part of the lands of Gartcows 
which belonged to Thomas Graham and which were disponed to him by Thomas Smith, 
James Kincaid and John Glen for the Creditors of William Gibb late of Gartcows 

1807 FEU app.25   John Heugh Esq of Gartcows 
1816 RHP10329  Gartcows and Under Gartcows 
1817 Grassom  Gartcows 
1850 FEU app.25  James Aitken of Gartcows 
1860 OS   Gartcows 
1912 CDS13  Gartcows - James H. Aitken, brewer 
 
cf nearby Kirkcows; Bedcow, Kirkintilloch which is identical with Badcall, Ross., which means ‘hazel copse’ 
     Bruntcowes ABD 
GATESIDE FAK NS8380 [1]  NS832806  
 
1645 GD1/529/245 Gatesyde 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.94 George Muirheide in Gaitsyde 
1654 CRS  Gatesyde of Seabegs 
1736 CRS  Gateside 
1767 RHP48422 Gateside 
1793 Roy  Gateside 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

GATESIDE  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS885816  
 
1764 RHP1483  Gateside 
1794 RHP4  Great Side 
GATESIDE  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS888810  
 
1713 CH2/1326  Gateside  
a. 1780 RHP6114  Gateside 
GATESIDE MILL # FAK NS8380 [1]  NS830807  
 
1767 RHP48422 Gateside Mill 
GILMOUR SEAT  # FAK NS8579 [1]  NS852798  
 
1793 Roy   Gilmor Seat 
1860 OS   Gilmor Seat - topographical 
GLEBE see Old Glebe 
GLEN # FAK NS8178 [1]  NS810788  
 
1767 RHP48422 Glen - this is the site of the present day Dalnair 
1793 Roy  The Glen 
GLEN   # FAK NS8877 [1]  NS884778  
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1457 RMS ii 606  [L] the two Auchingavenis with the Glen 
1570 R&A  Thomas Muirhead in Glen 
1580 CRE   Adam Ure in Glen 
1594 CRE   John Galbraith in Glen 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] and naming the parts of the said barony sequentially, viz. Kallander-maynes, the Eist-

end of Callender-wode, the landis of Hawglen, Walhill, Eister Glen, Westir Glen, 
1637 RS58/7 f.69v  [L] ]John Kallender in Glen 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3  John Callender in Glen 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4v Robert Russall in Glen 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.16 Robert Russell in Eisterglen 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 John Quhyte in Glen 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v Ordanes the tennentis of Glen Scheilhill and Greincraige to theik the Ladiesmylne with 

hedder suffitiently at ane tyme 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.74 Christian Dinmoir sumtyme in Glen 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.83 Unlawes Robert Russell and John Quhyte in Glen ilk ane of thame in fyve pund for not 

theiking of thair pairts of the Ladiesmylne conforme to ane ordnace thairanent 
1659 RS58/12 f.158 John Callender merchant in Falkirk eldest lawfull sone and air to the deceast John 

Callender in Glen  
1688 Retour 310   [L] Glen 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.7  James Whyt in Glen ... Helen Mitchell there 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.34v Alexander Whyt in Glen 
1781 RHP14345  Glen 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Glen Farm 
1820 RHP14349  Eastern Glen 
1912 CDS13  Glen - James Mackenzie 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Glen Farm 
GLEN – THE  # FAK NS8678 [1]     
 
 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] that piece or portion of the moor of Callander lying within the dyke [fossam], 

commonly lie Cleuch which divides the lands of Alexander Levingstoun of Pantasken from 
the a pendicle of the said lands of Durratur commonly called Tamfour 

1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered 
on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said Register 

1695 RS59/8 f.347  from that pairt of the lands of Dorrator called Thomfour and straight southwards be the 
said Glen to the south road  thairof where are set marchstones and from that staight 
southwards be the said Glen till the east gate called the Loangate Betwixt the arrable land 
of Thomcurr and all pertaining to the said lands of Kingswalls 

1823 AOS   The Glen or Cleugh which divides the lands of Livingstones of Pantaskine from the lands 
of Tamfower 

GLEN - EASTER  # FAK NS8877 [1]    
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Eister Glen 
1668 RS59/3 145  part and portion of the lands of Callender callit the Eister Glen 
1688 Retour 310    [L] Eister and Wester Glens  
1689 RS83/1 f.20.14 George Waddell in Lochend of ane annualrent out of the lands of Easter Glen. Registered 

on the  362nd leaf of the said Register 
1712 RS59/13 f.49v Easter Glen 
 
GLEN BRAEHEAD NS878778  
 
1781 RHP14345  Glen Braehead - minor topographical name  
1783 GD171/2065.2 Glen Braehead 
GLEN BURN  FAK NS8778 [1]   NS870780.  
 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] the burn known as Glenburne 
1755 Roy   Glenburn 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Glen Burn 
GLENFUIR  FAK NS8679 [1]   NS868798  
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1643 SC67/67/1 f.31 Malcolm Scott in Glenfur 
1768 CRS   James Burns of Glenfuir, parish of Falkirk 
1772 SC1/1/1  Glenfour - part of Dorrator 
18 c RHP6114  Glenfour - Mrs Burns house & ground 
1781 RHP14345  lands of Glenfuir 
1784 AOS 574  Walter Ferrier of Sommerford, seised in part of Tamfour called Glenfuir; and part of the 

Muir of Callendar, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 28.126 
1784 AOS 528  Andrew Ure, workman, Glenfour, seised in part of Glenfour, parish of Falkirk – on feu 

Cont. between James Burn of Glenfour 1771. P.R28.245 
1788 AOS 1387  in feu Con. between James Burn of Glenfour and William Roper, Tacksman of the Coal of 

Glenfour 
1799 AOS 3774  in parts of Dorator, formerly called Tamfour afterwards Glenfuir and then Sommerford 
1814 AOS 7484  Col. William Duncan of Glenfuir - Charles Hagart of Bantaskine  
1817 Grassom  Glenfuir 
1860 OS   Glenfuir 
1912 CDS13  Glenfuir House - J.J.Ross 
GLEN MILL  # FAK NS9078 [1]  NS902784  
 
1781 RHP14345  Glen Mill 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Hallglen Mill lands 
GLENRIG  FAK NS8677 [1]   NS869778  
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] lie Westend de Glenrig 
1655 RS58/9 f.279v The lands callit Glenrige  
1683 SC67/67/2 f.37v John Andersone younger in Glenrig 
1718 E644/1/14  Glenrig 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.7  Robert Anderson in Glenrig 
1733 GD171/3931  James Scott in Glenrige and Margaret Callender his spouse 
1755 GD171/2051  Glen Ridge 
1781 RHP14345  Glenrig  
1783 GD171/2065.2 Glen Rigg 
1817 Grassom  Glenrigg 
1860 OS   Glenrig 
1956 OS   Glenrig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Glenrig 
GLENSBURGH  # FAK NS9181 [1]  NS913818  
 
1794 AOS 2814  James Paterson at Glensburg 
1817 Grassom  Glensburgh 
1860 OS   Glensburgh 
1960 OS   Glensburgh 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Glensburgh 
GLENSIDE # FAK NS8178 [1]  NS810784  
 
1789 AOS 1581 in part of Forresters Quarter of Seabeg, viz. Dykebrae and Clayfolds called Glenside  
1802 Stuart Glenside 
1860 OS Glenside - shown as "school" 
GLEN’S LAND  # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1823 FEU 168,169,171 Glens Land 
1928 Love IV ii p.132 On the 20th January of that year (1823) it was reported to a committee meeting of that body 

by the then convener, Robert Horn, that there was at present for sale a property belonging 
to the creditors of the Falkirk Union Bank (see "Bank Street"), situated on the south side of 
the High Street, which he and others who had examined it considered particularly well 
adapted for the site of public markets for the town, which, he added, were much wanted. 
This property, then called "Glens Land," on part of. which appears, to ‘be created the 
present ClydesdaIe Bank, extended to the Bean Row, entrance to which was through what 
is, known as King's Arms Court. Mr Horn took it upon himself to secure a plan from Henry 
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Taylor, builder and this he showed to the committee all of whom thought it highly suitable 
for the purpose intended. It was agreed to mention me matter to the Stintmasters and ask if 
they had any suggestions to offer on the matter of a marketplace, and what they thought of 
the suitability or otherwise of the site of “Glen’s Land.” 

GLENSYARDS FAK NS8178 [1]  NS819786  
 
1738 RS59/17 f 298v that mealling of the lands of Seabegs called Glensyards 
c.1755 Roy  Glensyards   
1767 RHP48422 Glensyards   
1781 AOS 23 James Scott, portioner, Above the Woods of Seabegs, seised in Glensyards, parish of 

Falkirk, on disp. by Alexander Finlay in Falkirk and Peter Finlay in Larbert, his father, 
1781 P.R. 26.440 

1796 AOS 3221  part of Seabegs called Glensyards 
1817 Grassom   Glensyards   
1847 RHP6129 Glensyards   
1860 OS Glenyards   
1912 CDS13 Glenyards   - Miss C. Maxton Müller 
1956 OS Glenyards   
2001 OS Explorer 349  Glenyards   
GLEN VILLAGE  FAK NS8878 [1]  NS887782  
 
1845 LPR   Glen Village 
1886 BPB   Glen Village 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Glen Village 
GODSBRIG  # FAK NS9179 [2]      
 
c.1590 Pont  Godsbrig 
GOTE DITCH   see Adams Goat 

GOUKSTREE  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1787 AOS 1039  Robert Callander, portioner, Woodfoot, - piece of ground called Goukstree on the south 

side of Falkirk - Livingston of Westquarter 
1787 AOS 1095  James Dalrymple, merchant Falkirk – in a piece of ground called Gouckstree on the south 

side of Falkirk - Robert Callander of Parkfoot  
1800 AOS 4014  House, Booths or Shops on the south side of the High Street of Falkirk and 3 roods of land 

called Gowks Tree with the dwelling Houses thereon lying on the south side of the Town 
of Falkirk 

GOOSEDUBS  # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 

Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 
Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Goosedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden 
of Mungall called the Westpark 

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park 

 
cf Goosedubs, Slamannan; Goosedubs NS8385 
    Fouldubs GRM 
GOWANBANK  FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886809  
 
1860 OS   Gowanbank 
1871 FEU 786  Gowanbank 
GRAHAMS BARN # FAK NS8880 [1]   NS889806  
 
1755 Roy   Grahams Barn 
GRAHAMS DYKE FAK NS9179 [1]  
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1726 Gordon  the great ditch of Grimes Dyke 
1796 AOS 3093  16 ½ falls of the lands pf Langton on the north side of the street called Grahamsdyke, 

Laurieston, parish of Falkirk  
 
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS8779 [1]    
 
1723 Kirkland  Bantaskine on the south side of Grahams Dyke 
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS8179 [1]    
 
1767 RHP48422  Grahams Dyke - section west of Seabegs Wood 
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS7978 [1]    
 
1758 RHP6103  Grahams Dyke - Castlecary 
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1780 RHP695  Grahams Dyke - the unmettalled road via Hatherly House 
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1781 RHP14345  Grahams Dyke -at Callender park 
1783 GD171/2064  Easter and Wester Grahams Dyke parks  
GRAHAMS DYKE # FAK NS8679 [1]    
 
1884 LPR   Graems Dyke – Camelon 
GRAHAMSFIELD  # FAK NS8980 [1]    
 
1791 AOS 2025  Grahamstown and Grahamsfield, parish of Falkirk  
1800 AOS 3885  a house in Grahamstown fronting the north, with the garden ground on Grahamsfield, 

parish of Falkirk  
1800 AOS 3887  a tenement of houses in Grahamstoun fronting the Carron road, with the garden ground on 

Grahamsfield, parish of Falkirk  
1806 AOS   in a piece of ground fronting the Dalderse Avenue being part of Grahamsfield 
1928 Love IV I 66  George Menzies was appointed “Clerk of the Regalitie of Falkirk” in March 1698. He held 

much land on the north side of Falkirk and was known as George Menzies of 
Grahamsfield. In 1713 he was designed “Bailie in Falkirk”. Died 1757. 

GRAHAMSMUIR  # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS894806  
 
1590 Pont   Gramsmure 
1621 RS58/2 f.188  Grahames Mure 
1621 RS58/2 f.194v [L] [endorsed “Margaret Livingstone saising of certane landis in Falkirk”] Margaret 

Livingstoune, youngest daughter and one of two heirs portioner of the late James 
Livingstoune in Falkirk --- Grahams Mure 

1621 RS58/2 f.198v [L] [endorsed “Agnes Livingstounes saising of certane toftis and croftis beside Falkirk] --- 
Grahames Mure Agnes, his eldest daughter and one of two heirs portioner 

1632 Wilson  Grahames Mure - sasine in favour of Sir William Livingston of Westquarter 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.46v John Levingstoune in Grahmeismure 
1647 Murray i p.153 Grahams Muir 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.45 casting fail and divot on the lands of Grahamsmuir 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.66v John Levingstone in Grahamsmuir 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.78v Robert Livingstone in Grahamsmuir 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.139 James Hardie in Grahamsmuir 
1700 RS83/2/10/352  Alexander Auld in Dalderse and John Auld his son --- part of Grahams Muir called 

Houmuir --- the loan called Vicars loan RS59/10 f.285 – f.286 
1721 RS59/14 f.280 James Livingston of Glentirren holding in his hand a disposition granted be John 

Utterstone in Grahams Muir eldest lawful son to the deceast Richard Utterstone wright in 
Falkirk heretable proprietor of the the lands underwritten --- all and heall that part and 
portion of the fifteen part of the town and villadge of Falkirk being the outfield land  
thereof lying in  Grahams Muir sometime possest be Christian Sclanders relict of Thomas 
Watt flesher in Falkirk and conquest and acquired be the deceast John Knox portioner of 
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Falkirk from Anna Livingston only lawful daughter to the deceast James Livingston 
portioner of Falkirk with houses [etc] --- with a proportional part of the east and west muirs 
of Falkirk effeiring and corresponding to the lands disponed together with his part of the 
town meadow of Falkirk presently possest be Robert Callander in Laddysmiln --- All and 
Heall his three roods of land lying adjacent to the lands being proper parts and portions of  
the said John Knox his fifteen part of the lands of Falkirk conquest and acquired be him 
from David Oswald of Dalders 

1722 SC67/67/6 f.7  John Kaiter in Grahams Muir 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10 Alexander Ronald in Grahams Muir 
1745 GD171/3932  Minutes of an action at the instance of Alexander Strathairn and others, feuars of Falkirk, 

against George Menzies concerning Grahamesmuir [alleges the the muir belonged 
entirely with the barony of Falkirk and therefore belonged to Callendar. It also indicates 
that the 25 feus in Falkirk had a proportional right to the muir] 

1755 Roy   Grahams Muir  
1783 AOS 304  William Greig of Thornhill, seised in parts of Dalderse called Grahamsmuir and 

Longbottom, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 27.368 
1791 AOS 2102  in a piece of ground in Grahamsmuir, being part of Marsyard now Grahamstown 
1800 AOS 3988  a piece of ground in Grahams Muir being part of the ground formerly called Mars Yaird 

now Grahamstown. 
1807 DFM  upon the North and South Muirs of Falkirk 
 
Note: 1253 and that grant which Alewinus de Kalentyre made to David Grahame of a certain piece of land in the 

territory of Varie Capelle with their pertinents. Lennox   
GRAHAMS ROAD FAK NS8880 [1]  
 
1858 FEU 547,561,634,770,781a 
GRAHAMSTON  FAK NS8880 [1]  
 
1791 AOS 2025  Grahamstown and Grahamsfield, parish of Falkirk  
1791 AOS 2102  in a piece of ground in Grahamsmuir, being part of Marsyard now Grahamstown 
1800 AOS 3885  a house in Grahamstown fronting the north, with the garden ground on Grahamsfield, 

parish of Falkirk  
1800 AOS 3887  a tenement of houses in Grahamstoun fronting the Carron road, with the garden ground 

on Grahamsfield, parish of Falkirk  
1805 AOS   in a piece of ground in Grahams Muir being part of the ground there formerly called 

Mary’s Wynd now Grahamston 
1810 SLR   Grahamstown 
1817 Grassom  Grahamstown 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Grahamston 
 
Grahamston [quod sacra] was disjoined from Falkirk 1875 
GRASS GULLIORT # FAK NS8781 [1]  NS877819  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Grass Gulliart 
1824 RHP6110  Grass Gulliort 
GREAT INN  # FAK NS8880 [1]     
 
1752 RS59/20 f.67  personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Smith and Janet Jamieson his 

wife and Robert and James Smith their sons having a disposition granted by Hugh Stuart of 
North Woodside esquire --- all and haill that tenement of land or Great Inn with the 
brewhouse stable closs and other office houses as the samen was then possest by Robert 
Menteith maltman in Falkirk and John Wise junior,  John Campbell and Adam Rae 
subtenents to the said Robert Menteith and a laigh shop or booth then possest by John Wise 
junior, and three back rooms then possest by John Wise senior John Boyn taylor and James 
Weys vintner --- alll lying on the north side of the Burgh of Falkirk and are a part of all and 
whole these tenenments of houses upon the north side if the high street of the said burgh 
which are bounded by the said high street on the south the Kirkwynd of the said burgh on 
the west the lands of John Wise and Archibald Dickens both portioners there upon the 
north and the house of the said Archibald Dickens on the east being a parcel of the fiftein 
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part of the burgh and lands of Falkirk which antiently belonged to Oswald of Dalders and 
thereafter to John Knox being within the barony of Calendar parish of Falkirk and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and which tenement and houses sometime belonged to the now 
deceased  John Knox sometime merchant in Borrowstouness thereafter in Falkirk and by a 
decreet of adjudication obtained by the deceased  James Lees merchant in Glasgow before 
the Court of Session against Robert Knox eldest son to the deceased  James Knox portioner 
of Falkirk and grandson of the said John Knox upon the twenty fourt day of July jajvii and 
nineteen years  

GREAT LODGING # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1721 DFM  Great Lodging or Tenement of land 
1729 RS59/15 f.405 that Great Lodging in the Town of Falkirk which pertained to Sir James Livingstone of 

Westquarter with the haill other houses tenements acres of land and others in and about the 
town of Falkirk which pertained to the said umquhill Sir James Livingstone the time of his 
decease 

1745 RS59/18 f.506v all and haill that Great Lodging in the toun of Falkirk which pertained to the deceased  Sir 
James Livingston of Westquarter with the haill other houses tennements acres of land and 
others in and about the said toun of Falkirk Viz all and haill the three oxengates and two 
cotteries of the toun and lands of Falkirk with houses [etc] and sicklike all and haill another 
fifteen part of the toun and lands of Falkirk  Viz Tofts Crofts Badom Beanflet Grames 
Muir east and west meadows with all other pertinents  

1799 AOS 3746  Sir Thomas Livingstone of Bedlormie and Westquarter – in a Great Lodging in Falkirk – 
G.R. 602.148 

1928 Love   “The Great Lodging.” associations with Prince Charles and the Duke Of Cumberland. 
 
    A brief reference has already been made to the building in which Prince Charles slept on 

the night after the battle of Falkirk, and at a later date, to his cousin, the Duke of 
Cumberland. It was known as "'The Great Lodging," and was removed by its proprietor, 
Mr H. B. Watson, bookmaker, in 1899-1900 to make room for more up to date business 
premises.  

    The building was probably erected late in the sixteenth century, and belonged to the family 
of Livingstone of Westquarter. It presumably would take the place of one less pretentious. 
At an early part of the eighteenth century that family's affairs became embarrassed and the 
"Great Lodging," with others, was put for sale in 1721, and a purchaser found in the person 
of Walter Graham, "Chirurgeon," who had been in practice in Falkirk for at least a decade 
prior to that, and had his residence probably in the “Great Lodging" Towards the close of 
1701 he married Henrietta Livingstone, daughter of the Laird of Bedlormie and by her had 
a numerous family. Our interest present lies in their son Walter, who followed his father's 
profession, but who, in a rash moment, followed the standard of Prince Charles. We will 
meet with him later among, the list of local residents who were as ill-guided as himself to 
follow the Prince. Dr Graham, senior, died in 17371 and Mrs Graham in 1761. She had 
been described As "a lady whose intelligence and superior manners were long remembered 
with veneration, and it has been asserted she had Jacobite leanings.  

 
cf Earl’s Lane 
GREENBANK  FAK NS8679 [1]   NS865793  
 
1817 Grassom  Greenbank 
1860 OS   Greenbank 
1956 OS   Greenbank 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Greenbank 
GREENCRAIG  FAK NS8776 [1]   NS873760  
 
1620 RMS viii 383  [L] Greincraig 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Greincraig (occupied by William Auld) 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.16 William Auld in Greincraig 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v Ordanes the tennentis of Glen Scheilhill and Greincraige to theik the Ladiesmylne with 

hedder suffitiently at ane tyme 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.109v John Auld in Greincraige 
1653 RS2/3/85  Jonet Auld, spouse of John A. in Greencraig 
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1664 RS59/2 f.5  James Hill in Greincraig  
1685 CRS   John Auld in Greencraig 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Greincraig 
1692 RS83/1 f.40v.8 John Auld, sone and air of umquhill John Auld of Greincraig upon a Precept of Clare 

Constat from Alexander, Earl of Callendar – the toune and lands of Greincraig. 157th and 
158th leaves 

1693 Retour 315  [L] Greincraig 
1695 SC67/67/iii 60 John Shaw of Greincraig 
1701 RS83/2/10/478 James Somerville of Glenhove of ane wadsett upon the land of Greencraig and Grayrigg 

to John Auld in [ ]aneren his right and extract of wadsett from the Erle of Linlithgow. 
RS59/10 f.396 

1701 SC67/67/iv 50 John Auld woodsetter in Greencraige - now in Camron 
1701 SC67/67/iv 50 George Auld in Greencraig 
1728 CRS   George Auld  in Greencraig - spouse Helenor Young 
1738 CRS   Helenor Young, relict of George Auld in Greencraig 
1755 Roy   Green Craigs 
1781 RHP14345  Greencraig – Easter 875761; Wester 873760 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Greencraig 
1785 AOS 678  Janet Utterstone, spouse of George Main, wright, Falkirk, as heir to William Utterstone, 

farmer, Greencraig, her father. P.R. 28.421 
1860 OS   Greencraig 
1912 CDS13  Greencraig  - James Mungall 
1956 OS Greencraig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Greencraig 
GREENHAUGH  # FAK NS9082 [2]    
 
1633 RS58/6 f.71v  Alexander Earl of Linlithgow --- [seems to be mortgaging] all and haill 9 oxengate and a 

quarter part and half of a quarter oxengate of the town and lands of Daldars with houses 
[etc] --- and also with pasturing the hors upon the Greinhauch and pasturage of soume ky 
upon the Leys 

1638 RMS ix 806  [L] West Kerse - 9 3/8 oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to the 
late Thomas Livingstoun of Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, with 
the templelands of Dalderse, manor place, pasturage for 2 horses upon the Greinhauche 
and for 4 cows upon the Leyis;- which William Livingstoun of Kilsythe and Alexander 
Livingstoun of Bantone and John Livingstoun laird thereof have resigned; 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Charter granting to Alexander, Lord Livingston of Almond ... whom failing ... to 
Alexander Livistoun, lawful son of the deceased Sir Alexander Livingstoun of Dalders, 
knight,  also those nine oxgates of lands, and a quarter and a half a quarter of an oxgate of 
land of the town and lands of Dalders, with buildings and salmon fishing on the water of 
Caron corresponding thereto; with the kirk-lands of Dalders, with pertinents and tiend 
sheaves and pasture for 2 horses on the Greenhaugh, and of 4 cows on The Lees 

1679 RS59/6 f.85v  [L] Ninian Wyse in Kilbain actorney for and in the name of ane young gentleman 
Alexander Levingstowne sone naturall to ane noble and potent earle Alexander Earl of 
Callendar  --- letters of alianation granted be his faither --- all and haill these his nyne 
oxengang quarter pairt of ane eoxengang and half of ane quarter of ane oxengang of land of 
the towne and lands of Dalderss with houses [etc] --- with the fishing of salmon and wther 
fishes upon the Water of Carrone efferend theirto with all and sundrie the temple lands of 
Dalderss with manor place howss biggings [etc] --- and also with the pasturadge of tuo 
horss upon Greineshauch and pasturadge of four kyne upon the Leyes all lyand within the 
parochim of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1718 RS59/13 f.647v [L] Lord James Livingstone of Glentirren --- all and haill the terris gulis casticus de 
Dalders with the manor place houses [etc] with the pasture of two horses upon the Green 
and the pasture of four oxen on the Lees (prates) --- terris ecclesiasticis thereof  

1718 E644/1/14    William Bell for Greenhaugh 
 
Note: this is most likely Haugh - NS908821 
GREENHEAD  # FAK NS8179 sic 1672)  NS818795  
 
1672 C2/63/92 (No.153) [L] Charter to John Brown Writer in Mungall of the barony of Seabegs – all and whole the 

town and lands of Seabegges with mill [etc.] [usual boundaries as given in earlier and later 
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charters] --- Also all and whole the lands of Castlecairie with mill [etc.] --- all lying in the 
barony of Donypace --- and of new erecting the lands town [etc.] all lying as foresaid into a 
free barony now and in all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegges ordaining 
the manor place there and built on the lands of Greenhead which place is lying within the 
said lands and barony of Seabegges above written to be the principal messuage of the 
whole lands and barony of Seabegges and to be the place of sasine now for John Broun and 
in all time coming. 

1717 RS59/13 f 463v [L] and which lands were annexed, united and incorporated into the barony of Dunipace 
along with its other lands barony, lordship and regality but were then incorporated into a 
free barony for all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegs ordaining  the manor 
place, house and edifice of the land of Greenhead which lies within the said lands and 
Barony of Seabegs as the principal messuage of the said whole Barony of Seabegs and 
which place is to be the messuage for the giving of sasine --- sasine given at the manor 
place of Seabegs  

 
See Seabegs Place 
GREENHILL FAK NS8178 [1]  NS815787  
 
1823 AOS Above-the-Wood of Seabegs now called Greenhill 
1860 OS Greenhill  - farm  
1912 CDS13 Greenhill Farm - John Hamilton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Greenhill 
 
cf Underwood FAK 
GREENHORN  # FAK NS8779 [2]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Greenhorn  - given in order between Head Dikes and Pantaskin 
GREENHORNS WELL FAK NS8779 [1]   NS877793  
 
1843 Water  The water which would be brought in by this operation is at present pumped up to a 

sufficient height and allowed to flow out by the mine at Greenhorn’s Well 
1879 Gillespie p.18  Greenhorn’s Well 
 
Note 1: James Greenhorn in Heiddyke fl 1694-1712 [Headdyke c874794], and the holding called Greenhorn in that 

area - see above 
Note 2: Cherrell or Chappell well also in this area 
Note 3: A tradition exists that this was Christ’s well which achieved notoriety in the late sixteenth century but see 

Falkirk Mail, Jan. 6 1906 or FANHS  viv  p.90 for strong evidence against it having been so.  
GREEN KILN PARK # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS792785  
 
1815 RHP6102 Green Kiln Park 
1851 RHP6104 Green Kiln Park 
GREENRIG  FAK NS8478 [1]   NS849782  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Greinerig 
1624 Murray      William Muirhead in Greinrig 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Greinrig and Schortrig (occupied by John Liddell) 
1634 CRS   Margaret Henderson, spouse to John Liddel, in Greenrig 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9v John Liddell in Greinrig 
1643 RS58/7 f.462v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Shaw junior, of 

Pexhoill and John Leishman senior in Lochrig as attorney for Jonet Wardrope spouse of the 
said James Shaw with a charter of precept of sasine from James earl of Callendar, Lord 
Levingstoune of Almond with the advise and consent of Lady Margaret Hay, countess of 
Fife, his spouse --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands and barony  of 
Callendar known as Lochrige and Greinrige with houses [etc]  

1661 CRS   Marion Waugh and John Liddell in Greenrige, her husband 
1668 CRS   Janet Auchie, spouse to John Lidell in Greenrige 
1670 CRS   David Liddell in Greinrig 
1670 CRS   Thomas Liddell in Greenrig 
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1678 CRS   George Small in Greenrige 
1680 CRS   Janet Liddell, spouse to John Small, in Grinrig 
1684 CRS   Andrew Small in Greenrigg 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.98v Robert Ure of Greinrig 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Greinrig 
1689 RS83/1 f.23.5  James Shaw of the lands of Lochrig and Greenrig within the baronie of Callander under 

reversion of 2000 merks. Registered on the  417th leaf of the said Register 
1755 Roy   Greenrig 
1781 RHP14345  Greenrig – Wester  = 845780; Easter  = 852783 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Wester Green Rigg  90 acres; Easter Green Rigg - 72 acres 
1817 Grassom  Greenrigg 
1860 OS   Greenrig 
1956 OS   Greenrig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Greenrig 
GREENWELLS  FAK NS8876 [1]   NS887767  
 
1817 Grassom  Greenwell  
1912 CDS13  Greenwells - William Hendry 
1956 OS   Greenwells 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Greenwells 
GREYS CROFT # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS790776  
 
1758 RHP6103 Grays Croft 
1815 RHP6102 Greys Croft 
 
Note: this is part of Castlecary Park 
GUILDYBUTTS  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS887818  
 
1755 Roy   Guldy Butt 
1801 AOS 4174  Guildybutts with the house thereon on the east side of the road between Carron Works and 

Bainsford 
1810 SLR   Guildibutts 
1860 OS   Guildybutts 
1887 LSR   David Meikle, miller, Guildybutts 
 
cf Guildie-aiker, Stirlings.; Guildieleyes, Stirlings.; [both 17c] 
    Guildy NO5239; Guildyden NO5238; Guildfield, Larbert parish 
    Gildyhowes MLO   
HABBIESWALLS # FAK NS7977 [1]   NS791772  
 
1758 RHP6103 Habbies Walls 
1770 GD173/1/2 Habbieswalls 
1815 RHP6102 Habbies Walls 
1851 RHP6104 Habbies Walls 
 
cf Habbiefauld, Kilmaurs, AYR.; Habbieshowe, Auchinleck AYR; Habbies Howe MLO ; 
    Haddies Walls WLO [PNWL 102]; Hobshill  ABD  
 
HADD HILL see Hardhill 
HAINING PARK  # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Haining Park - one of the Callendar parks 
1783 GD171/2081  Haining Park - tenant - George Scrimigeour 
HAIRMYRES  # FAK NS9080 [1]  NS907802  
 
1682 CRS   Marion Rennie, spouse to Thomas Gairner, in Hair-myars, parish of Falkirk 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5  James Morisone in Hairmyres; David Andersone there 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.28v James Ronald in Hairmayre 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.35 Marion Deassone in Hairmyres 
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1688 SC67/67/2 f.159 James Rowane in Hairmyres 
1739 RS59/17 f.395 James Morrison tennant in Hairmyres  
1751 RS59/19 f.471v David Morrison eldest lawful son to deceased  James Morrison in Hairmyres 
1755 GD171/2051  Haire Myre 
1780 Ross   Hairmyres 
1781 RHP14345  Hare Myre 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Parks of Callendar North of the road including Hare Myre 
1783 GD171/2081  Hare Myre - tenant - William Davie 
 
cf  Marchmyres ABD  
 
Note: Roy’s Stane Myres coincides with the location for Hairmyres given by Ross.       
            
The location is on the boundary between West Kerse and Callendar 
HAKIESDUB # FAK NS8176 [1]  NS813764  
 
c.1755 Roy  Hawkiesdub 
1758 RHP6103 Hawkies Dub 
1780 Ross Hauksdub 
1793 Roy  Hawkiesdubs 
1817 Grassom   Hakiesdub 
HALLGLEN  FAK NS8978 [1]   NS897783  
 
1566 Johnsoun 486  Personal bond by William Syme in Halglen to Frances Clerk, servant of William, Lord 

Levyngstoune for a loan of £40 Scots at 10 per cent interest 
1590 Pont   Haglen 
1610 CRS   Robert Dinmure in Halglen 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Halglen and Valhill, lying in the south side of the stream of Halglen 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] and naming the parts of the said barony sequentially, viz. Kallander-maynes, the Eist-

end of Callender-wode, the landis of Hawglen, 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Halglen (occupied by David McGibben) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.8  Robert Russell in Halglen 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.32v The Quhilk day it is statute and ordanit that no persone nor persones wine any sklettis 

within the skleatecraige of Halglen in na tymecoming wihtout my lordis licence and 
warrand had and obtenit thairto Under the paine of Tuentir pundis money And that nane of 
the sklettis wune within the said craige all readdie and Lying thairintill be transeportit 
furthe thairof under the paine forsaid without Licence as saidis 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.48 And in the actioune persewit be Robert Russall in Halglen againes Marion Watt in Smal 
burne relict of umquhill John Kincaid for resetting of saltbutter scheittis and uther things 
from Thomas Kincaid hir sone and David Grindley sone to Patrick Grindley The quhilk 
they tuik from his hous in Halglen and was resett be hir quhairupone scho was fyllit be ane 
assyse as the rolment of court beiris Thairfoir the judges decerneis the said Marion Watt to 
be banyschit furthe of the parioche of Falkirk and never to be fund within the samyn efter 
the forsaid day ordanes hir to be scurgeit through the burgh of Falkirk and brunt upone the 
cheik quhairupone the dome was given be the mouthe of Robert Aikeine dempster 
Rescherving alwayes Libertie to the said Marion To cum to the sessioune of Falkirk quen 
scho salbe seitit thairto for making of hir repentance for the forny catioune committit be hir 
with William Grindley in Reddoche And with Libertie alwayes to hir to compeir befoir the 
kirk sessioune of Falkirk or any uther judicatorie quhatsoever to persew the said William 
Grindley for quhatsoever caus scho hes to ley his chairge 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.62v that thair ar thrie of the earl of Seyforthes ky goeing in Halglen busses and that James Ald 
in Scheilhill 

1688 Retour 310   [L] Hallglens 
1718 E644/1/14  Hallglen 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.25v John Buchanan in Halglen 
1755 Roy   Hallglen 
1755 GD171/2051  Hallglen 
1766 CRS   Janet Rankine, merchant in Falkirk, relict of ... Wardrop, late in Hallglen 
1675 CRS   Henry Rankine in Haglen, and Katherine Boyd, his spouse 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Hallglen & Woodend - 80 acres 
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1783 GD171/2065.2 Hallglen Mill lands see Glen Mill 
1816 RHP10329  How Glen 
1817 Grassom  Hallglen 
1860 OS   Hallglen 
1956 OS   Hallglen 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Hallglen 
HAMILTONS PARK # FAK NS7977 [1] NS796774  
 
1815 RHP6102 Hamiltons Park 
1851 RHP6104 Hamiltons Park 
 
This is part of Castlecary Park 
HARDHILLS # FAK  NS7977 [1] NS794777  
 
1668 CRS  James Neill in Hardhills, parish of Falkirk 
c.1755 Roy  Hardhills 
1758 RHP6103 Hadhill 
1770 GD173/1/2 Hardhills 
1780 Ross Hadhill 
1793 Roy  Hard hills 
1815 RHP6102 Haddhill 
1851 RHP6104 Hardhill Park 
HARE HILL  # FAK NS8979 [4]    
 
1783 GD171/2065/2 Hare Hill 
HARE MYRE  see Hairmyre  
HAIRSTON KNOWS # FAK NS8979 [4]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Hairston knows 
HAUGH   # FAK NS9082 [1]  NS908821  
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.34v James Nicoll in Haugh 
1783 AOS 340  James Kincaid, merchant, Falkirk, seised in part of Dalderse called Haugh, parish of 

Falkirk. P.R. 27.449 
1783 AOS 360  William Glen of Wester Plean, seised in parts of Dalderse, viz. Powflat, Haugh, Mill of 

Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. on disp. by trustee for Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglass. P.R. 
27.480 

1783 AOS 431  Thomas Kincaid, farmer, Haugh, seised in part of Dalderse, viz. Haugh, parish of Falkirk. 
P.R. 28.83 

1787 AOS 1107  Powflatt and lands of Haugh, being parts of Dalderse 
1787 VR   Haugh in Dalderse 
1794 RHP4  The Haugh 
1797 RHP242  Haugh  - shown on south side of river with another “Haugh” on the north corresponding 

with Yonderhaugh – consequence of canalisation of River Carron  
 
Note: this is Greenhaugh. 
HAYFIELD  FAK NS8981 [1]   NS892815  
 
1832 RHP82796  Hayfield 
HEAD OF THE ACRE # FAK NS8180 [3]   
 
1786 AOS 1000 part of Water of Bonny, & parts thereof called the Acre, Head of the Acre, Guilsey Buttts, 

Catherines Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts. P.R. 29.270 
HEAD OF THE MUIR # FAK NS8778 [1]  NS877786  
 
1810 FEU 7,199  Head of the Muir 
HEAD-DYKE  # FAK NS7379 [1]  NS874793  
 
1636 CRS   Janet Ritchie, spouse to umquhile Robert Campbell in Heiddyk 
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1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v William Wilsone in Heiddyke 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v And anent the compaint gevine in be Marion Dinmoir in Heiddyke upone George 

Muirheid thair Makand mentioune that quhair the said George at his awne hand in 
aitseidtyme lastbypast tuik furthe the mairtchesteanes quhilk was set in of old betwix the 
lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskaneis quhilk was the mairtchesteanes betwix him and hir 
and for telling and sawing certaine aittis far within the pairtis quhair the said 
mairtchesteanes quhilk he hes removeit stude and [thinks?] thairby to mak propertie thairof 
to the said Lands of Eistpantaskane and to tak the samen away in all tyme coming from the 
lands of Dyke of Westpantaskane possesst be hir And also for cutting ane water passage 
quhilk passt from the well callit the cheppellwell thrughe hir zairde quhair scho useit to 
wattir hir guids and for causeing the wattir to rine the contrair way to hir great hurt and 
prejudice The defender not compeirand The bailzie ordanes Edward Cowie portioner of 
Falkirk James Callender in Tophill William Wilsone in Dyke and Robert Fuirde in 
Standtheleane quha knawis the mairtches and waterpassage above explent To sycht the 
samyne and mak report thairof the nixt court 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.17 John Callender in Heiddyke 
1656 RS58/11 f.50  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the houses and yaird piece of land and pertinentis 

theirof underwritten Johne Greinhorne in Heidyke of Eisterpantasken and Cristiane Jack 
his spous --- all and haill that duelling hous n Heidyke of Eistepantasken with that yaird 
and thrid ruid of land or thairby belonging thairto last possest be the deceast John Jack 
father to the said Cristiane Jack 

1658 CRS   William Wilson, quarrier in Heid-dycke 
1663 CRS   Helen Callender in Headdyke 
1672 CRS   James Hamilton in Head-dykes of East Ponteskine 
1679 CRS   John Callender in Headyke 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5v James Gaffe in Hiedyke 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.6v Katherine Jervay, spouse to James Willsone in Heidyke 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.27v Margaret Wilsone relict of John Callender in Heiddyke and John Monteath her husband 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.46 John Wilsone in Headdyke 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.47 John Greinhorne, weaver in Headdyke 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.64v Donald Miller in Headdyke 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71 John Willsone, son of James Willsone in Headdyke 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145 Alexander Fergwisone in Headdyke 
1718 E644/1/14    James Greenhorn in Headyck 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.4  William Johstone in Head-dyke 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v William Hardie in Headyke 
1728 RS59/15 f.239v that part and portion of his lands of Bantasken called Chappell Yards with houses [etc] --- 

James Mitchell in Highdyke as baillie  
1755 GD171/2051  Head Dykes 
1757 CRS   Isobel Black, lawful daughter of John B., in Headdyke of Pantaskine 
 
Note: this is almost certainly the place given as “Dykehead” by Roy, which is otherwise unrecorded. 
HECTORS BRAE  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1747 RS59/19 f.186 Compared personally upon the tennement of houses and lands after specified James Lamb 

taylor in Falkirk having in his hand a heritable bond granted by Mary Provan relict of John 
Stevenson cutter in Falkirk and sister german to the deceast John Provan taylor there and 
apparent heir to him and unquhile John Provan fewar of Falkirk her father --- in all and 
haill the said Mry Provan her aiker of land lying at Hectors Brae with the piece of grass or 
meadow ground lying at Kiln Well as also in all and haill her other aiker of land called the 
Meadow Land Aiker  

1797 AOS 3441  Hectors Brae - John Aitken, Brewer 
1800 AOS 3916  2 portions of land called Hectors Brae & Wester Wetlands & 2 tenements of land and 

houses & yard adjacent thereto on the South side of the High Street of Falkirk  
1800 AOS 3921  piece of ground at the Bleachfield on the north side of the Town of Falkirk below Hectors 

Brae 
1807 FEU   Hectors Brae 
HEDGES - THE FAK NS8780 [1]  NS872804  
 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5v James Gaffe in Hedges 
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HELENS LOCH # FAK NS8177 [1]  
 
c.1590 Pont  Helins Loch 
1720 Stukeley Helins Loch (Stukeley appears to have been consulting Pont’s map) 
HEN MOSS   # FAK NS8480 [1] NS843806  
 
1655 RS58/9 f.279v the moss of Wester Pantaskine callit the Hen Moss 
c 1790 RHP14360  Hen Moss Park [an enclosure] 
HENRYS HILL  FAK NS8878 [1]   NS889789  
 
1723 Macfarlane, f.404 Henries Hill 
1781 RHP14345  Henrys Hill 
1783 GD171/2081  Henrys Hill - tenant - Duncan Graham 
 
Note: 1640 SC67/67/- Hendrie Symesone in Wodheide 
HERRINGHALL  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS889806  
 
1807 DFM  William Melvine, Carter, at Herringhall 
1819 AOS 9090  one and a half acre of Heronhall called the Cadgers Acre, parish of Falkirk  
1860 OS    Herringhall 
 
cf David Herring, (Bathgate) 1573 Johnsoun No. 891 
HEUGH STREET NS8879   
HEUK   # FAK NS8781 [1] NS872818  
 
1824 RHP6110  Ozuck 
HEWEN STONE # FAK NS7976 [1]  NS797762  
 
1758 RHP6103 Hewen Stone 
1770 GD173/1/2 Hewn Stone 
1793 Roy  Rowstane 
1815 RHP6102 Hewn Stone 
1817 Grassom   Hewingstone 
1855 CRA SC4/3/2 Hewen Stone 
HIGH BONNYBRIDGE FAK NS832792   
 
OS 1981 High Bonnybridge 
2001 OS Explorer 349  High Bonnybridge 
HIGH STATION ROAD FAK NS8879 [1]  NS884792  
 
1832 RHP82796  Muir Road 
1867 FEU 762,763,766 High Station Road 
HIGH STREET  FAK NS8879 [1]  NS885799  
 
1621 Murray      Hie Streit 
1788 AOS   High Street 
1829 FEU 227  High Street 
1832 RHP82796  High Street 
1860 OS   High Street 
HILL # FAK NS7877 [3]   
 
1743 RS59/18 f 227v James Aiken only son to the deceast William Aiken in Hill of Castlecarry and Janet 

Bachop his spouse  
HILL FARM  # FAK NS8678 [1]  NS869785  
 
1804 AOS 4793  the farm or mailing of land called Newhouse of Bantaskine commonly called Hill Farm 

therof 
1815 AOS 7697  Farm or Mailling of land called Newhouse of Bantaskine commonly called the Hill Farm, 
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and stone quarry lying on the north side of the said lands  
HILL OF FALKIRK # FAK NS8778 [1]  NS876786  
 
1781 RHP14345  Hill of Falkirk - shows this as including what is now Princes Park and the ground on the 

north sid eof the road 
HOCHILLS   see Dehochels  
HOLLENACRE  # FAK NS8979 [2]    
 
1788 AOS 1386  Hollenacre at the Eastburnbridge of Falkirk 
1792 AOS 2130  in part of the lands of Hollenacre at the east burn bridge of Falkirk 
1819 AOS 9118  lands called Hollen or Holm Acre, parish of Falkirk  
HOLM   # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1654 RS58/9 f.247v togidder also with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the pasage way quhilk 

paseth from the said David his wynde called Pantaskens Wynd towards the southe on the 
west syd of his said zaird  

1657 RS58/11 f.111v togiddeer with ane rude of land lyand in the Holme betwixt the passage way which passes 
from the wynd callit Pantaskenes Wynd towards the south on the west syde of the said land 
of Pantaskens Yairds 

1660 RS58/12 f.322v Alexander Levingstoun eldest laufull sone to the deceast Hew Levingstoun  in Falkirk and 
heritable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- of his few lands of Falkirk lyand on the 
south syde of the toune thairof in the place callit the Hollm having the lands pertaining to 
John Bennie on the eist the lands perteining to Robert Levingstoun younger in Falkirk on 
the south the West Burne of Falkirk on the west and the gait callit the Burngait and houses 
and yaird perteining to the said Robert Levingstoun on the north 

1708 RS59/12 f.382v houses high and laigh back and foir with the yairds on the south side thereof all built and 
situat on that rude of land called the Holme on the south side of the town of Falkirk 
together with his north barn and yaird called the Stack yaird lying together on the south 
side of the said lands called the Holme --- the gate called the Burn Gate 

1754 RS59/20 f.181v William Livingston of Parkhall --- rood of land called the Holm on the south side of the 
town of Falkirk with the north barn and yaird called the Old Stack Yaird now in houses and 
yaird 

1781 AOS 2  John Livingston of Parkhall, as heir to William Livingston his brother seised 1780 in 
tenements on the lands of Holm, parish of Falkirk:- on Precept of Clare Constat by Adam 
Livingston of Bantaskine P.R. 26.401 

1790 AOS  1809  Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall seised in Tenements on the Holm and Old Stack Yard on 
the south side of Falkirk ... Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine  

1928 Love IV ii p.52 [Buildings in Cockburn Street] The land on which these tenements are erected is known as 
Roberts Park and the Holm. 

HORSE MARKET LANE # FAK NS8979 [1] NS890799  
 
1829 FEU 242  Horsemarket Close 
1860 OS   Horsemarket Close 
HORSE WARD  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS906790  
 
1781 RHP14345  Horse Ward 
1783 GD171/2064  Horse Ward 
 
Timothy Pont shows a Horseward B(urn) a little way beyond Cumbernauld Wood. 
HOSPITAL OF FALKIRK  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886800  
 
1720 GD1/170 iii   shows that £10.15.3½ was paid annually by Callendar Estate to “the Hospital” 
1723 Macfarlane f.399 It [Falkirk]  has an hospital near the west end of the town erected by Earl James about the 

years 1666 or 67, where the poor are conveniently served with necessaries for life. 
1797 OSA vol 19  There is also in the town of Falkirk an hospital for the support of four aged and infirm 

persons. It was founded and endowed in 1640 by Lord Livingston of Almond and 
Callendar. This deed was amplified and confirmed by him in the year 1668, after he was 
created Earl of Callendar. Upon certain parts of the estates which then belonged to his 
Lordship, there is security given for the fulfilment of the obligation. Moreover, if his 
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Lordship, or any of the successors to his estates  should neglect or refuse to fill up any 
vacancy in this hospital, it is provided by the foresaid act, that, if this neglect or refusal be 
persisted in after notice shall have been given, in due form to the person or persons then 
possessing the Callendar estates, then the minister of Falkirk for the time being is 
authorised to present a proper object of this charity to fill any vacancy which shall be in the 
circumstances now described. Mr Richard Callander, then minister of Falkirk, and his 
successors in that office, were, in the above specified deed, made, constituted and 
appointed patrons of this hospital, and were lawfully authorised to nominate and admit 
proper poor persons to the benefit thereof in all cases where the said Earl or his successors 
should refuse or illegally delay to do their duty. 

1836 Falkirk Almanack  There is in the town an hospital, founded by Lord Livingstone of Almond and Callander, 
1640, for the support of aged and infirm women. William Forbes, Esq., M.P., is patron.  

1928 Love IV ii p.132 It may be conjectured that for a long period there existed a narrow pathway across the 
Glebe – and on the south side – from Vicars Loan or Street to the west end of the town. 
There was such a passage in 1738. It is not, however, until the passing of “An Act for 
Repairing the Highways and Bridges in the County of Stirling” in 1784 that we glean our 
definate information regarding the thouroughfare we now know as Newmarket Street. --- 
In 1815 the road was widened opposite the Hospital which was enclosed by a wall running 
west to the property of Messrs Aitken, brewers. This wall was removed in 1904, when the 
posting establishment of the late William Scott - now carried on by Mrs Scott - was erected 
on the Hospital Garden site. 

1928 Love III p.71  With a view to having more up-to-date premises, Mrs Malcolm with commendable 
enterprise, built the present Crown Hotel in 1879, which, as stated at the outset of this 
article, has just been closed. The architect was our late townsman, Mr Thomas B. 
M’Fadzean, and the building removed to make room for the new Crown Hotel was the 
Falkirk Hospital. 

HOSPITAL ACRE  # FAK NS8880 [2]     
 
1710 RS59/12 f.463 lying in the gate called the Randygate --- another acre bounded as follows called the 

Walker’s Acre --- Item three short butts winding upon the Shorts Butts and the two 
Crooked Rigs --- the Hospital Acre 

HOSPITAL WELL  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886800  
 
1830 FEU 268  Hospital Well 
HOSPITAL YARD # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS886800  
 
1858 FEU 515,545,563 Hospital Yard 
1869 FEU 781a  Hospital Yard 
HOW BUTTS  # FAK NS8879 [2]     
 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v another but of land of the foirsaid aiker is callit How But 
1659 RS58/12 f.251 his uther aiker of land in Falkirk callit the How Butts 
1662 RS59/1 f.182v tua aikers of land in Falkirk callit the Howbutts and Shortbuts 
HOWF BRAE  # FAK NS9079 [1] NS906795  
 
Cf The Howff ABD 
HOWGATE  FAK NS8879 [1]   NS886799  
 
1838 FEU 307  Howgate 
1860 OS   Howgate 
 
cf Howgate, DNB., [PNDB 36] 
HOWIERIG  FAK NS8478 [1]   NS849787  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Howierig 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Howierig 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Howierig (occupied by Usiam Jak and Nicol Gilmour) 
1664 CRS   Janet Gilmour, spouse to Andrew leishman, in Howie-reig 
1673 CRS   Robert Jervey in Howiereige 
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1675 CRS   Andrew Leishman in Harrorige 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8  Andrew Johnston in Howierig ... George Anderson  in 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.54v John Anderson, younger, in Howierig 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61 John Anderson in Howierig 
1755 GD171/2051  East Huy Ridge 
1781 RHP14345  Howierig – Wester  849787; Easter  852787 
1783 GD171/2065.2. Wester & Easter Howie Rigg - 112 acres 
1817 Grassom  Howierig 
1860 OS   Howierig 
1956 OS   Howierig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Howierig 
 
HOWLET FAULD  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS906795  
 
1781 RHP14345  Howlet Fold Park 
1783 GD171/2081  Howlet Hill - Callendar Estate Rental - Andrew Lyle 
1783 GD171/2064  Howlet Fauld - this is now part of Callendar Park 
 
cf Drowinhowlet, ELO  
HOWMUIR  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1634 GD171/3917  Contract between James, Lord Livingston of Almond, as superior, and the feuars of the 

lands of Falkirk agreeing to divide the outfield arable lands of Boddome, Brunsflet and 
How Meur 

1708 RS59/12 f.279 James Knox his pairt and portion of the lands of Grahamsmuir commonly called the 
Howmuir as the same was formerly possest be the deceast David Oswald of Dalderse and 
his predecessors and now be James Watt in Randiefoord his tenent --- and quhilk lands of 
Howmuir is ane pairt and portion of his fifteen pairt of the lands of Falkirk and latelie 
conquest and acquired be the deceast John Knox merchand in Falkirk his father from the 
said deceast David Oswald 

1700 RS83/2/10/352  Alexander Auld in Dalderse and John Auld his son --- part of Grahams muir called 
Houmuir --- the loan called Vicars loan RS59/10 f.285 – f.286 

1754 RS59/20 f.210v all and haill the lands of Howmuir  
1784 AOS 606  John Ogilvie of Pocknave, seised in Howmuir, & part of Grahamsmuir, parish of Falkirk.  
1799 AOS 3722  John Meek, surgeon. ... in part of Howmuir & Grahamsmuir 
HUNGER HIM OUT # FAK NS8778 [2]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  given in order between Standalone and Coalheugh Brea 
ICEHOUSE  FAK NS9179 [1]    NS914798  
 
1817 Grassom  Icehouse 
 
Retained - Ice-house Brae 
INNS   see Ladys Inns 
ISLAND – OLD  see Old Island 
JAIL GREEN – THE # FAK NS8880 [1]     
 
1928 Love IV ii p.70 [Talking of the site of the Sheriff Court House in Hope Street] As it became known for 

what purpose this feu had been obtained, it was soon familiarly named “The Jail Green”, 
and here for years such travelling circuses as Cooke’s, Delaney’s, Ord’s and others pitched 
their tents, delighting the “Bairns”. 

JAMESCROFT  # FAK NS8878 [2]     
 
1622 CS271/56217  Jamescroft  
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Jamescroft 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Jamescroft (occupied by John Wyse) 
1663 RMS xi 432  Janescroft 
1677 RS59/5 f.386  Agnes Muirhead youngest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird – 

contract matrimonial --- Ninian Wyse in Kilbane --- tuo fewes of land and ane coatland in 
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Falkirk quhilk pertained heritablie to umquhile David Livingstoune of Pantaskine --- 
samen lands lyeth in the croft of Lyonethorne --- pairt of the forsaid lands lyeth betwixt the 
lands called James Croft 

1693 Retour 314  Jawescroft 
1717 CS271/56217  Jamies Croft 
JAMES STREET  FAK NS9179  NS910794  
 
1790 AOS 1745  James Street, Laurieston.  
1793 AOS 2488  James Street, Lawriestown 
JEANS KNOWE  # FAK NS8578 [1]  NS858789  
 
1860 OS   Jeans Knowe 
JENNY MAIRS BURN FAK NS8879 [1]   NS884798  
 
1908 Love i p.15  A correspondant writes:- It is just bordering on two thirds of a century since Jenny Mair 

died ... She was an old woman of no historical account, but the picture of cleanliness who 
sat at her spinning-wheel, with a plain old-fashioned white mutch on her head; and her 
house, which stood at the corner of the main road and the burn, with the window on the 
gable, looking towards where the the new church [Erskine] now stands, was a favourite 
with many good people. The burn, with its road alongside ... a favourite walk ... constituted 
‘up by the back o’ Jenny Mair’s ... 

 
    Our own researches go to show that she was the daughter of Michael Muir (not Mair), a 

very well known citizen of Falkirk more than a century ago, and Janet Livingston, his wife. 
Jenny was born in 1780. Her father carried on an extensive business as a joiner, and 
fulfilled several important contracts in the eastern district of Stirlingshire.  

JOHNS MEALLING # FAK NS8781 [2]     
 
1715  RS59/13 f.268v Alexander Broun portioner of Broomage having in his hands a disposition granted be 

Ludovick Callander of Dorator alias Willisone oye and heir of tailzie to the deceast 
Ludovick Callander of Dorrator heretible proprietor of the lands and others underwritten --- 
all and haill that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorrator called Beanscrook lying upon 
the north side of the watter of Carron lying within the paroche and regality of Falkirk and 
bounding by a balk and marchstones dividing from the lands of Broomadge upon the north 
and west the said Ludovick his lands called John’s Mealling on the south  and the said 
watter of Carron on the east parts with ish and entrie thereto 

KEM BOG  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS896794  
 
1781 RHP14345  Kem Bog 
 
cf  Kemb Hills, Kemmels, Kemnay, etc. ABD 
KEMS HILL  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS896795  
 
1781 RHP14345  Kem Hillock 
1783 GD171/2081  Callendar Estate Rental - Kempshill & Bog - George Turner 
1783 GD171/2064  Kemshill and Bogs - now part of Callendar Park 
KENNOWAYS  # FAK NS9081 [1]  NS908810  
 
c 1780 RHP6114  Kennoways 
KERSE BARNS  # FAK NS9182 [1]  NS917821  
 
19c  RHP80068  Kerse Barns 
1896 OS   Kerse Barns 
KERSE BRIDGE  FAK NS9182 [1]   NS910823  
 
Mid 19th c RHP80583  Section of ditch from tunnel at Paybridge to Old Tollhouse, Dalgrain 
1896 OS  
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Note: This bridge is known locally as “the pey brig”, although it replaced in the 1930s the former toll bridge which was 
built to carry the turnpike road across the River Carron. The present bridge was built as part of the road 
improvements on the approaches to the Kincardine bridge. See Newbridge GRM (BKX) 

KERSE HILL  # FAK NS8980 [1]    
 
1817 Grassom  Kerse Hill 
1912 CDS13  Kerse Hill  - Major A.M. Kinnaird 
1924 Love IV ii 97  The lands then purchased lay on both sides of the Forth and Clyde Canal, the portion on the 

south side and on part of which Kersehill is erected consisted of three acres two roods and 
six falls arable land, and that on the north side of that waterway extending to thirty-three 
falls and four ells, also of arable land.  

    It must have been shortly after the year 1782 that Kersehill was erected by Alexander. 
Ramsay, merchant, and later cashier of the Falkirk Banking Co., as in that year the 
residence of that family named Mungall, was sold to the Hon Captain Charles Napier and 
afterwards changed by him to Merchiston Hall. An account of the- family of Ramsay of 
Mungall, which was a prominent one in Palkirk and district from the closing years of the 
17th century till well nigh the middle of the last, will be given in the notice of Merchiston 
Hall.  

    The name Kersehill arose, we think, from the circumstance that it stands on the rising 
ground above the rich vale of the Carse or Kerse of Falkirk. In recording a marriage of one 
of Alexander Ramsay's daughters in 1814, the ceremony is said to, have taken place at 
"Carsehill," and fourty years later in another public announcement it is named "Karsehill," 
but. these spelllngs have long since ceased, although in the opinion of many they furnish us 
with the correct pronunciation of the name. 

KERSE LANE  FAK NS8980 [1]  NS893800  
 
1830 FEU 268  Kerse Lane 
1817 Grassom  Kerse Road 
1849 CHA a66.142  Kerse Lane 
1859 OS   Kerse Lane 
 
cf Randygate 
KERSE MAINS  # FAK NS9081 [1]     
        NS908816 - East  
        NS907814 - West 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.87v  [L] [endorsed “sasine for Claude Menteith of the land of Mains of west Kers”] personally 

compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Menteith brother germane to the 
honourable lord William Menteith of Kers, Claude Mentieth, lawful son to [Robert?] --- all 
and haill an annual rent --- Mains of Westkerse [terris dominicalibus de Westkers]--- 
master James Menteith of Langtoune, master James Crawfurde, teacher of children 
[pedagogo pulorum] 

1654 RS58/9 f.238  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Agnes Calender eldest 
lawful daughter to William Calender of Mains of West Kers now spouse to John Murheid 
eldest lawful son to Patrick Murheid his father 

1657 RS58/11 f.102 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Callendar in 
Maynes of West Kers and Agnes Hall his spous  

1658 CRS   William Callender in Maynes of West Kerse 
1659 GD81/484   Instrument of sasine in favour of Agnes Hall, relict of William Callender in Maynis of 

West Kers and William and Margaret Callender, her children, of an annualrent of £60 
furth of 2 acres of land in Wormathill, 1 acre of Randiegaitt and 2 rigs of land at the side of 
Grahameis Muire lying in regality and barony of Callender, town and territory of Falkirk 
and sheriffdom of Stirling, on Heritable Bond dated 29 Jan. 1659, by Norman Livingstoune 
of Mylnehillis.  1/2/1659  

1673 CRS   John Callender in Maines of West Kerse 
1679 GD81/485   Assignation by Margaret Callander, daughter of deceased William Callender in the Maynes 

of Westkers and the deceased Agnes Hall, his spouse, now spouse to Thomas Henderson in 
Flask in favour of said Thomas Henderson, her spouse and herself in liferent, and Margaret 
Henderson, their daughter in fee, of annual rent of £20, being her proportion of annual rent 
in writ GD81/484. 6/8/1679 
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1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] lands of the terras dominicales de Kers underwritten viz the Ridflet the eight aikers 
the Camionflet [Carronflat] and the battis and water dichis which the late Alexander 
Osuald occupied on the west  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.10v John Callender in Maynes of Westkerss 
1699 RS83.2.187  William, Robert, Janet and Elizabeth Cowies lawful children to the deceased Patrick Cowie 

in Mains of West Kerse RS59/10 f.162 – f.163 
1710 SC67/67/5 f.86 William Cowie in Mains of Kerse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.21v William Cowie in Mains of Kerss 
1732 HR8   Mains of Kerse 
1817 Grassom  Mains 
1860 OS   West Mains – East Mains 
1971 OS   West Mains 
2001 OS Explorer 349 West Mains 
KERSE PEN  FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1805 CRA A812.007/01 Carse Penn 
1834 FEU 293  Kerse Pen 
KILBEAN   # FAK NS8878 [1]  NS880783  
 
1584 RPSS viii 1984 Kilbane 
1590 Pont   Kailbain 
1619 RS58/1 f.257v [L] [William] Vys in Kilbane baillie in that part  
1625 RS58/3 f.335  [L] John Wys in Kilbane 
1626 Murray      James Wyse in Kilbaine 
1629 RS58/4 f.273  John Wyis in Kilbayne 
1632 RS58/5 f.319  John Wys son of the late Ninian Wys in Kilbayne 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Kilbeme 
1632 RS58/5 f.361  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wys in 

Kilbayne, portioner of Falkirk and James Wys in Sheilhill his brother german as 
procurator for Margaret Coustoune spouse of the said John, Robert Levingstoune son of 
Alexander Levingstoune of Kirkland and James Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as 
procurator for Elizabeth Wys lawful daughter of the said John Wys and future wife of the 
said Robert --- all and haill --- feulands and west side --- coalworks of Falkirk  with parts 
portions [etc] occupied by James Warden weaver in Falkirk 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Kilbein (occupied by John Wyse) 
1638 RS58/7 f.139  [L] John Wyis in Kilbaine  
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4v John Wyse in Kilbeane 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.67v Decernes William Grey in Blakfauldis Margaret Cowstoune in Kilbeane Hew Wyse in 

Blakhill Robert Small in Carmewris Alexander Muirheid in Boogtoune Daniel and John 
Allowayes thair David Wilsone in Walkmyln[toun?] Robert Raynnie in Heyllanedykes To 
remove from the Lands possest be thame within terme of law 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.68 Robert Levingstoune in Kilbeane 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101v The Quhilk day Robert Levingstoune in Kilbeane is recevit and admittit procurator fiscall 

of the regalieties of Falkirk and Callender quha hes gevine his aithe de fideli 
administratione as affeiris 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.44v Ninian Wyse in Kilbean as factor 
1684 CRS   Ninian Bruce (recte Wyse) in Kilbean 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.164 David Hardie, John Wyse and Ninian wyse in Kilbean 
1688 Retour 310   [L] Kilbeam 
1696 Livingstone  Ninian Wyse in Kilbane 
1698 RS83.2  Ninian Wyse in Killbean 
1717 GD171/3927  Ninian Wyse in Kilbean ... Jean Gibb his spouse 
1718 E644/1/14  Kilbean 
1755 GD171/2051  Kilbane 
1781 RHP14345  Kilbain 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Kill Bain & 38 acres of Carron [recte common] Muir - 76 acres 
1784 AOS 486  William Wyse, distiller, Seafield, seised in tenements in Falkirk, on disp. by James Wyse, 

farmer, Kilbain. P.R. 28.182 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Kilbean Wood 
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cf  Kilbane DMF 
     Benbain NS5009; Bogbain NJ3952; Drumbain NH815275; NJ275495; NS265175 
  Penbane NS905055; Dumbain NS405825; Rodinbain NS375145 
  Tombain NJ005445 NJ335465; NJ385315; NJ035335; NH865065 
KILL AILEY  see Kiln Alley   
KILL HILL  # FAK NS8880 [2]  NS8880   
 
1668 RS59/3 f.137  lands of Falkirk callit the Killhill 
1694 RS83/1 f.56.4  thrie aickers of the few [feu] aickers of the lands of Falkirk  lyand in the Kilnhill. 

Registered on the  338th and 339th leaves of the said Register 
1785 AOS 719  Killhill, parish of Falkirk. G.R. 425.137 
1786 AOS 868  part of Wormethill and part of Kilnhill on the south side of the Randygate, parish of 

Falkirk. P.R. 29.135 
1790 AOS 1795  in a tenement at the West Port of Falkirk, being part of Killhill 
1798 AOS 3541  a Dwelling House, yard & Orchard in Burns Closs, Falkirk, with a little park or inclosure 

now converted into Gardens on the West side of the road leading to the burn - Houses & 
Offices a little about the West Port of Falkirk, and lands on the south side thereof called the 
Killhill  

 
Note: a sasine of 1809 appears to give this same property as being “part of Kirkhill”. 
KILLINGSWALLS # FAK NS8678 [1]  NS868782  
 
1590 Pont   Kelynswaes 
1625 RS58/3 f.361  [L] John Fuird in Killingswallis, Robert Fuird in Stanylone 
1637 NLS MS9635  Killingswalls 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4  John Fuirde in Keillingswallis 
1642 RS58/7 f.344  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune – Precept of Clare Constat 
of all and haill the half the rents of the forty six pound three shilling and fourpenny land of 
the lands of Thomfur and Newhous lying in the lordship and barony of Callander within 
the sheriffdom of Stirling with other rents and tiends of the said lands commonly called 
Thomfure, Newhous and Killingiswallis – and also the all and haill the lands called  the 
Maynes of Durator [witnesses to sasine] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  

1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 
lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur, lands of Killingswallis 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.82v John Fuirdis barne in Keillingswallis 
1653 RS58/9 f.190   personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Fuird in 

Keillingswalls and Jonete Tallier his spouse and John Fuird their eldest lawfull sone 
togidder with  James Callander merchant in Falkirk bailie in that part to William Callander 
younger Laird of Dorrator herettable proprietor of the said lands having a charter of 
allienation made and granted be the said William Callander with consent of his Catherine 
Robertsoune his spouse --- all and haill that Rowme and Mealline of the lands of Dorator 
called Killingwalls presently possest and occupied be the said John Fuird elder and his 
spouse 

1655 RS58/10 f.15  Kingswalace 
1663 CRS   Jonet Taylor, spouse to John Fuird in Leilingse-walls 
1663 RMS ix 432  Kingswall - apparently part of Dorrator 
1684 CRS   John Fuird in Killings-walls 
1688 Retour 310  [L] lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskines;- lands of Langtoun, Thomfuir, Durratur, 

Newhouse, and Killingswalls 
1693 Retour 314  Kingswalls 
1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 Lodivick Callendar, oy and air of tailzie and provisione to the deceast Lodivick Callendar 

of Dorator, his guid syr procreat betwixt John Willisone, portioner in Edinburgh and Jean 
Callendar, eldest lawful daughter to the said Lodivick who in all tyme thereafter is ordaned 
to be called Lodivick Callendar, and the airs male lawfully to be gotten of his body – of all 
and heal the lands of Dorator comprehending the Maynes of Dorator, the lands of 
Killingswalls, Thomfour, & Newhouse – and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying 
betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said 
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Register 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v Archibald Small in Killingswalls 
1782 AOS 186  Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, seised in liferent, in Shillingwells 

[recte Killingswells] and Newhouse; Southbankhead, and parts of Tomfour, parish of 
Falkirk – on disp. by Joanna Chalmers, his spouse ; P.R. 27.163 

1784 AOS 568  Johanna Chalmers, spouse of Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, gets 
Revoc. by herself, - of Killingswells & Newhouse; South Bankhead; parts of Tomfour, 
parish of Falkirk. G.R.417.107 

1788 AOS   Killingswalls - given as part of Dorrator 
1794 AOS 2738  Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie, as heir to James Ramsay, his brother, seised in 

Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield. parish of Falkirk ;- on charter of 
confirmation & Precept of Clare Constat  by the commissioner of Sir Thomas Dundas of 
Kerse  

1794 AOS 2739  William Forbes seised in Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield. parish of Falkirk 
;- on disp. by Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie  

1798 AOS 3562  Killingswalls & Newhouse ... etc., all now called Camelon 
1808 AOS 5956  Killingswalls & Newhouse, mailling or farm called by the country name of South 

Bankhead, and parts of the lands of Tamfuir, which lands are now commonly known by the 
name of Camelon 

1819 AOS 9273  lands of Killingswalls and Binnisle, being part of the £5 land of Dorrator which are now 
called Seafield 

 
cf Killingdenefute [ MLO ?] 16c CRE 
KILLS WELL  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59v land at Killns Wall belonging to [Thomas Henderson, servitor to John Kincaid of 

Dalgreen] 
1747 RS59/19 f.186 Compared personally upon the tennement of houses and lands after specified James Lamb 

taylor in Falkirk having in his hand a heritable bond granted by Mary Provan relict of John 
Stevenson cutter in Falkirk and sister german to the deceast John Provan taylor there and 
apparent heir to him and unquhile John Provan fewar of Falkirk her father --- in all and 
haill the said Mry Provan her aiker of land lying at Hectors Brae with the piece of grass or 
meadow ground lying at Kiln Well as also in all and haill her other aiker of land called the 
Meadow Land Aiker  

1750 RS59/19 f.408v all and haill these three rudes of land with the houses lately built thereon lying on the 
Braehead on the east side of the road that leads to Kilns Well Falkirk  

1781 RHP14345 
1805 CRA FA1 7/1 
KILN ACRE  # FAK NS8880 [3]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.11  annualrent from houses and acres in Falkirk --- ane aiker of land lyeth on the south syde of 

the toune of Falkirk at the south end of the malt kill and is commonly called the Kill Aiker 
1693 RS83/1 f.43v.4 an aicker and a half of land in Falkirk possest be the said umquhill John Whyt att the south 

syde of Falkirk commonly called the Kilne Aiker and the said half aicker lyes on the north 
syde of Falkirk near Grahams Muir. Registered on the  203rd and 204th leaves of the said 
Register 

KILN ALLEY  see Blue Bell Close    
KILNHILL  # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1699 RS59/10 f.144 lands in Falkirk ---- and the foirsaid butt of land lying in that place called the Kiln Hill --- 

and the king’s high street on the north 
1708 RS83.12.2.315 [L] commonly called the Westport of Falkirk with the lands called the Kilnhill, 

Thornbutts, South and North Braes 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John --- lands called the Killhill with 
houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the foresaid 
lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the town of 
Falkirk  

1786 AOS 868  part of Kilnhill on the south side of the Randygate 
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1787 AOS 1195  part of Kilnhill, parish of Falkirk  
1796 AOS 3096  3 acres on the south side of Falkirk and east side of the Cowloan, 3 acres of land with the 

peat pot in the Kilnhill. P.R. 34.133 
 
There must have been two places so named in the town. The one at the east is now known as Spyin’ Cop. 
cf “Kiln Hill Entry” infra. 
Colin Hill NT1020 
KILN HILL ENTRY # FAK NS8879 [1] NS889798  
 
1832 RHP82796  Kiln Hill Entry 
KILNS   FAK NS8880 [1]   NS881802  
 
1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] Patrick Williamsb[u]re in Kylnes 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v John Mitchell in Kill 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.7v shows that John Mitschell in Kill was thirled to Carmuirs Mill 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35 ane pairt of the lands of Killis callit the Landis betwixt the gaittis - shows Kills to be part 

of Easter Bantaskine 
1644 RS58/8 f.64  personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Mitchell in the Kill of 

East Bantasken and Jonet Cunnynghame his wife 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.74 Alexander Quhyte in Kill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.75 Archibald Bailzie of Kills 
1653 RS58/9 f.162v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Johnstoune 

portioner of Falkirk --- charter from the Earl of Callendar --- all and haill that part and 
portion of land of the lands of Easter Pantaskine presentlie possest be the said James 
Johnstoune lyand on the west of the West Burne of Falkirk boundit as followes viz the 
aiker of land pertaining to  the said nobell earll and possest be Margaret Ker relict of 
umquhill James Adame smith in Falkirk on the south eist end of his landis, his landis of 
Easter Pantaskine possest be Jon Leishman thair on the south syd and west end of the saidis 
landis conforme to ane mark and mairch staines affixit  in the said south syd and west syd 
thairof and the foirsaid West Burne of Falkirk and his pasage way quhilk passes betwixt 
the saidis landis and the landis of Killis of Eister Pantaskine on the north and northeist end 
of the same landis lyand within the regality of Callender and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1656 RS58/11 f.15  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Mitchell in Kills of 
Easterpantaskane Jonet Cunnynghame his spouse and John Mitchell there eldest lawfull 
sone having in their hands a chartor of alienation containting thairintill a precept of sasine 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar --- all and haill that portion of the landis of Ester 
Pantasken called the Kill of Ester Pantasken presently possessed be the said John  

1656 SC67/67/1 f.113 John Mitchell in Kill 
1668 CRS   John Marshall in Kills of Easter Pontaskine 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Margaret Mitchell, eldest daughter to John M. in Kills of Easterpantaskane and Hellisone 

Lishmane his spouse [MM married Alexander Broun - see Broomage] 
1701 RS83/2/11/13  [L] John Mitchell in Kills of Easter Bantaskine and Allison Leishman his spouse 
1718 E644/1/14    Alexander Mitchell for Killns 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.21 Alexander Nimo in Kilns 
1739 RS59/17 f.469 that part and portion of the lands of Easter Bantaskine extending to four aikers of land --- 

lying of the west side of the Westburn of Falkirk bounded as follows viz the aiker of land 
possest by --- on the southeast of the said lands the lands of Easter Bantaskine sett to 
Alexander Johnston baxter on the south side and westend thereof and the foresaid West 
Burn and the highway which crosseth betwixt the saids lands and the lands of Kills of 
Easter Bantaskine on the north and north east of the samen lands lying within the Regality 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling with of common pasturage and liberty of casting of 
fuell devots peatts and turffs upon the mosses and muirs of Easter Bantaskine 

1755 Roy   Kills 
1755 GD171/2051  Kills 
1781 RHP14345  Kilns - this is the site given on 1860 OS as “Old Kilns” 
1783 GD171/2081  Alexander Nimmo in Kilns 
1785 AOS 747  John Meek of Campfield, seised in a piece of ground at Stockbridge, parish of Falkirk, on 

disp. by Alexander Nimmo, Maltman, Kills. P.R. 28.501 
1803 AOS 4669  Kilns of Easter Bantaskine 
1817 Grassom  Kill 
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1860 OS   Kilns House; Old Kilns [881802] 
 
cf Auchenkiln DNB [PNDB 15]  
     
KILNS ENTRY  # FAK NS8780  NS877803  
 
1832 RHP82796  Kilns Entry 
KILNWELLBRAE  # FAK NS8880 [2]     
 
1795 AOS 3001  sasine in favour of John Aitken, Brewer, Falkirk of the lands of North Kilnwellbrae  
KILT FAK NS 7976 [1]  NS792764  
 
1758 RHP6103 Kilts 
1770 GD173/1/2  Kilt 
1815 RHP6102 Kilts Farm 
1860 OS Kilt  
1912 CDSD13 Kilt  - John Hay 
1979 OS  Kilt 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Kilt 
 
cf  Cult WLO [PNWL 107] Quilt 1488  
KINGS FORD  NS866813 [1]  
 
1753 HR734  Kings Foord 
1759 RHP1531  Kings Foord 
KIRK OF FALKIRK FAK NS8880 [1]  NS887800  
 
1559 B66/25/125   Charter by Sir James Oswald, chaplain of the aisle of St. Michael the Archangel in the 

parish church of Falkirk, in favour of John Oswald, son and heir of late Robert Oswald of 
Saltcottis, granter's brother, 10 Apr 1559  

1575 RSS vii (397?) Precept for a charter of confirmation on a feu charter by James Levingstoun, chaplain of 
the chaplaincy in St John the Baptist’s aisle on the south side of the parish church of 
Falkirk with consent of William, Lord Levingstoun of Callendar, as patron to John 
Levingstoun, his heirs and assignees, of houses, buildings, gardens, two and one half acres 
of land and two roods of the east and west meadows, lying in the town of Falkirk and 
pertaining to the said chaplainry, having houses, gardens and acres pertaining to the BVM 
and to Robert Crosar on the east, the Kirkwynd and Vicaris Lonyng on the west, the Back 
Raw Wynd on the south and acres of feu land of the town of Falkirk on the north 

1576 RSS vii 700   Admittance of a reader for examination. 
1580 RSS vii 2561   Confirmation of a gift by Sir David Lindesay of Luthry, Lyon king of arms, with consent 

of his brethren herealdis, as patrons, to Robert Lindesay, student, son lawful of Thomas 
Lindesay, Snawdoun herald, for life, of the chaplainry of St Michael in the parish church 
of Falkirk, vacant by decease of Sir James Ossuall. 

1593 CH8/40  Letter of Admission by the Presbytery of Striviling, whereby in terms of letters of 
presentation (dated 15th and 20th May, 1593) addressed to them by James Bellenden of 
Brochtoun, patron of the parsonage and vicarage of Falkirk, with consent of Dame 
Margaret Levinstoun, lady Auchnoule, his mother and tutrix testementar, they admit Mr 
Adam Bellenden to the said parsonage and vIcarage, then vacant in the hands of the patron 
by the demission of Adam, bishop of Orkney, as regards parsonage, and by the decease of 
Mr James Erskin as regards the vicarage. Dated at the Kirk of Striling 17th July 1593 

 
GD215 (Beveridge Papers) KIRK SESSION MINUTES. 
 
 480    (1705) Inspection of manse and kirk 
 486    (1716) Meeting of heritors and elders 
 488    (1717) ditto 
 490    (1718) Meeting to discuss proposed new school to be founded on the laird of Castlecary’s 

lands 
 503-506   (1707 - 1741) Cases referred  
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 507-510   (1696 - 1792) Petitions 
 511-633   (1713 - 1787) Calls and Appointments 
 634   (1720) Discussion with Linlithgow presbetry to discuss provision of stipend for additional 

minister [Polmont presumably] 
 635-657-660  (1716 - 1793) Letters 
 
    SCHOOLS 
 
665 (1692)  ‘Reasons why Mr Nicoll cannot be incouraged by the session of Falkirk to be schoolmaster 

there’; he is accused, among other things, of having encouraged people to have their 
children baptised and others to be married by Mr Andrew Shire according to  Episcopalian 
rites. 

 
    BUILDINGS (1692 - 1746) 
 
Nos 666, 668-674, 676-678, relate to building operations at and repairs to Falkirk church and steeple; 
Nos 667, 675, 679-680  to the manse 
 
    GLEBE 
 
681   (1750)  Report of survey of ground belonging to Alexander Adam which it is proposed to 

add to the Glebe of Falkirk 
682   (1750)  Report by William Mackie and Alexander Grintoun concerning pasturage on glebe 

of Falkirk 
 
    CHURCH EXTENSION  
 
683   (1725)  Letter to Mr James Monteith concerning a new ‘erection’ in Falkirk parish 

[Polmont presumably] 
KIRKCOWS  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS881795  
 
1699 RS83/2/10/141  Lands of Falkirk in that part called Kirkhows: cf RS83.2.143 - in that part called 

Gartcowes 
1699 RS83/2/10/249  Humphrey Sword’s lands in Falkirk called Kirkcows and Lyontham RS59/10 f.206 – f.207 
1699 RS59/10 f.206v Humphrey Sword --- lands of Falkirk called Karcows  
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer  
1750 GD171/3935  two little parks or enclosures in the Kirkhowes, south west of Falkirk 
c.1755 Roy  Kirknowes 
1764 Wilson  Kirkcows - Locality of Stipend 
1781 AOS 18   William Gibb, mason, Kirkcows, seised in 2 parks in Kirkcows, parish of Falkirk,;- on 

disp. by John Burn, writer in Falkirk, to John Burn, his grandson, Aug. 1767; and disp. and 
assigned by him Nov. 1779; P.R. 26.433 

1781 AOS 63  William Gibb, portioner, Kirknows, seised in pieces of ground in Westlands, parish of 
Falkirk 

1781 RHP14345  Kirkcows 
1789 AOS 1465  on the west side of the road from Falkirk to Kirkcows 
1817 Grassom  Kirkcows 

KIRKLANDS OF DALDERSE see Dalderse    
KIRKLAND  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS8880   
 
1655 RS58/9 f.281v The yairdis pertaining to the said toune of Falkirk on the south and the landis pertaining to 

the said Earl of Callendar callit the Kirk Land 
1658 RS58/12 f.23v as also these two acres of land lying contiguous upon the north side of the said Burgh  of 

Falkirk between the lands some time of the Earl of Callendar upon the east, the yeards of 
the said Burgh upon the south and the said Earles lands called the Kirk Lands upon the 
west  and north  

 
KIRKRIG # FAK NS8278 [1]  NS826783  
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1737 RS59/17 f 207v [L] Charles Grindlay merchant at Bonnymiln of all and whole that one shilling land in 
Seabegs called Milnquarter bounded by the highway on the north the lands of Dambhead 
on the east the lands of Drumm on the south and John Boyds lands of Kirkrig and the 
disponers [William Don of Seabegs] own lands on the south-west and west parts 

c.1755 Roy  Kirkrig  
1817 Grassom   Kirkrig  
1847 RHP6129 Kirkrig  
1860 OS  Kirkrig 
KIRK ROW  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1657 RS58/11 f.157 houses on the north syde of the Kirk Raw of Falkirk --- aiker lyand on the north side of the 

gait callit the Randiegait --- houses on the west syde of the wynd callit Westquarters Wynd 
in Falkirk  --- thrie rudes of land in Falkirk lyand in Boddome --- aiker of land callit the 
Meadowland Aiker --- with these tua litle parts and portions of the toune medow of Falkirk 
quairof aneof the said parts and portions of the said medow is presently possesed be Robert 
Callender in Ladysmylne 

KIRKSTYLE – EASTER # FAK NS8880 [1]     
 
1649 RS58/8 f.411  James Gardner, blacksmith in Falkirk --- houses and subjects – fore and nether lying above 

the north side of the town and regallity of Falkirk bounded by the Kirkstyle on the west 
[commonlands?] on the north, houses pertaining to Norman Livingstoun on the east and the 
king’s highway on the south  

1691 A053.058  Inventory of Writts & Title deeds of all and whole that tenement of Houses high & laigh 
backward & forward  in the Burgh of Falkirk belonging to the Trustees appointed by the 
late John Heugh of Gartcows and lying at the Easter Kirk Style of Falkirk~ 

    1st Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander Earl of Callander Lord Livingstone of Almond 
& Falkirk immediate lawfull superior of the said subjects for infefting Agnes Hardie in 
inter alia the said subjects Dated 23 October 1691 ~ 

    2 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said Agnes Hardie Dated 16 
November 1692 and registers the 30th day of December thereafter ~ 

    3 Precept of Clare Constat by James Boyd of Callendar Esquire having power and 
Commission from the governor of undertakers for raising the Thames water in York 
buildings for infefting Alexander Mitchell as eldest lawfull son procreated between the 
deceased Alexander Hardie and the said Agnes Hardie inter alia the said subjescts dated 19 
october 1752 

    4 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said Alexander Mitchell 24 
January 1753 and recorded at Stirling the 16 day of March 1753 

    5 Extract Registere Disposition of inter alia the said subjects by the said Alexander 
Mitchell to Alexander Grintoon Writer in Falkirk dated 8th & registered at Edinburgh the 
25th day of February 1752 ~ 

    6 Instrument of sasine following thereon  in favour of the said Alexander Grinton Dated 
17th & registered at Stirling the 20th Day of March 1752 

    7 Charter of Confirmation of Precept of Clare Constat by John Pringle Writer to the Signet 
Commissioner appointed by James Earl of Earol Great Constable of Scotland whereby he 
confirms the two last mentioned deeds and grants a Precept for infefting Patrick Grinton as 
eldest lawfull son and nearest lawful heir to the said Alexander Grinton in inter alia the 
foresaid subjects Dated 18 September 1765 ~ 

    8 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said Patrick Grinton Dated the 5th 
and Registered at Stirling the 11th days of October 1765 

    9 Disposition of the foresaids subjects by the said Patrick Grinton to Robert Jamieson 
Mason Falkirk and Jean Smart his spouse in conjunct fee and liferent dated 21 May 1777 ~ 

    10 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said Robert Jamieson and Jean 
Smart Dated the 9th day of June and Registered at Stirling the 7th day of July both in the 
year 1777 

    11 Minute of Sale between the said Robert Jamieson & spouse and John Wilson Merchant 
in Falkirk whereby they agree to grant in favour of the said John Wilson a valid disposition 
of the foresaid subjects. Dated 21st December 1782 ~  

    12th Disposition be the said Robert Jamieson and Jean Smart his spouse to the said John 
Wilson ~Dated the 2nd day of June 1783 

    13th Ratification of the foresaid disposition by Jean Smart dated 2nd June 1783 
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    14th Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said John Wilson Dated the 
10th day of June & Registered at Stirling the 6th August 1783 

    15 Charter of Confirmation & Precept of Clare Constat by William Forbes of Callander 
Esquire wherby he ratifies Nos 10, 12 & 14 and grrnts a precept for infefting Alexander 
Wilson as eldest lawfull son in life & nearest lawfull heir to the siad John Wilson his father 
in the foresaid subjects Dated 25 may 1809 ~ 

    16 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said in favour of the said 
Alexander Wilson dated the 26th May and registered at Stirliing 7 July 1809 

    17 Disposition of the foresaid subjects by the said Alexander Wilson to John Heugh Esq. of 
Gartcows Dated the 8th day of June 1809 

    18th Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said in favour of the said John 
Heugh in favour of the said John Heugh Dated the 20 and Recorded at Stirling the 29th day 
of August 1821 

    19 Extract Trust Disposition and Settlement by the said John Heugh dated 7th Septr 1819 
and recorded in the Sheriff Court Books at Stirling 8th August 1822 

    20 Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said in favour of the Trustees 
mentioned in the said Trust Disposition dated and recorded in the Particular Register of 
Sasin Stirling [document ends at that point – The front is annotated “ Kirk Wynd houses 
one of Almond & Falkirk immediate lawfull superior of the said subjects for infefting 
Agnes Hardie in inter alia the said subjects Dated 23 October 1691 ~ 

KIRKSTYLE - WESTER # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.42v houses at Wester Kirkstyle 
1792 DFM  on the south side of the Street of Falkirk opposite to the Wester Kirkstyle 
1799 AOS 3662  on the north side of the street of Falkirk at the Wester Kirkstyle 
KIRK WYND  FAK NS8880 [1]  NS888800  
 
1575 RSS vii (397?) Kirkwynd 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Kirkwynd - given as one of the ports of Falkirk 
1656 RS58/10 f.94  the Kirk Wynd on the east 
1657 RS58/11 f.107 Kirk Wynd of Falkirk  
1752 RS59/20 f.39  all and whole that tenement of houses high and laigh backward and forward in the burgh of 

Falkirk which is bounded by the lands sometime belonging to the Earl of Callendar and 
Robert Burn and now to William Utterston and Alexander Johnstone upon the south side of 
the Churchyeard of Falkirk upon the west, The Kirk Wynd upon the east and the passage 
from the said Kirk Wynd to the Churchyeard upon the north parts 

1790 AOS 1918  Kirkwynd, Falkirk  
1798 AOS 3485  Patrick Mair, bookseller and Stationer, Falkirk, - Kirkwynd of Falkirk 
1816 AOS 8067  House sometimes called the Coach House ... on the east side of the Kirk Wynd  
1830 FEU 268  Mr Dobbie in Kirk Wynd; Mr Melville in Kirk Wynd 
1832 RHP82796  Kirk Wynd 
1860 OS   Kirk Wynd 
KNOWE # FAK NS8078 [1]  NS807780  
 
1767 RHP48422 Know 
KNOWEHEAD FAK NS8079 [1]  NS804794  
 
1821 Ainslie Knowehead 
1912 CDS13 William Grindlay Knowehead 
1980 OS Knowehead 
KNOWES   # FAK NS8578 [3]     
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Knowis 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Knowis 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Knowis (occupied by John Leischeman) 
1676 CRS   Knowis 
1718 E644/1/14  Knows 
LADIES CUT  # FAK NS8779  NS872793  
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1879 Gillespie p.259 Ladies Cut 
LADIES INN  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1619 RS58/1 f.326  lying between the land and tenement of John Jervay on the south and the road commonly called lie 

Wowris Streit on the west and the kings highway commonly called the Backrawe on the 
north Alexander Hamiltouns house commonly called the Innis on the east side, lying in the 
burgh of Falkirk barony of Callender 

1631 RS58/5 f.244v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Levingstoune nephew of 
the late David Levingstoune of Backraw with a precept of sasine ---- and the house 
commonly called Innes pertaining to Alexander Hamyltoune on the north side 

1647 RS58/8 f.263  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Hameltoun 
lawful son of Alexander Hameltoun, burgess of Linlithgow --- all and haill the houses and 
lands lying in the burgh of Falkirk with the barnestead and stablestead commonly known as 
the Ladyes Inne with all the yards on the east thereof  --- the street of Bakraw on the north 
--- also those two acres of land lying contiguous on the north side of the said burgh of 
Falkirk between the lands --- the kirklands known as The Backland 

1655 RS58/9 f.281v houses and lands in Falkirk with the barne and stabell called the barnestead and 
stabellstead commonly called the Laydykis Innes The haill yaird on the east  part thairof  -
- bounded --- and with the common way of the Back Raw on the north parts --- as also his 
twa aikeris of land lyand togidder on the north syde of the said toune of Falkirk  betwixt 
the lands pertaining to  ---- on the eist The yairdis pertaining to the said toune of Falkirk on 
the south and the landis pertaining to the said Earl of Callendar callit the Kirk Land 

1656 RS58/10 f.113 the house called the Innes belonging to Alexander Hamyltoun on the north 
1658 RS58/12 f.23v all and haill the said houses and yairds in Falkirk --- with the barne and stables callit the 

barnested and stablested commonly callit the Ladies Innes --- the common way of 
Backraw on the north --- also togidder with all and haill these tua aikers of land lyand 
contgue tofidder in the north syde of the kirk of Falkirk betwixt the lands pertaining to the 
noble earle sometyme occupyit be the deceast John Jack and Alexander Callender and last 
be Alexander hammiltone on the eist the yairds pertaining to the toune of Falkirk on the 
south and the landis pertaining to the said noble earle callit the Kirkland --- on the north 
and west parts 

1708 RS83.12.2.316 these homes and lanes lying within the town of Falkirk with the barn and stable called the 
Ladies Inns with the yaird on the eastside thereof ... bounded as follows To Witt the yaird 
belonging to the heirs of James Rankine on the east the houses belonging to Henry Aitken 
marchand on the west the yairds belonging to John Warden weaver and the heirs of Robert 
Burn on the south ... 

1751 RS59/20 f.18  Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Wyse vintner in 
Falkirk as bailie holding a Precept of Clare Constat granted by James Boyd of Callander 
Esq as having power and Commission fropm the governors and Company of undertakers 
for raising Thames Watter in York buildings to enter and receive vassals in all and sundry 
the lands and estate which formerly belonged to James Earl of Linlithgow and Callander 
and now belonged to the said Company in favour of James Wilson for infefting him in the 
houses and acres of land aftermentioned as heir to Patrick Hunter maltman in Falkirk his 
uncle by the mothers side --- all and whole these houses and yeard lying in the Burgh of 
Falkirk with the  Barnstead and Stablestead commonly called Ladys Inns and whole yard 
on the east side of the same --- as also these two acres of land lying contiguous upon the 
north side of the said Burgh  of Falkirk between the lands some time of the Earl of 
Callendar upon the east, the yeards of the said Burgh upon the south and the said Earles 
lands called the Kirk Lands upon the west  and north  

1806 AOS 5174  in Tenements of houses, & Little House & half of the yard at the back thereof, and 4 feet of 
ground on the south side of the High Street of the Backrow of Falkirk, being parts of  the 
Houses and Yards called Lady’s Inn 

1819 AOS 9376  these houses and yards in the Burgh of Falkirk, with the barn stead and stable stead 
commonly called the Lady’s Inn 

LADIES MILL  FAK NS8980 [1  NS896802  
 
1546 Love IV ii p.129 The name Lady’s Mill, so far as we know has not been found earlier than 1546; this in a 

charter granted by Lord Alexander, Lord Livingston of Callendar in that year, to Robert 
Oswald of Wester Salcoats of the half of the fifteenth part of the Toun and Landis of 
Falkirk with the liberty of pasturage of the south muir for the yearly reddendo of 26s 8d 
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with double the feu duty at the entry of the heir, three suits at the head courts, and service 
in the justice, with 30d payable to the Commendator of Torphichenn yearly, binding also 
the said Robert Oswald to grind his corn at the Lady’s Mill 

1590 Pont   Ladies mil 
1591 RH6/3146  Duncan Broun at Ladeismilne   
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] the mill commonly called lie Ladyeis myln with the mill lands, multuris and lie  
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] the Ladyesmylne 
1638 SC67/67/1 f.1v Ladiesmylne 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.43 John Kaitter at Ladiesmylne 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.53 James Callender in Ladiesmylne 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.57v Ordanes the tennentis of Auchingevines Boogtoune and Carmweris To conveine and meite 

at the Carmwermylne upone fryedey the 16 october ffor leying in of the dambeheid and 
ordanes Robert Levingstoune and Robert Russell to theike thair pairts of the 
Laydiesemylne with hedder betwixt and this dey 8 deyis ilk persone under the paine of 3 
lib 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v  Ordanes the tennentis of Glen Scheilhill and Greincraige to theik the Ladiesmylne with 
hedder suffitientlie all at ane tyme and to perfyte the samen betwixt and this dey 15 deyis 
Under the paine of fyve pund that failzies by and attor the theiking of the mylne 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.73v John Burne in Lairbert fermourer of the myles of Lairbert and Ladiesmylne - case brought 
against tenants for “going by the saidis mylnes” 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.80v Compeirit Robert Russell and John Quhyte and obleist thameselffis to theik thair pairtis of 
the Ladiesmylne with hether betwixt and the first of august nixt [see too 166.9] 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.105 The quhilk dey the said Norman Levingstoune bailzie maid dew and Lawfull Intymatioune 
to the haill Induellaris with in the Towne of Falkirk quha is obleist and astrickit to grind 
 thair malt and uther victuall at the Ladiesmylne To pas to the Carmwire mylne with thair 
 said victuall untill the said Ladiesmylne be bigit and Intymate to thame that John Kaitter 
 be miller at the said mylne And quho passethe not to the said mylne To pey dowbill 
mwlter and to pey the unlawis contenit in the former actis of court maid thairanent As also 
ordanit the tennentis in Auchinegevineis to pas on monandey nixt and Leid hame ane 
milsteane to the said mylne And that Boogtoune leide hame the [hanepes?] and happer to 
the said mylne of freydey nixt Under the paine of fyve pund for ilk tennentis failzie 

1654 RS58/9 f.260  John Kaiter miller at the Ladies Millne and Jonet Hunter his spouse 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 And anent the clame persewit be John Burne portioner of Lairbert fermourer of the mylnes 

of Lairbert Carmwiris and Ladiesmylne Againes William Muirheide in Falkirk James 
Suord thair James Ald in Scheilhill and William Menzies in Wallhill ffor abstracting of 
victuall from the forsaidis mylnes quhairunto they ar thirleit 

1656 RS58/10 f.115v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Kattir miller at 
Ladyesmyll Jonet Hunter his spouse John Kattir thair lawful sone having and holding in 
thair handis ane chairtor contining ane precept of sasine – given grantit be ane noble Earl 
of Callendar [houses in Falkirk] 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.19  John Kaitter, formerly miller at Ladiesmylne for a bag of malt sent to Ladies Mylne 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.20v  Christian Burne in Ladiesmylne 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.53v  John Livingstone, second son of umquhill John L. of Kirkland, fermourer of the milns of 

Larbert and Ladiesmylne 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.77  Thomas Burne now taxman thereof [Ladies Mill and Larbert Mill] 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80v  Robert Callander in Leadiesmylne 
1688 Retour 310  [L] the Ladies Milne 
1693 Retour 315  [L] Ladies Milne 
1693 Love VI ii 131 Yet another extract from the Regality Court books regarding this old landmark of date, 

August, 1693.-" Ordains the wholl inhabitants with in the toun of Falkirk or ther servants in 
their names shall yearly or swa oft as neid be cause and cleanise the Ladys Mylne damb 
and do all service theratt According as they have been formerly in use to do and that 
whensover they shall be advertised be the taxmen of the myine or toun officers for doeing 
thereof, and whosoe faillzies after ther being adverteiced to pay fourtie shilling Scots for 
each absence and ordains the officer to poynd the defirrence for the sainen and ratifies all 
former acts made anent the samen."  

1718 E644/1/14   Alexander Watt for the Ladysmiln 
1755 Roy   Ladysmill 
1792 AOS 2237  farm of Ladiesmiln being part of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk, on disp by Sir James 

Campbell of Ardkinglass 
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1824 FEU 185  John Callander of Ladysmill 
1817 Grassom  Ladiesmill 
1860 OS   Lady's Mill 
1862 FH 15.2.1862, 3a Ladiesmill - James Braes, Miller 
1928 Love IV ii p.131 The last tenant of Lady's Mill was the late Mr Thomas Gillespie, who held it in lease from 

Mr Forbes of Callendar. But Mr Gillespie sublet it to Mr James Braes. The mill was driven 
by steam and water power and fitted up with valuable machinery, but shortly after it being 
installed the whole of the premises were destroyed by fire on 5th December, 1861. The site 
is now partly covered by the premises of the Falkirk Brass and Sanitary Engineering Co., 
Ltd.  

 
LADIESMILL BURN # FAK NS8980 [1]     
 
1654 RS58/9 f.229v the burne callit the Ladies Milne Burne 
1670 RS59/4 f.229  the burn callit the Ladiesmilnburn 
1804 AOS 4888  the lands of Middlefield on the east side of Ladiesmillburn, & 5 acres of the lands of 

Randyford adjoining to Decocles on the east 
LADIES PARK  # FAK NS9079 [1]    
 
1781 RHP14345  My Ladies Park 
1783 GD171/2064  Lady Park 
 
cf OE morowyn-gifu 
LADYFLAT  # FAK NS9080 [1]  NS9080 [1]   
 
1628 RS58/4 f.175  [L] and which the late William Monteathe of Randifuird --- all and haill the one hundred 

shilling land of West Kerse called Langlands and Ladyflat alias Randyfuird with the 
pertinents, lying on the west side of the barony of West Kers  

LADYS PARK # FAK NS7875 [1]  NS788755  
 
1815 RHP6102 Ladys Park 
1851 RHP6104 Ladys Park 
 
This is part of Castlecary Park 
LADYS YARDS # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS792773  
 
1815 RHP6102 Ladys Yards 
 
This is part of Castlecary Park 
LANDIS BETWIXT THE GAITTIS # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS8880  
 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35 ane pairt of the lands of Killis callit the Landis Betwixt the Gaittis - shows Kills to be part 

of Easter Bantaskine 
LANGLANDS  # FAK NS9080 [1]     
 
1628 RS58/4 f.175  [L] all and haill the one hundred shilling land of West Kerse called Langlands and 

Ladyflat alias Randyfuird with the pertinents, lying on the west side of the barony of West  
LANGLEES  FAK NS8982 [1]   NS892820  
 
1755 Roy   Langlees 
1764 RHP1483  Langlees 
1819 RHP1485   Langlees 
1860 OS   Longlees 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Langlees 
 
cf Leys of Dalderse 
cf Langleys ABD; 1658 Dryfield of Cambusbarrone in the Langleyes thereof [Retour 227] 
LANGTON  # FAK NS9179 [1]  NS912792  
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1451 RMS ii 508  [L] Langtoun - within the superiority of Callendar 
1570 R&A  Henry Brisoun in Langtoun 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] the lands of Langtoun with the mill 
1603 CRE   Harry Monteith in Langtoun, parish of Falkirk 
1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] James Menteith of Langtoun 
1619 RMS vii 2017  M. James Menteithe of Langtoun 
1619 RS58/1 f.257v [L] the yards and houses belonging to the late Henry Mentieth in lie Langtune on the east, 

south and west part  
1619 RS58/1 f.340  [L] Master James Menteith of Langtoune 
1620 RS58/2 f.48  Mr James Menteithe of Langtoune 
1620 RS58/2 f.87v  [L] Master James Menteith of Langtoune,  
1621 RMS vii 160  M. James Menteithe of Langtoun 
1623 RS58/3 f.31  [L] James Menteith of Langtoune 
1626 Murray  James Monteithe of Langtoun 
1631 RS58/5 f.211  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands and mill underwritten John Wys in Kilbane as 

procurator in the name of William Monteith now of Kers, knight, son and heir of the late 
Lord William Monteith of Kers and Alexander Mushett, writer, as baillie for the Earl of 
Linlithgow and the said John Wys having in his hand a charter  of precept of sasine in 
favour of the foresaid William Monteith as heir to his said father --- all and haill the lands 
of Langtoune with the mill [multures etc.] lying within the barony of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1632 RS58/5 f.320  [L] James Levingstoune --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie for the Earl of 
Linlithgow --- all and haill the lands of Langtoun with houses mill [etc] occupied by John 
Monteith of Langtoun, Thomas Murheid, William Watt, Robert Watt, James Dawine in 
Dyk, Robert Hairt and John Murheid lying with the lordship and barony of Callendar 
[witnesses to sasine] John Beyg son of John Beyg, miller at Langtoun Mill 

1633 RS58/6 f.83  James Levingstowne of Longtowne and Marie Cornuall his spouse 
1634 RS58/6 f.155  Mr Harry Rollock minister at [?] and Dame Helene Elphingstoune Lady Langtoun his 

spouse  
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4  James Levingstowne of Langtoune againes John Beyge thair - dewties of the lands of 

Langtoune mylne 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.6  James Levingstowne of Langtowne 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9v James Levingstowne of Langtoune ... Marie Cornall his spouse ... William levingstowne 

his eldest lawfull sone 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15 William Levingstoun of Langtoun 
1642 RS58/7 f.343v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune and entered into the lands 
of Langtoune and others underwritten – John Wys in Kilbane as baillie in that part – 
William having in his hand a charter and Precept of Clare Constat for the lands of 
Langtoune with houses [etc] and the mill --- from Lord James, Earl of Callendar 

1642 RS58/7 f.344  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 
now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune – Precept of Clare Constat 
of all and haill the half the rents of the forty six pound three shilling and fourpenny land of 
the lands of Thomfur and Newhous lying in the lordship and barony of Callander within 
the sheriffdom of Stirling with other rents and tiends of the said lands commonly called 
Thomfure, Newhous and Killingiswallis – and also the all and haill the lands called  the 
Maynes of Durator [witnesses to sasine] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  

1642 SC67/67/1 f.26v Mr James Levingstoune of Langtoune - see for “blooding” of young Bantaskine 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.29 Marie Cornell relict of umquhill James levingstoune of Langtoun 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.51v John Deavie in Langtoune 
1646 RMS ix 1690  [L] Langtoun - within the superiority of Callendar 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.84 Robert Wall in Langtoune 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.90 Alexander Bellenden in Langtoune - appointed one of the birleymen “ffor Mumbrellis and 

the eistpairt of the barronie 
1654 RS58/9 f.192v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Guidlat lawful 

sone to Harie Guidlat of Abotshaugh having in his hand a charter of vendition and 
alienation --- granted be William Livingstoune of Langtoun --- all and haill the lands of 
Langtoun with houses [etc] milne and milne lands [etc] sometime possest and occupyit be 
umquhill Mr James Munteath [etc] --- and lyand in the lordschip and barrony and now 
regalitie of Callander and sheriffdom of Stirling  
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1660 RS58/12 f.321v Comperit personalie upon the ground of of the land eferspecifiet ane discreit young man 
David Guidlett in Langtoune having in his hands ane letter of dispositioune and 
alienatioun and assignatioune conteining thairintill ane precept of seasing --- grantit be 
James Guidlett of Abotshauch and John Guidlett his brother germane and appeirand air --- 
all and haill the lands of Langtoune Mylne mylne lands moulters suckine sequellis houses 
[etc] [witnesses to sasine] William Mureheid in Dyke Johne Gib in Swynedyke 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Langtoun 
1688 Retour 310  [L] lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskines;- lands of Langtoun, Thomfuir, Durratur, 

Newhouse, and Killingswalls 
1693 Retour 315  [L] Langtoun 
1692 RS83/1 f.38v.4 the lands of Langtoune Milne, milnlands and pertinents belonging to David Guidlatt of 

Langtoun and Mr James Guidlatt his eldest lawful sone. Registered on the “ane hundreth 
ane” leaf of the said Register 

1694 RS83/1 f.49v.3 James Guidlat of Lantone. Registered on the  280th and 281st leaves of the said Register 
1718 E644/1/14  Sir Alexander Hope of Kerse for Langtoun 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 John Livingstoun in Langtoun 
1741 RS59/18 f.101v compeared the Right Honourable Francis Lord Napier upon the ground of the lands of 

Langtoun having a disposition granted by John Hammiltoun writer to the Signet in favour 
of the said Lord Napier --- of all and haill the lands of Langtoun with houses [etc] Ductys 
milns milnlands multures [etc] lying within the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1745 RS59/18 f.490v Lord Naper --- lands of Edinbelle Naper --- and sicklike the lands of Langton with houses 
[etc] lying withing the parish of Falkirk --- and seat and burial burial place in the church 
yeard of Falkirk belonging to the said lands of Langton and in that other Room called the 
Dyke being a part of the the said barony consisting of two oxengates of land  

1763 IRGS 106.172 Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse – Langtoun 
1781 AOS 90  The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in part of Langtown - on feu 

contract between him and Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 
1784 AOS 514  James Easton, farmer, Lanton – seised in a tenement in Lawrieston, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 

28.226 
1785 AOS 650  James Lang, shipmaster, seised in a tenement on the lands of Langton, parish of Falkirk. 

P.R. 28.384 
1796 AOS 3093  16 ½ falls of the lands pf Langton on the north side of the street called Grahamsdyke, 

Laurieston, parish of Falkirk  
1796 AOS 3141  New Merchiston being part of Langtown 
1817 AOS 8392  these parts of the lands of Langton comprehending the lands commonly called Langton 

Farm, with the Mill of Langton, Kiln, Byres, & Houses thereto belonging, and with the 
dog kennel and ground about the same containing in whole 32 644/1000 acres; and that 
part of the lands of Langton called Langton Park with the small plots of ground outside of 
the park wall – Sir Thomas Livingston of Westquarter G.R. 1050.28 

1817 Grassom  Langton 
1825 IRGS 173.13n Sir Thomas Livingston of Westquarter - part of Langton 
1860 OS   Langton 
1912 CDS13  Langton - Thomas Bain 
LANGTON FOLD  # FAK NS9079 [1  NS908791  
 
1781 RHP14345  Lanton Fold 
LANGTON LOCH  # FAK NS9079 [1]    
 
1723 Kirkland  East from the house of Callendar within the parks is a pleasant little loch called 

Lantonloch here is another near the house called the Callander loch 
LANGTON MILL  # FAK NS9179 [1]    
 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] the lands of Langtoun with the mill 
1631 RS58/5 f.211  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands and mill underwritten John Wys in Kilbane as 

procurator in the name of William Monteith now of Kers, knight, son and heir of the late 
Lord William Monteith of Kers and Alexander Mushett, writer, as baillie for the Earl of 
Linlithgow and the said John Wys having in his hand a charter  of precept of sasine in 
favour of the foresaid William Monteith as heir to his said father --- all and haill the lands 
of Langtoune with the mill [multures etc.] lying within the barony of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  
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1639 SC67/67/1 f.4  James Levingstowne of Langtoune againes John Beyge thair –with the dewties of the lands 
of Langtoune Mylne 

1657 RS58/11 f.181v John Davie mylner at the foirsaid Mylne of Langtoune 
1686 RS83/1 f.6v.3  Mr Richard Callander, parsone at Falkirk of an annualrent out of the lands of Lantoune 

Mylne and Mylne Lands thereof pertaining to David Guidlett and his sone. Registered on 
the  92nd leaf of the said Register  

1687 RS83/1 f.10v.11 James Guidlet of Abotshaugh of his lands of Langtoune Mylne & mylne lands and others 
– [under relief of Cautionry?]. Registered on the  176th and 177th leaves of the said Register  

1692 RS83/1 f.38v.4 the lands of Langtoune Milne, milnlands and pertinents belonging to David Guidlatt of 
Langtoun and Mr James Guidlatt his eldest lawful sone. Registered on the  “ane hundreth 
ane” leaf of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.66.2  Sir Alexander Hope of the lands of Langtoune Milne, Milnelands, coalls, coalhueghs, 
conform to a dispostion grantit to him be Jean Laird, relict of the deceast Daniel Nicolsone 
laitly designed  of Langtoune. Registered on the  416th and 417th leaves of the said Register 

1817 VR   Langton farm and mill 
1817 AOS 8392  these parts of the lands of Langton comprehending the lands commonly called Langton 

Farm, with the Mill of Langton, Kiln, Byres, & Houses thereto belonging 
LANGTON PARK  # FAK NS9079 [1]    
 
1783 GD171/2064  Langton Park - This is now part of Callendar Park 
1817 AOS 8392  and that part of the lands of Langton called Langton Park with the small plots of ground 

outside of the park wall  
LARBERT EAST PARK # FAK NS8581 [1] NS857818  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Larbert East Park - this is an enclosure 
LARBERT MILL  FAK NS8681 [1]  NS860817  
 
c1790 RHP14360  “mill” - this is “Plan of Carmuirs” 
1968 OS   Larbert Mill (Corn)  
 
This is known today as Larbert Mill but it must not be confused with the old Larbert Mill which lay on the north side of     
the River Carron in Larbert parish q.v.  
LARBERT QUARRY PARK   # FAK NS8581 [1] NS855819  
 
  c 1790 RHP14360  Larbert Quarry Park   - this is an enclosure 
LAURIESTON  FAK NS9179 [1]   NS910795  
 
1741 RS59/18 f.101v compeared the Right Honourable Francis Lord Napier upon the ground of the lands of 

Langtoun having a disposition granted by John Hammiltoun writer to the Signet in favour 
of the said Lord Napier --- of all and haill the lands of Langtoun with houses [etc] Ductys 
milns milnlands multures [etc] lying within the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy   New Merchiston 
1765 CRS   James Nicol, brewer in New Merchiston 
1774 PNS   Merchiston 
1781 AOS 17  John Cloggie, labourer, Laurieston, seised in a tenement in Laurieston, parish of Falkirk, 

on disp. by James Warnoch, labourer, Laurieston, 1780;and Mary Bryce, his spouse [of 
JC]. P.R. 26.432 

1781 AOS 46  John Muirhead, merchant in Laurieston, seised in tenements in Laurieston, parish of 
Falkirk ; on disp. by John Hynd in New Merchiston now called Laurieston, May 1771; 
P.R. 26.471 

1782 AOS 179  Thomas Mitchell, cooper, Lawrieston, seised in a tenement in New Merchiston, parish of 
Falkirk – on a feu contract between Francis, Lord Napier, and Hector McPherson, his 
servant, Jan. 1760 and disp. and assigned by the said Hector Mar. 1770 ; P.R. 27.156 

1783 AOS 283  Robert Hill (George Hill M.B.), Wright, Lawrieston, and Margaret Turnbull, his spouse, 
seised in a tenement in Lawrieston, parish of Falkirk, on disp. by the trustees of Robert 
McKell, Engineer, on the Great Canal between Forth & Clyde. P.R. 27.334 

1790 CRS   Robert Hill, wright at Lawriestown 
1796 AOS 3141  New Merchiston being part of Langtown 
1807 DFM   George Turner, brewer in Lauriston 
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1820 AOS 9694  John Reid, Minister of the Dissenting Congregation, Lawriestown 
1858 FEU 548  Laurieston 
1879 Gillespie pp. 268 + 271  Laurieston 
1912 RHP80540  Laurieston Iron Works 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Laurieston 
 
Laurieston [quod sacra] disjoined from Falkirk 1914 [Fasti] 
LETHANDY  # FAK NS8782 [1]   NS879821  
 
1699 Gibson  Lethendy 
1712 RS59/13 f.30v personally compeared Mr David Ramsay of Lethendy --- lands of Mungal with the mill 

and mill lands 
1734 BPR   Lethendie in Falkirk parish 
1740 RS59/18 f.52   compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Muirhead holding a disposition 

granted by the deceased Mr David Ramsay of Lethendie and Michael Ramsay his eldest 
lawful son in favour of the said John  Muirhead with the consent of Isobelle Mary and 
Helen Elphingstone lawful daughters to the deceased Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell and 
Jean Ramsay daughter to him --- these parts and portions of their lands of Mungall called 
called Burns and Stocks with the meadows thereto belonging as they were formerly possest 
by William Muirhead brother german to the said John and the deceased James Muirhead of 
[?] in Tophill --- conform to their tacks bounding therein specified and aftermentioned viz. 
by Millburn on the south and west sides untill it comes to the north side of the Stocks and 
then up along the Dyke or Ditch that marches betwixt the Meanbank [and?] Boighill thence 
threw to the northend of the Meadowland then straight south Alexander Suords march until 
you come to the Millburn on the east parts together with the Little Coathouse and yaird 
thereto belonging in Mungall as property to the said Elizabeth --- with free use of road 
from the high road that goes through the town of Mungall and through the land called 
Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called Stocks --- privilidges thereto belonging 
and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the Green of Mungall for building and 
upholding of his said Coathouse  

1744 RS59/18 f.414 Alexander Ramsay shoemaker in Falkirk lawful son of the deceased Mr David Ramsay of 
Lethendy 

1755 Roy   Lathandy 
1808 AOS 5883  two farms of Mungal called Langdales & Lethandy 
1817 Grassom  Nethandy 
1860 OS   Lethandy 
 
Note: 1704 GD26/4/367 Mr. David Ramsay of Lethindie  
   1712 GD83/594  Mr. David Ramsay of Lethendy, W.S. (PER);  
 
Note:  Over Mungal was sold to Ramsay of Lethendy, brother-in-law of Robert Elphinstone, 4th of Quarrel, in 1712 

[Notes on Quarrel, Peebles, A.H. - Falkirk Museum] 
LEWIES PARK  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS900798  
 
1781 RHP14345  Lewies Park - this is one of the Callendar Parks 
LEYRIGS   # FAK NS8880 [2]  NS8880 [2]  
 
1654 RS58/9 f.251  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Murheid malt man 

in Falkirk and William Murheid his second lawfull son with William Livingstoune of 
Milnehills bailzie in that part for George Livingstoune of Gairdoche and Anna 
Livingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands underwritten --- of their few 
lands in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied in maner following To wit ane aiker thereof 
called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be George Thomsone maltman 
in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the lands pertaining to James 
Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter on the northe, another aiker called the Mursyde Aiker lying betwixt the mure 
callet Grahames Mure on the east and north parts thereof --- and the foresaid rudes of land 
lyand in Bodome betwixt the burne called the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the lands 
pertaininig to the said James Earl of Callendar on the south west and north parts thereof 
and the fourth ane rig of land lyand in that part called the Leyriges 
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1681 RS59/6 f.226v [L] a rig of land in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied as follows viz an acre or thereby 
known as Woodside Aiker between the lands possessed by Robert Whyt on the east the 
wood of Callendar on the south --- another acre or thereby known as Mursyde Aiker 
between the lands possessed by William Murehead and the muir known as Grahames Muir 
on the north and east sides --- in that place known as Boddome between the stream known 
as Laydies Mylne Burne on the east --- and rigs of land lying in that place known as Lay 
Riges 

1708 RS83.12.2.312 Euphan Burn, daughter to James B. of Clerkston, now spouse to Richard Muirhead, weaver 
in Falkirk; All and haill those 2 acres 3 roods and 1 rig of land of Anna Livingstoun,  
portioner of Falkirk, her feulands in Falkirk lying and occupied as follows viz. Ane aiker 
thereof called the Woodside Aiker possessed by James Callendar, ane aiker thereof called 
the Muirsyde Aiker possessed be the said Richard Muirhead, the foresaid 3 ridges of land 
lying in that place called the Boddome ... and a rig of land lying in that part called the 
Leyrigs 

1723 RS59/14 f.438v three roods lying in Bodom and an rige lying in that part called Lierigs near Vicars Loan 
LEYS   # FAK NS9081 [3]    
 
1633 RS58/6 f.71v  Alexander Earl of Linlithgow --- [seems to be mortgaging] all and haill 9 oxengate and a 

quarter part and half of a quarter oxengate of the town and lands of Daldars with houses 
[etc] --- and also with pasturing the hors upon the Greinhauch and pasturage of soume ky 
upon the Leys 

1638 RMS ix 806  [L] lie Leyis 
1646 RMS ix 1690   [L] 9 and 3/8 oxgangs of the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to the late 

Thomas Livingstoun of Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, with the 
templelands of Dalderse, manor place, ..., pasturage for 2 horses upon the Greinhauche 
and for 4 cows upon the Leyis  

1647 RS58/8 f.286  [L] and also the pasturage of two horses upon the Grenhauch and four cows [vacarum] 
upon the Leyes  

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Charter granting to Alexander, Lord Livingston of Almond ... whom failing ... to 
Alexander Livistoun, lawful son of the deceased Sir Alexander Livingstoun of Dalders, 
knight ... , also those nine oxgates of lands, and a quarter and a half a quarter of an oxgate 
of land of the town and lands of Dalders, with buildings and salmon fishing on the water of 
Caron corresponding thereto; with the temple-lands of Dalders, with pertinents and tiend 
sheaves and pasture for 2 horses on the Greenhaugh, and of 4 cows on The Lees 

1679 RS59/6 f.85v  [L] and also with the pasturadge of tuo horss upon Greineshauch and pasturadge of four 
kyne upon the Leyes all lyand within the parochim of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1693 Retour 315  [L] lie Lies 
1718 RS59/13 f.647v [L] Lord James Livingstone of Glentirren --- all and haill the terris ecclesiasticis de 

dalders with the manor place houses [etc] with the pasture of two horses upon the Green 
and the pasture of four oxen on the Lees (prates) --- thereof  

LIGHTWATER BURN FAK NS8581 [1]  NS856810  
 
1723 Macfarlanef.406 Two short miles west of Falkirk upon the publick road is the Lightwater Burn, which 

rises out of the marishes besouth the highway. It runs north and falls into Carron a little 
below Larbert Bridge where it has a bridge of one arch called Panmeadow bridge. 

1817 Grassom  LightwaterBurn 
 
cf Lightwater SU925625; Lightwater Valley SE285755 
 Light Burn NS665605; Light Burn, Galloway [PNG 196]; Lightbourn LNC; Lightbeck SD475925 
LIME ROAD  FAK NS8579 [1]   NS857798  
 
1855 SC4/3/2.3074  Lime Road 
 
Note:  this road led from a landing wharf on the Forth and Clyde Canal to the estate lands of Callendar. A late 

eighteenth century estate plan notes at various points “x miles from the lime wharf”. 
LINT RIGGS  FAK NS8880 [1]   NS887800  
 
1788 AOS   Lint Riggs 
1832 RHP82796  Lint Riggs 
1860 OS   Lint Riggs 
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cf Lintrig WLO [PNWL 76]; Lintrigs ABD 
LIONTHORN  FAK NS8878 [1]   NS881786  
 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.19 William Cowie in Lyonthome 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.42 Lyonthome - William Cowie fined £50 for “blooding” his  servant 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.62v William Cowie in Lyonthome hes sindrie scabbit scheipe 
1658 GD171/3922  parts of Lymingthorne 
1662 GD171/3924  croft of Lyonthorne 
1662 RS59/1 f.183v croft of Lyonthom 
1677 RS59/5 f.386  Agnes Muirhead youngest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird – 

contract matrimonial --- Ninian Wyse in Kilbane --- tuo fewes of land and ane coatland in 
Falkirk quhilk pertained heritablie to umquhile David Livingstoune of Pantaskine --- 
samen lands lyeth in the croft of Lyonethorne --- pairt of the forsaid lands lyeth betwixt 
the lands called James Croft 

1679 CRS   Lyon-tany 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.7  William Couie in Layontom and John Richardsone there 
1697 RS59/9 f.122  all and heall that part and portion of the few lands in Falkirk called Lyone Thome 

presently possest be Ninian Wyse laying as follows The Croft upon the west merchant with 
stones and their part of the outfield land layes east and west betwixt the old dyck that 
devydes the saids lands in two pairts and the Heather Balk with the proportional liberties 

1699 RS83/2/10/249  Humphrey Sword’s lands in ffalkirk called Kirkcows and Lyontham 
1705 RS59/12 f.20v Lyingthom 
1714  RS59/13 f.233v Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Wilson litster at 

Walkmiln of Walkminltoun for himmself and as procurater for Kathrin Wilson his spouse 
and David Wilson his sone having in his hands a disposition granted be Humphrey Suord 
at Bridgend of Linlithgow heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- All and haill his 
lands of Lyonthom houses [etc] --- bounded as follows Viz: the common muir of Falkirk 
on the west and north parts the lands pertaining to Westquarter on the east and south 

1717 GD171/3927  Lyonthorn and parts of the 16s 8d land there 
1718 E644/1/14  Lyonthom 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.14 John Ritchie in Lyonthom 
1726 DFM  Lyonthorn 
1755 Roy   Lyontam 
1781 RHP14345  Lying Tam 
1782 AOS 243  John Kincaid in Carmuirs, as heir to James Kincaid, his brother seised in part of the lands 

of Falkirk called Gartcows (Lyon Thorn in warrandice), parish of Falkirk – on disp. by 
James Kincaid of Dalgrain, to James Kincaid, junior, of Gartcows, in liferent ; P.R 27.247 

1795 AOS 2929  in part of 2 feus of land & Coatlands of Falkirk in Lyonthom, and partof 16s 8d land of 
Falkirk called Lyonthorn 

1807 DFM  Robert Small, farmer at Lyon Thorne, aged 60 years, had married the daughter of John 
Cowie, previous tenant, John Cowie, who had taken the tenancy some 50 years before 

1817 Grassom  Lyonthom 
1860 OS   Lionthom 
1956 OS   Lionthom 
LITTLE ABBOTSHAUGH  # FAK NS8882 [1] NS889829  
 
1764 RHP1483  Little Abbotshaugh 
1791 AOS 2023  Little Abbotshaugh 
1791GD65/258   Copy Disposition by John Ogilvie of Gairdoch in favour of Colonel Thomas Dundas of 

Fingask, of the piece of land called Little Abbotshaugh in parish of Falkirk and 
sheriffdom of Stirling.  

1808 AOS 5765  Field or piece of ground called Little Abbotshaugh on the North side of the Water of 
Carron, parish of Falkirk. 

 
This is part of Abbotshaugh proper which was detached as a consequence of a change in the course of the River Carron. 
This must have ocurred naturally before the canalisation of the river in the 18 century as the above mentioned plan 
shows the uncanalised river. It lies in what was Bothkenner parish. 
LITTLE FOLD  # FAK NS9081 [2]    
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1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran to William Callander and William Crawford, equally, of the 
Cuttbottom, Littlefold, Pazerfold, East Side and other parts of Dalderse 

1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran to Thomas Forsyth of Little Fold and other parts of Dalderse 
LITTLE MIDDLEFIELD # FAK NS8981 [1]     
 
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom. parish of 
Falkirk  

LOANEND  # FAK NS8881 [1]   NS884812  
 
pre 1780 RHP6114  Loanend 
1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 

Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  
LOANFOOT  FAK NS8577 [1]   NS850773  
 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v George Turner in Loanfoot, John Grindley there 
1755 Roy   Loanfoot 
1755 GD171/2051  Lonfoot 
1781 RHP14345  Loanfoot 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Loan Foot - 90 acres 
1817 Grassom  Loanfoot 
1860 OS   Loanfoot 
1912 CDS13  Loanfoot - James Donald  
LOANHEAD   # FAK NS9281 [1]   NS920814  
 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v John Gilchreist in Loanhead produced brief for serving him heir to James Gillchreist of 

Watter of Bonie his father 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Loanhead 
1817 Grassom  Loanhead 
LOANHEAD  # FAK NS8476 [1]  NS845769  
 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 Alexander Johnstowne in Lonheid 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Katherine Wyse in Lonheide 
1700 RS59/10 f.254 John Watt younger in Loanhead of Westkers 
1718 E644/1/14  Loanhead 
1755 Roy   Loanhead 
1781 RHP14345  Loanhead 
LOANSIDE ACRE  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1773 DFM  ane acre of land called Loanside Acre lying upon the East of the Viccars-loan of Falkirk 
LOANGATE  # FAK NS8678 [3]  NS8678 [3]   
 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] commonly called the Loinyett between the arable lands of Tamfour and others 

pertaining to the pendicles between the lands of Durratur known as Killingiswallis on the 
east(,) the burn known as Glenburne  on the south and where the boundary stones of the 
lands are set on the north of the said burn on the east of the syick --- opposite the west side 
of the foot of the hill [collis] commonly called the Sheiphous Know – to the east end 
known as the East Hip of the Turfrig ---- the east side commonly called the Loneyett 
between the lands of Carrmwre  and the arable lands of the said lands of Tamfour on the 
east and the arable lands of Tamfower on the north  

1695 RS59/8 f.347  from that pairt of the lands of Dorrator called Thomfour and straight southwards be the 
said Glen to the south road  thairof where are set marchstones and from that staight 
southwards be the said Glen till the east gate called the Loangate Betwixt the arrable land 
of Thomcurr and all pertaining to the said lands of Kingswalls, On the east the Glen Burne 
on the south and certain march stones on the north pairt of the burne on the west syde of 
the syke, and thair straight northwards to the westend of the know called the Sheephouse 
Know to the east end called the Easter Hipp of the Turfrig where the marchstones are sett, 
and frae thair northwards till the west syde of the Loangate betwixt the lands of Thomcurr 
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and the arrable lands of Thomfoure on the east and the arrable land of Thomfoure on the 
north pairts togidder with his tua seats or daskes in the Kirk of Falkirk and his buriall place 
in the church yeard thairof --- [witnesses to sasine] William Andersone in Binnieslie, John 
[Brown?] in Newhouse 

LOCHBANK  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS902793  
 
1781 RHP14345  Lochbank - the reference in the name is to Callendar Loch - the bank is the esker 
1783 GD171/2064  Lochbank - this is now part of Callendar Park 
LOCHDRUM FAK NS8177 [1]  NS817779  
 
1742 RS59/18 f 196v [L] William Speirs of Lochgreen having a disposition granted by James Dobbie portioner 

of Forresterquarter  --- all and heall his part of the muir of Forresterquarter commonly 
called Lochdrum both arable and unarable ground thereof being ane equall fourth part of 
the same bounded by the high dyke on the north Robert Ferguson John Scot and Alexander 
Adam’s lands on the east Lochgreen on the south and Walter and James Scots lands and 
[h/w]adonwood on the west 

1767 RHP48422 shown at present Wester Lochdrum 
1780 Ross Lochdrum 
1793 Roy    Drumny 
1798 AOS 3565  Lochdrum - given as part of Foresters Quarter 
1817 Grassom   Lochdrum 
1860 OS Lochdrum 
1912 CDS13 East Lochdrum - Robert Hopkins; West - William Denholm 
1973 OS Lochdrum 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Lochdrum - Wester Lochdrum 
 
Note: Roy gives "Drumrig" on this site. 
LOCHGREEN # FAK NS8177 [1]  NS819774  
 
1664 CRS  Alexander Jervay in Lough-green, in that part of the lands thereof called the Wattercraigs, 

parish of Falkirk 
1666 RS59/2f 186v [L] John Brown in Mungall --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- of the 

lands of Seabegs called Sauchinreig and Lochgreine --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Forresterquarter --- that part of Forresterquarter lying on the south side called the St 
[t]yldings Loch between the said loch [lacum] of the said lands of Lochgrein and 
Sauchingrein [witnesses to sasine] John Boyd in Sauchenrig Alexander Boyd in 
Lochgreine 

1690 RS59/7 f 506  John Leishman in Lochgreine 
1711 RS59/12 f 535 [L] Marion Bell relict of William Brown of Seabegs --- liferent in all and whole the lands 

of Lochgreen and Sauchierig with houses [etc] 
1723 Macfarlane f.407 A mile south of Seabegs is a loch called Lochgreen about a mile in circumference: a short 

mile east of this is another loch called Lochridge but it is not so big 
1724 CRS Margaret Gilmour in Lochgrean of Seabegs, par. of Falkirk 18 Nov. 1724 
1729 SC4/3/1 Lochgreen 
1729 RS59/15 f 370v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned at the manor place of Seabegs 

William Spiers of Lochgreen as actorney for William Don eldest son to John Don of 
Seabegs ---- all and haill the town lands and mill of Seabegs and the lands of Castlecarry 
with the moor and mill --- Damhead Drum Tippet Craig Underwood and Forresters quarter 

1731 RS59/15 f 686 William Speirs portioner of Lochgreen --- all and haill that part and portion of the muir of 
Forresters Quarter of Seabegs lately disponed to him by John Don of Seabegs --- bounded 
as follows viz. the head dyke brae on the north --- the lands of Lochgreen on the south ---- 
Reserving to the said James Gilmuir four dargs of peats yearly and the ffirr stocks beneath 
the same and the firr trees and [C]ubs beneath the peats   

1742 RS59/18 f 196v William Speirs of Lochgreen  
c.1755 Roy  Lochgreen 
1767 RHP48422 Lochgreen  (both topographical and farm - shows island in loch) 
1786 AOS 818 David Speirs, son of William S., of Lochgreen, seised in part of Burnhouse of Skipperton 
1789 AOS 1571  Speirs of Lochgreen - - mailing of land called Sauchieridge 
1793 Roy  Loch Green 
1817 Grassom   Lochgreen 
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1819 AOS 9154 in Lochgreen including the lands called Birns, being part of the Barony of Seabegs; parts 
of the Muir and lands of Forester Quarter of Seabegs commonly called Lochdrum 

1860 OS Lochgreen 
1912 CDS13 Lochgreen  (A. and J. Malloch) 
1956 OS Lochgreen 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Loch Green – Lochgreen – Wester Lochgreen 
 
cf Lochgreen NS345295; Lochgreens NJ915155 
LOCHLANDS  FAK NS8571 [1]   NS858718  
 
1826 RHP1498  Lochlands 
1855 SC4/3/2  Lochlands of Carmuirs 
1858 AD14/58/107  Precognition against Jane Tweeddle for the crime of culpable homicide, or assault to the 

injury of the person at Feal-dyke Loan, Lochlands or North Carmuirs, Falkirk 1858 
1860 OS   Lochlands 
1890 LPR   Lochlands 
1912 CDS13  Lochlands - Adam Smith 
1971 OS   Lochlands 
LOCHPARK FAK NS8078 [1]  NS804789  
 
1860 OS Lochpark 
LOCHPARK # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS794786  
 
1815 RHP6102 Lochpark 
 
There was a small loch here which was cut by the construction of the Forth and Clyde Canal. 
LOCHRIG  # FAK NS8377 [1] NS838778  
 
1590 Pont   W. Langrig; E. Langrig 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Lochrig 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Lochrig 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Locherig (occupied by John Leischeman) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v John Leischmane in Lochrig 
1643 RS58/7 f.462v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Shaw junior, of 

Pexhoill and John Leishman senior in Lochrig as attorney for Jonet Wardrope spouse of 
the said James Shaw with a charter of precept of sasine from James earl of Callendar, Lord 
Levingstoune of Almond with the advise and consent of Lady Margaret Hay, countess of 
Fife, his spouse --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands and barony  of 
Callendar known as Lochrige and Greinrige with houses [etc]  

1651 SC67/67/1 f.109v Helysoune Murheide in Lochrig 
1657 RS58/11 f.230v William Leishmane in Lochrig 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Lochrig 
1689 RS83/1 f.23.5  James Shaw of the lands of Lochrig and Greenrig within the baronie of Callander under 

reversion of 2000 merks. Registered on the  417th leaf of the said Register 1718 E644/1/14 
1723 Kirkland  A mile south of Seabegs is a loch called Lochgreen about a mile in circumference: a short 

mile east of this is another loch called Lochridge but it is not so big 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.25v William Leishman in Lochrig 
1781 RHP14345  Lochrig 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Loch Rigg - 115 acres 
 
LOCK SIXTEEN  FAK NS8680 [1]   NS869801  
 
1860 OS   Lock Sixteen 
1971 OS   Lock 16 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Lock Sixteen 
LODGING CLOSE # FAK NS8880 [1] NS880800   
 
1783 GD171/2081  Lodging Close - Callendar Estate Rental - John Rankine 
1802 AOS 4463  in an area on the North side of Falkirk known by the name of the Lodging Closs, being 
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part of the lands and barony of Callender and Falkirk 
1808 AOS 5954  Falkirk Bank Co. seised in a piece of ground being part of the area on the North side of the 

town of Falkirk known by the name of the Lodging Close 
1812 Shaw 1812  Lodging Closs 
LODGING YARD  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1811 AOS 6703  ground in the North Back Row of Falkirk called the Lodging Yard  
LONGBOTTOM  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS889817  
 
1684 RS59/6 f.478  James Grahame fiar of Langbottome bailzie in that part for David Guidlat of Langtoune --

- Alexander Davie in Woodend of Callander as procurrator on behalf of the said David 
Guidlat --- lands of Langtoune 

1783 AOS 304  William Greig of Thornhill, seised in parts of Dalderse called Grahamsmuir and 
Longbottom, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 27.368 

1783 AOS 304  parts of Dalderse and Longbottom 
LONGDALES  FAK NS8781 [1]   NS879817  
 
1782 AOS 204  Charles Alexander Cheyne, as heir to George Cheyne, minister, Stirling, his father, seised 

in part of Mungal called Langdales, parish of Falkirk  - in security of £500 in Bond by 
Michael Ramsay of Mungal  

1782 AOS 267  Michael Ramsay of Mungall, gets Ren. by Margaret Niven, relict of George Cheyne, 
minister, Stirling of of part of Mungall called Langdales & others, parish of Falkirk  

1808 AOS 5883  2 farms of Mungal called Langdales & Lethandy 
1827 HR734  Longdale 
1860 OS   Longdales 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Longdales 
LONGCROFT # FAK NS7877 [1]  NS786773  
 
1758 RHP6103 Longcroft 
1815 RHP6102 Longcroft 
1851 RHP6104 Longcroft 
LONG DALES PARK # FAK NS8580 [1]  NS853807  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Long Dales Park 
LONG GATE  # NS8080 [4]  
 
1688 CRS   Jean Bishop in Long Gate, parish of Falkirk 
 
cf Loangate infra 
LONGLANDS PARK # FAK NS8480 [1] NS846806  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Longlands Park 
LONG TATH PARKS # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS790781  
 
1758 RHP6103 Long Tath Parks 
1815 RHP6102 Long Tath Parks 
LYMIELANDS  # FAK NS8779 [3]   
 
1749 RS59/19 f.318v that part and portion of Mr Michael Livingstoun his lands of Pantaskine --- And sicklyke 

all and heall that part and portion of the lands of Pantasken called the Lymielands with a 
piece of ground at the west of the samen going to the end of the rigs which goeth south and 
north but never higher or lower accordingly as the samen is presently possest be Thomas 
Lieshman merchant in Falkirk and bounded as follows viz, the houses and yards possest be 
Margaret Wood and Pantasken land on the South the lands pertaining to Pantasken on the 
west and the lands possest be Robert Murehead in Tophill on the north and east reserving 
to the said Mr Michael Livingstoun the ordinar wayes and pasadges to and from the house 
of Pantaskine  

1742 RS59/18 f.204v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Bantaskine called the Lymlands 
1793 AOS   Wester Bantskine comp. Tophill & Lymelands 
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1800 AOS 3899  Pantaskine or Bantaskine, comprehending Tophill and Lymielands, & Wester & Easter 
Meadows of Bantaskine, b. of Callendar. G.R. 616.233 

MAGGIES STRIP  FAK NS8678 [1]   NS868786  
 
The name has been used for several generations for this windbrake plantation and appears on first editon OS but is not 
named. The strip lies on part of the march between the lands of Dorrator and Bantaskine. 
MAGGIE WOODS LOAN   FAK NS8880 [1]  NS881800   
 
1749 RS59/19 f.318v that part and portion of Mr Michael Livingstoun his lands of Pantaskine --- And sicklyke 

all and heall that part and portion of the lands of Pantasken  called the Lymielands with a 
piece of ground at the west of the samen going to the end of the rigs which goeth south and 
north but never higher or lower accordingly as the samen is presently possest be Thomas 
Lieshman merchant in Falkirk and bounded as follows viz, the houses and yards possest be 
Margaret Wood and Pantasken land on the South the lands pertaining to Pantasken on the 
west and the lands possest be Robert Murehead in Tophill on the north and east reserving 
to the said Mr Michael Livingstoun the ordinar wayes and pasadges to and from the house 
of Pantaskine  

1725 SC67/67/6 f.58 Margaret Wood in Bantasken 
1780 RHP695  Maggie Wood Road 
1862 FEU 660  Maggiewoods Loan 
MAIDEN CASTLE # FAK NS8679 [1]  NS862798  
 
1697 PSAS xxxv p.331 The author heard of Roman coins having been found, but the people would not admit they 

had any; also of the finding of anchors and sea tackle; and he notices the paved way, half a 
mile long, leading to the Antonine Vallum, " at the end of which stood a great castle, called 
by the country folks the Maiden Castle, but now little is to be seen of it."  

1697 PSAS xxxv p.331 The Roman Way passing through the station is mentioned first in 1697. Where it pierces 
the Antonine Vallum, it was uncovered in 1894 when Mr Fairlie's villa was built on a 
prominent mound on the Vallum on the west side of the entrance, which seems to have 
been the demilune, marked by Hoy, and which was cut down 6 feet to accommodate Mr 
Fairlie's villa. It was seen by Mr Buchanan, and found to have been well paved and covered 
with ‘channel’. Maiden, perhaps more safely written Maden Castle.—This ' great castle,' 
described by the anonymous writer of 1697 as being at the Vallum end of the Roman Way, 
I had supposed was possibly represented on Roy's map, 500 yards north-east of the 
entrance, by an unnamed oval mound, measuring 1000 by 500 feet on the top  

1697 PSAS xxxv p.337 A new Castellum.—When a piece of ground south of, close to, and right in rear of the passage 
through the Vallum was being trenched in 1894-95, to make a garden to Mr Fairlie's villa, Mr 
Buchanan observed that the whole area consisted of a mass of tumbled stones, with scattered 
heaps of broken brown and grayish or whitish pottery. The east side was bounded by a stone 
bottoming, exactly like the paving under the Vallum, which ran direct south from the Vallum 
for about 100 feet, and then westward, where it was soon broken up ; but there could hardly be a 
doubt that it ended on the west, as it began on the east, forming a rectangle, of which the 
Vallum was the north side, and that Mr Buchanan has added another Wall-Fort, or Castellum, to 
those already known. It seems improbable that this was " Maden Castle," as it is on the south 
side of the wall.  

1977 AFS   A motte, known locally as “Maiden Castle”, is said to have stood on the N side of the 
Antonine Wall ditch at this point. this earth-built mound, apparently measuring about 22 m 
from W to E by 12 m transversely, is reported to have been reduced in height by 
approximately 2 m when Watling Lodge house was built in 1894. 

 
See too: Macdonald 1934, p.344; RCAMS 1963, p.188; Simpson and Webster 1972 184, no. 227; Breeze 1974, 173-4 
MAINS OF CALLENDAR  see Callendar Mains   
MAINS of CASTLECARY  # FAK NS7877 [2]   
 
1657 RS58/11 f 156v Comperit personalie upon the ground --- William Grinlaw in Maynes of Castellcarie and 

Elizabeth Levingstoun his spous --- charter of alienation granted be Sir Mungo Stirling of 
Glorat --- all and haill the roume and Maynes of Castellcarie with houses [etc] [witnesses 
to sasine] John Levingstoune sone lawfull to the deceist Harie Levingstoune of Castellcarie 

1686 RS83/1 f.5v.5 Margaret Livingstoune spouse to John Stirling baillie in Stirling of an annualrent out of 
Mains of Castelcarrie and Bandomine. Registered on the 76th leaf of the said Register 
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MAINS OF DORRATOR # FAK NS8781 [2]     
 
1513 Young 1984  Manys of Duradour in barony of Calendar 
1642 RS58/7 f.344  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune – Precept of Clare Constat 
of all and haill the half the rents of the forty six pound three shilling and fourpenny land of 
the lands of Thomfur and Newhous lying in the lordship and barony of Callander within 
the sheriffdom of Stirling with other rents and tiends of the said lands commonly called 
Thomfure, Newhous and Killingiswallis – and also the all and haill the lands called  the 
Maynes of Durator [witnesses to sasine] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  

1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 
lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur 

1655 RS58/9 f.296  parts of Dorrator --- Newhous ---- togidder with that part and portioune of the landes of the 
Maines of Dorator callit Beinescrouch being on the north syd of the Water of Carroun 
presently possest be Alexander Hall in Crawnest all lyand within the fyve pound land of 
Dorator --- Beinescruick 

1656 RH15/44/156  Instrument of sasine following on great seal charter of apprising, 18 January 1656, in 
favour of Benjamin Cranstoune, merchant in Leith, of Mains of Dorrator, in lordship and 
barony of Callendar, parish of Falkirk, sheriffdom of Stirling, formerly pertaining to 
William Callendar, younger, of Dorrator 11 Feb 1656  

1675 RS59/5 f.211  terris dominicalibus commonly called the Maynis of Dorrator 
1692 RS59/8 f.154v [L] all and haill the five pound land of Dorator comprehending the Mains [terris 

dominiculis] of Dorator, lands of Collingtoun and Caldhame, lands of Newhous Lands of 
Thomfour lands of Killingswalls  

1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 Lodivick Callendar, oy and air of tailzie and provisione to the deceast Lodivick Callendar 
of Dorator, his guid syr procreat betwixt John Willisone, portioner in Edinburgh and Jean 
Callendar, eldest lawful daughter to the said Lodivick who in all tyme thereafter is rdaned 
to be called Lodivick Callendar, and the airs male lawfully to be gotten of his body – of all 
and heal the lands of Dorator comprehending the Maynes of Dorator, the lands of 
Killingswalls, Thomfour, & Newhouse – and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying 
betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said 
Register 

1751 RS59/20 f.6v  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Small merchant in 
Linlithgow as also compeared James Lambert son to Alexander Lambert gardiner in 
Dorater as Bailie and produced a heritable bond grnated by James Burn of Dorater writer in 
Edinburgh --- all and haill these his lands of Dorater being a five pound land of old extent 
comprehending therein the dominical lands of Dorater the lands  of Newhouse Bankhead 
Caldhame The Mains and Neathertown of Dorater with houses [etc] 

1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse - Dorrator comprising 
Mains of Dorrator, Killingswalls, Tomfower & Newhouse, & part of the Muir of 
Callendar - GR 451. 256 

MAINS OF KERSE  see Mains of West Kerse    
MAINS OF SEABEGS # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS818795  
 
1847 RHP6129  Mains of Seabegs 
MAINS OF WEST KERSE see Kerse Mains  
MAJORS LOAN  FAK NS8879 [1]  
 
1733 RS59/16 f.279v six acres threee roods and twenty falls of lands lying upoon the south syde of the gate 

called Adams goatt --- bounded as follows viz by the lands pertaining to the heirs of 
unquhill George Clelland upon the east the lands pertaining to Thomas Baird weaver in 
Falkirk and William Livingston of Parkhall upon the south and west and the high way and 
Majors Loan with the said Adams goat upon the north part thereof the which inclosure 
holds as follows that upon the east syde of of the goat or burn coming from Muttonhouse 
of the said family of Westquarter and that on the west syde of the said Goat of the family 
of Bantaskine --- all and haill his house high and laigh lying upon the east syde of the wind 
called Bantaskines Wind --- and all and heall that his north yeard or orchyard with the 
summer house and dovecatt above within the said yeard 
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1803 AOS 4507  the loan leading from Falkirk to the Muir of Falkirk called Majors Loan 

MALISONE BRAE # FAK NS8980 [2]     
 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v ane uther but of land of the foirsaid aiker lyand on the eistend of the brae callit the 

Malisonebrae  
MANSIONHOUSE ROAD FAK NS8680 [1]  NS868803  
 
1960 OS   Mansionhouse Road 
MARCHFIELD  # FAK NS8878 [1]  NS886785  
 
1781 RHP14345  Marchfield 
1782 VR   Marchfield 
1811 SLR   Marchfield 
1817 Grassom  Marchfield 
1820 RHP14346  Marchfield 
1860 OS   Marchfield 
1865 FEU 712  Marchfield 
 
OE mearc, a boundary - cf ON mark 
cf March Hill and Marchfield NX9877 
MARCH HOUSE  # FAK NS8877 [3]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  March House cottage - given in order between Bentend and Hairston knows 
MARSHALLS MUIR # FAK NS7978 [1] NS795780  
 
1815 RHP6102  Marshalls Muir 
 
This is described in the 1815 plan as having been "planted" in 1815. It is now Castlecary Low Wood. 
MARIONS WELL  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS893797  
 
1805 CRA FA1 7/1  Marions Well 
1832 RHP82796  Marions Well 
1833 FEU 277  Marions Well 
1849 CHA a66.142  the road at the Marion Well 
1860 OS   Marion’s Well 
1879 Gillespie p.19  Of Marion’s Well there is scant record. According to tradition, it got its name from 

Marion Livingston - a nun of the house of Callendar, who in the performance of the 
saceradotal vow which kept her from the world, visited the well at intervals, and used its 
soft waters as a pediluvium. The original well which was built round with stone, stood at 
the bottom of the Cladden’s Brae, on the bank of the East Burn. It was further protected by 
a circle of upright slabs - the great resting place of the water maids. 

MARRS COURT  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS886799  
 
1832 RHP82796  Marrs Court 
MARSYARD  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1791 AOS 2102  in a piece of ground in Grahamsmuir being part of Mars Yard  
1800 AOS 3988  a piece of ground in Grahams Muir being part of the ground formerly called Mars Yaird 

now Grahamstown. 
1805 AOS 5179  in a piece of ground in Grahams Muir being part of the ground there fomerly called 

Marsyard now Grahamston 
MARYFLATS   # FAK NS9280 [1]   NS924808  
 
1636 RMS ix 473     [L] The king concedes and makes over in feuferm to Henry Meikill  of Marieflattis, his 

heirs and assignees whomsoever,- the saltpan lie saltpan alias Saltcoattis formerly called 
Pansteid of Abirbrothok, with its lands and acres, in the regality of Abirbrothok, 
sheriffdom of Stirling;- which the king held by virtue of the resignation of the abbotship 
and lordship of Abirbrothok and by the erection of this kind of lordship Lord William 
Monteith of Cars has resigned [the lands], instruments &c. (as in charter 145). 
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1636 RS58/6 f.348  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Meikle of 
Marieflattis --- in all and haill that salina vulgo lie saltpan, alias saltcoittis formerly 
known as Pansted of Aberbrothok 

1654 RMS x 229   The Keepers grant to Elizabeth, Countess Of Dirletoune, her heirs and assignees 
whomesoever (subject tto the legal reversion),- the lands of Mumrelles and Marieflattes, 
in the regality of Polmond and sheriffdom of Stirling;- which lands pertained to James 
Meikill, merchant in Leith, sometime holden by him of the late Duke of Hamiltoune and 
now of the Keepers, and were on the 2nd November 1652, together with certain other lands 
pertaining to the said James and to Robert Mackonnell, also merchant in Leith, apprised 
from them at the instance of the said Countess of Dirletoune, in payment to her of £7787 6s 
8d Scots, with £389 of sheriff-fee:- with precept of sasine. 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.57 Thomas Johnstone in Maryfletts 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.81 Marieflets 
1687 RS59/7 f.164  Thomas Johnstone in Marieflatts 
1696 SC67/49/2 f.103r  Tack by Hope of Kerse to Thomas Johnstone in Maryflats and Thomas, his son of one 

oxgate of Maryflatts 
1755 Roy   Merryflitts 
1769 C2110.220   Merryflats 
1800 RHP10925  Maryflatts 
1806 AOS 5200  Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls - House stead in 

Clerkston Bank  
1817 Grassom     Merryflats 
1823 RHP80295    Maryflatts 
1826 VR          Maryflatts 
MAUKENLEES  # FAK NS9180 [1]  NS915804  
 
1784 AOS 587  Robert Grozart, tenant, Maukenlies. P.R. 28.294 
1805 AOS 4956  Farm of Maukinlees, now part of Easter Newlands, being parts of the of the barony of 

Kerse 
1807 DFM  Robert Grossart, Tenant in Maekinlee 
1810 VR   Maukinlees 
1817 Grassom  Makenlees 
 
cf Maukinrich Plantation NT2597; Tormaukin NN9904 
 
MAVISBANK  FAK NS8977 [1]   NS892778  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Mavisbank 
1781 RHP14345  Mavisbank 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Mavisbank 
1817 Grassom  Mavisbank 
1860 OS   Mavisbank 
1912 CDS13  Mavisbank - William Taylor 
1956 OS   Mavisbank 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Mavisbank 
MEADOW  # FAK NS8980 [2]    
 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v Compeirit Helen Johnstoune spous to John Muirheid in Backraw and actit and obleist hir 

selff that scho would not scheir and grase in the Meydowis of Falkirk or Maynis of 
Callender nather that scho sould flyte or skald with any persone within the toune of Falkirk 
under the paine of fyve pundis money 

1663 RS59/1 f.328  in all and haill the meidow callit the Toune Meidow of Falkirk  
1688 RS83/1 f.14.15 John Knox in Falkirk of a pairt of Anna Leavenigstounes 15 part of the toune & villadge of 

Falkirk and ane pairt of the Toune Meadow there. Registered on the  the 250th and 251st 
leaves of the said Register  

1714 RS59/13 f.213v Falkirk: all and haill that piece of meadow – all inclosed by ane ditch round the same with 
the grass and ditches thereto belonging  - lying below the hill upon the east end of the toun 
of Falkirk called the Wormett or Arnott Hill --- as lykeways that  piece of  meadow --- 
bounded as follows to witt the Earl his lands of Callendar Field on the east [these are 
undoubtably those that came to be known collectively as Bells Meadows which then seems 
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to have been called the Easter Meadow of Falkirk] 
1782 DFM  Easter Meadow of Falkirk 
 
Note 1: This is probably Bells Meadow 
Note 2: 1788 AOS - Hollenacre at the Eastburn Bridge of Falkirk and piece of meadow ground contiguous 
MEADOW  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1738 RS59/17 f.270 piece of land called Meadow at Falkirk  
1738 RS59/17 f.269v piece of land called Meadow at Falkirk --- lands called Richards Crooks on the south --- 

lands of Mungall belonging to Mr Ramsay on the north 
1786 AOS 888  part of the lands of Falkirk called the Meadow - disponed by James Horn, son of Margaret 

Bell  
MEADOW  # FAK NS8779 [3]     
 
1626 RS58/3 f.378  [L] Henry Livingstoun brother german of Alexander Livingstoun  of [Kilsyth???] and 

Thomas Livingston of Ballintoune [his father?] and Alexander Oiswald portioner of 
Falkirk, baillie in that part for Alexander Livingstoun of Pantasken, superior of the lands 
uderwritten --- Precept of Clare Constat  --- lands of Breadmidow and Midowlands --- 
Braidmidow, the said lands being lands of Pantasken [this is reinforced at the act of sasine] 

1692 RS59/8 f.82v  Patrick Murehead in Mungall and Agnes Mungall his spouse upone ane disposition be 
Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskin of that part of the land thereof called Meadow and 
Broadmeadow lands --- boundit as followes viz Falkirk Meadow on the east The Burne of 
Bantaskin on the south The Dyke of Mungall on the north and the said Burne of Bantaskin 
and Mungall on the west parts thereof 

MEADOW BURN  # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS896801  
 
1832 RHP82796  Meadow Burn 
1860 OS   Meadow Burn 
 
This is the East Burn of Falkirk, which name it bears above the site of Eastburn Bridge but the current name beneath 
the bridge until it reaches Ladies Mill. 
MEADOW HAUGH # FAK 8980 [3]  
 
1783 GD171/2081  Meadow Haugh - Callendar Estate Rental - James Doyle 
MEADOW LAND ACRE # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1657 RS58/11 f.157 houses on the north syde of the Kirk Raw of Falkirk --- aiker lyand on the north side of the 

gait callit the Randiegait --- houses on the west syde of the wynd callit Westquarters Wynd 
in Falkirk  --- thrie rudes of land in Falkirk lyand in Boddome --- aiker of land callit the 
Meadowland Aiker --- with these tua litle parts and portions of the toune medow of 
Falkirk quairof aneof the said parts and portions of the said medow is presently possesed 
be Robert Callender in Ladysmylne 

1747 RS59/19 f.186 Compared personally upon the tennement of houses and lands after specified James Lamb 
taylor in Falkirk having in his hand a heritable bond granted by Mary Provan relict of John 
Stevenson cutter in Falkirk and sister german to the deceased  John Provan taylor there and 
apparent heir to him and unquhile John Provan fewar of Falkirk her father --- in all and 
haill the said Mary Provan her aiker of land lying at Hectors Brae with the piece of grass or 
meadow ground lying at Kiln Well as also in all and haill her other aiker of land called the 
Meadow Land Aiker  

1786 AOS 887  part of the lands of Falkirk called the Meadow Land Acre 
MEADOWLANDS # FAK NS9981 [3]    
 
1674 RS59/5 f.150v [L] all and haill these parts and portions of Norman Livingstounes feulands in Falkirk 

called the Meddowlands bounded between the hereditary lands pertaining to the Earl of 
Callendar on the east and south [,] the hereditary lands of the late Ludovic Monteith on the 
north and the lands of Over Mungall on the west 

1782 DFM  Alexander Henderson ... 3 butts of land on the north side of Falkirk in that part called the 
Meadowlands with that portion of meadow lying in the head of the said 3 butts called the 
Wellboags 
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1797 AOS 3392  John Williamson, Bleacher, Falkirk, seised in 3 Butts of land on the North side of Falkirk 
in that part called Meadowlands, & portion of Meadow on the head of the said 3 Butts 
called Wellbogs 

1807 FEU app.6 
MEADOWS OF BANTASKINE # FAK 8779 [3]    
 
1749 RS59/19 f.318v that part and portion of Mr Michael Livingstoun his lands of Pantaskine --- And also the 

said Mr Michael Livingstoun sold and disponed to the said Andrew Dick [of Compstoun] 
the Meadows of Pantasken as Easter and Wester as they fall by turns to be possest be the 
tennants of Easter and Wester Bantaskines 

1800 AOS 3899  Pantaskine or Bantaskine, comprehending Tophill and Lymielands, & Wester & Easter 
Meadows of Bantaskine, b. of Callendar. G.R. 616.233 

MEADOWS OF FALKIRK   - EAST   # FAK NS8979 [2]   
 
1621 RS58/2 f.188  and Medows Eist and West  
1621 RS58/2 f.194v [L] East and West Meadows [pratorum occidentalum et orientalum] [astricted to Ladyes 

myln] --- [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Oiswald portioner of Falkirk, William 
Livingstoune portioner there 

1631 RS58/5 f.153v [L] all and haill that fifteenth part of the lands of Falkirk viz. toft and croft Boddom 
Beymflatt Grahamis Mure and East and West Meadows [pratorum orientalis et 
occidentalis] 

1723 RS59/14 f.459v William Couburgh drover in Falkirk of all and haill that piece of meadow which pertained 
to David Watt flesher in Falkirk his two acres of land on the south side of the Ladys Miln 
Damb 

1808 AOS 5750  Robert Kennoway as heir to Alexander Kennoway, clothier, Linlithgow, his father, - in a 
fifteenth part of the town and lands of Falkirk, viz. Tofts, Crofts, Boddom, Bonnyflatt, 
Grahams Muir, and Easter and Wester Meadows 

MEADOWS OF FALKIRK   - WEST  # FAK NS8880 [2]   
 
1621 RS58/2 f.188  and Medows Eist and West  
1621 RS58/2 f.194v [L] East and West Meadows [pratorum occidentalum et orrientalum] [astricted to Ladyes 

myln] --- [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Oiswald portioner of Falkirk, William 
Livingstoune portioner there 

1631 RS58/5 f.153v [L] all and haill that fifteenth part of the lands of Falkirk viz. toft and croft Boddom 
Beymflatt Grahamis Mure and East and West Meadows [pratorum orientalis et 
occidentalis] 

MEADOW WELL  # FAK NS8980 [1]     
 
1805 CRA FA1 7/1  Meadow Well in Randygate 
1850 CHA a9.107  Mr Dow reported that Mr Stark and John Easton were in the habit of driving cows down 

the road leading to the Meadow Well 
1856 CHA a9.107  the well near the meadow on the Kerse Lane 
 
see Black 1832 
 
cf Pilliwanton Well 
MEGGATS WHEEL # FAK NS9082 [1] NS901822  
 
1797 RHP242  Meggats Wheel - the name was applied to both a meander and the area of land enclosed by 

it. 
 
cf Wheel Brae, associated with this feature and Wholeflats, Abbotskerse 
 
cf Latheron Wheel in Caithness < Latharn a’ Phuill – see Watson p.122 
MEIKLE DUB  # FAK NS8378 [3]      
 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
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betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

1666 RS59/2f 190 Rashie Dub one the north and upon the south just south the Mid Knowes till the Meikle 
Dub 

 
MERCHISTON HALL # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS883809  
 
1752 Turnpike  Merchiston Hall [relating to maintenance of road from Saltpow to Tophill] – Mr Napier 
1782 AOS   the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall 
1794 AOS 2774  Dykes Smith of Parkhouse seised in a piece of ground at Parkhouse on the south side of the 

canal betwixt Forth & Clyde, parish of Falkirk. on disp by Charles Napier of 
Merchistonhall 

1799 AOS 3736  Captain Charles Napier, R.N. of Merchiston Hall  
1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 

Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Gossedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden of 
Mungall called the Westpark  

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend  - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  

1817 Grassom  Merchistonhall 
1832 RHP82796  Merchiston Hall 
1860 OS   Merchistonhall 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Merchiston 
MIDDLEFIELD  FAK NS9081 [1]   NS900810  
 
1803 AOS 4569  parts of Dalderse, viz. parts of Decocles, part of the farm of Decocles described in a lease 

thereof as a room or mailing in Dalderse consisting of 23 acres 2 roods & 16 falls of the 
lands of Big Middlefield and Little Middlefield, and 9 acres called Cutbottom parish of 
Falkirk  

1804 AOS 4887  the lands of Middlefield on the west side of Ladiesmillburn  
1804 AOS 4888  the lands of Middlefield on the east side of Ladiesmillburn, & 5 acres of the lands of 

Randyford adjoining to Decocles on the east 
1912 CDS13  Middlefield - Robert Smith, farmer 
1984 OS   Middlefield 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Middlefield 
MIDDLE MOSS # FAK NS8378 [2]      
 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

MIDDLERIG  see Middlerig, Jaw 
MIDGLEN  see Glen   
MID KNOWES # FAK NS8378 [3]   
 
1666 RS59/2f 190 Rashie Dub one the north and upon the south just south the Mid Knowes till the Meikle 

Dub 
MID PARK   # FAK NS8780 [1]   NS875806  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Midd Park 
1824 RHP6110  Mid Park 
MID PARK   NS846810  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Mid Park 
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MID PARK   # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS854816  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Mid Park 
MID THORN  # FAK NS9080 [1] NS908809  
 
1747 RS59/19 f.142v  These parts and portions of the barony of Kerse extending to thirty five acres and thirty 

falls of thereby commonly called Middle Thorne 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse ;- part of Middle Thorn  
1819 AOS 9245  that part of the lands and barony of Kerse extending to 32 acres and 20 falls of land 

commonly called Middlethorn, parish of Falkirk  
1860 OS   Mid Thorn 
1971 OS   Mid Thorn 
 
See Thorn 
MILLBURN see Ladiesmill Burn 
MILLBURN  FAK NS8782 [1]   NS877820   
 
1740 RS59/18 f.52  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Muirhead holding a disposition 

granted by the deceased Mr David Ramsay of Lethendie and Michael Ramsay his eldest 
lawful son Mungall in favour of the said John  Muirhead with the consent of Isobelle Mary 
and Helen Elphingstone lawful daughters to the deceased Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell 
and Jean Ramsay daughter to him --- these parts and portions of their lands of Mungall 
called called Burns and Stocks with the meadows thereto belonging as they were formerly 
possest by William Muirhead brother german to the said John and the deceased James 
Muirhead of [uncelance] in Tophill --- conform to their tacks bounding therein specified 
and aftermentioned viz. by Millburn on the south and west sides untill it comes to the 
north side of the Stocks and then up along the Dyke or Ditch that marches betwixt the 
Meanbank [and?] Boighill thence threw to the northend of the Meadowland then straight 
south Alexander Suords march until you come to the Millburn on the east parts together 
with the Little Coathouse and yaird thereto belonging in Mungall as property to the said 
Elizabeth --- with free use of road from the high road that goes through the town of 
Mungall and through the land called Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called 
Stocks --- privilidges thereto belonging and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the 
Green of Mungall for building and upholding of his said Coathouse  

MILL BUTTS  # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS859817  
 
c1790 RHP14360  Mill Butts - this is an enclosure 
MILLFLATS  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS885821  
 
1755 Roy   Mill Flitt 
1801 AOS 4101  Milnflat of Mungal 
1861 OS   Millflats 
 
This is associated with Mungal Mill 
Retained: Millflats Street [NS884811] 
MILLHALL CLOSE see Mount Vaccine    
MILLHALL’S YARD see Mount Vaccine    
MILNQUARTER FAK NS8279 [1]   NS823795  
 
1737 RS59/17 f 207v [L] Charles Grindlay merchant at Bonnymiln of all and whole that one shilling land in 

Seabegs called Milnquarter bounded by the highway on the north the lands of Dambhead 
on the east the lands of Drumm on the south and John Boyds lands of Kirkrig and the 
disponers [William Don of Seabegs] own lands on the south-west and west parts 

1742 RS59/18 f 203 Janet Waddell [only lawful daughter of Alexander Waddell of Rashiehill] spouse to 
Charles Grindlay of Milnquarter 

c.1755 Roy  Milnquarter 
1847 RHP6129 Milnquarter  (the property of J. Gardiner Esq.) 
1860 OS Milnquarter 
1912 CDS13 Milnquarter (Thomas Aitken, farmer) 
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1956 OS Milnquarter 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Milnquarter 
MINISTER’S BARN FAK NS8880 [1]  NS887801  
 
1830 FEU 268  Ministers Barn 
1859 FEU 566  Minister’s Barn 
MINISTERS WELL # FAK NS8881 [1]    
 
1879 Gillespie p.19  Ministers Well - in a circular recess at the foot of the old glebe 
MIRRIELANDBUTS # FAK NS9080 [3]     
 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v tua buts of the foirsaid aiker is callit the Mirrielandbuts  
MITCHELLS CROFT # FAK NS8877 [1]  NS884775  
 
1781 RHP14345  Mitchells Croft - a field-name on Glen farm 
 
cf Mitchells Moss NS880760 
MITCHELS MOSS # FAK NS8876 [1]  NS880760  
 
1806 PSP   Mitchels Moss 
 
This is on Drumtruster 
MONTEATH’S FEU # FAK NS8980 [4]    
 
1829 FEU 242,243  Monteath’s Feu 
MOSSEND FAK NS8179 [1]  NS817791  
 
1655 RS58/9 f 291v` [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Gillespie in 

Sibyges --- having a charter from William Gillmore in  Mosend of Sybyges 
1669 CRS  William Gilmour in Moss-end of Seabegs 
c.1755 Roy   Mossends  
1767 RHP48422 Mossend  
MOSS PARK # FAK NS7977 [1]   NS798774  
 
1851 RHP6104 Moss Park 
MOSS-SIDE NS814764   
 
c.1755 Roy  Moss side 
1793 Antiquities  Moss side 
1860 OS  Moss-Side 
MOTTE OF SEABEGS see Courthill   
MOUNT VACCINE # FAK NS8880 [1] NS888800  
 
1805 AOS 4998  John Corbet of Mountvaccine M.D., Falkirk 
1908 Love i p.74  Mount Vaccine 
 
The ground on which the Town Hall is erected was known as “Millhall’s Yard”, and the close leading into the Market 
Inn from the extreme south entrance to the Lint Riggs, prior to the late improvements, was known as “Millhall Close”, 
that ground and property being at one time possessed by Norman Livingston of Millhall, who had his town “Lodging” 
here. In the original rights it was described thus:- All and haill James Livingston’s two fifteenth parts of the Town and 
Lands of Falkirk”. 

In 1801 the ground and house became the property of Dr John Corbet, the yard becoming known as “Dr Corbet’s 
Garden”, and the close as “Dr Corbet’s Close”. 
 
Dr John Corbet ... He bore a conspicuous part in promoting the vaccine innoculation, the practice of which he greatly 
contributed by strenuously exerting himself to establish it in Falkirk and neighbourhood soon after Jenner’s discovery 
was communicated to the public. His house became known as Mount Vaccine. 
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On being vacated by the Corbet family, Mount Vaccine was utilised as a young ladies school from the close of 1828 ... 
purchased by Lauchlan Aitken, brewer, Falkirk, John Crawford, farmer, Howkerse and James Wyse, builder, Falkirk, 
in 1833 “for themselves on account of the other partners of the New Market Company of Falkirk”. Probably about that 
year it became a licensed house, taking the name “New Market Inn”, which it held until its demolition in 1905. 
MUIRHEAD # FAK NS8078 [1]  NS805788  
 
c.1755 Roy  Muirhead 
1860 OS Muirhead 
MUIRHEAD FAK NS8276 [1]  NS826764  
 
c.1755 Roy  Muirhead 
1767 RHP48422 Muirhead   - see for sketch of houses 
MUIRHOUSE  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS883791  
 
1780 Ross   Muirhouse 
1854 FEU 463  Muirhouse 
1860 OS   Muirhouse 
1861 FEU 647  Muirhouse 
 
See infra Muirside 
MUIR RIG # FAK NS8078 [1]  NS809783  
 
1767 48422 Muir Rig  - Shown on site of present Clayfolds 
MUIRSIDE # FAK NS8078 [1]  NS802785  
 
1860 OS Muirside 
MUIRSIDE  # FAK NS8078 [1]   NS881793  
 
1654 RS58/9 f.251  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Murheid malt man 

in Falkirk and William Murheid his second lawfull son with William Livingstoune of 
Milnehills bailzie in that part for George Livingstoune of Gairdoche and Anna 
Livingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands underwritten --- of their few 
lands in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied in maner following To wit ane aiker thereof 
called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be George Thomsone maltman 
in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the lands pertaining to James 
Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter on the northe, another aiker called the Mursyde Aiker lying betwixt the mure 
callet Garhames Mure on the east and north parts thereof --- and the foresaid rude of land 
lyand in Bodome betwixt the burne called the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the lands 
pertaininig to the said James Earl of Callendar on the south west and north parts thereof 
and the fourth ane rig of land lyand in that part called the Leyriges 

1681 RS59/6 f.226v [L] a rig of land in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied as follows viz an acre or thereby 
known as Woodside Aiker between the lands possessed by Robert Whyt on the east the 
wood of Callendar on the south --- another acre or thereby known as Muirsyde Aiker 
between the lands possessed by William Murehead and the muir known as Grahames Muir 
on the north and east sides --- in that place known as Boddome between the stream known 
as Laydies Mylne Burne on the east --- and rigs of land lying in that place known as Lay 
Riges 

1708 RS83.12.2.312 Euphan Burn, daughter to James B. of Clerkston, now spouse to Richard Muirhead, weaver 
in Falkirk; All and haill those 2 acres 3 roods and 1 rig of land of Anna Livingstoun, 
portioner of Falkirk, her feulands in Falkirk lying and occupied as follows viz. Ane aiker 
thereof called the Woodside Aiker possessed by James Callendar, ane aiker thereof called 
the Muirsyde Aiker possessed be the said Richard Muirhead, the foresaid 3 ridges of land 
lying in that place called the Boddome ... and a rig of land lying in that part called the 
Leyrigs 

1802 AOS 4412  2 acres of the Town and lands of Falkirk called Crooked Riggs or Muirside 
1810 AOS 6340  acre of land in the Boddom east from Vicars Loan; 2 acres of the town and lands of Falkirk 

called Crookedriggs or Muirside  
MUIRSIDE ACRE  # FAK NS8879 [1]     
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1654 RS58/9 f.251  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Murheid malt man 

in Falkirk and William Murheid his second lawfull son with William Livingstoune of 
Milnehills bailzie in that part for George Livingstoune of Gairdoche and Anna 
Livingstoune his spouse heritable proprietors of the lands underwritten --- of their few 
lands in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied in maner following To wit ane aiker thereof 
called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be George Thomsone maltman 
in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the lands pertaining to James 
Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William Livingstoune of 
Westquarter on the northe, another aiker called the Mursyde Aiker lying betwixt the mure 
callet Garhames Mure on the east and north parts thereof --- and the foresaid rude of land 
lyand in Bodome betwixt the burne called the Ladies Milne Burne on the east and the lands 
pertaininig to the said James Earl of Callendar on the south west and north parts thereof 
and the fourth ane rig of land lyand in that part called the Leyriges 

1681 RS59/6 f.226v [L] a rig of land in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied as follows viz an acre or thereby 
known as Woodside Aiker between the lands possessed by Robert Whyt on the east the 
wood of Callendar on the south --- another acre or thereby known as Muirsyde Aiker 
between the lands possessed by William Murehead and the muir known as Grahames Muir 
on the north and east sides --- in that place known as Boddome between the stream known 
as Laydies Mylne Burne on the east --- and rigs of land lying in that place known as Lay 
Riges 

1708 RS59/12 f.312v Euphan Burn lawful daughter to James Burn of Clerkston --- contract of marriage --- all 
and haill his two aikers three roods and ane rig of land of Anna Livingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk her fewlands in Falkirk lying as follows viz and aiker thereof called the Woodsyde 
Aiker, ane aiker therof called the Muirsyde Aiker, the foresaid three roods of land lying in 
that place called the Boddome, and ane rig of land lying in that pairt called the Leyrigs 

 
MUMRILLS  FAK NS8879 [1]   NS918796  
        NS927807 - Nether 
 
1544 RPS viii 772  Gift in favour of Alexander Levingstoun of the Halls of Airth of the escheat of all tacks 

made by the commendator of Haliruidhous for the tyme to Sir Robert Drummond of 
Carnock of ½ the lands of Momerillis occupied for the time by Andrew Andersoun and 
William Robertsoun in the regality of Brochtoun and barony of kerse 

1552 PNS   Munmerallis 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Mumrallis - Holyrood > Chatellarault 
1559 GD37  Mummerellis - James, Earl of Arran 
1561 Thounis  55  James Mychell in Mumerellis 
1562 GD37/44  Momrellis 
1566 Johnsoun 495  James Mechell in Moumarelles in the parish of Falkirk 
1587 RMS v 1304  Mommerallis - Bellenden 
1590 Pont   Mumrals 
1597 CRE   Marie Gray, relict of James Marshall, in Mumbrellis 
1601 Retour 27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, heir of Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight --- half the lands of 

Mummerellis, in the , in barony of Kerss and regality of Brochtoun;  
1611 RMS vii 560  Mwmmerallis 
1620 RS58/2 f.86  [endorsed “Sasine for lord Alexander Livingstoune of half the lands of Mumrallis and four 

oxgates of land”] - Ludovic Somervill, baillie in that part, --- half of all and haill the lands 
of Mumralis lying in the barony of Kers and regalitie of Polmonthe along with four 
oxingates of the lands of Mumralis wherof half is lie dryfeld and the other half is lie 
kersland lying in the said lands of Mumralis --- said lord Alexander and the late Lady 
Elizabeth Gordoune his spouse [witnesses to sasine] James Poluart formerly of Colstoune  

1620 RS58/2 f.111v [L] John Hill in Mumrallis 
1621 RS58/2 f.262  [endorsed “reversion Harry Monteath to the earle of Linlithgow”] Be it kent till all men be 

thir present letteris me Harye Menteath sumtym of Bowhous and now in West Kers 
forsameikill as be virtew of ane contract and appur[-‘] charter and saising following 
therupoun past and [executit] betwixt ane nobbil and potent earle Alexander earle of 
Linlithgow [etc] with express advyse and assent of Lady Helenor hu- his spous on the ane 
pairt and me the said Harye on the uther pairt for the soumes of money payd be me to the 
said nobill earle --- all and haill his landis callit the Netherlandis of Momirillis  --- of the 
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land occupied by Alexander and Gilbert Mitchellis in Mumerillis --- lying in the barony of 
Abbotskers 

1623 RS58/3 f.71  Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris me Johne Fleming in Nether Mumrellis and 
Helene M’stoune [mastertoune?] my spouse commissioneares of the annualrent 
underwritten --- the soume of ane thowsand pundis usuall money of this realme --- Lady 
Jeanne Fleming, Lady Airthe heritable fewar of the half of the lands of Newtoune of 
Bothkenner --- with the consent of William Bruce of Stanhous Patrick Bruce hir sones --- 
of Newtoune of Bothkenner lyand within the barrone of Bothkenner Lordship of Stirling 
[witnesses] Patrick Bruce sone to the said Lady Jean Bruce, Edward Mure in Stanhous, Jon 
Wilsone and Andrew Burne in Newtoune and Walter Mcintagart servant to William Bruce 
of Stanhous 

1623 RS58/3 f.77  [endorsed “Pensioune Johne Fleming to Earl Linlithgow”] Be it kent till all men be thir 
present letteris me Johne Fleming indweller in the Newtoune of Bothkenner and Helene 
M’tertoune my spouse albeit that ane noble and potent erle Alexander erle of Linlithgow 
[etc.] conform to ane contract and appointment past and persycutit betwix his lordship with 
the speciall advys and consent and assent of Lady Marie Douglas, countess of Linlithgow, 
his spouse, --- for the soume of ane thowsand pundis money containit in the said contract 
All and haill ane annualrent of twentie bollis victuall gude and suffitient stuffe and 
merchandice quhairof ten bollis full met bear and ten bollis oatt meall zeirlie to be upliftit 
and taine betwix the feastis of zuill callit the nativitie of our Lord Jesus and Candilmas 
callit the purificatioune of Marie Virgine ffurthe of all and haill the said noble erle and his 
spous landis callit the Nether Landis of Mumrallis with houssis biggingis zairdis and 
pertinentis thairof and furthe of the tiend sheaves of the said landis includit Lyand in the 
barrone of Abbotskers regalitie of brughtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to 
sasine] Mr James Menteathe of Langtoune, James Mowbray servant to Johne Dundas of 
Newtoune 

1628 RS58/4 f.136  [L] compeared James Symsone, son of Andrew Symsone in Mumerellis --- and Suzanna 
Douglas his spouse --- the late [Alexander] Bruce formerly of [Bynning] and Alexander 
Beg, baillie in that part – the said James Symsone as procurator for Suzanna – all and haill 
that quarter part of the lands of Mumrellis formerly occupied by the late Alexander Bruce, 
uncle [patruses] of the said James and by [Gilbert?] Mitchell, with houses, biggins [etc] 
lying in the barony of Abbitiskers and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William 
Watt in Mumrellis, John Muirheid there, Thomas Muirheid there, and Henry Johstoune, 
blacksmith [fabro ferrario] there. 

1630 RS58/5 f.78  Andrew Sympsone sometyme in Grange of Bothkennar now in Mumrells 
1630 POC   £4 land of - - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1631 RS58/5 f.179v [L] compeared Mr Peter Kennowie of Kettilstoun and Robert Cornewall son and heir of the 

late Mr Robert Cornewall minister of the word of God at the church of Linlithgow, 
procurator in the name of Jonet Muschett spouse of the said Mr Peter and Alexander 
Kennowie their son --- Robert Muschett, writer for the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill 
the equal half of all and haill the lands of Mumrellis with houses [etc] --- lying in the 
barony of Kers, Regality of Bruchtoune and within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1632 RS58/5 f.348v [L] personally entered into the lands underwritten John Strathaichin in Abbotisgrange 
baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow with a precept of Sasine for the lands and mill 
of Mumrallis lying in the barony of Kers, regalitie of Polmont and sheriffdom of Stirling 
[appears to be acquiring from Hamilton – an endorsement mentions that there is a “double” 
of this Sasine – one from each party] 

1633 Murray  Mumerellis 
1635 Retour 118  Mwmmeraillis 
1638 RS58/7 f.139  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyis in Kilbaine 

as procurator for James Lord Levingstoune of Almont and Callander and Alexander 
Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as baillie in that part for James, Marquis of Hammeltoun 
with a charter granting and conceding all and haill the lands of Mumrellis, Brumage and 
Larbert with houses [etc] 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.13v James Symesone in Mumbrellis 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.28v Ordanes the haill tennentis of Over and Nether Mumbrellis 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.30  Decernes John Beyge miller at the mylne of Mumbrellis 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.32 John Mitschell in Mumbrellis 
1643 RS58/8 f.29  portions of the landis of Mumralles callit the Nather Landis of Mumrallas 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.43     John Johnstowne in Nethermumbrellis 
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1645 SC67/67/1 f.44 Elspeth Mitschell dochter to the said James [Mitschell in Mumbrellis] 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56  The quhilk day Alexander Monteathe zunger in Thorne of Westkers and Thomas 

Johnestoun sone to John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis is unlawit ilk an eof thame in 
fyve pundis for ane trublance committit be thame in Beincroce The same being suffitientlie 
provine and qualie fyit be Alexander Bellenden in Langtoune and hew Fergysone thair 
That the said Alexander had his suord drawne and Thomas ane quhinger to have strukine at 
uthers gif they had not beine holdine 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72 Andrew Bryssone in Mumbrellis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.73v  Thomas Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.75v [Robert] Johnstoune sone to umquhill Hendrie Johnestoune in Mumbrellis 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.76 Nethermumbrellis not infeft 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.87 Agnes Alexander for Nethermumbrellis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.89v   John Monteathes airis for Nethermumbrellis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.90 John Johnstoune in Nethermumbrellis - John Mitschell in Mumbrellis - appointed  

birleymen 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.107v Robert Johnstowne smithe in Mumbrellis 
1654 RMS x 229  The Keepers grant to Elizabeth, Countess of Dirletoune, etc., the lands of Mumrelles and 

Marieflattes, in the regality of Polmond ... which lands pertained to James Meikill, 
merchant in Leith, sometime holden by him of the late Duke of Hamilton 

1661 CRS         John Johnston, spouse Agnes Black 
1665 CRS   William Burgess in Mumbrellis 
1666 RS59/2 f.285v [L] that part and portion of the lands of Mumbrellis called the Beincross with houses [etc] 
1674 CRS   James Smith in Easter Munirills - spouse Agnes Black 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5  Janet Weir and Nicol Thomson in Mumbrellis hir husband 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.28v James Struthers in Mumbrills 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Nicol Thomsone in Mumbrills 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.55v Janet Weir in Mumbrills and Nicol Thomesone her husband 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.64 Robert Johnstone smith in Mumbrills 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.66v John Gilmor in Mumbrills 
1696 RS59/9 f.26v  [L] the lands of Mumberalls called Beancross with houses [etc]  
1703 RS83/2/11/194  William Gib of Abbotsgrange in favour of John Johnston of Mumbrells of all and haill 

those lands of Nether Mumbrills RS59/11 f.204 – f.205 
1703 RS83/2/11/201  John Walker in Kersiebank - half of the lands of Mumbralls alias Netherlands of 

Mumbralls RS59/11 f.213 
1711 SC67/67/v f.40 Robert Murhead and James Struthers, Patrick Gow tennents in Mumbrells  
1716 E644/1    20, 1724 - Rental of the lands of Mumrells and others, sometime [belonging] to the earl of 

Linlithgow and now to the duke of Hamilton. 
1755 Roy   Mumrils 
1777 Nimmo  Mumrills 
c1800 RHP10925  shows Upper Mumrills at site of old barn - Nether Mumrills well down the carse 
1802 AOS 4428  Upper Mumrills  
1802 AOS 4443  Redding Rig Moor effeiring to the lands of Mumrills and Beancross with a right of 

commonty in the Moss and Stone quarry. 
1803 AOS 4551  farm and land of Beancross consisting of 21 89/100 Acres being part of half of Mumrills. 

parish of Falkirk; and 4 oxengates of the lands of Mumrills, regality of Hamilton 
1806 AOS 5200  Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls - House stead in 

Clerkston Bank  
1817 Grassom  Mumerills 
1818 AOS    4 oxgates of land of the said lands of Mumrills whereof one half is dryfield & the other  

Kerselands.  
1821 IRGS  Mummerals etc.: James McKenzie of Seaforth 
1817 Grassom  Mumerills 
1826 VR   Mumeralls 
1860 OS   Mumrills 
1912 CDS13  Mumrill’s - S. Smith; House - Graham brothers, farmers 
 
cf Balmoral ABD  
    Drummoral, Galloway [PNG 123] 
    Murriel ABD 
    Dumbarton which is properly Dunbarton.  
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Place-Names of Ross & Cromarty: 
“A pool in the River Carron ABD is: Pollmoral. Watson cites Macdonald (Place-Names of West Aberdeenshire) who 
collected comparable names: Balmoral, Polmorral on Dee near Banchory, Morall in Stratherne, Drummorrell in 
Wigtown, Morall and Lynn of Morall in the lordship of Urquart, Morall mòr and Morall beag on Findhorn. --- These 
examples may not all be of the same origin (Morel at Tomatin, for instance, is in Gaelic Móirl), but the second part of 
Poll-mòral above can hardly be other than mòral  majestic, noble. The pool in question is one of the largest on the 
river.” 
 
Note: The terminal “s” is undoubtably a plural given “Upper” and “Nether”, and the use of “Mumrill Mill” 
MUMRILLS BRIDGE # FAK NS9279 [2]    
 
1784 AOS 464  Anna McLeree, relict of John Armour, feuar, Lawrieston, and John Armour, his son, seised 

in a tenement at the south end of the Mumbral Bridge; - on ch. by Robert Walker of 
Weedings. P.R. 28.134 

MUMRILLS BURN # FAK NS9279 [1]     
 
1630 RS58/5 f.80  William Thomsone in Mumrellis Burne 
MUMRILLS BURN MOUTH  # FAK NS9282 [2]    
 
1638 RMS ix 806  [L] lie Mumrell-burn-mouth - this is where Grangemouth was established 
MUMRILLS MILL # FAK NS9279 [3]    
 
1625 RS58/3 f.369  [L] Patrick Macknellan, miller at the Mill of Mumrallis 
1632 RS58/5 f.348v [L] personally entered into the lands underwritten John Strathaichin in Abbotisgrange 

baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow with a precept of Sasine for the lands and Mill 
of Mumrallis lying in the barony of Kers, regalitie of Polmont and sheriffdom of Stirling 
[appears to be acquiring from Hamilton – an endorsement mentions that there is a “double” 
of this Sasine – one from each party] 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.28v Ordanes the haill tennentis of Over and Nether Mumbrellis to grind thair haill cornes 
grindable at the Mumbrellmylne And to pay mwlter and kneaveshyp thairfoir according to 
use and wont And quhatsoever cornes theysall sell or grind by the said mylne And to pey 
fyve punds penaltie for ilk tyme they sall pas by the said mylne to any other mylne 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.30 John Beyge miller at the Mylne of Mumbrellis 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.107v Hendrie Beyge at Mumbrell Mylne 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.54v Henry Boog against Alexander Mitchell, John Gilmor, James Struthers and Thomas 

Dougall for abstracting corn from Mumbrills Miln 
MUMRILLS - NETHER # FAK NS9179 [3]    
 
1621 RS58/2 f.262  [endorsed “reversion Harry Monteath to the earle of Linlithgow”] Be it kent till all men be 

thir present letteris me Harye Menteath sumtym of Bowhous and now in West Kers 
forsameikill as be virtew of ane contract and appur[-‘] charter and saising following 
therupoun past and [executit] betwixt ane nobbil and potent earle Alexander earle of 
Linlithgow [etc] with express advyse and assent of Lady Helenor hu- his spous on the ane 
pairt and me the said Harye on the uther pairt for the soumes of money payd be me to the 
said nobill earle --- all and haill his landis callit the Netherlandis of Momirillis  --- of the 
land occupied by Alexander and Gilbert Mitchellis in Mumerillis --- lying in the barony of 
Abbotskers 

1623 RS58/3  f.77 [endorsed “Pensioune Johne Fleming to Earl Linlithgow”] Be it kent till all men be thir 
present letteris me Johne Fleming indweller in the Newtoune of Bothkenner and Helene 
M’tertoune my spouse albeit that ane noble and potent erle Alexander erle of Linlithgow 
[etc.] conform to ane contract and appointment past and persycutit betwix his lordship with 
the speciall advys and consent and assent of Lady Marie Douglas, countess of Linlithgow, 
his spouse, --- for the soume of ane thowsand pundis money containit in the said contract 
All and haill ane annualrent of twentie bollis victuall gude and suffitient stuffe and 
merchandice quhairof ten bollis full [met] bear and ten bollis oatt meall zeirlie to be upliftit 
and taine betwix the feastis of zuill callit the nativitie of our Lord Jesus and Candilmas 
callit the purificatioune of marie Virgine ffurthe of all and haill the said noble erle and his 
spous landis callit the Nether Landis of Mumrallis with houssis biggingis zairdis and 
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pertinentis thairof and furthe of the tiend sheaves of the said landis includit Lyand in the 
barrone of Abbotskers regalitie of brughtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to 
sasine] Mr James Menteathe of Langtoune, James Mowbray servant to Johne Dundas of 
Newtoune 

1625 RS58/3 f.369  [L] John Crawfuird senior in Aber[coyn]e, John Grinlay in [h]athhornsyk, procurator, and 
Marjorie  Hendrie, spouse of the said John, Patrick Borthuik, lawful son to John Borthuik 
in Aber[t/c]otn[e/d] --- John Renny in Beincroce, baillie in that part for Alexander, Earl of 
Linlithgow [etc] John Crawfuird having a contract of alienation and sale of all and haill --- 
annualrent out of the lands commonly known as the Netherlands of Mumrallis with 
houses [etc] lying in the barony of Abbotskers and regality of Bruchtoun [John appears to 
be buying the annualrent from Borthuik] [witnesses to sasine] John Fleyming? in 
Newbiggin, Patrick Macknellan, miller at the mill of Mumrallis and William Thomson in 
Bowis 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.28v  Ordanes the haill tennentis of Over and Nether Mumbrellis to grind thair haill cornes 
grindable at the Mumbrellmylne And to pay mwlter and kneaveschyp thairfoir according to 
use and wont And quhatsoever cornes they sall Sell or grind by the said mylne And to pay 
fyve punds penaltie for ilk tyme they sall sell pas by the said mylne to any other mylne. 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.43     John Johnstowne in Nethermumbrellis 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56  The quhilk day Alexander Monteathe zunger in Thorne of Westkers and Thomas 

Johnestoun sone to John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis is unlawit ilk an eof thame in 
fyve pundis for ane trublance committit be thame in Beincroce The same being suffitientlie 
provine and qualie fyit be Alexander Bellenden in Langtoune and hew Fergysone thair 
That the said Alexander had his suord drawne and Thomas ane quhinger to have strukine at 
uthers gif they had not beine holdine 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.73v  Thomas Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.91   John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis 
1659 RS58/12 f.105v lands of Mumbrells callit the Netherlands of Mumbrells with houses [etc] 
1701 RS83/2/10/564  William Gibb in Abbotshaugh of half of that part and portion of Mumbralls called the 

Nether lands of Mumbrells ... formerly belonged to John Johnston and Thomas Johnston 
his son 

1703 RS83/2/11/194   William Gib of Abbotsgrange in favour of John Johnston of Mumbrells of all and haill 
those Lands of Nether Mumbrills 

1703 RS83/2/11/201   John Walker in Kersiebank - half of the lands of Mumbralls alias Netherlands of 
Mumbralls 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.10 William Begg in Nether Mumeralls 
MUNGAL  FAK NS8881 [1]  NS880815  
 
1477 RH6/469  Robert Forestare of Mungale,  
1478 SProt  Mungwele - implies barony of West Kerse 
1482 ADA   Mongwel 
1483 ADC p.83  lands of Mungale 
1484 ADC p.107  Dispute between Malcolm Forrester of Torwood and Robert Brossum anent the wrangwis 

occupation and manuring of the landis of [Over ?] Mongale 
1501 GD1/529/13  Charter by Henry F. of Pentuskane in favour of David Levingstoun, son and heir of 

Alexander L., of Dunipace, of 2 oxgangs of the lands of Mongwell 
1504 RMS ii 2801  [L] NetherMongall and OvirMongall in the barony of West Kerse - charter of 

confirmation in favour of Patrick Hepburn who had obtained a charter from William 
Menteith of [W] Kerse for the lands which Henry Forrester of Pettyntoskane [Bantaskine] 
and his wife Agnes Forrest had resigned. 

1508 RMS ii 3305  [L] lands of Monguellis - barony of West Kerse 
1526 RRS   Mungellis laind in the barony of Kers 
1540 Johnsoun  Patrick Andro in Ovir Mungall 
1542 RMS iii 2828  [L] Mongwaill - Ovir and Nethir 
1553 RMS iv 716  [L] Ovir and Nethir Mongwell with the mill 
1564  Menteith   Rankine Menteith , of Over Mongwells (died 1564) –  
    Father: Sir William Menteith , baron of Kerse and Alva - Mother: Helen Bruce , of Airth  
1566 Johnsoun 768  Alexander Heuch in Mongall 
1570 Johnsoun 574  David Mongall in Ovir Mongall near Falkirk  
1572 FM a43.15   Edward Bruce in Moungall 
1577 Bruce , xl    The fourtie schilling land of Mungellis, [see Airth] 
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1578 CRE   David Moungwall in Moungwall sometime spouse to Christiane Dick 
1583 RMS v 568  [L] King confirms to John Livingstoun in Daldas son and heir of the late David 

Levingstoun etc., a charter made by Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of Manwell granting at 
feuferme to David Levingstounin Daldas, his heirs and assignees,- the corn-mill called 
Mongall-mylne, the mill-lands, with the astricted multures of nethir and Over Mongallis, 
lying in Mongall and occupied by Robert Mongall - in the barony of West Kers ... at the 
said monastery, 20 July 1558 

1598 RMS vi 657  [L] Ovir and Nether Mongell with the mill 
1601 Retour 27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, heir of Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, --- 4 oxgangs of 

the lands of Nether Mungwallis, in the barony of Westkers; 4 oxgangs of the lands of Over 
Mungwallis 

1618 RS58/1 f.60  [L] Samuell Bruce legitimate son of Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnairde 4 oxgangs of lands of 
Munguellis with houses biggins yards and pertinentis – the mill known as Munguell Myln 
with the kill … in the barony of Wester Kers [part of a wedding contract – Isobella Ross 
his future spouse --- Malcolm Lapslie molendario 

1619 RS58/1 f.196  Master Alexander Menteith de Mongall  
1623 RS58/3 f.29v  William Burne in Nethir Mongwall, 
1623 RS58/3 f.104  [L] [endorsed “Sasine Robert Bruce ”]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten Robert Bruce apparent of Kynnaird, part of Mungwall with Mungwall Myln -
--  Robert Leishmane in Mungwell, Thomas Callender, miller there, Fynlay Frieland there 

1624 RS58/3 f.239  [L] Earl of Linlithgow gets a Sasine from Lord William Monteith of Kerse, as baron of the 
barony and superior of the lands underwritten --- Ovir and Nethir Mongallis with 
pertinents lying in the barony of West Kers 

1626 RS58/3 f.443  [L] William Cowie in Nether Mungall 
1629 GD58/5/8/4/12 Henry and Margaret - a new infeftment to themselves and survivor 
1631 RS58/5 f.173  [L] compeared Robert Bruce, fear of Kynnaird having in his hand a charter of precept of 

Sasine from William Monteith of Kers, superior thereof --- all and haill the lands of Over 
Mungwallis with the fishing upon the Water of Carron 

1635 RS58/6 f.216  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell having in his hand a precept of Sasine from Master Alexander 
Kynneir king’s custodian general [--------] with the consent of Elizabeth Jaksoune spouse 
of the said Michael Elphingstoune --- lands of Ower Mungwellis with the fishing  thereof 
upon the Water of Carroune with houses [etc] --- which Robert Bruce of Kynnaird 

1638 RMS ix 806  [L] Over and Nethar Moungwallis with the mill. 
1643 CRS   Robert Mungall in Over Mungall 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.34 Robert Hardie sone to Thomas Hardie in Overmungall; - see for assault 
1644 CRS   James Bowie in Nedder Mungall 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.99 Robert Leischmane in Overmungall 
1659 RS58/12 f.128 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane honest man Walter 

Raney in Nethermungall as procurator and actorney for James Guidlet of Abbotishauch --- 
all and haill these four oxingate of land of  Bothkenner commonly called Gairdoche --- 
[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Jarvey in Nether Mungall 

1660 RS58/12 f.297 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands of Nether Mungall ane young man 
William Jervey servitor to James Guidlet of Abotshauch as procurator and actorney for the 
said James Guidlet his maister --- Precept of Clare Constat written upon pairtchment made 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar --- in all and haill that twentie shilling land of Nether 
Mungall with houses [etc] --- and occupyit be the deceist  William Burne and now by the 
said James Guidlet himself and his tenents lyand within the barony of Westkers now within 
the regalitie of Callender and sheriffdom of Stirling (excepand and reservand to ws and our 
aires and successors libertie and priviledge to big and make harbories and powis upon any 
pairt of the said lands lyand neirest the sea ffor keiping of shipes barkes cre[ar]s quhilk sall 
hapin resort thairto ffor transporting or inbringing of coalls or victuall with frie ische and 
entrie thairto ffor horse and carts and lykways with libertie to make stethes at the seasyde 
for keiping of coalls thairintill) 

1666 RS59/2 f.289  [L] Patrick Muirhead in Falkirk as actorney for Alexander lord Livingstoun of Almond 
with a precept of Sasine from lord Alexander Hope of Kers --- superior of the lands 
underwritten --- these eight oxgangs of land of Over Mungall and Nether Mungal with 
houses [etc] lying within the barony of West Kerse and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1672 IRGS 63.92  John Brown, writer, ... Mungal, Seabegs etc 
1674 Retour 270   [L] Mungwall 
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1683 SC67/67/2 f.35 John Forester, glover in Mungall. 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.75 William Smith in Mungall 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.89 James Grahame in Mungall and Janet Grahame spouse to Walter Dowglas tinklers there 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.13  Rachell Bruce, Ladie Quarrell of the lands of Over Mungell, mylne and mylne lands, the 

Newhouss and back orchyard of Quarrell. Registered on the 55th and 56th leaves of the said 
Register  

1686 SC67/67/2 f.112 Elspeth Robertsone in Mungall 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v.8  John Mastertoune in Gairdoch in an annualrent out of Abotshaugh, Naither Mungell and 

Gairdoch. Registered on the  110th and 111th leaves of the said Register  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.133 Alexander Grinlay in Mungall 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.143v John Bowie in Mungall 
     Thomas Grosser in Mungall 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.154 John Miller in Mungall, Janet Ker his spouse 
1688 CRS   Thomas Adam in Nether Mungall 
1691 RS83/1 f.32.3  Margaret and Agnes Mungall, daughters of umquhill Andrew Mungall in Mungall [30th 

leaf] 
1692 RS83/1 f.35.3  Patrick Murehead in Mungall and Agnes Mungall his spouse upone ane disposition be 

Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskin of that part of the land thereof called Meadow and 
Broadmeadow lands. Registered on the  92nd and 93rd leaves of the said Register 

1700 RS83/2/10/361 James Goodlat his lands of Abotshaugh and Nether Mungale with houss RS59/10 f.295 – 
f.296 

1712 RS59/13 f.30v personally compeared Mr David Ramsay of Lethendy --- lands of Mungal with the mill 
and mill lands 

1718 E644/1/14         Laird of Quarrell for Mungall 
1722 RS59/14 f.374v Jean Ramsay lawful daughter to Mr David Ramsay wryter to the Signet of ane annual rent 

of four thousand merks upliftable furth of all and heall his lands of Over Mungall  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8  Robert Smith in Mungall ... Robert Brockley in 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v John Ronald, wright in Mungall 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12 Thomas Tours in Nether Mungal 
1725 RS59/14 f.577v Michael Ramsay eldest lawful son to Mr David Ramsay writer to the Signet of all and heall 

these sixteen oxengate and ane cotland of lands of Over Mungall with the miln and miln 
lands and astricted multures of Over and Nether Mungalls fishing upon the Water of 
Carron 

1729 CRS   Robert Smith in Mungle 
1730 LDM  James Nicol, tenant in Mungall = Mary Mitchell 24 July 
1908 Love II i p.84  Alexander Ramsay of Kersehill, formerly of Mungall, so long and honourably known as 

cashier of the old Falkirk Banking Co., married Christina, daughter of James Rattray, and 
by her had a family. [Rattray was tried for serving in the Jacobite army of the ’45. He was 
tried but cleared, his defence being that he was co-erced. Although from Perthshire, he 
settled in Falkirk and farmed at Mungall. 

1740 RS59/18 f.52  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Muirhead holding a disposition 
granted by the deceased Mr David Ramsay of Lethendie and Michael Ramsay his eldest 
lawful son Mungall in favour of the said John Muirhead with the consent of Isobelle Mary 
and Helen Elphingstone lawful daughters to the deceased Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell 
and Jean Ramsay daughter to him --- these parts and portions of their lands of Mungall 
called called Burns and Stocks with the meadows thereto belonging as they were formerly 
possest by William Muirhead brother german to the said John and the deceased James 
Muirhead of [uncelance] in Tophill --- conform to their tacks bounding therein specified 
and aftermentioned viz. by Millburn on the south and west sides untill it comes to the north 
side of the Stocks and then up along the Dyke or Ditch that marches betwixt the Meanbank 
[and?] Boighill thence threw to the northend of the Meadowland then straight south 
Alexander Suords march until you come to the Millburn on the east parts together with the 
Little Coathouse and yaird thereto belonging in Mungall as property to the said Elizabeth -
-- with free use of road from the high road that goes through the town of Mungall and 
through the land called Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called Stocks --- 
privilidges thereto belonging and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the Green of 
Mungall for building and upholding of his said Coathouse  

1753 GD58/5/8/4/23 Feuduty receipt to James Goodlet Campbell of Abbotshaugh and Achline 
1755 Roy   Mungal 
1766 SC1/1/1  Over Mungall ... Neather Mungall - petition of Sir Lawrence Dundas of Kerse 
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1766 IRGS 108.180 Sir John Dundas, writer, Edinburgh and Sir Lawrence Dundas... Over and Nether Mungals 
1782 AOS 204  Charles Alexander Cheyne, as heir to George Cheyne, minister, Stirling, his father, seised 

in part of Mungal called Langdales, parish of Falkirk  - in security of £500 in Bond by 
Michael Ramsay of Mungal 

1782 AOS 261  Trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall, gets Resig. ad Rem. of a tenement in Mungall, 
parish of Falkirk ;- on Proc. Resig. by Agnes Muirhead, daughter of John Muirhead, 
maltman, Falkirk 1775 G.R. 400.4 

1782 AOS 266  Michael Ramsay of Mungall, gets Ren. by Bank of Scotland, of  Over Mungall; fishings 
in Carron; and Miln called Mungallmiln, barrony of Callendar, ; Over Mungall, barony of 
Kerse – Bond 1775 

1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston 
Hall, Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of 
Falkirk ,- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1783 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in part of Over Mungall, on disp. by Alexander Sword, 
portioner, Mungall. P.R. 27.455 

1785 AOS 620  David Callander, son of Alexander Callander of Westertown, seised in part of Mungal, 
parish of Falkirk ;- on disp. by Margaret Ramsay, his mother. P.R. 28.348 

1787 AOS 1106  John Ogilvie of Pocknave – in 12 oxengates of the lands of Nether Mungall & salmon 
fishings in Carron, barony of Kerse 

1787 AOS 1127  Trustees of George Cruikshank of Greek Street, Soho, - part of Nether Mungall, barony of 
Callendar;- part of Nether Mungall, barony of Kerse  

1790 AOS 1721  Thomas Bain, Mason, Mungal and Jean Hay, his spouse 
1799 AOS   the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall 
1808 AOS 5883  2 farms of Mungal called Langdales & Lethandy 
1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 

Loanend  - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  
1816 AOS 8231  these parts of Nether Mungal called Brownieknow  
1817 Grassom  Mungal 
1819 RHP1485   Easter Mungal [recte Nether Mungal] 
1860 OS   Mungal Cottage 
1912 CDS13  Mungal Cottage - Robert Steel 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Mungal 
 
cf Muncraig, Kirkcudbright; Munday, Aberdalgie; Mundole, Forres; Munedge, St Andrews; Mungarry, Acharacle; 
    Mungasdale, Aultbea; Auchmunigell ABD, 16 c; Gavelmoss NS3528; Munshielhill NY3196 
    Craigengall WLO [PNWL 91]; Minniegall, Munwhull, Galloway [PNG 212, 216] 
 
Note 1: GD58/5/8/4 is “Progress of Writs relating to the lands of Nether Mungall in the barony of Wester Kerse”. Note 

2: Mungal as a personal name is on record as Thomas de Mungale 1201-33; William Mungale del counte de Are 
   Peter, the Prior of Dunfermline, died about this period, and was probably interred at Dunfermline. (See An. 

Dunf. dates 1108-1120.). Richard Mongal, elected Prior in the place of Peter, the deceased Prior. (Collier's Hist. 
Dict.; An. Dunf. date 1150.) Annals of Dunfermline Abbey by Dr Ebenezer Henderson, F.R.A.S. (1809 - 1879) 
William de Munghale witnessed Elphinstone charters 1340x41 

MUNGALEND FAK NS8881 [1]  NS889814  
 
1817 Grassom  Mungalend 
1832 RHP82796  Mungalend 
1860 OS   Mungalend 
1971 OS   Mungalend 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Mungalend 
 
cf Nether Mungal 
See Broomyknow 
MUNGALHEAD  FAK NS8881 [1]   NS884814  
 
1755 Roy 
1786 AOS 914  Alexander Sword of Mungallhead seised in part of Over Mungall. P.R. 29.160 
1810 SLR   Mungal Head 
1817 Grassom  Mungalhead 
1831 [Love ii p.220] The first to break ground for building purposes in Hope Street was Mrs Isabella Risk or 
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Sworde, relict of Andrew Sworde, farmer and brewer, Munglehead. 
1832 RHP82796  Mungalhead Brewery 
1860 OS   Mungalhead 
 
cf Over Mungal 
MUNGALL MILL  # FAK NS8882 [1]  NS882822  
 
1553 RMS iv 716  [L] Ovir et Nethir Mongwell cum molendino 
1558 RMS iv 1644  [L] Ovir et Nethir Mongwell cum molendino 
1568 RH6/2125  Feu Charter by Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of Manuell and convent of the same, of the 

Order of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of St Andrews diocese, granting to John Levingstoun in 
Dalders and Marion Mwre his spouse, and the survivor of them in conjunct fee for their 
lifetime, and the heirs to be lawfully begotten betwixt them, whom failing, said John’s 
heirs or assignees whomsoever, the corn mill called Mongall-mylne and mill lands, lying 
in Mongall, then occupied by Robert Mongall, with the thirle multures of the lands of Ovir 
and Nether Mongallis pertaining to the said mill, with sucken etc., lying in the barony  of  
West Kers and sheriffdom of Striveling. … At said Monastery, 4th July 1568. Witnesses, 
Patrick Seller of Kowhill, Master Alexander Lewynstoun, father’s brother of the said John, 
Alexander Gof in Lynlithgow, Master Alexander Coill, notary public. [Signed by the 
prioress with hand on the pen led by said notary]. 

1568 RH6/2125  Feu Charter by Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of Manuell and convent of the same, of the 
Order of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of St Andrews diocese, grranting to John Levingstoun in 
Dalders and Marion Mwre hhis spouse, and the survivor of them in conjunct fee for their 
lifetime, and the heirs to be lawfully begotten betwixt them, whom failing, said John’s 
heirs or assignees whomsoever, the corn mill called Mongall-mylne and mill  lands, lying 
in Mongall, then occupied by Robert Mongall, with the thirle multures of the lands of Ovir 
and Nether Mongallis pertaining to the said mill, with sucken etc., lying in the barony  of  
West Kers and sheriffdom of Striveling. … At said Monastery, 4th July 1568. Witnesses, 
Patrick Seller of Kowhill, Master Alexander Lewynstoun, father’s brother of the said John, 
alexander Gof in Lynlithgow, Master Alexander Coill, notary public. [Signed by the 
prioress with hand on the pen led by said notary]. 

1569 RH6/2151  Instrument of Redemptionunder the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks furth 
of the Tempill lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it to be 
lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said annual 
rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

1569 RH6/2152  Instrument of Redemptionunder the hand of  David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that William Levingstoun of Ballintoun 
granted himself to have received from John Levingstoun in Nether Dalders, feuar of 
Mungall-mylne and mill land thereof, 100 merks Scots, in complete payment of 220 
merks which said William had lying upon said mill and mill land, and confessed same to 
be lawfully redeemed, in token whereof he had “cuttit and cantellit” the backs of the 
evidents made thereupon to him by umquhile David Levingstoun, and discharged all 
evidents thereof made to the said William and to Johne Dundas. Done in the notary’s 
dwelling house. Witnesses, Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Dundas, Mathew Dundas 

1583 RMS v 568  [L] King confirms to John Livingstoun in Daldas son and heir of the late David 
Levingstoun etc., a charter made by Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of Manwell granting at 
feuferme to David Levingstounin Daldas, his heirs and assignees,- the corn-mill called 
Mongall-mylne, the mill-lands, with the astricted multures of nethir and Over Mongallis, 
lying in Mongall and occupied by Robert Mongall - in the barony of West Kers ... At the 
said monastery, 20 Jul. 1558 

1598 RMS vi 657  [L] Ovir and Nether Mongell with the mill 
1617 Retour 87  [L] Patrick Levingstoune, heir of John Levingstoune of Dalders, his father, in the mill 

called Mongwall-mylne in the barony of Westkers 
1623 RS58/3 f.104  [L] part of Mungwall with Mungwall Myln --- Robert Leishmane in Mungwell, Thomas 

Callender, miller there 
1638 RMS ix 806  [L] Over and Nethar Moungwallis with the mill 
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1655 Retour 212  [L] Alexander Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, younger, his brother 
german, in the lands of Kynnard, within the lordship of Newbottel;- the mylne commonly 
callit Mungall-mylne 

1662 Bruce  lxxvii   Sasine to Alexander Bruce of Kynard of Mungall Mylne 
1662 CRS   Patrick Couane, millar at Mungall-mill 
1677 CRS   Archibald Cowan in Mungall-myln 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.66v John Muirhead in Mungallmilne 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.89v John Muirhead in Mungall Milne ... Anna Jarvey spouse to the said John Muirhead 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.13  Rachell Bruce, Ladie Quarrell of the lands of Over Mungell, mylne and mylne lands. 

Registered on the  55th and 56th leaves of the said Register 
1749 DFM  Backfall at Mungle Mill 
1755 Roy   Mungle Mill 
1782 AOS 266  Michael Ramsay of Mungall, --- Miln called Mungallmiln, barrony of Callendar 
1860 OS   Mungal Mill 
 
cf Millflats 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
MUNGAL - NETHER NS    see Mungal  
MUNGAL - OVER NS    see Mungal  
MUTTONHOUSE  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.12  houses in Falkirk --- lying at the heid of the wynd called the Baxtir Wynd on the south west 

syd and end of the bakehous possest be William Baderstoune baxter thair --- lykwayes with 
those aikeris of land in Falkirk also possest be the said John Chalmeris quhairof ane of the 
said aikeris lyeth down from the hous called the Mutoune Hous  

1662 RS59/1 f.173v the thrid aiker  of land in Falkirk quhairof  the said aiker lyeth downe from the hous called 
the Muttownhous being the second aiker from the little strand quhilk runeth on the west 
syde of the foirsaid hous  

1733 RS59/16 f.279v six acres threee roods and twenty falls of lands lying upoon the south syde of the gate 
called Adams goatt --- bounded as follows viz by the lands pertaining to the heirs of 
unquhill George Clelland upon the east the lands pertaining to Thomas Baird weaver in 
Falkirk and William Livingston of Parkhall upon the south and west and the high way and 
Majors Loan with the said Adams goat upon the north part thereof the which inclosure 
holds as follows that upon the east syde of of the goat or burn coming from Muttonhouse 
of the said family of Westquarter and that on the west syde of the said Goat of the family 
of Bantaskine --- all and haill his house high and laigh lying upon the east syde of the wind 
called Bantaskines Wind --- and all and heall that his north yeard or orchyard with the 
summer house and dovecatt above within the said yeard 

1754 RS59/20 f.223 Robert Dalgleish weaver in Mutton House 
1798 DFM p.121  William Dalgleish, Weaver in Muttonholes 
1807 DFM  William Dalgleish, Mariner, eldest son of the deceased Robert Dalgleish, Feuar at 

Muttonhouse 
 
cf Muttonhall NT2694; Muttonhole WLO [PNWL 37]; Mutton Hole MLO ; Mutton Hole, ELO  
MY LADIES PARK see Ladies Park  
MYLNEHILLS  see Mount Vaccine infra    
MYRIEBOG  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1797 AOS 3441 Hectors Brae with a piece of Myriebog belonging thereto- John Aitken, Brewer 
NETHERTON # FAK NS8079 [1]  NS805790  
 
c.1755 Roy  Netherton 
1767 RHP704 Netherton -this is the site of Underwood Farm 
1770 RHP48422 Netherton 
NETHERTON  # FAK NS8079 [1]  NS877816  
 
1751 RS59/20 f.6v  [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Small merchant in 

Linlithgow as also compeared James Lambert son to Alexander Lambert gardiner in 
Dorater as Bailie and produced a heritable bond grnated by James Burn of Dorater writer in 
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Edinburgh --- all and haill these his lands of Dorater being a five pound land of old extent 
comprehending therein the dominical lands of Dorater the lands  of Newhouse Bankhead 
Caldhame The Mains and Neathertown of Dorater with houses [etc] 

1755 Roy   Neathertown - co-incides with present Dorrator 
1765 RHP6111/1  Neatherton - co-incides with present Dorrator 
NEUKMEADOW  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1693 RS83/1 f.42v.8 James Livingstoune of Westquarter – ane aiker and a half aiker of the lands of Weitlands 

and ane piece of meadow called Newck Meadow 
1754 RS59/20 f.205 half acre of land in Wetlands on the north side of the town of Falkirk  --- together with the 

piece of meadow land in that part called the Newk Meadow  
1781 AOS 34  James Scott, son of William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, as heir to Agnes Muirhead, his 

mother, seised in part of Weetlands & Neukmeadow, parish of Falkirk – on bond by John 
Muirhead, merchant, Falkirk to John Muirhead, merchant there – P.R. 26.452 

1784 AOS 520  John Meek, surgeon, Falkirk, seised in part of Weetlands called Newmeadow, parish of 
Falkirk. P.R. 28.235 

 
cf Neukmeadow, Denny parish 
  
NEWHOUSE OF BANTASKINE # FAK NS8778 [1]  NS870784 
 
1755 Roy   Newhouse 
1790 AOS 1736  James Greenhorn seised in part of Newhouse lands 
NEWHOUSE OF DORRATOR # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS876806 
 
1611 Retour-S 370  [L] Mr William Drummond, heir of lord John Drummond of Hawthornden, knight, his 

father, -in that part of the lands of Duratour known as Thomefoure and Newhous, in the 
barony of Callendar  

1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] Alexander Oswald portioner of Falkirk – charter of precept from Alexander, earl of 
Linlithgow, Lord Livingstoun and Callender, superior of the lands underwritten --- all and 
haill the lands of Tomfour and Newhouss 

1630 RS58/5 f.71v  [L] John Lowrie, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- precept of Sasine --- all and haill 
the lands of Duratour, Tamfoure and Newhous with manor place, houses [etc] --- lying in 
the barony of the said noble earl  of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1639 SC67/67/1 f.5v Andrew Walker in Newhous 
1642 RS58/7 f.344  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune – Precept of Clare Constat 
of all and haill the half the rents of the forty six pound three shilling and fourpenny land of 
the lands of Thomfur and Newhous lying in the lordship and barony of Callander within 
the sheriffdom of Stirling with other rents and tiends of the said lands commonly called 
Thomfure, Newhous and Killingiswallis – and also the all and haill the lands called  the 
Maynes of Durator [witnesses to sasine] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  

1646 RMS ix 1690  [L] Newhous 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 

lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur, lands of Killingswall, 
Thomfur and Newhous with all other pertinents 

1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Newhous 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.64v James Ewing in Neuhous of Dorrator 
1688 RS83/1 f.18v.10 William Drumond of Hawthornden of the lands of Tamfur and house New House of 

Dorator. Registered on the  333rd and 334th leaves of the said Register  
1688 RS83/1 f.18v.11 Laudievick Callander of Dorator of the said lands of Tamfure and Newhouse. Registered 

on the  334th leaf of the said Register  
1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 Lodivick Callendar, oy and air of tailzie and provisione to the deceast Lodivick Callendar 

of Dorator, his guid syr procreat betwixt John Willisone, portioner in Edinburgh and Jean 
Callendar, eldest lawful daughter to the said Lodivick who in all tyme thereafter is ordaned 
to be called Lodivick Callendar, and the airs male lawfully to be gotten of his body – of all 
and heal the lands of Dorator comprehending the Maynes of Dorator, the lands of 
Killingswalls, Thomfour, & Newhouse – and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying 
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betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said 
Register 

1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 
Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himself lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1721 GD1/170,ii  John Walker in Newhouse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v John Callender in Newhouse of Dorrator 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.17v Jean Jarvey in Newhouse of Dorrator 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.18v John Aitken in Newhouse 
1750 RS59/19 f.427 Robert Williams in Newhouse of Dorator  
c.1750 Roy  Newhouse 
1753 RS59/20 f.129v James Williamson tenent in Dorater of all and haill that half acre of land being part of the 

lands of Newhouse on the north part thereof ---- bounded with the Newhouse grounds on 
the east the Rosshill Burn on the south and the other lands of Newhouse on the west and 
north --- parish of Falkirk [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Muirhead innkeeper at Tophill 

1753 RS59/20 f.175 Compeared James Williamson tenent in Dorator having a contract of few made and 
presented betwixt James Burns of Dorator, one of the Clerks to the Bills of Session, and the 
said James Williamson whereby for the sum of Twenty one pounds Scots and two hens of 
fewduty payable at Martinmas yearly he sold and disponded to the said James Williamson 
and his heirs [etc.] all and whole that piece of ground lying upon the South and East side of 
that part of Newhouse presently set in Tack to the said James Williamson and consisting of 
one acre and a half of land or thereby bounded by the two march stones set on the east a 
cart or chese road upon the south and the Road leading to the Bankhead park upon the west 
and the said part of Newhouse presently sett to the said James Williamson upon the north 
parts lying within the parish of Falkirk  

1781 AOS 55  James Downie, feuar, Newhouse, seised in part of Camelon, parish of Falkirk ; - on feu 
contract between him and Johanna Bruce of Camelon, P.R. 26.482 

1782 AOS 186  Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, seised in liferent, in Shillingwells 
[recte Killingswells] and Newhouse; Southbankhead, and parts of Tomfour, parish of 
Falkirk – on disp. by Joanna Chalmers, his spouse ; P.R. 27.163 

1784 AOS 568  Johanna Chalmers, spouse of Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, gets 
Revoc. by herself, - of Killingswells & Newhouse; South Bankhead; parts of Tomfour, 
parish of Falkirk. G.R.417.107 

1912 CDS13  Newhouse - Thomas Barrie  
NEWHOUSE MUIR # FAK NS8780 [2]     
1654 RS58/9 f.276v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Callender 

merchant in Falkirk and Margaret Burne his spouse and Robert Burne portioner of Falkirk 
as baillie for William Callender younger of Dorratore heritable proprietor of the lands and 
uthers underwritten --- all and haill the lands of Thomfore and lands callit New Hous 
Mure with houses [etc] --- lying withing the baronnie of Callender and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

NEWLANDS  FAK NS9077 [1]  NS914803  
 
1571 Johnsoun 870  Resignation by John Muirheid, elder, in the Newlandis near Falkirk, and Isabella Scott, his 

wife, in favour of his son, John Muirhead, younger, of his right, title and kindness to the 
lands of Newlandis, lying in the barony of West kerss and sheriffdom of Striviling. the 
said John Muirheid, younger, obliges him to assign to his parents 1 acre mukkit land and 2 
acres field land and grass for two cows and their followers, to labour the 2 acres, to build 
them a house, and to dike in a yard. But in the event of the death of one of his parents he is 
to assign 1 acre mukkit land and 1 acre field land 

1590 Pont   Newland 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] lands of Newlandis 
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1619 RS58/1 f.211  [L] Thomas Edward baillie of the  burgh of Linlithgow --- John Duncane maltster 
[polentarem] of the said burgh ----- Isabell Vauch [Wauch] spouse of the said Thomas ---- 
John Peibles in Newlands baillie in that part --- Lord William Menteith de Kers knight ---- 
part and portion of the lands of the barony of the said Lord William of West Kerse 
nuncupat vulgo lie Newlandis [the house had formerly been occupied by Lord William but 
was now occupied by the said John Peibles and his wife, Christian Hamiltoun – [wit] John 
Menteith de Sallcottis my brother – Alexander Hamilton my servitor 

1619 RS58/1 f.340  [L] James Peibles in Newlands 
1630 RS58/5 f.73  John Monteath in Newlands  
1646 RMS ix 1713 [L] Letter of Pedigree in favour of Andrew Menteith of Newlands 
1676 CRS   James Sword in Newlands of West Kerse 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.51v William Hardie in Newland of Westkers 
1692 RS83/1 f.40v.3 Newlands of West Kers 152nd and 153rd leaves 
1709 CRS   Alexander Lorne in Newland of West kerse 
1731 RS59/15 f.666 [L] all and haill these parts and portions of the twenty pound land of the barony and lands 

of Kerse extending to a four pound land of auld extent viz: all and haill the just and equall 
half of the foresaid lands called Eastfield lands of Newlands consisting of thirty four acres 
and nine pieces of land [known as] falls (una partica novem lie falls terrarum) with the 
road [known as] the Loan leading down to the stone bridge at the house possessed by --- 
(una cum via lie loan ducente ad occasum apont lapideo ad Domum possessam per ---) --- 
with these parts and portions of the said barony called the Faulds extending to nine acres 
and three partica  

1755 Roy   Newlands 
1785 AOS 617  Thomas Kincaid, farmer, Newlands, and Elizabeth Cheeslie, his spouse, & Alexander 

Kincaid, their son;- seised in part of the Mill Lands of Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 
28.341 

1788 AOS 1324  half of Eastfield lands of Newlands, Newlands and others, parish of Falkirk 
1805 AOS 4956  Farm of Maukinlees, now part of Easter Newlands, being parts of the of the barony of 

Kerse 
1810 VR   Newlands 
1817 Grassom  Newlands 
1860 OS   Newlands Mid - NS917804; Wester - NS914803 
1912 CDS13  Newlands - Mrs Baird 
 
See: “Novalia” under tiends in Bells Dictionary and Digest of the Law of Scotland, Watson, G., Edin. 1890 
NEW MILL # FAK NS8380 [1]  NS830807  
 
1767 RHP48422 New Mill - this is the barley mill - q.v. 
NEWMARKET STREET FAK NS8880 [1]   NS888801  
 
1844 FEU 356  New Market Road 
1860 OS   Market Road 
1928 Love IV ii p.132 It may be conjectured that for a long period there existed a narrow pathway across the 

Gelebe – and on the south side – from Vicars Loan or Street to the west end of the town. 
There was such a passage in 1738. It is not, however, until the passing of “An Act for 
Repairing the Highways and Bridges in the County of Stirling” in 1784 that we glean our 
definate information regarding the thouroughfare we now know as Newmarket Street. At a 
meeting of the Road Trustees, held in the house of James Wyse, vintner, Falkirk, on 28th 
June, 1785, the opinion was expressed that it would be advantageous to the public if “the 
back road leading from the Manse to the west end of the town at John Brock's house (the 
old Crown Inn, where now stands the Royal Bank) were repaired made more commodious 
for carridges.” A lack of funds made the trustees 'hesitate, but inquiries being made at the 
then minister of the parish, the Rev. John Atchison-himself a keen road reformer - as to the 
sum he would require to give off the necessary ground, he named five pounds. The 
Trustees immediately closed with the minister's offer, and instructed one of their number, 
Mr Walter Ferrier of Summerford, to carry out the, widening of the thoroughfare, and for a 
few pounds annually there- after it was kept in repair. What quantity of ground was granted 
by the minister is not stated. In 1815 the road was widened opposite the Hospital which 
was enclosed by a wall running west to the property of Messrs Aitken, brewers. This wall 
was removed in 1904, when the posting establishment of the late William Scott - now 
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carried on by Mrs Scott - was erected on the Hospital Garden site. 
NEW MERCHISTON see Laurieston  
NORTHBY  # FAK NS9179 [1]  NS915796  
 
1833 AD 14/33/366 Northby or Redrow 
1860 OS   Northby - this is a group of cottages 
1865 VR   Fouldubs and part of Bognesland and Northby [Earl of Zetland] 
NORTH CRAIGS PARK # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS798774  
 
1815 RHP6102 North Craigs Park 
 
This is part of Castlecary Park 
NORTH HAUGH  # FAK NS9082 [2]    
 
1731 BPR   North Haugh of Dalderse 
NURSERY PARK  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS900793  
 
1781 RHP14345  Nursery Park - Callendar policies 
OLD GLEBE  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1857 FEU 491   Old Glebe 
1869 FEU 781a  Old Glebe 
OLD STACK YARD # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1708 RS59/12 f.382v houses high and laigh back and foir with the yairds on the south side thereof all built and 

situat on that rude of land called the Holme on the osouth side of the town of Falkirk 
together with his north barn and yaird called the Stack Yaird lying together on the south 
side of the said lands called the Holme  

1754 RS59/20 f.181v William Livingston of Parkhall --- rood of land called the Holm on the south side of the 
town of Falkirk with the north barn and yaird called the Old Stack Yaird now in houses 
and yaird 

1790 AOS  1809  Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall seised in Tenements on the Holm and Old Stack Yard on 
the south side of Falkirk ... Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine  

OLD WELL CLOSE # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1832 RHP82796  Old Well Close 
1851 CHA a66.142  An application was made for a lamp in the Old Well Close and in the meantime the 

consideration of the application was delayed 
 
This would seem to corespond with Wilson’s close 
ORCHARDHALL  # FAK NS8981 [1]  NS898817  
 
1860 OS   Orchardhall 
OTTERS POOL  # FAK NS8781 [1]  NS872819  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Oatters Pool 
1806 RHP6110  Otter Pool 
1908 Gibson   Otter Pool 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
PADDLES WELLS # FAK NS8877 [1]  NS887776  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Padles Walls 
1781 RHP14345  Paddles Walls 
PALACE HILL PARK # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS902795  
 
1781 RHP14345  Palace Hill Park 
1783 GD171/2064  Palace Hill Park - this is now part of Callendar Park 
PANMEADOW  # FAK NS8681 [1]  NS862816  
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1621 CRS   Robert Gillespie in Paniedow 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Panmeidow 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Panmedow (occupied by Alexander Gairdner) 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.5v Alexander Wright in Panmeymow [sic] - see for complaint 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.12 Alexander Wright in Panmeydow - see for complaint 
1663 RS59/1 f.312  Panmeidow  
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Pyemeadow 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.8v George Mairshell in Panmeadow 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Panmeadow 
1693 Retour 315  [L] Panmeadow 
1699 SC67/67/4 f.f. 5v George Marshell in Panmeadow 
1718 E644/1/14  Thomas Leishman in Panmeadow 
1723 Kirkland  It [the Lightwater Burn] runs north and falls into Carron a little below Larbert Bridge 

where it has a bridge of one arch called Panmeadow bridge 
1743 CRS   John Monteith, smith at Panmidow 
1761 CHA CS96/2 15 John  Kincaid of Cross-rigg tenant in Wester Carmuirs aged  40+  married, that  room and 

mealling of land in Wester Carmuirs formerly possessed  by  John Brown and William 
Cushhell except that part formerly possessed by Andrew Mackie and  partly  lying on the 
north side of the Water marching with  the  lands  of Larbert  belonging  to Mr Chalmers 
and set in tack by the earl  of  Erroll  to Robert  McKell millwright in Dunnipace.  As also 
that mealling of land called Panmeadow and that piece of land called Walk miln lands also 
formerly possessed by John Brown and William Cuthhill, by tack dated 5 & 21 Oct 1761. 

1816 AOS 8151 Panmeadow  
 
“A curious illustration of two different terms lying side by side, which are derived from the same word undergoing 
different changes, will be found in Forfarshire, where the term Llan for a church appears, as in Lantrethin. It is a 
phonetic law between Latin and Celtic, that words beginning in the former with pl are in the latter ll. The word Planum, 
in Latin signifying any cultivated spot, in contradistinction from a desert spot, and which, according to Ducange, came 
to signify Cimiterium, becomes in Celtic Llan, the old meaning of which was a fertile spot, as well as a church. In the 
inquisition, in the reign of David I., into the possessions of the See of Glasgow, we find the word in its oldest form in 
the name Planmichael, now Carmichael; and as we find Ballin corrupted into Ban, and Ballindoch becomes Bandoch, 
so Plan becomes corrupted into Pan, and we find it in this form likewise in Forfarshire, Panmure and Panbride. In the 
Lothians and the Merse this word has become Long, as in Longnewton and Longniddrie.” (Skene's Four Ancient Books 
of Wales Chapter ix. The Celtic topography of Scotland, and the dialectic differences indicated by it.) 
PARKFOOT  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS886794  
 
1755 Roy   Parkfoot 
1781 AOS 33  James Scott, son of William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, as heir to Agnes Muirhead, his 

mother 
1787 AOS 1095  Robert Callander of Parkfoot [see Woodfoot Sasine 1038] 
1795 AOS 2979  William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, seised in 2 acres of Croft land of the lands of Falkirk in 

that part called Phinnesfauld  
1823 FEU 139  Thomas Roberts, carter at Parkfoot 
1817 Grassom  Parkfoot 
1860 OS   Parkfoot 
1956 OS   Parkfoot 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Parkfoot 
PARKHALL  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS885796  
 
1781 RHP14345  Parkhall 
PARKHEAD  FAK NS8878 [1]   NS886788  
 
1860 OS   Parkhead 
1912 CDS13  Parkhead - J. Hill 
1956 OS   Parkhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Parkhead 
PARKHOUSE  # FAK NS8880 [1] NS882806  
 
1787 AOS 1193  Thomas Smith of Parkhouse – part of Tophill -  Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine 
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1794 AOS 2774  Dykes Smith of Parkhouse seised in a piece of ground at Parkhouse on the south side of 
the canal betwixt Forth & Clyde, parish of Falkirk. on disp by Charles Napier of 
Merchistonhall  

1832 RHP82796  Parkhouse 
1860 OS   Parkhouse 
PASSMOUTH  # FAK NS8979 [2]    
 
1815 GD171/2869  removing lodge at Passmouth 
PATHPARK  # GRM NS9278 [1]     
 
1814 AOS 7618 Pathpark  
1817 AOS 8392 Farm of Pathpark  
1826 VR Pathpark 
1855 SC4/3/2 Farm of Pathpark 
1860 OS   Pathpark 
PAZERFOLD  # FAK NS9081 [2]    
 
1717 SC67/49/9 f. 182 Livingston of Glentirrran William to Callander and William Crawford, equally, of the 

Cuttbottom, Littlefold, Pazerfold, East Side and other parts of Dalderse 
PEATHILL FAK NS8280 [1]  
 
c 1755 Roy Peethill 
1793 Antiquities Peethill 
1912 CDS13  Peathill - William Goodwin, farmer 

PEATS LODGE # FAK NS8176 [1]   NS810763  
 
1730 CRS  Robert Kesson in Peats Lodge in Bundom [recte Bandominie], parish of Falkirk 
c.1755 Roy  Pateslodge 
1758 RHP6103 Peats Lodge 
1780 Ross Peatslodge 
 
cf Jocks Lodge MLO  
PERSIE ROW  # FAK NS8881 [1] NS884816  
 
1860 OS   Persie Row 
 
cf Percie NO595925 
PEST BURN  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1777 Edgar’s Map  Pest Burn 
 
cf Pest Graves infra 
PEST GRAVES  NS8880   
PHINNESFAULD  # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1659 RS58/12 f.159v all and haill these thrie aikers and half an aiker of the said Sir William’s [Livingston of 

Westquarter] lands in Falkirk lyand boundit and occupyit be Hew Wyse in Blackhill lyand 
in the place callit Finneisfold ---- and tua rigs thairof is callit the Cruikitlandsrigs  tua buts 
of the foirsaid aiker is callit the Mirrielandbuts --- ane uther but of land of the foirsaid aiker 
lyand on the eistend of the brae callit the Malisonsbrae --- another but of land of the 
foirsaid aiker is callit How But 

1660 RS58/12 f.262 toune of Falkirk in that part thairof callit  the Phynnickes Fauld 
1685 RS59/7 f.16  tuo aikers of croft landof the toune and lands of Falkirk on the south syde of the toune 

lying contiguous togither in that part called Phinnes Fauld 
1741 RS59/18 f.156 his two acres of croft land of the town aand lands of Falkirk on the south side of the town 

thereof lying contigue together at that place called the Phinniesfauld --- bounded as 
follows the lands pertaining to Thomas Baird on the east the road that leads to the common 
muir on the south --- which two acres is ane proper part and portion of umquil James 
Livingston of Westquarter his three oxengates and two cottages of the town and lands of 
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Falkirk  
1745 RS59/19 f.13  all and haill two acres of Croft land of the town and lands of Falkirk on the south side of 

the said town lying contigue together in that place called Phinnies Fald bounded by ---- 
and the road that leads to the Common Muir on the south --- which two acres are ane 
proper part and portion of umquhill James Livingston of Westquarter his three oxingate 
and two Cotteries of the said town and lands of Falkirk  

1795 AOS 2979  William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, seised in 2 acres of Croft land of the lands of Falkirk in 
that part called Phinnesfauld 

1820 AOS 9668  of the lands of Falkirk in that place called Phinnies Fauld 
 
Note: the surname “Phinn” is recorded in the area 
PIGGHOLES # FAK NS7978 [1]   NS792783  
 
c.1755 Roy  Pigholes 
1758 RHP6103 Piggholes 
1807 RHP6101 Piggholes 
1815 RHP6102 Piggholes 
PIKES - THE  FAK NS9079 [1  NS903797  
 
1886 RHP14361  Turnpike Parks 
Note: A plan of Callendar Estate shows this as the Turnpike Parks - therefore reduced form. 
PILLIWANTON WELL # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1723 Kirkland  Pilliwanton Well 
 
cf Wanton Wells MLO; NJ625275; NJ775085 
    Wanton Walls NT545485; Wantonwa’s, ELO 
 Pisswanton GRM 
PINFAULDS # FAK NS8577 [1]  NS854773  
 
1755 Roy   Pinfaulds 
PIPERS HILL  # FAK NS8979 [1]    
 
1783 GD171/2064  Pipers Hill - this is now part of Callendar Park 
PIPERS PARK  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS893795  
 
1781 RHP14345  Pipers Park - part of Callendar Park policies 
PIRLEYHILL  FAK NS9077 [1]   NS901775       
       NS895773 -- Wester 
 
1718E644/1/14  Pirlie-hill 
1755 Roy   Pirliehill 
1783 RHP1550  Pirleyhill 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Pirleyhill 
1817 Grassom  Pirlyhill 
1860 OS   Pirleyhill 
1912 CDS13  Pirleyhill  East - J. Mungall; West - James Taylor 
1956 OS   Pirleyhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wester Pirleyhill - Easter Pirleyhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Pirleyhill Bridge 
 
cf PirleyHill NS225035. Purliehall, Abdie FIF (Curly Hall 1775 Ainslie/Fife) (PNF 4). 
PLEASANCE FAK NS8879 [1] NS887798  
 
1694 SC67/67/3 f.38) William Denovan in Pleasants 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.29v James Beg in Pleasants 
1781 RHP14345  The Pleasants 
1792 AOS   Pleasance Green 
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1792 AOS 2135  High Pleasance, Falkirk; & piece of ground called Pleasance Green, parish of Falkirk ;- on 
feu disp. by Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall 

1803 AOS 4645  in 1 rood & 17 falls of ground with a little House or Byre in the Pleasance of Falkirk  
1806 AOS   Laigh Pleasance 
1822 FEU 134  William Dobbie, Pleasance 
1832 RHP82796  Pleasance Street 
1860 OS   South Pleasance 
 
Note: From the introduction to a charter of feu-ferme of 1540: “holding lands in heritage should be set in emphiteusis 

or feu-ferme, without diminuation of their rents or issues, as could be agreed with the tenants, judging that 
thereby, from the assured hope to them and their heirs of enjoying and holding tenure in perpetuity, some 
reasonable advantages in the increase of ‘improvement’ would accrue ... in suitable buildings, lands put under 
new cultivation, the recovery of ‘waste’, the planting of trees, the raising of fish in fresh waters and by means of 
stanks, the construction of dove-cotes, orchards, pleasaunces and warrens ... [Fraser’s Red Book of Grandtully, i 
46] 

 
cf Pleasance NO225395; NO235134; NO235125; NT125895; NX975725 
 Pleasants NT695195; NT175855; Pleasantfield NS355165 
PLEASANCE – HIGH # FAK NS8879 [1]     
 
1792 AOS 2135  High Pleasance, Falkirk; & piece of ground called Pleasance Green, parish of Falkirk ;- on 

feu disp. by Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall 
PLEASANCE GREEN # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1792 AOS 2135  High Pleasance, Falkirk; & piece of ground called Pleasance Green, parish of Falkirk ;- on 

feu disp. by Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall  
1809 AOS 6301  piece of ground called the Pleasance Green, parish of Falkirk 
PLOTCOCK  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS885794  
 
1637 NLS MS9635  Plotcok 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.107v Compeiris William Baderstowne and John Moir baxteris in Falkirk and acknowledgeit and 

confest that thay had howit quhines[?] [cut whinns !] in the park callit Plotcok 
1695 RS83/1 f.60v.4 Robert Dalgleish in Plotcock & Eupham Blair his spouse of the houses and yards lyand on 

the south syde of the toune of Falkirk called Plotcock. Registered on the  372nd and 373rd 
leaves of the said Register 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.8v Robert Dalgleish in Plotcock 
1723 RS59/14 f.451v William Dalgleish son to umquhile Robert Dalgleish in Plotcock --- Precept of Clare 

Constat granted be James Livingston of Westquarter his immediate lawful superior  
1729 RS59/15 f.376 William Dalgleish in Plotcock 
1928 Love IV ii p.110 the park called the Plotcock, the field on which Falkirk Laundry is erected 
POW OF ABBOTSHAUGH    see Saltpow  
POW OF DALDERSE # FAK 9081 [3] 
 
1818 AOS 8987  Mill of Dalderse ... the old Water course [i.e. the former river course]; and the town and 

lands of Powflat consisting of two farms of Pow of Dalderse 
POW OF WESTER KERSE   # FAK NS9182 [1]    
 
1638 RMS ix 806  [L] with the salmon fishing ... from the Sledbank and Pow of Westir Kerse to the eastern 

boundary of Westir kerse (which is at the Mumrell-burne-mouth) 
POWFLAT  # FAK NS9081 [1]  NS902816  
 
1700 SC67/49/4 f.152v  Tack by Hope of Kerse to James Lockhart and spouse of 3 oxgates of Wester Powflett of 

Kerse 
1783 AOS 360  William Glen of Wester Plean, seised in parts of Dalderse, viz. Powflat, Haugh, Mill of 

Dalderse, parish of Falkirk. on disp. by trustee for Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglass. P.R. 
27.480 

1785 AOS 677  part of Dalderse called Powflatt. P.R. 423.211 
1787 AOS 1127  parts of Dalderse and Kirklands of Dalderse, Powflatt 
1794 RHP4  Powflate 
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1806 AOS 5592  2 acres of the lands of Dalderse called Powflatt 
1815 AOS 7946  Powflatt; and a piece of ground called the Brickfield  
1818 AOS 8987  Mill of Dalderse ... the old Water course [i.e. the former river course]; and the town and 

lands of Powflat consisting of two farms of Pow of Dalderse 
POWSHALL  # FAK NS9279 [3]    
 
1855 SC4/3/2  Powshall - owned and occupied by Alexander Johnston of Beancross  
 
[Bowhousehall ?] 
PRINCES PARK  FAK NS8778 [1]  NS879789  
 
1921 OS   Princes Park 
1973 OS   Princes Park 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Princes Park 
PROSPECTHILL  FAK NS8878 [1]   NS881787  
 
1810 AOS   lands of Lyonthorn now called Prospecthill 
1817 Grassom  Prospecthill 
1819 AOS 9326  1 rood 13 falls & 33 ells of the lands of Lyonthorn now called Prospect Hill 
1855 SC4/3/2.3349  Prospecthill - House & Garden, property of John Reid, surgeon, R.N. 
1860 OS1912 CDS13 John Main of Prospecthill 
1956 OS   Prospecthill 
 
cf Prospecthill NJ6215 
RAES CLOSE  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1749 RS59/19 f.343 north side of the town of Falkirk in that close commonly called David Raes Closs 
1793 AOS 2511  David Rae’s Closs 
1832 RHP82796  Rae’s Close 
RAESFORD  # FAK NS9182 [1]  NS914824  
 
1768 RHP6116  Raes Ford 
1794 AOS 2814  James Paterson at Glensburgh in a piece of ground at Raesford, being part of a farm called 

Haugh 
RAES REACH  # FAK NS9082 [1]  NS902824  
 
18c Canal Plan  Rae’s Reach 
RANDYFORD  FAK NS9080 [1]   NS900804  
 
1508 RMS ii 3305  [L] Randifurd - West Kerse 
c.1530 RMS ix 1713 [L] James Menteith of Randiford - date computed from Newlands pedigree 
1532 B66/25/95  Charter by Patrick Mentetht of Randefurd, burgess of Striueling, with consent of Margaret 

Callendar, his spouse, in favour of John Aitkyn, goldsmith, burgess of said burgh, of croft 
of land lying in said burgh on the north side thereof between land of Richard Narne, on the 
east, rig of St. Mary's Altar, on the west, land of late David Muschet, now of Alexander 
Redeheucht of Megour, on the north, and the common place leading to the gate of said 
burgh, on the south, occupied by granter's tenant, Christopher Gethane 2 Sep.1532 

1542 RMS iii 2828  [L] lands of Rannyfurd - William Menteith, son and heir of the late Patrick Menteith of 
Randyfurd [direct descent from Menteith of Kerse 

1550 RMS iv 434  [L] William Menteith of Randefurde 
1552 RMS iv 716  [L] lands of Romyfurde 
1552 RMS iv 761  [L] The Queen confirms a charter of James, Earl of Arran and the commendator of 

Holyrood for a sum of money granting to his servant William Mentieth of Randyfurd, and 
his heirs male,- the lands of Ovir-Saltcottis, which the said James holds in feu-ferme and 
are occupied by the said William, in the barony of Kers 

1561 Thounis  55  William Menteith of Randefurd 
1565 RMS iv 1644  [L] lands of Romyfurde  
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] Bowhous occupied by William Menteith of Randefurde 
1586 RMS v 943  [L] William Munteith of Randefurd - see Saltcoats 
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1590 Pont   Randyfarde 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] terras de Ronyfuirde - West Kerse 
1601 CRE   William Monteith, appeirand of Randiefurde 
1610 RMS vii 366  [L] William Menteith of Randifuird and Jeanne Bruce, his spouse 
1611 RMS vii 444  [L] William Menteith of Randifurde sells 2 oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner 
1617 RS58/1 f.16  [L] [endorsed: pro Wilielmo Montethe de Randifuird] Wilielmo Mentethe de Randifurd --

- quond[am] Wilielmo Monteth de Randifird pater --- Over Saltcottis .. in baronia de karse 
--- Wiiliam Leuingstoune in falkirk [-]inoran baliio in hac part 

1617 RS58/1 f.17v  [endorsed: for Jean Bruce] William Mentethe – Jean Bruce of [Letham?] marriage contract 
- gifting Over Saltcoats to Jean Bruce  

1617 B66/25/189   land of late William Monteith of Randyfurde, now of Duncan Watsone, baker, [Stirling] 
1624 GD172/282  (Part) Bond of tailzie by William Monteith of Randeford (Randefurde) in favour of Captain John 

Monteith, his brother german, and his heirs male, whom failing to [blank], of lands of 
Randeford and others. Dec [c1624]  

1625 RMS viii 804  [L] William Mentieth of Randefurde and his wife Jeanne Bruce 
1628 RS58/4 f.175  [L] John Duncansone in Cavarkye as attourney for the honourable William Monteith of 

Randefuird – Robert Callendar in Dalderse as baillie in that part for lord William Monteath 
of Kers, knight, as superior of the lands underwritten, having a precept of Sasine from the 
foresaid lord William in favour of the foresaid William Monteathe of Randiefuird --- and 
which the late William Monteathe of Randifuird --- all and haill the one hundred shilling 
land of West Kerse called Langlands and Ladyflat alias Randyfuird with the pertinents, 
lying on the west side of the barony of West Kers and in the sheriffdom of Stirling and 
which the foresaid William Mmonteathe, now of Randiefuird --- the foresaid late William 
Monteathe, his avi  [subsequent given as avo][but also seems to design William as nephew 
and heir] 

1631 RMS viii 1825 [L] land of Ronyfurde 
1633 RMS viii 2202 [L] William Menteith of Randifuirde 
1638 RMS ix 806  [L] lands of Ronyfuird 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.53 James Callender in Randiefurde 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.84 Decernes James Johnstoune in Falkirk to pey to Captane Normanlevingstoune the sowme 

of fourteine pund for the gras of ane feild(?) of thrie aickeris and ane halfe of Land in 
Randiefuirde at 4lib the aiker eittine be him 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.96 James Johnstowne alias Chalmeris is decernit and Ordanit To content and pey to James 
Burne James Jonstowne and James Muirheide The sowme of ffour pundis money for 
grasemaill sett be thame to him of the Landis of Randiefuirde crope 1647 zeiris as for the 
principall  

1674 Retour 270  [L] Lord Alexander Hope of Carse, knight, baronette, heir of Lord Alexander Hope of 
Carse, knight, baronette, his father, in the lands and barony of Kerse comprehending the 
lands and barony of West Kerse with the salmon fishing, &., in the water of Carron, and 
the privilege of burgh of Barony of West Kerse and fairs [nundis], and the privilege of a 
ferry boat [cymbae] ;- lands of Over and Nether Mungwalls with salmon fishing upon the 
said water of Carron ;- lands of Randifurd, united with lands in Linlithgow, in the barony 
of Kerse;- lands of Dalgraine  

1676 CRE   Charles Monteith of Randifoord 
1684 SC67/49/6 f. 218r  Tack by Menteith of Randiford to John Callander, of part of Randieford 
1684 SC67/49/5 f..37r  Tack by Menteith of Randiford to James Watt and spouse of part of Randiford 
1691 VR   Randyfoord 
1694 RS83/1 f.54v.1 John Bowie of Saltcoats & Margaret Mungall his spouse of that pairt and portion of the 

lands of Ovir Saltcoats now called Randifoord & Ovir Saltcoats disponit to him be Mr 
Robert Monteath of Randifoord. Registered on the  324th and 325th leaves of the said 
Register 

1699 RS83/2/10/249    James Watt in Randefoord and James Watt his son 
1700 RS83/2/10/404    Mr Robert Montaith of Randifoord RS59/10 f.330 – f.331 
1703 SC67/49/5 f. 38v  Tack by Menteith of Randiford renewing the previous lease to James Watt, on payment of 

a 'great sum' 
1703 SC67/49/6 f. 217v  Tack by Menteith of Randiford to John Callander, renewing the previous lease of 

Randiford parts  
1708 RS59/12 f.279 James Watt in Randiefoord his tenent  
1718 E644/1/14  John Callender in Randiefoord 
1755 Roy   Randyford 
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1757 CRS   John Callender of Randyford 
1787 AOS 1143  parts of Randyford 
1803 AOS 4673  the lands of Randyford 
1817 Grassom  Randieford 
1860 OS   Randyford 
1879 Gillespie p.218 The ancestors of Sir James Stuart Menteth, Bart., of Mansfield House, New Cumnock, the 

Menteths of Rashie and Alva - for more than three centuries held possession of this estate, 
together with that of Randiford, Newlands, &c 

1912 CDS13  Randyford - Robert Findlay 
 
cf  Randyford NS676861 
  Randygate FAK 
RANDYGATE  # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS891800  
 
1620 RS58/1 f.359v [L] And also all and haill that land of the said noble earl lying at the end of the lands of 

Bakraw on the north of the road called Randiegaitt 
1625 RS58/3 f.335  [L] Alexander Hamiltoune in Falkirk  --- Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter, baillie in 

that part for earl of Linlithgow --- said Alexander having a charter of alienation of all and 
haill those four acres of lands lyingon the north side of the road known as the Randygait, 
where of one part is occupied by Robert Galbraith, another by Patrick Moungall in Falkirk, 
a third by John Zoung in Falkirk and a fourth by Robert Grahame there, and also those two 
pieces of land commonly called lie buttis of land of the foresaid lands of Falkirk lying at 
the bottom of [fundem] the lone known as Loneviccarie and occupied by John Muirheid 
lying within the houses of the noble earl of Callendar and those of the foresaid earl 
Alexander  of Linlithgow [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Livingstoune of Pantasken, John 
Wys in Kilbane 

1631 RS58/5 f.151  [L] Alexander Hamiltoune in Falkirk --- Earl of Linlithgow as superior of the lands 
underwritten --- all and hail these four acres of land of the lands of Falkirk lying on the 
north side of the road known as lie Ranygait with the pertinents formerly occupied by the 
late Alexander Hamiltoune father of the said Alexander  

1631 RS58/5 f.151v [L] William Levingstoune of Westquarter and Mr James Menteith of Langtoune, bailllie in 
that part for the Earl of Linlithgow and entered into those four acres of the lands of Falkirk 
with three butts [particatis] of land  underwritten having in his hand a charter of alienation 
for all and haill those 4 quatuor acres of the lands lying on the north side of the road 
known as the Randiegait 

1631 RS58/5 f.152v  [L] lands of Backraw opposite the north side of the road known as the Randiegait 
[witnesses to sasine] Lord William Callender of Durator, knight, Mr David Fentoune, 
pedagoge, Robert Levingstoune, brother german to the late Alexander Levingstoune of 
Westquarter 

1631 RS58/5 f.161  [L] compeared Alexander Hamyltoun in Falkirk  and Henry Livingstoun there as baillie for 
the Earl of Linlithgow  with a Precect of Clare Constat from the Earl of Linlithgow 
granting those four acres of the lands of Falkirk known as lie Ranygait with the pertinents 
--- and also 2 perticatis of land commonly  lie  buttis of land of the lands of Falkirk lying at 
the end of the loan known as Loan vicarieslt  

1655 RS58/9 f.284  houses in Falkirk --- bounded as follows --- togidder with an aiker of land lyand on the 
north syde of the gait callit the Randiegait 

1659 GD81/484  1 acre of Randiegaitt  
1662 RS59/1 f.173v the uther thrie aiker of land lyeth on south syde of the Randiegait on the west syde of the 

dam rod 
1795 AOS 3038  5 butts and 2 riggs of land on the north side of Randygate and east side of Vicars Loan, 

parish of Falkirk  
1796 VR   Randygate 
 
This is the “gait” leading to Randyford 
 
The defining root comes from Old English rand, ‘edge, border, a brink, a shore’ 
RANKINES LANE # FAK NS9979 [1] NS887798  
 
1800 AOS 3826  John Rankine ... with the Close at the East Port of Falkirk  
1832 RHP82796  Rankines Lane 
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1860 OS   Rankines Lane 
 
Note: all and haill the said John Rankine elder his tenement of houses high laigh back and fore close yeard and 

pertinents lying upon the south side of the high street of Falkirk bounded as mentioned in the said John 
Rankines original charters [1753 RS59/20 f.97v] 

RASHBUSH # FAK NS7976 [1]  NS791763  
 
1817 Grassom   Rashbush – Grassom shows two places of this name about a kilometre apart. 
 
 
RASHBUSH # FAK NS8076 [1]  NS804764  
 
1758 RHP6103 Rashbush 
1815 RHP6102 Rashbush 
1817 Grassom   Rashbush 
1855 CRA SC4/3/2 Rashbush 
1860 OS Rashbush 
c 1869 RHP80657 Architectural plan, elevation and sections of proposed alterations at Righead (Rashbursh) 

Steading 
1879 RHP80660 Architectural plan and sections of ancillary buildings at Righead (Rashbush) Steading: 

1879 2. Specification 
 
cf Hollandbush DNY 
RASHIE DUB # FAK NS8378 [3]   
 
1666 RS59/2 f 189v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Murehead in Drum of 

Seabegs --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Drum --- boundit be the miln watter one the west the Midle Moss quhilk march is set 
betwixt the rest of the lands of Seabegs callit the Colledounes till the  march stone eist the 
north side of the Burnt Mos till the march at the Ruschie Dub one the north end upon the 
south just south the dykes till the Meikle Dub as the said chartour in itself at more length 
beares 

1666 RS59/2f 190 Rashie Dub one the north and upon the south just south the Mid Knowes till the Meikle 
Dub 

RASHIEHILL CLOSE # FAK NS8879 [1] NS889799  
 
1803 AOS 4609  in the closs called Rashiehills Closs on the north side and near the east end of Falkirk. P.R. 

38.35 
1832 RHP82796  Rashiehills Close 
REDBRAE  # FAK NS8680 [1]  NS868809  
 
1760 LPR   the Red Brae near Dorator house 
18 c RHP14360  Red Brae park 
1815 AOS 7830  lands of Broomage on the opposite side of the water towards the Redbrae below Camelon  
1879 Gillespie p.128 On striking westwards from the town ... the Camelon Road, which joined by the Red Brae, 

leads on by the mill to Larbert and Stenhousemuir. 
1879 Gillespie p.357 The same [raised] beach is finely seen at the foot of the Red Brae; and from this situation, 

looking towards Dorrator, may be had an excellent view of the 20, 40 and 53 feet beaches 
rising in succession above each other 

RED BRAE PARK  # FAK NS8680 [1]  NS868807  
 
18 c RHP14360  Red Brae Park 
REDROW  # FAK NS8679 [1]  NS863791  
 
1947 OS 
RED BURN FAK NS7775 [1]  NS775755  
 
1691 Murray  Red Burne 
1723 Macfarlane Reidburn 
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c.1755 Roy  Red Burn 
1780 Ross Red Burn 
1879 Gillespie  p.153 Red Burn 
1956 OS Red Burn 
 
Note: This stream rises out of Fannyside Loch and, after its confluence with the Walton Burn, forms the western 

boundary of the district. It is also the boundary at that place between Stirlingshire and the detached portion of 
Dumbartonshire. There is no ‘iron seepage’ or any feature here that is coloured red. 

RED BURN BRIDGE # FAK NS7878 [1]  NS789785  
 
1807 RHP6101 Red Burn Bridge 
1860 OS Red Burn Bridge 
 
This bridge survives as a ruin. 
REDROW  NS915796  
 
1833 AD 14.33/366 Northby or Redrow 
RICHARDS CROOKS # FAK NS8880 [2]     
 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.54v Alexander Callender in Ritschertsecruikis 
1699 RS59/10 f.125 all and haill these part and portion of the lands of Falkirk in that place called Richards 

Crooks bounded as followes To witt Grahames Muir on the east the Meadow Lands on the 
west The lands pertaining to the said Alexander Watt on the south and the lands pertaining 
to James Mackie on the north pairts 

1699 RS83/2/10/141  Lands of Falkirk in that part called Richards Crooks: RS59/10 f.125 – f.126 
1699 RS83/2/10/171  Alexander Watt maltman in Falkirk off Humphrey Suord portioner of Falkirk of his aiker 

of land in that part called weitlands. --- three roods of land in that part called 
Richardcrooks in Falkirk with the liberty of casting feall and divot in the common muir of 
Falkirk. RS59/10 f.150 – f.151 

1776 DFM p.72 
1784 AOS 519  John Meek, surgeon, Falkirk, seised in Richard’s Crooks or Campfield, parish of Falkirk. 

P.R. 28.519 
1794 AOS 2813  John Meek of Campfield, Surgeon in Falkirk, seised in a piece of land called Richards 

Crooks 
1804 AOS 4816  Richards Crooks 
1811 AOS   Richards Crook 
RIGGEND  # FAK NS8578 [1]  NS859781  
 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Rigend 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Rigende -occupied by Alexander Gilmoure 
1693 Retour 315   [L] Rigend 
1781 RHP14345  Riggend 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Rigg End - 160 acres. The location of this place corresponds with what is now Craigieburn 

RIGHEAD # FAK NS8076 [1]  NS809763  
 
1817 Grassom   Righead 
1860 OS Righead 
c 1869 RHP80657 Architectural plan, elevation and sections of proposed alterations at Righead (Rashbursh) 

Steading 
1879 RHP80660 Architectural plan and sections of ancillary buildings at Righead (Rashbush) Steading: 

1879 2. Specification 
1956 OS Righead 
RINTOULS COURT NS8879 [2] 
 
1567 R&A Entry item 44  Rintouls Court   
ROBERTS PARK  # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1791 AOS   Roberts Park - disponed by Thomas Livingstone of Parkhall 
1928 Love IV ii p.52 [Buildings in Cockburn Street] The land on which these tenements are erected is known as 
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Roberts Park and the Holm. 
ROBERTS WYND  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1742 RS59/18 f.222 James Leckie sievewright in Falkirk for himself and as procurator for Margaret Blair his 

spouse --- all and haill these back houses down the wynd possest be Charles Walker and 
John Martine with the garrat houses above the same all lying down the west side of the said 
wynd commonly called Roberts Wynd on the southside of the town of Falkirk  

1788 AOS 1421  Roberts Wynd, Falkirk  
1797 AOS 3355  in the Southmost part of the Houses on the West side of Roberts Wynd in Falkirk now 

called the Little House 
1797 AOS 3356  in the middle part of the Houses on the West side of Roberts Wynd in Falkirk now called 

the Large House 
1832 RHP82796  Roberts Wynd 
1859 OS   Roberts Wynd 
1928 Love IV ii p.52 Roberts Wynd, which is found in 1742 
ROMAN CAMP PARK # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS790782  
 
1851 RHP6104 Roman Camp Park 
 
cf Camp Park 
ROSEBANK  FAK NS8780 [1]  NS877803  
 
1817 Grassom  Rosebank - shown as mansion house 
1860 OS1912 CDS13 Rosebank  - J.W.Rankine, distiller 
ROSEHILL  # FAK NS8780 [1  NS875804  
 
1860 OS   Rosehill 
ROSSHILL BURN  NS8780 [2] 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.129v James Williamson tenent in Dorater of all and haill that half acre of land being part of the 

lands of Newhouse on the north part thereof ---- bounded with the Newhouse grounds on 
the east the Rosshill Burn on the south and the other lands of Newhouse on the west and 
north --- parish of Falkirk 

 
ROTTEN ROW  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS889798  
 
1790 – 1830 CHA EN 2551/HenAitken/2;  
 

Titles of Tenement of Houses in Rotten Row; 1790-1830; Aitken, Henry of 
Darroch/Russel & Aitken/ Business Group - Brief Description  
Titles of Tenement of Houses with the yard at the back therof lying upon the North side of 
the Rotten Row ofFalkirk and bounded on the north by the High Street ofFalkirk. Includes 
Trust Disposition by Peter Glen to Thomas Stark & William Glen, Decreet of Constitution: 
John Glen against Margaret Glen & others, Decreet of Adjucation & Abreviate thereof 
John Glen vs Margaret Glen and others assignation by Thomas Black to James Aitken , 
Disposition by William Glen to James Russel as Trustee for his Executers and Inventory of 
the Title Deeds of subjects in Falkirk purchased by Misses Crawford from Mr James 
Russel Trustee on the sequestrated estates of the Falkirk Union Bank and individual 
partners thereof.  

1797 AOS 3419  Rotten Row  
1803 AOS 4527  dwelling houses in Falkirk fronting the Cow Wynd and Ratton Row with the Garden at the 

back thereof 
1817 AOS 8366  a tenement of houses on the south side of the High Street of Falkirk; tenement and houses 

& yard at the back thereof on the north side of Rottenrow of Falkirk  
 
cf Rottenrow LRB; WLO [PNWL 37]; NS 4729; NS 4819;  
 Rottenraw NY 8495;  
 Rottenrow burn NO 5644; Rottenburn NS 2468; Routenburn NS 1961 
 Eastfield and Westfield of Rottinraw, Mid Lothian, 17 c [Reg. of Brieves] 
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 Ratton Row, Haydon, Northumberland 1257 Ratuneraw 
 Ratten Rawe, Durham 1306  
 Ratonraw, Bamburgh 1430 
 Bogrotten ABD 
ROTTENSTOCKS FAK NS8676 [1]  NS865768  
 
1699 RS59/10 f.236 James Rankine in Rottenstocks 
1717 RS59/13 f.590v Margaret Clelland only lawful daughter to George Clelland at Water of Bony procreat 

betwixt him and Jean Cowie his spouse with consent of John Rankine in Rotenstocks her 
husband  

1718 RS59/13 f.629 granted be James Rankine portioner of Balcastle and John Rankine of Rottenstocks his 
only lawful son  

1718 E644/1/14   John Rankine for Rottenstocks 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8  John Rankine of Rottenstocks 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.30 James Rankine in Rottenstocks 
1727 RS59/15 f.88v Margaret Clelland spouse to John Rankine of Rottenstocks  
1733 Wilson  John Rankine in Rotten-Stocks 
1752 RS59/20 f.49  John Rankine of  Roten Stocks 
1753 RS59/20 f.97v all and haill the said John Rankine elder his lands of Rottenstocks alias Drumtrouster --- 

all and haill the said John Rankine elder his tenement of houses  high laigh back and fore 
close yeard and pertinents lying upon the south side of the high street of Falkirk bounded 
as mentioned in the said John Rankines original charters  

1755 Roy   Rottenstocks 
1779 VR   Rottenstocks - Earl of Callendar 
1781 RHP14345   Rotten Stocks 
1788 AOS 1320  Rottenstocks or Drumtrustor on disposition by Thomas Stark of Rottenstocks  
1788 GD171/3963  Thomas Stark in Rottinstocks sells to William Forbes the lands of Rottinstocks alias 

Drumtruster in the barony of Callendar 
1817 Grassom  Rottenstock 
1860 OS   shows present site + “Rotenstokes in ruins” at NS857764 
1912 CDS13  Rothenstocks - James Hendry 
1956 OS   Rottenstocks 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Rottenstocks 
ROUGHCASTLE  FAK NS8479 [1]   NS844799  
 
1697 HMC XIII., App. Ii., 57  the common people hereabouts call it Castle Ruff. Here are the ruins of several stone 

buildings. About the middle of the square is an overture thro which shepherd boys creep 
into a Vault underground. 

1777 Nimmo  Roughcastle 
1780 Ross   Roughcastle 
1817 Grassom  Roughcastle 
1880 Nimmo 1880 i p.7 Roughcastle  
2001 OS Explorer 349 Roughcastle 
ROUND KNOWE  # FAK NS8880 [4]    
 
1718 E644/1/14    Henry Ronald in Falkirk of yearly money rent for his possession called the Round Knowe 
ROWANTREEBURN FAK NS8380 [1]  NS837810    
       NS837808 (Farm)   
 
1588 RMS v 1595 at the burn callit the Rownetrie-burne 
c.1590 Pont  Rontreeburne 
1621 CRS  James Turnbull in Rowantrie-burne 
1624 RS58/3 f.231v the burne on the eist callit Rowntre Burn 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.97 James Trumbill in Rwnetrieburne 
1691 RS59/8 f 17v George Turnebull in Rowantreeburne 
1692 RS83/1 f.40v.1 David Crawfoord, sone and air to David Crawfoord in Rowentrie burne upon a Precept of 

Clare Constat from the Earl of Callendar. 150th and 151st leaves 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11 Robert Callender in Rowantreeburne 
1737 RS59/17 f 192v [L] Helen Don as heir of provision to the deceased James Don of Boneyside her father of 

all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Seabegs lying on the 
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south and northsides of the Water of Bonny now and in all future time to be designated 
Bonnieside viz all and whole the lands of Rowantree Burn lands of Blairlee --- astricted 
to the mill of Seabegs commonly known as Bonnymiln 

1742 CRS  John Richardson in Rowantreeburn 
c.1755 Roy  Rowntreeburn 
1767 RHP48422 Rowantreeburn 
1806 AOS 5245 lands of Bonnyside comp. Rowantreeburn, Blairlees, Cowden, Gateside, Bonnywater 

Bridgend, and part of the Moor of the said lands, except part of the said land called 
Bonnyhill 

1845 Stuart Rough Castle … stands upon a rising ground on the banks of a small stream called the 
Rowantree burn  

2001 OS Explorer 349  Rowan Tree Burn 
 
This is the principal boundary between the baronies of Callendar and Seabegs. 
RYEBRAE  # FAK NS8879 [1]     
 
1652 RS58/9 f.44v  [L] John Levingstoun mealmaker in Falkirk --- house yard close [etc] and 10 falls of land --

- bounded --- the street called the Burnegate on the south, lands called Rybrae on the north 
--- and  Westburne of Falkirk on the west 

1653 RS58/9 f.150  all and haill that part and portione of their few landis in Falkirk called the Ryebrae lyand 
on the south side of the toune of Falkirk last possest and occupyit be John Livingstowne 
maltman boundit as followes viz. the yaird pertaining heretablie to the said Sir William and 
his said spous quhilk is possessed and occupyet be Robert Livingstowne merchand in 
Falkirk on the eist the lands pertaining heretablie to ane nobell and potent earl James earlle 
of Callender and possest be the said John Livingstowne maltan on the sowthe the lands 
pertaining to the said Robert Burne and his said spous on the west and the barne howss and 
maltkill pertaining to thame the yeard pertaining heretablie to the said James earle of 
Callender and yaird and maltkill pertaining heretablie to the said Sir William Livingstowne 
on the northe syd thereof lyand within the regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1662 RS59/1 f.173v the north syde of the lands called the Rybrae 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk  

SAINT HELENS CHAPEL  # FAK NS8280 [2]   
 
1543 RMS iii 2879 [L] The queen confirms a charter of Andrew Stratoun of that ilk,-[which confirms a charter 

in favour of M. Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, and Elizabeth Hepburns his spouse,- 
of the lands of Seybeggis, with the mill, and the advocation of the chapel of St Helene, in 
the barony of Stratoun by annexation ... and sasine given at the Mot of Seybeggis called the 
Turchill 

1553 RMS iv 815 Excambion between George Stratoun of that ilk, and M. Alexander Levingstoun of 
Donypace, of Livingston's lands in Forfarshire for Stratoun's lands of Seybeggis, 
Castellcary, Schaithmuir and Sanct-Helenis-chapell 

c.1590 Pont texts Wester Cowdon above Helins Chapell 
1707 Sibbald From thence a Mile to St Helens Chappel 
 
Note 1: Prior to the construction of the Community Centre in Bonnybridge an old burial ground lay on the site; it is 

shown on RHP6129 [1847]. This, along with the notices given above by the antiquarians would suggest that the 
chapel site was relatively close to Bonnybridge Toll. Consideration must also be taken of the fact that the Toll 
lay on “Chapelcroft”, 

 
Note 2: St Helen is most commonly associated with the North of England and to some extent with York.St Helens  
 
cf Helens Loch infra. 
SALTON   # FAK NS8980 [3]    
 
1619 RS58/1 f.340  [L] William Levingstoun portioner of Saltoune  
1637 NLS MS9635  Sallyton  
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Note: Lord George Salton was in possession of part of Dalderse in the 16 c. 

SALT POW  # FAK NS8982 [1]  NS899824  
 
1590 RMS ix 1454   Granting to the said Earl of Callendar and his wife the right of a free port and mooring 

upon the said lands of Dalderse or any other lands possessed in tenandry contigous to the 
water of Canon pertaining to the said Earl of Callendar, with power to levy anchorage etc., 
and to construct a port ... James VI by letters dated 3 October 1590 granting authority to 
the late William, Lord Livingston, grandfather of the Earl of Callendar to dig a pow or 
water-passage over the Water of Carron through the lands of Dalderse which then 
pertained to Lord Salton, or other lands adjacent to the watercast, for the transportation of 
coal from the coal-works of Falkirk, with power to make a dam and sluice for the retention 
of water in the said passage  

1623 RS58/3 f.31   [endorsed "Sasine for Henry Gudlett"] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten, Henry Gudlat of Abisauche ... charter of alienation of all and haill the lands 
of Nethir Mungall with houses [etc.]... with the consent and assent of Earl Alexander earl 
of Linlithgow [etc.] his brother for the superiority of the said land --- with liberty and 
licence to make and build ports, commonly lie harbries upon the foresaid lands pro 
observation navis navigiuram et cymbatis accessirin et cursum habitumin et ad prefatas 
portas for the transport and and importation of coal and victual and for the making and 
building of lie sluicis upon the aforesaid land --- [?for the service of cargo ships and boats 
entering in the customary manner to the foresaid port?]  

1641 B66/25/610/1-4  Documents relating to dispute between the Earl of Callendar and the burgh of Stirling 
anent the passing of the burgh's signature for a royal charter confirming its rights, 
privileges and possessions, with particular reference to Dalders and right to customs 
thereof  

1651 SC67/67/1 f.106v The sameine day it is ordainit and Intymate That quhatsoever personnes salhappine To 
bring in any victual tymber or any uthyr sort of mertchaindwair to the schoir at Dalderse or 
Saltpow  That they pey anchorage and Custwmes for the samein Accordin as the samein is 
peyit and exactit at uthyr stapill portis 

1660 RS58/12 f.297 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands of Nether Mungall ane young man 
William Jervey servitor to James guidlet of Abotshauch as procurator and actorney for the 
said James Guidlet his maister --- Precept of Clare Constat written upon pairtchment made 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar --- in all and haill that twentie shilling land of Nether 
Mungall with houses [etc] --- and occupyit be the deceist  William Burne and now by the 
said James Guidlet himself and his tenents lyand within the barony of Westkers now within 
the regalitie of Callender and sheriffdom of Stirling (excepand and reservand to ws and our 
aires and successors libertie and priviledge to big and make harbories and powis upon any 
pairt of the said lands lyand neirest the sea ffor keiping of shipes barkes cre[ar]s quhilk sall 
hapin resort thairto ffor transporting or inbringing of coalls or victuall with frie ische and 
entrie thairto ffor horse and carts and lykways with libertie to make stethes at the seasyde 
for keiping of coalls thairintill) 

1663 GD86/696  Scroll of Instrument of Resignation narrating the resignation made by a procurator for 
Alexander, Earl of Callendar, Lord Livingstoun of Almond, at the Palace of Whytehall, 
into the hands of the King in favour of himself and the lawful heirs male procreated of his 
body with Lady Marie Hamilton, his wife, and the other heirs therein specified, of the lands 
and barony of Callendar with the castle thereof, which formerly pertained to Alexander, 
Earl of Linlithgow, his father and with liberty and privilege of a port and station for ships 
upon the lands of Dalderse, or on any other lands of the earl lying contiguous to the Water 
of Carrone, for transporting coals to the sea from his coalheuch of Falkirk, of making and 
building dams and "clousses" for keeping the water in the water passages to be dug within 
the bounds of said lands of uplifting shore dues, small customs etc. 

1718 E644/1/14  James Galbraith for the Anchorage and Shoar Dues thereof of the harbour of Falkirk 
£6.13.4 

1723 Kirkland  a mile almost north of this town [Falkirk] is a Pow in Carron called the Salt Pow near to 
Abbotshaugh, where the merchants unload their goods and carries them to this place 

1752 Turnpike  that a Turnpike gate and tollhouse be erected on the Tophill near to half a mile west of 
Falkirk in order to levie toll from those who carry victuall from the Saltpow at 
Abbotshaugh to Cumbernauld 

1755 Roy   Salt Pow 
1764 RHP1483  Salt Pow 
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1764 GD58/8/10     Abstract of costs of cutting the River Carron at Salt Pow and other charges on navigation   
1794 RHP4     Salt Pow   
1797 RHP242  Salt Pow - shows granary 
1811 SLR   Salt Pow 
SANDY HAUGH  # FAK NS8681 [1]  NS869817  
 
1765 RHP6111/1  Sandy Haugh 
1771 RHP10607  Sandy Haugh 
SAUCHIERIG # FAK NS8276 [1]  NS822761  
 
1662 CRS  John Boyd in Sauchinrige, parish of Falkirk 
1666 RS59/2f 186v [L] John Brown in Mungall --- charter from William Murrey of Dennypeace --- of the 

lands of Seabegs called Sauchinreig and Lochgreine --- lands of Seabegs called the 
Forresterquarter --- that part of Forresterquarter lying on the south side called the St 
[t]yldings Loch between the said loch [lacum] of the said lands of Lochgrein and 
Sauchingrein [recte Sauchinrig] [witnesses to sasine] John Boyd in Sauchenrig Alexander 
Boyd in Lochgreine 

1690 RS83/1 f.25.17 Patrick Salmond in Sauchierig of the lands of Whin in Slamanan. Registered on the  468th 
and 469th leaves of the said Register 

1711 RS59/12 f 535 Marion Bell relict of William Brown of Seabegs --- liferent in all and haill the lands of 
Lochgreen and Sauchierig with houses [etc] 

1729 SC4/3 Sauchieridge 
c.1755 Roy  Sauchierig 
1767 RHP48422 Sauchie Ridge 
1789 AOS 1571  Speirs of Lochgreen - - mailing of land called Sauchieridge 
1819 AOS 9408 lands of Sauchieridge being part of the lands and barony of Seabegs 
1860 OS Sauchieridge 
1865 SC4/3 Sauchieridge 
SCALMUIR see Scarmuir   
SCARMUIR # FAK NS8176 [1]   NS801764  
   
1715  RS59/13 f 295 David Gilmour in Whitelies having a band of obligation granted be Alexander Baillie of 

Castlecary --- furth of all and haill his lands of Bandomannie Scarmuir and 
Fauchingsheillrige with houses [etc] --- within the Barony of Castlecary paroche of Falkirk 

1736 RS59/17 f 85 precept granted by James Dundass of Castlecarrey --- annualrent furth of all and haill my 
lands of Bandominy, Scarrmuir and Fauchingsheilrig 

c.1755 Roy  Scalmuir 
1758 RHP6103 Scarmuir 
1793 Roy  Sealmuir 
1815 RHP6102 Sealmuir 
 
cf Scar Hill NJ245535; NJ485015; NS745225; NT325225; NX565605 
    Scaur WLO [PNWL 149] 
 Scaurfauld Hill,  ABD 
 
PN&S 48 notes Scar (ON sker)= rock, headland, reef, rocky hill. 
See Gael. sgar 
SEABEGS FAK NS 8179 [1]  NS818795 -  
 
1443 RMS ii 372 [L] Crown confirmation of a letter of assidation [a tak] by John Pertus of Glenkerk in 

favour of Richard Multrare of Markinche of "ane pundis worth of lande of aulde astente of 
my quarter of the lordeschip of Sabeg, liande within the schyrefdome of Striveline, with 
lordschip, curt and playnte and all uthir profitis under erde or above, that afferis to sa mekil 
of the lordschippe for the termys of nyntene yeris, for thre pundis of usuale mone of 
Scotlands to be payit to the said Johne Pertus,   

1478 ADC p 5 Lords of Council decretis and deliveris yat Robert Flemyng sall content and pay to 
Alexander Stratoun of Laurenstoun the soume of 6 merkis zeirly of xij zeris bigane for the 
mailis of the landis of Seybeggis 

1494 ADC Seybeggis in the barony of Stratoun and sheriffdom of Stirling 
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1497 Young 898 21 April 1497. "It is apunctit and concordit betuex Alexander Levingston in Donypace on 
the ta part and George Portuus of Glenkyrke on the tother part .... Forsamekill as the said 
George Portuus has sald and analiit to the said Alexander Levingston all and haill his 
landis of the Seabeggis with their pertinens, liand in the baronry of Straton and within the 
sheriffdom of Striveling, for the sum of ic and tene merkis gold and silver  for the quhilk 
the said George has maid certane irrevocable procuratouris to resigne and ourgiff purlie 
and simply all and sindri his forsaid landis of the Seybeggis with thar pertinens into the 
handis of Alexander Straton of that ilke, his ourlord, in favour of the said Alexander 
Levingston, for heritable sessing ... to be gevin to the said Alexander be his forsaid ourlord, 
and because the said landis are yit unresignit ande that the said Alexander wait nocht 
perfitly gif the said ourlord will resave the sammyn and infeft him in the said landis of the 
Seybeggis ..., tharefor the saidis Alexander and George with ane consent has consentit and 
put in the handis of Andro Moubray, eldar, burges of Edinburgh, the soume of ane 
hundreith and four merkis of the said soume, and as for the remnanent therof quhilk 
extendis to vi merkis the said Alexander has pait and deliverit the sammyn to the said 
George Portuus in noumerit money, the qhuilk Andro Moubray has resavit the said soume 
... to be kepit in his handis in this maner as efter folowis, that is to say gif the said 
Alexander Levingston optenis the favouris of the said ourlord to resave the said resignation 
and gettis the said landis of the Seybeggis ... gevin to him again be the  said ourlord with 
charter and sessing, thane the said Andro Moubray sall incontinent therefter delivere the 
forsaid souime of ane hundreth and four merkis to the said George Portuus to his fre 
disposition, and gif the said ourlord will nocht ressave the foresaid resignation and gif the 
said landis again to the said Alexander Livingston, thane the said Andro Moubray sall 
deliver the forsaid soume ... again to the said Alexander Levingston and he sall deliver to 
the said George Portuus his letter of procuratory quilkis he has gevin him to resigne the 
said landis with, fre unusit, ande the said George sall deliver to the said Alexander at the 
resaving of the said letter of procuratory the said soume of vi merkis quhilkis he has resavit 
in part of payment of the haile soume forsaid but fraud or gile." 

1503 ASP ii xi March Indicates that "Sebegs", which had formerly lain within the jurisdiction of the shire of 
Edinburgh, was from then on to be subject to the sheriff court and justice air of Stirling 

1506 RMS ii 3013 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Stratoun of that ilk, superiorior of the 
lordship of the lands of Seybegis,-[wherein,-for a sum of money payed ...,- confirms 
Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, his heirs and assignees,- two parts of the lands of 
Seybegis, with the mill thereof, and also a 4 merkland of auld extent of Seybegis, which 
was formerly held by George Portuus, annexed to the barony of Stratoun, sheriffdom of 
Edinburgh 

1509 RMS ii 3386 [L] The king grants to Alexander Stratoun,- the lands and barony of Stratoun ... and the feu 
lands of of ..., Seybeggis, Castlecary and Skaithmure, in the sheriffdom of Striveling 

1514 Young 2052 28 July 1514. Simon Lawsoun, as procurator for Alexander Levingstoun of Dunypace, 
resigned in the hands of Andrew Stratoun, tutor of Alexander Stratoun of that ilk, his two-
thirds of the lands of Seybeggis and two-thirds of the mill thereof, with a quarter of these 
lands and mill, in the barony of Stratoune and Sheriffdom of Edinburgh, and sasine was 
given to Mr Alexander Levingstoun, son of the said Alexander.  

1514 Young 2053 The same day the said Andrew Stratoun and Alexander Levingstoun, younger, agreed that 
the foregoing infeftment should not prejudice Alexander Stratoun in the profits of the 
subjects "gif it be fundin efterwart be the lordis of our soverane lordis counsal that the said 
Alexander Stratoun has rycht thairto quill he be xxi yeir of age, be resoun that his fader 
was slane in the feild at Northumbirland with his soverane lordis hienes, be vertu of his gift 
and act maid in Ingland at Twislehauch to the airis of all thame that happin to be slane in 
the said feild." 

1543 RMS iii 2879 [L] The queen confirms a charter of Andrew Stratoun of that ilk,-[which confirms a charter 
in favour of M. Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, and Elizabeth Hepburns his spouse,- 
of the lands of Seybeggis, with the mill, and the advocation of the chapel of St Helene, in 
the barony of Stratoun by annexation ... and sasine given at the Mot of Seybeggis called 
the Turchill 

1553 RMS iv 815 [L] Excambion between George Stratoun of that ilk, and M. Alexander Levingstoun of 
Donypace, of Livingston's lands in Forfarshire for Stratoun's lands of Seybeggis, 
Castellcary, Schaithmuir and Sanc-Helenis-chapell 

1588 RMS v 1595 [L with vernacular section ] the town and lands of Siebeggis and mill thereof, the muir of 
Siebeggis (to wit, begynnand at the burne on the eist callit Rownetrie-burne, ewin upwart 
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eist throw the mos callit the flowmos merchand with the towne and landis of Auchingoine, 
and thairfra dirct wast to the Blakburne merchand with the landis of Cummirnaid) 

1606 CRE Robert Menzies in Seybegs 
1619 RS58/1 f.254v James Scot in Seybeges attorney for Agnes Mershell [endorsement has Nans Merschell] 

and Helena Merschell daughters of Andrew Merschell and Margaret Zoung in Seybegis 
[Nanas and Helena were inheriting lands in Eist Semore occupied by Johne Jak – they must 
have come from their mother – lots of Youngs in Easter Seamore] 

1620 Retour 101 [L] David Levingstoun of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoun of Donypace, his brother, in 
the town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and the muir called Mure of Seybeggis;-  

1620 RMS vii 2134  [L] King consents to the infeftment of David Levingstoun of Donypace, heirs etc., in the 
lands and barony of Seybegis and Craigis .., 

1624 RS58/3 f.231v [L] personally compeared William Schearar – advocate [who appears to be the procurator 
for McGregor] burges of the burgh of [Stirling ] --- Gregor Murray alias McGregor, eldest 
lawful son to the late John McGregor brother of the late Alexander McGregor formerly of 
Glenshay having in his hand the charter of alienation and precept of sasine underwritten 
from David Livingstoun of Donnypaice to the said Gregor Murray alias McGregor --- of all 
the town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and mill-lands and with all and whole the 
muir called lie Muir of Seybegis bounded as follows: “beginand at the burne on the eist 
callit Rowantre Burn evin east upwards throw the mos callit the flow mos marchand with 
the town and lands of Auchingan and thairfra doun west to the Blackburne marchand with 
the lands of Cumbirnald” with houses [etc] [mentions John Campbill, laird of Glenurchay – 
who was brother and heir to Robert Campbell of Glenorchy – RMS vi 1277] [witnesses to 
sasine ] John Hagie, miller at the said mill, George Hendirsoun in Seybeggis, John 
Hendirsoun, his brother there 

 [John Murray,, “formerly called Gregour M’Gregour M’Callum M’Coulechere in the Bray 
of Balquidder” was given a lifetime Letter of Remission from the king in 1614 for his art 
and part in the treasonable burning and homicide upon the house and lands of Aberroughle 
which pertained to Colin Campbell, brother german to James Campbell of Lawers as well 
as other depredations there. It also covered any criminal acts committed prior to these 
events but excluded any against the king’s person, adultery and counterfeiting of money. 
RMS vii 1036] 

1626 Murray   George Grossar in Seabegis 
 Alexander Gilmour in Seabegis 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] M. Alexander Levingston ... lands and barony of Donypeace ... Seybegis and 

Bonymylne, Castelcarie 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.17v Robert Gilmoir in Seybeygis 
1646 RMS ix 1690 James Earl of Callendar 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.63v Robert Marschell in Seybeygis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v Johne Walker in Seybeygis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 John Book in Seybeygis 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.84 James Scott in Seybeygis 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85v William Gilmoir in Seybeygis  
1649 SC67/67/1 f.92 James Baird in Seybeygis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.94v James Trumbill officer of the barroune of Seybeygis 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101 Thomas Fergysone in Seybeygis ... William Johnestoune thair 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.105v William Levingstoune of Kirkland is ressaiveit bailzie of the Barronie of Donypace and 

Seybeygis coniunct with [John] Levingstoune of Kirkland his father in Law …William 
Johnstone ... William Hey ... Thomas Dick ... Alexander Gasser ... Robert Gilmoir ... 
William Gilmoir ... John Book ... Robert Fergysone   George Grosser ... George 
Hendersone ... Janet Small ... Thomas Grahme ... Robert Bairde ... Walter Scott ... Walter 
Scott ... Johne Muirheide ... William Muirheide ... James Wilson ... Alexander Baird ... 
George Muirheid in Geatsyde ... John Walker ... Alexander Reynnie ... Andrew Murheide 
smith ... John Grosser ... William Saweris  

1671 CRS  George Anderson, tailor in Seabegs, parish of Falkirk 
1672 C2/63/92 No.153 Charter to John Brown Writer in Mungall of the barony of Seabegs – all and haill the town 

and lands of Seabegges with mill [etc.] [usual boundaries as given in earlier and later 
charters] --- Also all and haill the lands of Castlecairie with mill [etc.] --- all lying in the 
barony of Donypace --- and of new erecting the lands town [etc.] all lying as foresaid into a 
free barony now and in all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegges ordaining 
the manor place there and built on the lands of Greenhead which place is lying within the 
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said lands and barony of Seabegges above written to be the principal messuage of the 
whole lands and barony of Seabegges and to be the place of sasine now for John Broun and 
in all time coming. 

1682 Retour 287 [L] William Broun of Seabegs, heir of John Broun of Seabegs, his father, in the lands and 
town of Seabegs and the mill;- muir of Seabegs;- lands of Castlecarrie, with mill and muir; 
in the parish of Falkirk and in the barony of Donypace by annexation; - lands of Hieland-
dykes upon the north side of the water of Boine, within the parish of Doneypace and parish 
thereof --- united into the barony of Seabegs 

1682 SC67/67/ ii,  26 John Dick in Seabegs 
1685 SC67/67/ ii,  90 John Muirhead in Seabegs 
1685 SC67/67/ ii,  92v William Broun of Seybegs ... John Broun his father ... [father wrote charters for Wester 

Jaw] 
1686 SC67/67/ ii,  114 John Stevinsone in Seabegs 
1691 Murray   William Brown of Seabegs 
1698 RS83.2.10.81  Duncane Young in Seabegs and Katherine Grosser his spouse 
1708 CRS   John Broun of Seabegs 
1710 RS59/12 f 493v [L] Alexander Baillie of Castlecarry --- Precept of Clare Constat  from Harry Broun of 

Seabegs superior of the lands underwritten --- parish of Falkirk, barony of Seabegs and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1711 RS59/12 f 535 Marion Bell relict of William Brown of  Seabegs --- liferent in all and haill the lands of 
Lochgreen and Sauchierig with houses [etc] 

1717 RS59/13 f 463v [L] personally compeared Charles Heugh writer in Falkirk as attorney for John Baird of 
Muckcroft eldest lawful son to the late John Baird of Muckcroft procreated betwixt him 
and the late Jean Broun his spouse, lawful sister to the late William Broun of Seabegs et 
consobrani of the late John Broun son of the said William Broun and also Janet and 
Margaret Cowie lawful daughters procreated betwixt John Cowie portioner of Bothkennar 
and Janet Broun his spouse and second lawful sister to the said late William Broun et 
consobrini of the said late John Broun As too Elizabeth and Agnes Thomson lawful 
daughters procreated betwixt Alexander Thomson maltster (Polentarium) in 
Borroustouness and Elizabeth Cowie his spouse third daughter procreated between John 
Cowie and the said late Janet Broun filie fratris avie of the said late John Broun and 
Margaret Cleland lawful daughter procreated betwixt George Cleland at Water of Bonnie 
and Jean Cowie his spouse, fourth daughter procreated betwixt the said John Cowie and the 
said late Janet Broun and filie fratris avie of the said late John Broun and John McCalpine 
lawful son procreated betwixt William McCalpine in Airth and Catherine Cowie his spouse 
and fifth daughter procreated betwixt the said John Cowie and the said late Janet Broun 
and filie fratris avie of the said late John Broun With also Margaret Broun relict of the late 
John Cunningham writer at St Ninnians third lawful sister to the said late William Broun et 
filius fratris to the said late John Broun and Barbara Broun relict of the late John Johnstoun  
in Beancross fourth sister of the said late William Broun et filius fratris to the said late 
John Broun and Christian Broun relict of the late Robert Morrison clerk of Falkirk  fifth 
sister to the late William Broun et filius fratris to the said late John Broun --- heirs 
portioner of the said late John Broun of Seabegs in all and whole the lands and barony of 
Seabegs with moors mills tiends as specified in the said precept --- viz the lands and toun 
of Seabegs and the mill as well as the moor of Seabegs bounded vulgarly as follows 
beginning at the burn called Rowantree burn on the east even upward east through the 
moss called the Flow moss marching with the toun and lands of Auchingane  and therefrae 
direct west to the Black burn marching with the toun and lands of Cumbernauld and also 
all and whole the lands of Castlecary with the mill all lying by annexation in the barony of 
Dunypaceand parish of Falkirk and similarly all and whole the lands of Hielandykes --- 
upon the north side of Bonnie in the said barony of Dunypace and parish thereof --- and 
which lands were annexed, united and incorporated into the barony of Dunipace along with 
its other lands barony, lordship and regality but were then incorporated into a free barony 
for all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegs ordaining  the manor place, house 
and edifice of the land of Greenhead which lies within the said lands and Barony of 
Seabegs as the principal messuage of the said whole Barony of Seabegs and which place is 
to be the messuage for the giving of sasine --- sasine given at the manor place of Seabegs 
[witnesses to sasine] George Cleland at pontem de Bonnie 

1717  RS59/13 f 581 [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Broun in 
Seabegs having in his hands a contract of marriage dated 29th March lastbypast between 
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him and Jean Stark lawful daughter to the deceased James Stark portioner of Banknock 
now his spouse 

1718 CRS John Broun of Seabegs, par. of Falkirk T. 26 Nov. 1718  
1719 RS59/14 f 11 the deceast John Broun of Seabegs 
1722 RS59/14 f 378v William Don merchant in Stirling of all and heall the just twenty fifth part of the lands or 

estate of Seabegs Castlecary and Highland Dykes pertaining  John McAlpie Shipmaster in 
Airth --- falling to him as one of the heirs portioner to William and John Broun --- 
[witnesses to sasine] George Cleland son to George Cleland of Faskine, George Henderson 
tennant in Seabegs 

1724 RS59/14 f 511 William Don merchant in Stirling of all and heall Alexander Johnston of Beancross and 
Barbara Broun his mother their fifth part of all and heall the lands and Barony of Seabegs 
Castlecary Highlandykes lately pertaining to the late John Brown of Seabegs and formerly 
to William Brown his father 

1724 CRS Margaret Gilmour in Lochgrean of Seabegs, par. of Falkirk 18 Nov. 1724 
1727 RS59/15 f 78 v compeared upon the lands eftermentioned att the mainor place of Seabegs John Don sheriff 

clerk of Stirling for himself and as procurator for William Don his eldest lawful sone 
holding ane disposition granted by John Baird of Muckcroft eldest lawful son and heir to 
the deceast John Baird of Muckcroft his father who was eldest son to Patrick Baird of 
Muckcroft procreat betwixt him and Jean Broun his spouse, eldest lawful daughter to the 
deceast John Broun of Seabeggs and eldest lawful sister to William Broun of Seabegs as 
heir served and retoured and infeft to John Broun of Seabegs only sone to the said William 
Broun --- all and Heall the mantion house or manior place of Seabeggs, ofice houses, 
yeards, orchyeards, Dovecoat, parks and inclosures --- [fifth part of the barony of Seabegs; 
lands of Castlecary with the mill; lands of Highland Dykes with houses etc --- lying on the 
north side of the Water of Bonnie] 

1729 C2/92/76 John Don of Seabegs  
1729 RS59/15 f 355v John Don of Seabegs and William Don his eldest lawful son of the lands and Barrony of 

Seabegs Castlecarrie and Highland Dicks 
1729 RS59/15 f 370v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned at the manor place of Seabegs 

William Spiers of Lochgreen as actorney for William Don eldest son to John Don of 
Seabegs ---- all and haill the town lands and mill of Seabegs and the lands of Castlecarry 
with the moor and mill --- Damhead Drum Tippet Craig Underwood and Forresters quarter 

1732 C2/93/187 (No.139) John Don of Seabegs and William Don his eldest lawful son  
1737 RS59/17 f 167v [L] Mrs Janet Dundas relict of James Don Sheriff Clerk of Stirling now spouse to Ensign 

James Campbell of the Honourable Lieutenant General Whithams Regiment of Foot with 
consent of her husband and William Don of Seabegs as tutor in law to the children of the 
said deceased James Don 

1739 C2/96/128 Lieutenant David Cunningham 
1740 C2/97/108 Thomas Miller, merchant in Cumbernauld 
1744 CRS John Don of Seabegs, par. of Stirling T. 10 Oct. 1744 
1751 CRS John Don of Seabegs, Sheriff-Clerk of Stirling T. 14 June 1751 
1752 Turnpike William Don of Seabegs 
1752 RS59/20 f 74v David Cunninghame of Seabegs Major in the Castle of Stirling --- all and haill the lands of 

Seabegs Seabegs Miln and Muir thereof with the mAnor place Lochgreen and Sauchierig 
c.1755 Roy  Seabegs 
1764 C2/107/12 (No. 10) Charter to Lord Laurence Dundas of Carse: lands and barony of Seabegs – All and haill the 

town and lands of Seabegs [usual bounds] --- lying in the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling --- which were formerly part of the barony of Dunipace but which were 
disjoined and erected into a free barony called the Barony of Seabegs and sasine to be 
given at the principal manor place of Seabegs or at any other part of the said lands deemed 
sufficient under a charter of the Great Seal in favour of John Brown of Seabegs, Writer in 
Mungal, [lots of exceptions – lands in possessions of others: Damhead, Drum, Tippetcraig, 
Underwood and Forresters Quarter; Lochgreen and Sauchierig; lands of Castlecary and 
Bonnyside and other parts of the lands of Seabegs which pertain to Col. Robert 
Cunningham of Seabegs – but the latter seems to be disponing these lands to Dundas]  

1792 AOS 2362  part of Seabegs called Tippetcraigs 
1796 AOS 3221  part of Seabegs called Glensyards 
1811 C2/144/92 Lord Thomas Dundas, part of Seabegs 
1817 Grassom   Seabegs 
1819 AOS 9408 lands of Sauchieridge being part of the lands and barony of Seabegs 
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cf Barbegs, Galloway [PNG 21] 
 Seafar NS755745 
 
Cf Seabeg, Dunnottar parish KCD.  
SEABEGS FARM FAK NS8279 [1]  NS821793  
 
1860 OS Seabegs Farm 
SEABEG MILL see Bonnymill 
SEABEG MUIR # FAK NS8176 [1]  
 
1588 RMS v 1595 [L with vernacular section ] the town and lands of Siebeggis and mill thereof, the muir of 

Siebeggis (to wit, begynnand at the burne on the eist callit Rownetrie-burne, ewin upwart 
eist throw the mos callit the flowmos merchand with the towne and landis of Auchingoine, 
and thairfra dirct wast to the Blakburne merchand with the landis of Cummirnaid) 

1596 Murray Boyd in Seabegmuir  
1624 RS58/3 f.231v [L with vernacular section ] the muir called lie Muir of Seybegis bounded as follows: 

“beginand at the burne on the eist callit Rowantre Burn evin east upwards throw the mos 
callit the flow mos marchand with the town and lands of Auchingan and thairfra doun west 
to the Blackburne marchand with the lands of Cumbirnald” with houses [etc 

1620 Retour 101 David Levingstoun of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoun of Donypace, his brother, in the 
town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and the muir called Mure of Seybeggis 

1682 Retour 287 William Broun of Seabegs, heir of John Broun of Seabegs, his father, in the lands and town 
of Seabegs and the mill;- muir of Seabegs;- 

SEABEGS PLACE # FAK NS8179 [1] NS818795  
 
1672 C2/63/92 (No.153) Charter to John Brown Writer in Mungall of the barony of Seabegs – all and haill the town 

and lands of Seabegges with mill [etc.] [usual boundaries as given in earlier and later 
charters] --- Also all and haill the lands of Castlecairie with mill [etc.] --- all lying in the 
barony of Donypace --- and of new erecting the lands town [etc.] all lying as foresaid into a 
free barony now and in all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegges ordaining 
the manor place there and built on the lands of Greenhead which place is lying within the 
said lands and barony of Seabegges above written to be the principal messuage of the 
whole lands and barony of Seabegges and to be the place of sasine now for John Broun and 
in all time coming. 

1717 RS59/13 f 463v [L] and which lands were annexed, united and incorporated into the barony of Dunipace 
along with its other lands barony, lordship and regality but were then incorporated into a 
free barony for all future time to be known as the Barony of Seabegs ordaining  the manor 
place, house and edifice of the land of Greenhead which lies within the said lands and 
Barony of Seabegs as the principal messuage of the said whole Barony of Seabegs and 
which place is to be the messuage for the giving of sasine --- sasine given at the manor 
place of Seabegs  

1777 Nimmo the mansion house of Sea-begs 
 
Note: the house is delineated but not named on RHP48422 
SEABEGS WOOD FAK NS8179 [1]  NS815793  
 
1656 RS58/11 f 64 personally compeared ane discreit damsell Agnes Muirheid lawful dochter to Andro 

Muirheid at the Eistend of Siebegwood 
1980 OS Seabegs Wood 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Seabegs Wood 
SEAFIELD  FAK NS8678 [1]   NS867781  
 
1755 Roy   Seafield 
1772 SC1/1/1  that part [of Dorrator] called Seafield belonging to David Ramsay of Seafield 
1781 RHP14345  Seafield 
1784 AOS 486  William Wyse, distiller, Seafield 
1794 AOS 2738  Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie, as heir to James Ramsay, his brother, seised in 

Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield. parish of Falkirk ;- on charter of 
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confirmation & Precect of Clare Constat  by the commissioner of Sir Thomas Dundas of 
Kerse 

1794 AOS 2739  William Forbes seised in Killingswalls and Binnisle now called Seafield. parish of Falkirk 
;- on disp. by Alexander Ramsay, Excise Officer, Leslie 

1819 AOS 9273  lands of Killingswalls and Binnisle, being part of the £5 land of Dorrator which are now 
called Seafield 

1860 OS   Seafield 
1912 CDS13  Andrew Clark1956 Ordnance Survey 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Seafield 
 
Note: ante 1781: the deceased David Ramsay "sometime shipmaster in Leith and thereafter in Seafield" 
SHAWSDAM # FAK  NS8380 [2]  
 
c.1755 Roy  Shaws Dam 
1793 Antiquities Shaws Dam 
 
cf Shawsmill NT2293 
SHEEP PARK # FAK NS8881 [2]    
 
1815 AOS 7818 Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 

Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park 
SHIELDHILL - WESTER    FAK NS8876 [1]  NS884769  
 
1590 Pont Sheelhill 
1617 CRS Robert Morrison in Scheillhill, spouse of Marion Russell 
1617 CRS Andrew Russell in Scheilhill 
1617 CRS Jonet Russell spouse to John Auld in Scheilhill 
1620 RMS viii 383 [L] in the lordship of Callendar 
1620 RS58/2 f.69 [L] Robert Moreisone in Scheilhill, John Auld junior there 
1632 RS58/5 f.361 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wys in 

Kilbayne, portioner of Falkirk and James Wys in Sheilhill his brother german as procurator 
for Margaret Coustoune spouse of the said John, Robert Levingstoune son of Alexander 
Levingstoune of Kirkland and James Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as procurator for 
Elizabeth Wys lawful daughter of the said John Wys and future wife of the said Robert --- 
all and haill --- feulands and west side --- coalworks of Falkirk  with parts portions [etc] 
occupied by James Warden weaver in Falkirk 

1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Scheilhill 
1634 RMS ix 171 [L] Scheilhill (occupied by John and James Auld and John Wyse) 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.9 James Auld in Scheilhill 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.16 James Wyse in Scheilhill James Auld thair 
1643 RS58/7 f.464v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Zoung senior of 

Sommerhous and William junior, his third lawful son --- all and haill that equal third part 
of all and haill the noble lord’s lands of Sheillhill with houses [etc] presently occupied by 
Patrick Zoung lawful son of the said William Zoung senior --- lying in the lordship and 
barony of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling [could this mean that shieldhill 
summerhouse is a transferred name?] 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72v Ordanes the tennentis of Glen Scheilhill and Greincraige to theik the ladiesmylne with 
hedder suffitientlie all at ane tyme and to perfyte the samen betwixt and this dey 15 deyis 
Under the paine of fyve pund that failzies by and attor the theiking of the mylne 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.87v Patrick Young in Scheilhill 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.108 The Quhilk dey James Wyse in Scheilhill in ressaveit and admittit officer of the Barronie 

of Callender Quho hes gevine his othe de fideli administratione as affeiris 
1662 GD171/3924 James Wyse in Sheillhill and Janet Turner his spouse 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.3 Jonet Waddell to John Rankine her sone of her liferent of the half of the toune and lands of 

Sheillhill. Registered on the  21st and 22nd leaves of the said Register 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Sheillhill 
1693 RS83/1 f.41.9 John Young in Sheilhill to James Livingstoune of Westquarter. 165th and 166th leaves 
1693 Retour 315 [L] Sheillhill 
1702 RS83/2/11/87  Euphame [Garvie] relict of John Masteroun of Gairdoch now spouse to James [Alyse] in 

Sheillhill 
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1717 CRS John Arthur  in Sheilhill 
1718 E644/1/14 David Mitchell in Sheillhill of Wadset Duty; John Rankine in Sheillhill of Wadset Duty, 

James Wise in Sheillhill of Wadset Duty 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59 James Wyse in Sheilhill 
1755 Roy Shielhill 
1784 AOS 538 William Forbes – gets Ren. by the Commissioners of George, Earl of Errol, of two third 

parts of Shielhill;- and of 2233 Merks 4s. 6d. Scots, in Con. Wadset between James, Earl of 
Callendar, & James Wise in Sheilhill, & Janet Turner, his spouse, Feb 24 1660; & of 2500 
Merks, in Con. Wadset beteen the said Earl of Callendar and John Auld, younger of 
Sheilhill, & spouse, Nov. 13 1658. G.R. 413.8 

1795 CRS James Fish, manager of the Coalworks at Sheilhill 
1817 Grassom Shielhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Shieldhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wester Shieldhill Lands 
SHIELFAULD # FAK NS8577 [1]  NS854773  
 
1755 Roy Shielfauld 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Sheal Fauld 
 
cf Shielfauld WLO [PNWL 47] lie Scheilfald 1697 
SHORT BUTTS  # FAK NS8881 [1]  NS883812  
 
1662 RS59/1 f.182v tua aikers of land in Falkirk callit the Howbutts and Shortbuts 
1710 RS59/12 f.463 lying in the gate called the Randygate --- another acre bounded as follows called the 

Walker’s Acre --- Item three short butts winding upon the Shorts Butts and the two 
Crooked Rigs --- the Hospital Acre 

1755 Roy Short Butts 
 
SND gives butt, but, a ridge or strip of ploughed land. There is considerable evidence to show that this was the local 
usage 
SHORTRIG  # FAK NS8478 [2]    
 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Schortrig 
1634 RMS ix 171 [L] Greinrig and Schortrig - occupied by John Liddell 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Shortrig 
1723 RS59/14 f.415v Robert Russell of Threapridge --- of all and heall the just and equal fourth part of the lands 

of Greenridge called the Shortridge --- lying within the parish of Falkirk  
1742 RS59/18 f.237 Shortrig being the just and equall fourth part of the lands of Greenrig --- parish of Falkirk  
1787 AOS 1099 Shortrig, parish of Falkirk  
SILVER ROW # FAK NS8979 [1] NS890799  
 
1792 AOS 2254 William Walker in Silver Row 
1805 CRA FA1 7/1 Silver Row 
1832 RHP82796 Silver Row 
1851 CHA a66.142 The meeting agreed that a letter should be written to the Clerk of the road trustees bringing 

under his notice the state of Silver Row and to request that it be put into a proper state as it 
was at present dangerous to passengers especially from the defective state of the side road 
or footpath 

SINGER PLACE # FAK NS8279 [1]  NS825798  
 
1879 Gillespie  p.151 un-named - but see for derivation 
1933-34 PSAS 68 Singer's Place  
SKEW BRIDGE FAK NS9079 [1]   NS906795   
 
This nineteenth century bridge carries the Grahamston railway branch-line over Callendar Road at an oblique angle, 
hence the name 
SKIPONS CROFT NS864803 – Easter     
   NS859803 - Wester 
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c 1790 RHP14360 Skipons Croft - both are enclosures 
SKIPPERTON # FAK NS8178 [1]  NS807786  
 
c.1590 Pont  Skeppirtoun 
1673 RS59/5 f 57v James Scott of Woodend of Seabegs --- Robert Grahame in Skeepertoune 
1711 RS59/12 f 541 [L] Jean Scot spouse to John Gilmour of Forrester Quarter of Seabegs --- lawful daughter 

to William Scott of Skippertown [witnesses to sasine] Walter Aiken wright in Woodhead 
of Seabegs  

1715 Murray Skipperton of Seabegs 
1719 RS59/14 f 79 [L] James Scott eldest son to William Scott of Skeppertoun in Seabegs --- just and equall 

half of his rooms of land in Skypertoun Quarter of Seabegs 
1755 DuPR Scapperton [parish of Falkirk] 
c.1755 Roy  Skipperton 
1759 SC1/1/1 Skipperton 
1767 RHP48422 Scapertoun 
1782 AOS 220 Mary Scott, daughter of William Scott, portioner of Skipperton 
1784 AOS 561 Henry Davidson W.S., seised in Skipperton, Woodend & others, being parts of Seabeggs 

& Muir of Seabegs, parish of Falkirk. G.R. 416.97 
1786 AOS 939 part of Skepperton called Easter Muir Ridges. P.R. 29.197 
1793 AOS 2406 part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1798 AOS part of Skipperton with the Houses called Burnhouses of - 
1804 AOS 4702 part of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS 4702 Easter  Room of Skipperton of Seabegs - part of the Muir & Moss belonging thereto 

called Thorn 
1860 OS Skipperton 
1956 OS Skipperton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Skipperton 
SKIPPERTON MILL  # FAK NS805780 [2]  NS824804 [1]   
 
CHA (MSC project notes): ‘Built in the 1850s this mill was still in use this century. The mill dam is still in existence’. 
SKIPPERTON QUARTER  # FAK NS8178 [1]   
 
1666 RS59/2f 226 Skippertounquarter of Seabegs 
1677 CRS  James Scott, portioner of Skepertoune Quarter of Seabyges 
1719 RS59/14 f 79 [L] James Scott eldest son to William Scott of Skeppertoun in Seabegs --- just and equall 

half of his rooms of land in Skypertoun Quarter of Seabegs 
1781 AOS 90 The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in part of Langtown; parts of 

Woodend in Seabegs, part of Skipperton of Seabegs called Underwood; parts of 
Skipperton quarter of Seabegs, parish of Falkirk; parts of Knowhead, parish of Denny ;- 
parts of Wester Seamore, parish of Denny; Waulkmill of Larbert, - on feu contract between 
him and Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 

1792 AOS 2406 part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair 
1804 AOS 4702 as 1793 sasine - part of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and 

Stockbridgehaugh ... part of Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS Easter Room in Skepperton in Seabegs called Underwood ... Wester Room and Mailing of 

Underwood in Skepperton Quarter of Seabegs 
SLATE CRAIG  # FAK NS9078 [2]     
 
1637 NLS MS9635  Sclaitcraig 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.32v The Quhilk day it is statute and ordanit that no persone nor persones wine any sklettis 

within the Skleatecraige of Halglen in na tymecoming without my lordis licence and 
warrand had and obtenit thairto Undeer the paine of Tuentie pundis money And that nane 
of the sklettis wune within the said craige all readdie and Lying thairintill be transeportit 
furthe thairof under the paine forsaid without Licence as saidis 

SLEDBANK  # FAK NS9081 [2]    
 
1638 RMS ix 806  [L] with the salmon fishing ... from the Sledbank and Pow of Westir Kerse to the eastern 
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boundary of Westir Kerse (which is at the Mumrell-burne-mouth) 
1768 Plan   Slad-Bank Burn 
 
cf Sledbank SD125825 
 Sleddale NZ615125; SD855865 
  Sled Hill NT575705 
SMITHS PARK # FAK NS7977 [1]  NS793774  
 
1815 RHP6102 Smiths Park 
1851 RHP6104 Smithy park 
 
This is part of Castlecary Park. 
SOAPREE  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS883800  
 
1780 RHP695  Soapree 
1781 RHP14345  Soapree 
 
Although this place, strictly speaking, lay outwith the town, being on the west side of the West Burn, it really should be 
considered as an urban name. The soapree lay alongside one of the town’s tanneries and the soap was, presumably, a 
by-product of the tanning industry (lanolin?). The suffix -ree is the same as that found, for instance, in coal-ree. 
SOUTHBANKHEAD # FAK NS8679 [3]    
 
1782 AOS 186  Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, seised in liferent, in Shillingwells 

[recte Killingswells] and Newhouse; Southbankhead, and parts of Tomfour, parish of 
Falkirk – on disp. by Joanna Chalmers, his spouse ; P.R. 27.163 

1798 AOS 3562  Mailling called South Bankhead 
1808 AOS 5956  Killingswalls & Newhouse, mailling or farm called by the country name of South 

Bankhead, and parts of the lands of Tamfuir, which lands are now commonly known by 
the name of Camelon 

 
cf Greenbank in this same area. 
SOUTH PARK # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS853814  
 
c1790 RHP14360 South Park - this is an enclosure 
SPRINGFIELD FAK NS8980 [1]   NS890805  
 
1809 AOS Springfield 
1817 Grassom Springfield 
1832 RHP82796 Springfield 
1860 OS Springfield 
SPRINGWELLS # FAK NS8176 [1]  NS817769  
 
1767 RHP48422 Springwells 
1817 Grassom   Springwells 
1856 CRA SC4/3/2.3406 lands of Moss-side & Springwell, Falkirk parish 
STANDALANE FAK NS8778 [1]   NS875789  
 
1625 RS58/3 f.361 [L] John Fuird in Killingswallis, Robert Fuird in Stanylone 
1635 CRS Robert Fuird in Standthelaine, parish of Falkirk 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v Robert Fuirde in Standtheleane 
1642 RS58/7 f.344 [L] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  
1687 SC67/67/ Standelane 
1700 SC67/67/3 f.43v Standelon 
1718 E644/1/14  Standilane 
1724 SC67/67/6, 49v William Grinlay in Standielane - appears to belong to Bantaskine 
1755 Roy   Standiloan 
1755 GD171/2051  Stand Alone 
1781 RHP14345  Standalone 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Stand a Lane & 18 acres of Carron [recte common] Muir - 78 acres 
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1860 OS   Standalane 
1912 CDS13  Standalane - Thomas Johnstone 
1956 OS   Standalane 
 
cf Standalone WLO [PNWL 11]  
 Standalane NS405425; NT245415; Stand Alane NT005915 
    Standalane, DNB [PNDB 51] 
STANEMYRES  # FAK NS9079  
 
1755 Roy  Stanemyres – Error for Hairmyres 
STENHOUSE FORD # FAK La. NS8882 [1]  NS883824  
 
1761 RHP1552  Stenhouse Ford 
18 c RHP701  Stenhouse Ford 
STEPHENS CROFT # FAK NS8781 [3]    
 
1740 RS59/18 f.52  with free use of road from the high road that goes through the town of Mungall and 

through the land called Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called Stocks --- 
privilidges thereto belonging and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the Green of 
Mungall for building and upholding of his said Coathouse  

1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 
Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 
Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Goosedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden 
of Mungall called the Westpark 

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  

STIRLINGS STEADING  # FAK NS7978 [1]   NS796785  
 
1807 RHP6101 Stirlings Steading - one of the two people in possession of the lands of Castlecary at that 

time was named Stirling. 
STOCKBRIDGE # FAK NS8078 [2]  
 
1785 AOS Stockbridge ... parish of Falkirk 
 
Stockbridge is used of a simple bridge made of a tree trunk. 
STOCKBRIDGE  # FAK FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1699 RS83/2/10/232 Margaret Aiken relict of the deceased Hugh Allan merchant in ffalkirk of Humphrey 

Suords three butts of land lying in the south side of the Stockbridge RS59/10 f.195 – f.196 
1699 RS59/10 f.195v all and haill these his three butts of land lyand on the south side of the Stockbrige bounded 

as follows Viz the lands pertaining to the airs of James Rankine on the east  the lands 
pertaining to Patrick Muirhead on the west The lands pertaining to Thomas Burn on the 
north and the lands pertaining to Alexander Watt on the south pairts and which butts of 
land above specified is ane proper part and portion of his sixtein shilling amd eight pennie 
land of the toun and lands of Falkirk  

1785 AOS 747  John Meek of Campfield, seised in a piece of ground at Stockbridge, parish of Falkirk, on 
disp. by Alexander Nimmo, Maltman, Kills. P.R. 28.501 

 
cf Stockbridge WLO [PNWL 69] 
STOCKBRIDGE HAUGH    # FAK NS8078 [2]  
 
1793 AOS 2406 part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS 4702 part of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part of 

Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
STOCKS   # FAK NS8782 [2]     
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1740 RS59/18 f.52  compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Muirhead holding a disposition 

granted by the deceased Mr David Ramsay of Lethendie and Michael Ramsay his eldest 
lawful son Mungall in favour of the said John  Muirhead with the consent of Isobelle Mary 
and Helen Elphingstone lawful daughters to the deceased Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell 
and Jean Ramsay daughter to him --- these parts and portions of their lands of Mungall 
called called Burns and Stocks with the meadows thereto belonging as they were formerly 
possest by William Muirhead brother german to the said John and the deceased James 
Muirhead of [uncelance] in Tophill --- conform to their tacks bounding therein specified 
and aftermentioned viz. by Millburn on the south and west sides untill it comes to the north 
side of the Stocks and then up along the Dyke or Ditch that marches betwixt the Meanbank 
[and?] Boighill thence threw to the northend of the Meadowland then straight south 
Alexander Suords march until you come to the Millburn on the east parts together with the 
Little Coathouse and yaird thereto belonging in Mungall as property to the said Elizabeth --
- with free use of road from the high road that goes through the town of Mungall and 
through the land called Stephens Croft to the said piece of land now called Stocks --- 
privilidges thereto belonging and specially of casting of feall and Divotts on the Green of 
Mungall for building and upholding of his said Coathouse  

STONYBANK # FAK NS8377 [1]  NS832775  
 
1817 Grassom   Stonybank 
 
Note: this is now South Drum 
STRATH   # FAK NS9079 [1]    
 
1458 RMS ii 606  [L] the Strath [a pendicle of Callendar] 
1688 Retour 310   [L] Strathforrest [recte Strath, Forrest) 
1594 RMS vi 118  [L] Alexander Lord Levingstoun ...;- Reddend. for the castle of Callender and the £20 land 

of auld extent of the barony of Callender (viz. the Strath, wood of Callender of £5 extent, 
half of the town of Falkirk at 5 merks, the two Carmwris at 10 merks, the two 
Auchtengevanis with the Glen at 5 merks, the Eister Jaw at 2 ½ merks auld extent) 

1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Straith-Forrest of Callendar [recte Straith, Forrest] 
 
STRONOCH BURN NS809791 etc.   
 
1770 RHP704  Tronack Burn 
1793 AOS 2406  part of Skipperton quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part 

of Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS 4702  part of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs called the Blair and Stockbridgehaugh ... part 

of Skipperton at the Tronach burn, with the Lintmiln thereon 
1804 AOS 4702  Stronoch burn near where it enters the Canal Bridge adjacent to Skepperton 
1810 AOS 6389  Stronoch burn  
 
cf Strone NO4260; NJ5813 
SUMMERFORD  # FAK NS8679 [1]    
 
1784 AOS 574  Lillias Wallace, spouse of Walter Ferrier of Sommerford, seised in Glenfuir or 

Sommerford in liferent. P.R. 28.276 
1788 AOS 1400  part of Bantaskine adjoining to Sommerford  
1793 GD 171.2645  Walter Ferrier of Somerford 
1799 AOS 3774  in parts of Dorator, formerly called Tamfour afterwards Glenfuir and then Sommerford 
1800 IRGS 131.122 Walter Ferrier of Sommerford 
1860 OS   Summerford  
1956 OS   Summerford2001 OS Explorer 349 Summerford 
 
SUNNYBRAE  # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS874802  
 
1860 OS   Sunnybrae 
SUNNYSIDE  FAK NS8780 [1]   NS877805  
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1482 SProt p.53  Elizabeth Levingstoun, spouse of Robert Calentar of Dinate [recte Dorator], daughter and 

one of the heirs of of the late John Levingstoun of Athingrye [Auchingray?], swore not to 
revoke the alienation made by her to John Bros of Stanehous of her half of the lands of 
Sunneside 

1803 AOS 4528   Suniside  
1817 Grassom  Sunnyside 
1860 OS   Sunnyside 
1879 Gillespie p.361  Sunnyside 
 
Cf Sunnyside WLO [PNWL 70] 
SWANRIG  # FAK NS8877 [1] NS888778  
 
1781 RHP14345  Swanrig 
 
cf Swinerig 
SWINEDYKE  # FAK NS9179 [1]   NS914799  
 
1638 RS58/7 f.148v Robert Watt in Suyndyk  
1644 SC67/67/1 f.37v  The quhilk day compeirit John Gib in Smalburne and confest ane trublance with Robert 

Wat in Swyndike and of stryking and hurting of him and blooding of him upone the lug 
and is unlawit thairfoir in 50 lib. 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.46 Robert Hart in Swynedyke 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85v Robert Wall [recte Watt] and Edward Walker in Swynedyke 
1660 RS58/12 f.265 Jon Gib in Swyndyke 
1660 RS58/12 f.321v Johne Gib in Swynedyke 
1755 Roy   Dyke 
1783 AOS 430  James Leishman, Smith, Laurieston, seised in part of Swinedyke, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 

28.82 
1817 Grassom 
 
Retained: Swinedike Plantation 
 
Note: The 7 c Annals of Ulster use the term Cladhana Muiche, ‘dyke of the swine’, for the Antonine frontier.cf Sowen 
infra. 
 
This probably has OE *swin, ‘a creek, a channel’ cognate with MDu. Zwin, ‘inlet, creek’. (EPNE ii) 
 
Cf Swineabbey WLO [PNWL 111] – SEE! 
SWINERIG  # FAK NS8378 [2]    
 
1590 Pont   Suynsrig 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Swynrig 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Swynerig (occupied by Alexander Turnoure) 
1688 Retour 310   [L] Swynrig 
1693 Retour 315  Swynrig 
 
cf Swanrig 
SWORDS WYND  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1735 RS59/17 f.20v Bailley Swords Close 
1754 RS59/20 f.249 all and haill these the said John Hopekines his house upon the south side of the High Street 

of Falkirk and west side of the closs called Baillie Swords Closs 
1788 AOS 1266  Baillie Sword’s Close 
1803 AOS 4537  Swords Close 
1860 OS   Swords Wynd 
Love i p.43   One of the oldest family names to be found in ancient documents relating to Falkirk is that 

of “Sworde”. Others show the Swordes to have been possessed of considerable property in 
town and district and one of them to have held honourable positions. James Sworde was 
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Procurator-Fiscal of the Regality of Falkirk in 1641, and was holding the office in 1648; 
John Sworde, Baillie of the Regality court, was sworn and admitted an elder of the Parish 
Church in 1669; he died December 1696; his wife’s name was Christian Dun ... The Wynd 
or “closs” lying on the south side of the High Street and running in the same direction to 
the Howgate, or what was anciently known as the “Burnegait” had the Swordes as 
residents there in 1654, as we find from a Sasine or feu charter by David Livingstoune of 
Pantaskine, with consent of Helen Elphingstoune his spouse, to Robert Levingstoune, 
portioner of Falkirk and Elizabeth Wyse, his spouse. Two hundred years ago it was known 
as “Baillie Sword’s Close” and  was so named, no doubt, as being the residence of the 
Baillie whom we have just mentioned. In 1698, Humphrey Sword, portioner of Falkirk, 
disposed of the property in Sword’s Close or Wynd to Thomas Muirhead of West 
Boreland and it became known as West Boreland Close, but the name did not come to stay. 
Love i p.44 It is right to state that in a “Plan of Falkirk” issued in 1832 by the late Mr 
Alexander Black “Sword’s Wynd” was designated by mistake as “Bantaskines Wynd”. 

TAMFOUR  # FAK NS8679 [1]   NS865797  
 
1588 RSS viii 2225  Precept for a charter of confirmation on a charter by Alexander levingstoun, fiar of the 

lands underwritten, with the consent of William, Lord Levingstoun, his father ... Duratour, 
... the lands of Thomfour and the lands occupied by James Wyse. 

1590 Pont   Tomfour 
1610 Retour 70  [L] John Syme, heir of John Syme in Bothkenner, his father, in an annual rent from the 

lands of Tamfour and Newhous, in the barony of Callender 
1611 Retour-S 370  [L] Mr William Drummond, heir of lord John Drummond of Hawthornden, knight, his 

father, -in that part of the lands of Duratour known as Thomefoure and Newhous, in the 
barony of Callendar  

1617 Murray      William Burns in Thomfour 
1630 RS58/5 f.71v  [L] John Lowrie, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow --- precept of Sasine --- all and haill 

the lands of Duratour, Tamfoure and Newhous with manor place, houses [etc] --- lying in 
the barony of the said noble earl  of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1639 SC67/67/1 f.4  William Burne in Thomefuir 
1642 RS58/7 f.344  [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

now of Langtoune son and heir of the late James Levingstoune – Precept of Clare Constat 
of all and haill the half the rents of the forty six pound three shilling and fourpenny land of 
the lands of Thomfur and Newhous lying in the lordship and barony of Callander within 
the sheriffdom of Stirling with other rents and tiends of the said lands commonly called 
Thomfure, Newhous and Killingiswallis – and also the all and haill the lands called  the 
Maynes of Durator [witnesses to sasine] Robert Fuird in Standthelane  

1646 RMS ix 1690  [L] Tamfour - within superiority of Callendar 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Calander eldest 

lawful son of Lord William Callander of Durratur with Norman Levingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk as baillie for James Earl of Callendar as superior of the lands underwritten – all and 
haill the lands of Durratur comprehending lie Manes of Durratur, lands of Killingswall, 
Thomfur and Newhous with all other pertinents [also given as Tamfower] 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.83 James Burne in Thomefuir 
1663 RMS xi 432  [L] Thomfour 
1670 CRS   Robert Leishman in Tamffour 
1688 Retour 310   [L] lands of Eister and Wester Pantaskines;- lands of Langtoun, Thomfuir, Durratur, 

Newhouse, and Killingswalls 
1688 RS83/1 f.18v.10 William Drumond of Hawthornden of the lands of Tamfur and house New House of 

Dorator. Registered on the  323rd and 324th leaves of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – of 
Hathorenden nephew of lord William Drummond of Hathornden 

1688 RS83/1 f.18v.11 Laudievick Callander of Dorator of the said lands of Tamfure and Newhouse. Registered 
on the  324th leaf of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.57v.2 Lodivick Callendar, oy and air of tailzie and provisione to the deceast Lodivick Callendar 
of Dorator, his guid syr procreat betwixt John Willisone, portioner in Edinburgh and Jean 
Callendar, eldest lawful daughter to the said Lodivick who in all tyme thereafter is ordaned 
to be called Lodivick Callendar, and the airs male lawfully to be gotten of his body – of all 
and heal the lands of Dorator comprehending the Maynes of Dorator, the lands of 
Killingswalls, Thomfour, & Newhouse – and that portion of the muir of Callendar lying 
betwixt the Glen and the Cleugh. Registered on the  347th and 348th leaves of the said 
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Register 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.27 Thomas Robertson in Thomfour 
1743 RS59/18 f.313 Thomas Robertson tenant in Tamfour  
1753 RS59/20 f.173 Compeared James Stark of Stonridge having a contract of few made and presented betwixt 

James Burns of Dorator, one of the Clerks to the Bills of Session, and the said James Stark 
whereby for the sum of fiftein pounds Scots of fewduty payable at Martinmas yearly the 
said James Burns sold and disponed to the said James Stark in liferent and John and James 
Stark his two eldest sons in fie equally betwixt them heretably and irredeemably --- all and 
whole ane acre and ane rood of ground being  part of  Tamfour lands Bounded with Two 
march stones set upon the land the burn or strip which divides Pantaskine from Tamfour 
upon the south  three march stones set upon the west and the Kings high road  upon the 
north parts lying withing the parish of Falkirk --- Janet Crawfurd spouse to the said James 
Stark 

1755 Roy   Tomfour 
1784 AOS 461  Walter Ferrier of Sommerford, seised in part of Tamfour called Glenfuir; and part of the 

Muir of Callendar, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 28.126 
1788 AOS   Tomfower 
1799 AOS   in parts of Dorator, formerly called Tamfour, afterwards Glenfuir & then Sommerford 
1801 AOS 4068  south side of the High Street of Camelon being part of the lands of Thomfour 
 
cf Pitfour NO195205; Achafour NS115705; Trinafour NN725645. 
TAMFOURHILL  FAK NS8679 [1]   NS862796  
 
1632 RMS vii 1976  Tomefuirhill 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Thomefourehill (occupied by John Leischeman) 
1637 NLS MS9635  Tamfourhill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.75 John Leischmane in Tamfourhill [see James L., in Er. Auchengean] 
1688 Retour 310   [L] Thomfuirhill 
1755 GD171/2051  Tamfarhill 
1860 OS   Tamfuirhill 
1912 CDS13  Tamfourhill - Andrew Barrie, farmer 
1956 OS Tamfourhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Tamfourhill 
TAMMY MILLS WELL # FAK NS9179 [1]    
 
1781 Love i p.15  The earliest record we have found of the name is August 1781. We are credibly informed 

that in granting liberty to build property in Laurieston at the present day one of the 
privileges conceded by the superior is that of drawing water from Tammy Mills Well. 

TENTFIELD  FAK NS8579 [1]   NS850799  
 
1817 Grassom  Tents 
1837 AD14/37/203  Precognition against Thomas Kelly, Archibald Nimmo for the crime of stouthrief, and theft 

from lockfast places at Tentfield, Tamfour Hill, Falkirk 
1860 OS   Tentfield Plantation 
1956 OS   Tentfield Plantation 
 
This name has to be compared with “Field of the Tents”, Shieldhill, for both commemorate the presence of the great 
cattle trysts in this area. The Shieldhill example is the original site of the Tryst, while this one was an interim site prior 
to that at Larbert. 
THORN # FAK NS8078 [1]  NS802782  
 
1804 AOS 4702 part of the Muir & Moss belonging thereto [Er. Room of Skipperton of Seabegs] called 

Thorn 
1808 AOS 5865 piece of ground or muir called the Thorn on the east side of the lands of Castlecary with 

the cut or piece of the south side of the Moss 
THORN   # FAK NS9080 [1]        alkirk 
      NS905809 - WESTER 
      NS911811 - EASTER   
      NS908808 - MIDDLE   
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1590 Pont Thorne 
1619 RS58/1 f.221  George Bell burgess of Linlithgow and David Livingstoun servant to Lord William 

Menteith de Cars knight --- Mariote Glen spouse of the said George and Patrick Hamilton 
in West Kers baillie in that part – that 8 oxgang of land of the barony of the said William 
Menteith de West Kers  ---  4 possessed by John Gilmore and Alexander Gairdner lying in 
that part commonly called the Thorne and 4 occupied by Robert [Fynestoun] lying at the 
west end of the toon of West [sic] in the said barony de Kers  [wit] Alexander Hamiltoun – 
James Layng – Robert Gairdner my servants 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.43 Alexander Monteathe in Thorne 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56 Alexander Monteathe zungar in Thorne of Westkerse 
1663 CRS   Alexander Monteith in Thorne of West Cars 
1684 RS59/6 f.479v David Robert in Thorne of West Kerse  
1688 RS83/1 f.19.15 Helen Sympsone, spouse to John Robertsone in Thorn of Westkerse of the fourth part of 

the lands of Candie. Registered on the  335th and 336th leaves of the said Register 
1700 RS59/10 f.254 John Robertsone in Thorne of Westkers  
1717 CRS   Robert Cowie in Thorne of Kerse 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61v Robert Cowie in Easter Thorn of Kerss 
1731 RS59/15 f.589v compared James Heugh tenant in Thorn as attorney for Mr James Graham of Airth --- all 

and haill these parts and portions of the barony of Kerse commonly called the Thorn 
extending to thirty oxgangs and thirty falls of land with houses [etc]  

    [there appears to be a charter under the Great Seal] 
1753 RS59/20 f.104v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Taylor journeyman 

wright in Falkirk as actorney in the name of Laurence Dundas of Kerse and also 
compeared John Crawford square wright in the town of Falkirk as baillie having in his 
hands a feu contract and disposition granted by Mr Robert Bruce of Kennet advocat in 
favour of Laurence Dundas [he had acquired it from Dundas a few months earlier] --- all 
and haill that room and lands called Wester Thorn formerly and now called Thornberry --
- and all and whole these thirteen acres of arable land which was sometime a part of the 
lands and room of Middle Thorn sometime  joyned to the said room and lands of Wester 
Thorn with part and portion sometime of the lands and barony of Kerse for]erly posssest 
by Agnes Dick and htereafter by the umquhill John Watt [and Janet Adam his widow – 
earlier latin charter] by a separate tack commonly called the Thornfold now extending to 
five acres one rood and twenty eight falls of land and which formerly a part of a room that 
was called Orchyardesid [Orchyeardend in previous charter] lying upon the [blank] side of 
the foresaid lands of of Wester Thorn being divided therefrom by a stank [stagnum in 
previous charter] and the ditch and then a part thereof  --- lying in the parish of Falkirk and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and bounded as follows Viz the common loan leading from the 
mansion house of Kerse to the town of Falkirk on the south – a part of the lands of 
Randyford and a part of the lands of Dalders on the west – apart of the lands of the foresaid 
barony of Kerse possest by William Cowie on the north and another part of the lands of the 
foresaid barony of Kerse on the east and all the said bounding surrounded by water ditches 
(per aquarium stagne)  

1755 Roy   Thorne 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse ;- Wester Thorn or 

Thornberry; parish of Falkirk ;- part of Middle Thorn - GR 451. 256 
1817 Grassom  Thorn 
1860 OS Easter and Mid 
 
See also Mid, East and West Thorn, Thornberry and Thornhill 
 
cf  Thorn NN9223; NS3748; NS4444; Hard Thorn NX9577;  
     Carsethorn, Galloway [PNG 62] 
THORNBANK  # FAK NS8980 [1]     
 
1832 RHP82796  Thornbank 
1860 OS   Thornbank  
THORNBERRY  # FAK NS9080 [1]  NS905809  
 
1753 RS59/20 f.104v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Taylor journeyman 
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wright in Falkirk as actorney in the name of Laurence Dundas of Kerse and also 
compeared John Crawford square wright in the town of Falkirk as baillie having in his 
hands a feu contract and disposition granted by Mr Robert Bruce of Kennet advocat in 
favour of Laurence Dundas [he had acquired it from Dundas a few months earlier] --- all 
and haill that room and lands called Wester Thorn formerly and now called Thornberry  

1755 Roy   Thornberry 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse ;- Wester Thorn or 

Thornberry; parish of Falkirk - GR 451. 256 
THORNBUTTS  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1668 RS59/3 f.138v butts of land in Falkirk callit the Thornebutts and two pieces of land in Falkirk callit the 

South Braes and North Braes 
1702 RS59/11 f.98  all and haill these three buts of land in Falkirk called Thorn Butts and two pieces of land 

called South and North Braes lying on the west side of the said town of Falkirk  
1708 RS83.12.2.315 [L] commonly called the Westport of Falkirk with the lands called the Kilnhill, 

Thornbutts, South and North Braes 
THORNFAULD  # FAK NS8780 [1]     
 
1765 RHP6111  Thornie Fauld 
1803 AOS 4503  the lands of Thomfauld [recte Thornfauld] lying at Camelon consisting of ½ acre and 11 

falls with the House thereon 
THORNFOLD  # FAK NS9080 [3]    
 
1753 RS59/20 f.104v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Taylor journeyman 

wright in Falkirk as actorney in the name of Laurence Dundas of Kerse and also 
compeared John Crawford square wright in the town of Falkirk as baillie having in his 
hands a feu contract and disposition granted by Mr Robert Bruce of Kennet advocat in 
favour of Laurence Dundas [he had acquired it from Dundas a few months earlier] --- all 
and haill that room and lands called Wester Thorn formerly and now called Thornberry --- 
and all and whole these thirteen acres of arable land which was sometime a part of the 
lands and room of Middle Thorn sometime  joyned to the said room and lands of Wester 
Thorn with part and portion sometime of the lands and barony of Kerse for]erly posssest by 
Agnes Dick and thereafter by the umquhill John Watt [and Janet Adam his widow – earlier 
latin charter] by a separate tack commonly called the Thornfold now extending to five 
acres one rood and twenty eight falls of land and which formerly a part of a room that was 
called Orchyardesid [Orchyeardend in previous charter] lying upon the [blank] side of the 
foresaid lands of of Wester Thorn being divided therefrom by a stank [stagnum in previous 
charter] and the ditch and then a part thereof  --- lying in the parish of Falkirk and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and bounded as follows Viz the common loan leading from the 
mansion house of Kerse to the town of Falkirk on the south – a part of the lands of 
Randyford and a part of the lands of Dalders on the west – apart of the lands of the foresaid 
barony of Kerse possest by William Cowie on the north and another part of the lands of the 
foresaid barony of Kerse on the east and all the said bounding surrounded by water ditches 
(per aquarium stagne)  

 
THORNHILL  # FAK NS8981 [1]  NS893810  
 
1783 AOS 304  William Greig of Thornhill, seised in parts of Dalderse called Grahamsmuir and 

Longbottom, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 27.368 
1801 AOS 4252  lands of Thornhill, parish of Falkirk  
1801 AOS 4253  in the House of Thornhill, offices and garden thereto belonging, & the Green consisting of 

between 2 and 3 acres round the house – and the lands of Thornhill 
1817 Grassom  Thornhill 
1860 OS   Thornhill 
1912 CDS13  Thornhill - William S. Barr 
1928 Love IV ii P.47 We now deal with the mansion-house of Thornhill and its proprietors and occupants since 

1783, giving some notes regarding their descendants. The house stands within its own 
grounds and lies almost due west from Forganhall and is also erected on the lands of 
Dalderse. The first mansion-house of Thornhill of which there seems any record was very 
different from the present one, which was erected in its stead in 1851-52 by the late Mr 
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Alexander Macfarlane. The present house stands about thirty yards from the site of the old, 
which stood near the north-west corner of the garden wall. It was a house of no 
pretensions. devoid of all ornamentation, and bore no date. The first occupant of whom we 
have any knowledge is William Greig who seems to have become prprietor in 1782 

 
Retained: Thornhill Road 
THORNIEBRAE  FAK NS8879 [2]   
 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk --- lands called the Killhill 
with houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the 
foresaid lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the 
town of Falkirk  

THORNIE DYKE  # FAK NS8680 [1]    
 
1790 RHP14360  Thornie Dyke 
THREE BRIDGES  FAK NS8580 [1]   NS856808  
 
This was a local landmark created by three adjacent railway bridges crossing the Falkirk-Bonnybridge road. The central 
one carried the main railway line from Galsgow to Perth, the easternmost carried the branch line to Grahamston and 
Polmont, while the remaining one bore the branch line to Denny. All three lines converged at Carmuirs West Junction. 
While the last of these has been demolished for several years now but the name persists and is now used to name a 
roundabout in the area. 
TILLFAULDS  seeTillyflats  
TILLYFLATS  # FAK NS9180 [1]   NS914806  
 
1731 RS59/15 f.666  Tilliflats 
1739 RS59/17 f.395 James Morrison tennant in Tilliflats, James Morrison tennant in Hairmyres 
1755 Roy   Tillfaulds 
 
cf Tillyfauld ABD 
 
Note: 1845 Stat. Acc.2 I. 135: A tusk of a Mammoth was found, nearly five feet long, about twenty-five feet under the 

surface of the ground, firmly imbedded in blue till, or tilly clay. 
TIPPETCRAIG FAK NS8377 [1]  NS832771    onnybridge 
 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.42 John Muirheid in Tippetcraige 
1645 GD1/529.245 Tippitcrage 
1652 RS58/9 f 106v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Muirhead in 

Tippetcraige --- all and heall the roume and lands of Whytrashes presently possest and 
occupyed be Thomas Broune taksman thereof with houses [etc] lying within the regality of 
Callender and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Murehead in Drum 

1657 RS58/11 f 230v In the name of god so be it Be it knowine to all men be this present public instrument tha 
tupon the threttie ane day of December the yeir of god 1657 yeirs in presence of me notar 
public witness wnderwritten Comperit personalie upon the ground of the landis 
wnderwritten discreit persones John Muirhead in Tippetcraig and Marion Walker his 
spouse having and holding in their handis ane certaine heritable band conteining thairintill 
the precept of seasing heirefter inscrivit and grantit to thaim be Robert Burne younger of 
Falkirk and Thomas Burne his laufull sone and heir and for the sowme of seven hundreth 
Scots merkis guid and usuall Scots money borrowit frae be the said Robert Burne and his 
sone--- annualrent furth of land in Falkirk  

1664 CRS  James Wilson in Tipit Craig 
1666 RS59/2f 186 James Muirhead of Tippitcraig  
1698 RS83.2.10.48  [L] John Muirhead, eldest lawfull son to the deceased John Muirhead in Tippetcraig of 

Seabegs of that part and and portion of the lands of Tippetcraig by precept of _Clare 
Constant_ executed be Seabegs to him as superior ... and produced by James Miller 
[sheriff] officer. [RS59/10 f 47] 
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1736 SC4/3 Tippetcraig 
c.1755 Roy  Tippetcraig 
1767 RHP48422 Tippetcraig - thumbnail sketch of house 
1791 GD171/3996 Minute of sale by daughter of deceased John Muirhead of Tippetcraig to William Forbes 

of Callendar of the lands of Tippetcraig 
1792 AOS 2362  part of Seabegs called Tippetcraigs 
1817 Grassom   Tippetcraig 
1820 RHP14348 Photostat copy of plan of middle division of Callendar estate, between Tippetcraig and 

South Bantaskine 1820 
19 c RHP48949 Photocopy Sketch plan of area between Jawcraig and Garberthill Moss showing names of 

owners and lands let to Mr Smellie on a mineral lease at Threaprig, Craigend and 
Tippetcraig early 19th century 

1860 OS Tippetcraig 
1912 CDS13 Tippetcraig  - Peter Finlay 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Tippetcraig   
 
cf Tippet Knowes WLO [PNWL 149] 
 
Note: there is a geological sill running through here. 
TODHILL  FAK NS8880 [1]   NS882806  
 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.50 George Durhame, gardener at Todshill 
1755 Roy   Todhillock 
1780 RHP6114  Todhill 
1781 RHP14345  Todhill 
 
cf Todhill LRB; Todhill NS4343; NS5356; NT3504; Todhills NJ6460; NO4239 
 Todlaw NT6419; Todlaw Wood NJ6953; Todslack NX9594Tods Plantation NJ4860 
 Todshawhill NY2393Toddley Hill NJ7433Tod Knowes NS5441Todholes NJ3632 
 Tod Rig NT4202; NT4220; NT7042; NT7942Todhillrig NT8443 
TODHILLOCK  see Todhill  
TOLBOOTH  # FAK NS8879 [1]  NS887799  
 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.20v Tolbuithe 
1663 RS59/1 f.328  the houses biggins and lodgeings yairds and pertinents thair propertie to the said Lord 

Alexander Levingstoune of Almond whairof one of the saidis lodgeingis wes formerly 
called the Tolbuith of Falkirk and ane uther is the same which is now building and now 
completlie edified is now callit the Tolbuithe thairof 

TOLBOOTH STREET FAK NS8879 [1]  NS887799  
 
1832 RHP82796  Tolbooth Street 
1860 OS   Tolbooth Street 
TOLBOOTH YARD # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.106v Tolbuithe zairde 
TOLL PARK  # FAK NS9079 [1]  NS903797  
 
1783 GD171/2081  Toll Park 
 
cf The Pikes 
TOMCURR  # FAK NS8779 [1]  NS871795  
 
1590 Pont   Tom Curr 
1633 CRS   George Brockhouse in Tamcure, parish of Falkirk 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v Alexander Brockhous in Tamcur 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.91v Alexander Brockhous in Tamcurre 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.109v Robert Marschell in Tamcwire 
1655 RS58/9 f.279v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten George Turnare in Wester 

Aughinegivine --- charter of alienation from David Livingstoune of Pantaskene --- all and 
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haill that roume and melling of the lands of Wester Pantaskene called Tamcurre presentlie 
possessed be Alexander Brockhouse thair lyand and bounded as follows Betwixt the land 
of Easter Pantaskene on the east The lands callit Glenrige on the south Landis of 
Dorratoure callit Keillingsewallis on the west and the lands of Wester Pantaskene on the 
north of the march the stains affixit on the north pairtis thairof  togidder with the just fourth 
of the moss of Wester Pantaskine callit the Hen Moss with houses [etc] 

1673 RS59/5 f.103v Andrew Forrester in Tamcure with Helen Marshell his spouse 
1689 SC67/67/  Thomcurr 
1718 E644/1/14  Tamcurr 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.32 Alexander Brockhouse in Thomcur 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.49v John Cowie in Thomcurr .... Bantaskines grass roum called Thomcurr 
1755 Roy   Thomcurr 
1755 GD171/2051  Thomcurr 
 
cf Tomcur ABD; Tullochcurran NO065605  
TOPHILL   FAK NS8780 [1]   NS876804  
 
1575 RH6/2366  George Calendare, shoemaker in Taphill, Thomas Callendar, his son. 
1619 RS58/1 f.203  [L] James Callender in Tophill 
1637 RS58/7 f.45  [L] James Callander in Tophill 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.10 Alexander Callender in Taphill 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15v James Callender in Tophill 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.25 Alexander Callender in Tophill - see for assault 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.34 Alexander, James and William Callenderis sones to James Callender in Tophill [see for 

assault by them] 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.54v William Callender in Tophill - see for assault 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101v George Callender in Tophill 
1658 CRS   George Callender in Taphill 
1682 CRS   William Callender in Tophill 
1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 

Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himself lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1749 RS59/19 f.318v that part and portion of Mr Michael Livingstoun his lands of Pantaskine called Tophill 
with houses [etc] with the liberty of casting fail and divots upon the muir of Pantasken and 
freedom of wayes and pasadges to and from the samen for repairing and maintaining the 
heall houses thereof  

1724 SC67/67/6 f.39v Robert Murehead in Tophill 
1740 RS59/18 f.52  the deceast James Muirhead of [uncelance] in Tophill  
1749 RS59/19 f.318v Thomas Johnston indweller and Riding Post in Falkirk and Francis Black his spouse --- 

these five acres of land being parts and portions of the deceased Mr Michael Livingstones 
lands of Bantaskine called Tophill --- lying in manner following viz: The common way or 
loan leading to Mungle on the west and north parts The lands belonging to James Willsone 
on the east and the kings highway on the south parts --- with a proportional part of the the 
Muir of Bantaskine 

1752 Turnpike  that a Turnpike gate and tollhouse be erected on the Tophill near to half a mile west of 
Falkirk in order to levie toll from those who carry victuall from the saltpow at 
Abbotshaugh to Cumbernauld 

1753 RS59/20 f.129v Alexander Muirhead innkeeper at Tophill 
1755 Roy Taphill 
1785 AOS 683 parts of Bantaskine called Tophill. G.R. 423.264 
1787 AOS 1193 Thomas Smith of Parkhouse – part of Tophill < Adam Livingstone of Bantaskine 
1793 AOS 2601 in a park called Tophill with part of the muir of Bantaskine 
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1794 AOS Tophill Bridge - see Gardner’s Acre 
1800 AOS 3899 Pantaskine or Bantaskine, comprehending Tophill and Lymielands, & Wester & Easter 

Meadows of Bantaskine, b. of Callendar. G.R. 616.233 
1860 OS Tophill 
1879 Gillespie p.73 Tophill 
TOPHILL BRIDGE # FAK NS8780 [1]    
 
1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 

Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himself lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1794 AOS 2842  in a pendicle of Dorrator at Tophill Bridge called Gardners Acre 
TOPHILL BURN  FAK NS8780 [1]  
 
1715  RS59/13 f.263 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Robert Muirhead in 

Tophill holding in his hands a disposition granted be Ludovick Callander of Dorator 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and consent of John 
Willison in Dorator his father and James Willison writer in Edinburgh his second lauful 
brother --- all and heall that pendicle of the five pound land of Dorator commonly called 
Garners Aiker presently possest and occupied by the said Robert Muirhead himself lying 
within the paroche of Falkirk and shire of Stirling at Tophill Bridge as the same is 
presently meithed and marched with Tophill Burn on the south the way leading from the 
Bridge to Stirling on the west and the balk and merchstones whereby the samen is meithed 
and marched from the other lands of Newhouse on the north and the Cru[t-]e of the said 
Tophill Burn on the east part thereof 

1723 Kirkland  Tophill Burn 
1767 SMEATON  Tophill Burn 
TOPHILL CROFT  # FAK NS8780 [1]  NS878803  
 
c 1780 RHP6114  Tophill Croft 
TRONOCH BURN see Stronoch Burn  
TROUGRIG # FAK NS8877 [1]    
 
1755 Roy   Trougrig 
TRUMP FOLD  # FAK NS8580 [1]  NS859806  
 
c 1790 RHP14360 Trump Fold 
TURCHILL see Courthill   
TURFRIG # FAK NS8877 [1]  NS881773  
 
1633 Wilson  James Whyte in Turfrig 
1648 RS58/8 f.336v [L] opposite the west side of the foot of the hill [collis] commonly called the Sheiphous 

Know– to the east end known as the East Hip of the Turfrig  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8v Robert Anderson in Truffridge 
1755 GD171/2051  Turfy Ridge 
1781 RHP14345  Turf Rig 
UNDERWOOD FAK NS8079 [1]  NS808790    Bnnybridge 
 
1683 RS59/6 f 399 [L] John Muirhead in Underwood of Seabegs --- the just and equal half of hes roomes of 

land pertaining called the Underwood of Shepertoune with the equal half of the houses 
builded thairupon 
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1686 RS83/1 f.9v.3  Jonet Gilmuir, [RS59/7 has – daughter of John Gilmuire in Rigend] spouse to George 
Murehead of the equall half of his toune of  Underwood of Seabegs. Registered on the  
149th leaf of the said Register.  

1700 RS59/10 f 259v William Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Seabegs  
1707 RS59/12 f 168-169 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Helen Muirhead eldest lawful 

daughter to William Muirhead portioner of Underwood --- contract of marriage with 
William Muirhead eldest lawful son to James Muirhead of Loanhead  

1710 CRS  Thomas Clark in Underwood of Seabegs 
1714  RS59/13 f 152v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned William Gilles as baillie in that 

part to William Muirhead eldest lawful son and heir to the deceased George Muirhead 
portioner of Under the Wood --- contract of marriage between William Gilles and Jean 
Gilles only lawfull daughter to the deceased John Gilles of Neitherwood --- in all and 
whole the just and equall half his roum of Under the Wood of Seabegs --- barony of 
Seabegs and parioche of Falkirk  

1733 RS59/16 f 266v John Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Seabegs 
1736 SC4/3/1 Underwood 
1737 RS59/17 f 176 Underwood of Skeperton 
1745 RS59/18 f 475 John Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Skipperton Quarter of Seabegs  
1781 AOS 90 The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in part of Langtown; parts of 

Woodend in Seabegs, part of Skipperton of Seabegs called Underwood; parts of 
Skipperton quarter of Seabegs, parish of Falkirk; parts of Knowhead, parish of Denny ;- 
parts of Wester Seamore, parish of Denny; Waulkmill of Larbert, - on feu contract between 
him and Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 

1804 AOS 4702 Easter Room in Skepperton in Seabegs called Underwood ... Wester Room and Mailing of 
Underwood in Skepperton Quarter of Seabegs 

1860 OS Underwood 
1912 CDS13 Underwood – Wilson 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Underwood House 
 
cf Above the Woods 
VICARS STREET  FAK NS887801 [1] NS887801  
 
1575 RSS   Vicaris Lonyng 
1625 RS58/3 f.335  [L] Alexander Hamiltoune in Falkirk  --- Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter, baillie in 

that part for earl of Linlithgow --- said Alexander having a charter of alienation of all and 
haill those four acres of lands lyingon the north side of the road known as the Randygait, 
where of one part is occupied by Robert Galbraith, another by Patrick Moungall in Falkirk, 
a third by John Zoung in Falkirk and a fourth by Robert Grahame there, and also those two 
pieces of land commonly called lie [buttis] of land of the foresaid lands of Falkirk lying at 
[apud] the bottom of [fundem] the loan known as Loneviccarie and occupied by John 
Muirheid lying within the houses of the noble earl of Callendar and those of the foresaid 
earl Alexander  of Linlithgow [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Livingstoune of Pantasken, 
John Wys in Kilbane 

1631 RS58/5 f.161  [L] compeared Alexander Hamyltoun in Falkirk  and Henry Livingstoun there as baillie for 
the Earl of Linlithgow  with a Precect of Clare Constat from the Earl of Linlithgow 
granting those four acres of the lands of Falkirk known as lie Ranygait with the pertinents -
-- and also 2 perticatis of land commonly  lie  buttis of land of the lands of Falkirk lying at 
the end of the loan known as Loan Vicaries 

1700 RS83/2/10/352  Alexander Auld in Dalderse and John Auld his son --- part of Grahams muir called 
Houmuir --- the loan called Vicars Loan RS59/10 f.285 – f.286 

1709 RS59/12 f.412v all and haill his four aikers of land lying next adjacent to the west syde of Vicars Loan as 
the same are presently possest be Hugh Dalziell and Alexander Adam tennents thereof 
bounded as follows viz. the said loan on the east The Gleib on the south The lands 
belonging to the heirs of Alexander Livingston of Millhills on the west and the lands 
belonging to John Gaff merchant in Falkirk on the north 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.27  James Mitchell in Viccars Loan 
1790 AOS 1865  Alexander Kidston, Brewer, Falkirk --- in a Tenement in Vicars Loan 
1795 AOS 3038  5 butts and 2 riggs of land on the north side of Randygate and east side of Vicars Loan, 

parish of Falkirk  
1832 RHP82796  Vicars Loan 
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1859 OS   Vicars Lane 
WAGON ROAD # FAK NS8280 [1]  NS825802  
 
1847 RHP6129 Waggon Road - This ascended Cowdenhill from Bonnyhill Road to serve a wharf on the 

Forth and Clyde Canal 
WAGON ROAD  FAK NS8881 [1]  NS886814  
 
1913 OS   Waggon Road 
1984 OS Waggon Road  
 
This is known locally as “the back waggon” and marks the former track of the tramway leading from Carron Iron 
Works to the Forth and Clyde Canal 

WALKER BRAE  # FAK NS8582 [1]  NS853820  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Walker Brae 
WALKERS ACRE  # FAK NS8980 [1]    
 
1710 RS59/12 f.463 lying in the gate called the Randygate --- another acre bounded as follows called the 

Walker’s Acre --- Item three short butts winding upon the Shorts Butts and the two 
Crooked Rigs --- the Hospital Acre 

1800 AOS 3930  3 acres on the north side of the Randygate of Falkirk including the Walkers Acre being 
part of the town and lands of Falkirk  

WALLACRE  # FAK NS8880 [2]    
 
1695 RS83/1 f.68.2  ane aicker of land callit the Wellaicker lyand upon the north syde of the toune of Falkirk 
1782 DFM  lying on the north side of the Randiegate, whereof two riggs of one of the said acres called 

the Well Acre lies at the side of Grahams Muir, on the east side of the loan called Viccars 
Loan 

1789 AOS 1458  Wallacre and part of Boddam on the north east side of Falkirk 
1800 AOS 4008  an acre of land called the Wall Acre lying on the north east side of the Town of Falkirk  
WALLHILL  # FAK NS8977 [1]    
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Halglen and Valhill, lying in the south side of the stream of Halglen  
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Walhill; Welhill 
1635 RMS ix 171  Wellhill (occupied by Andrew Gray and Alexander Weddell) 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.23 James Flyming in Wallhill 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.44 The quhilk day James Flyming in Wallhill is ressavit and admittit officer to that ffourtie 

schilling land of Dalquhairne Holhous Dykeheidis and Balquhatsteane [puts doubt on 
whether this is the correct Wallhouse] 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.45v The quhilk day John Bryssone in Woodend and Andrew Grey in Wallhill is decernit and 
ordanit to pey equallie betwixt them to Robert Russall in Halglen The sowme of Tuelff 
pundis for thair pairts of tua muskettis with powlder Ball and matche furnischit furthe be 
him at the first and second levies 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.97 Andrew Grey in Wallhill 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 William Menzies in Wallhill 
1674 CRS   William Menzies in Walhill 
1688 Retour 310  Wellhill 
1693 Retour 315  Wellhill 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.52 John Martin in Wallhill 
1755 Roy   Wallhill 
1755 GD171/2051  Wallhill 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Wall Hill 
1817 Grassom  Willhill 
WALLS FAK NS7877 [1]  NS790782  
 
c.1755 Roy  Walls 
1807 RHP6101 Wall Steading 
1815 RHP6102 Walls 
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Corresponds with Castlecary Roman Fort 
WALLS CROFT # FAK NS7978 [1]  NS795783  
 
1815 RHP6102 Walls Croft 
 
cf Walls infra 
WALTON FAK NS7977 [1]  NS792772  
 
1450 RMS ii 353 [L] The king grants to Stephen Scot and his heirs,-the lands of Castelcary, and of 

Weltoune, sheriffdom of Striveline;-which are in the kings hands through the forfeiture of 
the late Robert Levingstoune in the last Parliament at Edinburgh because of high treason 
and the crime of les majestie - given as "burgess of Linlithgow" in index - note Robert, son 
of Henry of Manerstoun 

1491 RMS ii 2048 [L] The king confirms a charter of 1485 by Alexander Stratoun lord thereof,-[which 
confirms an entail of a charter of Henry Levingstoun of Myddilbynning,-(wherein - ... with 
the consent of Margaret Levingstoun, his wife, grants to his son Patrick Levingstoun - the 
lands of Castlecary and the Weltoun, in the barony of Stratoun ... and also with a tower 
and fortalice and mansion to be newly constructed by the said Henry in the lands of 
Weltoun 

1631 RS58/5 f.142 [L] Henry Livingstoune now of Castelcarie son and heir of the late Alexander Livingstoune 
of Castelcarie his father with a precept of sasine from David Livingstoune of Donypace of 
all and whole the lands of Castelcarie and Weltoune with the tower, fortalice and manor 
place with houses [etc] 

1635 RS58/6 f 223v all and haill his lands of Cassilcarye and Waltoun  
1677 RS59/5 f 409 lands of Over and Nether Castellcarreys Over Easter and Wester Walltownes with the 

milne milnelands and multures with the castell toure fortalice manour pleace houses 
biggings yeards orchyeards woods fishings coalles coallheughes lyme lymestone mosses 
mures medowstofts crofts  

1687 RS83/1 f.12.10 [L] Margaret Bailzie, spouse to John Bailzie of Castellcarrie - annualrent out of the lands 
of Easter and Wester Waltounes & other lands within the said barony of Castelcarie. 
Registered on the  205th and 206th leaves of the said Register  

1710 RS59/12 f 493v [L] Alexander Baillie of Castlecarry --- Precept of Clare Constat  from Harry Broun of 
Seabegs superior of the lands underwritten --- late John Baillie of Castlecary his father --- 
in all and whole the lands of Over and Nether Castlecarry, Over, Easter and Wester 
Waltowns with the mill and mill lands and with the castle tower fortalice and manor place 
--- parish of Falkirk, barony of Seabegs and sheriffdom of Stirling  

c.1755 Roy  Walton 
1758 RHP6103 shows Walton Steading at c 790768 
1815 RHP6102 shows Walton Steading at c 790768 
1817 Grassom   Walton 
1912 CDS13 Walton - John Jarvie 
1956 OS Walton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Walton Farm 
 
cf Walton, Carriden parish [PNWL 33]; NT2090; NS3577; NS4855 
WARDS # FAK NS7976 [1]  NS795769  
 
1758 RHP6103 Wards  
1770 GD173/1/2 Wards 
1817 Grassom   Wards 
WATERCRAIGS # FAK NS8277 [2]  
 
1644 CRS  Alexander Jervey in Lough-green, in that part of the land there called the Wattercraigs, 

parish of Falkirk 
 
cf Tippetcraigs 
WATERFURS  # FAK NS8880 [3]    
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1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 
Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 
Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Gossedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden of 
Mungall called the Westpark  

1815 AOS 7818  Mungal now called Merchiston Hall comprehending: - Coatlands –  the two Water Furrs - 
Loanend - Crofthead – Stephens Croft -  Goosedubs -  Sheep Park  

 
cf Running Fur, Bothkenner parish and Furrs, infra 
WATER OF BONNY FAK NS8481 [1] NS845814 [confluence with River Carron] Bonnybridge 
 
c.1590 Pont  Bony R. 
1595 Murray  Water of Bonnie 
1637 RS58/7 f 81 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Scot at Water 

of Bonie and Malcolm Scot in Seymoir and John Russall in Westerjaw, baillie in that part, 
James Adie in Jawcraig, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten, Katherine Russall, 
his spouse, John and William Adie, their sons --- Walter and Malcolm in all and whole the 
lands of Jawcraig [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Russall in Thrieprig  

1643 SC67/67/1 f.32v Walter Scot at Watter of Bony 
1644 MGC p.579 Noats of Lennox and Stirlinshyr gotten fra Gentlemen of that countrey 15 May 1644. The 

springs of Kelvyn river cum from above Colyam Cast in Sterlinshyr. hard by on the north 
hand is the Catlin burn another spring, and to the south hand another more up then 
Achinvoyl, whilk is very neer the head of the water cald Bony which falleth doun to 
Dunipace.  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.94 Walter Scot of Watter of Bony 
1685 SC67/67/ ii,  87v John Auld at Watter of Bonnie ... David Muirhead, late indweller there 
1687 SC67/67/ ii,  145v John Gilchreist in Loanhead produced brief for serving him heir to James Gillchreist of 

Watter of Bonie his father 
1688 SC67/67/ ii,  160v Helen and Agnes Gillchreist, daughters to umquhill James G., at Water of Bonie, Thomas 

Hanna merchant in Falkirk, Thomas Gillchreist in Eastborland and John Gillchreist in 
Burnsyde their tutors 

1690 RS83/1 f.26.10 James Gilchrist sone to James Gilchrist at the Watter [of] Bonie. f 489 
1718 E644/1/14  George Cleiland at the water of Bony 
1723 SC67/67/ vi 29 George Cleland at Water of Bonnie 
1767 RHP48422 Barony of Seabegs 
1786 AOS 1000 part of Water of Bonny, & parts thereof called the Acre, head of the Acre, Guilsey Butts, 

Catherines Haugh, Meadow and Meadow Butts. P.R. 29.270 
WATERSHAUGH  # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1739 VR   Watershaugh - appears to be with Dalderse 
1800 AOS 3917  John Meek of Campfield . in a park of land now called Waters Haugh Park ... being part 

of the 16s 8d land of Falkirk 
WAUKMILL OF CARMUIRS  # FAK NS8581 [3]    
 
1755 GD171/2051  Wake Miln Land 
1761 CHA CS96/2 15. As also that mealling of land called Panmeadow and that piece of land called Walk Miln 

Lands also formerly possessed by John Brown and William Cuthhill, by tack dated 5 & 21 
Oct 1761. 

WEE ROW  # FAK NS8881 [1] NS886816 [1]   
 
1902 RHP49783   Site plan of old houses called Wee Row at east end of David's Loan, Bainsford 2. Plan of 

houses and ground at east end of David's Loan, Bainsford 
1908 RHP49784   Feuing plan (in pencil) of old houses [Wee Row] at east end of David's Loan, Bainsford 2. 

Blueprint duplicate of no.1 
WEITLANDS  # FAK NS8880 [1]  NS884803  
 
1654 RS58/9 f.277  furth of his lands of Falkirk --- pertaining to him lyand on the north syde of the toune of 
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Falkirk and in the part called Weitlands all lyand within the toune and territorie of Falkirk  
1657 RS58/11 f.230v annualrent furth of land in Falkirk --- lyand in the Weitlands  
1675 RS59/5 f.196v [L] annualrent furth of the lands of Normand Livingstoun lying  ex lateri sertentrionali 

urbis regalitatis de ffalkirk with another called the Whytlands 
1685 RS83/1 f.2. 2  Jean Cunningham spouse to James Leishman in Falkirk  of the said James his houses and 

yeard lying on the south of the street of Falkirk with his tuo rigs of land lying in the Wester 
Weittlands. Registered on the  8th and 9th leaves of the said Register 

1690 RS83/1 f.27.4  James Burn in Abbotshaugh - annualrent out of the aikers in Falkirk called the Weittlands. 
Registered on the  505th leaf of the said Register 

1696 RS83/1 f.72v.2 Margaret Livingstoune spous to Alexander Livingstoune of Mylnhill - annualrent – and 
half aiker of land called the Weit Lands. f.483 – f.484 

1699 RS83/2/10/145 lands of Falkirk in that part called Weitlands RS59/10 f.128 – f.129 
1699 RS59/10 f.132 these three rigs of land of their sixteen shilling eight pennieland of their few lands in 

Falkirk on the north syde of the toune of Falkirk in that part called Weitlands --- lyand 
betwixt tua green balks bounded as follows lands pertaining to Normand Livingston of 
Mylnhills on the east The lands pertaining to John Cuthill on the west The Glyb of Falkirk 
on the south and Grahames Muir on the north 

1699 RS83/2/10/171  Alexander Watt maltman in Falkirk off Humphrey Suord portioner of Falkir of his aiker of 
land in that part called Weitlands. 

1754 RS59/20 f.205 half acre of land in Wetlands on the north side of the town of Falkirk  --- together with the 
piece of meadow land in that part called the Newk Meadow  

1776 DFM p.72  Weitlands 
1781 AOS 34  James Scott, son of William Scott, mason, Parkfoot, as heir to Agnes Muirhead, his 

mother, seised in part of Weetlands & Neukmeadow, parish of Falkirk – on bond by John 
Muirhead, merchant, Falkirk to John Muirhead, merchant there – P.R. 26.452 

1781 AOS 63  William Gibb, portioner, Kirknows, seised in pieces of ground in Westlands, parish of 
Falkirk 

1782 DFM  Weetlands 
1783 VR   Wetlands 
1784 AOS 520  John Meek, surgeon, Falkirk, seised in part of Weetlands called Newmeadow, parish of 

Falkirk. P.R. 28.235 
1788 AOS 1420  Wester Weitlands, parish of Falkirk  
1798 AOS 3654  Weetlands ... part of the 16s 8d land of the Town and lands of Falkirk 
1800 AOS 3916  2 portions of land called Hectors Brae & Wester Wetlands & 2 tenements of land and 

houses & yard adjacent thereto on the South side of the High Street of Falkirk  
1831 [Love ii p.220]  The first to break ground for building purposes in Hope Street was Mrs Isabella Risk or 

Sworde, relict of Andrew Sworde, farmer and brewer, Munglehead. In 1831 Mrs Sworde 
seised “in the pro indivisio” half of 2 acres of land on the north sid eof  Falkirk in that part 
called the Weitlands with the headrigs thereto” 

1860 OS   Weitlands 
1879 Gillespie p.128 Weitlands 
 
cf Wetshot MAS; Wheatlands FAK  
    Wheatacres WLO [PNWL 98-9] Weytakre 1426; Weitacre 1567 
WELL ACRE  see Wall Acre  
WELL BOGS  # FAK NS8880 [3]    
 
1782 DFM  3 butts of land on the north side of Falkirk in that part called the Meadowlands with that 

portion of meadow lying in the head of the said 3 butts called the Well Boags 
1797 AOS 3392  John Williamson, Bleacher, Falkirk, seised in 3 Butts of land on the North side of Falkirk 

in that part called Meadowlands, & portion of Meadow on the head of the said 3 Butts 
called Wellbogs 

WELLBRAE  # FAK NS8879 [2]     
 
1721 RS59/14 f.275 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Grant lorimer in vario 

Sacello --- John Burn of Kirkcowes in Vario Sacello writer having a charter from James 
Livingstoun of Westquarter in favour of the said John Burn --- all and whole the lands 
called Rybrae lying on the south side of the town of Falkirk --- lands called the Killhill 
with houses [etc] --- the Thorniebrae, Back and Fore Braes and Well Braes --- all of the 
foresaid lands lie on the south and north sides of the King’s Highway and in and around the 
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town of Falkirk  
WELLBRAEHEAD # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1750 RS59/19 f.408v all and haill these three rudes of land with the houses lately built thereon lying on the 

Braehead on the east side of the road that leads to Kilns Well Falkirk  
1752 RS59/20 f.44v half ane acre of land upon the north side of the Burgh of Falkirk at that part called the Well 

Braehead 
1806 AOS 5222  the Wellbraehead on the North side of Falkirk  
1811 AOS 6769  A. Glen ... seised in ½ Acre of land at the north side of Falkirk at that part called the Well 

Braehead being part of the 16s 8d land of the Burgh lands of Falkirk 
 
Note: the 1811 Sasine would seem to imply a location close to the Steeple on the north side of the High Street.  
WELL PARK  # FAK NS8877 [1]  NS883776  
 
1781 RHP14345  Well Park - field name on Glen Farm 
WEST BORELAND CLOSE  see Swords Wynd     
WEST BRIDGE  # FAK NS8880 [1] NS884801  
 
1860 OS   Westburn Bridge 
1879 Gillespie p.128 Westburn Bridge 
WEST BURN  FAK NS8880 [1]  
 
1652 RS58/9 f.44v  [L] and  Westburne of Falkirk on the west 
1723 Kirkland  two small rivulets called the East and West Burns 
1860 OS   West Burn 
WEST END  # FAK NS8677 [2]    
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Westend of Glenrig 
1688 Retour  Westend  
WESTER CROFT  # FAK NS8581 [1]  NS859811  
 
1621 RS58/2 f.188  [endorsed “renunciation or ratification be Alexander Livingstoune in favour of Agnes and 

Margaret Livingstoune his sisters of certain ---- in Falkirk etc.”] ---  In and to all and haill 
tua fyftene pairtes of the landis and toune of Falkirk, viz, of the tenement West Croft --- 

c 1790 RHP14360  Wester Croft 
WESTERGLEN  FAK NS8777 [1]   NS874774  
 
1590 Pont   Wr Glen 
1604 CRE   John Muirheid in Wester Glen 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Westir Glen 
1620 RMS viii 383  Westir Glen 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Wester Glen (occupied by Andrew Merschell) 
1817 Grassom  South Glenrig 
1860 OS   Westerglen 
1956 OS   Westerglen 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Westerglen 
WESTERHOUSE  # FAK NS8480 [1] NS841804  
 
1817 Grassom  Westerhouse 
1852 Stuart  Westerhouse 
WESTER KIRKSTYLE see Kirkstyle – Wester 
WESTER MEADOW FAK NS8979 [1]   NS898791  
 
1781 RHP14345  Wester Meadow - part of Callendar Policies 
WESTER PARK  # FAK NS8481 [1]  NS842810  
 
c 1790 RHP14360  Wester Park 
WESTFIELD  NS906804  
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1775 VR   Westfield 
1817 Grassom  Westfield 
1860 OS   Westfield 
1971 OS   Westfield 
WESTFIELD  FAK NS9080 [1]   NS821743  
 
1817 Grassom  Westfield 
1956 OS   Westfield 
WEST KERSE  FAK NS9180 [1]   NS911809  
 
1289 HDS i p.129   Among the signatories of the Treaty of Salisbury were Patricke de Graham, Johan de 

Strivelyn de la Cars and Johan de Calentir. 
1357 RMS I App.1, 125 [L] Charter to John of Menteith and Marjory Stirling, daughter and heir of the late John of 

Strevyllyn, sheriff of Clackmannan and Lord of Cars of Stirling 
1382 APS i 554  Robertus Dei gracia rex Scotorum, omnibus probis hominibus totius terre sue, clericis et 

laicis, salutem. Sciatis nos dedisse, concessisse et hac presenti carta nostra confirmasse 
Willielmo de Menteth, filio et heredi Mariote de Strivelyn, filie et heredis quondam 
Johannis de Strivelyn, militis, omnes terras et tenementa baroniarum nostrarum de Wester 
Kerss et de Alueth, cum pertinentiis, infra vicecomitatum de Strivelyn 

    Robert, by the grace of God king of Scots, to all good men of all his land, clerics and 
laymen, greeting. Know that we have given, granted and confirmed by this our present 
charter to William de Menteith, son and heir of Mariota de Stirling, daughter and heiress of 
the land John de Stirling, knight, all the lands and tenements of our baronies of West Carse 
and Alva, with the pertinents, in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1469 SProt p.1  John of Menteith of Kerse 
1475 SProt   William Menteith of Westkers and Malcolm Forrester of Torwood presented before the 

sheriff, Alexander Forrester of Erthbeg and Thomas Menteith, brother of the said William, 
for slaughter of William Bartoun. 

1478 SProt   In a court of the barony of West Kerse, held by Alexander Forrester of Erthbeg, depute of 
William Menteith of West Kerse, wherin is held an inquest on the lands of Mugwel at the 
instance of Robert Forrester of Litil Kettilston, who is subsequently seised in the lands. 

1488 ADC 101 + 133  William Menteith of Kers 
1495 Pitcairn i 1, p.98 William Menteth of the Kerse, Archibald of Menteth, his brother, Alexander Menteth “for 

thaim thair kyn and frendis on the ta parte, and Robert Broisse of Arthe, Alexander, Lucas 
and Robert Broisse, for thaim and brether, kyne and frendis one the tothere parte”, bound 
themselves to abide by the Sentence of the Lords of Council, “tuiching the making of 
amendis for the slauchter of umquhile Johne the Broise of Arthe, and tuiching the making 
of amite, luf, and tendirnes to be haid betuix the pairties, in tyme to come.” 

1504 RMS ii 2801  [L] A charter of Sir William Mentieth of Kerse  ... lands of Pettyntoskane, in the barony of 
Calendar which Henry Forestar and Agnes Forest his wife resigned reserving the free 
tenement to Henry and Agnes 

1508 RMS ii 3305  [L] The king grants and quit claims to Sir William Menteith of Kerse, and his heirs,- the 
land sand barony of West Kerse, both those held in propriety and those in tenantry, viz. the 
lands of West Kerse with the tower, fortalice, manor, yards, orchards, fishing of yairs, and 
all other fishings pertaining thereto in both salt and fresh water, ..., lands of Monguellis and 
Randifurd, with the common outsetts dependant and pertinent whatsoever within the 
kingdom; which feu the said William holds of the king in chief, specifically West Kerse 
with the tower &c., in propriety and the residue in tenantry, and as a consequence of major 
parts thereof having been alienated has returned to the king’s hands for inspection, and 
which the king, for good service, has re-incorporated into the free barony of West Kerse 

1509 RMS ii 3414  [L] Sir William Menteith of Kerse, lord of the barony thereof ... Robert Menteith his son 
1521 RRS i 339  Ane lettre maid to Johne Striveling of the Keir, knycht, his heirs and assignais ... of the gift 

of the proffitis of all and sindry the tenandriis and baroniis of West Kers and Alweth with 
their pertinentis ... unto the lauchfull age of xxi zeris of William Menteith zoungare 
pronevoy [great-grandson] to umquile William Menteith of West Kers 

1524 RSSRS I 3339 Ane lettre maid to Johne Striveling of the Keir, knycht, his heirs and assignais ... of the gift 
of the proffitis of all and sindry the tenandriis and baroniis of West Kers and Alweth with 
thare pertinentis ... unto the lauchfull age of xxi zeris of William Menteith zoungare 
pronevoy [great-grandson] to umquile William Menteith of West Kers 
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1526 RSS i 3575  Ane letter to Agnes Forest relict of umquhile William Sinclair ... of the gyft of the warde of 
viii oxingang of land of Mungellis with the pertinents pertening to hir in conjunct feftment 
in the barony of Kers ... quhilk warde ... pertenit to John Striveling sumtyme of Keir, 
knycht, and now pertenis to our soverane lord be resoun of eschete through forfatour led 
upon him for crimes of treason and lese majeste committit be him. 

1528 RMS ii 710  [L] King grants to William Menteith of Kers,- 2 oxgangs of Dalgrane, occupied by John 
Gardiner, in the barony of Bothkenner 

1542 RMS iii 2828  [L] Confirmation in favour of William Mentieth of Kerse,- the lands and barony of Kerse, 
with the tower and fortalice thereof and the salmon fishing upon the water of Carrone, viz. 
the lands of Westir kerse, Ovir and Nethir Mongwaill, with the mill, holdiings &c. and 
fishing upon the water of Carrone, lands of Rannyfurd .... to be held by William and his 
heirs male, which deficient, Robert M., his uncle and heir, which def., James M., in 
Saltcotis and heirs, which def., John M., in Alveth and heirs, which def., William M., son 
and heir of the late Patrick M., of Randyfurd and heirs., which def., Alexander M., at 
Polmonth-mylne and heirs, [later names three daughters of William: Helene, Elizabeth and 
Jonete] 

p. 1547 Menteith  Robert Menteith , of Kerse and Alva; died after 5 Dec  
Robert succeeded his nephew as heir male and of tailxie. On December 5, 1547, he was 
infelt on a Retour as heir of William Menteith, his brother William's son. His issue carried 
on the main line until 1531, when his descendants sold Kerse. His male heirs were extinct 
about 1673. Source: The Red Book of Menteith, Vol. 1, p. 461 
Father: William (Sir) Menteith baron of Kerse and Alva 
Mother: Helen Bruce of Airth 
Marriage 1 Marjorie Lawson , of Humby 
Children John (Sir) Menteith , of Kerse 

1549 Sinclair’s Practicks 497. Act of Pinkycleuch hes na place quhair the deid promeist to leve frelie the tak and 
possessioun at the eschew thairof. And als allegit in pari causa iudicatum fuisse in causa 
moderne junioris domine de Kers etc., relicte quondam Willielmi Monteathe de Vest Kers 
qui obiit in dicto conflictu de Pinkyecleuch 

    The xxix martii anno 1549 (quia 25 die huius mutatur annus): 
The lady Cars and hir thre dochteris on that ane parte and the auld lady Cars on that uther 
part wes callit for doubill poynding be certane tenentis of certane terce landis of the auld 
lady, set in tak to umquhile William Monteith in Cars the [young] uther ladeis husband for 
all the dayis of his lyfe, quha deceissit at Pinky the x of December anno 47. The young 
lady allegit that the tenentis sould answer hir and hir barnes of the males of thai landis, 
becaus sen hir husbandis deceis scho and thay wer in possessioun thairof be vertew of the 
act maid at the feild: that the wyf and barnes of thame that thair deceissit suld bruik all 
takkis that thair husbandis wer in than, for fyve yeiris thaireftir. 

 
    The auld lady allegit: thai landis pertenit to hir in terce, and the 

tak wes set be hir to the said William with that claus that thai landis at his deceis suld 
returne frie agane to hir, and scho to haiff thairto full frie regres and ingres siclyk any tak 
had nevir bene maid. And thairfoir it wes contrair the deidis mynd that scho suld now vant 
the land. And that speciall provisioun could nocht be tane away be the act followand. 

 
    Replicat the young lady: The act of Pinky Cleuch wes intendit to 

protect the wyfis and barnes of all men that happinnit to deceis thair, and sua suld haif 
effect in that cace. For that act can haiff na effect bot in prejudice of thame that aucht to get 
the landis. And that that claus culd nocht nor sould nocht stope the act, quia etiam non 
expressis verbis tacite inesset huic actui quia in omnibus assedationibus terre libere 
revertantur ad dominum assedantem. Ita censetur in partes tacite agi et decursis annis 
assedationis (ut predicitur). Et de iure expressio eorum qui tacite insunt, nihil operatur. 
Quod si illa clausula haberet obstare acto, sequeretur actum semper fore frustra, et ex eo 
uxores et liberos occisorum nunquam consequi posse assedationem quinque annorum 
secundum tenorem eiusdem. 

 
    Omnes domini me et Roberto Carnegy excepto, decreverunt hanc 

clausulam obstare acto in hoc casu; et hoc causante voluntate defuncti quia per expressam 
illam clausulam videtur voluisse terras reverti ad veteram dominam post mortem suam. Et 
ideo contra voluntatem ipsius uxorem et liberos non posse pretendere virtute acti novam 
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assedationem quinque annorum, secundum tenorem eiusdem et preceptum dicti acti et dicti 
Willielmi morte in dicto conflictu de Pinkycleuche. 

.  
1550 Foulis 74   Robert Menteith of West Kerss ... William, son of Robert 
1552 RMS iv 716  [L] The Queen grants to John Menteith, son and heir apparent of Robert M., of Kers, ands 

and barony of Westir Kers 
1565 RMS iv 1644  [L] The Queen grants to John Menteith, son and heir apparent of Robert M., of Kers, in 

life rent, and William Menteith, his son and heir apparent in fee,- lands and barony of 
Westir Kers 

1569 RH6/ 2151  Instrument of Redemption under the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks furth 
of the Tempill lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it to be 
lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said annual 
rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

1572 FM a43.15  Thomas Bruce of Lethbertschelis bailif in that part of John Robesoun burgess of Edinburgh 
gives Sasine (having in his hands a precept of Sasine of the lands underwritten with the 
seal and subscription mannual of the said John along with the seal and subscription of Janet 
Livingstoun his spouse drawn by the late David [Laurie?] notary public) to an honourable 
man Alexander Bruce of Airth and Janet Livingston his spouse, in life-rent and John Bruce 
their son and his heirs of 13/4 of the lands of West Borland 3/- of the lands of Eist 
Boreland and 6/8 of the land of Burnsyd. Wit. William Menteithe, laird of West Kerse, 
Edward Bruce in Moungall, Robert Zoung of Bordland, David Livingston in Litil Denny, 
 Robert ? in Denny, Thom Bard in Denovan, and James Cuthill. 26 Jan.1572. Alexander 
Robesoun, N.P. 

1580 GD124/15/13  Letter to the Earl of Mar from William Mentethe [Monteith] of the Karss. Has sought 
favour for two years and now, through Robert Menteyth of Vestirquarter, offers himself to 
be judged for all actions and offences allegedly done to the Earl. Desires to be esteemed 
one of the Earl's dependers. [HMC, 32 (abstract).] 7/4/1580  

1580 GD124/7/19   Ticket by William Mentethe [Monteith] of Karss  stating that he is willing to come into the 
will of [the Earl of Mar] for all that may be laid to his charge, and that he is willing to 
make his dependence on [the Earl's] house above all houses in Scotland. c1580  

1585 RMS v 787  [L] William Menteith of West Kers 
1585 RMS v 943  [L] John Menteith of Kars 
1594 RMS vi 96  [L] William Menteith of Kers and Anna M., his eldest born lawful daughter [she is 

marrying Walter Dundas] 
1596 RMS vi 546  [L] John Menteith, fourth lawful son of William M., of Kers 
1598 RMS vi 657  [L] William Menteith, [and Margaret Hepburne, his wife] son and heir apparent of Lord 

William M., of Kers ...,- lands and barony of Wester Kers [mentions Lady Helene 
Menteith, mother of Lord William] 

1602 RMS vi 1368  [L] The king confirms a charter of John, Lord Abirnethie of Saltoun, for a sum of money as 
contained in the contract ..., grants at feu-ferm to his servant Patrick Livingstoun and Jonet 
Abirnethie his spouse without reversion,- the lands and town of Dalders  in the barony of 
Wester Kers ...with a precept of Sasine direct from John Levingstoun in Dalders:- Test. ... 
M.William Levingstoun, servant to the said lord ... Edinburgh 1598 

1603 RMS vi 1486  [L] Lord William Menteith of Kers 
1612 RMS vii 710  [L] Mr James Menteith, son of Sir William M., of Kers 
1612 RMS vii 742  [L] Lord William Menteith of Kers 
1616 RMS vii 1370  The king confirms a charter of Lord William Menteyth senior of Kers ... sells to M. James 

Menteyth his lawful son ... 2 oxgangs of the lands of Dalgraine 
1617 GD37/314   (Copy) Letter from King James VI (to the Earl of Dunfermline) directing him to summon 

Lord Elphingstoune before him, along with Sir William Monteith of Kerse, John Bailzie 
and William and Alexander Bruis, cautioners for the Laird of Airth to take such order as 
said cautioners "may be assuirit of releiff. 11 Aug 1617  

1618 RS58/1 f.60  [L] molendini nuncupat Munguell Myln cum lie kill … in barronia de Wester Kers - 
Jacobo Crawford in west kers 

1618 RMS vii 1826  [L] the late lord William Menteith of Kers, the late Lady Marjory Bruce, his wife, and lady 
Katherine Menteith, their lawful daughter - she appears to have married Lord Andrew 
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Murray of Balwaird 
1618 RS58/1 f.154  Lord William Menteith de Kers knight  
1619 RS58/1 f.211  [L] part and portion of the lands of the barony of the said Lord William of West Kerse 

nuncupat vulgo lie Newlandis [see Newlands for importance of this] 
1619 RS58/1 f.221  George Bell burgess of Linlithgow and David Livingstoun servant to Lord William 

Menteith de Cars knight --- Mariote Glen spouse of the said George and Patrick Hamilton 
in West Kers baillie in that part – that 8 oxgang of land of the barony of the said William 
Menteith de West Kers  ---  4 possessed by John Gilmore and Alexander Gairdner lying in 
that part commonly called lie the Thorne and 4 occupied by Robert [Fynestoun] lying at 
the west end of the toon of West [sic] [Mains?] in the said barony de Kers [wit] Alexander 
Hamiltoun – James Layng – Robert Gairdner my servants 

1619 RS58/1 f.221]  four oxingait lyand at that part callit the Thorne jointlie possessit and occupyet be John 
Gilmore and Alexander Gairdner ane uther four oxingait of land lyand at the Westend of 
the toon of West Kerse presentlie possessit and occupyet be Robert Johnstoune 

1619 RS58/1 f.326  [L] John Das in West Kerse 
1620 RS58/2 f.87v  [L] [endorsed “Sasine for Claude Menteith of the land of Mains of West Kers”] personally 

compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Menteith brother germane to the 
honourable lord William Menteith of Kers, Claude Mentieth, lawful son to [Robert?] --- all 
and haill an annual rent --- Mains of West Kerse [terris dominicalibus de West Kerse]--- 
master James Menteith of Langtoune, master James Crawfurde, teacher of children 
[pedagogo pulorum] 

1620 RS58/2 f.111v [L] [endorsed “Sasine for John Simpsone and his spouse of lands of West Kerse”] 
compeared upon the lands underwritten, John Simpsone in Pantaskan, Margaret Burne his 
spouse and John Suord in West Kerse, baillie in that part for Lord William Menteithe of 
West Kerse, knight, the said John and his spouse having a charter of alienation of all and 
haill a liferent of 80 merks of good and usual money of the kingdom of Scotland --- all and 
haill these three oxgangs of my lands and barony of West Kerse with houses [etc.] 
possessed and occupied by the late John Dundas and now by Patrick Suord --- [witnesses 
to sasine] John Hill in Mumrallis, William Burne in Comptoun and John Broune in Lairber  

1621 RS58/2 f.205  [endorsed “reversioune made be George Bell to Sir William Menteith of Kers knight of 
4000 merkis”] [see above  

1621 RMS viii 167  [L] The king confirms a charter of lord William Monteith of Kers ... granting to lady 
Issobelle Hammiltoun, his wife, in life rent,- the lands of Mains [terras dominicales] of 
West Kers:- saving a life rent to Lord William Monteith, senior, of Kers, his father 
[charter dated 1611] 

1621 Murray      John Das in West Kers; Janet Baird spouse to William Davisoune in West Kers 
1622 RMS viii 1164 contract of marriage between Henry Shaw and Issobell Monteith, lawful daughter of Lord 

William Menteith of Kers and the late Margaret Hepburne his wife 
1623 RS58/3 f.113v This is a Sasine for Margaret Menteathe, the future wife of Robert Bruce, apparent of 

Kynnaird, who it is now evident was the daughter of Lord William Menteathe of Kerse 
and the late Margaret Hepburne his spouse. 

1624 RS58/3 f.192a Lord William Menteith of Kers 
1625 RS58/3 f.368  [L] Henry Meikill at Nether Myln of Abircorne and Alexander Hamiltoun of Middillrig, 

baillie in that part for Lord William Menteith of Kers, said Henry having a charter of 
alienation of all and haill that five oxgang of the lands and barony of West Kers which is 
occupied and possessed by his tenants underwritten – two oxgang occupied by Alexander 
Mwrhead , another two oxgang occupied by John Das there and an oxgang occupied by 
James Hardie there, with houses [etc] [witnesses to charter] Ludovic Menteithe of [---], my 
brother, Alexander Hamiltoun of Middillrig 

1626 Murray  Alexander Muirheid in West Kerse 
1628 RH9/2.167  Sir Willlaim Menteith of Kerse, sheriff of Clackmannan 
1629 RS58/4 f.200a [L] John Monteith of Saltcottis and James Downie in West Kerse, baillie in that part for 

the honourable lord William Monteith of Kers, knight, and there the said John having in 
his hand a charter selling and alienating to him all and haill those parts and portions of the 
lands and barony of West Kers with houses [etc] formerly possessed and occupied by by 
Patrick Haffingtoune and now by William Johnstoune All and haill those two oxgangs of 
land of the said lands of West Kerse with houses [etc] formerly possessed and occupied 
Alexander Davidsoune and now by John Downie All and haill those other two oxgangs of 
land of the lands of West Kerse with houses [etc] presently possessed and occupied by 
John Callendar lying at the east side of the town of West Kerse with ten acres of land there 
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pertaining to lord William of West Kerse - a part lying at the said east side with houses 
[etc] presently possessed and occupied by Alexander Callendar extending in all to 8 
oxgangs and thirteen acres of land of the said lands and barony of West Kerse with houses 
[etc]  

1629 RMS viii 1430 [L] Lord William Menteith of Kers ... Lady Issobelle Hammiltoun, Lady Kers, his wife, 
William M., apparent of Kers ... M. Alexander, Loduvic, John, M. James and Robert 
Menteiths, brothers german of the said Lord William 

1630 BS1   Sir William Monteith of Kerse 
1631 Retour 142  [L] Lord William Menteith of Kerss, knight, heir of William Menteith of Kerss his father 
1631 RMS viii 1825 [L] The king grants to William Levingstoun of Kilsyth in life rent, and William 

Levingstoun  , his son and heir apparent ...,- the lands and barony of West Kers which lord 
William Monteith of Kers with the consent of Lady issobelle Hammiltoun his wife and 
Claude M., their eldest lawful son and heir apparent 

1631 RS58/5 f.175v Mr Alexander Monteith sone lawfull to umquhill Sir William Monteith of Kers, knicht  
1635 Retour 155 [L] Lord William Monteath of Kers, knight, heir of Lord William Monteath of Kers, 

knight, his father, in a saltpan commonly called Salt-pan alias Saltcoittis and now known as 
Pansteid of Aberbrothock, and acres and lands adjacent thereto, in the regality of 
Aberbrothock and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1636 RMS ix 473 [L] Saltcoats [Panstead] which Lord William Monteith of Cars resigned 
1637 RS58/7 f.100 James Monteathe, lawful son of the late William Monteath of Kers 
1638 RMS ix 806 [L] The king grants to D. Thomas Hope of Westir Grantoun, knight, and Lady Helene Rae 

his spouse, in life rent, and Thomas Hope their eldest son ..lands and barony of Kerse, 
comprehending the lands and barony of Westir Kers with the tower and manor place, and 
the salmon fishing upon the water of Carrone by the yaires, and other fishings both in fresh 
water and in salt, lands of West Kerse, Over and Nethar Moungwallis, with mill, holdings 
etc., and the fishing of salmon upon the water of Carrone, lands of Ronnyfuird with 
holdings all of old erected into the barony of West Kerse; with the yle and buriall-plaice in 
the church of Falkirk pertaining to e lords of Kerse; lands of Dalgraine, 9 3/8 oxgangs of 
the town and land of Daldars (formerly pertaining to the late Thomas Livingstoun of 
Ballintone), with salmon fishing in the water of Carrone, with the templelands of Dalderse, 
manor place,  pasturage for 2 horses upon the Greinhauche and for 4 cows upon the Leyis;- 
which William Livingstoun of Kilsythe and Alexander Livingstoun of Bantone and John 
Livingstoun laird thereof have resigned; and which the king has newly granted to Lord 
Thomas, with the salmon fishing upon the water of Carron both in fresh and salt water by 
means of the yairis and the nettis, the croves or by any other means, from the Sledbank and 
Pow of Westir Kerse to the East End [orinetalem metam] of Westir Kerse (which is at the 
Mumrell-burne-mouth); and all incorporated into the free barony of Kerse, ordaining the 
tower and manor place of West Kerse to be the principal messuage 

1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v Helen Wyse, spouse to William Monteathe in West Kerse 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.16 James Johnstowne in West Kerse 
1641 RMS ix 1002 demonstrates the the Menteiths have lost the Clackmannan lands also 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.19v James Broun in West Kerse 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.25v Alexander and John Monteathis in West Kerse 
1642 RMS ix 1177 [L] Lillie Monteith, future wife of Lord George Gordon, second lawful daughter of Lord 

William Monteith of Kers - Witness: Claud Monteith, son of the said William 
1643 RMS ix 1407 [L] The king confirms Lord Thomas Hope of Kerse, knight, justiciar general of Scotland 

and a senator of the college of justice, and lady Helen Rae his wife in life rent, and Thomas 
Hope their eldest born son in fee,- the lands and barony of Kers ... and which the king has 
of new granted, with the privilege of burgh of barony in the town of West Kers, and a fair 
to be held annually on the 15th  of August, with the ferrie-boat and cobill, one or more 
upon the water of Carroun at whatsoever place in the said lands is most commodious, 
Tenend the said lord Thomas Hope and Helen, the said Thomas jnr., and heirs male, which 
def., Alexander Hope his second son and heirs 

1643 RS58/8 f.39 [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Cochran, 
gardener in West Kerss, as attorney for [Lady] Helen Rae spouse and Thomas Hope, 
eldest lawful son of Lord Thomas Hope of Kerss, Justiciar General of Scotland, having in 
his hand a precept of Sasine from the Lord Chancellor --- all and haill the barony of Kerss, 
comprehending the lands and other in the said precept of Sasine --- James Guidlat, fear of 
Abitshauch [sheriff depute] in that part of the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1643 SC67/67/1 f.29v David Galloway in West Kerse 
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1646 RMS ix 1713 [L] Letter of Pedigree in favour of Andrew Menteith of Newlands in which several of the 
earlier Menteiths are mentioned 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.39v Thomas Broun in West Kerse - David Cairnes schervand to the said Thomas Broun 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.40v Eupham Mitschell schervitor to Alexander Suord in West Kerse 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.68 John Clerk in West Kerse 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.84v John Clerk chalmerlaine to the barronie of West Kerse ... the commone lone that passethe 

to West Kerse ... Sir Alexander Hope 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.102 James Monteathe in West Kerse 
c1660 Retour 237  [L] James, Viscount Kilsyth, ... Auchincloich Eister and Wester, Tamrawer, et Tamfin 

cum molendino de Auchincloch, formerly in the barony of Herbertshire, and latterly in the 
barony of West Kers. 

1662 RMS xi 185  Charter confirming a charter granted by the deceased Sir James Hope of Hopeton, knight, 
with consent of Sir Alexander Hope of Kerss, knight baronet, to Dame Luise Huntar, 
spouse of the said Air Alexander, in liferent, for the alimentary provision of her and the 
children of the marriage, whom failing his other successors, to be named as specified in the 
said charter, in fee, etc.,- of the lands and barony of Kerss, with manor-place, etc., with the 
tiends, as far as the said Sir James and Sir Alexander had right thereto 

1666 RS59/2 f.289  [L] Patrick Muirhead in Falkirk as actorney for Alexander lord Livingstoun of Almond 
with a precept of Sasine from lord Alexander Hope of Kers --- superior of the lands 
underwritten --- these eight oxgangs of land of Over Mungall and Nether Mungal with 
houses [etc] lying within the barony of West Kerse and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1674 Retour 270  [L] Lord Alexander Hope of Carse, knight, baronette, heir of Lord Alexander Hope of 
Cars e, knight, baronette, his father, in the lands and barony of Kerse comprehending the 
lands and barony of West Kerse with the salmon fishing, &., in the water of Carron, and 
the privilege of burgh of Barony of West Kerse and fairs [nundis], and the privilege of a 
ferry boat [cymbae] ;- lands of Over and Nether Mungwalls with salmon fishing upon the 
said water of Carron ;- lands of Randifurd, united with lands in Linlithgow, in the barony 
of Kerse;- lands of Dalgraine 

1687 CS195/92  Sir Thomas Stewart vs , Laird of Kerse, and his tenants : Act and Commission 1 July 1687 
1687 GD198/210-211 Instrument of sasine following on disposition, 15 December 1687, by John Forrester of 

Cokspow [Cockspow] to David Robertsone [Robertson] in West Kerses and Agnes 
Taylleour [Taylor], his spouse, in liferent, and John Robertsone [Robertson], their son, of 
two fourth parts of lands of Grahame [Graham] Saltcoats alias Candie, rec. PRS Stirling, 
18 January 1688; with charter of confirmation by Alexander, earl of Calander [Callander]. 
24 Dec 1687-14 Nov 1691 

1688 RS83/1 f.14.13 Robert Hay, chamberlain of Kerse of the equall half of the lands of Grahame Saltcoatts 
alias Candie. Registered on the  248th and 249th leaves of the said Register  

1690 RS89/7 f.422  lord Alexander Hope of Kerse 
1692 SC67/49/4 f.151v  Tack by Hope of Kerse to Alexander Cunningham of land at West Kerse 
1696 SC67/49/2 f.103r Tack by Hope of Kerse to Thomas Johnstone in Maryflats and Thomas, his son of one 

oxgate of Maryflatts 
1700 SC67/49/4 f.152v  Tack by Hope of Kerse to James Lockhart and spouse of 3 oxgates of Wcster Powflett of 

Kerse 
1700 RS83/2/10/314  John Watt younger in West Kers and Janet Dounie his spouse RS59/10 f.255 
1708 Sibbald p.56   Monteith of Cars an ancient Family of Note, of which there are several Cadets, as 

Randefurde and Milnhill [recte Millhall] 
1711 SC67/49/7 f.256  Tack by Hope of Kerse to William Hardie, of 25 acres of Kerse 
1714 SC67/49/7, f.254 Tack by Hope of Kerse to William Hardie of the 25 acres of Kerse (above) at a higher rent 

but with addition of, house and a boat of limestone yearly for three years 
1714 CS208/82  Wallace, of Ingliston vs Hope, of Kerse : Extract Interlocutors 16 February 1714 
1717 GD171/3927  David Morison in West Kerse 
1719 RS59/14 f.88v [L] compared William Boog merchant in Falkirk as actorney for Lord Alexander Hope of 

Kerse son of the late Lord Alexander Hope of Kerse upon the ground of Langton and at 
the manor place of Kerse with a precept from the chancelry directed to the king’s sheriff 
and baillies --- lands and barony of West Kerse with the tower fortalice and manor place 
thereof witht the salmon fishing upon the water of Caran both in salt and fresh water by 
nets yares and cruives (per retia tendiculas piscatorias et viming sicellas) the netts years 
and cruves in whatever manner (et alio quocunq medo) from that part of the lands of West 
Kerse called the Slebank and pow thereof and Caren on the west continuing to the east end 
(Orientalem metam et limitem) of the said lands which is at the east of that stream 
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commonly called Mumbrellburnmouth with all other fishings pertaining with the freedom 
and privilege of a free Burgh of Barony in the town of West Kerss with the freedom of a 
market to be held annually on the 15th of August with all customs [etc.] whatsoever of the 
foresaid market with the freedom and privilege of a ferry and ferry boat, one or more for 
carrying waggons and passengers in any way on either side of the Water of Caran at any 
suitable place  on the foresaid lands (cimbo & seu ponton lie ferrie boat et ferrie unam seu 
pluruim pro traquiendo vectores et viatores aliaq’ ab una ripa dict’ fluminis de Caran usq’ 
ad aliam quacunq’ loco quibiscunq’ locus terrarum predict’) and with that sepulchar and 
repository (conditorio)  ‘the isle and buriall place at the church of Falkirk on the east side 
of the church’ ac diviso areliquo ejuses per paseillos et partitionem ligneam lie rail of 
timber And in All and Haill the lands of Over and Nether Mungals with the mill [etc] --- all 
incorporated into a free barony --- the  Barony of Kers under a charter of the Great Seal 
dated 2nd Deecember 1671 [gives Langton as “and also” but doesn’t include it in the re-
erected barony] 

1799 E644/36  Forfeited Estates: Linlithgow: Estate Management: Vouchers of account, Colin Kirk, factor 
1719-1727 GD173  Kerse Estates Records 1727-1968  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v James Morrisone, elder, in Kerss 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.30v William Cockburn in West Kerses 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.40 Andrew Nimmo in Kerss 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.42 Sir Alexander Hope of Kerss 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.52v Alexander Simpson in West Kerses 
1725 CS175/119   Creditors of Crawford, of Kerse vs Monteath : Act and Warrant 22 December 1725 
1728 CS171/115  John Shaw, of Dalton, factor on Kerse vs Creditors on estate of Kerse : Act and Warrant 

for getting up Caution 27 January 1728 Open 
1729 C2 93.59   Kerse:Alexander Mitchell  
1734 CS181/1423  Society in Scotland for Propogating Christian Knowledge vs Sir Alexander Hope, of Kerse 

and others : Unstated 1734 
1736 CS202/24   Alexander Crawford, factor on estate of Kerse vs Creditors on estate of Kerse : Act and 

Factory on Kerse estate 19 February 1736 
1743 CS219/13  John Forrester, factor on estate of Kerse vs Creditors on estate of Kerse : Act of Factory in 

favours of 25 January 1743 
1747 C2 99.81   Kerse:Alexander and John Ritchie 
1747 C2 99.133   Kerse:James Cassils 
1749 GD65/199  Bond of Provision of Lawrence Dundas of Kerse in favour of Margaret Bruce, his spouse, 

of an annuity of £250 after his death, and the sum of £300 for mourning and furniture, in 
satisfaction of her share of his estate. (2) Nomination of Tutors by Lawrence Dundas of 
Kerse, appointing Thomas Dundas, elder, and Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, his 
father and brother, Margaret Bruce, his spouse, and others, as tutors to his son Thomas 
Dundas. 31/8/1749 

1750 C2 100.49   Kerse:Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1752 Turnpike  Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1753 RS59/20 f.104v [L] Laurence Dundas of Kerse  
1755 Roy   Carse 
1760 GD173/Box 25  2 bundles - Accounts of Andrew Longmoor, factor, for his intromissions in relation to the 

lands of Kerse, Millhall, Newton, Inch, Carronflats, Gilston, Langton, Haughs of Airth, 
Bearcrofts, Dorrator, Castlecary, Seabags, Bothkennar and Jawcraig, Stirlingshire, 1760-
1803 (with gaps). (Some fragile). Account of payments for Sir Lawrence Dundas re. 
policies and improvements, family accounts and servants wages at Kerse, 1764. Notebook 
containing miscellaneous particulars of estate produce, consumption and work, Kerse, 
1787-92. Particulars of drainage of estate of Reddingmuir, parish of Falkirk, 1854. 
Stirlingshire leases and related papers, loose, 1762-1912. including Dorrator minerals, 
1897, and Cauldhame Sandpit, 1912 1760-1912  

1763 CS217/31  Sir Lawrence Dundas purchaser of estate of Kerse vs Creditors on estate of Kerse : Act 
and Warrant for getting up Bond for Price 2 July 1763 

1766 C2 108.181   Kerse, parts of: Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1772 C2. 113.005   Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1777 CS271/43796  William Oatts (Oats) v Andrew Longmoor, Factor for Sir Laurence Dundas, of Kerse, Bart 

1777 
1785 CS271/46322  James Scott (Scot) v John Bruce (Factor for Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse, Bart.) 1785 
1781 AOS 90  Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 
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1787 C2 124.177   Kerse etc.: Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – in parts of the barony of Kerse ;- Langtown, parish of 

Falkirk GR 451. 256 
1778 GD63/454   Royal charter of Resignation, under the Great Seal, containing precept of sasine, in favour 

of Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse, bart., of the lands and barony of Kerse and others in the 
sheriffdoms of Stirling, Fife, Clackmannan, Orkney and Zetland, which lands were 
resigned on the above date. 20/12/1788  

1788 C2 125.60  Kerse Etc.: Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse 
1789 GD65/253   Instrument of Resignation by Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse, bart., following on GD65/240 

and GD65/241, in favour of Thomas Dundas, now of Fingask, colonel of the 80th Regt of 
Foot. (2) Charter under Great Seal following thereon. Dated 6 August 1789. [Great seal 
missing]. (3) Sasine following thereon. Dated 19 October 1789. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 
29 October 1789, ix, 434-5. 6/8/1789 

1792 CRE   Sir Lawrence Dundas of Kerse, Bart. 
1797 RHP242   Kerse House 
1803 GD173/284  Kerse tack book no. 1 Indexed 1803-1831 
1805 AOS 4915  parts of the £20 land of the barony of Kerse 
1805 C2 135.194  Kerse, Tiends of: Thomas Livingston of Parkhall 
1806 C2 136.207  Kerse:Lawrence Dundas, eldest son of Lord Thomas 
1819 AOS 9245  that part of the lands and barony of Kerse extending to 32 acres and 20 falls of land 

commonly called Middlethorn, parish of Falkirk  
1845-1898 GD173/293 Inventory of contents of Kerse House 
1879 Gillespie p.218 Kerse House, the seat of the Earl of Zetland … The ancestors of Sir James Stuart Menteth, 

Bart., of Mansfield House, New Cumnock, the Menteths of Rashie and Alva - for more 
than three centuries held possession of this estate, together with that of Randiford, 
Newlands, &c. 

WESTMAINS  # FAK NS9081 [1] NS907815  
 
1912 CDS13  Westmains - W. McVey 
1973 OS   Westmains 
____________________________________________________________ 
WEST PARK  # FAK NS8881 [3]    
 
1782 AOS 278  Capt. Charles Napier R.N., seised in the mansion house of Mungall called Merchiston Hall, 

Colland, Waterfurs, Crofthead, Stephen’s Croft, Goosedubs, West Park, parish of Falkirk, 
- on disp. by the trustees of Michael Ramsay of Mungall. P.R. 27.318 

1799 AOS 3736  the mansion house of Mungal called Merchiston Hall with the office houses, Gardens, 
Greens, and Plantings contiguous – and inclosures called the Coatland and Waterfurs, 
Crofthead, Stephens Croft, and Gossedubs – and inclosure on the west end of the garden of 
Mungall called the Westpark  

WESTPORT  # FAK NS8880 [1]    
 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.11 duelling housss Lyand at the Wastport of Falkirk 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 Mr James Hammiltoune of Wastport 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66  It is statute and ordainit that ilk quarter of the toune of Falkirk come furthe dey aboute for 

building of ane dyke about the burgh of Falkirk for keipeing furthe of straingeris sua that 
nane mey enter but at the portes thairof Viz. the Eist and West Portis Kirkwynd 
Pantaskanes wynde and Kow wynde quhair thair salbe watsches sett and the haill rest to be 
maid ane sufficient dyke And that the northeist quarter of the said toune sall begine the first 
dey The southeist quarter the second dey The northwest quarter the thrid dey and the 
southwest quarter the fourt dey and sua to work dey about untill the said dyke be maid 
sufficient and quhosover sall faillzie to pey fyve punds money 

1708 RS83.12.2.315 [L] commonly called the Westport of Falkirk with the lands called the Kilnhill, thornbutts, 
south nd north braes 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v John Murehead at Westport of Falkirk 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12v Robert Leishman, spurrier at Westport of Falkirk 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.30v Robert Buchanan at Westport of Falkirk 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.51v David Gardiner, smith at Westport of Falkirk 
WEST SIDE  # FAK NS8476 [1]  NS841762  
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1781 RHP14345  West Side 
1860 OS   West Side 
1956 OS   West Side 
WESTQUARTERS WYND  # FAK NS8879 [1]     
 
1657 RS58/11 f.157 houses on the north syde of the Kirk Raw of Falkirk --- aiker lyand on the north side of the 

gait calllit the Randiegait --- houses on the west syde of the wynd callit Westquarters 
Wynd in Falkirk  --- thrie rudes of land in Falkirk lyand in Boddome --- aiker of land callit 
the Meadowland Aiker --- with these tua litle parts and portions of the toune medow of 
Falkirk quairof aneof the said parts and portions of the said medow is presently possesed 
be Robert Callender in Ladysmylne 

1660 RS58/12 f.262 Westquarters Wynd 
1928 Love IV ii p.109 Another name long ago obsolete by which Baxter's Wynd was known was Westquarters 

Wynd. This we find as early as 1660, but there is no difficulty in accounting for it. From 
the close or wynd there must have been an entrance on the east side to the "Great 
Lodging," the town residence of the Livlngstones of Westquarter, and to which a passing 
reference was made in our article on " Cistern Lane." 

WETLANDS  see Weitlands  
WHINNYKNOW # FAK NS8279 [1]  NS824795  
 
1817 Grassom   Whinnyknow - site appears to correspond with present day Milnquarter 
WHITEOX PARK # FAK NS8078 [2]  
 
1808 AOS 5847 a park called White Ax Park – being part of Woodend, parish of Falkirk  
1810 SC4/3 Whiteox park 
1819 AOS 9264 that park called White Ox park containing betwixt 6 and 7 acres being part of the lands of 

Woodend 
 
cf Medrox [12 c Metherauch] 
    Whiteoxmead, Somerset. 
    Whitockbrae WLO [PNWL 88-9] 
WHITE RASHES  # FAK NS8478 [1]  NS842786  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.69  [L] lands of Quhytrashies 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Whyterasches 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] Quhytrasches (occupied by agnes Broun) 
1639 CRS   Thomas Broun in Whitrashis 
1652 RS58/9 f.106v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Muirhead in 

Tippetcraige --- all and heall the roume and lands of Whytrashes presently possest and 
occupyed be Thomas Broune taksman thereof with houses [etc] lying within the regality of 
Callender and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] William Murehead in Drum 

1688 Retour 310  Whiterashes 
1693 Retour 315  Whyterashes 
1718 E644/1/14  Whiterashes 
1755 Roy   Whiterakes 
1781 RHP14345  Whiterashes 
1783 GD171/2065.2 White Rashes - 66 acres 
WILLIES WALLS  # FAK NS8776 [1]  NS876767  
 
1755 GD171/2051  Willys Walls 
1783 GD171/2065.2 Willies Walls 
 
Note: DOST: Will(i)e, -y, -ing, -ow, n. Pl. also wyllies.  [ME and e.m.E. wilwe (c1325), wylghe (Rolle), welew 

(c1340), wylugh, wyl(o)w, willow (all Chaucer), wyllies pl. (1535), OE weliʒ, MDu. wilge.] A willow tree or 
branch. b. attrib. and comb. Willing trie, -busse, a willow tree, bush. Willing-,  willie  wand, a thin, pliable 
branch of willow, also allusively of a weak person. Also attrib. with wheel (Wel(l n. 1 b, cf. (5) below). Willow 
wreath, etc., made of willow. Willow grene, a colour.  Willie  well, a spring or pool where there are willows 
(Wel(l n. 1 b).  (a)  Til hald furth the watter with makyn of perys … and plantation of willeis; 1473 Reg. Cupar 
A. I 178.  The furde at the bak of the abbay and besyd the blak willy; 1604 Stirling B. Rec. I 110.   
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WILLING ACRE  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1690 RS83/1 f.23v.3 Thomas Baird, weaver in Falkirk, and Helen Brocklie his spouse, of certain houses, barn 

and stable and the Willing Aiker in Falkirk. Registered on the  425th and 426th leaves of 
the said Register 

1793 AOS 2464  in an acre of land called Willing Acre on the south side of Falkirk 
1772 R&A Entry 126 Box 1 Titles of Garthall Place, Cow Wynd.   First Writ   Willing Acre 
1855 R&A Entry 1656 S  Misc item 46 Mrs Marion Balderstone Exec.  Papers.  Details of Baxters Wynd subjects 

also Weirs Close and “The Willing Acres”. 
WOODBURN  # FAK NS8980 [1]  NS898802  
 
1832 RHP82796  Woodburn 
1860 OS   Woodburn 
WOODEND FAK NS8078 [1]   NS801786  
 
1661 CRS  Seabeg Wadend 
1673 RS59/5 f 57v [L] John Scott eldest lawful son to James Scott of Woodend of Seabegs --- contract 

matrimonial with Helen Cuithell lawful daughter to umquhill John Cuithell of Wester 
Mailings  

1686 RS59/7 f 149 William Muirhead portioner of Woodend of Seabegs 
1733 RS59/16 f 266v [L] Walter Scot portioner of Woodend of Seabegs holding a Precept of Clare Constat 

granted by John and William Don of Seabegs Immediate lawful superiors of the lands --- 
Walter Scot as heir to John Scot his father In all and whole the lands called Woodend muir 
tiends and pertinents ---- John Muirhead portioner of Underwood of Seabegs 

1752 RS59/20 f 64v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Gilchrist carpenter (fabro 
lignarius) at Denny as procurator for James Cunninghame son to David Cunninghame of 
Seabegs --- Precept of Clare Constat --- with a discrete man Robert Ferguson portioner of 
Above the Wodds of Seabegs, sheriff-depute in that part ---  all and whole the lands of 
Skipperton possest by James Scott and the lands of Woodend possest by Walter Scott 

c.1755 Roy  Woodend 
1759 SC1/1/1 Woodend 
1767 RHP48422 Woodend  - Barony of Seabegs 
1781 AOS 90 The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in part of Langtown; parts of 

Woodend in Seabegs, part of Skipperton of Seabegs called Underwood; parts of 
Skipperton quarter of Seabegs, parish of Falkirk; parts of Knowhead, parish of Denny ;- 
parts of Wester Seamore, parish of Denny; Waulkmill of Larbert, - on feu contract between 
him and Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 

1784 AOS 561 Henry Davidson W.S., seised in Skipperton, Woodend & others, being parts of Seabeggs 
& Muir of Seabegs, parish of Falkirk. G.R. 416.97 

1788 AOS 1229 parts of Woodend, Underwood, Skipperton quarter of Seabegs, Knowhead and Seamoirs, 
all now called Underwood, parish of Falkirk & parish of Denny 

1808 AOS 5845 Woodend of Seabegs 
1817 Grassom   Woodend 
1860 OS Woodend 
1956 OS Woodend 
1912 CDS13 Woodend  North -Andrew Scott; South - Thomas Scott 
2001 OS Explorer 349  North Woodend -  South Woodend 
WOODEND  FAK NS9078 [1]   NS901785  
 
1634 RMS ix 171  [L] east end of Callendar-woode (occupied by Alexander Hammiltoun, the wife of Robert 

Brigholme, John Waud and Elizabeth Gray) 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.11 Alexander Hammiltoune in Woodende 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15 John Bryssone in Woodend 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.75v Margaret Russell relict of umquhill Alexander Hamiltoune in Wodend 
1663 RMS x 432  [L] the east end of the Wood of Callender 
1665 CRS   Woodend of Callender 
1684 RS59/6 f.478  Alexander Davie in Woodend of Callander  
1718 E644/1/14  Woodend 
1783 GD171/2081  Woodend - tenant - Mrs Stark 
1860 OS   Woodend 
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1971 OS   Woodend 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Woodend Farm 
WOODEND PARK # FAK NS7778 [1]  NS775784  
 
1852 RHP6104 Woodend Park 
WOODFOOT  # FAK NS8879 [2]    
 
1787 AOS 1039  Robert Callander, portioner, Woodfoot, < piece of ground called Goukstree on the south 

side of Falkirk < Livingston of Westquarter [see Parkfoot AOS 1095] 
WOODHEAD FAK NS8179 [2]   
 
1711 RS59/12 f 541 Walter Aiken wright in Woodhead of Seabegs  
WOODLANDS  FAK NS8779 [1]    
 
1928 Love IV ii P.47 These sources were considerably augmented by a stream which came from the overflow of 

Bowers Well in Gartcows Road – now closed – opposite Falkirk Laundry. This took  its 
course through the lands of Woodlands, and though now covered in, is the boundary 
between the back gardens of the villas in Neilson Street and Woodlands Crescent 

1928 Love IV ii p.50 Mr William Hodge of Awells, afterwards provost – proprietor of Burnhead or Woodlands 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Woodlands 
WOODLEA FAK NS8279 [1]  NS829793  
 
1860 OS Woodlea Cottage 
1912 CDS13 Woodlea – house occupied by Robert Dougal 
WOODNEUK FAK NS7878 [1]  NS786784  
 
c.1590 Pont  Wodnuke 
1658 RS58/11 f f.286v John Grahame in Woodnuike 
c.1755 Roy  Wood Newk 
1758 RHP6103 Wood Neuk 
1770 GD173/1/2 Wood Neuk 
1860 OS Woodneuk 
1963 RHP80794    Woodneuk Cottage   
WOODNEUK # FAK NS8179 [1]  NS819792  
 
1767 RHP48422 Woodnook 
WOODSIDE ACRE # FAK NS8879 [1]    
 
1654 RS58/9 f.251  To wit ane aiker thereof called the Wodsyde Aiker lyand betwixt the lands possest be 

George Thomsone maltman in Falkirk on the east, the wode of Callander on the southe, the 
lands pertaining to James Earl of Callendar on the west, the lands pertaining to Sir William 
Livingstoune of Westquarter on the northe 

1681 RS59/6 f.226v [L] a rig of land in Falkirk lying bounded and occupied as follows viz an acre or thereby 
known as Woodside Aiker between the lands possessed by Robert Whyt on the east the 
wood of Callendar on the south  

1708 RS59/12 f.312v Euphan Burn lawful daughter to James Burn of Clerkston --- contract of marriage --- all 
and haill his two aikers three roods and ane rig of land of Anna Livingstoun portioner of 
Falkirk her fewlands in Falkirk lying as follows viz ane aiker thereof called the Woodsyde 
Aiker, ane aiker therof called the Muirsyde Aiker, the foresaid three roods of land lying in 
that place called the Boddome, and ane rig of land lying in that pairt called the Leyrigs 

WOOER’S COURT # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887799  
 
1832 RHP82796  Wooer’s Court 
1859 OS   Wooer’s Court 
WOOER STREET  FAK NS8879 [1]  NS887799  
 
1619 RS58/1 f.229  [L] personally compeared Henry Lyll Baxter [pistor] of Falkirk and John Lyll his eldest 

son and entered into the holding [accesserint ad tenentium] --- viz. bakehouse [pistarum] 
[mixx et ------] which the said Henry occupies and now held by the widow of Alexander 
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Devie and presently occupied by David Cas bounded by the yard and gate house now 
occupied by James [Johnstoun] on the east, the principal dwelling house of the said James 
on the south, the road commonly called lie Woowr Stret [also Woar Stret] on the west  

1619 RS58/1 f.230  [L] compared personally the honourable Alexander Levingstoun of Wastquarter and David 
Cas baillies of the town of Falkirk and entered into the tenement houses and gardens within 
underwritten, viz. the bakery now occupied by Henry Lyll master baker [pistrem bond’m] 
in Falkirk with the house now occupied by Alexander David and outhouses [relequasis 
domos] occupied by the said David bounded by the yard and back houses [dom’ postieram] 
now occupied by [James] Johnstoun on the east, the principal dwelling house of the said 
James on the south, the street commonly called lie Wower Streitt on the west  

1632 RS58/5 f.266  [L] David Gairdiner as procurator for Robert Henrie in Coaleheuchburne of Westquarter 
and Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, baillie in that part for William Levingstoune of 
Westquarter as superior --- the said David Gairdiner as procurator for Robert Henrie 
having inhis hand granting and conceding all and haill that tenement of land with dwelling 
houses both at front and back, nether and over with the bakehouse [pistrina]  --- lying in 
the town of Falkirk in the street commonly  known as the Woweris Streit on the east side 
thereof with house and yard which James Johnstoune, notary in Falkirk occupies and 
possesses on the south and east sides and the house that pertains to John Jarvie in 
Larbertsheillis on the north and the road commonly known as Woweris Streit on the west 
side --- the said dwelling house, and said bakers oven [pistrinae furni] and the brewery 

1636 RS58/6 f.333v [L] lying in the town of Falkirk between the kings highway on the south and west and 
[vicum] known as the Wewarstreit on the east 

1705 RS59/12 f.65  all and haill the said John Burn his tenements of houses lying in the Backraw of Falkirk 
upon the west side of the street called the Owers Street  --- with the stable, green, oven and 
piece yaird at the back of the same, all bounded as follows viz. the said Owers Street on 
the east, the highway passing by the Fleshmercat to the said street on the south, and the rest 
of the houses and yairds pertaining to him on the west and north pairts 

1732 Kirkland  Owers Street 
1790 AOS 1918  Wooers Street, Kirkwynd, Falkirk  
1832 RHP82796  Wooer’s Street 
1859 OS   Wooer Street 
1984 OS   Wooer Street 
WORMET HILL  # FAK NS8979 [1]  NS891798  
 
1659 GD81/484   Instrument of Sasine in favour of Agnes Hall, relict of William Callender in Maynis of 

West Kers [Mains of West Kerse], and William and Margaret Callender, her children, of an 
annualrent of £60 furth of 2 acres of land in Wormathill 1 acre of Randiegaitt and 2 rigs of 
land at the side of Grahameis Muire lying in regality and barony of Callender, town and 
territory of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling, on Heritable Bond dated 29 Jan. 1659, by 
Norman Livingstoune of Mylnehillis 1/2/1659 

1659 RS58/12 f.113v in his few lands in Falkirk following To wit tua aikers of land thairof lyand in Wormithill 
1714 RS59/13 f.213v Falkirk: all and haill that piece of meadow – all inclosed by ane ditch round the same with 

the grass and ditches thereto belonging  - lying below the hill upon the east end of the toun 
of Falkirk called the Wormett or Arnott Hill  

1783 AOS 377  John Adie, labourer, Falkirk, & Janet Richard, his spouse, & Daniel Adie, their son, seised 
in part of Wormethill, parish of Falkirk. P.R. 27.516 

1786 AOS 868  part of Wormethill and part of Kilnhill on the south side of the Randygate, parish of 
Falkirk. P.R. 29.135 

1799 AOS 3765  on the Wormethill fronting the Burngate 
1799 AOS   an acre of land in that part called Wormethill excepting a butt thereof in Kilnhill 
 
cf Wormit NO3925; Wormiehills NO6139; Worms Cleugh NY5999 
YONS BIRN # FAK NS8277 [2]   
 
c.1755 Roy  Yons Birn 
1793 Antiquities Yons Birn 
  
cf. Yons Nab TA085845 
YOUNGS ROW  # FAK NS8879 [1] NS887798  
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1832 RHP82796  Youngs Row 
1859 OS   Youngs Row 
 

GRANGEMOUTH PARISH 
 
ABBOTSGRANGE # GRM NS9281   NS929814 [1] 
 
1362 RH6/138 [L] Charter whereby David, King of Scots, ratifies and confirms certain letters granted by 

his nephew, Robert, Steward of Scotland, Earl of Strathearn, in favour of the Abbot and 
Convent of the Monastery of Holyrood, relaxing in consideration of the calamities of war 
and the poverty of the lands the annual  payment made to the said Steward by the said 
Abbot and Convent furth of the rents of the lands of Carss in the County of Stirling; and 
allowing them to let the said lands paying yearly to the Steward the rent thence accruing 
and confirming to them the Mains of Cars with the manor place and Grange thereof and 
the meadow called Dubet which had been granted to them by King Robert I in lieu of an 
annual sum of 30 marks sterling which he and his predecessors kings of Scotland were in 
use to pay to them [139 is substantially the same but with minor differences - dated 1363 - 
on account of the devastation of war - And whereas in the times of Robert, King of Scots, 
his grandfather, the said Abbot and Convent possessed the dominical lands of the said 
lands of le Cars with the manor place of Grange and the pertinents within the Grange with 
a pendicle called le Dubbet -- 

1363 RRS vi 298   [L] Inspection of letters of Robert Stewart of Scotland to the Abbey of Holyrood, relating 
to the terms of a rent due from the lands of Kerse: And which time in the memory of Lord 
Robert, king of Scotland our grandfather [avi] the above mentioned reliousie possessed the 
lordship lands of the said lands of the Carss with manor, Grange and pertinents within the 
Grange and with a meadow which is called Dubet ... 

1543 RMS iii 2935  [L] Thomas Levingstoun in Abbottisgrange 
1545 RMS iii 3120  [L] William Levingstoun in Grange, Thomas Levingstoun there 
1545 RH6/1367a [L] Thomas Levingstoun in Grange 
1561 Thounis 55  Liferent sasine in favour of Janet Kennedy, daughter of the late Earl of Cassilis and future 

wife of Lord Robert Stewart of Haliruidehous, in the lands of Abbotisgrange occupied 
Thomas Levingstoun and David Kinkaid’ the lands of Newbiggings and Ponderisland 
occupied by William Levingstoun, the lands of Bowhouse occupied by William Menteith 
of Randefurd, the lands of Linderisacres occupied by Giles Brand, widow of John Watt, the 
lands of Couparisland or Coilheuchburne occupied by John Wilsoun, with the mansion of 
the same, etc., all lying inthe barony of Kerss and sheriffdom of Striveling following on a 
charter by Mr Alexander Chalmer, feuar of the said lands, in favour of the said Janet, to be 
held in Blench of the said Mr Alexander for payment of 1d Scots if asked and of £47.13.4 
Scots of feuferme annually to the said Lord Robert and the monastary of Halirude. 
Witnesses ... James Mychell in Mumerellis and Henry Menteth in Polmonthmylne  

1562 Johnsoun 408  William Crawford, formerly baillie of the regality of Broychtoun 
1562 Johnsoun 401  Appointing Thomas Livinstoun of Hanyng and William Grynlaw in Reidheuch curators to 

William Lewyngstoun --- son of Thomas Lewyngstoun in Abbotisgrange, till he attain the 
age of 21 years (another son – David – No. 403) 

1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 
the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

1566 RPC i  p.474 landis of Carsgrange 
1568 RH6/2129 [L] Charter Of Sale by John Bellenden of Auchinnoull, knight, Justice Clerk and feuar of 

the lands undermentioned [in which he sold lands in Orkney and Shetland to Dame 
Johanna Kennedy, spouse of Lord Robert Stewart, fiar of Orkney and Zetland in 
excambion for] the lands called Abbattisgrange, the lands of Newbigging and 
Pounderlandis, Bowhous, Luderis-aikeris, and Cowperland alias Coilheuchburn, with the 
mansion thereof, with the tiend sheaves of the said lands included and united, lying in the 
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barony of Kers, Regality of Holyrood and sheriffdom of Striviling [among witnesses: 
James Menteith of Eister Saltcoittis 

1569 Johnsoun 821  Andrew Meffame, servant of Giles Burne in Abbotsgrange 
1571 Johnsoun 870  William Watt in Abbatis Grange 
1574 CRE  Elizabeth Livingston, spouse of David Kincaid, in Abbotsgrange 
1575 Johnsoun 915  David Levyngstoun in Abbotis Grange, John Kincaid there 
1586 RMS v 987  [L] Abbotisgrange of Kers 
1587 RMS v 1304   [L]  [L] [the king having abolished the monasteries grants many of their former properties 

in return  for a large sum of money to Sir John Bellenden of Auchnoule and his son, 
Ludovic Bellenden. Among these are:] lands and barony of Kers, Abbotis-kers so called; 
specifically feu-lands of Airth, Barnishill, Beircroftis and Littil-Saltcoittis, lands #of Over-
Saltcoittis, Reidheuch, the Heuk, Lovaris-aikeris, Grange, 3 1/2 bovatas and 3 Cotlandis 
od Saltcoittis (occupied by Alexander Forrester of Garden), lands of Eister and West 
Saltcoittis, Inche, Carsebank and Polmound, with the mill of Polmound, astricted multures 
and lie suckin thereof, lands of Bowhous and Newbigging, Darraho and Carrunflat, 
Clerkistoun, Littill Kers, Hill, de [le?] Over Gelstoun, Brokinheuk and Reddoch, Littill 
Gelstoun, Quhytesyde, Redding, Myddilrig, Mommerallis, Cauldcottis, Falkirk with 
cottages, Lethimdaill with the mill, lands of Elrik, Reidcobill ... 

1596 CRE  William Watt in Abbotsgrange 
1600 CRE  John Kincaid, spouse Grissel Salmond, in Abbotsgrange 
1603 CRE  David Livingstoun in Abbotisgrange 
1605 CRE  Elizabeth Burn  sometime spouse to John Kincaid, in Abbotsgrange 
1617 Murray   Grange and Newbigings 
1618 RS58/1 f.125v Patrick Grinlaw portioner of Ridheuch, James Kinkaid in Abotisgrainge,  
1621 RS58/2 f.142 [L] John Watt in Abbotsgrange  
1622 RS58/2 f.328 Jonet Watt daughter to Jonet Watt in Abbotsgrange [see Mains of Bothkenner RMS vi ii 

258] --- James Kincaid in Abbotisgrange 
1632 RS58/5 f.348v John Strathaichin in Abbotisgrange  
1636 Murray   James Kincaid somtym in Grange [see infra ‘Saltcoats’ 1638] 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.29  The quhilk day Thomas Booge zunger in Beircroftis is decernit and ordanit To mak 

payment to John Lamb in Grainge the sowme of aught merkis money and that for not 
ressaeving the said John to his schervice at mairtymas lastbypast conform to thair 
agreyment togidder quhilk the said Thomas confest in judgement as for the principall 
Togidder with 6ss 8d as for the expensss of pley And assoylzies the said Thomas from the 
rest of the clame. 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.77v  And anent the bloode and trublance committit betwixt James Kincaid in Abotesgrainge 
and Alexander Watt his sone in Law Compeirit bothe the saidis pairties and confest ane 
trublance and of stryking at utheris Bot denyit ilk ane of thame the blooding of the uther 
and thairfoir referrit thameselfes to the knowledge of ane assyse of the persones following 
viz. [both declared guilty - Watt £50 - Kincaid £10] 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.91  And in the actioune persewit be James Thomesone in Rowseland againes Elspeth Kincaid 
in Grainge and John Watt hir sone for the sowme of tuentie nyne pund ten schillingis as 
pryce of four bolls tua furlettis malt bocht be thame from him tua zeiris since or thairby 
Compeirit John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis procurator for the persewer as also the 
defenders quho desyreit the copie of the clame to advyse thairwith until this dey 15 deyis 
quhilk the bailzies assinet to thame and they judicialllie Inactit thameselffes to compeir that 
dey to anser to the poyntis of the clame Under the paine of fourte punds money 

1656 CRS  William Gibb 
1656 CRS  John Drylaw, servant of J. Kincaid 
1661 CRS Lillas Graham, spouse of John Watt  
1665 Retour 240 [L] John Hamiltoun apparent of Grainge, heir male of Lord John Hamiltoun, his patrui in 

the lands of Bearcrofts and Soulislandis within the parish of Falkirk  
1666 RMS xi 876  [L] Charter granting to Alexander Monro, advocate, Commissary of Stirling, and Lilias 

Eastoun, his wife in liferent, and George   Monro  , his son, in fee, and the heirs male of his 
body etc., - the lands of Bearcrofts, southern and western, the Southlands, 10 acres, and the 
Howatflat, with their pertinents, in the parish of Falkirk ... which formerly belonged to 
John Hamilton, eldest son of the deceased Sir James Hamilton of Grange, and heir male 
served to the deceased Sir John Hamilton of Beircrofts, and were granted by him to the 
said Alexander Munro  

1667 CRS  John Gibb in Grange, spouse Isobel Johnston 
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1669 CRS  John Watt, spouse Lillias Graham 
1674 CRS  John Gibson, spouse Agnes Smith 
1675 Retour  [L] Grange vocat. Abbotisgrange 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.30 James Livingstone in Abotsegrange 
1684 Retour 292  [L] Abbotsgrange 
1686 CRS  Elspeth Callender, spouse of Robert Callender 
1690 E69/22/1  Earl of Roxburgh his house of Abbotsgrainge 
1691 Murray   James Gardiner in Abbotsgrange 
1699 RS83/2.09.163  James Livingstone in Abbotsgrainge RS59/10 f.144 
1701 RS59/10 f.460v William Gibb in Abbotsgrange  --- lands of Mumbralls  
1703 RS83/2.11.194  William Gib of Abbotsgrange in favour of John Johnston of Mumbrells of all and haill 

those lands of Nether Mumbrills RS59/11 f.204 – f.205 
1708 Sibbald p.56  Abbots Grange the Seat of Goodhell Esquire, Carsy-Bank the Seat of Mr George Shaw 

Advocat Bercrosts a fine House with Gardens and Inclosurs, the Seat of a Gentleman of the 
Name of Hamilton. 

1719 SC67/49/8 f.296 Tack by William Drummond to Robert Walker 
1722 CRS  John Kincaid, spouse Jean Livingston 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12 Bartholomew Morison in Grange 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.48v Andrew Gibb in Abbotsgrange 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.51v Andrew Gibb in Grange 
1737 CRS  William Gibb 
1755 Roy   Grange 
1756 GD24/3/141  Tacks granted by trustees of deceased William Drummond of Grange in parish of Polmont 
1764 CRS  James Gibb, tenant 
1781 C2/121.016 Agatha Drummond, daughter of James Drummond 
1781 C2/121.016 Mary Drummond, daughter of James Drummond 
1781 AOS 44 Agatha Drummond, spouse of Henry Home of Kaimes, & Mary Drummond, spouse of 

John Pringle, W.S., as heirs to Joan Drummond, their sister, seised in Grange called 
Abbots Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont - in disp. by the trustees of 
William Drummond of Grange, to the said Joan Drummond, Mar. 1741; P.R. 26.465 

1782 AOS 149 Margaret Kerr, spouse of Andrew Gibb, tenant, Abbotsgrange, seised in liferent - in part 
of Whiteside called Northpark; and the superiority of part of Whiteside, parish of Polmont 
- on disp. by the said Andrew Gibb; P.R. 27.100 

1783 AOS 419 Trustees of William Drummond of Grange, get Ren. by Agatha Drummond, relict of 
Henry Home of Kaimes, and Mary Drummond, spouse of John Pringle, W.S., of Grange 
called Abbots Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont. G.R. 408.8 

1784 AOS 556 John Kincaid, tenant, Abbotsgrange, purchaser, gets Ren. of Easter Saltcoats called 
Monteith Saltcoats, barony of Polmont ;- Over Saltcoats, called Overtown and Randyford 
Saltcoats, barony of Abbots Carse. G.R. 415.177 

1805 AOS 5068 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and 
the place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts 

1805 C2/135/201  John Drummond, son of George 
1817 Grassom  Abbots Grange 
1820 C2/161/030n  John Drummond, son of George 
1821 C2/165/003n  George Hume Drummond of Abbotsgrange 
1848 C2/244/020  G.W.Stoddart, WS:- Abbotsgrange etc. 
1912 CDS13 Abbotsgrange  - D Shaw 
ABBOTSINCH  see Inch    
ABBOTSKERSE  # GRM NS9380 [1]    
  
1230 Newbattle  [L] Carso de Kalentyr 
1237 Newbattle 160  [L] Conveyance from Neubotle in favour of Holyrood of all the lands and salt pans which 

are held in Carso de Kalentyr by gifts of kings David, Malcolm, William, William and 
Alexander and of the abbots of Dunfermline and Kelchou, the master of Ballentrodoch and 
David de Lynddesay 

Holyrood 48  [L] Confirmation of an agreement between Holyrood and the monks of Neubotl: ... and 
half of the land therewith which the monks [of Newbattle] have in Kars [among others] and 
half of the saltworks ... 

1249x1286 Holyrood 75  [L] The tax due to Holyrood from the church of Falkirk was: De varia capella precipiet 
vicarius viginty marks 
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1316 RH6/1/82 [L] William de Lamberton, Bishop of St Andrews - pronounces judgement in a controversy 
between the respective abbots and convents of said monasteries [Holy Rood & Neubotil] 
on the allegation of the abbot and convent of the Holy rood that whereas they had taken in 
perpetual feu farm from the abbot of and convent of Neubotil all of the lands and salt pans 
which these last held in the Cars of Kalentyr by gift of the Kings of Scotland, David, 
Malcolm, William and Alexander, the Abbots of Dunfermelyn and Celcou, the master and 
brethern of Baltrodoc, and David de Lyndesai and that for payment of 65 marks 20 pennies 
sterling to be paid at certain times yearly; that the said Abbot and Convent of Holy Rood 
complaining that their church suffered great injury by the contract obtained Apostolic 
letters thereupon for the restriction thereof and restitution in integrum ---- determines and 
ordains as follows, viz: inter alia, That the said Abbot and convent of the Holy Rood shall 
in future hold and possess the said lands and salt pans free from all annual contribution or 
pension, but providing that no prejudice be done by said ordinance to certain agreements 
entered into from of old between the said monasteries with reference to two saltpans in said 
Cars 

1360 Holyrood 92  [L] Arrangement between Holyrood and Newbattle: [appears to be an agreement whereby 
Newbattle leases to Holyrood all of their lands and saltpans in the carse for sixty years] ... 
all the lands and saltpans [salinas] which are held in the carse of Callendar [carso de 
Kalentyr] formerly gifts of the kings of Scotland: David; Malcolm; William and 
Alexander; of the Abbot of Dunfermline and Kelso; the master and fraternity of Baltrodoc; 
and David de Lindsey; for sixty five marks and twenty pence sterling 

1390 Holyrood 107  [L] Baronie de le Kers  
1390 RMS i 807  [L] lands and barony of Kars 
1390 RMS i 809  [L] our lordship of Kars 
Holyrood 108  [L] The king confirms to David Fleming of Bigare, 20 merks annually from the lands of 

Kers pertaining to Holyrood. 
1392 RH6, 203 [L] Charter by David Flemyng, son and heir of Sir Malcolm Flemyng, Lord of Biger, 

knight, whereby he grants to the Abbot and Convent of  Holyrood and annualrent of the 
said Monastery in the barony of Kers and County of Stirling, part of an annualrent gifted to 
him by the King out of the said lands 

1393 RMS i 843  [L] Charter of Regality in favour of Holyrood granted by Robert III: ... and all of the lands, 
barony and lordship of Kers with pertinents ... and other lands underwritten, specifically 
lands of Falkirk and Letham 

1399 WCC 827  Indenture of office of Bailliary to David Fleming of all the lands of Kers pertaining to 
Holyrood 

1450 RMS  ii 342  [L] Charter of Kingis Inch 
1498 RMS  ii 2441  [L] Chapel of the BVM of Polmonth 
1505 Young 1517 Archibald Bellentyne renounced to dene Henry Litstar, canon of Holyrood, the tack which 

he had of the abbot of Holyrood of four oxgangs of the barony of Kerse, namely two called 
Litilkerse and two in Gelstoun, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. Done near the said abbey in 
a little house within the herbary of the said dene Henry’s garden. 

1527 RH11/43/1  [L] [Baronies of Kerse and Ogilface: Extract verdict of assize re. mill of Polmont 3 Jun 
1527] 

  
Curia Capitali veneralibis in Christo patris Williemi permissioune Divine abbatis Sancto Crucis prope Edinburgh 
baroniarum de kerss et Ogilface Tenta post festum pasce apud capellum de Polmounth in presente dicti domini abbate 
Necnon coram nobili viro Georgio Douglas magistro Angisi ballivo dictorum domini abbatis et conventis dicti 
monesterii totius suae regalitatis de brochtoun ac omnium et singularum baroniarum seu terrarum 
 
Tertio die mensis Junii Anno Domini millesimo quincentesimu xxvii 
 
  Curia affirmate et sectis vocati 
 
   Assisa 
 
Robert Calendar of mun’  
William Withirspoon 
Richard Burne 
David Levingstoun 
John Polwart 
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Henry Levingstoun   
Pat. Crenstoun 
Alexr Oswald 
William Hadmiltoun 
Robert Hart 
William Young 
William Robert 
John Schaw 
Henry Alexander 
Gilbert Muirheid 
 
The quhilk day Alexander Menteith tennand to the forsaid Lord of his myln of Polmounth complenit in Jugement to his 
Lordschip and bailzie forsaid Upone his tenentis of the forsaid barony of Kerss that thai uphold not the said myln nor 
payit thare deweteis as thai suld do.  Thair eftir the reding of the said complaynt the said Lord and his bailzie put the 
said actioun to the knawledge of the forsaids assise The quhilk persons beand suorne f....rt enterit of  court  Weill  and  
riplie avisit In enterit agane ffand and delivert that  the auld use  and wont  of  the  upholding  of  the  said  myln  was  
usit  in  this maner  after  following  that  is  to  sa  that  persons thatt  had  tak  of  the  samyn  had  privilege[?][......] to 
cut  and  get  ty[mer?] [sizable gap] pick  and ground to  byge the myln and  thair  myln  houss for use upone thare 
expenss  And the remanent of the  [tenentis?] of the said barony biggis and  thekit  the samyn upone thair expenss 
[eftir?] the Quhilk deliverance of the said assise the said Lord and his  bailze  ordanit  that  in all  tymes  tocum  the  
samyn suld be observit and kepit and [conveynit?] in Jugement al his tenentis that thai sld  pay  thair  multurs dewtitieis  
to  the  said  miln  as  the  auld  use  and  wount  was.Extractum  de  libro actorum dictic’ uria?]  per  me  Alexr  
makneill  clericum  et notarium  publicum sub meis syno et subscripture manualibus 
 
     Ita est ut scribitur Alexander Makneiyll notarus 
      publicus ac clericus dicte [curia?] teile propria 
 
1551 Wigton 240  A charter granted by Robert, Commendator of Holyrood-house, ... to James, Earl of arran, 

in liferent, and James Hamilton, his eldest son, ... of all and haill his lands of Easter 
Saltcoats, Wester Saltcoats, three oxengate and a half of his lands with three coallands 
[recte cotlands] of Saltcoats, lying in the regality of Holyrood, and also all and haill their 
lands of Inchcarsieback [recte Inch, Carsiebank] with the third part of Polmonth, [and] mill 
thereof, lands of Little Kerse, lands of Ridden, lands of Whiteside, lands of Nether 
Gelstoun, lands of Dungalstoun [recte Overgilstoun], Brokenheugh or [recte and] 
Ridheugh, Clerkstoun, lands of Elrigs, lands of Mumeratis [recte Mumeralis], lands of 
Letham, lands of Middlecraig [recte Middlerig], lands of Calcoats [West Lothian], with the 
common fishing of Reidcoble and common fishing within the lordship of Kerse ... to be 
holden for payment of feu-duty therin mentioned 

1551 Wigton 241  sasine following on Wigton 240 
1551 RH6/1502 [L] Obligation by James, Duke of  Chattelarault, Earl of Arane, Lord Hamiltoun, Tutor to 

the Queen and Protector and Governor of her realm narrating that Robert Abbot of 
Halyrudhous had feued to him certain lands of the Kers pertaining to his abbacy and lying 
within the Sheriffdom of Striveling, and has promised to do diligence for performing the 
same at his Convent’s hands, and binding himself not to molest nor output any tenant or 
tenants of the said lands having a tack or rental thereof during the currency of such, and 
that after  the ish of their tacks and rentals he shall not remove them nor “heicht their males 
nor dewties” but shall allow them to “bruik” the same during their lifetimes and shall 
receive their “barnis and frendis” to their steadings after their decease before any others,- 
“they contentand ws and or airis Ressonablie tharfor”. 

Holyrood Ap II No 37 &  
1553 RMS iv 885  [L] The queen &c confirms a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and the 

convent thereof, in favour of James, Duke of Chettellarault   ,  and his heirs, of the lands of 
Eister and Wester Saltcoittis, 3 ½  oxgangs 3 cotlands of Saltcoittis so called (occupied by 
the late David Forrester), lands of Carrounflat, Daratho, Carsybank, Polmound Ovir and 
Nethir with the mill and mill-lands, multures and the suckin, lands of Litill Cars, Hill, Ovir 
Gilstoun, Brokenheuch, Reidheuch, Litill Gilstoun, Nethir Gilstoun, Quhytesyde, Ridding, 
Myddillrig, Lethame and Lethamedaill, with the mill and mill- lands, multures and the 
suckin, lands of Mumrallis, Clerstoun [sic], Elrig, Cauldcoittis, with the fishing-lands 
[piscatione terrrarum] of Reidcoble, and common fishings [ac communi piscatione 
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terrarum] on the lands of Huke all lying in the lordship of Kers, in the fresh water and in 
the Forth (reserving the fishings [piscationes] of Grange and other prior feuferm leases) 

1561 Thounis No55:  Liferent Sasine in favour of Janet Kennedy, daughter of the late Earl of Cassillis and future 
wife of Lord Robert Stewart of Haliraudehous, in the lands of Abbotisgrange occupied 
Thomas Levingstoun and David Kinkaid, the lands of Newbiggings and Ponderisland 
occupied by William Levingstoun, the lands of Bowhous occupied by William Menteith of 
Randefurd, the lands of Linderisacres occupied by Giles Brand, widow of John Watt, the 
lands of Couparislandis or Coilheuchburne occupied by John Wilsoun, with the mansion of 
the same, etc., all lying in the barony of Kerss and sheriffdom of Striveling following on a 
charter by Mr Alexander Chalmer, feuar of the said lands, in favour of the said Janet, to be 
held in blench of the said Mr Alexander for payment of 1d Scots if asked and of £47 13 4 
Scots of feuferm annually to the said Lord Robert and the monastary of Haliraude. 

 Witnesses: .... James Mychell in Mumerellis and Henry Menteth in Polmonthmylne 
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

1581 RMS v 377  [L] The king confirms a charter made by Adam, bishop of Orkney and the commendator of 
Holyrood which completes a contract giving over in feuferm to Adam Bothwell, son and 
heir  of the late William B. of Whelpside, his heirs and assignees ... the lands of Kers 
formerly pertaining to James, Duke of Chettellarault ... £10 land of Huik ... 6s 8d lands of 
Reidheuche ... the lands and tenaments and saltpans of Wethirspones-Saltcoittis, the lands 
of Falkirk ... 

1586 RMS v 987  [L] Abbotisgrange of Kers 
1587 RMS v 1304   [L]  [L] [the king having abolished the monasteries grants many of their former properties 

in return  for a large sum of money to Sir John Bellenden of Auchnoule and his son, 
Ludovic Bellenden. Among these are:] 

 lands and barony of Kers, Abbotis-kers so called; specifically feu-lands of Airth, 
Barnishill, Beircroftis and Littil-Saltcoittis, lands of Over-Saltcoittis, Reidheuch, the Heuk, 
Lovaris-aikeris, Grange, 3 1/2 bovatas and 3 Cotlandis od Saltcoittis (occupied by 
Alexander Forrester of Garden), lands of Eister and West Saltcoittis, Inche, Carsebank and 
Polmound, with the mill of Polmound, astricted multures and lie suckin thereof, lands of 
Bowhous and Newbigging, Darraho and Carrunflat, Clerkistoun, Littill Kers, Hill, de [le?] 
Over Gelstoun, Brokinheuk and Reddoch, Littill Gelstoun, Quhytesyde, Redding, 
Myddilrig, Mommerallis, Cauldcottis, Falkirk with cottages, Lethimdaill with the mill, 
lands of Elrik, Reidcobill ... 

1592 RMS v 2140  [L] King confirms a charter of Robert Cairncross of Colmeslie [died before 1578] of a feu 
of lands underwritten in which Cairncross made over the feu of the lands to the late Robert  
Bartilmo in Reidhewch and heirs male legitimately procreated, which failing the nearest 
legitimate male heir,- 4 oxgangs and 4 acres of the land of Reidheuch with cotlands 
extending to 40 shillings in the regalitie of Brochtoun, barony of Kers. Exceping the 
fishings  on the water of Avene which pertain hereditably to William Greinlaw ... ... with a 
precept of sasine issuing from Patrick Burne of Hill 

1606 RMS vi 1792  [L] King grants to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, [etc.] ... the feuferm lands of Airth and 
Abbottisheuch, Beircroftis, Saltcoittis called known as the Grahames-Saltcoittis, lands of 
Saltcoittis known as the Oiswaldis-Saltcoittis, lands of Reidheuche, lands called the Heuk, 
lands of Falkirk with the cottages ... with castles, manor places, mills, woods, fishings, 
feuferms, in the barony of Kerse called the Abbottis-kers ... with the privilege of regality 
and office of hereditary baillie and justiciare of the said lands ... which Lord James 
Ballenden of Brochtoun, knight, has resigned in his favour 

1611 RMS vii 560  [L] The king grants to James, Marquis of Hamilton, .- lands of Eister and Westir 
Saltcoittis, 3_1/2_ oxgangs with 3 Coitlands of land otherwise known as the Saltcottis 
(occupied by the late David Forrester), the lands of Carrounflatt, lands of Daratho, Insche, 
Carsybank, lands of Polmound both Over [superiores] and Nether [inferiores], with the mill 
and mill- lands &c., lands of Littill kers, Hill, Ovir Gilstoun, Brokinheuk and Reidheuch, 
Littil and Nethir Gylstoun, Quytsyde, Ridding, Middilrig, Lethame and Lethamedaill, with 
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mills and mill-lands &c., lands of Mwmmerallis, Clerkistoun, Elrig, Caldcoittis, with the 
fishing lands of Reidcobbill, and commonty of the fishing lands of Hewk and other lands 
within the bounds of the lordship of Kers both in fresh water and in the sea of Forth 
(excepting the fishings of Grange and other fishings previously set in feu-ferm by the 
commendator and convent of Holyrood) ... with the privilege of regality and the office of 
hereditary baillie and justiciary of all above written which (previously tenanted by the said 
James from William Bellenden of Brochtoun, son and heir of the late Lord James B. de B., 
knight) the said William, with the consent of Lady Elizabeth Ker, Lady Brochtoun, his 
mother and tutor, resigns, and which the king has newly incorporated into the free lordship, 
barony and regality of Abbotis-kers, ordaining the town of Polmond as the principal 
capital, with the power to hold courts, to congregate for wapinschawis &c., erecting the 
said Town of Polmond - into a free burgh of regality; with power to the said marquis to 
elect baillies, burgesses, consuls &c; with power to the bailliesof pack and peill, .. go back 
to this 

1622 Retour [L] Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow:- ... jus patronatus ecclesiae de Falkirk in barony de Cars 
vocata Abbottis-cars, cum regalitate et cancellaria 

1635 Retour 118  [L] Abbotis Kerse 
1644 APS,Car.1.1644, vi Pti.2536 Charter to the Earl of Callendar of the privileges of a regality in lands lying within 

the barony of Abbotskerse. 
1700 RS83/2.313  Eastertoun of Abetskerss 
1729 C2/93/59  Kerse:Alexander Mitchell 
1747 C2/99/81  Kerse:Alexander and John Ritchie 
1747 C2/99/133  Kerse:James Cassils 
1750 C2/100/49  Kerse:Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1766 C2/108/181  Kerse, parts of: Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse 
1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - in parts of the barony of 

Abbotskerse viz. parts of Clerkston, Gilston and Whiteside; Little Kerse;- the two milns of 
Polmont, part of Battock, part of Bryson’s Gilston, & part of Wallace rig, part of Little 
Gilston, comprising Windyedge and Stoneye, part of Dalratho, barony of Polmont ; Inch, 
barony of Bothkenner - Cairnflate or Carronflates, barony of Abbotskerse ;- mill called 
Bowhouse Mill with Mill lands and Shealing hills, barony of Kerse  

1788 AOS 1226 Bennetstown, parish of Polmont  
1787 C2/124/177  Kerse etc.: Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse 
1788 C2/125/60   Kerse Etc.: Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse 
1789 C2/125/245  Thomas Dundas of Fingask 
1805 C2/135/194  Kerse, Tiends of: Thomas Livingston of Parkhall 
1806 C2/136/207  Kerse:Lawrence Dundas, eldest son of Lord Thomas 
1806 AOS  Barony of Abbotskerse 
1810 C2/141/064  Lord Archibald Hamilton, son of the Duke of Hamilton 
ABBOTSPARK # GRM NS9278 [1]  NS928787 
 
1671 RS59/4 f.241 [L] Patrick Bellenden oldest lawful son to Robert Bellenden of Parkend --- feu charter --- 

those two oxengates of land lying on the south side of the lands of Redding and of all and 
haill these three known as the Fosterlands otherwise Parkend with the portion of enclosed 
land known as Abbotspark with woods and trees thereupon --- on the north and east sides 
of the lands of Redding and south and east parts 

1694 RS83/1 f.48.7 Robert Ballenden sone to Patrick Ballenden of Parkend of the six oxengates of land upone 
the south and north sydes of the toune and lands of Redding & Forresters Land now called 
Parkend with that land called Abbotspark with the timber thereof & planting of Parkend & 
Redding. Registered on the  265th and 266th leaves of the said Register 

1705 RS59/12 f.44 [L] lands of Redding and also these lands called Forresters Land now Parkend and that 
portion called Abbotspark with the timber thereof and planting of Parkend and Redding 

1731 RS59/15 f.627v [L] all and haill these two oxengates of land lying upon the south part or side of the lands 
of Redding, and similarly all and haill these lands commonly called Fosterlands alias 
Parkend with that portion of the lands called Abbots Park with the wood and trees 
growing thereupon which lands called Fosterlands alias Parkend and portion of land called 
Abbots Park are bounded as follows viz The lands of Polmont upon the east and north and 
the lands of Redding upon the south and west  

1784 AOS 539 parts of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend, Abbots Park, &c., barony of Polmont. G.R. 
413.59 
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1788 AOS 1401 lands on the north and south sides of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend and piece of ground 
called Abbotspark, barony of Polmont 

1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 
Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

 
Note: Stirlingshire  ii No313: This name [Parkend] seems to be first mentioned in 1602, in the will of the then 
proprietor, Robert Bellenden; in 1788 it was changed to Park Place, and this in turn was changed to Parkhill in 1794. 
The portion of the property West of Polmont burn originally formed part of the Forrestlands of Redding and 
Abbotspark, while the remainder belonged to Over Polmont. 
ACRE RIGS # GRM NS9378 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- and the half aiker thairof lyand in 
the Aiker Rigis  

ALMOND FLAT # GRM NS9480 [2]    
 
1399 Wigton 827 Amons flat 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Monteath 

brother german to Lord William Monteath, Henry Monteath in Panstead of Arbroth as 
procurator for Jeannet Levingstoune spouse of the said Mr James and William Monteath 
their son and Patrick Grinlay portioner of Redheuche baillie in that part, James Moungall 
portioner of Redheuche hereditary proprietor of the lands and pertinents thereof --- those 
six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands of Redheuche with houses [etc] within the regality 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- those parts and portions of the lands of Redheuche 
commonly as the Easter Almound Flat, formerly pertaining to the late Gilbert Moungall 
and now possessed and occupied by Robert Muirhead in Beincroce --- parts of the foresaid 
lands known commonly as Longquhellflat extending to six rigs of land lying in that part 
known as the Wester Almondflatt  

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] all and haill those parts and portions of the said six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands 
known as the Eister Almond Flat which formerly pertained to Gilbert Mungall and Helen 
Dundasse his spouse … all and haill that wester part of the said lands known as the Lang 
Wheilflat extending to six rigs [raigis] of the lands of the said William Monteithe lying in 
that part of the lands known as Wester Almondflat and known as the South Oxwaird  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v all and haill that part and portion of his lands called the Eister Almontflett --- togidder with 
foir rigs of land lyand on the west syde of the landis called the Redhuickflett – with the 
peice fauld called the Little Fauld --- with the piece of land sometyme occupied be 
Mareowne Young called Mareowne Youngis Land Item the wester part of the landis called 
the Longquheill Flett extending to six rigs of land Item the landis lyand in that part called 
the Wester Almont Flett the lands called the South Oxwaird Item thrie rigs and tuo buttis 
and ane half butt of land called the Holl of the Beins and eight rigs of land lyand at the 
north end of the barne with the heidrig at the north end thairof and tuo rigis of land called 
Guidrigis togidder with thrie rigis of land lyand in that part called the Calfwaird [witnesses 
to sasine] James Gib in Tenaikeris 

1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- Item the 
lands lyand in that pairt callit the Wester Almontflett the  lands  callit the South Oxwaird  

1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 
these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, 
the land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north 
end of the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land 
called Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said 
Register 
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1805 AOS 5069 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and the 
place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts [recte 
Amieflatts] 

 
See Porteus: Emiflats; but he also gives Easter Almond Flat as part of Wholeflats 
ALMOND POW  # GRM NS9480 [2]   
 
1823 RHP80295   Almond Pou 
1826 RHP80926   Almond Pow 
19 c RHP10925   Almans Pow 
 
cf Almond Flat 
AMIFLATS  see Almond Flat 
AUCHENCAIRNIE   # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17  Auchnacairny Acre 
1814 AOS 7620 Auchincarney - on the north side of the street of Redding being parts of the lands of 

Redding  
1820 VR   Farm of Auchincairnie 
1855 VR   Farm of Auchincairnie 
 
cf Auchincairnie KCD. 14 c. 
AUCHINTYRE  # GRM NS8984 [1]   NS899845 
 
1624 RS58/3 f.197v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Andersone portioner 

of Maynis of Bothkenner --- George [Forrester] and Marjorie [Forrester] --- for John 
Andersone portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner and j---- Baird his spouse --- Elizabeth 
Patoune his mother --- all and haill --- two oxgang with a quarter oxgang of the lands of 
Mayns lying between the lands of the said George [Forrester] and [?] [Wa]stoune whereof 
seven riggis of land lie in the Langlies on the west side ---- and the riggis lying in 
Auchintyr 

1631 RMS viii 1827 [L] Charter of Confirmation to James Andersone, portioner of Maynes of Bothkenner, in 
several pieces of land in Mains of Bothkenner, including “six riggis in Achintyre”. 

1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner --- six rigs in Auchtertyre four thereof between the lands of the said 
James on ether syde thairof with the dykes sheoghs and headrigs at ether end thairof  

1684 RS59/6 f.472v [L] oxengates in Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis vulgo lie  dyk sheuches nuncupat – lying 
in Houcarse --- rig in Longlyes – rig in Auchentyre – rig contiguous commonly called  the 
Fauld ---  due anglularie lie butts --- head rig and sheuche in Northward 

1712 RH9/17/399   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, to John Nicoll, 
only son of John Nicoll in Mains of Bothkenner, of parts of room and mailing of land of 
North Mains of Bothkenner called Auchintyre, Sandiebutts and Nooks, presently 
possessed by James Johnston, extending to 26 acres, 3 roods, 17 falls and 1½ ells, in parish 
of Bothkenner, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 19 years   18 Dec 1712 

1731 CH2/1548 Auchentyre of Mains of Bothkennar 
1734 HR777   Mary Hardie Relict of the deceast John Nicol, late Tenant in Achintyre, in  Bothkennar 
1755 Roy 
1785 AOS 667 John Nicol, farmer, Auchintyre, seised in parts of Mains of Bothkenner; South Auchintyre, 

Fauld, & North Auchintyre, parish of Bothkennar, on disp. by John Johnston, son of John 
Johnston, tenant, Mains of Bothkenner. P.R. 28.407 

1805 AOS 5048 4 oxengates of the lands of the Mains of Bothkennar viz. Hammiltons Ward, South 
Auchintyre, Faulds and North Auchintyre 

1817 Grassom Auchintyre 
1818 AOS 8989 parts of Mains of Bothkenner, viz. 20 riggs 2 half riggs & 2 head rigs with the dyke 

sheughs on each end of the same commonly called Hamiltons Ward, lands commonly 
called South Auchentyre consisting of 13 riggs & 2 head riggs with dyke sheughs; 13½ 
riggs & a head rigg, and a head rigg at each end of the east and west ends of the said riggs 
commonly called the Faulds, with a dyke sheugh on the east of the same; and 6 riggs & 1 
head rigg contiguous at the west end thereof commonly called North Auchentyre, with a 
dyke sheugh on the west of the same, parish of Bothkennar  

1865 OS Auchentyre 
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1865 OSNB Auchentyre  - A farmsteading of one and two stories, principally slated and in good repair.  
Property of William Graham Esq. 

1893 GD37/362  Contract between Thomas Philip Graham of Airth, colonel and lt.col.half pay, and Paul 
Robert Burn Murdoch of Neuck, captain in the Royal Engineers, whereby they accept the 
line of the Bellsdyke road as march between their lands of Auchentyre and Southfield 
[formerly called Longdyke], in parishes of Airth and Bothkennar, county of Strirling 1893  

1971 OS Auchentyre 
 
cf Balantyre NN085115 
AVON – River GRM NS9581 [1] 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.40 lands of Reddoche with the whole fishings upon the Watter of Evein  
1703 RS83/2.11.231  Robert Marshell eldest lawful son to umquil Gavine Marshell portioner of Reddoch of nyn 

oxengates of land of the lard of Reddoch with the fishing upon the water of Avon RS59/11 
f.248 – f.249 

AVONDALE GRM NS9578 [1]  NS953787 
 
1860 OS Avondale House  
1881 Census -  Avondale House, Polmont, Stirling, Scotland, William Peden aged 58 Gardener Domestic 

Servant - born Galston, Ayr, Scotland, Agnes Peden Gardeners Wife born Galston, Ayr 
1912 CDS13 Avondale - Robert Clarkson; Farm - J. Bowie 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Avondale House 
 
see Clerkston for previous history 
AVONSIDE  GRM NS9479   NS943798 
 
OS 
1912 CDS13   Avonside Hospital 
AWALLS  # GRM NS9581   NS953817    
   
1727 RS59/15 f.87v William Hodge eldest lawful son to Patrick Hodge of Awalls 
1755 Roy   Awalls 
1799 AOS 3773 Wm Hodge – Awalls  
1817 Grassom   Oldwalls 
1851 Admirality  Old Walls 
1860 OS Old Walls 
1867 FEU 764,772,785  Awells 
1912 CDS13 Awells - H. Waugh 
 
cf Avaulds, NJ765595  
 
Note: the lands of Sherisle and Allwallis [AYR] (1552 RH6/1558) 
BACKRAW GRM NS9083    NS904831 
 
1502 Ex.Rolls  Bagraw 
1531 RMS iii 1074 [L] The king with the consent of his mother, grants at feuferme to John Kneland in Fosco,- 

5 ½ oxgangs of the lands known as Bakraw, in the barony of Buthkennar 
1540 RSSS ii 3367 Precept charter of feuferme in favour of John Kneland in Foscan - of 5 ½ oxgangs of the 

king’s land known as Bakrew in the barony of Buthkennar 
1543 RMS iii 2935 [L] The queen etc., grants at feuferme to Thome Levingstoun in Abbottisgrange, his heirs 

and assignees,- 5 ½ oxgangs of land known as Bakrew in the barony of Buthkennair ... 
which feu was granted to John Knelland in Foscan by King James V and which the said 
John has resigned ... with authority to erect a manssion house with policies 

1556 RMS iv 1102 [L] Assize: ... Thomas Levingstoun of Bakraw 
1574 CRE Marion Callander, sometime spouse to David Livingston of Bakraw 
1600 CRE David Livingston - spouse Marion Callender 
1611 RMS vii 523 [L] King grants of new in feuferme to William Bruce brother german of Lord John Bruce 

of Airth, knight, - 5 ½ oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner known as the Bakraw ... which 
James Levingstoun of Bakraw resigned  
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1615 Templaria William Bruce of Bakrall 
1630 RS58/5 f.113 John Syme in Bakraw of Bothkennar  
1630 Retour 140 [L] William Bruce, heir of lord William Bruce of Stanehous, knight, baronette, his father, 

5½ oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner known as Bakraw in the lordship of Stirling;  
1630 BS1 Patrick Bruce for his cloven oxengate of the lands of Newton of Bothkennar and for five 

oxengate and ane half of the lands of Bakraw there, 
1631 RS58/5 f.255 the fyve oxengaite and half oxgait of land of the lands of Bothkenner callit the Bakraw 

with the houses [etc] sometyme pertaining to James Levingstoune of Bakraw [witnesses to 
sasine] John Estoune in Foullihauch  

1634 RS58/6 f.149 John Sym in Bakraw 
1634 RMS viii 247 [L] The king etc., grants to M.Gabriel Rankeine, indweller in Edinburgh, [and Elizabeth 

Maissoin his spouse] his heirs and assignees whomesoever,- 5 ½ oxgangs of the Bakraw in 
the lands of Bothkenner, in the lordship of Stirlingschyre;-which William Bruce, eldest 
born son and heir of the late Lord William Bruce of Stenhous, knight baronette, with the 
consent of Lady Rachael Johnnestoun his mother with testement of tutory and Patrick 
Bruce of Newtoun his uncle, has resigned 

1648 RS58/8 f.344 [L] Walter Rankine nearest heir of the late Mr Gabrial Rankine portioner of Bothkenner --- 
those five oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner known as the Bakraw 
with houses [etc] lying in the lordship of Stirlingshyre and our bailliary [king’s] and also 
those four oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner with houses [etc] formerly possessed by 
Alexander Mure of Orchard of Bothkenner and Jonet Mure his wife lying in the lordship of 
Stirlingshyre and baillary 

1654 RS58/9 f.248v John Sime in Bakkrawe of Bothkenner 
1656 RS58/11 f.16 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Syme in Bakraw of 

Bothkenner as tutor to George Maisteroune --- Margaret Syme mother to the said pupill 
and relict of the said deceast John Maisterotune [of Bothkenner] --- bond of obligation 
grantit be Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Querrell --- annualrent --- furth of all and haill those 
my landis of Bothkenner called the Estertoun and Westertoun [witnesses to sasine] John 
Cairnes in Stenhous 

1657 CRS ADD  John Syme in Bakraw parish of Bothkenner 
1662 RS59/1 f.197 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Simpsone younger 

eldest lawful sone to John Simpsone of Lidsdaill and Mareowne Syme laufull sister to John 
Syme of Bakraw of Bothkenner his promised spous having and holding in their handis ane 
contract matrimoniall conteining thairintill the precept of seasing insertit --- consent of 
John Simpsone his father and of Margaret Callendar his spous his mother --- all and haill 
the just and equall half of these eight aikers of land called Greindyck of Bothkenner with 
half the houses [etc] --- John Callender in Maines of Westkerse bailzie in that part to the 
said John Simpsone elder 

1671 CRS Janet Bad, spouse to John Syme in Buckraw 
1702 RS83/2/11/118  Gabriell Rankine of Orchyeard all and haill the half of the lands of Bothkenner called 

Bakraw. 
1714  RS59/13 f.157 Patrick Sim in Bakraw of Bothkenner as procurator and actormey for Margaret Sim his 

sister now spouse to John Muirhead of Tyketsheugh  
SC67/67/4 f.34 Patrick Sim in Bakraw of Bothkenner 
1724 HR777 Patrick Sim in Bakraw 
1746 GD122/2/1460  Extract Disposition and resignation by Patrick Sim, tenant in Bakraw of Bothkennar, to 

John Sim his son 3 Jan 1746  
1757 CRS Patrick Syme in Bakraw of Bothkenner 
1781 CRS John Syme, tenant in Bakraw of Bothkenner 
1786 AOS 971 parts of Bothkenner & parts thereof called Bakraw, lordship of Stirling ;- parts of Newton 

called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie yeard. G.R. 438.19 
1787 AOS 1030 John Ogilvie of Pocknave – in parts of Bothkenner & part thereof called Bakraw, lordship 

of Stirling 
1787 AOS 1127 parts of Bothkenner called the Bakraw, including the lands called Bonnymeadow, 

Lordship of Stirling  
18c RHP1524 Back Row 
1802 APP Peter Sim, Bacraw 
1810 SC4/3/1 Backrow ... and these parts thereof called Bonnymeadow 
1817 Grassom  Backrow 
1819 RHP1485  Back Raw 
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1865 OSNB Backrow - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of the Trustees of 
the late Henry Stainton Esq. 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Backrow 
 

  
Cf: Raw Farm NS865375, Rawbog, Airdrie (colliery 1860); Rawburn NT675565, Duns; Rawflat NT585245,  Rawhead, 

NY525165, Rawyards NS775665 
  Bagraw NY605995, NY855965, Bagraw NT8596; Bagraw Ford NT6099 
  Bagro, vic Forfar [RMS iii],  
  Bagrow, Cumb.: 1332 Baggarawe, 1560 Bagarey, 1578 Bagra, 1794 Baggraw [P-N Cumb gives 3 instances] 
  Bagraw, Hexham: 1385 Bagraw, 1663 Baggaraw [PNND] 
  Beggar Row  WLO [PNWL 79];   
  Bagrae NJ685575 
  Bogroy NJ235425 
BACKROW FORD # GRM NS90827 [1]  NS9038270 
 
1797 RHP242 Backrow Ford 
BAMBERSHIRE # GRM NS 9183 [1]  NS910836  
 
1656 RS58/10 f.113v James Boyd portioner of Ballmarshell  
1714  RS59/13 f.222v [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Johnstoune of 

Kirkland having in his hands a disposition made and granted be the now deceased John 
Wright of Kersie heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advice and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newtoun --- of the parts 
and portions of the estate of Newtoun called Houkers the Tiend Yeard Skimflat and 
Bamershyre --- the said lands of Houkerse Tiend Yeard Skamflat and Bemershyre --- 
estate of Newtoun comprehending the lands of Houkerse Teindyeard Skamflat and 
Bamershyre 

1714  RS59/13 f.238 [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Crawford in 
Boigend having in his hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnston of Kirkland 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- All and haill these lands commonly called 
the Howkerss and Bambertshyre with houses [etc] --- presently possest be Thomas 
Kincaid tenent thereof lying in the paroch of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling ---  

1727 CH2/1548 tenants in Bammarshire 
1736 CH2/1548 Bammar Shire 
1774 SC4/3/1 lands commonly called Howkerse and Bambershire sometime belonging to Alexander 

Johnstone, thereafter to James Crawford as disjoined 3rd June 1730 
1787 AOS 1138 James Crawford, son of James Crawford, portioner, Bothkenner – in Howkerse and 

Bambershire 
1787 AOS 1185 James Kincaid in Bombardshire 
 
Late Mr Nimmo, owner of Howkerse related that some of the writs give “Balmoreshire”.  
BATTOCK GRM NS9477 [1]   NS942779 
 
1542 Holyrood 37 [L] Over - Litill - Nethir Gilstoun 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Over - Littill Gelstoun. 
1620 CRS  Patrick Russell in Battock 
1630 POC 20s land of Little Gilstoun; 20s land of Over Gilstoun; 20s land of Meikle Gilstoun, all in 

the barony of Broughtoun; held by the Marquess of Hamilton 
1635 Retour 118 [L] Ovir Gilstoun 
1649 Retour 194 [L] Over Gilstoune 
1668 CRS  John Hardie in Battock 
1673 RS59/5 f.88 [L] personally compeared upon the lands aftermentioned Patrick Calder of Compstoune --- 

charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands -
-- that part and portion of his three oxgangs of land in Battock alias Over Gillstoune and 
with that part and portion of the lands of Wallace Rige with also ragum candalem  lying 
upon the south side of the lands of Gilstoune with houses [etc] --- bounded as follows -  the 
said lands of Battock between the lands of Nicoltoune pertaining to Alexander Livingston 
of Parkehall on the south [,] the lands of the said John Hamiltoune on the west [,] lands 
pertaining to the Duke of Hamiltoune on the north and the said lands of Wallace Rigge 
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bounded between the lands of Brightounecraiges on the west [,] lands of Whyttsyde 
belonging to Andrew Bennet on the north [,] a moor which is the common lands of 
Battock [,] Wallace Rigge and Brightounecraige on the west and the public loan The Lone 
of the said moor on the south --- barony of Polmont and regality thereof 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.124 Robert Salmond of Battocks 
1691 RS83/1 f.33.6 James Symsone in Redheugh - annualrent out of Robert Salmond of Battock his lands 

thereof. Registered on the  53rd leaf of the said Register 
1694 RS83/1 f.57.2 [L] James Simpsone in Redding, Agnes Hardy his spouse and Josia, Mathias, John, Joseph, 

Sara and Agnes Simpsones their children of an annualrent out of Robert Salmond of 
Battock, his lands of Battock alias Over Gilstoun and Tailrig. Registered on the  343rd and 
344th leaves of the said Register [cf 1805 AOS 4914 lands of Wallacerigg, & a Tailrig on 
the south side of Gilstonburn] 

1673 RS59/5 f.88 [L] Robert Salmond of Battock his three oxengate of land in Battock alias Overgilstone his 
lands of Wallacerig. Agnes Hardie relict of James Simpsone of Reddoche RS59/10 f.153 – 
f.154 

1699 RS59/10 f.155 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Hendry Hardie in Battock 
for himself and as procurator for Margaret Dennistoune his spouse – obligation from John 
Houstone in Lawyett and Catherine Clogie his spouse  

1729 CRS  Battock - Henry Hardie 
1753 RS59/20 f.152 [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Nimo tenent in 

Caron Flats holding in his hands a disposition granted by Alexander Nimmo Brewer in 
Falkirk who disponed in favour of Henry Nimmo his heirs [etc] all and haill his equal third 
share of the three oxingate of land in Battock as also and of the lands of Waleraig and 
Tailridge on the southside of Gilston Burn with houses [etc] --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Mitchell Tackman of the Coall of Brightons 

1787 AOS  Battock  - part of the barony of Abbotskerse 
1789 AOS 1470 in three oxengates of land of Battock or Over Gilston, Wallacerig 
1817 Grassom  Battock 
1832 RHP12531   West Battock Field [938775 - 940777] with Battock at site of Battock cottage. 
1847 RHP6107 Buttock Park [940781] 
1860 OS Battock 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Battock 
 
cf Kinbattoch NJ425125, Manabattock NJ535195,  Mount Battock NO545845 
   Battock Acre [16c - RH6/3567] 
 
Note 1 “medow commonly called Battocks which lyes on the west syde of the Water of Dovan and contiguous with the 

medow called the Easter Inch of Alloway” [1673 RS59/5 f.17v] 
BATTOCK GILSTON GRM NS9277 [3]     
 
1664 RS59/2 f.5 [L] all and haill those parts and portions of his oxgang of land in Battocke Gilstone known 

as Battockmuireland with houses [etc] between the Roughhauch on the north and east 
Manualrig on the south and the common muir on the west --- with privilege of commonty 
on Reddingrig and Whytesyderig 

1677 RS59/5 f.362 [L] Margaret Wairden relict of the late John Gaff in Lawzett lawful daughter of the late 
John Wairden in Lawzett her father --- Precept of Clare Constat  --- parts and portions of 
those three oxgangs of land in Battock Gilstowne known as Battock Mureland with 
houses [etc]  

1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Marshall 
tennent in Polmontside  as baillie with Andrew Smart portioner of Lawyeatt eldest lawful 
son to the deceast Archibald Smart in Haining afterwards in Small Burn as heir of 
Archibald Smart his father having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these three 
oxingate of lands of Battock Gilstoun called Battock Muirhead with houses [etc] 

BATTOCKMUIRLAND GRM NS9277 [3]     
 
1664 RS59/2 f.5 [L]  all and haill those parts and portions of his oxgang of land in Battocke Gilstone known 

as Battockmuireland with houses [etc] between the Rooughhauch on the north and east 
Manualrig on the south and the common muir on the west --- with privilege of commonty 
on Reddingrig and Whytesyderig 
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1677 RS59/5 f.362 [L] Margaret Wairden relict of the late John Gaff in Lawzett lawful daughter of the late 
John Wairden in Lawzett her father --- Precept of Clare Constat  --- parts and portions of 
those three oxgangs of land in Battock Gilstowne known as Battock Mureland with 
houses [etc]  

1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Marshall 
tennent in Polmontside  as baillie with Andrew Smart portioner of Lawyeatt eldest lawful 
son to the deceast Archibald Smart in Haining afterwards in Small Burn as heir of 
Archibald Smart his father having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these three 
oxingate of lands of Battock Gilstoun called Battock Muirhead (recte Muirland) with 
houses [etc] 

 
BEANCROSS # Fa. NS9279 [1]  NS924796   
 
1625 RS58/3 f.369 [L] John Crawfuird senior in Aber[coyn]e, John Grinlay in Hathhornsyk, procurator, and 

Marjorie  Hendrie, spouse of the said John, Patrick Borthuik, lawful son to John Borthuik 
in Aber[t/c]otn[e/d] --- John Renny in Beincroce, baillie in that part for Alexander, Earl of 
Linlithgow [etc] John Crawfuird having a contract of alienation and sale of all and haill --- 
annualrent out of the lands commonly known as the Netherlands of Mumrallis with houses 
[etc] lying in the barony of Abbotskers and regality of Bruchtoun [John appears to be 
buying the annualrent from Borthuik] [witnesses to sasine] John Fleyming? in Newbiggin, 
Patrick Macknellan, miller at the mill of Mumrallis and William Thomson in Bowis 

1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] Robert Muirhead in Beincroce --- John Johnstone in Beincroce  
1636 Murray  Beencross 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v  The quhilk day anent the complaint gevine in be John Monteathe in Oiswaldsaltcoattis 

againes William Johnstowne in Forrestersaltcoattis anent ane yew quhilk the said William 
promeissit to haive delyverit to the said John Compeirit personallie bothe the said pairties 
And hes submittit and referrit the decisioune of the said mater to the persones following 
Viz. to James Levingstowne portioner of Falkirk and Patrick Grindley portioner of 
Reddoche choisine for the pairt of the said persewer and James Alexander portioner of 
Falkirk and David Levingstowne of Pantaskane choisine for the pairt  of the defender 
Quhom the saidis pairties obleist thameselffis to caus conveine and meite at Beincroce the 
XX day of Januarii instant and incaice of variance or discord sua that they cannot agrie 
togidder in ane voyce gifis power to thame  to choise ane oversman quhom the saids judgis 
sall thinke expedyent And they to report thair diligence to the saids judgis in the court 
thairefter 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.8v Beincroce 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.65.1 Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce 
1643 RS58/8 f.15v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Johnstoune 

in Beincrone [recte Beincroce] --- in all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Mumrellis known as Beicrone [recte Beincroce] with houses [etc] --- lying in the barony 
of Polmonth [but superior is Earl of Callendar] 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.56  The quhilk day Alexander Monteathe zunger in Thorne of Westkers and Thomas 
Johnestoun sone to John Jonstoune in Nethermumbrellis is unlawit ilk an eof thame in fyve 
pundis for ane trublance committit be thame in Beincroce The same being suffitientlie 
provine and qualiefyit be Alexander Bellenden in Langtoune and hew Fergysone thair That 
the said Alexander had his suord drawne and Thomas ane quhinger to have strukine at 
uthers gif they had not beine holdine 

1651 SC67/67/1,107v Compeirit Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce Hendrie Beyge at Mumbrell mylne John 
Mitschell in Mumbrellis Thomas Bryssone thair and Johne Jack in Redding and Being 
suorne deponeit That they did not tak awey noe irone graithe nor uther geir from the place 
of Callender and that they knew nane takine awey thairfra be na uther persones. 

1661 CRS Alexander Johnstone in Beinecorse 
1674 RS59/5 f.121 William Alexander in Beincross 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.5v Alexander Johnstoune in Beincros 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.96 John Johnstone in Beancross 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.117v James Cuithell in Beincroce 
1691 RS83/1 f.32.6 Litle Saltcoats & Beancross. 
1720 SC67/49/9 f. 161 Tack by Henry Beg to Thomas Beg, mason at Beancorse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.17 Alexander Johnston in Beincross ... Thomas Turnbull, cooper in Beincross, eldest son and 

heir [of Thomas Turnbull] 
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1725 CRS John Johnstone in Beancorse 
1749 RS59/19 f.378 [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Andrew Mitchell son 

to John Mitchell cooper in Beancross as atroney for Margaret Young spouse to Thomas 
Simpson of Lidsdale portioner of Bothkennar all and haill his whole part and portion of ane 
oxengate of fewdland of the town and lands of Redding in the north side thereof commonly 
called Beancross  

1768 CRS Alexander Johnstone, tenant in Beancross 
1782 AOS 125 John Burns, weaver, Beancross, and John Robertson in Beancross, seised for their 

respective rights, in part of Beancross, parish of Falkirk - on disp. by Alison Neilson --- 
and Mary Neilson ; P.R. 27.68 

1786 AOS 915 part of Redding called Beancross, & outfield thereof. P.R. 29.160 
1787 AOS 1020 James Fish, manager of the coalworks at Sheildhill - in part of Redding called Beans Croft 
1788 AOS 1362 part of Redding called Beancross and outfield thereof, parish of Polmont  
1789 CRS Beancross - John Burn, elder 
1795 AOS 2907  Robert Samuel, farmer, Wholeflatt, in a piece of waste ground being part of Beancross, 

parish of Falkirk. 
1800 RHP10925 Beancross 
1802 AOS 4443 Redding Rig Moor effeiring to the lands of Mumrills and Beancross with a right of 

commonty in the Moss and Stone quarry. 
1803 AOS 4551 farm and land of Beancross consisting of 21 89/100 Acres being part of half of Mumrills. 

parish of Falkirk; and 4 oxengates of the lands of Mumrills, regallity of Hamilton 
1806 RHP10858 Beancross 
1817 Grassom  Beancross 
1860 OS Beancross 
BEARCROFTS   # GRM NS9581 [1]  NS951811 
 
1462 GD1/1088/14 [L] Charter of inspection by James, bishop of St Andrews, of feu charter, 30 July 1459, by 

Archibald, abbot of monastery of Holyrood of Edinburgh, and convent thereof, in favour of 
William Craufurde, his brother, of lands of Berecroftis, containing 7 oxgangs of land, in 
lordhsip of Kerse, sheriffdom of Streveling 4 Apr 1462 

1529 Johnsoun 6 Instrument of sasine ... narrating that Robert Craufurd, son and heir of the late Robert 
Craufurd of Beircroftis, proceeded to his lands of Beircroftis, lying in the barony of 
Kerse, regality of Broychtoun, and sheriffdom of Striveling, with Robert Craufurd his son 
and heir apparent; and there gave sasine inn the lands of Beircroftis to his said son; 
reserving his own liferent. 

1529 Johnsoun 7  Protestation by Elizabeth Brone, wife of Robert Craufurd of Beircroftis that the sasine in 
the lands of Beircroftis in favour of her son Robert Craufurd should not prejudice her 
liferent in the said lands. 

1530 Johnsoun 13  Notorial instrument and Protest against intrusion, on behalf of Robert Craufurd of 
Beircroftis , quashing and nullifying a pretended sasine in the lands of Beircroftis recently 
given by Andrew Hammyltoun, baillie for Robert [Cairncross] Lord Abbot of Holyrood, to 
William Carncross, by the breaking of a dish. 

1530 Johnsoun 15 Robert Craufurd of Beircroftis – sanctioning of marriage 
1533 GD1/1088/17 Letters of regress by Robert, Abbot of Holyrood in favour of Robert Craufurd of 

Beircroftis respecting the lands of Beircroftis and Fowlisland in the barony of Kerse, 
which were alienated by the said Robert Craufurd to William Carnecross under reversion 
23 May 1533 

1570-1643 GD1/1088/21 Titles to the lands of Beircrofts and Sowlislands in the barony of Kerse 
1541 Holyrood 130  [L] Bearcrofts sasine: ... personaly constitutes [Horalibus vir] William Burn in hill having 

and holding in his hand our precept of sasine of the lands underwritten of Beircroftis with 
pertinents under the seal and written hand of our venerable father Alexander with the 
permission of the divine monastery of Cambuskenneth and the abbot’s seal appended as 
said .... Robert Crawford son and heir of the late Robert Crawford of Beircroftis .... 
William Crawfurd, Robert Wedderspoun, our baillies of our regality and barony of 
Brochtoun and Kers ..... and singularly the lands of Beircroftis containing seven oxgangs 
of land with the mansion house, edifices, tofts, crofts thereof, with half an oxgang of land 
commonly known as Soulisland with its pertinents lying in the said regality and barony .... 
pertaining to the foresaid Robert Crawford 

1541 Holyrood 131 [L] lands of Beircroftis with mansion house [etc.] and also half part of an oxgate of land 
known as Sowlisland 
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1549 Foulis 18   Instrument of Sasine in favour of Andrew Hammiltoun [of Cochno] and his wife, Agnes 
Crawford in one third of the lands of Beircroftis , lying in the barony of Kerss. [see 
Kirkton of Bothkenner] 

1561 Thounis 37  Obligation by Alexander Craufurd to pay to William Craufurd of Parkhall within five years  
1563 Johnsoun 415  William Graham of Beircroftis , brother of John, Earl of Menteith, and Helen Kincaid, his 

wife 
1569 CRE  Jonet Baird, sometime spouse ot Robert Alexander in Beircroftis  
1571 RMS iv 1980 [L] William Crawfurd of Beircroftis - see this for apparent power of Crawford 
1580 RMS v 16  [L] Gilbert Grahame in Beircroftis [witness] 
1587 RMS v 1304   [L]  [L]  see Abbotskerse 
1590 Pont  Baircrofts 
1600 CRE  Beircroftis - Robert Alexander, spouse Jonet Baird 
1614 CRS Robert Alexander in Barcrofts 
1614 Hamilton p.402ff Hamilton of Bearcrofts 
 

[p 402] John of Grange  
| 

[child 4] Margt. = Thos. Livingston of Ballintone 
[child 6] Jane was contracted to John Oswald son of John O. of Saltcoats c 1585 

   (p.403) [child 1] Sir John of Grange fl 1577| 
  [child 1] Sir John Hamilton of Bearcrofts fl 1614 - died  c1624 

|                              (p.404) [child by 2nd marriage, Anna], who chose among her curators, Andrew & Wm. Bryson in 
Mumrells on her mother’s side] 

 
1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] --- 

all and haill the feulands of Bearcroftis 
1625 RS58/3 f.311 John Hamiltoun of Beircroftis  
1630 POC  The Earl of Linlithgow’s lands  
1630 CRS Patrick Gibb in Beircrofts 
1633 RS58/6 f.105v [L] George McKie portioner of Brwmage and Agnes Boig now his spouse – contract of 

matrimony – Thomas Boig in Beircroftis and Christine Laird his spouse – just and equall 
half of the lands of Brwmage which pertain to George  

1639 CRS  Thomas Boog, spouse Christian Baird in Beircroftis 
1641 CRS  William Boog in Beircrofts 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.29  The quhilk day Thomas Booge zunger in Beircroftis is decernit and ordanit To mak 

payment to John Lamb in Grainge the sowme of aught merkis money and that for not 
ressaeving the said John to his schervice at mairtymas lastbypast conform to thair 
agreyment togidder quhilk the said Thomas confest in judgement as for the principall 
Togidder with 6ss 8d as for the expensss of pley And assoylzies the said Thomas from the 
rest of the clame. 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.39v Decernes Thomas Boog zunger in Beircroftis to delyver to Thomas Broun in Westkers 
David Cairnes schervand to the said Thomas Broun and quhom the said Thomas Boog has 
conducteit and feyit and keipis and deteines him in his service and witholdis him from the 
said Thomas Broune contrair to the act of committee maid anent servandis and that within 
the space of 15 dayis or then to pey the soume of ffourtie pund as penaltie conteint in the 
said act 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v  James Hadmiltoune of Beircraftis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66  Unlawis Thomas Boog zunger in Beircraftis in fyve pund for ane trublance committit be 

him with in the burgh of Falkirk with Thomas Monteathe in Denny The samen being 
sufficiently provine be famous witnesss 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72   Sir James Hamiltoune of Beircroftis  
1658 RS58/12 f.76v all and haill the lands of Beircrofts and Soulislands with manor place houses [etc]  --- and 

all and haill the lands of Ten Aikers and the lands callit Howetflet --- togidder with the 
salmon fishing upon the Water of Aven so far as the said lands lyes and to Inviroin 
thairwith all lyand within the parochine of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

GD198/209   [L] Charter a me by James Wethirspowne of Brighous, with consent of Elizabeth 
Hammiltoun, liferentrix of underwritten lands to Gilbert Grahame in Beircrofts, of lands 
of Litilsaltcottis.   12 Aug 1569 

1665 Retour 240 [L] John Hamiltoun apparent of Grainge, heir male of Lord John Hamiltoun, his patrui in 
the lands of Bearcrofts and Soulislandis within the parish of Falkirk 
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1665 RS59/2 f.147 John Dalmahoy of that ilk sheriff of the sheriffdom of Stirling --- John Hamilton apparent 
of Grange heir male of the late lord John Hamilton of Bearcrofts his father --- all and haill 
the lands of Bearcrofts and Southlands with houses [etc]  

1666 RMS xi 876  [L] Charter granting to Alexander Monro, advocate, Commissary of Stirling, and Lilias 
Eastoun, his wife in liferent, and George Monro, his son, in fee, and the heirs male of his 
body etc., - the lands of Bearcrofts, southern and western, the Southlands, Ten Acres, and 
the Howatflat, with their pertinents, in the parish of Falkirk ... which formerly belonged to 
John Hamilton, eldest son of the deceased Sir James Hamilton of Grange, and heir male 
served to the deceased Sir John Hamilton of Beircrofts, and were granted by him to the 
said Alexander Munro  

1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Alexander Lorne in Heuck --- South Bearcrofts [terrarum de Bearcrofts australem] 
and a seventh part thereof the Soulislands, Tenacres [dicem acreas], the Howat Flat 
[witnesses to sasine] Bartholomew Moresone in Oxward of Reddoch 

1671 CRS  Bartholomew Morrison, spouse Helen Wright in Bearcrofts 
1672 CRS  Helen Wright, relict of Bartholomew Morrison Bearcrofts 
1682 CRS  John Boig in Bearcrofts 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.86 Thomas Watt in Bearcrofts 
1685 RS83/1 f.2.14 Thomas Watt in Bearcrofts and John Watt his sone of tuo aikers of land of the toune and 

lands of Falkirk 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.148 William and Robert Cowey children of umquhill Patrick Cowey of Westkerse and 

Christian Callander his spouse; citation to William Cowey in Elphinstone and Patrick 
Cowey maltman in Falkirk, on father side, and Thomas Callander in Bearcrofts and 
William Callander in Westkerse on mother side 

1690 Murray   Alexander Monro of Beercrofts 
1704 RS59/11 f.333 John Henderson eldest son to James Henderson of Fouldubs as actorney in the name of 

Mistress Jean Munro second lawful daughter to the deceast Sir Alexander Munro of 
Bearcrofts --- all and haill the lands and barronie of Bearcrofts comprehending the north 
and south pairts of the said lands and barronie, Southlands, Tenaikers and Howatflat 

1706 C2/082.062  Margaret Hamilton, widow of John Hamilton of Bangour 
1707 CRS  Sir Alexander Munro of Bearcrofts 
1708 Sibbald p.56  Abbots Grange the Seat of Goodhell Esquire, Carsy-Bank the Seat of Mr George Shaw 

Advocat Bercrosts a fine House with Gardens and Inclosurs, the Seat of a Gentleman of 
the Name of Hamilton. 

1720 Binns 531  Andrew Sword, farmer in Beircrofts 
1722 RS59/14 f.366 Alexander Monro professor of Anatomy in Edinburgh John Monro chirurgeon burgess 

there and Alexander Monro of Auchenbowie to Mr Patrick Haldane of Bearcrofts 
1723 Macfarlane p 401 Three long miles and a half northeast from Falkirk stands the house of Bearcrofts upon the 

west side of Aven; There is a ferry upon Aven at Bearcrofts 
1723 RS59/14 f.455v [L] Mr Patrick Haldane advocat --- of all and haill the lands and Barrony of Bearcrofts 

comprehending all and haill the lands of Bearcrofts South and North theireof, Southlands, 
Ten Acres and Howatlands with the Manor Place of Bearcrofts, houses [etc] --- formerly 
pertaining to  Margaret Hamilton, Lady Bangour  --- all erected into a free barony of 
Bearcrofts 

1724 CRS  Thomas Callender in Bearcrofts, relict Elizabeth Lorn  
1727 CRS  Mr James Haldane, residenter in Bearscroft, Professor of Church History in the University 

of St Andrews 
1727 C2/92/18  Patrick Haldane of Bearcroftis 
1729 CRS  James Hunter 
1740 C2/097.070  Patrick Haldane of Bearcroftis 
1747 C2.99.60  Patrick Haldane of Bearcroftis 
1749 CRS  Thomas Watt, portioner of Bearcrofts 
1750 Roy Baircrofts 
1752 Turnpike Mr Patrick Haldane of Bearcroftis 
1769 CRS  Janet Hodge, daughter of William Hodge, portioner of Bear Crofts 
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse -the barony of Bearcroftis; GR 451. 256 
1817 Grassom  Bearcrofts 
19th  century RHP10957 Photostat copy of plan of Bearcroft, Little Kerse, Gilston etc. 
1898 RHP80352  Plan and section of the Avon embankment at march between Bearcroft and Claret 

showing proposed piling, make-up and pitching Aug 1898 
1912 CDS13 Bearcroft - R. Meikle 
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20th century RHP9308 Plan of the farm lands of Bearcroft and Claret 
BIELD OF BOTHKENNER  # GRM NS9083 [1]      Bothkenner 
 
1654 RS58/9 f.248v John Adame in Beild 
1724 HR777   James Johnston in Beild 
1761 CRS James Johnstone, tenant in Bield of Bothkenner 
1865 OSNB Beild  - Dwelling houses and garden, one storey, tiled, and in good repair.  Property of 

Alexr Forrester Esq. 
1865 OS Beild 
 
cf Bield of Falkirk; - of Leckie, Gargunnock. 
BELLS RIG GRM NS8976 [1]   NS898764 
 
1772 RHP409 Bells Rig 
1783 RHP1550 Bells Rig 
1860 OS Bells Rig 
1886 BPB Bells Rig 
1927 OS Bells Rig 
BENNETSTON GRM NS9378 [1]   NS935788 
 
1720 RS59/14 f.130 Andrew Bennet minister of the Gospel at Morrowingside having in his hands ane 

disposition granted by Robert Struthers sailor in Boroustounes --- all and haill these nine 
acres and half an acre of land of three oxengates and tuo acres of land of the lands of 
Whiteside with that little house and yard --- and the half of the new yard on the west end of 
the Ryefold next the kiln with liberty of drying their corns yearly in the easter corn kiln and 
house belonging thereto 

1785 AOS 664 George Scrimzeour of Thornhill, James Walker of Stepmiln, William Gibb, junior, farmer, 
Grange, and Henry Taylor in Gilstone, seised in parts of Whiteside, parish of Polmont, on 
disp. by John Gibb, distiller, Bennetstown. P.R. 28.400 

1788 AOS 1226 Bennetstown, parish of Polmont  
1788 AOS   feu contract by Patrick Bennet of Whiteside 
1791 AOS 2117 2 houses and yard at Bennetstown, parish of Polmont 
1855 VR  Bennetstown 
 
This was the former name of the present village of Polmont and takes its name from the first minister of Polmont. 
BERIE BISLIE RIG GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir nyne aikeris and 
half aiker of land of all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd 
quairof ane aiker of infield land lying in the east of the croft  in that part called the Berie 
Bislie Rige having the lands of [blank] pertaining to John Hamiltoun of Beangoure 
[Bangour, West Lothian] on the east and the half aiker thairof lyand in the Aiker Rigis and 
aught aikeris of outfield land quhairof fyve thairof lyes in that pairt called the Mure Land 
upon the west syde of the landis possest be John Hardie in Gilstoune   

BESSELS HOUSE see Bissets House 
BIGAR LANDS # GRM NS9378 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd quairof --- ane aiker and half aiker 
of infield land lyand in the Peis Hills and sex aikeris halfaiker and the thrid pairt of ane 
aiker of outfield land lyand as folowes ane aiker and ane half aiker of land thairof lyand in 
that part of the samyne called the Bigar Landis upon the east syd of the Peis Hill  

 
Cf Biggar NT045375 
BISSETS HOUSE # GRM NS9382 [3]    
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1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 

with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just 
and equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of 
land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
amd his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

1805 AOS 4927  parts of Randyford Saltcoats called the Northwards & Bessels House, and part of the lands 
of Heuk called the Priests Acre, parish of Falkirk 

BLACKBURN FAULD   # GRM NS9178 [3]   
 
1668 RS59/3 f.78 James Levingstoun junior, of Westquarter --- all and haill that fauld formerly known as 

Dempsters Fauld and now known as Blaickbiorin Fauld 
1668 RS59/4 f.47v Westquarter --- all and haill that fauld of old callit the Dempster Fauld and now callit 

Blackburn Fauld with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the lands belonging to Sir William 
Levingstoun of Westquarter upon the west and north the common loch callit the Reddine 
Loch on the eist and the common mure of [blank] upon the south part 

1693 RS83/1 f.42v.7 James Livingstoune of Westquarter – his lands called  Blackburne Fauld. 194th and 195th 
leaves. RS59/8 has “that fauld of land of old called Dempstir Fauld and now called 
Blackburn Fauld” 

1728 RS59/15 f.287 that fauld of old called Dempster and now called Blackburnfauld with houses [etc] --- 
bounded as follows Viz the Common Loch called South Loch of Reddine upon the east the 
common Muir of Reddine Rig upon the south land formerly belonging to Mr James 
Livingstone and now to John Dyne on the west and the high way going from the Reddine 
to Over Westquarter on the north --- All and Haill that his smiddie and smiddie house with 
the barn and barnyard and empty ground at the back of both to Gather Burn together with 
that piece of land called the Hipps All in Over Westquarter --- bounded in manner after 
mentioned Viz the said Gather Burn upon the north and east the said high way running 
from Reddin to Over Westquarter untill you come to ane butt of land pertaining to John 
Dippie  and from thence to the north side of the said butt to the yeard possest by William 
Polack all upon the south and from thence straight north ane Balk called the Hipp Road to 
Gather Burn upon the west 

c 1775 NLS MS5115.11  Dempster or Black-Burn-Faulds 
1785 AOS 753 Blackburns Fauld and Kip, parish of Polmont 
1797 AOS   Dempsters Fauld now called Blackburn Fauld, Smiddy and Smiddy House with the Barn 

and Barn Yard and piece of ground at the back thereof, and piece of land called the Hipp, 
all in Over West Quarter, barony of Polmont. 

1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 
Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

 
Note: John Blackburn in Redding - 1618 CRS - there does not seem to be a burn of this name in area. 
  
BLACKPARK # GRM NS9178 [1]  NS915784 
 
c 1775 NLS MS5115/11 Blackpark 
BLACKRAW  # GRM NS8976 [1] NS890765 
 
1817 Grassom  Blackraw 
BLAIRBANK   # GRM NS9278 [2]   
 
1887 BPB   Occurs in this order:- Polmont Square > Hillhead > Blairbank > Redding. 
1912 CDS13 Blairbank - R.C. Greig 
 
This may be the esker. 
BLAIRLODGE   GRM NS9278 [1]  NS920781 
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1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17) The Blairs  NS915783 (and) Blairlodge  
1860 OS Blairlodge 
1867 BAS   Blair Lodge 
1879 Gillespie   Blair Lodge Academy 
1886 BPB   Blair Lodge Academy 
BLAIRS  GRM NS9278 [1]    
 
1699 SC67/49/4 f.155.  Tack by by Earl of Callander to James Burn of Blairs of Redding 
1721 RS59/14 f.317 lands of Blairs of Reddin [mentions that the lands were advertised in the Caledonian 

Mercury “for several weeks”] 
1741 RS59/18 f.113 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Gaff in Redding 

eldest lawful son to James Gaff flesher there --- all and haill the Fauld commonly called 
Gaffs Fauld with two aikers of land lying upon the south and north east sides of the town of 
Redding which includes the three ridges of land called the Blairs  

1785 AOS 624 Peter Learmonth, Wright, Redding, seised in Blairs, parish of Polmont ;- on disp. by James 
Ballantine, portioner, Redding, & Margaret Cockburn, his spouse. P.R. 28.352 

1790 AOS 1702  Henry Johston of Middlerig - 3 riggs of Blairs - Regality of Hamilton 
BOATHOUSE # GRM NS9282 [1]  NS923828   
 
1817 Grassom Boathouse 
 
See - Ferry Green Point; Burns Ferry 
 
cf South Boathouse: i.e. South Alloa Ferry 
BONNYHAUGH see Bonnymeadow      Bothkenner 
BOTHKENNAR GRM NS9083 [1]    
 
1253? St A. Lib. p.29 Buthkennar xx merks 
1290 Bain ii 522 Receipt:- Norman de Arci constable of Stirling Castle, to William of Roxburgh, cellarer of 

Newbattle, for 2 merks sterling for the corn due to the king for Bothkenner [Chapter 
House (Scots Docs) Box100, No.187] 

1290 Bain ii 533  Receipt:- by Norman de Arcy knight and castellan of Stirling, to the Abbot and convent of 
Newbottle, for 4 chalders of wheat, and 12 merks sterling instead of 6 chalders of wheat, of 
the farm of Bothkenner 

1291 RH5/148  Receipt by Norman de Arcy, constable of Stirling, for 2 marks received from William de 
Roxburgh, cellarer of Newbottle, for the wheat due to the King for Bothkennar 17 Aug 
1291  

1291 RH5/149  Receipt by Norman de Arcy, castellan of Stirling, for 10 marks received from the abbot 
and convent of Newbottle for wheat due from the ferms of Bothkennar 13 Nov 1291 

1317 Cambus Buthkenner 
1329 Ex.Rolls  rents of Buthkenner  
1344 Cambus 42 Bothkenner 
1370 RMS i 318 [L] Letter appointing the keeper and constable of Stirling Castle, part of the maintenance of 

which was an annual payment of 14 chalders of wheat and 12 chalders of oats, with 200 
merks sterling out of the lordship of Bothkenere. (This payment is restated on many 
instances over the centuries.) 

1477 Sprot Buthkennar 
1477 RH6/469 Alexander Lesly of Wardiris, James of Schaw of Salchy and John Roos of Montgrenane, 

King’s justiciars and commissars in that part, make known that on the date thereof, at the 
instance of William, Lord Abyrnethi in Rothimay, and in obedience to the King’s brieve 
and letters direct to them thereupon they appointed an assize to divide the marches between 
the lands of Buthkennare belonging in property to the King and the lands of Daldres 
belonging to the said Lord Abirnethi in the sheriffdom of Striuelyn, 

1482 Sprot John Schaw [see ACD: sciandry], procurator of Margaret, Queen of Scots, presents a letter 
from her regarding the lands of Bothkenner, and breaks a pretended sasine taken by John 
of Dundas of that ilk, of the said lands. 

1483 RMS ii 1539 [L] The king grants to his gentleman of the chamber John Dundas of that ilk and his heirs,- 
for his faithful service, and especially for his great labours and additional work in 
delivering the king’s person from captivity in the Castle of Edinburgh in which the king 
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was held and detained and deprived of liberty, his life in great danger and exposed to peril,- 
the baronial lands of Bothkennar 

1484 ADC p.85 Anent the action between James of Schaw of Sauchy and James Forster for the office of 
sciandry of Bothkenner be said James Schaw allegand yat he has power be vertu of his 
office of chalmerlanry and balzery to mak sciandis and yat the said James Forster aleggit 
yat our souverain lord has made him sciand be his lettres under his prive-sele  

1528 RMS iii 710 [L] King grants at feuferme to William Menteith of Kers,- 2 oxgangs of the lands of 
Dalgrane occupied by John Gardinar in the barony of Bothkennar 

1529 RMS iii 736 [L] King grants at feuferme to Patrick Menteth ,-4 oxgangs of the lands of Buthkennar 
called the Gardach, which the late James Menteth, father of Patrick, previously held ... 
extending to 3 lib. 4 sol. ferme, 4 bolls wheat, 8 bols oats, 8 cappons 

1529 RMS iii 855 [L] The king grants at feuferme to Andrew Bruce [see Powfowlis] ... and an oxgang in 
Newtoun of Buthkennar occupied by James Lufrent, 2 oxgangs called the Westirtoun of 
Buthkennar occupied by William Henry, half an oxengate in the said Westirtoun occupied 
by Andrew Mathioun in the lordship of Buthkennar 

1529 RMS iii 877 [L] King grants at feuferme to John Levingstoun natural son of M Alexander L. of 
Donypace,- 7 oxgang of the lands of Newtoun, which the said Alex now holds ... in the 
barony of Bothkennar 

1529 GD247/Box 104/Bundle 2 Writs of lands of Bothkennar and subjects in Prestonpans 1529-1685  
1530 RMS iii 886 [L] King grants at feuferme to James Levingstoun , son and heir apparent of David L. of 

Ballintone,- 4 oxgangs of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, occupied by the said James 
and his tenents, and 8 oxingate in the Grange of Buthkennar, in the barony of 
Buthkennar ... which 8 oxingate Mathew Hammiltoun, brother-german of Archibald 
Hammiltoune of Lethame, personally resigned 

1530 RMS iii 887 [L] King grants at feuferme to Mathew Hammiltoun, brother german to Archibald 
Hammiltoun of Lethame,- 8 oxingate of the Manys of Buthkennar, in the barony thereof, 
(whereof 4 oxingate were previously occupied by John Pattoun and Thomas Panttoun, and 
now by the said Mathew, 4 oxingate are occupied by David Levingstoune of  

1539 RSSS ii 2905 Letter to Troili Stewart confering the office of parish clerk of the parish of Buthkennar, 
now vacant by the resignation of Thome Levingstoun, last possessor thereof,  

1577 Bruce, App.xl    The ane pund land of Bothkennare haldin few of us,; To Thomas Bruce of Lairberscheillis 
and Bothkennare, haldin in few of us,  [See under Airth] 

1579 RH6/2502 Extract Letters Under The Privy Seal, narrating that the king in the last parliament held 
within the Castle of Striviling, in July 1578 (considering the long service done to him by 
Dame Annabell, countess  of Mar in his nurture and upbringing since his birth, and the 
expenses made by her in performing said charge over and above the ordinary assignation 
appointed thereto), had decerned that said countess for her life … should be lawfully 
provided of a yearly pension of 2000 merks Scots furth of the first vacant abbacy or great 
benefice “or uthir sicklyke accident” and in the meantime granted to her [several sums 
from various lands along with victual and wheat from others and then] of Bothkenner 8 
bolls wheat, of Greenhardis 8 bolls malt, of Manis of Boithkennar 1 chalder 3 bolls bear, 
and of the Grange of Boithkennar 2 chalders 13 bolls bear 

1584 RPSS viii 2033  Gift to Alexander Levingstoun, apparent of Pantaskane, of the escheat of the ‘takis, titillis 
and possessioun’ of the tiend sheaves of the lands of Bothkenner which pertained to 
David, Commendator of Dryburgh, and fell to the crown through his being convicted ... for 
art and part in the treasonabill surprysing of the toun and castell of Strivelling in companie 
with certane of his majesties rebellious subjectis committed in the moneth of Aprile instant. 

1584 RH6/2723 1584 RPSS viii 2033 
1588 RMS v 1567 [L] the forester’s grain of Buthkenner, viz. 1½ firlots of cattle quality oats, and with a 

chalder of oat-meal from the rents of Buthkenner for the keeping of the king’s annual 
mart [at Torwood] 

1610 Retour 70 [L] John Syme, heir of John Syme in Bothkenner, his father, in an annual rent from the 
lands of Tamfour and Newhous, in the barony of Callender 

1610 RMS vii 354 [L] with the forrester’s grain of Bothkennar extending to 3 chalders victual, viz. 1½  
firlots of oatmeal out of Bothkennar for the custody of the king’s marts within the said 
forest, all held of the king in feu 

1618 RS58/1 f.154 Andro Bow in Bothkennar 
1623 RS58/3 f86v Henry Towris in Bothkenner 
1624 RS58/3 f.257v William Huttoune, gardener [hortulam] in Bothkenner 
1630 Retour 140 Bothkenner 
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1638 RS58/7 f.135v Mr John Galbreith, minister of Bothkenner  
1641 Retour 174 Bothkenner 
1654 Retour 209 Bothkenner 
1654 RS58/9 f.249 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Galbraithe servitor 

to Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quaral as procurator and actorney for Mr John Galbraithe 
minister of the word of god at Bothkenner, Katherine Norvell his spouse and Isabella 
Galbraithe thair lawfull daughter 

1655 RS58/9 f.288 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Archibald 
Maistertoune in Bothkenner and John Maistertoune his eldest lawfull sone --- precept of 
sasine made and given be Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarall and Dame Euphane 
Carstairis his spouse --- annualrent to be uplifted furth of all and whole that oxingait of 
land or thairby of his lands of Bothkenner possessed and occupiet be the said Archibald 
Maisterotune and Hendrie Touris in Bothkenner lyand in the Eist Langlyes and eist syde 
of the Kirktoune Croft  and the west syde of the Lonedge within the parish of Bothkenner 
Lordship of Stirling and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1655 RS2/9/163 John Galbraith, minister of Bothkenner 
1659 RS58/12 f.116 Henrie Warden schoolmaster at Bothkenner  
1662 RS59/1 f.185v [L] Bothkenner --- rigs of land lying in magno pago de Bothkenner on the east side of the 

common road commonly called the Comon Lon --- another piece of the half oxgang of 
land commonly known as the Waird circum stagnata continen  

1666 RH9/3/53(i) At Echles the seiventh of may the year of the lord jaj vj threescoir & sex years All of the 
parochin of Bathkennil given up as followes in regard of absencie [---bone][  
Note: there is a better copy of the rents. for the relevant area it begins :“The parishine of 
Bothkenner” - Mortoun his 29 oxengaite of land and three quarters - also Straitinhall] 
oxengaite of land & three quarters ilk oxgait being worth ane chalder victual at every 100 
merkis the chalder quhairof the minister [---]merkis out of each oxgait in parsonage & 
vicarage and remaines upon everie oxgait 60ll [-de] seiventein hundreth fourscoire fyve ll 
taxt 

1666 RMS xi 885 the fishing of the Water of Carron called Bothkenner bounded as follows, viz., Beginning 
at the foot of the long dyke and water greene descending downe Carron and ascending the 
Forth, Peckneff, Ponpen the Westirtowne, the foule pooles, Gardoch, Blackrawe, Dalbeth, 
the Newtoun of Granges - in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1665 RS59/2 f.163v [L with vernacular section] William Bruce of Newtoune --- Earl of Wigton --- fishing on 
the Water of Carroune called Bothkenner – bounded as follows Beginand at the foot of the 
Longdyk and Watirgreine descending doune Carroun and ascending be Forth Poknaiff 
PowpenThe Westertoun the Foull Pooll Gairdoch  Backraw Darbeth and the Newtoune of 
Graingis lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1669 RS59/4 f.79v [L] two oxengangs and a quarter of an oxgang of Bothkenner --- bounded viz twenty two 
rigs with those 42 rigs and a piece of the south rig on the eastern side thereof --- lands 
pertaining to George Forrester portioner of Bothkenner lying between the  lands of the 
said George on the north and south the lands of Newtoune on the east the road running 
between Kers and Airth on the west and two headrigs thereof one on the west side and the 
other on the east side with all dykes lie dyke seuches pertaining --- and others east of the 
public road commonly called the Lonhead --- and with a side dike and internal dike (lateri 
vallorum et integras vallorum ffossis) on the east side ---- and other rigs --- and the said 
public road called Longdyk on the west 

1677 CRS Thomas Adam in Bothkenner 
1682 SC67/67/2 f. 20v Janet Kincaid in Bothkenner 
1686 SC67/67/2 f. 101 Janet Broun in Bothkenner 
1686 SC67/67/2 f. 113 Mr John Skinner minister at Bothkennar 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v Margaret McKie, relict of umquhill Thomas Adam in Bothkenner of an annualrent out of 

Ebotshaugh, Naither Mungell and Gairdoch. Registered on the  110th leaf of the said 
Register  

1687 SC67/67/2 f. 126v James Rae in Bothkenner 
1687 C2/70/99   Euphemia Bellenden, wife of Michael Callender, son of deceased William C. in 

Bothkenner 
1687 C2/70/99   Patrick Callender, son of Michael C. in Bothkenner 
1688 RS83/1 f.17v.8 Mr John Skinnar minister at Bothkenner, Katherine Callander his spouse, and George and 

Hellen Skinners, their children. Registered on the 302nd  and 303rd leaves of the said 
Register. [RS59/7 has – John Skinner 
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1697 Retour 337  George Mastertoun, heir of George M., writer in Edinburgh, his father, in 3 oxgangs of 
land and a quarter oxgang of land of the lordship of Bothkenner 

1697 RS59/9 f.100 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands and others underwritten ane discrete 
woman Margaret Wyse lawful daughter to John Wyse in Sheillhill --- contract of marriage 
betweixt Patrick Callander eldest lawful son to Michael Callander portioner of 
Bothkenner for himself with advice and consent of his said faither on the ane pairt, and 
the said Margaret Wyse with consent of her said faither and Margaret Gillespie his spouse 
her mother on the other pairt --- all and haill that thrid pairt of ane oxingate of land and ane 
ridge of land with the tiends thereof, being a pairt of the three oxingates and half ane 
oxingate and odd piece of land purchased be the said Michael Callander from umquhill 
Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- which land lies contigue --- with full liberty to 
pasture upon the dyck forgainest the said lands and to eat the dycks there 

1698 RS83/2/47 William Hardie, taylour in Bothkennar in an annualrent [RS59/10 f.46 – f.47] 
1700 RS83/2/10/412  William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner of an annual rent furth of John Simpsone’s 

lands of Greendyke RS59/10 f.338 
1702 RS83/2/11/1 William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner of all and haill the lands of Greendyke 

consisting of 8 acres of land or thereby which belonged to John Simsone RS59/11 f.167  
1722 SC67/67/6 f. 3v Andrew Liddle in Bothkenner 
SC67/67/4 f.33v Thomas Mitchell in Bothkenner 
1730 HR777  [Heritors contributing to the bell] Patrick Callander, Airth; John Callander; Alexander 

Watt; Gabriel Little of Libberton; William Simpson, Lidsdale; John Hardie; Burnbrae; 
Stonehouse; Abbotshaugh; James Gib in Parish of Falkirk; Mr Hay, Factor for Newton; Mr 
Grahame of Airth; Westerton; Bangour:- Inhabitants: James Towers; Andrew Mitchell, 
Couper [cooper]; Andrew Mitchell; Patrick Sim [recte Simpson?]; James Sclanders, 
Crofthead, John Fraser there; James Johnston, Beild; William Lamond, shoewmaker; 
William Paterson, tenant in Newton; James Sclanders, Newton; John Johnston, Mains; 
Adam Liddell, Newton, Robert Foord; Alexr Thomson, Weaver; John Berrie; Andrew 
Bow; James Neilson in Dams; David Thomson; David Higgins; William Stevenson; John 
Rae, smith; George Foord; James Walker; William Clark, Inch; James Jervay; William 
Hardie at Quarrel Bridge; Walter Bone, brewar; John Nicol, Mains; Patrick Boid; Michael 
Heugh; Robert Simpson, Spout; Andrew Neil; John Simpson, Crofthead; Thomas 
Leishamn, younger; Robert and Ann Simpson; David Cherrie, Newton; James Watt, 
mealmaker; Donald Stevenson, weaver; Robert Walker, Straiton Hall; Jennet Baad in 
Stonehouse land 

1739 GD247/Box 99/Bundle 3 Rentals, accounts and other estate papers of lands of West Grange, Kirkfaulds of 
Tullybody, and Bothkennar 1739-1772  

1745 Love II i p.84 William Harper, Episcopal Minister, Bothkennar; was very active in assisting the rebels, 
and waited on the Pretender’s son at Falkirk. [presently] at home. [Love adds that amongst 
those who were prepared to give evidence against Harper was James McNear 
(McNair)“sclater”, Falkirk, and Robert and James, his sons. 

1749 RS59/19 f.326 John Rae smith in Bothkennar  
1753 RS59/20 f.151 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Tours tenent in 

Kirktoun of Bothkennar baillie in that part specially constitute --- Compared personaly 
John Johnston tenant in Mains of Bothkennar having in his hands a disposition granted by 
the deceased John Primrose of Burnbrae granting and disponing in favour of the said John 
Johnston his heirs [etc.] all and haill these his lands in Bothkennar presently possest by 
himself with houses [etc] --- lying within the parish of Bothkennar Lordship and 
sheriffdom of Stirling --- Reserving to Margaret [J/L]aurie his servant for her liferent use 
alenarly During her life the wester house with the ground of the old Barn for a kail yaird 
being part of the subjects therein disponed  

1789 AOS part of Bothkenner called Cold Kitchen 
1880 Nimmo i p.327 The Bothkennar lands were purchased in 1363 by Sir William Moore, son of Sir Reginald 
 
cf Kirkinner, Wigs. [PNG 170] 
 
Note 1: there was a St Cannera or Cainner [d 530? - Irish?] 
 
Note 2: GD247 Box 84 - Papers regarding tiends and stipends of parishes including Bothkenner 1632-1856 

Box 104, Bundle 1 - Writs of the lands of Skaithmuir, Dunypace and Bothkenner 1555-1646 
Bundle 2 - Writs of lands of Bothkenner 1529-1685 
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Bothkennar - Barony of  
BOTHKENNER CHURCH  NS903835     Bothkenner 
 
1795 AOS 2887  The Heritors of the Parish of Bothkennar, seised Dec. 30. 1794,- in parts of Bothkennar, 

whereon they have built a new church called the Church of Bothkennar, and Session 
House, parish of Bothkennar;- on disp. by Thomas Dundas of Fingask 

1797 RHP242  Bothkenner Church 
1865 OSNB Bothkenner Church - The parish church was built in 1789, the minister’s stipend is about 

£201.12.10 with a glebe worth £12 per annum.  Number of sittings about 300, it is in good 
repair but has no pretensions whatever to architectural elegance. 

BOTHKENNER - PARISH  
 
 
Diocese: St Andrews 
Deanery: Linlithgow 
 
Both parsonage and vicarage fruits pertained to the nunnery of Eccles at the Reformation period. It is possible this 
church was granted or confirmed to the nuns by Bishop David of St Andrews in 1250x65, when it appears as the church 
of Bucham (Reports of the Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, 12th Rep., App.Pt. viii. nos. 132, 146; St 
Andrews Lib., xxix - Great Register of St Andrews, No. 60) 
[ex Parishes of Medieval Scotland, Ian B Cowan, Scot. Hist. soc., 1967] 
In 1900 the parish of Grangemouth was formed from part of the parish of Polmont, part of the parish of Falkirk, and 
part of the parish of Bothkenner. The remainder of Bothkenner was transferred to Falkirk and thus the parish of 
Bothkenner was suppressed. 
 
1589 RH15/19/102  Signet letters of inhibition at instance of Sir James Home of Coldenknows, kt., and dame 

Katherine Home, his spouse, against parishioners of Bothkennar 10 Aug 1588-18 Aug 
1589  

1584 RH15/19/99  Signet letters of arrestment at instance of James Home, commendator of abbay of Ecclis, of 
teind sheaves of parish of Bothkennar, in sheriffdom of Stirling, pertaining to said 
commendator 11 May 1584  

1605 GD65/28  Tack by James, prior of the abbey of Ecclis [Eccles], and the convent thereof, in favour of 
Alexander Hamilton of Innerweik [Innerwick] and James Hamilton, his eldest son, for their 
lifetimes, and after their decease for 2 lifetimes and 19 years, of the teinds, parsonage and 
vicarage, of the kirk and parish of Bothkennar, for yearly payment of £120 Scots. 
[Signature; seal appended]. 25/4/1605 

1643 TE5/446  Papers Relating to Teinds and Teind Administration, Stirlingshire: Bothkennar 1643  
1865 OSNB The Parish of Bothkennar is in the County of Stirling, Prebytery of  Stirling, Synod of 

Perth and Stirling. 
  The word Bothkennar is of Celtic origin, and signifies the small arable fen or marsh - a 

name highly descriptive of the situation of the parish, which is very small, all arable, and 
appears at first to have been marshy, from having been made up from the alluvial deposits 
of the Firth of Forth. 
A new church was built in 1789 and it is more than sufficient for the accommodation of the 
parish.  A new manse was built in 1816, at an expense of £1575, and is, to the honour of 
the Heritors, the best in the County.  The stipend is 17 chalders of victual and the teinds are 
exhausted.  The glebe consists of 10 Scotch acres of the best land. There is no village in the 
parish except a small portion of Carronshore. Falkirk is the nearest market town.  The 
roads are, in general, kept in good repair by the statute labour; and there is easy access to 
every part of the county. 

 
BOWHOUSE  # GRM NS9380 [1]   NS930804 
 
1552 Holyrood 131  Tack of the lands of Bowhouse: Andrew Callendar takes a tack of Bowhouse for 19 years. 
1561 Thounis 55   the lands of Bowhous occupied by William Menteith of Randefurd, 
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
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William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

1587 RMS v 1304  [L] see Abbotskerse 
1603 CRE  James Bryson in Bowhouse 
1621 RS58/2 f.262 Harye Menteath sumtym of Bowhous and now in West Kers  
1625 RS58/3 f.369 [L] William Thomson in Bowis 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.39 Archibald Quyte in Bowhous 
1677 CRS  John Monteith in Bowhouse, spouse Agnes Cochrane 
1680 CRS  Bowhouse of Abbotsgrange: William Callender, spouse Elspeth Callender 
1701 RS59/10 f.460v Andrew John in Bouhouse  
1718 E644/1/14  lands holden of the Duke of Hamilton: William Auchie for Bowhousemiln; James Beg in 

Bowhouse; Pat. Gow in Bowhouse 
1754 RS59/20 f.235 John Davie tenent in Bowhouse  
1781 AOS 44 Agatha Drummond, spouse of Henry Home of Kaimes, & Mary Drummond, spouse of 

John Pringle, W.S., as heirs to Joan Drummond, their sister, seised in Grange called Abbots 
Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont - in disp. by the trustees of William 
Drummond of Grange, to the said Joan Drummond, Mar. 1741; P.R. 26.465 

1783 AOS 419 Trustees of William Drummond of Grange, get Ren. by Agatha Drummond, relict of Henry 
Home of Kaimes, and Mary Drummond, spouse of John Pringle, W.S., of Grange called 
Abbots Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont. G.R. 408.8 

1805 AOS 5069 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and the 
place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts 

1806 AOS 5200 Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls - House stead in 
Clerkston Bank  

1817 Grassom  Bowhouse 
1860 OS Bowhouse 
1912 CDS13 Bowhouse -  A.G.S. Binnie, farmer 
1927 OS Bowhouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Bowhouse 
BOWHOUSEHALL  # GRM (NS9280 [1]  NS926798 [1] 
 
1806 RHP10858   Plan of Bowhousehall 
1817 Grassom  Bowhall 
1820 AOS 9678 lands of Bowhousehall and part of the lands of Bowhouse Mill – being part of the barony 

and regality of Abbotskerse 
1826 VR Bowhousehall 
1860 OS Bowhousehall 
BOWHOUSE MILL # GRM NS9280 [2]  NS926804 [2] 
 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.109  Bowhousmylne 
1718 E644/1/14 p. 155 William Auchie in Bowhousemiln.; James Beg in .; Patrick Gow in . (holden of the Duke 

of Hamilton) 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.53 James Beg at Bowhousemiln 
1754 RS59/20 f.235 Compared personally upon the ground of the miln house lands and others underwritten  

John Davie tenent in Bowhouse baillie in that part specially constitute --- also compeared 
upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Potter multurer at Bowhouse Miln as 
procurator for Laurence Dundas of Kerse --- disposition granted by James Boyd of 
Callender esquire formerly called Lord Boyd --- all and whole the miln commonly called 
the Bowmiln with the pertinents of the same as long ago was built upon the lands of 
Mumrels which sometime belonged to the deceased James Earl of Linlithgow  

1755 Roy   Mill [c 926804] 
1775 SC1/1/1 Bowhouse Mill mill-lands 
1787 AOS 1222 mill called Bowhouse Mill with Mill lands and Shealing hills, barony of Kerse  
1800 RHP10925  named but not delineated - lade shown 
1820 AOS 9678 lands of Bowhousehall and part of the lands of Bowhouse Mill – being part of the barony 

and regality of Abbotskerse 
BOWHOUSEPLANK   # GRM NS9280 [1]  NS926803 
 
1860 OS Bowhouseplank 
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cf Roy’s ‘Pont’.  
BRAEHEAD # GRM NS9579 [1]    
 
1712 RS59/13 f.18v James Wilson eldest lawful son to James Wilson dyster in Braehead of Clerkstoun and 

Marjory Johnston lawfull daughter to umquhile John Johnstoun in Littlekers now his 
spouse --- all and heall the equall half of his Walkmiln in Clerkston Bank and half of the 
houses adjacent thereto quhilk Walkmiln with the pertinents is bounded as follows Viz To 
witt the lands of Clerkstoun on the south and west and the Water of Even on the north and 
east part And sicklike the just and equall half of the aiker and half an aiker of land or 
thereby  called Burnbrae with houses [etc] bounded as follows Viz The lands of Milnhall 
on the east the lands of Wester Burnrae pertaining to Richard Burn on the southwest and 
north parts  

1755 Roy Braehead 
BRAKES   see Dumbreaks 
BRIDGEND # NS9278 [2]     
 
1882 FH29.7.1882  Bridgend Farm, Redding 
BRIGHTONS GRM NS9277 [1]   NS927778 
 
1653 RS58/9 f.142v Alexander Dick in East Crages  
1656 RS58/11 f.86v William Bryce in Bruchtounscraigs 
1681 RS59/6 f.251 John Ruchat of Bruchtoune Crags 
1687 RS59/7 f.232v the deceast Alexander Dick in Eastcraiges 
1691 Murray   Craigs 
1701 SC67/67  Craigs 
1723 Macfarlane f.403  Brightancraig  
1723 RS59/14 f.428v Elizabeth Sharp lawful daughter to Thomas Sharp coallheugher in Brightons Craigs and 

now spouse to John Houston portioner of Gillston of all and haill the said John Houston his 
house and kaill yeard in Gillston with an acre of those lands called the Damside Acre with 
a cows grass lying within the parioche of Falkirk  

1731 Binns 573  James Learmont, tenant in Brightoun Craigs 
1746 VR   Craigs 
1753 RS59/20 f.152 [L] Alexander Mitchell Tackman of the Coall of Brightons 
1780 RHP1537   shows ‘lands of Craigs’ on the north side of the burn. 
1783 MRP  Brightowns Craiggs 
1793 AOS 2560 Margaret Nimmo, relict of George Robertson, Mason, Brichton Craigs, as heir to William 

Rucket of Craigs her grandfather.barony of Polmont - Precect of Clare Constat from 
commissioners of the  Duke of Hamilton. 

1797 AOS 3391 James Rea, Collier, Bughtons ... Craigs ... James Little, Miner, Bughtons.  
1809 AOS 6202 30 falls of the lands of Craigs ... parish of Polmont. On disp. by James Rea residing at 

Climpy or Clampy 
1799 AOS 3666  Brighton Colliery, parish Polmont 
1809 AOS  30 falls of the lands of Craigs ... parish of Polmont. 
1811 AOS  Carron Co., ... the Right, Privilege and Servitude of a Road passing through the lands and 

Quarry called Whiteside Loan or Brightons, parish of Polmont. 
1815 AOS 7936 lands of Craigs being part of the lands of Roughhaugh.  
1817 Grassom  Brightons 
1858 FEU 520,521,523 Brightons 
1860 OS Brightons  
2001 OS Explorer 349 Brightons 
BROKEN HOOK  # GRM NS9480 [3]   
 
1551 Wigton 240  Brokenheugh  
1552 Holyrood Ap. II, 37  Brokin Heuke 
1553 RMS iv 885  [L] Brokinheuch 
1565 RMS iv 1662 [L] Brokinheuk 
1587 RMS v 1304   [L]  [L] Brokinheuk et Reddoch 
1635 Retour 118  [L] Brokinhouk et Ridheuch 
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BURNBRAE # GRM NS9579 [2]   
 
1574 Johnsoun 609 Assignation by William Lyndesay, living on the toft of the Hill called the Burne Bray of 

Clarkstoun, in the barony of Abbotskerss and sheriffdom of Striveling, in favour of 
William Burne, son of Archibald of the Hill, of his right and kindness and favour in the 
said toft, reserving the occupation of the houyse thereon till Whitsunday next to come. 
Assignation given with the consent of his wife, Agnes Bard. If the said William Lyndesay 
fail to quit the house at the above term, it is declared that it shall be lawful for the said 
William Burne to take down the house. 

1664 RS59/1 f.352 [L] Richard Burne in Burnbrae --- Cristine Jonstoune his spouse --- these two acres or 
thereabout with houses [etc] of the lands of Hill which Richard and his spouse occupy 
lying between the lands of Hill on the west and north the  lands of Clerkstounne on the 
south and the lands of Burnbrae possessed by John Ross on the east [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Whyte in Hill Robert Jonstoune in the Eistermiln of Pollmond and John 
Jonstounne of Burnbrae 

1673 RS59/5 f.20v Richard Burne of Burnbrae 
1712 RS59/13 f.18v James Wilson eldest lawful son to James Wilson dyster in Braehead of Clerkstoun and 

Marjory Johnston lawfull daughter to umquhile John Johnstoun in Littlekers now his 
spouse --- all and heall the equall half of his Walkmiln in Clerkston Bank and half of the 
houses adjacent thereto quhilk Walkmiln with the pertinents is bounded as follows Viz To 
witt the lands of Clerkstoun on the south and west and the Water of Even on the north and 
east part And sicklike the just and equall half of the aiker and half an aiker of land or 
thereby  called Burnbrae with houses [etc] bounded as follows Viz The lands of Milnhall 
on the east the lands of Wester Burnrae pertaining to Richard Burn on the southwest and 
north parts  

1739 RS59/17 f.424 Robert Mackie of Burnbrae of Clerkstoun 
1740 RS59/18 f.50v that acre of land or thereby with the houses [etc] lying on the east side of the lands of Hill 

as the same was clearly possest by William Burn of  Burnbrae the said acre of land and 
others foresaid betwixt the lands of Hill on the west and north the lands of Clerkston on the 
south and the Burnbrae possest by Jean Ross on the east  

1806 AOS  Burnbrae - Barony of Abbotskerse 
1812 AOS 6921 Easter Burnbrae of Clerkston  
BURNS FERRY # GRM NS9182 [1]   
 
1723 Macfarlane Burns Ferry 
 
cf Ferry Green point; Boathouse 
Note: Andrew Burn in Dalbeath 1684; George in Newton 1663, John 1617 
BUSH – THE  # GRM NS 9278 [1] 1760   NS924786  
 
1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17  The Bush  
BUTTS # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1855 SC4/3/2.6087  lands of Butts near Redding 
CADGERS BRAE # GRM NS9379   NS934794  
   
Cadgers Park WLO  [PNWL 146] 
 Cadgerhole DMF[PNG 52]  
CALFWARD # GRM NS9480 [2]    
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] and eight rigs of land lying on the north of the lands of the said James and his spouse 

one being the headrig lie Heidrige lying on the north side thereof all and haill a rig of land 
with a but of of land commonly known as the end butt of land commonly called The Heidis 
which lands lie in the part known as the Redheuchflatt with the lands commonly known as 
the God Riggis one part of which is known as the Calffward 

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] that part known commonly as the Calfwaird 
1663 RS59/1 f.205v thrie rigis of land lyand in that part called the Calfwaird  
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] togidder with thrie rigs of land lyand in 

that pairt callit the Calfwaird 
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1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 
these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, the 
land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north end of 
the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land called 
Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat grantit be 
James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said Register 

CALFWARD BUTTDYKE     # GRM NS9076 [1]    
 
1728 RS59/15 f.269 all and haill that roume and mealling of land in Over Westquarter with houses [etc] --- 

excepting that part and portion of the said mealling of land lying upon the west side of the 
dyke and called Calfwaird Buttdyke 

CALIFORNIA  GRM NS9076 [1]  NS906761  
 
1860 OS California 
1867 BAS  California 
1887 BPB  Calfornia; Carfornia; California 
2001 OS Explorer 349 California 
 
cf Mexico infra. 
 
Note: California, Skirwirth, Cumberland. PNCu notes several instances of this type of name in that county, and point to 

the fact that these re often in remote parts of parishes. 
 
Denmark NO5946; Egypt NO6154; Rome NO5266; Lucknow NO5133; Waterloo NO4428; Paradise NO3608; Jericho 
NJ6333; Bengall NY1178; Constantinople NX9669; Montreal NO9931; Bermuda NT5553; Sebastapol NT5854; 
Portobello  NT305735 
CALLENDAR DUBS # GRM NS9076   
 
1772 RHP409 Callendar Dubs 
CANAL ROW  # GRM NS9178 [1]   
 
1881 Census Canal Row 
CANDY # GRM NS9482 [1] NS946821  

                UPPER NS941815  
 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.68v  Grahmeissaltcoittis 
1673 GD1/189/11   Charge under the signet, at the instance of Captain William Crightoune [Crichton], Jean 

Hamiltoune [Hamilton], his spouse, and Marie Crightoune, their daughter, against - 
Alexander, to enter heir to her father Col. James Alexander of Grahame Saltcoats. 
Execution enclosed 24 Nov 1673.  28 Aug 1673 

1685 SC67/67/2 f.89v Marion Sime tenant to John Forrest of Cookspow in the lands of Graham Saltcots alias 
Candie 

1686 RS83/1 f.8.12 Marione Syme relict of umquhill John Sympsone in Candie and Margaret and Jonet 
Sympsones, her daughters, and Steiven Mitchell husband to the said Margaret. Registered 
on the  146th leaf of the said Register  

1687 GD198/210-211 Instrument of sasine following on disposition, 15 December 1687, by John Forrester of 
Cokspow [Cockspow] to David Robertsone [Robertson] in Westkerss [Kerse] and Agnes 
Taylleour [Taylor], his spouse, in liferent, and John Robertsone [Robertson], their son, of 
two fourth parts of lands of Grahame [Graham] Saltcoats alias Candie, rec. PRS Stirling, 
18 January 1688; with charter of confirmation by Alexander, earl of Calander [Callander]. 
24 Dec 1687-14 Nov 1691 

1688 RS83/1 f.14.13 Robert Hay, chamberlain of Kerse of the equall half of the lands of Grahame Saltcoatts 
alias Candie. Registered on the  248th and 249th leaves of the said Register  

1688 RS83/1 f.19.15 Helen Sympsone, spouse to John Robertsone in Thorn of Westkerse of the 9 part of the 
lands of Candie. Registered on the  335th and 336th leaves of the said Register  

1695 Murray  Robert Hay of Candie 
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1698 RS83/2/82 Robert Johnstoune in Candie and John J. his son --- annualrent furth of Randiefurd 
Saltcoats [RS59/10 f.73] 

1700 RS83/2.09.405 Robert Johnstoun in Candie of Mr Robert Monteith his lands of Randifoord Saltcoats alias 
Overtoune RS59/10 f.331 – f.332 

1705 RS59/12 f.66 John Robertson of Candie --- parts and portions of the lands of Huck called Preist Aikers 
having the lands of Candie on the south and north west and the lands of Forresters 
Saltcoats on the east and northeast 

1717  RS59/13 f.516v all and haill the lands of Grahams Saltcoats alias Candie --- lying withing the Barrony of 
Kerse 

1753 RS59/20 f.107 Grahams Saltcoats or Little Saltcoats alias Candie --- with manor place houses [etc] --- 
between the lands occupied by James Forrester on the east the lands of Andrew Oswald on 
the west lands of Redieflats on the south and Waters of Forth and Caron on the north 

1755 Roy Candy 
1765 GD198/247-249 Disposition by Robert Haldane of Gleneagles to Mr. Patrick Bennet, minister at Polmont, 

in liferent, and to himself in fee, of half lands of Grahames Saltcoats or Little Saltcoats 
alias Candie in barony of Kerse; with sasine following, and sasine in lands as in 
GD192/192, both rec. GRS 23 September 1765. 10-20 Sep 1765 

1775 C2/116.096   Graemes Saltcoats: Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglass 
1765 GD198/247-249  Disposition by Robert Haldane of Gleneagles to Mr. Patrick Bennet, minister at Polmont, 

in liferent, and to himself in fee, of half lands of Grahames Saltcoats or Little Saltcoats 
alias Candie in barony of Kerse; with sasine following, and sasine in lands as in 
GD192/192, both rec. GRS 23 September 1765. 10-20 Sep 1765 

1781 AOS 82 Alexander Robertson, portioner, Candie, son of John Robertson, portioner there, gets Ren. 
by William Russell, tenant, Goodclaret, of half of Graham Saltcoats or Candie; parts of 
Randieford Saltcoats, part of the muir of Riddingrig & Whiteside, parish of Polmont - in 
Bond by the said John Robertson Jan. 1767 P.R. 27.3 

1781 AOS 83 Alexander Robertson, portioner, Candie, son of John Robertson, portioner there, gets Ren. 
1776 by John Robertson, portioner, Water Dikelands - of Candie & others, parish of 
Polmont - in Bond 1758 

1786 AOS 822 Graemes Saltcoats or Little Saltcoats or Candie. G.R. 430.264 
1817 Grassom  Candie and W Candy 
1851 Admirality  Candie and Upper Candie 
1860 OS   Candie and Upper Candie 
1912 CDS13 Candie - Farm - John Dougal; Upper - J. Chapman 
 
Note: [1] an undated Rent Roll gives within ‘lands belonging to the Abbey of Holyrood’ : 
  ‘lands called Wetherspoon Saltcoats belonging to William Graham’. 
[2] SRH for 1578-1630 give ‘John Grahame in Saltcoittis 
[3] The 1554 RMS entry would suggest that Little Saltcoats lay on the “Hook”, i.e. somewhat further north  
 than the co-ordinates given above. 
 
cf Canty Bay (Johnston PNS);  
Candy, Drumlithie KCD; Glenfarg PER; Kennethmont ABD. 
Candybank/burn, Biggar; Candyclerach, Drumoak ABD. 
CANDIEWARD # GRM NS9482 [2]    
 
1713  RS59/13 f.75 all and haill these parts and portions of the deceast Archibald Kincaid of Hook called the 

Hook Aiker bounding as follows The lands called Candiewaird on the east syd the lands 
of Wester Waird on the west the lands of Oswald Saltocoats on the south and the common 
loan on the north pairts  of the same with houses [etc] 

CARHOWDEN  # GRM NS9179 [1]  NS919790 
 
1688 RS83/1 f.17v 6 Peter Merschell in Cruishill and Katherine Learmonth his spouse, of the lands of Colizume 

in Polmond. Registered on the  301st leaf of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – precept of 
sasine granted bye James Ballendine of Carhowdowne to the said Peter Marishell --- said 
James Ballendine in his lands called Colziume] 

1688 SC67/67/2 f.159v Patrick Murehead of Carhouden 
c 1775 NLS MS5115.11 John Gaff’s property called Carchudden 
1808 AOS 5825 Sir Thomas Livingstone of Westquarter and Bedlormie ... in the lands of Carhowden ... 

lands in and about the town of Redding called Carhowden. 
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cf Howden, YOE,- 959 Aet Heafuddaene > 1086 Hovedene: OE heafod, ON hofud, ‘head’ - approx. ‘glen-head’ 
    Howden ELO NT575805; Howden WLO NT055675 
    Perthudden ABD NK035275 
    Carhowe DMF [PNG 58] 
CARRONFLAT  # GRM NS9381 [1]  NS933818 
 
1553 RMS iv 885  [L] Carrounflat - see Abbotskerse 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Carrunflat  - see Abbotskerse 
1590 Pont   Carronflet 
1611 RMS vii 2075  [L] Carrounflatt - see Abbotskerse 
1619 CRS  Thomas Peebles, spouse Isobel Kincaid 
1619 RS58/1 f.340 [L] Thomas Peibles of Carronflatt attorney for David Peibles, merchant, [mercatoris] his 

son 
1621 RS58/2 f.142 [L] [endorsed “Helena Hamyltounes seising in lyfrent of Carronflat with houss etc”] 

compeared personally upon the land underwritten, Helena Hamyltoune spouse to Thomas 
Peiblis of Carronflat and John Watt in Abbotsgrange baillie in that part, the said Thomas 
Peiblis and John Peiblis his eldest born son and heir apparent, with a charter of all and haill 
the lands of Carronflat with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mariota Glen in Dalratho, 
John Peiblis and James Mungall, servants to the said Thomas 

1621 RS58/2 f.143 [L] [endorsed “John Peibles seising of tua oxingaite of land in Carronflat”] compeared 
personally upon the land underwritten Thomas Peiblis of Carronflat and John Peibles his 
son and heir apparent --- contract matrimonial --- Cristina Hamyltoune, now his wife 
[John’s] 

1626 Murray   John Peibles of Caronflate 
1630 RS58/5 f.80 John Pebles in Caronflat --- charter of sasine from Anna Cunynghame, marchioness of 

Hamyltoun --- an oxgang of land of the lands of Caronflat with houses [etc] --- lying in the 
barony of Abbotskers, regality of Halyrudhous and within the sheriffdom of Stirling 
[witnesses to sasine] Thomas Weir in Kersgrange, David Hart there, William Thomsone in 
Mumrellis Burne and David Pebles in Gilstoun 

1630 RS58/5 f.112v Be it kent till all men be thir present lettris, Me John Peblis of Carronflat and Cristiane 
Hamyltoun my spouse --- annualrent to John Hamyltoun, chamberlain of Kinneill, --- all 
and haill our tua oxingait of the lands of Carronflat --- lyand in the barony of Abotiskers 
regalitie of Polmond and Halyruidhous and sheriffdom of Stirling togidder with the 
pasturage of bestial and priviledge of commontie within the bounds of the common mure 
of Reddingrig and Quheitsyderig ---- [witness Patrik Gles[?] notary public at Litill Gilstoun 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.30  Decernes John Beyge miller at the mylne of Mumbrellis upone his awne proper 
confessioune To mak payment to Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce and Harie Broun in 
Carronflettis the sowme of thrie scoir pundis money with tua bollis meill or then aught 
punds for ilk boll thairof as for the multer of the said mylne Intromettit with him as miller 
to thame thairof the crope and zeir of god 1642 zeiris lastbypast. 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.32   The quhilk day John Mitschell in Mumbrellis is descernit and ordanit to content and pey to 
Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce and Harry Broun in Carronflattis the sowme of 
Thretteine punds money as for his pairt of the byrune dry mwlter of the mylne of 
Mumbrellis as for the principall with XXss as for expenses of pley 

1655 RS58/10 f.43v Carronflat  
1656 RS58/11 f.48 Harie Broune in Carrounflettis 
1658 RS58/12 f.50 Harie Broune in Carrounflat 
1686 CRS  John Gardiner in Carronflats 
1690 E69/22/1 Bangours lands of Carronfletts 
1701 RS59/11 f.12v Alexander Cheisly schoolmaster in Carronflat 
1712 CRS  Thomas Clerk in Carronflats 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.53 William Buchannan, dargsman in Carronflates 
1753 RS59/20 f.152 [L] Henry Nimo tenent in Caron Flats  
1755 Roy   Carronflatts 
1774 VR   Carronflatts 
1787 AOS 1222 Cairnflate or Carronflates, barony of Abbotskerse  
1788 GD171/3966  Thomas Nimmo at Carronflats 
1817 Grassom Carronflats 
1860 OS Carronflats 
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CARRON MOUTH # GRM NS9283 [1]   
 
1363 Cambus 43 ad locum qui dicitur Mouth of Caroune 
1635 Retour 156 Carroun-mouth 
1639 RMS ix 1072 Carroun-mouth 
CARSE OF BOTHKENNER # GRM NS9084 [1]   
 
1359 Ex. Rolls i p577 Cars de Buthkener 
1376 RMS i 565 Cars de Bothkenere 
1685 GD65/98 Inventare of the wryts and evidents of these lands in the Carse of Bothkenner pertaining 

lately to Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell 
1815 AOS 7955 Thomas Smith residing in Bothkennar Kerse  
CARSE OF CALLENDAR # GRM  NS8090 
 
1316 RH6/82 [L] William de Lamberton, Bishop of St Andrews - pronounces judgement in a controversy 

between the respective abbots and convents of said monasteries [Holy Rood & Neubotil] 
on the allegation of the abbot and convent of the Holy rood that whereas they had taken in 
perpetual feu farm from the abbot of and convent of Neubotil all of the lands and salt pans 
which these last held in the Cars of Kalentyr by gift of the Kings of Scotland, David, 
Malcolm, William and Alexander, the Abbots of Dunfermelyn and Celcou, the master and 
brethern of Baltrodoc, and David de Lyndesai and that for payment of 65 marks 20 pennies 
sterling to be paid at certain times yearly; that the said Abbot and Convent of Holy Rood 
complaining that their church suffered great injury by the contract obtained Apostolic 
letters thereupon for the restriction thereof and restitution in integrum ---- determines and 
ordains as follows, viz: inter alia, That the said Abbot and convent of the Holy Rood shall 
in future hold and possess the said lands and salt pans free from all annual contribution or 
pension, but providing that no prejudice be done by said ordinance to certain agreements 
entered into from of old between the said monasteries with reference to two saltpans in said 
Cars 

CARSEGRANGE  # GRM NS9281  NS929814 [1]  
 
1566 RPC i p.474  landis of Carsgrange 
1630 RS58/5 f.80 Thomas Weir in Kersgrange, David Hart there 
 
Note: more commonly known as Abbotsgrange 
CARSIEBANK see Kersiebank     
CASSELS # GRM NS9278 [1]   
 
1691 Murray   Cassils, upon the south side of the highway from Linlithgow to Falkirk. 
 
Note 1: 1667 CRS  James Cassells of Geatsyde of Polmond 
Note 2: 1683 SC67/67 Marion Castles 
Note 3: 1604 Binns 80  Margaret Kennedy, Countess of Cassilis, was married to John, Marquess of Hammiltoun. 
 
The name is retained in Cassels Bridge. 
CASSELS BRIDGE  GRM NS9279 [1]  NS927790  
 
1805 AOS 5075 John Callender, portioner Cassels Bridge 
1809 AOS 6263 Cassilsbridge on Polmont Burn 
1860 OS   Cassels Bridge 
1881 Census -  Dwelling: Cassels Bridge - Head of Family James Mcpherson, Dock Labourer. 

CATRIN BURN   see Polmont Burn 

CAULDCOATS  Although part of the barony of Abbotskerse this place lay in West Lothian: see Holyrood 37. 

CLADDENS– (Redding) # GRM NS9178 [3]   
 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Hart in 

Redden and John Watt in Dalratho baillie in that part for Andrew Monteathe in Redden, 
hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten and Euphemia Hardie his spouse --- and the 
said Robert Hart having a charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the 
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lands of the said Andrew and his spouse in the town and lands of Redden known 
commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and 
Properhill and a rude of land lying between the lands of the said Robert and foresaid 
Andrew and his spouse and part and portion of the muir of Redden that pertains and is 
contiguous and is meted and bounded viz. between the lands of David Levingstoune of 
Polmonth on the east, the lands of James Monngall on the west and the south muir of 
Redden on the south and the common muir of Redden on the north  

1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] the East and West Cleddinnes  
1665 RS59/2 f.144v the other six aickers of land of the lands of Whytesyde whereof ane aicker of infield land 

lying at the Hollinbuss on the eistsyde of the lands foirsaids and other fyve aickers of 
outfield land quhairof ane lying in the Cleddens and four aickers of the same lying in the 
mure land quhairof tuo aickers thairof in the short heads and the westsyde of the other 
lands foirsaid --- ane aicker of land lying in that pairt of the foirsaidis lands callit the 
Standrig 

1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes 
Wellhillbrae Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1691 RS59/8 f.3 parts and portions of his tuo oxengeatt of land called the croftland thereof on the south syde 
of the toune of Redding with the Myers on the north syde of the Cleddings thereof with the 
Rayhill and moss att the Cott of the same with houses [etc] 

1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 
in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designateded as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  

1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on the 
north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called Colliums 

1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 
Paperhill 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. East & West Cleddings 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding alled 
the Colliums 

 
CLARET  # GRM NS9480 [1]  NS947809 
 
1748 RS59/19 f.238 all and haill these nine oxengate of the lands of Riddoch now called Good Claret --- with 

the haill fishings upon the Water of Evan belonging to the heall lands of Reddoch 
sometime lying in the barony of Kerse and regality of Brughton and now within the 
regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1781 AOS 82 Alexander Robertson, portioner, Candie, son of John Robertson, portioner there, gets Ren. 
by William Russell, tenant, Goodclaret, of half of Graham Saltcoats or Candie; parts of 
Randieford Saltcoats, part of the muir of Riddingrig & Whiteside, parish of Polmont - in 
Bond by the said John Robertson, Jan. 1767 P.R. 27.3 

1789 Processes  Elizabeth Russell, daughter of William Russell, farmer in Claret, spouse of James Gilchrist, 
late currier in Falkirk against the said James Gilchrist, presently banished from Scotland 
for forgery. 

1796 AOS 3215  John Russell, tenant, Claret 
1817 Grassom  Claret 
1851 Admirality  Claret 
1860 OS Claret 
1912 CDS13 Claret - W. Dunlop 
1927 OS (1940 Rev) Claret 
 
cf Clarinch, L. Lomond; 1231 “the island of Clarins”; Fraser’s Lennox 
cf Goodie Burn  
CLEDDENS– (Whiteside) # GRM NS9478 [1]  NS942783 
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1665 RS59/2 f.144v six aikers of land [of Whytsyde] --- ane of the said aikers is of croft land lyand in that part 
called the Hollinbuss and fyve aikkers of land thereof are of outfield land quhairof ane lyes 
in the eistend of the Hill and four aickers of the Eistershortlands and tua aickers and ane 
half aicker one the west syde of the Westmure possest sometyme be umquhyll James Inglis 
--- the other six aickers of land of the lands of Whytesyde whereof ane aicker of infield 
land lying at the Hollinbuss on the eistsyde of the lands foirsaids and other fyve aickers of 
outfield land quhairof ane lying in the Cleddens and four aickers of the same lying in the 
mure land quhairof tuo aickers thairof in the short heads and the westsyde of the other 
lands foirsaid --- ane aicker of land lying in that pairt of the foirsaidis lands callit the 
Standrig 

1847 RHP6107   Cladding Park NS942783 [1] and Easter Cladding Park. NS946782 [1] 
CLERKSTON   # GRM NS9579 [1]  NS954792 
 
1542 Holyrood AppII 37 [L] A feu charter of lands in the barony of Kerse to ‘Lord Gubernatori viz Lord Hamilton’ 

including the lands of Clerkstoun. 
1551 Wigton 240   see Abbotskerse 
1552 RMS iv 885   [L] A charter of confirmation by Mary, Queen of Scots, of a grant by Robert, commendator 

of Holyrood in favour of James, Duke of Chettelarault, of various lands in the barony of 
Abbotskerse including ‘Clerkstoun’. 

1574 Johnsoun 609 Assignation by William Lyndesay, living on the toft of the Hill called the Burne Bray of 
Clarkstoun, in the barony of Abbotskerss and sheriffdom of Striveling, in favour of 
William Burne, son of Archibald of the Hill, of his right and kindness and favour in the 
said toft, reserving the occupation of the houyse thereon till Whitsunday next to come. 
Assignation given with the consent of his wife, Agnes Bard. If the said William Lyndesay 
fail to quit the house at the above term, it is declared that it shall be lawful for the said 
William Burne to take down the house. 

1574 Johnsoun 902  John Schaw, son of George Schaw in Hoilhouss, now living in Clerkstoun. 
1576 Johnsoun 934  Robert Burne in Clerkstoun. 
1576 Johnsoun 941 Robert Burne in Clerkstoun in favour of William, his brother german --- decease of his 

father Robert Burne and his mother Beatrice Levingstoun  
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] lands and barony of Abbotskerse, including ‘Clerkistoun’ granted by the crown to Sir 

Lewis Bellenden. 
1590 Pont  Clerkstoun 
1602 Gibson  Archibald Burn in Clerkstoun 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Hamilton - Regality of Polmont - Clerkiston 
1618 RS58/1 f.142v James Crawfurde in Gillmudowland and William Burne in Clerkstoune baillie in that part 
1625 RS58/3 f.296 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Margaret Burne”] David Murehead, son and heir apparent of the 

late George Murehead in Tikketsheuche and Marjory Watsone his mother and relict of the 
late George seised in the lands commonly called Bankend lying in the sheriffdom of 
Stirling and alienated and disponed by David Livingstoun of Donypace to the said George 
and Marjory in liferent and the said David in fee --- lands of Bankend --- Margaret Burne, 
daughter of William Burne in Clarkstoun and future spouse of the said David [witnesses 
to sasine] John Watsone in Borland of Dennie, John Cuthill in Lyttill Dennye, William 
Pantoun in Denovan and Hercule Sinclar there 

1626 Murray   William Burns of Clerkstoun 
1630 POC  40s land of Clerkston 
1633 RS58/6 f.28v [L] James Hamilton laird of Grainge, baillie in that part for the execution of the precept of 

sasine to enter William Burne in Clerkstoune and Richard Burne his lawful son into the 
four oxgangs of land of Clerkstoune underwritten – with a charter from the Marquis of 
Hamilton --- to the said William Burne, hereditory proprietor of the lands underwritten and 
with Elizabeth Levingstoune his wife in liferent --- in all and haill those 4 oxgangs of land 
of the lands of Clerkstoune with houses [etc] occupied by the said William and Elizabeth 
with pasturage [etc] on the muir of Redenrig  

1635 Retour 118  [L] Clerkistoun 
1640 Murray   Richard Burns of Clerkstoune 
1652 Retour 200 [L] James Monteath of Polmonthmylne, heir of William Monteath of Polmonthmylne, his 

grandfather, - 4 oxingait of the lands of Clerkstoune with the corne-mylne  
1658 RS58/12 f.18 Comperit personalie ane discreit man David Monteith in Mylnhall actorney in name and 

behalf of James Monteith of Polmonthmylne – precept of sasine --- furth of the 
chancellarie --- the deceist William Monteith of Polmonthmylne grandfather to James 
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Monteith of Polmonthmylne --- in all and whole the mylne of Polmonth with the mylne 
lands thairof houses [etc] callit the Estar Deput Medow astricted  multures knaveship [etc] 
of all and haill the barrony of Polmonth sed and wont belonging to the said mylne Togidder 
with the four oxengate of land of Clerkstone with the corne mill of the samen lands with 
multures [etc] thairof with dammes and leading of water belonging thairto with thair 
oxengate of the lands of Nether Gilstoune and oxengate of the lands of Whytesyde houses 
[etc] sometime possesed be the said William Monteith --- barrony of Abbotskers regalitie 
of Bruchtoune 

1671 RS59/4 f.303 [L] James Burn lawful son and nearest heir to the late Richard Burn of Clarkstoun his 
father --- disposition from the Duchess of Hamilton --- four oxgangs of the lands of 
Clarkstoun with houses [etc] ---- excepting locum molla pannaria lie Walkmilnsted  et 
locom domus lie housested in Clarkstoun Banks 

1674 CRS  Alexander Cowie in Clerkstoun 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.27v  Richard Burne in Clerkstone 
1687 RS83/1 f.10.3 Euphan Wastoune relict of umquhill John Sympsone in Clarkstoune and Agnes & Hellen 

Sympsones their daughters & their husbands to John Burn of Clarkstoune of all they can 
pretend to his lands of Clarkstoune. Registered on the 159th and 160th leaves of the said 
Register  

1687 CRS  John Simpson in Clarkstoun, spouse Euphame Wastoune 
1690 VR   Clerkston - lands of the Duke of Hamilton 
1696 RS83/1 f.70v.1 James Burne of Clairkstoune 
1699 RS83/2.09.170  John Burn, second son to James Burn of Clerkstone and Jonet Boyd his spouse. RS59/10 

f.149 – f.150 
1699 RS83/2.09.273  Richard Burn lawfull son to James Burn of Clerkstoune in the lands of Clerkstoun 

RS59/10 f.214 – f.225 
1708 Sibbald p.56   And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 

Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 
1708 RS59/12 f.312v Euphan Burn lawful daughter to James Burn of Clerkston  
1711 CRS  Euphame Wastoune, relict of John Simpson in Clarkstoun 
1711 GD206/2/51  Bond by James Burn, of Clerkstone, as principal, and Alexander Livingstone of Parkhall 

and James Monteith of Milnhall, as cautioners, to Sir James Hall for £500; and Memorial 
for Mrs. Burn for debt due by Richard Burn, her son, to said Sir James, 1733 3 Apr 1711  

1712 RS59/13 f.18v James Wilson eldest lawful son to James Wilson dyster in Braehead of Clerkstoun and 
Marjory Johnston lawfull daughter to umquhile John Johnstoun in Littlekers now his 
spouse --- all and heall the equall half of his Walkmiln in Clerkston Bank and half of the 
houses adjacent thereto quhilk Walkmiln with the pertinents is bounded as follows Viz To 
witt the lands of Clerkstoun on the south and west and the Water of Even on the north and 
east part And sicklike the just and equall half of the aiker and half an aiker of land or 
thereby  called Burnbrae with houses [etc] bounded as follows Viz The lands of Milnhall 
on the east the lands of Wester Burnrae pertaining to Richard Burn on the southwest and 
north parts  

1719 GD214/630  Disposition by Sir George Warrender of Lochend to John Burn of the lands of Clerkston, 
lordship and barony of Polmont, adjudged by him from Richard Burn of Clerkston 12 Nov 
1719 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.23v James Burn of Clerkstoun 
1729 ISH  Sir James Dalzell of Binns to his cousin James Menteith of Milnhall who died 6 Oct 1728 - 

Heir Male and of line Special c.b. in Clerkstoun, Whiteside, Langlands and Little Kerse 
1732 GD18/4065  Clerkstoun [Clarkston]. Letter to Sir John Clerk from Richard Burn of Clerkstoun 

regarding his appeal to the presbytery of Dalkeith for a 'liberall contribution' to the new 
erection of the parish of Polmont. 16/10/1732 

1734 CRS Richard Burn of Clarkstoun 
1740 RS59/18 f.50v that acre of land or thereby with the houses [etc] lying on the east side of the lands of Hill 

as the same was clearly possest by William Burn of Burnbrae the said acre of land and 
others foresaid betwixt the lands of Hill on the west and north the lands of Clerkston on 
the south and the Burnbrae possest by Jean Ross on the east  

1742 RS59/18 f.230v James Wilson dayster in Clerkstoun [possesor of] Walkmilnstead in Clarkstoun and acre 
called Easter Burnbrae 

1755 Roy   Clerkston 
1757 CRS  Edward Aitken in Clerkstoun, spouse Margaret Black 
1787 AOS  parts of the barony of Abbotskerse, viz.- parts of Clerkston ... 
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1806 AOS 5200 4 Oxengates of Clerkston, Wauk Mill Stead, & House stead in Clerkston Bank with a 
damhead and & mill dam. 

1817 Grassom  Clerkstown 
1820 AOS 9682 William Logan of Clarkston seised in the lands of Stepmiln & Drumbreck being part of 

the farm of Drumbreck 
 
see Avondale GRM for subsequent history. 
CLERKSTON BANK # GRM NS9579 [2]   
 
1671 RS59/4 f.290v [L] James Wilson in Waukmiln of Waukmilntoun and John McKie in Inverevine as 

attorney for Jean Burn spouse to the said James Wilson --- charter from the duchess of 
Hamilton all and haill isto loco molla pannaria lie Walkmiln sted in Clarkstoun Banks 
and loco domo lie house sted thereof and lying adjacent consisting of fourteen ells in length 
and eighteen feet in breadth cum do repligulo lie damhead in the Water of Aven from one 
side to the other and the aqua ductu lie mylndamm or mylnlead at the said place ---- with 
the power and freeddom of stones from the stonequarry [lapecidina] lie craig on the east 
side of the foresaid Water of Aven  

1671 RS59/4 f.303 [L] James Burn lawful son and nearest heir to the late Richard Burn of Clarkstoun his 
father --- disposition from the Duchess of Hamilton --- four oxgangs of the lands of 
Clarkstoun with houses [etc] ---- excepting locum molla pannaria lie Walkmilnsted  et 
locom domus lie housested in Clarkstoun Banks 

1712 RS59/13 f.18v James Wilson eldest lawful son to James Wilson dyster in Braehead of Clerkstoun and 
Marjory Johnston lawfull daughter to umquhile John Johnstoun in Littlekers now his 
spouse --- all and heall the equall half of his Walkmiln in Clerkston Bank and half of the 
houses adjacent thereto quhilk Walkmiln with the pertinents is bounded as follows Viz To 
witt the lands of Clerkstoun on the south and west and the Water of Even on the north and 
east part And sicklike the just and equall half of the aiker and half an aiker of land or 
thereby  called Burnbrae with houses [etc] bounded as follows Viz The lands of Milnhall 
on the east the lands of Wester Burnrae pertaining to Richard Burn on the southwest and 
north parts  

1806 AOS 5200 Mumerals and Maryflatts comp. Bowhouse, Acres & Braes of Mumeralls - House stead in 
Clerkston Bank  

CLOSE # GRM NS9083 [1]  NS901839  
 
1729 CH2/1548 James Towers in Closs 
1817 Grassom  Close 
1865 OS  Close 
1865 OSNB Close  - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of Colonel Dundas. 
COALSHORE # GRM NS8983 [1] NS894832 
  
168- Adair Coalshoar 
1700 GD65/112 ferrie boats passing betwixt the Coalshoar of Quarrel and the lands of Abbotshaugh 
1711 RS59/12 f.531v [L] with the commum via commonly called the Cartgate or Coallway for carrying the coals 

of Quarrell to the coal shore (littorem carbonariam)  
SC67/67/4 f.f.12v Thomas Leishman in Coallshoar 
1728 CH2/1548 Andrew Mitchell, sailer in Coalshore and Ann Rae; George Youngm Brewar there, 

Alexander Simpson there, sailer 
1732 HR777    Alexander Leishman Sailer in Newton who had married Irregularly Jennet Reid daughter to 

John Reid att the Coalshore ... he and Jennet Reid, daur. to John Reid at Quarrell  
COCKMALANE   # GRM NS9076 [1] NS907764 
 
1860 OS Cockmalane 
1867 BAS Cockmalane 
1958 OS Cockmalane 
 
cf Cockmylane, Dunipace parish 
 Cocmilane, ELO  
Mellan ABD 
COCKSPOW   # GRM NS9582 [2]   
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1648 SC67/67/1 f.78 John Ewing of Cuikspow 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.89v Marion Sime tenant to John Forrest of Cookspow in the lands of Graham Saltcots alias 

Candie 
1685 SC67/67  Cockspow 
1691 GD198/210-211   Instrument of sasine following on disposition, 15 December 1687, by John Forrester of 

Cokspow to David Robertsone in Westkerss and Agnes Taylleour, his spouse, in liferent, 
and John Robertsone, their son, of two fourth parts of lands of Grahame Saltcoats alias 
Candie, rec. PRS Stirling, 18 January 1688; with charter of confirmation by Alexander, 
earl of Calander.   24 Dec 1687-14 Nov 1691 

 
cf Cookspow  [17 c Keokspow], parish of St Ninians.  
COILHEUCHBURN  see Cullochburn     
COLDKITCHEN # GRM NS8983 [1]  NS899831 
 
1727 CH2/1548 Nether Town alias Colkithkin 
1731 CH2/1548 Cold Kitchin 
1736 GD65/187 Heritable Bond by Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats in favour of Janet Watt, his spouse, and her 

children, of the sum of 5000 merks Scots and, for security, of an annualrent of 250 merks 
Scots out of his lands and houses in the town of Falkirk, the room of land called 
Coldkitchen in parish of Bothkennar, room of land in Easter Saltcoats called Monteith 
Saltcoats, and a room of land called Overtoune and Randyfoord Saltcoats or Powbridge in 
parish of Polmonth [Polmont], and sheriffdom of Stirling. (2) Sasine following thereon. 
Dated 13 October 1736. Registered G.R.S., 3 November 1736, cliv 196-201. 8/10/1736  

1755 Roy Coldcatching 
1773 GD65/225 Disposition by Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse in favour of Captain Adam Duncan RN., in 

liferent of 2 oxengate of land of Bothkenner called Coldkitchen 
1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - in parts of Bothkenner 

called Coldkitchen, fishing in Carron,  
1791 AOS 2 oxengates of Bothkenner called Coldkitchen 
1797 AOS Cauld Kitchen 
1804 AOS 4760 2 oxgates of the lands of Bothkenner called Coldkitchen 
1813 SC4/3/1 Coldkitchen 
1815 AOS 7793 Coldkitchen  
 
Gaelic coitchionn, common, common pasture, is spelled phonetically in the Book of the Dean of Lismore [c1515] 

coitchin, catchin, cothkinn. [Watson] 
 

cf Kitchen Green NS9992;   Kitchen Rig NT155605; Cathkin NS625585 
COLLIERHOUSES   # GRM NS8876 [1] NS885764 
 
1781 RHP14345  Colliers Village 
1817 Grassom  Collierhouses 
COLZIUM  # GRM NS9278 [1]   
 
1688 RS83/1 f.17v [L] Peter Merschell in Cruishill and Katherine Learmonth his spouse, of the lands of 

Colizume in Polmond. Registered on the  301st leaf of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – 
precept of sasine granted bye James Ballendine of Carhowdowne to the said Peter 
Marishell --- said James Ballendine in his lands called Colziume] 

1696 RS59/9 f.24 [L] parts and portions of his lands of Reddine called the Colliumes with houses [etc] 
1752 MI   John Marshall husband to Margaret Heart tenant in Colloms 
1755 Roy   Cullians 
1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on the 

north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called 
Colliums  

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Colliums 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
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thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums  

1807 DFM  Agnes Muirhead, relict of William Laurie, gardner at Callium 
 
Note: Watson (CPNS) gives Colzium [at the head of the Camilty burn] as cuingleum, ‘defile, leap’, “a rather common 

term for a narrow gorge in a stream”. 
 
cf Colzium NS7278; Coiliamy NO3759; Colzium, Kirknewton, M.Lothian 
COMPTHALL GRM NS9377 [1]  NS930774 
 
1780 RHP1537 Compting Hall Muir 
1803 AOS 4544 4 acres of the lands of Whiteside and Houses theron called Compthall, being part of the 

lands of Whiteside Muirhouse. 
1812 AOS 7101 4 acres of the land of Whiteside Muir House commonly called Compthall and dwelling 

houses theron  
1817 Grassom  Countinghall 
1855 SC4/3/2/6072  Compthall 
1860 OS Compthall 
1912 CDS13 Compthall - Miss Johnston 
CONEY PARK # GRM NS9378 [3]   
 
1806 AOS 5237 J Callender of Cassels Bridge ... in part of Whiteside called the Coney Park  
COOKSPOW see Cockspow 
CORNDENE # GRM NS9481 [3]   
 
1625 POC  20s land of Coirndene and Saltcoats 
 
Thhis may be WLO 
CORNFLAT   # GRM NS9481 [3]   
 
1625 POC  10s land of Coirneflat 
 
Beware: this may be Carronflat 
COUPERLANDS  # GRM NS9078 [1]  NS909783   
 
1561 Thounis 55 the lands of Couparislandis or Coilheuchburne occupied by John Wilsoun, with the 

mansion of the same,  
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

1567 Menteith  Andrew Menteith of Collochburne 
N.D. http://wc.rootsweb.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/igm.cgi?op=GET&db=wolfordsheppard&id=I021327  

Robert Menteith of Coalheughburn  
Father: Andrew Menteith of Coalheughburn  
Mother: Margaret Kinkaid of Warriston 
Marriage 1 Janet Kinkaid of Kinkaid 
Children: Alexander Menteith , of Salmonet 

1580   GD124/15/13  Letter to the Earl of Mar from William Mentethe of the Karss. Has sought favour for two 
years and now, through Robert Menteyth of Vestirquarter, offers himself to be judged for 
all actions and offences allegedly done to the Earl. Desires to be esteemed one of the Earl's 
dependers. [HMC, 32 (abstract).] 7/4/1580  

1590 Pont    Collochburne 
1669 RS59/4 f.85v three oxgangs [of Redding] and the piece of land known as the Couperland 
c 1775 NLS MS5115.11  Colloch Burn Farm  
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1801 AOS 4281 Parts of Redding called Newland and Couperlands.  
1803 AOS 4489 parts of the lands of Westquarter in Collochburn: coal and limestone in the said lands of 

Collochburn. 
1855 SC4/3/2.6162   lands of Collochburne and Newlands. 
COWBRIDGE   # GRM NS9381 [3]   
 
see Porteous, p.93 Cowbridge  - part of Mid Saltcoats 
 
Powbridge would make more sense – the Porteous transcriptions are often inaccurate. 
COWIE YARD # GRM NS9184 [2]   
 
1655 RS58/9 f.303 [L with vernacular section] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten James Taylor weiver in Graing of Bothkenner and Marie Ca[nn]ochie his 
spouse --- charter of vendition and alienation granted be Alexander Bruce of Kinyard 
heritable proprietor of the hous and yardes underwritten – all and haill that duelling hous 
and yard in South Grange of Bothkenner --- togidder with that yard thair callit the Cowies 
Yard presentlie possest be Johne Callander gairdner thair with with pertinents of the said 
duelling house --- with feill and difat upone the grene callit the Foirgrene lyand within the 
paroch of Bothkenner  

1668 RS59/4 f.13v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Talzeor in Bellsdyke 
[Bellsyde with –yd- overwritten with –dyk-]  --- Precept of Clare Constat from William 
Bruce of Newoune --- as nearest heir of the late James Talzeor in Grange his father --- in 
all and whole the house and yard with the pertinents underwritten --- that part thereof 
commonly called Cowies Zaird formerly occupied by John Callendar gardner there --- with 
the privilege of faill and divots upon the greine commonly called Ferrie Greinland lying in 
the parish of Bothkenner  

1668 RS59/4 f.23 Marie Connochie relict of umquhill James Talzeor weaver in Grange of Bothkenner and 
John Talzeor  of Bellsdyke our eldest lauful sone [has formerly loaned 330 merks to 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird] --- South Grange of Bothkenner --- with that zaird thair callit 
Cowies Zaird then possest be John Callendar gairdiner thait --- with the feall and divats 
upon the greine called the Ferriegreine lyand within the parochin of Bothkenner and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [Bruce was the heritable proprietor of the property  

1743 RS59/18 f.358v Walter Little of Libertoun having a disposition granted by John Hamilton writer to the 
signet heretable proprietor of the lands of Newton thereanent --- all and haill that part and 
portion of the lands of Newtoun called Crawfords Orchyeard and a small piece of ground 
called Couie Yeard and that piece of sea grass laying opposite thereto --- parish of 
Bothkennar  

1786 AOS 971 parts of Bothkenner & parts thereof called Backraw, lordship of Stirling ;- parts of Newton 
called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie yeard. G.R. 438.19 

1788 AOS 1376 part of Bothkenner called Gairdoch and salmon fishings, part of Orchardhead, parts of 
Newton called Spout, with the Seagreens belonging thereto, Crawfurd Orchard, Cowie 
Yeard 

CRAIGS - see Brightons GRM NS9377 [1]  NS933773  
CRAWFORD’S ORCHARD # GRM NS9184 [2]      Bothkenner 
 
1658 RS58/12 f.15v Comperit personalie ane discreit gentleman James Bruce indueller in Airth --- sasine 

granted be the lord protector ---disponed and granted to William Bruce of Newtoune --- all 
and haill these tua oxengate and thrie quarters of ane oxengate of the lands of Bothkenner 
which were acquyred be the deceast Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth Dame Jonet Levingstoun 
his spouse and the deceast Robert Bruce their sone fra the deceast John Simpsone alias 
Thomas John and Margaret Allane his spous lyand within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling and sicklyke all and haill these six oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner 
with houses [etc] the samen sometyme pertaining to the deceast Alexander Crawfurd and 
Marione Levingstoune spous to the said Alexander and quhilk six oxengate of land were 
conquest and acqhyrit fra then be the said deceast Sir Robert Bruce --- also in all and haill 
these eight oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner quhilk or some pairt thairof 
commonlie callit the toune and lands of Straittounhall with houses [etc] sometime 
pertaining to Thomas Levingstoun of Pantone and which eight oxengate of land wer 
conquest and acquyrit be the said deceast Robert Bruce fra the said deceist Thomas 
Levingstoun with that piece of yard presentlie possest be Duncane Simpsone lyand on the 
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north syde of the ortcheard callit Crawfurds Ortcheard lyand within the lordship and 
sheriffdom of Stirling – and sicklyke all and sindrie the tiend sheaves and uther tiends  

1669 RMS lxii 167  [L] and likewise, all and whole these 8 oxgates of land of the Grange of Bothkennar, 
which, or some part of them, are called the town and lands of Stratoun ... with the piece of 
garden presently possessed by Duncan Simson, lying on the north side of the orchyard 
called Crawfurd’s Orchyard 

1670 RS59/4 f.165v the orchard called Crafurds Orchaird  
1743 RS59/18 f.358v [L] Walter Little of Libertoun having a disposition granted by John Hamilton writer to the 

signet heretable proprietor of the lands of Newton thereanent --- all and whole that part and 
portion of the lands of Newtoun called Crawfords Orchyeard and a small piece of ground 
called Couie Yeard and that piece of sea grass laying opposite thereto --- parish of 
Bothkennar  

1786 AOS 971 parts of Bothkenner & parts thereof called Backraw, lordship of Stirling ;- parts of Newton 
called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie yeard. G.R. 438.19 

1788 AOS 1376 part of Bothkenner called Gairdoch and salmon fishings, part of Orchardhead, parts of 
Newton called Spout, with the Seagreens belonging thereto, Crawfurd Orchard, Cowie 
Yeard 

CROFTANGRY  # GRM NS9381 [3]   
 
1955 Porteous p.93 part of Mid Saltcoats 
 
cf Croftangry  WLO [PNWL 35] Croftangrie 1669 
CROFTLAND   # GRM NS9178 [2]   
 
1691 RS59/8 f.3 parts and portions of his tuo oxengeatt of land called the Croftland thereof on the south 

syde of the toune of Redding with the Myers on the north syde of the Cleddings thereof 
with the Rayhill and moss att the Cott of the same with houses [etc] 

1702 RS83/2.11.85  [L] William Gray taylor in Redding and George Gray his son of George Muirhead smith in 
Redding of his quarter part of an oxengate of land of the lands of Redding called 
Croftland RS59/11 f.83 – f.84 

1715  RS59/13 f.274v [L] all and haill his just and equal fourth part of his oxengate of the lands of Redding called 
the Croftland with the haill houses [etc]  

1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on 
the north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called 
Colliums 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Croftland of Redding with the Myres, Ryehill and Moss at the foot 
thereof;  

1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 
Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 

CROFTHEAD # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS922836 
 
1680 CRS John Simpson in Crofthead in Grange of Bothkenner 
1727 CH2/1548  Crofthead 
1730 HR777  James Sclanders [in] Crofthead 
1730 HR777  John Simpson [in] Crofthead 
1734 CH2/1548  Moses Bane in Crofthead 
1757 RHP6131  Crofthead 
1764 RHP6132  Crofthead 
1810 APP Crofthead  - John Simpson 
1817 Grassom  Crofthead 
1838 BSM John Simpson, tenent in Crofthead 
1865 OSNB  Crofthead  - A small farmsteading, all one storey and thatched.  Property of the Earl of 

Zetland. 
CROFTLAND # GRM NS9083 [2]   
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1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner --- bounding as followes to wit elevine rigs or balks and the half of 
ane rig called Croftland with tuo headrigs ane at either end thairof and tuo dyk sheoghs at 
either end thairof six rigs thairof lyand in Howkerse  

CROOK # GRM NS9480 [1]   
 
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- the Creuck  
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v half of the Kreuch 
CROSSGATEHEAD GRM NS9277 [1]  NS926774 
 
1751 VR Crossgatehead 
1795 AOS 2967  Crossgatehead  - seised by Patrick Bennet 
1860 OS Crossgatehead 
1887 BPB p.70 Crossgatehead 
1958 OS Crossgatehead 
 
cf Crossgatehall NT365695 
CROSSHALL # GRM NS9083 [1]    
 
1730 CH2/1548 Corse-hall 
1780 Ross  Crosshall 
CROSSHALL GRM NS8976 [1]  NS896767 
 
1817 Grassom  Crosshall 
1867 BAS Crosshall 
1956 OS Crosshall 
 
see Shieldhill infra - retained Crosshall Terrace 
CROW WELL GRM NS9278 [1]  NS929788 
 
1958 OS Crow Well 
CULLOCHBURN   see COUPERLANDS      
CUTHBERTLANDS # GRM NS9481 [3] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 

lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- the landis of Cuthbertisland pertaining to the 
abay and convent of Aberbrothec 

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] lands of Cuthberts Lands which pertained to the abbot and convent of Aberbrothock 
lands of the Thomas Croft which the said late Alexander Osuald occupied  

 
Note: Achilles Cuthbert occupied lands in Panstead (of Aberbrothock) in 1597. 
DALBEATH # GRM NS9082 [1]  NS909823 
 
1539 RMS iii 1964 Dalbeithe 
1550 RMS iv 442 [L] Queen sets at feuferme to John Luverent and Cristine Wat his spouse,- an oxingate of 

the land of Newton of Buthkennar called Dalbeith ... reserving the king’s fishings the 
grissillis and the smoltis, and the coals, coalheughs [carbofodinis] and winning of coal;- 
and the making of policies to the dwelling house, garden and wood plantation  

1608 Bruces lxxvii  lands of Dalbeath in Bothkenner 
1612 RMS vii 779 [L] King grants to Lord James Bruce of Powfowlis .... and also an oxgang of the lands of  

Bothkenner called Dalbaith ...;- which James Leverance of Bothkenner has resigned ... the 
ferrie-boit of Dalbayth upon the water of Carroun, and with the haill Seygrenis of the said 
lands 

1630 BS1 Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis Knight three oxengate of his lands htereof called Dalbaith, 
and for twa oxengate of his lands of the westertown of Bothkennar 

1635 RS58/6 f.229v personally entered to the ground of the lands underwritten David Bruce in Dalbeath as 
attorney and procurator for Robert Bruce burgess of the burgh of Cannongait his father 

1637 CRS John Simpson 
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1641 Retour 174 [L] Archibald Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of lord James Bruce of Powfoullis, his father;- 1 
oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner known as Dalbaithe and a boat [cymba] upon the water 
of Carroun  

1644 RMS ix 1527   [L] The king grants and newly returns to James Bruce, eldest so and heir apparent of 
Archibald B. of Powfoullis, and his heirs [etc],- lands and barony of Powfoullis 
(comprehending 3 oxgangs called Powfoullis  with the ferrie-boat upon the water of Forth, 
2 oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner, an oxgang of Bothkenner called Dalbayth with the 
ferrie-boat upon the water of Carroun, 7 oxgangs of the Hallis of Airth, with tower, manor 
place, holdings &c., with the haill Seygreines of the said lands;- which the said Archibald, 
son and heir of the late Lord James Bruce of Powfoulles resigned 

1653 Retour 204 James Bruce, heir of James Bruce of Powfoulles, his father, ane oxgate of land of 
Bothkenner called Dalbaith with the ferrie boat upon the water of Carroun  

1675 RS59/5 f.178 all and hail that ane oxengeatt of land in Bothkenner called Dalbeath with the passage or 
ferrie boatt and priviledge thereof upon the Watter of Carrone with houses [etc] 

1684 CRS Dalbeath - Andrew Burn 
1690 Retour 311  an oxgang of land of Bothkenner known as Dalbeith 
1694 RS59/8 f.258 all and heall that oxengate of land of Bothkenner called Dalbeath with the passage or 

ferrie boat 
1736 RS59/17 f.99 land of Bothkennar called Dalbeath with the passage or ferry boat upon the Water of 

Carron 
1771 VR Dalbeath 
1788 AOS 1396 Dalbaith with Ferry Boat and fishing in Carron, parish of Bothkennar  
1797 RHP242  Dalbeath 
1800 AOS 3904 in an oxengate of land of Bothkenner called Dalbaith with the Ferry Boat 
1809 AOS 6026 land of Bothkenner called Dalbaith with the ferry boat on the Water of Carron 
1817 Grassom Dalbooth 
1865 OSNB  Dalbeath - Cottage: A small cottage, one storey, thatched and in good repair.  Property of 

the Earl of Zetland. 
 
cf Dalbeath NT145915 
    Banbeath NT3601; Denbeath NT3698; Powbayth, Edinburgh [1597 Templaria] 
DALGRAIN GRM NS9181 [1]   NS912819 
 
1500 RSSS ii 462 A letter of tak in favour of Johne Menteith and his spouse ... of the lands of Dalgrane with 

pertinents lyand in the lordschip of Bothcanar  
1502 Ex.Rolls  Dalgrane 
1528 RMS iii 710 [L] King grants at feuferme to William Menteith of Kers,- 2 oxgangs of the lands of 

Dalgrane occupied by John Gardinar in the barony of Bothkennar 
1547 RMS iv 165 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to Elizabeth Levingstoun, relict of William menteith of Kers, 

in life rent, and Elizabeth Menteith his daughter,- 2 oxingate of the lands of Dalgrane, in 
the barony of Buthkennar 

1554 RMS iv 889 [L] Queen grants to John Menteith laird of Kers, and Helene Menteith his wife,- two 
oxgangs of the lands of Dalgrayn ...;- which Elesabeth Levingstoun wife of the late 
William Menteith of Kers has resigned 

1598 RMS vi 657 [L] lands of Dalgrane occupied by Andrew Gardner -West Kerse 
1614 CRS Andrew Gardiner in Dalgrein 
1631 Retour 142 Lord William Menteith of Kerss, knight, heir of William Menteith of Kerss his father, in 2 

oxgangs of the lands of Dalgraine in the lordship of Striviling 
1630 BS1 Sir William Monteith of Kerse, knight, for his twa oxgang of the land of Dalgreen 
1636 CRS Alexander Muirhead in Dagreen 
1643 SC67/67/1 f. 35v James Kincaid in Dalgreane 
1647 SC67/67/1 f. 69v John and Agnes Muirheide Lawfull bairneis to umquhill Alexander Muirheide in 

Dalgreane 
1666 RH9/3/53(i) Dalgrein 
1674 Retour 270 Dalgraine 
1685 SC67/67/2 f. 88v James Kincaid in Dalgrean, ... John and Elizabeth K., his children 
1719 RS59/14 f.13v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Kincaid in Dalgreen  and in 

name of Helen Scott his spouse and John Kincaid eldest  lawful son  
1722 SC67/67/6 f. 4v James Kincaid in Dalgreen 
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1746 Love II I p85 James Kincaid, Degreen, was very active in assisting the rebels day and night. Robbed the 
county of horses, drankn the Pretender’s son as Prince of Wales, wishing damnation to His 
Majesty. 

1753 SC4/3/1  Dalgrene 
1811 SLR  Dalgreen Farm 
1817 Grassom  Dalgreen 
1865 OS  Dalgreen 
1912 CDS13 Dalgreen R. Buchanan 
1960 OS Dalgrain Park 
 
cf Colgrain NS3280 [PNDB 25] 
     Ardgrain ABD [CPNA 19] 
DALLAS PARK # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS914832 
 
1757 RHP6131 Dallas Park 
 
See St Martins 
 
DALLAS THICKLETTS # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS914839 
 
1757 RHP6139 Dallas Thickletts 
 
See St Martins 
 
DALPAFFLY BRIG # GRM NS9083 [1]  NS908836 
 
1755 Roy Dalpaffly Brig 
 
This coincides with Pinfold Bridge, which Roy does not give otherwise. 
DALHUNGRY # GRM NS8983 [2]   
 
1502 Ex.Rolls  Dalquymry 
1528 RMS iii 623 Dawumry of the Westertoun in Bothkenner 
1541 GD65/98/18 Charter under the Great Seal in favour of Catherine Elphinstone, spouse to the umquill 

Robert Callender of Manor in lyferent and to Andrew Callender hir son thairafter designed 
of Boardie of three and one half oxengait and an odd piece of land of Dalhungrie to be 
holden of his majestie for 6 lib 2s 9d Scots ... 7 bolls ane firlot [hi-] [p....] wheat to the 
aboat and Convent of Cambuskenneth 

1542 GD65/98/19 Precept following GD65/98/18 
1595 GD65/23  Charter by James Callender, son and heir of the deceased Andrew Callendar of Bordye, 

with consent of John, commendator of Halyrudhous, in favour of Walter Callender, now of 
Bordie, of 3 1/2 oxgangs and an odd part of the lands of Dalvngry of Westertoun of 
Bothkenner [Bothkennar] in lordship of Striuiling schyre [Stirlingshire] and sheriffdom of 
Striuiling, on yearly payment of 1d in name of blenchfarm to the said James, and to the 
King [£6 2s 9d, 7 bolls 1 firlot 2 pecks barley 7 capons in name of feufarm, and 3 bolls 1 
firlot 2 pecks meal, reserving to the Crown the salmon fishing and coal]. [2 seals 
appended]. Also another copy thereof. (2) Charter under Great Seal confirming the above. 
Dated 15 June, 1596. [Fragment of Great Seal appended. R.M.S. vi 439]. December 1595  

1595 GD65/98/24 Sasine following GD65/23 
1595 Retour-S 365 [L] James Callender, heir Andrew Callender of Bordie, his father, - in 3 oxgang of land 

with half an oxgang and an odd part of an oxgang in the lands of Dalungry of Westertoun 
of Bothkennar. 

1596 RMS vi 439 [L] King confirms a charter of James Callender, son and heir of the late Andrew C. of 
Bordy,- [who, in completion of a contract dated at Stirling 30 Oct. 1595,-with the consent 
of John, commendator of Halirudhous ...,- selling to Walter Callender ...,- 3 ½ oxingates 
with a disparate part of an oxingate (the litle but) of the lands of Dalungrie of Westirtoun 
of Bothkenner [Reddendo includes something to do with equitation] 

1612 GD65/98/33 Contract betwixt Walter Callender of Boardie with consent of his spouse on the ane pairt 
and Alexander, Lord Elphinstone on the other pairt whereby the said Walter sells and 
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anailzies to the said Lord Elphinstone [as in GD65/98/27] and three and a half and an odd 
piece of an oxengait of land of Dalhungarie of the Wester toune of Bothkenner 

1612 GD65/36 Charter by Walter Callender of Bordye in favour of Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, of his 
three and ane half and an odd part of ane oxgait of the lands of Dalungrie of Westertoun of 
Bothkenner 

1618 RS58/1 f.61 [L] adolescens Michaell Elphingstone filius leg. Lord Allexander lord  of Elphingstoun --- 
Maria Bruce future spouse of the said Michaell – all and whole 8 oxgang of lands of 
Bothkenner with buildings, mansion and [glebe] --- all and whole 3 oxgang of land and ½ 
ox. of the lands commonly called Dalungrie lands in the western part of Bothkenner lie 
westertoun of Bothkenner lately pertaining to Walter Callendar of Boardie with all and 
each house edifice hortis pomariis toftis croftis paribus pendiculis – Dalhungrie landis in 
occidental vrbe de Bothkenner [Westerton] 

1641 RS58/7 f.329v of the forsaid three oxengate and half an oxengait of land and landis called Dalquimyrie 
[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Jarvay in Woodsyd  

1656 RS58/11 f.21 all and haill his eight oxengate of land of the lands of Bothkenner Kirklands and 
mansioune and gleib pertaining to the viccarage of Bothkenner and thrie oxengate and the 
half ane oxengate of land of the landis callit Dalhungrie in the west toune of Bothkenner 
pertaining to umquhill Walter Callender of Bordie with all and sindrie houses [etc] 

1682 GD65/98/40 Extract - Special retour whereby John now Lord Elphinston is served and retoured aire in 
[spe[.]l] to him in all and haill these 8 oxengait of land in Bothkenner with all and haill 
these three oxengait of Kirkland in Bothkenner and in three and a half and an odd piece of 
an oxgait called the lands of Dalhungrie in Wester toune of Bothkenner 

1682 Retour 285 [L] John Lord Elphinstoune, heir of Alexander Lord Elphinstoune, his great grandfather, in 
8 oxgang of the lands of Bothkennar;- Kirklands pertaining to the [terris ecclesiasticis], 
manse [mansione] and glebe and vicarage of Bothkenar, extending to 3 oxgangs and 39 
acres of land; 3 oxgangs with half an oxgang and an odd piece of an oxgang of the lands of 
Dallungrie of Westertoune of Bothkenar, within the lordship of Stirling. 

1711 RS59/12 f.531v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wright of Kersie as 
actorney for Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- Precept furth of Chancery --- eldest 
lawful son to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell his father --- 30 (trium) oxgangs 
and half an oxgang of the lands of Dalhungrie in Westertown of Bothkennar  

c1717 GD65/155 Special Retour in favour of Henry Hunter, now of Kirktoun as son and heir of the deceased 
Henry Hunter of Kirkton, in the lands as in [GD65/31 and GD65/36] 

1729 GD65/178 Special retour in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother and heir of the 
deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in 8 oxengait of land of Bothkenner, Kirklands of 
Bothkenner, 4 and i part oxengait of the lands of Dallungry with the tiendsheaves thereof, 
reserving to Michael Elphinstone the road from the coal-heughs of Quarrel to the coal-
house [etc.], and the superiority of the piece of ground called Nunyeard. 

1763 GD65/211 Feu-Charter by Thomas Dundas of Fingask in favour of Thomas Dundas, his eldest son of 
8 oxengate of Bothkenner, Kirklands of Bothkenner, 4 oxengate and 1 piece of an 
Oxengate of the lands of Dalhungrie 

1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, -part of Dalhungry in 
Westertown of Bothkenner  

1790 AOS Dalhungry in Westertown of Bothkenner 
1804 AOS 4760 4 oxgates of the lands of Dalhungry in Westertown of Bothkenner  
 
Cf  Balquhomry NO235031 
DALRATHO   # GRM NS9281 [3]  
   
1553 RMS iv 885 [L] Daratho - see Abbotskerse 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Darraho - see Abbotskerse 
1614 CRS William Galbraith in Daratho 
1617 Murray  Dalratho 
1621 RS58/2 f.142 [L] Mariota Glen in Dalratho,  
1630 RS58/5 f.81v John Galbraith in Dalratho 
1630 POC Dulratho - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1635 Retour 118 [L] Daratho 
1636 Murray  John Galbraith somtym in Dalratho 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] John Watt in Dalratho 
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1664 RS59/1 f.355 [L] John Hammiltoune now of Bangour --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill those 
four oxgangs of land called Litle Gillstoune with houses [etc] and all and haill an oxgang 
of land of Doratho in the territory of Grange with the pertinents underwritten and also 
lands of Inch with houses [etc] and two oxgangs of Carronflatt with houses [etc]  

1679 RS59/6 f.128v all and haill the lands of Insh lying within the paroche of Bothkenner regalitie of 
Abbotskerse --- all and haill ane oxengate of the lands of Dalratho with the houses [etc] 
lying betwixt the lands of Grange on the east and southe pairts and the said lands of Insh on 
the north and west pairts 

1774 VR Dalratho 
1787 AOS 1222 part of Dalratho, barony of Polmont  
 
cf Ratho, Mid Lothian. 
DAMS # GRM NS8983 [2]   
 
1730 CH2/1548  John Neilson in Dams ... Quarrel Yaird foot, all of them tenants to the laird of Kirktown 
1730 HR777  John Neilson in Dams 
1735 CH2/1548 Quarrel Bridge ... Dams, both in this parish 
DAMSIDE ACRE # GRM NS9478 [2]    
 
1723 RS59/14 f.428v Elizabeth Sharp lawful daughter to Thomas Sharp coallheugher in Brightons Craigs and 

now spouse to John Houston portioner of Gillston of all and haill the said John Houston his 
house and kaill yeard in Gillston with an acre of those lands called the Damside Acre with 
a cows grass lying within the parioche of Falkirk  

DAVIES RIGG # GRM NS9184 [2]       
 
1724 RS59/14 f.472 [L] all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Newton lately 

pertaining to James Bruce of Newton and which formely belonged to John Wright of 
Kersie --- Viz. that room of land possest be James Taylor tennent in Newtoun together with 
a ridge called Davies Ridge being part of the room of land --- commonly called the Old 
Yeard lying contigous [with Davies Ridge] and bounded on the north by the lands 
belonging to Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead ON the east by lands belonging to the said 
Gabriel Rankine and John Sympsoun of Stonehouse  on the south by other parts of of the 
said Room of land in Newtoun possest be – Mastertoun portioner of the Mains The south 
part of the said James Taylors room of land is bounded on the north by the lands of 
Greendyke  

1748 RS59/19 f.271v Peter Syme in Backraw – all and haill these parts and portions of the lands underwritten 
which are parts of the lands and barony of Newtown viz that room of land sometime posest 
by James Taylor tenant in Newtown together with ane ridge called  Davids Ridge 
extending to three roods thirteen falls and five elns or thereby in measure The north part of 
the room of land sometime possest by the said James Taylor commonly called the Old 
Yeard together with the foreesaid Davies Ridge lying contiguous 

1807 AOS 5639 with a rig of land called Davies Rig - part of Newton  
 
cf 1765 SC4/3/1 -“that mailing of Newton possessed by David Sclanders [1813 owned by Dundas] 
DEGEDY GREEN POINT # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS919825 
 
1797 RHP242 Degedy Green Point 
 
Dalgety FIF (PNF 1); Dalgaty, Turriff ABD 
DEICOUSSIE # GRM NS9183 [2]    
 
1682 RS59/6 f.299 to his house at Newtoun continuing to the place called  Deycoussie and Haugh which was 

exchanged by the said William Bruce of Newtoune  
1693 RS59/8 f.195 at that part called the Deicushe and Haugh  
1694 RS59/8 f.305v [L] that rig of landlyiing in that part called Shortfassat – with the freedom of entry and exit 

with a road of sufficent width across the aqua ductum (lie damms) for horses carts (curris) 
and vehicles to the house of Newtoune at that part called Deicoussie and Haugh --- 3 rigs 
or thereabouts lying in that part called Fisklett --- and thrie riggs lying on the west side of 
the orchard with the lands of William Bruce  
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DEMMINHEAD # GRM NS9381 [3]   
 
1590 Pont  Demminhead 
DEMPSTERS FAULD # GRM NS9178 [3]   
 
1668 RS59/3 f.78 James Levingstoun junior, of Westquarter --- all and haill that fauld formerly known as 

Dempsters Fauld and now known as Blaickbiorin Fauld 
1668 RS59/4 f.47v Westquarter --- all and haill that fauld of old callit the Dempster Fauld and now callit 

Blackburn Fauld with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the lands belonging to Sir William 
Levingstoun of Westquarter upon the west and north the common loch callit the Reddine 
Loch on the eist and the common mure of [blank] upon the south part 

c 1775 NLS MS5115.11  Dempster or Black-burn-faulds 
1797 AOS 3350  Dempsters Fauld now called Blackburn Fauld, Smiddy and Smiddy House with the Barn 

and Barn Yard and piece of ground at the back thereof, and piece of land called the Hipp, 
all in Over West Quarter, barony of Polmont 

1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 
Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

DEPUTE MEADOW   # GRM NS9279 [3]   
 
1362 RH6/138 [L] Charter in favour of the Abbot and Convent of the Monastery of Holyrood, confirming 

to them the Mains of Cars with the manor place and grange thereof and the meadow called 
Dubet which had been granted to them by King Robert I in lieu of an annual sum of 30 
marks sterling which he and his predecessors kings of Scotland were in use to pay to them 
[139 is substantially the same but with minor differences - dated 1363 - on account of the 
devastation of war - And whereas in the times of Robert, King of Scots, his grandfather, 
the said Abbot and Convent possessed the dominical lands of the said lands of le Cars with 
the manor place of Grange and the pertinents within the Grange with a pendicle called le 
Dubbet -- 

1362 Holyrood 98  Dubet / Dubbet 
1652 Retour   James Monteath of Polmonthmylne ... in the mylne of Polmonth, with the meidowes callit  

the Eister Debut Meidow. 
1658 RS58/12 f.18 Comperit personalie ane discreit man David Monteith in Mylnhall actorney in name and 

behalf of James Monteith of Polmonthmylne – precept of sasine --- furth of the 
chancellarie --- the deceist William Monteith of Polmonthmylne grandfather to James 
Monteith of Polmonthmylne --- in all and whole the mylne of Polmonth with the mylne 
lands thairof houses [etc] callit the Estar Deput Medow astricted multures knaveship [etc] 
of all and haill the barrony of Polmonth sed and wont belonging to the said mylne Togidder 
with the four oxengate of land of Clerkstone with the corne mill of the samen lands with 
multures [etc] thairof with dammes and leading of water belonging thairto with thair 
oxengate of the lands of Nether Gilstoune and oxengate of the lands of Whytesyde houses 
[etc] sometime possesed be the said William Monteith --- barrony of Abbotskers regalitie 
of Bruchtoune 

1668 RS59/4 f.4v [L] personally compeared upon the lands aftermentioned Robert Hamiltoune of Dechmont 
baillie of the barony of Polmont ---- James Monteith of Mylnhall and Alexander Monteith 
his eldest lawful son --- having a charter of feuferme and locationis ---- the mill lands 
underwritten --- all and haill those four oxgangs of the lands of Clerkstoune three oxgangs 
of the lands of Gillstoune and an oxgang of the lands of Whytsyde with houses [etc] --- 
barony of Kers so called and now the regality of Polmont --- with the  freedom and 
privilege of a lade from the mill dam [aquarum exitiuum stagnorum molarium] aqua 
ductum lie water passages dammes water gaites water draughts leads of water in whatever 
place within the said lands of the barony to serve the said two mills [sasine is given first at 
Clerkstoune, secondly at the mill house, thirdly upon the lands of Gillstoune, fourthly on 
the lands of Whytsyde and fifthly upon the ground of the Eister Deput (Dep’) Meidow] 

1735 RS59/17 f.50v [L] James Dalzell of Binns retoured as heir male to the deceast James Monteith of Milnhall 
--- these parts and portions of the lands and estate of the deceast James Monteith of 
Milnhall --- viz all and haill the Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont bounded by a dyke 
running betwixt the same and the lands of Grange on the west and north and by the lands of 
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Kersiebank on the south and east as also all and haill that portion of meadow ground being 
a part of the lands of Parkend amounting to ane acre of ground or thereby bounded betwixt 
the foresaid Easter Depute Meadow on the north and west and the said lands of 
Kersiebank on the south and east  

1740 RS59/18 f.1v [L] Michael Bruce of Millnhall as baillie – George Shaw now of Kersiebank --- Precept of 
Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Kersiebank and third part of the lands of 
Polmont --- as also five and a half oxengates of the town and lands of Over Polmont lately 
possest by umquile David Livingston of Bantaskin and his tennants --- all and haill the 
Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont --- meadow part of the lands of Parkend 

1784 VR   that part of Milnhall called Depute Meadow. 
1788 AOS 1388 Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont 
1790 AOS 1747  Kersiebank, Depute Meadow of Polmont, and piece of meadow adjoining 
1815 AOS 7789 Easter Depute Meadow.  
 
cf Debate NY2582  
DIVOTIES # GRM NS9176 [2]    
 
1887 BPB   Wester Divities 
DOLLHOUSE # GRM NS9279 [1]   NS927796  
 
1812 AOS  6956 lands of Weedings called Easter Dolls  
1860 OS Dollhouse 
1899 OS Dollhouse 
DRY FIELD (in local context this is a term rather than a place-name)    Abbotskerse 
 
1624 Murray i p.62  the Marqueis of Hamiltounes land in the dry field 
1656 SC67/67  driffeile 
1691 Murray ii p.30 ‘upon the east side of the Mumbrell Burne in the East Kerse, and on the east side of the 

Catharin Burne on the upper ground called the dryefield, bordered with Moorevenside’ 
1814 AOS   4 oxgates of land of the said lands of Mumrills whereof one half is dryfield & the other  

kerselands. 
1840 NSA  the Carse is on a level with the sea ... The dryfield rises gradually. 
 
Note: 1691 notice indicates that locally the dry field was perceived as stretching from the upper edge of the raised 

beach inland to the Gardrum Burn. 
 
cf Dryfield CLA; 1359 [Ex.Rolls]  
   Dryfield, St Ninians parish: 1624 RMS viii 636 “Dryfield et Cars de Cambusbarroune” 
DRUMBREAKS # GRM NS9578 [1]  NS952786 
 
1780 Ross  Drumbreck - shows general area. 
1817 Grassom  Dumbreaks 
1845 NSA   Brakes 
1820 AOS 9682 William Logan of Clarkston seised in the lands of Stepmiln & Drumbreck being part of 

the farm of Drumbreck 
1847 RHP610  Brakes Park [NS948784] 
 
cf Dumbreck NS565635; NS575815;  
 Torbrex DNY; NS785925; NS795715 
  Tombrake NS545905 
DYKEHEAD # GRM NS9382 [1]  NS936822 
 
1750 Roy Dykehead 
DYKELANDS see Waterdykelands 
EAST ACRES # GRM NS9381 [3]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v the saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- Eist Aikeris  
EAST KERSE  see Abbotskerse 
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1691 Murray ii p.30 ‘upon the east side of the Mumbrell Burne in the East Kerse’ 
1809 RHP48391 Plan of road in East Kerse (Incomplete) Surveyor: John Shaw, Falkirk 9 August 1809 
EASTER CROFT # GRM NS9084 [2]    
 
1713 RS59/13 f.123v the Easter Croft bounded betwixt the lands pertaining to the said Mrs Hardie on the north 

conforme to marchstones affixt as the samen are all presently possest  be the said 
Archibald Couie and his tennants 

1737 RS59/17 f.256 the Easter Croft   
EASTERTOWN # GRM NS9083 [2]   
 
1630 BS1 Michael Elphinstone of Quarrol 13 oxengate and ane half in the Eastertown of Bothkennar 
1656 RS58/11 f.16 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Syme in Bakraw 

of Bothkenner as tutor to George Maisteroune --- Margaret Syme mother to the said pupill 
and relict of the said deceased John Maisterotune [of Bothkenner] --- bond of obligation 
grantit be Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Querrell --- annualrent --- furth of all and haill those 
my landis of Bothkenner called the Estertoun and Westertoun  

1718 RS59/13 f.702v [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Mitchell in 
Neithertown of Bothkennar as procurator for Alexander Watt eldest son to Alexander Watt 
portioner of Bothkennar and Mareon Mitchell second lawful daughter to the said Thomas 
Mitchell --- contract between Mareon and Alexander younger --- Mains of Bothkennar --- 
[witnesses to sasine] James Towars in Eastertoun of Bothkennar  

1734 CH2/1548  tennants in Easter Town 
EASTER SALTCOATS  # GRM NS9481 [2]   
 
1527 CRH&C-1 p.217 Lease by William Douglas, Abbot of “the Abbay of the Holycroce besid Edinburgh”, 

letting to James Menteith and Alexander Menteith, brothers, and the longer liver of the 
two, the lands of Eastern Salcotts, which James Menteith now has on lease, within the 
Abbey’s barony of Kerse and sheriffdom of Stirling, for a term of nineteen years, at a 
rentall of twenty-one merks yearly. [1527] 

1542 RMS iii 2828 [L] James Menteith in Saltcoats - shows him to be a close relation of Menteith of W. Kerse 
1550 Foulis 74   James Menteith of Saltcottis 
1552 RMS iv 762   [L] Queen confirms a charter of James, Duke of Chettellarault &c., whereby, for service, 

and  for a sum of money and a settlement in favour of the commendator and convent of 
Holy rood,- we hand over at feufermeto our servant James Menteith and his heirs male;-
lands  of Eister Salcottis ( held by the said Duke from Holyrood in feu and occupied by 
the said  James Menteith)... in barony of Kars, sheriffdom of Striveling 

1553 RMS iv 862 [L] James Menteith of Nethir Saltcottis 
1561 RMS iv 1400  [L] James Menteith, laird of Saltcottis 
1565 Anderson   James Monteith of (Easter, Nether) Saltcoats 91565-74). Brother of Patrick Monteith 9 

q.v.), nephew of James Monteith in Easter Kerse (RSS vi 306) who probably features as 
baillie of barony of Kerse (Holyrood Chrtrs 154-6). Almost certainly James Monteith who, 
with Patrick and William Monteith (qq. v.) were named a followers of William Monteith of 
Randyfurd and involved in ‘troubill and debaitt’ in Falkirk with followers of William, Lord 
Livingston, before 22.3.1566 (RPC i 469 473). In 1568 he was respited for his part in 
cathedral [St Magnus] killings (RSS vi 505). Buried in St Magnus Cathedral 1574. 

1568 RH6/2129 [L] James Menteith of Eister Saltcoittis 
1574 CRE  James Menteith of Saltcoitts 
1584 Laing-2 p.40 James Menteith of Randifurd, to Sir Lewis Bellenden of Auchnoule: 1584 Letters of 

summons at the instance of James Menteith of Randifurd, who has been charged by Sir 
Loys Ballentine of Achnowll, to remove from the lands of Bowhouse in the barony of 
Kerse, Stirlingshire, against the said Sir Lewis for suspension thereof. 

1586 RMS v 943 [L] James Munteith of Salcottis 
1600 Retour-A 34 [L] James Menteith of Saltcoittis heir of Patrick Menteith of Fairyle, his uncle [patruii] 
1619 RS58/1 f.211 [L] Lord William Menteith de Kers knight -] John Menteith de Sallcottis my brother -  
1624 RS58/3 f.237v Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris me Robert Monteith brother german to Sir 

William Monteith of Kers knycht. --- Johne Monteith of Saltcoitis my brother german  
1625 Retour 118 James marquis of Hammiltoun [etc] as heir to this father in the lands of Easter Salcoittis 

and Wester Salcoittis,  
1625 RS58/3 f.286 [L] John Menteathe of Salcoits 
1629 RS58/4 f.200a John Monteith of Saltcottis 
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1630 BS1 John Monteith of Salt-coats 
1633 RS58/6 f.101  John Monteith of Saltcottis 
1637 RS58/7 f.47 John Monteath of Salcottis  
1639 CRS  John Monteith of Saltcoitts 
1639 Retour 169 Ludovic Menteith, heir of conquest of John Menteith of Saltcottis, fratris immediate 

junioris, in the lands of Saltcottis commonly known as Menteith’s Saltcottis, in the barony 
and regality of Polmond; - 3 oxgangs 2 cottages in the town and lands of Falkirk in the 
regality of Falkirk ;- 2 fifteenth parts of the town and lands of Falkirk in the lordship and 
barony of Callendar ;- houses &c within the said town of Falkirk 

1640 RS58/7 f.258v Be it kend to all men be thir present letteris Me Ludovic Monteath of Ba[i]lie that 
forsamekill as umquhile John Monteath of Saltcottis, my brother  had disponit to him be 
James, Lord Levingstoune of Almont and  Callendar all and hale five fewis of the toun and 
landis of Falkirk with the houses of the Bakraw land with cottages thairin with the 
pendicles [etc] 

c1680 C2.77. 26  Charter to John Bowie of Saltcoats and his son Thomas Bowie [see Pows of Airth] 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v.7 John Bowie, baillie in Falkirk, of the lands of Easter Saltcoatts called Monteaths 

Saltcoatts. Registered on the  532nd and 533rd leaves of the said Register 
1698 RS83/2.113  John Bowie of Saltcoats and Thomas Bowie his son RS59/10 f.101 – f.102 
1698 RS83/2.09.115  Margaret Mungall spouse to John Bowie of Saltcoats RS59/10 f.103 
1699 C2/ John Bowie of Saltcoats 
1699 C2/ Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats, son of John 
1700 RS83/2.09.429  John Bowie of Easter Saltcoats ... his lands of Easter Saltcoats commonly called Monteith 

Saltcoats ... with the privilege of commonty within the bounds of the common muir of 
Redding RS59/10 f.353 – f.354 

1710 C2/84/116  John Bowie of Saltcoats 
1736 GD65/187 Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats  Easter Saltcoats called Monteith Saltcoats 
1756 GD65/205    Discharge and Renunciation by Janet Watt, relict of Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats, in favour 

of Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, of the sum of 5000 merks Scots of principal and 
the annualrent of 250 merks Scots out of the room of land called Coldkitchen and others as 
contained in a heritable bond to the said Thomas Bowie, dated 8 October 1736.   

1756 CRS  Thomas Bowie, spouse Janet Watt 
1758 CRS  Janet Watt spouse of Thomas Bowie 
1784 AOS 556 John Kincaid, tenant, Abbotsgrange, purchaser, gets Ren. of Easter Saltcoats called 

Monteith Saltcoats, barony of Polmont ;- Over Saltcoats, called Overtown and Randyford 
Saltcoats, barony of Abbots Carse. G.R. 415.177 

EASTERTON # FAK NS9181 [3]     
 
1700 RS83/2/09/313  Agnes Watt daughter to John Watt in Eastertoun of Abetskerss RS59/10 f.254 – f.255 
 
Note: Commissariot Records of Stirlingshire give John Watt in Eastertoune of West Kerse in 1697 (makes more sense) 
EDINBELLY # GRM NS9179 [1]    
 
1755 Roy Edinbelly 
1821 Ainslie Edenbelly 
 
This is Westquarter estate: a cadet house of the Livingstons. 
 
Note: Captain Adam Livingston, son of Sir James Livingston of Glentirran - charter of Edenbelly [C2.101.2]. 1795 

Sasine gives” ‘to Sir Alexander Campbell of Ardkinglas as heir to Adam Livingstone, his uncle, of Edinbelly, 
parish of Balfron. 

 
EMIFLATS see Amonflat 
FALLANDS # GRM NS9279 [1]  NS929797  
   
1800 RHP10925 Fallands 
FASSET # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS913835 
 
1643 RS58/8 f.3 [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten the Alexander 

Levingstoune eldest lawful son of David Levingstoune of Pantaskine, baillie in that part 
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and John Callander, portioner of Newtoune in Bothkenner, heritor of the lands 
underwritten and John Callander in Glen having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation 
with a precept of sasine from the said John Callendar in Newtoun with the consent of 
Margaret Murhead his spouse in favour of the said John Callander in Glen --- all and hail 
these three oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner [the sasine 
is given upon the solum] at that part commonly called the Shortfasat 

1749 RS59/19 f.326 [L] John Rae smith in Bothkennar as baillie --- James Kincaid of Tiend Yaird having a 
dispositon granted by John Hamilton writer to the signet --- all and whole these seven acres 
one rood and nineteen falls of land called the Fasset being a part of the lands of Newtown -
-- parish of Bothkennar  

1781 AOS 68 William Ronald in Newton, as heir to John Ronald in Newton, his brother, seised in Facit, 
parish of Bothkennar – on Bond by James Kincaid of Tiend Yards to the said John Ronald 
Oct. 1777; P.R. 26.501 

1784 AOS 504 Alexander Ronald in Lawrieston, Elizabeth Ronald spouse of Alexander Stewart in 
Weedings, & Christian Ronald, spouse of James Gaff in Millhall, seised in Facit, parish of 
Bothkennar – in Bond by James Kincaid of Tiends Yards, to John Ronald in Newton, 1777, 
on disp by William Ronald in Newton, his brother. P.R. 28.208 

1785 AOS 627 John Johnston, as heir to John Johnston, portioner, Bothkenner, his father, seised in parts of 
Bothkennar; Skamesflat or Skinflatt; part of Fasset, parish of Bothkennar. P.R. 28.355 

1788 AOS 1431 Skinflat and part of Facet; - Kiln Ridges, parish of Bothkennar  
1792 AOS 2340  rig of land in Short Fasset 
1793 AOS 2527  in Facit, parish of Bothkennar – James Kincaid of Tiendyards 
1798 SC4/3/1 Skinflatt and that part of Fasset [Dundas 1831] 
1813 RHP6133  Fallside 
1815 AOS 7886 Short Fasset - given as 1 rig of land in Newton of Bothkenner - Loan Butts - Wester Croft 

- possessed by Newton  
1819 AOS 9299 Skinflatt and part of the lands of Facet extending to 10 acres 1 rood and 19 falls 
 
cf Killfasset, Balfron parish 1800 [AOS] 
FAULD # GRM NS8984 [2]   
 
1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner --- six rigs in Auchtertyre four thereof between the lands of the said 

James on ether syde thairof with the dykes sheoghs and headrigs at ether end thairof  and 
the other tuo rigs thairof between the lands of the said Lord Airth and the lands of the said 
James thairof with the dykes sheoghs and headrigs at ether end thairof and the other 
oxingate of land lying and bounding as followes viz thretteine rigs thairof lyiing contigue 
commonlie called the Fauld with headings at ether end and ane dyk sheogh at the west end 
thairof fyve rigs thairof lyand in Auchtertyre between the …. 

1684 RS59/6 f.472v [L] oxengates in Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis vulgo lie  dyk sheuches nuncupat – lying 
in Houcarse --- rig in Longlyes – rig in Auchentyre – rig contiguous commonly called  the 
Fauld ---  due anglularie lie butts --- head rig and sheuche in Northward 

1697 RS59/9 f.137 thirteen rigs lying contiguous called the Fauld  
1785 AOS 667 John Nicol, farmer, Auchintyre, seised in parts of Mains of Bothkenner; South Auchintyre, 

Fauld, & North Auchintyre, parish of Bothkennar, on disp. by John Johnston, son of John 
Johnston, tenant, Mains of Bothkenner. P.R. 28.407 

1798 R and a head rig called the Fauld 
1805 AOS 5048 4 oxengates of the lands of the Mains of Bothkennar viz. Hammiltons Ward, South 

Auchintyre, Faulds and North Auchintyre 
1818 AOS 8989 parts of Mains of Bothkenner, viz. 20 riggs 2 half riggs & 2 head rigs with the dyke 

sheughs on each end of the same commonly called Hamiltons Ward, lands commonly 
called South Auchentyre consisting of 13 riggs & 2 head riggs with dyke sheughs; 13½ 
riggs & a head rigg, and a head rigg at each end of the east and west ends of the said riggs 
commonly called the Faulds, with a dyke sheugh on the east of the same; and 6 riggs & 1 
head rigg contiguous at the west end thereof commonly called North Auchentyre, with a 
dyke sheugh on the west of the same, parish of Bothkennar 

FERRY GREEN # GRM NS9282 [1]    
 
1668 RS59/4 f.13v [L] that part thereof commonly called Cowies Zaird formerly occupied by John Callendar 

gardner there --- with the privilege of faill and divots upon the greine commonly called 
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Ferrie Greinland [on basis of f.23 this looks as though lyand has been mistranscibed as –
land] lying in the parish of Bothkenner  

1668 RS59/4 f.23 with that zaird thair callit Cowies Zaird then possest be John Callendar gairdiner thait --- 
with the feall and divats upon the greine called the Ferriegreine lyand within the parochin 
of Bothkenner and sheriffdom of Stirling [Bruce was the heritable proprietor of the 
property 

FERRY GREEN POINT # GRM NS9282 [1]  NS922827 
 
1768 RHP6116  Ferry Green Point 
18c  RHP6115 [pre-canal] Ferry Green Point  
1797 RHP242 Ferry Green Point 
 
cf Green Brae, Boathouse and Burns Ferry GRM 
FISKLETT # GRM NS9183 [2] 
 
1655 RS58/9 f.304 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Forsyth in 

Mwirdyk of Grang of Bothkenner --- charter of alienation and vendition granted be 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- all and whole that part and portion of the lands of Sowth 
Grang of Bothkenner lyand on the south syd of the landis thairof calit the Ficklett with 
houses [etc] possest and occupyit be John Crawfurd thair lyand within the paroch of 
Bothkenner  

1665 RS59/2 f.106v Alexander Forsythe sometyme in Milndyk of Grange of Bothkainer now in Newtoune --- 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird disponit to me --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands of the Southgrainge of Bothkenner lyand one the southsyde of the lands thairof callit 
the Ficklet with houses [etc] 

1694 RS59/8 f.305v 3 rigs or thereabouts lying in that part called Fisklett  
 
cf Thicklett infra  
FIVE CROFT RIGGS GRM NS9183 [1]   NS913832 
 
1620 RS58/1 f.370 [L] Jean Flemyng, lady Airth [endorsed “pro Johanne Flemyng et sponse] seven oxgangs 

and a half of the lands of Neutoune of Bothkenner --- and other portions underwritten viz.- 
that acre of the lands of Neutoun nuncupat lie Hyndisaker and five [quinqua] riggis of 
lands known as lie Five Croft Riggis lying to the west side of Demster Acre pertaining to 
James Kouie [with the] south quarter of half an oxgang of land lying in the North Thicklatt 
pertaining to Robert Cowye and occupied by him  

1813 RHP6133 The 5 Ridges 
FOIRGRENE # GRM NS9184 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/9 f.303 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Taylor weiver in 

Graing of Bothkenner and Marie Ca[nn]ochie his spouse --- charter of vendition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Bruce of Kinyard heritable proprietor of the hous and 
yardes underwritten – all and haill that duelling hous and yard in South Grange of 
Bothkenner --- togidder with that yard thair callit the Cowies Yard presentlie possest be 
Johne Callander gairdner thair with with pertinents of the said duelling house --- with feill 
and difat upone the grene callit the Foirgrene lyand within the paroch of Bothkenner  

FOOT OF RIDGE # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS913839 
 
1729 CH2/1548 James Hendry and Jean Taylor  tenants in Foot of Ridge or Thicklatt 
1745 CH2/1548 William Hendry tenant at the Foot of the Ridge 
1747 LGM Thomas Mitchell and his spouse Janet Taylor at the Foot of the Ridge 
FORRESTER SALTCOATS  # GRM NS9381 [2]  NS943813  
 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] 3 cutlands eliam Saltcoittis nuncupat (per quondam David Forester occupat) 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] 3 cotlands de Saltcoittis, per Alexander Forrester occupat. 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] The king grants to James, Marquis of Hamilton, .- lands of Eister and Westir 

Saltcoittis, 3_1/2_ oxgangs with 3 Coitlands of land otherwise known as the Saltcottis 
(occupied by the late David Forrester) 

1639 SC67/67/1 f.8  William Jonstowne in Forrestersaltcoittis - see Beancross 
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1640 SC67/67/1 f.11v   William Jonstoune in Forrestersaltcoittis 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.68v   Unlawis John Hart in Grahmeissaltcoittis in fyftie pund for ane bloode committit be him 

upone Micheal Russell servitor to Robert Jonstowne in Forrestersaltcoittis Upone the 5 
dey of August instant with ane [fotespipe?] and ordanes him to gif satisffactioune to the 
pairtie damniefeyit at the sicht of Robert Bellenden for the persewer and Hew Hall for the 
defender. 

1661 CRS Margaret Seller and Robert Johnestoune in Forrester Saltcoats 
1668 CRS Harry Grintoun, servitour to Elizabeth Gib, in Foresters Saltcoats 
1684 GD65/93   James  Hunter of Foster-saltcoits and James Hunter, his second son [see Kirkton of 

Bothkenner] 
1684 GD65/93   James Hunter of Foster-saltcoats and James Hunter, his second son, of half the lands as in 

GD65/31 and GD65/36  
1684 GD65/94    James Hunter of Foster-saltcoats and Henry Hunter, his youngest son, of the other half of 

the subjects as in GD65/93. 22/8/1684 
1711 GD65/149   (1) Special Retour in favour of Henry Hunter of Kirktoun as brother german and heir of the 

deceased James Hunter, son of the deceased James Hunter of Forrester-Saltcoats, in the 
lands as in GD65/93. 

1685 GD65/98   James Hunter of Foster-saltcoits 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.139v James Hunter of Fostersaltcoats 
1690 Retour 313   [L] John Hunter, merchant in Borroustouness, heir of James Hunter, mariner in B., his 

father, in the lands of Foster-Saltcoats alias Powdreks, in the lordship and barony of 
Abotskerse. -E 10m feuferm 

1690 CRS   Elizabeth Gibb, relict of William Johnstoune in Forrester Saltcoats 
1775 SC4/3/1  Powdrake or Forrester Saltcoats 
FOSTERLANDS   # GRM NS9278 [1]    
 
1671 RS59/4 f.241 [L] Patrick Bellenden oldest lawful son to Robert Bellenden of Parkend --- feu charter --- 

those two oxengates of land lying on the south side of the lands of Redding and of all and 
haill these three known as the Fosterlands otherwise Parkend with the portion of enclosed 
land known as Abbotspark with woods and trees thereupon --- on the north and east sides 
of the lands of Redding and south and east parts 

1694 RS83/1 f.48.7 Robert Ballenden sone to Patrick Ballenden of Parkend of the six oxengates of land upone 
the south and north sydes of the toune and lands of Redding & Forresters Land now called 
Parkend with that land called Abbotspark with the timber thereof & planting of Parkend & 
Redding. Registered on the  265th and 266th leaves of the said Register 

1705 RS59/12 f.44 [L] lands of Redding and also these lands called Forresters Land now Parkend and that 
portion called Abbotspark with the timber thereof and planting of Parkend and Redding 

1714  RS59/13 f.161 William Balantine of Parkend  
1731 RS59/15 f.627v [L] all and haill these two oxengates of land lying upon the south part or side of the lands 

of Redding, and similarly all and haill these lands commonly called Fosterlands alias 
Parkend with that portion of the lands called Abbots Park with the wood and trees growing 
thereupon which lands called Fosterlands alias Parkend and portion of land called Abbots 
Park are bounded as follows viz The lands of Polmont upon the east and north and the 
lands of Redding upon the south and west  

1784 AOS 539 parts of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend, Abbots Park, &c., barony of Polmont. G.R. 
413.59 

1788 AOS 1242 Johanna Ferguson of Isle, formerly Bruce of Camelon - 2 oxengates of land on the south 
side of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend & others barony of Polmont G.R. 450.291 

1788 AOS 1401 lands on the north and south sides of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend and piece of ground 
called Abbotspark,barony of Polmont 

1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 
Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

 
Note: Stirlingshire  ii No313: This name [Parkend] seems to be first mentioned in 1602, in the will of the then 

proprietor, Robert Bellenden; in 1788 it was changed to Park Place, and this in turn was changed to Parkhill in 
1794. The portion of the property West of Polmont burn originally formed part of the Forrestlands of Redding 
and Abbotspark, while the remainder belonged to Over Polmont. 
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FOUR BUTTS # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd --- and ane half aiker lyes upone 
the toune of Whytsyd betwixt the east syd of the hill and and the fott of the Foir Butis  

1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Hardie in 
Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- and the uther thrie aikeris thairof 
lyes betwixt the east end of the hill and the fott of the Foure Butis acording as the samyn 
aikeris are already desingit meithed and marched  

GAFFS FAULD # GRM NS9178 [1]     
 
1741 RS59/18 f.113 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Gaff in Redding 

eldest lawful son to James Gaff flesher there --- all and haill the Fauld commonly called 
Gaffs Fauld with two aikers of land lying upon the south and north east sides of the town 
of Redding which includes the three ridges of land called the Blairs 

GALLS AND WELLRIGS - The # GRM NS9293 [1]  NS920936  Bothkenner 
 
1757 RHP6131  Galls And Wellrigs 
 
cf Gauze,  WLO [PNWL 36] Gallis 1631, Gawes 1669  
GARDRUM GRM NS9075 [1]   NS900757 
 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.292v Easter and Wester Gardrum Darnridge Lochbank, three acres at Craigmadie and Miln of 

Elridge 
1739 RS59/17 f.427 Thomas Russell of Elridge --- Mary Fleming his spouse [selling to Alexander Sympsone 

merchant in Falkirk] --- all and haill the lands of Elridge and Gardrum 
1755 Roy Gardrum 
1784 AOS 610 Burella Hunter, as heir to Alexander Hunter M.D., London, her father, seised in parts of 

Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum, part of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, & Lochstank - 
sold to Robert Hunter, professor of Greek, University of Edinburgh. 1774. G.R. 420.35 

1790 AOS  1747  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum & parts of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, 
Lochstank  - part of the barony of Abbotskerse  

1799 AOS 3789  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie, barony of Abbotskerse; - Gardrum and Darnrig, Lochback, 
Lochstank 

1806 PSP Gardrum 
1860 OS Gardrum 
1886 BPB Gardrum Coke Ovens 
1794 AOS 2796 part of  Langshot called Gardrum 
 
cf Gardrum, Baldernock parish 1788; Gardrum, parish of Campsie  
    Gardrum NS4644; Gairdrum NO1629 
    Gardrumhall WLO  [PNWL 110] 
GARDRUM MOSS GRM NS8975 [1]   NS890755  
 
19c RHP14358 shows Gardrum Moss as “Fir Moss” 
1860 OS Gardrum Moss 
1956 OS Gardrum Moss 
GARVIN - THE  # GRM NS9278   NS922787 
  
1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17 The Garvin  
GATESIDE # GRM NS9279 [1]     
   
1667 CRS  James Cassils in Geattsyde of Polmond 
GATHERBURN # GRM NS9078 [2]     
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1728 RS59/15 f.287 that fauld of old called Dempster and now called Blackburnfauld with houses [etc] --- 

bounded as follows Viz the Common Loch called South Loch of Reddine upon the east the 
common Muir of Reddine Rig upon the south land formerly belonging to Mr James 
Livingstone and now to John Dyne on the west and the high way going from the Reddine 
to Over Westquarter on the north --- All and Haill that his smiddie and smiddie house with 
the barn and barnyard and empty ground at the back of both to Gather Burn together with 
that piece of land called the Hipps All in Over Westquarter --- bounded in manner after 
mentioned Viz the said Gather Burn upon the north and east the said high way running 
from Reddin to Over Westquarter untill you come to ane butt of land pertaining to John 
Dippie  and from thence to the north side of the said butt to the yeard possest by William 
Polack all upon the south and from thence straight north ane Balk called the Hipp Road to 
Gather Burn upon the west 

1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 
Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

GILSTON   GRM NS9478 [1]  NS945783  
 
1505 Young 1517  Archibald Bellentyne renounced to dene Litstar, canon of Holyrood, the tack which he had 

of the abbot of Holyrood of four oxgangs of the barony of kerse, namely two called 
Litilkerse and two in Gelstoun, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. Done near the said abbey 
in a little house within the herbary of the said dene Henry’s garden. 

1532 Johnsoun 49 Acknowledgement by Isabella Weir, wife of William Hammyltoun in Gilstoun, that her 
first husband, the late John Hammyltoun of Gilstoun had left thirty-one pounds fourteen 
shillings and fourpence by his will to their daughter Agnes Hammyltoun, and that the said 
sum remained unpaid in the hands of the said Isabella and William. 

1542 Holyrood 37  [L] Over - Litill - Nethir Gilstoun 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] as Holyrood 37 
1565 Johnsoun 754 Marriage contract between Alexander Quhyt, son of the late Thomas Quhyt in Gilstoun, 

on the one part, and Agnes Gib, daughter of Janet Muirheid, who is now the wife of Patrick 
Bertilmo in Kerssbank on the other part. Her tocher is 120 merks. Wit. James Brisone in 
Redding 

1576 Johnsoun 941 Alexander Quyt in Gilstoun, James Quhyt, his brother in Polmont. 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Over - Littill Gelstoun. 
1590 Pont    Gilstoun 
1603 CRE Alexander Whyte in Gilstoun 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Littil - Nether Gylstoun. 
1613 CRS David Baillie in Gilstoun. 
1630 RS58/5 f.80 David Pebles in Gilstoun 
1630 POC 20s land of Little Gilstoun; 20s land of Over Gilstoun; 20s land of Meikle Gilstoun, all in 

the barony of Broughtoun; held by the Marquess of Hamilton 
1635 CRS Agnes Bellentyne in Gilston. 
1649 Retour 194   [L] Over Gilstoune 
1652 Retour 200   [L] Nethergilstoune 
1675 GD215.241 John Grintoun in Gilstoun, brother and heir of the late James Grintoun, chapman in 

Hayning. 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.150v John Callder of Gillstoun 
1691 Murray   Henry Tailzor in Gilstone 
1723 Macfarlane f.404 Gilstone or three mile town 
1723 RS59/14 f.428v Elizabeth Sharp lawful daughter to Thomas Sharp coallheugher in Brightons Craigs and 

now spouse to John Houston portioner of Gillston of all and haill the said John Houston his 
house and kaill yeard in Gillston with an acre of those lands called the Damside Acre with 
a cows grass lying within the parioche of Falkirk  

1751 RHP6106 shows Gilston lying on A9 at NS944787. 
1755 Roy Gillston 
1785 AOS 664 Henry Taylor in Gilstone. P.R. 28.400 
1787 AOS Bryson’s Gilston 
1787 AOS Little Gilston comp. Windyedge and Stoneye 
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1788 AOS Battock or Over Gilston 
1817 Grassom  Gilston 
1847 RHP6107 Plan of the Farm of Gilston [Earl of Zetland] 
1912 CDS13 Gilston - J. Park 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Gilston 
 
cf Gilston NJ2066 
GILSTON – BRYSONS # GRM NS9479 [3] 
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1673 RS59/5 f.87v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Calder in Compstoune and 
Jonet Jamison his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of Bangour, 
hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of land in the 
Brysons Gillstoune commonly called the Langlands --- bounded by the lands of Millnehall 
on the west [,] lands of Hill and Gilstoune Burne on the east lands of Windieadge on the 
north and lands of Litlegilstoun on the south side 

1705 RS59/12 f.73-74 [L] all and haill that part and portion of the deceast John Hamilton of Bangower his four 
oxengate of land in Bryesons Gilston commonly called the Longlands thereof and also the 
croft of land lying on the south pairt of the said lands – which lands of Longlands and croft 
on the south are bounded betwixt the lands of Milnhall on the west, the lands of Hill and 
Gilston Burn on the east, the lands of Windyedge on the north and the lands of Little 
Gilstoun on the south pairts [witnesses to sasine] Abraham Pargilles in Neather Hadden, 
James Henderson of Fouldubs 

1754 RS59/20 f.200 [L] Compared personally Andrew Langmoir tenent in Kerse as procurator for Laurence 
Dundas of Kerse having a disposition granted by John Johnston of Northfoot heretable 
proprietor of the lands therein disponed --- all and haill that part and portion off the four 
oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northfoot of Windiedge and Northfoot 
with houses [etc] --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, 
the howing of Grames dyke on the south, the lands which belonged to John Hamilton of 
Bangour on the west and the lands of Little Kerse on the north parts lying in the parish of 
Falkirk formerly and now of Polmont  

 
GILSTON – LITTLE # GRM NS9479 [1]    
 
1542 Holyrood 37  [L] Over - Litill - Nethir Gilstoun 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Over - Littill Gelstoun. 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Littil - Nether Gylstoun. 
1630 RS58/5 f.112v Patrik Gles[?] notary public at Litill Gilstoun 
1630 POC 20s land of Little Gilstoun; 20s land of Over Gilstoun; 20s land of Meikle Gilstoun, all in 

the barony of Broughtoun; held by the Marquess of Hamilton 
1635 Retour 118   [L] Litill Gilstoun 
1664 RS59/1 f.355 [L] John Hammiltoune now of Bangour --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill those 

four oxgangs land called Litle Gillstoune with houses [etc] and all and haill an oxgang of 
land of Doratho in the territory of Grange with the pertinents underwritten and also lands 
of Inch with houses [etc] and two oxgangs of Carrowflatt with houses [etc]  

1774VR  These four oxgates of land in the barony of Polmont called Little Gilston with Houses 
[etc]. 

1787 AOS 1222 part of Little Gilston, comprising Windyedge and Stoneye 
1787 AOS Little Gilston comp. Windyedge and Stoneye 
GILSTON – Nether # GRM NS9479 [1]     
 
1542 Holyrood 37  [L] Over - Litill - Nethir Gilstoun 
1551 Wigton 240   lands of Nether Gelstoun - see Abbotskerse 
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1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Littil - Nether Gylstoun. 
1635 Retour 118   [L] Nathir Gilstoun 
1658 RS58/12 f.18 oxengate of the lands of Nether Gilstoune  
GILSTON – Over NS9377 [2]     
 
1542 Holyrood 37  [L] Over - Litill - Nethir Gilstoun 
1551 Wigton 240   lands of Dungalstoun (recte Overgelstoun) 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Over - Littill Gelstoun. 
1630 POC 20s land of Little Gilstoun; 20s land of Over Gilstoun; 20s land of Meikle Gilstoun, all in 

the barony of Broughtoun; held by the Marquess of Hamilton 
1635 Retour 118  [L] Ovir Gilstoun 
1649 Retour 194   [L] Over Gilstoune 
1673 RS59/5 f.88 [L] that part and portion of his three oxgangs of land in Battock alias Over Gillstoune and 

with that part and portion of the lands of Wallace Rige with also rigum candalem [tail rig?]   
lying upon the south side of the lands of Gilstoune with houses [etc]  

1694 RS83/1 f.57.2 [L] lands of Battock alias Over Gilstoun 
1699 RS83/2.09.176  [L] Robert Salmond of Battock his three oxengate of land in Battock alias Overgilstone his 

lands of Wallacerig. Agnes Hardie relict of James Simpsone of Reddoche RS59/10 f.153 – 
f.154 

1789 AOS 1470 in three oxengates of land of Battock or Over Gilston, Wallacerig 
GILSTON BURN GRM NS9478 [1]     
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87v [L] Gilstoune Burne   
1705 RS59/12 f.73-74 [L] Gilston Burn  
1805 AOS 4914 lands of Wallacerigg, & a Tailrig on the south side of Gilstonburn 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Gilston Burn 
GLEN ELRIG  see Elrig – Slamannan (Annexed) 
GODRIGS  # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] and eight rigs of land lying on the north of the lands of the said James and his spouse 

one being the headrig lie Heidrige lying on the north side thereof all and haill a rig of land 
with a but of of land commonly known as the end butt of land commonly called The Heidis 
which lands lie in the part known as the Redheuchflatt with the lands commonly known as 
the God Riggis one part of which is known as the Calffward  

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] two rigs commonly known as the Godrigs, 
1663 RS59/1 f.205v tuo rigis of land called Guidrigis  
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- and tuo 

rigs of land callit the Godrigs  
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- Godsrigges  
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v 2 rigs called Godds Riggs 
1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 

these parts and portions of the lands of Redding [recte Reddoch] pertaning to him as air to 
his father, viz. Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat 
with Marion Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester 
Almond Flat, the land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the Benes, the land 
of the north end of the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and 
the land called Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare 
Constat grantit be James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the 345th and 346th leaves of the 
said Register 

1694 RS59/8 f.345v on the west syde of the lands called the Reddoch Flate – piece of land called the Litle Fauld 
– the Long Wheilflat – the lands called the South Oxwaird – half butt of land called the 
Hole of the Beines  fyve riggs of land called the Reddoch Flate – tua riggs of  land called 
the Godriggs 

GOODCLARET see Claret     
GRAHAM SALTCOATS see Candy  # GRM NS9482 [1]  NS946822 
GRAHAMS DYKE # GRM NS9479 [1]     
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
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Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1754 RS59/20 f.200 [L] Compared personally Andrew Langmoir tenent in Kerse as procurator for Laurence 
Dundas of Kerse having a disposition granted by John Johnston of Northfoot heretable 
proprietor of the lands therein disponed --- all and haill that part and portion off the four 
oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northfoot of Windiedge and Northfoot with 
houses [etc] --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, the 
howing of Grames Dyke on the south, the lands which belonged to John Hamilton of 
Bangour on the west and the lands of Little Kerse on the north parts lying in the parish of 
Falkirk formerly and now of Polmont  

 
GRAND SABLE  GRM NS9279 [1]   NS924793 
 
1841 Johnston 1903 Grand Sabul 
1860 OS   Grandsables Cottage 
1881 Census Grandsable 
GRANGE  see Abbotsgrange    
GRANGE OF BOTHKENNER # GRM NS9184 [2]     Bothkenner 
 
1376 RMS i 565 [L] Charter confirming a charter of William More of Abercorne, knight, granting to John  

McKelly of [4 or 40 quatuor] acres of land within the sheriffdom of Strivelyne in the Cars 
of Bothkenere in the territory of Grange lying in that portion called the Stodfauld 

1502 Ex.Rolls  [L] Grangia de Boithkenner 
1529 RSSS ii 4083 Precept feu-charter in favour of John Symsoune and John Symsoune his son of 2¾ 

oxengates of the lands of Grange of Buthkenner with pertinents which the said John 
Symsoune now occupies 

1529 RSSS ii 4084 [L] Precept feu-charter in favour of Thome Symsoune and Johne Symsoune his son of the 
2¾  oxingang of the lands of Grange of Buthkennear with pertinents 

1530 RMS iii 886 [L] King grants at feuferme to James Levingstoun, son and heir apparent of David L. of 
Ballintone,- 4 oxgangs of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, occupied by the said James 
and his tenents, and 8 oxingate in the Grange of Buthkennar, in the barony of Buthkennar 
... which 8 oxingate Mathew Hammiltoun, brother-german of Archibald Hammiltoune of 
Lethame, personally resigned 

1538 Retour Grange of Bothkenner 
1547 RMS iv 167 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Crawfurde,- 4 oxingate of the lands of the Grange of 

Buthkenner, viz. 3 oxgangs on the north side and one oxgang on the south side thereof 
(occupied by John Symsoun) in the barony of Buthkenner ... also a mansion house with 
policies 

1548 RMS iv 262 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Crawfurd in Burthcaner ... 6 oxingate of lands in the 
Grange of Burthcaner (occupied by the said John) 

1549 RMS iv 293 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Crawfurd in Burghcaner, and Elizabeth Levingstoun 
his wife,- 6 oxgangs of land in the Grange of Burghcaner (which the late John Crawfurd 
in Burghcaner and Christian Levingstoun his wife, father and mother of the said John, 
occupied at the time of their decease) 

1550 RMS iv 436 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Symsoun and Margaret Alane his wife, 2 ¾ oxingates 
of the land of Grange of Buthkennar ... and mansion with offices, garden and wood 
plantations corresponding thereto [this has some qualifications which concern the land 
having originally been set in feu during the time of the minority of James V, which had 
subsequently been revoked and were, therefore being reset at a new rate of feu-duty. It 
would appear that John and Margaret were in posasession at the time of the revocation] 

1550 RMS iv 438 [L] Queen (for the same reason as in 436) grants at feuferme to John Symsoun junior in 
Grenddykis and Helen Liddell his wife,- 2 ¾ oxingates land of Grange of Buthkenner ...  

1552 RMS iv 671 [L] Queen ... grants at feuferme to John Symsoun son of the late Alexander S. and Marjorie 
Bruce his wife,- 4 oxingate of the land of the Grange of Buthkenner, occupied by them 
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1552 GD37/27  Instrument of Sasine to Alexander Bruce of Arth and Jonet Livingstoun, his spouse, of one 
half of one oxgate of land of Bothkennar Grange sold to them by John Crauford in 
Bothkennar and Elizabeth Livingstoun, his spouse 29 Apr 1552  

1561 RMS iv 1397 [L] Queen confirms a charter made by John Symsoun alias Thomis Johnne, indweller in 
Grange of Bothkenner [and Margaret Alane his spouse],- [who, for payment of a sum of 
money, sells to Alexander Bruce of Arth, and Jonete Levingstoun his spouse, in life-rent, 
and Robert Bruce their second son and heir ... 2 ¾ oxingates of the lands of Grange of 
Bothkenner 

1563 Johnsoun 435 Resignation by Robert Bruss, son of David Bruss of Kinnard, in favour of his father of an 
annuelrent of £20 Scots payable from 4 oxgangs of arable land, occupied by Katherine 
Lewyngstoun and James Mour, her son, lying on the north part of the Grange of 
Bothkennar 

1563 Johnsoun  Marriage Contract between Robert Bruss, son of David Bruss of Kynnaird and Agnes 
Crawfurd, his wife, on the one part, and Janet Hammyltoun, daughter of Peter 
Hammyltoun, laird of Baythcat, and widow of James Hammyltoun of Sandehill, on the 
other part. The said Janet is to bring to her future husband all the goods and geir, joint 
infeftments, tacks, steadings, and other goods and geir, which she holds as widow of the 
said James Hammyltoun. David Bruss binds himself to give to his son Robert and his 
future wife an annual rent of £20 from the Grange of Bothkenner 

1575 RMS iv 2457 [L] John Craufurde in Grange of Bothkenner, and Elizabeth Levingstoun his wife 
1579 RH6/2502 Extract Letters Under The Privy Seal, narrating that the king in the last parliament held 

within the Castle of Striviling, in July 1578 (considering the long service done to him by 
Dame Annabell, countess  of Mar in his nurture and upbringing since his birth, and the 
expenses made by her in performing said charge over and above the ordinary assignation 
appointed thereto), had decerned that said countess for her life … should be lawfully 
provided of a yearly pension of 2000 merks Scots furth of the first vacant abbacy or great 
benefice “or uthir sicklyke accident” and in the meantime granted to her [several sums 
from various lands along with victual and wheat from others and then] of Bothkenner 8 
bolls wheat, of Greenhardis 8 bolls malt, of Manis of Boithkennar 1 chalder 3 bolls bear, 
and of the Grange of Boithkennar 2 chalders 13 bolls bear 

1586 CRE John Symson, portioner of Grainges in Boithkenner 
1601 RMS vi 1259 [L] King grants and for good service newly sets in feu-ferme M.Robert Bruce, minister of 

the Word of God, and Margaret Dowglas, his spouse in life-rent, and Robert Bruce their 
oldest lawful son ....- 2 ¾ oxingates of the lands of Grangie of Bothkenner ...;- which feu 
the late Lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, and the late Lady Jonete Levingstoun his 
spouse in life-rent, and the said M. Robert, their son and heir resigned in favour of the said 
person 

1609 Retour 69 [L] John Sympsoun in Grenedyke, heir of John Sympsoun there, his grandfather, in 1¼ 
oxgang and a half of a quarter of an oxgang of the lands of Grange of Bothkenner, in the 
lordship of Striviling 

1611 RMS vii 574 [L] King grants to M. Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, and Margaret Dowglas his spouse,- 6 
oxgangs of the lands of Grangeis of Buthkynner (occupied by Alexander Crawfourd and 
Marjory Levingstoun his spouse) ...;- which Archibald and Alexander Crawfourdis 
brothers german, lawful son sof the late  John Crawfourd in the Grange of Bothkynner, 
with the consent of Marjory Levingstoun spouse of the said Alexander have resigned, and 
which the king has newly granted with the coalworks, mills and fishings ... Reddendo 
tiends of the profits of the coals ... 

1613 CRS John Kincaid in West Grange of Bothkenner 
1613 RMS vii 955 [L] King grants in feuferme and quitclaims M. Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, evangelical 

minister, and Margaret Dowglas his spouse,- 8 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of 
Bothkenner ...;- which Thomas Levingstoun of Pantone [recte Bantone] villein tenant 
thereof has resigned 

1618 RS58/1 f.60 [L] William Mastertoun in Grainge de Bothkenner 
1618 RS58/1 f.118v [L] William Sympsone in Graing de Bothkenner, Andrew Michell there 
1618 RS58/1 f.154 [L] Harry Simpsone portioner of Graing de Bothkennar baillie in that part – septem 

bouatam de terrarum de Hallis de Airth 
1619 RS58/1 f.2240v [L] Alexander Simpsone son of John Simpsone in Grandge de Bothkenner Andrew 

Simpsone in South Grandge there  
1619 RS58/1 f.247 [L] Alexander Sympsone son of John Sympsone in Grange de Bothkenner 
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1621 RS58/2 f.281 [endorsed “sasine Johne Sympsone of one oxengaite of land in Bothkenner”] compeared 
John Sympsone in Stratounhall hereditary feuar of the land underwritten --- James 
Sympsone his eldest born son --- all and whole his lands of Grandge underwritten --- all 
and hail one oxgang and one quarter oxgang of Grandge of Bothkenner known as 
Grendykis --- Alexander Watt in Grandge 

1622 CRS Marjorie Dickson, spouse to Alexander Sympsoun in the Grange of Bothkenner 
1623 RS58/3 f.104 ane oxgang of Grainge of Bothkenner which Thomas Livingstoune of Bantoune bought 
1624 RS58/3 f.176v John Sympsone, portioner of Grange 
1624 RS58/3 f.179v Be it kend till all men be thir present lettirs, me Thomas Bruce of Wodsyd for my selff and 

takand the burdene in and upone me for Elizabeth Rollok my spouse fforsameikill as Mr 
Robert Bruce of Kinnaird minister of Chrystis Evangell with consent of Margaret Dowglas 
his spous and of Robert Bruce the eldest laufull sone and apperand conforme to ane 
contract and appointment past and per[sr]tit betwix them  on the ane pairt, John 
Sympsoune in Straittounhall Jonet Sym his spous and John Sympsoune thair eldest laufull 
sone on the vther pairt – daite at Kynnaird the fyftene day of Nov the zeir of God jaj vi c 
and fourtene yeires thane ane instrument following thair upone lewlie and suffitientlie 
infeft the said John Sympsoune and his said spous in liferent and the said John Sympsoune 
and his aires in fie heretiblie in all and haill ane annualrent of ane hundreth merkis money 
of this realm of Scotland zeirlie to be upliftit at tua times in the zeir --- of all and haill the 
said Mr Robert his aucht oxengait of land of the South Graing of Bothkenner with the 
pertinents [there is a reversion clause of a thousand merks – this looks like a wadset] 

1625 RS58/3 f.310 [L] Andrew Symsone in Grainge of Bothkenner – precept of sasine from Alexander 
Bruce of Powknaiff with the consent of Jonet Bruce his spouse --- said Andrew and 
Cristiane Mastertoune his wife in liferent and James Symsone their son and heir --- all and 
whole the lands of Powknaiff with the mill and mill-lands, houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] John Bad in Elphinstoune, Robert Allane, miller 

1627 CRS William Westwood in Grange of Bothkenner 
1629 RS58/4 f.186v Alexander Watt in Grainge of Bothkenner with the special advyse express consent and 

assent of Marioune Layng my spous  
1630 RS58/5 f.78 Andrew Sympsone sometyme in Grange of Bothkennar now in Mumrells 
1630 RS58/5 f.113 comperit ane young man namit Thomas Andersone portioner of the Maynis of Bothkenner 

and past to his saidis landis and for perfyting & fulfilling of his pairt of the matrimonial 
contract maid betwixt him on the ane pairt John Sympsone in Sowth Grange of 
Bothkenner Jonet Burne his spouse for thamselfis and takand the burding in ane vpoun 
thaim for Jonet Sympsone thair dochter and the said Jonet for hir self one the wthir part  

1630 BS1 the Grange of Bothkennar pertaining heritably to Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird extending 
to 16 oxengate and three quarters of land; Alexander Muir for his four oxengate of the said 
lands of Grange; Alexander Simpson for his five oxengate, one quarter and ane half quarter 
of the said lands of Grange of Bothkennar, John Simpson and Marion Leishman there for 
ane oxgate, a quarter and a half quarter thereof;  

1632 RS58/5 f.264v Be it kend till al men be thir present letteris Me Robert Bruce of Garvald, youngest lawful 
son of umquhill Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth --- annualrent out of his lands of Grainge of 
Bothkenner  

1637 GD58/5/8/3/3 Robert Bruce of Kinnaird to Marion Leishman, widow of Alexander Simpson in 
Northgrange of Bothkenner 

1638 Retour 167 [L] Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, heir of Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, his father, in 6 
oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkynner  

1653 Retour 205 [L] Alexander Simpsone, heir of Alexander Simpsone of Graing of Bothkenner, his father, 
in 4 oxgait of land of the Grainge of Bothkenner;- the lands of the Grainge of 
Bothkenner extending to ane oxgait, the fourt pairt of ane oxgait and a half of the fourt 
pairt of an oxgait of the lands of Bothkenner within the lordship of Bothkenner 

1654 CRS James Simpson in Grange of Bothkenner 
1655 Retour 212 [L] Alexander Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, younger, his brother 

german, in the lands of Kynnard, within the lordship of Newbottel ;- 6 oxgait of landis in 
the Grange of Bothkenner ;- the teynd load of coals ;- 8 oxgait of landis in the Grange of 
Bothkenner  

1655 RS58/9 f.303 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Taylor we[i]ser in 
Graing of Bothkenner and Marie Ca[nn]ochie his spouse --- charter of vendition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Bruce of Kinyard heritable proprietor of the hous and 
yardes underwritten – all and haill that duelling hous and yard in South Grange of 
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Bothkenner --- togidder with that yard thair callit the Cowies Yard presentlie possest be 
Johne Callander gairdner thair with with pertinents of the said duelling house --- with feill 
and difat upone the grene callit the Foirgrene lyand within the paroch of Bothkenner  

1656 RS58/10 f.113v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Taylor weaver in 
the Grange of Bothkenner and Marie Dunochie his spouse --- band of obligation from 
Alexander Simpsoin portioner of Grange of Bothkenner and Jean Walker his spouse --- 
borrowit thrie hundreth merkis --- annualrent of tuelff pund Scotis money --- furth of my [-
-----] land in Grange of Bothkenner lying in the north of the South Stotfald --- in the 
paroche of Bothkenner and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] James Boyd 
portioner of Ballmarshell John Sympsoun in Stratounhall Robert Sympsoun in Grange of 
Bothkenner  

1656 RS58/11 f.49 lands of North Grange of Bothkenner prentlie possest and occupyit be Johne Simpsone of 
Liddisdaill  

1658 RS58/12 f.15v Comperit personalie ane discreit gentleman James Bruce indueller in Airth --- sasine 
granted be the lord protector ---disponed and granted to William Bruce of Newtoune --- all 
and haill these tua oxengate and thrie quarters of ane oxengate of the lands of Bothkenner 
which were acquyred be the deceast Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth Dame Jonet Levingstoun 
his spouse and the deceast Robert Bruce their sone fra the deceast John Simpsone alias 
Thomas John and Margaret Allane his spous lyand within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling and sicklyke all and haill these six oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner 
with houses [etc] the samen sometyme pertaining to the deceast Alexander Crawfurd and 
Marione Levingstoune spous to the said Alexander and quhilk six oxengate of land were 
conquest and acqhyrit fra then be the said deceast Sir Robert Bruce --- also in all and haill 
these eight oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner quhilk or some pairt thairof 
commonlie callit the toune and lands of Straittounhall with houses [etc] sometime 
pertaining to Thomas Levingstoun of Pantone and which eight oxengate of land wer 
conquest and acquyrit be the said deceast Robert Bruce fra the said deceist Thomas 
Levingstoun with that piece of yard presentlie possest be Duncane Simpsone lyand on the 
north syde of the ortcheard callit Crawfurds Ortcheard lyand within the lordship and 
sheriffdom of Stirling – and sicklyke all and sindrie the tiend sheaves and uther tiends  

1665 RS59/2 f.106v Alexander Forsythe sometyme in Milndyk of Grange of Bothkainer now in Newtoune --- 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird disponit to me --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands of the Southgrainge of Bothkenner lyand one the southsyde of the lands thairof 
callit the Ficklet with houses [etc] 

1675 CRS David Sclanders in Grainge of Bothkenner and Margaret Burne his spouse 
1668 CRS Alexander Burn in North Grange 
1669 RMS lxii 167  and likewise, all and whole these 8 oxgates of land of the Grange of Bothkennar, which, 

or some part of them, are called the town and lands of Stratoun ... with the piece of garden 
presently possessed by Duncan Simson, lying on the north side of the orchyard called 
Crawfurd’s orchyard 

1678 CRS Alexander Simpson in North Grange, parish of Bothkenner 
1680 CRS John Simpson in North-grange of Bothkenner 
1680 CRS John Simpson in Crofthead in Grange of Bothkenner 
1683 CRS James Simpson in North Grange 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v John Powhouse in Bellsdyke and Alexander Powhouse his sone of an annualrent out of six 

oxengate of land in Grainge of Bothkennar belonging to Alexander Sympsone of 
Steanhouse. Registered on the  528th and 529th leaves of the said Register 

1692 Retour-S 388 John Simpsone, heir of William Simpsone, brother german of the late Alexander Simpsone 
portioner of Grange of Bothkenner , his uncle [patruii] 

1695 Retour 321  John Wright, second born lawful son the deceased Mr Edward W., advocate, as heir to his 
brother-german, Edward Wright, eldest born son and heir  of the said Mr Edward Wright, 
advocate, in seven and a half oxgangs of the lands of Newtoune in the parish of 
Bothkenner and lordship of Stirling; 3_1/2_ oxgangs of the town and land of Newtoune of 
Bothkennar; 2 3/4 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkennar in the foresaid lordship, 
- 6 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkennar;- 8 oxgangs of the lands in Grange of 
Bothkennar, which lands were formerly known as the town and lands of Straitonhall:- E 
31l.13s.1d. &c firmae:-4 bovatis terrarum de Bothkennar vocatis Maynes:- E.34s. 7d. 
feudifirmae: piscaria nuper ad comitem de Wigtoune pertinente in aqua de Carron called 
Bothkennar E. 10m taxatae wardae 
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1696 RS83/1 f.71v.5 Said John Simpson [of Stratonhall] of the lands of Grange of Bothkenner. Registered on 
the  478th and 479th leaves of the said Register 

1696 RS59/8 f.478v [L] John Simpson of Straitonhall having in his hands a precept of sasine furth of Chancery 
directed to the sheriff and baillies of Stirling the said John having been retoured as heir to 
the late Alexander Simpsone of Stonehouse, his father --- all and whole these four oxgangs 
with houses [etc] of the lands of Grainge of Bothkennar lying in the lordship and 
sheriffdom of Stirling and similarly in all and whole the lands of Grainge of Bothkenner 
extending to one and a quarter oxgangs and half of a quarter of and oxgang with houses 
[etc] lying as above  

1696 Retour 325 [L] John Sympsone of Stonehouse, heir of Alexander Sympsone of Stonehouse, his father, 
- in 4 oxgang of the Grainge of Bothkenner;- lands of Bothkenner extending to 1 oxgang 
and a quarter part of an oxgang, and half of a quarter part of an oxgang of Grainge of 
Bothkenner – all lying in the lordship of Stirling. 

1705 CS96/1/24    Rental of Grange, Bothkennar, Stirlingshire     
1731 CH2/1548 Spout of Easter Grange 
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse –parts of Grange of Bothkenner parish of Bothkennar ;- 

Stonehouse comprising Muirdyke GR 451. 256 
1794 AOS 2769  parts of Grange of Bothkenner (or Stonehouse) 
1795 C2/129.4  Alexander Dawson, merchant in Tullibody - Grange of Bothkenner 
1803 AOS 4475 half of a fourth part of an Oxgate of Grange of Bothkenner – which lands are called 

Stonehouse – Dugald Little Gilmour of Stonehouse 
1811 AOS 6850 Dougald Little Gilmour, son of William Charles Little Gilmour of Libberton and 

Craigmiller ... parts of Grange of Bothkenner or Stonehouse  
 
GRANGE OF NEWTON # GRM NS9183 [2]   Bothkenner 
 
1698 RS59/10 f.52 James Sclanders in Grainge of Newtoun 
1714  RS59/13 f.238 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Crawford in 

Boigend having in his hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnston of Kirkland 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- All and haill the parts of the lands of 
Newton called Strathonhall being a part of the Grange of Newton possest be John Loarn 
lying within the paroch of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1724 RS59/14 f.471v dispostion granted be John Wright of Kersie --- room of land in the Grange of Newton of 
Bothkennar --- extending to one acre one rood sixteen falls and four elns of measure and 
are part of that piece of land which is called the Thirslett of the Grange of Newton of 
Bothkennar --- bounded on the south by the broad way that leads from the Kirk of 
Bothkennar to the Grange on the north by the lands belonging to John Simpson of 
Stonehouse on the east the lands belonging to Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead on the west 
partly by lands belonging to James Dallas of St Martins and partly by parts of the barony of 
Newton 

1790 AOS 1753 Grange of Newton of Bothkennar  
GRANGEBURN  GRM NS9482 [1]    
 
1860 OS Grangemouth 
GRANGEMOUTH GRM NS9281 [1]    
 
1786 CRS  Alexander Carrick, formerly baker in Stirling, now Grangemouth 
1788 CRS  James Bell, of the Hero of Grangemouth 
1793 AOS 2508 Grangemouth 
1794 CRS  Robert Logan, shipmaster at Grangemouth 
1793 CRS  John Kelly, carpenter at Grangemouth 
1797 RHP242  part of Grangemouth 
1799 CRS  Joseph Graham, merchant in Grangemouth 
1800 AOS 4009 at Grangemouth fronting Bason Street, parish of Falkirk 
1858 FEU 521  Grangemouth 
1900 Fasti In 1900 the parish of Grangemouth was formed from the parish of Polmont, part of the 

parish of Falkirk and part of the parish of Bothkenner. The remainder of the parish of 
Bothkenner was transfered to Falkirk parish and thus Bothkenner parish was Suppressed. 

2001 OS Explorer 349 Grangemouth 
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See ‘Grangemouth Harbour’; GD1/929 
Strictly speaking this is the Pow of West Kerse - q.v. 
Grangemouth [quod sacra] was disjoined from Falkirk 1837. 
GRANGEPANS # GRM NS9381 [3]    
 
1688 SC67/67  Grainge pannes 
1744 CRS  Charles Teford ... now at Grangepans, parish of Falkirk. 
GREENBANK # GRM NS9378 [3]     
 
1734 RS59/16 f.411v Mr Patrick Bennet portioner of Whyteside Minister of the Gospell at Polmont having a 

charter granted by John Hardie tenant in Greenbank portioner of Whyteside  
GREEN HOOK # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1541 Johnsoun 299  Agreement between Robert Gardiner alias Cukye, burgess of Linlithquw, and William 

Grinlaw, younger of Reddocht, whereby the said William leases to the said Robert his part 
of the lands of Greyne Huke lying in the barony of Kerse, regality of Broychtoun, and 
sheriffdom of Striveling, for 7 years from the Feast of the Holy Cross, called Beltane, 
1542. 

1626 RS58/3 f.450v [L] Robert Ker, sheriff-clerk of the burgh of Linlithgow, and Thomas Callender, baillie in 
that part for the earl of Linlithgow [etc] --- of all and haill the lands commonly called 
Greinheukis of  Redheuche  lying in the regality of Falkirk 

1630 RS58/5 f.82v [L] Henry Ballenden in Litill Kers as attorney for Richard Hamyltoun of Greinhuik 
1636 RS58/7 f.5v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Sellar burgess 

of the burgh of Linlithgow as procurator for Robert Ker, sheriff-clerk of the said burgh and 
Agnes Hamiltoune his spouse --- Robert Hay as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and 
haill the lands vnagant’ known as Greinheukis of Redheuche with houses [etc] --- lands 
comonly known as Greinheuche of Redheuche [witnesses to sasine] Peter Baird senior in 
Innerewin, Peter Baird, junior, there, David Mackie there, John Glenn there 

1680 RS59/6 f.185 [L] lands called Grenheuches of Reddoch --- lying within the regality of Falkirk 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

GREENBRAE # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS921834 
 
1723 Macfarlane Greenbrae 
1727 HR777   Alexr. Simpson Boatman ... for the future to stay at Greenbrae or at Newton 
1755 Roy  Greenbrae 
1768 RHP6116 Green Brae 
1797 RHP242 Greens Brae 
 
see Ferry Green Point 
GREENDUB Probably an error for Greendyke   
 
1683 CRS John Simpson in Greendub of Bothkenner 
 
GREENDYKE GRM NS9284 [1]   NS922845  
 
1550 RMS iv 438 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Symsoun junior in Grenddykis and Helen Liddell his 

wife,- 2¾ oxingates land of Grange of Buthkenner  
1609 Retour [L] J. Sympsoun in Grenedyke 
1614 RMS vii 1076 [L] King,- whereas the late John Sympsoun of Greindyikis in Bothkennar and Helena Reid 

his spouse, by virtue of a contract dated at Falkirk 10 Jul. 1562, alienated to the late Thome 
and Duncan Sympsounis his brothers german half of the lands of Greindyikis, with 
pasturage and grazing, which feu is a part of the lands of Bothkennar ... ; for which Thome 
and Duncan obtained a feu charter 28 Jan. 1562 (reserving to the heirs and assignees of the 
said John the principal house, barn, yard and orchard, dykes, walls and streams [ripis] lying 
close to the east, west and south sides of the said house) and which the late William 
Sympsoun eldest lawful son and heir of the said Duncan held by means of a rental of a 
quarter part of the said lands of Greindyikis (extending in total to 2 ¾ oxgangs) of the date 
20 Aug. 1585 ... ,- sets in feuferm and quitclaim Alexander Sympsoun in Bothkennar, 
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lawful oldest son and heir of service of the said William,- said quarter of Greindyikis, with 
pasturage and grazings lie lesuris (reserving as above) 

1621 RS58/2 f.281 [endorsed “sasine Johne Sympsone of one oxengaite of land in Bothkenner”] compeared 
John Sympsone in Stratounhall hereditary feuar of the land underwritten --- James 
Sympsone his eldest born son --- all and haill his lands of Grandge underwritten --- all and 
hail one oxgang and one quarter oxgang of Grandge of Bothkenner known as Grendykis 
with house [etc] --- which formerly pertained to the late John Simpsone of Grendyk and 
Helen Reid, his spous --- lying in the Lordship of Stirlingschyre [witnesses:] John Cowye 
portioner of Maynis, Alexander Watt in Grandge, Robert Cowye in Nuetoune and George 
Tailzier in Grenedyk 

1662 RS59/1 f.197 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Simpsone younger 
eldest lawful sone to John Simpsone of Lidsdaill and Mareowne Syme laufull sister to John 
Syme of Backraw of Bothkenner his promised spous having and holding in their handis ane 
contract matrimoniall conteining thairintill the precept of seasing insertit --- consent of 
John Simpsone his father and of Margaret Callendar his spous his mother --- all and haill 
the just and equall half of these eight aikers of land called Greindyck of Bothkenner with 
half the houses [etc] --- John Callender in Maines of Westkerse bailzie in that part to the 
said John Simpsone elder 

1663 RS59/1 f.275 James Simpsoune eldest lawful sone to John Simpsoune in Straitonhall and Elizabeth 
Callendar laufull dochter  to William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner his future spous --
- all and haill these eight aikers of land called Greindyk of Bothkenner  

1676 CRS James Mitchell in Greendyke 
1686 RS83/1 f.9.10 Thomas Sympsone in Powfoulls of the 4 pairt of 2 oxengate and 3rd pairt of one oxengate 

of the lands of Greendyke of Bothkenner . Registered on the  144th and 145th leaves of the 
said Register  

1686 RS83/1 f.9.11 Marion Logan, spouse to the said Thomas Sympsone. Registered on the  145th leaf of the 
said Register 

1688 CRS James Simpson, portioner of Greendyck 
1694 RS83/1 f.54.5 Marion Loggan spouse to William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner upon a contract of 

mariadge of the equall half of her husbands heall lands on Bothkenner consisting of seven 
aikers of arrable land or thereby. Registered on the  323rd and 324th leaves of the said 
Register 

1696 Retour 323 [L] John Sympsone of Strattonhall, heir of Alexander Sympsone of Greendycks, his 
grandfather, in his quarter part of 2¾ oxgang of Greendycks, within the parish of 
Bothkenner  

1696 RS83/1 f.71v.4 John Simpson of Straitonhall of the lands of Greendyke. Registered on the 478th leaf of the 
said Register 

1696 RS59/8 f.478 [L] John Simpson of Straitonhall having in his hands a precept of sasine furth of Chancery 
directed to the sheriff and baillies of Stirling the said John having been retoured as heir to 
the late Alexander Simpsone of Greendyke --- all and whole his quarter part of those two 
oxgangs and three quarters of an oxgang of the lands of Greendyke with houses [etc] and 
lie lesaures thereof lying with the parish of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling --- 
reserving to the heirs and assignees of the late John Simpsone of Greendyke the principal 
house, yard and orchard, fossis, vallis et ripis on the east, west and south sides lying beside 
the said house --- the late Alexander Simpsone of Greendykes, avus John Simpson of 
Straitonhall 

1698 RS83/2/54 [L] Agnes Taylour spouse to John Sympsone portioner of Greendyke [RS59/10 f.52] 
1700 RS83/2/10/412  [L] William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner of an annual rent furth of John Simpsone’s 

lands of Greendyke 
1702 RS83/2/11/160  [L] William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner of all and whole the lands of Greendyke 

consisting of 8 acres of land or thereby which belonged to John Simsone 
1704 CRS Thomas Simpson portioner of Greendyke 
1791 AOS 1934  Greendyke in Bothkenner, one half whereof is called Lidsdale 
1799 AOS 3798  Walter Simpson, farmer, Greendyke seised in 16 acres of land being part of Greendyke in 

Bothkenner, one half whereof is called Lidsdale 
1817 Grassom  Greendyke 
1912 CDS13 Greendyke - Miss Dawson 
GREENLOAN # GRM NS9178 [3]    
 
1795 AOS 3062  parts of Redding, viz. Greenloan. parish of Polmont 
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1795 AOS 3062  Greenloan 
1817 AOS (9th Dec.) Greenloan 
GREENLOANING # GRM NS9083 [2]      
 
1682 RS59/6 f.299 [L] a rig of land lying on the east side of the orchard and a part on the north thereof 

continuing to the lands called Greinloning which other rig is across the public road with a 
butt of land lying in the west side of the foresaid rig between the rig and the garden 
occupied by Adam Liddel 

1693 RS59/8 f.195 [L] to the lands called the Grein Loaning 
1694 RS59/8 f.305v [L] the lands called Greenloaning which are at the king’s highway 
GREENMOUNT # GRM NS8976 [1]  NS899768  
 
1860 OS Greenmount 
1867 BAS Greenmount 
GREENS OF NEWTON # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS915826 
 
1539 RMS iii 1964 the Grenys 
1764 RHP6132 Greens 
1813 RHP6133 Greens 
GREILL HILL # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd --- eight aikeris of land thairof 
lyes above the said toune in that part called the mur land quhairof ffoire aikeris and ane 
half lyes in that part called the Greill Hillis  

 
HAMILTONS WARD # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1662 RS59/1 f.184v [L] Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis adquem vulgo lie dyk souchis  --- six rigs thereof lying 

in lie Howcars --- sextein rigs in Longleyes --- sextein rigs called Hameltounes Waird --- 
headrig and vallo in Northwaird --- two half rigs in the Longleyes at the side of the 
Muirdyck 

1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner sevine rigs thairof called Hamiltounes Ward with the dykes and 
sheoghs thairof  round about the same 

1697 RS59/9 f.137 [L] Mains of Bothkenner --- et duobus vallorum fossis vulgo lie Dyck Sheughs nuncupat’ --
- six rigs thereof lying in How Kerss --- seven rigs in Longlayes --- seven rigs thereof 
called Hamiltones Waird --- thirteen rigs lying contiguous called the Fauld --- rigs lying 
in Auchintyre --- six butts with half a rig and dyke in Northwaird --- half a rig in Longlayes 
at the side of the Muirdyck 

1805 AOS 5048 4 oxengates of the lands of the Mains of Bothkennar viz. Hammiltons Ward, South 
Auchintyre, Faulds and North Auchintyre 

1818 AOS 8989 parts of Mains of Bothkenner, viz. 20 riggs 2 half riggs & 2 head rigs with the dyke 
sheughs on each end of the same commonly called Hamiltons Ward 

HARDIELANDS # GRM NS9284 [1]  NS921847 
 
1713 RS59/13 f.123v with the equall half of the dyke opposite to Mrs Hardies three acres of land west from the 

gate the Easter Croft bounded betwixt the lands pertaining to the said Mrs Hardie on the 
north conforme to marchstones affixt [this is a Mains sasine] 

1737 RS59/17 f.256 compeared John Hardie portioner of Mains of Bothkennar  
1810 VR John Hardie for his lands 
1817 Grassom Hardieland 
1865 OS Hardlands 
1865 OSNB Hardlands  - A small farmsteading, all one storey and thatched. Property of John Walker 

Esq. 
1912 CDS13 Hardielands Farm -  James Blair 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Hardilands 
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NOTE:This must be part of Mains of Bothkenner - which would make it “East Mains”. Numerous Hardies are recorded 
in Bellsdyke from 1632 onwards. cf John Hardie, portioner of Mains of Bothkenner [1728]; John Hardie of 
Bothkenner Mains [1805] 

HARYS ACRE # GRM NS9381 [3]    
 
1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 

with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just 
and equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of 
land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
and his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

 
cf Herriesdale NX8164; Herries Slaughter DMF [PNG 156] 
HAUGH see Yonderhaugh      Bothkenner 
HAUGH FIELD # GRM NS9477 [1]  NS948779  
 
1832 RHP12531 Haugh Field 
HAYGATE GRM NS935779    
HAYPARK # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS933787 [1]  
 
1792 AOS 2307 John Lyon, farmer, Haypark near Polmont, seised in 2 acres of ground on the south side of 

the park called Lilly Learmont’s Park. 
1817 Grassom  Haypark 
1860 OS Haypark 
1912 CDS13 Haypark  - A.V.McCall 
HAYWARDES  # GRM NS9282 [2]    
 
1590 Pont  Haywardes 
HEADS # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] and eight rigs of land lying on the north of the lands of the said James and his spouse 

one being the headrig lie Heidrige lying on the north side thereof all and haill a rig of land 
with a but of of land commonly known as the end butt of land commonly called the Heidis 
which lands lie in the part known as the Redheuchflatt with the lands commonly known as 
the God Riggis one part of which is known as the Calffward  

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] a butt of land commonly known as The Haeds [sic]  
1683 SC67/67 also that piece of land or Little rig of land lying in that pairt called the Heids ... and 4 riggs 

or butts of land lying in the said Heides ...  
1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and haill 

these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, the 
land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the Bent, the land of the north end of 
the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land called 
Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat grantit be 
James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said Register 

HEMMINGS POW # GRM NS9082 [1]  NS908824 
 
1797 RHP242 Hemmings Pow – “Deep ditch”. 
 
cf Airiehemming, Galloway [PNG 2] 
HENRY HOOKS # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1749 RS59/19 f.353 [L] James Miller of Bords as sheriff-depute --- all and haill these nine oxengates of 

Redheugh with houses [etc] with also the fishings upon the Water of Avon --- and also 
these parts  [glosses particatas (anglice) lie falls] ultra Gramma Salsa (anglice lie Salt 
Grass) called Henry Hooks Saltgrass and lie  Hooks Saltgrass --- said lands of Redheugh 
omnium per prius mixtarum (anglice Runrig) 
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1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont --- those parts and 
portions of the lands of Huick called Oxengate and Priestacre with houses [etc] --- gramina 
salsa anglice salt grass called Henry Hooks salt grass and Hooks salt grass --- oxgangs of 
the lands of Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarium (anglice Runridge) 

HERDSHILL GRM NS9076 [1]   NS903769 
 
1722 PDCS Herdshillock 
1860 OS Herdshill 
1867 BAS  Herdshill 
 
cf Herds Hillock ABD  
HEUK [1] # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS921831 
 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Huke - see Abbotskerse 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Heuk - see Abbotskerse 
1611 RMS vii 560 [L] Hewk - see Abbotskerse 
1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] --- 

lands called lie Heuk, 
1630 POC    barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.27 actioune persewit be John Wyse as factor to ane noble and potent erle James erle of 

Callender etc Againes Thomas Kincaid of Wariestoune ffor the sowme of (blank) money 
of the realme and auchteine cappones at 13ss 4d the peice as for the few dewtie of the 
landis of Huike and Oiswalsaltcottis pertaining to the said Thomas Kincaid and haldine be 
him in few of the said noble erle ... 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.43v   John Kincaid of Huik 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Unlawes John Bellenden sone to Hendrie Bellenden in Lytillkers and ... ilk ane of thame in 

fyve pund for ane trublance committit be thame with Alexander Lorne [?] in Huike being 
done within the burgh of Falkirk ... 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.66v   Alexander Lorne in Huike 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 

lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz the landis Waterdykland called Oxgang and four 
aikeris of land called [-]undlefalt lyand betwixt the landis of Coatlawis sumtymoccupyit be 
Alexander Oswald and landis the landis of Ovir Short sumtyme occupyit be John Forrester 
the landis of Curthbertisland pertaining to the abay and convent of Aberbrothec the landis 
called Thomas Croft sumtyme occupyit be the said Alexander Oswald the landis of 
Scotisflatt sumtyme occpyat be umquyll William Wetherspoone on the south the landis of 
the Maynes of [blank] [--- ----] Insche Reidflatt Eaist Aikeris Carronflat and butis occupyat 
be the umquill Alexander on the north pairtis sik lyk the landis of So[th]flat extending to 
ane aiker of land and ane halfe quhilkis are pertinentis of the saidis landis of Huik lyand 
betwixt the landis of  Saltland occupyat be umquyll John Forester on the eist the landis of  
Scotflat  lykwayes occupyat be him on the west the landis of Midleflatt occupyat be the 
said umquhill William Wetherspoone on the west the landis occupayit be the umquhill 
Alexander Norovell on the north pairt togidder lykwayes with the landis of Westerward 
extending to ane aiker of landis quhilkis ar lykwayes pertiienits of the landis of Huik lyand 
betwixt the landis quhilk wre posest be umquhill John Oswald on the west and the landis 
qhhilk were eist the landis of the [abay] of Cambuskenath quhilk possest be the said 
Alexander Oswald on the north and south pairtis quhilk landis of Huik --- lies in the 
baronie and regalitie of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] personally compeared upon the lands of Huick --- John Kincaid of Huick with Andrew 
Kincaid his eldest born son --- all and haill the lands of Huick with the pertinents lying 
with the lands of Saltcoats on the east with the lands of Insche on the south and the river 
called the Water of Carroun and the sea on the west and north sides with the pertinents of 
Huick foresaid underwritten viz lands of Watterdykland the Oxingange and four acres of 
land of the Midlflet lying between the lands of the Coatland was formerly occupied by the 
late Alexander Osuald lands of the Overshot which the late John Forrester occupied lands 
of Cuthberts Lands which pertained to the abbot and convent of Aberbrothock lands of the 
Thomas Croft which the said late Alexander Osuald occupied and lands of Scotsflet which 
the late William Widderspone occupied on the west lands of Midlflet which the said late 
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William Widderspone occupied on the south lands of the Mains [dominicalis] of Kers 
underwritted viz the Ridflet the eight aikers the camionflet and the battis and water dichis 
which the late Alexander Osuald occupied on the west and lands of the Waterdykland 
occupied by the late Alexander on the north parts and also lands of Scotsfletts extending 
[one?] acre of land with a half --- lying between the lands of Saltland --- the lands of 
Scotsflet --- on the south --- lands of Midlflet on the west and the lands occupied by the 
foresaid Alexander Osuald on the north parts of the lands of Westerward extending to an 
acre of land --- lands of Huick lying between the lands which the late William 
widderspoon occupied on the east lands of the abbot and convent of Cambuskenneth which 
the late John Ronald occupied on the east  

1662 RS59/1 f.196 that part and prtion of the lands of Huick callit the Oxingait --- the lands of Gramesaltcoats 
on the east and the lands of Abbotsgrange on the south the lands of Carronflet and ane part 
of the said lands of Huick on the west and the lands callit Thomas Croft being ane part of 
the lands of Osual Saltcoats with ane part of the lands of Panstead on the north parts  

1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Alexander Lorne in Heuck --- South Bearcrofts [terrarum de Bearcrofts australem] and 
a seventh part thereof the Soulislands, Tenacres [dicem acreas], the Howat Flat [witnesses 
to sasine] Bartholomew Moresone in Oxward of Reddoch 

1670 RS59/4 f.216v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet young man 
David Hodge in Bothkenner as attorney in the name of William Bruce of Newtoun having 
and holding in his hand a letter of dispositon and alienation granted be John Kincaid of 
Heuk to the said William Bruce his airs and assignees [etc.] of the liberty and priviledge 
for fishing and or drawing netts with boatts or uthyrwyse forr accomodating of his fishing 
upon the Water of Carron and that upon any pairt  or pairts of the said John Kincaid his 
lands of Heuk and Osuald Saltcoats lyand within the paroche of Falkirk  and sheriffdom of 
Stirling Saifing and reservand to the said John and his forsaids the libertie and priviledge 
for fishing upon his own bounds according to use and want viz himself and his oun 
tennents duelling upon the said lands allenerlie according to his rights and securities thairof  

1671 CRS John Kincaid in Heuk 
1673 CRS Alexander Lorne in Heuk 
1676 RS59/5 f.334v lands of Heooke 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.24v Archibald Kincaid of Hewke 
1685 RS59/7 f.50 lands of Heuk called Kincaids Heuk 
1691 Murray  Hooke 
1691 VR  Hook 
1694 CRS Patrick Mitchell in Heuk 
1701RS83/2.11.11  James Simpsone second son to Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch of all and haill the lands of [ ] 

and preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke with the haill houss therewith 
belonging to Archibald Kincaid of Huke. 

1720 RH9/17/391   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: John Hay of Candy, factor on estate of Newtoun, to 
James Lorn [in] Heuck, John Walker in Newhouse, William Simpson of Lidsdale and 
James Simpson in Carsiebank, of room of land, last possessed by John Lorn, in parish of 
Bothkennar, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 9 years 29 Jan 1720 

1744 VR  Heuck 
1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont --- those parts and 

portions of the lands of Huick called Oxengate and Priestacre with houses [etc] --- 
gramina salsa anglice salt grass called Henry Hooks salt grass and Hooks salt grass --- 
oxgangs of the lands of Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarium (anglice Runridge) 

1774 SC/1/1/1  lands of Huik ... and part thereof called Oswald Saltcoats ... and part thereof called Oxgang 
..foresaid part of Huik called Oxgang, Priest Acre, Heukwater Dykeland and Thomas 
Croft 

1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse - Huik and Huikacre parish of Polmont - GR 451. 256 
1788 AOS in part of Huke called Huckdykelands or Huckwaterdykelands 
1795 AOS 2877  in part of Huke or Huck called Huckdykelands or Huckwaterdykelands 
1805 AOS 4927  parts of Randyford Saltcoats called the Northwards & Bessels house, and part of the lands 

of Heuk called the Priests Acre, parish of Falkirk  
1817 Grassom   Heuck 
1817 SC4/3/2   Farm of Heuch-island  
1860 OS  Heuk 
 
This became Island Farm as a result of the canalisation of the River Carron 
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HEUK POINT # GRM NS9283 [1] NS925831 
 
1797 RHP242 Heuk Point  - This forms part of Island Farm. It was formerly a peninsula at the confluence 

of the Carron with the Forth on the south side of the Carron 
       
HILL    see Polmont Hill 
HILLHEAD # GRM NS9178 [1]  NS917786  
 
1865 OS Hillhead 
1867 BAS Hillhead 
HINDS ACRE # GRM NS9183 [2]   
 
1620 RS58/1 f.370 [L] Jean Flemyng, lady Airth [endorsed “pro Johanne Flemyng et sponse] seven oxgangs 

and a half of the lands of Neutoune of Bothkenner --- and other portions underwritten viz.- 
that acre of the lands of Neutoun known as lie Hyndisaker  

HIPP # GRM NS9278 [2]     
 
1728 RS59/15 f.287 that fauld of old called Dempster and now called Blackburnfauld with houses [etc] --- 

bounded as follows Viz the Common Loch called South Loch of Reddine upon the east the 
common Muir of Reddine Rig upon the south land formerly belonging to Mr James 
Livingstone and now to John Dyne on the west and the high way going from the Reddine 
to Over Westquarter on the north --- All and Haill that his smiddie and smiddie house with 
the barn and barnyard and empty ground at the back of both to Gather Burn together with 
that piece of land called the Hipps All in Over Westquarter --- bounded in manner after 
mentioned Viz the said Gather Burn upon the north and east the said high way running 
from Reddin to Over Westquarter untill you come to ane butt of land pertaining to John 
Dippie  and from thence to the north side of the said butt to the yeard possest by William 
Polack all upon the south and from thence straight north ane Balk called the Hipp Road to 
Gather Burn upon the west 

1797 AOS 3350 Dempsters Fauld now called Blackburn Fauld, Smiddy and Smiddy House with the Barn 
and Barn Yard and piece of ground at the back thereof, and piece of land called the Hipp, 
all in Over West Quarter, barony of Polmont 

 
HIPP ROAD # GRM NS9278 [2]    
 
1728 RS59/15 f.287 bounded in manner after mentioned Viz the said Gather Burn upon the north and east the 

said high way running from Reddin to Over Westquarter untill you come to ane butt of 
land pertaining to John Dippie and from thence to the north side of the said butt to the 
yeard possest by William Polack all upon the south and from thence straight north ane Balk 
called the Hipp Road to Gather Burn upon the west 

 
DSL - DOST  Balk , Bauk, n. Also:  balk e, ballk, baulk; bawk, bawke; bak, baak, bakke, back(e; bake, baik.  
[ME.  balk ,  balk e (c 1300), OE. balca ridge, ON. bálk-r beain, low wall, MDu.  balk e, balc beam.] 1. A ridge or 
unploughed strip lying between two portions of ploughed land. 
HOGGAN  # GRM  NS9381 [1] NS935817  
 
1851 Admirality  
HOLEMERRY # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS926832  
 
1768 RHP6116 Hole Merrie 
1797 RHP242 Holemerry 
 
cf Runmerry NJ115615; Pinmerry NS345115 
HOLE OF THE BEANS # GRM NS9380 [3]    
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] all and haill those six rigs of land [particatarine terrarum] commonly lie boutes [butts] 

of land and half a butt commonly known as the Hoill of the Beannes  
1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] half a butt commonly known as The Hole of Beens 
1663 RS59/1 f.205v tuo buttis and ane half butt of land called the Holl of the Beins  
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1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] and tuo butts of land and ane half butt callit 
the Hoall of the Bins  

1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 
these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, the 
land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the Bent, the land of the north end of 
the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land called 
Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precept of Clare Constat grantit be 
James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the 345th and 346th leaves of the said Register 

HOLLEN BUSH # GRM NS9378 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ all and haill thir sex aikeris of 
all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd quhairof  ane aiker is 
of croft land lyand in that pairt called the Holline Busche --- And half of all and haill these 
sex aikeris of land of the saidis landis of Whytsyd quhairof ane aiker of infield land lying 
at the Holing Buss on the east syd of the landis presently possest be the said David 

1665 RS59/2 f.144v six aikers of land [of Whytsyde] --- ane of the said aikers is of croft land lyand in that part 
called the Hollinbuss and fyve aikkers of land thereof are of outfield land quhairof ane 
lyes in the eistend of the Hill and four aickers of the Eistershortlands and tua aickers and 
ane half aicker one the west syde of the Westmure possest sometyme be umquhyll James 
Inglis --- the other six aickers of land of the lands of Whytesyde whereof ane aicker of 
infield land lying at the Hollinbuss on the eistsyde of the lands foirsaids and other fyve 
aickers of outfield land quhairof ane lying in the Cleddens and four aickers of the same 
lying in the mure land quhairof tuo aickers thairof in the short heads and the westsyde of 
the other lands foirsaid --- ane aicker of land lying in that pairt of the foirsaidis lands callit 
the Standrig 

1720 RS59/14 f.128v oxengates at Whiteside --- whereof ane of the said acres of croft land lying in that part 
called the Hollanbush 

 
HOOK ACRE # GRM NS9283 [2]    
 
1713 RS59/13 f.75 all and haill these parts and portions of the deceast Archibald Kincaid of Hook called the 

Hook Aiker bounding as follows The lands called Candiewaird on the east syd the lands of 
Wester Waird on the west the lands of Oswald Saltocoats on the south and the common 
loan on the north pairts  of the same with houses [etc] 

1788 AOS 1268 Huikacre 
HOOK DYKELANDS # GRM NS9283 [2]     
 
1795 AOS 2877  in part of Huke or Huck called Huckdykelands or Huckwaterdykelands 
HOOK POINT # GRM NS9283 [1] NS926832  
 
a 1768 RHP6115 Hewk Point 
 
This land lies on north side of the River Carron as a result of eighteenth century canalisation. 
HOOK POW # GRM NS9282 [1] NS924822  
 
a.1768 RHP6115 Hewk Pow 
 
This land lies on north side of the River Carron as a result of eighteenth century canalisation. 
HOOK WATERDYKELAND # GRM NS9382 [1]   
 
1701 RS83/2 f.10 11  James Simpsone second son to Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch of all and haill the lands of 

Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke with the haill houss 
therewith belonging to Archibald Kincaid of Huke. RS59/11 f.12 – f.13 

1701 RS59/11 f.12v all and haill the lands of Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke 
Lands [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Cheisly schoolmaster in Carronflat 
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1744 RS59/18 f.386v [L] compeared Patrick Simpson of Oxengate eldest lawful son to the deceast James 
Simpson of Oxengate having a charter under the Great Seal of the parts and portions 
underwritten extending to twenty one acres of land namely all and haill the land of 
Oxengate all and haill lands of Heuk Water Dyke Land with all houses [etc] possessed in 
feu by Archibald Kincaid of Heuk lying in the barony and regality of Falkirk --- that part 
and portion of the lands of Oswald Saltcoats called Thomas Croft 

1774 SC1/1/1 part of Huik called Heukwater Dykeland 
1795 AOS 2877  in part of Huke or Huck called Huckdykelands or Huckwaterdykelands 
 
see Waterdykelands infra. 
HOWATFLAT # GRM NS9581 [2]    
 
1606 CRE   Katherine Aitkine, sometimes spouse to Thomas Johnstone in Howatflat 
1658 RS58/12 f.76v all and haill the lands of Beircrofts and Soulislands with manor place houses [etc]  --- and 

all and haill the lands of Ten Aikers and the lands callit Howetflet --- togidder with the 
salmon fishing upon the Water of Aven so far as the said lands lyes and to Inviroin 
thairwith all lyand within the parochine of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1666 RMS xi 876  [L] Charter granting to Alexander Monro, advocate, Commissary of Stirling, and Lilias 
Eastoun, his wife in liferent, and George Monro, his son, in fee, and the heirs male of his 
body etc., - the lands of Bearcrofts, southern and western, the Southlands, 10 acres, and the 
Howatflat, with their pertinents, in the parish of Falkirk ... which formerly belonged to 
John Hamilton, eldest son of the deceased Sir James Hamilton of Grange, and heir male 
served to the deceased Sir John Hamilton of Beircrofts, and were granted by him to the 
said Alexander Munro  

1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Alexander Lorne in Heuck --- South Bearcrofts [terrarum de Bearcrofts australem] and 
a seventh part thereof the Soulislands, Tenacres [dicem acreas], the Howat Flat  

1704 RS59/11 f.333 John Henderson eldest son to James Henderson of Fouldubs as actorney in the name of 
Mistress Jean Munro second lawful daughter to the deceast Sir Alexander Munro of 
Bearcrofts --- all and haill the lands and barronie of Bearcrofts comprehending the north 
and south pairts of the said lands and barronie, Southlands, Tenaikers and Howatflat 

1723 RS59/14 f.455v [L] Mr Patrick Haldane advocat --- of all and haill the lands and Barrony of Bearcrofts 
comprehending all and haill the lands of Bearcrofts South and North theireof, Southlands, 
Ten Acres and Howatlands with the Manor Place of Bearcrofts, houses [etc] --- formerly 
pertaining to  Margaret Hamilton, Lady Bangour  --- all erected into a free barony of 
Bearcrofts 

 
Cf Howatshallhill DNB [PNDB 36]; Howets ABD  
HOWKERSE GRM NS9083 [1]   NS908838 
 
1637 RS58/7 f.41v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Bruce of 

Newtoune of Bothkenner and entered to his lands and also to the lands of Howkers and 
Teindyaird [also Teynd Yaird] underwritten lying within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [the part of Newton he was entering to had formerly pertained to James Mure and 
the late John Levingstoune of Denny - Tiendyard formerly pertained to Margaret 
Elphingstoune of Quarrel] 

1662 RS59/1 f.184v [L] Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis adquem vulgo lie dyk souchis  --- six rigs thereof lying 
in lie Howcars --- sextein rigs in Longleyes --- sextein rigs called Hameltounes Waird --- 
headrig and vallo in Northwaird --- two half rigs in the Longleyes at the side of the 
Muirdyck 

1678 RS59/6 f.8 all and heall that half oxingait of land in Bathcanner with houses [etc]  --- and in these thrie 
aikers of land of the Maines of Bathcanner lyand in the place called the Howkerse 

1681 RS59/6 f.283v thrie aikers of land of the Maines of Bothkenner called the Howkerse  
1684 RS59/6 f.472v oxengates in Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis vulgo lie  dyk sheuches nuncupat – lying in 

Houcarse --- rig in Longlyes – rig in Auchentyre – rig contiguous commonly called  the 
Fauld ---  due angularie lie butts --- head rig and sheuche in Northward 

1693 RS83/1 f.47v.7 Agnes and Cathrine Johnstouns lawful daughters to John Johnstoun of Poltoune, of the 
lands and barronie of Newtoun – and of thrie oxengates of land in Bothkenner and thyr tua 
oxengates of land called Howcars – with the fishing of the Water of Carron & boat with 
the Newmilne of Newtoun and doucat. Registered on the  258th and 259th leaves of the said 
Register 
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1697 RS59/9 f.137 six rigs thereof lying in How Kerss  
1711 Peebles  Robert Elphinston, fourth of Quarrell, was served heir to his father in Howkerse, 

Tiendyeard and part of the oxgate lands of Bothkennar, 20 June 1711 
1711 RS59/12 f.531v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wright of Kersie as 

actorney for Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- Precept furth of Chancery --- eldest 
lawful son to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell his father --- lands of Howkerse, 
lands of Tiendyaird  

1711 GD1/1041/7   Titles to lands in parish of Bothkenner, Sheriffdom of Stirling: Special retour of Robert 
Elphinstone, Younger of Quarrell, as heir to his father, Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell, in 
lands of Howkerse, Tiendyaird and part of Bothkenner, with precept and instrument of 
sasine following thereon    

1714 Information from Mr Nimmo of Howkerse: 
 Howkerse was bought by the Crawfords in 1714 and passed into the ownership of the 

Nimmos following on the marriage of the great grandfather of the present owner, Mr Wm. 
Nimmo, to Mary Crawford in 1817. She eventually inherited the farm when the other 
members of the Crawford family - died without issue. 

1714  RS59/13 f.222v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Johnstoune of 
Kirkland having in his hands a disposition made and granted be the now deceased John 
Wright of Kersie heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advicce and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newtoun --- of the parts 
and portions of the estate of Newtoun called Houkers the Tiend Yeard Skimflat and 
Bamershyre --- the said lands of Houkerse Tiend Yeard Skamflat and Bemershyre --- estate 
of Newtoun comprehending the lands of Houkerse Teindyeard Skamflat and Bamershyre 

1714  RS59/13 f.224v Alexander Johnston in Kirkland --- Thomas Mitchell in Bothkenner baillie in that part --- 
charter under the Great Seal --- all and haill the lands of Houkerse extending to 20 [viginti] 
acres of land and all and haill the lands called the Tiend Yeard extending to 40 (quatuor) 
acres of land --- which lands are part of the eight oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner 
which pertained to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quarell 

1714  RS59/13 f.238 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Crawford in 
Boigend having in his hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnston of Kirkland 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- All and haill these lands commonly called 
the Howkerss and Bambertshyre with houses [etc] --- presently possest be Thomas 
Kincaid tenent thereof lying in the paroch of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling ---  

1748 RS59/19 f.291v James Crawford of How Kerse 
1755 Roy How Carse 
1774 SC4/3/1 lands commonly called Howkerse and Bambershire sometime belonging to Alexander 

Johnstone, thereafter to James Crawford as disjoined 3rd June 1730 
1787 MI Halkerse 
1787 AOS 1138 James Crawford, son of James Crawford, portioner, Bothkenner – in Howkerse and 

Bambershire 
1802 APP James Crawford of Howkerse 
1803 AOS 4629 between the Sandy-Butt dykes and the East end of the Howkerse 
1828 Love i p74 John Crawford, farmer, Howkerse - see for Falkirk New Market Company 
1865 OSNB  Howkerse - A large farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of Miss 

Margaret Crawford. 
1912 CDS13 Howkerse Alexander  Nimmo 
1971 OS  Howkerse 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Howkerse 
HOW RIG # GRM NS9479 [1]     
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1725 RS59/14 f.553v [L] Alison Johnstoun spouse to John Johnstoun of Northfoot of all and heall that part of her 
husbands four oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northside of Windieedge and 
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Northfoot --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, The 
Howrige of Grahams Dyke on the south Bangour lands on the west and the lands of Little 
Kerse on the north and within the Regality of Polmont 

1754 RS59/20 f.200 [L] Compared personally Andrew Langmoir tenent in Kerse as procurator for Laurence 
Dundas of Kerse having a disposition granted by John Johnston of Northfoot heretable 
proprietor of the lands therein disponed --- all and haill that part and portion off the four 
oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northfoot of Windiedge and Northfoot with 
houses [etc] --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, the 
howing of Grames dyke on the south, the lands which belonged to John Hamilton of 
Bangour on the west and the lands of Little Kerse on the north parts lying in the parish of 
Falkirk formerly and now of Polmont  

INCH # GRM NS9281 [1]    
   
1442 Holyrood 123  [L] Charter of the lands called the Kings Inch: [concedes to Holyrood] ... all of our lands 

commonly called the Kings Inche with pertinents lying in the lordship of Bothkenare in 
the sheriffdom of Stryviling; namely between the lands of the said abbot and convent on 
the east side and the land of Westkers and the Water of Carron on the west side; the lands 
of the said abbot and convent on the north and south sides. In exchange for lands of the 
said abbot and convent in the town of Leith. ... which lands of the Inche are incorporated 
into the barony and regality of Kers pertaining to the said abbot and convent. 

1450 RH6/323 [L] James, Abbot of the Monastery of Holy Rood --- grant to James, King of Scots, all that 
land commonly called “the King’s Werk”, lying on the south side of the Water of Leith --- 
in excambion for the land belonging to the King and commonly called “the King’s 
Insche”, lying within the Lordschip of Buthkennar and sheriffdom of Strivylyn, between 
the lands of the said Abbot on the East and the land of West Kers and the water of Caroun 
on the west, and their lands on the south and north parts 

1450 RMS  ii 342 [L] King grants to the abbot and convent of The Monastery Of Holyrood - those crown 
lands commonly called the Kings Inche in the lordship of Bothkenner ..., between the 
lands of the said abbot on the one part and the water of Caroun on the other,- in exchange 
for lands of the said abbot in the town of Leith ... ;- which lands of the Inche, the king has 
united and incorporated into the regality and barony of the Kers which pertains to the said 
convent 

1450 Holyrood 123 [L] Our charter of confirmation ... those lands commonly called the Kingis Inche, in the 
lordship of Bothkenare, in the sheriffdom of Strevelyne, between the lands of the said 
abbot and convent on the east, and the lands of Westkers and the water of Carron on the 
west, and between the lands of the said abbot and convent on the south and north 

1542 Holyrood 37   [L] Inch 
1551 Wigton 240 Inch 
1563 Johnsoun 432   Gilbert Ra in Insche, in the parish of Buithkennar 
1566 Johnsoun 739  Protest by Gilbert Ra in the Inche that James Callender in the Halles of Airth passed at his 

own hand wrongeously without order of law and broke down a wall with the brace of his 
chimney and took away an iron crook off the randiltree. 

1566 Johnsoun 740  Protest by Gilbert Ra in the Inche that Alexander Heuch, servant to James Callendar of the 
Hallis of Airth “passit wranguslie without ordour of law at his awin hand within Gilbert 
Rais hous to the said Gilbertis irn chimnay birnand full of fyir and kest and tummyilt furth 
the fyir out of the said chimnay and tuk done the cail pott quhilk was sethand on the said 
fyir to the said Gilbertis servand dennaris and turnit the caile and met quhilk was sethand in 
the said pott in ane foule tub, and the said James Callendar passit to the said Gilbertis mett 
awmre and thair raif done and brak all the burdeis and treis abone the said mett awmre at 
his awin quhairwith the said mett awmre was festinet with and nalitt to”. 

1566 Johnsoun 757  Intimation and Requisition by Robert Callenter of the Maner to Gilbert Ra, tenant of the 
lands of Insche, lying in the barony of Kerss, regality of Broychtoun [etc], requiring him to 
pay rent of the said lands for crop 1565 in terms of his tack to the said Robert Callenter or 
any other person. 

1566 Johnsoun 762 Oath of Fidelite made by Gilbert Ra in the Insche of the Kerss, in presence of the notary 
and witnesses, narrating that he had been summoned to appear before the Commissary in 
the tolbooth of Striveling on the 22 of May 1566 to give his oath of calumny anent the 
petition against him by James Callender of the Hallis of Airth desiring that he be 
compelled to make a firlot as good as it was on the 5 of September 1555, and protesting 
that “he durst nor dar not cum to Striveling to mak the said aith de calumpnia for feir of his 
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lyff, and besekis my Lord Commissar foirsaid to be as gud as to send ane of his deputis 
with his clerk of his court to ony place quhair the said Gilbert durst awentour himself to 
cum to, that he mycht be without feir or dredour of his lyff, upoun  the said Gilbertis 
rationabill expenss, and he suld depone his aith de calumpnia  conforme to the said 
petitioun”. Done at Linlithqw in the dwelling-place of William Knollis. 

1566 Johnsoun 768 Offer by Malcolm Kinross, messenger, to Gilbert Ra in the Inche, of a meat awmry, as it 
stood within his house complete, for the sum of £3 Scots, which ofer the said Gilbert 
refused. 

1566 Johnsoun 769 Offer by Gilbert Ra in the Inche to pay to James Callendar in the Halles of Airth his whole 
fermes of the said lands of Inche resting unpaid for crop of the year 1565, on the said 
James delivering to him a discharge conform to an act made by Mr James Grahame, 
commissar depute of Striviling 

1566 Johnsoun 777 Instrument for Gilbert Ra in the Inche, narrating that he along with the notary and 
witnesses passed to the presence of Malcolm Kinross, messenger, and James Callendar of 
the Halles of Airth, who had before them “3 ky, ane calf, and tua stirkis” of the said 
Gilbert, which were prysit by the said James in part payment of the fermes of the Inche for 
the crop of the year 1565, and which were prysit by the said James Callendar’s own 
friends, servants and kinsman. 

1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Inche 
1568 Johnsoun 808  Obligation by Charles, Marion and Janet Ra, children of Gilbert Ra in Insche of Kerss, and 

executors-dative under decree of the Commissar of Edinburgh, to all the goods and gear of 
their late mother, Janet Bard, to allow their father the liferent use of all such goods and 
gear, in respect of his having consumed most of his substance in litigation with James and 
Robert Callendar of Maner. 

1568 Johnsoun 809  Obligation by William Ra, son of Gilbert Ra  
1569 Johnsoun 821 Discharge by James Callendar of the hallis of Airth in favour of Gilbert Ra in the Insche of 

Kerss, and .... Oswauld, his cautioner, for the following graith and gear, which Ra received 
from Callendar in the year 1555:- 3 stone 12 lbs of iron graith, tron weight; 4 furnished 
yokes with rings, staples and slings, 3 master swingletrees, 123 iron crudwuddies, 1 axe, 1 
womyll, 1 swingletree borell, 1 nail borell, 1 adze, all unweighed, 12 short swingletrees, 12 
hames, 9 harrows, 4 sleds, 1 delving spade with iron, 2 shuils ironed,  2 large yetts, 1 
ladder, 1 firlot, 1 peck, 2 wooden graips, 2 ploughs, 2 broad girths, 1 gavel. [among the 
witnesses is Thomas Neilsoun, servant of the said Gilbert] 

1569 Johnsoun 822 Requisition by James Callendar of the Hallis of Airth to Gilbert Ra in the Insche of Kerss 
to labour the lands of Insche sufficiently for sowing in terms of the contract between them, 
and refusal by the said Gilbert to do so. 

1569 CRE Gilbert Rae in Inch of Kerse and Jonet Baird his spouse 
1600 CRE John Bartholomew in Inch 
1609 Retour 67 [L] Robert Callendar of Maner, heir of John Callendar of Maner, his father, ---- lands of 

Inche, Carsybank, and a third part of the lands of Polmont, in the barony of Kerss and the 
regality of Abbey of Holyrood  

1658 RS58/12 f.50 Comperit personalie upon the ground of Inch ane discreit man James Hamiltoun thrid 
lawful sone to John Hamiltoun elder of Bangour --- all and haill the lands of Inch with 
houses [etc] lyand within the parochine of Bothkenner barrony and regalitie of Abbotskers 
and sheriffdom of Stirling togidder with the pasturage of cattell and libertie of commontie 
within the bounds and commontie of Reddingrig and Whytsydrig  

1661 RMS xi 62 Insche 
1673 CRS Robert Walker in Inch and Elizabeth Johnstone, his spouse 
1679 RS59/6 f.128v all and haill the lands of Insh lying within the paroche of Bothkenner regalitie of 

Abbotskerse  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.13 John, Margaret and Elizabeth children of umquhill Robert Walker in Inshe 
1686 CRS Alexander Jarvey in Insh and Jonet Maisteroun, his spouse 
1698 RS83/2/9 f.122  William Clark in Inch of Bothkenner and Elizabeth Baad, his spouse. RS59/10 f.108 – 

f.109 
1714 CRS Robert Rennie in Inch of Bothkenner 
1716 CRS William Clark in Inch of Bothkenner and Elizabeth Baad his spouse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.18v James Walker in Inch 
1724 BSR   James Walker in Inch 
1725 BSR   William Clark in Inch 
1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - Inch, barony of Bothkenner  
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1860 OSNB Inch - A large farmsteading, dwelling house two storeys, offices one, and partly slated.  
Thrashing mill propelled by steam engine eight horse power.  Property of the Earl of 
Zetland. 

INCHYRA GRANGE GRM NS9379 [1]   NS935796 [1]  
 
1881 Census  Findlay Anderson - GRO Reference: 487 - Dwelling: Inchyra Grange, Polmont, Stirling  
1884 SC67/36/81  Findlay Anderson esq, of Inchyra Grange co Stirling late of the Hon. East India Co Civil 

Service d. 15/11/1884 at Inchyra Grange aforesaid, testate Inventory; Extract Registered 
Trust Disposition and Settlement; Codicils, 29/12/1884 Stirling Sheriff Court 

1912 CDS13 Inchyra Grange - Findlay B. Anderson 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Inchyra Grange Hotel 
ISLAND FARM # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS921831 
 
1813 RHP6133 Island 
1912 CDS13 Island Farm - William Stevenson 
 
Note: This land encompassed what had formerly been an island at the mouth of the Carron before the lower stretch of 

the river was canalised 
KAIMES # GRM NS9579 [2]    
   
1781 AOS Kaimes 
1812 GVAS Mr Home of Kaimes 
 
cf Kemys Hall NX9782; Kaimshill NS4436; Kames  NS6526; Kaim NS3561 
KAMINKNOWE # GRM NS9578 [1]  NS956789  
 
1755 Roy Kaminknowe 
 
See infra - Kaimes 
 
cf Kaimknowe NN9505 
KELLY PARK # GRM NS9178 [1]  NS912785  
 
c 1775 NLS MS5115.11 Kelly Park 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
KERSE see Abbotskerse or West Kerse [Falkirk parish] 
 
Kerse [quod sacra] was disjoined from Falkirk 1906 
KERSE BRIDGE GRM NS9182 [1]   NS910822 
 
1819 AOS 9044 a piece of ground on the west side of the road leading from the New Bridge over the river 

Carron to Airth, being part of the lands of Skinflats 
1823 RHP80295  Longitudinal section of the Almond Pow from Grange Burn to the road by Kerse Bridge 

to Stirling (Fouldubs)  25 Dec 1823  
1833 RHP80429  Plan of line of section of road from Jinkabout Mill to Kerse Bridge via Grangemouth: For 

sections see RHP.80430-1  [Oct 1833] 
1851 Census Paybridge Toll 
1865 OSNB Kerse Bridge - A large stone bridge consisting of five arches which crosses the Carron 

Water about 1½ miles from its confluence with the River Forth.  In the centre of which 
there is a wooden draw bridge for the purpose of letting vessels pass.  There is also a half 
penny levied on all persons crossing, for the purpose of defrayment of the annual expense 
connected with the draw bridge.  It is a County bridge. 

1879-1883 RHP44479    Sections of road from near Bellsdyke to Kerse Bridge, showing subsidence caused by 
underground excavations, and of surface along Orchardhead march.       

 
Note:  The present bridge on this site was built to improve access to Kincardine Bridge. This was preceded by the 

“Newbridge” which was a toll bridge, hence the local and informal name of “Pay Brig”. 
KERSIEBANK # GRM NS9379 [1]  NS936797  
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1551 Wigton 240 Carsiebank - feu charter by Holyrood in favour of James, Earl of Arran 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Carsybank 
1563 Thounis 135:  Patrick Bartilmo in Kerssibank 
1565 Johnsoun 754 Marriage contract between Alexander Quhyt, son of the late Thomas Quhyt in Gilstoun, on 

the one part, and Agnes Gib, daughter of Janet Muirheid, who is now the wife of Patrick 
Bertilmo in Kerssbank on the other part. Her tocher is 120 merks. Witness, James Brisone 
in Redding 

1569 Johnsoun 821  John Moire in Kerssebank 
1574 RMS iv 2173  [L] Patrick Bartilmo in Kerssibank - see Reddoch 
1587 RMS vi 1304  [L] Carsebank 
1590 Pont  Carsybanck 
1598 CRE  Patrick Bartilmo in Carseybank, parish of Polmont. 
1609 Retour 67 [L] Robert Callendar of Maner, heir of John Callendar of Maner, his father, ---- lands of 

Inche, Carsybank, and a third part of the lands of Polmont, in the barony of Kerss and the 
regality of Abbey of Holyrood [monasterii Sancte Crucis] 

1626 Murray   James Monteithe of Kersibank 
1630 POC  Carsiebank 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.45   John Monteathe in Carsiebank 
1645 Murray   Johne Monteath in Carsibank 
1646 Binns 545  James Monteith of Karsiebank [he appears to have been the eldest son of James Monteith 

of Auldcathie and Magdalen Dalzell who became Lady Binns. She was the eldest daughter 
of Sir Tam Dalzell. James, elder, changed his name to Dalzell.  

1661 CRS  Janet White in Kersie-bank, spouse to John Cuthle 
1661 RMS xi 62  Kersibank 
1662 IRD John Cuthill in Carssibank 
1672 RS59/4 f.329 all and haill the lands of Kersiebank and a third part of the lands of Polmont with houses 

[etc] --- regality of Abbotskerse and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.14 George Shaw of Carsiebank 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.149 Elizabeth Hamiltone, Alexander Heart her son in law [step-son], William Johnstone and 

David Young, tenants and possessors of lands of Redheugh pertaining to George Schaw of 
Karsiebank 

1688 RS83/1 f.16v.1 Mr John Shaw, minister of Kinaird, of the lands of Kersiebank and the third part of the 
lands of Polmont. Registered on the  274th and 275th leaves of the said Register  

1689 CRS  George Shaw of Kersiebank 
1690 E69/22/1 Mr Johnstounes lands of Carsiebank 
1703 RS83/2.11.201  John Walker in Kersiebank - half of the lands of Mumbralls alias Netherlands of 

Mumbralls 
1704 RS59/11 f.380 Mr George Shaw of Carsiebank advocat --- Precept of Clare Constat  from Ann, duchess 

of Hamilton --- Mr John Shaw of Carseibank, minister of the gospel at Kinnaird, father of 
Mr George Shaw now of Carsiebank 

1708 Sibbald p.56  Carsy-Bank the Seat of Mr George Shaw Advocat 
1720 RH9/17/391   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: William Simpson of Lidsdale and James Simpson in 

Carsiebank, of room of land, last possessed by John Lorn, in parish of Bothkennar, 
sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 9 years 29 Jan 1720 

1740 RS59/18 f.1v [L] Michael Bruce of Millnhall as baillie – George Shaw now of Kersiebank --- Precept of 
Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Kersiebank and third part of the lands of 
Polmont --- as also five and a half oxengates of the town and lands of Over Polmont lately 
possest by umquile David Livingston of Bantaskin and his tennants --- all and haill the 
Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont --- meadow part of the lands of Parkend 

1753 CRS  George Shaw of Kersiebank 
1755 Roy Carse Bank 
1757 C2/104.029  Carsiebank: Charles Gray of Carse 
1784 AOS 560 George Shaw of Kersiebank. G.R. 416.93 
1790 AOS  1747  Kersiebank, Depute meadow of Polmont, and piece of meadow adjoining, Middlerig 
1817 Grassom  Kersiebank 
1860 OS Kersiebank House 
1895 OS  Kersiebank House 
KILNRIDGE # GRM NS9183 [2]   
 
1788 AOS 1431 Skinflat and part of Facet; - Kiln Ridges, parish of Bothkennar 
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1819 AOS 9299 4 ridges of land commonly called Kilnridge with the houses thereon extending to 2 acres 1 
rood and 17 falls 

KINCAIDS HEUK # GRM NS9283 [1]     
 
1685 RS59/7 f.50 lands of Heuk called Kincaids Heuk 

KING’S INCH  see Inch 
KIPP # GRM NS9178 [3]     
 
 
1785 AOS 753 Blackburns fauld and Kip, parish of Polmont 
1799 AOS 3801  Kipp [Redding] barony of Polmont  
KIRKPARK # GRM NS9378 [3]    
 
1793 AOS 2597 part of Whiteside called Kirkpark 
KIRKTON GRM NS8993 [1]   NS898939 
 
1529 GD65/98/1 Original charter of all and haill the eight oxengait of land lying in the Maines of 

Bothkenner, within the barony thereof, and lordship of Stirlingshire, granted by James fifth 
with consent of his mother the Queen regent and his Comptrollers after desol[...] thereof 
from the Crown be King James fourth in parliament with consent of the three estates of the 
Realme in favour of Matheu Hamiltoune brother german to Archibald Hamiltoune of 
Letham to be holden of his majestie in feu ferm and [heritage] [...] [...] for yearlie payment 
to the said Queen mother hir Chamberlands and factors during all the days of her lyfetyme 
and after [...] to his majestie and his successors The soume of 8 lib 18s 8d Scots money 

1549 Foulis  17  Instrument of Sasine in favour of Andrew Hammiltoun captain of Dumbertane Castle      
[wife Agnes Crawford - see Bearcrofts] in 8 oxgangs of the lands of Burchcaner formerly 
occu pied by the late Mathew Hammiltoun of Bynny and lying in the parish of Burchcaner 
in the barony of Kerss and in the Lordship of Striveling ... following on a Precept of Sasine 
under the Great Seal (28 May 1549). Done at the principal messuage of the said lands. 

1552 GD65/98/2 Charter of confirmation by the Queen under the Great Seal with the consent of James, 
Duke of Chattellarault of the said 8 oxengait of land in favour of Andrew Hamiltoune of 
Cochnoch in lyferent and John Hamiltoune his lawful son 

1552 RMS iv 668  [L] [Note -  describes Andrew Hammyltoun de Cochnoch as capitaneo castri de 
Dunbertane] 

1552 RMS iv 674  [L] [Note - describes him as ‘fratri germano dicti Rob.’ (of Briggis) - see this one] 
1552 RMS iv 726  [L] [Note - has ‘Andrew Hammyltoun of Lethame’, whom the ed. believes to be same] 
1565 GD65/98/4 Original feu-charter under the Great Seal in favour of the said John Hamiltoune, apparent 

heir of Andrew hamiltoune of Cochnoch 
1567 Hamilton p.172 John Hamilton [as above] As John Hamilton of Bothennar he was cited before the Council 

4 June and gave caution 13 June 1579, his cautioners being Henry Livingston of 
Greenyairds and William Mure of Newtoun of Bothkennar.  

 John Hamilton was reader at Bothkennar 1574 to 1580 
1567 GD65/98/11 Charter of feu-ferm granted by Sir James Lekprevic, viccare of Bothkenner with the 

consent of Dam Marion Hamiltoune priores of Eccles and Convent therof, wherein there is 
a long [...] mentioning that it is permitted by the laws of the land and by the Cannons of the 
Church to feu kirklands in feu-ferm and that he has uplifted his hundreth mailes for 
relieving him of that loss and other burdens imposed by the prelates upon the Clerigie 
without which he would have been brough under haevie and grivious troubles Therefore he 
feus in feu-ferm to John Hamiltoune son to umquill John Hamiltoune in Linlithgou his 
acres [etc.] ... all and haill these three oxengait of Kirkland in Bothkenner with the Gleib 
mansion houses bigings yeards orchyeards to be holden be the said John Hamiltoune in 
feu-ferm of the said viccare and his successors in office for ever 

1570  RMS  iv 1946 [L] King confirms a charter of Lord James Lekprevik, vicar in perpetuity of Buthkenner, 
[who,- with the consent of Lady Marion Hammiltoun priorisse of Eclis, and convent 
thereof, patron of the said vicarage,- for 200 merks for her feudal relief [relevamen] 
payment of tax by the Scottish prelates ...,- grants in feuferme to John Hammiltoun son and 
heir of the late John H. formerly of Linlithgow ..., 3 oxingates of the said vicarage lands, 
with house, buildings, yards and orchards (occupied  by Isobel Bardner relict of George 
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Johnestoun, Henry Johnstoun, Katherine Spens and Lord James Cristesoun) in the parish of 
Buthkenner 

1574 GD65/98/16 Charter of Alienation be the said John Hamiltoune then designed viccare of Bothkenner 
and heretor of the Kirklands of the samen in favour of Claude Hamiltoune of Cochnoch 

1574 GD65/98/7 Instrument of sasine in favour of Claude Hamiltoune of Cochnoch, served heir to John 
Hamiltoune, his brother 

1592 CRE Robert Paton in Kirkton of Bothkenner and Marion Young his spouse 
1595 GD65/98/8 Charter of confirmation under the Great Seal in favour of Claude Hamiltoune 
1596 GD65/98/10 Instrument of sasine on these 8 oxengait of Kirklands in Bothkenner (quhairof tuo onlie are 

disponed be Quarrell to James Hunter and his sons) pertaining originally to the viccares of 
Bothkenner 

1608 RMS vi 2108 [L] King grants, and for good service, of new sets at feuferm to Alexander Lord 
Elphingstoun … 8 oxingates of the lands of Bothkenner (occupied by Henry Johnestoun in 
Bothkenner);- whereof Claud Hammiltoun of Cochnoch and Margaret Betoun his wife, 
Lord Claud Hammiltoun of Craigleith, feer, their son, have resigned the life rent in favour 
of the said Alexander  ...;- and also the kirklands, manse and glebe pertaining to the 
vicarage of Bothkenner, extending to 3 oxgangs or 39 acres of land (occupied by the said 
Henry) ... which were anciently held by the vicars of Bothkenner and were resigned by the 
said Claud in favour of the said Alexander  

1608  GD65/31  Extract Contract between Alexander, Lord Elphingstoun [Elphinstone] and cautioners, on 
the one part, and Claud Hamiltoun [Hamilton] of Cochnoch [Cochno], Margaret Beatoun 
[Beaton], his spouse, and Sir Claud Hamiltoun of Craigleith, knight, their eldest son and 
apparent heir, on the other, by which the said Claud dispones to the said Alexander the 8 
oxingait of land of the lands of Bothkynner [Bothkennar] and the kirklands mansion and 
glebe pertaining to the vicarage of Bothkynner, the said Alexander paying the sum of 5,000 
merks Scots. Registered in B. of C. and S., 27 Aug, 1608.  

1608 GD65/98/27 Contract between Alexander, Lord Elphingstone as principal, Alexander, master of 
Elphinstone, and certain other persones as cautioners, on the ane pairt, and Claud 
Hamiltoune of Cochnoch, Margaret Beatton, his spouse, and Sir Claud Hamiltoune of 
Craigleith, their eldest son on the other pairt of the dail and dispone to the said Alexander, 
Lord Elphinstone, all and haill the foresaid 8 oxengait of land of Bothkenner [Kirkton] and 
the kirklands, mansion and gleib of Bothkenner extending to three oxengait or 39 aiker of 
land heretable 

1608 GD65/989.30 Feu Charter under the Great Seal in favour of Mr Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, whereby it 
is granted to him in feu charter [as in GD65/98/27 supra] [16 capones and 8 bolls of wheat 
annually to the commendator of Cambuskenneth 

1626 RS58/3 f.419v Adam Bad in Elphingstoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell with the consent of Marrie Bruce, his spouse, infefting the said 
Adam and Jonet Coustoun, his spouse, Michael and Alexander Bad, their sons - annualrent 
from his lands of Kirktoun of Bothkenner and from the lands of Westertoun of 
Bothkenner 

1630 RS58/5 f.113 John Sympsoun in Kirktoun of Bothkenner John Forrester thair 
1631 RS58/5 f.256 Archibald McCoune in Kirktoune  
1656 RS58/11 f.21 all and haill his eight oxengate of land of the lands of Bothkenner Kirklands and 

mansioune and gleib pertaining to the viccarage of Bothkenner and thrie oxengate and the 
half ane oxengate of land of the landis callit Dalhungrie in the west toune of Bothkenner 
pertaining to umquhill Walter Callender of Bordie with all and sindrie houses [etc] 

1682 Retour 285 [L] John Lord Elphinstoune, heir of Alexander Lord Elphinstoune, his great grandfather, in 
8 oxgang of the lands of Bothkennar;- Kirklands pertaining to the [terris ecclesiasticis], 
manse [mansione] and glebe and vicarage of Bothkenar, extending to 3 oxgangs and 39 
acres of land; 3 oxgangs with half an oxgang and a separate part of an oxgang of the lands 
of Dallungrie of Westertoune of Bothkenar, within the lordship of Stirling. 

1689 & 1706-1708  CS96/1/25   Rentals of Kirkton of Bothkennar, Stirlingshire     
1696 RS83/1 f.74v.3 Henry Hunter of Kirktoune, his oxengates and aikers of the lands of Bothkenner  
1712 GD65/155  Special Retour in favour of Henry Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as son and heir of the 

deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in the lands as in GD65/31 and GD65/36. (2) Precept 
furth of chancery following thereon. Dated 17 October 1712. (3) Sasine following thereon. 
Dated 29 October 1712. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 4 November 1712, xiii 35-6. 8/8/1712  

1715 SC4/3/1 Alexander Hunter’s part of Quarrel, now Kirkton [at 1831 the superiority is held by 
Dundas of Carronhall] 
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c1717 GD65/155 Special Retour in favour of Henry Hunter, now of Kirktoun as son and heir of the 
deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in the lands [as in GD65/27] 

1719 RS59/14 f.13v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Kincaid in Dalgreen  and 
in name of Helen Scott his spouse and John Kincaid eldest  lawful son --- disposition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Johnston of Kirkland heretable proprietor of the lands 
disponed --- all and whole that part and portion of the fourteen oxengates of the lands of 
Westertoun and Kirktone of Bothkennar which formerly pertained to Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell thereafter to Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell his son and now 
to the said Alexander Johnstone by progress called the Tiend Yard extending to four acres 
of land or thereby lying betwixt the lands of Newton on the east and south parts The way 
which leads from the Kirk of Bothkennar to the Grange on the north and the way which 
leads betwixt the ferries of Airth and Carron on the west pairts lying within the lordship of 
Stirlingshhire and pariochin of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling Excepting from this 
disposition as it is thereby excepted that piece of ground taken of the said lands for making 
of ane entry to the school house of Bothkennar consisting of [blank] elns of breadth and 
[blank] elns of length  

1729 GD65/178 Special retour in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother and heir of the 
deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in 8 oxengait of land of Bothkenner, Kirklands of 
Bothkenner, 4¼  part oxengait of the lands of Dallungry with the tiendsheaves thereof, 
reserving to Michael Elphinstone the road from the coal-heughs of Quarrel to the coal-
house [etc.], and the superiority of the piece of ground called Nunyeard. 

1729 GD65/178  Special Retour in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother and heir of the 
deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in 8 oxengates of land of Bothkennar, Kirklands of 
Bothkennar, 4 and one part oxengates of the lands of Dallungry, with the teindsheaves 
thereof, reserving to the heirs of the deceased Michael Elphingston of Quarrell 
[Elphinstone of Quarrel], the road from the coal-heughs of Quarrell to the coal house in so 
far as it passed on the said lands, and the superiority of the piece of ground called 
Nunyeard. 11/7/1729  

1729 CH2/1548  Kirktoun 
1729 GD65/179 Precept in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother to the deceased Henry 

Hunter of Kirktoun, in the lands as in No.s 31 and 36 
1729 GD65/179  Precept furth of Chancery in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother and 

heir of the deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in the lands as in GD65/31 and GD65/36, 
under the reservations as in GD65/93. (2) Sasine following thereon. Dated 16 August 1729. 
Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 29 August 1729, xv, 373-4. 7/8/1729  

c1730 GD65/183 Disposition by William Hunter of Kirktoun in favour of Thomas Dundas of Letham of the 
lands in [GD65/31 and GD65/36] 

1732 GD65/184  Instrument of Resignation by James Bruce of Powfoulls [Powfoulis] of 5 rooms of land 
lying at Bellsdyke and the teinds thereof in favour of Thomas Dundas of Fingask and 
Bethia Baillie, his spouse, in conjunct fee, following on disposition in GD65/180, and 
resignation by William Hunter of Kirktoun of 8 oxengates of land of Bothkennar, 
Kirkland of Bothkennar, and 5 and 1 part oxengates of lands of Dalhungry in Westertoun 
of Bothkennar, with the teindsheaves thereof, in favour of the said Thomas Dundas in 
liferent, and his son Thomas Dundas in fee, the said resignation being into the hands of the 
Crown. 22/6/1732  

1753 RS59/20 f.151 John Tours tenent in Kirktoun of Bothkennar  
1730 CH2/1548  John Neilson in Dams ... Quarrel Yaird foot, all of them tenants to the laird of Kirktown 
1738 CRS Alexander Hardie in Kirkton of Bothkenner 
1752 Turnpike Paterson of Kirkton (may not be ‘of Bothkennar’) 
1814-1829 GD65/266  Bundle of documents relating to the teinds of the parish of Bothkennar, and 2 Conditions of 

Let of part of Kirkton of Bothkennar. Also Inventory of writs relating to the teinds of the 
said parish, dated 27 June 1759.  1814-1829 

1817 Grassom  Kirkton 
1865 OSNB Kirkton - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of Colonel 

Dundas. 
1980 OS  Kirkton 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Kirkton 
 
Note: all entries under GD65/98 belong to an inventory described as “Inventare of the wryts and evidents of those lands 

in the Carse of Bothkenner pertaining laitley to Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell and sold be him to James 
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Hunter of ffosterlands and now pertaining to the said James Hunter in liferent and to James and Hendrie Hunter 
his sons equally betwixt them”. 

KIRKTON CROFT # GRM NS8983 [3]    
 
1655 RS58/9 f.288 lyand in the Eist Langlyes and eist syde of the Kirktoune Croft  and the west syde of the 

Lonedge within the parish of Bothkenner Lordship of Stirling and sheriffdom of Stirling 
KNOWHEAD  # GRM NS9078 [1]  NS906784  
 
1755 Roy Knowehead 
1795 AOS   Jane Cranstoun, relict of Sir Alexander Livingston of Bedlormie and Westquarter seised in 

liferent in Knowehead, being part of Redding called Westquarter. 
1817 Grassom  Knowehead 
1860 OS Knowehead 
1867 BAS Knowehead 
1912 CDS13 Knowehead - H. Wilson 
LADIES SCAUP   # GRM NS9283 [2]   
   
1723 Macfarlane f.409 Ladies Scaup 
LADIES SCAUP # GRM NS9782 [1]  NS970824 [1]  
 
1710 Sibbald Ladies Scap 
1851 Admirality Ladies Scaup 
LADY’S LINN # GRM NS9178 [2]   
 
1879 Gillespie p 274 Lady’s Linn 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  389 But the great charm of Westquarter is its lovely glen, situated immediately west of the 

garden. The chief cascades are the "Lanton Linn" and the " Lady’s Linn;" and although 
these falls but rarely display themselves with the fury common to the "torture-riven 
chasm," there is still a grandeur in the leap of the brawling burn over the rifted rocks, and 
in the hollow rumble of its waters within the foaming gorge.  

LAMBSWARD   # GRM NS9381 [2]   
 
1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 

with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just 
and equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre 
of land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
amd his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

LANGLANDS # GRM NS9478 [2]   
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Calder in Compstoune and 

Jonet Jamison his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of Bangour, 
hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of land in the 
Brysons Gillstoune commonly called the Langlands --- bounded by the lands of Millnehall 
on the west [,] lands of Hill and Gilstoune Burne on the east lands of Windieadge on the 
north and lands of Litle Gilstoun on the south side 

1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- other parts and portions of the said lands commonly called the 
Longlands  

1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v part of Longlands 
1705 RS59/12 f.73-74 [L] all and haill that part and portion of the deceast John Hamilton of Bangower his four 

oxengate of land in Bryesons Gilston commonly called the Longlands thereof and also the 
croft of land lying on the south pairt of the said lands – which lands of Longlands and croft 
on the south are bounded betwixt the lands of Milnhall on the west, the lands of Hill and 
Gilston Burn on the east, the lands of Windyedge on the north and the lands of Little 
Gilstoun on the south pairts [witnesses to sasine] Abraham Pargilles in Neather Hadden, 
James Henderson of Fouldubs 

1729 ISH  Sir James Dalzell of Binns to his cousin James Menteith of Milnhall who died 6 Oct 1728 - 
Heir Male and of line Special c.b. in Clerkstoun, Whiteside, Langlands and Little Kerse 
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LANGLEES # GRM NS9084 [3]   
 
1624 RS58/3 f.197v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Andersone 

portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner --- George [Forrester] and Marjorie [Forrester] --- for 
John Andersone portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner and Jonete Baird his spouse --- 
Elizabeth Patoune his mother --- all and whole --- two oxgang with a quarter oxgang of the 
lands of Mayns lyig between the lands of the said George [Forrester] and [Patrick 
Wastoune whereof seven riggis of land lie in the Langlies on the west side ---- and the 
riggis lying in Auchintyr 

1631 RMS viii 1827 [L] King confirms a charter of James Andersone, portioner of Maynes of Bothkenner,-
[who, in completion of a contract, with the consent of Jonete Baird his spouse, Elizabeth 
Patoun, his mother, Thome and Robert A. his brothers german (sons of the late John A., his 
father) sold to the late George Forrester in life-rent, and his kinsman [genero] John 
Maistertoun  portioner of Maynes and Marjorie Forrester his wife in conjunct fee ..., 12 ½ 
acres of his 2 ¼ oxgangs of the lands of Maynes of Bothkenner (viz 7 lie riggis in the 
Langleyis and 6 lie riggis in Achintyre), in the parish and barony of Bothkenner 

1655 RS58/9 f.288 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Archibald 
Maistertoune in Bothkenner and John Maistertoune his eldest lawfull sone --- precept of 
sasine made and given be Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarall and Dame Euphane 
Carstairis his spouse --- annualrent to be uplifted furth of all and whole that oxingait of 
land or thairby of his lands of Bothkenner possessed and occupiet be the said Archibald 
Maisterotune and Hendrie Touris in Bothkenner lyand in the Eist Langlyes and eist syde of 
the Kirktoune Croft  and the west syde of the Lonedge within the parish of Bothkenner 
Lordship of Stirling and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1662 RS59/1 f.184v [L] Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis adquem vulgo lie dyk souchis  --- six rigs thereof lying 
in lie Howcars --- sextein rigs in Longleyes --- sextein rigs called Hameltounes Waird --- 
headrig and vallo in Northwaird --- two half rigs in the Longleyes at the side of the 
Muirdyck 

1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner --- sevine rigs in Langleyes  
1684 RS59/6 f.472v [L] oxengates in Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis vulgo lie  dyk sheuches nuncupat – lying 

in Houcarse --- rig in Longlyes – rig in Auchentyre – rig contiguous commonly called  the 
Fauld ---  due anglularie lie butts --- head rig and sheuche in Northward 

1697 RS59/9 f.137 [L] seven rigs in Longlayes --- half a rig in Longlayes at the side of the Muirdyck 
1754 RS59/20 f.239 on the east side of the Manes namely Langlees  
1805 AOS 4980 John Hardie of Mains of Bothkenner  - part of the lands of Mains called Langlees  
LANGUEHALL FLAT   NS      
 
1955 Porteous gives this as part of Wholeflats.  
 
Cf Lang Wheel Flat infra 
LANG WHITE FLAT This is Long Wheel Flat    
 
1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 

these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, 
the land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north 
end of the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land 
called Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said 
Register 

LANTON LINN # GRM NS9178 [2]   
 
1879 Gillespie p.274 Lanton Linn 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  389 Westquarter – its lovely glen – The chief cascades are the “Lanton Linn” and the “Lady’s 

Linn” 
 
LATCH # GRM NS9083 [4]   
 
1732 HR777 Robert Simpson in Latch; in the Latch 
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1729 CH2/1548 Janet Richeson in Latch 
1731 CH2/1548 Robert Simpson in Latch 
1735 CH2/1548 Robert Simpson Tenant in Latch ... in the paroch of Bothkenner 
 
cf  Latch NT525645, NJ965245,  
     Latchbrae,  WLO [PNWL 111]  Latch Burn MLO – MacDonald [PNWL];  
     Latches AIH 
LAW YETT GRM NS9277 [1]  NS920771 
 
1664 RS59/2 f.5 [L] John Warden in Lawzet and Issobel Keir his spouse --- James Smith in Lawzet 
1677 RS59/5 f.362 [L] Margaret Wairden relict of the late John Gaff in Lawzett lawful daughter of the late 

John Wairden in Lawzett her father 
1687 CRS  John Clogie in Lawyett 
1698 RS83/2.09.83 Archibald Tailyour in Woodsyde of Morrouingsyde his land of Lawyett called the 

Southsyde thairof [RS59/10 f.74] 
1699 RS83/2.09.178  John Houstoune in Lawryait RS59/10 f.155 – f.156 
1699 RS59/10 f.155 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Hendry Hardie in Battock 

for himself and as procurator for Margaret Dennistoune his spouse – obligation from John 
Houstone in Lawyett and Catherine Clogie his spouse  

1743 RS59/18 f.313 Thomas Robertson tenant in Tamfour as baillie --- and Robert Foord late weaver at Airth 
and now in Dorator as actorney for Margaret Smart lawful daughter to the deceast 
Archibald Smart of Longe Yett designed in the disposition as weaver in Little Kerse now 
spouse to the said Robert as also actorney for Elizabeth Smart lawfull daughter of the said 
Archibald --- disposition granted by Robert Gillespie only lawful son to the deceast 
Charles Gillespie in Kinaird to the said deeast Archibald Smart annualrent furth of his 
lands of Law-yett called the Southside thereof  lying within the barony and regality of 
Polmont 

1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Marshall 
tennent in Polmontside  as baillie with Andrew Smart portioner of Lawyeatt eldest lawful 
son to the deceast Archibald Smart in Haining afterwards in Small Burn as heir of 
Archibald Smart his father having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these three 
oxingate of lands of Battock Gilstoun called Battock Muirhead with houses [etc] 

1755 Roy   Law Yett 
1780 Ross Layet 
1780 RHP1537 Law Yate 
1783 MPR  Lawyate 
1817 Grassom  Law Yett 
1860 OS Lawyett 
LAVEROCKHALL # GRM NS9083 [1]  NS905836  
 
1711 RS59/12 f.535 [L] John Skinner, minister of the gospel at Bothkennar for himself and in name of the 

elders of the parioche having in his hands ane dispostion and assignation contiaining a 
precept of sasine granted be John Wright of Kersie  heritable proprietor of the house little 
yaird or piece of land inclosed and others aftermentioned with the special advice and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newton --- 
administrators for the poor of the parioch --- part of the lands and barony of Newton lately 
pertaining to William Bruce of Newton viz and little yaird or piece of ground inclosed with 
a ditch and a hedge  and a house thereon lately possessed be John Mitchell and Robert 
Colvill tennents which house and yaird is vulgarly called Laverockhall together also with 
another piece of land next adjoining the house lyand on the west and south sides extending 
--- to ane rude of land or fourth pairt of ane acre and bounded on the west be the way that 
leads betwixt the ferries of Newton and Airth[,] on the north by that part of the lands of 
Newtown purchased from Quarrell called Tiendyard[,] on the east  by [blank] and 
[blank][,] on the south by another part of the lands of Newtown[,] lying withing the barony 
of Newtown parioch of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Robert 
Baird merchant at Quarrellshore 

 
cf 1536 Johnsoun 125 Marion Laverok – heir of James Laverok 
LEADLEES # GRM NS9378 [1]   
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1799 AOS 3666 part of Whiteside called Leedlees, ... and part of Whiteside (excepting the lands called 
Millfield, & piece of ground adjoining to Brighton Colliery) parish of Polmont.  

1804 AOS 4750 Leedlees - Ryefaulds - on the west end of the Polmont Burn 
1809 AOS 6198 lands of Whiteside called the Leadlees - on the west end of the Ryefaulds from the said 

Leadlees to the West end of the Hill on the South side of Whitesidetown. Superiority of  
Wallacerig; and 4 acres of the lands of Wallacerig on the south side of the lands of Pannie 

 
LENNOCH # GRM NS9182 [1] NS910829 
 
1665 RS59/2 f.110 John Drumond of Lenoch 
1695 SC67/49/3 f.45r  Tack by Wm Bruce of Newton to Alexr Mitchell in Spout of lands of Tennoch [recte – 

Lennoch] and Wester Yard, parts of Newton 
1729 CH2/1548 Alexander Walker in Lennoch 
1735 CH2/1548 John Cowan tenant in Lennoch 
1757 RHP6131 Lennoch Farm 
1764 RHP6132 Lenox 
 
cf Leanach, Cowal  
   Lin-house, SLM [1564 Lennox] 
LENNOCH BUTTS # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS911827 
 
1757 RHP6131 Lennoch Butts 
LIBBERTON # GRM NS9284 [1]   NS921841  
 
1725 HR777   Gabriel Little of Libberton ... Heretor in this parish 
18c? GD122/2/1455-6  Discharge of £444.12.4 out of Bothkennar by John Watson, writer in Stirling, to Gabriel 

Little alias Rankine   
1752 Turnpike Walter Little of Liberton 
GD122/4/20  Craigmillar correspondence relating to Orchardhead [in parish of Bothkennar], on the Little 

estate. mainly addressed to Sir John Clerk of Penicuik  
 
This name was transferred from Libberton, Mid-Lothian and then applied to Orchardhead. 
 
Notes: Inventory of the evidents of a tenement in Kinloch's Close in burgh of Edinburgh, sold and disponed by Gabriel 

Litle [Little], alias Ranken, of Over Libbertoun [Liberton], to William Elphingston [Elphinstone], wright, 
burgess of Edinburgh. Dated at Edinburgh 1 Aug 1718. (GD1/184/4)                                                             

 
  Letters (57) to Sir John Clerk (1702-1720) and John Clerk (1715-1741), his son, from Sophia Clerk, daughter 

of Sir John, and Gabriel Rankine [later Little] of Liberton, her husband, regarding her elopement with said 
Gabriel; her marital troubles; and other family and personal affairs; and from Walter Little of Liberton, their 
son, on family and personal matters.  1702-1741(GD18/5250) 

   
  Marriage Contract: Gabriel Little of Liberton, alias Ranken of Orcheardhead, and Helen daughter of Sir James 

Fleming, of Rathobyres   13 Feb 1728 (GD122/2/899) 
 
Cf  Orchardhead Road, Liberton, Edinburgh 
LIDSDALE # GRM NS9284 [2]   
 
1592 CRE Duncan Simsoun in Lidsdale and Jonet Mastertoun his spouse 
1656 RS58/10 f.118 John Sympsoun sone to [John] Sympsoun in Liddisdale 
1656 RS58/11 f.49 lands of North Grange of Bothkenner prentlie possest and occupyit be Johne Simpsone of 

Liddisdaill  
1662 RS59/1 f.197 John Simpsone younger eldest lawful sone to John Simpsone of Lidsdaill and Mareowne 

Syme laufull sister to John Syme of Backraw of Bothkenner his promised spous having and 
holding in their handis ane contract matrimoniall  

1720 RH9/17/391   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: William Simpson of Lidsdale and James Simpson in 
Carsiebank, of room of land, last possessed by John Lorn, in parish of Bothkennar, 
sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 9 years 29 Jan 1720 

1723 HR777   Helen Dick, servatrix to William Simpson in Lidsdale 
SC67/67/4 f.30v William Simpson of Lidsdale and James Duncan there 
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1728 CH2/1548 Janet Calender in Lidsdale of Bothkenner 
1730 HR777  William Simpson, Lidsdale 
1730 RS59/15 f.466 William Sympson of Litsdale of all and heall these John Callander of Poufauld Bridge his 

lands of Greendyke 
1739 CRS William Simpson of Lidsdeall 
1749 RS59/19 f.378 Margaret Young spouse to Thomas Simpson of Lidsdale portioner of Bothkennar  
1791 AOS 1934  Greendyke in Bothkenner, one half whereof is called Lidsdale 
1799 AOS 3798  Walter Simpson, farmer, Greendyke seised in 16 acres of land being part of Greendyke in 

Bothkenner, one half whereof is called Lidsdale 
 
cf Largliddesdale, Galloway [PNG 193] 
LILLY LEARMONT’S PARK   # GRM NS9378 [1]   
 
1792 AOS 2307 John Lyon, farmer, Haypark near Polmont, seised in 2 acres of ground on the south side of 

the park called Lilly Learmont’s Park. 
LITTLE BUT # GRM NS8983 [2]   
 
1596 RMS vi 439 3 ½ oxgangs with an odd part of an oxgang (the Litlebut) of the land of Dalungrie of 

Westirtoun of Bothkenner 
LITTLE FAULD # GRM NS9489 [3]   
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Monteath 

brother german to Lord William Monteath, Henry Monteath in Panstead of Arbroth as 
procurator for Jeannet Levingstoune spouse of the said Mr James and William Monteath 
their son and Patrick Grinlay portioner of Redheuche baillie in that part, James Moungall 
portioner of Redheuche hereditary proprietor of the lands and pertinents thereof --- those 
six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands of Redheuche with houses [etc] within the regality 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- those parts and portions of the lands of Redheuche 
commonly as the Easter Almound Flat, formerly pertaining to the late Gilbert Moungall 
and now possessed and occupied by Robert Muirhead in Beincroce with four rigs of land 
lying on the western side of the lands known commonly as the Redheucheflett formerly 
possessed by Thomas Scharp and now by John Johnstone in Beincroce with the piece 
commonly known as the Litle Fauld owned presently by Andrew Lithgow in Smeilburn  

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] all and haill those parts and portions of the said six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands 
known as the Eister Almond Flat which formerly pertained to Gilbert Mungall and Helen 
Dundasse his spouse and lands lying on the west side called the Reidhecheflat formerly 
occupied by Thomas Shairpe and after by John Johnstoun in Beincrosse with a piece of 
land known as the Litlefold formerly occupied by Andrew Lythgow  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v with the pend fauld called the Little Fauld  
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- togidder 

with four rigs of land lyand on the west side of the lands callit the Reddochflett --- with the 
pendfold callit the Litlefold 

1713 RS59/13 f.123v north to the Little Fauld with ane piece of ground confrome to march stones affixt with the 
equall half of the dyke opposite to Mrs Hardies three acres of land 

LITTLE GILSTON - see Gilston, Little. 
LITTLE KERSE GRM NS9379 [1]  NS939795   
 
1505 Young 1517 24 march 1504/5: Archibald Bellentyne renounced to dene Litstar, canon of Holyrood, the 

tack which he had of the abbot of Holyrood of four oxgangs of the barony of kerse, namely 
two called Litilkerse and two in Gelstoun, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. Done near the 
said abbey in a little house within the herbary of the said dene Henry’s garden. 

1551 Wigton 240  lands of Little Kerse - see Abbotskerse 
1554 RMS iv 885 [L] Litil cars 
1556 Johnsoun 378  Marriage contract between Henry Bellentyne in Littil Kers on the one part and Robert 

Bartilmo in Reddoche and his daughter Beatrice Bartilmo on the other part, whereby the 
said Henry binds himself to marry the said Beatrice between this date and the 14 of 
February next, and the said Robert binds himself to pay a dowry of 100 merks. Should the 
said Henry predecease his wife, she is to occupy in liferent two-thirds of the farm of Little 
Kerse, so long as she remains a widow. 
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1556 Johnsoun 378 Henry Bellentyne in Littil Kers --- Robert Bartilmo in Reddoche and his daughter Beatrice 
– contract of marriage 

1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Littil Kers 
1630 RS58/5 f.82v [L] Henry Ballenden in Litill Kers as attorney for Richard Hamyltoun of Greinhuik 
1635 Retour 118  [L] Litle Kers 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Unlawes John Bellenden sone to Hendrie Bellenden in Lytillkers and ... ilk ane of thame 

in fyve pund for ane trublance committit be thame with Alexander Burne [?] in Huike 
being done within the burgh of Falkirk ... 

1655 CRS   William Morrison in Little Kerse 
1670 Binns 325  William Wallace of Little Carse 
1684 RS59/6 f.464v [L] John Bellenden  lawful son and nearest heir of the late Henry Bellenden of Litle Kers -

-- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and hail two oxgangs of land called Litle Kers 
1686 RS83/1 f.5.11 [L] Isobell Wairdlaw spouse to Andrew Wallace in Littell Kerse in the equall half of the 

lands of Littell Kerse. Registered on the  70th leaf of the said Register 
1729 ISH   Sir James Dalzell of Binns to his cousin James Menteith of Milnhall who died 6 Oct 1728 - 

Heir Male and of line Special c.b. in Clerkstoun, Whiteside, Langlands and Little Kerse 
1751 RHP6106 Little Kerse 
1754 RS59/20 f.201 [L] lands of Little Kerse called Smallburn extending to five acres two roods of land with 

houses [etc] --- also that little piece of ground called Meadow Butts lying upon the east 
side of the houses of Northfoot  

1787 AOS 1066 James Clark, tenant, Reddoch - in parts of Little Kerse called Small-Burn, Meadow Butts 
and houses at Northfoot parish of Polmont  

1805 AOS 5010 in parts of Little Kerse called Smallburn - & a small piece of ground called Meadow Butts 
with the house and brewerie thereon with pasture of cattle in the Common Muir of 
Reddingridge and Whitesideridge 

1817 Grassom  Little Kerse 
1860 OS Little Kerse 
1912 CDS13 Little Kerse - Robert Hardie, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Little Kerse 
LITTLE PARK # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1805 AOS 4979 part of the Farm of Mains Called Mucklefaulds, Wester Croft and Little Park extending to 

5 acres 2 roods & 28 falls, parish of Bothkennar  
LITTLE SALTCOATS # GRM NS9482 [1] NS946821   
 
1527 RMS iii 3016  [L] The queen confirms a charter of Robert, abbot of Holyrood (now Bishop of Ross) 

whereby, for the sum of 22 libris, and which great part of the lands underwritten, by 
inundation of the sea and river known as the Carroun and Fortht were flooded and sunk, 
has set in feuferm to William Widdirspune burgess of Linlithqw, and Mariote Robesoun, 
his spouse, each or other for the time of their lives in free tenement, and Robert  
Widdirspune son of the said William and Elizabeth Hammiltoun, his spouse, each or other 
in conjunct fee for the time of their lives, and their heirs legitimately procreated between 
them ... lands of Litil- Saltcottis, with its tofts, crofts &c (lying between their [the monks] 
lands occupied by John Forestar, the lands of the late Andrew Oswald, lands of Redisflat 
and the waters of Fortht and Carroun) in their barony of Kerse ...;-  for which the said 
William, Mariote and Robert have a tack of 19 years held since the feast of Pentecost 1527, 
for which tack the late William, predecessor of Robert as abbot, received certain monetory 
sums. [Alex Makneyll, notary public witnessed this one at Holyrood 1533] 

1544 GD198/208 Great seal charter of confirmation of feu charter, 16 February 1533/4, Robert, abbot of 
monastery of Holyrood near Edinburgh, and Augustinian convent thereof, in diocese of St. 
Andrews, to William Widdirspune, his son, and Elizabeth Hammiltoun, his spouse, in 
conjunct fee, of lands of Litill Saltcottis  (bounds specified) in barony of Kerse, 
sheriffdom of Striveling [Stirling]. 9 Jun 1544 

1550 Foulis38   Robert Wetherspoon of Bridgehouse - spouse Elizabeth Hamilton. He was a contemporary 
of Robert Wetherspoon, Provost of Linlithgow. 

1561 Thounis 53  Intimation by Elizabeth Hammiltoun widow of Robert Wethirspoune of Brighouse to 
Andrew Johnesoun, tenant in her lands of Litill Saltcottes lying in the barony of Kerss and 
sheriffdom of Stirling that notwithstanding she had discharged him from any further 
occupation of her said lands, through his unthankfulness to her in not paying the bygone 
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ferms, she was willing to do good for evil and required him to enter and labour the ground 
and pay the ferms as he should do. Done at Litill Saltcottis in the house of the said Andrew. 

1563 Johnsoun 428  Execution of Ejection of Andrew Johnstoun occupier of the house and Biggings on the 
lands of Litil Saltcottis lying in the barony of Kerse, regality of Broychtoun, and in the 
sheriffdom of Striveling, following on decree by John Logane, baillie of the barony, at the 
instance of Elizabeth Hammyltoun, widow of Robert Wethirspoune of Brighous, liferentrix 
of the said lands. Ejection made by Francis Johnstoun, officer and sergeant of the said 
regality. 

1563 Johnsoun 432  Discharge and Exoneration by Elizabeth Hammyltoun, widow of Robert Wethirspoun of 
Brighous, and liferentrix of Litil Saltcottis, and by James Wethirspoun, son and heir of the 
late Robert, in favour of Gilbert Ra in Insche, in the parish of Buithkennar, and of David 
Ra, his son, of all tacks of the lands of Litil Saltcottis, lying in the regality of Broychtoun, 
barony of Kerss, and sheriffdom of Striveling. Done at Insche, in the house of Robert Ra, 
the 12 of October 1563. Witnesses, Robert Wethirspoun, rector of Kincardin o Nele, 
brother german of the said James, James Johnsoun in Middlesaltcottis. 

1563 Johnsoun 433 Resignation by Gilbert Ra and his son David in favour of Elizabeth Hammyltoun and 
James Wethirspoun of their tack of the lands of Litil Saltcottis. 

1563 Johnsoun 687  Assignation by James Wetherspune of Brighous in favour of his mother Elizabeth 
Hammyltoun widow of Robert Wetherspune of Brighouse, of all annual rents, tiend-
sheaves and acres of land pertaining to him, until he redeem the lands of Little Saltcottis 
[etc.] held in conjunct fee by his mother and wadset by him for 1100 merks to Janet 
Crichtoun 

GD198/209   [L] Charter a me by James Wethirspowne of Brighous, with consent of Elizabeth 
Hammiltoun, liferentrix of underwritten lands to Gilbert Grahame in Beircrofts, of lands of 
Litilsaltcottis.   12 Aug 1569 

1581 CRE   Archibald Cuthbert in Littill-Saltcoittis 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Abolition of the monasteries - see Abbotskerse 
1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] ---, 

all and haill the feulands of Saltcotis known as lie Grahames Salcottis  
1630 POC   10s land of - in barony of Broughton; held by Hamilton 
1635 CRS  John Carslaw 
1640 CRS   Janet Monteith spouse to James Kincaid in Little Saltcoits 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14   John Hert in Grahmeissaltcoittis 
1643 RS58/8 f.18 the lands of Litle Saltcoittis --- and any part of the lands lyand betwix the land sumtym 

occupayit be umquhill John Forrester on the east the landis of umquhile Andro Oswald on 
the west the landis of Ridisflatt on the south and the Water of Forthe and Caroune on the 
northe partis [witnesses to sasine] John Hart in Grahames Saltcoittis  

1647 SC67/67/1 f.68v   Unlawis John Hart in Grahmeissaltcoittis in fyftie pund for ane bloode committit be him 
upone Micheal Russell servitor to Robert Jonstowne in Forrestersaltcoittis Upone the 5 dey 
of August instant with ane [fotespipe?] and ordanes him to gif satisffactioune to the pairtie 
damniefeyit at the sicht of Robert Bellenden for the persewer and Hew Hall for the 
defender. 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.79v  Gartmoir for Grahmissaltcottis 
1654 CRS  John Hart, spouse Janet Logan 
1655 Retour 218  [L] Little Saltcoats within the barony of Carse 
1684 CRS  John Simpson 
1691 RS83/1 f.32.6 Litle Saltcoats & Beancross. 
1765 GD198/247-249  Disposition by Robert Haldane of Gleneagles to Mr. Patrick Bennet, minister at Polmont, 

in liferent, and to himself in fee, of half lands of Grahames Saltcoats or Little Saltcoats 
alias Candie in barony of Kerse; with sasine following, and sasine in lands as in 
GD192/192, both rec. GRS 23 September 1765. 10-20 Sep 1765 

 
See Candy infra for subsequent history. 
LITTLE SALTLANDS # GRM NS9381 [2]    
 
1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] John Jollie --- Precept of Clare Constat granted by Mr Archibald Hamilton of Dalders 

Mr James Graham of Airth and John Hammilton writer to the signet a quorum of the 
Commissioners appointed by his grace the Duke of Hamilton for entering and receiving his 
vassals --- as nearest heir to Barbara Forrester Daughter of his father’s sister uterine In all 
and haill the just and equal half of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats --
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- all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt with 
houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just and 
equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of 
land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
amd his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

1737 RS59/17 f.164v Randyford Saltcoats called Little Saltlands or Scots Flat Green 
LITTLE WHEILFLAT  see Wholeflats     
LIURANNS GRM NS8983 [2]   
 
1590 Pont Liuranns 
 
Notes: Queen sets at feuferme to John Luverent and Cristine Wat his spouse,- an oxingate of the land of Newton of 

Buthkennar called Dalbeith [1550 RMS iv 442] 
  
  James Luferent in Newton of Bothkenner. (1502 RMS ii 3773) 
   
  Richard Loverence in Midlerig, William Loverence his son (1632 RS58/5 f.295) 
  Richard Loverans [Linthgow] (1555 Johnsoun 372) 
  
LOAN – The # GRM NS9083 [1]  NS904834 
 
1687 RS59/7 f.220 [L] at Pondfauldbridge of Bothkenner – 7 aikers of arable land – bounded between the 

lands of the late George Maistertowne on the west, the lands of Michael Callender on the 
east, the lands of James Huntar on the north and the road commonly known as The Lone 
leading to the kirk of Bothkenner on the south – wit. Mr John Skinner] 

LOAN BUTTS # GRM NS9183 [1]   
 
1815 AOS 7886 Short Fasset - given as 1 rig of land in Newton of Bothkenner - Loan Butts - Wester Croft 

- possessed by Newton  
LOAN DEALL # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v 1 deall of land in the Loan Deall 
LOANEDGE # GRM NS8983 [3]    
 
1655 RS58/9 f.288 lyand in the Eist Langlyes and eist syde of the Kirktoune Croft  and the west syde of the 

Lonedge within the parish of Bothkenner Lordship of Stirling and sheriffdom of Stirling  
LOANHEAD # GRM NS8983 [3]   
 
1669 RS59/4 f.79v [L] two oxengangs and a quarter of an oxgang of Bothkenner --- bounded viz twenty two 

rigs with those 42 rigs and a piece of the south rig on the eastern side thereof --- lands 
pertaining to George Forrester portioner of Bothkenner lying between the  lands of the said 
George on the north and south the lands of Newtoune on the east the road running between 
Kers and Airth on the west and two headrigs thereof one on the west side and the other on 
the east side with all dykes lie dyke seuches pertaining --- and others east of the public road 
commonly called the Lonhead --- and with a side dike and internal dike (lateri vallorum et 
integras vallorum ffossis) on the east side ---- and other rigs --- and the said public road 
called Longdyk on the west 

LOANHEAD  # GRM NS9281 [1]    
 
1817 Grassom  Loanhead  
1912 CDS13 Loanhead - R. Spiers 

LOCH OF REDDING # GRM NS9278 [1]     
 
1668 RS59/4 f.47v Westquarter --- all and haill that fauld of old callit the Dempster Fauld and now callit 

Blackburn Fauld with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the lands belonging to Sir William 
Levingstoun of Westquarter upon the west and north the common loch callit the Reddine 
Loch on the eist and the common mure of [blank] upon the south part 
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1715  RS59/13 f.286v James Gaff in Westquarter --- all and heall that my said house and yaird at the syde of the 
South Loch of Redding 

1728 RS59/15 f.287 that fauld of old called Dempster and now called Blackburnfauld with houses [etc] --- 
bounded as follows Viz the Common Loch called South Loch of Reddine upon the east 
the common Muir of Reddine Rig upon the south land formerly belonging to Mr James 
Livingstone and now to John Dyne on the west and the high way going from the Reddine 
to Over Westquarter on the north --- All and Haill that his smiddie and smiddie house with 
the barn and barnyard and empty ground at the back of both to Gather Burn together with 
that piece of land called the Hipps All in Over Westquarter --- bounded in manner after 
mentioned Viz the said Gather Burn upon the north and east the said high way running 
from Reddin to Over Westquarter untill you come to ane butt of land pertaining to John 
Dippie  and from thence to the north side of the said butt to the yeard possest by William 
Polack all upon the south and from thence straight north ane Balk called the Hipp Road to 
Gather Burn upon the west 

1772 RHP409 North Loch; South Loch 
1787 AOS 1108 Alexander Gaff, senior, grazier, Muirdyke - in a tenement at the Loch of Redding, parish 

of Polmont 
LOCHGAIRN # GRM NS9278 [1]   
 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] lands of Redden known commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and Properhill 
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] lands of Redding commonly known as Loch Garne  
1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 

portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes Wellhillbrae 
Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 
in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designed as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  

1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 
Paperhill 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Lochgavin 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 

LONGDALE # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch ---  Longdeall  
LONGDYKE GRM NS8983 [1]   NS894829-NS894846  Bothkenner 
 
1539 RMS iii 1964 from the foot of the Lang-Dike 
1642 RS58/7 f.394 [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Adame in Langdyke [Bothkenner sasine] 
1665 RS59/2 f.163v Beginand at the foot of the Longdyk  
1666 RMS xi 885 at the foot of the Long Dyke 
1669 RS59/4 f.79v and the said public road called Longdyk on the west 
1723 Macfarlane the Long Dyk 
1731 CH2/1548  Langdyke 
18c  RHP701 Longdyke Road 
 
Note 1: This road runs through Bothkenner and Airth parishes. For notices pertaining to Airth Parish see relevant entry 
Note 2: Longdyke serves as the western march of the parish. As the parish probably dates from the 12th century it 

would follow that this is an ancient feature. 
LONGLANDS (# GRM NS9478 [2] 
 
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- other parts and portions of the said lands commonly called the 

Longlands  
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1705 RS59/12 f.73-74 [L] all and haill that part and portion of the deceast John Hamilton of Bangower his four 
oxengate of land in Bryesons Gilston commonly called the Longlands thereof and also the 
croft of land lying on the south pairt of the said lands – which lands of Longlands and 
croft on the south are bounded betwixt the lands of Milnhall on the west, the lands of Hill 
and Gilston Burn on the east, the lands of Windyedge on the north and the lands of Little 
Gilstoun on the south pairts [witnesses to sasine] Abraham Pargilles in Neather Hadden, 
James Henderson of Fouldubs 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v part of Longlands 
LONGLOAN # GRM NS9381 [3]   
 
1955 Porteous gives this as part of Mid Saltcoats. 
LOVERS ACRE # GRM NS9281 [2]   
 
1561 Thounis 55  lands of Linderisacres occupied by Giles Brand, widow of John Watt - see Abbotsgrange 
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of 
John Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony 
of Kers 

1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Lovaris-aikeris  
1591 RMS v 1917  [L] Lovaris-aikeris 
1634 RMS ix 114  [L] Loverisaikeris  
1646 RMS ix 1696  [L] Loverisaikeris 
1675 Retour  [L] Lovirsacker 
1684 Retour 292  [L] Loversaiker 
LUGIEDALE # GRM NS9284 [2]    
 
1529 RMS iii 855 [L] eleven pieces [porcas] of land, commonly known as riggs, the Lugedaill so called 
1529 Bruces lxxvii  eleven riggs of the Lugedaill etc., in Bothkenner 
1590 GD58/5/8/3/1 William Symsone, son of Duncan Symsone in Lugedaill, Elizabeth Burn, his spouse, and 

Alexander Symsone, their son - a tack from Alexander Callender, portioner of Hallis of 
Airth 

1592 CRE Jonet Mastertoune, sometime spouse to Duncan Simpson in Ludgedale, parish of 
Bothkenner 

1603 Retour 41 [L] James Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of Andrew Bruce of Powfoullis, his grandfather, in 11 
porcis commonly rigis, known as Lugdail; an oxgang of land in Newtoun of Bothkenner; 
and half oxgang of the lands of Westertoun of Bothkenner 

1655 RS58/10 f.51v [L] grantit be Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent --- furth of his landis of Hall of 
Airth callit Lugdail 

MAINS OF BOTHKENNER # GRM NS8984 [1]  NS894842 W   Bothkenner 
NS907844 N  
NS907842 S  

 
1507 Ex.Rolls  Johannis Simpsoun 
1530 RMS iii 886 [L] King grants at feuferme to James Levingstoun, son and heir apparent of David L. of 

Ballintone,- 4 oxgangs of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, occupied by the said James 
and his tenents, and 8 oxingate in the Grange of Buthkennar, in the barony of Buthkennar 
... which 8 oxingate Mathew Hammiltoun, brother-german of Archibald Hammiltoune of 
Lethame, personally resigned 

1530 RMS iii 887 [L] King grants at feuferme to Mathew Hammiltoun, brother german to Archibald 
Hammiltoun of Lethame,- 8 oxingate of the Manys of Buthkennar, in the barony thereof, 
(whereof 4 oxingate were previously occupied by John Pattoun and Thomas Panttoun, and 
now by the said Mathew, 4 oxingate are occupied by David Levingstoune of  

1531 RSSS iii 1056 [L] Precept charter of feuferme in favour of John Symsoun and Margaret Bruce, his 
spouse, of 3 oxgangs of land on the north side of the Mains (messuagii) of Buthkennar and 
another oxengate of land lying on the south side of the said messuagii which lands the said 
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John and his spouse now hold in rent - annual - iiii lib viii d - part of the reddendo to 
Cambuskenneth 

1550 RMS iv 443 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to Robert Maistertoun, son of the late Richard M.,- half an 
oxingate of the Mains [terrarum dominicalium] of Buthkennar;-reserving the king’s 
fishings the grissillis and the smoltis, and the coals, coalheughs [carbofodinis] and winning 
of coal;-and the making of policies to the dwelling house, garden and wood plantation  

1541 Hamilton p.558-9 Mathew Hamilton, In 1541 claimed the lands of Mains of Bothkennar [XVII Ex Rolls 
711] [this is the Lanarkshire Letham family] 

1550 RMS iv 444 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to John Andersoun and Marion Scott his spouse,- 2 ¼ 
oxingates of Mains [terrarum dominicalium] of Buthkennar;- reserving the king’s fishings 
the grissillis and the smoltis, and the coals, coalheughs [carbofodinis] and winning of 
coal;- and the making of policies to the dwelling house, garden and wood plantation  

1551 RMS iv 573 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to Griselda Mure in life-rent and Griselda Maistertoun her 
only daughter, and Walter Forestar spouse of the said Gris. Maistertoun ...,- 3¼  oxingates 
of the land of Bothkenner ...;- saving the queen’s fishings the grissillis and the smoltis, and 
the coals, coalheughs [carbofodinis] and winning of coal;- and the making of policies to 
the dwelling house, garden and wood plantation  

1559 RMS iv 1357 [L] Queen grants at feuferme to Katherine Maistertoun eldest daughter of the late Thome 
Maistertoun - 3¼ oxingates of the land of Bothkenner 

1579 RH6/2502 Extract Letters Under The Privy Seal, narrating that the king in the last parliament held 
within the Castle of Striviling, in July 1578 (considering the long service done to him by 
Dame Annabell, countess of Mar in his nurture and upbringing since his birth, and the 
expenses made by her in performing said charge over and above the ordinary assignation 
appointed thereto), had decerned that said countess for her life … should be lawfully 
provided of a yearly pension of 2000 merks Scots furth of the first vacant abbacy or great 
benefice “or uthir sicklyke accident” and in the meantime granted to her [several sums 
from various lands along with victual and wheat from others and then] of Bothkenner 8 
bolls wheat, of Greenhardis 8 bolls malt, of Manis of Boithkennar 1 chalder 3 bolls bear, 
and of the Grange of Boithkennar 2 chalders 13 bolls bear 

1579 Retour 13 [L] John Maistertoune, heir of Robert Maistertoune in Buthkenner, his father, in half an 
oxgang of the Mains of Buthkenner [terrarum dominicalium] 

1579 Retour 14 [L] John Andersone, heir of John Andersone in Buthkenner, his father, in 2¼ oxgangs of 
the Mains of Buthkenner [terrarum dominicalium] 

1589 RMS v 1668 [L] King grants at feuferme to Thomas Bruce of Lathbertscheillis in life-rent, and Robert 
Bruce his son and heir apparent ...,- lands of Lathbartscheillis, 5 oxingates of the lands of 
Westirtoun of Buthkennar, 4 oxingates of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, sheriffdom 
of Striviling;-whereof the predecessors of the said Thomas were anciently tenants for a 
great many years in the past:- Reservando Cristine Arnote spouse of the said Robert the life 
-rent of Nethirfield, part of Lathbertshiellis ...; and to Marion Drummond spouse of the said 
Tho. the life-rent of the said oxgangs of Westirtoun and manis, with a reasonable third of 
Lathbertscheillis (specifically Nethirfield) 

1590 GD58/5/8/3/1 [L] Allexander Callender, portioner of Hallis of Airthe, and Jane Knox, his spouse, to 
William Symsone, son of Duncan Symsone in Lugedaill, and Elizabeth Burn, his spouse, 
and Alexander Symsoune, their son [a tack] 

1603 Retour 38 [L] Thomas Bruce of Lachberscheillis, heir of Robert Bruce of Lachberscheillis,--- 4 
oxgangs of the lands of Maynis of Bothkenner 

1611 RMS vii 476 [L] King grants to John Maistertoun  senior in Buthkenner, in life-rent, and John 
Maistertoun  his oldest born son and heir apparent, - half an oxgang of the lands of Mains 
[terrarum dominicalium] of Buthkenner (occupied by the said John senior) ... which item 
John M. senior resigned; and which the king has of new set in feuferme to the said persons, 
viz. 4 rigs [interlinea] the rigis in the great pago of Bothkenner (next to the lands formerly 
held by Claud Hammiltoune of Cochnay and now by Alexander lord Elphingstoune) with a 
piece - the waird - within the pool [circumstagnata] containing two rigs [interlinea] and a 
piece of a rig in the middle (between the lands of James Levingstoun of Abbatisgrange, a 
house of the said James occupied by Henry Gillespick, and the waird of the said Lord 
Elphingstoun), and 5 ½ rigs [interlea] (between the lands of the said Lord Elphingstoun and 
James Callendar) 

1611 RMS vii 496 [L] King sets in feuferme to James Andersoun in Buthkennar (nativo as contained within), 
heir apparent of the late John A. his grandfather (hereditary rentaller thereof [kindly 
tenancy]),- 2 ¼ oxgangs of the Mains [terrarum dominicalium] of Buthkenner, occupied 
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by Elizabeth Pantoun mother of the said James (lying seperately within the specified 
bounds: the lands of George Forrester portioner of Buthkenner, Claude Hammiltoun of 
Cochney, Lord Elphingstoun, Mr Ludovic Elphingstoun, his son, Sir John Bruce of Airth, 
knight) 

1614 RMS vii 1105 [L] King sets in feuferme and quitclaims George Forrester, relict of Katherine Maistertoun, 
the only lawful daughter and heiress of the late Thome M. in Bothkenner (native 
rentallarie), in life-rent, and Marjorie Forrester only daughter and heiress of the said Kath. 
lawfully procreated between her and the said George ... ,-3 ¼ oxgangs of Bothkenner ...;- 
which the Dauphin of France and Mary, king and queen of Scotland set in feuferme to the 
said Katherine 

1618 RS58/1 f.117v [L] Patrick Leishmen in Maynis baillie in that part 
1619 RS58/1 f.222v [L] John Maistertoun in Mains of Bothkennar 
1621 RS58/2 f.281 [L] John Cowye portioner of Maynis 
1622 RMS viii 258 [L] King grants at feuferm to John Cowy eldst son of Andrew C. notary in Airthe, and 

Jonete Watt his spouse, daughter of John W. in Abbotisgrange in conjunct fee ... ,- half of 4 
oxengate of the Mains [terrarum dominicalium] of Bothkenner ... ;- all of which Thomas 
Levingstoun of Bantoun son and heir of William L. of Bantoun by letters dated at 
Edinburgh 24 Jun. 1609 (registered in the Books of Council 6 Ap. 1612) Lord John Bruce 
of Airth and lady Margarete Elphingstoun his spouse irredeemably disponed; and which 
the said Lord John and Margaret, by letters dated 29 Nov. 1615, the said Andrew 
irredeemably disponed ... 

1622 RS58/2 f.328 [L] George Bruce servant to Alexander lord Elphingstoune bailly and sheriff in that part of 
the sheriffdom of Stirling for the execution of sasine --- of the lands of Bothkenner 
underwritten --- [to] John Cowye eldest son of Andrew Cowye scriptore in Airthe and 
Jonet Watt daughter to Jonet Watt in Abbotsgrange spouse of the said John Cowye having 
in his hand a charter of sasine under the great seal [see above: RMS viii 258] barony of 
Bothkenner, lordship of Stirling, sherrifdom of Stirling [witnesses] James Kincaid in 
Abbotisgrange, George Wilsoune in Airthe, David Bryce there and Alexander Cowye 
burgess of Culross 

1623 RS58/3 f86v John Cowye portioner of Maynis 
1624 RS58/3 f.197v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Andersone 

portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner --- George [Forrester] and Marjorie [Forrester] --- for 
John Andersone portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner and j---- Baird his spouse --- 
Elizabeth Patoune his mother --- all and whole --- two oxgang with a quarter oxgang of the 
lands of Mayns lyig between the lands of the said George [Forrester] and [?] whereof 
seven riggis of land lie in the Langlies on the west side ---- and the riggis lying in 
Auchintyr 

1624 RS58/3 f.199v [L] John Cowie, portioner of Mayns and baillie in that part --- John Sympsoune in 
Straitonhall, John Johnstoune portioner of Maynis, Patrick Leishmane in Maynis, Andrew 
Leishmane his son, and Andrew Cowie son of the said Andrew 

1627 CRS [L] John Simpson, portioner of the Maynis of Bothkenner 
1628 Retour 126 [L] Thomas Andersone, heir of James Anderson in Bothkenner, his brother, in 2½ oxgangs 

of the lands of Mains of Bothkenner [terrarum dominicalium] 
1628 RS58/4 f.130 [L] compeared Thomas Anderson, portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner --- Margaret 

Murray his spouse – of his lands of Maynis of Bothkenner  
1629 RS58/5 f.27v [L] John Maistertowne, portioner of Mayins 
1630 RS58/5 f.113 comperit ane young man namit Thomas Andersone portioner of the Maynis of 

Bothkenner and past to his saidis landis and for perfyting & fulfilling of his pairt of the 
matrimonial contract maid betwixt him on the ane pairt John Sympsone in Sowth Grange 
of Bothkenner Jonet Burne his spouse for thamselfis and takand the burding in ane vpoun 
thaim for Jonet Sympsone thair dochter and the said Jonet for hir self one the wthir part as 
the said matrimonial contract of the date at Falkirk the secund day of September anno 
foirsaid in the selff at length bairis Be vertew quhairof the said Thomas past to his saidis 
lands in the Maynis of Bothkenner extending in the haill to xvii aikers of land with houss 
zeardis and pertinentis thairof And thair befoir the compleiting of the said mariage in the 
said Jonet Sympsone hir virginitie With his awin proper handis gave and delyverit to hir 
heretable stait sasing actuall and reall possessioun of all and whole the just and equall half 
of his haill landis with houss biggingis zeardis pairtis pendicles and equall pertinentis 
thairof Extending for hir pairt thairof to eight aikers and ane half aiker of landis with 
pertinentis thairof Lyand within the parochin of Bothkenner and sheriffdom of Stirling ffor 
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all the days yeiris and termis of hir lyftyme and bye airis maill lawfullie to be gottin 
betwixt them Quhilk failzing to the said Thomas Andersone his airis and assignays 
according to the said matrimoniall contract in all poyntis of the quhilk landis the said 
Thomas Andersone with his awin proper handis delyuerit to the said Jonet Sympsone his 
future spouse earth and staine thairof as use is The said Jonet being personallie present 
acceptit the samen To be haldin of the said Thomas Andersone and his foresaidis in 
blanche feu for payment of any penny yeirly vpoun the ground of the saidis landis at 
Witsonday if it be requyrit allanerlie Or fra him and his foirsaidis of the kingis majestie and 
his superioritie of the saidis for payment of the few in all soumis caynis and dewties 
conteinit in his infeftmentis thairof Conforme to the matrimoniall contract as said is Of the 
quhilkis all and sindry the premiss the said Jonet Sympsone for hir self askit and requirit 
instrumentis ane or mare sua me – notary public This was done vpon the ground and landis 
foirsaid about foir houris efter noone or thairby day yeir and place foirsaid befoir thir 
witness John Syme in Backraw of Bothkennar John Sympsoun in Kirktoun thair John 
Forrester thair and William Callendar tailzeor sone to James Callendar portioner of the 
Newtoun with wtheris requyrit thairto 

1630 BS1 John Simpson in the Mains there four oxengate, John Cowie there four oxengate, John 
Mastertown there four oxengate and three quarters, Thomas Anderson ane oxengate and a 
half 

1631 RMS viii 1827 [L] King confirms a charter of James Andersone, portioner of Maynes of Bothkenner,-
[who, in completion of a contract, with the consent of Jonete Baird his spouse, Elizabeth 
Patoun, his mother, Thome and Robert A. his brothers german (sons of the late John A., his 
father) sold to the late George Forrester in life-rent, and his kinsman [genero] John 
Maistertoun  portioner of Maynes and Marjorie Forrester his wife in conjunct fee ..., 12 ½ 
acres of his 2 ¼ oxgangs of the lands of Maynes of Bothkenner (viz 7 lie riggis in the 
Langleyis and 6 lie riggis in Achintyre), in the parish and barony of Bothkenner 

1631 RS58/5 f.256 [L] Alexander Callender portioner of Westoune of Bothkenner having in his hand a precept 
of sasine from the king directed to the sheriff and baillies of Stirling --- John Cowie 
portioner of Maynis of Bothkenner for the sheriff of Stirling --- all and whole the five 
oxengates of the lands of Westertoune of Bothkenner lying with the Lordship of Stirling 
[[witnesses to sasine] John McCoune portioner of Maynis, Archibald McCoune in 
Kirktoune  

1642 RS58/7 f.343 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Maistertoun, 
portioner of the Maynis of Bothkenner, Marjory Forrester his spouse and George 
Maistertoune their eldest born son – those two and a quarter oxgangs of the lands of  the 
Maynis of Bothkenner with houses [etc] and also those two and a half acres of the said 
lands  also that one and a quarter oxgang of land of the Maynes of Bothkenner which 
formerly pertained to the late James Andersoune  

1662 Retour 230 George Maistertoun, heir of John Maistertoun portioner of Bothkenner, his father, in 12½ 
acres of land 2 oxgangs of land and a quarter part of an oxgang of the Mains of Bothkenner 
[terrarum dominicalium] within the parish of Bothkenner;- half of an oxgang of the Mains 
of Bothkenner [terrarum dominicalium] 

1666 RMS xi 896 Charter of Confirmation in favour of James Boyd, portioner of Balmichell [confirming a 
charter and precept of sasine by John Simpsone in Stratonhall and Jonet Broun, his wife, to 
the above, and Catherine Broun, his wife ...,- of an equall half of all those 4 oxgates of 
lands of Bothkenner called the Maynes with pertinents sometime occupied by Patrick 
Litchman in the barony of Bothkenner ... and th eother half of the same with pertinents, 
dated 2nd June and 31st August 1642; with instrument of sasine 

1668 Retour 248 [L] Jonet Andersone spouse of John Watt in Maines, heir of Thomas Andersone portioner 
of Maines of Bothkenner, her father, - in 2½ oxgangs of the lands of Mains of Bothkenner 
[terrarum dominicalium] within the lordship of  Stirling. 

1671 CRS Katherine Espline, lawful daughter to John Espline, in Maines of Bothkenner 
1673 Retour 267 [L] John Cowie portioner of Bothkenner, heir of John Cowie portioner of Bothkenner, his 

father,- in 4 oxgang of the Mains of Bothkenner [terrarum dominicalium]. 
1674 CRS John Cowie, elder, portioner of Maines of Bothcainnere 
1678 RS59/6 f.8 all and heall that half oxingait of land in Bathcanner with houses [etc]  --- and in these thrie 

aikers of land of the Maines of Bathcanner lyand in the place called the Howkerse 
1678 GD58/5/8/3/9 George Maistertoun, portioner of Maynes of Bothkenner, and John Maistertoun, his eldest 

son, to Katherine Gairdner, spouse of the said George 
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1680 RS59/6 f.159v Mains of Bothkenner --- bounding as followes to wit elevine rigs or balks and the half of 
ane rig called Croftland with tuo headrigs ane at either end thairof and tuo dyk sheoghs at 
either end thairof six rigs thairof lyand in Howkerse between the lands of the said James 
Andersone one the ane and other sydes with tua headrigs and tuo dyk sheoghes at ether end 
thairof sevine rigs in Langleyes quhairof tuo rigs of old [pertained to] Mr Lodovick 
Elphingstoune and the said James Andersone with the tuo headrigs and tuo dyke sheoghes 
at ether end thairof and the other fyve rigs between the lands of the said James Andersone 
and the siad Lord Airth with the headrigs and dyk sheoghs at ether end thairof with the dyk 
on the one syde thairof sevine rigs thairof called Hamiltounes Ward with the dykes and 
sheoghs thairof  round about the same six rigs in Auchtertyre four thereof between the 
lands of the said James on ether syde thairof with the dykes sheoghs and headrigs at ether 
end thairof  and the other tuo rigs thairof between the lands of the said Lord Airth and the 
lands of the said James thairof with the dykes sheoghs and headrigs at ether end thairof and 
the other oxingate of land lying and bounding as followes vix thretteine rigs thairof lyiing 
contigue commonlie called the Fauld with headings at ether end and ane dyk sheogh at the 
west end thairof fyve rigs thairof lyand in Auchtertyre between the …. 

1680 GD58/5/8/3/10 George Maistertoune, portioner of Mains of Bothkenner, and Ketherine Gairdner, his 
spouse, and Janet Maistertoun their daughter and George Primrose of Burnbrae, her 
spouse, to George Maistertoun, writer in Edinburgh 

1680 CRS Thomas Leishman in Mains of Bothkenner 
1681 CRS John Espline in Mayns of Bothkenner 
1682 CRS William Tours in Mains of Bothkenner 
1683 SC67/67/2 f. 45 George McGown in Mains of Bothkenner 
1685 CRS John Cowie, portioner of Mains of Bothkenner 
1686 CRS John Leishman in Mains of Bothkenner 
1687 SC67/67/2 f. 121v John Cowey son to John Cowey portioner of Maynes of Bothkenner 
1690 Retour 311 Edward Wright, heir of M.Edward Wright, advocate, his father, ...,- 4  oxgangs of land of 

Bothkenner called Maynes 
1695 Retour 321  [L] John Wright, second lawful son the deceased Mr Edward W., advocate, as heir to his 

brother-german, Edward Wright, eldest born son and heir  of the said Mr Edward Wright, 
advocate, 4 bovatis terrarum de Bothkennar vocatis Maynes 

1696 Retour 324 [L] John Cowie portioner of Maines of Bothkenner, John Cowie portioner thereof, his 
father, in 4 oxgang of the lands of Maines of Bothkenner, within the parish of Bothkenner 
and lordship of Stirling. 

1697 Retour 337 [L] George Maistertoun, heir of George Maistertoun, writer in Edinburgh, in 3 oxgangs and 
a quarter of an oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner in the lordship of Stirling;- 12½ acres of 
James Anderson’s 2¼ oxgang of the Mains of Bothkenner [terrarum dominicalium] 

1697 RS59/9 f.137 [L] Mains of Bothkenner --- and two vallorum fossis vulgo lie Dyck Sheughs nuncupat’ --
- six rigs thereof lying in How Kerss --- seven rigs in Longlayes --- seven rigs thereof 
called Hamiltones Waird --- thirteen rigs lying contiguous called the Fauld --- rigs lying in 
Auchintyre --- six butts with half a rig and dyke in Northwaird --- half a rig in Longlayes at 
the side of the Muirdyck 

1704 CRS John Cowie of Maynes of Bothkenner 
1712 RH9/17/399   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, to John Nicoll, 

only son of John Nicoll in Mains of Bothkenner, of parts of room and mailing of land of 
North Mains of Bothkenner called Auchintyre, Sandiebutts and Nooks, presently 
possessed by James Johnston, extending to 26 acres, 3 roods, 17 falls and 1½ ells, in parish 
of Bothkenner, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 19 years   18 Dec 1712 

1713 RS59/13 f.123v [L] all and whole the said four fifth pairts and portions of that four oxen Gate of land of the 
lands of Mains of Bothkenner sometime belonging to the said John Couie bounded as 
followes to witt the lands belonging to the laird of Newtoun and Orchyard Head on the east 
the lands belonging to Adam Mastertoun on the south the high way betwixt Airth and 
Carron on the west and the land belonging to the said Adam Mastertoun on the south up to 
the Longdyke with the equall half of the dyke upon the west syd of the loan and the said 
Adam Mastertoun his lands on the north to the Little Fauld with ane piece of ground 
confrome to march stones affixt with the equall half of the dyke opposite to Mrs Hardies 
three acres of land west from the gate the Easter Croft bounded betwixt the lands 
pertaining to the said Mrs Hardie on the north conforme to marchstones affixt as the samen 
are all presently possest  be the said Archibald Couie and his tennants --- along with the 
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four fifth parts of the seat and burriall place belonging to the lands within the church and 
churchyard of Bothkenner  

1715 GD58/5/8/3/11 John Corss, writer in Edinburgh, factor fror Adam Mastertoun of Mains of Bothkenner, to 
John Nicoll and John Johnstoun, tenants in Mains of Bothkenner [tacks] 

1722 RS59/14 f.378 William Gibb tennant in Grange and Jonet Lorne his spouse and James, William, John, 
Archibald and Alexander, their sons, of all and heall these parts and portions his room and 
mealing of land of Northmains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandiebutt Dykes and 
the east end of the How Cars --- extending to twenty five acres twenty six falls and half ane 
eln of land 

1723 HR777   George and Robert Watt, sons to Alexander Watt, portioner in Mains [see Bothkenner – 
1666 RH9/3/53(i) 

1728 GD58/5/8/3/13 Inventory of Writs and Obligation by John Hardie, portioner of Mains of Bothkenner, to 
John Grintone of Muirsyde and Thomas Russel, son of James Russell of Grayrige 

1729 HR777   John Johnston in Mains of Bothkennar [son of late treasurer of poor fund] 
1730 HR777   John Nicol [in] Mains 
1731 CH2/1548 Auchintyre of Mains of Bothkenner 
1737 RS59/17 f.158v the rowme and mealling of land of Northmains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandy 

Butt Dykes and the east end of How Kerse 
1737 RS59/17 f.256 [L] compeared John Hardie portioner of Mains of Bothkennar holding a disposition 

granted by John Grinton of Muirside and Thomas Russell tennent in Wallhill in favour of 
the said John Hardie of the dale underwritten in herity --- all and whole these four fifth 
parts and portions of the four oxengates of the lands of Mains of Bothkennar sometime 
belonging to the deceased John Cowie and purchased by them from the said Harry Cowie 
then designed eldest lawful son to Archibald Cowie portioner Pocknave --- bounded as 
follows viz the lands belonging to the laird of Newtoun and Orchardhead on the east the 
lands belonging to Adam Mastertoun on the south the highway betwixt Airth and Carron 
on the west and the lands belonging to the said Adam Mastertoun on the south [---] to the 
Longdyk with the equall half of the loan and the said Adam Mastertoun his lands on the 
north to the Little Fauld with ane piece ground conform to the march stones inset with the 
equall half of the Dyk[---]s [----] to Mr Hardies three acres of land west from the gate the 
Easter Croft  bounded betwixt [etc] 

1740 RS59/18 f.41v the roum and mealling of land of North Mains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandybutt 
Dykes and the east end of the Howkerse with the heall houses [etc] --- extending to twenty 
five aikers twenty six falls and half of ane eln of land --- Robert Simpson in Spout baillie in 
that part 

1755 Roy Shows “Mains of Bothkenner” at North Mains 
1785 AOS 666 John Johnston, son of John Johnston, tenant, Mains of Bothkenner, seised in parts of 

Mains of Bothkenner, parish of Bothkennar. P.R. 28.405 
1785 AOS 667 John Nicol, farmer, Auchintyre, seised in parts of Mains of Bothkenner; South 

Auchintyre, Fauld, & North Auchintyre, parish of Bothkennar, on disp. by John Johnston, 
son of John Johnston, tenant, Mains of Bothkenner. P.R. 28.407 

168- Adair   Mains 
1791 AOS 1935  Northmains of Bothkenner  
1802 APP John Hardie; Alexander Addie; William Buckie, Mains; John Nicol, Westmains 
1805 AOS 4979 part of the Farm of Mains Called Mucklefaulds, Wester Croft and Little Park extending to 

5 acres 2 roods & 28 falls, parish of Bothkennar  
1805 AOS 4980 John Hardie of Mains of Bothkenner  - part of the lands of Mains called Langlees  
1807 AOS 5615 mailling of land of Northmains of Bothkenner betweixt the Sandybutt dikes and the east 

end of the Howkerse 
1817 Grassom West Mains; North Mains 
1818 AOS 8989 parts of Mains of Bothkenner, viz. 20 riggs 2 half riggs & 2 head rigs with the dyke 

sheughs on each end of the same commonly called Hamiltons Ward, lands commonly 
called South Auchentyre consisting of 13 riggs & 2 head riggs with dyke sheughs; 13 ½ 
riggs & a head rigg, and a head rigg at each end of the east and west ends of the said riggs 
commonly called the Faulds, with a dyke sheugh on the east of the same; and 6 riggs & 1 
head rigg contiguous at the west end thereof commonly called North Auchentyre, with a 
dyke sheugh on the west of the same, parish of Bothkennar  

1865 OSNB Mains of Bothkennar A farmsteading including a few cothouses, they are principally one 
storey in height, slated and apparently in a good condition.  Property of Carron Company. 

1864 OS South Mains - NS907841 
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1864 OSNB South Mains  A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of Alex 
Wath Esq. 

1864 OSNB West Mains  A farmsteading one storey in height, partly thatched and slated and in good 
repair. Property of the Carron Company. 

1912 CDS13 Mains Farm - John Campbell 
MAINSOF KERSE # GRM NS9380 [1]   
 
1362 R6/138 [L] Charter whereby David, King of Scots, ratifies and confirms certain letters granted by 

his nephew, Robert, Steward of Scotland, Earl of Strathearn, in favour of the Abbot and 
Convent of the Monastery of Holyrood, relaxing in consideration of the calamities of war 
and the poverty of the lands the annual payment made to the said Steward by the said 
Abbot and Convent furth of the rents of the lands of Carss in the County of Stirling; and 
allowing them to let the said lands paying yearly to the Steward the rent thence accruing 
and confirming to them the Mains of Cars with the manor place and grange thereof and 
the meadow called Dubet which had been granted to them by King Robert I in lieu of an 
annual sum of 30 marks sterling which he and his predecessors kings of Scotland were in 
use to pay to them [139 is substantially the same but with minor differences : dated 1363 - 
on account of the devastation of war - And whereas in the times of Robert, King of Scots, 
his grandfather, the said Abbot and Convent possessed the dominical lands of the said 
lands of le Cars with the manor place of Grange and the pertinents within the Grange with 
a pendicle called le Dubbet -- 

MARION YOUNG’S LAND   # GRM NS8480 [3]   
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] the lands formerly possessed by Marion Young and now by James Moungwall and 

known commonly as Marioune Youngis Landis  
1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] that piece of land formerly occupied by Marion [Mariotam] Young called Mareon 

Youngs Land 
1663 RS59/1 f.205v with the piece of land sometyme occupied be Mareowne Young called Mareowne 

Youngis Land  
1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 

these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, 
the land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north 
end of the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land 
called Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat 
grantit be James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said 
Register 

 
MARTINS see St Martins     
MEADOWBANK   GRM NS9278 [1]   NS928784 
 
1793 AOS 2615 Henry Johnston in Meadowbank, seised in Ryehill 
1803 VR Meadowbank 
1817 Grassom  Meadowbank 
1860 OS Meadowbank 
1912 CDS13 Meadowbank House - W. Aitkenhead 
MEADOW BUTTS # GRM NS9379 [2]   
 
1754 RS59/20 f.201 [L] lands of Little Kerse called Smallburn extending to five acres two roods of land with 

houses [etc] --- also that little piece of ground called Meadow Butts lying upon the east 
side of the houses of Northfoot  

1787 AOS 1066 parts of Little Kerse, viz. Small-burn, Meadow Butts, Northfoot 
1805 AOS 5010 in parts of Little Kerse called Smallburn - & a small piece of ground called Meadow Butts 

with the house and brewerie thereon with pasture of cattle in the Common Muir of 
Reddingridge and Whitesideridge  

MEIKLE GILSTON  see Gilston     
MEIKLE SALTCOATS  # GRM NS9381 [1]   
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1630 POC  2 merk land of Meikle Saltcoats - barony of Broughton, held by Hamilton 
1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 

with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just 
and equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of 
land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
and his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

 
  cf Little Saltcoats 
MEXICO # GRM NS9278 [1]   NS920781 
 
1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17) New Mexico  
1817 Grassom  Mexico 
MIDDLEFLAT # GRM NS9381 [3]   
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v the landis of Scotisflatt sumtyme occupyat be umquyll William Wetherspoone on the south 

the landis of the Maynes of [blank] [--- ----] Insche Reidflatt Eaist Aikeris Carronflat and 
butis occupyat be the umquill Alexander on the north pairtis sik lyk the landis of So[th]flat 
extending to ane aiker of land and ane halfe quhilkis are pertinentis of the saidis landis of 
Huik lyand betwixt the landis of  Saltland occupyat be umquyll John Forester on the eist 
the landis of  Scotflat  lykwayes occupyat be him on the west the landis of Midleflatt 
occupyat be the said umquhill William Wetherspoone on the west 

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] four acres of land of the Midlflet lying between the lands of the Coatland was formerly 
occupied by the late Alexander Osuald  

MIDDLERIG # GRM NS9184 [1]   NS914841 
 
1817 Grassom Middlerig 
MIDDLERIG GRM NS9177 [1]   NS913775 
 
1551 Wigton 240   Middlecraig [recte -rig] 
1554 RMS iv 885   Myddillrig 
1587 RMS v 1304   [L]  [L] Myddilrig 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Myddilrig 
1625 Retour Midlerig 
1625 RS58/3 f.286 [L] Alexander Hamiltoun lawful son to the late James Hamiltoun of Wilkisholm Mr James 

Menteathe of Langtoun [procurator], Cristine Rollok spouse of the said Alexander and 
John Menteathe of Salcoits baillie in that part for Lord William Menteathe of Kerse and 
Lady Isobella Hamiltoun his spouse, his brother --- of all and haill the lands of Middillrig-
-- casting peat and turves on the common muir of Redding - regality of Polmont --- the said 
Alexander Hamiltoun of Eist Binnie 

1625 RS58/3 f.368 [L] Alexander Hamiltoun of Middillrig, baillie in that part for Lord William Menteith of 
Kers, said Henry having a charter of alienation of all and haill that five oxgang of the lands 
and barony of West Kers  

1630 POC10s  land of Middilrig - barony of Broughton 
1632 RS58/5 f.295 Patrick Gray in Strath and Elizabeth Forrester his spouse – contract of marriage  of 1628 --- 

lands of Middilrig --- casting fewall, feall, divott and turffs upon the muir of [Eillrig] 
within the regality of Polmonth [witnesses to sasine] Richard Loverence in Midlerig, 
William Loverence his son  

1635 Retour 118   [L] Midlerig 
1669 CRS John Cloggie in Midle Rigge, spouse Christian Adie 
1790 AOS 1702  Henry Johston of Middlerig - 3 riggs of Blairs - Regality of Hamilton 
1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Middlerig 
1817 Grassom  Middlerig 
1860 OS Middlerig 
1912 CDS13 Middlerig  - James Murray 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Middlerig 
MILLFIELD # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS931787    
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1799 AOS 3666  Millfield - part of Whiteside 
1817 Grassom   Millfield 
1843 Scotsmag Miller certainly had enough wealth to retire and this was shown in his property. In 1843 he 

had bought land at Polmont and built a substantial mansion there called Millfield, now 
demolished. He had no doubt become aware of the area when he was building the 
Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. It is interesting that Polmont station was built adjoining 
the estate which would have made it easy for Miller to commute to his office in Edinburgh. 
[From Scots Magazine, September 2002] 

1860 OS Millfield 
1879 Gillespie p.277   Millfield 
1958 OS Millfield 
MILLHALL  GRM NS9379 [1]  NS939792 
 
1566 RPC i p.474 William Menteith sone to Alexander Menteith of Mylhall;  
 Patrick M. of Saltcoats [fl. 1564-1593] was also a son of Alex. of Mylhall 
1578 SRH  William Menteyth in Polmylne 
1580   Website (http://genforum.genealogy.com/australia/messages/56783.html)  27396. Alexander 

Menteith 554, born 1513 in Scotland 554; died 1580 in Polmont Mill Hall, Polmont, 
Stirlingshire, Scotland 554. He was the son of 54792. James Menteith (see Randieford) and 
54793. Janet Simpson.He married 27397. Marion Bruce. 27397. Marion Bruce554, born 
1560 in Airth, Sterlingshire, Scotland554. 

1649 Murray  p.162,3  James Monteith off Millhall 
1652 Retour 200 [L] James Monteath of Polmonthmylne, heir of William Monteath of Polmonthmylne, his 

grandfather, in the mylne of Polmonth, with the meidowes callit the Eister deput-meidow 
and multures etc of the barony of Polmonth within the barony of Abbotiskers and regalitie 
of Brochtoune 

1654 RMS x 320 [L] James Menteith of Milnehall 
1658 RS58/12 f.18 David Monteith in Mylnhall  
1663 CRS  James Jamieson at Mylnehall 
1665 CRS  Margaret Rollo spouse to James Monteith 
1668 RS59/4 f.4v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Hamiltoune of Dechmont 

baillie of the barony of Polmont ---- James Monteith of Mylnhall and Alexander Monteith 
his eldest lawful son --- having a charter of feuferme and locationis ---- the mill lands 
underwritten --- all and haill those four oxgangs of the lands of Clerkstoune three oxgangs 
of the lands of Gillstoune and an oxgang of the lands of Whytsyde with houses [etc] --- 
barony of Kers so called and now the regality of Polmont --- with the  freedom and 
privilege of a lade from the mill dam [aquarum exitiuum stagnorum molarium] aqua 
ductum lie water passages dammes water gaites water draughts leads of water in whatever 
place within the said lands of the barony to serve the said two mills [sasine is given first at 
Clerkstoune, secondly at the mill house, thirdly upon the lands of Gillstoune, fourthly on 
the lands of Whytsyde and fifthly upon the ground of the Eister Deput (Dep’) Meidow] 

1671 RS59/4 f.290v [L] Alexander Monteith junior, of Mylnhall  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.158 Agnes Crawfwrd and Margaret Broun in Millhall her mother 
1690 CRS  Marion Modrell in Milnhall 
1691 VR  Milnhall 
1701   GD15/785  Extract General Retour in favour of James Monteith now of Milnhall, as heir to deceased 

James Monteith of Milnhall, his father, and deceased Alexander Monteith, his brother 14 
Jul 1701 

1704 RS59/11 f.349 James Monteith in Mylnhall having a Precept of Clare Constat from the Duke of Hamilton 
--- together with our tuo mylns of Polmont allreadie built, myln lands [etc] with power to 
the said James to cast and win peats fewal fail and dyvot upon the common muir of 
Reddingrig and Whytesyderig for upholding the houses upon the lands and mylns foresaid 
thairof for drying of the corns that are thirled thairto and shall happen to come to be dryed 
and killened thairat --- and the said Alexander [recte James] Monteith only sone of the first 
marriage of the deceast James Monteith [witnesses to sasine] James Easton mylner in 
Mylnhall 

1709 GD406/1/5586.    James Menteith of Millhall explaining why he has raised a declarator of thirlage against the 
vassals of the lands astricted  to the  mills of Polmont. Has the mill of Clerkstoun, and took 
a tack of Duke of Hamilton’s mill of Crooked Wheel, so that no differences would arise 
over the damhead. 
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1708 Sibbald p.56  And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 
Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 

1708 Sibbald p 56 ...  Monteith of Cars an ancient Family of Note, of which there are several Cadets, as 
Randefurde and Milnhill [recte Millhall] 

1711   GD206/2/51  Bond by James Burn, of Clerkstone, as principal, and Alexander Livingstone of Parkhall 
and James Monteith of Milnhall, as cautioners, to Sir James Hall for £500; and Memorial 
for Mrs. Burn for debt due by Richard Burn, her son, to said Sir James, 1733 3 Apr 1711  

1716  RS59/13 f.328 James Menteith of Milhall  
1717   GD22/1/598  Printed Information for James Monteth of Milhall against the feuars of Abbotskerse 

regarding multures. 26/12/1717  
1722 Binns 550  James Monteith of Milnhall [member of assize] 
1728   GD30/2223  Memorial etc, concerning Sir James Dalyell [Dalziel] alias Monteith's right of succeeding 

as nearest heir of line to the deceased James Monteith of Milnhall; and Claim for Sir 
Alexander Dalmahoy, liferenter of tack from Sir James Dalyell of his lands of Manerston 
[Mannerston] and others, against the said Sir James, for renunciation of said Tack. 1728  

1729 CRS  Marion Burn, relict of James Monteith of Milnhall 
1729 CRS  James Monteith of Milnhall 
1730 Love i p.216  The estate of Milnhall was disposed by Sir James Dalziel of Binns to Alexander Bruce in 

life-rent and Michael Bruce his eldest son, in fee by disposition dated 20 August 1730. It 
was disposed by Michael Bruce to Thomas Dundas, yngr., of Fingask 21 September 1747, 
who afterwards conveyed it to Sir Lawrence Dundas. For these facts we are indebted to Mr 
C.Brown, Kerse, factor for the Marquis of Zetland, the present proprietor 

1731 Binns 573 The late James Monteith of Milnhall [alive 1706 No539; dead by 1731] 
1731 Binns 576 The late James James Monteith of Milnhall 
1735 RS59/17 f.50v [L] James Dalzell of Binns retoured as heir male to the deceast James Monteith of 

Milnhall --- these parts and portions of the lands and estate of the deceast James Monteith 
of Milnhall --- viz all and haill the Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont bounded by a dyke 
running betwixt the same and the lands of Grange on the west and north and by the lands of 
Kersiebank on the south and east as also all and haill that portion of meadow ground being 
a part of the lands of Parkend amounting to ane acre of ground or thereby bounded betwixt 
the foresaid Easter Depute Meadow on the north and west and the said lands of Kersiebank 
on the south and east  

1740 RS59/18 f.1v [L] Michael Bruce of Millnhall as baillie – George Shaw now of Kersiebank --- Precept of 
Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Kersiebank and third part of the lands of 
Polmont --- as also five and a half oxengates of the town and lands of Over Polmont lately 
possest by umquile David Livingston of Bantaskin and his tennants --- all and haill the 
Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont --- meadow part of the lands of Parkend 

1751 RHP6106   Plan of the Farm of Mill Hall belonging to Laurence Dundas of West Kerse Esq. [shows 
‘Barnyard’ and ‘Mill Halls Garden’ at 939792] 

1755 Roy   Millhall 
1758 CRS  Michael Bruce, late of Milnhall 
1784 AOS 504 Christian Ronald, spouse of James Gaff in Millhall. P.R. 28.208 
1817 Grassom   Millhall 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Millhall Reservoir 
 
cf. Newbattle Abbey charter [13c]: Millenhalec 
MILLHILL # GRM NS9378 [3]  NS9378 [3]  
 
1806 AOS 5411 ½ acres of the lands of Whiteside called Milnhill with 2 cothouses thereon. 
1815 AOS 7764 Millhill - part of Whiteside  
MILNDYKE      
 
1665 RS59/2 f.106v This is an error for Muirdyke 
MINYARDS see Nunyards 
MONTEITH SALTCOATS  see Easter Saltcoats     
MOSSNEUK  # GRM NS8976 [1]  NS891762 [1]  
  
1855 SC4/3/2/6064 Mossneuk 
1860 OS Mossneuk  
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1867 BAS Mossneuk 
1868 AD14/68/217  Precognition against Isabella Erskine for the crime of concealment of pregnancy at 

Mossneuk, Polmont, Stirlingshire  
MOUNTAINBLOW   # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1705 SC67/67/5 f.2v Henry Aitkine in Montainblew [related to Agnes Hardie, spouse of James Sympson in 

Reddoch] 
1714  RS59/13 f.223 Hendry Aiken fermer in Mountain Blew 
1714  RS59/13 f.240v Hendry Aitken in Mountain Blew  
1790 AOS 1700 parts of Redding viz. Mountainblow, parish of Polmont 
1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Mountainblow  
1809 AOS Mountainblow - given with Carhowden and Ryehill 
1817 AOS 8618 part of the lands of Redding - Sunniebraes - Wallhillbrae - the Myres - the Farm called 

Mountainblow  
 
cf Mountblow NS4771 
MUCKLEFAULDS # GRM NS9084 [1]   
 
1805 AOS 4979 part of the Farm of Mains Called Mucklefaulds, Wester Croft and Little Park extending to 

5 acres 2 roods & 28 falls, parish of Bothkennar  
MUIRDYKE GRM NS9184 [1]   NS915843 
 
1655 RS58/9 f.281 Alexander Forsythe in Mewrdyk of Bothkenner  
1655 RS58/9 f.304 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Forsyth in 

Mwirdyk of Grang of Bothkenner --- charter of alienation and vendition granted be 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Sowth 
Grang of Bothkenner lyand on the south syd of the landis thairof calit the Ficklett with 
houses [etc] possest and occupyit be John Crawfurd thair lyand within the paroch of 
Bothkenner  

1665 RS59/2 f.106v Alexander Forsythe sometyme in Milndyk of Grange of Bothkainer now in Newtoune --- 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird disponit to me --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands of the Southgrainge of Bothkenner lyand one the southsyde of the lands thairof callit 
the Ficklet with houses [etc] 

1656 RS58/10 f.118 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Burne in 
Bothkenner --- band of obligation from Alexander Simpsoin portioner of Grange of 
Bothkenner and Jean Walker his spouse --- borrowit fyve hundreth merkis --- also to have 
borrowit ---- in 1655 --- from Alex Forsyth in Muredyke of North Grange --- soume of 
fyve hundreth merkis --- annualrent of fourtie pundis Scotis money --- furth of the said 
landis called the Muredyke of the Grange [witnesses to sasine] John Sympsoun sone to 
[John] Sympsoun in Liddisdale 

1662 RS59/1 f.148 William Gillespie in Muirdykes second son lawful to William Gillespie in Skeathmure 
1662 RS59/1 f.184v two half rigs in the Longleyes at the side of the Muirdyck [obviously the stream] 
1676 CRS James Taylor in Muirdyke of Bothkenner and Margaret Chambers his spouse 
1677 RS59/5 f.410 William Gillespie in Muredykes second lawful son to William Gillespie sumetyme in 

Skeathmure 
1695 RS83/1 f.59.5 William Callendar, in Falkirk and John Callendar his sone of the lands of Stanehous and 

Muirdyke with several uthir oxengates belonging thereto upon a charter of resignation 
under the great seal. Registered on the  361st and 362nd leaves of the said Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.124 lands of Stonehouse and Muirdyckes with the manor place and fortalice thereof and also 
these oxingates of land laying runrigg through several persones lands --- all lyand with the 
parochen of Bothkenner  

1697 RS59/9 f.137 half a rig in Longlayes at the side of the Muirdyck 
1723 Macfarlane.add a small rivulet called the running fur, where it first enters this parish, after a course of 

about ½ mile due eaast, its called Muirdyke, which name and course it retains, till it falls 
into Forth at Powknave 

1787 AOS 1108 Alexander Gaff, senior, grazier, Muirdyke  
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse –parts of Grange of Bothkenner parish of Bothkennar ;- 

Stonehouse comprising Muirdyke GR 451. 256 
1803 AOS 4475 a half of a quarter of an Oxgate of Grange of Bothkenner which lands are also called 

Stonehouse comp. Muirdyke with the Manor house thereof  
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1811 SLR Muirdyke; Muirdyke Bridge 
1865 OS Muirdyke Burn - 910847 etc 
1865 OSNB Muirdyke Burn - A stream which rises in Letham Moss and after forming the boundary 

between Airth and Bothkennar it joins the Firth of Forth near Pocknave Mill.  On its entire 
course it is remarkable for its extremely slow and stagnating current. 

MUIRDYKE BURN see Muirdyke 
MUIRHEAD # GRM 7792 [1] 
 
1860 OS Muirhead 
MUIRLAND # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd --- and eight aikeris of land 
thairof lyes above the said toune in that part called the Mur Land quhairof ffoire aikeris and 
ane half lyes in that part called the Greill Hillis and three aikeris and ane half thairof on the 
east syd of the Wast Mure Land  

1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Hardie in 
Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- and aught aikeris of outfield land 
quhairof fyve thairof lyes in that pairt called the Mure Land upon the west syde of the 
landis possest be John Hardie in Gilstoune 

1734 RS59/16 f.411v the Town of Whyteside betwixt the east end of the hill and the foot of the four butts and 
eight acres of land thereof lyes above the said Town in that part called the Muirland 
whereof four acres and ane half acre lyes in that part called the Quarelholes and three acres 
and ane half thereof lyes on the east syde of the Wester Muirland and the said third part of 
ane acre of land lyes in the Waldalls   

MUIRPARK  # GRM NS9077 [1]  NS902771  
 
1860 OS Muirpark 
1867 BAS Muirpark 
MUIRSIDE # GRM NS9279 [2]     
 
1808 AOS 5825  2 riggs being part of the Outfield lands of Weedings and Polmont lying at the Muirside 
MUSSEL SCAUP # GRM NS9283 [1]   
 
1723 Macfarlane Mussel Scaup 
 
cf Ladie Scaup infra 
MYRES # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1691 RS83/1 f.30.3 Robert Hart, portioner of Redding and Marion Johnstoune his spouse, ane disposition to 

James Bellendin, portioner thereof of his tuo oxengaits of land there with the Myres of 
Ryehill and moss thereto belonging. Registered on the  3rd leaf of the said Register 

1691 RS59/8 f.3 parts and portions of his tuo oxengeatt of land called the Croftland thereof on the south 
syde of the toune of Redding with the Myers on the north syde of the Cleddings thereof 
with the Rayhill and moss att the Cott of the same with houses [etc] 

1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on 
the north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called 
Colliums  

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Croftland of Redding with the Myres  
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums  

1817 AOS 8618 part of the lands of Redding - Sunniebraes - Wallhillbrae - the Myres - the Farm called 
Mountainblow  
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NETHERHAUGH # GRM NS9082 [1]  NS901823 
 
1755 Roy Netherhaugh 
 
cf Yonderhaugh - NS908826     
NETHER POLMONT  see Polmont - Nether    

NETHER SALTCOATS  see Easter Saltcoats    

NETHER SMALLBURN  see Smallburn – Nether    
NETHERTON # GRM NS8983 [1]   
 
1681 RS59/6 f.283v his sex aikers and ane half aiker of land in Bothkenner called the Nethertowne  
1718 RS59/13 f.702v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Mitchell in 

Neithertown of Bothkennar as procurator for Alexander Watt eldest son to Alexander 
Watt portioner of Bothkennar and Mareon Mitchell second lawful daughter to the said 
Thomas Mitchell --- contract between Mareon and Alexander younger --- Mains of 
Bothkennar --- [witnesses to sasine] James Towars in Eastertoun of Bothkennar  

1725 HR777   Elders ... David Thomson in Nethertown 
1727 CH2/1548 Nether Town alias Coldkithkin 
1753 RS59/20 f.151 Alexander Cochran indweller in Neathertown  
NEWBIGGING  # GRM NS9279 [1]  NS926798  
 
1474 ADA 1464-94 James Livingston of Newbiggin 
1561 Thounis 55 lands of Newbiggingsand Ponderisland occupied by William Levingstoun 
1565 RMS iv 1662 [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

1587 RMS v 1304  [L] lands of Bowhouse and Newbigging - see Abbotskerse 
1590 Pont  Newbiggings 
1591 RMS v 1917  [L] Newbigging 
1617 Murray   Grange and Newbigingis 
1650 RMS ix 114  [L] Newbigging - see Abbotskerse 
1646 RMS ix 1696  [L] Newbiging  - see Abbotskerse 
1664 RS59/2 f.37 John Greinhorne weaver in Newbiggingis  
1675 Retour  [L] Newbiggings 
1684 Retour 292  [L] Newbiggings 
1710 GD332/54  Robert Walker, in Newbiggings,  
1714  RS59/13 f.240v Robert Walker in Newbigings 
1721 RS59/14 f.283 Margaret Gardiner spouse to James Walker eldest lawful son to Robert Walker in 

Newbiggings 
1781 AOS 44 Agatha Drummond, spouse of Henry Home of Kaimes, & Mary Drummond, spouse of 

John Pringle, W.S., as heirs to Joan Drummond, their sister, seised in Grange called Abbots 
Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont - in disp. by the trustees of William 
Drummond of Grange, to the said Joan Drummond, Mar. 1741; P.R. 26.465 

1783 AOS 419 Trustees of William Drummond of Grange, get Ren. by Agatha Drummond, relict of Henry 
Home of Kaimes, and Mary Drummond, spouse of John Pringle, W.S., of Grange called 
Abbots Grange, Bowhouse, Newbigging, parish of Polmont. G.R. 408.8 

1805 AOS 5069 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and the 
place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts 

1817 Grassom  Newbigging 
 
cf Newbigging, parish of Denny 
NEWBRIDGE see Kerse Bridge 
NEW GREENS # GRM NS9381 [3]     
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1955 Porteous gives this as part of Mid Saltcoats. 
NEWHOUSE  # GRM NS9482 [1]   NS9482   
 
1590 Pont  Newhous 
1720 RH9/17/391   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: John Hay of Candy, factor on estate of Newtoun, to 

James Lorn [in] Heuck, John Walker in Newhouse, William Simpson of Lidsdale and 
James Simpson in Carsiebank, of room of land, last possessed by John Lorn, in parish of 
Bothkennar, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 9 years 29 Jan 1720 

1817 Grassom  
NEWHOUSE  # GRM NS9281 [1]    NS926810 
 
1817 Grassom  Newhouse 
1895 OS Newhouse 
NEWLANDS  GRM NS9077 [1]   NS908779 
 
1640 RS58/7 f.259 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

of Westquarter as procurator for Alexander Levingstoune his eldest lawful son and William 
Hart in Overwestquarter as baillie in that part and Henry Boge in Reddene, hereditary 
proprietor of the lands underwritten and there the said William with a charter of sale and 
alienation for all and haill these parts and portions of all and haill those two parts of two 
oxgangs of the lands on the north side of the town and lands of Reddene commonly known 
as the New Land possessed and occupied by the said William Levingstoune [witnesses to 
sasine] Alexander Levingstoune, natural son to the late Alexander Levingstoune of 
Westquarter, David Hart in Overwestquarter and Andrew Harrt, his son 

1668 RS59/3 73v [L] that part and portion of the four oxgang land of Reddeine lying in that place called the 
Newlands and lying runrig with the lands of Lord William Levingstoun of Westquarter   

1668 RS59/3 76v [L] all and haill those two parts of two oxgangs of land on the north side of the town and 
lands of Reddeine know commonly as lie The Newland 

1671 CRS  George Johnston in Newlands, spouse Margaret Grindlay 
1676 RS59/5 f.314 [L] those parts and portions of the four oxgangs of the lands of Redding lying in that part 

called the Newlands  
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch [recte Redding] --- Newlands  
1688 RS83/1 f.16v.3 Robert Ballintyne, meason in Redden of ane annualrent out of the lands of James 

Ballintyne, his brother, in that pairt of his six oxengate in Redden called the Newlands. 
Registered on the  276th leaf of the said Register  

1693 RS83/1 f.41v.1 the oxingates of land in Redding called the Newlands lyand on the north syde of the muir 
of Redding. 178th and 179 leaves 

1748 C2/99.133  Alexander Cheisley, tenant in Newlands 
c 1775 NLS MS5115.11 The Newlands 
1801 AOS 4281 Parts of Redding called Newland and Couperlands.  
1860 OS Wester Newlands 
1912 CDS13 Newlands - House - David Corrie 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wester Newlands 
NEWTON GRM [Bk. NS9183 [1]   NS914831 [North]  Bothkenner 
 
1502 Ex.Rolls  Newtone de Bothkennar 
1512 RMS ii 3773 [L] King grants to Marion Sinclere, and David Carutheris, her spouse, in life rent for the 

time of their lives, for Marion’s service in feeding the king’s son, the prince of Scotland,- 4 
oxgang of land of the Newtoun of Buthkennare, viz. 3 oxgangs inhabited by John 
Andersoun and his son Thomas, and 1 oxgang inhabited by James Lufrent, in the lordship 
of Strivelingschire 

1529 RMS iii 855 [L] The king grants at feuferme to Andrew Bruce [see Powfowlis] ... and an oxgang in 
Newtoun of Buthkennar occupied by James Lufrent, 2 oxgangs called the Westirtoun of 
Buthkennar occupied by William Henry, half an oxengate in the said Westirtoun occupied 
by Andrew Mathisoun in the lordship of Buthkennar 

1529 RMS iii 877 [L] King grants at feuferme to John Levingstoun natural son of M Alexander L. of 
Donypace,- 7 oxgang of the lands of Newtoun, which the said Alex now holds ... in the 
barony of Bothkennar 

1550 RMS iv 442 [L] Queen sets at feuferme to John Luverent and Cristine Wat his spouse,- an oxingate of 
the land of Newton of Buthkennar called Dalbeith ... reserving the king’s fishings the 
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grissillis and the smoltis, and the coals, coalheughs [carbofodinis] and winning of coal;- 
and the making of policies to the dwelling house, garden and wood plantation 

1554 RMS iv 893 [L] Queen grants to John Calendar in life-rent, and George Calendar his son ...,- 3½ 
oxingate of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkinner (excepting the salmon fishing, the kippar 
and smoltis, with the coals and coalworks which are reserved to the queen) 

1574 Retour 10 [L] James Callender, heir of George Callender, his father in 3½ oxgangs of the lands of 
Newtoun of Bothkenner, in the lordship of Stirlingshyre 

1588 RMS v 1440 [L] King grants to James Mure, son and heir apparent of William M. of Newtoun of 
Bathkennar, and Jonete Forrestar his intended wife,- 3½ oxingates of the lands of Newtoun 
of Bothkenner ... which the said Willam has resigned in their favour 

1590 Pont Newtoun 
1603 Retour 41 [L] James Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of Andrew Bruce of Powfoullis, his grandfather, --- an 

oxgang of  land in Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1610 Retour 73 John Levingstoune of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoune of Donypace, in 7½ oxgangs 

of the lands of Newtoun in the barony of Bothkenner and lordship of Stirling 
1610 RMS vii 338 [L] King confirms a charter of John Lewingstoun of Donypace,-[who, in completion of a 

letter of obligation of the present date,- with the consent of David L. his firstborn son and 
heir apparent,- sells to Lady Jeanne Flemyng lady Arthe, ...,- 7½ oxingates of the lands of 
Newtoune, in the barony of Bothkenner 

1617 CRS John Burne in Newtownr of Bothkenner 
1619 RS58/1 f.247 James Mure portioner of Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1620 RS58/1 f.370 [L] Jean Flemyng, Lady Airth [endorsed “pro Johanne Flemyng et sponse] seven oxgangs 

and a half of the lands of Neutoune of Bothkenner --- and other portions underwritten 
viz.- that acre of the lands of Neutoun known as lie Hyndisaker and five [quinqua] riggis of 
lands known as lie five croft riggis lying to the west side of [{i}ems’er] acre pertaining to 
James Kouie [with the] south quarter of half an oxgang of land lying in the North Thicklatt 
pertaining to Robert Cowye and occupied by him --- [witnesses to sasine] Thomas 
Flemyng in Wattirheid [Archibald] Sympsoun in Newtoun  

1620 RS58/2 f.10v [L] Patrick Bruce lawful son to Lady Jeanne Flemeing of Arthe senior having in his hand a 
charter of precept --- of all and whole seven and a half oxgangs of the lands of Newtun of 
Bothkenner with houses, biggins, yards, orchards etc., lying in the barony of Bothkenner 
and lordship of Stirling --- James Mure portioner of Newtun, baillie in that part specially 
constituted --- Lady Jeanne in liferent – Archibald Simpsoune and Andrew Burne 
indwellers there  

1621 RS58/2 f.196 [L] [endorsed “the Lady Airthes saising of ane hous in Airthe 1621”] Patrick Bruce, Lady 
Jeane Fleimeing, Lady Airthe his mother --- at Newtoune of Bothkenner – James 
Callendere portioner of Newtoune, Archibald Simpsoune there, Thomas Flemeing there 

1621 CRS William Auldcorn, servitor to Archibald Sympson in Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1621 CRS Margaret Foster, spouse to William Mure, portioner of the Newtown of Bothkenner 
1621 RS58/2 f.281 Robert Cowye in Nuetoune 
1623 RS58/3 f.71 Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris me Johne Fleming in Nether Mumrellis and 

Helene M’stoune [Mastertoune] my spouse commissioneares of the annualrent 
underwritten --- the soume of ane thowsand pundis usuall money of this realme --- from 
Lady Jeanne Fleming, Lady Airthe heritable fewar of the half of the lands of Newtoune of 
Bothkenner --- with the consent of William Bruce of Stanhous Patrick Bruce hir sones --- 
of Newtoune of Bothkenner lyand within the barrone of Bothkenner Lordship of Stirling 
[witnesses] Patrick Bruce sone to the said Lady Jean Bruce, Edward Mure in Stanhous, Jon 
Wilsone and Andrew Burne in Newtoune and Walter Mcintagart servant to William Bruce 
of Stanhous 

1623 RS58/3 f.77 [endorsed “Pensioune Johne Fleming to Earl Linlithgow”] Be it kent till all men be thir 
present letteris me Johne Fleming indweller in the Newtoune of Bothkenner and Helene 
M’tertoune [Masterton?] my spouse albeit that ane noble and potent erle Alexander erle of 
Linlithgow [etc.] conform to ane contract and appointment past and persycutit betwix his 
lordship with the speciall advys and consent and assent of Lady Marie Douglas, countess 
of Linlithgow, his spouse, --- for the soume of ane thowsand pundis money containit in the 
said contract All and haill ane annualrent of twentie bollis victuall gude and suffitient 
stuffe and merchandice quhairof ten bollis full met bear and ten bollis oatt meall zeirlie to 
be upliftit and taine betwix the feastis of zuill callit the nativitie of our Lord Jesus and 
Candilmas callit the purificatioune of Marie Virgine ffurthe of all and haill the said noble 
erle and his spous landis callit the Nether Landis of Mumrallis with houssis biggingis 
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zairdis and pertinentis thairof and furthe of the tiend sheaves of the said landis includit 
Lyand in the barrone of Abbotskers regalitie of Brughtoune and sheriffdom of Stirling 
[witnesses to sasine] Mr James Menteathe of Langtoune, James Mowbray servant to Johne 
Dundas of Newtoune 

1624 RS58/3 f.173 [L] [endorsed “sasine James Mure”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten James Mure, lately portioner of Newtoun of Bothkenner having in his hands 
a charter from Patrick Bruce [fear] of the said Newtoun and Jean Fleimeing, Lady Airthe, 
[having the life rent thereof] --- James Mure and Jonete Fforsythe his wife, [Agnes and 
Elizabeth [elite] Mures – their daughters?] an annualrent [witnesses to sasine] Patrick 
Bruce in Leithe, Adam Hamiltoune in Airth 

1625 RS58/3 f.363v William Bruce of Stenhous and Patrick Bruce fear of Newtoune, his brother german, 
annualrent from his lands of Newtoune lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling  --- from his 
seven and a half oxgang of the lands of Newtoune of Bothkenner occupied by Lady Jean 
Fleyming, Lady Airth [his] mother 

1625 RS58/3 f.368v [L] Thomas Chalmeris, portioner of Westborland and Fuckertoun of Denny and Euphani 
Callender his spouse entered into his lands lying in the barony of Denny – in completion of 
a contract made between the said Thomas and his spouse on the one part and John 
Callender,, lawful son to James Callender of Newtoun of Bothkenner on the other part --- 
annualrent from the lands of Westborland and Fuckertoun 

1627 RMS viii 1101 [L] King grants to Patrick Bruce laird of Newtoun, and Jonete Jacksoun his intended 
spouse; - 7½ librat of the lands of Newtoun in the barony of Bothkenner (acquired by 
Lady Jean Flemyng, Lady Airth, and the late John Levingstoun of Donypace), 3½ oxgangs 
of the town and lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner (acquired by the said Jean and John (or 
James) Mure, portioner of Bothkenner) ;- which 11 oxgangs (or libratis) the said Jean has 
resigned, ... 

1629 RS58/5 f.27 Patrick Bruce of Newtoune  
1630 RS58/5 f.103 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Callendar, 

portioner of Newtoun of Bothkennar and there with Christine Sympsone his spouse and 
John Callendar their lawful son and heir apparent,  in a contract of matrimony with John 
Murheid of Wester Inche of Bathgat and Margaret Murheid, his sister german and future 
wife of the said John --- in all and whole a half of all and whole their three oxgangs and 
half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun lying in the barony of Bothkennar and Lordship of 
Stirling  

1630 RS58/5 f.113 William Callendar tailzeor sone to James Callendar portioner of the Newtoun with wtheris 
requyrit thairto  

1630 Retour 140  William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw ... 
Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of 
Bothkenner 

1630 CRS Dame Jean Fleming, Lady Airth, in Newtoune 
1630 BS1 Patrick Bruce for his cloven oxengate of the lands of Newton of Bothkennar and for five 

oxengate and ane half oxengate of the lands of Backraw there; John Callender for three 
oxengate and ane half of Newton there 

1632 CRS James Callender, portioner of Newtoune 
1635 CRS Elspet Aitken spouse to Adam Leishman in Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1637 RS58/7 f.41v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Bruce of 

Newtoune of Bothkenner and entered to his lands and also to the lands of Howkers and 
Teindyaird [also Teynd Yaird] underwritten lying within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [the part of Newton he was entering to had formerly pertained to James Mure and 
the late John Levingstoune of Denny - Tiendyard formerly pertained to Margaret 
Elphingstoune of Quarrel] 

1637 Retour 164 John Callendar, heir of James Callendar, portioner of Newtoun in Bothkenner, his father, 
in 3½ oxgangs of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1638 RS58/7 f.135v John Callender as air to James Callender his father,portioner of Bothkenner --- 3 oxgat and 
a halff of the Newtoun of Bothkenner upon a Precept furth of Chancery 

1638 RS58/7 f.142 [L with vernacular section] entered into the lands underwitten, John Callander, son and heir 
of the late James Callander, portioner of Bothkenner with a Precept furth of Chancery --- 
under the Great Seal --- all and whole these three oxgangs and a half of an oxgang of the 
lands of Newtoune of Bothkenner --- excepting the fishing of kipper and smoltis, coal and 
coalheughs  
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1639 RS58/7 f.236 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Achiesoune, 
writer, and Alexander Hammyltoune of [Brumylaw?] as procurator in the name of Patrick 
Calder, brother german to William Calder in Hill of Morrowingsyde and James 
Hammyltoune in Borrowstounes, baillie in that part, John Callander, portioner of 
Newtoune of Bothkenner, hereditary proprietor of the lands and others underwritten, and 
Margaret Muirheid his spouse and Cristine Sympsoune his mother --- charter of sale and 
alienation of all and whole those three oxgangs and half and oxgang of the lands of 
Newtoune of Bothkenner with their pertinences lying within the Lordship of Stirling and 
sheriffdom thereof, excepting the fishing of salmon , kippers and smoltis, with coal and 
coalworks and fuel thereon  

1643 RS58/8 f.3 [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten the Alexander 
Levingstoune eldest lawful son of David Levingstoune of Pantaskine, baillie in that part 
and John Callander, portioner of Newtoune in Bothkenner, heritor of the lands 
underwritten and John Callander in Glen having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation 
with a precept of sasine from the said John Callendar in Newtoun with the consent of 
Margaret Murhead his spouse in favour of the said John Callander in Glen --- all and hail 
these three oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner [the 
sasine is given upon the solum] at that part commonly called the Shortfasat  

1647 SC67/67/ Newtoune 
1655 RS2.9.230 William Bruce of Newtoun [also 11.376 & 14.234] 
1655 Retour 213 [L] William Bruce of Newtoune, heir of Patrick Bruce of Newtoune, his father, in these 

7½ oxingait of the land of Newtoun within the barony of Bothkenner; - 3½ oxingait of the 
lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1656 Retour 222 [L] Johne Callendar portioner of Newtoun in Bothkenner, heir of Johne Callendar 
portioner of Newtoun in Bothkenner, his father,- in 3½ oxgait of land of the lands of 
Newtoun in Bothkenner, within the lordship of Stirling 

1659 RS58/12 f.158 the deceist John Callender of Newtoune of Bothkenner  
1663 CRS George Burne in Newtoune 
1664 CRS Janet Simpson, relict of Robert S. in Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1664 CRS John Simpson in Newtoun 
1665 RS59/2 f.163v the Newtoune of Graingis  
1666 RMS xi 885 the Newtoun of Granges  
1669 Binns 306 William Bruce of Newtoune 
1669 C2/62/69 William Bruce of Newtoun in lands of Newtoun 
1670 RS59/4 f.165v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands and barony of Newtoun at the 

manor place being the part designated by the precept of sasine the Honorable William 
Bruce of Newtoun having in his hand a precept of sasine furth of Chancery --- directed to 
William Bruce of Halls of Airth and to the sheriff of the sherifdom of Stirling  --- viz all 
and whole those seven oxgangs and a half oxgang of the lands of Newtoun lying within the 
barony of Bothkenner our Lordship of Stirlingshire and the sheriffdom of Stirling --- all 
and whole these three oxengates and half oxengate of land of the town and lands of 
Newtoun of Bothkenner --- and also these two oxengates and three quarters of an 
oxengate of the Grainge of Bothkenner acquired by the late lord Alexander Bruce of Airth 
and Jean Livingstoun his spouse --- with all and whole these six oxgangs in Grainge of 
Bothkenner --- also those eight oxgates of land in Grainge of Bothkenner known as the 
town and lands of Straitounhall with that yard presently occupied by Duncan Symson lying 
upon the north side of the orchard called Crafurds Orchaird and all and whole those four 
oxgangs of lands of Bothkenner known as the Mains ( terras dominicales) and also the 
fishing on the Water of Carron called Bothkenner  

1670 RS59/4 f.216v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet young man 
David Hodge in Bothkenner as attorney in the name of William Bruce of Newtoun having 
and holding in his hand a letter of dispositon and alienation granted be John Kincaid of 
Heuk to the said William Bruce his airs and assignees [etc.] of the liberty and priviledge 
for fishing and or drawing netts with boatts or uthyrwyse forr accomodating of his fishing 
upon the Water of Carron and that upon any pairt  or pairts of the said John Kincaid his 
lands of Heuk and Osuald Saltcoats lyand within the paroche of Falkirk  and sheriffdom of 
Stirling Saifing and reservand to the said John and his forsaids the libertie and priviledge 
for fishing upon his own bounds according to use and want viz himself and his oun 
tennents duelling upon the said lands allenerlie according to his rights and securities thairof 
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[witnesses to sasine] James Sclanders in Newtoun Robert Kaitter miller there James Broun 
gairdner there  

1672 CRS Janet Burn spouse to Adam Liddell in Newtoun 
1672 APS, c.77VIII.127b,128 The feu-duty of the lands of Newton abated, part of them having been carried away by 

the Carron 
1673 CRS Janet Wilson spouse to William Simsone in Newtoune 
1678 RS59/5 f.416v [L] fishing in the Water of Carrone called Bothkenner within the bounds following viz 

beginning at the foot of the Longdyke and Wattergreine descending throw Carrone and 
ascending throw Foarthe Poucknave Powpone Westertowne Foullpoole Gairdoch Backraw 
Darbeth Newtowne and Graing  

1677 C2/66.63 George Dallas [wife Mgt Abercrombie] of St Martins: lands of St Martins [Black Isle] 
1678 C2/68.151 John Callender, blacksmith, lands of Newton of Bothkenner 
 c1680 C2/62/69 [L] Charter of confirmation in favour of William Bruce of Newton of the lands of Newton 

all and whole those three oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun with the 
salmon within the barony of Bothkenner --- son of Lady Jean Flemyng, Lady Airth ad 
[esmiolo] Joannie Livingstoune de Donypace ....... those three oxgangs and half an oxgang 
of the town and Meadow of Newton of Bothkenner ....... [pertaining to the said [      ] 
Joannem Fleyming a Joanne Mure, portioners of Bothkenner ... bovat of land of Grange of 
Bothkenner which was feued by the late Lord [Alexander?] Bruce of Airth 

1679 CRS John Leishman in Newtoun and Marion Simpsone his spouse 
1680 CRS John Colvine in Newtoun and Janet Meling his spouse 
1681 CRS Alexander Forsyth in Newtoun 
1682 RS59/6 f.299 [L] these three oxgangs of land and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of 

Bothkenner with the manor place houses [etc] reserving the salmon salmon fishing and 
coal to the crown --- all and whole that rig of land behind the lands of William Bruce of 
Newtoun lyiing in that part called Shortfossat with the freedom of entry and exit with an 
adequate road for crossing the waterdyke (cum via sufficiente trans aquaductas) thereof for 
pedestrians and vehicles to his house at Newtoun continuing to the place called  
Deycoussie and Haugh which was exchanged by the said William Bruce of Newtoune --- 
and a rig of land lying in that part called Litleficklet and a rig of land lyin on the east side 
of the orchard and a part on the north thereof continuing to the lands called Greinloning 
which other rig is across the public road with a butt of land lying in the west side of the 
foresaid rig between the rig and the garden occupied by Adam Liddel 

1684 GD65/93 Bruice of Newtone 
1685 RS83/1 f.216 Mr Eduard Wright advocat of the lands and barronie of Newtoune and other lands 

belonging to William Bruce of Newtoune with the fishings and other priviliges and 
pertinents. Registered on the  17th and 18th leaves of the said Register 

1686 CRS Henry Simpson in Newtoune of Bothkenner 
1688 CRS John Sclanders in Newtoun and Euphame Syme, his spouse 
168- Adair Newtoun 
1690 Retour 311 [L] John Wright, lawful second son of Mr Edward Wright, advocate, heir of Edward 

Wright his father, and heir of the said Mr Edward Wright, advocate, his brother german - 
[as in Retour 311 except: fishing in the water of Carron which now pertains to the earldom 
of Wigton [and] new mill and dovecot built by William Bruce of Newtoune upon the said 
lands of Newtoune;- all united into the barony of Newtoune --- with the carriage on the 
ferry boat [cymba fretaria lie Ferrieboat] upon the water of Carron --- the foresaid lands 
granted as security to the said Edward Wright by the late John Johnstone of Poltoune for 
£13,362 – 15 shillings 

1690 RS83/1 f.25.8 Eduard Wright sone and aire to umquhill Mr Eduard Wright, advocat of the lands and 
barronie of Newtoune. Registered on the 461st and 462nd leaves of the said Register – 
RS59/7 has: 

 [L] Mr James Wright of Kersie as attorney in the name of Eduard Wright son and heir to 
umquhill Mr Eduard Wright, advocat --- sasine furth of Chancery directed to the sheriff 
and baillies of Stirling --- [30?] and a half oxgangs of the lands of Newtownre of 
Bothkenner with houses [etc] --- and also these two and three quarter oxgangs of the lands 
of Grainge of Bothkenner and also these six oxgangs of said lands of Grainge of 
Bothkenner  with houses [etc] coalheughs fishings and pertinents and these [?] oxgangs of 
the said Grainge of Bothkenner which were formerly known as the town and lands of 
Straitonehall with houses [etc] also all and hail those four oxgangs of the lands of 
Bothkenner called Maines occupied by Patrick Leslie and also the fishing that pertains to 
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the Earl of Wigton on the Water of Carrone called Bothkenner and also all and haill the 
New Mill and dovecote built by William Bruce of Newtown upon the said lands of 
Newtown all lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling with the free barony known as the 
barony of Newtown and similarly these three oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner with 
houses [etc] --- that oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner known as Dalkuith [recte Dalbeith] 
with the ferry boat [cymba fretario lie ferrie boatt] two other oxgangs of land with houses 
[etc]  

1693 RS83/1 f.43.1  Hugh Cuninghame, merchant burgess of Edinburgh upon ane charter of resignation under 
their majesties great seal of thrie oxengate & a half of the lands of Newtoune of 
Bothkenner with the manor place thereof with the orchyard & pertinents thereof with tua 
rigs of land. Registered on the  195th and 196th leaves of the said Register 

1693 RS59/8 f.195 Hugh Cuninghame, merchant burgess of Edinburgh --- lying in that part called Short Fossat 
--- at that part called the Deicushe and Haugh --- in that part called the Litle Fisklet --- to 
the lands called the Grein Loaning 

1693 RS83/1 f.47v Agnes and Cathrine Johnstouns lawful daughters to John Johnstoun of Poltoune, of the 
lands and barronie of Newtoun – and of thrie oxengates of land in Bothkenner and thyr tua 
oxengates of land called Howcars – with the fishing of the Water of Carron & boat with the 
Newmilne of Newtoun and doucat. Registered on the  258th and 259th leaves of the said 
Register 

1694 RS83/1 f.52 Mr James Dallas eldest lawful son of Mr George Dallas of St Martins & Elizabeth Riddell 
spouse to the said Mr James – of certain oxengates of land & riggs of land commonly 
called Newtoune in Bothkenner with the manor place [etc]. Registered on the  305th and 
306th leaves of the said Register 

1694 RS59/8 f.305v [L] charter under the Great Seal --- all and whole these three oxgangs and half an  oxgang 
of land of the lands of Newtoune of Bothkenner --- that rig of landlyiing in that part 
called Shortfassat – with the freedom of entry and exit with a road of sufficent width across 
the aqua ductum (lie damms) for horses carts (curris) and vehicles to the house of 
Newtoune at that part called Deicoussie and Haugh --- 3 rigs or thereabouts lying in that 
part called Fisklett --- and thrie riggs lying on the west side of the orchard with the lands of 
William Bruce on the north side to the lands called Greenloaning which are at the king’s 
highway 

1695 Retour 321 [L] John Wright, second born lawful son the deceased Mr Edward W., advocate, as heir to 
his brother-german, Edward Wright, eldest born son and heir  of the said Mr Edward 
Wright, advocate, in seven and a half oxgangs of the lands of Newtoune in the parish of 
Bothkenner and lordship of Stirling; 3_1/2_ oxgangs of the town and land of Newtoune of 
Bothkennar; 2 3/4 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkennar in the foresaid lordship, 
- 6 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkennar;- 8 oxgangs of the lands in Grange of 
Bothkennar, which lands were formerly known as the town and lands of Straitonhall:- E 
31l.13s.1d. &c firmae:-4 bovatis terrarum de Bothkennar vocatis Maynes:- E.34s. 7d. 
feudifirmae: piscaria nuper ad comitem de Wigtoune pertinente in aqua de Carron called 
Bothkennar E. 10m taxatae wardae [piece missing from photo-copy] ... united into the 
barony of Newtoune 3 [oxgangs of Both]kennar;-oxgang of land of Bot[hkennar] - - - - - 
Dalbeath:- E 34s.7d. &c feud[iferme] ---- the Ferrieboat upon the water of Carron:-go back 
to orig.vols. 

1695 SC67/49/3 f.45r Tack by Wm Bruce of Newton to Alexr Mitchell in Spout of lands of Tennoch [recte – 
Lennoch] and Wester Yard, parts of Newton 

1709 GD37/326 Indictment and Warrant for the arrest of Captain William Bruce of Auchenbowie, eldest 
son of William Bruce of Newton, accused of the murder of Charles Elphinston of Airth, 
with memorial thereanent 

1714  RS59/13 f.222v [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Johnstoune of 
Kirkland having in his hands a disposition made and granted be the now deceased John 
Wright of Kersie heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advicce and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newtoun --- of the parts 
and portions of the estate of Newtoun called Houkers the Tiend Yeard Skimflat and 
Bamershyre --- the said lands of Houkerse Tiend Yeard Skamflat and Bemershyre --- estate 
of Newtoun comprehending the lands of Houkerse Teindyeard Skamflat and Bamershyre 

1719 CRS Alexander Bruce, lawful son to the also deceased William B., of Newtone 
1723 Macfarlane Newtons or Burns Ferry 
1724 HR777 James Crawford Heretor in this parish ... that he is a portioner of the Estate of Newton 
1730 HR777 William Paterson, tenant in Newton 
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1730 HR777 David Cherrie [in] Newton 
1730 HR777 James Sclanders in Newton 
1730 HR777 Adam Liddell in Newton 
1732 HR777 Alexander Leishman Sailer in Newton who had married Irregularly Jennet Reid daughter 

to John Reid at the Coalshore  
1733 RS59/16 f.175 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Richard Wright now of Kersy 

having in his hands a precept furth of Chancery --- said Richard being nearest lawful heir 
to the late John Wright of Kersy his father In all and whole the lands and barony of 
Newtoun with the mill ---- in all and whole those oxgangs of land of the lands of Newtoun 
in the parish of Bothkennar (several more, then ) --- in all and whole those eight oxgangs of 
land in the Grange of Bothkennar which lands were formerly known as the lands of 
Straitonhall with houses [etc] --- and also the new mill and dovecot on the said lands of 
Bewtoun --- with also the lands of Dalbeath with the ferry boat (cum cymba fretaria lie 
ferry boat) thereof upon the Water of Carron 

1734 CRS Alexander Cumming tenant in Newton 
1743 RS59/18 f.297 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned George Connachie indweller in 

Bilsdyke as actorney --- heritable bond granted by William Dallas wright [in Edinburgh] 
all and haill three Oxgates and ane half oxengate of land of the lands of Newton of 
Bothkennar with the manour place [etc] --- acquired by his father the deceast Mr James 
Dallas his father  

1743 RS59/18 f.358v Walter Little of Libertoun having a disposition granted by John Hamilton writer to the 
signet heretable proprietor of the lands of Newton thereanent --- all and haill that part and 
portion of the lands of Newtoun called Crawfords Orchyeard and a small piece of ground 
called Couie Yeard and that piece of sea grass laying opposite thereto --- parish of 
Bothkennar  

1754 CRS Alexander Simpson, weaver in Newtoun of Bothkenner 
1757 RHP6131 Dallas Park - see St Martins infra  
1760-1912 GD173/25    Estate and mineral papers   
1760 CRS John Sclanders, carpenter in Newtown 
1777 CRS Alexander Cumming in Newton of Bothkenner 
1781 AOS 68 William Ronald in Newton, as heir to John Ronald in Newton, his brother, seised in Facit, 

parish of Bothkennar – on Bond by James Kincaid of Tiend Yards to the said John Ronald 
Oct. 1777; P.R. 26.501 

1784 AOS 504 Alexander Ronald in Lawrieston, Elizabeth Ronald spouse of Alexander Stewart in 
Weedings, & Christian Ronald, spouse of James Gaff in Millhall, seised in Facit, parish of 
Bothkennar – in Bond by James Kincaid of Tiends Yards, to John Ronald in Newton, 
1777, on disp by William Ronald in Newton, his brother. P.R. 28.208 

1786 AOS parts of Newton called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie Yeard, 
and a piece of Sea Grass opposite thereto [in possession of York Building Co.] 

1787 AOS 1030 John Ogilvie of Pocknave – in parts of Newton called Spout, Crawfurd’s Orchard, Salt 
Greens therof, Cowie yeard, < Charles Little of Libberton 

1788 AOS 1376 parts of Newton called Spout, with the Seagreens belonging thereto 
1798 SC4/3/1 Upon the petition of John Dallas of North Newton  

That part of the barony of Newton belonging to Mr Dallas    £ 12 . 6. 9 
The remainder belonging to Lord Dundas          £630.12. 3 

1802 APP James Neilson, Newtown; James Simpson, Newtown; Alexander Walker, Neuton; George 
Dick, Newtown 

1811 AOS 6850 Dougald Little Gilmour, son of William Charles Little Gilmour of Libberton and 
Craigmiller ... parts of Grange of Bothkenner or Stonehouse  

1813 RHP6134    Plan of the estate of Newton    
1817 Grassom  Newton   
1834 C2/205.6 [2.6] Alexander Bell of North Newton - Newton in Bothkenner 
1848 RHP48400   1. Plan of division of Falkirk, Bothkennar and Polmont parishes on the estate of Newton 

and part of Kerse, the property of Earl of Zetland, with table of contents  
1854 C2/252/136 Henry Tibbats Stainton in part of Newton 
1865 OSNB Newton  - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of the Earl of 

Zetland. 
1912 CDS13 Newton  - Farm - Mis Margaret Buchan, farmer 
 
Note: the 1798 disjunction demonstrates that North Newton is the portion which came to be known as St Martins. St  
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  Martins extended to 3 ½ oxingates or about 46 acres of land.  
NEWTON HAUGH # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS918825 
 
1682 RS59/6 f.299 [L] continuing to the place called  Deycoussie and Haugh which was exchanged by the 

said William Bruce of Newtoune ---  
1693 RS59/8 f.195 [L] at that part called the Dejcushe and Haugh  
1694 RS59/8 f.305v Deicoussie and Haugh  
1757 RHP6131 Newton Haugh 
1813 RHP6133 Haugh 
NEWTON HOUSE GRM NS9183 [1]  NS914830 
 
1757 RHP6131 Newton House 
1817 Grassom Newtonhouse 
NEWTON MAINS # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS918836 
 
1865 OSNB Newton Mains - A large farmsteading, all one storey and in good repair.  Property of the 

Earl of Zetland. 
1912 CDS13 Newton Mains - William Riddell; House - John McCaulay 
1980 OS  Newton Mains 
NEWTON MILL # GRM NS9182 [2]   
 
1670 RS59/4 f.216v James Sclanders in Newtoun Robert Kaitter miller there James Broun gairdner there  
1690 Retour 311 [L] New Mill and dovecot of Newton built upon the lands of Newton 
1693 RS83/1 f.47v.7 Agnes and Cathrine Johnstouns lawful daughters to John Johnstoun of Poltoune, of the 

lands and barronie of Newtoun – and of thrie oxengates of land in Bothkenner and thyr tua 
oxengates of land called Howcars – with the fishing of the Water of Carron & boat with the 
Newmilne of Newtoun and doucat. Registered on the  258th and 259th leaves of the said 
Register 

NEWTON - NORTH see St Martins 
NEWTON PLACE # GRM NS9183     
 
1855 SC4/3/2 Newton Place 
1865 VR Newton Place 
NEWTON POW GRM NS9182 [1]   NS915828 
 
1757 RHP6131 Pow 
1764 RHP6132 Newtoun Pow 
1797 RHP242 Newton Pow 
1817 Grassom Newtonpow 
 
At the mouth of the River Carron, at this place, RHP6131 notes: “ A ship of 100 tuns comes here”.t 
NOOKS NS9084 [2] # GRM  NS9084 [2]   
 
1712 RH9/17/399   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, to John Nicoll, 

only son of John Nicoll in Mains of Bothkenner, of parts of room and mailing of land of 
North Mains of Bothkenner called Auchintyre, Sandiebutts and Nooks, presently possessed 
by James Johnston, extending to 26 acres, 3 roods, 17 falls and 1½ ells, in parish of 
Bothkenner, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 19 years   18 Dec 1712 

 
NORTH FIELD GRM NS9479 [3]     
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  
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NORTHFOOT GRM NS9479 [2]   NS942796 
 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1725 RS59/14 f.553v [L] Alison Johnstoun spouse to John Johnstoun of Northfoot of all and heall that part of 
her husbands four oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northside of Windieedge 
and Northfoot --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, 
The Howrige of Grahams Dyke on the south Bangour lands on the west and the lands of 
Little Kerse on the north and within the Regality of Polmont 

1751 RHP6106 North Foot 
1754 RS59/20 f.200 [L] Compared personally Andrew Langmoir tenent in Kerse as procurator for Laurence 

Dundas of Kerse having a disposition granted by John Johnston of Northfoot heretable 
proprietor of the lands therein disponed --- all and haill that part and portion off the four 
oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northfoot of Windiedge and Northfoot 
with houses [etc] --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, 
the howing of Grames dyke on the south, the lands which belonged to John Hamilton of 
Bangour on the west and the lands of Little Kerse on the north parts lying in the parish of 
Falkirk formerly and now of Polmont  

1787 AOS 1066 parts of Little Kerse, viz. Small-burn, Meadow Butts, Northfoot 
1860 OS Northfoot 
NORTH GRANGE see Grange of Bothkenner 
 
1712 RH9/17/399   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, to John Nicoll, 

only son of John Nicoll in Mains of Bothkenner, of parts of room and mailing of land of 
North Mains of Bothkenner called Auchintyre, Sandiebutts and Nooks, presently possessed 
by James Johnston, extending to 26 acres, 3 roods, 17 falls and 1½ ells, in parish of 
Bothkenner, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 19 years   18 Dec 1712 

NORTHPARK   (# GRM NS9378 [3]   
 
1782 AOS 149 Margaret Kerr, spouse of Andrew Gibb, tenant, Abbotsgrange, seised in liferent - in part of 

Whiteside called Northpark; and the superiority of part of Whiteside, parish of Polmont - 
on disp. by the said Andrew Gibb; P.R. 27.100 

1860 OS Northpark 
NORTH SCOTT FLATS (# GRM NS9381 [2]    
 
1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] And Sik like in all and haill the just and equal half of these parts and portions of the 

said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots 
Flatt with the Green of the samen As also the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two 
North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of land called Harys Acre --- and are divided 
from the other half possest be John Monteith amd his spouse by Green baulks and march 
stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

NORTH WARD # GRM NS9083 [2]   
 
1662 RS59/1 f.184v [L] Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis adquem vulgo lie dyk souchis  --- six rigs thereof lying 

in lie Howcars --- sextein rigs in Longleyes --- sextein rigs called Hameltounes Waird --- 
headrig and vallo in Northwaird --- two half rigs in the Longleyes at the side of the 
Muirdyck 

1684 RS59/6 f.472v [L] oxengates in Bothkenner --- vallorum fossis vulgo lie  dyk sheuches nuncupat – lying 
in Houcarse --- rig in Longlyes – rig in Auchentyre – rig contiguous commonly called  the 
Fauld ---  due angularie lie butts --- head rig and sheuche in Northward 

1697 RS59/9 f.137 six butts with half a rig and dyke in Northwaird  
NORTHWARDS  # GRM NS9481 [1]   
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1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 
with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just 
and equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre 
of land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
amd his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

1805 AOS 4927  parts of Randyford Saltcoats called the Northwards & Bessels house, and part of the 
lands of Heuk called the Priests Acre, parish of Falkirk  

NUNYARDS # GRM NS9083 [1]  NS903835  
 
1668 CRS Margaret Monteith spouse to John Simsone at Nunyaird of Bothkenner 
1712 RS59/13 f.56 Henry Hunter of Kirktoun --- Oxgates in Bothkenner --- and the lands called Nunyaird or 

Viccars Gleib and Viccars Manss 
1723 RS59/14 f.410v Nunyeards in Bothkennar parish 
1723 Macfarlane Near to the Kirk about a pair of butts North West is the Nun yeards, a Nunerie in the time 

of popery, but now there is not any vestige of building, but a little countrey house with a 
yeard such as are usual in that countrey for tenants. 

1724 RS59/14 f.516 Jean Din --- contract of marriage to William Burn of Nunyeard 
1728 RS59/15 f.158v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Jean Arthur spouse to 

William Burn of Nunyeards --- in all and haill these his lands called Nun Yeards or 
Tiendyeard of Bothkennar with houses [etc] 

1729 GD65/178 Special retour in favour of William Hunter, now of Kirktoun, as brother and heir of the 
deceased Henry Hunter of Kirktoun, in 8 oxengait of land of Bothkenner, Kirklands of 
Bothkenner, 4 and ¼ part oxengait of the lands of Dallungry with the tiendsheaves thereof, 
reserving to Michael Elphinstone the road from the coal-heughs of Quarrel to the coal-
house [etc.], and the superiority of the piece of ground called Nunyeard. 

1736 CH2/1548 Nun-yeard 
1753 RS59/20 f.151 John Miller indweller in Nun Yaird 
 
  
Note: Johnston of Kirkland  [Macfarlane] tells us “Near to the Kirk, about a pair of butts North West is the Nunyeards, 

a nunnerie, in the time of popery, but there is not any vestige of building, but a little country house with a yeard 
such as are usual in that countrey for tenants”. Within the same text he informs us that Westerton lies “two large 
butts” to the west of the kirk. On the basis of this information it may be that the enclosure denoted “ruin” on the 
first edition of the Ordnance Survey at c NS899835 lies on the site of Nunyards. This enclosure is also depicted, 
but is unnamed, on the Military Survey.  

OLD GARDEN PARK # GRM NS9278 [2]    
 
1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 

Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

OLD WALLS see Awalls 

OLD YARD # GRM NS9184 [2]    
 
1724 RS59/14 f.472 [L] all and whole these parts and portions of the lands and barony of Newton lately 

pertaining to James Bruce of Newton and which formerly belonged to John Wright of 
Kersie --- Viz. that room of land possest be James Taylor tennent in Newtoun together with 
a ridge called Davies Ridge being part of the room of land --- commonly called the Old 
Yeard lying contigous [with Davies Ridge] and bounded on the north by the lands 
belonging to Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead on the east by lands belonging to the said 
Gabriel Rankine and John Sympsoun of Stonehouse  on the south by other parts of of the 
said Room of land in Newtoun possest be – Mastertoun portioner of the Mains The south 
part of the said James Taylors room of land is bounded on the north by the lands of 
Greendyke  

1748 RS59/19 f.271v Peter Syme in Backraw – all and haill these parts and portions of the lands underwritten 
which are parts of the lands and barony of Newtown viz that room of land sometime posest 
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by James Taylor tenant in Newtown together with ane ridge called  Davids Ridge 
extending to three roods thirteen falls and five elns or thereby in measure The north part of 
the room of land sometime possest by the said James Taylor commonly called the Old 
Yeard together with the foreesaid Davies Ridge lying contiguous 

OLD YARDS   # GRM NS9581   NS957816 
 
1755 Roy Old Yards 

ORCHARD # GRM NS9083 [2]   
 
1619 RS58/1 f.247v To all and sindrie quhome it effeiris quhas knawledge yir present letteris sal to cum Johne 

Ros of Hoilmyln and Margaret Cleland spous Greeting in God everlasting witt [---] 
universities hac albeit Alexander Mure in the Orchart of Bothkenner with consent of 
Jonet Mure his spous be contract tharto and instrument of seisine following thairupoun hes 
sould and disponit to ws and langest lever of ws tua in conjunct fie and to our airis laufullie 
gotten or to be gotten betwix us thir four oxingaitt of land of Bothkenner with the 
pertinentis presentlie occupiet be the said Alexander and his said spous lyand within the 
lordship of Stirlingschyre and scheriffdome thairof as the evidentis and writts forsaidis 
made and grantit [this is endorsed in the margin “Johne Ros Reversioun – therefore I 
assume it is Alexander Mure mortgaging the land to Ros] 

1626 RS58/3 f.445v [L] William Hamiltoun, merchant burges of the burgh of Linlithgow, - Thomas Eduard, 
senior, burgess of the said burgh, and William Bull, his servant, and procurator for 
Issobelle Wauch, spouse of the said Thomas  --- Alexander Hamiltoun of Middillrig, baillie 
in that part - Alexander Mure in the Orchard of Bothkenner – William Hamiltoun having 
a charter of alienation for all and whole the said Alexander Mure’s four oxgang of 
Bothkenner – lying in the lordship of Stirling – Alexander Mure and Jonete Mure, his 
spouse 

1630 RS58/5 f.41v [L] William Hamiltoun burgess of Linlithgow and Jonet Edward his spouse in 4 oxgangs of 
the lands of Orchardland of Bothkennar --- lying in the Lordship of Stirling --- 
Alexander Mure of Orchardland of Bothkennar 

1630 RMS viii 1541 [L] King grants to William Hammiltoun merchant burgess of Linlytgow and Jonete Eduard 
his spouse in conjunct fee,- 4 oxgangs of the lands of Orcheard of Bothkenner ...;- which 
feu Alexander Mure of Orchard of Bothkenner [+ Jonet Mure spouse of Alex ... price 
paid £2500] 

1632 RS58/5 f.310v [L] James Hamilton and Robert Scott as procurator for Elizabeth Hamilton, spouse of the 
said James and John Callendar, gardiner [hortulanius] in Bothkenner baillie in that part, 
Alexander Mwre of Orcheard of Bothkenner hereditory proprietor of the lands 
underwrittenand Jonet Mwre his spouse --- all and whole these 4 oxgangs of land of the 
lands of Bothkenner with houses [etc] possesed and occupied by the said Alexander Mwre 
and his spouse 

1632 GD122/1/494  Charter of Alexander Muire, of Orcheard in Bothkennar with the consent of Jonet Muire 
his wife, and James Hamiltoun eldest son of John Hamyltoun and Elizabeth Hamyltoune 
his spouse to Gabriel eldest son of Walter Ranken, merchant in Edinburgh, and Elizabeth 
Maisoune, his spouse, of 4 bovates of land in Bothkennar 17 Nov-29 Dec 1632 

GD122/2/1446 Letters of inhibition by Mr Gabriel Ranken, eldest son of Walter Ranken, merchant and 
Elizabeth Maissonne his spouse, against Alexander Mure, of the Orchard of Bothkennar, 
with the consent of Jonet Murre, his spouse, and with the advise of John, eldest son of John 
Hammiltoun W.S. and Elizabeth Hamiltoun his spouse  19 Jul 1633  

1634 RMS ix 247 [L] The king etc., grants to M.Gabriel Rankeine, indweller in Edinburgh, [and Elizabeth 
Maissoin his spouse] [lands of Backraw] ,- 4 oxgangs of Bothkenner (formerly possessed 
by Alexander  Muire of Orchard of Bothkenner and Jonet Muire his spouse) in the said 
lordship ... which the said Alexander  with the consent of Jonet, as also the consent of 
James Hammiltoun, eldest lawful son of the late John Hammiltoun, writer in Edinburgh, 
and Elizabeth Hammiltoun, his spouse, resigned 

1648 RS58/8 f.344 [L] Walter Rankine nearest heir of the late Mr Gabrial Rankine portioner of Bothkenner --- 
those five oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Bothkenner known as the Bakraw 
with houses [etc] lying in the lordship of Stirlingshyre and our bailliary [king’s] and also 
those four oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner with houses [etc] formerly possessed by 
Alexander Mure of Orchard of Bothkenner and Jonet Mure his wife lying in the lordship 
of Stirlingshyre and baillary 
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1702 RS83/2/11/118  [L] Gabriell Rankine of Orchyeard all and whole the half of the lands of Bothkenner 
called Backraw. RS59/11 f.117 – f.118 

ORCHARD BUTTS # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS915829 
 
1757 RHP6131 Orchard Butts 
ORCHARDHEAD GRM NS9284 [1]   NS921841  
 
1526 Cambus 204 Orchardheid 
1600-1700 NA9674    Rankin of Orchardhead family    
1619 Retour 97 Alexander Mure, heir of James Mure of Orchardheid of Bothkenner, his grandfather, in 4 

oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner 
1619 RS58/1 f.2240v [L] Alexander Muir in Bothkenner --- honourable James Forrester of Logie, sheriff depute 

of Stirling sasine directed by the king’s chancellor at the instance of the said Alexander 
Muir [mentions Great Seal] --- which the late James Mure of Orchart Heid de 
Bothkenner, his grandfather, [possessed] --- all and whole these four oxgangs of the lands 
Bothkenner with pertinents lying in the lordship of Stirlingshire [dommo de stirlingschyre] 
and within our [the king’s] bailierie and which the said Alexander Mure is now our tenant 
in [feu duty was £6 – 18 – 4d; 8 bolls of  barley, 8 capons and £13 – 13 – 4 of duplication 
[witnesses to sasine] George Johnstoun in Gradoche de Bothkenner, Alexander Simpsone 
son of John Simpsone in Grandge de Bothkenner, Andrew Simpsone in South Grandge 
there 

1629-1766 GD122/2/1460A Bundle of 101 Orchardhead Papers - 1629-1766 
1682 CRS John Mitchell in Ortchardhead 
168- Adair Orchardhead 
1690 E69/22/1 Walter Rankine of Orchardhead 
1695 RS59/8 f.361 lying runrige throw severall persons lands having upone the northeast the Water of Forth 

upon the south east the Water of Carron amongst Orchyairdhead and Newtounes lands, 
upon the south the lands of Newtoune Upone the north west the lands of Powfoulls 

1699 RS83/2/10/212 John Smith in Orchyairdhead and Janet Thomson his spouse RS59/10 f.182 – f.183 
1702 RS59/11 f.117v the late Walter Rankine of Orchyeardhead father of Gabriel Rankine now of 

Orchyeardhead  
1711 GD122/2/1453 B   Account of Real Estate of Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead   15 Nov 1711 
1714 GD122/2/1456E    Rental of Orchardhead   1 Mar 1714 
1723 HR777 Andrew Dick, sometime Tenant in the lands of Orchardhead 
1724 RS59/14 f.471v Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead  
1727 RS59/15 f.130 John Mitchell younger in Westfield of Airth --- Gabriell Rankine in Orchyeardhead and 

the deceast Sophia Clerk his spouse  
1730 CRS James Nicoll in Orchardhead of Bothkenner 
1755 Roy Orchardhead 
1757 RHP6131 Orchardhead 
1788 AOS 1376 part of Orchardhead 
1802 APP Orchardhead - William Blair; James Forrest 
1811 SLR Orchardhead 
1817 Grassom Orchardhead 
1865 OSNB Orchardhead - A small farmsteading, dwelling house, three storeys, all slated and in good 

repair.  Property of John Walker Esq.  A little to the north-east of this farm are a monument 
and cave, the former with a figure of Neptune on it.  The latter formed with a mound of 
earth, both of unknown date. 

1971 OS Orchardhead 
 
Note 1 2001 OS Explorer 349 shows Springfield on location of Orchardhead 
Note 2 GD122/3/17   Liberton papers and correspondence. list  1558-1793 has material relating to Orchardhead 
OSWALD SALTCOATS  see Wester Saltcoats    

OVER GILSTON  see Gilston - Over    

OVER POLMONT  see Polmont - Over    

OVER SALTCOATS  see Overton      
OVER SHOT # GRM NS9381 [2]    
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1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 
lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- the landis of Ovir Shott sumtyme occupyit be 
John Forrester  

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] lands of the Overshot which the late John Forrester occupied  
 
OVERTON   # GRM NS9481 [1]  NS947819   
 
1590 Pont  Overtown 
1601 CRE  William Monteith: Randieford [apparent] 
1611 GD58/5/8/1/3-8 William Menteith of Randiefurde and Jean Bruce his spouse 
1617 RS58/1 f.16 [L] [endorsed: for William Montethe of Randifuird] William Mentethe of Randifurd --- the 

late Willelmi Monteth of Randifird his father --- Over Saltcottis .. in the barony of Karse --
- William Leuingstoune in Falkirk, baillie in that part 

1617 RS58/1 f.17v [L] [endorsed “for Jean Bruce”] William Mentethe - Jean Bruce of Letham [marriage 
contract] - gifting Over Saltcoats to Jean Bruce 

1620 CRS  John Monteith, Randieford [tutor] 
1665 CRS  Alexander Walker, spouse Margaret Mackie 
1672 CRS  Alexander Walker: Randieford 
1672 CRS  Christian Mackie, daughter of John Mackie 
1673 CRS  Thomas Bryce in Randiefoord Saltcoats 
1676 CRE  Charles Monteith: Randieford 
1680 CRS  John Watt: Randieford, relict Elizabeth Scott 
1681 CRS  Elizabeth Livingston, relict of Alexander Walker 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.13 James Walker in Overtoune 
1687 RS83/1 f.10 f.13 Bartholomew Bell, tenant in Ortoune to Alexander Meikle in Nathermylne of ane 

annualrent out of the lands of Pansted. Registered on the  164th and 165th leaves of the 
said Register  

1691 Murray  Overtoune 
1694 RS83/1 f.54v.1 John Bowie of Saltcoats & Margaret Mungall his spouse of that pairt and portion of the 

lands of Ovir Saltcoats now called Randifoord & Ovir Saltcoats disponit to him be Mr 
Robert Monteath of Randifoord. Registered on the  324th and 325th leaves of the said 
Register 

1694 RS59/8 f.324 that part of the lands of Ovir Saltcoats now called Overtoun and Randiefoord Saltcoats 
1700 RS83/2.09.405 Robert Johnstoun in Candie of Mr Robert Monteith his lands of Randifoord Saltcoats alias 

Overtoune RS59/10 f.331 – f.332 
1708 Sibbald p 56 Monteith of Cars an ancient Family of Note, of which there are several Cadets, as  

Randefurde and Milnhill [recte] Millhall] Overtoune 
1712 CRS Add  John Monteith in Overtoune, parish of Falkirk 
1734 GD122/2/1358    Assignation by William, 2nd son of Robert Johnstone, portioner of Randiford Saltcoats, to 

Patrick Sim, in backraw of Bothkenner, and his sons John, Adam and Patrick   2 Jul 1734 
1736 GD65/187  a room of land called Overtoune and Randyfoord Saltcoats or Powbridge in parish of 

Polmonth, and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1739 CRS  John Walker tenant in Overton 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.41 James Walker in Overtoun 
1727 RS59/15 f.85v Elizabeth Johnston lonely daughter to Robert Johnston of Overtoun Saltcoats --- Contract 

of Marriadge made and past betixt William Hodge eldest lawful son to  Patrick Hodge  in 
the Halls of Airth  

1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] John Jollie --- Precept of Clare Constat granted by Mr Archibald Hamilton of Dalders 
Mr James Graham of Airth and John Hammilton writer to the signet a quorum of the 
Commissioners appointed by his grace the Duke of Hamilton for entering and receiving his 
vassals --- as nearest heir to Barbara Forrester Daughter of his fathere’s sister uterine In all 
and haill the just and equal half of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats --
- all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt with 
houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch And Siklike in all and haill the just and 
equal half of these parts and portions of the said lands of Randieford Saltcoats after 
designed Viz: the Little Saltlands, North Scots Flatt with the Green of the samen As also 
the Meikle Saltcoats, Lambs Waird, the two North Wairds, Bissets House with that acre of 
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land called Harys Acre --- and are divided from the other half possest be John Monteith 
amd his spouse by Green baulks and march stones fixed in the said Green baulks 

1755 Roy Overtown 
1781 AOS 82 Alexander Robertson, portioner, Candie, son of John Robertson, portioner there, gets Ren. 

by William Russell, tenant, Goodclaret, of half of Graham Saltcoats or Candie; parts of 
Randieford Saltcoats, part of the muir of Riddingrig & Whiteside, parish of Polmont - in 
Bond by the said John Robertson Jan. 1767 P.R. 27.3 

1784 AOS 556 John Kincaid, tenant, Abbotsgrange, purchaser, gets Ren. of Easter Saltcoats called 
Monteith Saltcoats, barony of Polmont ;- Over Saltcoats, called Overtown and Randyford 
Saltcoats, barony of Abbots Carse. G.R. 415.177 

1787 AOS 1185 Powdrake - part of Over Saltcoats or Randieford Saltcoats called South Scott Flatt - James 
Kincaid in Bombardshire  

1793 AOS 2597 part of Over Saltcoats called Overtown & Randieford Saltcoats  
1805 AOS 4927  parts of Randyford Saltcoats called the Northwards & Bessels house, and part of the lands 

of Heuk called the Priests Acre, parish of Falkirk  
1807 AOS 5595 In part of the lands of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats - called the 

South Scotts Flatt; with part of the Muirs of Reddingrig and Whitesiderig effeiring thereto.  
1812 AOS 7007 part of Over Saltcoats called Randyford Saltcoats, or South Scotts Flatt  
1851 Admirality Overton 
1860 OS Overton 
1912 CDS13 Overton - James Marshall, farmer 
OVERTON # GRM NS9178 [1]  NS914784   
 
1817 Grassom  Overton 
1860 OS Overton 
1867 BAS Overton 
1958 OS Overton 
 
Cf Overton Crescent, Redding 
OVER WESTQUARTER  see Westquarter - Over      
OXGANG # GRM NS9381 [1]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v lands of Huik underwritten viz the landis of Waterdykland called Oxgang  
1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] the Oxingange 
1670 RS59/4 f.233v Wadset to Mr Edward Wright, principal at the College of Glasgow from Kincaid of part of 

the lands of Heuk| that part and portion of the lands of Heuk called the Oxengaitt --- lands 
of Osuald Saltcoatts 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.24v John Gairdner in Oxengatt 
1682 RS59/6 f.334 all and haill the lands of Heuk called the Oxengate marched round about with ane 

Waterdyke lyand betwixt the lands of Grahames Saltcoates on the east the lands of Abbits 
Grange on the south the lands of Carron Flett ane pairt of the lands of Huike on the west 
and the lands called Thomas Croft being ane pairt of the said lands of Oswald Saltcoats 
with ane pairrt of the lands of Pannstead on the north pairtes 

1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 
these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to him as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, the 
land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north end 
of the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land called 
Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat grantit be 
James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said Register 

1701 RS83/2 f.10 11  James Simpsone second son to Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch of all and haill the lands of 
Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke with the haill houss 
therewith belonging to Archibald Kincaid of Huke. RS59/11 f.12 – f.13 

1701 RS59/11 f.12v all and haill the lands of Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke 
Lands  

1730 RS59/15 f.488v John Robertson portioner of Candie having a heritable bond granted by James Simpson of 
Water Dykes Lands ---- furth of the lands of Water Dykes Lands called Oxengate and 
Thomascroft 
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1744 RS59/18 f.386v [L] compeared Patrick Simpson of Oxengate eldest lawful son to  to the deceast James 
Simpson of Oxengate having a charter under the Great Seal of the parts and portions 
underwritten extending to twenty one acres of land namely all and haill the land of 
Oxengate all and haill lands of Heuk Water Dyke Land with all houses [etc] possessed in 
feu by Archibald Kincaid of Heuk lying in the barony and regality of Falkirk --- that part 
and portion of the lands of Oswald Saltcoats called Thomas Croft 

1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont --- those parts and 
portions of the lands of Huick called Oxengate and Priestacre with houses [etc] --- gramina 
salsa anglice salt grass called Henry Hooks salt grass and Hooks salt grass --- oxgangs of 
the lands of Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarium (anglice Runridge) 

1759 AOS   Oxgang or Oxengang & Priest Acre 
1774 SC1/1/1 part of Huik 
1795 AOS 2877  Oxgang or Oxengang & Priest Acre, parish of Polmont  
1804 AOS 4681 Peter Cremar, servant to James Simpson of Oxgang 
1817 Grassom  Oxgang 
1860 OS Oxgang 
OXGANGS # GRM NS9283 [1]  NS920832 
 
1757 RHP6131 Oxgangs 
1764 RHP6132  Orchardhead 
OXWARD   # GRM NS9480 [2]   
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] parts of the foresaid lands known commonly as Longquhellflat extending to six rigs of 

land lying in that part known as the Wester Almondflatt lands known commonly as the 
South Oxwaird 

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] all and haill that wester part of the said lands known as the Lang Wheilflat extending to 
six rigs [raigis] of the lands of the said William Monteithe lying in that part of the lands 
known as Wester Almondflat and known as the South Oxwaird  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v Item the landis lyand in that part called the Wester Almont Flett the lands called the South 
Oxwaird  

1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Bartholomew Moresone in Oxward of Reddoch 
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- the lands 

callit the South Oxwaird  
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- North Oxward  
1683 SC67/67  North Oxwaird 
PANNY   GRM NS9377 [1]   NS936779 
   
1780 RHP1537 Panie 
1804 AOS  4719 in the lands of Pannie, being part of the 3 oxengates of the lands of Battock or Over 

Gilston extending to 10 acres 1 rood & 22 falls.  
1809 AOS 6198 lands of Whiteside called the Leadlees - on the west end of the Ryefaulds from the said 

Leadlees to the West end of the Hill on the South side of Whitesidetown. Superiority of  
Wallacerig; and 4 acres of the lands of Wallacerig on the south side of the lands of Pannie 

 
cf  Vicar’s Pannie WLO [PNWL 14] Viccairs pannie 1642;  
  Easter Pannie  WLO [PNWL 21] Eister Pannie 1642 
 
PAMFLEBRIDGE   GRM NS9083 [1]   NS907836 
 
1725 CH2/1548 Pumphill Bridge 
1768 SC4/3/1 Hugh Smith’s part of Quarrol now called Pumphill Bridge 
1793 CH2/1326 Pumphlebridge in the parish of Bothkinner 
1794 AOS Malcolm Leishman, Mason, Pamflebridge 
1813 AOS 7467 Pamfauld Bridge  
 
 
This was an alternative name for Pinfold Bridge. 
 
Note: This is Pinfoldbridge. 
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cf Pamphlegoat Wood, Dunipace parish 
PANSTEAD   # GRM NS9382 [1]  NS938825 [1] 
 
1178? RRS ii 197 [L] Foundation Charter of Arbroath Abbey [Arbroath Liber i 17] Et unam salinam iuxta 

salinas meas in Kars apud Strivelin. cum .v. acris terre. cum pasture & focali. as predictam 
salinam sufficientibus [see also RRS ii 226 - Arbroath Liber i 7; RRS ii 285 - Arbroath 
Liber i 8] 

1214x18 RH6/25 Alexander (son of William), King of Scots grants and confirms] 75a [1313 Robert, King of 
Scots - confirms] charter by Willam, king of Scots to Abirbrothoc - also a salt marsh [recte 
salt-pan] adjoining his salt marshes [recte salt-pans] in Kars at Strivelin, with 5 acres of 
land and pasturage and fuel sufficient for said salt marsh 

1317 Arbroath 343  John of Stirling, son and heir of the late Alexander S. receives a letter of sasine in respect 
of a saltpan in the Carse 

1535 Arbroath 809 Abbot grants to William Menteth of Vestkars pronepoti and heir of the late John M. of V., 
knight, and his heirs, that saltpan commonly called Saltcottis with adjacent lands and acres 
thereof in Kars. 

1598 RMS vi 657 [L] the Pansteids occupied by Achillem Cuthbert - Menteith of West Kerse 
1608 RMS vi 2075 [L] The king grants to James, Marquis of Hamilton, ... a saltpan known as the Pansteids in 

the Kerse near Stirling lying beside the king’s saltpans, with 5 acres of land and with 
pasturage and the fuel pertaining to the said saltpan [these are the abbey lands of Arbroath] 

1621 CRS  John Ronald in Panstead 
1635 Retour 155 [L] Lord William Monteath of Kers, knight, heir of Lord William Monteath of Kers, 

knight, his father, in a saltpan commonly called Salt-pan alias Saltcoittis and now known 
as Pansteid of Aberbrothock, and acres and lands adjacent thereto, in the regality of 
Aberbrothock and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1635 RS58/6 f.246 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Henry Monteath in lie 
Pansteid of Aberothok as attorney in the name of Lord William Monteath, sometime 
(aliquando)  of Kers, knight, with David Foster, sheriff-depute of Stirling for the Earl of 
Mair, Lord Erskyne [etc] with a charter of precept under the Great Seal from the king in 
favour of the foresaid Lord William Monteath – retour – and which the late Lord William 
Monteath of Kers, knight, father of Lord William Monteath sometime (aliquando)  of Kers, 
knight, --- in all and haill that saltpan [salina] commonly lie saltpan alias saltcoitis 
formarly called now lie Pansteid of Aberothok with acres and lands adjoining and 
pertaining lying within the regality of Aberbrothok and baillery thereof  

1636 RMS ix,473  The king concedes and makes over in feuferm to Henry Meikill  of Marieflattis, his heirs 
and assignees whomsoever,-the saltpan lie saltpan alias Saltcoattis formerly called 
Pansteid of Abirbrothok, with its lands and acres, in the regality of Abirbrothok, 
sheriffdom of Stirling;- which the king held by virtue of the resignation of the abbotship 
and lordship of Abirbrothok and by the erection of this kind of lordship Lord William 
Monteith of Cars has resigned [the lands], instruments &c. (as in charter 145). 

1687 RS83/1 f.10.12 Walter Cowan, wright att Falkirk, of the lands of Pansted. Registered on the  164th leaves 
of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – all and heall that saltpan alias Saltcoattes now 
commonly called the Panstead of Aberbrothock with the lands and aikers adjacent and 
belonging thereto together with the houses (etc.) lying with the regality of Aberbrothock 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1700 RS83/2.09.322 Walter Cowan of Pansteads RS59/10 f.262 – f.263 
1700 Retour 349 Robert Conan [recte Cowan] of Pansteads, heir of Walter Conan [recte Cowan] of 

Pansteads, his father, in a saltpan alias  Saltcoats commonly known as Panstead of 
Aberbrothick, with lands and acres adjacent thereto and with the pertinents, in the regalitie 
of Aberbrothick. 

1700 RS83/2.09.446   Robert Cowan of Pansteads as heir and retoured to the deceast Walter Cowan of 
Pansteads, his father of all and haill the Pansteads of Aberbrothick RS59/10 f.371 

1704 CRS Walter Cowan of Pansteads, wright in Falkirk 
1707 C2/83.75  Saltpan of Arbroath: John Mitchell of Craigend 
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse -Saltcoats or Panstead of Aberbrothick-  GR 451. 256 
1860 OS Panstead 
 
OE stede [loosely] ‘place, site’; its root meaning would appear to be something like ‘standing place’ [EPNE]. 
PAN WALLS  GRM NS9477 [2]    
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1643 SC67/67/1 f.30v Jean Graham of Panhollis 
1780 RHP1537 Pan Walls 
PAPERHILL  # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] lands of Redden known commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and Peaperhill 
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] lands of Redding commonly known as Peaper Hill 
1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 

portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes Wellhillbrae 
Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 
in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designed as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  

1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 
Paperhill 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Paperhill 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 

 
 
cf Paperhill NT215175; NY745385 
 Paperhills WLO (?Pauperwarthills? - 1539 Johnsoun),  
 Paper Cave NS135895;Paperknow, PER; Paperthill, AYR [ RMS v 427], PER RMS vii 2017] 
 Pappert Hill DNB; LAN; Pappert Law, SLK; Papperthills NS8664; Papperthill Craigs NS8565 
 Pepper Hill NS715215; SD475335; Peppercraig ELO; Pepperknowe NS585295; Pepperknowes NS915385 
 Pepper Side NT795065; Pepperslade SJ995175; Peppermoor NU225155; Peppermoss NY475775 
    Piperhill NH867510; NH865505; NS4816; SE205985; Piperhall NS095585; Piper Hole NY725035 
 Piperpool NS974933; Pipers Knowe NT355335; NT4816; Piperstyle NY505505 
 
PARKEND # GRM NS9278 [1]  NS929788   
 
1573 Johnsoun 899 Robert Bellentyne of Parkend  
1617 Murray   David Bellendyne in Parkend 
1633 RS58/6 f.43 David Belenden in Parkend Robert Bellenden his son 
1636 RS58/6 f.358 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Bellenden in 

Parkend of Polmonenth, Robert Bellenden his eldest son and heir apparent and Marjory 
Young lawful eldest daughter to Patrick Young of Killi[--]tie, and future spouse to the said 
Robert --- all and haill those two oxgangs of land of the lands of Redding with houses [etc] 

1639 RS58/7 f.233 David Ballenden of Parkend  
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15  Robert Bellenden in Parkend 
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] Robert Ballendene of Parkend  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.14 Patrick Bellenden of Parkend 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80v   Christian Callender spouse to Patrick Bellenden of Parkend 
1686 RS83/1 f.6v.6 Patrick Jean and Agnes Ballintyns, laufull children to James Ballintyn of Reden. 

Registered on the  93rd leaf of the said Register  
1689 RS83/1 f.20.10 James Livingstoune of Westquarter of ane avenew to the house of Westquarter from 

Parkend Woodend. Registered on the 358th leaf of the said Register 
1692 Murray   Patrick Ballantine of Parkend 
1694 RS83/1 f.48.7 Robert Ballenden sone to Patrick Ballenden of Parkend of the six oxengates of land upone 

the south and north sydes of the toune and lands of Redding & Forresters Land now called 
Parkend with that land called Abbotspark with the timber thereof & planting of Parkend 
& Redding. Registered on the 265th and 266th leaves of the said Register 

1696 RS83/1 f.70v.1 Robert Balentyne of Parkend. Registered on the 451st and 452nd leaves of the said Register 
1705 RS59/12 f.44 [L] lands of Redding and also these lands called Forresters Land now Parkend and that 

portion called Abbotspark with the timber thereof and planting of Parkend and Redding 
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1714  RS59/13 f.161 William Balantine of Parkend  
1731 RS59/15 f.627v [L] all and haill these two oxengates of land lying upon the south part or side of the lands 

of Redding, and similarly all and haill these lands commonly called Fosterlands alias 
Parkend with that portion of the lands called Abbots Park with the wood and trees 
growing thereupon which lands called Fosterlands alias Parkend and portion of land called 
Abbots Park are bounded as follows viz The lands of Polmont upon the east and north and 
the lands of Redding upon the south and west  

1788 AOS 1242 Johanna Ferguson of Isle, formerly Bruce of Camelon - 2 oxengates of land on the south 
side of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend & others barony of Polmont G.R. 450.291 

1788 AOS 1401 lands on the north and south sides of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend and piece of ground 
called Abbotspark,barony of Polmont 

1796 AOS 3183 on the north west corner of Parkend Wood parish of Polmont  
1804 AOS 4750 Leedlees - Ryefaulds - on the west end of the Polmont Burn; an acre of the lands of 

Parkend on the east and south of the new high road. 
1807 AOS 5499 on the north west corner of Parkend Wood  
1814 AOS 7525 lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 

Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester Park 
and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called Blackburn 
Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground upon the 
back of both to Gatherburn  

 
Note: This name [Parkend] seems to be first mentioned in 1602, in the will of the then proprietor, Robert Bellenden; in 

1788 it was changed to Park Place, and this in turn was changed to Parkhill in 1794. The portion of the property 
West of Polmont burn originally formed part of the Forrestlands of Redding and Abbotspark, while the 
remainder belonged to Over Polmont. [Stirlingshire  ii No313] 

PARKEND WOOD (# GRM NS9278 [2]     
 
1796 AOS Parkend Wood 
 
cf Woodend 
PARKHILL  GRM NS9278 [1]  NS929788    
 
1573 Johnsoun 899  Robert Bellentyne of Parkend 
1602 Stirlingshire 313  Parkend 
1603 CRE  Robert Bellenden at Parkend 
1617 Murray   Parkend 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.15  Robert Bellenden in Parkend 
1642 CRS  David Bellenden in Parkend 
1668 RS59/3 f.80v [L] Patrick Bellenden fear of Parkend and Jean Rankine his spouse ---- parts and portions 

of the  lands of Reddeine lying and bounded viz between the lands of Reddeine on the 
east[,] wood [silvam] on the south  lands pertaining to Thomas Boig on the west and the 
public road going between the burgh of Linlithgow and Falkirk on the north 

1671 RS59/4 f.239v [L] Robert Bellenden oldest lawful son and heir to the late David Bellenden in Parkend of 
Polmont his father --- Precept of Clare Constat --- from Duke of Hamilton --- in all and 
haill these two oxgangs of the lands of Redding with houses [etc] --- within the barony of 
Polmont and sheriffdom of Stirling --- with the privilige and freedom of coal and making  
the stankis and  passiges thereof within that part of the  lands 

1671 RS59/4 f.241 [L] Patrick Bellenden oldest lawful son to Robert Bellenden of Parkend --- feu charter --- 
those two oxengates of land lying on the south side of the lands of Redding and of all and 
haill these three known as the Fosterlands otherwise Parkend with the portion of enclosed 
land known as Abbotspark with woods and trees thereupon --- on the north and east sides 
of the lands of Redding and south and east parts 

1692 Murray   Patrick Ballantyne of Parkend 
1731 RS59/15 f.627v [L] all and haill these two oxengates of land lying upon the south part or side of the lands 

of Redding, and similarly all and haill these lands commonly called Fosterlands alias 
Parkend with that portion of the lands called Abbots Park with the wood and trees growing 
thereupon which lands called Fosterlands alias Parkend and portion of land called Abbots 
Park are bounded as follows viz The lands of Polmont upon the east and north and the 
lands of Redding upon the south and west  

1755 Roy   Parkend 
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1784 AOS  Parkend 
1788 Stirlingshire313  Park Place 
1793 CRS  James Cheap of Parkplace, parish of Polmont 
1794 Stirlingshire 313  Parkhill 
1817 Grassom  Parkhill 
1860 OS Parkhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Parkhill 
 
Note: Stirlingshire, Stirlingshire  ii No313: This name [Parkend] seems to be first mentioned in 1602, in the will of the 

then proprietor, Robert Bellenden; in 1788 it was changed to Park Place, and this in turn was changed to Parkhill 
in 1794. The portion of the property West of Polmont burn originally formed part of the Forrestlands of Redding 
and Abbotspark, while the remainder belonged to Over Polmont. 

PARKPLACE # GRM NS9278 [1]    
 
 
1793 AOS 1857 James Cheap of Parkplace, parish of Polmont  
1793 CRS James Cheap of Parks Place, parish of Polmont  
 
see Parkhill above. 
PEDDIES BRIDGE NS9381 [4]        
 
1912 CDS13 Peddies Bridge - D. Mackay [Grangemouth 2 1/4 ] 
 
cf Peddies Hill ABD, [CPNA 257] 
PEDLOCH # GRM NS9182 [1] NS916824 
 
1797 RHP242 Pedloch 
 
see Spadeloch Pow which enters the River Carron close by where this cottage lay. 
PEESE HILLS # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd --- quhairof ane aiker and half 
aiker of infield land lyand in the Peis Hills and sex aikeris halfaiker and the thrid pairt of 
ane aiker of outfield land lyand as folowes ane aiker and ane half aiker of land thairof 
lyand in that part of the samyne called the Bigar Landis upon the east syd of the Peis Hill 

1734 RS59/16 f.411v and two akers of land of the said lands of Whyteside whereof ane aker and ane half aker of 
infield land lying in the Peesehill and six aikers and half ane aiker of land thereof lying in 
the Waldalls of the Muirlands 

PINFOLDBRIDGE GRM NS9083 [1]   NS907836 
 
1653 RS2/5 f.279 William Callendar of Powfaldbridge 
1658 RS.2/14 f.182 Michael Callendar, son of William Callendar of Powfaldbridge 
1669 RS59/4 f.75 [L] Euphame Bellendine second lawful daughter to Patrick Bellendine in Elphingstoune – 

contract matrimonial with Michael Callender second lawful son to William Callender at 
Powfaldbridge in the parochen of Bothkenner  

1669 RS2.15.445 John Callendar, portioner of Powfaldbridge 
1678 CRS Michaell Callendar at Poufald Bridge of Bothkenner 
1681 RS59/6 f.283v Robert Leishman at Powfald Bridge of Bothkenner  
1687 CRS Eupham Ballentyne and Michall Callendar at Poufald Bridge of Bothkenner 
1687 RS59/7/220v [L] William Callander at Pondfauldbridge of Bothkenner of 7 acres of arable land in 

Bothkenner bounded between the lands of the late George Maistertowne on the west, the 
lands of Michael Callender on the east, the lands of James Huntar on the north and the road 
commonly known as lie lone leading to the kirk of Bothkennar (ducen ad acclesium de 
Bothkenner) on the south – wit. Mr John Skinner] 

1718 RS59/13 f.656v John Callander eldest lawful son to the deceased William Callander at Pondfauldbridge of 
Bothkenner --- Precept of Clare Constat granted be Lord Elphingstone of Quarrell 
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immediate lawful superior of the lands --- all and heall these seven acres of arable land 
lying bounded as hereafter mentioned --- betwixt the lands of umquhile George Mastertoun 
on the west The lands of Michael Callander on the east The lands of James Hunter skipper 
on the north and the way commonly called the loan that leadeth to the Kirk of Bothkennar 
on the south 

1730 RS59/15 f.466 William Sympson of Litsdale of all and heall these John Callander of Poufauld Bridge his 
lands of Greendyke 

1736 CH2/1548 Pondfauld Bridge 
1742 RS59/18 f.198 John Callendar of Powfauldbridge 
1748 CH2/1548 Punfold-Bridge 
1755 Roy Dalpaffly Bridge 
1758 CRS John Callender of Powfauldbridge 
1794 AOS 2787 Malcolm Leishman, mason, Pamflebridge  
1802 GD65/262 Precept of Care Constat by the curator of Thomas Dundas of Fingask in favour of Thomas 

Smith, merchant in Bainsford, as son and heir of the deceased Hugh Smith, tenant in 
Skaithmuir, of the seven acres of arable land in Bothkenner, commonly called Ponfauld 
Bridge 

1803 AOS 4494 7 acres of arable land in Bothkenner commonly called Ponfauld Bridge 
1807 AOS (03/06) leading over the bridge over the River Carron to Pinfauld Bridge 
1813 AOS 7467 Pamfauld Bridge  
1818 AOS 8647 Thomas Smith of Painfauld Bridge 
1819 AOS 9299 7 acres of arable land in Bothkenner called Pinfauld Bridge; Skinflatt and part of the lands 

of Facet extending to 10 acres 1 rood and 19 falls; 4 ridges of land commonly called 
Kilnridge with the houses thereon extending to 2 acres 1 rood amd 17 falls 

1851 RHP1540   Poind Fold Bridge 
1851 Census Pinfoldbridge - William and Mary Sharp  
1865 OSNB Pinfoldbridge - Colliers’ dwellinghouses, one storey, partly slated and partly thatched.  

Property of Wm Dawson  
1865 SC4/3/1 Pinfoldbridge 
 
cf Pamphill Bridge infra 
PISSWANTON # GRM NS9581 [1]  NS950816  
 
1755 Roy    Pisswanton 
 
Note: Porteous gives (from Kerse Estate records) Piccwanton and states that it was part of Mid Saltcoats. 
 
cf Pishwanton Wood NT535655 
    Pishmack Burn NX985965 
 Pissandbryck ( temp Robert I - RMS i App. i 87) 
    Pissenhauch (RMS v 2335) 
PLACE OF THE TENTS  # Po NS8976 [1]     
  
1772 RHP409 Place of The Tents 
POINT AND TILLAGE # GRM NS9182 [1] NS919826 
 
1757 RHP6131 Point and Tillage 
 
cf   Ferry Green Point  
POLMONT   GRM NS9378 [1]  NS932784 
 
1257 Holyrood  Polmunth 
1498 RMS ii 2441  [L] The king at death’s hand confirms a charter of Robert Bellentin, abbot of Holyrood,- 

[who grants to Lord Rankine Carriber the chaplaincy of the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary of Polmonth, and his successors as chaplains of divine celebrations at the high altar 
within the said chapel,-  ... William Lermonth of Hill ... George Kincaid senior, baillie to 
the  said abbot, George Kincaid junior, Malcolm Kincaid, Patrick Bellantin 

1540 GD25/1/394  Discharge by James Blackadder in behalf of Elizabeth Colvil Lady Polmont his mother to 
Gilbert Earl of Cassillis of the sum of £3:12/- as a terms annualrent due by his Lordship to 
her, at Martinmas then last 18 Dec 1540 
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1551 Wigton 240  with the third part of Polmonth, mill thereof: see Abbotskerse 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Duke de Chettellarault - Polmound Ovir and Nethir 
1562 Johnsoun 409 William Lewyngstoun in Polmont 
1576 Johnsoun 941 Alexander Quyt in Gilstoun, James Quhyt, his brother in Polmont. 
1587 CRE  David Livingstone in Polmont 
1609 Retour 67 [L] Robert Callendar of Maner, heir of John Callendar of Maner, his father, ---- lands of 

Inche, Carsybank, and a third part of the lands of Polmont, in the barony of Kerss and the 
regality of Abbey of Holyrood [monasterii Sancte Crucis] 

1611 RMS vii 560 [L] The king grants to James, Marquis of Hamilton, .- lands of Eister and Westir 
Saltcoittis, 3_1/2_ oxgangs with 3 Coitlands of land otherwise known as the Saltcottis 
(occupied by the late David Forrester), the lands of Carrounflatt, lands of Daratho, Insche, 
Carsybank, lands of Polmound both Over [superiores] and Nether [inferiores], with the 
mill and mill- lands &c., lands of Littill Kers, Hill, Ovir Gilstoun, Brokinheuk and 
Reidheuch, Littil and Nethir Gylstoun, Quytsyde, Ridding, Middilrig, Lethame and 
Lethamedaill, with mills and mill-lands &c., lands of Mwmmerallis, Clerkistoun, Elrig, 
Caldcoittis, with the fishing lands of Reidcobbill, and commonty of the fishing lands of 
Hewk and other lands within the bounds of the lordship of Kers both in fresh water and in 
the sea of Forth (excepting the fishings of Grange and other fishings previously set in feu-
ferm by the commendator and convent of Holyrood) ... with the privilege of regality and 
the office of hereditary baillie and justiciary of all above written which (previously 
tenanted by the said James from William Bellenden of Brochtoun, son and heir of the late 
Lord James B. de B., knight) the said William, with the consent of Lady Elizabeth Ker, 
Lady Brochtoun, his mother and tutor, resigns, and which the king has newly incorporated 
into the free lord ship, barony and regality of Abbotis-kers, ordaining the town of Polmond 
as the principal capital, with the power to hold courts, to congregate for wapinschawis &c., 
erecting the said Town of Polmond - into a free burgh of regality; with power to the said 
marquis to elect baillies, burgesses, consuls &c; with power to the bailliesof pack and peill,  

1618 RS58/1 f.140v [L] personally compared upon the ground of the lands unerwritten --- David Crawfuird in 
Gillmudowland and Margaret Livingstone lawful daughter of the late Lord Livingston in 
Polmonthe 

1626 Murray , i p.92  David Levingstoune in Polmonthe 
1630 POC  40s land of Polmont - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1632 GD30/361  Contract between Sir John Hamilton of Magdalenis [Magdalenes], knight, Clerk of 

Register, Council and Rolls, on the one part and Alexander Bruce of Alvethe [Alva], on the 
other part, whereby the said Sir John binds himself to repay sum due to the said Alexander 
Bruce, and also concerning his quarter of the coals, coalheughs and saltpans in the barony 
of Kinneil, Polmonthe [Polmont] and common mure of Cariddin [Carriden]. 30 Apr-1 
May 1632  

1630s GD30/363  [L] Renunciation by Elspeth, Agnes, Christian, Margaret, Jean and Rebecca Hamiltone, 
daughters of the deceased Sir John Hamiltone of Magdalens, knight, late Clerk of Register, 
Council and Rolls, with consent of Robert Hamiltone of Bathgate, spouse of the said 
Elspeth, of Mr George Winrome of Libbertoun, spouse of the said Agnes, and of Mr John 
Scharpe, younger, of Howstoune, advocate, spouse of the said Christian, in favour of 
Alexander Bruce of Alvache, of their right to the fourth part of the coals and coalheughs in 
the barony of Kinneill, Polmounthe and common muir of Carriddin and the fourth part of 
the saltpans etc, within said barony, which belonged to the deceased Sir John Hamiltone, 
their father, and which by contract dated 30 April and 1 May, 163[torn], between the said 
deceased Sir John Hamiltone and Alexander Bruce, the said Sir John Bound himself to 
denude himself of the above in favour of the said Alexander Bruce in satisfaction of the 
sum of 9,500 merks due by him to the said Alexander. 1630s 

1633 RS58/6 f.43 [L] David Levingstoune of Polmonth  
1633 RS58/6 f.52 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Hamiltoune 

chamberlain of Kyneill as baillie in that part with a charter of precept of sasine with David 
Levingstoune in Polmonthe and Christine Callendar his spouse upon the ground of those 5 
oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Polmonth – Marquis of Hamilton [this sasine 
mentions Over Polmais but this is almost certainly an error for Over Polmont q.v.] 

1635 Retour 118  [L] villa de Polmond erecta in burgum regalitatis 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.5v   Alexander Levingstowne eldest lawfull son to David Levingstowne of Pomont  
1644 RS58/8 f.56v [L] David Levingstoune of Polmonthe and Cristine Callander his spouse 
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1649 RS58/8 f.414 [L] William marquis of Clidisdale [etc] --- lands of Easter Saltcoittis, Wester Saltcoittis 
and 3 ½ oxgangs of land and 3 coatlands of land and the Saltcoitis so called possessed by 
the late David Forrester, lans known as the Carrounflat, lands of Daratho, lands of Inche, 
lands of Carseybank, lands of Over Polmond  and Nether Polmond  [polmond 
tamsuperioribus quatu inferioribus] with mills and mill lands [etc], lands of Litell Kers, 
lands of Hill, Over Gilstoun, Brokinhouk, Radheuch, lands of Litell Gilstoun, lands of 
Nether Gilstoun, lands of Quytsyde, lands of Ridding, lands of Middilrig, lands of Letham 
and Lethamdail with mill and mill lands, lands of Minerallis, lands of Clarkstoun, lands of 
Erig, lands of Cauldcoattis with the fishing lands of Ridcobill and with common fishings of 
Houk and other lands within the bounds of the lordship of Kers both in fesh water and in 
the water of Forth --- sasine given at the mercat cross [apud crucem foralem] of the burgh 
of Polmond  [witnesses to sasine] Robert Calender in Parkend of Polmond  

1691 Murray   Polmonth 
1694 CRS  Andrew Spence in Pollmond, spouse Barbara Jarvey 
1696 GD406/1/6916  [? The earl of Arran] to [Anne, duchess of Hamilton], announcing that the earl of 

Linlithgow has agreed to give him the heritable right to the teinds of Polmont and 100 
guineas [1696]  

1701 GD406/1/6598  Letter royal of King Charles I creating Lord William Hamilton earl of Roseberrie 
[Rosebery] and Lord of Poumont. [Superscribed by Charles I.] [torn.] nd[1701?]  

1704 GD406/1/5190  'Ane abreviat of Daniel Hamilton's Intromissiones, Kinneill, with the Rents of Kinneill, 
Polmont etc. Crop 1703 and with the Causuall Rent of Kinniell from 16 August 1703 till 
21 August 1704' [29 Sep 1704]  

1706 GD406/1/5349  [James Hamilton], Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], reporting that with a great deal of 
difficulty he has persuaded Bonhard to promise to pay up the £200 sterling by Lammas, 
and complaining about Daniel Hamilton's failure to settle the balance of his accounts. 
There has also been a dispute between the tacksmen of the coal at Polmont and the 
coalhewers there 4 Jul 1706  

1706 GD406/1/5359  [James Hamilton], Edinburgh, to the duke of Hamilton, reporting that James Campbell is 
asking Lamington's advice about setting his grace's coal works at Polmont, and that the 
skippers in Bo'ness complain that there are no coals left for them on the duke's hill. The 
general assembly sat down on the previous Thursday with Mr. William Wyshart of Leith as 
moderator 6 Apr 1706  

1706 GD406/1/11068  [James Hamilton of Pencaitland], Barnecluith, to the duke of Hamilton, describing how the 
Bo'ness people changed their minds and decided to order Andrew Wilson to give up being 
tacksman of the Polmont coal at Whitsun. The writer has spent the past eight days at the 
meeting of Mr Basil's tutors 1 May 1706  

1707 GD406/1/5486  James Hamilton, Edinburgh, to the duke of Hamilton, discussing his grace's dispute with 
Lord Lithgow about a tack of the teinds of Polmont, and mentioning that the Equivalent is 
now on the way north 12 Jul 1707  

1707 GD406/1/8567  [The duke of] H[amilton], Keniell, to his mother Anne, duchess of Hamilton, discussing 
the advocates' advice with relation to the teinds of Polmont, and asking her to send him the 
original of the 2nd duke's tailzie since the teinds were expressly assigned to her grace in it 
24 Jul 1707  

1708 GD406/1/5519  Michael Livingstone, Bantasken, to James Crawfurd of Lochcot, at Kinniel, explaining that 
there is no point in his calling upon the duke [of Hamilton] until he has the papers about 
the teinds of Polmont, and that since his tack does not expire until Michaelmas, he has 
time enough to treat for a new agreement 27 Aug 1708  

1709 GD406/1/5570  W. Hamilton, Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], discussing Clova's pursuit against the 
duke and Lamingtoun, and Mylnhall's claim to multures from the mill in Polmont 8 Dec 
1709  

1709 GD406/1/5586  James Menteith of Milhall, Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], explaining why he has 
raised a declarator of thirlage against the vassals of the lands astricted to the mills of 
Polmont 24 Dec 1709  

1710 GD406/1/5598  James Menteith of Milhall, Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], asking for the key of the 
charter chest at Kinneill to be sent down to one of his grace's agents who could then deliver 
to the writer some old writs of Polmont which he wishes to see 6 Jun 1710  

1710 GD406/1/5624  [John Hamilton], Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], reporting that the tacksmen of 
Polmont have given over the coal, and that Rankin does no good with the moor which he 
leased from the duke 11 Apr 1710  
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1710 GD406/1/5631  [John Hamilton], Edinburgh, to [the duke of Hamilton], asking him to write to Lord 
Kinnaird, who has not turned Roman Catholic as was suggested by current rumours. As to 
the likelihood of an election, his grace should warn his friends to enter into no 
engagements until matters are clearer. He goes on to discuss the leasing of the Polmont 
coals and the collection of the two pennies on the pint, and concludes by discussing his 
grace's financial affairs and enclosing an account [See GD406/1/5632] and a memorandum 
[See GD406/1/5633] 29 Jun 1710  

1707 GD406/1/11837  [The duke of] H[amilton], Keniell, to Anne, duchess of Hamilton, describing his bargain 
with the earl of Linlithgow over the teinds of Polmont 23 Dec 1707 

1732 CRS  James Cairns, tacksman of the coal of Polmont 
1732 STLGS No142  Church built 
1739 CRS  Grizel Bruce, Lady Reddoch 
1724 GD215/1041  `Decreet of Erection' of Polmont parish 22 Jul 1724 
1752 TURNPIKE Mr Patrick Bennet of Polmont 
1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont 
1784 AOS  third part of Polmonth called Polmonth Park 
1787 AOS  Over Polmont 
1793 CRS  Mr William Finlay, minister of Polmont 
1793 AOS  in a third part of Polmont called Nether Polmont or Polmont Park. 
1804 AOS   in a third part of Polmont called Nether Polmont & now called Polmont Park 
1859 FEU 569,572 Polmont 
1836 TE19/477  Locality of Polmont 1836 
1860 OS Polmont 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Polmont 
POLMONT BANK # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS936789 
 
1793 AOS 2510 part of Whiteside called Polmont Bank 
1860 OS Polmontbank 
1912 CDS13 Polmont Bank  - John J. Tweedie 
POLMONT BURN GRM NS9279 [1]  NS930789 
 
1590 Pont  Catrin Burn 
1681 Murray   Catharin Burne and Katherine Burne 
1723 Macfarlane f.404  Parkend Burn 
1860 OS Polmont Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Polmont Burn 
 
cf Loch Katrine NN395125 
    Caetrin Stryp, Strathisla, BNF. 1219x33 [Barrow, Anglo-Norman Era, Appendix C, p.202, No 6] 
    Catrine NS5225; Catrine AYR 
    Katrine Grain ABD; Torkatrine NX8364 
POLMONT HILL GRM NS9479 [1]   NS948794 
 
1491 Young 455 William Burne of Hill 
1540 Johnsoun 226 Richard Burne of Hill - son Nicholas Burne 
1541 Johnsoun 248 Decree arbitral pronounced be Robert Wethirspoune, William Hammyltoune of Grang, 

James Menteicht and Alexander Menteicht, arbiters appointed betwixt Archibald, Patrick, 
Nichol, Alexander, Richard and Alison Burne, children of Richard Burne of Hill, on the 
one part, and William Burne, son and heir of the said Richard, on the other part. The 
arbiters decern that the said William shall pay to each of his said brothers and sister the 
sum of 20 merks Scots, as their bairn’s part of gear; he shall receive Richard Burne his 
brother “till hous and herbery, met and clayth, and honest sustenatioun, he doand service 
therfor that he may do, and gif it sal happin the said Rechart his bruyther to tyir or irk of 
the said William and he thinks he ma do better, in that cais it salbe lesum to the said 
Rechart to pass and remane quhar he thinks best, and the said William sal content and pay 
him 20 merks usuale money of Scotland”. 

1542 Holyrood 37  [L] Hill 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Hill 
1564 Thounis 210 Patrick Burne in the Hill 
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1574 Johnsoun 609 Assignation by William Lyndesay, living on the toft of the Hill called the Burne Bray of 
Clarkstoun, in the barony of Abbotskerss and sheriffdom of Striveling, in favour of 
William Burne, son of Archibald of the Hill, of his right and kindness and favour in the 
said toft, reserving the occupation of the houyse thereon till Whitsunday next to come. 
Assignation given with the consent of his wife, Agnes Bard. If the said William Lyndesay 
fail to quit the house at the above term, it is declared that it shall be lawful for the said 
William Burne to take down the house. 

1587 RMS v 1304   [L] [the king having abolished the monasteries grants many of their former properties in 
return  for a large sum of money to Sir John Bellenden of Auchnoule and his son, Ludovic 
Bellenden. Among these are:] lands and barony of Kers, Abbotis-kers so called; 
specifically feu-lands of Airth, Barnishill, Beircroftis and Littil-Saltcoittis, lands of Over-
Saltcoittis, Reidheuch, the Heuk, Lovaris-aikeris, Grange, 3 1/2 bovatas and 3 Cotlandis of 
Saltcoittis (occupied by Alexander Forrester of Garden), lands of Eister and West 
Saltcoittis, Inche, Carsebank and Polmound, with the mill of Polmound, astricted multures 
and lie suckin thereof, lands of Bowhous and Newbigging, Darraho and Carrunflat, 
Clerkistoun, Littill Kers, Hill, de [le?] Over Gelstoun, Brokinheuk and Reddoch, Littill 
Gelstoun, Quhytesyde, Redding, Myddilrig, Mommerallis, Cauldcottis, Falkirk with 
cottages, Lethimdaill with the mill, lands of Elrik, Reidcobill ... 

1592 RMS v 2140   [L] King confirms a charter of Robert Cairncross of Colmeslie of a feu of lands 
underwritten in which Cairncross made over the feu of the lands to the late Robert 
Bartilmo in Reidhewch and heirs male legitimately procreated, which failing the nearest 
legitimate male heir,- 4 oxgangs and 4 acres of the land of Reidheuch with cotlands 
extending to 40 shillings in the regalitie of Brochtoun, barony of Kers. Exceping the 
fishings  on the water of Avene which pertain hereditably to William Greinlaw ... ... with a 
precept of sasine issuing from Patrick Burne of Hill 

1608 RMS vi 2150 [L] Robert Burne, son of the late Patrick Burne in Hill 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] The king grants to James, Marquis of Hamilton, .- lands of Eister and Westir 

Saltcoittis, 3_1/2_ oxgangs with 3 Coitlands of land otherwise known as the Saltcottis 
(occupied by the late David Forrester), the lands of Carrounflatt, lands of Daratho, Insche, 
Carsybank, lands of Polmound both Over [superiores] and Nether [inferiores], with the mill 
and mill- lands &c., lands of Littill kers, Hill, Ovir Gilstoun, Brokinheuk and Reidheuch, 
Littil and Nethir Gylstoun, Quytsyde, Ridding, Middilrig, Lethame and Lethamedaill, with 
mills and mill-lands &c., lands of Mwmmerallis, Clerkistoun, Elrig, Caldcoittis, with the 
fishing lands of Reidcobbill, and commonty of the fishing lands of Hewk and other lands 
within the bounds of the lordship of Kers both in fresh water and in the sea of Forth 
(excepting the fishings of Grange and other fishings previously set in feu-ferm by the 
commendator and convent of Holyrood) ... with the privilege of regality and the office of 
hereditary baillie and justiciar of all above written;- which (formerly leased by the said 
James from William Bellenden of Brochtoun, son and heir of the late Lord Sir James B. of 
B.)the said William with the consent of Lady Elizabeth Ker, Lady Brochtoun his mother 
and tutor, has resigned; and which the king has of new incorporated into the free lordship, 
barony and regality of Abbotis-kers, ordaining the town of Polmont to be the principal 
place therof; with the power to hold courts, wapinschawis &c.; ... 

1636 Murray   William Whyte in Hill 
1637 CRS  Andrew White in Hill 
1661 RMS xi 62  Hill 
1664 RS59/1 f.352 [L] Alexander Whyte in Hill  
1691 Murray   Alexander Whyte in Hill 
1708 Sibbald p.56  And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 

Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 
1729 CRS  Andrew White in Hill 
1731 Binns 573  Isabel White, daughter of the late Andrew White, tenant in Hill, in the parish of Falkirk, 

with the consent of her husband, James Marshall, tenant in Whiteside. 
1860 OS Polmonthill 
1912 CDS13 Hill  - W. Meikle, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Polmonthill 
POLMONT HOUSE # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS933782 
 
EEC 1788 Polmont House - an excellent house .... built within these few years with suitable offices 
1912 CDS13 Polmont House - D. Laidlaw 
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1963 Stirlingshire ii No. 314 Polmont House 
POLMONT MILL  # GRM NS9379 [1]  NS939794  
 
1234 Newbattle 165  Alexander, by the grace of God, King of Scots ... a ploughgate of land in Karso ... with the 

unhindered use of the course of the Smaleburne at their own mill by the lade. 
1504 Menteith   James Menteith had a tack of Polmont Mill 
1542 RMS iii 2828 [L] Alexander Menteith at Polmonth-mylne 
1560 Johnsoun 816  Archibald Menteith, son of Alexander Menteith in Polmont Myln  
1561 Thounis 55   Henry Menteth in Polmontmylne 
1567 RH 11/43/1   Alexander Menteth tennand ... myln of Polmounth 
1578 SRH  William Menteyth in Polmylne 
1652 Retour 200 [L] James Monteath of Polmonthmylne, heir of William Monteath of Polmonthmylne, his 

grandfather, in the mylne of Polmonth, with the meidowes callit the Eister deput-meidow 
and multures etc of the barony of Polmonth ;- 4 oxingait of the lands of Clerkstoune with 
the corne-mylne ;- 3 oxingait of the lands of Nethergilstoune and ane oxingait of the lands 
of Quytfeild within the barony of Abbotiskers and regalitie of Brochtoune  

1658 RS58/12 f.18 Comperit personalie ane discreit man David Monteith in Mylnhall actorney in name and 
behalf of James Monteith of Polmonthmylne – precept of sasine --- furth of the 
chancellarie --- the deceist William Monteith of Polmonthmylne grandfather to James 
Monteith of Polmonthmylne --- in all and whole the mylne of Polmonth with the mylne 
lands thairof houses [etc] callit the Estar Deput Medow astricted  multures knaveship [etc] 
of all and haill the barrony of Polmonth sed and wont belonging to the said mylne Togidder 
with the four oxengate of land of Clerkstone with the corne mill of the samen lands with 
multures [etc] thairof with dammes and leading of water belonging thairto with thair 
oxengate of the lands of Nether Gilstoune and oxengate of the lands of Whytesyde houses 
[etc] sometime possesed be the said William Monteith --- barrony of Abbotskers regalitie 
of Bruchtoune 

1668 RS59/4 f.4v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Hamiltoune of Dechmont 
baillie of the barony of Polmont ---- James Monteith of Mylnhall and Alexander Monteith 
his eldest lawful son --- having a charter of feuferme and locationis ---- the mill lands 
underwritten --- all and haill those four oxgangs of the lands of Clerkstoune three oxgangs 
of the lands of Gillstoune and an oxgang of the lands of Whytsyde with houses [etc] --- 
barony of Kers so called and now the regality of Polmont --- with the  freedom and 
privilege of a lade from the mill dam [aquarum exitiuum stagnorum molarium] aqua 
ductum lie water passages dammes water gaites water draughts leads of water in whatever 
place within the said lands of the barony to serve the said two mills [sasine is given first at 
Clerkstoune, secondly at the mill house, thirdly upon the lands of Gillstoune, fourthly on 
the lands of Whytsyde and fifthly upon the ground of the Eister Deput (Dep’) Meidow] 

1704 RS59/11 f.349 James Monteith in Mylnhall having a Precept of Clare Constat from the Duke of Hamilton 
--- together with our tuo mylns of Polmont allreadie built, myln lands [etc] with power to 
the said James to cast and win peats fewal fail and dyvot upon the common muir of 
Reddingrig and Whytesyderig for upholding the houses upon the lands and mylns foresaid 
thairof for drying of the corns that are thirled thairto and shall happen to come to be dryed 
and killened thairat --- and the said Alexander [recte James] Monteith only sone of the first 
marriage of the deceast James Monteith [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Ballintyne of 
Parkend, James Easton mylner in Mylnhall 

1708 Sibbald p.56  And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 
Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 

1729 Binns 571   Registered Factory by Sir James Dalzell of Binns in favour of Hugh Fleming W.S. to 
ingather and collect the rents, maills and duties of the mill and mill-lands of Polmont, lying 
in the parish of Falkirk 

1751 RHP6106   shows mill on east sidof the lade. 
1860 OS depicted but not named 
POLMONT - Nether # GRM NS9379 [2]    
 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Duke de Chettellarault - Polmound Ovir and Nethir 
1793 AOS 2533 in a third part of Polmont called Nether Polmont or Polmont Park. 
1804 AOS 4865 in a third part of Polmont otherwise called Nether Polmont & now called Polmont Park  
POLMONT NEUK # GRM NS9479 [1]  NS944797 
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1860 OS Polmont Neuk 
 
This lay close to the Jinkabout meander on the River Avon. Now Avonside. 
POLMONT - OVER   # GRM NS9177 [3]    
 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Duke de Chettellarault - Polmound Ovir and Nethir 
1635 RS58/6 f.240 [L] David Levingstoune of Polmonth --- oxgang of the town and lands of Over Polmonth 

with houses [etc] 
1644 RS58/8 f.56v [L] three and a half oxgangs of the lands of Over Polmonthe with houses [etc] --- 

presently occupied by David Levingstoune of Polmonthe and Cristine Callander his spouse 
1684 RS59/6 f.465v [L] Mr Michael Livingstone of Pantaskine lawful and nearest heir of the late David 

Livingstone son and heir of the late David Livingstone of Polmont sui abi --- Precept of 
Clare Constat --- five and half oxgangs of land of the town and lands of Over Polmont 
with houses [etc] 

1716  RS59/13 f.328 Mr Michael Livingstoun of Bantaskine --- the said Mr Michael Livingston his tuo oxgangs 
and half and oxgang of the lands of Over Polmonth with houses [etc] 

1740 RS59/18 f.1v [L] Michael Bruce of Millnhall as baillie – George Shaw now of Kersiebank --- Precept of 
Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Kersiebank and third part of the lands of 
Polmont --- as also five and a half oxengates of the town and lands of Over Polmont lately 
possest by umquile David Livingston of Bantaskin and his tennants --- all and haill the 
Easter Depute Meadow of Polmont --- meadow part of the lands of Parkend 

1791 AOS 2023 5 1/2 oxengates of Over Polmont;- piece of ground being part of Parkend - on disp. by 
John Kidd of Parkend 

1787 AOS   Over Polmont 
1809 AOS   of the Town and lands of Over Polmont 
 
Note: This name [Parkend] seems to be first mentioned in 1602, in the will of the then proprietor, Robert Bellenden; in 

1788 it was changed to Park Place, and this in turn was changed to Parkhill in 1794. The portion of the property 
West of Polmont burn originally formed part of the Forrestlands of Redding and Abbotspark, while the 
remainder belonged to Over Polmont. [Stirlingshire  ii No313:] 

POLMONT PARK   GRM NS9278 [1  NS928788 
 
1784 AOS 560 William Pearson of Polmonth Park seised in third part of Polmont called Polmonth Park, 

parish of Polmont, on Ch. Sale and Novod. by George Shaw of Kersiebank. G.R. 416.93 
1793 AOS 2533 in a third part of Polmont called Nether Polmont or Polmont Park. 
1804 AOS 4865 in a third part of Polmont called Nether Polmont & now called Polmont Park 
1860 OS Polmont Park 
1954 OS Polmont Park 
POLMONTSIDE GRM NS9277 [1]   NS925777 
 
1663 CRS  Thomas Gaff in Polmontsyde, spouse Margaret Ruchat 
1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Thomas Marshall tennent in Polmontside   
1860 OS Polmontside 
1954 OS   Polmontside [See also Polmontside Square - 918775] 
PONT # Gm.NS9281 [2]    
 
1755 Roy Pont 
 
This approximates with Bowhouse Plank. 
 
cf Pont NS4624 
POUNDERLAND   # GRM NS9279 [2]    
 
1561 Thounis 55 the lands of Newbiggings and Ponderisland occupied by William Levingstoun 
1565 RMS iv 1662  [L] The king and queen confirm a charter made by Robert, commendator of Holyrood and 

the convent thereof -[whereby, for a large sum of money resigns hands over in feuferm to 
M.Alexander Chalmer, his heirs and assigness,- lands called Abbotisgrange (which are 
occupied by Thomas Levingstoun and David Kincaid), lands of Newbiggings and 
Pounderlandis (which are occupied by William Levingstoun), Bowhouse (occupied by 
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William Menteith of Randiefurde), Luderis-aikeris (occupied by Giles Brand, relict of John 
Watt), Couperlandis alias Coilheuchburne (occupied by John Wilson) ... in my barony of 
Kers 

 
Cf Pundlar land  
POWBRIDGE   # GRM NS9481 [2]    
 
1736 GD65/187  a room of land called Overtoune and Randyfoord Saltcoats or Powbridge in parish of 

Polmonth [Polmont], and sheriffdom of Stirling 
POWDRAKE  GRM NS9481 [1]     

Wester        NS942813  
                                Easter         NS944813 
 
1545 RMS iii 3120 [L] John Johnnsoun in Puldraik 
1658 Retour 225 [L] John Greinlaw in Hewdreke  [recte Powdrake], heir of John Greinlaw in Falkirk, his 

father’s brother,- in a tenement of land in Falkirk within the barroney of Callendar 
1658 RS58/12 f.56v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the land efterspecifiet ane discreit young man John 

Grindley in Powdrake --- Precept of Clare Constat from Earl of Callendar --- houses in 
Falkirk 

1690 Retour 313   [L] John Hunter, merchant in Borroustouness, heir of James Hunter, mariner in B., his 
father, in the lands of Foster-Saltcoats alias Powdreks, in the lordship and barony of 
Abotskerse. -E 10m feuferm 

1698 RS83/2.09.117  James Johnstoune in Powdrake and Margaret Walker his spouse RS59/10 f.104 – f.105 
1702 RS83/2.11.154  James Johnstoun in Poudraiks and James Johnstoun his son RS59/11 f.160 – f.161 
1755 Roy   Powdrak 
1775 SC4/3/1 Powdrake or Forrester Saltcoats 
1779 CRS  William Clarkson, tenant 
1787 AOS 1185 Powdrake - part of Over Saltcoats or Randieford Saltcoats called South Scott Flatt 
1798 AOS 3646 William Russell of Powdrake, - Powdrakes or Forresters Saltcoats, parish of Polmont  
1817 Grassom  Powdrake 
1860 OS   Powdrake [also shows North Powdrake] 
1912 CDS13 Powdrake  - George Kay, farmer 
 
cf Powdrake NS865865 
  Poldrait  WLO [PNWL 69]  
POWPEN # GRM NS9083 [4]   
 
See also Pow-penis and Ponpens in this document. 
 
1665 RS59/2 f.163v William Bruce of Newtoune --- Earl of Wigton --- fishing on the Water of Carroune called 

Bothkenner – bounded as follows Beginand at the foot of the Longdyk and Watirgreine 
descending doune Carroun and ascending be Forth Poknaiff Powpen The Westertoun the 
Foull Pooll Gairdoch Backraw Darbeth and the Newtoune of Graingis lying in the 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1678 RS59/5 f.416v fishing in the Water of Carrone called Bothkenner within the bounds following viz 
beggining at the foot of the Longdyke and Wattergreine descending throw Carrone and 
ascending throw Foarthe Poucknave Powpone Westertowne Foullpoole Gairdoch Backraw 
Darbeth Newtowne and Graing  

PRIESTACRE  # GRM NS9482 [3]    
 
1701 RS83/2 f.10  James Simpsone second son to Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch of all and haill the lands of 

Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke with the haill houss 
therewith belonging to Archibald Kincaid of Huke. RS59/11 f.12 – f.13 

1701 RS59/11 f.12v all and haill the lands of Oxgang and Preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke 
Lands [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Cheisly schoolmaster in Carronflat 

1705 RS59/12 f.66 John Robertson of Candie --- parts and portions of the lands of Huck called Preist Aikers 
having the lands of Candie on the south and north west and the lands of Forresters 
Saltcoats on the east and northeast 

1736 VR Priestacre 
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1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont --- those parts and 
portions of the lands of Huick called Oxengate and Priestacre with houses [etc] --- 
gramina salsa anglice salt grass called Henry Hooks salt grass and Hooks salt grass --- 
oxgangs of the lands of Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarium (anglice Runridge) 

1774 SC1/1/1 Priestacre - part of Huik 
1795 AOS 2877 Oxgang or Oxengang & Priest Acre, parish of Polmont 
1805 AOS 4927 part of the lands of Heuk called the Priests Acre, parish of Falkirk  

PUN WALLS # GRM NS9478 [1]  NS942780  
 
1780 RHP1537 Pun Walls 
 
This is the site of Battock Cottage. 
QUARRELLHOLES # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1734 RS59/16 f.411v the Town of Whyteside betwixt the east end of the hill and the foot of the four butts and 

eight acres of land thereof lyes above the said Town in that part called the Muirland 
whereof four acres and ane half acre lyes in that part called the Quarelholes and three 
acres and ane half thereof lyes on the east syde of the Wester Muirland and the said third 
part of ane acre of land lyes in the Waldalls  

QUARRYFIELD # GRM NS9477 [1]  NS941776   
 
 1832 RHP12531 Quarryfield 
RANDIEFORD SALTCOATS see Overton     
REDCOBBLE   # GRM NS9082 [2]    
   
1551 Wigton 240  Reidcoble - see Abbotskerse 
1554 RMS iv 885 [L] with the fishing lands of Reidcobill - see Abbotskerse 
1587 RMS v 1304 [L] Reidcobill  
1611 RMS vii 560 [L] with the fishing lands of Reidcobill - see Abbotskerse 
1630 POC   5s land of Ridcobil - barony of Broughton -held by Hamilton 
1635 Retour 118  [L] Redcoble 
REDDING GRM NS8179 [1]   NS815795 [1]  
 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Ridding 
1565 Johnsoun 754 James Brisone in Redding 
1573 Johnsoun 899 John Hart in Redding 
1577 Johnsoun 634     Henry Hart in Redding 
1578 CRE  James Golf [recte Gaff] in Redding, brother-german to John Golf there. 
1587 RMS v 1304  [L] Redding 
1588 Retour 360  [L] Jacobus Fende, haeres Magistri Joannis Fende advocati patris, in annuo redditu de 

quarto parte terrarum de Redding vulgo nuncupata Westquarter, in baronia de Kers. 
1590 Pont  Redding 
1596 CRE  Robert Gray in Redding 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Ridding 
1617CRE  Elspeth Mitchell, relict of John Monteith in Redding, and sometime spouse to William 

Marschell in Kinneil-mylne. 
1617 CRE  Elspeth Mitchell, relict of John Monteith in Redding 
1618 CRS  John Blackburn in Reding 
1630 POC  £8 land of Redin and Westquarter - barony of Broughton 
1635 Retour 118  [L] Ridding 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Hart in 

Redden and John Watt in Dalratho baillie in that part for Andrew Monteathe in Redden, 
hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten and Euphemia Hardie his spouse --- and the 
said Robert Hart having a charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the 
lands of the said Andrew and his spouse in the town and lands of Redden known 
commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and 
Properhill and a rude of land lying between the lands of the said Robert and foresaid 
Andrew and his spouse and part and portion of the muir of Redden that pertains and is 
contiguous and is meted and bounded viz. between the lands of David Levingstoune of 
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Polmonth on the east, the lands of James Monngall on the west and the south muir of 
Redden on the south and the common muir of Redden on the north  

1640 RS58/7 f.259 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 
of Westquarter as procurator for Alexander Levingstoune his eldest lawful son and William 
Hart in Overwestquarter as baillie in that part and Henry Boge in Reddene, hereditary 
proprietor of the lands underwritten and there the said William with a charter of sale and 
alienation for all and haill these parts and portions of all and haill those two parts of two 
oxgangs of the lands on the north side of the town and lands of Reddene commonly known 
as the new land possessed and occupied by the said William Levingstoune [witnesses to 
sasine] Alexander Levingstoune, natural son to the late Alexander Levingstoune of 
Westquarter, David Hart in Overwestquarter and Andrew Harrt, his son  

1640 RS58/7 f.298 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Monteathe 
son and heir apparent of the late Mr James Monteathe of Langtoune --- and William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter and Helene Levingstoune his spouse and William Heart in 
Over Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Marquis of Hamyltoune – one oxgang on the 
north side of the town and lands of Reddene  

1642 CRS  Robert Hart in Redding 
1643 CRS  George Edie in Redding 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v  Alexander Hart in Redding 
1651 SC67/67/1 f.106  Compeirit also John Smithe younger mertchand in Falkirk and declairit that he bocht from 

Thomas Goffis sone in Redding tua singill irone staincheris and on his othe declairis thahe 
knowis no further except Alexander Wane brocht ane old irone to him to have sold the 
sameine not being all with four schillings scottis. 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.107v   Compeirit Alexander Jonstowne in Beincroce Hendrie Beyge at Mumbrell mylne John 
Mitschell in Mumbrellis Thomas Bryssone thair and Johne Jack in Redding and Being 
suorne deponeit That they did not tak awey noe irone graithe nor uther geir from the place 
of Callender and that they knew nane takine awey thairfra be na uther persones. 

 Compeirit Robert Jonstowne smithe in Mumbrellis and being suorne deponeit that he had 
takeine awey na irone graithe from the said place of Callender nor knew nane takeine awey 
thairfra nor wrocht be him Bot that John Hart in Ridding brocht ane staincher and ane halfe 
staincher of irone to him to work and that he wrocht ane piece of ane band of ane doore to 
Alexander Jonstowne tennent to Hendrie Mykill and that George Mitschell in Mumbrellis 
brocht to him staincheris of ane warpit [?] window and that he and [blank] Jonstowne thair 
had ane irone breace Bot declairit that he knew not quhair they got the sameine. 

1655 Retour 216 [L] James Gordoune sone of Johne Gordoune burges of Linlithgow heir of Andrew 
Monteith portioner of Redding, his mother’s brother,- in the 4 oxgate of land on the south 
syde of the towne and lands of Redding, within the barony of Polmont and late regalitie 
thereof, with privilege of commontie in the muir of Reddingrig and Whytsiderig 

1656 CRS  James Bog, spouse Isobel Carroch 
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] John Hart son and nearest heir of the deceast Robert Hart in Redding his father – 

Precept of Clare Constat from the duke and duchess of Hamilton as superiors --- all and 
haill these parts and portions of the feu lands of the town and lands of Redding commonly 
known as the East and West Cleddinnes Sonnie Brayes Wallhill Bradloch Garne and 
Peaper Hill and a rude of land lying between the lands of the said Robert and that portion 
of the muir of Redding that lately pertained to Andrew Monteith lying contiguous with the 
lands of Redding of the said late Robert bounded by the lands of David Levingstoune on 
the east the lands of James Mungall on the west and south [,] muir of Redding on the south 
and the common muir of Redding on the north [thirled to the mill of Polmont] [witnesses 
to sasine] Robert Ballendene of Parkend James Quhyt portioner of Reddingrig Richard 
Burne in Burnebrae William Ruchat of Ruchhauch 

1672 APS,C.27,VIII.74 App.18a.  Anent a Supplication presented to the Kings Majestie and Estates of Parliament be 
William and Anna, Duke and Duchess of Hamilton mentioning that they have pertaining to 
them herittiblie ane litle toune called the Redding situat in ane muirish place lying within 
the baronie of Polmont and within the sheriffdome of Stirling And that it would be very 
advantageous for the Country adjacent thereto that there wer ane weiklie mercat and yeirlie 
fair appointed to be keept therat Humblie therfor Desiring the grant of ane yeir;ie fair and 
weiklie mercat to be keept at the said toune of Redding ...to be keept and holding at the 
said toune of Redding upon the last Wednesday of October yeirlie and ane weiklie mercat 
upon each Wednesday for buying and selling of horse nolt sheip meill malt and all sorts of 
granes cloath lining and woollen and all sorts of merchandice and other commodities 
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necessar and useful to the Countrey with power to the said Duke and Duchess of Hamilton 
or such as they shall appoint to collect intromett with and uptake the tolls customes dueties 
and casualties belonging to the said yeirlie fair and weiklie mercat ... place within the 
barony of Polmont 

1673 CRS  Elizabeth, daughter to umquhile Andrew Hert Hart in Reddeine 
1675 CRS  John Heart in Reddine 
1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 

portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes 
Wellhillbrae Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1680 CRS  William Heart, lawful son to umquhile Andrew Hert, in Reding 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.1v Andrew Hert in Redding 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.77v James Gaff in Redding 
1686 RS83/1 f.6v.6 Patrick Jean and Agnes Ballintyns, laufull children to James Ballintyn of Reden. 

Registered on the  93rd leaf of the said Register  
1686 RS83/1 f.7.11 Jean Gray spouse to Robert Heart, mason in Reden of his half of his oxengate of land 

there. Registered on the 103rd leaf of the said Register  
1687 CRS  Margaret White, eldest lawful daughter to umquhile James White, in Redding 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.154v Margaret Smith in Redding and Thomas Patersone younger her husband 
1688 CRS  Thomas Paterson, weaver in Reding, spouse Margaret Ingram 
1688 RS83/1 f.16v.3 Robert Ballintyne, meason in Redden of ane annualrent out of the lands of James 

Ballintyne, his brother, in that pairt of his six oxengate in Redden called the Newlands. 
Registered on the  276th leaf of the said Register  

1691 Murray   Alexander Stirling in Redding 
1691 RS83/1 f.30.3 Robert Hart, portioner of Redding and Marion Johnstoune his spouse, ane disposition to 

James Bellendin, portioner thereof of his tuo oxengaits of land there with the Myres of 
Ryehill and moss thereto belonging. Registered on the  3rd leaf of the said Register 

1699 RS83/2.09.132  John Gaff, flesher in Redding RS59/10 f.118 – f.119 
1699 RS83/2.09.203  Patrick Johnstoune, son to Andrew J. in Polmont and Agnes Burne, spouse to the said 

Patrick, of the laigh houses in Redding. RS59/10 f.175 
1699 RS83/2.09.204  Patrick Johnstoune in Redding and Agnes Burne his spouse. RS59/10 f.176 
1699 SC67/49/4 f.155.  Tack by by Earl of Callander to James Burn of Blairs of Redding 
1693 RS83/1 f.41v.1 the oxingates of land in Redding called the Newlands lyand on the north syde of the muir 

of Redding 
1701 RS83/2.09.563  Sir James Livingston of Westquarter of the lands of Redding and others which belonged to 

James Ballenden portioner of Redding RS59/10 f.460 
1702 RS83/2.11.85  [L] William Gray taylor in Redding and George Gray his son of George Muirhead smith in 

Redding of his quarter part of an oxengate of land of the lands of Redding called croftland 
1708 SC67/49/7 f. 237  Tack by Patrick Bellenden of Parkend of Redding to William Learmonth 
1712 CRS  Andrew Heart, mason in Reddine 
1714 CRS  James Finlay in Reading, spouse Marion Marshall 
1721 CRS  James Jamieson in Readding, spouse Agnes Easson 
1722 CRS  Alexander Gaff, flesher in Redding 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8v Flesher in Redding 
1723 CRS  Elspeth Davie in Redding, spouse of James Gaff 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.55 John Gaff, elder in Redding 
1725 CRS  John Menzies in Redding 
1732 CRS  Jean Liston in Redding 
1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 

in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designed as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  

1741 RS59/18 f.113 Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Gaff in Redding 
eldest lawful son to  James Gaff flesher there --- all and haill the Fauld commonly called 
Gaffs Fauld with two aikers of land lying upon the south and north east sides of the town of 
Redding which includes the three ridges of land called the Blairs 

1755 Roy   East Redding [village]; Redding [farm] 
1760 CRS  Robert Cockburn, portioner 
1784 AOS 539 parts of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend, Abbots Park, &c., barony of Polmont. G.R. 

413.59 
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1786 AOS 915 part of Redding called Beancross, & outfield thereof. P.R. 29.160 
1786 AOS 989 Ryehill & Sclatie Muir, being parts of Redding. P.R. 29.261 
1787 AOS 1020 James Fish, manager of the coalworks at Sheildhill - in part of Redding called Beans Croft 
1787 AOS 1108 Alexander Gaff, senior, grazier, Muirdyke - in a tenement at the Loch of Redding, parish 

of Polmont 
1788 AOS 1242 Johanna Ferguson of Isle, formerly Bruce of Camelon - 2 oxengates of land on the south 

side of Redding; Fosterlands or Parkend & others barony of Polmont G.R. 450.291 
1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on 

the north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called 
Colliums 

1790 AOS 1700 parts of Redding viz. Mountainblow, parish of Polmont 
1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 

Paperhill 
1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. East & West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, Wallhill Brae, Lochgavin, 

Paperhill, , & part of the muir of Redding, Croftland of Redding with the Myres, Ryehill 
and Moss at the foot thereof; Colliums; Middlerig, Mountainblow, & part of Greenloan. 
parish of Polmont 

1817 AOS 8618 part of the lands of Redding viz.- Sunniebraes - Wallhillbrae - the Myres - the Farm called 
Mountainblow  

1817 Grassom  Redding 
1860 OS Redding 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Redding 
 
Cf  Redding NS425425; NS505395; NS675405*  
   Reddin, parish of Avondale LNK (1599) 
   Reddings NT075075  
   Reddinghill NS3642 
   Riddingwood NX975845  
   Lawridding NX995835 
   Monkredding NS325455 - sixteenth century  Monkridding, parish of Kilwinning AYR  
    
   Nunriding NTB, is 1539 Nunwryding, ‘Nun’s Clearing’. The place was ridded or assarted by the nuns.  
 
* (?) lands of Riding and Ridingmure, barony of Monkland (1575 RH6/2354) 
REDDING FLAT see Reddoch Flat 
REDDINGHILL  # GRM NS8975 [1]    
 
1781 RHP14345  Riddinghill - approximates with Gardrum Moss 
REDDING HOUSE GRM NS9178 [1]  NS913785  
 
1912 CDS13 Redding House  - A.W. Steven 
REDDINGRIG  GRM NS9077 [1]    
 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Marquess of Hamilton - Ridding 
1633 RS58/6 f.28v [L] with pasturage [etc] on the muir of Redenrig  
1698 RS83/2/22  the lands of Weddings of Polmont with houses and pasturage &c ... with comontie in the 

comon muir of Reddingrig & Whytsydrig. 
1772 RHP409  Plan of the division of Reddingrig 
1781RHP14345  shows ‘Ridding Muir’ to stretch as far as 875763, and that particular portion lay with 

Callendar. 
1796 AOS part of Whiteside called Polmontbank with pasturage on the common muir of Whitesiderig 

and Reddingrig. 
1802 AOS 4443 Redding Rig Moor effeiring to the lands of Mumrills and Beancross with a right of 

commonty in the Moss and Stone quarry. 
1807 AOS In part of the lands of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats - called the 

South Scotts Flatt; with part of the Muirs of Reddingrig and Whitesiderig effeiring thereto. 
1860 OS Plan of the division of Reddingrig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Reddingrig Muir 
REDDINGMUIRHEAD GRM NS9177 [1]   
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1860 OS Reddingmuirhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Reddingmuirhead  
REDDOCH # GRM NS943804  
 
1442 Holyrood 125  [L] Charter of Soulislande: ... to Alexander Bruce of Stanhouse ... feu lands of Airth ... a 

bovat of land commonly called Soulisland with the pertinents lying in the territory of lie 
Redheuch 

1540 Johnsoun 220 Reddocht – casting ditches 
1541 Johnsoun 299 William Grinlaw, younger in Reddocht leases to Robert Gardinar alias Cukye, burgess of 

Lthg. his part of the lands of Greyne Huk, lying in the b. of Kerss, reg. of Broychtoun and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1542 Holyrood Ap II, 37  [L] Reidheuche 
1551 Wigton 240  Ridheugh 
1552 Foulis 187   William Grinlaw in Reddoch 
1554 RMS iv 885 [L] Reidheuche - see Abbotskerse 
1556 Johnsoun 378 Henry Bellentyne in Littil Kers --- Robert Bartilmo in Reddoche and his daughter Beatrice 

– contract of marriage 
1561 Thounis 63   James Mongal in Reidheuch 
1562 Johnsoun 401  Appointing Thomas Livinstoun of Hanyng and William Grynlaw in Reidheuch curators to 

William Lewyngstoun --- son of Thomas Lewyngstoun in Abbotisgrange, till he attain the 
age of 21 years (another son – David – No. 403) 

1563 Thounis 135  William Bartilmo son of Robert Bartilmo in Reidheuch 
1574 RMS iv 2173  [L] Robert Bartilmo in Reidheuch 
1575 CRE  Robert Bartholomew in Redheuche, spouse Jonet Mitchell 
1575 Johnsoun 630 John Bertilmo, son of the late Robert Bartilmo in Reidheuch 
1587 RMS vi 1792  [L] Reidheuch  
1588 CR  Jonet Mitchell, relict of Robert Bartilmo in Reidheuch 
1592 RMS v 2140  King confirms a charter of Robert Cairncross of Colmeslie of a feu of lands underwritten in 

which Cairncross made over the feu of the lands to the late Robert  Bartilmo in Reid hewch 
and heirs male legitimately procreated, which failing the nearest legitimate male heir,- 4 
oxgangs and 4 acres of the land of Reidheuch with cotlands extending to 40 shillings in 
the regalitie of Brochtoun, barony of Kers. Exceping the fishings  on the water of Avene 
which pertain hereditably to William Greinlaw ... ... with a precept of sasine issuing from 
Patrick Burne of Hill [Among the witnesses are William Greinelaw, David Alexander and 
Peter Alexander, portioners (commoran.) in Reidheuch] 

1599 CRE  James Alexander in Reidheuche 
1606 RMS vi 179 [L] lands of Reidheuche - Earl of Linlithgow 
1611 RMS vii 560   [L] Brokinheuk and Reidheuch - Hamilton 
1618 RS58/1 f.125v Patrick Grinlaw portioner of Ridheuch, James Kinkaid in Abotisgrainge,  
1619 RS58/1 f.340 [L] Thomas Peibles of Carronflatt attorney for David Peibles, merchant, [mercatoris] his 

son --- And James Alexander portioner of Reidhauche baillie in that part for lord 
Levingstoun --- all and haill these four oxgang and four acras of the lands of Reidheuche 
with a cot house [una cum una cottagia] which the late Patrick Mathieson occupied 
[witnesses] Alexander Levingstoun de Pantasken, Thomas Levingstoun de Ballintoune, 
William Levingstoun portioner of Saltoune, master James Menteith of Langtoune 
[witnesses to sas] James Peibles in Newlands, Gilbert Grinlay in Reidheuche, Gilbert 
Mongall senior there, Gilbert Mongall junior his son  

1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] ---, 
lands of Ridheuch 

1624 RS58/3 f.237v All and haill thais foiroxingait and foir aikeris of land of the lands of Ridhewche with ane 
cott land houss bigginis zairdis toftis croftis annexis con[----] pairtis pendicles and 
pertinentis thairof presentlie possessit and occupyit be the said noble Erle and be Thomas 
Boig Gilbert Grinlay Robert Jamieson William Small Thomas Scharp and Johne Mecllein 
Lynd within the regalitie of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1624 RS58/3 f.240v [L] Robert Monteith, brother german to Lord William Monteith of Kers And Mr James 
Monteith of Langtoun, baillie in that part for the Earl  of Linlithgow, having a charter of 
alienation for all and haill the four oxgang and four acres of land of Reidheuche with a 
cotland, houses [etc] [occupied as f.237v] [witnesses to sasine] Robert Jamieson  in 
Reidheuch Robert Grosart there Thomas Boig there John Allane weaver [textore] there 
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1626 Murray    James Alexander, portioner of Redheugh; Patrick Grindlay, portioner of Redheugh 
1630 POC  Ridoch - barony of Broughton - Earl of Callendar 
1631 CRS  Margaret Marshall spouse to Patrick Gibb in Reddoche 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Monteath 

brother german to Lord William Monteath, Henry Monteath in Panstead of Arbroth as 
procurator for Jeannet Levingstoune spouse of the said Mr James and William Monteath 
their son and Patrick Grinlay portioner of Redheuche baillie in that part, James Moungall 
portioner of Redheuche hereditary proprietor of the lands and pertinents thereof --- those 
six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands of Redheuche with houses [etc] within the regality 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- those parts and portions of the lands of Redheuche 
commonly as the Easter Almound Flat, formerly pertaining to the late Gilbert Moungall 
and now possessed and occupied by Robert Muirhead in Beincroce with four rigs of land 
lying on the western side of the lands known commonly as the Redheucheflett formerly 
possessed by Thomas Scharp and now by John Johnstone in Beincroce with the 
piece[petia] commonly known as the Litle Fauld owned presently by Andrew Lithgow in 
Smeilburn and another part of the lands formerly possessed by Marion Young and now by 
James Moungwall and known commonly as Marioune Youngis Landis with all and haill 
those western  parts of the foresaid lands known commonly as Longquhellflat extending to 
six rigs of land lying in that part known as the Wester Almondflatt lands known commonly 
as the South Oxwaird all and haill those six rigs of land [particatarine terrarum] 
commonly lie boutes [butts] of land and half a butt commonly known as the Hoill of the 
Beannes and eight rigs of land lying on the north of the lands of the said James and his 
spouse one being the headrig lie Heidrige lying on the north side thereof all and haill a rig 
of land with a but of of land commonly known as the end butt of land commonly called 
The Heidis which lands lie in the part known as the Redheuchflatt with the lands 
commonly known as the God Riggis one part of which is known as the Calffward [looks 
like this might be kindly tennants being bought out] 

1636 RS58/6 f.290v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Grinnlay, eldest 
son and heir of Patrick Grinlay portioner of Redheuch and Alexander Bruce son of [Robert 
?] Bruce of Garvald 

1636 GD171/3918  Inventory of Writs 1546-1636 - Readheuch ... barony of Bruchton 
1639 CRS  William Grindlay in Reddoche, spouse Marion Bruce 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v  The quhilk day anent the complaint gevine in be John Monteathe in Oiswaldsaltcoattis 

againes William Johnstowne in Forrestersaltcoattis anent ane yew quhilk the said William 
promeissit to haive delyverit to the said John Compeirit personallie bothe the said pairties 
And hes submittit and referrit the decisioune of the said mater to the persones following 
Viz. to James Levingstowne portioner of Falkirk and Patrick Grindley portioner of 
Reddoche choisine for the pairt of the said persewer and James Alexander portioner of 
Falkirk and David Levingstowne of Pantaskane choisine for the pairt  of the defender 
Quhom the saidis pairties obleist thameselffis to caus conveine and meite at Beincroce the 
XX day of Januarii instant and incaice of variance or discord sua that they cannot agrie 
togidder in ane voyce gifis power to thame to choise ane oversman quhom the saids judgis 
sall thinke expedyent And they to report thair diligence to the saids judgis in the court 
thairefter 

1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v  Patrick Grindley portioner of Reddoche 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.25v  The Quhilk day James Alexander zunger in Reddoche is decernit and ordanit To content 

and pay to James Aikine in Falkirk the sowme of fyve punds money as for the las quhilk he 
sustenit in the said James Alexander his default and that through the not delyvering to the 
persewer of ten bollis beanes quhilk the defender sault to him for 13 merk the boll the 
space of fyve weikis since or thairby and quhilk he has not delyverit The quhilk 
conditioune was cleirlie provine be Alexander and John Monteathis in Westkers as 
witnesss suorne and admittit in the said mater as for the principall with VIss 8d as for 
expensss of pley. 

1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Grindlay, 
portioner of Reidheuch as baillie in that parrt for the adolescent William Monteath , eldest 
lawful son to the late Mr James Monteath, brother german to Lord William Monteath  of 
Kerse, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten --- Alexander Levingstoune, son 
natural to Earl James, Earl of Callendare, Lord Levingstoune --- all and haill these parts 
and portions of the six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands of Reidheuch – lying in the 
regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling which formerly pertained in hereditary to the 
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late James Mungall, portioner of Reidheuche and Issobell Steill his wife  --- Viz. all and 
haill those parts and portions of the said six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands known as 
the Eister Almond Flat which formerly pertained to Gilbert Mungall and Helen Dundasse 
his spouse and lands lying on the west side called the Reidhecheflat formerly occupied by 
Thomas Shairpe and after by John Johnstoun in Beincrosse with a piece of land known as 
the Litlefold formerly occupied by Andrew Lythgow, that piece of land formerly occupied 
by Marion [Mariotam] Young called Mareon Youngs Land, all and haill that wester part of 
the said lands known as the Lang Wheilflat extending to six rigs [raigis] of the lands of the 
said William Monteithe lying in that part of the lands known as Wester Almondflat and 
known as the South Oxwaird All and haill those three rigs and two  butts [particatis] of 
land commonly buts of land and half a butt commonly known as The Hole of Beens, and 
horto rigs of land lying on the north side horrei ejus and a head rig, commonly lie headrig 
lying on the north side thereof and two rigs of land commonly known as the Godrigs, and 
three rigs of land lying in that and with a butt of land commonly known as The Haeds 
[recte Heads?] and five rigs of land lying in that part commonly known as the 
Reidheuchflat and two rigs commonly known as the Godrigs, and with three rigs of land 
lying in that part known commonly as the Calfwaird, all formerly possessed by Patrick 
Mackie 

1643 SC67/67/1 f.29v  John Watt in Reddoche 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.34v   Decernes Marioune Watt in Reddoche To flit and remove hirselfe schervands guids and 

geir ffurthe and fra that duelling hous and zairds in Reddoche possest be hir Pertaining to 
Patrick Grindley hereabillie [sic] In respest of hir not compeirand scho being lawfullie 
wairnit and not compeirand ofttymes callit and lawfull tyme of day biddine Thairfor and in 
regaird of the persewer his precept of wairning dewlie execute and Indorsate And of his 
seasing of the said Lands all produceit be himselfe The said bailzie decerneis and ordanes 
in maner forsaid. 

1643 CRS  Henry Boog in Reddoch 
1644 CRS  James Mungal, portioner of Reddoch 
1644 CRS  Mr James Monteith of Ridheuche 
1644 CRS  Marion Crawford, spouse of James Alexander, portioner of Reddoch 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.47v  The quhilk day in presence of the saids bailzies Compeirit John Freylland in Reddoche and 

gave his othe that he did William Grindley thair bodielie harme and oppressioune and 
thairfoir desyreit cautioune that he might be skethles of him in tyme coming 

 And thairfoir compeirit personallie Patrick Grindley portioner of Reddoche father to the 
said William And actit and obleist himselfe as cautioner souertie and Lawborrowis for the 
said William Grindley That he or servands in thair bodeis guidis and geir and onnawayes to 
be trublit nor molestit be him thairintill nor be any uther quhom he may stope or let 
directlie nor Indirectlie utherwayes nor be order of Law and justice under the paine of ane 
hundrethe punds and the said William obleisss him to releive his cautioner of the said 
cautioune 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.48   And in the actioune persewit be Robert Russall in Halglen againes Marion Watt in 
Smalburne relict of umquhill John Kincaid for resetting of saltbutter scheittis and uther 
things from Thomas Kincaid hir sone and David Grindley sone to Patrick Grindley The 
quhilk they tuik from his hous in Halglen and was resett be hir quhairupone scho was fyllit 
be ane assyse as the rolment of court beiris Thairfoir the judges decerneis the said Marion 
Watt to be banyschit furthe of the parioche of Falkirk and never to be fund within the 
samyn efter the forsaid day ordanes hir to be scurgeit through the burgh of Falkirk and 
brunt upone the cheik quhairupone the dome was given be the mouthe of Robert Aikeine 
dempster Rescherving alwayes Libertie to the said Marion To cum to the sessioune of 
Falkirk quen scho salbe seitit thairto for making of hir  repentance for the forny catioune 
committit be hir with William Grindley in Reddoche And with Libertie alwayes to hir to 
compeir befoir the kirk sessioune of Falkirk or any uther judicatorie quhatsoever to persew 
the said William Grindley for quhatsoever caus scho hes to ley his chairge 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.65   Patrick Grindley in Reddoche 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.70v  William Grindley in Reddoche 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.75   William Grindley portioner at Reddoche  
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85   James Alexander in Reddoche 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.87   Patrick Grindley in Reddoche 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.92v  The quhilk day Compereit James Alexander younger portioner of Reddoche and produceit 

and gave in ane summondis amkand mentioune that quhair he his officeris and servandis in 
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that pairt ffourtie deyis preceidding Witsonday Lastbypast causeit Lawfullie wairne 
conforme to the act of parliament Duncan Muir and John Jamiesone pretendit tennentis and 
occupy eris of his landis of Reddoche To have flitit and removit thameselffis wyfes 
bainrneis servandis subtennentis guids and geir furthe and fra the sameine Lands To the 
effect that he might have enterit thairto and bruikit and joyesit the sameine at his pleysor 
Conform to his infeftment thairof as his precept of Wairning duelie execute and Indorseit 
schawine and produceit beiris And the saidis defenderis being lawfullie wairnit be James 
Flyming officer ofttymes callit and the said Duncan Mwire not compeirrand tyme of dey 
biddine and the said John Jamiesone compeirrand and declairit that he had nothing to 
object againes the said decreite Thairfour and Inrespect of the persewris seasing produceit 
of the dait the [blank] dey of [blank] under the subscriptioune manuall of [blank] notar 
publict and registrat in the clerk of registrie the [blank] dey of [blank] In the selfe beiris 
The said bailzie declares and ordanes the said Duncan Mwire To flitt and remove 
thameselffis and thair forsaids furthe and fra the saids Landis of Reddoche housss 
biggingis zairdis and pertynentis thairof and ordanes preceptis to be direct heirupone in 
forme as affeiris 

1655 Binns 260  Decree by William Menteith, portioner of Reddoch .... Jean Livingston, widow of Mr 
James Menteith, portioner of Reddoch .... also a sum of 5000 merks being the tocher under 
the late Mr George Dundas of Duddingston’s bond of provision in terms of marriage con 
tract 16 January 1655 between the pursuer and Margaret eldest daughter of the late Mr 
George Dundas with the consent of Margaret Levingstoun her mother. 

1656 SC67/67/1 f.112v  Walter Smithe in Reddoche 
1658 Binns 259  William Menteith, portioner of Reddoch ... assignee of a bond granted in favour of Jean 

Levingstoun widow of Mr James Menteith, portioner of Reddoch also in a sum of 5000 
merks being the tocher as in terms of marriage contract 16.1.1655 between said William 
Menteith and Margaret, eldest daughter of the late Mr George Dundas with the consent of 
Margaret Levingstoun her mother. 

1664 CRS  James Alexander, elder, portioner of Reddoch -spouse Marion Crawford 
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- togidder 

with four rigs of land lyand on the west side of the lands callit the Reddochflett --- with the 
pendfold callit the Litlefold --- the wester pairt of the lands callit the Longwhyleflett 
extending to six rigs of lands Item the lands lyand in that pairt callit the Wester Almontflett 
the  lands  callit the South Oxwaird Item thrie rigs and tuo butts of land and ane half butt 
callit the Hoall of the Bins and eight rigs of land lyand at the north end of the barne with 
the heiding at the north end thairof and tuo rigs of land callit the Godrigs togidder with 
thrie rigs of land lyand in that pairt callit the Calfwaird 

1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- Longwheillflatt --- Litlewheillflatt --- Smallburneflatt --- other 
parts and portions of the said lands commonly called the Longlands --- North Oxward --- 
Redheuchflatt --- Longdeall --- Newlands --- Godsrigges --- the Creuck  

1677 CRS  Janet Wood spouse of James Simpson, in Redouch 
1677 CRS  Henry Simpson in Redoch 
1679 CRS  William Bruce, portioner of Redoch 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.24 Mr George Shaw portioner of Redheugh 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41 Patrick Simpson in Redheughe; Grisel Bruce daughter of William Bruce of Redheughe 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v Grisel Inglis, spouse of James Allexander portioner of Redheughe 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.75v Janet Allexander, relict of William Bruce portioner of Redheugh 
1684 Retour 291 [L] George Shaw of Ridheugh, heir of Mr James Shaw writer in Edinburgh, his brother 

german, in the lands and barony of Powfoulles comprehending 3 oxgang thereof known as 
Powfoulls ;- 2 oxgang of Bothkenner ;- 1 oxgang of Bothkenner known as Dalbeath;- 7 
oxgang of the lands of Halls of Airth 

1685 SC67/67/2 f.86 Wiliam Johnstoun, David Young and Elizabeth Hamiltone, tenants and occupiers of lands 
in Redheugh 

1687 CRS  James Alexander, portioner in Reddoch 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.149 Elizabeth Hamiltone, Alexander Heart her son in law, William Johnstone and David 

Young, tenants and possessors of lands of Redheugh pertaining to George Schaw of 
Karsiebank 

1688 CRS  John Gardiner in Reddoch, spouse Marion Simpson 
1691 RS83/1 f.33.5 nyne oxen gate of land houses and others in Reddoch and fishing there of upon the water 

of Evin. Registered on the  51st and 52nd leaves of the said Register 
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1691 RS83/1 f.33.6 James Symsone in Redheugh - annualrent out of Robert Salmond of Battock his lands 
thereof. Registered on the  53rd leaf of the said Register 

1691 Murray   Redheugh 
1693 RS83/1 f.44.2 Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch and Mareone Johnstoun his spouse in liferent and Robert 

Simpsone their sone Registered on the  203rd leaf of the said Register 
1694 RS59/8 f.345v on the west syde of the lands called the Reddoch Flate – piece of land called the Litle 

Fauld – the Long Wheilflat – the lands called the South Oxwaird – half butt of land called 
the Hole of the Beines  fyve riggs of land called the Reddoch Flate – tua riggs of  land 
called the Godriggs 

1699 RS83/2.09.166  Patrick Simpsone tennand in Reddoch RS59/10 f.146 – f.147 
1699 RS83/2.09.176  [L] Robert Salmond of Battock his three oxengate of land in Battock alias Overgilstone his 

lands of Wallacerig. Agnes Hardie relict of James Simpsone of Reddoche RS59/10 f.153 – 
f.154 

1701 RS83/2.11.11  James Simpsone second son to Patrick Simpsone in Reddoch of all and haill the lands of ... 
and preist Aiker As also the lands of Huke Water Dyke with the haill houss therewith 
belonging to Archibald Kincaid of Huke. 

1703 RS83/2.11.231  Robert Marshell eldest lawful son to umquil Gavine Marshell portioner of Reddoch of nyn 
oxengates of land of the lard of Reddoch with the fishing upon the water of Avon RS59/11 
f.248 – f.249 

1711 CRS James Alexander, portioner in Reddoch 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.42v John Callender maltman in Reddoch 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.47v Mary Gardiner [now passed the age of 12 years] only daughter of deceased Alexander 

Gardner, elder, in Reddoch and Helen Simpson his spouse ... Alexander and John 
Gardners in Reddoch, nearest of kin on father’s side ... Patrick Simpson and John Hart in 
Reddoch and James Murray, portioner of Reddoch 

1739 CRS  Grizel Bruce, Lady Reddoch 
1749 C2.100.14  Robert Haldane, son of John Haldane of Gleneagles in lands of Redheugh 
1749 RS59/19 f.353 [L] all and haill these nine oxengates of Redheugh with houses [etc] with also the fishings 

upon the Water of Avon --- and also these parts  [glosses particatas (anglice) lie falls] ultra 
Gramma Salsa (anglice lie Salt Grass) called Henry Hooks Saltgrass and lie  Hooks 
Saltgrass --- said lands of Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarum (anglice Runrig) a 
discript limite et bondata in decrete 

1782 AOS 126 James Thomson, as heir to David Thomson, his father, in part of Redhaugh, parish of 
Polmont - on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R 27.69 

1787 AOS 1066 James Clark, tenant, Reddoch  
1794 AOS 2758 part of Riddoch called Nether Smallburn, parish of Polmont  
1801 AOS 4147 4 acres of the lands of Riddoch, parish of Polmont  
1817 Grassom  Reddoch 
1860 OS Reddoch 
1912 CDS13 Reddoch - Mrs Imrie 
 
cf Reddochbraes NS775375 
    Redheugh NO445635; NS315555; NY495905 
REDDOCH FLAT  # GRM NS9480 [2]    
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr James Monteath 

brother german to Lord William Monteath, Henry Monteath in Panstead of Arbroth as 
procurator for Jeannet Levingstoune spouse of the said Mr James and William Monteath 
their son and Patrick Grinlay portioner of Redheuche baillie in that part, James Moungall 
portioner of Redheuche hereditary proprietor of the lands and pertinents thereof --- those 
six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands of Redheuche with houses [etc] within the regality 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- those parts and portions of the lands of Redheuche 
---  with four rigs of land lying on the western side of the lands known commonly as the 
Redheucheflett formerly possessed by Thomas Scharp and now by John Johnstone in 
Beincroce --- and eight rigs of land lying on the north of the lands of the said James and his 
spouse one being the headrig lie Heidrige lying on the north side thereof all and haill a rig 
of land with a but of of land commonly known as the end butt of land commonly called 
The Heidis which lands lie in the part known as the Redheuchflatt with the lands 
commonly known as the God Riggis one part of which is known as the Calffward 
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1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] all and haill those parts and portions of the said six oxgangs and eight acres of the lands 
known as the Eister Almond Flat which formerly pertained to Gilbert Mungall and Helen 
Dundasse his spouse and lands lying on the west side called the Reidhecheflat formerly 
occupied by Thomas Shairpe and after by John Johnstoun in Beincrosse … and five rigs of 
land lying in that part commonly known as the Reidheuchflat  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v all and haill that part and portion of his lands called the Eister Almontflett --- togidder with 
foir rigs of land lyand on the west syde of the landis called the Redhuickflett  

1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] callit the Eister Almont Flett --- togidder 
with four rigs of land lyand on the west side of the lands callit the Reddochflett  

1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- Redheuchflatt  
1683 SC67/67   the said 6 oxgates 8 acres called Redheughflatt 
1694 RS83/1 f.57.4 James Murray, sone and air of the deceast James Murray of Borrowstoune of all and hall 

these parts and portions of the lands of Redding pertaning to hi as air to his father, viz. 
Eastir Almond Flat, with four riggs of land on the west sydeof Redding Flat with Marion 
Youngs Land, the Wester part of the Lang Whyte Flat, the land of Wester Almond Flat, the 
land called South Oxgait, the land called the Hole of the [Bent], the land of the north end of 
the barne, the lands called the Heads, the lands called Redding Flat, and the land called 
Godrig, with thrie riggs of land lying in the Calfwaird, Precect of Clare Constat grantit be 
James Earl of Callendar. Registered on the  345th and 346th leaves of the said Register 

1694 RS59/8 f.345v on the west syde of the lands called the Reddoch Flate – piece of land called the Litle 
Fauld – the Long Wheilflat – the lands called the South Oxwaird – half butt of land called 
the Hole of the Beines  fyve riggs of land called the Reddoch Flate – tua riggs of  land 
called the Godriggs 

1821 Ainslie Redheugh Flats 
 
The 1683 entry is part of a declaration which shows that Reddoch Flat was part of Reddoch [Redheugh] 
REEDYFLATS  # GRM NS9282 [2 ]    
 
1544 RMS iii 3016   [L] The queen confirms a charter of Robert, abbot of Holyrrod (now Bishop of Ross) 

whereby, for the sum of 22 libris, the great part of the lands underwritten, by inundation of 
the sea and river known as the Carroun and Fortht were flooded, has set in feuferm to 
William Widdirspune burgess of Linlithqw, and Mariote Robesoun, his spouse, each or 
other for the time of their lives in free tenement, and Robert Widdirspune son of the said 
William and Elizabeth Hammiltoun, his spouse, each or other in conjunct fee for the time 
of their lives, and their heirs legitimately procreated between them ... lands of Litil- 
Saltcottis, with its tofts, crofts &c (lying between their [the monks] lands occupied by John 
Forestar, the lands of the late Andrew Oswald, lands of Redisflat and the waters of Fortht 
and Carroun) in their barony of Kerse;- for which the said William, Mariote and Robert 
have a tack of 19 years held since the feast of Pentecost 1527, for which tack the late 
William, predecessor of Robert as abbot, received certain monetory sums. [Alexander 
Makneyll, notary public witnessed this one at Holyrood 1533] 

1643 RS58/8 f.18 the lands of Litle Saltcoittis --- and any part of the lands lyand betwix the land sumtym 
occupayit be umquhill John Forrester on the east the landis of umquhile Andro Oswald on 
the west the landis of Ridisflatt on the south and the Water of Forthe and Caroune on the 
northe partis [witnesses to sasine] John Hart in Grahames Saltcoittis  

1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 
lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- Reidflatt  

1805 AOS 5069 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and the 
place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts 

1817 Grassom  Reedyflats 
1845 CR   Reedyflats 
 
RIDGEHEAD # GRM NS9184 [4]   
 
1751 LDM  Thomas Mitchell, cooper in Ridgehead, and Janet Taylor his spouse 
RING AND HEWKS  # GRM NS9480 [1]  NS945801  
 
1806 RHP10858 Ring And Hewks 
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RITCHES LAND # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS915833  
 
1813 RHP6133 Ritches Land - shown as a narrow strip of land 
ROBERT HART’S DALE  # GRM NS9178 [2]   
 
1803 AOS 4460 3 ridges of land measuring 1½ acres commonly called Robert Hart’s Dale on Disp. by 

Patrick Hart, portioner, Redding.  
 
Note: Discharge by Robert Heart, portioner of Reddine (sic) in favour of Alexander  Johnstone of Holehouse  
            (1697 GD1/227/3) 
       John Hart in Redding - 1573 Johnsoun 899 
ROUGH-HAUGH   GRM NS9277 [1]   NS929773 
 
1590 Pont  Rochhauch 
1653 RS58/9 f.207 Geillis Wacker [Walker?] relict of umquhill John Ruchatt in Ruchhauch ---  
1657 RS58/11 f.100v Jeillis Walker relict of the deceast John Ruchatt of Ruchhaugh wodsetter 
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] William Ruchat of Ruchhauch 
1672 RS59/4 f.368 William Ruchet of Ruchhaugh 
1681 RS59/6 f.251 William Ruchat of Ruchheuch  
1691 Murray   Rochaugh 
1695 CRS  William Ruchat in Ruch-haugh 
1730 CRS  Henry Thomson, chapman in Roughaugh 
1746 VR   Roughhall 
1795 AOS 2921  an oxengate of Rugh-Haugh, barony of Polmont  
1815 AOS 7936 lands of Craigs being part of the lands of Roughhaugh.  
1817 Grassom   Roughhaugh 
1819 AOS 9309 David Marshall of Rough-Haugh 
1860 OS Rough-Haugh 
1958 OS   Rough-haugh 
RUNNING FUR # GRM NS8984 [1]  NS890849 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.410 The muir dyke has its rise inthe muirs of Kinnaird and Quarrel in the parish of Larbert, and 

falls into the Forth at Pocknave miln ther’s a bridge of one arch upon it where it cuts the 
long dyke and is called the Running Forrow Bridge [annon letter] ... by a small rivulet 
called the running fur where it first enters the parish ... after a course of about ½ mile due 
east, its called Muirdyke which name and course it retains, till it fall into Forth at 
Powknave 

F 
or further references see Running Fur AIH 
 
cf Crookfur NS535565 1845 Stat. Acc.2 V. 590 
 
RUNNING FUR BRIDGE # GRM NS8984 [1] NS894846 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.410 Running Forrow Bridge – Running Forrbridge 
18.c RHP701 Runing Fur Bridge 
RYEFAULDS # GRM NS9378 [2]  NS9378 [2] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir nyne aikeris and 
half aiker of land of all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd -
-- half of the neu yaird in the west end of the Ryefauld nixt the kill  

1720 RS59/14 f.127v [L] Robert Struthers sailor in Boroustouness --- Precept of Clare Constat as heir to the 
deceast John Ingles his uncle acres at Whiteside from James Duke of Hamilton --- all and 
haill these nine acres and half an acre of land of three oxengates and tuo acres of land of 
the lands of Whiteside with that little house and yard --- and the half of the new yard on the 
west end of the Ryefold next the kiln with liberty of drying their corns yearly in the easter 
corn kiln and house belonging thereto 
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1804 AOS 4750 Leedlees - Ryefaulds - on the west end of the Polmont Burn 
1809 AOS 6198 lands of Whiteside called the Leadlees - on the west end of the Ryefaulds from the said 

Leadlees to the West end of the Hill on the South side of Whitesidetown. Superiority of  
Wallacerig; and 4 acres of the lands of Wallacerig on the south side of the lands of Pannie 

RYEHILL  NS921782 # GRM NS9278 [1]  
 
1691 RS83/1 f.30.3 Robert Hart, portioner of Redding and Marion Johnstoune his spouse, ane disposition to 

James Bellendin, portioner thereof of his tuo oxengaits of land there with the Myres of 
Ryehill and moss thereto belonging. Registered on the 3rd leaf of the said Register 

1691 RS59/8 f.3 parts and portions of his tuo oxengeatt of land called the croftland thereof on the south syde 
of the toune of Redding with the Myers on the north syde of the Cleddings thereof with the 
Rayhill and moss att the Cott of the same with houses [etc] 

1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17  Rye Hill  
1786 AOS 989 Ryehill & Sclatie Muir, being parts of Redding. P.R. 29.261 
1789 AOS 1503 two oxengates of land called Croftland on the south side of Redding, with the Myres on the 

north side of the Claddens thereof, & Ryehill & Moss - part of the Redding called Colliums  
1793 AOS 2615 Henry Johnston in Meadowbank, seised in Ryehill 
1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Ryehill and Moss at the foot thereof 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 

 
cf Ryehill WLO  [PNWL 37] 
ST MARGARETS GRM NS9278 NS926784  
 
A transferred  name: this was the site of a private school of that name 
ST MARTINS # GRM NS9183 [1]  NS915834 
 
1694 RS83/1 f.52.4 Mr James Dallas eldest lawful son of Mr George Dallas of St Martins & Elizabeth Riddell 

spouse to the said Mr James – of certain oxengates of land & riggs of land commonly 
called Newtoune in Bothkenner with the manor place [etc]. Registered on the  305th and 
306th leaves of the said Register 

1701 CRE George Dallas of St Martins, WS 
1707 Sibbald In this parish also Mr James Dallas of St Martin has his dwelling house called North-

Newton 
1719 RS59/14 f.11 Mr James Dallas eldest lawful son to the deceased George Dallas of St Martins  
1725 CH2/1548 Mr Dallas of S’mertins ... The laird of S’mertins 
1729 CH2/1548 St Martins 
1724 RS59/14 f.471v James Dallas of St Martins  
1731 CRS Andrew Neill, late tenant in St Martins in Bothkenner, and Janet Niccol his spouse 
1751 CRE  James Dallas, son to the deceased George Dallas of St Martins 
1755 Roy Martins 
1798 SC1/1/1 James Dallas of North Newton 
SALTCOATS   (unspecified notices)    
 
1124X53 Newbattle 162  [L] David, King of Scots ... grants to Newbattle in perpetual peace one saltpan [salinaria] 

in Kalentyr [mentions Thane Duncan (comite Duncano)] 
1153X65 RRS i 109  Malcolm IV confirms a grant of David I of a saltpan in Kalentyr with common easements 

in pasture, water and fuel for the saltpan in the wood of Kalentyr 
 Holyrood No 48  [L] Confirmation of a ‘compromise’ between Holyrood and the monks of Neubotl: ... and 

half of the land therewith which the monks [of Newbattle] have in kars [among others] and 
half of the saltworks ... 

1165x1214 RRS ii 545  William I grants or confirms to Manuel Priory one and a half chalders of salt [annually?] 
from the tiend of the royal saltpans held [at ferme?] by Ralph ‘Baretus’ 

RRS 566 Grants to William of Lindsay one saltpan in the Carse [see Newbattle 167] 
1316 RH6/82  Settlement of a dispute between Holyrood and Newbattle over the possession of lands and 

saltpans in the Carse of Kalentyr which had originally gifted by the kings of Scotland, 
David, Malcolm, William and Alexander, the Abbots of Dunfermelyn and Celcou, the 
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master  and brethren of Ballentrodoch, and David de Lyndesai [see also Newbattle 160; 
Holyrood 92: the decision was in favour of Holyrood] 

1550 Foulis 74 James Mentieth of Saltcoats 
1551 Wigton 240 Commendator to James, Earl of Arran ... his lands of Easter and Wester Saltcoats, three 

oxengate and a half of lands with three cotlands of Saltcoats 
1561 Thounis 53 Intimation by Elizabeth Hammiltoun widow of Robert Wethirspoune of Brighouse to 

Andrew Johnesoun, tenant in her lands of Litill Saltcottis lying in the barony of Kerss and 
sheriffdom of Striveling that notwithstanding she had discharged him from any further 
occupation of her said lands, through his unthankfulness to her in not paying the bygone 
fermes, she was willing to do good for evil and required him to pay the fermes as he should 
do. Done at Litill Saltcottis in the house of the said Andrew. 

1569 Johnsoun 831 John Inglis in Saltcottis 
1570 CRE  Alexander Oswald in Saltcoitts 
1574 CRE  James Monteith of Saltcoitts 
1575 CRE James Johnston in Saltcoitts 
1580 CRE Elizabeth Williamson, sometime spouse to John Grahame, in Saltcoitts 
1591 RMS v 1951  [L] Patrick Levingstoun of Saltcoittis and Mariote Fawsyde, his spouse 
1636 Murray   Johne Monteath [in Saltcoats] brother to the laird of Kerse 
1638 Murray   James Kincaid in Saltcoats 
1639 CRS  John Monteith of Saltcoitts 
1643 RS58/7 f.451v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hamiltoune 

eldest son of John Hamiltoune of Bardowie having in his hand a charter of precept of 
sasine from John Hamiltoune senior in favour of John Hamiltoune junior, his heirs male to 
be procreated between him and Ann Levingstoune daughter of the late Mr Patrick 
Levingstoune of Saltcottis his future spouse 

1656 RS2/11/66  Anna Home, relict of Alexander Callendar of Saltcoats 
c1680 C2/77/26  Charter to John Bowie of Saltcoats and his son Thomas Bowie [see Pows of Airth] 
1685 C2/70/7 James Hunter of Wester Saltcoats 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.13 John Johnstone of Saltcoats 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.164 John Monteath in Saltcoats 
1698 RS83/2/113  John Bowie of Saltcoats and Thomas Bowie his son 
1698 RS83/2/115  Margaret Mungall spouse to John Bowie of Saltcoats 
1700 RS83/2/09/429  [L] John Bowie of Easter Saltcoats ... his lands of Easter Saltcoats commonly called 

Monteith Saltcoats ... with the privilege of commonty within the bounds of the common 
muir of Redding RS59/10 f.353 – f.354 

1703 CRS  Robert Gardiner in Saltcoats, spouse Helen Ramsay 
1710 C2.84.116  John Bowie of Saltcoats 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8 James Renny in Saltcoats 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.22v Thomas Bowie, [younger] portioner of Saltcoats 
1736 GD65/187  Heritable Bond by Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats in favour of Janet Watt, his spouse, and her 

children, of the sum of 5000 merks Scots and, for security, of an annualrent of 250 merks 
Scots out of his lands and houses in the town of Falkirk, the room of land called 
Coldkitchen in parish of Bothkennar, room of land in Easter Saltcoats called Monteith 
Saltcoats, and a room of land called Overtoune and Randyfoord Saltcoats or Powbridge in 
parish of Polmonth [Polmont], and sheriffdom of Stirling.  

1736 GD65/205    Discharge and Renunciation by Janet Watt, relict of Thomas Bowie of Saltcoats, in favour 
of Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, of the sum of 5000 merks Scots of principal and 
the annualrent of 250 merks Scots out of the room of land called Coldkitchen and others as 
contained in a heritable bond to the said Thomas Bowie, dated 8 October 1736.   

1747 C2/99.60  Patrick Haldane of Bearcrofts 
1912 CDS13 Saltcoats - Spowart 
SALTCOATS - LITTLE  see Little Saltcoats     
SALT-GRASS  # GRM NS9480 [2]    
 
1749 RS59/19 f.353 [L] James Miller of Bords as sheriff-depute --- all and haill these nine oxengates of 

Redheugh with houses [etc] with also the fishings upon the Water of Avon --- and also 
these parts  [glossed: particatas (anglice) lie falls] ultra Gramma Salsa (glossed: anglice 
lie Salt Grass) called Henry Hooks Saltgrass and lie  Hooks Saltgrass --- said lands of 
Redheugh omnium per prius mixtarum (anglice Runrig) a discript limite et bondata in 
decrete 
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RHP1605  describes two sections of saltings as salt grass. 
 
SALT GREENS # GRM NS9185 [1]  NS917859   Bothkenner 
 
1786 AOS 971 parts of Bothkenner & parts thereof called Backraw, lordship of Stirling ;- parts of Newton 

called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie yeard. G.R. 438.19 
1788 AOS 1376 part of Bothkenner called Gairdoch and salmon fishings, part of Orchardhead, parts of 

Newton called Spout, with the Seagreens belonging thereto, Crawfurd Orchard, Cowie 
Yeard 

1912 CDS13 Salt Greens - Hugh Muir, farmer [Airth 2] 
 
Note:   As well as being the name of a holding, the term ‘salt greens’ was used of the salt marshes skirting the shore of 

the Firth of Forth, including those along the tidal reaches of its tributaries. Several plans, RHP15411/2, 
RHP6115 and RHP6109, depict such areas and so name them. 

SALTLAND LANE  GRM NS9481 [2]    
 
1955 Porteous gives this as part of Mid Saltcoats. 
SALTPAN OF Arbroath [see Panstead]      
SANDIEBUTTS # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1712 RH9/17/399   Tacks (leases) and missives of let: Alexander Watt, merchant in Falkirk, to John Nicoll, 

only son of John Nicoll in Mains of Bothkenner, of parts of room and mailing of land of 
North Mains of Bothkenner called Auchintyre, Sandiebutts and Nooks, presently 
possessed by James Johnston, extending to 26 acres, 3 roods, 17 falls and 1½ ells, in parish 
of Bothkenner, sheriffdom of Stirling, for term of 19 years   18 Dec 1712 

SANDY-BUTT DYKES # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1722 RS59/14 f.378 William Gibb tenant in Grange and Jonet Lorne his spouse and James, William, John, 

Archibald and Alexander, their sons, of all and heall these parts and portions his room and 
mealing of land of Northmains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandiebutt Dykes and the 
east end of the How Cars --- extending to twenty five acres twenty six falls and half ane eln 
of land 

1737 RS59/17 f.158v the rowme and mealling of land of Northmains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandy 
Butt Dykes and the east end of How Kerse 

1740 RS59/18 f.41v the roum and mealling of land of North Mains of Bothkennar lying betwixt the Sandybutt 
Dykes and the east end of the Howkerse with the heall houses [etc] --- extending to twenty 
five aikers twenty six falls and half of ane eln of land --- Robert Simpson in Spout baillie in 
that part 

1803 AOS 4629 between the Sandy-Butt Dykes and the East end of the Howkerse 
1807 AOS 5615 mailling of land of Northmains of Bothkenner betwixt the Sandybutt Dikes and the east 

end of the Howkerse 
SAUGHTREE   # GRM NS9381 [2]    
 
1955 Porteous gives this as part of Easter Saltcoats. 
SCOT FLATS  see North Scots Flats and South Scots Flat 
SCOTS FLAT GREEN # GRM NS9481 [3]     
 
1737 RS59/17 f.164v Randyford Saltcoats called Little Saltlands or Scots Flat Green 
SEALOCK  # GRM NS9282 [1]     
 
1770 RHP48441  Plan of a town [Grangemouth] intended to be built by Sir Laurence Dundas bt. at Sealock 
1781 EEC Sealock 
1782 RHP48440 Plan of ground at Sealock proposed to be laid into buildings, with table of contents 
1784 CS228/B/7/8 Robert Brown, merchant, Carronbank v John Hardie, baker, Sealock 
SEA GREENS    alternative name for Salt Greens q.v. 

SHELLY BANK  GRM NS9482 [1]     
SHIELDHILL  GRM NS8976 [1]   NS896767 [1] 
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1722 SC67/67/6 f.5 John Rankine in Sheillhill  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8 John Rankin, elder and younger in Sheillhill 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.44 James Niven, coalhewer in Sheillhill 
1787 AOS 1020 James Fish, manager of the coalworks at Sheildhill - in part of Redding called Beans Croft 
1795 CRS  James Fish, manager of the coalworks of Sheildhill 
1851 JC26/1851/295  Trial papers relating to Ann Wilson for the crime of concealment of pregnancy at Easter 

Shieldhall, Polmont, Stirlingshire. Tried at High Court, Stirling 19 Sep 1851 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Shieldhill 
SHORT FASSET # GRM NS9183 [2]   
 
1643 RS58/8 f.3 [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune eldest lawful son of David Levingstoune of Pantaskine, baillie in that part 
and John Callander, portioner of Newtoune in Bothkenner, heritor of the lands 
underwritten and John Callander in Glen having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation 
with a precept of sasine from the said John Callendar in Newtoun with the consent of 
Margaret Murhead his spouse in favour of the said John Callander in Glen --- all and hail 
these three oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner [the sasine 
is given upon the solum] at that part commonly called the Shortfasat 

1682 RS59/6 f.299 [L] these three oxgangs of land and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner 
with the manor place houses [etc] reserving the salmon salmon fishing and coal to the 
crown --- all and whole that rig of land behind the lands of William Bruce of Newtoun 
lyiing in that part called Shortfossat with the freedom of entry and exit with a sufficient 
road for crossing the waterdyke (cum via sufficiente trans aquaductas) thereof for 
pedestrians and vehicles to his house at Newtoun  

1694 RS59/8 f.305v [L] that rig of land lying in that part called Shortfassat – with the freedom of entry and 
exit with a road of sufficent width across the aqua ductum (lie damms) for horses carts 
(curris) and vehicles to the house of Newtoune at that part called Deicoussie and Haugh  

1693 RS59/8 f.195 lying in that part called Short Fossat  
1792 AOS 2340  rig of land in Short Fasset 
1792 AOS 2340  Short Fasset 
1815 AOS Short Fossat - given as 1 rig of land in Newton of Bothkenner 
 
see Fasset infra 
SHORT LAND         Easter # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ ane aiker and ane half in the 
east syde of the Easter Short Land  

1665 RS59/2 f.144v six aikers of land [of Whytsyde] --- ane of the said aikers is of croft land lyand in that part 
called the Hollinbuss and fyve aikkers of land thereof are of outfield land quhairof ane lyes 
in the eistend of the Hill and four aickers of the Eistershortlands and tua aickers and ane 
half aicker one the west syde of the Westmure possest sometyme be umquhyll James Inglis 
--- the other six aickers of land of the lands of Whytesyde whereof ane aicker of infield 
land lying at the Hollinbuss on the eistsyde of the lands foirsaids and other fyve aickers of 
outfield land quhairof ane lying in the Cleddens and four aickers of the same lying in the 
mure land quhairof tuo aickers thairof in the short heads and the westsyde of the other 
lands foirsaid --- ane aicker of land lying in that pairt of the foirsaidis lands callit the 
Standrig 

SIDE [THE]  # GRM NS9377 [1]  NS934774   
 
1755 Roy The Side 
1780 RHP1537 Side Farm 
SIMPSONS ACRE  # GRM NS9381 [3]    
 
1955 Porteous gives this as part of Easter Saltcoats. 
SKINFLATS GRM NS9083 [1]   NS908832 
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1714  RS59/13 f.222v [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Johnstoune of 
Kirkland having in his hands a disposition made and granted be the now deceased John 
Wright of Kersie heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advicce and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newtoun --- of the parts 
and portions of the estate of Newtoun called Houkers the Tiend Yeard Skimflat and 
Bamershyre --- the said lands of Houkerse Tiend Yeard Skamflat and Bemershyre --- 
estate of Newtoun comprehending the lands of Houkerse Teindyeard Skamflat and 
Bamershyre 

1719 RS59/14 f.13v As also all and haill that part and portion of the seven oxengates and ane half of the said 
lands of Bothkennar purchased by Dame Jean Fleming Lady Airth from John Livingston of 
Dunypeace and of these three oxingates and ane half of land of the said lands of 
Bothkennar purchased by the said Dame Jean Fleming from James Mure portioner of 
Bothkennar and to which the said Alexander Johnstone has right by progress called 
Skameflat being [blank] acres of land or thereby bounded betwixt the right of way that 
leads betwixt the ferries of Airth and Carron on the west The lands belonging to Newton 
possest be Adam Lidle on the east The lands possest be John Slanders on the north and the 
lands of Newton possest be John Rae tenant on the south side with houss biggings yards 
tofts crofts parts pendicles of the said tuo pieces of land called Tiend Yard and Skameflat 
as the same are presently possest be James Mastertoun his tenant which lands lyes within 
the barony of Newton pariochim of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1724 HR777 Alexander Thomson in Skinflat 
1728 CH2/1548 John Rae, smith in Skinflatt 
1732 HR777 Marion Mitchel, Brother Daughter to the Deceast James Mitchel Sailor, late Indweller in 

Skinflat 
1737 RS59/17 f.158 James Kincaid son to the deceased John Kincaid son to James Kincaid elder in Dalgreen --- 

his part and portion of the lands of Bothkennar conquest and acquired by him from 
Alexander Johnston of Kirkland consisting of [blank] acres or thereby called Skamflatt and 
Tiend Yairds with houses [etc] … and all and haill these parts of the lands of Newton 
called Straitonhall being part of the Grange of Newton … granted by John Wright of 
Kersie with consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newton  

1746 RS59/19 f.81v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreeet woman 
Helleen Simes spouse to James Kincaid of Skinflate having in her hands ane contract of 
marriage --- annuity furth of the lands of Skinflat and Tiends Yeards 

1757 RHP6131 The Skinflet 
1764 RHP6132 Skin Flat 
1785 AOS 627 John Johnston, as heir to John Johnston, portioner, Bothkenner, his father, seised in parts of 

Bothkennar; Skamesflat or Skinflatt; part of Fasset, parish of Bothkennar. P.R. 28.355 
1788 AOS 1431 Skinflat and part of Facet; - Kiln Ridges, parish of Bothkennar  
1797 RHP242 Skinflat 
1798 VR Skinflatt 
1810 VR and that field called Skinflatt 
1813 RHP6133 Skinflat 
1815 AOS 7955 Skamiflat or Skinflat - Thomas Smith residing in Bothkennar Kerse  
1817 AOS 8605 that field called Skinflat  
1819 AOS 9044 a piece of ground on the west side of the road leading from the New Bridge over the river 

Carron to Airth, being part of the lands of Skinflats 
1819 AOS 9299 Skinflatt and part of the lands of Facet extending to 10 acres 1 rood and 19 falls 
1865 OSNB Skinflatts - Two rows of colliers houses, partly slated and partly tiled.  It contains two 

public houses and one smithy.  The parish school is situated near the north end of the 
village.  Property of the Earl of Zetland. 

1865 VR Miner’s houses at Skinflatts 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Skinflats 
SLATIE MUIR  # GRM NS9178 [3]    
 
1786 AOS 989 Ryehill & Sclatie Muir, being parts of Redding. P.R. 29.261 
 
cf 1643 ‘the skleatcraigs of Halglen’. 
SMALLBURN  (stream)  GRM NS9479 [1]  NS945798 

             (farm)     # GRM NS9479 [1]  NS940794 
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1234 Newbattle 165  [L] Alexander, by the grace of God, King of Scots ... a ploughgate of land in Karso ... with 
the unhindered use of the course of the Smaleburne at their own mill by the lade. 

1617 Murray , i p.29   the piper of Smallburn 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] Andrew Lithgow in Smeilburn  
1643 SC67/67/1 f.29v Alexander Braid in Smalleburne - Robert Gib in - see 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.37v   The quhilk day compeirit John Gib in Smalburne and confest ane trublance with Robert 

Wat in Swyndike and of stryking and hurting of him and blooding of him upone the lug 
And is unlawit thairfoir in 50 lib. 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.48   And in the actioune persewit be Robert Russall in Halglen againes Marion Watt in 
Smalburne relict of umquhill John Kincaid for resetting of saltbutter scheittis and uther 
things from Thomas Kincaid hir sone and David Grindley sone to Patrick Grindley The 
quhilk they tuik from his hous in Halglen and was resett be hir quhairupone scho was fyllit 
be ane assyse as the rolment of court beiris Thairfoir the judges decerneis the said Marion 
Watt to be banyschit furthe of the parioche of Falkirk and never to be fund within the 
samyn efter the forsaid day ordanes hir to be scurgeit through the burgh of Falkirk and 
brunt upone the cheik quhairupone the dome was given be the mouthe of Robert Aikeine 
dempster Rescherving alwayes Libertie to the said Marion To cum to the sessioune of 
Falkirk quen scho salbe seitit thairto for making of hir repentance for the fornycatioune 
committit be hir with William Grindley in Reddoche And with Libertie alwayes to hir to 
compeir befoir the kirk sessioune of Falkirk or any uther judicatorie quhatsoever to persew 
the said William Grindley for quhatsoever caus scho hes to ley his chairge 

1653 RS58/9 f.187 John Hamiltone in Small Burne 
1656 RS58/11 f.20 James Gib in Smalburne 
1671 RS59/4 f.290v [L] William Sym in Smallburn 
1672 CRS John Gibb in Small-burne, parish of Falkirk 
1687 CRS  John Johnston, smith in Smallburn 
1732 CRS  James Walker in Smallburn 
1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Thomas Marshall 

tennent in Polmontside  as baillie with Andrew Smart portioner of Lawyeatt eldest lawful 
son to the deceast Archibald Smart in Haining afterwards in Small Burn as heir of 
Archibald Smart his father having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these three 
oxingate of lands of Battock Gilstoun called Battock Muirhead with houses [etc] 

1754 RS59/20 f.201 [L] lands of Little Kerse called Smallburn extending to five acres two roods of land with 
houses [etc] --- also that little piece of ground called Meadow Butts lying upon the east 
side of the houses of Northfoot  

1755 Roy   Smallburn 
1787 AOS 1066 parts of Little Kerse, viz. Small-burn, Meadow Butts, Northfoot 
1805 AOS 5010 in parts of Little Kerse called Smallburn - & a small piece of ground called Meadow Butts 

with the house and brewerie thereon with pasture of cattle in the Common Muir of 
Reddingridge and Whitesideridge 

1806 RHP10858  Smallburn 
1817 Grassom  Smallburn 
1860 OS Smallburn 
 
cf Smallburn DNY; NJ465445; NJ265505; NK015405; NO525435; NS685265; NZ155745 
 Smalbec, Lesmahagow [1147x60, Barrow, Anglo-Saxon Era, p.199] 
SMALLBURN FLAT # GRM NS9479 [2]    
 
1399 Wigton 827 Small burns flat 
1683 SC67/67  Smallburne flatt 
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- Smallburneflatt  
 
SMALLBURN - Nether   # GRM NS9479 [2]    
 
1794 AOS 2758 part of Riddoch called Nether Smallburn, parish of Polmont  
SMIEFLATS  see Smoothflats     
SMOOTHFLATS NS9479 [1]     
 
1805 AOS 5069 half of Grange called Abbotsgrange, Bowhouse & Newbigging comp. 3 Tenements and the 

place formerly built and adjacent thereto called Smieflatts, Redieflatts & Arnieflatts 
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1817 Grassom  Smoothflats 
SOULISLAND   # GRM NS9480 [3]    
 
Newbattle 170  [L] Charter to Nicholas Sulis of a saltpan [salina]: in perpetual peace to Nicholas de Sules - 

butler? [pincina] to the lord King king of Scotland - my saltpan [salina] in Karso de 
Kalentyr - which was formerly gifted by Walter son of Allan senescall to the Lord King of 
Scotland  

1452 Holyrood 125  [L] Charter of Soulislande: ... to Alexander Bruce of Stanhouse ;- a bovat of land 
commonly called Soulisland with the pertinents lying in the territory of Reddoch [lie 
redheuch] 

1460 Holyrood 128 [L] Confirmation of 125 
1541 Holyrood 131 [V] lands of Beircroftis with mansion house [etc.] and also half part of an oxgate of land 

known as Sowlisland 
1570-1643 GD1/1088/21 Titles to the lands of Beircrofts and Sowlislands in the barony of Kerse 
1658 RS58/12 f.76v all and haill the lands of Beircrofts and Soulislands with manor place houses [etc]  --- and 

all and haill the lands of Ten Aikers and the lands callit Howetflet --- togidder with the 
salmon fishing upon the Water of Aven so far as the said lands lyes and to Inviroin 
thairwith all lyand within the parochine of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1665 Retour 240 [L] John Hamiltoun apparent of Grainge, heir male of Lord John Hamiltoun, his patrui in 
the lands of Bearcrofts and Soulislandis within the parish of Falkirk 

1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Alexander Lorne in Heuck --- South Bearcrofts [terrarum de Bearcrofts australem] and 
a seventh part thereof the Soulislands, Tenacres [dicem acreas], the Howat Flat [witnesses 
to sasine] Bartholomew Moresone in Oxward of Reddoch 

 
Note:  Newbattle received a saltpan in the Carse from Nicolas de Sules, which Walter, son of Alan the Steward gave to 

him. This would be prior to 1255 [?]. It must also be noted that a ‘tidying up’ of smaller portions of land owned 
by Holyrood and Newbattle appears to have taken place when in 1360 an agreement was entered into by both 
institutions.  

SOUTH CROFT is Towncroft. 
 
1757 RHP6131 
SOUTHLAND   # GRM NS9581 [1]  NS951811  
 
1665 RS59/2 f.147 [L] John Dalmahoy of that ilk sheriff of the sheriffdom of Stirling --- John Hamilton 

apparent of Grange heir male of the late lord John Hamilton of Bearcrofts his father --- all 
and haill the lands of Bearcrofts and Southlands with houses [etc] 

1666 RMS xi 876  [L] Charter granting to Alexander Monro, advocate, Commissary of Stirling, and Lilias 
Eastoun, his wife in liferent, and George Monro, his son, in fee, and the heirs male of his 
body etc., - the lands of Bearcrofts, southern and western, the Southlands, 10 acres, and 
the Howatflat, with their pertinents, in the parish of Falkirk ... which formerly belonged to 
John Hamilton, eldest son of the deceased Sir James Hamilton of Grange, and heir male 
served to the deceased Sir John Hamilton of Beircrofts, and were granted by him to the 
said Alexander Munro  

1704 RS59/11 f.333 John Henderson eldest son to James Henderson of Fouldubs as actorney in the name of 
Mistress Jean Munro second lawful daughter to the deceast Sir Alexander Munro of 
Bearcrofts --- all and haill the lands and barronie of Bearcrofts comprehending the north 
and south pairts of the said lands and barronie, Southlands, Tenaikers and Howatflat 

1723 RS59/14 f.455v [L] Mr Patrick Haldane advocat --- of all and haill the lands and Barrony of Bearcrofts 
comprehending all and haill the lands of Bearcrofts South and North theireof, Southlands, 
Ten Acres and Howatlands with the Manor Place of Bearcrofts, houses [etc] --- formerly 
pertaining to Margaret Hamilton, Lady Bangour  --- all erected into a free barony of 
Bearcrofts 

SOUTH OXWART   see Oxward     
SOUTH SCOT FLATS  # GRM NS9381 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v sik lyk the landis of Sothflat extending to ane aiker of land and ane halfe quhilkis are 

pertinentis of the saidis landis of Huik lyand betwixt the landis of Saltland occupyat be 
umquyll John Forester on the eist the landis of  Scotflat 
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1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 
lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- the landis of Scotisflatt sumtyme occpyat be 
umquyll William Wetherspoone on the south the landis of the Maynes of [blank] [--- ----] 
Insche Reidflatt Eaist Aikeris Carronflat and butis occupyat be the umquill Alexander on 
the north pairtis sik lyk the landis of So[th]flat extending to ane aiker of land and ane halfe 
quhilkis are pertinentis of the saidis landis of Huik lyand betwixt the landis of  Saltland 
occupyat be umquyll John Forester on the eist the landis of  Scotflat  

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] lands of Scotsflet which the late William Widderspone occupied on the west lands of 
Midlflet  

1730 RS59/15 f.526 [L] all and haill that part and portion of Randieford Saltcoats called the South Scots Flatt 
with houses [etc] --- which is surrounded with a ditch  

1787 AOS 1185 Powdrake - part of Over Saltcoats or Randieford Saltcoats called South Scott Flatt -
barony of Polmont. 

1807 AOS 5595 In part of the lands of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats - called the 
South Scotts Flatt; with part of the Muirs of Reddingrig and Whitesiderig effeiring 
thereto.  

1817 Grassom   Scott Flatt 
 
Cf Scotsflat WLO  [PNWL 104]  
SOUTHSIDE # GRM NS9277 [2]     
 
1698 RS59/10 f.74 Archibald Tailyour in Woodsyde of Morrouingsyde his land of Lawyett called the 

Southsyde thairof  
1743 RS59/18 f.313 Thomas Robertson tenant in Tamfour as baillie --- and Robert Foord late weaver at Airth 

and now in Dorator as actorney for Margaret Smart lawful daughter to the deceast 
Archibald Smart of Longe Yett designed in the disposition as weaver in Little Kerse now 
spouse to the said Robert as also actorney for Elizabeth Smart lawfull daughter of the said 
Archibald --- disposition granted by Robert Gillespie only lawful son to the deceast 
Charles Gillespie in Kinaird to the said deeast Archibald Smart annualrent furth of his 
lands of Law-yett called the Southside thereof  lying within the barony and regality of 
Polmont 

SOUTH WESTQUARTER see Westquarter 
SPADELOCH POW # GRM NS9182 [1] NS912824 
 
20c Drain Plan Spadeloch Pow - part of Zetland papers - original should be in SRO 
 
see Pedloch GRM (BKX) 
 
cf Paddaburn, Northumberland 
SPOUT # GRM NS9084 [1]   
 
1728 CH2/1548 Robert Simpsoun in Spout 
1730 HR777 Robert Simpson [in] Spout 
1731 CH2/1548 Spout of Easter Grange 
1731 CH2/1548 Spout of Newton 
1739 SC4/3/1 Spout, as disjoined 2 June 1739 
1740 RS59/18 f.41v Robert Simpson in Spout baillie in that part 
1786 AOS 971 parts of Bothkenner & parts thereof called Backraw, lordship of Stirling ;- parts of Newton 

called Spout, and Salt Greens thereof, Crawford’s Orchard, Cowie yeard. G.R. 438.19 
1788 AOS 1376 parts of Newton called Spout, with the Seagreens belonging thereto 
 
cf Spout Park,  WLO [PNWL 144]; Spout Burn, Galloway [PNG 251] 
SPRINGBANK GRM NS9177 [1]   NS915779 
 
1860 OS Springbank 
1867 BAS Springbank 
SPRINGFIELD GRM NS9184 [1]   NS919842 
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1845 NSA farm of Springfield (Messrs. J.S. & G.G. Mackay), at 120 pounds, and colliery at 100 

pounds 
1851 Census  Springfield - David Graham 
1865 OS Springfield 
1865 OSNB Springfield - A small farmsteading, one storey and slated.  Property of Walter Wyllie Esq. 
1912 CDS13 Springfield - Graham Malcolm 
1973 OS Springfield 
 
2001 OS Explorer 349 shows this place as Orchardhead 
STANDRIG # GRM NS9378 [3]   NS9378 [3]  
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ and all and haill half ane 
aiker of land lyand in that pairt of thir landis called the Staine Rige  

1665 RS59/2 f.144v six aikers of land [of Whytsyde] --- ane of the said aikers is of croft land lyand in that part 
called the Hollinbuss and fyve aikkers of land thereof are of outfield land quhairof ane lyes 
in the eistend of the Hill and four aickers of the Eistershortlands and tua aickers and ane 
half aicker one the west syde of the Westmure possest sometyme be umquhyll James Inglis 
--- the other six aickers of land of the lands of Whytesyde whereof ane aicker of infield 
land lying at the Hollinbuss on the eistsyde of the lands foirsaids and other fyve aickers of 
outfield land quhairof ane lying in the Cleddens and four aickers of the same lying in the 
mure land quhairof tuo aickers thairof in the short heads and the westsyde of the other 
lands foirsaid --- ane aicker of land lying in that pairt of the foirsaidis lands callit the 
Standrig 

STEPMILL  # GRM NS9579 [1]    NS954796  
 
1652 Retour 200 [L] James Monteath of Polmonthmylne, heir of William Monteath of Polmonthmylne, his 

grandfather, 4 oxingait of the lands of Clerkstoune with the corne mill within the barony of 
Abbotiskers and regalitie of Brochtoune 

1658 RS58/12 f.18 Comperit personalie ane discreit man David Monteith in Mylnhall actorney in name and 
behalf of James Monteith of Polmonthmylne – precept of sasine --- furth of the 
chancellarie --- the deceist William Monteith of Polmonthmylne grandfather to James 
Monteith of Polmonthmylne --- in all and whole the mylne of Polmonth with the mylne 
lands thairof houses [etc] callit the Estar Deput Medow astricted multures knaveship [etc] 
of all and haill the barrony of Polmonth sed and wont belonging to the said mylne Togidder 
with the four oxengate of land of Clerkstone with the corne mill of the samen lands with 
multures [etc] thairof with dammes and leading of water belonging thairto with thair 
oxengate of the lands of Nether Gilstoune and oxengate of the lands of Whytesyde houses 
[etc] sometime possesed be the said William Monteith --- barrony of Abbotskers regalitie 
of Bruchtoune 

1664 RS59/1 f.352 [L] Robert Jonstoune [designation] the Eistermiln of Pollmond  
1665 RS59/2 f.147 Robert Johnstoune miller at the East Mill of Millhall 
1684 Adair   8 Stobmill 
1709 GD406/1/5586.    James Menteith of Millhall explaining why he has raised a declarator of thirlage against the 

vassals of the lands astricted  to the  mills of Polmont. Has the mill of Clerkstoun, and took 
a tack of  Duke of Hamilton’s mill of Crooked Wheel, so that no differences would arise 
over the damhead. 

1770 Edgar  Stobmill 
1784 NLS 5381 Box 30  Stepmiln - Alexander Robertson, farmer in Candie was thirled to this mill. As was 

Powdrake. The mill employed a milner (Archibald Walker), a dryster. Archibald’s brother, 
William Walker, was a servant in Neuk Miln (William Wilson) 

1785 AOS 664 George Scrimzeour of Thornhill, James Walker of Stepmiln, William Gibb, junior, farmer, 
Grange, and Henry Taylor in Gilstone, seised in parts of Whiteside, parish of Polmont, on 
disp. by John Gibb, distiller, Bennetstown. P.R. 28.400 

1788 EEC 7 Feb 3a:  "We hear from Polmont, that the malt kiln there, belonging to James Walker at Stepmill, 
was burnt on Wednesday last, which, with the contents, was totally consumed." 

1806 AOS 5200 4 Oxengates of Clerkston, Wauk Mill Stead, & House stead in Clerkston Bank with a 
damhead and & mill dam. 
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1806 RHP10858  ‘To Step Mill’ 
1811 RHP11421    Photostat copy of plan of the River Avon from Step Mill to the Firth of Forth   
1820 AOS 9682 William Logan of Clarkston seised in the lands of Stepmiln & Drumbreck being part of 

the farm of Drumbreck 
 
cf Stepps NS655685; Steps of Dunipace; Stepford NX8681  
   Stepends WLO  [PNWL 88]  
STEPS  # GRM NS9579 [1]   NS953796 
 
1817 Grassom  Steps 
 
cf Foul Steps ELO 
STERLIE   # Po. NS9077 [1]   NS907775 
 
1860 OS Sterlie 
1867 BAS Sterlie 
1954 OS [Sheet NS97 NW] Sterlie 
 
1860 OS shows several features named ‘sterlie’ which seem to relate to the line of a mineral tramway. By 1956 the 
word was used to name a cottage. 
STOCKBRIDGE # GRM NS901774   NS901774  
 
1783 RHP1550   Stockbridge - a small bridge is shown 
STODFAULD # GRM NS9184 [2]   
 
1376 RMS i 565 [L] Charter confirming a charter of William More of Abercorne, knight, granting to John 

McKelly of [4 or 40][quatuor] acres of land within the sheriffdom of Strivelyne in the Cars 
of Bothkenere in the territory of Grange lying in that portion called the Stodfauld 

1618 RS58/1 f.118v [L] Alexander Wat [somethin of - magister?] bothkenner having in his hand a charter made 
by Robert Bruce of Kynnaird minister of the evangelis of christ with the consent of 
Margaret Dowglas his spouse – with consent of Robert Bruce their eldest son and heir 
apparent --- said Alexander Wat in liferent and Thomas Wat his lawful son --- all and 
whole nonem particalas of land lie riggis of land of Grayng de Bothkenner known as lie 
Stotfald  extending to four [quatuor] acres of land or thereabouts lying in the barony of 
Bothkenner and lordship of Stirling – James Liddell in Airthe baillie thereof --- andrew 
Cowie notary public in Airthe --- Sammuell Bruce my son; Andro Bruce my [servant] and 
John Sympsone in Stratinhall  --- William Sympsone in Graing de Bothkenner, Andrew 
Michell there, George Liddel in Airthe and William Cochrane in Poiknaiff 

1656 RS58/10 f.113v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Taylor weaver in 
the Grange of Bothkenner and Marie Dunochie his spouse --- band of obligation from 
Alexander Simpsoin portioner of Grange of Bothkenner and Jean Walker his spouse --- 
borrowit thrie hundreth merkis --- annualrent of tuelff pund Scotis money --- furth of my [-
-----] land in Grange of Bothkenner lying in the north of the South Stotfald --- in the 
paroche of Bothkenner and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] James Boyd 
portioner of Ballmarshell John Sympsoun in Stratounhall Robert Sympsoun in Grange of 
Bothkenner  

1662 RS59/1 f.99v all and haill these his tuo aikers of land in Grange of Bothkenner lyand on the north syde of 
the South Stotfauld 

 
cf Stodfauld NJ5834; Stotfaulds NO4939 
STONEHOUSE GRM NS9184 [1]   NS918846 
 
1632 RS58/5 f.271 [L] William Johnstoune in Stonhous [Bothkenner] --- and Cristine Johnstoune his spouse - 

the Earl of Linlithgow’s lands of Airth lying on the south side of the Pow and Briggis of 
Airth occupied and possessed by Jonet Bad relict of the late Walter Logane in Airth and 
Robert Logane  their son [witnesses to sasine] Alexander Gairdine in Lochis 

1654 RS2.8.8 Alexander Simson of Stanehouse 
1685 CRS Thomas Callander in Stonehouse 
168- Adair Stonhous 
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1697 RS59/9 f.124 lands of Stonehouse and Muirdyckes with the manor place and fortalice thereof and also 
these oxingates of land laying runrigg through several persones lands --- all lyand with the 
parochen of Bothkenner  

1690 E69/22/1 Stanehouse land in his own place [this might be Bruce of - cf Garvells part of Pocknave] 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v.1 John Powhouse in Bellsdyke and Alexander Powhouse his sone of an annualrent out of six 

oxengate of land in Grainge of Bothkennar belonging to Alexander Sympsone of 
Steanhouse. Registered on the  528th and 529th leaves of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.59.5 William Callendar, in Falkirk and John Callendar his sone of the lands of Stanehous and 
Muirdyke with several uthir oxengates belonging thereto upon a charter of resignation 
under the great seal. Registered on the  361st and 362nd leaves of the said Register 

1696 Retour 325 [L] John Sympsone of Stonehouse, heir of Alexander Sympsone of Stonehouse, his father, 
- in 4 oxgang of the Grainge of Bothkenner;- lands of Bothkenner extending to 1 oxgang 
and a quarter part of an oxgang, and half of a quarter part of an oxgang of Grainge of 
Bothkenner – all lying in the lordship of Stirling. 

1707 Sibbald John Symson of Stone-house with a fine orchard of very good fruit trees 
1720 CRS John Simpson of Stonehouse 
1722 HR777 Alexander Johnston of Stonehouse, formerly an elder in the parish of Falkirk but now 

resident here 
1729 CRS Andrew Cochrane in Stonehouse, parish of Bothkenner 
1730 HR777 Jennet Baad in Stonehouse land 
1755 Roy . Stonehouse 
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse –parts of Grange of Bothkenner parish of Bothkennar ;- 

Stonehouse comprising Muirdyke GR 451. 256 
1794 AOS 2769  parts of Grange of Bothkenner (or Stonehouse) 
1803 AOS 4475 a half of a quarter of an Oxgate of Grange of Bothkenner which lands are also called 

Stonehouse comp. Muirdyke with the Manor house thereof  
1802 APP James Hardie; Thomas Smith 
1803 AOS a half of a quarter of an Oxgate of Grange of Bothkenner which lands are also called 

Stonehouse comp. Muirdyke with the Manor house thereof 
1811 AOS 6850 Dougald Little Gilmour, son of William Charles Little Gilmour of Libberton and 

Craigmiller ... parts of Grange of Bothkenner or Stonehouse  
1865 OSNB Stonehouse - A large farmsteading of one and two storeys, slated and in good condition.  

Property of Mr William Dawson. 
1912 CDS13 Stonehouse Alexander Clark 
1980 OS Stonehouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Stonehouse 
STONEYE # GRM NS9377 [2]    
 
1733 VR   Windyedge and Stoneye 
1774VR  These four oxgates of land in the Barony of Polmont called Little Gilston with houses and 

pertinents, excepting Windyedge and Stoneye. 
1787 AOS  part of Litttle Gilston, comp. Windyedge and Stoneye. 
STRATONHALL # GRM NS9184 [2]   
 
1618 RS58/1 f.118v John Sympsone in Stratinhall   
1623 RS58/3 f.104 John Simpsone junior in Stratounhall, James Crawfurd his servant 
1624 RS58/3 f.179v Be it kend till all men be thir present lettirs, me Thomas Bruce of Wodsyd for my selff and 

takand the burdene in and upone me for Elizabeth Rollok my spouse fforsameikill as Mr 
Robert Bruce of Kinnaird minister of Chrystis Evangell with consent of Margaret Dowglas 
his spous and of Robert Bruce the eldest laufull sone and apperand conforme to ane 
contract and appointment past and per[sr]tit betwix them  on the ane pairt, John 
Sympsoune in Straittounhall Jonet Sym his spous and John Sympsoune thair eldest laufull 
sone on the vther pairt – daite at Kynnaird the fyftene day of Nov the zeir of God jaj vi c 
and fourtene yeires thane ane instrument following thair upone lewlie and suffitientlie 
infeft the said John Sympsoune and his said spous in liferent and the said John Sympsoune 
and his aires in fie herelie in all and haill ane annualrent of ane hundreth merkis money of 
this realm of Scotland zeirlie to be upliftit at tua times in the zeir --- of all and haill the said 
Mr Robert his aucht oxengait of land of the South Graing of Bothkenner with the pertinents 
[there is a reversion clause of a thousand merks – this looks like a wadset] 
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1631 RS58/5 f.174 Be it kent till all men be thir present lettirs Me James Symsoune lawfull sone to umquhill 
John Symsoune in Straitounhall --- annualrent of thrie score merkis from Robert Bruce 
and Robert Bruce, fear of Kynnaird his son, out of their acres and oxgangs of the lands of 
Grainge of Bothkenner  

1631 RMS viii 1827 John Simsone in Stratounhall 
1656 RS58/10 f.113v John Sympsoun in Stratounhall 
1658 RS58/12 f.15v Comperit personalie ane discreit gentleman James Bruce indueller in Airth --- sasine 

granted be the lord protector ---disponed and granted to William Bruce of Newtoune --- all 
and haill these tua oxengate and thrie quarters of ane oxengate of the lands of Bothkenner 
which were acquyred be the deceast Sir Alexander Bruce of Airth Dame Jonet Levingstoun 
his spouse and the deceast Robert Bruce their sone fra the deceast John Simpsone alias 
Thomas John and Margaret Allane his spous lyand within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling and sicklyke all and haill these six oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner 
with houses [etc] the samen sometyme pertaining to the deceast Alexander Crawfurd and 
Marione Levingstoune spous to the said Alexander and quhilk six oxengate of land were 
conquest and acqhyrit fra then be the said deceast Sir Robert Bruce --- also in all and haill 
these eight oxengate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner quhilk or some pairt thairof 
commonlie callit the toune and lands of Straittounhall with houses [etc] sometime 
pertaining to Thomas Levingstoun of Pantone and which eight oxengate of land wer 
conquest and acquyrit be the said deceast Robert Bruce fra the said deceist Thomas 
Levingstoun with that piece of yard presentlie possest be Duncane Simpsone lyand on the 
north syde of the ortcheard callit Crawfurds Ortcheard lyand within the lordship and 
sheriffdom of Stirling – and sicklyke all and sindrie the tiend sheaves and uther tiends  

1660 RS58/12 f.280 all and haill these eight oxingate of land in the Grange of Bothkenner (quilks or some part 
thairof ar comonlie callit the toune and lands of Stratoun Hall)  

1663 RS59/1 f.275 James Simpsoune eldest lawful sone to John Simpsoune in Straitonhall and Elizabeth 
Callendar laufull dochter  to William Callendar portioner of Bothkenner his future spous --
- all and haill these eight aikers of land called Greindyk of Bothkenner  

1666 RMS xi 896 [L] Charter of Confirmation in favour of James Boyd, portioner of Balmichell [confirming 
a charter and precept of sasine by John Simpsone in Stratonhall and Jonet Broun, his wife, 
to the above, and Catherine Broun, his wife ,-of an equall half of all those 4 oxgates of 
lands of Bothkenner called the Maynes with pertinents sometime occupied by Patrick 
Litchman in the barony of Bothkenner ... and th eother half of the same with pertinents, 
dated 2nd June and 31st August 1642; with instrument of sasine 

1666 RH9/3/53(i) see Bothkenner 
Stratonehal [1 ox 3 aikers @ £123]      2 –   0 – 0 

1669 RMS lxii 167 [L] and likewise, all and whole these 8 oxgates of land of the Grange of Bothkennar, 
which, or some part of them, are called the town and lands of Stratoun  

1670 RS59/4 f.165v those eight oxgates of land in Grainge of Bothkenner known as the town and lands of 
Straitounhall  

1690 Retour 311 [L] Edward Wright, heir of M.Edward Wright, advocate, his father;- 8 oxgangs of land in 
Grange of Bothkenner, which land or parts thereof were formerly known as the town and 
lands of Straitounhall 

1695 Retour 321  [L] John Wright, second born lawful son the deceased Mr Edward W., advocate, as heir to 
his brother-german, Edward Wright, eldest born son and heir of the said Mr Edward 
Wright, advocate, in; - 8 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkennar, which lands were 
formerly known as the town and land of Straitonhall 

1696 Retour 323 [L] John Sympsone of Strattonhall, heir of Alexander Sympsone of Greendycks, his 
grandfather, in his quarter part of 2¾ oxgang of Greendycks, within the parish of 
Bothkenner 

1696 RS83/1 f.71v.4 John Simpson of Straitonhall of the lands of Greendyke. Registered on the  478th leaf of 
the said Register 

1699 SC67/67/3 f. 26v John Simpson in Straton Hall 
1714  RS59/13 f.238 [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Crawford in 

Boigend having in his hands a disposition granted by Alexander Johnston of Kirkland 
heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten --- All and haill the parts of the lands of 
Newton called Strathonhall being a part of the Grange of Newton possest be John Loarn 
lying within the paroch of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling  
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1719 RS59/14 f.13v All and heall these parts of the lands of Newton called Straitenhall being part of the 
Grange of Newton possest be John Lorn lying within the pariochim and sheriffdom 
foresaid 

1729 CH2/1548 Robert Walker in Stratton-hall in this parish 
1730 HR777   Robert Walker in Straitton Hall 
1732 HR777   James Simson, alias the king at Stratton Hall 
1735 CH2/1548 Robert Cumming, Tenant in Stratton Hall 
1737 RS59/17 f.158 James Kincaid son to the deceased John Kincaid son to James Kincaid elder in Dalgreen --- 

his part and portion of the lands of Bothkennar conquest and acquired by him from 
Alexander Johnston of Kirkland consisting of [blank] acres or thereby called Skamflatt and 
Tiend Yairds with houses [etc] … and all and haill these parts of the lands of Newton 
called Straitonhall being part of the Grange of Newton … granted by John Wright of 
Kersie with consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newton  

 
 
Note: Alexander Stratoun of Laurieston, Mid-Lothian possessed land in Skaithmuir into the 16 c. 
 
Note:  This place may appear on an estate plan [RHP6132] of 1764. It is not very legible but if it is then it corresponds 

with Orchardhead GRM  
 
Cf Straiton MLO 
STRAWHILL # GRM NS9177 [1]  NS916770  
 
1860 OS Strawhill 
1867 BAS Strawhill 
STRIPE PARK # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS939780  
 
1847 RHP6107  Stripe Park 
 
SUMMERHOUSE GRM NS8876 [1]   NS882762  
 
1817 Grassom  Summerhouse 
1865 VR Summerhouse 
1956 OS Summerhouse 
SUNNYBRAE   # GRM NS9178 [3]  NS9178 [3] 
 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] lands of Redden known commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and Properhill  
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] John Hart son and nearest heir of the deceast Robert Hart in Redding his father – 

Precept of Clare Constat from the duke and duchess of Hamilton as superiors --- all and 
haill these parts and portions of the feu lands of the town and lands of Redding commonly 
known as Sonnie Brayes  

1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes 
Wellhillbrae Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 
in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designed as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  

1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 
Paperhill 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Sunniebraes 
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 
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1817 AOS 8618 part of the lands of Redding - Sunniebraes - Wallhillbrae - the Myres - the Farm called 
Mountainblow  

TAPPERNAIL GRM NS9077 [1]   NS906775   
  
1860  OS Tappernail 
1867 BAS Tappernail 
1958 OS Tappernail 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Tappernail 
TEN ACRE FIELD   # GRM NS9477 [1]  NS944777   
 
1832 RHP12531 Ten Acre Field 
TENACRES   # GRM NS9481 [1]  NS947813   
 
1656 CRS Robert Muirhead in Tenaickers of Beircroft 
1658 RS58/12 f.76v all and haill the lands of Beircrofts and Soulislands with manor place houses [etc]  --- and 

all and haill the lands of Ten Aikers and the lands callit Howetflet --- togidder with the 
salmon fishing upon the Water of Aven so far as the said lands lyes and to Inviroin 
thairwith all lyand within the parochine of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v James Gib in Tenaikeris 
1661 CRS  Agnes Boig, relict of Robert Muirhead, in Ten-Akeres 
1665 RS59/2 f.147 James Gib in Ten Aickirs  
1666 RS59/2f 221 [L] Alexander Lorne in Heuck --- South Bearcrofts [terrarum de Bearcrofts australem] and 

a seventh part thereof the Soulislands, Tenacres [dicem acreas],  
1668 CRS  James Gibb in Ten-aikers, parish of Falkirk 
1704 RS59/11 f.333 John Henderson eldest son to James Henderson of Fouldubs as actorney in the name of 

Mistress Jean Munro second lawful daughter to the deceast Sir Alexander Munro of 
Bearcrofts --- all and haill the lands and barronie of Bearcrofts comprehending the north 
and south pairts of the said lands and barronie, Southlands, Tenaikers and Howatflat 

1723 RS59/14 f.455v [L] Mr Patrick Haldane advocat --- of all and haill the lands and Barrony of Bearcrofts 
comprehending all and haill the lands of Bearcrofts South and North theireof, Southlands, 
Ten Acres and Howatlands with the Manor Place of Bearcrofts, houses [etc] --- formerly 
pertaining to  Margaret Hamilton, Lady Bangour  --- all erected into a free barony of 
Bearcrofts 

1851 Admirality  Ten Acres 
1856 SC4/3/2 Ten Acres  - Earl of Zetland 
1860 OS Ten Acres 
1907 RHP80173 Architectural plan, elevation and section of proposed ashpits and privies at Tenacres 
THICKLET  # GRM NS9183 [1] NS913839 
 
1620 RS58/1 f.370 [L] Jean Flemyng, Lady Airth [endorsed “pro Johanne Flemyng et sponse”] seven oxgangs 

and a half of the lands of Neutoune of Bothkenner --- and other portions underwritten viz.- 
that acre of the lands of Neutoun lie Hyndisaker and five  riggis of lands known as lie Five 
Croft Riggis lying to the west side of [?Demster?] Acre pertaining to James Kouie [with 
the] south quarter of half an oxgang of land lying in the North Thicklatt pertaining to 
Robert Cowye and occupied by him  

1665 RS59/2 f.106v Alexander Forsythe sometyme in Milndyk of Grange of Bothkainer now in Newtoune --- 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird disponit to me --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands of the Southgrainge of Bothkenner lyand one the southsyde of the lands thairof callit 
the Ficklet with houses [etc] 

1729 CH2/1548 James Hendry and Jean Taylor tenants in Foot of Ridge or Thicklatt 
1731 CH2/1548 Thicklat of Newtown 
1745 CH2/1548 William Hendry tenant at the foot of the Ridge 
1757 RHP6131 The North Thickletts; Dallas Thickletts; The Thicklets 
1813 RHP6133 Thicklet 
1817 Grassom Thicklet 
1855 SC4/3/2 Thicklet 
 
Note: In 1757 Thicklett covered a considerable area and was divided amongst several owners. The area depicted by 

Grassom appears to have been North Thickletts. 
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cf Thickley NZ225245, Redworth - c1050 Thicclea; PNND suggests ‘clearing in or by the thicket < OE þicca. 
     Haselet; Chislett, Kent  
     Thickside NT2002; Hurlet NS5161 
     Croylet NJ 5060; Cormalet NJ5245; Crosslet NS4175; Corselet NS5256; Cromlet NS7367 
THICKLET – LITTLE # GRM NS9183 [2]    
 
1682 RS59/6 f.299 [L] these three oxgangs of land and half an oxgang of the lands of Newtoun of Bothkenner 

with the manor place houses [etc] reserving the salmon salmon fishiing and coal to the 
crown --- and a rig of land lying in that part called Litleficklet  

1693 RS59/8 f.195 lying in that part called Short Fossat --- at that part called the Deicushe and Haugh --- in 
that part called the Litle Fisklet --- to the lands called the Grein Loaning 

THISLET # GRM NS9284 [1] NS920840 
 
1724 RS59/14 f.471v dispostion granted be John Wright of Kersie --- room of land in the Grange of Newton of 

Bothkennar --- extending to one acre one rood sixteen falls and four elns of measure and 
are part of that piece of land which is called the Thirslett of the Grange of Newton of 
Bothkennar --- bounded on the south by the broad way that leads from the Kirk of 
Bothkennar to the Grange on the north by the lands belonging to John Simpson of 
Stonehouse on the east the lands belonging to Gabriel Rankine of Orchardhead on the west 
partly by lands belonging to James Dallas of St Martins and partly by parts of the barony of 
Newton 

1770 GD173.1/2 John Simpson in Thirslet 
1810 APP James Kater, Thirlset; John Simpson, Thislet 
1817 Grassom  Thislet 
1865 VR  Thislet 
              
Cf Thesklaris, Watson, W.J., Place Names of Ross and Cromarty p.38 
cf Thistleton NU015085. 
TIENDS YARD GRM NS9083 [1]   NS908836 
 
1637 RS58/7 f.41v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Bruce of 

Newtoune of Bothkenner and entered to his lands and also to the lands of Howkers and 
Teindyaird [also Teynd Yaird] underwritten lying within the lordship and sheriffdom of 
Stirling [the part of Newton he was entering to had formerly pertained to James Mure and 
the late John Levingstoune of Denny - Tiendyard formerly pertained to Margaret 
Elphingstoune of Quarrel] 

1698 AOS Tiend Yeard 
1700 CRS Margaret Liddell and John Hardie in Tiendyaird, her husband 
1711 Peebles  Robert Elphinston, fourth of Quarrell, was served heir to his father in Howkerse, Tiend-

yeard and part of the oxgate lands of Bothkennar, 20 June 1711 
1711 RS59/12 f.531v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wright of Kersie as 

actorney for Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- Precept furth of Chancery --- eldest 
lawful son to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell his father --- lands of Howkerse, 
lands of Teindyaird  

1711 GD1/1041/7   Titles to lands in parish of Bothkenner, Sheriffdom of Stirling: Special retour of Robert 
Elphinstone, Younger of Quarrell, as heir to his father, Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell, in 
lands of Howkerse, Teindyaird and part of Bothkenner, with precept and instrument of 
sasine following thereon    

1714  RS59/13 f.222v [L] appeared in person upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Johnstoune of 
Kirkland having in his hands a disposition made and granted be the now deceased John 
Wright of Kersie heretible proprietor of the lands underwritten with the special advicce and 
consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newtoun --- of the parts 
and portions of the estate of Newtoun called Houkers the Tiend Yeard Skimflat and 
Bamershyre --- the said lands of Houkerse Tiend Yeard Skamflat and Bemershyre --- 
estate of Newtoun comprehending the lands of Houkerse Teindyeard Skamflat and 
Bamershyre 

1714  RS59/13 f.224v [L] Alexander Johnston in Kirkland --- Thomas Mitchell in Bothkenner baillie in that part -
-- charter under the Great Seal --- all and whole the lands of Houkerse extending to 20  
acres of land and all and whole the lands called the Tiend Yeard extending to 4 acres of 
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land --- which lands are part of the eight oxgangs of the lands of Bothkenner which 
pertained to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quaarell 

1719 RS59/14 f.13v [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Kincaid in Dalgreen  and 
in name of Helen Scott his spouse and John Kincaid eldest  lawful son --- disposition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Johnston of Kirkland heretable proprietor of the lands 
disponed --- all and whole that part and portion of the fourteen oxengates of the lands of 
Westertoun and Kirktone of Bothkennar which formerly pertained to Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell thereafter to Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell his son and now 
to the said Alexander Johnstone by progress called the Tiend Yard extending to four acres 
of land or thereby lying betwixt the lands of Newton on the east and south parts The way 
which leads from the Kirk of Bothkennar to the Grange on the north and the way which 
leads betwixt the ferries of Airth and Carron on the west pairts lying within the lordship of 
Stirlingshhire and pariochin of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling Excepting from this 
disposition as it is thereby excepted that piece of ground taken of the said lands for making 
of ane entry to the school house of Bothkennar consisting of [blank] elns of breadth and 
[blank] elns of length  

1728 RS59/15 f.158v [L] Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Jean Arthur spouse to 
William Burn of Nunyeards --- in all and whole these his lands called Nun Yeards or 
Tiendyeard of Bothkennar with houses [etc] 

1732 HR777   John Cowan in Tiends-yaird 
1737 RS59/17 f.158 James Kincaid son to the deceased John Kincaid son to James Kincaid elder in Dalgreen --- 

his part and portion of the lands of Bothkennar conquest and acquired by him from 
Alexander Johnston of Kirkland consisting of [blank] acres or thereby called Skamflatt and 
Tiend Yairds  with houses [etc] … and all and haill these parts of the lands of Newton 
called Straitonhall being part of the Grange of Newton … granted by John Wright of 
Kersie with consent of Alexander Bruce son to the deceased William Bruce of Newton  

1749 RS59/19 f.326 John Rae smith in Bothkennar as baillie --- James Kincaid of Tiend Yaird having a 
dispositon granted by John Hamilton writer to the signet --- all and haill these seven acres 
one rood and nineteen falls of land called the Fasset being a part of the lands of Newtown -
-- parish of Bothkennar  

1781 AOS 68 James Kincaid of Tiend Yards 
1784 AOS 504 James Kincaid of Tiends Yards, to John Ronald in Newton, 1777, on disp by William 

Ronald in Newton, his brother. P.R. 28.208 
1793 AOS 2527  James Kincaid of Tiendyards 
1865 OSNB Tiendyards - A small farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property Wm  

Dawson esq. 
1896 OS  Tiendyards 
 
cf Tiendland NJ2655 
TIPPET HILL FIELD # GRM NS9477 [1]   NS944778  
 
1832 RHP12531  Tippet Hill Field 
THOMAS CROFT  # GRM NS9382 [3]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 

lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz --- the landis called Thomas Croft sumtyme 
occupyit be the said Alexander Oswald  

1682 RS59/6 f.334 all and haill the lands of Heuk called the Oxengate marched round about with ane 
waterdyke lyand betwixt the lands of Grahames Saltcoates on the east the lands of Abbits 
Grange on the south the lands of Carron Flett ane pairt of the lands of Huike on the west 
and the lands called Thomas Croft being ane pairt of the said lands of Oswald Saltcoats 
with ane pairrt of the lands of Pannstead on the north pairtes 

1705 RS59/12 f.64 all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Oswald Saltcoats commonly called 
Thomascroft --- consiting of six aikers of land or thereby surounded with ane waterdike 
and having the lands of Forrestersaltcoats on the east north and north west and the lands of 
Pansteads on the south [witnesses to sasine] James Johnstoun in Powdraiks 
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1730 RS59/15 f.488v John Robertson portioner of Candie having a heritable bond granted by James Simpson of 
Water Dykes Lands ---- furth of the lands of Water Dykes Lands called Oxengate and 
Thomascroft 

1744 RS59/18 f.386v [L] compeared Patrick Simpson of Oxengate eldest lawful son to  to the deceast James 
Simpson of Oxengate having a charter under the Great Seal of the parts and portions 
underwritten extending to twenty one acres of land namely all and haill the land of 
Oxengate all and haill lands of Heuk Water Dyke Land with all houses [etc] possessed in 
feu by Archibald Kincaid of Heuk lying in the barony and regality of Falkirk --- that part 
and portion of the lands of Oswald Saltcoats called Thomas Croft 

1744 VR Thomas Croft 
1774 SC1/1/1 Thomas Croft  - part of Huik [as is Oswald Saltcoats] 
1759 GD198/233-236   part of lands of Oswald Saltcoats called Thomascroft in parish of Falkirk 
1795 AOS 2877  part of Oswald Saltcoats called Thomas Croft 
THORNHALL # GRM NS9378 [1]  NS932789 
 
1817 Grassom  Thornhall 
1860 OS Thornhall 
 
tappit, -et, -ed, -id, dim. (Sc. 1880 Jam.), crested, tufted, 
TOWNCROFT # GRM NS9182 [1]  NS914828  
 
1757 RHP6131 South Croft 
1817 Grassom Towncroft 
1865 OSNB Towncroft - A large farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of the 

Earl of Zetland. 
1912 CDS13 Towncroft John Gracie, farmer 
1971 OS Towncroft 
 
cf Towncroft NS4169 
VICAR’S GLEBE see Wester Oxingate 
WAGGON ROAD see Wester Coal Road 
WAGON ROAD   GRM NS9777 [1]   NS927777  
 
1811 AOS   Carron Co., ... the Right, Privilege and Servitude of a Road passing through the lands and 

Quarry called Whiteside Loan or Brightons, parish of Polmont. 
1860 OS  shows a tramway following the line of this road and terminating at a wharf on the Union 

Canal at or near Pannie. 
1984 Ordnance Survey 
 
See: Dott, G. Early Scottish Colliery Wagon Ways. London 1947  
WALLACERIG   # GRM NS9377 [1]   NS932776    
 
1562 Johnsoun 409 William Neilsoun in Wallacerig, 
1590 Pont   Welacerig 
1664 RS59/1 f.347 [L] Robert Hammiltoun  of Dechmont baillie for the duke of Hammmiltoun --- William 

Ruchat in Wallacerig Katherine Huntar his spouse and John Ruchat their eldest lawful son 
--- feuferme and bounding charter (cartam feu di firme et locationis) --- all and haill the 
equall half of the lands of Wallacerig with houses biggings yards mosses muirs meadows 
tofts crofts pendicles and all other pertinents thereof --- with commonty on the muir of 
Redingrig and Whytesyderig --- lying within the barony of Polmont and regality thereof 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1672 RS59/4 f.368 Compeired personallie upon the ground of the lands eftermentioned ane young woman 
Agnes Phaup lawful daughter to Thomas Phaup  in Crounerland having and holding in her 
hands ane contract of marriage past and perfected betweixt John Ruchet of Wallacereig for 
himself with the advyce and consent of Kathrin Hunter his mother and the said Kathrin for 
herselfe and her oun interest on the ane pairt and the said Agnes Phaup for herself on the 
uthyr pairt --- to infeft the said Agnes Phaup his said future spous in conjunct fie and 
lyfrent during all the dayes of her lyftym In all and haill the just and equall halfe of all and 
haill his just and equall halfe of the lands of Wallacereig with houses biggings yairdes 
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moss muires medowes tofts crofts pairts pendicles and pertinents thairof presentlie possest 
be him and his said mother togither with the pasturage of cattell and comontie within the 
bounds of the comon mure of Redingreig and Whytsydreig conforme to old use and 
priviledge belonging to the same --- lyand in the barronie of Polmont Regalite thairof  and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [sasine to be given by William Ruchet of Ruchhaugh “as baylie in 
that pairt”] 

1691 Murray    Wellhouserig 
1699 RS83/2.09.176  [L] Robert Salmond of Battock his three oxengate of land in Battock alias Overgilstone his 

lands of Wallacerig. Agnes Hardie relict of James Simpsone of Reddoche RS59/10 f.153 – 
f.154 

1780 RHP1537  Wallace Ridge 
1784 VR Wallacerig 
1789 AOS 1470 in three oxengates of land of Battock or Over Gilston, Wallacerig 
1805 AOS 4914 lands of Wallacerigg, & a Tailrig on the south side of Gilstonburn 
1885 FH ‘to let’ - Carron Co. 
WALLACESTONE GRM NS9177 [1]   NS919771 
 
1860 OS Wallacestone (village well established with what appears to be miners’ rows) 
1867 BAS  Wallacestone 
1885 FH   Wallacestone Fair (reports) [see 1889 as well] 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wallacestone 
WALLDALES # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd --- and the said thrid pairt of ane 
aiker of land lyes in the Walldelis be east the said aikeris thairof acordeing as the samyn 
aikeris as  alredie disingit marched and meithit and are presentlie possest be the said John 
and his spouse togider --- and fyve aikeris and the thrid pairt of and aiker thairof lyand in 
the Walldaillis in the Mure Landis all meithed and mairched and disingit presentlie possest 
be the said John and his said spouse  

1734 RS59/16 f.411v the Town of Whyteside betwixt the east end of the hill and the foot of the four butts and 
eight acres of land thereof lyes above the said Town in that part called the Muirland 
whereof four acres and ane half acre lyes in that part called the Quarelholes and three acres 
and ane half thereof lyes on the east syde of the Wester Muirland and the said third part of 
ane acre of land lyes in the Waldalls be east the said … and half ane aiker of land thereof 
lying in the Waldalls of the Muirlands --- the marchstone betwixt the lands of Wallace 
Ridge and Whyteside upon the south and from thence running straight north to Polmont 
march 

 
WALLDYKE # GRM NS9380 [1]  NS937803  
 
1755 Roy Walldyke 
WALLFLATS   see Wholeflats 
WALLHILLBRAE # GRM NS9178 [3]   
 
1637 RS58/7 f.49v [L] lands of Redden known commonly as the Eist and Wast Cleddeines, Sonybraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgarne and Properhill  
1663 RS59/1 f.335 [L] lands of Redding commonly known as Wallhill Brae  
1679 RS59/6 f.98v [L] Robert Hart son of John Hart in Redding – Precept of Clare Constat --- parts and 

portions of the lands of Redding viz the East and West Cleddings Sunniebraes 
Wellhillbrae Lochgairn and Papperhill 

1738 RS59/17 f.342v [L] James Walker portioner of Weedings as baillie --- James Gaff yngr flesher in Redding 
in name of Patrick Heart --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Redding designed as follows viz the East and West Cleddings 
Sunniebraes Wallhillbrae Lochgairn and Paperhill and ane rude of land lying aways the 
lands of the deceast John Heart grandsire of the said Patrick Heart  
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1790 AOS 1703 parts of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunnybraes, Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, & 
Paperhill 

1795 AOS 3062 parts of Redding, viz. Wallhill Brae  
1805 AOS 5144 parts of the town and lands of Redding, viz. East and West Cleddings, Sunniebraes, 

Wallhillbrae, Lochgairn, Paperhill, ; - parts of 2 oxengates of land called the Croftland on 
the south side of the town of Redding, with the Myres on the north side of the Cleddings 
thereof, witht the Ryehill & Moss at the foot of the same; portions of land in Redding 
called the Colliums 

1817 AOS 8618 part of the lands of Redding - Sunniebraes - Wallhillbrae - the Myres - the Farm called 
Mountainblow  

WARD THE # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1611 RMS vii 476 [L] King grants to John Maistertoun  senior in Buthkenner, in life-rent, and John 

Maistertoun  his oldest born son and heir apparent ...,- half an oxgang of the lands of Mains 
[terrarum dominicalium] of Buthkenner (occupied by the said John senior) ... which item 
John M. senior resigned; and which the king has of new set in feuferme to the said persons, 
viz. 4 rigs [interlirea] the rigis in the great field [pago] of Bothkenner (next to the lands 
formerly held by Claud Hammiltoune of Cochnay and now by Alexander lord 
Elphingstoune) with a piece - the Waird - within the pow [circumstagnata] containing two 
rigs [interlirea] and a piece of a rig in the middle (between the lands of James Levingstoun 
of Abbatisgrange, a house of the said James occupied by Henry Gillespick, and the waird 
of the said Lord Elphingstoun), and 5½ rigs [interlea] (between the lands of the said Lord 
Elphingstoun and James Callendar)  

1662 RS59/1 f.185v [L] Bothkenner --- rigs of land lying in magno pago de Bothkenner on the east side of the 
common road commonly called the Comon Lon --- another piece of the half oxgang of 
land commonly known as the Waird circum stagnata continen  

1754 RS59/20 f.239 [dimidi bovatis terre quator Rigis terris arable jacen mangan villa de Bothkennar  Ex 
orientali latens de Manes vid Langlie Comen Loan inter terris que aliquando pertinuerunt 
ad Guilimum Hamilton de Lochine postea ad Alexander Dominum Elphingston ex orientali 
et boreali partibus vicam Regiam ex oxidentali et comunem viam ex australi partibus ac 
extrame altera parte de dimidy bovate terre vulgo vocat le Ward  

 [half an oxgang and four rigs of arable land lying at the [[must be error for magno pago] of 
Bothkennar on the east side of the Manes namely Langlees Common Loan between the 
lands formerly pertaining to William Hamilton of Cochnoch and afterwards to Alexander, 
Lord Elphinston on the north and east parts, the King’s highways on the west and the 
common road on the south parts with another additional part of half and oxgang commonly 
called the Ward] 

 
See Hamiltons Ward infra 
WARDS – THE NS915781 
 
1760 CHA EN 1981/ Sir Gilbert/ 17 The Wards 
WATER DYKELAND (# GRM NS9382 [1]  NS936822 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v John Kincaid of Westersaltcoitis --- all and haill the landis of Houiks with the pertinentis 

lying betwixt the landis of Saltcotis on the east the landis of Inch on the south the Watter of 
Carone and the sea [entring] at the north thairof --- togidder with the pertineintis of the 
saidis lands of Huik underwritten viz the landis Waterdykland called Oxgang  

1662 RS59/1 f.154v [L] lands of Watterdykland the Oxingange and four acres of land of the Midlflet lying 
between the lands of the Coatland was formerly occupied by the late Alexander Osuald 
lands of the Overshot which the late John Forrester occupied lands of Cuthberts Lands 
which pertained to the abbot and convent of Aberbrothock lands of the Thomas Croft 
which the said late Alexander Osuald occupied and lands of Scotsflet which the late 
William Widderspone occupied on the west lands of Midlflet which the said late William 
Widderspone occupied on the south lands of the Mains [dominicalis] of Kers underwritted 
viz the Ridflet the eight aikers the Camionflet and the battis and water dichis which the 
late Alexander Osuald occupied on the west and lands of the Waterdykland occupied by 
the late  

1682 RS59/6 f.334v that roume and mailing a part of the lands of Wester Huik called Waterdykelands with 
houses [etc] 
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1696 RS59/9 f.13v that room and mailling of ane pairt of the lands of Huch pertaining to him called 
Watterdykelands houses [etc] --- of said lands of Wester Huck 

1705 SC67/67  Waterdykelands 
1705 RS59/12 f.64 James Simpsone of Waterdikelands --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands 

of Oswald Saltcoats commonly called Thomascroft --- consiting of six aikers of land or 
thereby surounded with ane waterdike and having the lands of Forrestersaltcoats on the 
east north and north west and the lands of Pansteads on the south [witnesses to sasine] 
James Johnstoun in Powdraiks 

1722 SC67/67/6 f.7 James Simpsone of Waterdykelands 
1730 RS59/15 f.488v John Robertson portioner of Candie having a heritable bond granted by James Simpson of 

Water Dykes Lands ---- furth of the lands of Water Dykes Lands called Oxengate and 
Thomascroft 

1744 VR   Waterdykeland 
1755 Roy   Dykelands 
1781 AOS 83 Alexander Robertson, portioner, Candie, son of John Robertson, portioner there, gets Ren. 

1776 by John Robertson, portioner, Water Dikelands - of Candie & others, parish of 
Polmont - in Bond 1758 

1795 AOS  Huckwaterdykelands - seee Heuk 
 
WATER GREEN # GRM NS8983 [2]   
 
1539 RMS iii 1964 Watteris-greyns 
1665 RS59/2 f.163v Watirgreine  
1666 RMS xi 885 Watergreene 
1678 RS59/5 f.416v Longdyke and Wattergreine descending throw Carrone  
 
cf Wattys Green GRM 
WATERHEAD # GRM NS9083 [4]   
 
1620 RS58/1 f.370 Thomas Flemyng in Wattirheid 
WATTYS GREEN # GRM NS8983 [1],  NS896830 
 
1797 RHP242 
WAUKMILLSTEAD # GRM NS9678 [2]  NS967785 
 
1671 RS59/4 f.290v [L] James Wilson in Waukmiln of Waukmilntoun and John McKie in Inverevine as 

attorney for Jean Burn spouse to the said James Wilson --- charter from the duchess of 
Hamilton all and haill isto loco molla pannaria lie Walkmiln sted in Clarkstoun Banks 
and loco domo lie housested thereof and lying adjacent consisting of fourteen ells in length 
and eighteen feet in breadth cum de repligulo lie  damhead in the Water of Aven from one 
side to the other and the aqua ductu lie mylndamm or mylnlead at the said place ---- with 
the power and freedom of stones from the stonequarry [lapecidina] lie craig on the east 
side of the foresaid Water of Aven  

1742 RS59/18 f.230v James Wilson dayster in Clerkstoun [possesor of] Walkmilnstead in Clarkstoun and acre 
called Easter Burnbrae 

1755 Roy Waukmill 
1789   GD58/8/3 (1) Charter from Duke of Hamilton in favour of James and David Wilson of  Walk Mill  on the 

River Avon. 1789, James Wilson was offered £55.11 for the waulk mill in Clarkstone Bank 
with damhead and lade by Robert Mackell wright at Dunipace. 

1793 AOS 2609 Waukmiln in Clerkston 
WEEDINGS GRM NS9279 [1]   NS926794 
 
1590 Pont  Weedings 
1612 CRS  James Quheitt in Weddingis, spouse of Margaret Livingston 
1614 CRS  William White in Weddings, spouse Marion Simpson 
1615 CRS  James White in Weddings 
1634 RS58/6 f.133v [L] John Hamyltoun chamberlain of Kynneill baillie in that part and William Quhyt in 

Weddingis of Polmonth upon the ground of two oxgangs of land of the lands of Weddingis 
underwritten and there John Hamyltoun delivered to William Quhyt a feuferm charter of 
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sasine from James marquis of Hamilton --- of the two oxgangs of land of the lands of 
Wedingis of Polmonth with houses [etc] 

1634 RS58/6 f.134 personally entered to the lands underwritten William Quhyt in Weidingis --- completion of 
a contract of marriage --- Alexander Hardie in Over Kynneill --- Elizabeth Hardie his 
daughter --- liferent from the two oxgangs of the lands of Weidingis 

1674 CRS  James White of Weddings 
1676 RS59/5 f.314 [L] John Whytt in Weidings 
1681 CRS  Duncan McGregor, servitor to Margaret Johnstone in Wedings 
1691 Murray   Weedings 
1698 RS83/2/26 the lands of Weddings of Polmont with houses and pasturage &c ... with comontie in the 

comon muir of Reddingrig & Whytsydrig. [RS59/10 f.26] 
1755 Roy   Weedings 
1768 CRS  Marion Logan, residenter in Weedings 
1784 AOS 464 Robert Walker of Weedings. P.R. 28.134 
1784 AOS 504 Alexander Ronald in Lawrieston, Elizabeth Ronald spouse of Alexander Stewart in 

Weedings. P.R. 28.208 
1790 AOS 1877  Robert Walker of Weedings  
1798 AOS 3579  Weedings of Polmont 
1806 RHP10858 lands of Weedings 
1808 AOS 5825  2 riggs being part of the Outfield lands of Weedings and Polmont lying at the Muirside 
WEEDINGS HALL GRM NS9279 [1]   NS926792 
 
1817 Grassom  Weedings Hall 
1860 OS Weedings Hall 
1912 CDS13 Weedings Hall  - T. Harvey 
 
cf Weetingshill, Brucklay ABD. [CPNA 329] 
Weetinghall, Norfolk [Sasine 1815] 
WEEDINGS MOSS  # GRM NS8876 [1]   NS878760 
 
1867 BAS  Weedings Moss - left undivided for the use of the Common Proprietors. 
WESTER COAL ROAD # GRM NS8884 [1]  NS880841-894832  Bothkenner 
 
1769 CH2/1326/SR hard by the Waggon Road ... Quarrole shore 
1779 RHP44339 shows the lower extremity running between the north bank of the River Carron and the 

corner of Carron House 
18c RHP701 described as “Wagon Road or Wester Coal Road from Quarole to the Shore 
WESTER CROFT # GRM NS9084 [2]   
 
1805 AOS 4979 part of the Farm of Mains Called Mucklefaulds, Wester Croft and Little Park extending to 

5 acres 2 roods & 28 falls, parish of Bothkennar  
1815 AOS 7886 Short Fasset - given as 1 rig of land in Newton of Bothkenner - Loan Butts - Wester Croft 

- possessed by Newton  
WESTER OXINGATE # GRM NS9083 [2]   
 
1608 RMS vi 2016 [L] King ratifies a charter of 17 May 1607 made by Thomas Inglis, portioner of Auld 

Liston in favour of John Callender in the Westertoun of Bothkennar ...,-of an oxingate of 
land in the Westir Oxingait of the vicar’s glebe of Bothkenner (occupied by the said John) 
...;- Held of the king (in place of the vicar of Bothkenner) in feu-ferme 

1611 Retour 76 [L] Alexander Callender, heir of John Callender in Westertoun of Bothkenner , his father, 
in an oxgang of the Wester Oxengait of the vicar’s glebe of Bothkenner [glebae vicarae] 

1659 RS58/12 f.116 all and haill that kirk oxingate of land comonlie callit the Wester Oxingate of the Viccars 
Gleb of Bothkenner --- [witnesses to sasine] Henrie Warden schoolmaster at Bothkenner  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.24v Oxengate 
1686 Retour 303 [L] Alexander Callendar portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenar, heir of Alexander 

Callendar portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenar, his father, - in 5 oxgang of the lands of 
Westertoune of Bothkenar ;- an oxgang of land known as Wester Oxingaitt in the vicar’s 
glebe of Bothkenar [glebae vicariae] 
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1696 Retour 326 [L] John Callender, portioner of W[estertoune of Both]kennar, as heir to Alexander 
Callender portioner [thereof] in 5 oxgangs of the lands of Westertoune of Both[kennar in 
the lord]ship of Stirling.- E. 8l.13s.4d. &c..- oxgang [of land in the] Wester Oxingate of 
the vicar’s glebe of Bothkennar 

1712 RS59/13 f.56 [L] Henry Hunter of Kirktoun --- Oxgates in Bothkenner --- and the lands called Nunyaird 
seu Viccars Gleib and Viccars Manss 

1732 RS59/16 f.17v [L] Alexander Callender of Westertoun son and heir of the late John Callender of 
Westertoun his father having in his hands a precept furth of Chancery directed to the 
sheriff and baillies of Stirling --- all and whole that oxengate of land known as 
Westeroxingate of the Viccars Glebe of Bothkennar  

1786 AOS 844 John Callander of Westertown, gets Res. ad Rem. of five oxengates of Westertown of 
Bothkenner – lordship of Stirling - & Wester Oxengate of the Vicars Glebe of 
Bothkenner. P.R. 29.107 

WESTER PARK # GRM NS9278 [2]     
 
1814 AOS 7525 [L] lands called Fosterlands or Parkend with that portion of the bounds of land called 

Abbotspark with the woods and trees growing thereon – the hedge face of the Wester 
Park and Old Garden Park; that fauld of old called Dempsters Fauld and now called 
Blackburn Fauld; Smiddy and Smiddy house with the barn and barnyard and empty ground 
upon the back of both to Gatherburn  

WESTER SALTCOATS # GRM NS9381 [2]    
 
1546 GD171/3913 Robert Oswald of Westir Saltcottis and Elizabeth Williamsoun, his spouse, and Alexander 

Oswald their second son, whom failing, Andrew Oswald their third son. 
1570 CRE  Alexander Oswald in Saltcoitts 
1580 RMS v 68  [L] John Oswald, son and heir of Robert Oswald of Saltcoittis, his father. 
1590 Pont  W. Salcotts 
1606 RMS vi 1792  [L] King grants to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, [etc.] ... the feuferm lands of Airth and 

Abbottisheuch, Beircroftis, Saltcoittis called known as the Grahames-Saltcoittis, lands of 
Saltcoittis known as the Oiswaldis-Saltcoittis 

1622 RS58/2 f.340v [L] [sasine for Alexander Livingstoune earl of Linlithgow of the barony of Falkirk etc.] --- 
lands of Salcottis known as lie Osualdis Saltcottis 

1630 POC  barony of Broughton - held by Earl of Linlithgow 
1635 TE 5   Oswald Saltcottis 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.8v  John Monteathe in Oiswaldsaltcoattis - see Beancross 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.27 ... actioune persewit be John Wyse as factor to ane noble and potent erle James erle of 

Callender etc Againes Thomas Kincaid of Wariestoune ffor the sowme of (blank) money 
of the realme and auchteine cappones at 13ss 4d the peice as for the few dewtie of the 
landis of Huike and Oiswalsaltcottis pertaining to the said Thomas Kincaid and haldine be 
him in few of the said noble erle ... 

1661 SC67/49/7 f. 4v  Tack by the Earl of Callander to John Kincaid of lands of Hek andOswalds Saltcoats 
1685 C2/70/7  James Hunter of Wester Saltcoats 
1670 RS59/4 f.216v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet young man 

David Hodge in Bothkenner as attorney in the name of William Bruce of Newtoun having 
and holding in his hand a letter of dispositon and alienation granted be John Kincaid of 
Heuk to the said William Bruce his airs and assignees [etc.] of the liberty and priviledge 
for fishing and or drawing netts with boatts or uthyrwyse forr accomodating of his fishing 
upon the Water of Carron and that upon any pairt  or pairts of the said John Kincaid his 
lands of Heuk and Osuald Saltcoats lyand within the paroche of Falkirk  and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1690 RS83/1 f.24v.7 John Kinkead of Oswald Saltcoatts of the lands of Wester Saltcoatts. Registered on the  

449
th

 and 450
th
 leaves of the said Register 

1759 GD198/233-236  Disposition by Anne and Catherine Campbell, sisters and co-heirs of line of deceased 
Patrick Campbell of Monzie with consent of captain John Menzies at Fairntoun, spouse of 
said Anne, to captain Robert Haldane of Plain of lands as in no. GD198/232; with 
disposition by said Robert to Mr. George Cockburn, advocate, in liferent, and to himself in 
fee of said lands and 31 acres of lands of Huick in barony of Falkirk, part of lands of 
Oswald Saltcoats called Thomascroft in parish of Falkirk, and sasine, rec. GRS, 9 June 
1759.   8 Feb 1758-6 Jun 1759 
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WESTERTON (# GRM NS9378 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ all and haill thir sex aikeris of 
all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd quhairof  ane aiker is 
of croft land lyand in that pairt called the Holline Busche and fyve aikeris of land thairof ar 
of outfield land quhairof one lyes in the east endof the hill and four aikeris thairof lyand  in 
the Murland quhairof ane aiker and ane half in the east syde of the Easter Short Land and 
tuo aikeris and ane half aiker on the west syd of the Westirtoune possest be James Ingles 
according as the samyn aikeris ar alreadie disingit meithed and marched and presentlie 
posesst be the said David and his spouse togider with that litell hous upon the east end of 
the hous possest be James  

WESTERTON OF BOTHKENNER  GRM NS8983 [1]  NS899833  Bothkenner 
 
1489 Ex.Rolls  10, p.105 Et Mariote Spens, nutrici domini comitis de Marr, fratris domini regis, percipienti 

annuatim in feodo suo decem libras de Bothkenner vocato Westertoun  
1502 Ex.Rolls  Westirtone de Boithkennar 
1528 RMS iii 623 [L] Dawumry of the Westertoun in Bothkenner 
1529 GD65/98/21 Dalungry of Westertoun of Bothkenner 
1529 RMS iii 855 [L] The king grants at feuferme to Andrew Bruce [see Powfowlis] ... and an oxgang in 

Newtoun of Buthkennar occupied by James Lufrent, 2 oxgangs called the Westirtoun of 
Buthkennar occupied by William Henry, half an oxengate in the said Westirtoun occupied 
by Andrew Mathioun in the lordship of Buthkennar 

1530 Bruces lxxvii Bruce of Powfoullis ... two oxgates in Westertoune of Bothkennar1567 Hamiltoun, son 
and heir of the late John Hamiltoun, sometime in Linlithgow, Confirmed 1570 

1589 RMS v 1668 [L] King grants at feuferme to Thomas Bruce of Lathbertscheillis in life-rent, and Robert 
Bruce his son and heir apparent ...,- lands of Lathbartscheillis, 5 oxingates of the lands of 
Westirtoun of Buthkennar, 4 oxingates of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, sheriffdom of 
Striviling;- whereof the predecessors of the said Tho. were anciently tenants for a great 
many years in the past:- reservando Cristine Arnote spouse of the said Robert the life -rent 
of Nethirfield, part of Lathbertshiellis ...; and to Marion Drummond spouse of the said 
Thomas the life-rent of the said oxgangs of Westirtoun and manis, with a reasonable third 
of Lathbertscheillis (specifically Nethirfield) 

1595 Retour [L] Dalungry of Westirtoun of Bothkennar 
1596 RMS vi 439 [L] King confirms a charter of James Callender, son and heir of the late Andrew C. of 

Bordy,-[who, in completion of a contract dated at Stirling 30 Oct. 1595,- with the consent 
of John, commendator of Halirudhous ...,- selling to Walter Callender ...,- 3 ½ oxingates 
with a disparate part of an oxingate (the litle but) of the lands of Dalungrie of Westirtoun 
of Bothkenner [Reddendo includes something to do with equitation] 

1600 FM a43.5 Instrument of sasine narrating that Andrew Johnstoun, heretor of the 15/- land of Hoilhous, 
appeared upon the said land and there gave sasine by his own hands to John Johnstoun his 
son and appearand heir of the said fifteen shilling land conform to ane matrimonial contract 
and appointment made betwixt the saids Andrew and John with consent and assent of Janet 
Jamesone spouse to the said Andrew on the one part, John Callendar in Westirtoun of 
Bothkennner and Marion Callendar his daughter on the other part. Andrew to have life-rent 
of half the said lands. 13 Feb 1600. Alexander  Cuthbert Notary Public 

1603 Retour 38 [L] Thomas Bruce of Lachberscheillis, heir of Robert Bruce of Lachberscheillis, --- 5 
oxgangs of the lands of Westertoun of Bothkenner;  

1603 Retour 41 [L] James Bruce of Powfoullis, heir of Andrew Bruce of Powfoullis, his grandfather, --- 
and  half oxgang of the lands of Westertoun of Bothkenner 

1607 GD58/8/2/5 Thomas Inglis, portioner of Auld Liston, to John Callender in Westertoun of Bothkenner 
1608 RMS vi 2016 [L] King ratifies a charter of 17 May 1607 made by Thomas Inglis, portioner of Auld 

Liston in favour of John Callender in the Westertoun of Bothkennar ...,-of an oxingate of 
land in the Westir Oxingait of the vicar’s glebe of Bothkenner (occupied by the said John) 
...;- Held of the king (in place of the vicar of Bothkenner) in feu-ferme 

1610 CRS John Callender of West-toun of Bothkenner 
1611 GD58/5/8/2/10 Alexander Callender as son and heir to the late John Callender in Westertoun of 

Bothkenner 
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1615 GD58/5/8/2/12 Thomas Bruce of Lairbertscheillis and Elizabeth Rollock, his spouse, to Alexander 
Callender in Westertoun of Bothkenner 

1623 RS58/3 f86v Alexander Callendar of Westertoune 
1626 RS58/3 f.419v [L] Adam Bad in Elphingstoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from 

Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell with the consent of Marrie Bruce, his spouse, infefting 
the said Adam and Jonet Coustoun, his spouse, Michael and Alexander Bad, their sons - 
annualrent from his lands of Kirktoun of Bothkenner and from the lands of Westertoun of 
Bothkenner 

1630 BS1 Sir James Bruce of Powfoulis Knight three oxengate of his lands thereof called Dalbaith, 
and for twa oxengate of his lands of the westertown of Bothkennar --- Alexander Callander 
in Westertown of Bothkennar for six oxengate there; 

1650 GD247/Box 87/Bundle 1 Marriage contracts and other family papers of Callander of Westertoun 1650-1812  
1654 RS58/9 f.249 Alexander Callander portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenner bailie in that part  
1656 RS58/11 f.16 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Syme in Bakraw 

of Bothkenner as tutor to George Maisteroune --- Margaret Syme mother to the said pupill 
and relict of the said deceast John Maisterotune [of Bothkenner] --- bond of obligation 
grantit be Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Querrell --- annualrent --- furth of all and whole 
those my landis of Bothkenner called the Estertoun and Westertoun  

1672 RS59/4 f.346 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten and discreet man Alexander 
Callander younger of Westertoun of Bothkenner and Helen Galbreath his spouse --- and 
George and Richard Callanders their lawful sons --- heretable bond [Alexander and Helen 
lend £1000 Scots to James Bruce of Powfoullis] [witnesses to sasine] John Callander eldest 
lawful son of Alexander and Helen 

1680 CRS George Mastertoun in Westertoun of Bothkenner 
1686 GD58/5/8/2/21 Alexander Callender, portioner of Westertoun of Bothkenner, as son and heir of the late 

Alexander Callender, portioner of Westertoun of Bothkenner 
1686 Retour 303 [L] Alexander Callendar portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenar, heir of Alexander 

Callendar portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenar, his father, - in 5 oxgang of the lands of 
Westertoune of Bothkenar;- an oxgang of land known as Wester Oxingaitt in the vicar’s 
glebe of Bothkenar  

1686 SC67/67/2 f. 113 Alexander Callendar of Westertoune of Bothkennar [seems to be relative of minister of 
Denny] 

1686 RS83/1 f8v.10 Alexander Callander of his lands of Westertoune of Bothkennare. Registered on the  132nd 
and 133rd leaves of the said Register  

1696 Retour 326 [L] John Callender portioner of Westertoune of Bothkenner, heir of Alexander Callender, 
portioner thereof, his father, in 5 oxgang of the lands of Westertoune of Bothkenner, in the 
lordship of Stirling; - an oxgang of land known as Wester-Oxingate of the vicar’s glebe of 
Bothkenner. 

1719 RS59/14 f.13v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Kincaid in Dalgreen  and in 
name of Helen Scott his spouse and John Kincaid eldest  lawful son --- disposition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Johnston of Kirkland heretable proprietor of the lands 
disponed --- all and haill that part and portion of the fourteen oxengates of the lands of 
Westertoun and Kirktone of Bothkennar which formerly pertained to Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell thereafter to Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell his son and now 
to the said Alexander Johnstone by progress called the Tiend Yard extending to four acres 
of land or thereby lying betwixt the lands of Newton on the east and south parts The way 
which leads from the Kirk of Bothkennar to the Grange on the north and the way which 
leads betwixt the ferries of Airth and Carron on the west pairts lying within the lordship of 
Stirlingshhire and pariochin of Bothkennar and sheriffdom of Stirling Excepting from this 
disposition as it is thereby excepted that piece of ground taken of the said lands for making 
of ane entry to the school house of Bothkennar consisting of [blank] elns of breadth and 
[blank] elns of length  

1723 HR777 Andrew Liddell in Westerton had clandestinely married Mary Logan, daughter to John L. 
in Airth 

1723 HR777 The Session being informed that Jennet Buchanan late Servatrise to the Laird of 
Westerton, had brought forth a child in fornication, who attending without and desiring to 
speak with the Session, was called on and confessed she had brought forth a child to 
Alexander Callander, Younger of Westerton, acknowledged she was sorry for the offence 
given, and professed her willingness to appear before the Congregation ... 

1726 CRS Helen Callender, sister-german to John C., of Westertoun 
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1729 GD247/Box 87/Bundle 3 Rentals, accounts of charge and discharge and other papers regarding Westertoun 
estate 1729-1811  

1766 GD247/Box 87/Bundle 2 Army commissions, Callander of Westertoun, 4th and 19th Regiments of Dragoons 
1766-1782  

1775 CRS Michael Callender, second lawful son of the deceased Alexander Callender of Westertoun 
and Margaret Ramsay his spouse 

1785 AOS 620 David Callander, son of Alexander Callander of Westertown, seised in part of Mungal, 
parish of Falkirk ;- on disp. by Margaret Ramsay, his mother. P.R. 28.348 

1786 AOS 844 John Callander of Westertown, gets Res. ad Rem. of five oxengates of Westertown of 
Bothkenner – lordship of Stirling - & Wester Oxengate of the Vicars Glebe of Bothkenner. 
P.R. 29.107 

1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - part of Dalhungry in 
Westertown of Bothkenner  

1817 Grassom  
1818 AOS 8938 John Alexander Higgins of Newck as heir to Sir John Callander of Westertown, his uncle 
1865 OSNB Westertown - Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property of V.A.B. 

Callender Esq. 
1912 CDS13 John Duncan 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Westertown 
WESTER WARD # GRM NS9381 [2]   
 
1655 RS58/10 f.43v togidder lykwayes with the landis of Westerward extending to ane aiker of landis quhilkis 

ar lykwayes pertinentis of the landis of Huik lyand betwixt the landis quhilk wre posest be 
umquhill John Oswald on the west and the landis qhhilk were eist the landis of the [abay] 
of Cambuskearth quhilk possest be the said Alexander Oswald on the north and south 
pairtis quhilk landis of Huik  

1713  RS59/13 f.75 all and haill these parts and portions of the deceast Archibald Kincaid of Hoook called the 
Hook Aiker bounding as follows The lands called Candiewaird on the east syd the lands of 
Wester Waird on the west the lands of Oswald Saltocoats on the south and the common 
loan on the north pairts  of the same with houses [etc] 

 
WESTER YARD # GRM NS9084 [3]   
 
1695 SC67/49/3 f.45  Tack by Wm Bruce of Newton to Alexr Mitchell in Spout of lands of Tennoch [recte – 

Lennoch] and Wester Yard, parts of Newton 
WESTER YARD # GRM NS9378 [2]   
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ as the samyn aikeris ar 
alreadie disingit meithed and marched and presentlie posesst be the said David and his 
spouse togider with that litell hous upon the east end of the hous possest be James Ingles 
with the thrid pairt of the easter Rige of  the Wester Yaird  

WESTQUARTER GRM NS9178 [1]    
 
1548 Foulis 7  Robert Wotherspoon was Provost of Linlithgow; Alexander Livingston, first to be styled 

‘of Westquarter’ [fl. 1559] married twice: 1 - Elizabeth, daughter of Robert 
Wedderspoon, Burgess of Linlithgow 

1555 Johnsoun 371  Alexander Lewyngstoun of West Quarter 
1557 RH6, 1721 Alexander Levingstoun of  Westquarter and his second son Robert Levingstoun 
1560 RH6, 1824 Charter by Alexander Levingstoun of  Westquarter - seems to be giving lease “in special 

warrandice” of  the lands of Westquarter “with the tower, place, yard &c thereof, lying in 
the barony of Cars and Sheriffdom of Striueling”. [Livingstone’s seal is attached - 3 
cinquefoils] 

1561 Thounis 45  Alexander Levingstoun of West Quartir and Elizabeth Douglas his wife 
1563 Johnsoun 430  Elizabeth Douglass, wife of Alexander Lewyngstoun of West Quarter, son and heir of 

Henry Levyngstoun of Falkirk  
1563 Johnsoun 434 Elizabeth Douglas widow of Alexander Lewyingstoun of Westquarter, late son and heir 

of Henry Lewyingstoun of Falkirk 
1565 CRE  Alexander Livingston of Westquarter 
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1563 Johnsoun 682 Obligation by Alexander Levingstoun of Westquarter, then vexed with great infirmity and 
sickness for him and his heirs to relieve James Wethirspoon of Brighouse of the sum of 
500 merks, part of the sum of 800 merks being tocher of Agnes Levingstoun, daughter of 
the said Alexander on her marriage with Harry Hammyltoun, son and heir apparent of 
Mathew H. of Mylburn 

1563 Johnsoun 692  Goods and Gear of Alexander Livingston of Westquarter 26 Feb. 1563/4 
 
 Depositum with James Wethirspune provost of Linlithqw, by Elizabeth Douglass, widow 

of Alexander Lewyngstoun of West Quarter, of the following goods and geir of her late 
husband, for which the provost binds himself to keep her skaithless: 

 
 Fouer feddir beddis, thre bostaris, ix coddis, tua pair of plading doubill blankittis, tua pair 

of unwalkit quhit blankittis, tua new arras werkis, lynit with hardin, fouer auld arres 
werkis, tua lynit with quhit and tua with hardin, tua coveringis of beddis maid of quhit woll 
and black woll without lyning, vii pair of small scheitis, vii pair of hardin scheitis, vii cod-
wairis. Item the napre, in the first, vi lynning burd clayths with ane dornyk burd clayth, 
fouer round burd clayths of small hardin, ten servitors of ell braid lynning, fouer servitors 
of dornyk, vii round servitours, fyve burd clayths, fouer of lynning and ane of dornyk, 
fouer lang hardin towells, sex pece of curtenis of lynnyng with the leggis. Item ane 
cannabe with the curtenis and coveringis half selk wersat with ane hed of welwet, ane burd 
clayth of arres werk lynit with hardin, ane greyne burde clayth, sex cusanis sewit with 
flandirris wersat [six cushions sewn with Flanders worsted] tua auld cusanis, ane pair 
curtenis of greyne wersat with the leggis, tua pair of curtenis red and yellow flandirris 
wersat. Item ane aile cruk, ane yrne tangis, tua quhelis, ane pair of tablis, ane pair of woll 
kames of irne, ane roasting irne, ane guss pane of irne, tua baskittis, ane creill, ane bakin 
clacht, the abulyement of his bodie, ane cott of crammase welwat, ane cott of blak welwat, 
ane gray cott, ane tartan cott, ane pair of hoiss of purpour stemmyng drawin with yellow 
taffiteis, ane pair of gray hoiss, ane jak coverit with blak and cammess, ane doublat of 
bombasse with platis, ane welwoiss bonat, ane tua- handit surd, ane clok of Paris blak 
begarit with welwat, xviii pair thre odd hornis of gold, ane schell of ane bonet of stele, ane 
cammess doublat. Item ane roundale, fouer stulis, ane irne chymnay, ane cruk of irne, fouer 
pottis, thre pannis, ane auld basyne, ane chyir, xvi platis of tyne, viii comptersettis, xi 
curschouris, ane tyne quart, ane tyne pynt, tua ropis of irne, ane irne ladill, tua spetis, tua 
treyne quhart stoups, fyve rowbouris, ane flesche stand, ane beir barrell wantand the heid, 
ane dry wair pyip in James Robisoune, tua kistis, vi chandellaris, ane basyne and ane lavar 
of peudir, ane silver coupe, ane saltfat with the cover of silver, sex spounis of silver, ane 
pestell and mortar of coppir, ane tyne flacone, ane bell wanttand the tung, thre bikkeris, ane 
of thame with ane cover, ane litigant bed, with ane palyeis of hardin, ane tub, ane littil bott, 
ane coupe of glass, Alexander awin surd, ane hevi ax ane quhite spindill of irne. 

 Done at Linlithqw, in the wester lodging of the said provost, the 26 of February 1563/4 
1569 Johnsoun 553 William Lewyingstoun, son of the late Alexander Lewyingstoun of Westquarter  
1579 RPC iii 128 Robert Livingston of West Quarter  
1585 RMS v 880  Alexander Levingstoun of West-Quarter 
1588 Retour  de quarto parte terrarum de Redding vulgo nunc. Westquarter - in barony of Kerse 
1590 Pont  WsQuarter 
1608 CRS Christian Braidie relict of Robert Monteith of Westquarter 
1608 GD86/381  Extract from the Books of Council and Session of Letter of Tack by Mr. Adame Ballenden, 

parson of the parish kirk of Falkirk and of the kirks of Morrowingsyd and Diane which are 
pendicles of the kirk of Falkirk, with consent of Alexander, Earl of Lynlythgow, patron of 
the parish kirk of Falkirk, whereby, in consideration of certain sums of money paid to him 
in name of "gersum" he sets in tack to Alexander Levingstoun, son and apparent heir of 
Robert Levingstoun of West Quarter, for the space of his lifetime and that of his two 
succeeding heirs and thereafter for "thryis nynetene zeiris" the teind sheaves of the 
following lands viz:- the lands of Seabeggis and Castellcarey, the lands of Harbertschyre 
pertaining to Johne, Earl of Wigtoun, the lands and barony of Tempill-Denny, the town and 
lands of Littill Denny, the lands of Cuttelltoun and Lilislie, the town and lands of Heidis, 
the lands of Cattiscleuche, Dardars, Abbottishauche, part of the lands of Over Mungall, 
one-third of the Maynis of Callendar, the town and lands of Langtoun and one-third of the 
Maynis of Hayning, and one-third of the teind sheaves of the lands and barony of West 
Kers, all lying in the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling; with entry at Lammas 
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1606; Paying yearly to the granter and his successors minister of Falkirk 300 merks Scots 
and 3 chalders victual (one-third bear and two-thirds meal), 200 merks to the minister of 
the kirk of Morrowingsyd and 3 chalders meal to the minister of the kirk of Diane, for 
relief of the Earl and in full satisfaction of all other duties which might be claimed from 
him for any other lands within said parish which he has in tack conform to contract (dated 
at Linlythgow 7 August and registered in the Books of Council 20 October 1606) entered 
into between him, of the first part, Sir James Ballenden of Brochtoun, knight, and the 
granter, of the second part, and John Ballenden, portioner of Fluiris, of the third part. At 
Callendar 11th September 1608 

1615 CRS Robert Livingston of Westquarter 
1615 RMS vii 1262  Robert Livingstoun, legitimate son of the late Robert Livingstoun of West-Quarter 
1619 RS58/1 f.326 Alexander Levingstoun de Westquarter 
1620 RS58/2 f.48 [L] Alexander Livingstoune of Westquarter --- Mr James Menteithe of Langtoune, baillie 

in that part - precept of clare constat  from Lady Ann Cunnynghame marchioness  of 
Hammyltoun [on behalf of James marquis of Hammyltoun] --- lands of Westquarter 
underwritten --- the late Robert Livingstoune of Westquarter father of the said Alexander 
Livingstoune of Westquarter --- all and haill the quarter part of the lands of Redding 
commonly known as West Quarter with its pendicles and pertinents -in the barony of 
Kers etc. [witnesses to sasine] Henry Gudlet of Abbieshauche, master Andrew Bruce 
brother germane to master Alexander Bruce of Kingscavill, Andrew Aikin, gardner 
[hortulana] of Westquarter 

1620 RS58/2 f.50 [“pro Margareta Midiltoune”] in completion of a contract between Alexander Levingstoune 
of Westquarter and Margaret Middiltoune his spouse 

1625 RMS vi ii 832  Alexander Levingstoun of West Quarter 
1625 RS58/3 f.359 Henry Livingstoune, lawful son of Robert Livingstoune of Westquarter  
1625 GD58/5.8.1.14 Henry levingstoune, son of the late Robert Levingstoune of Westquarter 
1626 RS58/3 f.427v [L] William Livingstoune of C[---] and Thomas Callender father of William Callender of 

Bancloche, procurator for Helen Livingstoune, lawful daughter of Alexander Livingstoune 
of Westquarter and future spouse of the said William Livingstoune and Andrew Myln, 
burges of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that part for the said Alexander Livingstoune 
of Westquarter, with a charter for all and haill that quarter part of the lands of Redding 
commonly called Westquarter with pendicles [etc] lying in the barony of Kerse 

1626 RS58/3 f.428 [L] Robert Mushet, servant to the earl of Linlithgow [etc] and Thomas Callender 
grandfather [patru--] of lord Callender of Bancloche, knight, baillie in that part for William 
Livingstoune of Westquarter [think it’s an annualrent of £440 from Linlithgow to 
Westquarter] from Westquarter’s feulands of Falkirk, namely three oxgang and two 
cotlands lying within the regality thereof with houses [etc] and also two fifteenth parts of 
the said town and lands of Falkirk which pertain to the said William and lying within the 
barony of Callendar 

1627 CRS Alexander Livingston of West Quarter 
1629 RS58/4 f.213 [L] compeared Henry Levingstoune of Gardach, son of the late Robert Levingstoune of 

Westquarter  
1629 RS58/4 f.256v Helen Levingstoune one of the daughters and heir of the late Alexander Levingstoune of 

Westquarter and Margaret Midletoun his spouse --- William Levingstoune now of 
Westquarter 

1630 RS58/5 f.91 [L] Helen Livingstoun, spouse of William Livingstoun of Culter and one of the daughters 
of the late Alexander Livingstoun of Westquarter and Mr James Monteath of Langtoun, 
baillie in that part for the Marquiss of Hamiltoun [etc], superior of the lands underwritten – 
and the said Helen having a precept of sasine of clare constat from the Marquiss --- of all 
and haill the quarter part of the lands of Redding commonly called Westquarter  

1630 RS58/5 f.95v [L] [endorsed “sasine for William Livingstoun of the lands of Westquarter] personally 
compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Livingstoun of Culter and 
Helen Livingstoun his spouse of the said William with a charter [from the Marchioness of 
Hamyltoun  acting for the Marquiss of Hamyltoun] granting all and haill the quarter part of 
the lands of Redding commonly known as Westquarter with its pertinents and pendicles 
lying in the barony of Kers [witnesses to sasine] Mr Thomas Spittell, minister of the word 
of god at Falkirk, John Sword in Falkirk  

1630 POC £8 land of Redin and Westquarter - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1634 RMS ix 171 William Levingstoun of West Quarter 
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1637 RS58/7 f.100 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 
Levingstoune eldest lawful son of the late Robert Levingstoune  of Westquarter as 
attorney for Colonel William Baillie of Lathame and William Ramsay as baillie for James 
Monteathe, lawful son of the late William Monteath of Kers, hereditary proprietor of the 
lands underwritten, having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill that 
fourth part of the lands of Redding commonly known as Westquarter --- lying in the 
barony of Kers [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Aikene, gardener [hortalano] in Westquarter  

1639 SC67/67/1 f.3   William Levingstoune of West Quarter 
1640 RS58/7 f.259 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

of Westquarter as procurator for Alexander Levingstoune his eldest lawful son and 
William Hart in Overwestquarter as baillie in that part and Henry Boge in Reddene, 
hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten and there the said William with a charter of 
sale and alienation for all and haill these parts and portions of all and haill those two parts 
of two oxgangs of the lands on the north side of the town and lands of Reddene commonly 
known as the new land possessed and occupied by the said William Levingstoune 
[witnesses to sasine] Alexander Levingstoune, natural son to the late Alexander 
Levingstoune of Westquarter, David Hart in Overwestquarter and Andrew Harrt, his son  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.94   Robert Murheide smithe at Westquarter 
1651 SC67/67 Southwestquarter 
1679 CRS Dame Helenor, relict of Sir William Livingston of Westquarter 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.63v James Livingstone of Westquarter 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.87 the deceased Sir William Livingstone of Westquarter 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.99v laird of Westquarter as factor to Countess Dowager of Callander and William Broun of 

Seabegs, factor appointed by Lords of Session for uplifting rents of Callander 
1689 RS83/1 f.20.10 James Livingstoune of Westquarter of ane avenew to the house of Westquarter from 

Parkend Woodend. Registered on the  358th leaf of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – James 
Livingstoune of Westquarter having a disposition grantit be James Bellenden portioner of 
Redding heretable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all and haill so much of his lands 
of Redding  for being of ane heighway or avenew to his house of Westquarter frae the 
kings heigh streitt being neir the end of Parkend Wood upon the south syde of his said 
lands nixt the lands possest be Patrick Bellenden of Parkend streight towards the foot of the 
Greins Loan of Redding --- consisting of three elenes of breidth and from the said Green 
Loan streight west towards the head of the said James Livingstoune his oun fauld --- with 
the libertie of planting of ane rainge of trees on each syde of the said heighway or avenew  

1705 CRS Sir James Livingston of Westquarter 
1706 RS59/12 f.78-79 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Livingstoun of 

Badlormie as procurator for and in name of Dame Helen Livingstoun now spouse to Sir 
Richard Newtoun of that ilk who having and holding in his hands ane Precept of Clare 
Constat from Anne duchess of Hamiltoun as immediate superior and infefting of the said 
Helen Livingstoun as heir to the deceast Sir James Livingstoun of Westquarter her 
father(‘s) brother in all and heall the lands underwritten --- all and heall the fourth part of 
the lands of Redding commonly called Westquarter --- all and heall the toun and lands of 
Reddingrig commonlie called Couperland and that part and portion of the said lands 
commonlie called the Newland 

1706 RS59/12 f.150-151 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet gentleman 
Alexander Livingstoun of Parkhall as baillie in that part and also compeared upon the 
ground of the lands underwritten  John Bryce son to Robert Bryce in Badlorme as 
procurator and in name of James Livingstoun third son to Alexander Livingstoun of 
Badlormie having two dispositions granted by Dame Helen Livingstoun brother daughter 
and heir served and retoured cum benificio inventarii to the deceast Sir James Livingstoun 
of Westquarter and now spouse to Sir Richard Newtoun  of that ilk --- And they both with 
one consent in favour of the now deceast noble Lady Mary then countess Isabella, 
Countess Dowager of Callander, thereafter Countess of Findlater Whereby for the onerous 
causes therein contained the said Dame Helen Livingstoun sells and dispones to and in 
favour of the said Lady Countess of Callendar her heirs and successors --- all and heall the 
fourth part of of Redding called Westquarter  

1723 SC67/67/6 f.21 Mr James Livingston of Westquarter common debtor 
1724 RS59/14 f.524v Annabella Cameron spouse to James Livingston of Westquarter of all and heall the said 

James his fourth part of the lands of Redding called Westquarter --- together with two 
fifteenth parts and two cottaries of the town and lands of Falkirk  
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1725 RS59/14 f.603v dispostion made by James Livingston of Westquarter with consent of the now deceast 
Annabella Cameron his spouse and George Livingston of Bedlormie his brother --- all and 
heall his house and yeard lying at the west end of the Raw of Westquarter  

1753 CRS  John Black in Over Westquarter 
1783 AOS  Over Westquarter 
1801 C2.132.98.103 Sir Thomas Livingstone of Westquarter - Westquarter etc. 
1803 AOS  parts of the lands of Westquarter in Collochburn. 
1855 C2.254.28.97  Thomas Livingston Fenton of Westquarter  
1860 OS  
1879 Gillespie p.272   Westquarter 
1912 CDS13 Westquarter  - A. Nimmo 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Westquarter 
 
cf lands of Westquarter of Alva CLA [1680 RS59/6 f.201] 
 
WESTQUARTER BURN GRM NS9078 [1]   NS903783 
 
c.1892 OGS Grange or Westquarter Burn 

WESTQUARTER - Over # GRM NS9178 [2]    
 
1640 RS58/7 f.259 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Levingstoune 

of Westquarter as procurator for Alexander Levingstoune his eldest lawful son and William 
Hart in Overwestquarter as baillie in that part and Henry Boge in Reddene, hereditary 
proprietor of the lands underwritten and there the said William with a charter of sale and 
alienation for all and haill these parts and portions of all and haill those two parts of two 
oxgangs of the lands on the north side of the town and lands of Reddene commonly known 
as the New Land possessed and occupied by the said William Levingstoune [witnesses to 
sasine] Alexander Levingstoune, natural son to the late Alexander Levingstoune of 
Westquarter, David Hart in Overwestquarter and Andrew Hart, his son 

1739 RS59/17 f.443 kirk session of Bathgate --- annualrent furth of the lands of Over Westquarter  
1753 CRS John Black merchant in Over Westquarter 
1797 AOS   Dempsters Fauld now called Blackburn Fauld, Smiddy and Smiddy House with the Barn 

and Barn Yard and piece of ground at the back thereof, and piece of land called the Hipp, 
all in Over West Quarter, barony of Polmont. 

WESTQUARTER – Under # GRM NS9278 [2]    
 
1655 RS58/9 f.283 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands of Under West Quarter William 

Monteith portioner of Redoche --- annualrent  
WETHERSPOON SALTCOATS - see Candy 
WHEEL FLATS see Wholeflats 
WHISKEY HILL FIELD # GRM NS9477 [1] NS949779  
 
1832 RHP12531 Whiskey Hill Field 
 
cf Whiskey Burn DMF[PNG 264] 
WHITE-END   # GRM NS9177 [1]  NS917773  
 
1860 OS White-End 
1867 BAS White-End 
 
WHITEFIELD  # GRM NS9379 [4]    
 
1652 Retour 200 [L] James Monteath of Polmonthmylne, heir of William Monteath of Polmonthmylne, ane 

oxingait of the lands of Quytfeild within the barony of Abbotiskers and regalitie of 
Brochtoune  

WHITESIDE   GRM NS9378 [1]  NS936783   
 
1552 Holyrood Ap II, 37  Quhiteside 
1554 RMS iv 885  [L] Quhytesyde 
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1562 Johnsoun 409 William Robart in Quhitesyde 
1576 Johnsoun 632 Patrick Smyth in Quhytsyde 
1584 CRE  Patrick Hardie in Quytsyd 
1590 Pont   Whyitsyde 
1598 CRE  Christian Bannatyne, sometime spouse to John Hardie, in Whytesyd, parish of Falkirk 
1611 RMS vii 560  [L] Quytsyde 
1630 POC  40s land of Quyteside - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
1631 CRS  Thomas White in Quhytsyde 
1633 RS58/6 f.43 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Hamiltoune 

chamberlain of Kyneill and William Burne of Clarksoune baillie in that part John Smyth in 
Quytsyd hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten and the said John Hamyltoune 
having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those two oxgangs of land 
of the town and lands of Quytsyd with houses [etc] with commonty on Quytsydrig and 
Reddenrig lying within the barony of Polmonth and regality thereof [witnesses to sasine] 
David Levingstoune of Polmonth David Belenden in Parkend Robert Bellenden his son 

1633 RS58/6 f.53 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Hamiltoune 
chamberlain of Kyneill as baillie in that part with a charter of precept of sasine with John 
Hardie in Quhytsyd – 3¼ oxgang of the lands of Quhytsyd – Marquis of Hamilton  

1633 RS58/6 f.107 James Boyd portioner of Balmitchell and Katheren Browne my spouse ---- John Hardie in 
Quyeitsyde and Margaret Ballenden his spouse --- contract  passed betwixt thame and ws --
- the equall half of all and haill these three oxingate and these tua aikers of land of the 
lands of Quhytsyd with houss [etc] togidder with the pasturage of cattell and priviledge of 
commintie within the bowndis and mwre of Reddenrig and Quheitsyderig --- lyand in the 
barony of Polmoth and regality tharof and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1635 Retour 118  [L] Quhytsyde 
1639 RS58/7 f.233 John Hardie of Whytsyde, fear and proprietor of the lands of Whytsyde --- all and haill 

those three oxgangs and two acres of land of Whytsyde with houses [etc] --- lying in the 
barony of Polmonthe [witnesses to sasine] David Ballenden of Parkend  

1638 Murray   John Hardie in Whytsyd 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v  Thomas Inglis in Quhytesyde 
1655 RS58/10 f.7 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Marione Huntare his spouse haing in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir pairts all thir three 
oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd quairof tuo aikeris and ane half 
aiker of infield land lying in the east, of all and haill thir sevintine aikeris and the thrid pairt 
of ane aiker on the east end of the hill and fourtine aikeris half ane aiker and the thrid pairt 
of ane aiker of outfield land quhairof sex aikeris and ane half aiker and the thrid pairt of 
ane aiker of outfield land quhairof sex aikeeris and ane half aiker lyes upone the toune of 
Whytsyd betwixt the east syd of the hill and and the fott of the Foir Butis and eight aikeris 
of land thairof lyes above the said toune in that part called the mur land quhairof ffoire 
aikeris and ane half lyes in that part called the Greill Hillis and three aikeris and ane half 
thairof on the east syd of the Wast Mure Land and the said thrid pairt of ane aiker of land 
lyes in the Walldelis be east the said aikeris thairof acordeing as the samyn aikeris as  
alredie disingit marched and meithit and are presentlie possest be the said John and his 
spouse togider with ane old house stand in the west end of the said toune sumtyme possest 
be umquhill Gilbert C/Tuppell togider with thair easter litell corne kill and house belonging 
thairto reservand alwayes the liberty to thaim and the rest of the possessoris of the landis of 
Whytsyd of drying thair cornis yeirlly within the said kill togiddeer with ane pairt of the 
easter yaird extending to ane fourt pairt of the haill landis ALL & Haill these eight aikeris 
and thrid pairt of ane aiker of land of all and haill the said thir thrie oxingait and tuo aikeris 
of land  of the saidis landis of Whytsyd quhairof ane aiker and half aiker of infield land 
lyand in the Peis Hills and sex aikeris halfaiker and the thrid pairt of ane aiker of outfield 
land lyand as folowes ane aiker and ane half aiker of land thairof lyand in that part of the 
samyne called the Bigar Landis upon the east syd of the Peis Hill and fyve aikeris and the 
thrid pairt of and aiker thairof lyand in the Walldaillis in the Mure Landis all meithed and 
mairched and disingit presentlie possest be the said John and his said spouse togider with 
the litell yaird lyand at the bake of the said Gilbert [c/tuppel dyk] betwixt the east end of 
the said Dyk and thorne trie on the west togider with that [th--] of the ground from the tries 
on the east end of the said hous direkt south so far as thir landis goes extending to ane eight 
part of thir said haill landis togider with the pasturage of catelll and privilege of  comountie 
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within the boundis of the comoune mure of Reding Rige and Whytsyd Rigee conforme to 
old use and want lyand within the baronie and regalitie of Polmond and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1655 RS58/10 f.7v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James  Hardie in 
Gilstoune and Helline Paull his spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition and 
alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- all and haill thir nyne aikeris and 
half aiker of land of all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd 
quairof ane aiker of infield land lying in the east of the croft  in that part called the Berie 
Bislie Rige having the lands of [blank] pertaining to John Hamiltoun of Beamgoure 
[Bangour, West Lothian] on the east and the half aiker thairof lyand in the Aiker Rigis and 
aught aikeris of outfield land quhairof fyve thairof lyes in that pairt called the Mure Land 
upon the west syde of the landis possest be John Hardie in Gilstoune and the uther thrie 
aikeris thairof lyes betwixt the east end of the hill and the fott of the Foure Butis acording 
as the samyn aikeris are already desingit meithed and marched and are presentlie possest be 
the said John and the half of the neu yaird in the west end of the Kyefauld nixt the kill with 
libertie to thame of drying cornis yeirlly within the easter litell kill and hous belonging 
thairto pertaning to the said John Hardie extending to ane eight pairt of the said haill landis 
togider with the pasturage of catell and privilege of  comountie within the boundis of the 
comoune mure of Reding Rige and Whytsyd Rige conforme to old use and want lyand 
within the baronie and regalitie of Polmond and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1655 RS58/10 f.8v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 
Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd ------ all and haill thir sex aikeris 
of all thir three oxingait and tuo aikeris of land of the landis of Whytsyd quhairof  ane 
aiker is of croft land lyand in that pairt called the Holline Busche and fyve aikeris of land 
thairof ar of outfield land quhairof one lyes in the east endof the hill and four aikeris thairof 
lyand  in the Murland quhairof ane aiker and ane half in the east syde of the Easter Short 
Land and tuo aikeris and ane half aiker on the west syd of the Westirtoune possest be 
James Ingles according as the samyn aikeris ar alreadie disingit meithed and marched and 
presentlie posesst be the said David and his spouse togider with that litell hous upon the 
east end of the hous possest be James Ingles with the thrid pairt of the easter Rige of  the 
Wester Yaird with libertie to thame of drying of thir cornis yeirlly within the easter litell 
corne kill and hous belonging thairto pertaining to John Hardie extending to ane tent pairt 
of our haill landis And half of all and haill these sex aikeris of land of the saidis landis of 
Whytsyd quhairof ane aiker of infield land lying at the Holing Buss on the east syd of the 
landis presently possest be the said David and fyve aikeris of outfield land thairof  lyinge in 
the redingis and foure aikeris of the samyne lyes in the Murland quhairof tuo aikeris thairof 
in the Short Landis on the west syd of the landis possest be the said David and uther tuo 
aikeris thairof lyes in the west mairch of the Murland Togider with that piece of yaird 
lyand to the bake of the hous possest be James Ingles betwixt that hous and the dyke end of 
the yaird possest be Elizabeth Whyt and all and haill half ane aiker of land lyand in that 
pairt of thir landis called the Staine Rige with all and haill thir part of of Whytsyd Loch 
extending to ane tent pairt of thir saidis haill landis Togider with the pasturage of cattall 
and privilege of  comountie within the boundis of the comoune mure of Reding Rige and 
Whytsyd Rigee conforme to old use and want lyand within the baronie and regalitie of 
Polmond and sheriffdom of Stirling 

1663 CRS  James Inglis in Whyteside 
1663 CRS  Henry Hardie Whyteside, spouse Janet Inglis 
1664 CRS  James Mitchell in Whyteside 
1664 CRS  James Stirling in Whytesyde 
1672 CRS  Helen Paul, spouse Henry Hardie, in Whytsyde 
1673 RS59/5 f.88 [L] lands of Whyttsyde belonging to Andrew Bennet on the north  
1681 RS59/6 f.270 John Inglis in Whytsyde 
1688 CRS  John Houston, weaver in Whytsyde, spouse Isobel McGill 
1708 Sibbald p.56  And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 

Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 
1720 RS59/14 f.127v [L] Robert Struthers sailor in Boroustouness --- Precept of Clare Constat as heir to the 

deceast John Ingles his uncle acres at Whiteside from James Duke of Hamilton --- all and 
haill these nine acres and half an acre of land of three oxengates and tuo acres of land of 
the lands of Whiteside with that little house and yard --- and the half of the new yard on 
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the west end of the Ryefold next the kiln with liberty of drying their corns yearly in the 
easter corn kiln and house belonging thereto 

1720 RS59/14 f.130 Andrew Bennet minister of the Gospel at Morrowingside having in his hands ane 
disposition granted by Robert Struthers sailor in Boroustounes --- all and haill these nine 
acres and half an acre of land of three oxengates and tuo acres of land of the lands of 
Whiteside with that little house and yard --- and the half of the new yard on the west end 
of the Ryefold next the kiln with liberty of drying their corns yearly in the easter corn kiln 
and house belonging thereto 

1729 ISH  Sir James Dalzell of Binns to his cousin James Menteith of Milnhall who died 6 Oct 1728 - 
Heir Male and of line Special c.b. in Clerkstoun, Whiteside, Langlands and Little Kerse 

1731 Binns 573  James Marshall tenant in Whiteside [wife Isabell White - see Hill] 
1734 RS59/16 f.411v Mr Patrick Bennet portioner of Whyteside Minister of the Gospell at Polmont having a 

charter granted by John Hardie tenant in Greenbank portioner of Whyteside --- All and 
heall that the said John  Hardie his portion of Whytesyde bounded as follows viz These 
seventeen aikers and the third part of an aiker of all and heall these three oxengate and two 
aikers of land of the lands of Whyteside sometime belonging to Henry Hardie portioner 
there whereof two aikers and ane half of infield land lying on the east end of the hill and 
fourteen aikers and ane half aiker and ane third part of ane acre of outfield land whereof six 
acres and ane half acre lyes upon the east syde of the Town of Whyteside betwixt the east 
end of the hill and the foot of the four butts and eight acres of land thereof lyes above the 
said Town in that part called the Muirland whereof four acres and ane half acre lyes in that 
part called the Quarelholes and three acres and ane half thereof lyes on the east syde of the 
Wester Muirland and the said third part of ane acre of land lyes in the Waldalls be east the 
said …. aiker  --- and also all and heall the eight aiker and third part of ane aker of land of 
all and heall the said three oxengate and two aikers of land and third part of ane aker of 
land of all and heall the said three oxengate and two akers of land of the said lands of 
Whyteside whereof ane aker and ane half aker of infield land lying in the Peesehill and six 
aikers and half ane aiker of land thereof lying in the Waldalls of the Muirlands --- the 
marchstone betwixt the lands of Wallace Ridge and Whyteside upon the south and from 
thence running straight north to Polmont march 

1751 RHP6106   indicates that ‘Whiteside’s ground’ came as far north as the A9. 
1753 RS59/20 f.108v [L] Mr Patrick Bennet of Whiteside minister of the Gospell at Polmont 
1755 Roy   Whiteside 
1782 AOS 149 Margaret Kerr, spouse of Andrew Gibb, tenant, Abbotsgrange, seised in liferent - in part of 

Whiteside called Northpark; and the superiority of part of Whiteside, parish of Polmont - 
on disp. by the said Andrew Gibb; P.R. 27.100 

1785 AOS 642 Margaret Henderson, relict of Patrick Bennet of Whiteside, minister, Polmont, seised in 
Whiteside, barony of Polmont. P.R. 28.374 

1789 AOS 1445 feu contract by Patrick Bennet of Whiteside  
1793 AOS 2510 part of Whiteside called Polmont Bank 
1793 AOS 2597 part of Whiteside called Kirkpark 
1799 AOS 3666  part of Whiteside called Leedlees, ... and part of Whiteside (excepting the lands called 

Millfield, & piece of ground adjoining to Brighton Colliery) parish of Polmont.  
1803 AOS 4544 4 acres of the lands of Whiteside and Houses theron called Compthall, being part of the 

lands of Whiteside Muirhouse. 
1806 AOS 5411 1/2 acres of the lands of Whiteside called Millnhill with 2 cothouses thereon.  
1809 AOS 6198 lands of Whiteside called the Leadlees - on the west end of the Ryefaulds from the said 

Leadlees to the West end of the Hill on the South side of Whitesidetown. Superiority of  
Wallacerig; and 4 acres of the lands of Wallacerig on the south side of the lands of Pannie 

1812 AOS  4 acres of the land of Whiteside Muir House commonly called Compthall and dwelling 
houses theron 

1812 AOS  a triangular piece of ground of the lands of Whiteside commonly called Whiteside Muir 
House. 

1860 OS Whiteside Cottage 
1912 CDS13 Whiteside - House - Mrs J. Hay 
 
cf the white rhinocerous, which is actually weit, Dutch for ‘wide’, but misconstrued. 
 
Whiteside WLO  [PNWL 88] - stands on the side of Reyssie Law. 
 Whiteside Law, Midlothian 
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WHITESIDE LOAN GRM NS9378 [1]    
 
1811 AOS 6820 Carron Co., ... the Right, Privilege and Servitude of a Road passing through the lands and 

Quarry called Whiteside Loan or Brightons, parish of Polmont  
1860 OS Whiteside Loan 
WHITESIDE LOCH # GRM NS9378 [2]     
 
1655 RS58/10 f.8v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Hardie in 

Gilstoune and Elizabeth Whyt his spouse spouse having in his hands a charter of vendition 
and alienation from Henry Hardie portioner of Whitsyd --- with all and haill thir part of 
Whytsyd Loch extending to ane tent pairt of thir saidis haill landis  

WHITESIDE MUIRHOUSE # GRM NS9377 [1]    
 
1803 AOS 4544 4 acres of the lands of Whiteside and Houses theron called Compthall, being part of the 

lands of Whiteside Muirhouse. 
1812 AOS 7101 4 acres of the land of Whiteside Muir House commonly called Compthall and dwelling 

houses theron  
1812 AOS  a triangular piece of ground of the lands of Whiteside commonly called Whiteside Muir 

House. 
WHITESIDERIG   GRM (Po. NS9176 [1]    
 
1633 RS58/6 f.43 with commonty on Quytsydrig and Reddenrig lying within the barony of Polmonth and 

regality thereof  
1698 RS83/2.22  the lands of Weddings of Polmont with houses and pasturage &c ... with comontie in the 

comon muir of reddingrig & Whytsydrig. 
1790 AOS  part of the Muir of Reddingrigg and Whitesiderig 
1796 AOS part of Whiteside called Polmontbank with pasturage on the common muir of 

Whitesiderig and Reddingrig. 
1807 AOS  In part of the lands of Over Saltcoats commonly called Randieford Saltcoats - called the 

South Scotts Flatt; with part of the Muirs of Reddingrig and Whitesiderig effeiring thereto. 
1817 Grassom  Whitesiderig 
1860 OS Whitesiderig Muir 
1971 OS Whitesiderig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Whitesiderig Muir 
WHOLEFLATS  # GRM NS9380 [1]   NS939802  
 
1635 RS58/6 f.244 [L] parts of the foresaid lands known commonly as Longquhellflat extending to six rigs of 

land lying in that part known as the Wester Almondflatt  
1642 RS58/7 f.349v [L] all and haill that wester part of the said lands known as the Lang Wheilflat extending 

to six rigs [raigis] of the lands of the said William Monteithe lying in that part of the lands 
known as Wester Almondflat and known as the South Oxwaird  

1663 RS59/1 f.205v Item the wester part of the landis called the Longquheill Flett extending to six rigs of land  
1668 RS59/4 f.33 parts and portions of his said lands [of Redoch] --- the wester pairt of the lands callit the 

Longwhyleflett extending to six rigs of  
1676 RS59/5 f.335v [L] lands of Redheuch --- Longwheillflatt --- Litlewheillflatt  
1683 SC67/67/2 f.49v Longwheillflat and Little Wheillflat - parts of Redheugh 
1755 Roy   Wallflats 
1795 AOS 2907  Robert Samuel, farmer, Wholeflatt 
1801 AOS 4147 Wholeflat consisting of 4 oxgates and 4 acres of the lands of Riddoch, parish of Polmont  
1817 Grassom  Wholeflats 
1860 OS Wholeflats 
1912 CDS13 Wholeflats - W. Gilchrist 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wholeflats 
 
cf Walldyke infra; Barnweill NS4130; Whalefield, parish of St Ninians. 
WHOLEQUARTER   # GRM NS9278 [1]  NS920785 
 
1860 OS Wholequarter 
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1867 BAS Wholequarter 
WINDMILL POW # GRM NS9282 [1]  NS925827 
 
20C ZETLAND PLAN Windmill Pow 
WINDYEDGE # GRM NS9479 [1]   
 
1590 Pont  Windyedge 
1673 RS59/5 f.87 [L] personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Johnstoune blacksmith in 

Northfoot and Jonet Baird his spouse --- charter of feu ferme from John Hamiltoune of 
Bangour, hereditary proprietor of the lands --- that part and portion of his four oxgangs of 
land in the Brysons Gillstoune called the North Field (vocatur borealis pagina) of the 
Windieadge and Northfoot lying between the Duke of Hamilton’s lands on the east [,] the 
How Rig of Grahames Dyke on the south [,] the said John Hamilton’s other lands on the 
west and the lands of Litlekersse on the north side --- in the regality of Polmont and parish 
of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1707Sibbald p.56 And upon the Water of Avon is Walkmilton, a Village, Clerkstoun, and Windyedge and 
Whiteside the Hill and Miln-hil and Pomont Miln. 

1725 RS59/14 f.553v [L] Alison Johnstoun souse to John Johnstoun of Northfoot of all and heall that part of her 
husbands four oxengate of land in Brysons Gilston called the Northside of Windieedge and 
Northfoot --- lying betwixt the lands pertaining to the Duke of Hamilton on the east, The 
Howrige of Grahams Dyke on the south Bangour lands on the west and the lands of Little 
Kerse on the north and within the Regality of Polmont 

1774 AOS Windyedge and Stoneye 
1787 AOS 1222 part of Little Gilston, comprising Windyedge and Stoneye  
1879 Gillespie p.269  Windyedge 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  40 the wall – can be traced with great ease along Windy-edge and the Hill farm-house. 
 
cf Windy Edge WLO  [PNWL 7] and Windiehall WLO  [PNWL 11] 
WOODEND  # GRM NS9278 [1]  NS922789 
 
1689 RS83/1 f.20.10 James Livingstoune of Westquarter of ane avenew to the house of Westquarter from 

Parkend Woodend. Registered on the  358th leaf of the said Register 
1817 Grassom  Woodend 
WOODPARK # GRM NS9278 [1]  NS923789 
 
1817 Grassom  Woodpark 
1860 OS Woodpark 
1912 CDS13 Woodpark  - W. Gilchrist 
1927 OS 

YONDERHAUGH GRM NS9082 [1]  NS908826 
 
1755 Roy Yonderhaugh 
1757 RHP6131 Haugh 
1782 VR Yonderhaugh 
1797 RHP242 Haugh 
1807 DFM James Kincaid in Yonderhaugh, son of the deceased James Kincaid, merchant in Falkirk 
1817 Grassom Haugh 
1819 RHP1485  Yonderhaugh 
1847 RHP1560  Plan of Yonderhaugh the property of H. Stainton   
1865 OS Yonderhaugh 
1905 CS318/48/332    Isabella Wilson or Gallie, Yonderhaugh, Stirlingshire, Unspecified    
1912 CDS13 Yonderhaugh John Ballantyne 
1915 RHP80614-80615  Sections of Yonderhaugh Ditch and along north side of bank  3 Jun 1915 
1971 OS Yonderhaugh 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Yonderhaugh 
 
Note: this properly lies with Dalderse as ‘Haugh’ but was detached by canalisation of River Carron. 
 
Cf Yonder Bognie NJ595465, Yondercroft NS595385, Yonderfield NS195485, Yonderton NS395125 
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KILSYTH PARISH 
 
ALDRIG NS6877 [2] # 
 
1590 Pont Aldrig 
ALLANFAULD NS716787 
 
1817 Grassom Allanfauld 
1859 OS Allanfauld 
1898 OS  Allanfauld 
1980 OS Allanfauld 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Allanfauld 
ALLTHRID 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.135v [L] lands known as Allthrid of Tamrawer 
 
 cf Auldhall infra 
ANN HAYES CHAMBER  NS718779 [1] 
 
1732 RS59/16 f.1v ane house or chamber commonly called Ann Hayes Chamber --- lying in the toun of 

Kilsyth 
ARNBRAE NS701777 [1]  
 
1590 Pont Arnbrue 
1755 Roy Arnbrae 
1791 AOS 2015 Arnbrae  
1817 Grassom Aranbrae 
1845 NSA Arnbrae 
1859 OS Arnbrae 
1898 OS  Arnbrae 
1980 OS Arnbrae 
 
cf Arnage (etc) ABD 
 
AUCHINCLOCH BURN  NS773788 [1] ~ 
 
1796 OSA XVIII p.225 Near the eastern extremeity of the parish is Auchincloch burn on which there is in the 

course of 60 yards, three lint milns, three bussing milns, and a corn miln, and all of them 
are well supplied with water. 

1898 OS Auchincloch Burn 
1980 OS Auchincloch Burn 
 
AUCHINCLOCH - MUIR OF NS 
 
1784 AOS 603 part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by 

Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 419.206 
AUCHINMULY # KSY NS7579 [1]   NS751790 
 
1659 RS58/12 f.220v togidder with that part of the lands of Auchinmuillie within the said fyve pund land [of 

Banton] 
1817 Grassom Auchinmuly 
1821 Ainslie Auchinmally 
1903 Johnston 1903 Auchenmulley, Banton  
AUCHINRIVOCH NS7479 [1]  Wester NS744794 
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1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Auchinrivoch,  
1751 RS59/19 f.467 William Bow portioner of Auchinrivoch --- all and haill his just and equal sixth part of the 

town and lands of Auchinrivoch --- with the liberty of casting peats turfs and divotts on 
the ground called Blairlee Moss with the liberty of loan and road for driving called from 
the end of his outfield lands to Greenhill Faulds As also the just and eequall half of the two 
Greenhill Faulds --- all lyiing within the barony of Herbertshire and parish of Monaburgh 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1783 AOS 446 Margaret Bow, spouse of James Bow, Auchinvelley, as heir to William Bow, portioner, 
Auchinrevoch, her father, seised in the sixth part of Auchinrevoch, & others, parish of 
Moniaburgh ;- on Precect of Clare Constat by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. P.R. 28.102 

1788 AOS 1368 Brockieside being part of Auchinrevock 
1808 AOS 5944 of the privilege of pasturage and of casting peats and turf in the Common Muir of Easter 

Barony of Kilsyth effeiring to one sixth part of Auchinrevoch, parish of Moniaburgh 
1834  RHP6351   Plan of Auchinrivoch, Auchinvalley, Berryhill, Gateside and Inchterf, part of the estate of 

Kilsyth   
1859 OS Wester Auchinrivoch 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Wester Auchinrivoch 
AUCHINRIVOCH - KSY NS7479 [1]  Easter NS746797 
 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester 

1755 Roy Auchinrivoch 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending, Easter and Wester Auchinrivoche, G.R. 437.12 
1817 Grassom Auchinrivoch 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Easter Auchinrivoch 
AUCHINRIVOCH -  KSY NS7479 [1]  Wester NS746797 
 
1590 Pont Achinriuoch 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester 

1721 RS59/14 f.306v [L] Henry Marishall in Tounhead of Colliambae as actorney in name of William Bow in 
Wester Auchinrivoch --- granted be the trustees appointed to act in Scotland --- to inquire 
into the estates of certain Traitors and of popish recusants and of estates given to 
superstitious uses in order to raise money out of them specifically the use of the public --- 
act for vesting in the forfeited estates in Great Britain and Ireland of all and haill and sixth 
part of the town and lands of Auchinrivoch with houses [etc] --- with the casting of peat 
and turfs and divots on the ground called Blairty Moss with the privilege to the said 
William Bow of ane loan for driving and pasturing of cattle from the north west end of his 
outfield to the Greenhill Faulds he having the liberty of haf of the water running through 
the strand throw the said loan As also the just and equall half of the two faulds called the 
Greenhill Faulds And sicklike six ridges of Wester Greenhill Faulds with ane piece of 
meadow and pasture lyin on the south end of the Green Hill Faulds Together with the equal 
half of ane darg of meadow and ane rind of land or thereby with liberty also to the said 
William Bow of leading of Hay fulzie and turffs in the Greengate to and from his house to 
the Outfield and with liberty also of leading his corns and hay from his outfield to his 
house in the common Sladeway conform to use and wont --- all lying in the Easter Barony 
of Kilsyth parioch of Monnaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy Er Wr Auchinrivoch 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending., Easter and Wester Auchincrivoch. G.R. 437.12 
1817 Grassom Auchinrivoch 
1859 OS Auchinrivoch 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Wester Auchinrivoch 
AUCHINVALLEY KSY NS7479 [1]   NS742791 
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1783 AOS 446 Margaret Bow, spouse of James Bow, Auchinvelley, as heir to William Bow, portioner, 
Auchinrevoch, her father, seised in the sixth part of Auchinrevoch, & others, parish of 
Moniaburgh ;- on Precect of Clare Constat by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. P.R. 28.102 

1795 AOS 3012 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz. Auchinvaley, Barmoss or Barmailing, Kirkland, Kelvinhead, 
Auchincloich,  

1796 OSA Auchinvillie 
1817 Grassom Auchinvelly - shows 2 sites: 1 as noted - 2 appears to coincide with site of Drumnessie 
1834  RHP6351   Plan of Auchinrivoch, Auchinvalley, Berryhill, Gateside and Inchterf, part of the estate of 

Kilsyth 
1859 OS Auchinvalley 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Auchinvalley 
 
cf Craignievalley DMF [PNG 90] 
AULDHALL NS7579 [2]  
 
1620 RS58/2 f.134v [L] John Graham in Auldhall 
1620 RS58/2 f.136 part of the town and lands of Thamrawer Eister known as the Auldhall 
1650 RS58/8 f.447v lands known as the Auldhall --- lying in the parish of Moneabroch  
1671 RS59/4 f.295v just and equall half of the lands of Thomrawer called Auld Hall --- in the paroche of 

Monaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1685 RS59/7 f.6 lands of Thomerawer called Auldhall [witnesses to sasine] James Tailiour in Thomfin 
1685 RS83/1 flv.10 John Forrest, precentor at Falkirk Elizabeth [--]on his spouse and William Forrest his sone 

- annualrent out of the lands of Thomrawer called Auldhall. Registered on the 6th leaf of 
the said Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.55v [L] lands of Thomrawer --- commonly known as Auldhall --- common road known as 
Sledgate --- mill of Auchincloch [witnesses to sasine] James Patrick in Inchwood 

1708 RS59/12 f.372 [L] Catharin Pitilloch lawful daughter to the deceast Charles Pitilloch merchant in Dundee 
--- contract of marriage with James Patrick in Inchwood --- fourth part of the lands of 
Tomrawer commonly called Old Hall 

1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] William Patrick tennant in Inchwood and portioner of Tomrawer with a disposition 
granted by Thomas Duncan portioner of Tomrawer --- all and haill three parts and portions 
of the lands of Auchincloch which lands are a third part of the lands of Tomrawer which 
lands extend to a nine shilling one penny land of old extent commonly called Old Miln 
Hall--- with the liberty of pasturage and casting feall and divot in the muir of Auchincloch 
conform to use and wont and liberty of that Sledge Gate for leading of fuell and others 
from the same  

1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] William Patrick as heir to James Patrick his father of all and haill that part and portion 
of the Wester Auchincloch being a third part of  Tomrawer and ane nine shilling one penny 
land of old extent commonly called Old Hall  

1784 AOS 603 Carron Co., seised in the tiends of Over and Nether Tamrawer, third part of Tamrawer 
called Old Hall, Stonecloss, Wards and Sileeisy; part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called 
Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 
419.206 

BACHILLE BURN KSY NS7079 [1]   NS707799 
 
1859 OS Bachille Burn 
1898 OS Bachille Burn 
1980 OS Bachille Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bachille Burn 
BAGGAGE KNOWE KSY NS7279 [1]  NS721791 
 
1845 NSA Baggage Knowe 
1859 OS Baggage Knowe 
1898 OS Baggage Knowe 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Baggage Knowe 
BALCASTLE KSY NS7078 [1]  NS702784 
 
1459 RH6/357 Procuratory of Resignation by William de Levingston of Balcastell and Elizabeth his 

spouse – resigning into the hands of the king as Earl of March and lord superior of their 
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lands of Gradane – At Balcastell the 8th of November 1459 – Seals – As Laing i 535, but a 
better impression. The description appears to be – Couche, a mullet between 3 cinquefoils 
within a single tressure flowered and counter flowered. Crest on a helmet with mantlings 2 
snakes nowed. Inscription on a scroll – [S] Willelmi de [Levingston] (2) A saltire, on a 
chief 3 escallops. Legend – S. Elizabeth de Levingston. 

1461 PSAS 17 pp.312-6 William of Levyngstone of Balcastell  
1470 RH6/423 Brieve of Summons, whereby James, King of Scots, commands the sheriff and bailies of 

Streveline that they, before witnesses, lawfully and peremptorily summon William Myllar, 
John le Graham, Nigel de Corsby, John de Corsby, John Alanson, William Benny and 
William Corsby, to compear before him and his ccouncilors at Edinburgh or where it may 
happen that he reside at the time on the 27th day of March instant with contuinuation of 
days to answer and be amenable to the law, at the instance of Edward de Levingston of 
Balcastel concerning their unlawful withholding and non-payment of the rents and profits 
of the lands of Casteltoun and Balmoloch with the pertinents, for two years bygone 
amounting to 36 merks due to the said Edward by the said persons unjustly withheld as is 
alleged; intimating to the said persons that whethr they appear, day and place foresaid or 
not, the King will proceed to do justice in the said cause: the said letters duly executed and 
indorsed being returned to the bearer thereof. Given under the testimony of the Great Seal 
at Edinburgh the 3rd of March in the 10th year of his reign 

1472 RH6/437 James, King of Scots, makes known that he has remitted to William Levingstoune of 
Balcastell all ill will and every suit and action which he has conceived and entertained ot 
can entertain against him for the robbery of the goods of William Geddes committed by 
him, and for all and every other robberies, depredations, thefts, homicides arsons and other 
deeds and transgressions whatsoever committed or in any way perpetrated by him up to the 
date of the granting thereof, treason against the royal person only excepted: Provided that 
the parties complaining and who have suffered damage he shall make such satisfaction that 
no just complaint shall in future be heard thereupon: And taking the said William into his 
firm peace and protection he prohibits any one on account of the said robberies and others 
foresaid, from presuming to inflict upon him unjustly any evil, molestation, injury or 
grievance, on pain of forfeiture, or to kill him, on pain of loss of life and limbs. At 
Striueline the 26th day of September in the 13th year of his reign. 

1482 Sprot the late Edward Levingstoune of Balcastle 
1590 Pont Bacast. 
1755 Roy Ballcastle 
1794 AOS 2786 in the lands of Townhead being part of the lands of Balcastle, parish of Slamannan 
1817 Grassom shows 2 sites:1 = Balcastle; 2 = Braehead [1980 OS] 
1845 NSA Balcastle 
1869 OS  Balcastle 
1912 CDS13 Ballcastle, A. Muirhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Balcastle  
BALMALLOCH KSY NS7078 [1]   NS709782 
 
1470 RH6/423 of the lands of Casteltoun and Balmoloch with the pertinents 
1545 RH6/1367a Instrument of sasine taken on 5 November 1545 in the hands of  James Levingston, 

presbyter of the diocese of Glasgow, notary public, in favour of William Levingstoun, 
grandson and heir of  umquhil William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, in the lands of Castletoun 
and Balmolloch lying within the lordship of Kilsyth and Sheriffdom of Striveling. sasine 
directed to him as superior of said lands and his bailies. done on the ground of the said 
lands in presence of Master John Sinclair, dean of Lestalrik, Master James Levingstoun, 
Henry Levingstoun, Alexander Levingstoun in Burnsyde, Thomas Levingstoun in Grange, 
David Levingstoun in Dalders, Alexander Levingstoun of Bentoskan, Robert Muschat, 
David Strathern and John Baird laics, and Sir John Lyddell, chaplain 

1553 RMS iv 851  [L] Ballmalloch – occupied by David Forestar 
1590 Pont Balmoloch 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] James Millar in Ballmalloche 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
lands of Casteltoun and Balmaloche 
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1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Castletoune and Balmalloch with 
tower, fortalice [etc]  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands of Casteltoun and Balmanoch with the tower, fortalice, manor place, houses 
[etc] mill, multures [etc]  

1738 RS59/17 f.267 [L] James Binnie in Ballmalloch 
1738 RS59/17 f.267 [L] James Binnie in Bamalloch --- and of casting and winning peats in the Gart[cll]ullie 

Moss 
1755 Roy Balmaley 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Ballmalloch. G.R. 437.12 
1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, Deerpark, 

Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & Smiddyhill, 
parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1787 AOS 1100 Balmalloch, parish of Kilsyth  
1791 AOS 2048 Margaret Dunn, relict of William Cuddie in Cummie park, - in a tenement in Newtown of 

Kilsyth, parish of Kilsyth – on disp by Alexander Renny, farmer, Balmalloch 
1817 Grassom Ballmalloch 
1859 OS  Ballmalloch 
1912 CDS13 Ballmalloch  - John Duncan 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Balmalloch 
 
cf Balmalloch, Barrhill, AYR. 
BANASTRECK NS6977 
 
1590 Pont Drumbreck 
1654 Bleau Banastreck 
BANNS– THE NS682794 [1]  
 
1859 OS  The Banns  
BANTON KSY NS7480 [1]   NS749800 
 
1569 RH6/2151 Instrument of Redemption under the hand of David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 

diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that Johne Dundas in West Kers, and 
Elizabeth Dunkesoun, his spouse, granted themselves to have received from William 
Levingstoun of Ballintoun 220 merks Scots for redeeming an annual rent of 21 merks 
furth of the Tempill lands of Dalders, Mongall-mylne and the mill lands, and confessed it 
to be lawfully redeemed; and renounced all evidents made to them concerning the said 
annual rent and the lands of Gallowflat. Done in the notary’s dwelling house. Witnesses, 
Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Levingstoun in Dalders, Mathew Dundas 

1569 RH6/2152 Instrument of Redemption under the hand of  David Johnesoun, Clerk of St Andrews 
diocese, notary public, 16th May 1569, setting forth that William Levingstoun of 
Ballintoun granted himself to have received from John Levingstoun in Nether Dalders, 
feuar of Mungall-mylne and mill land thereof, 100 merks Scots, in complete payment of 
220 merks which said William had lying upon said mill and mill land, and confessed same 
to be lawfully redeemed, in token whereof he had “cuttit and cantellit” the backs of the 
evidents made thereupon to him by umquhile David Levingstoun, and discharged all 
evidents thereof made to the said William and to Johne Dundas. Done in the notary’s 
dwelling house. Witnesses, Alexander Mwre of Skathmure, John Dundas, Mathew Dundas 

1575 RH6/2366 Instrument of sasine under the hand of John Henrysoun, , Clerk of St Andrews diocese, 16th 
August 1575, narrating the sasine given by John Levingstoun in Dalders, bailie in that part 
of Alexander lord Saltoun, to William Wallace, burgess of Edinburgh, of the lands of 
Dauders, in the sheriffdom of Striveling. On precept contained in the Charter of 23rd July 
1575. Witnesses to sasine Thomas Levingstoun of Bantone, George Calendare, shoemaker 
in Caphill, Thomas Callendar, his son John Levingstoun 

1591 RH6/3146 Thomas Levingstone of Pantone 
1620 RS58/2 f.69 Thomas Livingstoune of Ballintone 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Ballantoun 
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1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Balinton 

1639 RS58/7 f.245 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Miller at 
[C/G]arren Mylne and Jonet Forrester his spouse and entered into all and haill that five 
pound land of Ballintoune and six shilling land of the said lands having in his hands a 
precept of sasine from John Levingstoune of Ballintoune, hereditary proprietor of the 
lands and others underwritten --- James Starke in Auchinvoill [witnesses to sasine] James 
Russell, ludgemagistre at Moneabruct, James Grahame in Drumnissie, John Smyth in 
Craigtoune  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands of Ballantoun 
1659 RS58/12 f.220v In the name of god amen Be it knowne to all men be this present public instrument that 

upon the tuentie sixt day of October fyfteen hundred and fyftie nyne yeirs in presence of 
me notary publick and witnesses efferand Comperit personalie Alexander Somervell in 
Kilsyth baillie in that part speciallie asignit and passed to the ground of the lands and 
uthers underwritten with Andro Ker servitor to Sir William Levingstone of Kilsyth knycht 
actourney laufullie made and constitute be Cristiane Livingstone naturall dochter to the 
said Sir James and thair the said Andro Ker actorney foirsaid presentit and delyverit to the 
said Alexander Somervell baillie in that part foirsaid ane chairtor containing the precept of 
seasing underwitten thairintill made and given be Alexander Stark of Banton to the said 
Cristiane Levingstone his future spouse in lyferent during all the days of hir lyftyme Of all 
and haill that part and portion of the fyve pund land of Bantone of old extent called the 
Midlethrid presently possest be Gilbert Robertsone and Thomas Laying togidder with that 
part of the lands of Auchinmuillie within the said fyve pund land presently possest be John 
Suord with the parsonage and viccarage tiends thairin includit Togidder with the hall on the 
north syde of the clos of Banton with the tuo chambers togidder also with ane convenient 
barne and byre with the Maynes of Banton to be laboured and the fuilzie thairof to be led 
out yeirly togidder also with ane horse and tuo kyes grass and thair followers to be pasturat 
and keipit yeirly with the kye and horse of the said Maynes of Banton and with houss 
bigings yairds tofts crofts moss muires medowes poffils pairts pendicles and haill 
pertinents thairof quhatsumevir belonging and apperteining thairto lyand within the 
parochine of Monyabrok barony of Eister Kilsyth [witnesses to sasine] Robert Stark natural 
son to James Stark of Auchinvoll William Burne thair measone in Kilsyth James Miller 
servitor to the said Alexander Stark and Thomas Reddoch in Maynes of Banton witnesses 
specially requyred and desyred  

1681 RS59/6 f.254v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Stevinsone in 
Ashibeuch --- annualrent furth of the lands of Bantone called the Netherthrid thairof --- 
lands of Bantone including the Mains thairof  --- all lyand in the barronie of Balintone 
paroche of Moniabrugh 

1683 RS59/6 f.356 Comperit personalie ane discreit man James Rankine elder wreater in Kilsyth baillie in that 
part speciallie constitute with Robert Adamsone lawful sone to Mr Robert Adamsone of 
Graycruik actorney for John Stark now of Achinvoll and James Stark eldest lawfull son to 
Alexander Stark of Bantone who past to the ground of the lands of the said Alexander 
Stark his fyve pound land of Bantone --- all and haill the said Alexander Stark his fyve 
pound land of Bantone with manor place houses [etc] lying with the paroche of 
Moniaburgh Easter Barronie of Killsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling with libertie of holding 
courts upon the ground of the said fyve pound land with the office of bailliarie 
amercements fynes and others belonging thairto --- [witnesses to sasine] James Muirhead 
in Riskend 

1685 RS83/1 f.2v.2 John Cornwell of Neillstoune of the lands of Bantone. Registered on the  21st leaf of the 
said Register 

1691  GD1/1364   Papers of Cornwall family of Banton and Neilston by Kilsyth.  1691-1742   
1691  GD1/1364/1   Papers of Cornwall family of Banton and Neilston by Kilsyth.  1691-1742  
1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 

Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow, Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. Registered on the  366 
leaf of the said Register. [forms checked in RS59/8 – they are correct] 

1715  RS59/13 f.256v All and haill the said John Cornwall his fyve pound land of Banton comprehending the 
Maynes of Banton Tapitknou Midlethird Netherthird lands of Banton 

1743 RS59/18 f.316 Elizabeth Cornwall daughter to the deceast James Cornwall of Bantone  
1784 AOS 578 William Caddell of Banton. P.R. 28.281 
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1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Ballanton, Easter and Wester Auchinrivoch, Over and 
Nether Colzeambeas, Easter and Wester Taigstoun, Colzeam, Neilstoun, Barr, 
Drumcrocher, Monieaburgh, & Mill, Castletown & Ballmalloch, parish of Moniaburgh; 
Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, and 
Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 

1787 AOS 1025 William Caddell of Banton 
1798 AOS 3598 the £5 land of Banton, parish of Kilsyth  
1815 OS Banton - Low Banton 
1980 OS Banton 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Banton 
 
cf Ballinton, Blair Drummond, Stlgs. 
BANTON BURN KSY NS7479 [1]   NS749793  
 
1859 OS Banton Burn 
1960 OS Banton Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Banton Burn 
BANTON - LOW NS749792 
 
1980 OS Low Banton   
BANTON MAINS # KSY NS7580 [1]  NS750801 
 
1659 RS58/12 f.220v In the name of god amen Be it knowne to all men be this present public instrument that 

upon the tuentie sixt day of October fyfteen hundred and fyftie nyne yeirs in presence of 
me notary publick and witnesses efferand Comperit personalie Alexander Somervell in 
Kilsyth baillie in that part speciallie asignit and passed to the ground of the lands and 
uthers underwritten with Andro Ker servitor to Sir William Levingstone of Kilsyth knycht 
actourney laufullie made and constitute be Cristiane Livingstone naturall dochter to the 
said Sir James and thair the said Andro Ker actorney foirsaid presentit and delyverit to the 
said Alexander Somervell baillie in that part foirsaid ane chairtor containing the precept of 
seasing underwitten thairintill made and given be Alexander Stark of Banton to the said 
Cristiane Levingstone his future spouse in lyferent during all the days of hir lyftyme Of all 
and haill that part and portion of the fyve pund land of Bantone of old extent called the 
Midlethrid presently possest be Gilbert Robertsone and Thomas Laying togidder with that 
part of the lands of Auchinmuillie within the said fyve pund land presently possest be John 
Suord with the parsonage and viccarage tiends thairin includit Togidder with the hall on the 
north syde of the clos of Banton with the tuo chambers togidder also with ane convenient 
barne and byre with the Maynes of Banton to be laboured and the fuilzie thairof to be led 
out yeirly togidder also with ane horse and tuo kyes grass and thair followers to be pasturat 
and keipit yeirly with the kye and horse of the said Maynes of Banton and with houss 
bigings yairds tofts crofts moss muires medowes poffils pairts pendicles and haill 
pertinents thairof quhatsumevir belonging and apperteining thairto lyand within the 
parochine of Monyabrok barony of Eister Kilsyth] Thomas Reddoch in Maynes of Banton  

1681 RS59/6 f.254v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Stevinsone in 
Ashibeuch --- annualrent furth of the lands of Bantone called the Netherthrid thairof --- 
lands of Bantone including the Mains thairof [all lyand in the barronie of Balintone 
paroche of Moniabrugh 

1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 
Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow, Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. Registered on the  300 
leaf of the said Register 

1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 
Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow [recte Tappitknow], Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. 
Registered on the  366 leaf of the said Register. [forms checked in RS59/8 – they are 
correct] 

1715  RS59/13 f.256v All and haill the said John Cornwall his fyve pound land of Banton comprehending the 
Maynes of Banton Tapitknou Midlethird Netherthird lands of Banton 

1859 OS Banton Mains 
1912 CDS1313 Banton Mains - William McPherson 
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1980 OS Banton Mains  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Banton Mains 
BARDOWIE # KSY NS7381 [1]  NS732819  
 
1817 Grassom Bardowie 
1821 Ainslie Bardowie 
1845 NSA Bardowie on the Takmadoon Road 
1859 OS  Bardowie “ruin” 
BARLANDFAULD KSY NS7277 [3] 
 
1766 HH1/29 Barlandfauld 
1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 

Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

1820 AOS 9455 near the Barland Faulds, parish of Kilsyth  
BARR KSY NS7277 [1]  NS722773 
 
1553 RMS iv 851 [L] Bar - occupied by William Nicholl, Henry corbe, wedo Bard 
1590 Pont Bar 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Bar 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Bar  

1632 RS58/5 f.338 [L] David Baird in Bar 
1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Bar  
1755 Roy Barrs 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Barr. G.R. 437.12 
1807 AOS 5614 John Corbet, farmer, Barr of Kilsyth 
1817 Grassom  Barr 
1845 NSA  Barr 
1859 OS Barr 
1912 CDS13 Barr - Thomas Arnott, Farmer 
1980 OS Barr 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Barr 
BARRMEADOW # KSY NS7277 [3] 
 
1689 RS83/1 f.21.14 Alexander Patrick, taylor in toune of Killsyth of a tenement of howss & yards in Killsyth 

with  pairt of Barmeadow and others. Registered on the  386th leaf of the said Register 
BARRMAILING # KSY NS7277 [3] 
 
1795 AOS 3012 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz. Auchinvaley, Barmoss or Barmailing, Kirkland, Kelvinhead, 
Auchincloich, 

BARRMOSS NS 
 
1748 HH1/29 Barrmoss 
1795 AOS 3012 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz. Auchinvaley, Barmoss or Barmailing, Kirkland, Kelvinhead, 
Auchincloich, 

BARRPATH NS726773 
 
1817 Grassom Barpath 
1859 OS Barrpath 
1898 OS Barrpath 
BARR WOOD KSY NS7277 [1]  NS728778 
 
1689 RS83/1 f.22v.8 William Stark, merchant in Killsythe – pairt of Barwood there. Registered on the  411th 

leaf of the said Register 
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1782 AOS 160 William Baloch of Muirhead of Touchgrum, seised in tenements in Kilsyth, & part of 
Barwood, parish of Kilsyth ; P.R. 27.127 

1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 
Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

1796 AOS 3124 in a  laigh house on the east side of the High Street of Kilsyth with half of the back houses, 
barn and stable - & proportional part of the commonty of Barrwood. 

1798 AOS 3488 lands of Barrwood, Garrellhill and Stone quarries effeiring thereto, parish of Kilsyt 
1845 NSA  Barrwood 
1859 OS  Barrwood 
1980 OS Barrwood 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Barrwood 
BARRWOOD – HIGH NS725775 
 
1898 OS High Barrwood 
BARRWOOD - NORTH NS723782 
 
1898 OS North Barrwood 
1980 OS North Barrwood 
BARRWOOD - SOUTH NS729774 
 
1980 OS South Barrwood 
BARRWOOD LOAN # KSY NS7277 [2] 
 
1792 AOS 2266 William Barrie, tenant, Woodend of Kilsyth, - in the Kiln and Loggie house at the 

Barrwood Loan, parish of Kilsyth 
BELT MOSS # KSY NS7279 [1]  NS724792 
 
1859 OS Belt Moss 
1898 OS Belt Moss 
1980 OS Belt Moss 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Belt Moss 
 
cf Beltcraigs, Stonehaven 
BENTEND # KSY NS7383 [1]  NS737835 
 
1704 CRS CC21/5/11  Andrew Adam 10/11/1704 in Bentend, parish of Saint Ninians Testament Dative and 

Inventory Stirling Commissary Court CC21/5/11  
1749 RS59/19 f.311 Appeared Andrew Adam of Bentend having in his hands disposition granted by John 

Provand portioner of Slafarquhar --- all and haill these parts and portions of the one merk 
land of Slafarquhar and muir thereof to wit that part or portion of land called the Haugh 
lying contigue to the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the west the Water 
of Carron on the north and the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the south 
south and east As also that other parcille of laboured ground called the Molland lying south 
west from the Bentend houses Incompassed around with the said Andrew Adam his lands 
and meadows of Bentend near to the room and houses of Slafarchar and also that other 
piece of outfield ground called the Burns inclosed with a dyke about the same near to the 
muir --- all lyiing within the parish of Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1782 AOS 171 James Millar of Bentend, seised in tenements in Kilsyth ; P.R. 27.146 
1783 AOS 397 Alexander Maxwell, vintner, Kilsyth, gets Ren. by James Miller of Bentend, of tenements 

in Kilsyth. p.r. 28.16 
1784 AOS 456 James Miller of Bentend, seised in the teinds of Bentend, Haugh, Molland & Burns, 

parish of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.120 
1808 AOS 5778 land of Slafarquhar known by the name of Bentend; and piece of land called the Haugh, 

the Molland and the Burns, extending to a 6s 8d land of a 13s 4d land of the said 40s land 
of Slafarquhar. P.R. 43.242 

1809 AOS 6195 John Bennie of Doups, - in part of the Muir of Bentend adjoining to and on the east side of 
the public road from Carronbridge to Kilsyth, being part of the 20s land of Slafarquhar now 
called Bentend, parish of Kilsyth  
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1814 RHP24844   Photocopy of plan of farms of Cross-my-Loof, Bentend and Slafarquhar (Slafarquer), the 
property of Mr. Miller of Orchard:   

1817 Grassom Bentend 
1859 OS Bentend 
1980 OS Bentend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bentend 
 
cf Bentfoot  DMF [PNG 38] 
BERRYHILL # KSY NS7380 [1] NS730801 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.147 lands of Drumnessie --- bounded by the lands of Auchinrivoch and Berryhill on the west 

and on the east by the lands of Meadow Wards and Tapit Know and on the north by a fail 
dike 

1755 Roy Berryhill 
1796 OSA p.234 Berryhill 
1834 RHP6351   Plan of Auchinrivoch, Auchinvalley, Berryhill, Gateside and Inchterf, part of the estate of 

Kilsyth 
1817 Grassom Berryhill 
1821 Ainslie Berryhill 
1845 NSA  Berryhill 
1859 OS  Berryhill 
1912 CDS13 Berryhill - A. Arneil 
1980 OS Berryhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Berryhill 
BERRYMUIR # KSY NS7680 [2]  
 
1784 AOS 529 David Patrick of Linns, seised in part of Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.246 
1784 AOS 603 part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by 

Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 419.206 
 
Note: this is the same Berrymuir as that forms part of Denny Muir. Evidently it straddled the parish boundary. 
BINNIEMIRE NS754799 [1] 
 
1859 OS  Boon the myre 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Binniemire 
BIRKEN BURN KSY NS6780 [1]  NS677805 
 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 

barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the 
mill – lying upon the west side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne and a part on 
the east of the upper part of Blakhillis beyond Birkinburnis  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others underwritten 
viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at the west side 
of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west to the over part of Blakhillis beyond 
Birkinburne  

1859 OS  Birken Burn 
1980 OS Birken Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Birkenburn Reservoir 
 
cf Birkenshaw WLO [PNWL 90] 
BLACK CRAIG KSY NS7080 [1]  NS701802 
 
1859 OS  Black Craig 
1898 OS Black Craig 
1980 OS Black Craig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Black Craig 
 
cf Blackcraig WLO [PNWL 49] 
BLACKMILL # KSY NS7178 [1]  NS718785 
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1898 OS Blackmill 
BLACK HILL KSY NS6781 [1]  NS672810 
 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 

barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the 
mill – lying upon the west side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne and a part on 
the east of the upper part of Blakhillis beyond Birkinburnis  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others underwritten 
viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at the west side 
of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west to the over part of Blakhillis beyond 
Birkinburne 

1859 OS  Black Hill 
1980 OS Black Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Black Hill 
BLAIRBLINCHIE # KSY NS6882 [2] 
 
1590 Pont Blairblinchy 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 

barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Blairblinchie on the north to 
Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett [Crinzett?] to Greinburne 
on the west and aqua de Kelving on the south side 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] and divided between the said stream and the lands of Blairbinschie on the north 
1658 RS58/11 f.247 Comperit personalie George Adame of Blairblinschie and Jonet Liddell his spous --- the 

twentie shilling land of Blairblinshie 
1679 RS59/6 f.74v [L] David Din in Broomhall and Jonnet Din his lawful daughter now spouse to Andrew 

Adam portioner of Blairblinshie ---- just and equall half of his lands of Blairblinchie --- 
lyand within the parishine of Muniebruche and barronie of Dundaff 

1684 CRS CC21/5/10 William Adam in Blairblinshie, parish of Muniebrugh 
1755 Roy Berblinchie 
1759 GD220/1/L/3/1/13   Disposition by James Adam in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan of the 20 shilling 

land, half of the 40 shilling land of Blairblinchy called the Braes of Blairblinchy.  19 Nov 
1759  Not held   

1759 GD220/1/L/3/5/10   Disposition by Thomas Forrester, with consent of Ann Haldan, his spouse, in favour of 
William, Duke of Montrose, his heirs and assignees, of the wester half of the 40 shilling 
land of Slachristock, the whole 40 shilling land of Clachary and the 40 shilling land of 
Blairblinchy comprehending the Burnhouse and the Braes of Blairblinchy, lying in the 
barony of Dundaff, parish of Moniaburgh now called Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Containing procuratory of resignation ad remanentiam.  20 Nov 1759   

1759 GD220/1/L/3/1/14   Instrument of sasine in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan of the 20 shilling land, 
half of the 40 shilling land of Blairblinchy called the Braes of Blairblinchy following on 
precept contained in GD220/1/L/3/1/13. Dated 20 Nov and registered at Stirling, 7 Dec 
1759.   

1821 Ainslie Borbtinshy 
BLAIRTY MOSS # KSY NS7479 [3] 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.306v [L] all and haill and sixth part of the town and lands of Auchinrivoch with houses [etc] --- 

with the casting of peat and turfs and divots on the ground called Blairty Moss all lying in 
the Easter Barony of Kilsyth parioch of Monnaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1751 RS59/19 f.467 [L] William Bow portioner of Auchinrivoch --- all and haill his just and equal sixth part of 
the town and lands of Auchinrivoch --- with the liberty of casting peats turfs and divotts on 
the ground called Blairlee Moss with the liberty of loan and road for driving called from 
the end of his outfield lands to Greenhill Faulds As also the just and equall half of the two 
Greenhill Faulds --- all lying within the barony of Herbertshire and parish of Monaburgh 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

BOGHOUSE # KSY NS7077 [1] NS705776  
 
1656 RS58/11 f.84v Boighous of Kilsyth  
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1791 AOS 2021 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Boghouse & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.176 

1817 Grassom Boghouse - corresponds with Drumbreck [1980 OS] 
1821 Ainslie Boghouse 
1845 NSA Boghouse 
BOGSIDE KSY NS7177 [1]  NS716774  
 
1627 RS58/4 f.34v James Russall in Boigsyd 
1682 RS59/6 f f.316v James Rankine of Boigsyde  
1688 RS83/1 f.16v.4 James Ranken of Bogsyde of the half of the lands of the Glib of Monieaburgh. Registered 

on the  276th and 277th leaves of the said Register 
1694 RS83/1 f.50.6 James Rankine in Nether Gavell of James Rankine of Bogsyde his just and equall half of 

the lands and Gleib of Monyaburgh with houses and biggins – with the liberty of casting of 
peet in the Red Moss of Drumtocher and pasturage of his cattell upon the muir of the 
samen. Registered on the  288th and 289th leaves of the said Register 

1796 OSA p.276 Bogside 
1845 NSA  Bogside 
1859 OS Bogside 
1980 OS Bogside 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bogside 
BOGSTANK # KSY NS7578 [2] 
 
1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 

the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris agellariis 
to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the Darg 
Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

BOILING GLEN NS7580 [1]  NS753804 
 
1958 Ordnance Survey Boiling Glen 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Boiling Glen 
BRAEHEAD # KSY NS6978 [1] NS696785 
 
1817 Grassom Braehead 
1859 OS Braehead 
1898 OS Braehead 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Braehead 
BRAEHEAD KSY NS704786  NS704786 
 
1980 OS Braehead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Braehead 
BRAEHOUSE # KSY NS6978 [1] NS695783 [1] 
 
1817 Grassom Braehouse 
1859 OS  Braehouse 
1898 OS Braehouse 
BRAES BURN KSY NS6982 [1]  NS694823 
 
1859 OS Braes Burn 
1980 OS Braes Burn 
BRAES OF BLAIRBLINCHIE # KSY NS6983 [3] 
 
1673 RS59/5 f.22 William Liddell in Braes of Blaireblenshie  
1722 RS59/14 f.353v Andrew Adam of Braes of Blairbenshie 
1737 RS59/17 f.212v Braes of Blairblenchie 
1733 CRS CC21/6/27 David Adam 09/11/1733 of Braes of Blairbinchie  
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1759 GD220/1/L/3/5/10   Disposition by Thomas Forrester, with consent of Ann Haldan, his spouse, in favour of 
William, Duke of Montrose, his heirs and assignees, of the wester half of the 40 shilling 
land of Slachristock, the whole 40 shilling land of Clachary and the 40 shilling land of 
Blairblinchy comprehending the Burnhouse and the Braes of Blairblinchy, lying in the 
barony of Dundaff, parish of Moniaburgh now called Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Containing procuratory of resignation ad remanentiam.  20 Nov 1759   

1759 GD220/1/L/3/1/14   Instrument of sasine in favour of Thomas Forrester of Denovan of the 20 shilling land, 
half of the 40 shilling land of Blairblinchy called the Braes of Blairblinchy following on 
precept contained in GD220/1/L/3/1/13. Dated 20 Nov and registered at Stirling, 7 Dec 
1759.   

BROAD DALE # KSY NS7383 [3] 
 
1673 RS59/5 f.22 done upon that pairt of the lands of Slachreistock --- called the Broad Deall of the Broad 

Meddow  
BROAD MEADOW # KSY NS7383 [3] 
 
1673 RS59/5 f.22 done upon that pairt of the lands of Slachreistock --- called the Broad Deall of the Broad 

Meddow  
BROCKIESIDE KSY NS7279 [1] NS726798 [1]  
 
1736 RS59/17 f.81v [L] just and equall half of the lands of Bruckyside being ane sixteenth part of all and haill 

the lands of Auchinrivoch bounded as follows viz the lands of Risque and Craigtowns on 
the south the lands of Colliam on the west the high dyke of the common muir on the north 
and the lands possest by Alexander Rowat being the just and equal half of the said lands of 
Bruickieside on the east parts together with ane Hanging Brae consisting of about half ane 
acre of ground between the Glen Burh [sic] and Collam park dyke on the Braehead with 
the priviledge of the common muir of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth 

1737 RS59/17 f.134v Auchinrivoch – Bruickyside - annualrent furth of Bruickyside and ane hanging brae 
consisting of about half ane acre  – east barony of Kilsyth Parish of Muneyaburgh 

1755 Roy Brockyside 
1788 AOS 1368 Brockieside being part of Auchinrevock 
1796 OSA p.276 Brockieside 
1806 AOS 5461 ½ of the lands of Brockieside being 1/16 part of the lands of Auchinrevock with the 

Hanging Brae consisting of about ½ acre of ground. 
1817 Grassom Brockieside 
1821 Ainslie Brokies Brae 
1859 OS  Brockieside 
1898 OS  Brockieside 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.542 Brockieside 
1980 OS Brockieside 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Brockieside 
BROKEN QUARTER # KSY NS7875 [3] 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.307v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Graham in Auchincloch as 

actorney in name of William Graham in Westertoun --- commissioners --- disponed to the 
said William Graham all and heall the just and equal third part of all and heall ane quarter 
of ane town of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter with 
houses [etc] also ane acre of land or thereby called the Rottencroft and ane darg of meadow 
commonly called the Milnmeadow --- all lying within the pound land of Auchincloch 
Barony of Herbertshire pariochen of Moniaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying 
within the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the 
lands of Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of 
Boigstank pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in 
Dullator Boig on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum 
terris agellariis to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded 
with the Darg Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

1746 RS59/19 f.37 just and equall third part of all and haill ane quarter of ane toun of the Easter Barony of 
Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter --- bounded as follows Viz the lands of 
Gateside of Neither Colliambe and the lands of Rughill on the west the lands belonging to 
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the said William Grahame on the north and the lands of Wester Auchincloich ----- to the 
Boigstank on the east and with ane aiker of land ort thereby called Rotten Croft --- darg of 
meadow called the Milns Meadow lying besouth the Aucincloich Miln and with the liberty 
and privilige of the common muir of Auchincloich and Tamfin ---- part of the room and 
lands called Neither Mealling of Auchincloich lying bewest the East Dyke of the meadow 
called Kelvenhead Meadow to the east and of the Ridge called Cross Ridge and on the 
south side of the Kings heighway --- all and haill the fourth part of the Rume of lands 
called the Over Mealling of Auchencloich west ward from the Strype of Huntlys Know and 
the other march neat the east end of Langdrumy --- registrat within the toun Court Books of 
Glasgow  

1782 AOS 197 Archibald, Agnes, & Helen Patoun, chhildren of David Patoun, M.D., Glasgow, seised in 
one thrid part of Broken Quarter of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth; Rottencroft, Mills 
Meadow; parts of Auchincloch, parish of Moniaburgh – on a Bond 1776 ; P.R. 27.177 

1808 AOS 5941 a quarter of a town of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter 
lying within the £5 land of Auchincloch 

BULLET KNOWES KSY NS7478 [1]  NS743782 
 
1845 NSA Bullet Knowes 
1859 OS  Bullet Knowes 
1898 OS Bullet Knowes 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bullet Knowes 
BURN # KSY NS7178 [4] 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.118v [L] William Suord in Burne. 
BURN OF BLAIRBLINCHIE NS6983 [3] 
 
1739 RS59/17 f.446 lands called the Burn of Blairblenchie – parish of Monyaburgh 
 
BURN GREEN KSY NS7177 [1]   NS719779 
 
1845 NSA Burn Green 
1859 OS Burn Green 
BURNHEAD KSY NS6878 [1]  NS683782 [1] 
 
1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, 

Deerpark, Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & 
Smiddyhill, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1793 AOS 2507 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.181 

1817 Grassom Burnhead 
1859 OS Burnhead 
1912 CDS13 Burnhead Professor McCall 
1980 OS Burnhead 
BURNHOUSE KSY NS738783 [1] NS686823 
 
1759 GD220/1/L/3/5/10   Disposition by Thomas Forrester, with consent of Ann Haldan, his spouse, in favour of 

William, Duke of Montrose, his heirs and assignees, of the wester half of the 40 shilling 
land of Slachristock, the whole 40 shilling land of Clachary and the 40 shilling land of 
Blairblinchy comprehending the Burnhouse and the Braes of Blairblinchy, lying in the 
barony of Dundaff, parish of Moniaburgh now called Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Containing procuratory of resignation ad remanentiam.  20 Nov 1759   

1817 Grassom Burnhouse 
1859 OS Burnhouse 
1980 OS Burnhouse 
BURNHOUSE BURN KSY NS738783 [1] 
 
1859 OS Burnhouse Burn 
BURNS   NS7383 [3] 
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1749 RS59/19 f.311 Appeared Andrew Adam of Bentend having in his hands disposition granted by John 

Provand portioner of Slafarquhar --- all and haill these parts and portions of the one merk 
land of Slafarquhar and muir thereof to wit that part or portion of land called the Haugh 
lying contigue to the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the west the Water 
of Carron on the north and the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the south 
south and east As also that other parcille of laboured ground called the Molland lying south 
west from the Bentend houses Incompassed around with the said Andrew Adam his lands 
and meadows of Bentend near to the room and houses of Slafarchar and also that other 
piece of outfield ground called the Burns inclosed with a dyke about the same near to the 
muir --- all lying within the parish of Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1784 AOS 456 James Miller of Bentend, seised in the teinds of Bentend, Haugh, Molland & Burns, parish 
of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.120 

1808 AOS 5778 land of Slafarquhar known by the name of Bentend; and piece of land called the Haugh, the 
Molland and the Burns, extending to a 6s 8d land of a 13s 4d land of the said 40s land of 
Slafarquhar. P.R. 43.242 

BURNSIDE KSY NS7579 [3]  
 
1545 RH6/1367a Instrument of sasine taken on 5 November 1545 in the hands of James Levingston, 

presbyter of the diocese of Glasgow, notary public, in favour of William Levingstoun, 
grandson and heir of  umquhil William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, in the lands of Castletoun 
and Balmolloch lying within the lordship of Kilsyth and Sheriffdom of Striveling in 
presence of …., Alexander Levingstoun in Burnsyde,  

1583 RH6/2698 Williame Levingstoune of the Kirkland of Moniabroch, and Alexander Levingstoun of 
Burnsyid 

1590 Pont Burnsyde 
1646 RS58/8 f.192v [L]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Stark of 

Auchinvoll as baillie for William Levingstoune of Kilsythe --- Alexander Somervill in 
Burnesyd of Kilsythe --- lands of Burnesyde in the barony of Easter Kilsythe [witnesses 
to sasine] John Grahame of Auchincloche, Andrew Levingstoune in Kingis Hauche and 
John Smyth in Tagstoune 

1648 RS58/8 f.313v Burnsyd of Kilsyth – Auchinreoch – Garralmylne 
1648 RS58/8 f.350v the lands of Burnesyd of Kilsyth lying in the barony of Eister Kilsyth 
1684 RS59/6 f.464 lands of Burnsyde lying in the barrony of Eister Kilsyth parish of Muniaburg and 

sheriffdom of Stirling  
1796 OSA p.245 Burnsyde 
BUSH BURN (# KSY NS7878 [1] NS787785 
 
1845 NSA  Bush Burn  
 
Note: Given as the eastern boundary of Kilsyth parish; so it must be the Doups Burn. The name is probably a reduced 

form of Holland Bush Burn 
CAIRNBOG KSY NS686786 [1]  NS686786 
 
1590 Pont Cairnbog 
1634 RS58/6 f.188 [L] Alexander Somerveall in Cairnboge  
1676 RS59/5 f.317v James Patrick second lawful son to the late Edward Patrick in Cairneboge with William 

Layeng in Brackenlyes as actorney for Jonet Layeng his daughter now spouse to the said 
James --- charter granted be Alexander Starke of Bantone --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumnesse being a sevent pairt of his fyve pund land of Bantone 

1755 Roy Kairn Bog 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

1817 Grassom Cairnbog 
1859 OS Cairnbog 
1912 CDS13 Cairnbog  - John Yuill 
1980 OS Cairnbog 
CAIRNFAAL (# KSY NS7679 [2] 
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1726 Gordon Cairnfaal  
 
Note: name given to a stone-walled structure on a hill called Forebrae at Auchincloich; see Stirlingshire i No. 93 
CARRON BRIDGE NS741835 
 
1707 Sibbald p.28 New Bridge of Carron 
1817 Grassom Carron Bridge 
1859 OS Carron Bridge 
1898 LOH Carron Bridge 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.466 Carron Bridge 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Carron Bridge 
CAST BURN KSY NS6877 [1] 
 
1958 OS Cast Burn 
 
cf Coalheugh Burn 
CASTLEGRAY NS699783 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Castle Gray 
1786 AOS 954 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood, parts of Guinzie, 

Guinzieburn, Castlegray, and Old Place, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.41 
1821 Ainslie Castlegray 
1859 OS  Castlegray 
 
Note: this is adjacent to Balcastle and is obviously related. 
 
Castlegray Brick Works – owned by Castlecary Fireclay & Lime Works operated from 1883-1960s 
 
CASTLE HILL KSY NS7378 [1]  NS735782 
 
1859 OS  Castle Hill 
1956 Stirlingshire i No.181 Castle Hill - this is Colzium motte  
1980 OS Castle Hill 
1980 OS Castle Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Castle Hill 
CASTLETON # KSY NS7078 [1] NS702784 
 
1470 RH6/423 Brieve of Summons, whereby James, King of Scots, commands the sheriff and bailies of 

Streveline that they, before witnesses, lawfully and peremptorily summon William Myllar, 
John le Graham, Nigel de Corsby, John de Corsby, John Alanson, William Benny and 
William Corsby, to compear before him and his councilors at Edinburgh or where it may 
happen that he reside at the time on the 27th day of March instant with contuinuation of 
days to answer and be amenable to the law, at the instance of Edward de Levingston of 
Balcastel concerning their unlawful withholding and non-payment of the rents and profits 
of the lands of Casteltoun and Balmoloch with the pertinents, for two years bygone 
amounting to 36 merks due to the said Edward by the said persons unjustly withheld as is 
alleged; intimating to the said persons that whethr they appear, day and place foresaid or 
not, the King will proceed to do justice in the said cause: the said letters duly executed and 
indorsed being returned to the bearer thereof. Given under the testimony of the Great Seal 
at Edinburgh the 3rd of March in the 10th year of his reign 

1545 RH6/1367a Instrument of sasine taken on 5 November 1545 in the hands of James Levingston, 
presbyter of the diocese of Glasgow, notary public, in favour of William Levingstoun, 
grandson and heir of umquhil William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, in the lands of Castletoun 
and Balmolloch lying within the lordship of Kilsyth and Sheriffdom of Striveling. Register 
of Sasines for Stirlingshire [printed registers 1780 on] given by Alexander, Lord 
Levingstoun and Kalendar in terms of Precept from Chancery (dated at Lynlythquhw 27 
October A.R. Mariae III) directed to him as superior of said lands and his bailies. Done on 
the ground of the said lands in presence of Master John Sinclair, dean of Lestalrik, Master 
James Levingstoun, Henry Levingstoun, Alexander Levingstoun in Burnsyde, Thomas 
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Levingstoun in Grange, David Levingstoun in Dalders, Alexander Levingstoun of 
Bentoskan, Robert Muschat, David Strathern and John Baird laics, and Sir John Lyddell, 
chaplain 

1553 RMS iv 851  [L] Casteltoun - occupied by William Levingstoun  
1620 Retour 104 [L]Susanna Bruce, heir portioner of Robert Bruce, portioner of the Hallis of Airth, her 

uncle [fili patrui],- in the lands of Casteltoun of Kilsyith in the barony of Kilsyith 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Casteltoun  

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Castletoune and Balmalloch 
with tower, fortalice [etc]  

1629 Retour 132 [L] Susanna Bruce heir portioner of Robert Bruce, filii patrui, in half of the lands of 
Casteltoun in the barony of Kilsyth 

1629 Retour 133 Barabara Levingstoun heir portioner of Robert Bruce, filii patrui, in half of the lands of 
Casteltoun in the barony of Kilsyth 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands of Casteltoun and Balmanoch with the tower, fortalice, manor place, houses 
[etc] mill, multures [etc]  

1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Castletown. G.R. 437.12  
1795 AOS 3005 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Resig. & Rem. – of part of the barony of 

Easter Kilsyth, comprehending. Ballanton, Easter & Wester Auchinrivoch, Over & Nether 
Colziumbeas, Easter & Wester Taigstoun, Colzeam, Neilston, Barr, Drumcrocher & 
Moniaburgh, & Mill, Castletown & Balmalloch, parish of Moniaburgh; Wester Kilsyth; 
Burgh of Kilsyth; - Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, & Mill of 
Auchincloich 

1796 OSA Castle town or Balcastle 
CAT CRAIG KSY NS7078 [1]  NS701781  
 
1859 OS Cat Craig 
1898 OS Cat Craig 
CATLYNN BURN # KSY NS7279 [1] 
 
1590 Pont Catlynn Burn 
 
This name was applied to what is now known as the Colzium Burn. 
 
cf Catlins NY165835; Catrin Burn GRM 
CHAPELGREEN KSY NS6977 [1]  NS695775 
 
1752 RS59/20 f.75v [L] Charles Strathearn smith in Chapelgreen with a dispostion granted by John Strathearn 

smith in Auchenreoch --- all and haill a burgess steading in the town of Kilsyth  
1796 OSA Chapelgreen 
1845 NSA Chapel-green 
1859 OS  Chapelgreen School 
1898 OS Chapelgreen School 
CHAPMEN'S GRAVES KSY NS7181 [1]  NS718813 
 
1859 OS Chapmen's Graves 
1898 OS Chapmen's Graves 
1980 OS Chapmen's Graves 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Chapmen's Graves 
 
Note: Stirlingshire DATABASE:  
 
[1] Chapmen's Graves 
Alternative Names: Chapman's Grave; Grilsay Howe; Whiteburn  
 
Type of Site: Stone Circle (Possible)  
NMRS Number: NJ52NE 20  
Map reference: NJ 5717 2882  
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Parish: Kennethmont  
Council: Aberdeenshire  
Former District: Gordon  
Former Region: Grampian 
 
[2] Chapmen's Graves 
 
Type of Site: Burials 
NMRS Number: NS78SW 6  
Map reference: NS7174 8136  
Parish: Kilsyth (North Lanarkshire)  
Council: North Lanarkshire  
Former District: Cumbernauld And Kilsyth  
Former Region: Strathclyde 
 
CHESTERS, THE  NS7578 
 
1726 Gordon The Chesters 
 
Note: The name given to a dun type structure between Ruchill and Auchincloich;  
 
see Stirlingshire i No. 95 
 
CLACHARIE # KSY NS7082 [1] 
 
1590 Pont Clacharry 
1629 RS58/4 f.271a [L] John Liddall in Clakarie  
1629 RS58/5 f.3 [L] John Liddell in Claharrie  
1632 RS58/5 f.270v [L] George Adamsoun hereditario, just [jure] possessor of the lands of Slayechrystok lying 

in the barony of Dundaff and sheriffdom of Stirling --- contract of matrimony between 
George on the one part and John Liddell portioner of Claharrie and his daughter Jonet 
Liddell on the other  

1633 RS58/6 f.51v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands Claharrie underwritten  John 
Liddell in Claharrie --- 40 shilling land of Claharrie 

1658 RS58/11 f.245v Comperit personalie John Adame in Claharie [witnesses to sasine] all residents in 
Keirinoch 

1685 RS59/7 f.54 Andrew Adame in Clacharie 
1692 GD220/6/158   Writs of lands of Clacharie in parish of Kilsyth 1692-1732   
1723 RS59/14 f.445v lands of Clacharie lying within the parish of Monyburgh 
1737 RS59/17 f.214 [L] Mrs Ann Haldan daughter of John Haldan of Lenrick now spouse to Thomas Forrester 

of Denovan --- life rent out of the five merks land of old extent of Denovan which is part of 
the fourty pounds land of old extent of the barrony of Herbertshire --- and furth of all and 
haill the twenty shilling land of old extent of the lands of Clachary lying within the barony 
of Dundass and sheriffdom of Stirling and regality of Montrose 

1755 Roy Clachharich 
1759 GD220/1/L/3/5/10   Disposition by Thomas Forrester, with consent of Ann Haldan, his spouse, in favour of 

William, Duke of Montrose, his heirs and assignees, of the wester half of the 40 shilling 
land of Slachristock, the whole 40 shilling land of Clachary and the 40 shilling land of 
Blairblinchy comprehending the Burnhouse and the Braes of Blairblinchy, lying in the 
barony of Dundaff, parish of Moniaburgh now called Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Containing procuratory of resignation ad remanentiam.  20 Nov 1759   

1784 AOS 522 John Stewart, son of David Stewart, as heir to Elizabeth Adam, tenant, Clacharie, his 
great-grandaunt, seised in part of Clacharie, parish of Kilsyth – in bond by David Liddell, 
portioner, Clacharie 1707, on Precect of Clare Constat by Commissioners of William, 
Duke of Montrose. P.R. 28.340 

1784 AOS 541 William, Duke of Montrose, gets Ren. by the Kirk Session of Kilsyth & John Stewart of 
Glenhead and his curators, of part of Clacharie, parish of Kilsyth ;- in bond 1707. G.R. 
413.107 

1817 Grassom Clacharie 
1821 Ainslie Clachanich 
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1859 OS Clacharie (ruin) 
CLACHARIE BURN KSY NS7082 [1] 
 
1859 OS Clacharie Burn 
1980 OS Clacharie Burn. 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Clacharie Burn 
COCK HILL KSY NS7182 [1]  NS719827 
 
1859 OS Cock Hill 
1980 OS Cock Hill. 
COCK LAWS # KSY NS7177 [4] 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] and of Huic to Mairoriescheillis Cockelawis and Water of Kelving on the south part 
COLZIUM KSY NS7278 [1]  NS729787 
 
1553 RMS iv 851  [L] Colzem – occupied by John Fynlay, Alexander Duncan, John Ranking, Michael 

Strathearn 
1590 Pont Colyam Cast. 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Colzeame 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice manor place houses [etc],  
1620 RS58/2 f.69 lands of Kylsythe known commonly as lie Calzame with manor place [etc.] 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 

and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Colzeame with the tower and 
fortalice, manor place, houses, biggins, yards, orchards, parts and pertinents thereof 

1634 RS58/6 f.188 [L] John Merschell in Colzeame  
1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice manor place houses [etc] 
1755 Roy Coylum 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending .… Colzeam. G.R. 437.12 
1859 OS Colzium 
1956 Stirlingshire i No.204 Colzium 
1980 OS Colzium 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Colzium 
COLZIUMBEA # KSY NS7377 [1] NS739775  
 
1553 RMS iv 851 [L] Over Calzemba and Rochill – occupied by Henry Ker, William Bard, Richard Neilson, 

wedo Marchell, John Graham 
 Nether Calzemba occupied by Thomas Bard, David Bard, Henry Ker,  
1590 Pont Collanbe 
1620 RS58/2 f.126 [L] [endorsed “sasine for David Zuill and Alexander Zuill his son of the lands of 

Calzebae”] compeared upon the lands underwritten, David Zuill in Nedder Calzebae and 
Alexander Zuill his eldest lawfull son having in his hand a charter with precept of sasine in 
favour of the said David Zuill and Isobelle Livingstoune his spouse, from the honourable 
William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, --- all and haill the lands of Nedder Calzebae 
extending to a fourth part of the said lands occupied by the said David and lying in the 
barony of Kilsythe [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Andrew Grahame, minister at the kirk 
[eclesiam] of Monyabroch --- Henry Merschell in Ower Calzebae 

1620 RS58/2 f.127 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Henry Merschell of Over Calzebae”] personally compeared 
Henry Merschell in Over Calzebae having in his hand a charter with precept of sasine from 
the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, --- of all and haill the lands of 
Over Calzebae extending to a fourth part of the said lands now occupied by the said Henry 
lying in the barony of Kilsythe [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Andrew Grahame, minister at 
the kirk [eclesiam] of Monyabroch, Robert Grahame in Calzebae 

1620 RS58/2 f.128 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Robert Graham of the lands of Calzebae known as Ruch hill”] 
compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Grahame in Calzebae having in his hand a 
charter with precept of sasine from the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, 
knight, --- of all and haill the lands of Calzebae occupied by the said Robert and which are 
known as Ruch hill extending to a fourth part of the lands of Ovir Calzebae with houses 
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[etc] lying within the barony of Kilsythe [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Andrew Grahame, 
minister at the kirk [eclesiam] of Monyabroch, Henry Mitschell there, David Zuill and 
Alexander Zuill, his son, there and Henry [sorllan] in Holenbus 

1621 RS58/2 f.153 Robert Millare in Calzeambie  
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Colzeambeais Ovir and Nather 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending lands of Colzuambeais Over and Nether 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] East and West lands of Calzeambeas Over and Nather 
1726 Gordon Columbee – see Stirlingshire i No.99 
1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 

the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris agellariis 
to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the Darg 
Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

1755 Roy Calumbeaa 
1783 AOS 350 Alexander Laing, tenant, Neilston of Kilsyth, seised in part of Over Columbey called 

Rouchhill, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Henry Marshall of Rouchhill. P.R. 27.459 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Over and Nether Colzeambeas. G.R. 437.12 
1788 AOS 1357 Townhead of Colliambae – north side of the Meiklewood of Colliambae, parish of 

Kilsyth 
1788 AOS 1360 part of Over Colliambae called Ruchhill,parish of Kilsyth  
1795 AOS 3005 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Resig. & Rem. – of part of the barony of 

Easter Kilsyth, comprehending. Ballanton, Easter & Wester Auchinrivoch, Over & Nether 
Colziumbeas 

1808 AOS 5944 of the privilege of pasturage and of casting peats and turf in the Common Muir of Easter 
Barony of Kilsyth effeiring to one fourth part of Over Colziambae called Ruchill, parish of 
Moniaburgh 

1817 Grassom Colziumbae - site coincides with Craigmarloch Stables 
1818 AOS 8863 fourth part of Over Columby called Roughill, parish of Kilsyth  
1859 OS  Colziumbea Plantation [NS739777] 
1898 OS Colziumbea Plantation 
 
COLZIUM BURN KSY NS7279 [1]  NS726792 
 
1898 OS Colzium Burn 
1980 OS Colzium Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Colzium Burn 
CORRIE KSY NS6979 [1]  NS690791 
 
1755 Roy Corey 
1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, Deerpark, 

Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & Smiddyhill, 
parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1796 OSA p.234n Corrie 
1817 Grassom Corrie 
1845 NSA  Corrie 
1859 OS  Corrie 
1912 CDS13 Corrie - A. Brown 
1980 OS Corrie 
CORRIE BURN KSY NS6778 [1] 
 
1859 OS Corrie Burn 
1958 OS Corrie Burn 
CORRIE SPOUT KSY  NS6789 [1]   NS675789 
 
1859 OS Corrie Spout 
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2001 OS Explorer 349   Corrie Spout 
COURT HILL # KSY NS7277 [1]  NS724776 
 
1796 OSA p 297 In the Bar-Wood (from whence it doubtless derived its name) there is an eminence still 

called the Court Hill, where the haughty Barons were wont to sit in judgement. 
1859 OS Court Hill 
1898 OS Court Hill 
COUTCHES – THE KSY NS7177 [1] 
 
Hugo Miller, ‘Kilsyth and the Coutches’ (Kilsyth 1977) states that the term was used prior to 1808 
COVENANTERS’ CAVE NS7283[1] NS722785  
 
1845 NSA Covenanters’ Cave 
1865 OS Covenanters’ Cave 
CRAGENAIRR NS7679 [2] 
 
1708 RS59/12 f.294 Comperit personalie Andrew Din in Coldounhill as actorney for Agnes Laing daughter 

lawful to William Laing of Braikenlies now spouse to William Grahame of Thomrawer --- 
just and equal half of that his room of Thomrawer and in the just and equal half of that part 
and portion of lands called Cragenairr being the fourth part of the eighteen shilling two 
pennie land of Thomrawer with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Grahame at 
Gateside of Colzembae 

CRAIGDOUFFIE # KSY NS7580 [1] NS750808 
 
1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] Robert Anderson in Craigduffie  
1859 OS Craigdouffie 
CRAIGDOUFFIE BURN KSY NS7480 [1]  NS749807 
 
1980 OS Craigdouffie Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigdouffie Burn 
CRAIGEND see Craigs 
CRAIGENGOYNE KSY NS7278 [1]  NS721783 
 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.433 Craigengoyne 
CRAIGHEAD KSY NS7378 [1]  NS738783  
 
1859 OS  Craighead 
CRAIGMARLOCH MILL KSY NS7378 [1]  NS737780 
 
1845 NSA p.160 Craigmarloch Mill  - ‘a paper mill at Townhead, Mr Lusk’s, …. of recent origin 
1859 OS  Townhead Paper Mills (ruins) 
1898 OS Millboard Works 
2001 SCRAN These works were established in about 1936 by Bain Brothers to make board. It replaced 

an earlier mill on the same site, which had machinery for the intermittent production of 
board. The Bain Brothers' firm was known as the Craigmarloch Paper Co.  

2001 SBTI  Watson, James paper maker Duntocher and Kilsyth; Townhead Mill 1832 was in the hands 
of John Luke in 1853. It is in the 1852 Mill List without an owner's name.  

 
CRAIGMARLOCH STABLES  KSY NS7377 [1]  NS739775 [1] 
 
1859 OS  Craigmarloch Stables 
CRAIGROOT (# KSY NS6877 [1]  NS689777  
 
1859 OS  Craigroot 
CRAIGS # KSY NS7478 [1] NS746788 
 
1817 Grassom Craigs 
1859 OS Craigs 
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1980 OS Craigs 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigs 
CRAIGSTONE KSY NS7378 [2] 
 
1509 RMS ii 3399 [L] 33 solidatas  9 denariatas terrarum de Cragstoun, in territorio de Kilsith 
1639 RS58/7 f.245 [L] John Smyth in Craigtoune 
1688 RS83/1 f.14.12 Patrick Merschell, merchant in Kilsyth and Alexander Merschell his son of ane annualrent 

out of the lands of Taigstoune called Craigston. Registered on the  248th leaf of the said 
Register. [RS59/7 has – Wester Taigstone commonlie called Craigsteanes] 

1736 RS59/17 f.81v [L] just and equall half of the lands of Bruckyside being ane sixteenth part of all and haill 
the lands of Auchinrivoch bounded as follows viz the lands of Risque and Craigtowns on 
the south the lands of Colliam on the west the high dyke of the common muir on the north 
and the lands possest by Alexander Rowat being the just and equal half of the said lands of 
Bruickieside on the east parts together with ane Hanging Brae consisting of about half ane 
acre of ground between the Glen Burh [sic] and Collam park dyke on the Braehead with 
the priviledge of the common muir of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth 

1755 Roy Craigstanes 
1766 HH1/29 Craigstones 
1786 AOS 948 parts of the baronies of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Drumcrocher, Neilston, & Mill of 

Garvel; Riskend, Cragstons, Woodend & Colzeambae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.17 

2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigstone Wood 
CROFTINGLAND NS7679 [2] 
 
1683 GD1/185/3 Instrument of sasine of the nine shilling and one penny lands, being the western third part 

of the lower half of the lands of Wester Auchencloigh with two rigs of lands known as the 
Croftingland in the parish of Monyaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling in favour of James 
Patrick now portioner of Auchencloich, son of deceased James Patrick, portioner of 
Thomrawer, following on a Precept of Clare Constat by Mr William Livingstone of 
Killsyth [Kilsyth]. 9 Feb 1683. 9 Feb 1683  

CROSSMYLOOF KSY # NS7483 [1]  NS741833 [1] 
 
1749 RS59/19 f.313v James Miller tennant in Quinzie Miln with a disposition granted by James Muirhead sone 

to John Muirhead tennant in Southside --- annualrent furth of Bentend and Crossmyloof --- 
barony of Dundaff and parish of Kilsyth  

1755 Roy Cross my Luffe 
1814 RHP24844   Photocopy of plan of farms of Cross-my-Loof, Bentend and Slafarquhar (Slafarquer), the 

property of Mr. Miller of Orchard:   
1817 Grassom Crossmyloof 
1817 AOS 8428 William Benny, farmer Crossmyloof 
1821 Ainslie` Crossmyloof 
1848 CRA XB2/1/28 Crossmyloof 
 
cf Teampull Mo-Luigh – Watson p.518 
CROSS RIDGE # KSY NS7678 [2] 
 
1746 RS59/19 f.37 part of the room and lands called Neither Mealling of Auchincloich lying bewest the East 

Dyke of the meadow called Kelvenhead Meadow to the east and of the Ridge called Cross 
Ridge and on the south side of the Kings heighway  

CURRYMIRE NS736782 [1] 
 
1817 Grassom Currymire 
1845 NSA  Currymire 
1859 OS  Currymire 
1903 Johnston 1903  Currymire, Kilsyth, hybrid, G. coire, ‘a cauldron’, ‘a glen’ ‘a corrie’ and English mire 
1912 CDS13 Curriemyre, James Smith, farmer 
1980 OS Currymire 
DEERPARK # KSY NS7180 [4] 
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1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, 
Deerpark, Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & 
Smiddyhill, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

DOCK WATER KSY NS7076 [1]  NS700764 
 
1743 RS59/18 f.316 Elizabeth Cornwall daughter to the deceast James Cornwall of Bantone --- all and haill the 

tenements of land house [etc.] lying with the Easter and Wester baronies of Kilsyth parish 
of Monyaibroch and sheriffdom of Stirling --- bounded therin and aftermentioned Viz: six 
acres of ground with a piece of ode ground Including the Drowned Acre as the same is 
lying inn breath and lenth Bounded by the park and burn sometimes called the Dock 
Water upon the north west parts and by a ditch and fale dyke on the south and east parts 
1859 OS  

1859 OS Dock Water 
1898 OS Dock Water 
1980 OS Dock Water 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dock Water 
DOVECOTE WOOD KSY NS7178 [1]  NS714784 
 
1817 Grassom 
1845 NSA  There is no district where there is a greater abundance of springs of wholesome water. 

Wellshot opposite Auchinvole, St Mirrens well, south of woodend, and Kitty-fristy well, 
on the hill road to Stirling, known to all fooot passengers, are powerful springs of most 
delicious water. The mineral spring at Dovecot Wood is now scarcely perceptible. There is 
one in the glen near Garrel mill. 

1859 OS Dovecot Wood 
1980 OS Dovecot Wood 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dovecot Wood 
DROWNED ACRE # KSY NS7178 [2] 
 
1743 RS59/18 f.316 Elizabeth Cornwall daughter to the deceast James Cornwall of Bantone --- all and haill the 

tenements of land house [etc.] lying with the Easter and Wester baronies of Kilsyth parish 
of Monyaibroch and sheriffdom of Stirling --- bounded therin and aftermentioned Viz: six 
acres of ground with a piece of ode ground Including the Drowned Acre as the same is 
lying inn breath and lenth Bounded by the park and burn sometimes called the Dock Water 
upon the north west parts and by a ditch and fale dyke on the south and east parts  

DRUMBRECK see Dumbreck  KSY NS7077 [1]  NS705776 
DRUMBRECKFIELD 
 
1633 RS58/6 f.58 [L] John Thomsoune in Drumbrekfeild 
DRUMBUOY NS722823 
 
1859 OS  Drumbuoy 
1980 OS Drumbuoy 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Drumbuoy 
DRUM BURN KSY NS7479 [1]  NS742794  
 
1845 NSA Drum Burn 
1859 OS  Drum Burn 
1980 OS Drum Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Drum Burn 
DRUMICH # KSY NS7580 [2] 
 
1755 Roy Drumich 
DRUMNESSIE KSY NS7380 [1]  NS736804 
 
1639 RS58/7 f.245 [L] James Grahame in Drumnissie 
1698 RS59/10 f.23v John Benny of Doups of Denny as baillie – William Laying elder of Brackenlyes who past 

to the ground of the lands of Drumness --- part and portion of lands of Panton called 
Drumness with houses [etc] --- paroochin of Monieaburgh  
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1753 RS59/20 f.147 lands of Drumnessie --- bounded by the lands of Auchinrivoch and Berryhill on the west 
and on the east by the lands of Meadow Wards and Tapit Know and on the north by a fail 
dike 

1755 Roy Drumnessy 
1676 RS59/5 f.317v James Patrick second lawful son to the late Edward Patrick in Cairneboge with William 

Layeng in Brackenlyes as actorney for Jonet Layeng his daughter now spouse to the said 
James --- charter granted be Alexander Starke of Bantone --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumnesse being a sevent pairt of his fyve pund land of Bantone 

1859 OS Drumnessie 
1898 OS Drumnessie 
1912 CDS13 Drumnessie - Robert Glen, farmer 
1980 OS Drumnessie (Farm) 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Drumnessie 
DRUMTROCHER KSY NS7179 [1]  NS718792 
 
1553 RMS iv 851 [L] Drumtrochir - occupied by John Cunyburgh, James Levingstoun, Thomas 

Auchinwode, William Nemok, Andrew Rankyne, John Rankyne 
1620 RS58/2 f.69 John Tailzeour in Drumtroiche 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] [endorsed “sasine for James Scott of the lands of Trumtrochare”] compeared James 

Scott in [foyb-is] having in his hand a charter of sasine from lord William Livingstoune of 
Kilsythe --- a fourth part of the lands of Drumtrochar with houses [etc.] possessed and 
occupied by William Rankeine --- lying in the barony of Kilsythe --- [witnesses to charter] 
Alexander Livingstoune of Wodend [baillie] Alexander Livingstoune in Taigstoune, James 
Millar in Ballmalloche, James [Scheache] in [--] and John millar in Gairrell Milne 
[witnesses to seis] James Babeage in Kilsayth, Malcolm [Stewart?] in D[ru]rigiloco, James 
millar in Kingis Hauche and Adam King, servant to the said William Livingstoune of 
Kilsyth  

1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands 
Drumtrocher  

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Drumtrocher and Monyabroch 
with the advocation of the parish church of Monyabroch 

1632 RS58/5 f.338 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten George Bell eldest 
son lawful to Andrew Bell provost [prepositue] of Lynlithgow David Baird in Bar as 
procurator for Jonete Mylne spouse to the said George Bell and Alexander Levingstoune in 
Woodend as baillie in that part Andrew Bell and Cristine Gibbiesoune his spouse and the 
said George Bell and David Baird having a charter granting and conceding all and haill a 
quarter of his quarter part of the lands known as Drumtrocher occupied by Thomas 
Rankyne Walter Thomsoune and Alexander Auchinvoll lying within the barrony of Kilsyth 
and  sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] John Gray in Leyngzie  

1634 RS58/6 f.188 [L] with fuel from the peatery in Reidmoss [also Ridmoss] of Drumtrocher  
1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Drumtroche and Moneabruche with the advocation of the parish church of 

Moneabruche  
1688 RS83/1 f.16.19 Alexander Maxwell chamberlain in Killsythe of the lands of Drumtrocher. Registered on 

the  273rd and 274th leaves of the said Register  
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Drumcrocher,. G.R. 437.12 
1791 AOS 2018 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Drumtrocher & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 492.118  

1817 Grassom Drumtrocher 
1859 OS  Drumtrocher 
1980 OS Drumtrocher 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Drumtrocher 
DRUMTROCHER CROFT # KSY NS7179 [2]  
 
1694 RS83/1 f.50v.5 ten falls of land or thereby at Drumtocher croft in the paroch  of Monyaburgh upon a 

charter from Mr William Livingstoun of Kilsyth. Registered on the 293rd and 294th leaves 
of the said Register 

1694 RS59/8 f.294 fyve falls of land last taken of Lyes in Drumtrocher Croft  
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DRUNTY WOOD # KSY NS7077 [4] 
 
1898 OS Drunty Wood 
DULLATOR BOG KSY NS7578 [1] 
 
1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 

the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris agellariis 
to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the Darg 
Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

DUMBRECK # KSY NS7077 [1]  NS705776 
 
1590 Pont Drumbreck 
1633 RS58/6 f.58 [L] John Thomsoune in Drumbrekfeild 
1755 Roy Drumbriak 
1859 OS Dumbreck 
1898 OS Dumbreck 
1980 OS Dumbreck Farm 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dumbreck 
DYKEHEAD KSY NS690780 [1] NS690780 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Dykehead 
1787 AOS 1183 parts of the barony of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz Taigston, Auchincrivoch, Tomfin, 

Auchhincloich, and Dykehead, parish of Monieburgh or Kilsyth 
1817 Grassom Dykehead 
1912 CDS13 Dykehead  - John Fairbairn 
1980 OS Dykehead 

EASTER AUCHINRIVOCH see AUCHINRIVOCH - EASTER 
EBROCH BURN KSY NS7277 [1]  NS721779 
 
1590 Pont Abbroch B. 
1796 OSA pp.245-246 Ebroch Burn 
1845 NSA  Ebroch Burn 
1980 OS Ebroch Burn 
 
cf Monyabroch 
FAUGHLIN BURN KSY NS7483 [1]  NS743835     
 
1859 OS Faughlin Burn 
1894 LOH Faughlin Burn  
1899 OS Faughlin Burn 
1980 OS Faughlin Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Faughlin Burn 
 
This burn rises in Kilsyth Parish and forms part of the boundary between it and the parish of Denny. 
FINNOCH HAUCH outwith parish 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne, 
with the tower, fortalice, mill, multures and outsets, tenendries etc., half of the lands of 
Glesswellis now known as Fannochhauch and Myddilthrid … and which the king has 
incorporated in the free barony of Wester-Kilsyth, ordaining the old place of Wester 
Kilsyth in the town of Over Gawell to be the principal messuage thereof 

1552 RMS iv 769 [L] Regina etc., confirmavit Willelmo Levingstoun de Kilsyth, et Cristine Grahame ejus 
sponse,- 40 solidat terrerum antiqui extentus de Fennochauch, in baronia de Kilsyth, vic 
Striveling  

1590 Pont Fannochhaugh 
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1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- lands and barony of Waster Kilsyith;- half of the lands of 
Gleswallis with the pertinents called Fynnochauch and Midlethrid 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 
barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth - all and haill the lands 
of Gleswellis with pertinents called Fynnochhaugh and mill 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] all and haill the half of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called Finnoche 
Hauch and Midlethrid lying within the bailly lands of  Ge[dics’] 

FISHERMEN'S WELL KSY NS7181 [1]  NS713814 
 
1898 OS Fishermen's Well 
1980 OS Fishermen's Well 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Fishermen's Well 
FOREBRAE # KSY 7679 [2]  
 
1726 Gordon Forebrae  
 
A stone-walled structure on a hill called Forebrae at Auchincloich; see Stirlingshire i No. 93 
GALLOW HILL # KSY NS6978 [1]  NS690783 
 
1859 OS  Gallow Hill 
1980 OS Gallow Hill 
GARRELL BURN NS703802 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 

barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the 
mill – lying upon the west side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others underwritten 
viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at the west side 
of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west  

1743 RS59/18 f.316 Elizabeth Cornwall daughter to the deceast James Cornwall of Bantone --- all and haill the 
tenements of land house [etc.] lying with the Easter and Wester baronies of Kilsyth parish 
of Monyaibroch and sheriffdom of Stirling --- bounded therin and aftermentioned Viz: --- 
also there tennements of lands houses amd yeard possessed by James Ranken Bounded by 
the common street on the east the lands sometimes belonging to umquhille John Small on 
the south by the noble viscount Kilsyth hedge now planted on the west and by the lands of 
John Rankine on the north with a piece of ground Including an malt kiln joyning to the 
north of the foresaid John Rankines houses and also that tennement of lands and houses 
and yeard belonging to James Stark Bailie of Kilsyth presently posssest by Jean Mcarthur 
Bounded by the High Street on the west and the Garal Burn on the north by the way 
heading to the Bridge on the south and east parts thereof and sicklike the tennement of 
houses and land and yeards sometime belonging to the  deceast John and Andrew Ronald 
bounded by the common Street on the west by the lands of John Henderson on the north 
west by the lands sometime possessed by William Semple on the east by the Garal Burn on 
the south  

1796 OSA p.224 Garrell Burn 
1796 OSA XVIII p.225 On the Garrel burn, there is a fullers miln, a lint and buffing, a meal and a barley miln. 
1845 NSA  Garrell Burn 
1859 OS Garrell Burn 
1980 OS Garrell Burn 
GARRELL GLEN KSY NS7178 [1]  NS719783 
 
1796 OSA p.240 Glen Garrel 
1845 NSA  There is no district where there is a greater abundance of springs of wholesome water. 

Wellshot opposite Auchinvole, St Mirrens well, south of woodend, and Kitty-fristy well, 
on the hill road to Stirling, known to all fooot passengers, are powerful springs of most 
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delicious water. The mineral spring at Dovecot Wood is now scarcely perceptible. There is 
one in the glen near Garrel mill. 

1856 Stirlingshire ii No.573 Garrell Burn 
GARRELL HILL KSY NS7081 [1]  NS704811 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne,  
1590 Pont Garuald Hill 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 

barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the 
mill – lying upon the west side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne and a part on 
the east of the upper part of Blakhillis beyond Birkinburnis – and the lands of Blairblinchie 
on the north to Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to 
Greinburne on the west and aqua de Kelving on the south side – all and haill the lands of 
Gleswellie with pertinents called Fynnochhaugh and mill  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others underwritten 
viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at the west side 
of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west  

1798 AOS 3488 lands of Barrwood, Garrellhill and Stone quarries effeiring thereto, parish of Kilsyt 
1845 NSA  Garrell Hill 
1859 OS Garrell Hill 
1980 OS Garrell Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Garrell Hill 
GARRELL MILL # KSY NS7278 [1]  NS720782 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] John Millar in Gairrell Milne  
1620 RS58/2 f.116v [L] John Miller at the Mill of Eist Kilsythe commonly called Garvall Myln 
1620 RS58/2 f.118v [L] [endorsed “sasine for John Millar of Garvall Myln in Kilsythe”] compeared upon the 

Mill-land and the Mill underwritten, John Forrester in Eist Kilsythe, baillie in that part for 
the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, with a precept of sasine in favour 
of John Miller at the Mill of Eist Kilsythe known as Garvall Myln and Joneta Suord his 
spouse, the foresaid John Miller having in his hand a charter of alienation from the 
honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, --- all and haill the Mill called 
Garvall Myln in Eist Kilsythe occupied by the foresaid John Millar and Robert Millar, his 
father, with the Mill-lands, multures, sequels [etc] lying in the barony of Kilsythe [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] Robert Grahame in [b]os[t/c]hill,[Bocastell?] William Suord in Burne, 
Henry Curbie in Eist Kilsythe, John Baird in Kilsyth and George Adam there 

1633 RS58/6 f.58 [L] John Millar in Gorall Mylne  
1639 RS58/7 f.245 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Miller at 

Garren Mylne and Jonet Forrester his spouse and entered into all and haill that five pound 
land of Ballintoune and six shilling land of the said lands having in his hands a precept of 
sasine from John Levingstoune of Ballintoune, hereditary proprietor of the lands and others 
underwritten --- James Starke in Auchinvoill [witnesses to sasine] James Russell, 
ludemagistra at Moneabruct, James Grahame in Drumnissie, John Smyth in Craigtoune  

1648 RS58/8 f.313v Garralmylne 
1682 RS59/6 f.316v [L] James Millar now at Garrell Milne with the consent of Jonet Forrester my mother relict 

of umquhile John Millar sometyme at Garrell Mylne my father  
1715 RS59/13 f.252v Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Marshell in 

Nether Croye and Hendrie Marshell in Tounhead at Collzeam Brae (recte Collzeambae) for 
themeselves and as actorneys for John Millar at Gonzie Miln overseers and managers of 
the estate and means of Hendrie Millar laufull son to the deceast James Millar att Garrell 
Miln Kilsyth 

1786 AOS 948 parts of the baronies of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Drumcrocher, Neilston, & Mill of 
Garvel; Riskend, Cragstons, Woodend & Colzeambae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.17 

1796 OSA XVIII p.225 On the Garrel burn, there is a fulling miln, a lint and buffing, a meal and a barley miln. 
1859 OS Garrell Mill 
1898 OS  Garrell Mill 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.363 Garrell Mill (see too ii 432) 
GATESIDE # KSY NS7077 [1]  NS709779 
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1755 Roy Gateside 
1817 Grassom Gateside 
1859 OS Gateside 
GATESIDE # KSY NS7578 [1]  NS751783 [1] 
 
1708 RS59/12 f.294 John Grahame at Gateside of Colzembae 
1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 

the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris agellariis 
to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the Darg 
Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

1834  RHP6351   Plan of Auchinrivoch, Auchinvalley, Berryhill, Gateside and Inchterf, part of the estate of 
Kilsyth 

1817 Grassom Gateside 
1845 NSA  Gateside 
1859 OS  Gateside 
1980 OS Gateside 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Gateside 
GAVELL KSY NS6977 [1]  NS694771 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne, 
with the tower, fortalice, mill, multures and outsets, tenendries etc., half of the lands of 
Glesswellis now known as Fannochhauch and Myddilthrid … and which the king has 
incorporated in the free barony of Wester-Kilsyth, ordaining the old place of Wester 
Kilsyth in the town of Over Gawell to be the principal messuage thereof 

1590 Pont Gauell 
1694 RS83/1 f.50.6 James Rankine in Nether Gavell of James Rankine of Bogsyde his just and equall half of 

the lands and Gleib of Monyaburgh with houses and biggins – with the liberty of casting of 
peet in the Red Moss of Drumtocher and pasturage of his cattell upon the muir of the 
samen. Registered on the  288th and 289th leaves of the said Register 

1755 Roy Gavell 
1845 NSA  Gaval 
1859 OS  Gavell – Over Gavell 
1859 OS Gavell 
1912 CDS13 Gavell - Neil Munro 
1980 OS Gavell  
GIRNALFORD WOOD # KSY NS7472 [1] NS747722 
 
1898 OS Girnalford Wood 
 
There is no sign of a stream here! 
GIRNAL HILL # KSY NS7478 [1]  NS747783 
 
1980 OS Girnal Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Girnal Hill 
GLEBE OF MONIABROCH (# KSY NS7177 [2] 
 
1688 RS83/1 f.16v.4 James Rannken of Bogsyde of the half of the lands of the Glib of Monieaburgh. 

Registered on the  276th and 277th leaves of the said Register. [RS59/7 has – Glebe] 
1694 RS83/1 f.50.6 James Rankine in Nether Gavell of James Rankine of Bogsyde his just and equall half of 

the lands and Gleib of Monyaburgh with houses and biggins – with the liberty of casting 
of peet in the Red Moss of Drumtocher and pasturage of his cattell upon the muir of the 
samen. Registered on the  288th and 289th leaves of the said Register 

1845 NSA the glebe 
GLEDSTANE – THE # KSY NS7578 [1]  NS750785 
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1898 OS The Gledstane  
GLEDSTANE WOOD # KSY NS7578 [1] 
 
1898 OS Gledstane Wood 
GLEN BURN KSY NS7379 [2]  NS7379 [3] 
 
1736 RS59/17 f.81v [L] just and equall half of the lands of Bruckyside being ane sixteenth part of all and haill 

the lands of Auchinrivoch bounded as follows viz the lands of Risque and Craigtowns on 
the south the lands of Colliam on the west the high dyke of the common muir on the north 
and the lands possest by Alexander Rowat being the just and equal half of the said lands of 
Bruickieside on the east parts together with ane Hanging Brae consisting of about half ane 
acre of ground between the Glen Burh [sic] and Collam park dyke on the Braehead with 
the priviledge of the common muir of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth 

GLENHEAD KSY NS7480 [1]  NS747801 
 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v.2 James Somervaill, [harling] of Glenhead - annualrent out of William Grahame of 

Auchincloch his Over and Nather mealings of Auchincloch. Registered on the  529th leaf of 
the said Register 

1784 AOS 541 John Stewart of Glenhead and his curators. G.R. 413.107 
1817 Grassom Glenhead 
1859 OS Glenhead 
1980 OS Glenhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Glenhead 

GOYNY see Queenzieburn 
GOYNY BURN KSY NS6976 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Goyny Burn  
 
GOYNY – MILL OF see Queenzie Mill 
GRAY MARE KSY NS6880 [1]  NS688801 
 
1859 OS Gray Mare 
1898 OS Gray Mare 
1980 OS Gray Mare. 
 
This is almost certainly to be read as *gray muir or *gray mire. 
GREENBANK # KSY NS6978 [1] NS692788 
 
1821 Ainslie Greenbank 
1859 OS  Greenbank 
GREEN BANK KSY NS7180 [1]  NS716809 
 
1817 Grassom Greenbank 
1859 OS  Green Bank 
1898 OS Green Bank 
1980 OS Green Bank 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Green Bank 
GREEN BURN # KSY NS6882 [3] 
 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] the lands of Blairblinchie on the north to Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and 

Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to Greinburne on the west and aqua de Kelving on the 
south side 

GREENCROOK # KSY NS7083 [2] 
 
1668 RS59/3 f.86v Andrew Dicksone of Kirkamuir --- that part and parcell of meidow callit Greincrook 

lyand on the south side of the Water of Carrone 
GREENHILL FAULDS # KSY NS7479 [3]  
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1721 RS59/14 f.306v [L] Henry Marishall in Tounhead of Colliambae as actorney in name of William Bow in 

Wester Auchinrivoch --- granted be the trustees appointed to act in Scotland --- to inquire 
into the estates of certain Traitors and of popish recusants and of estates given to 
superstitious uses in order to raise money out of them specifically the use of the public --- 
act for vesting in the forfeited estates in Great Britain and Ireland of all and haill and sixth 
part of the town and lands of Auchinrivoch with houses [etc] --- with the casting of peat 
and turfs and divots on the ground called Blairty Moss with the privilege to the said 
William Bow of ane loan for driving and pasturing of cattle from the north west end of his 
outfield to the Greenhill Faulds he having the liberty of haf of the water running through 
the strand throw the said loan As also the just and equall half of the two faulds called the 
Greenhill Faulds And sicklike six ridges of Wester Greenhill Faulds with ane piece of 
meadow and pasture lyin on the south end of the Green Hill Faulds Together with the 
equal half of ane darg of meadow and ane rind of land or thereby with liberty also to the 
said William Bow of leading of Hay fulzie and turffs in the Greengate to and from his 
house to the Outfield and with liberty also of leadding hia corns and hay from his outfield 
to his house in the common Sladeway conform to use and wont --- all lying in the Easter 
Barony of Kilsyth parioch of Monnaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1751 RS59/19 f.467 [L] William Bow portioner of Auchinrivoch --- all and haill his just and equal sixth part of 
the town and lands of Auchinrivoch --- with the liberty of casting peats turfs and divotts on 
the ground called Blairlee Moss with the liberty of loan and road for driving called from 
the end of his outfield lands to Greenhill Faulds As also the just and eequall half of the 
two Greenhill Faulds --- all lyiing within the barony of Herbertshire and parish of 
Monaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1788 AOS 1367 Auchinreoch and half of the two Greenhill folds, parish of Kilsyth 
HAILSTANE BURN KSY NS6779 [1]  NS675792 
 
1796 OSA XVIII p.235 Hailstain burn  
1845 NSA  Hailstone Burn 
1859 OS  Hailstane Burn 
1958 OS Hailstane Burn 
 
cf Halstangbog, Dunipace 
HANGING BRAE # KSY NS7279 [3] 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.308 John Rowat in Brookieside in the Easter Barrony of Kilsyth --- all and heall the just and 

equall half of of all and heall the lands of Brookieside being ane sixteen part of all and eall 
the lands of Auchinrivoch with houses [etc] together with ane hanging brae consisting of 
about half an acre --- all lying within the East Barrony of Kilsyth pariochen of Moniaburgh 
and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1736 RS59/17 f.81v [L] Bruckyside, part of Auchinrivoch and Hanging Brae and common muir of Kilsyth 
1737 RS59/17 f.134v Auchinrivoch – Bruickyside - annualrent furth of Bruickyside and ane hanging brae 

consisting of about half ane acre  – east barony of Kilsyth Parish of Muneyaburgh  
1806 AOS 5461 ½ of the lands of Brockieside being 1/16 part of the lands of Auchinrevock with the 

Hanging Brae consisting of about ½ acre of ground. 
HAUGH (# KSY NS7383 [1]  NS735837 
 
1749 RS59/19 f.311 Appeared Andrew Adam of Bentend having in his hands disposition granted by John 

Provand portioner of Slafarquhar --- all and haill these parts and portions of the one merk 
land of Slafarquhar and muir thereof to wit that part or portion of land called the Haugh 
lying contigue to the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the west the Water 
of Carron on the north and the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the south 
south and east. As also that other parcille of laboured ground called the Molland lying 
south west from the Bentend houses Incompassed around with the said Andrew Adam his 
lands and meadows of Bentend near to the room and houses of Slafarchar and also that 
other piece of outfield ground called the Burns inclosed with a dyke about the same near to 
the muir --- all lying within the parish of Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1766 HH1/29 Haugh 
1784 AOS 456 James Miller of Bentend, seised in the teinds of Bentend, Haugh, Molland & Burns, parish 

of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.120 
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1808 AOS 5778 land of Slafarquhar known by the name of Bentend; and piece of land called the Haugh, 
the Molland and the Burns, extending to a 6s 8d land of a 13s 4d land of the said 40s land 
of Slafarquhar. P.R. 43.242 

HUNT HILL KSY NS7181 [1]   NS715813 
 
1859 OS Hunt Hill 
1898 OS Hunt Hill 
1980 OS Hunt Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Hunt Hill 
HUNTLEYS KNOW # KSY NS7679 [3] 
 
1746 RS59/19 f.37 all and haill the fourth part of the Rume of lands called the Over Mealling of Auchencloich 

west ward from the Strype of Huntlys Know and the other march neat the east end of 
Langdrumy  

 
INCHGEANSCHAHY KSY 
 
1654 Blaeu Inchgeanschahy 
 
Blaeu has run two inch names together: Pont has ‘Inchgogyl’ and ‘Inschahy’. 
INCHGOGYL  # KSY NS6876 [3] 
 
1590 Pont Inchgogyl 
 
cf Carnegogyl (Kelso 102) Karnegogyl (Kelso 103) 
cf Dehochels, Falkirk 
INSCHAHY # NS6876 [3] 
 
1590 Pont  Inschahy 
INCHLEES # KSY NS6876 [3]  NS6876 
 
1755 Roy Inchlees 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

1788 AOS 1329 Thomas Forrester, tenant, Inchlees, seised in a tenement in Kilsyth 
INCHTERF KSY NS6775 [1]  NS679755 
 
1590 Pont Inchtarfe 
1755 Roy Inch Tarffe 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

1817 Grassom Inchterf 
1834 RHP6351   Plan of Auchinrivoch, Auchinvalley, Berryhill, Gateside and Inchterf, part of the estate of 

Kilsyth 
1845 NSA Inchterf 
1869 OS Inchterf 
1912 CDS13 Inchterf - William Craig 
1980 OS Inchterf 
INCHWOOD KSY NS6876 [1]  NS682769 
 
1590 Pont Inchwoode 
1685 RS59/7 f.26 David Patrick in Inschwood 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.11 David Patrick in Inschwood of ane nyne shilling ane pennie land in Auchincloch and tuo 

rigs lying contigue thereto. Registered on the  26th leaf of the said Register 
1697 RS59/9 f.55v [L] James Patrick in Inchwood 
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1708 RS59/12 f.372 [L] Catharin Pitilloch lawful daughter to the deceast Charles Pitilloch merchant in Dundee 
--- contract of marriage with James Patrick in Inchwood --- fourth part of the lands of 
Tomrawer commonly called Old Hall 

1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] William Patrick tennant in Inchwood and portioner of Tomrawer with a disposition 
granted by Thomas Duncan portioner of Tomrawer --- all and haill three parts and portions 
of the lands of Auchincloch which lands are a third part of  the lands of Tomrawer which 
lands extend to a nine shilling one penny land of old extent commonly called Old Miln 
Hall--- with the liberty of pasturage and casting feall and divot in the muir of Auchincloch 
conform ot use and wont and liberty of that Sledge Gate for leading of fuell and others 
from the same [witnesses to sasine] James Miller tennant in Quinzie Miln [although 
registered on that day the disposition had been written in 1743 ] 

1755 Roy Inchwood – Over Inchwood 
1786 AOS 954 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood, parts of Guinzie, 

Guinzieburn, Castlegray, and Old Place, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.41 
1791 AOS 2022 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth 
1800 CRH&C James Patrick in Inch Wood in the West Barony of Kilsyth. 
1817 Grassom Inchwood 
1845 NSA  Inchwood 
1859 OS Inchwood 
1980 OS Inchwood 
INCHWOOD BURN KSY NS6276 [1]  
 
1796 OSA XVIII p.225 Inchwood Burn “is the boundary of this parish on the west” 
1845 NSA Inchwood Burn - Western boundary of Kilsyth parish 
KATIE FRISTY WELL KSY NS7380 [1]  NS732808 
 
1796 OSA p.229 Katie Fristy Well 
1845 NSA  There is no district where there is a greater abundance of springs of wholesome water. 

Wellshot opposite Auchinvole, St Mirrens well, south of Woodend, and Kitty-fristy well, 
on the hill road to Stirling, known to all fooot passengers, are powerful springs of most 
delicious water. The mineral spring at Dovecot Wood is now scarcely perceptible. There is 
one in the glen near Garrel mill. 

1859 OS  Katie Fristy Well 
1980 OS Well 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Katie Fristy Well 
KELVIN - RIVER KSY NS7578 [1]  NS758781 
 
1210 Glasgow p.88 aquam de Kelvyn  
1590 Pont Kelwyn R. 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] the lands of Blairblinchie on the north to Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and 

Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to Greinburne on the west and aqua de Kelving on the south 
side  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] and of Huic to Mairoriescheillis Cockelawis and Water of Kelving on the south part  
1796 OSA Kelvin 
1817 Grassom Kelvin Water 
1859 OS  Kelvin 
1980 OS Kelvin 
 
Cf. terraram de Kelvesyth Registrum Episcopatus Glasguensis p.88  
 
KELVINHEAD KSY NS7578 [1]  NS756785 [1] 
 
1795 AOS 3012 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz. Auchinvaley, Barmoss or Barmailing, Kirkland, Kelvinhead, 
Auchincloich, 

1817 Grassom Kelvinhead 
1820 AOS 9532 of the £5 land of Banton and others now called Kelvinhead 
1859 OS  Kelvinhead 
1898 OS  Kelvinhead 
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1912 CDS13 Kelvinhead - Thomas Chalmers, farmer 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.431 Kelvinhead 
1980 OS Kelvinhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Kelvinhead 
KELVINHEAD MEADOW # KSY NS7578 [2]  
 
1691 RS59/7 f.529 the Nether Mealling of Auchincloch --- lyand east the dyke of the meadow called 

Kellvinehead Meadow 
1746 RS59/19 f.37 part of the room and lands called Neither Mealling of Auchincloich lying bewest the East 

Dyke of the meadow called Kelvenhead Meadow  
 
KILSYTH [town] KSY NS7178 [1]  NS717780 
 
1620 RMS viii 82 [L] the king grants to to the said William (Livingston) his town and burgh in the said 

barony of Kilsayth which the king has erected into a free burgh of barony to be known as 
the Burgh of Kilsayth, with power to the said William to create burgesses, to buy and sell, 
to hold a market on Friday of every week and two free markets annually, one on the 
Sabbath before the Feast of Pentecost (known as) the Witsonevin and the other on the 12th 
November, with power to nominate baillies and to erect a mercet cross and a tolbooth. 
Over and above, incorporating the above written into the free barony of Kilsayth, 
ordaining the cast and manor place of Kilsayth to be the principal messuage to be 
proclaimed by the sheriff of Stirling at the mercat cross of Stirling 

1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith ---- with the burgh of 
barony of Kilsyth 

1689 RS83/1 f.21.14 Alexander Patrick, taylor in toune of Killsyth of a tenement of howss & yards in Killsyth 
with pairt of Barmeadow and others. Registered on the 386th leaf of the said Register 

1689 RS83/1 f.22v.8 William Stark, merchant in Killsythe – pairt of Barwood there. Registered on the  411th 
leaf of the said Register 

1743 RS59/18 f.316 Elizabeth Cornwall daughter to the deceast James Cornwall of Bantone --- all and haill the 
tenements of land house [etc.] lying with the Easter and Wester baronies of Kilsyth parish 
of Monyaibroch and sheriffdom of Stirling --- bounded therin and aftermentioned Viz: six 
acres of ground with a piece of ode ground Including the Drowned Acre as the same is 
lying inn breath and lenth Bounded by the park and burn sometimes called the Dock Water 
upon the north west parts and by a ditch and fale dyke on the south and east parts also there 
tennements of lands houses amd yeard possessed by James Ranken Bounded by the 
common street on the east the lands sometimes belonging to umquhille John Small on the 
south by the noble viscount Kilsyth hedge now planted on the west and by the lands of 
John Rankine on the north with a piece of ground Including an malt kiln joyning to the 
north of the foresaid John Rankines houses and also that tennement of lands and houses 
and yeard belonging to James Stark Bailie of Kilsyth presently posssest by Jean Mcarthur 
Bounded by the High Street on the west and the Garal Burn on the north by the way 
heading to the Bridge on the south and east parts thereof and sicklike the tennement of 
houses and land and yeards sometime belonging to the  deceast John and Andrew Ronald 
bounded by the common Street on the west by the lands of John Henderson on the north 
west by the lands sometime possessed by William Semple on the east by the Garal Burn on 
the south  

1752 RS59/20 f.48v James Forrester maltman in Kilsyth present master of the Mason Lodge of Kilsyth in 
name of the said lodge of all and haill that little house in the town of Kilsyth with the small 
yard bounded upon the north by the yaird of James Marshal on the east by the Garel Burn 
on the south west side by the high street  

1755 Roy Killsyth 
1796 OSA p.245 Accordingly in the year 1599 (Mr William Livingston) received inauguaration (as minister 

of the parish of Monaburgh). At this time he was a considerable heritor in the parish; being 
proprietor of the lands of Monaburgh. The boundaries of that estate are not well known, 
but it is certain that the grounds upon which the village stands were a part of them. For Sir 
William Livingston of Kilsyth, one of the Lords of Session, purchased them from the 
parson for the express purpose of extending the village, which stood at that time on the 
banks of the Ebroch. Those new feus were granted along the Garrel Burn, which meets the 
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Ebroch nearly opposite the centre of the village; and of course the new town was called 
Burnside. 

1796 OSA p.246 About this period (1665) the village was considerably increased. A new town was built, not 
along the banks of the Ebroch or Garrel Burn as formerly, but on a rising ground about 200 
yards south of those streams, which at that time was called the Moat Hill, as the Lord of the 
manor had been accustomed to hold courts of justice in that place. This new town of course 
was called by the title of of the proprietor, Kilsyth. And from that period the whole village 
obtained that name.  

1817 Grassom Kilsyth  
1859 OS Kilsyth 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Kilsyth 
 
Cf Coille na Sithe, Cowal, ‘wood of the fairy’ – ‘fairy wood’. 
 
KILSYTH [BARONY] NS7178 [1] 
 
1210 Glasgow p. 88 terram de Kelvesyth 
1217 Lennox 202 [L] Charter by Maldoune 3rd Earl of Lennox in favour of Malcolm the son of Duncan and 

Eva the Earl's sister (followed by a confirmation in 1251):  
 Malcolm son of Duncan and Eve my sister, Glaskell, Brengoene and carucatum et 

dimidiem de Kelnasydhe (and with the patronage of the church of Moniabrocd)  
1362 RMS i 108 [L] Kyllynsiche - Keyllynsiche 
1424 RH6/265 Charter by George of Dunbar, Earl of March, granting to William Lewyngston of Kilsytht 

and Elizabeth de Caldcotis his wife – the third part of the lands of Grayden in the Earldom 
of March  

1509 RMS ii 3399 [L] territorio de Kilsith 
1535 RH6/1104 A Letter Of Reversion by Isabele Lewyngstoun daughter to William Lewyngstoun of 

Kilsycht, whereby, on the narrative that her father had given the sum of eighty marks in 
name of tocher-gud to Colyne Campbele of Auchinhowie in contemplation of the marriage 
between Johne Campbelle his oe and apparent heir and the said Isabele, and in security of 
the said sum the said Colyne had infeft the said Isabele in the lands of Dowane with the 
pertinents, lying in the Earldom of Levenox & Sheriffdom of Stirlyng ,- and the said 
marriage having taken place, the said Isabele agrees that on payment of the said sum as 
therin mentioned to her, her heirs or assignees, she and her foresaids shall renounce the 
said lands. [see Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, No. 3174 6 Oct. 1545] 

1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 
western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne, 
with the tower, fortalice, mill, multures and outsets, tenendries etc., half of the lands of 
Glesswellis now known as Fannochhauch and Myddilthrid … and which the king has 
incorporated in the free barony of Wester-Kilsyth, ordaining the old place of Wester 
Kilsyth in the town of Over Gawell to be the principal messuage thereof 

1545 RH6/1367a Instrument of sasine taken on 5 November 1545 in the hands of  James Levingston, 
presbyter of the diocese of Glasgow, notary public, in favour of William Levingstoun, 
grandson and heir of  umquhil William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, in the lands of Castletoun 
and Balmolloch lying within the lordship of Kilsyth and Sheriffdom of Striveling. Sasines 
given by Alexander, Lord Levingstoun and Kalendar in terms of Precept from Chancery 
(dated at Lynlythquhw 27 October A.R. Mariae III) direccted to him as superior of said 
lands and his bailies. Done on the ground of the said lands in presence of Master John 
Sinclair, dean of Lestalrik, Master James Levingstoun, Henry Levingstoun, Alexander 
Levingstoun in Burnsyde, Thomas Levingstoun in Grange, David Levingstoun in Dalders, 
Alexander Levingstoun of Bentoskan, Robert Muschat, David Strathern and John Baird 
laics, and Sir John Lyddell, chaplain 

1552 RMS iv 769 [L] Regina etc., confirmavit Willelmo Levingstoun de Kilsyth, et Cristine Grahame ejus 
sponse,- 40 solidat terrerum antiqui extentus de Fennochauch, in baronia de Kilsyth, vic 
Striveling 

1553 RH6/1575 Procuratory of Resignation by William Levingstone of Kilsycht appointing [names not 
entered] his procurators for resigning into the hands of the Queen etc. …. his  lands of [not 
entered] in the barony of Kilsyth and Sheriffdom of Striueling in favour of Cristian 
Grahame his spouse, for a charter made thereof to her in liferent and to himself and his 
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heirs of tailzie in fee. [see Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, 769 and Laing I. 538, 
540, 541] 

1563 RMS iv 1464 [L] Queen grants to William Levingstoun in life rent, and William Levingstoun his son and 
heir … (charter of taillie to his grandfather [avo], the late William Levingstoun, from King 
James I), - lands and barony of Wester Kilsyth, with house, fortalice and mansion, mills, 
multures, woods and fishings, reserving to Cristine Grahame, spouse of the said William 
senior, conjunct fee of the said life-rent of the lands. 

1575 RH6/2354 William Levingstoun of Kilsith 
1590 Pont Killsayth 
1591 RMS v 1860 [L] William Levingstoun, fiar of Kylsyth 
1593 RMS vi 82 [L] William Levingstoun, fiar of Kylsyth 
1606 RMS vi 1738 [L] Lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, knight; William Levingstoun, apparent of 

Kilsyth 
1613 RMS vii 964 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, knight, and William Levingstoun de Darnechester, 

knight, his son and heir apparent 
1620 RS58/2 f.16v Lord William Levingstoun of Kilsythe 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] Lord William Livingstoune of Kilsythe --- Adam King, servant to the said William 

Livingstoune of Kilsyth --- James Babeage in Kilsayth 
1620 RMS viii 82 [L] Lord William Levingstoune of Kilsiyth, knight, one of the senators of the College of 

Justice and one of the Lords of the Privy Council – lands and barony of Wester Kilsayith as 
specified (in his previous charter),- lands and barony of Eister Kilsayith, viz. the lands of 
Ballintone, Auchinrivoch Eister and Wester, Colzembeais Over and Nether, Taigstounes 
Eister and Wester, Colzeame with the tower and manor place, Neilstoun, Bar, Drumtrocher 
and Monyabroch, with the patronage of the parish church of Monyabroch, lands of 
Middilthrid and Souththrid, with the mill of the said barony, forests, tenendries etc., lands 
of Casteltoun and Balmalloch, with tower, manor place, mills in the parishes of 
Monyabroch, Campsy and Fintry, which pertains in propriety to the said Lord William, and 
which is annexed to the barony of Callender and which Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow Lord 
Levingstoun and Callender (and son and wife) have resigned;- with the lands of Wester 
Kilsayith (etc.) lying on the west side of Garvaldhill above Garvaldburne (within the 
bounds specified) half of the lands of Gleswallis, with the pertinents called Fynnochhaugh 
and Middilthrid, shire of Stirling:- Further, the king grants to to the said William his town 
and burgh in the said barony of Kilsayth which the king has erected into a free burgh of 
barony to be known as the Burgh of Kilsayth, with power to the said William to create 
burgesses, to buy and sell, to hold a market on Friday of every week and two free markets 
annually, one on the Sabbath before the Feast of Pentecost (known as) the Witsonevin and 
the other on the 12th November, with power to nominate baillies and to erect a mercet cross 
and a tolbooth. Over and above, incorporating the above written into the free barony of 
Kilsayth, ordaining the cast and manor place of Kilsayth to be the principal messuage to be 
proclaimed by the sheriff of Stirling at the mercat cross of Stirling 

1620 RS58/2 f.99v [L] James Babiage gardner [hortulano] in Kilsythe  -  
1624 RS58/3 f.243 [L] compeared John Grahame in Dolgalsoun] baillie in that part for Lord William 

Livingstoun of Kilsaythe, knight, with a charter for the lands underwritten --- charter with 
precept of sasine to the said [?] James Edmondstoun, baillie in that part foresaid, --- all and 
haill the lands of Auchinhowie, Dowanie [Dowan NS576746], and Blairskayth [Blairskaith 
NS598750] with the mill of Auchinhowie, mill lands [etc] [witnesses to sasine] William 
Rankine in Mugdok [Mugdock NS550771] William Shaw in Powirlaw James Wricht there, 
William Scott  there , Alexander Squyar in Aldinaro [All of the places named are outwith 
Stirlingshire.] 

1629 RS58/4 f.215 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth --- nephew of the late lord  
1631 RMS viii 1825 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsythe Levingstoune of Kilsyth and William Levingstoune 

of Kilsyth, his son and heir apparent – barony of Kilsyth,- lands of Auchincloich Eister 
and Wester, with the mill of Auchincloich, mill lands etc., moors, commonty, coals, 
possessions 

1634 RS58/6 f.139 William Levingstoune now of Kilsaythe --- the late William Levingstoune of Kilsaythe --- 
all and haill the lands and barony of Campsie 

1634 RS58/6 f.142 William Levingstoune now of Kilsaythe --- the late William Levingstoune of Kilsaythe his 
father --- all and haill the lands of Gartcarroun alias [k]ae[b]rattoun with the mill 
Glenwallis C’[iiiii]sglen and lands of Glenboig with the mill – parish  of Campsie 
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1637 RS58/7 f.62v [L] personally entered into the lands and mill underwritten Andrew Levingstoune, 
shoemaker in Kilsyth as attorney for Lady Margaret Houstoun relict of the late Lord 
William Levingstoune of Kilsyth  

1647 Retour 187 [L] Lord James Livingstoun of Kilsyth, knight, heir male of William Livingstoun of 
Kilsyth, nepotis fratris, [and then as  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Somervell in 
Kilsyth as attorney for Lord James Levingstoune now of Kilsyth with power of attorney 
from the king’s chancelry --- all and haill the lands and barony of Easter Kilsythe 
comprehending  the lands and others underwritten viz. the lands of Ballantoun, lands of 
Auchinrivoch, East and West lands of Calzeambeas Over and Nather, lands of Tagstoun 
Easter and Wester, lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice manor place houses 
[etc], lands of Neilstoun, lands of Bar, lands of Drumtroche and Moneabruche with the 
advocation of the parish church of Moneabruche, lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with 
the mill of the said barony, mill lands multures [etc] --- and all and haill the lands of 
Casteltoun and Balmanoch with the tower, fortalice, manor place, houses [etc] mill, 
multures [etc] --- the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others 
underwritten viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at 
the west side of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west to the over part of Blakhillis 
beyond Birkinburne --- and divided between the said stream and the lands of Blairbinschie 
on the north and of Huic to Mairoriescheillis Cockelawis and Water of Kelving on the 
south part --- all and haill the half of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called 
Finnoche Hauch and Midlethrid lying within the bailly lands of  Ge[dics’] --- all and haill 
the lands of Greddan with salmon fishing upon the water of Tueid known as Damfuird --- 
the lands of Darnchester lying within the said muir of [ketick]  --- patronage of the parish 
church of Campsie --- all and haill the lands of Kincaid and Birdstoun --- lying within the 
parish of Campsie --- all and haill the free burgh of barony known as the Burgh of Kilsythe 
with all privileges, freedoms [etc] --- all united into the barony of Kilsyth 

1665 Retour 238 [L]  James vicecomes of Kilsyth, heir male and tallie of Lord William Livingstoun of 
Killsyth, one of the senators of the College of Justice, his grandfather, in the lands of 
Inschbrek, Inshbellie, and Auchinririe in the barony of Antermonie 

1688 RS83/1 f.16.19 Alexander Maxwell chamberlain in Killsythe of the lands of Drumtrocher. Registered on 
the  273rd and 274th leaves of the said Register  

1703 RS59/11 f/257 Mistress Barbara McDougal spouse to Master William Livingstoun of Kilsythe --- 
annualrent to be uplifted furth of Master William’s lands of Easter and Wester Kilsythe.   

1708 RS59/12 f.303 William earl of Kilsyth  
1714 GD220/1/H/8/2/4   Disposition by William, Viscount of Kilsyth in favour of James, Duke of Montrose and his 

heirs contained in the settlement (GD220/1/H/3/1/3) of the lands and barony of Easter and 
Wester Kilsyth and all the lands belonging to the Viscount in the parish of Fintry: half the 
lands of Glasswalls called Finnockhaugh, the lands of South Third and Middle Third, 
presently possessed by John Duke in Finnockhaugh, Andrew Din in Bin and John Provan 
in South Third, the lands of Gartcarron called Kirkcatton with the mill and mill lands 
thereof called the mill of Ganeochan, for the principal, and the lands and barony of Easter 
and Wester Kilsyth, the lands and barony of Campsie and the lands and barony of 
Duntreath, all lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling, in warrandice, for the sum of £16,526 13s 
4d scots. Containing procuratory of resignation.  16 Feb 1714   

1785 AOS 622 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath, seised in the baronies of Kilsyth & Campsie. 
G.R. 421.36 

1785 AOS 771 Walter Campbell of Shawfield, as heir to Daniel Campbell of Shawfield, his grandfather, 
seised in the baronies of Kilsyth and Campsie. G.R. 427.290 

1786 AOS 948 parts of the baronies of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Drumcrocher, Neilston, & Mill of 
Garvel; Riskend, Cragstons, Woodend & Colzeambae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.17 

1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 
Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

1786 AOS 954 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood, parts of Guinzie, 
Guinzieburn, Castlegray, and Old Place, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.41 

1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 
Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 
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1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, Deerpark, 
Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & Smiddyhill, 
parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1787 AOS 1183 parts of the barony of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz Taigston, Auchincrivoch, Tomfin, 
Auchhincloich, and Dykehead, parish of Monieburgh or Kilsyth 

1791 AOS 2015 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, and Campsie, viz Arnbrae & others, parish of Monieaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 492.60 

1791 AOS 2018 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Drumtrocher & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 492.118 

1791 AOS 2021 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Boghouse & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.176 

1791 AOS 2022 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth 

1793 AOS 2506 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Taigston & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.180 

1793 AOS 2507 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.181 

1856 RHP46699   Reduced plan of estate of Kilsyth, the property of Sir Archibald Edmonstone, with table of 
contents   

1856 RHP46700   Plan of part of estate of Kilsyth, the property of Sir Archibald Edmonstone, adjoining town 
of Kilsyth   

19th century RH9/4/19  Notes of some items in the Kilsyth charters, 1334-1647  
1980 Ordnance Survey 
 
Note: Lauder Nixt day on for Kilsith, 9 miles furder. Saw Cumbernauld and that great mosse wheir that fatall battell of 

Kilsith  was fought, 6000 slayn on the place. Past by the Water of Bony wheir John Scots mother lives. Bayted 
at Kilsith, saw the old place which was burned by the English, and the new place, then other 9 miles to 
Glascow. [Publications of the Scottish History Society, Vol. 36, Author: Sir John] 

 
KILSYTH – EASTER BARONY 
 
1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 

knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Ballantoun;- lands of Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeambeais Ovir and 
Nather; lands of Taigstounis Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeame; lands of Neilstoun; 
lands of Bar; lands of Drumtrocher and Monyabroch;- lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid 
with the mill of the said barony;- lands of Casteltoun and Balmaloche, in the parishes of 
Monyabroch, Campsie and Fintrie respective --- lands and barony of Waster Kilsyith;- half 
of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called Fynnochauch and Midlethrid ---- with 
the burgh of barony of Kilsyth 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Balinton, lands of Auchinrioch, 
Easter and Wester, lands of Colzuambeais Over and Nether, lands of Taigstoune, Easter 
and Wester, lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice, manor place, houses, biggins, 
yards, orchards, parts and pertinents thereof, lands of Neilstoune, lands of Bar, lands of 
Drumtrocher and Monyabroch with the advocation of the parish church of Monyabroch; 
lands of Middlethrid and Souththrid with the mill of the said barony with the mill lands, 
multures and sequels --- lands of Castletoune and Balmalloch with tower, fortalice [etc] --  
within the parishes of Kilsyth and Campsie --- lands and barony of West Kilsyth 
comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the mill – lying upon the west 
side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne and a part on the east of the upper part of 
Blakhillis beyond Birkinburnis – and the lands of Blairblinchie on the north to 
Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to Greinburne on the 
west and aqua de Kelving on the south side – all and haill the lands of Gleswellie with 
pertinents called Fynnochhaugh and mill 
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1634 Retour 147 [L] William Livingstoun of Kilsayth, heir male of William Livingstoun of Kilsyth, his 
father, in the lands and barony of Eister Kilsayth comprehending the lands of Ballintone; 
;- lands of Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeambeas Ovir and Nather; lands 
of Taigstounes Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeame; lands of Neilstoun; lands of Bar; 
lands of Drumtrocher and Monyabroch;- lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with the mill 
of the said barony;- lands of Casteltoun and Balmaloche, in the parishes of Monyabroch, 
Campsie and Fintrie respective --- lands and barony of Waster Kilsayth;- lying at the 
western side of Galvalhill; half of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called 
Fynnockauch and Midlethrid ---- libero burgo burgh of barony of Kilsayth, all united into 
the barony of Kilsyth 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Somervell in 
Kilsyth as attorney for Lord James Levingstoune now of Kilsyth with power of attorney 
from the king’s chancelry --- all and haill the lands and barony of Easter Kilsythe 
comprehending  the lands and others underwritten viz. the lands of Ballantoun, lands of 
Auchinrivoch, East and West lands of Calzeambeas Over and Nather, lands of Tagstoun 
Easter and Wester, lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice manor place houses 
[etc], lands of Neilstoun, lands of Bar, lands of Drumtroche and Moneabruche with the 
advocation of the parish church of Moneabruche, lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with 
the mill of the said barony, mill lands multures [etc] --- and all and haill the lands of 
Casteltoun and Balmanoch with the tower, fortalice, manor place, houses [etc] mill, 
multures [etc]  

1665 Retour 237 [L] James vicecomes of Kilsyth, heir of James vicecomes of Kilsyth, his father, in the lands 
and barony of Eister Kilsyth [list is as Retour 122 with a few variant forms] ;- lands and 
barony of Wester Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Wester Kilsyth;- half of the lands of 
Glaswalls with pertinents called Phannochhauch and Midlethrid [many others, mainly in 
Lennox] ;- lans of Auchincloiche, Eister and Wester, Tamrawer and Tamfin with the mill 
of Auchincloch, formerly in the barony of Harbertshyre, and ultimately in the barony of 
West Kerss and parish of Moniabroch 

1782 AOS 197 Archibald, Agnes, & Helen Patoun, chhildren of David Patoun, M.D., Glasgow, seised in 
one thrid part of Broken Quarter of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth; Rottencroft, Mills 
Meadow; parts of Auchincloch, parish of Moniaburgh – on a Bond 1776 ; P.R. 27.177 

1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Ballanton, Easter and Wester Auchincrivoch, Over and 
Nether Colzeambeas, Easter and Wester Taigstoun, Colzeam, Neilstoun, Barr, 
Drumcrocher, Monieaburgh, & Mill, Castletown & Ballmalloch, parish of Moniaburgh; 
Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, 
and Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 

1795 AOS 3005 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Resig. & Rem. – of part of the barony of 
Easter Kilsyth, comprehending. Ballanton, Easter & Wester Auchinrivoch, Over & Nether 
Colziumbeas, Easter & Wester Taigstoun, Colzeam, Neilston, Barr, Drumcrocher & 
Moniaburgh, & Mill, Castletown & Balmalloch, parish of Moniaburgh; Wester Kilsyth; 
Burgh of Kilsyth; - Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, & Mill of 
Auchincloich 

1795 AOS 3012 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 
Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz. Auchinvaley, Barmoss or Barmailing, Kirkland, Kelvinhead, 
Auchincloich 

1808 AOS 5945 of the privilege of pasturage and of casting peats and turf in the Common Muir of Easter 
Barony of Kilsyth effeiring to one fourth part of Over Colziambae called Ruchill, parish of 
Moniaburgh 

1808 AOS 5944 of the privilege of pasturage and of casting peats and turf in the Common Muir of Easter 
Barony of Kilsyth effeiring to one sixth part of Auchinrevoch, parish of Moniaburgh 

KILSYTH – WESTER BARONY 
 
1540 RH6/1222 Instrument of sasine taken on 10th March 1539/40 in the hands of Andrew Fynnesoun 

presbyter of the diocese of Glasgow, notary public, in favour of William Levingstoun of 
Kilsyth in the lands of Wester Kilsith, lying at the west part of the hill called Garwaldhill 
and the burn called Garwaldburne, with the tower, fortalice mills &c of the same, and the 
half of the lands of Glaswellis, which half was then called Fannoch-hauch and Middilthrid 
extending in whole to £24 lands of old extent, lying with the sheriffdom of Striueling; and 
the third part of the lands of  Graden … and lands of Dernchester … lying within the 
Sheriffdom of Beruik …. Which whole lands belonged to the said William, were by him 
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resigned and have been united and incorporated into one whole and free barony to be 
called the barony of Wester Kilsyth and the old Castle of Wester Kilsyth in the town of 
Ovir Gawell declared to be the principal messuage thereof. Proceeding on the Precept 
under the testimony of the Great Seal (dated at Edinburgh 17th February 1539/40 A R 
James V 27) directed to William Flemyng of Bord, Gilbert Grahame of Auchincloich, 
Robert Weddell in Neilstoun, James Levingstoun and Patrick Bard as Sheriffs in the part 

1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- --- lands and barony of Waster Kilsyith;- half of the lands of 
Gleswallis with the pertinents called Fynnochauch and Midlethrid ---- with the burgh of 
barony of Kilsyth 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth –lands and 
barony of West Kilsyth comprehending the lands of West Kilsyth with a third part of the 
mill – lying upon the west side of the Garvalhill and upon the Garvalburne and a part on 
the east of the upper part of Blakhillis beyond Birkinburnis – and the lands of Blairblinchie 
on the north to Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to 
Greinburne on the west and aqua de Kelving on the south side – all and haill the lands of 
Gleswellie with pertinents called Fynnochhaugh and mill  

1634 Retour 147 [L] William Livingstoun of Kilsayth, heir male of William Livingstoun of Kilsyth, his 
father, in the lands and barony of Eister Kilsayth comprehending the lands of Ballintone; ;- 
lands of Auchinrivoche Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeambeas Ovir and Nather; lands of 
Taigstounes Eister and Wester; lands of Colzeame; lands of Neilstoun; lands of Bar; lands 
of Drumtrocher and Monyabroch;- lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with the mill of the 
said barony;- lands of Casteltoun and Balmaloche, in the parishes of Monyabroch, Campsie 
and Fintrie respective --- lands and barony of Waster Kilsayth;- lying at the western side 
of Galvalhill; half of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called Fynnockauch and 
Midlethrid ---- libero burgo burgh of barony of Kilsayth, all united into the barony of 
Kilsyth  

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Somervell in 
Kilsyth as attorney for Lord James Levingstoune now of Kilsyth with power of attorney 
from the king’s chancelry --- all and haill the lands and barony of Easter Kilsythe 
comprehending  the lands and others underwritten viz. the lands of Ballantoun, lands of 
Auchinrivoch, East and West lands of Calzeambeas Over and Nather, lands of Tagstoun 
Easter and Wester, lands of Colzeame with the tower and fortalice manor place houses 
[etc], lands of Neilstoun, lands of Bar, lands of Drumtroche and Moneabruche with the 
advocation of the parish church of Moneabruche, lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with 
the mill of the said barony, mill lands multures [etc] --- and all and haill the lands of 
Casteltoun and Balmanoch with the tower, fortalice, manor place, houses [etc] mill, 
multures [etc] --- the lands and barony of West Kilsythe comprehending lands and others 
underwritten viz. the lands of West Kilsythe with the tower, fortalice, mill [etc] --- lying at 
the west side of Garvalhill above Garvalburne on the west to the over part of Blakhillis 
beyond Birkinburne --- and divided between the said stream and the lands of Blairbinschie 
on the north and of Huic to Mairoriescheillis Cockelawis and Water of Kelving on the 
south part --- all and haill the half of the lands of Gleswallis with the pertinents called 
Finnoche Hauch and Midlethrid lying within the bailly lands of  Ge[dics’]  

1665 Retour 237 [L] James vicecomes of Kilsyth, heir of James vicecomes of Kilsyth, his father, in the lands 
and barony of Eister Kilsyth [list is as Retour 122 with a few variant forms] ;- lands and 
barony of Wester Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Wester Kilsyth;- half of the lands 
of Glaswalls with pertinents called Phannochhauch and Midlethrid [many others, mainly in 
Lennox] ;- lans of Auchincloiche, Eister and Wester, Tamrawer and Tamfin with the mill 
of Auchincloch, formerly in the barony of Harbertshyre, and ultimately in the barony of 
West Kerss and parish of Moniabroch 

1786 AOS 947 Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, 
and Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 

KILSYTH – BURN OF KSY NS7080 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Burn of Kilsyth   
KILSYTH CASTLE # KSY NS717786   NS717786 
 
1590 Pont Killsayth 
1817 Grassom Kilsyth Castle (in ruins) 
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1859 OS  Kilsyth Castle (site of) 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.597 Kilsyth Castle 
1980 OS Kilsyth Castle (site of) 
KILSYTH FELLS KSY NS6879 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Kilsyth Fells 
KILSYTH MAINS # KSY NS7077 [3] 
 
c.1758 HH1/29  Mains 
1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 

Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

KINGS HAUGH # KSY NS7077 [3] 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] James Millar in Kingis Hauche  
1646 RS58/8 f.192v [L]Andrew Levingstoune in Kingis Hauche 
1664 RS59/2 f.2 James Wallace of Bardren bailzie in that part--- with Andro Levingstoun in Kingshauch of 

Kilsythe actorney lawfully constitue be Thomas Rankine onlie lawful sone and appeirand 
air to Thomas Rankine portioner of Kirkland of Monyabroch and Margaret Levingstoune 
lawful dochter to the said Andro, future spouse to the said James Rankine --- just and equal 
half of the lands of Kirkland with their pertinentis [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Cockburn 
in Kirkhous of Monyabroch --- John Mairschell in Tounehead 

1682 RS59/6 f.316v [L] Andrew Livingston in Kings Haugh 
1708 RS59/12 f.303 John White junior, in Kingshaugh 
KIRKHOUSE # KSY NS7177 [2] 
 
1664 RS59/2 f.2 Patrick Cockburn in Kirkhous of Monyabroch  
KIRKLAND OF MONYABROCH see Monyabroch – Kirkland of 
LAIRDS HILL KSY NS6980 [1]  NS695801 
 
1845 NSA  Tomtain or Lairdshill 
1859 OS  Lairds Hill 
1898 OS Lairds Hill 
1980 OS Lairds Hill. 
LAIRDS LOUP KSY NS7080 [1]  NS701805 
 
1859 OS Lairds Loup 
1898 OS Lairds Loup 
1980 OS Lairds Loup  
2001 OS Explorer 349   Lairds Loup 
LANGDRUMY KSY NS7679 [3]  NS7679 [3] 
 
1746 RS59/19 f.37 all and haill the fourth part of the Rume of lands called the Over Mealling of Auchencloich 

west ward from the Strype of Huntlys Know and the other march neat the east end of 
Langdrumy  

LAMMERKNOWES KSY NS7579 [1]   NS753791 
 
1898 OS Lammerknowes 
1980 OS Lammerknowes 
 
cf Lammerlaw, Biggar 
    Lammerbogs, etc. ABD 
LITTLE HILL KSY NS7180 [1]  NS710806 
 
1859 OS  Little Hill 
1898 OS Little Hill 
1980 OS Little Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Little Hill 
LOANHEAD # KSY NS7580 [1]  
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1817 Grassom Loanhead 
1821 Ainslie Loanhead 
LODGING # KSY NS7178 [1] 
 
1752 RS59/20 f.48 James Miller in Guiniemiln --- all and haill that fore tenement of land high and laigh back 

and fore called the Lodging in the town of Kilsyth  
LOSSIT KSY NS6877 [1]  NS685778 
 
1817 Grassom Lossit 
1821 Ainslie Lossit 
1845 NSA Lossit 
1859 OS Lossit 
1912 CDS13 Lossit House, John McDonald 
1980 OS Lossit 
 
cf Lossit, Isle of Islay, NR1856 
   Lossat, Stranraer 
   Losset, Campbelton 
LUNCH KNOWE KSY NS6880 [1]  NS682806 
 
1859 OS  Lunch Knowe 
1898 OS Lunch Knowe 
1980 OS Lunch Knowe 
LYES # KSY NS7179 [3] 
 
1694 RS59/8 f.294 fyve falls of land last taken of Lyes in Drumtrocher Croft  
MAILINGS KSY NS7579 [1]  NS753795 
 
1859 OS Mailings 
1898 OS Mailings 
1980 OS Mailings 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Mailings 
MARCH BURN KSY NS7082 [1]  NS705823  
 
1859 OS March Burn 
1980 OS March Burn 
MEADOWHEAD KSY NS7077 [3] 
 
1764 CRH&C Gavin White, merchant in Glasgow, and last in Meadowhead in the West Barony of 

Kilsyth. 
MEADOWSIDE KSY NS7579 [1]  NS754796 
 
1817 Grassom Meadowside 
1859 OS  Meadowside 
1898 OS Meadowside 
1980 OS Meadowside 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Meadowside 
MEADOW WELL KSY NS7178 [1]  NS715780 
 
1859 OS  Meadow Well 
MEIKLE WOOD NS 
 
1783 AOS 452 Patrick Marshall of Townhead, as heir to John Marshall of Townhead, his father, seised in 

Townhead of Colliambae, & piece of land on the north side of Meikle Wood of 
Colliambae, tenements in Kilsyth, parish of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.109 

1788 AOS 1357 Townhead of Colliambae – north side of the Meiklewood of Colliambae, parish of Kilsyth 
1820 AOS 9427 Townhead of Colliambae – and 2 acres of land on the north side of the Meikle Wood of 

Colliambae, parish of Kilsyth   
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MIDDLE THIRD # KSY NS7579 [3] 
 
1659 RS58/12 f.220v Of all and haill that part and portion of the fyve pund land of Bantone of old extent called 

the Midlethrid presently possest be Gilbert Robertsone and Thomas 
1683 GD1/204/1   Instrument of Sasine, dated 13th January, 1683, narrating that James Renkine, elder, writer 

in Kilsyth, as bailie, passed to the lands of Midle Third of Banton, then possessed by 
William Lylle there, with Robert Adamsone, lawful son to umquhile Mr Robert Adamsone 
of Graycreuch, attorney for John Cornwall in Neillston, and there said attorney presented 
to the said bailie a heritable bond, dated 26th December 1682, by Alexander Stark of 
Banton to said John Cornwall containing a precept of sasine for infefting said John 
Cornwall in an annualrent of £40 or such annualrent as should correspond to the principal 
sum of.1000 merks furth of the said lands of Midle Third, in the Parish of Moneyabroch 
and sheriffdom of Stirling, whereupon said bailie gave sasine to said attorney for said John 
Cornwall, under reversion   

1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 
Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow, Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. Registered on the 366 
leaf of the said Register. [forms checked in RS59/8 – they are correct]  

1715  RS59/13 f.256v All and haill the said John Cornwall his fyve pound land of Banton comprehending the 
Maynes of Banton Tapitknou Midlethird Netherthird lands of Banton 

MILTON OF KILSYTH # KSY NS7077 [4] 
 
1682 RS59/6 f f.316v John Forrester in Milnetoune of Kilsyth 
MILLS MEADOW #KSY NS7678 [2] 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.307v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Graham in Auchincloch as 

actorney in name of William Graham in Westertoun --- commissioners --- disponed to the 
said William Graham all and heall the just and equal third part of all and heall ane quarter 
of ane town of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter with 
houses [etc] also ane acre of land or thereby called the Rottencroft and ane darg of meadow 
commonly called the Milnmeadow --- all lying within the pound land of Auchincloch 
Barony of Herbertshire pariochen of Moniaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1722 RS59/14 f.345 Robert Graham younger in Auchencloch Miln --- all and heall his acre of land called 
Rottencroft and all and heall theat darg of meadow called the Miln Meadow lying besouth 
the miln of Auchencloch 

1782 AOS 197 Archibald, Agnes, & Helen Patoun, chhildren of David Patoun, M.D., Glasgow, seised in 
one thrid part of Broken Quarter of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth; Rottencroft, Mills 
Meadow; parts of Auchincloch, parish of Moniaburgh – on a Bond 1776 ; P.R. 27.177 

MOLLAND # KSY NS7383 [2] 
 
1749 RS59/19 f.311 Appeared Andrew Adam of Bentend having in his hands a disposition granted by John 

Provand portioner of Slafarquhar --- all and haill these parts and portions of the one merk 
land of Slafarquhar and muir thereof to wit that part or portion of land called the Haugh 
lying contigue to the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the west the Water 
of Carron on the north and the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the south 
south and east As also that other parcille of laboured ground called the Molland lying 
south west from the Bentend houses Incompassed around with the said Andrew Adam his 
lands and meadows of Bentend near to the room and houses of Slafarchar and also that 
other piece of outfield ground called the Burns inclosed with a dyke about the same near to 
the muir --- all lying within the parish of Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1784 AOS 456 James Miller of Bentend, seised in the teinds of Bentend, Haugh, Molland & Burns, parish 
of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.120 

1808 AOS 5778 land of Slafarquhar known by the name of Bentend; and piece of land called the Haugh, the 
Molland and the Burns, extending to a 6s 8d land of a 13s 4d land of the said 40s land of 
Slafarquhar. P.R. 43.242 

MONEY HOWES KSY NS7180 [1]  NS713805 
 
1898 OS Money Howes 
1980 OS Money Howes 
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2001 OS Explorer 349   Money Howes 
MONYABROCH KSY NS7177 [1]  
 
1217 Lennox Moniabrocd 
1310 Bain v 552 Moniabrok 
1452 Holyrood 128 [L] Roberto Hamilton rectore de Monyabrok 
1457 RMS ii 606 [L] Monyabro 
1509 RMS ii 3404 [L] Monyabro 
1584 RH6/2728 Instrument of Resignation [of lands of Achinvolle] “Done at Monyabrok in the cottage or 

shop of John Gaist, merchant. Witnesses, Master Alexander Levingstoun, parson of 
Monyabrok [etc.] 

1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Monyabroch 

1627 RS58/4 f.34v parish of Monyabroch  
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 

and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Drumtrocher and Monyabroch 
with the advocation of the parish church of Monyabroch 

1639 RS58/7 f.245 [L] James Russell, ludemagistra [schoolmaster – see ludimagistra in RMLWL] at 
Moneabruct 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Drumtroche and Moneabruche with the advocation of the parish church of 
Moneabruche  

1685 RS83/1 f.1v.1 Alexander Maxwell chamberlaine of Killsyth of ane nyne shilling ane pennie land in 
Wester Auchencloch within the parish of Monieaburgh with tuo rigs of land lying contigue 
thereto with the pertinents Registered on the 1st and 2nd leaves of the said Register 

1743 OSA Kilsyth, till lately called Moniabroch 
1781 AOS 6 parish of Monyaburgh 
1781 AOS 48 parish of Moniabrough 
1782 AOS 197 parish of Moniaburgh  
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Ballanton, Monieaburgh, & Mill. G.R. 437.12 
1788 AOS 1358 parish of Monieaburgh 
1808 AOS 5905 parish of Kilsyth of old called Monyaburgh 
 
Note: c1202 RMP - Maidius filius Maidi perambulated the boundaries of Moniabrok and Sragrif 
MONYABROCH – GLEBE OF # KSY NS7177 [2] 
 
1634 RS58/6 f.188 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Aikburne in 

Kirkhouse of Monyabruch as attorney in the name of – Rankine daughter and heir of the 
late George Rankene in Monyabruch having in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat --- 
William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – Glebe of Monyabruch [terrerum glebae de -] bounded 
by lie Bar and ? on the east the Water of Kelvine on the south Drumtocher on the west and 
the lands of Easter Kilsyth on the north --- with fuel from the peatery in Reidmoss [also 
Ridmoss] of Drumtrocher  

1688 RS83/1 f.16v.4 James Ranken of Bogsyde of the half of the lands of the Glib of Monieaburgh. Registered 
on the  276th and 277th leaves of the said Register 

MONYABROCH KIRK KSY NS717772 
 
1575 RH6/2362 Sir Gilbert Law in Moneabroch 
1590 Pont Kirk of Monyabrach 
1594 RMS vi 118 [L] ecclesiarum de Monyabroch 
1620 RS58/2 f.126 [L] Mr Andrew Grahame, minister at the kirk [eclesiam] of Monyabroch  
1817 Grassom shows kirk and manse but does not name them. 
MONYABROCH – KIRKLAND OF # KSY NS7177 [1] 
 
1583 RH6/2698 Williame Levingstoune of the Kirkland of Moniabroch, and Alexander Levingstoun of 

Burnsyid 
1584 RH6/2730 Alexander Levingstoune, son of Williame Levingstoune  in Kirkland of Moniabroch 
1664 RS59/2 f.2 James Wallace of Bardren bailzie in that part--- with Andro Levingstoun in Kingshauch of 

Kilsythe actorney lawfully constitute be Thomas Rankine onlie lawful sone and appeirand 
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air to Thomas Rankine portioner of Kirkland of Monyabroch and Margaret Levingstoune 
lawful dochter to the said Andro, future spouse to the said James Rankine --- just and equal 
half of the lands of Kirkland with their pertinentis [witnesses to sasine] Patrick Cockburn 
in Kirkhous of Monyabroch --- John Mairschell in Tounehead 

MOAT HILL # KSY NS7178 [1] 
 
1796 OSA p.246 About this period (1665) the village was considerably increased. A new town was built, not 

along the banks of the Ebroch or Garrel Burn as formerly, but on a rising ground about 200 
yards south of those streams, which at that time was called the Moat Hill, as the Lord of 
the manor had been accustomed to hold courts of justice in that place. This new town of 
course was called by the title of of the proprietor, Kilsyth. And from that period the whole 
village obtained that name. 

NEILSTON KSY NS7278 [1]  NS722784 
 
1590 Pont Neelstoun 
1620 RS58/2 f.116v [L] [endorsed “sasine for John Forrester of Neilstoune”] John Forrester in Eist Kilsythe 

and Helena Layng his spouse with John Miller at the Mill of Eist Kilsythe commonly 
called Garvall Myln, baillie in that part for the honourable William Livingstoune of 
Kilsythe, knight, with a precept of sasine in favour of the foresaid John Forrester and 
Helena Layng --- all and haill the equall half of the town and land of Neilstoune with the 
equall half of gardens [hortorum], meadows, lie outsettis, cottages [etc.] --- occupied by 
John Forrester and Walter Forrester, his father and their subtenants lying in the barony of 
Kilsythe Eist and within the sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Walter Forrester in 
Eist Kilsythe, Alexander Baird there, Robert Grahame there, Robert Adame there, Gilbert 
Millare there 

1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Neilstoun 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the llands of Neilstoune 

1633 RS58/6 f.58 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Forester in 
Neilstoune and entered into the lands underwritten – matrimony – Agnes Forsythe relict of 
the late John Finlay portioner of Robrestoun – just and equal half part of the lands and 
Stedding of Neilstoune with the equal half part of the binorum hortorum and the infield 
outfield with parts and pendicles and all other pertinents whatsomever --- lying in the 
parish of Monyabruch and barony of Eister Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to 
sasine] John Finlay in Robrestoun John Millar in Gorall Mylne John Thomsoune in 
Drumbrekfeild John Adame in Neilstoune and William Dik there 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Neilstoun,  
1755 Roy Neilston 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.2 John Cornwell of Neillstoune of the lands of Bantone. Registered on the  21st leaf of the 

said Register 
1782 AOS 170 James Laing in Neilston, seised in a tenement in Kilsyth ; P.R. 27.145 
1783 AOS 350 Alexander Laing, tenant, Neilston of Kilsyth, seised in part of Over Columbey called 

Rouchhill, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Henry Marshall of Rouchhill. P.R. 27.459 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Neilstoun. G.R. 437.12 
1817 Grassom Neilston 
1845 NSA Neilston 
1859 OS Neilston 
 
cf Neilston, Glasgow 
NETHERINCH KSY NS6876 [1]  NS689765 
 
1755 Roy Nether Inch 
1781 AOS 6 John Millar, farmer, Netherinch; P.R 26.411 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

1817 Grassom Netherinch 
1821 Ainslie Netherinch 
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1845 NSA  Netherinch 
1859 OS Netherinch 
1912 CDS13 Netherinch - William Filshie 
1980 OS Netherinch 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Netherinch 
NETHERINCH BURN KSY NS6875 [1]   NS687757 
 
1845 NSA  There are two other mountain-streams worthy of notice in the West Barony, viz. the 

Quinzie and Netherinch burns. 
 
Note: this must be the burn called Cast Burn above the A803 road. 
NETHER MAILING OF AUCHINLOCH # KSY NS7678 [3]  NS7678  
 
1691 RS59/7 f.529 the Nether Mealling of Auchincloch --- lyand east the dyke of the meadow called 

Kellvinehead Meadow  
1746 RS59/19 f.37 part of the room and lands called Neither Mealling of Auchincloich lying bewest the East 

Dyke of the meadow called Kelvenhead Meadow to the east and of the Ridge called Cross 
Ridge and on the south side of the Kings heighway  

1781 AOS 6 John Millar, farmer, Netherinch, seised 1780, in parts of the Overlands and Mailing of 
Auchinloch and part of Nether Mealing of Auchinloch, par. of Monyaburgh, on disp. by 
John Graham, junior, portioner, Auchinloch, and his father 1780; P.R 26.411 

1798 AOS 3477 Nether Mailling of Auchincloich and corn and lint mills of Auchincloich, parish of 
Moneyaburgh 

 
See Over Mailing of Auchincloch infra. 
NETHER THIRD OF BALINTON # KSY NS7479 [3]  NS7479 
 
1681 RS59/6 f.254v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Stevinsone in 

Ashibeuch --- annualrent furth of the lands of Bantone called the Netherthrid thairof --- 
lands of Bantone including the Mains thairof  --- all lyand in the barronie of Balintone 
paroche of Moniabrugh 

1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 
Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow, Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. Registered on the  366 
leaf of the said Register. [forms checked in RS59/8 – they are correct]  

1715  RS59/13 f.256v All and haill the said John Cornwall his fyve pound land of Banton comprehending the 
Maynes of Banton Tapitknou Midlethird Netherthird lands of Banton 

 
NEWHOUSE # KSY NS7678 [3] 
 
1788 AOS 1358 Orchard, Newhouse & other parts of Auchincloich, parish of Monieaburgh 
NEWTON KSY NS7177 [1] 
 
1789 AOS 1522 Newton of Kilsyth 
1791 AOS 2048 Margaret Dunn, relict of William Cuddie in Cummie park, - in a tenement in Newtown of 

Kilsyth, parish of Kilsyth – on disp by Alexander Renny, farmer, Balmalloch 
NORTH BARRWOOD see BARRWOOD - NORTH 
OLD HALL see Auld Hall 
OLD PLACE KSY NS6977 [1]  NS693780 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne, 
with the tower, fortalice, mill, multures and outsets, tenendries etc., half of the lands of 
Glesswellis now known as Fannochhauch and Myddilthrid … and which the king has 
incorporated in the free barony of Wester-Kilsyth, ordaining the Old Place of Wester 
Kilsyth in the town of Over Gawell to be the principal messuage thereof 

1590 Pont Old Place 
1755 Roy Old Place 
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1786 AOS 954 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood, parts of Guinzie, 
Guinzieburn, Castlegray, and Old Place, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.41 

1817 Grassom Oldplace 
1845 NSA Old Place 
1859 OS Old Place 
1898 OS Old Place 
1956 Stirlingshire i No.218 Old Place 
1980 OS Old Place 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Old Place 
 
Note: Nixt day on for Kilsith, 9 miles furder. Saw Cumbernauld and that great mosse wheir that fatall battell of Kilsith 

was fought, 6000 slayn on the place. Past by the Water of Bony wheir John Scots mother lives. Bayted at Kilsith, 
saw the old place which was burned by the English, and the new place, then other 9 miles to Glascow. [Publications 
of the Scottish History Society, Vol. 36, Author: Sir John Lauder] 

 
ORCHARD KSY NS762790 [1]  NS762790 
 
1662 CRS John Robertson in Orchard, parish of Denny 
1788 AOS 1358 Orchard, Newhouse & other parts of Auchincloich, parish of Monieaburgh 
1817 Grassom Orchard 
1845 NSA Orchard 
1856 Stirlingshire ii No.430 Orchard 
1859 OS  Orchard 
1912 CDS1313 Orchard  - J. and T. Lennie 
1973 OS Orchard 
1980 OS Orchard 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Orchard 
OVER GAVELL # KSY NS6977 [1] NS693778 
 
1539 RMS iii 2095 [L] King confirms William Levingstoun of Kilsyth, - lands of Westir-Kilsyth lying at the 

western side of the hill known as Garwaldhill, and the stream known as Garwaldburne, 
with the tower, fortalice, mill, multures and outsets, tenendries etc., half of the lands of 
Glesswellis now known as Fannochhauch and Myddilthrid … and which the king has 
incorporated in the free barony of Wester-Kilsyth, ordaining the old place of Wester 
Kilsyth in the town of Over Gawell to be the principal messuage thereof 

1755 Roy Upper Gavell 
1817 Grassom Overgavell 
1859 OS  Over Gavell 
OVER MAILING OF AUCHINCLOCH # KSY NS7679 [2] 
 
1691 RS83/1 f.28v.2 James Somervaill, [harling] of Glenhead - annualrent out of William Grahame of 

Auchincloch his Over and Nather mealings of Auchincloch. Registered on the  529th leaf 
of the said Register 

1746 RS59/19 f.37 all and haill the fourth part of the Rume of lands called the Over Mealling of 
Auchencloich west ward from the Strype of Huntlys Know and the other march neat the 
east end of Langdrumy  

 
See Nether Mailing of Auchincloch. 
PARKHEAD # KSY NS6877 [1] NS689779 
 
1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, Deerpark, 

Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & Smiddyhill, 
parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1859 OS  Parkhead 
 
PEGGIE'S SPOUT KSY NS6782 [1]  NS679821 
 
1859 OS  Peggie's Spout 
1980 OS Peggie's Spout 
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PLEA MUIR KSY NS6980 [1]  NS691806 
 
1859 OS Plea Muir 
1898 OS Plea Muir 
1903 Johnston 1903  Plea Muir, Kilsyth, So called from a ‘plea’ or lawsuit between a Duke of Montrose and a 

laird of Kilsyth 
1980 OS Plea Muir. 
 
Cf Plea Rig  DMF [PNG 224]; Plea Knowe MLO  
PLINZETT outwith of parish 
 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] the lands of Blairblinchie on the north to Marjoriesheillis, Cr[ui]kidland and 

Standandstane in lie P[lin]zett to Greinburne on the west and Water [aqua] of Kelving on 
the south side 

QUEENZIEBURN KSY NS6977 [1]   NS693773 
 
1590 Pont Goyny 
1644 Macfarlane p.579 Thir dyvers springs joyned beneth the kirk of Monyabrigh, begins to be cald Kelvyn and 

fals in a litle loch, the Goynie Burn falleth therin also from the north, then the burn of 
Glashdyr falleth in from the north about half a myl above Kirkintillo.  

1755 Roy Goynie Burn [stream] – Guynie [settlement] 
1786 AOS 895 Kilsyth – Gruzieburn. G.R. 434.220 
1786 AOS 954 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchwood, parts of Guinzie, 

Guinzieburn, Castlegray, and Old Place, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.41 
1796 OSA XVIII p.225 Quinzie Burn, on which there is a lint and a corn mill. 
1805 AOS 5102 Walter Burns, shoemaker, Quinzie, in ground near the west entry into the village of 

Kilsyth. P.R. 40. 146 
1817 Grassom Queenzieburn [Farm] 
1821 Ainslie Guinzie 
1845 NSA  There are two other mountain-streams worthy of notice in the West Barony, viz. the 

Quinzie and Netherinch burns. 
1859 OS  Queenzieburn 
1898 OS Queenzieburn 
1912 CDS13 Queenzieburn - W. Harvie, farmer 
1956 RCAHMS Queenzieburn 
1980 OS Queenzieburn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Queenzieburn 
 
cf Auchinquenzie, ABD [1591 RMS vi 1898] 
    Queens Ford, Aberdeenshire  
 Queenzie, the natural channel between Peterhead and Keith Inch 
 Queen’s Links, Aberdeenshire < choinne, coinne, ‘meeting’ 
QUEENZIE MILL KSY NS6977 [1]  NS692774  
 
1621 RS58/2 f.153 Alexander Millare at the mill of Gouzne 
1715  RS59/13 f.252v Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Marshell in 

Nether Croye and Hendrie Marshell in Tounhead at Collzeam Brae (recte Collzeambae) for 
themeselves and as actorneys for John Millar at Gonzie Miln overseers and managers of 
the estate and meansof Hendrie Millar laufull son to the deceast James Millar att Garrell 
Miln Kilsyth 

1736 RS59/17 f.111v John Miller, farmer of Gunzie Miln --- Bruickyside 
1749 RS59/19 f.313v James Miller tennant in Quinzie Miln with a disposition granted by James Muirhead sone 

to John Muirhead tennant in Southside --- annualrent furth of Bentend and Crossmyloof --- 
barony of Dundaff and parish of Kilsyth  

1752 RS59/20 f.48 James Miller in Guiniemiln --- all and haill that fore tenement of land high and laigh back 
and fore called the Lodging in the town of Kilsyth  

1784 AOS 458 David Patrick, miller, Gunziemill. P.R. 28.122 
1898 OS Queenzie Mill Quarrie 
1845 NSA Quinzie Mill 
1859 OS  Queenzie Mill 
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Note: 1859 OS also shows an area of land adjacent called Queenzie Mill – presumably the mill-lands. 
RAPPAD KNOWE error for Tappit Knowe 
 
1695 RS83/1 f.59v.5 [L] Resignation ad perpetuam – John Cornwall of Banton in favour of Mr William 

Livingstone of Kilsyth of all and heall the lands of Banton commonlie called the Mains of 
Banton, the lands of Rappadknow, Neither Thrid and Midle Thrid. Registered on the 366 
leaf of the said Register. [forms checked in RS59/8 – they are correct] 

 
RED MOSS # KSY NS7279 [3] 
 
1634 RS58/6 f.188 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Aikburne in 

Kirkhouse of Monyabruch as attorney in the name of – Rankine daughter and heir of the 
late George Rankene in Monyabruch having in his hand a Precept of Clare Constat --- 
William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – Glebe of Monyabruch [terrerum glebae de -] bounded 
by lie Bar and ? on the east the Water of Kelvine on the south Drumtocher on the west and 
the lands of Easter Kilsyth on the north --- with fuel from the peatery in Reidmoss [also 
Ridmoss] of Drumtrocher  

1694 RS83/1 f.50.6 James Rankine in Nether Gavell of James Rankine of Bogsyde his just and equall half of 
the lands and Gleib of Monyaburgh with houses and biggins – with the liberty of casting of 
peet in the Red Moss of Drumtocher and pasturage of his cattell upon the muir of the 
samen. Registered on the  288th and 289th leaves of the said Register 

RISK error for Riskend 
 
1736 RS59/17 f.81v [L] just and equall half of the lands of Bruckyside being ane sixteenth part of all and haill 

the lands of Auchinrivoch bounded as follows viz the lands of Risque and Craigtowns on 
the south the lands of Colliam on the west the high dyke of the common muir on the north 
and the lands possest by Alexander Rowat being the just and equal half of the said lands of 
Bruickieside on the east parts together with ane Hanging Brae consisting of about half ane 
acre of ground between the Glen Burh [sic] and Collam park dyke on the Braehead with 
the priviledge of the common muir of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth 

RISKEND KSY NS7378 [1]  NS730789 
 
1683 RS59/6 f.356 James Muirhead in Riskend 
1708 RS59/12 f.274v Patrick Rankine in Riskend within the Easter barony of Kilsyth with Andrew Din 

residenter at Coudenhill baillie in that part  
1710 RS59/12 f.471 Patrick Rankine in Riskend in the easter barronry of Kilsyth 
1786 AOS 948 parts of the baronies of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Drumcrocher, Neilston, & Mill of 

Garvel; Riskend, Cragstons, Woodend & Colzeambae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.17 

1817 Grassom Riskend 
1845 NSA Riskend 
1859 OS Riskend 
1912 CDS13 Riskend - A. McIntyre 
1980 OS Riskend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Riskend 
ROTTENCROFT # KSY NS7678 [3] 
 
1721 RS59/14 f.307v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Graham in Auchincloch as 

actorney in name of William Graham in Westertoun --- commissioners --- disponed to the 
said William Graham all and heall the just and equal third part of all and heall ane quarter 
of ane town of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth commonly called the Broken Quarter with 
houses [etc] also ane acre of land or thereby called the Rottencroft and ane darg of 
meadow commonly called the Milnmeadow --- all lying within the pound land of 
Auchincloch Barony of Herbertshire pariochen of Moniaburgh and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1722 RS59/14 f.345 Robert Graham younger in Auchencloch Miln --- all and heall his acre of land called 
Rottencroft and all and heall theat darg of meadow called the Miln Meadow lying besouth 
the miln of Auchencloch 
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1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 
the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris 
agellariis to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the 
Darg Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

1746 RS59/19 f.37 ane aiker of land or thereby called Rotten Croft  
1782 AOS 197 Archibald, Agnes, & Helen Patoun, chhildren of David Patoun, M.D., Glasgow, seised in 

one thrid part of Broken Quarter of the Easter Barony of Kilsyth; Rottencroft, Mills 
Meadow; parts of Auchincloch, parish of Moniaburgh – on a Bond 1776 ; P.R. 27.177 

1788 AOS 1336 parts of Nether and Over Auchincloch and Mill, & pieces of ground called Rottencroft 
and Mill Meadow, parish of Kilsyth 

RUCHILL KSY NS7578 [1]  NS754785 
 
1590 Pont Roch hill 
1620 RS58/2 f.120 [L] Robert Grahame in Ruchill 
1620 RS58/2 f.128 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Robert Graham of the lands of Calzebae known as Ruch hill”] 

compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Grahame in Calzebae having in his hand a 
charter with precept of sasine from the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, 
knight, --- of all and haill the lands of Calzebae occupied by the said Robert and which are 
known as Ruch Hill extending to a fourth part of the lands of ovir Calzebae with houses 
[etc] lying within the barony of Kilsythe [etc] [witnesses to sasine] Mr Andrew Grahame, 
minister at the kirk [eclesiam] of Monyabroch, Henry Mitschell there, David Zuill and 
Alexander Zuill, his son, there and Henry [sorllan] in Holenbus  

1635 RS58/6 f.241 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Grahame in 
Ruchhill baillie in that part for William Levingstoune of Kelsythe with a precept of sasine 
and entered to the mill lands underwritten --- mill and mill lands of Auchincloche --- lying 
in the barony of Habertshyre 

1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] fourth part of the town of Easter Kilsyth commonly called Broken Quarter, lying within 
the barony of Herbertshire and paroch Moniaburgh --- bounded as follows viz: the lands of 
Gateside of Neather Colliumbae and lands of Ruchhill on the west, lands of Boigstank 
pertaining to the late William Grahame on the east and the said Boigstank in Dullator Boig 
on the south, as also an acre of land more or less known as Rottencroft cum terris agellariis 
to Robert Grahame portioner of Auchencloich on the one side bounded with the Darg 
Meadow aut eo Circiter mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 

1783 AOS 350 Alexander Laing, tenant, Neilston of Kilsyth, seised in part of Over Columbey called 
Rouchhill, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Henry Marshall of Rouchhill. P.R. 27.459 

1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 
Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

1787 AOS 1100 Balmalloch  Roughhill, parish of Kilsyth  
1788 AOS 1360 part of Over Colliambae called Ruchhill,parish of Kilsyth  
1808 AOS 5945 of the privilege of pasturage and of casting peats and turf in the Common Muir of Easter 

Barony of Kilsyth effeiring to one fourth part of Over Colziambae called Ruchill, parish of 
Moniaburgh 

1817 Grassom Roughhills 
1818 AOS 8863 fourth part of Over Columby called Roughill, parish of Kilsyth  
1869 OS Ruchill 
1980 OS Ruchill 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Ruchill 
 
cf Ruchlaw NT615745 
SAINT MIRREN'S WELL  # KSY NS7279 [1]  NS723795 
 
1796 OSA p.229 St Mirren’s Well 
1845 NSA  There is no district where there is a greater abundance of springs of wholesome water. 

Wellshot opposite Auchinvole, St Mirrens well, south of woodend, and Kitty-fristy well, 
on the hill road to Stirling, known to all fooot passengers, are powerful springs of most 
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delicious water. The mineral spring at Dovecot Wood is now scarcely perceptible. There is 
one in the glen near Garrel mill. 

1859 OS St Mirren’s Well 
1956 Stirlingshire ii No.542 St Mirren’s Well 
1980 OS Well 
2001 OS Explorer 349   St Mirren’s Well 
ST TARTANSWELL KSY NS7377 [2] 
 
1796 OSA p.229 “the one is called St Tartan’s, perhaps a contraction of St Tallertans” 
 
possible tior name 
SETTLING MOSS # KSY NS6880 [1]  NS686806 
 
1859 OS  Settling Moss  
SHALIAN BURN # KSY NS7377 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Shalian Burn  
 
Note: this seems to be the present upper Kelvin which at Roy’s time emerged from Dullater bog and joined with the 

Shalian near to Barr. 
SHANBEG # KSY NS7381 [2] 
 
1755 Roy Shanbigo 
1821 Ainslie Shanbeg 
SHANKFOOT # KSY NS7077 [3] 
 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

SHANKHEAD KSY NS7077 [3]  
 
1795 CRH&C James Frew in Shankhead of Kilsyth  
SHAWEND KSY NS7477 [1]  NS741778  
 
1817 Grassom Shawend 
1821 Ainslie Shawend 
1845 NSA Shawend 
1859 OS  Shawend 
1898 OS Shawend 
1980 OS Shawend 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Shawend 
SHAWEND BURN KSY NS7477 [1]  
 
1796 OSA XVIII p.225 In the east barony there is the Shaw-end burn; on which there is a threshing miln near its 

source, and a lint and bussing, a barley, a corn, and a snuff miln further down, and below is 
the great reservoir. 

1845 NSA 
SHELLOCH # KSY NS6878 [1]  NS682786 
 
1817 Grassom Shelloch 
 
cf Shelloch, Pitlochry 
    Badshalloch DNB [PNDB 17]  
SILEEISY KSY NS7479 [3] 
 
1784 AOS 603 Carron Co., seised in the tiends of Over and Nether Tamrawer, third part of Tamrawer 

called Old Hall, Stonecloss, Wards and Sileeisy; part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called 
Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 
419.206 
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SLACHRISTOCK # KSY NS7183 [1] 
 
1590 Pont Slecryistock 
1629 RS58/4 f.271a [L] George Adame in Slacrystock having in his hand a charter with precept of sasine from 

James Earl of Montrose, lord Grahame and Mugdok, superior, --- of all and haill his twenty 
shilling land and his forty shilling land of Slacrystock with houses [etc] which the said 
George presently occupies and possesses, lying in the barony of Dundass and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- Andrew Dicksoun, junior, baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] John Liddall 
in Clakarie  

1629 RS58/5 f.3 [L] Andrew Adame in Slaycrystok and Jonet Dyn his wife having in his hand a feu charter 
with precept of sasine from James, earl of Montrose as superior of the lands underwritten --
- foresaid Andrew Adame and Jonet Dyn his wife and the longest liver of the two in 
conjunct fee --- that 20 shilling land of the 40 shilling land of Slaycrystok with houses [etc] 
--- lying in the barony of Dundaff and sheriffdom of Stirling --- the sasine executed by 
Andrew Diksoune, junior, baillie in that part for the said earl --- [witnesses to sasine] John 
Liddell in Claharrie  

1630 RS58/5 f.89 [L] William Modrell at the mill of Dundaff and David Modrell his son and heir and 
Andrew Adamsone in Slaychrystok --- Jonete Adamsone, wife of the said William  

1632 RS58/5 f.270v [L] George Adamsoun hereditario, just [jure] possessor of the lands of Slayechrystok 
lying in the barony of Dundaff and sheriffdom of Stirling --- contract of matrimony 
between George on the one part and John Liddell portioner of Claharrie and his daughter 
Jonet Liddell on the other part --- in the just and equall half of his mailling [agellis earlier 
agellum] of Slaycrystok  

1636 RS58/6 f.356v John Adamsoune son to Andrew Adamsoune in Slacrystock – [witnesses to sasine] 
William Adame in Mylneraw of Erlesburne, James Adame in Slacrystock 

1673 RS59/5 f.22 done upon that pairt of the lands of Slachreistock --- called the Broad Deall of the Broad 
Meddow [witnesses to sasine] William Liddell officer in Dundaffe John Moir schoolmaster 
there William Liddell in Braes of Blaireblenshie and John Cowan son lawful to umquill 
Gilbert Cowan maltman in Lag 

1687 RS83/1 f.13v.2 James Adam of Slackristock - annualrent out of lands of David Adam, his half merkland 
in Slackfarquer. Registered on the  231st and 232nd leaves of the said Register  

1755 Roy Slay Crystock 
1792 AOS 2255 James Patrick of Linns, as heir to James Patrick, tenant, Slackristock 
1794 AOS 2833 part of Slachrystock or Waterside called the Spittal, barony of Dundaffmuir 
1817 Grassom Slachristock 
1859 OS Slachristock 
1912 CDS13 Slachristock - John Bennie 
1980 OS Slachristock 
 
cf Slewdonan  DMF [PNG 246] 
SLACHRISTOCK BURN KSY NS7182 [1] 
 
1859 OS Slachristock Burn 
1958 OS Slachristock Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Slachristock Burn 
SLACKS # KSY NS7480 [1]  NS746802 
 
1817 Grassom Slacks 
1859 OS Slacks 
 
cf Slacks NJ345055; NJ855465; NO685895; NS465755; NS575375; NX875735; NY055835; SK495905 
 Slacks Wood NZ585125; Slackshaw Burn NS685245 
    Slackend NS975725 [PNWL 105]; NJ645365 
 Slackbuie; NJ345535; Slackdhu NS555815  
SLAFARQUHAR KSY NS7383 [1]  NS730833 
 
1590 Pont Slefarcharr 
1576 RMS iv 2643 Lacharchar 
1629 RS58/4 f.244 William Adame in Slafarchar in the Dundas Mure  
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1630 RS58/5 f.119v [endorsed “sasine for John Adamesone] personelie compeirit upoun the ground of the lands 
of Dennymwre and Hirdlandis of Dennymwre William Mitchell in the Gairt of Denny, 
baillie in the pairt – John Cuthill portioner of  Stanewood and John Cuthill zounger fear of 
Stanewood his eldest sone and apparend air --- Precect of Clare Constat made and granted  
by the said John Cuthill elder and younger of Stanewood to the said John Adamesoun for 
giving of sasine to him heretably as heir to the late David Adamesoun in Slafarquer his 
father of the parts and portions of Dennymwre --- the said lands of the common muir of 
Denny --- [witnesses to sasine] David Adamesoune in Slafarquer, William Johnstoune, 
weaver there, Andreew Thomsoune in [s]arli[k]craig  

1631 RS58/5 f.120v [L] part and portion of the lands of Slafarchar viz occidentalis laiterie with houses [etc] 
1633 RS58/6 f.50v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands of Slafarchar William Modrell at 

the Mill of Dundaff baillie in that part for the Earl of Montrois with a charter with precept 
of sasine with John Adame in Slafarcher and Jonet Modrell his spouse and there the said 
John Adame having a feuferm charter from the noble earl entered into all and haill his 
twenty shilling land of Slafarcher with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Dik at 
Carounfuird 

1687 RS83/1 f.13v.2 James Adam of Slackristock - annualrent out of lands of David Adam, his half merkland in 
Slackfarquer. Registered on the  231st and 232nd leaves of the said Register  

1699 RS59/10 f.239 [L] contract of marriage between Jean Adam daughter of Andrew Adam in Slafarquhar and 
Robert Young son of Andrew Young in Buckieholl 

1749 RS59/19 f.311 Appeared Andrew Adam of Bentend having in his hands disposition granted by John 
Provand portioner of Slafarquhar --- all and haill these parts and portions of the one merk 
land of Slafarquhar and muir thereof to wit that part or portion of land called the Haugh 
lying contigue to the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the west the Water 
of Carron on the north and the said Andrew Adam his other lands of Bentend on the south 
south and east As also that other parcille of laboured ground called the Molland lying south 
west from the Bentend houses Incompassed around with the said Andrew Adam his lands 
and meadows of Bentend near to the room and houses of Slafarchar and also that other 
piece of outfield ground called the Burns inclosed with a dyke about the same near to the 
muir --- all lyiing within the parish of Kilsyth and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy Slay Farquhar 
1781 AOS 5 James Morrison, tenant, Herding [St Ninians p], as heir to William Morrison, tenant, 

Waterside, his father, seised 1781, in parts of Slafarquhar, p. of Kilsyth, in security 
of.1660 merks Scots, in Bond of Wadset between said William Morrison and John Provan, 
portioner, Slafarquhar, Nov. 13 1743;- on Precept of Clare Constat by James Gooding of 
Slafarquhar, 1781; P.R 26.410 

1788 AOS 1340 Slafarquhar, parish of Kilsyth  
1794 AOS 2801 John Adam, portioner, Slafarquhar, in part of Slafarquar called Waterside, parish of 

Muniaburgh or Kilsyth 
1808 AOS 5778 land of Slafarquhar known by the name of Bentend; and piece of land called the Haugh, 

the Molland and the Burns, extending to a 6s 8d land of a 13s 4d land of the said 40s land 
of Slafarquhar. P.R. 43.242 

1814 RHP24844   Photocopy of plan of farms of Cross-my-Loof, Bentend and Slafarquhar, the property of 
Mr. Miller of Orchard:   

1817 Grassom Slafarquhar 
1845 NSA Slafarquhar 
1859 OS Slafarquhar 
1912 CDS13 Slafarquhar - John Nicholson 
1980 OS Slafarquhar 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Slafarquhar 
 
cf Sliabh Fhearchair, Braemar NO0789 
SLAFARQUHAR BURN # KSY NS7383 [3 ]       Kilsyth 
 
1592 RH6/3196 of lands lying between the Fukkertoun burn and Slafarquarburne in said barony of Denny  
1619 RS58/1 f.263 [L] land lying at lie Fokartoun Burne and Slafarcher Burne in the said barony of Dene 
SLAUGHTER HOWE KSY NS7379 [1]  NS737792  
 
1845 NSA Slaughter Howe 
1859 OS  Slaughter Howe 
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1980 OS Slaughter Howe 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Slaughter Howe 
SLEDGATE # KSY NS7579 [2]       Kilsyth 
 
1697 RS59/9 f.55v [L] lands of Thomrawer --- commonly known as Auldhall --- common road  known as 

Sledgate --- mill of Auchincloch [witnesses to sasine] James Patrick in Inchwood 
1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] William Patrick tennant in Inchwood and portioner of Tomrawer with a disposition 

granted by Thomas Duncan portioner of Tomrawer --- all and haill three parts and portions 
of the lands of Auchincloch which lands are a third part of  the lands of Tomrawer which 
lands extend to a nine shilling one penny land of old extent commonly called Old Miln 
Hall--- with the liberty of pasturage and casting feall and divot in the muir of Auchincloch 
conform ot use and wont and liberty of that Sledge Gate for leading of fuell and others 
from the same  

SMITHYHILL KSY NS7077 [1]  NS706779 
 
1685 RS59/7 f.26 Smiddiehill of Kilsythe --- David Patrick in Inschwood 
1755 Roy Smittiehill 
1786 AOS 957 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Burnhead, Corry, Deerpark, 

Haugh acres in and about the Town of Kilsyth, Ballmalloch, Parkhead, & Smiddyhill, 
parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 437.55 

1801 AOS 4294 Smithy hill of Kilsyth 
1817 Grassom Smithyhill 
1859 OS  Smithyhill 
1898 OS Smithyhill 

SOUTH BARRWOOD see BARRWOOD - SOUTH 
SOUTH MEADOW # KSY NS7479 [2] 
 
1731 RS59/15 f.606v [L] mill meadow called South Meadow of Auchincloch 
SOUTH THIRD # KSY NS6783 [2] 
 
1590 Pont South Thrid 
1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 

and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Middlethrid and Souththrid with 
the mill of the said barony with the mill lands, multures and sequels 

1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Midlethrid and Souththrid with the mill of the said barony, mill lands 
multures  

1755 Roy South Ridd 
SPEIRS ISLAND NS737784 
 
1859 OS  Speirs Island 
1960 Ordnance Survey Speirs Island 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Speirs Island 
SPITTLE # KSY NS7183 [1] NS721838 
 
1667 RS59/3 37v David Modrell in Muremilne --- off that poffill and spittall of land called the Spittall of 

Slachrystock  [witnesses to sasine] James Cowie indweller in the said Spittall  
1679 RS59/6 f.80v all and haill the the poffill and portion of land now heretablie pertaining to her called the 

Spittall of Slachrystock  with houses [etc] 
1730 RS59/15 f.460v part and portion of the lands of Slachristock called the Spittle  
1794 AOS 2833 part of Slachrystock or Waterside called the Spittal, barony of Dundaffmuir 
1859 OS Spittle 
STONE CLOSE # KSY NS7579 [3] 
 
1784 AOS 603 Carron Co., seised in the tiends of Over and Nether Tamrawer, third part of Tamrawer 

called Old Hall, Stonecloss, Wards and Sileeisy; part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called 
Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 
419.206 

STONEREE PIT KSY NS6978 [1]  NS694784  
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1859 OS  Stoneree Pit  
STRATHCARRON  KSY NS7073 [1] 
 
AD 643 Tigernach  Postea Domnall Brecc i cath Sratha Caruín in fine anní in Decimpre interfectus est.  
1237 Lennox There is also extant a prior confirmation by Alexander II, dated 23.10.1237, of the charter 

by the Earl of Dunbar, bearing to be granted to David de Graham for his homage and 
service, of the whole waste lands of Dundaff and Strathcarron, which was the King's 
forest, in excambion for the lands of Gretquerquer in Dumfries which the Earl by his 
charter had formerly conferred on David. This is the original grant of the barony of 
Dundaffmuir, the oldest existing possession of the house of Montrose.  

STRIP – THE KSY NS7278 [1]  NS725787 
 
1898 OS The Strip 
 
This is a wood strip - windbrake 
TAIGSTON (# KSY NS7479 [1] NS745790 
 
1553 RMS iv 851  [L] Wester Taggistoun – occupied by John Thomsoun, Patrick Kerr, John Levingstoun, 

David Donaldsoun, William Suerd, George Smyth 
 Easter Taggistoun – occupied by Thomas Bard, and William Corbe 
1590 Pont Taigstoun 
1620 RS58/2 f.97 [L] Alexander Livingstoune in Taigstoune 
1620 RS58/2 f.99v [L] [endorsed “sasine for John Grahame and his spouse of the lands of Taigstoune”] James 

Grahame in Taigstoune having in his hand a charter of alienation in favour of [-]annibet 
Grahame his spouse --- lord William Livingstoune of Kilsythe ---  all and haill the lands of 
Taigstoune ---- William Houstoune brother lawful to William Houstoune of Cultreach, 
baillie in that part [witnesses to sasine] James Toscheoche notarie, James Babiage gardner 
[hortulano] in Kilsythe and George Huchesoune my servant  

1620 RS58/2 f.115 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander Baird --- ---- of the lands of Taigstoune”] personally 
compeared upon the lands of Taigstoune, John Forrester in Eist Kilsythe, baillie in that 
part for the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, with a precept of sasine 
in favour of Alexander [Baird] in Taigstoune and Barbara Corbie his spouse and the 
foresaid Alexander Baird having in his hand a charter of alienation made by the said 
honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight --- of all and haill of the feulands of 
Taigstoune in Eister Kilsythe extending to an eighth part thereof of the lands of 
Taigstoune occupied by the foresaid Alexander Baird with house [etc.] --- lying in the 
barony of Kilsythe and sheriffdom of Stirling. [charter signed at West Kilsythe] [witnesses 
to sasine] Robert Graham in [b]as[t/c]hill, Henry Corbie in Taigstoune, John Millare at 
Garvell Myln and John Strachane [servant?] John Grahame in Taigstoune  

1620 RS58/2 f.120 [L] [endorsed “for Robert Adam and Elizabeth Stirling a fifth part of the lands of 
Taigstoune”] compeared upon the lands of Taigstoune John Forrester in Eist Kilsythe, 
baillie in that part for the honourable William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, with a 
precept of sasine in favour of Robert Adam in Taigstoune and Elizabeth Stirling, his 
spouse, the said Robert having in his hand a charter of alienation from the honourable 
William Livingstoune of Kilsythe, knight, --- all and haill that part or portion of Lord 
William’s lands of Kilsythe commonly called Taigstoune occupied by the late Patrick 
Adam, father of the said Robert with all edifices [etc] lying in the barony of Kilsythe [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] John Millar at Garvall Myln, Robert [Thompsoun?] in Roslaine [or 
Rocland] and Robert Grahame in Ruchill, George Adam in Neilstoune and Patrick Adam 
his father 

1621 RS58/2 f.153 [endorsed “sasine for William Suord etc. of ane part of Taigstoune”] personally 
compeared upon the lands of Taigstoune underwritten honest and discrete persones 
William Suord in Taigstoune and Margaret Ker his spouse and also Alexander Bourd in 
Taigstoune, baillie in that part for the honourable lord William Livingstoune of Kilsythe 
knight with a precept of sasine – charter of alineation from the said William Livingstoune 
of Kilsythe --- William Suord and Margaret Baird, his spouse --- that part of the lands of 
Taigstoune presently occupied by the said William Suord with houses etc. --- lying in the 
barony of Eist Kilsythe and sheriffdom of Stirling --- Robert Millare in Calzeambie, 
Alexander Millare at the mill of Gouzne 
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1627 Retour 122 [L] William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, heir male of lord William Levingstoun of Kilsyith, 
knight, his grandfather;- in the lands and barony of Easter Kilsyith containing the lands of 
Taigstounis Eister and Wester 

1627 RS58/4 f.108 [L] William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – heir of William Levingstoune of Kilsyth – lands 
and barony of Easter Kilsyth comprehending the lands of Taigstoune, Easter and Wester 

1646 RS58/8 f.192v [L]John Smyth in Tagstoune 
1647 RS58/8 f.258v [L] lands of Tagstoun Easter and Wester  
1688 RS83/1 f.14.12 Patrick Merschell, merchant in Kilsyth and Alexander Merschell his son of ane annualrent 

out of the lands of Taigstoune called Craigston. Registered on the  248th leaf of the said 
Register  

1742 RS59/18 f.248v John Bow tennant in Taigstoun of Kilsyth  
1766 HH1/29 Taigston 
1786 AOS 947 Easter Kilsyth comprehending. Easter and Wester Taigstoun G.R. 437.12 
1793 AOS 2506 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Ren. – of parts of the baronies of Easter 

Kilsyth, Wester Kilsyth, viz Taigston & others, parish of Monieaburgh or Kilsyth. G.R. 
492.180 

1795 AOS 3005 Sir Archibald Edmonstone of Duntreath gets Resig. & Rem. – of part of the barony of 
Easter Kilsyth, comprehending. Ballanton, Easter & Wester Auchinrivoch, Over & Nether 
Colziumbeas, Easter & Wester Taigstoun, Colzeam, Neilston, Barr, Drumcrocher & 
Moniaburgh, & Mill, Castletown & Balmalloch, parish of Moniaburgh; Wester Kilsyth; 
Burgh of Kilsyth; - Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, & Mill of 
Auchincloich 

1817 Grassom Taigston 
1821 Ainslie Taigston 
TAKMADOON ROAD KSY NS7278 [1]  NS720781 
 
1755 Roy Tackmedown 
1845 NSA the Takmadoon road 
1859 OS Takmadoon Road 
TAPPITKNOW # KSY NS7579 [3] 
 
1682 RS59/6 f.316v [L] all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Bantone called Tapitknow --- lyand 

within the parochen of Moniaburch and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1715  RS59/13 f.256v All and haill the said John Cornwall his fyve pound land of Banton comprehending the 

Maynes of Banton Tapitknou Midlethird Netherthird lands of Banton 
 1753 RS59/20 f.147 lands of Drumnessie --- bounded by the lands of Auchinrivoch and Berryhill on the west 

and on the east by the lands of Meadow Wards and Tapit Know and on the north by a fail 
dike 

THORNHILL # KSY NS6977 [1]  NS690777 
 
1859 OS  Thornhill 
TOMFYNE KSY NS7679 [1]  NS762799 
 
1755 Roy Tomfinn 
1786 AOS 947 Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, and 

Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 
1787 AOS 1183 parts of the barony of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz Taigston, Auchincrivoch, Tomfin, 

Auchhincloich, and Dykehead, parish of Monieburgh or Kilsyth 
1817 Grassom Tomfin - shows 2 sites close together 
1845 NSA  Tomphin 
1869 OS Tomfin 
1980 OS Tomfyne 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Tomfyne 
TOMRAWER # KSY NS758796 [1] NS758796 
 
1620 RS58/2 f.134v [L] [endorsed “sasine for James Grahame of the lands of West Achincloiche”] personally 

compeared upon the lands underwritten, Robert Grahame in Achincloiche—in completion 
of a contract --- for his part of the contract --- James Grahame in lie Burnhous of Meikle 
Denovan, his brother german, on the other part – of all and haill these parts or portions of 
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the lands of Wester Achincloche and a third part of the town and lands of Thamrawer 
Eister extending to a nine shillings and one penny land of Auld Extent known as lie 
Auldhall with houses [etc] which John and William Grahame occupy and possess, lying in 
the barony of Harberschyre [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Andersone, notary at 
Monyabroch, William Baird in Heidswod, Alexander Grahame, brother german to the said 
Robert and John Graham in Auldhall, William Mitschell in Bankheid and William Graham 
in Thamrawer 

1666 RS59/2f 247v [L] Issobel Layng in Leys --- John Grahame of Thomrawer – contract matrimonial ---  
1685 RS83/1 flv.10 John Forrest, precentor at Falkirk Elizabeth [--]on his spouse and William Forrest his sone 

- annualrent out of the lands of Thomrawer called Auldhall. Registered on the 6th leaf of 
the said Register 

1685 RS83/1 f.2.11 Marion Forrester spouse to James Patrick portioner of Thomrawer. Registered on the  14th 
leaf of the said Register 

1696 RS83/1 f.70.2 William Grahame of Thomrauer of the samen lands, Over and Nether. Registered on the  
448th leaf of the said Register 

1696 RS83/1 f.70.3 Lillius Russell of the lands of Over Thomrauer – contract of marriage. Registered on the  
448th and 449th leaves of the said Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.55v [L] lands of Thomrawer --- commonly known as Auldhall --- common road  known as 
Sledgate --- mill of Auchincloch [witnesses to sasine] James Patrick in Inchwood 

1708 RS59/12 f.294 Comperit personalie Andrew Din in Coldounhill as actorney for Agnes Laing daughter 
lawful to William Laing of Braikenlies now spouse to William Grahame of Thomrawer --
- just and equal half of that his room of Thomrawer and in the just and equal half of that 
part and portion of lands called Cragenairr being the fourth part of the eighteen shilling two 
pennie land of Thomrawer with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Grahame at 
Gateside of Colzembae 

1749 RS59/19 f.313 [L] William Patrick tennant in Inchwood and portioner of Tomrawer with a disposition 
granted by Thomas Duncan portioner of Tomrawer --- all and haill three parts and 
portions of the lands of Auchincloch which lands are a third part of  the lands of Tomrawer 
which lands extend to a nine shilling one penny land of old extent commonly called Old 
Miln Hall--- with the liberty of pasturage and casting feall and divot in the muir of 
Auchincloch conform ot use and wont and liberty of that Sledge Gate for leading of fuell 
and others from the same [witnesses to sasine] James Miller tennant in Quinzie Miln 
[although registered on that day the disposition had been written in 1743 – Robert 
Anderson in Craigduffie is names as baillie. The Precept of Clare Constat follows] 

1784 AOS 603 Carron Co., seised in the tiends of Over and Nether Tamrawer, third part of Tamrawer 
called Old Hall, Stonecloss, Wards and Sileeisy; part of the Muir of Auchincloigh called 
Berrymuir, parish of Moniaburgh ;- on disp. by Walter Campbell of Shawfield. G.R. 
419.206 

1786 AOS 947 Wester Kilsyth; Burgh of Kilsyth;- Auchincloich, Easter & Wester Tamraer, Tomfyne, 
and Mill of Auchincloich, parish of Moniaburgh. G.R. 437.12 

1805 RHP1557   Plan of the estate of Tamrawer in part of the lands of Banton with iron-stone workings 
1817 Grassom Tomrawer 
1845 NSA  Tomrawer 
1859 OS  Tomrawer “ruin” 
1956 Stirlingshire ii 348 Tomrawer Site [some genealogical information] 
 
cf Clachrawer  DMF [PNG 69] 
TOMTAIN KSY NS7281 [1]  NS721814 [1] 
 
1590 Pont Tomtein H. 
1755 Roy Tam Taine 
1821 Ainslie Tomtin 
1845 NSA  Tomtain or Lairdshill 
1859 OS Tomtain 
1980 OS Tomtain 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Tomtain 
 
Cf Tinto etc. 
TOWNHEAD KSY NS7478 [1]  NS740782 [1] 
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1664 RS59/2 f.2 John Mairschell in Tounehead 
1715  RS59/13 f.252v Compared personally upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Marshell in 

Nether Croye and Hendrie Marshell in Tounhead at Collzeam Brae (recte Collzeambae) 
for themeselves and as actorneys for John Millar at Gonzie Miln overseers and managers of 
the estate and meansof Hendrie Millar laufull son to the deceast James Millar att Garrell 
Miln Kilsyth 

1721 RS59/14 f.306v [L] Henry Marishall in Tounhead of Colliambae  
1721 RS59/14 f.307 all and heall the lands of Townhead of Colliambae being half ane town and half ane 

quarter of ane town there As also all and heall two acres of land or thereby with the liberty 
of ane Slade gate to and from the same  

1783 AOS 452 Patrick Marshall of Townhead, as heir to John Marshall of Townhead, his father, seised in 
Townhead of Colliambae, & piece of land on the north side of Meikle Wood of 
Colliambae, tenements in Kilsyth, parish of Moniaburgh. P.R. 28.109 

1786 AOS 949 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Kilsyth, & Mains, Barr, 
Barrwood, & Barlandfauld; Colzium, Tounhead, & Roughill, parish of Moniaburgh or 
Kilsyth. G.R. 437.21 

1792 AOS 2205 Townhead of Kilsyth 
1794 AOS 2786 in the lands of Townhead being part of the lands of Balcastle, parish of Slamannan 
1796 OSA Townhead - see Stirlingshire i No.98; OSA p.292 
1817 Grassom Townhead 
1820 AOS 9427 Townhead of Colliambae – and 2 acres of land on the north side of the Meikle wood of 

Colliambae, parish of Kilsyth  
1845 NSA  Townhead 
1859 OS  Townhead 
1912 CDS13 Townhead - David William Leishman and James Black 
1980 OS Townhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Townhead 
TOWNHEAD MILL # KSY NS7377 [1]  NS738779  
 
1817 Grassom Townhead Mill 
1859 OS  Townhead Paper Mills 
1980 OS shown but not named 
 
This place is now named Craigmarloch Board Mill 
WATERSIDE # KSY NS7283 [1]  NS724838 
 
1645 RS58/8 f.108 [L] Slachristock --- Slafarquhar extending to 20 shilling land of auld extent occupied by 

William Adam in Wadsyde 
1755 Roy Waterside  
1781 AOS 5 James Morrison, tenant, Herding [St Ninians p], as heir to William Morrison, tenant, 

Waterside, his father; P.R 26.410 
1794 AOS 2801 John Adam, portioner, Slafarquhar, in part of Slafarquar called Waterside, parish of 

Muniaburgh or Kilsyth 
1794 AOS 2833 part of Slachrystock or Waterside called the Spittal, barony of Dundaffmuir 
1820 AOS 9687 the lands of Waterside, being a 6s 8d land of the 20s land of Slafarquhar, parish of 

Moniebrough 
1817 Grassom Waterside 
1845 NSA Waterside of Carron 
1859 OS Waterside 
WELLSHOT # KSY NS7177 [1]  NS717771 
 
1845 NSA  There is no district where there is a greater abundance of springs of wholesome water. 

Wellshot opposite Auchinvole, St Mirrens well, south of woodend, and Kitty-fristy well, 
on the hill road to Stirling, known to all fooot passengers, are powerful springs of most 
delicious water. The mineral spring at Dovecot Wood is now scarcely perceptible. There is 
one in the glen near Garrel mill. 

1859 OS  Wellshot 
1898 OS Wellshot 
1958 OS Wellshot 
2001 OS Explorer 349   Wellshot 
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WESTER AUCHINRIVOCH see AUCHINRIVOCH - WESTER 
WESTERTHIRD # KSY NS7679 [3]  
 
1667 RS59/3 f.10v Robert Stark natural son to James Stark of Auchinvoill baillie in that part --- the lands of 

Westirthrid pairt of the nether half lands of Westir Auchincloiche 
WESTSIDE # KSY NS6878 [1] NS685784 
 
1786 AOS 956 parts of the baronies of Easter Kilsyth and Wester Kilsyth, viz Inchlees, Inchterf, Nether 

Inch, Bridgend, Shankfoot, Cairnbog, Westside, & Brae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.51 

1796 OSAp.233 Westside 
1859 OS  Westside 
1817 Grassom Westside 
1845 NSA Westside 
1859 OS Westside 
WHITE CRAIG  KSY NS695801 [1]  NS695801 
 
1859 OS  White Craig 
1898 OS White Craig 
1980 OS White Craig 
WHITEGATE KSY NS7277 [1]  NS723774 
 
1859 OS Whitegate 
1898 OS Whitegate 
1912 CDS13 Whitegate - Thomas Curr 
1980 OS Whitegate 
WOOD BURN KSY NS679771 
 
1817 Grassom Wood Burn 
1859 OS Wood Burn 
1980 OS Wood Burn 
WOODEND KSY NS733778 [1] 
 
1748 HH1/29 Woodend – part of Barrmoss 
1786 AOS 948 parts of the baronies of Easter and Wester Kilsyth, viz. Drumcrocher, Neilston, & Mill of 

Garvel; Riskend, Cragstons, Woodend & Colzeambae, parish of Moniaburgh or Kilsyth. 
G.R. 437.17 

1792 AOS 2266 William Barrie, tenant, Woodend of Kilsyth, - in the Kiln and Loggie house at the 
Barrwood Loan, parish of Kilsyth 

1817 Grassom  Woodend 
1845 NSA  Woodend 
1859 OS Woodend 
1912 CDS13 Woodend - Professor McCall 
1980 OS Woodend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Woodend 
YELLOW MUIR NS711809 
 
1898 OS Yellow Mire 
1980 OS Yellow Muir 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Yellow Muir 
 

LARBERT PARISH 
 
ALLANBANK # LRB NS8683 [1] NS860835 
 
1855 SC4/3/2 Allanbank 
1861 OS Allanbank 
1906 DS William Bennie, Farmer, Allanbank, Larbert 
ANDERSONS HILL # LRB NS8483 [1]  NS846833 
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1699 RS83/2/279 John Burns of Lairbert his lands of Andersonshills --- John Dick in Woodsyde and Agnes 

Millar his spouse ... and John, James and Janet Dick their children RS59/10 f.229  
1750 Roy Andersons 
1759 RHP1531 Andersons Hills 
1811 AOS 6654 Andersons Hill now Jean Sophia’s Park extending to 3 roods of land on the west side of 

the Turnpike Road from Falkirk to Stirling with the Mansion House and office house 
thereon  

1816 AOS 7998 the inclosure called - Whin Park & park of ground formerly called Andersons Hill now 
Jean Sophia’s Park  

ANTONSHILL LRB NS8783 [1] NS876839 
 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the  westward of the road called the  Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1817 Grassom Antonshill 
1834 DuPR Antonshill 
1861 OS Antonshill 
1896 OS Antonshill 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  327 A short distance east of Anton’s Hill, lies Mount Jerrat, with trees covering the ground 

upon which once stood a little chapel, that gave its name to the neighbouring burn whose 
waters, a stone-cast to the south, are collected into two small reservoirs – the one for the 
driving of a corn-mill, and the other for the grinding of wood-char used at Carron. 

 
cf Antons Hill, Coldstream [1912 CDS13] 
ARTHUR’S O’ON # LRB NS8782  NS879827 
 
c796 Nennius Carutius postea imperator reedificavit et VII castellis munivit inter utraque ostia: 

domumque rotundam politis lapidibus super ripam fluminus Carun, quod a suo nomine 
nomen accepit, fornicem triumphalem in victoriæ memoriam erigens construxit 

 
 [Carutius when he became emporer rebuilt seven castles between two estuaries: a round 

house of dressed stone on the bank of the river Carun, which is named from him, which 
was a triumphal vault raised and constructed in his memory] 

 
Nennius 23.  Severus was the third emperor who passed the sea to Britain, where, to protect the 

provinces recovered from barbaric incursions, he ordered a wall and a rampart to be made 
between the Britons, the Scots, and the Picts, extending across the island from sea to sea, in 
length one hundred and thirty-three miles: and it is called in the British language Gwal. 
Moreover, he ordered it to be made between the Britons, and the Picts and Scots; for the 
Scots from the west, and the Picts from the north, unanimously made war against the 
Britons; but were at peace among themselves. Not long after Severus died in Britain.  

  One MS. here adds, "The above-mentioned Severus constructed it of rude workmanship in 
length 132 miles; i.e. from Penguaul, which village is called in Scottish Cenail, in English 
Peneltun, to the mouth of the river Cluth and Cairpentaloch, where this wall terminates; but 
it was of no avail. The emperor Carausius afterwards rebuilt it, and fortified it with seven 
castles between the two mouths: he built also a round house of polished stones on the 
banks of the river Carun [Carron]: he likewise erected a triumphal arch, on which he 
inscribed his own name in memory of his victory.  
 
Dumville: The Eastern Terminus Of The Antonine Wall p.295 
presented as a gloss on the statement of distance found in the text of Historia Brittonum:  

 
Per.cxxxii. miliaria passuum,idest, a Penguaul-que villa scottice Cenail, anglice vero 
Peneltun, dicitur usque ad ostium fluminis Cluth et Cair Pentaloch, quo murus ille finitur, 
rustico opere Severus ille predictus construxit; sed nichil profuit  
(Dumville 1977, 22-4; Dumville 1985-, VII; note that the text should probably read 'usque 
ad Cair Pentaloch et ad ostium fluminis Glut').  
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A further addition, immediately following, tells us that another Emperor, unhelpfully 
named Carucius/Carutius (Karitius in some otherversions), renewed the wall; this Emperor 
is then credited (in an addition which, on the evidence of the capitula, was at one time 
intended to go into the following chapter) with the building of a triumphal monument by 
the River Carron;  

 
Carutius postea imperator reedificavit, et. vii. castellis munivit inter utraque ostia; 
domumque rotundam politis lapidibus super ripam fluminis Carun,quod a suo nomine 
nomen accepit, fornicem triumphalem in victorie memoriam erigens,construxit.  

 
1293 Newbattle et vtilitate molendini fui del Stanhus quot iuxa furnu- [m?] Arthuri infra baroniam de 

Dunypas ... 
 
 [and the use of the mill which was of Stanhus and which lies nearby Arthur’s O’on within 

the barony of Dunypas] 
 
1531 Boece i.82 This history of the cuming of Cesar and his army in Britan and subdewing of it to his 

empire, nocht far discordand fra the wourdis of Cesar in his Commentaris, ar drawin oute 
of Verimond, Campbell and vtheris autouris. Nochttheless, it is said in oure wlgare 
cornikillis that Iuius come to the Callendar Wode, and kest doun Camelon, the principale 
ciete of Pichtis, eftir that the samyn was randrit to him; syne left behynd him, nocht far fra 
Carroun, ane round hous of square stanis, xx elns of hycht & xij elns of breid, in perpetuall 
memory of his cuming to that place. Vtheris sayis he vsit that hous as his tent in al hs 
wayage, having tursit with him, and was callit Iulius Hoyff. Nochttheless, becaus na 
hstoricianis rehercis the weris maid be Iulius aganis the Scottis and Pichtis, we latt yae pas, 
and will inseyr na thing in this oure werk, bot sa mekill as we maye preif be famous and 
attentik autouris. As to this hous, it was rownd, as we may se zite, havand na wyndois bot 
abone, in maner of the anciant tempilis quhilkis ar zite sene in Rome, with benkis of stayn 
gangand rowynd abowte within. The flure of it has bene of squair stanis, and the herne 
[eagle], quhilk is the Romane ansenze [emblem] ingravit in the samyn; bot now be rowist 
of zeris is worn awaye. In it was ane huge stayn, standand to the sowth; on the quhilkis the 
Gentilis maid thair sacrifice. Thairfor vtheris famous autouris writis this tempil was biggit 
be Wespian, in honour of Claudius the empriour and of Victory; and was bett doun be 
Edward Langschankis quhen he ouraid mekle of Scotland, as we sall eftir schaw. 

1531 Boece i.103  The nixt summyr, Vespasiane rasit his army fra the wynter schelis to cum on the Scottis 
and Pichtis, and come sone eftir within the boundis of Mers and Berwyk, qhuilkis wer 
vnder dominoun of Pichtis, quhais inhabitantis wes ay maist keyn and strangest inimeis to 
Britonis. Howbeit, yai wer than sa brokin with the batell afoir rehersit that yai wer randerit, 
with mony vyeris thair nychtbouris, to Romans. Vtheris, quhilk wer mair nobill, fled to 
Cameloun, belevand the Romanis suld nocht cum thair for difficill and strait passage. But 
quhen Vespasiane wes aduerteist thairof, he beltit the toun with ane strang sege, and tuke it 
finalye. Amang mony vther riche and precious iowellis gottin in the said toun wer fundin 
the armys of the Kingis of Pichtis, quhilkis wer ane croun of gold sett aboute with precious 
stanis of vareant colouris. Thair was fundin ane swerde with heft of gold, maist curiously 
wrocht, with ane purpure scheith, quilk was worn mony zeris eftir be Vespasiane in his 
weers. The Pichtis quhilkis wer taken in the toun wer licent to return hayme on thair plegis. 
Vespasiane, resident ane certane tyme eftir in Camelon, brocht diuers ald capitans to 
inhabit the samyn, to leif vnder Romane lawis, and to instruk the rude pepill in civi 
maneris. Eftir that he biggit ane tempill nocht far fra the said toun, upoun the Watter of 
Carroun, in honour of Claudius and Victory, commanding the samyn to be adorit be the 
pepill. 

1531 Boece i.107  Plancius, the gouernour of Roman army fell in irremedial infirmite of fluxe --- Plancius 
decessit, quhais body wer brynt, eftir the Roman consuetude, and consecrait in the tempill 
of Claudius and Victory 

1531 Boece i.121  The samyn tyme apperit mony vncouthtis & merwillis in Albion. The seyis apperit rede 
and bludy, with mony dede bodijs cassin to the brayis, and furius wemen decllarit terribill 
thingis to cum. The ymage of Claudius besyde Camelon fell doun in dross, and the ymage 
of Victory fell doun fra the altere on hir bak, as sho had been vincust. 
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1880 Nimmo [3] i p  46 Arthur’s O’on – Henry Sinclair, Dean of Glasgow about 1560, calls it “Arthur’s Huif”, and 
Gordon speaks of it as “Julius’ Hoff.” Its site was a few yards to the north east of the Forge 
Row, Carron 

 
cf “to the baxtaris of the greit schip for clay to make an une (oven) in the greit schip” -  [Accounts of the Lord High 
Treasurer of Scotland, p. 488 (1513)] 
 
See Stirlingshire 1958 RCAHMS 
AUCHINGAW LRB NS8684 [2] 
 
1654 RS58/9 f 240v the merchstone fixt at the east syde of that littill busch callit Auchingaw one the east 

another merchstone fixtt at the watter syde apoised to the said busch in the midell [an] 
other merchstone is fixt betwixt the two stones to ward the northe eist syde of the same 
busch oppending to the west part of the arable landis lyand at the west syde of the said 
landis callet the Inches quhilk medow is proper part and pertinent of the lands of Stanhouse 

 
Note: the 7th hole on Glenbervie Golf Course is called Auchengaw. 
 
See Shiells infra 
BACK O’ DYKE # LRB NS8884 [1]  NS886840  
 
1831 SC4/3/1 Thomas Muirhead for Back o’ dikes [Kinnaird’s rent] 
1837 DuPR Back o’ Dike 
1855 SC4/3/2/5144 Back o’ Dike 
1861 OS Back-o’-Dike 
BACK O’ MUIR # LRB NS8483 [1]  NS841832  
 
1755 Roy 
BALGREEN  see Mountgreen     

BAMBERSHIRE  see  Bathershire     
BARBER’S ROW # LRB NS8883 [3]    
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5259 Carron Co. 
BATHERSHIRE # LRB NS8784 [1]    
 
1750 Roy Bathershire 
1817 Grassom Bambershire 
BENTS # LRB NS8785  NS871855  
 
1817 Grassom Bents 
BENTS see Bensfield 
BENSFIELD LRB NS8884 [1]  NS886840 
 
1753 RS59/20 f 146v granted by David Bruce if Kinnaird --- all and haill that piece of ground in Kinaird 

pertaining to him called the Bents lying on the north side of the highway leading to 
Quarrell --- bounded by the the said highway on the south --- together with the ditch 
around the said piece of ground 

1788 AOS 1289 parts of Longcroft, Blackshots, Dubbetsmeadow & Burnriggs; piece of ground called the 
Bents, parish of Larbert, on disp. by James Bruce of Kinnaird  

1806 AOS 5188 of ground in Longcroft, in Blackshotts, in Dubbits Meadow, in Burnrigs, and piece of 
ground called the Bents, parish of Larbert  

1817 Grassom Bents 
1821 Ainslie Bents 
1831 SC4/3/1 Bents 
1855 SC4/3/2/5330 Bentsfield 
1861 OS Bentsfield 
1865 SC4/3/3.6589 Bentfield 
1896 OS Bensfield 
1980 OS Bensfield 
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1912 CDS13  Bensfield - George Strang 
 
 
cf Bents NO5552; The Bents NT 2686; High Bent NS 6743; Benthead NS 3346 
    Benthead, parish of St Ninians 
BLACKMILL LRB NS8883 [1]   NS889830 
 
1797 RHP242 Depicts Skaithmuir Nether Mill at this place 
1817 Grassom Blackmill 
1855 SC4/3/2/5204 Blackmill - William Clerk, clerk, Carron 
1861 OS Blackmill 
1880 SC4/3/4.366 Blackmill of Carron 
1898 CH2/1326 Blackmill 
1980 OS Blackmill 
 
Note: This has nothing to do with the "blackmills" of the north. In the local context it applies to a mill used for grinding 

charcoal used in the preparation of green-sand moulds in the iron casting industry. It was associated with Carron 
Company. See Gibson for similar use of Dunipace mill. 

BLACKSHOTS  # LRB NS8884 [3]    
 
1788 AOS 1289 parts of Longcroft, Blackshots, Dubbetsmeadow & Burnriggs; piece of ground called the 

Bents, parish of Larbert - James Bruce of Kinnaird 
1806 AOS 5188 of ground in Longcroft, in Blackshotts, in Dubbits Meadow, in Burnrigs, and piece of 

ground called the Bents, parish of Larbert  
BLACKSTEEL # LRB NS8583 [1]  NS857835  
 
1768 CH2/1326 Blackssteel 
1801 AOS 4076 Black Steel Park, parish of Larbert 
1861 OS Blacksteel 
 
See Steal, infra 
BLACKTOWN # LRB NS8882 [1]  NS885827  
 
1797 RHP242 Mill Quarter or Blacktown [John Melvins House] 
1826 RHP1553 Blacktown 
1855 SC4/3/2/5154 Blacktown 
1861 OS Blacktown 
BOGGREEN see Mountgreen     
BOG PARK LRB NS8882 [3]    
 
1793 AOS 2609 parts of the barony of Stenhouse at Carron – piece of ground called Bog Park - given with 

Hungry Hill 
1824 SC4/3/1 given as Bog Park & Bridewell Park 
BOTTOM # LRB NS8685 [3]    
 
1798 VR Hamilton Farm, Langtown, Bottom 
1800 AOS 3913 part of Larbertshiells comprising Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom, parish 

of Larbert  
1802 HLP Bottom 
1803 AOS 4664 Boddom, parish of Larbert  
1810 AOS  part of Larbertshiells comp. Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom 
BRAKENKNOWES # LRB NS8884 [3]    
 
1831 SC4/3/1 James Allan’s widow in Brakenknows [Kinnaird’s rent] 
BRICKFIELD PARK # LRB NS8782 [2]      
 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the westward of the road called the Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
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Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour to Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1865 SC4/3/3.6696 Brickfield Park - Dundas 
BRIDESWELL PARK # LRB NS8783 [3]    
 
1824 SC4/3/1 Brideswell Park - given with Bog park 
1865 SC4/3/3 Brideswell Park - Stenhouse - occupied by Carron Co. 
 
cf Brideswell, Alford ABD 
BRIDGES IN LARBERT PARISH 
 
[ex List of Highways in the County of Stirling 1898] 
 

Bridge     NGR   Given Location 
 

Larbert    859819   River Carron 
North Broomage   852833   Chapel Burn 
Reid’s    848837 
Burnhead 
Larbert Station   861825   Scottish Central Railway 
Muirhall    861834   Chapel Burn 
Kinnaird       Bellsdyke Road 
Chapelbuurn   877836   Chapel Burn 
Powmill    868862   Pow Burn 
Carron    882825   River Carron 
Roughlands   882834 
Blackmill   888830   Chapel Burn 
Skaithmuir Mill   885832   Chapel Burn 
Carron Suspension  866813   River Carron 
Carron Lade   865818   mill lade 
Drill Hall   869832   Chapel Burn 

 
BROOMAGE  NS852833 - North   

NS861825 - South 
 
1451 RMS ii 508 [L] Livingston forfeiture - ... lands of Bruminche, and of Lethbert 
1452 RMS ii 552 [L] King grants to James Ruthirfurde, of Ruthirfurde:- lands of Lethbert, and of 

lethbertschelis and lands of Bremis 
1476 ADA 19 July Marian, spouse of the late James, Lord Levingstone, hir brefe of terce anent the land of 

Lethbert and Brumeinch 
1478 ADC p.15 The Lords of Council decretis and deliveris that John Makkesoun, John Walker, Robert 

Cok, William Wricht, Johne Anderson, Walter Cok, Alexander McKesoun, William 
Myllar, Nichole McKeson, Megy the wedo, Marioun Wricht and Johne Henrysoun, 
tennantis of the landis of Lethbert and Brome Inch sall content to pay to James Lord 
Hamilton the mailis of the said land of the Witsonday terme last past extendand to xij 
merkis and a chalder of mele of the ferme of the mylne 

1478 Sprot p.40 At the lands of, James Inglis, bailie in that part of James, Lord Hamiltone, read a letter for 
giving sasine to James, Lord Levingstoune, etc. of the lands of Lethbert and Bruningh 
(sic) 

1582 CRE John McKie in Broomage, parish of Larbert 
1594 RMS vi 82 [L] Confirmation of a charter made by James, Earl of Arran in favour of John, Lord 

Thirlstane ... with the superiority of ... Larbert and Brumedge 
1623 RS58/3 f.38 [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander earl of Linlithgow”] compeared John Burn in Lathbert 

as procurator to Alexander  earl of Linlithgow son and heir of Alexander earl of Linlithgow 
--- Mr William Livingstoune portioner of [P]iltoune, baillie in that part for Ann 
marchioness of Hammilton --- all and haill the lands of Larbert and Browmadge with the 
mill[s?] molendinis] thereof --- lying in the barony of Kinneill  

1623 RS58/3 f.60v William Broune in Brumaige 
1630 CRS Malcolm Mackie in Brumaidge 
1632 CRS Robert McKenlay in Broomedge 
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1633 RS58/6 f.104 Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Mungo Stirling fear of Glorat and Marie 
Wauchope my spouse --- on the one part and the Earl of Linlithgow on the other --- for the 
soume of seven thousand merkis money of this realm --- payit be me the said Mungo 
Stirling to him and disponit fra him his airis and assignees ta  me the said Mungo and his 
airis and assignees all and haill his  lands of Larbert & Brwmage with the mylne of 
Lairbert mylne lands [etc] 

1633 RS58/6 f 105v George McKie portioner of Brwmage and Agnes Boig now his spouse – contract of 
matrimony – Thomas Boig in Beircroftis and Christine Laird his spouse – just and equall 
half of the lands of Brwmage which pertain to George  

1638 RS58/7 f 139 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyis in Kilbaine as 
procurator for James Lord Levingstoune of Almont and Callander and Alexander 
Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as baillie in that part for James, Marquis of Hammeltoun 
with a charter granting and conceding all and haill the lands of Mumrellis, Brumage and 
Larbert with houses [etc] 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.26 Malcolm Broun in Bromedge  
1644 CRS George Mackie in Broumedge 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.55 John Makie in Bromedge 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.55 Decernies and ordaneis Alexander Makkie in Bromedge and John Mckenley thair to 

content and pey to John Makkie wright thair Tutor in law to Malcolm Makkie sone and aire 
of umquill George Makkie portioner of Bromedge The sowme of thrie hundrethe merks 
money as maill and dewtie of that Rowme and Mailling in Bromedge pertaining to th esaid 
Malcolm as air to his said umquill father in few and heretage the quilk is possest be thame 
and thatr for the terms of mertymis  ... and Witsonday 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.57v John Mckenley in Bromedge To pey to John Makkie wricht thair tutor in law to Malcolm 
Makkie sone and aire of umquill George Makkie portioner thair 

1651 SC67/67/1 f.107 Alexander Broune portioner of Bromedge 
1656 CRS John Mackie, wright in Broomedge 
1664 CRS Alexander Brown in Broomedge 
1664 CRS Alexander Mackie in Broomedge 
1676 CRS Christian Galbraith, relict of John Mackie, wright in Broomedge 
1678 CRS Catherine Foster, spouse to Robert Broune in Broomedge 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.28v John McKenlie in Broomadge 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.45 Robert Miller in Broomedge 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Agnes Young, spouse to Alexander Broun elder portioner of Broomadge 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.81v Euphan Adieson ... her husband Malcolm Broun portioner of Broomadge [daughter: Marie 

B.] that part of Broomadge sold by Alexander earl of Callander to umquhill Alexander 
Broun in Broomadge and Janet Chreystie his spouse, and half that part sold to them by Mr 
Alexander Norie minister of Lairbert , with pertinents; also the land called Milne aiker, all 
within the barony of Kinneil and shire of Linlithgow by annexation; reserving to Malcolm 
Broun and Euphan Adieson 1 1/2 acres land (1 croft, 1/2 haugh) with a house, byre and 
yard 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.143v Katherine Leishmane in Broomadge 
1687 CRS John McKenley in Broomedge 
1692 CRS Robert in Broomage 
1698 RS83/2/45 Jean Muirhead of hir liferent of the just and equal half of the part and portion of the lands 

of Broomage and the half of the proportional part of the Aiker of land called the Miln 
Aiker [RS59/10 f.44 – f.45] 

1699 CH2/1326 Broomage 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 Alexander Broun, elder in Broomage 
1741 CRS Alexander Broune portioner of Bromedge 
1755 Roy Broomwich 
1760 CH2/1326 Brumage foord 
1771 CRS James Heugh portioner of Broomage 
1782 AOS 268 Elizabeth Younger, spouse of John Brown, portioner, Broomage, seised in liferent ;- in 

parts of Broomage, parish of Larbert P.R. 27.301 
1801 AOS 4244 Larbert and Broomage - given as in the barony of Kinneil 
1802 AOS 4351 Broomage - part of the Acres called Mill Acres effeiring thereto the Barony of Kinneil & 

Sheriffdom of Linlithgow by annexation 
1817 Grassom Broomage 
1820 AOS 9579 in a rood of the lands of Broomage in that part called the Longshot, parish of Larbert  
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1861 OS Broomage - North and South  
1912 CDS13 Broomage House- James W. Burns 
1980 OS North Broomage - South Broomage 
 
cf Dunstaffnage - 1366 Dunstaffynche 
BROOMAGE BURN LRB NS8782 [2]     
 
1793 AOS 2608  in part of Crawest, piece of ground on the opposite side of Broomage Burn 
BROOMAGE FORD # LRB NS8681 [1]  NS867813  
 
1760 CH2/1326 Brumage Foord 
BROOMAGE LOAN # LRB NS8681 [1]  NS866813 
 
1879 Gillespie p.129 Broomage Loan 
BROOMAGE MAINS # LRB NS8682 [1]  NS862821 
 
1822 HR734  Broomage Mains 
1855 SC4/3/2/5345 Broomage Mains - property of William Forbes 
1861 OS Broomage Mains 
BROOMAGE TOLL # LRB NS8583 [2]    
 
1845 CH2/1326 Broomage Toll 
BROOMLOAN PARK # LRB NS8783 [3]    
 
1824 SC4/3/1 Broomloan Park 
BURDER PARK # LRB NS8882 [1]  NS883827 
 
1861 OS Burder Park 
BURNHEAD # LRB NS8682 [1]  NS862826 
 
1898 CH2/1326 Burnhead 
BURN PARK # LRB NS8783 [1]    
 
1782 SC4/3/1 Burn Park 
1880 SC4/3/4.384 Burn Park 
 
This is Chapel Burn Park 
BURN RIGGS # LRB NS8884 [3]    
 
1788 AOS 1289 parts of Longcroft, Blackshots, Dubbetsmeadow & Burnriggs; piece of ground called the 

Bents, parish of Larbert - James Bruce of Kinnaird 
1806 AOS 5188 of ground in Longcroft, in Blackshotts, in Dubbits Meadow, in Burnrigs, and piece of 

ground called the Bents, parish of Larbert  
BURNSHOTT # LRB NS8884 [3]    
 
1831 SC4/3/1 John Neilson in Burnshot 
 
cf Burnshott, West Lothian NS0479 
BURNSIDE # LRB NS8483 [1]    
 
1759 RHP1531 Burnside - part of the lands of Larbert 
BURNSIDE # LRB NS8884 [3]     
 
1627 RS58/4 f.88 [L] Robert Calendar in Kynnaird – charter from Robert Bruce of Kynnaird of lands of 

Kinnaird called Burnsyd 
1629 RS58/4 f.226v [endorsed: Reversion Robert Allan and his spouse to Bruce of Kinnaird] To all and sindry 

quhome it effeiris to quhomsoever thir present letteris sall cum Robert Allene in Kinnaird 
and Jonet Hodge my spous --- that albeit the richt honourable Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird 
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lyferenter of the samyn landis Robert Bruce his eldest lawful sone fear of the samen lands 
with advyse consent and assent of Margaret Monteith spouse of the said Robert conjunct 
lyferenter of the samyn landis --- and set in feu ferme yeirlie to me and my said spous  --- 
all and haill four akeris of the landis of Kinnaird callit Burnsyd with houses [etc] 
occupeyit possessed and –chit of umquhill Hendrie Cowie lying within the paroch of 
Larber  

1655 RS58/10 f.9v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Callender in 
Burnesyd of Kinaird and Jonet Hodge his spous with a heritable bond from Alexander 
Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent  --- to be uplifted from his landis of Kinaird called 
Burnesyd and Catrines Mealling with houses [etc] presently possest be the said Robert and 
spouse 

CARRON DAMS LRB NS8782 [1]  NS876825 
 
1879 Gillespie pp.101-111 Forge Dam 
CARRONHALL # LRB NS8984 [1]  NS891840 
 
1783 GD65/243 Double of Letters of Horning at the instance of Thomas Simpson, portioner of Bothkennar 

and others, as trustees for the deceased Robert Whyte, surgeon in Falkirk, against Thomas 
Dundas of Carronhall, charging him to infeft them in a room or mailling of land in 
Quarroll called Gowshill in parish of Larbert, with teinds thereof. Execution dated 21 
November 1783.  

1789 Ross Carronhall 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the  westward of the road called the  Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1808 GD65/265  Miscellaneous Inventories of:- (1) Title deeds of estate of Fingask. (2) Writs of farms at 
Bellsdyke and the Haughs of Airth. (3) Title deeds belonging to Mr Dundas of Carronhall 
of the 5 rooms of land of the barony of Powfoulis called Bells Dyke. (4) Title deeds 
belonging to Major Dundas of Carronhall. 1808-1822 

1817 Grassom Carronhall 
1829 SC4/3/1 the lands of Quarrol, now called Carron-hall [Dundas] 
1855 SC4/3/2 Col. Thomas Dundas of Carronhall 
1861 OS Carron Hall 
1879 Gillespie p.165 Carronhall 
1897 DUNDAS p ix in May 1424 the king granted licence to James Dundas of that ilk ... to build ... fortalice of 

Dundas ... by his second marriage with Christian Stewart he had four children ... Alexander 
from whom are descended the family of Dundas of Fingask, now of Carronhall 

1912 CDS13 Carronhall - Robert Dundas Orr 
 
Colonel Dundas had Carronhall as his residence and title. 
CARRONHILL see Hungryhill 
CARRON PARK # LRB NS8782 [1]   NS873825 
 
1761 RHP1552 Carron Park 
1776 Taylor and Skinner Carron Park - Calder Esq. 
1820 AOS  land in Carronhill called Carronpark 
1821 Ainslie Carronpark 
1826 RHP1498 Carron Park 
1912 CDS13 Carronpark House 
CARRONSHORE LRB NS8983 [1]   NS894829 
 
1763 GD58/8/3 Nov 10: Tack of Harbour: the shore and shore dues of Quarrole shore now called Carron 

Harbour, with the granaries & haill houses at the shore, with the coal fold, inclosed with a 
stone wall £117.4. 

1765 GD65/215  Tacks by Thomas Dundas of Fingask of parts of the lands of Skaithmuir in favour of: (1) 
Thomas Wilson, sailor at Quarroleshore, for 57 years. Dated 25 September 1765; (2) John 
Whyte, merchant at Dunmore park, for 57 years. Dated 13 January 1772. Also another; (3) 
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John Handyside, mason at Carronshore, and John Stevenson at Carron wharf, for 57 
years. Dated 23 November 1772. Registered in Commissary Court books of Stirling, 10 
January 1786; (4) Alexander Fiddes, merchant at Quarrole Shore, for 50 years. Dated 30 
December 1774. 1765-1774 

1767 RHP31972  Photocopy of plan of intended canal from River Clyde at Glasgow to River Carron at 
Carronshore by two routes. (Same as RHP2963 but with annotations)  

1780 RHP701  Plan of Crossmuirhead and Longdyke roads leading to Carronshore  
1783 GD65/242  Memorandum regarding the road at Carronshore to Foulderhaugh or Carron Wharf. 

23/9/1783 
1787 AOS 1190 north side of the road from Stenhouseford to Carronshore, parish of Larbert 
1788 AOS 1284 Dudley Brest Garenceires, Landwaiter, Carronshire – in part of Skaithmuir near Carron 

Harbour, parish of Larbert 
1790 AOS 1866 Carron harbour or Quarrol Shore [H.M. Customs]  
1795 AOS 3013  Theophilus Garencieres, apothecary, Stonegate, York, seised in part of Skaithmuir near 

Carron Harbour or Quarrol shore, parish of Larbert ;- on disp. by Dudley Best 
Garencieres in Carronshore. P.R. 33.519 

1855 SC4/3/2/5502 House and Ferry-boat, Carronshore [superior: the Turstees for the late Henry Stainton, 
London] 

 
Only part of Carronshore lay in Larbert parish, the remainder being in Bothkenner parish. 
CARRONVALE  LRB NS8782 [1]  NS873822 - house 

NS864824 - farm 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5385 Houses at Carronvale - proprietor Duncan Robertson of - 
1855 SC4/3/2/5386 Carronvale Farm 
1861 OS Carronvale 
1912 CDS Carronvale Catherine J. Sherriff 
 
Gibson:  The name given to part of the lands of Broomage in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.  
 
CARTGATE # LRB NS8982 [2] 
 
1711 RS59/12 f 531v [L] with the commum via commonly called the Cartgate or Coallway for carrying the coals 

of Quarrell to the coal shore   
CASTLEHILL (# LRB NS8582 [1]   NS857821 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.415 At the north end of Larbert bridge is a little mount where was a batterie of cannon in 

defence of the bridge and ford when King Charles the Second his army lay in the muirs of 
Dunipace and Larbert 1651 

1759 RHP1531 Castlehill lands 
1801 AOS 4108 Castlehill Park being part of the lands of  
1818 DuPR Castlehill 
1826 RHP1498 Castlehill feus 
1861 OS Castlehill 
1891 CH2/1326 Castlehill 
1903 CH2/1326 Castlehill 
 
see Stirlingshire Stirlingshire ii p.450 No. 592 
CATRINES MEALLING # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f 9v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Callender in 

Burnesyd of Kinaird and Jonet Hodge his spous with a heritable bond from Alexander 
Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent  --- to be uplifted from his landis of Kinaird called 
Burnesyd and Catrines Mealling with houses [etc] presently possest be the said Robert 
and spouse 

CHAPEL  # LRB NS8783 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Chapel 
1780 Ross Chapel 
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1826 RHP1553 Chaple 
CHAPEL BURN # LRB NS8783 [1]   NS877835 
 
1811 SLR Chapel Burn 
1817 Grassom Chapelburn 
1824 SC4/3/1 the stance of the old farmhouse of Chapelburn 
1842 CH2/1326 Chapelburn 
CHAPELTOWN # LRB NS8783 [2]  NS877835 
 
1824 SC4/3/1 Farm of Chapeltown, south of the old stance of Chapelburn 
COAL ROAD – WESTER # LRB NS8884 [1] 
 
1711 RS59/12 f 531v [L] Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Wright of Kersie 

as actorney for Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- precept of chancelry --- eldest lawful 
son to the late Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell his father --- lands of Howkerse, lands of 
Tiendyaird ---- with the commum via commonly called the Cartgate or Coallway for 
carrying the coals of Quarrell to the coal shore (littorem carbonariam) --- 30 (trium) 
oxgangs and half an oxgang of the lands of Dalhungrie in Westertown of Bothkennar  

1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part of 
Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the  westward of the road called the  Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

COLD COTT # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS875846 
 
1755 Roy Cold Cott 
CROFT ACRES # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS855824 
 
1759 RHP1531 Croft Acres 
CROOKS # LRB NS8682 [1]  NS866826 
 
c.1755 Roy Crooks 
CROSSMUIR # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS876841 
 
1817 Grassom Crossmuir 
CROSSMUIRHEAD # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS876841 
 
18c  RHP701 Crosshill muirhead 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part of 

Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the westward of the road called the Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1811 SLR Crossmuirhead 
1853 CH2/1326 Crossmuirhead 
1861 OS Crossmuirhead 
CROWNEST LRB NS8782 [1]   NS870828 
 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Sinclair - Crawnest 
1511 RSSS i 2274 [L] A lettre maid to Robert Bruce of Erth, knicht, of the gift of the malez and dewities of 

the lands of Stanehouse and Crawnest with their pertinentis liand in the barony of 
Herbertshire and scherefdome of Striveling 

1536 GD1/529.36 3 merk lands called Crawnest 
1630 Retour  140 [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber  ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 

... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Livingston of Dunipace - ... Crownest, Debitmedow and Skaithmure ... 
1657 RS58/11 f 206v David Robert in Crawnest 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.26 Andrew Hendrie in Crawnest 
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1755 Roy Crownest 
1771 GD65/222 Disposition in favour of Thomas Dundas younger, of the lands of Skaithmuir, Crawnest 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Crawnest and Dubbiebees Meadow, parish of Larbert  
1791 GD65/259 Inventory of the writs of lands of Quarrole, Skaithmure, Crawnest and Dubbiesmeadow 
1817 Grassom Crownest 
1820 HLP Croftness 
1854 CH2/1326 Crowness 
1855 SC4/3/2/5290 Farm of Crownest [owned by Carron Co. - occupied by Alex. Binnie, jnr.] 
1860 OS Crownest  
1882 RHP1516  Feuing plan of part of the lands of Crownest, property of Carron Company 
CUTTYFIELD # LRB NS8984 [1]   NS893842 
 
1782 SC4/3/1 James Bow for Cuttyfield [ part of Kinnaird’s lands] 
1855 SC4/3/2/5147 Farm of Cuttyfield [Bruce of Kinnaird - occupier Thos. Anderson] 
1861 OS Cuttyfield 
DIBBITS MEADOW see Dubbies Meadow   
DOCTOR’S BRAE # LRB NS8682 [1] 
 
1879 Gillespie p.130 Doctor’s Brae 
 
Doctor Roebuck ? - but cf Doctors Wood, Bonnybridge 
DRUM OF KINNAIRD LRB NS8785 [1]   NS873852 
 
1817 Grassom Drum 
1836 DuPR Drum of Kinnaird 
1855 SC4/3/2.5142 Drum - C.L.C.  Bruce of Kinnaird 
1912 CDS13 The Drum - John Gray 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Drum of Kinnaird 
DRUM OF SKAITHMUIR   # LRB NS8884 [1]  NS884844   
 
1668 CRS Drume of Skaithmure 
1711 RS59/12 f 543 The roum and mealling of land being a part of the lands of Skaithmuir called Drum of 

Skaithmure all lying within the parioch of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1713  RS59/13 f 76 being a part of the lands of Skaithmuir called Drum  
1719 RS59/14 f 66v all and haill the rooms and meallings of land after mentioned conquest and acquired by the 

said Robert Murehead [of Rashiehill] from Robert Elphingstone of Quarell --- Kersbrook 
which is part of the lands of Quarell --- part of his lands of Skaithmure called Drum --- and 
the room and mealling called Dubiesmeadow --- lying within the pariochim of Larbert and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1762 GD65/209  Sasine in favour of James Beveridge, merchant in Edinburgh, of the town and lands of 
Carsebrook being part of the lands of Quarrell the town and lands called Drum being part 
of the lands of Skaithmuir, and the town and lands of Dubbie's Meadow, with the lands 
thereof, in parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling, with the lands of Quarrell and 
Skaithmuir in warrandice thereof, following on bond of relief, corroboration, and 
disposition in security by Andrew James, merchant in Edinburgh, dated 30 April 1762. 
Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 1 May 1762, v 241-2. 1/5/1762  

1817 Grassom Drum 
DIBBETS MEADOW  # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Livingston of Dunipace - ... Crownest, Debitmedow and Skaithmure ... 
1631 RMS viii 1784 [L] Lady Jeanne Sproxtoun alias Livingstoune, Lady Kinnaird, relict of Lord John 

Livingstoune of Kinnaird, knight baronette ... lands of Donypace ... Crawnest, 
Debaitmedow and Skaythmure 

1711 RS59/12 f 543 the roum and lands presently possesst be Robert Jamison called Carsebrook being a part of 
the lands of Quarell The roum and mealling of land being a part of the lands of Skaithmuir 
called Drum and the roum called Dwbbies Meadow --- all lying within the parioch of 
Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1713  RS59/13 f 76 Robert Elphingstoun of Quarrell as heritable proprietor sold --- that roume of land called 
Carsbrook being a part of the lands of Quarrell --- being a part of the lands of Skaithmuir 
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called Drum --- and his roum and lands called Dabbies Meadow --- within the parioch of 
Larbert 

1719 RS59/14 f 66v all and haill the rooms and meallings of land after mentioned conquest and acquired by the 
said Robert Murehead [of Rashiehill] from Robert Elphingstone of Quarell --- Kersbrook 
which is part of the lands of Quarell --- part of his lands of Skaithmure called Drum --- and 
the room and mealling called Dubiesmeadow --- lying within the pariochim of Larbert and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1753 RS59/20 f 106 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Mcleish gardner at 
Quarrele Shoar as attorney for Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Torwoodhead, Skaithmuir, 
Crawnest and Dubbiebees Meadow having a disposition granted by Mr James Dundas of 
Philpstoun advocate [as in folio 70] 

1762 GD65/209  Sasine in favour of James Beveridge, merchant in Edinburgh, of the town and lands of 
Carsebrook being part of the lands of Quarrell [Quarrel], the town and lands called Drum 
being part of the lands of Skaithmuir, and the town and lands of Dubbie's Meadow, with 
the lands thereof, in parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling, with the lands of Quarrell 
and Skaithmuir in warrandice thereof, following on bond of relief, corroboration, and 
disposition in security by Andrew James, merchant in Edinburgh, dated 30 April 1762. 
Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 1 May 1762, v 241-2. 1/5/1762  

1771 GD65/222 Disposition in favour of Thomas Dundas younger, of the lands of Skaithmuir, Crawnest, 
and lands of Dubbiebies Meadow 

1781 AOS 111 part of Stenhouse called Dibbots Meadow and Durriestripe 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside,;- parts of the barony of Stenhouse called Dibbets Meadow, & 

Inches. G.R. 402.28 
1788 AOS 1289 parts of Longcroft, Blackshots, Dubbetsmeadow & Burnriggs; piece of ground called the 

Bents, parish of Larbert - James Bruce of Kinnaird  
1788 AOS 1352 in Dibbets Meadow & part of Inches, parish of Larbert  
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Crawnest and Dubbiebees Meadow, parish of Larbert  
1791 GD65/259 Inventory of the lands of Quarrole, Skaithmure, Crawnest and Dubbiesmeadow 
1791 AOS 2023 lands of Dubbybees meadow, parish of Larbert ;- piece of ground called Little 

Abbotshaugh, parish of Falkirk  
1798 SC4/3/1 Dibbits Meadow and Inches 
1806 AOS 5188 of ground in Longcroft, in Blackshotts, in Dubbits Meadow, in Burnrigs, and piece of 

ground called the Bents, parish of Larbert  
 
cf Depute meadow, Polmont 
DUNBAR HOUSE # LRB NS8584 [1]   NS851846 
 
1731 DuPR Sir George Dunbar of Dunbar House 
1749 RS59/19 f 343v [son of Sir George Dunbar inherits annuals furth of:]  --- And also of all and haill these 

eight acres two roods and sixteen falls amd four elns of half ane eln of land which is part of 
the lands and barony of Torwoodhead  and which was fenced and inclosed by Sir Harry 
Rollo of Woodside who disponed the same to Sir George Dunbar [deceast by then – he was 
“of Mochrum”) --- as also furth of all and haill these parts and portions of the deceast 
George Lord Forrester his lands of Bogend  extending to eight acres or thereby --- as also 
furth of thar piece of ground called Arnbog --- also all and haill rooms and tennandrys --- 
excepting that portion of round commonly called the Cookbog as also furth of that portion 
of ground commonly called Blairbathie all lying within the parish of Dunipace and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy Dunbar House 
1776 Taylor and Skinner ‘Woodside Dunbar Bart.’ 
1780 Ross Dunbar House 
 
GD1/529/202/3 gives Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum as a local Justice of the Peace in 1762 
CH2/1326/SR for 1763 mentions "Sir James Dunbar’s burial ground. 
DUNCAN’S LAND # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1865 SC4/3/3.6699 land called Duncan’s Land [Dundas - occupied by Carron Co. valued at a rent of £75 

which suggests something in the region of about 100 acres. 
DURRIESTRIPE # LRB NS8783 [3] 
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1781 AOS 111 part of Stenhouse called Dibbots Meadow and Durriestripe 
 
cf Durrieshill, St Ninians parish; Duriehill NO6068; Durie Vale NO3400 
EAST CROFT LRB NS8582 [1] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5522 Farm of East Croft [Sir Gilbert Stirling’s Trustees] 
1865 SC4/3/3.6972 Lands of East Croft [Stirling’s Trustees] 
1960 OS East Croft Street [859823] 
ENGINEFIELD # LRB NS8883 [1] 
 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the westward of the road called the Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

FAIRNYKNOWE # LRB NS8783 [1]    NS873837 
 
1755 Roy Fairnyknowe 
 
OE fearnig, ‘ferny’; cf Fairnley, Hartburn < 1271 Farniley. 
 
cf Fairneyknow NO6141; Fairniehill WLO [PNWL 68] 
FEARNIESIDE # LRB NS8783 [1] 
 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the westward of the road called the Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

FILSHOCK BOG  # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 James M’Ilfriesh for Filshockbog [Kinnaird’s rent] 
FOOL ROAD # LRB NS8684 [1]   NS863845 
 
1755 Roy 
FORECROFT # LRB NS8884 [3] 

 
1831 SC4/3/1 West or Forecroft Park [Mr Bruce’s own possession] 
1831 SC4/3/1 The Forecroft   [Mr Bruce’s own possession] 
 
This looks like it must be in the immediate estate of Kinnaird. 
FORGE DAM see Carron Dam 
FORGE ROW # LRB NS8782 [1]   NS879827 
 
1861 OS Forge Row 
FRENCH PARK # LRB NS8884 [2] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 French Park - given as "within Mr Bruce’s own possession" from which it may be 

inferred that this lies within the immediate estate of Kinnaird 
GARDNER’S PARK # LRB NS8884 [2] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 Gardner’s Park - given as "within Mr Bruce’s own possession" from which it may be 

inferred that this lies within the immediate estate of Kinnaird 
GATESIDE # LRB NS8883 [2] 
 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the  westward of the road called the  Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
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Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, with 
the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1831 SC4/3/1 John Thomson for Gateside [Kinnaird’s rent] 
GEESHPARKS # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS870846 
 
1817 Grassom Geeshparks 
GEESMUIR WOOD # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS872843 
 
1896 OS Geesmuir Wood 
GLENBERVIE LRB NS8584 [1]   NS851843 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5509 Proprietor Mrs Anne C. Stirling of Glenbervie 
1861 OS Glenbervie 
1879 Gillespie p.161 Glenbervie 
1897 RHP49975  Ordnance Survey 1/2500 plan marked to show estate of Glenbervie 1897 
1912 CDS13 House - James Aitken 
1924 RHP44377  Plan of estate of Glenbervie. 1924 
1936 RHP44384  Feuing plans of part of Glenbervie estate, south-east of Tod Hill, with variant Markings. 

1936 Open  
1936 RHP44385  Feuing plans of part of Glenbervie estate, south-east of Tod Hill, with variant markings. 

1936 
1949 RHP44604  Plan of Carbrook, Torwood and Glenbervie feuing. 1949 
GOSHEN                    LRB NS8782 [1]   NS874829 
 
1815 DuPR Goshen 
1855 SC4/3/2/5199  Goshen 
1861 OS Goshen 
1960 OS Goshen 
 
cf Goshen, Musselburgh [farm]; Goshen WLO [PNWL 74]  
    Goshen, Angus; Wills, C.P., Place-Names of Northeast Angus, p.54 
 
Note: see Old Testament, Genesis xlvi 
GOWKHILL # LRB NS8684 [1]   NS867844 
 
1671 CRS John Smith in Gok-hill 
1678 CRS Gokhill of Quarrell 
1711 RS59/12 f 543 Alexander Young in Goukhill of Quarrell --- parish of Larbert 
1713  RS59/13 f 75v Robert Elphingstoun of Quarrell as heritable proprietor sold to Robert Grahame that roume 

of land called Goukhill being a part of the lands of Quarrell 
1736 RS59/17 f 68v roume and mealling of land of the lands of Quarrell called Goukhill 
1755 Roy Gaikhill 
1765 CH2/1326 Goak-hill 
1783 GD65/243 Infeftment in a room of land in Quarroll called Gowkshill 
1788 GD65/255 Sasine in favour of Colonel Thomas Dundas of Fingask, of a room or mailling of land 

called Goukshill in the lands of Quarrol 
1790 AOS 1895 part of Quarrol called Gowkhill, parish of Larbert  
1797 AOS 3408 Alexander Monteith of Goukhill 
1817 Grassom Gowkhill 
1855 SC4/3/3.6698 Zetland Hill and Gowkhill Parks 
1855 SC4/3/2/5325 Farm of Gowkhill 
1861 OS Gowkshill 
1896 OS Gowkhill 
 
cf Dungoyok STL sixteenth century; Gowkhillmure PER sixteenth century . 
GREEKSYKE # LRB NS8783 [3] 
 
1819 AOS 9173 part of the lands of Stenhouse called Greeksyke 
GREENSTRIPS # LRB NS8884 [3] 
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1784 AOS 525 William Anderson, Wright, Carron, seised in parts of Windyedge, viz. Northdeals, 

Willings & Muir, Greenstrips, fauld & yard; part of the Moss of Quarrol, parish of 
Larbert. P.R 28.242 

GRINDING MILL # LRB NS8482 [1]   NS849821 
 
1818 DuPR the Grinding Mill 
1826 RHP1498 Larbert Grinding Miln 
1855 SC4/3/2/5280 Grinding Mill 
1879 Gillespie p.91 the Grinding works 
 
This was not a corn grinding mill, but a water driven mill used for dressing iron castings. 
GUILDFIELD # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS850821 
 
1754 DuPR Richard Foxcroft, paper maker in Guildfield 
1761 EEC 2 May 3a:  Public roup at the paper mill of Larbor.  "The whole machinery of a paper, waulk and snuff 

mill, by Robert MacKell, mill-wright in  Falkirk;   the machinery  is not worn out, and will 
serve any other mill;  but as  the  Carron iron-company has taken the mills, he has the 
machinery to dispose of, and  will sell it at a very low rate. NB. The waulk-mill-stalk is a 
folding one." 

1785 AOS 715 Guildfield, Mill & tiends, parish of Larbert. P.R. 28.468 
1817 Grassom Guildyfields 
1818 AOS 8950 lands called Guildfield on the west side of the town of Larbert with the miln thereon 
1855 SC4/3/2/5524 [lands of Larbert occupied by Carron Co.] ... Guildyfield ... 
1861 OS Guildfield 
1896 OS Guildfield 
 
cf Guildie NO525395 [Guildye sixteenth century] 
 Guildisfauld, Forgundenny; Guildelandis, Annan;  
    Guildybutts FAK; Guildie Howes NT355585; Guildyden NO525385 
    Guildyhaugh NS985675; Guildyhall Park WLO [PNWL 160] 
 
GUILDFIELD MILL NS851823 
 
1754 DuPR Richard Fox Croft paper maker in Guldfield 
1755 Roy Paper Mill 
1759 RHP1531 Paper Miln 
1781 NLS5381 Box 30 the Wauk Mill Lands possessed by Robert Mackel now occupied by John Kineard in 

Carmuir and betwixt said farm & Carron Water opposite to the Paper Mill 
1785 AOS 715 Guildfield, Mill & tiends, parish of Larbert. P.R. 28.468 
 
Considerable remains are extant. 
GULLET # LRB NS8786 [1]   NS873861 
 
1802 CH2/1326 Gallet in the Barony of Kinnaird 
1817 Grassom Gullet 
1821 Ainslie Gullet 
 
cf Gullet, Northumbria < OF goulet, dim. of goule, ‘throat’, with sense of ditch. 
New Gullet Bridge NT1899 
 
GUTTERHEAD # LRB NS8784 [1]   NS877847 
 
1817 Grassom Gutterhead 
1841 CH2/1326 Gutterhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5144 Farm of Gutterhead Cross [Bruce of Kinnaird] 
1861 OS Gutterhead 
1891 CH2/1326 Gutterhead 
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cf Gutterslap WLO [PNWL 87] 
HAMES LOAN see Hornes Loan   
HAMILTON FARM # LRB NS8685 [1]   NS862850 
 
1797 AOS 3417 Hamilton Farm being part of Woodside. parish of Larbert  
1798 CRA SC4/3/1 Hamilton Farm - Superior David Russel of Woodside 
1801 AOS 4264 Hamilton Farm being part of Woodside. parish of Larbert  
1811 SLR Hamilton Farm 
1817 Grassom Hamilton Farm 
1834 DuPR Hamilton Farm 
1855 CRS SC4/3/2 Hamilton Farm 
1861 OS Hamilton Farm 
1912 CDS13 Hamilton Farm - John Ure 
HAMILTON HILL # LRB NS8685 [1] 
 
1780 Ross Hamilton Hill 
1821 Ainslie Hamilton Hill 
HILL OF KINNAIRD LRB NS8786 [1]  NS870851 
 
1736 DuPR Hill of Kinnaird 
1817 Grassom Hill of Kinnaird 
1819 AOS 9328 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the lands and Estate of Kinnaird, viz. parts of the 

lands called Powleys – parts of the lands called Westfield – parts of the lands of Kinnaird 
Hill – the old quarry – parish of Larbert  

1855 SC4/3/2/5143 [prop. of C.L.C. Bruce of Kinnaird - occupied by Thos. Hardie, farmer] 
1861 OS Hill of Kinnaird 
1973 OS Hill of Kinnaird 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Hill of Kinnaird 
HORNE’S LOAN # LRB NS8582 [4]  
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5332 Houses at Horne’s Loan [Col. Dundas of Carronhall] 
1865 SC4/3/3/6691 Hamesloan 
HOUSEHILL  LRB NS8482 [1]  NS843825   (formerly part of Dunipace)     
 
1510 RMS ii 3444  [L] le House-of-the-Hill - part of Herbertshire but feued 
1527 RMS iii 527  [L] Domum super montem [Domus in index] 
1542 RMS iii 2768  [L] Domum super montem 
1604 GD1/529.53  Howishill Contract of alienation by Sir James Forrester of Garden ... obliges himself to 

infeft John Livingston of Dunipace in the lands of Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflat 
1605 GD1/529.54  Houshill  [Houshill and Hewishill] 
1608 RMS vi 2192  [L] Houshill  [Houshill et Howieshill] 
1610 RMS vii 354  [L] Houshill  [Houshill, Houshill-Ryeflattis] 
1620 RMS vii 2134  [L] Houshill  [Houshill et Howieshill] 
1620 RS58/2 f.74  all and haill the lands of Houshill, Holieshill, Ryflattis [repeats: lands of Houshill 

Howshill]  
1623 GD1/529.71 Howishill [Howishill, Hewishill and Ryeflatt] 
1630 RMS viii 1643  [L] Hwshill [Hwshill et Huishill] 
1631 RMS viii 1770  [L] Houshill [Houshill et Howieshill] 
1654 RS58/9 f 211v  Houshill and Houishill  
1665 RMS xi 750  Houshill  [Houshill and Homeshill] 
1741 GD1/529/217  Househill 
1755 Roy  Househill 
1774 CRA SC4/3/1 Househill 
1785 AOS 669  John Wardrop, distiller, Househill. P.R. 28.409 
1798 AOS 3559  parts of the Barony of Dunipace viz. Rochmute, Househill and Dutchmansland with the 

park to the east of the Kirk of Dunipace 
1817 Grassom Househill 
1861 OS Househill 
1912 CDS13  Househill - James Semple 
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1971 OS Househill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Househill 
 
Note: In the Dunipace Rental of 1741 [GD1/529.247] there is only Househill. 
HOW - THE # LRB NS8682 [1]   NS863827 
 
1861 OS How 
HUNGRY HILL # LRB NS8782 [1]    NS875823 
 
1755 Roy Hungryhill  
1783 AOS 325 William Thomson, Carpenter, Carron, seised in part of the barony of Stenhouse called 

Hungryhill, parish of Larbert, - and Isobel Matson, his spouse in liferent. P.R. 27.413 
1793 AOS 2609 parts of the barony of Stenhouse at Carron - Hungryhill now called Carronhill and bog 

adjoining 
1798 AOS 3511 Hungry Hill on the north side of the road from Carron Works to Larbert 
1880 SC4/3/4.255 Hungry Hill, Stenhousemuir [Carron Co.]  
INCHES LRB NS8684 [1]   NS862842 
 
1569 GD37.52 Charter by Andrew Bruce of Inchis to Robert Bruce, his brother german, of the half of his 

lands of Inchis 
1594 CRE James Esplene in Inches, parish of Larbert 
1601 Retour  27 [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of salmon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
Herbertshire, and by annexation, in the barony and regality of Torphichen ... 20L of the 
lands and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen. 

1615 Templaria Precept to John Bruce of the temple land of Garvald and Cochranes mailling in the barony 
of Denny, and the lands of Stanehouse, with Inches Milnes of the same ... and salmond 
fisches and grilses in the water of Carron 

1630 Retour  140  [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber  ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 
... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1668 CRS William Espline in Inches, parish of Larbert 
1682 CRS Alexander Muir in Inshes of Stenhouse 
1685 RS83/1 f.4.9 James Turnbull in Corsebruik and Katerin Duncane his spouse and John Turnbull his sone 

and John Espline in Inches his sone in lau off ane annualrent out of William Gillmuirs land 
of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  52nd leaf of the said Register 

1691 RS83/1 f.31.10 John Turnbull in Carsbrock & John Espline in Inches - annualrent out of William 
Gilmours lands of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  17th and 18th leaves of 
the said Register 

1693 RS83/1 f.41v.8 John Turnbull in Corsbrook and John Espline in Inches. 183rd and 184th leaves 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, - parts of the barony of Stenhouse called Dibbets Meadow, & 

Inches. G.R. 402.28 
1788 AOS 1352 in Dibbets Meadow & part of Inches, parish of Larbert  
1871 Grassom Inches 
1826 RHP1553 Inches 
1855 SC4/3/2/5163 Inches - Bruce of Stenhouse - occupied by Mrs McVie, farmer 
1861 OS Inches 
1912 CDS13 Inches William Mungall 
1973 OS Inches 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Inches 
ISLAND # LRB NS8882 [1]   NS885825 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5272 Sawpit, Island [Carron Co.] 
JEAN SOPHIAS PARK # LRB NS8582 [1]  
 
1793 AOS 2618 in a piece of ground called Jean Sophia’s Park 
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1811 AOS 6654 Andersons Hill now Jean Sophia’s Park extending to 3 roods of land on the west side of 
the Turnpike Road from Falkirk to Stirling with the Mansion House and office house 
thereon  

1816 AOS 7998 the inclosure called - Whin Park & park of ground formerly called Andersons Hill now 
Jean Sophia’s Park  

KAPLOCHKNOW LRB NS8784 [1]   NS874849 
 
1755 Roy Kaplochknow 
 
KERSEBROCK LRB NS8685 [1]    NS867852 
 
1548 GD65/14  Copy Sasine propriis manibus by Robert Bissat  of Quarrall in favour of Thomas Bissat, his 

eldest son, of the lands of Quarrall, Skythmoir, and Crosbruk, in barony of Quarrall and 
sheriffdom of Striuling .  

1618 RS58/1 f.60 Eduardo Jarvye in Corsbruik 
1628 Love i p.175 Patrick Bruce of Corsebruike [ex Priv. Counc. Scot.] 
1630-39 GD65/60 Contract between Sir Robert Spottiswode of Donypace, knight, president of the College of 

Justice, Adam Levingstoune, brother german of the deceased Mr Alexander Levinsgstoune, 
advocate, Robert Levingstoune, merchant burgess of Edinburgh, and Helen Malloche, his 
spouse, on the one part, and Michael Elphingstoun of Quarrell on the other, by which the 
teindsheaves and parsonage teinds of the lands of Quarrell, Skaithmure, and Corsbruik are 
disponed to the said Michael. 1630-1639  

1631 RS58/5 f 169v Thomas Bissett in Carsbruk,  
1657 RS58/11 f 206v annualrent from Alexander Bruce younger of Kynaird - furth of the lands of Carsebruik  – 

Corsbruik 
1681 CRS James Turnbull in Kersiebruik of Kinairds 
1685 RS59/6 f 489 James Turnbull in Crossbrooke --- lands of Quarrell called Wester Crossbruike 
1685 RS59/7 f 52 James Turnbull in Coorsbreoke  
1685 RS83/1 f.4.9 James Turnbull in Corsebruik and Katerin Duncane his spouse and John Turnbull his sone 

and John Espline in Inches his sone in lau off ane annualrent out of William Gillmuirs land 
of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the 52nd leaf of the said Register 

1685 CRS Robert Jamieson in Corsbruik 
1691 RS83/1 f.31.10 John Turnbull in Carsbrock & John Espline in Inches - annualrent out of William 

Gilmours lands of Forresters Quarter of Seabegs. Registered on the  17th and 18th leaves of 
the said Register 

1693 RS83/1 f.41v.8 John Turnbull in Corsbrook and John Espline in Inches. 183rd and 184th leaves 
1694 RS83/1 f.51v.4 Instrument of Resignation by John Turnbull in Carsbrook and John Espline in Inches in 

favour of John Broun in Seabegs. RS59/8 f 301 – 302 
1694 RS59/8 f 301 Corsbrook  
1697 RS59/9 f 130 these lands pertaining to Alexander Bruce of Kinnaird called Corsbrook 
1702 RS83/2/11.53  lands of Corsbrock RS59/11 f.53 – f.54 
1711 RS59/12 f 543 the roum and lands presently possesst be Robert Jamison called Carsebrook being a part 

of the lands of Quarell The roum and mealling of land being a part of the lands of 
Skaithmuir called Drum and the roum called Dwbbies Meadow --- all lying within the 
parioch of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1713  RS59/13 f 76 Robert Elphingstoun of Quarrell as heritable proprietor sold --- that roume of land called 
Carsbrook being a part of the lands of Quarrell  

1719 RS59/14 f 66v all and haill the rooms and meallings of land after mentioned conquest and acquired by the 
said Robert Murehead [of Rashiehill] from Robert Elphingstone of Quarell --- Kersbrook 
which is part of the lands of Quarell --- part of his lands of Skaithmure called Drum --- and 
the room and mealling called Dubiesmeadow --- lying within the pariochim of Larbert and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy Carsebroach 
1762 GD65/209  Sasine in favour of James Beveridge, merchant in Edinburgh, of the town and lands of 

Carsebrook being part of the lands of Quarrell [Quarrel], the town and lands called Drum 
being part of the lands of Skaithmuir, and the town and lands of Dubbie's Meadow, with 
the lands thereof, in parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling, with the lands of Quarrell 
and Skaithmuir in warrandice thereof, following on bond of relief, corroboration, and 
disposition in security by Andrew James, merchant in Edinburgh, dated 30 April 1762. 
Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 1 May 1762, v 241-2. 1/5/1762  
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1817 Grassom Kersebrock 
1856 CH2/1326 Carsebrock 
1861 OS Kersebrock 
1865 SC4/3/3.6697 lands and farm of Kersebrock and Powlis [Dundas] 
1886 CH2/1326 Kersebrock 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Kersebrock 
KINNAIRD LRB NS8884 [1]   NS885849 
 
1164-1214 Holyrood 42  William by the grace of god [etc.,] ...and with my charter confirm to the church of 

Holyrood [etc] ... the gift which Gilbert de Umfraville made of one curucata of land in 
Kinard ... with common pasture as given in previous charter of the foresaid Gilbert 

1189-1193 GD45/13/244  Charter by King William I who confirms to Holyrood Abbey one ploughgate in Kinnaird 
as it was perambulated, granted by Gilbert de Umfraville [constable of William, earl of 
Northumberland] in free, quit and perpetual alms, and also the common pasture, and 
freedom from mulct for the canons and their tenants dwelling on that land. 1189-1193 

1189 - 1193 RRS ii 292 Confirms to Holyrood Abbey one ploughgate in Kinnaird granted by Gilbert de 
Umfraville 

 Endorsed: Confirmacio de Kinard s(cilicet) de Scaythmor (Printed Holyrood Liber) [this 
makes sense of Holyrood 42] 

1229 Gibson  William Colvyl gave a tack of the lands to the Abbot of Holyrood [presumably derived 
from source below] 

1229 B&C 348 "First known charter of Kynnard" - but see above - "bears date 15 September 1229 in the 
reign of Alexander II when Malcolm Lockart witnessed a tack of the lands of Kynnard to 
the Abbbot of Holyrood from William Colvyl. Malcolm Lockart’s daughter, Ada, married, 
firstly, Sir John Morham of Morham and then Sir William Colvyl of Kinnaird. 

1241 Newbattle 100  [confirmation by Thomas de Morham]  Concerning the land of Kynnard which was a gift 
of Ade de Collewill, my grandfather . The mill of Stanhus which was a gift of Ade de 
Morham, my father. 

1309 Newbattle Kynnard 
1329 Newbattle 215  is the excambion between Newbattle and Reginald More: The abbey grants and deeds to 

Reginald that piece of land of Kynnard by its just divisions, namely from the west  by that 
ditch made between the lands of the Abbot and canons of Holyrood and the lands of 
Kynnard and continuing in a straight line and descending to that great stone lying at the 
foot and continuing to the lands of Bothkenner and at the south (end) of the lands of 
Bothkenner continuing to the lands of the Abbot and canons of Holyrood and ascending to 
the west corner at the eastern gable of the great hall which was recently erected by 
Reginald and his heirs and continuing to the foresaid ditch 

1330 GD40/1/44  Excambion between the Monks of Neubotle and Reginald More, Chamberlain of Scotland, 
whereby the Monks give to him a particate of their land of Kynnard (as bounded herein), 
and More gives to them a particate of land of equal extent out of the land which he holds in 
feu from the Monks of Holyrood, lying on the west side of the lands belonging to the 
Monks of Neubotle, and delimited by March stones 2 Feb 1329-1330  

1330 GD40/1/45  Vernacular translation (15th century) of above Contract between Monks of Newbottill and 
Ranald Mwr, chamberlain of Scotland, whereby they exchange a piece of their land of 
Kennard (as bounded) with a piece of land held by said Ranald of the abbey of 
Halyrwdhus 2 Feb 1329-1330 

1467 Newbattle  Newbattle Abbey sold lands to Alexander Bruce [but Sir Allan Lockhart seems to have still 
had some rights in the property]. 

1467-1468 GD40/1/75  Instrument upon the petition of Alan Lokhart of Lee, knight, to Patrick Madwr, Abbot of 
Neubotyll, and his convent to infeft him as heir to his father in an annualrent of 10 merks 
from the lands of Kynnarde in sheriffdom of Stirling, which annualrent is held of the said 
Abbot and convent; and upon sasine thereof duly given to said Alan 31 Jan 1467-1468 
Open  

1467-1468 GD40/1/76  Charter by said Alan Lokarat, laird of Lee, knight, selling irredeemably to Patrick Mador, 
Abbot of Neubotil, and his convent for 280 merks the foresaid annualrent from the lands of 
Kynarde 3 Feb 1467-1468 Open  

1467-1468 GD40/1/77  Precept by Alan Lokart of Lee, knight, for giving sasine to Patrick Mador, Abbot of 
Neubotil, and his convent, of the above annualrent of 10 merks from the lands of Kynarde 
3 Feb 1467-1468 Open  
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1499 GD40/1/78  Obligation by Edward Brus, for himself and his male heirs lawfully and lineally descended 
of his body, to fulfil and observe the terms of the lease granted by the Abbot and monks of 
Neubotill to him of the lands of Kynnarde, otherwise these lands shall revert to the Abbey 
6 May 1499 

???? Newbattle 339 And with the few deutie of the lands of Kynnaird set in few to Alexander Bruce of Airth 
lyand in Strivelingshire extending yeirlie to £xvj - vj - viiij 

1499 Bruce Charter granted by Andrew, Abbot of Newbottle, in favour of the noble esquire, Edward de 
Brus 

1501 Johnsoun  1192 Edward Bruce of Kynnard 
1517 RMS iii 129 Cristina Stewart spouse of Edward Bruce of Kinnaird 
1541 RMS iii 2389 David Bruse of Kynnard 
1542 RMS iii 2778 [L] Ninian Bruce, son and heir apparent of David Bruce of Kynnard 
1556 RMS iv 1102 [L] David Bruce of Kinnard 
1563 Johnsoun 435 Robert Bruss, son of David Bruss of Kynnard 
1564 Johnsoun 459 David Bruss of Kynnaird to his children David, Euphemia and Christina Bruss 
1569 RH6.2164 Patrick Bruce, son of David Bruce of Kynnard -: Edward Bruce, apparent of Kynnard, 

George Bruce, his brother 
1561 Johnsoun 660 Robert Bruss, son of David Bruss of Kynnaird 
1579 RMS iv 2892 [L] Andrew Bruce, son of David Bruce of Kinnard 
1587 RMS v 1307 [L] Charter to Marcus Kar, commnendator of Newbottill, of the lands of the monastery of 

Newbottill ...lands of Kynnaird, with the feuferms, fermes, holdings &c 
1590 RMS v 1770 [L] Jonete Bruce, daughter and heiress of the late Ninian Bruce, laird of Kynaird - spouse - 

Robert Boyd in Drum [of Kinnaird ? 
1590 Pont Kenard 
1601 Retour  27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald and 

Cochranes malling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of slamon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
Herbertshire, and by annexation, in the barony and regality of Torphichen ... 20L of the 
lands and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen ... lands of 
Kynnard in the lordship of Newbottle 

1609 Retour  66 [L] Earl Robert Lothean, lord Newbottill, heir of Earl Marcus Lothean [etc] in the lands of 
Kinnaird 

1611 RMS vii 574 [L] King grants to Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, and Margaret Dowglas his spouse,- 6 
oxgangs of the lands of Grangeis of Buthkynner 

1612 RMS vii 617   [L] The king grants to Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, minister of the word of God, and 
Margaret Douglas his wife, - 9 1/2 oxgangs of land of the Hallis of Airth, and the 
Orcheardland thereof,  

1613 RMS vii 955 [L] King grants in feuferme and quitclaims Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, evangelical 
minister, and Margaret Dowglas his spouse,- 8 oxgangs of the lands of Grange of 
Bothkenner ...;- which Thomas Levingstoun of Pantone [recte Bantone] villein tenant 
thereof has resigned 

1618 RS58/1 f.60 [L] Samuell Bruce legitimate son of Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnairde 4 bovats of lands of 
Munguellis cum domibus edificis hortis et pertinentis – molendini nuncupat Munguell 
Myln cum lie kill … in barronia de Wester Kers [part of a wedding contract – Isobella 
Ross his future spouse --- John Ross merchant burgess in Glasgow ---  George Callendar in 
Quarrell baillie --- witnesses include William Mastertoun in Grainge de Bothkenner ; 
Eduardo Jarvye in Corsbruik; Jacobo Crawford in West Kers; David Moir in Kynnaird; 
Malcolm Lapslie 

1618 RS58/1 f.63v Samual Bruce legitimate son of Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, who with the consent of his 
wife, Margaret Dowglas m[aste]r Robert Bruce apparent of Kinnaird, his brother germane 
--- witnesses include: Adam Hammyltoun in Airth; Eduardo Jarvey in Corsbruik --- David 
Mure in Kynnaird --- 

1618 GD65/98.40 Charter of feu-ferm by Alexander, Lord Elphinstone in favour of Michael Elphinstone, his 
son and Marie Bruce daughter of Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird and future spouse of the 
said Michael of the lands in [see GD65/36] 

1620 RMS vii 2126 [L] Confirmation to Robert, Earl of Lothian, Lord Newbottle ... lands of Kynnaird etc. 
1623 RS58/3 f.104 [L] [endorsed “sasine Robert Bruce ”]personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten Robert Bruce apparent of Kynnaird, having in his hand a charter of sasine 
dated and granted by Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, proprietory heir of the lands 
underwritten, to the said Robert Bruce, his eldest son and heir apparent and heirs 
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procreated between him and Margaret Monteithe his future spouse, --- of all and haill the 
mill-lands [p]ostariis --- Andrew Murehead in Kynnaird – baillie in that part, ---- and the 
half of an oxgang of the Hills of Airthe and the Orchardland – coals, coalheughs of the said 
lands and with the salmon fishing of grilses and smolts [1 oxgang of Grainge of 
Bothkenner which Thomas Livingstoune of Bantoune bought --- all and haill the lands of 
Kynnaird with the manor place [etc.] –half and oxgate of Halls of Airth with the 
Orchardlands thereof [with the coals etc.] part of Mungwall with Mungwall Myln] 
[witnesses to sasine] William Clerk in Kynnaird, George Richartsone there, James 
Crawfurd, son of the late Alexander Crawfurd, Robert Leishmane in Mungwell, Thomas 
Callender, miller there, Fynlay Frieland there, John Simpsone junior in Stratounhall, James 
Crawfurd his servant, and Ninian Bark in Hallis of Airth 

1623 RS58/3 f.113v This is a sasine for Margaret Menteathe, the future wife of Robert Bruce, apparent of 
Kynnaird, who it is now evident was the daughter of Lord William Menteathe of Kerse 
and the late Margaret Hepburne his spouse. 

1624 RS58/3 f.179v Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird minister of Chrystis Evangell with consent of Margaret 
Dowglas his spous and of Robert Bruce the eldest laufull sone and apperand --- of all and 
haill the said Mr Robert his aucht oxengait of land of the South Graing of Bothkenner with 
the pertinents 

1627 RS58/4 f.45 Robert Bruce, laird of Kynnaird 
1627 RS58/4 f.88 [L] Robert Calendar in Kynnaird – charter from Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, and with 

Robert Bruce his eldest lawful son and with the consent of Margaret Monteyth his spouse 
[I think of Robert junior], of four acres of the lands of Kinnaird called Burnsyd with 
houses, biggins, yards, lie Balgrein contiguous and adjacent,  the moss, mwir and 
privilidges thereof occupied by the late Henry Cowye – lying in the parish of Larbert – 
Thomas Bissat in Kynnaird, baillie in that part – Jonete Hoge spouse of Robert Calendar 

1627 RS58/4 f.89 Roberta Bruce, second lawful daughter to Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird with special 
consent and assent of Mr Andrew Young, minister of God’s word, now my spouse, for his 
interest, --- the said Mr Robert Bruce and umquhile Margaret Douglas, his spouse, 
[agreement drawn up.1614] annualrent out of Grange of Bothkenner extending to 14 
oxengates 

1629 RS58/4 f.226v [endorsed: Reversion Robert Allan and his spouse to Bruce of Kinnaird] To all and sindry 
quhome it effeiris to quhomsoever thir present letteris sall cum Robert Allene in Kinnaird 
and Jonet Hodge my spous --- that albeit the richt honourable Mr Robert Bruce of 
Kinnaird lyferenter of the samyn landis Robert Bruce his eldest lawful sone fear of the 
samen lands with advyse consent and assent of Margaret Monteith spouse of the said 
Robert conjunct lyferenter of the samyn landis --- and set in feu ferme yeirlie to me and my 
said spous  --- all and haill four akeris of the landis of Kinnaird callit Burnsyd with houses 
[etc] occupeyit possessed and bruchit of umquhill Hendrie Cowie lying within the paroch 
of Larber   

1630 BS1 Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird 
1631 RMS viii 1776 [L] King grants to Robert Bruce lawful son of M. Robert B. evangelical minister, ... 

superiority of the land sof Kynnaird with the mansion, in the lordship of Newbottill - 
Robert was a son of the house of Airth - the Bruces of Airth are shown to have an interest 
here - go back to this] 

1631 GD1/527/82 Dame Jean Sproxtoun, alias Levingstoun, lady Kinnaird, widow of Sir John Levingstoun 
of Kynnaird [Perth ?] 

1631 RS58/5 f 169v Robert Bruce son of Mr Robert Bruce minister of the word of God --- superiority of all and 
haill the lands of Kynnaird with mansion, houses [etc] lying in the lordship of Newbottill 
and within the sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Bissett in Carsbruk, 
George Callender in Kynnaird, Henry Murray there, James Bruce, gardener there 

1631 RS58/5 f 174 Be it kent till all men be thir present lettirs Me James Symsoune lawfull sone to umquhill 
John Symsoune in Straitounhall --- annualrent of thrie score merkis from Robert Bruce and 
Robert Bruce, fear of Kynnaird his son, out of their acres and oxgangs of the lands of 
Grainge of Bothkenner  

1634 RS58/6 f 119 Me Johne Bruce ane of the lawful sons of umquhill Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird --- and 
umquhill Marie Douglas his spouse my father and mother for the love and affection which 
they buir to me --- and for the advancement of me to ane honest lyff so that I may be able 
to gyd and govern my self in and guid estait in respect of the honourable houss quhairoff I 
am descendit and all in full content and satisfactioune to me of all former – [he had been 
given and annualrent from his mother and father in 1614 of 300 merks to be uplifted from] 
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the lands of Hallis of Airth and Orchardland which was conquest be thaim fra umquhill 
Alexander Callender extending to nyne oxingangis of land and ane half of ane part of the 
samyn lyand within the sheriffdome of Stirling  

1637 GD58.5.8.3.3 Robert Bruce of Kinnaird to Marion Leishman, widow of Alexander Simpson in 
Northgrange of Bothkenner 

1638 Retour  167 [L] Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, heir of Mr Robert Bruce of Kinnaird, his father, in 6 
oxgangs of the lands of Grange of Bothkynner ;- 9½ oxgangs of the lands of Hall de 
Ayrthe and the Orchardland thereof, with the salmon fishing 

1638 Retour -S 381 [L] Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, his father, in lands 
of Monte de Arthe commonly the Hill of Arthe, within the barony of Airth 

1638 Retour  168 [L] Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, his father, in the 
lands of Kynnaird in the lordship of Newbotle 

1655 RS2.9.96        Alexander Bruce of Kinnaird 
1655 Retour  212 [L] Alexander Bruce of Kynnaird, heir of Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, younger, his brother 

german, in the lands of Kynnard, within the lordship of Newbottel ;- 6 oxgait of landis in 
the Grange of Bothkenner ;- the teynd load of coals ;- 8 oxgait of landis in the Grange of 
Bothkenner ;- 9½ oxgat of the lands of the Halls of Airth and Orchardlands therof ;- the 
mylne commonly callit Mungall-mylne 

1658 RS2.14.234      Robert Bruce, fiar of Kinnaird 
1662 Bruce lxxvii   Alexander Bruce of Kynard ( 
1663 CRS Margarete Allisone in Kinaird 
1678 C2/ 68.58 Mary Bruce, sister of Alexander Bruce of Kinnaird, wife of George Forester in Airth, of 

the lands of Kinnaird 
1683 RS59/6 f 418 lands of Kinaird called Muirdyke 
1690 RS83/1 f.24.6 Alexander Bruce of Kinaird 
1691 VR Kinnaird 
1698 RS83/2/83 Mossyde in Kinnaird 
1700 RS83/2/362 Mr James Bruce, minister of the gospel at Killingstone  ... lawful son and nearest heir of to 

umquhill Mr Michael Bruce, minister of the gospel their, of the baronie of Kynnaird 
RS59/10 f.296 – f.297 

1711 CRS ADD Alexander Bruce of Kinnaird 
1711 AOS  Balgreen of Kinnaird - Robert Elphinston of Quarrel 
1722 Binns  550 David Bruce of Kinnaird 
1723 Macfarlane f.410 The muir dyke has its rise in the muirs of Kinnaird and Quarrel in the parish of Larbert, 

and falls into the Forth at Pocknave miln 
1730 C2/92.135 David Bruce of Kinnaird 
1736 DuPR Hill of Kinnaird 
1742 GD45/17/1099 Bond by David Bruce of Kinaird to Andrew Ross, shipmaster in Elphinston 8 Nov 1742 
1753 GD65/201 David Bruce of Kinnaird 
1755 Roy Kinnaird 
1788 AOS 1289 James Bruce of Kinnaird 
1804 AOS 4808 Northdales consisting of 6 acres & 3 falls and a plot of ground on the north side of South 

Willons – being part of the lands and barony of Kinnaird, parish of Larbert  
1807 AOS 5620 James Bruce of Kinnaird ... in the park of North Dales ... and South Willons Park ... being 

parts of Windyedge, parish of Larbert 
1817 Grassom Kinnaird 
1819 AOS 9328 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the lands and Estate of Kinnaird, viz. parts of the 

lands called Powleys – parts of the lands called Westfield – parts of the lands of Kinnaird 
Hill – the old quarry – parish of Larbert  

1855 SC4/3/2/5139 Kinnaird - Proprietor - C.L.C. Bruce; Occupier - Thomas Bruce 
1861 OSNB           This name [Bellsdyke] applies to three farms collectively, together with a few cot houses. 

It is jointly the property of C.L.Cumming Bruce esq., and Henry Stainton Esq., the former 
proprietor’s residence is Kinnaird House, Larbert, and the latter one is one of the 
managers of Carron Iron Works, Larbert 

1879 Gillespie p.237 see for Kinnaird Pit No 10; p.108 for Colliery 
1912 CDS13 Kinnaird Farm - James Stewart; House - Mrs Jane Orr 
1971 OS Kinnaird 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Kinnaird 
KIRKMAILLING # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS854822 
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1960 OS Kirkmailling 
KIRK’S FEU # LRB NS8882 [2] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5261 Houses and Gardens at Kirk’s Feu - this looks like one of Carron Co.’s ‘rows’ and is 

included among them 
KNOWES # LRB NS8984 [2]   NS8984 [2]  
 
1685 RS59/7 f 55 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- all and heall the rowmes heich and laich called the 

New Houses of Quarrell leatlie built be the deceast Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell 
his faither adjacent to the old housses on the east syde of the samen  and to the back 
orchyeard lyand  on the north syde of the Pleace of Quarrell near to that piece of grass 
called the Knowes thair 

LADY WELL # LRB NS8582 [1] 
 
1908 Love ii p.32 The fair was practically held at the Cross of Larbert, near the Lady Well that was removed 

only a few years ago. 
 
cf Lady Well, Airth 
LAIGH PARKS # LRB NS8582 [2]  
 
1865 SC4/3/3.6971 Laigh Parks and Pepperbrae [Stirling’s Trustees] 
LAIRDS GREEN    # LRB NS8882 [1]   NS886824 
 
1796 RHP2442 Lairds Green 
LANTON LRB NS8685 [1]   NS865857 
 
1636 RMS ix 594 [L] King grants to Helene Elphingstoun, Lady Langtoun and M. Henry Rollock her spouse 
1781 AOS 111 Larbertshiels comprehending Woodside, Stanrighill, Lanton 
1798 SC4/3/1 Lantown ... lands of Woodside 
1800 AOS 3913 part of Larbertshiells comprising Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom, parish 

of Larbert  
1802 HLP Lantoun 
1855 SC4/3/2 Farm of Lanton - Bruce of Stenhouse - given along with places in the Stenhousemuir area! 
1861 OS Lanton 
1971 OS Lanton 
LANTON MILL NS865857 
 
1755 Roy Lantounmill [corresponds with site of present Lanton] 
LARBERT PARISH NS 
 
diocese: St Andrews 
deanery: Linlithgow 
 
In origin a chapel of Kirkton, Stirling, it passed with its mother church of Eaglais Ninian to Cambuskenneth by the 
grant of Robert, bishop of St Andrews, 1140 x 58 (Camb., Reg., nos. 25, 109). It continued as a pendicle at the 
reformation, although by this date it may have obtained parochial status (ibid no. 117; RMS vii 1222) [Parishes of 
mediaeval Scotland, Ian B. Cowan, Scot.Rec.Soc. Edin. 1967 
 
Stenhouse parish was disjoined from Larbert in 1900 
 
1798 GD1/227/32  Inventory of writs produced by John Gilmour of Risk in the process of Locality of the 

United Parishes of Larbert and Dunipace, 1649, 1766 
1890 GD1/529/302  Inventory of titles and other papers, 1794-1888, belonging to John Alexander Harvie 

Brown of Dunipace and Quarter sent by Messrs. Forrester and Davidson, W.S., to George 
J. Wood, W.S., common agent in locality of Larbert and Dunipace, on 26 November 1890 

LARBERT LRB NS8582 [1]   NS857823 
 
1195 Cambus Lethberth 
1251 Cambus Larbert 
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1253? St A. Liber P.29 Lethberd iiii merks 
1320 RMS i i 48 Charter to Sir Walter son of Gilbert [Fitzgilbert ?] by Robert I and Marie [Gordon] his 

spouse, of all of the barony of Kenel in the sheriffdom of Edinburgh, and with the lands of 
Lethberd and Aldcathi pertaining to that barony [with bound tenant-villeins (bondis 
bondagiis nativis) and all other things relating thereto, to go in freedom and peace etc., in 
such a manner as the late Herbert Chamberlain [camerarius] lord of the barony and his 
successors did, and holding the said barony in the same way as in the time of Lord David, 
king of Scots and his heirs, our predecessors ... 

1451 RMS ii 508 [L] forfeiture of Livingstone of Callendar - lands of Bruminche and of Lethbert 
1452 RMS ii 530 [L]L King grants to James De Rutherfurd of Rutherfurd ...,- lands of Lethberth and 

Lethberthschellis 
1452 RMS ii 552 [L] King grants to James Ruthirfurde, of Ruthirfurde ... ;- lands of Lethbert, and of 

Lethbertschelis and lands of Bremis 
1470 Sprot p.3 Consent by John Sellar, superior and other canons of Cambuskenneth, to their lease of the 

kirks of Donypas and Leithbert with fruits, etc., to Thomas Symson, constable of the 
Castle of Stirling. 

1478 ADC p.15 The Lords of Council decretis and deliveris yat John Makkesoun, John Walker, Robert 
Cok, William Wricht, Johne Anderson, Walter Cok, Alexander McKesoun, William 
Myllar, Nichole McKeson, Megy the wedo, Marioun Wricht and Johne Henrysoun, 
tennantis of the landis of Lethbert and Brome Inch sall content to pay to James Lord 
Hamilton the mailis of the said land of the Witsonday terme last past extendand to xij 
merkis and a chalder of mele of the ferme of the mylne 

1476 ADA 19 July  Marian, spouse of the late James, Lord Levingstone, hir brefe of terce anent the land of 
Lethbert and Brumeinch 

1478 Sprot p.40 At the lands of Lethbert, James Inglis, bailie in that part of James, Lord Hamiltone, read a 
letter for giving sasine to James, Lord Levingstoune, etc. of the lands of Lethbert and 
Bruningh (sic) 

1488 Young 107 Sir James Levingston of Lethbert, heir apparent of James, Lord Levingston 
1594 RMS vi 82 [L] Confirmation of a charter made by James, Earl of Arran in favour of John, Lord 

Thirlstane with the superiority of ... Lethberd and Brumedge ... 
1617 Murray John Burns in Larbert 
1623 RS58/3 f.38 [endorsed “sasine for Alexander earl of Linlithgow”] compeared John Burn in Lathbert as 

procurator to Alexander  earl of Linlithgow son and heir of Alexander earl of Linlithgow --
- Mr William Livingstoune portioner of [P]iltoune, baillie in that part for Ann marchioness 
of Hammilton --- all and haill the lands of Larbert and Browmadge with the mill[s?] 
molendinis] thereof --- lying in the barony of Kinneill --- Brumeadge [witnesses to sasine] 
William [cuschie] in Lathbert, Robert Mureheid blacksmith fabro ferrarro there, James 
Burne son of Robert Burne in Falkirk, Andrew [Tate] miller at the mill of Lathbert 

1629 RS58/4 f.217 [L] Quintin Stirling of Glorat --- lord Levingstoune, earl of Linlithgow --- of all and haill 
his lands of Larber and Brumage with the mill of Larbair, mill lands, multures [etc] houses 
[etc] --- John Broune, notary public in Larber and baillie in that part specially constituted, 
[witnesses to sasine] Archibald Bruce [laird] of Powfoullis, John Broune, notary of Larber 
[the endorsement makes mention of the Marquis of Hamilton as the superior to Livingston 
for this holding] 

1629 RS58/4 f.256v John Broune junior in Larbert as attorney for Helen Levingstoune one of the daughters 
and heir of the late Alexander Levingstoune of Westquarter and Margaret Midletoun his 
spouse --- William Levingstoune now of Westquarter, having in his hand the precept of 
sasine underwritten from the Earl of Linlithgow as superior --- an annualrent --- from the 
lands of Larbert and Brumadge with the mill and mill lands --- lying in the barony of 
Kynneill and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1630 Retour  140  [L] William Bruce of Stenhouse ... Inches ... Crawnest ... Larber  ... Bothkenner ... Bakraw 
... Pow of Airth ... Hallis of Airth ... Pouknaiff ... the Outfieldlands of the said lands of 
Pouknaiff ... Cattiscleuche and the Twa Carmures with the mill ... Newtoun of Bothkenner 

1633 RS58/6 f 104 Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Mungo Stirling fear of Glorat and Marie 
Wauchope my spouse --- on the one part and the Earl of Linlithgow on the other --- for the 
soume of seven thousand merkis money of this realm --- payit be me the said Mungo 
Stirling to him and disponit fra him his airis and assignees ta  me the said Mungo and his 
airis and assignees all and haill his  lands of Larbert & Brwmage with the mylne of 
Lairbert mylne lands [etc] 
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1634 RS58/6 f 111 Alexander Norie minister of the word of god at the kirk of Lethbert and Margaret 
Blacwod his spouse 

1638 RS58/7 f 139 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyis in Kilbaine as 
procurator for James Lord Levingstoune of Almont and Callander and Alexander 
Levingstoune portioner of Falkirk as baillie in that part for James, Marquis of Hammeltoun 
with a charter granting and conceding all and haill the lands of Mumrellis, Brumage and 
Larbert with houses [etc] 

1639 SC67/67/1 f.3 John Burne elder portioner of Larbert and John Burne his sone 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.17 Decernes James Aikine in Falkirk and Marion Muirheid his spouse To delyver to Marjorie 

Burne in Larbert Aught ellis of seybumbasie quhilk was stolline furthe of hir hous in 
Larbert and quhilk was ressavit be the said Marion from ane woman callit Margaret Grey 
steiller thairof Togidder with 12 schillings for ilk ell of sevine ellis of sevine ellis and ane 
quarter linning quhilk was lykewayes stolline from the said persewer And bocht be the said 
Marion lykewayes from the steilleris thairof 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.24v indicates that at this time John Burne in Larbert [sic] was the taksman of Carmwre 
walkmylne - also notes John Makie in Larbert 

1642 SC67/67/1 f.25 JohnTailyor in Larbert 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.36 John Makkie in Larbert  
1643 SC67/67/1 f.36 Margaret Cruikschank relict of umquhill Wm Ritschie in Larbert 
1644 RMS ix 1565 John Burne, eldest lawful son of John Burne portioner of Lethbert 
1645 RS58/8 f 101 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Burne portioner of 

Lethbert having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from the chancelry --- all and 
haill the lands of Lethbert and Bromage 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.73v John Burne in Larbert fermourer of the myles of Larbert and Ladiesmylne 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.79v John Makie in Lerbert 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85 John Burne in Lerbert - John Makie in Lerbert 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 John Burne in Larbert fermourer of the mylnes of Larbert Carmwiris and Ladiesmylne 
1666 RS59/2 f 274v John Burne son and heir of the late John Burne portioner of Lairber – all and haill the lands 

of Lairber with houses [etc]  --- barony of Kineill and sheriffdom of Linlithgow and by 
annexation lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.10v Margaret Mylne, relict of John Burne portioner of Larbert and Gavin Clerk her spouse 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.57v John Makie, portioner of Larbert  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.64v John Makie, walker in Larbert Alexander Muirhead in Larbert , for fishing in the Water 

of Carron 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.75v John Burne in Larbert  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.81v Mr Alexander Norie minister of Larbert [prior to 1684] 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.92 John Burne in Larbert , as tacksman and as having right from his mother Margaret Milne 

... produced active libel and tack set by Marg. M. to him of the 15th part of the town and 
lands of Falkirk liferented by her 

1686 SC67/67/2 f.112 William Mairshell in Larbert  
1686 SC67/67/2 f.113 Mr Archibald Muschet minister at Larbert  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.158v John Burne notar in Larbert  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.159 Andrew Kaitter in Larbert  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.160 John Johnstone in Larbert  
1691 VR Larbert  
1699 CH2/1326 Lerbert - consistent 
1707 GD22/2/45  Legal documents of Robert Graham of Gallangad and Gartmore comprising: Discharge by 

Marie Graham, relict of Andrew Mackie, portioner of Larbert, to the said Robert Graham, 
of £1,000 Scots, 1707. Included is an Eik of the Testament of the said deceased Andrew 
Mackie, dated 27 November 1705.  

1744 RH18/3/124  1744 July 30 Petition of William Mackie, portioner of Larbert, tacksman of Ladysmill 
1744 Nov. 2 Answers for same to petition of John Benny and others, maltmen, Falkirk 30 
Jul-2 Nov 1744 

1745 RS59/18 f 497 charter granted by the James Duke of Hamilton --- all and haill the just and equall half of 
all and haill the lands of Larbert with houses [etc] sometime possest by John Burn late 
proprietor thereof and Jean Willison his spouse and their tennants and cotters and lying 
within the barrony of Kineil  and sheriffdom of Linlithgow and now within the Duckdom 
(sic) and Regality of Hamilton but lately within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- reserving always to the Duke of Hamilton and his heirs the Miln of Larbert 
mill lands thereof and shilling hill and Walk Miln with their pertinents and the Corn Mill of 
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Carmuirs with the shilling hill of the same built upon the the saids lands of Larbert with 
ways and passages to and from the said Milns according to use and wont  

1745 Gibson  p.7  Alexander Chalmers had sasine of the lands of Larbert 
1745 RS59/18 f 521 Archibald Lamond shoemaker in Larbert for himself and as procurator for Janet Walker 

his spouse --- disposition granted by William Mackie portioner of Larbert --- all and haill 
these parts and portions of his half of the lands of Larbert as follows Viz that piece of 
ground called the Miln Butts lying betwixt the Water of Carron and the Heigh Road 
leading betwixt the toun of Larbert and the Bridge with the heall houses and office houses 
built thereon and yeard at the back thereof togither with the miln at the west end of the said 
lands bounded as follows Viz by two march stones and the Road that leads from the toun to 
the wester Miln of Larbert on the west the said Water of Carron on the south and the 
foresaid Heigh Road  leading from the Bridge on the north and east Running in a Narrow 
Point to a big stone on the east as also that dwelling house in the toun of Larbert and 
yeard at the back thereof  

1755 Roy Larbar 
1759 GD1/529/201  Extract submission between Robert Chalmers, proprietor of the lands and estate of 

Larbert, and James Spotswood, proprietor of the lands and estate of Dunipace, about 
marches, with decreet arbitral, 15 August 1760, by Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum, bt., 
thereon. Regd. Stirling Sheriff Court Books, 19 July 1760 17 May 1759 

1760 GD1/529/249  Calculation referred to in decreet arbitral by [Sir] James Dunbar and John Gibson of the 
value of the different pieces of land added to Dunipace from the lands of Larbert 15 Aug 
1760 

1781 AOS 23 Alexander Finlay in Falkirk and Peter Finlay in Larbert, his father, 1781 P.R. 26.440 
1781 AOS 117 several sasines by Robert Chalmers of Larbert 
1789 Gibson  p.7  Larbert Estate sold to Thomas Miles Riddell, younger, of Ardnamurchan 
1798 AOS 3514 Sir James Milles Riddell of Ardnamurchan and Sunart as heir to Thomas Milles Riddell 

younger of Ardnamurchan, his father, - in Larbert. G.R. 584.212 
1801 AOS 4108 Margaretta Riddell, relict of Thomas Milles Riddell of Mountriddell 
1801 AOS 4244 Larbert and Broomage - given as in the barony of Kinneil 
1817 Grassom Larbert  
1861 OS Larbert 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Larbert 
 
cf Auchinbert, AYR 15c 
LARBERT BRIDGE LRB NS8581 [1]   NS859818 
 
1664 Murray the defectes of the bridgge of Lerbert, and that a collection was necessarie for helping to 

repair the same 
1707 ASP Act in favour of James, Earle of Linlithgow and Callendar for a toll on the bridge of 

Larbour for 22 years 
1745 RS59/18 f 521 that piece of ground called the Miln Butts lying betwixt the Water of Carron and the Heigh 

Road leading betwixt the toun of Larbert and the Bridge  
1759 RHP1531 Larbert Bridge - see Stirlingshire ii p.413, No. 462 
1781 Love i p.9 Rebuilt 1782 
 
LARBERT MILL # LRB NS8581 [1]   NS859819 
 
c1320 RMS i 89 Charter by Robert I to Robert Lauder of the mill of Lethberd with the pertinents ‘for 

homage and service: the mill and mill lands of Lethberd which mill had belonged to the 
late Sir Phillip Lindsey and was then held by Sir Simon de Lindsey, brother of the late 
Philip, is made a forfeit of war through acting against the dignity of the king.’ 

1478 ADC the mylne of Larbert 
1623 RS58/3 f.38 [endorsed “sasine for Alexander earl of Linlithgow”] compeared John Burn in Lathbert as 

procurator to Alexander  earl of Linlithgow son and heir of Alexander earl of Linlithgow --
- all and haill the lands of Larbert and Browmadge with the mill thereof --- lying in the 
barony of Kinneill - Andrew Tate miller at the mill of Lathbert 

1629 RS58/4 f.217 [L] lands of Larber  and Brumage with the mill of Larbair, mill lands; Andrew Tate miller 
at the mill of Larber ,  John Ewing, miller at the Mill of Carmore 

1632 RMS viii 1976 [Livingston] the Cairnemure mylne, the lands of Larbert and Ladies-mylnes 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.9 John Raitter miller [does not specify Larbert mill but context would suggest] 
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1656 SC67/67/1 f.112 And anent the clame persewit be John Burne portioner of Lairbert fermourer of the mylnes 
of Lairbert Carmwiris and Ladiesmylne Againes William Muirheide in Falkirk James 
Suord thair James Ald in Scheilhill and William Menzies in Wallhill ffor abstracting of 
victuall from the forsaidis mylnes quhairunto they ar thirleit 

1656 CRS CC21/5/5 Ewing Janet 21/03/1656 lawful sister to William E., miller at Larbert Testament 
Testamentar; Latter Will and Inventory Stirling Commissary Court 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.53v John Livingstone, second son of umquhill John L. of Kirkland, fermourer of the milns of 
Larbert and Ladiesmylne 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.77 Thomas Burne now taxman thereof [Ladies Mill and Larbert Mill] 
1718 E644/1/14  p. 155 Lands holden of the Duke of Hamilton – Alexander Watt in Falkirk for the two milns of 

Larbert and Brumadge which hold of his grace. 
1745 RS59/18 f 497 charter granted by the James Duke of Hamilton --- all and haill the just and equall half of 

all and haill the lands of Larbert with houses [etc] sometime possest by John Burn late 
proprietor thereof and Jean Willison his spouse and their tennants and cotters and lying 
within the barrony of Kineil  and sheriffdom of Linlithgow and now within the Duckdom 
(sic) and Regality of Hamilton but lately within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- reserving always to the Duke of Hamilton and his heirs the Miln of Larbert 
mill lands thereof and shilling hill and Walk Miln with their pertinents and the Corn Mill of 
Carmuirs with the shilling hill of the same built upon the the saids lands of Larbert with 
ways and passages to and from the said Milns according to use and wont  

1759 RHP1531 Larbert Miln 
1783 NRAS3626146/35 -9  Sep. "There were 2 Mills of Larbert which were  feued  to Carron Co by Lord Erroll as his 

own Property" ... 
1793 AOS 2609 2 Mills called Larbert Milns & Kiln and yard thereto 
1825 NLS MS 10857 (17)  William Dobbie of Larbert Miln, miln wright,  
1825 GD171/3081 Papers concerning the letting of the mill of Larbert called Lord Alexander’s Mill 
1912 CDS13 Robert Lang, miller 
1855 SC4/3/2/5294 Larbert Mill - Carron Co. 

LARBERTSHEILLS see Shiells 
LIURANNS # BKX NS8983 [2] 
 
1590 Pont Liuranns 
 
cf James Luferent 
LOANHEAD # LRB NS8783 [1]  
 
1755 Roy 
1831 SC4/3/1 John Dick’s widow in Lonehead [Kinnaird’s rent] 
LONGCROFT # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1788 AOS 1289 parts of Longcroft, Blackshots, Dubbetsmeadow & Burnriggs; piece of ground called the 

Bents, parish of Larbert - James Bruce of Kinnaird 
1806 AOS 5188 of ground in Longcroft, in Blackshotts, in Dubbits Meadow, in Burnrigs, and piece of 

ground called the Bents, parish of Larbert  
LONG GREEN # LRB NS8882 [1]   NS889825 
 
1797 RHP242 Long Green 
LONG SHOT NS8583 [1] 
 
1776 Taylor and Skinner Long Shot 
1820 AOS 9579 in a rood of the lands of Broomage in that part called the Longshot, parish of Larbert  
MAINS OF KINNAIRD # LRB NS8884 [2] 
 
1649 GD86/595   Contract of Tack between Robert Bruice, yr. of Kinnairde, and Johne Clerk in Kinnairde, 

whereby the former set to the latter, his heirs, assignees or subtenants of "na hiear degrie 
nor himselfe allanerlie" the room and lands of Nethermaynis of Kinnairde (occupied by 
Clerk) in the parish of Lairbert and sheriffdom of Striuiling for 13 years from Whitsunday 
1649 at a yearly rent of 12 bolls oatmeal, 5 bolls ferm bear and 1 dozen "powltrie fowles" 
with the carriage of 12 loads of coals from the coal-heughs of Falkirk or Elphinstowne and 
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service with the other tenants for upholding the house of Kinnairde and its yards. Clerk is 
also bound to grind the ferm meal at the Mill of Mungall, paying "uttingtownes mowleter" 
therefor and if he fails to do so 6 pecks of oatmeal as dry multures and 6/8 for each day's 
service he absents himself from. At Kinnairde 14th July 1649   14 Jul 1649 

1655 RS58/10 f 34 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Charles Clerk, tailor in 
Kinaird and Ewphame Clerk his spouse having in his handis a certan heritable bond and 
obligatioun containing thairintill the precept of sasine eftermentionet maid given and 
grantit be Alexander Bruce of Kinaird heritable proprietor of the landis underspecifiet 
grantit him to have borrowit and receavit from the said Charles and his spouse all and haill 
the soumes of seventein hundreth merkis good and usuall Scotis money ---- annualrent of 
threscor eight powndis Scotis money --- to be takin --- furth of all and haill his landis of 
Nether Maines of Kinaird presentlie occupyit and possest be John Clerk his tenent thair 
with houses [etc] 

1657 RS58/11 f 214 Johne Clerk in Nether Maynes of Kynaird 
1674 CRS Alexander Johnstoune in Maines of Kineaird 
MARCHFIELD # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 James Smart in Marchfield [Kinnaird’s rent] 
MEADOW BROW # LRB NS8582 [4] 
 
1619 CRS John Johnstoune in Midow-brow, parish of Larbert 
MELVINS GREEN  # NS8882 [1]   NS886825 
 
1797 RHP242 Melvins Green 
 
Note: 1797 GD65/261 - Corn unloaded at the tail dam of Stenhouse mills from sloops for John Melvin, the 

multurer. 
 
Cf Melvin Hall MLO ; Nivens Green WLO [PNWL 12] 
MILL ACRE [1] # LRB NS8882 [1]  NS883828 
 
1766 GD237/8/10 Feu contract whereby Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, bt., dispones to Francis Garbett, 

only son of Samuel Garbett, merchant at Birmingham, co. Warwick, and Charles 
Gascoigne, merchant in London, the mills of Stenhouse, with dues paid by tenants of 
barony of Stenhouse, with ware or damhead, mill-lead and canal, with power to widen said 
aqueduct or canal between the tails of the wheels of the said mills and the river Carron to 
breadth of 36 feet and to deepen the same, if necessary, with acre called the Mill Acre, and 
mailling called Washinghaugh, and another acre on south side of the river Carron, as 
described in plan by John Scott, land surveyor, all in barony of Stenhouse, parish of 
Larbert, sheriffdom of Stirling. 

1826 RHP1498 Mill Acre 
MILL ACRE [2] # LRB NS8582 [2] 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Agnes Young, spouse to Alexander Broun elder portioner of Broomadge, approved outwith 

the presence of her husband the contract of marriage between Margaret Mitchell, eldest 
daughter to John M. in Kills of Easterpantaskane and Hellisone Lishmane his spouse, and 
Alexander Broun her son conveying to them half their lands in Broomadge, with half of the 
land called Mill Aiker there (AB elder keeping the house and yard possest formerly by 
Malcolm Broun and now by Thomas Ryde with 1 1/2 acres of land near it called Short 
Reyland [Weyland?] and Thom’s croft, with a butt of land called Sloke Rig 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.81v Milne Aiker 
1698 RS83/2/45 Jean Muirhead of hir liferent of the just and equal half of the part and portion of the lands 

of Broomage and the half of the proportional part of the Aiker of land called the Miln 
Aiker [RS59/10 f.44 – f.45] 

1728 RS59/15 f 251v the just and equall half of their lands of Broomage --- part of that acre of land called the 
Miln Acre  

1802 AOS 4351 Broomage - part of the Acres called Mill Acres effeiring thereto the Barony of Kinneil & 
Sheriffdom of Linlithgow by annexation 

MILL BUTTS # LRB NS8582 [2] 
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1745 RS59/18 f 521 Archibald Lamond shoemaker in Larbert for himself and as procurator for Janet Walker his 

spouse --- disposition granted by William Mackie portioner of Larbert --- all and haill these 
parts and portions of his half of the lands of Larbert as follows Viz that piece of ground 
called the Miln Butts lying betwixt the Water of Carron and the Heigh Road leading 
betwixt the toun of Larbert and the Bridge with the heall houses and office houses built 
thereon and yeard at the back thereof togither with the miln at the west end of the said 
lands bounded as follows Viz by two march stones and the Road that leads from the toun to 
the wester Miln of Larbert on the west the said Water of Carron on the south and the 
foresaid Heigh Road  leading from the Bridge on the north and east Running in a Narrow 
Point to a big stone on the east as also that dwelling house in the toun of Larbert and yeard 
at the back thereof  

MILLER SIDE LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f 10 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Christie in Windie 

Edge of Skeath Mallare and Jonet Robertsoune his spous with a heritable bond from 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent  --- to be uplifted from his landis of Kinaird 
callit Miller Syd with houses [etc] possessed and occupyed be John Bisset and Margaret 
Miller  spous to the deceast Robert Duncane his tennentis thair lyand within the parish of 
Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  

MILLQUARTER NS885827 
 
1782 AOS 245 The Carron Company seised in part of Millquarter, parish of Larbert – on excambion 

between them and Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse ; P.R. 27.254 
1797 RHP242 Mill Quarter or Blacktown [John Melvins house] 
MILN BRAE LRB NS8582 [1]   NS856821 
 
1759 RHP1531 
MOSS-SIDE # LRB NS8885 [1]   NS882852    
 
1614 CRS John Muirhead in Mossyde, parish of Larbert 
1677 RS59/5 f 386 Agnes Muirhead youngest lawful daughter to John Muirhead in Mossyde of Kinnaird – 

contract matrimonial --- Ninian Wyse in Kilbane  
1692 RS83/1 f.36v.1 William Bald in Mossyde of Kinnaird and Margaret Walker his spouse 101st and 102nd 

leaves [RS59/8 has William  Baad] 
1698 RS83/2/50 William Bad in Mossyde of Kinnaird [RS59/10 f 48] 
1698 RS83/2/83.125 William Baad in Mossyde in Kinnaird and Margaret Baad his daughter RS59/10 f.111 – 

f.112 
1714  RS59/13 f 238 William Baad in Moss Syde 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.16v William Baad, portioner of Mossyde 
1755 Roy Moss Side 
1831 SC4/3/1 James Baad in Moss-side [Kinnaird’s rent] 
1861 OS Moss-side 
MOUNT CARRON # LRB NS8782 [1]   NS875823 
 
1826 RHP1498 Mount Carron 
1826 RHP1553 Mount Carron  
1865 SC4/3/3 Mount Carron - proprietor Carron Co. - occupier John Dawson, clerk 
MOUNT GERALD LRB NS8783 [1] 
 
1879 Gillespie p.253 Mount Jerrat 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p.327 A short distance east of Anton’s Hill, lies Mount Jerrat, with trees covering the ground 

upon which once stood a little chapel, that gave its name to the neighbouring burn whose 
waters, a stone-cast to the south, are collected into two small reservoirs – the one for the 
driving of a corn-mill, and the other for the grinding of wood-char used at Carron. 

1880 SC4/3/4.109 Mount Gerald 
MOUNTGREEN LRB NS8884 [1]   NS882842 
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1627 RS58/4 f.88 [L] Robert Calendar in Kynnaird – charter from Mr Robert Bruce of Kynnaird, and with 
Robert Bruce his eldest lawful son and with the consent of Margaret Monteyth his spouse 
[I think of Robert junior], of four acres of the lands of Kinnaird called Burnsyd with 
houses, biggins, yards, lie Balgrein contiguous and adjacent,  the moss, mwir and 
privilidges thereof occupied by the late Henry Cowye – lying in the parish of Larbert – 
Thomas Bissat in Kynnaird, baillie in that part – Jonete Hoge spouse of Robert Calendar 

1662 RS59/1 f 151v Alexander Bruce of Kynaird --- Robert Callender in Balgrein 
1670 CRS Robert Callender in Ballgreen, parish of Larbert 
1704 CH2/1326 Balgreen 
1705 CH2/1326 Balgreen 
1711 AOS  Balgreen of Kinnaird - Robert Elphinston of Quarrel 
1817 Grassom Boggreen 
1853 CH2/1326 Bog green 
1855 SC4/3/2/5333 Houses at Boag Green - Colonel Dundas of Carronhall 
1861 OS Mount Green 
1870 CH2/1326 Mount Green 
 
cf Balgreen MLO ; WLO [PNWL 48] Balgrein 1683; 
 Balgreen  NS3560; NS 3814 
MOUNT RIDDEL # LRB NS8482 [1]   NS849824 
 
1644 AF49  Riddell papers (Oban Estate Office) 1644-1882  
1790  AF49/9  Incomplete series of rentals of Larbert estate, 1790-1815. Larbert 1790-1817  
1793 AOS 2401 Thomas Milles Riddell of Larbert 
1801 AOS  Thomas Miles Riddell of Mountriddel 
1807  AF49/20  Description Miscellaneous correspondence of Sir James Milles Riddell, his factors and 

agents, mostly on matters concerning the Larbert estate. 1807-1810  
1811  AF49/7  Extent and estimated rents of lands on estate of Larbert, Larbert Parish, Stirlingshire, 

belonging to Sir James Milles Riddell Bt., 12 August 1811. Larbert 1811  
1812  AF49/8  Extent and estimated rent of lands on estate of Larbert, Larbert Parish, Stirlingshire, 

belonging to Sir James Milles Riddell Bt., 23 July 1812. Larbert 1812  
1812 GD170/2193  Letter from M[argaretta ? Campbell, daughter of Dugald Campbell of Lochnell, relict of 

Thomas Riddell of Larbert] Riddell, to Mary Campbell, wife of Alexander Campbell of 
Barcaldine, advocate. 24 May 1812 

1817 Grassom Mountriddle 
1819 SC4/3/2 lands of Larbert - disjunction - proprietor in 1831: Sir Gilbert Stirling; Superior: Duke of 

Hamilton 
1821 Ainslie Mountriddle 
1855 SC4/3/2/5517 Mansion House of Larbert - Sir Gilbert Stirling’s Trustees - occupied by James Dempster 
 
This is Larbert House. The estate of Larbert was sold to Thomas Miles Riddell, younger of Ardnamurchen in Feb. 1789 
MUIRHALL LRB NS8683 [1]   NS860835 
 
1755 Roy Muirhall 
1855 SC4/3/2/5157 Muirhall - Farm of - [Bruce of Stenhouse -occupier Michael Rae, Farmer] 
1861 OS Muirhall 
1862 CH2/1326 Muirhall 
 
Retained in Muirhall Road, Larbert. 
MUIRHEAD LRB NS8783 [1]   NS872835 
 
1826 RHP1553 Muirhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5162 Muirhead Farm [Bruce of Stenhouse - occupied by James Davie] 
1861 OS Muirhead 
1971 OS Muirhead 
MUIRSIDE # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1613 CRS John Clerk in Muirsyde of Kinaird 
1685 CRS Janet Gillespie in Muirsyde, parish of Larbert 
1688 CRS Patrick Mitchell in Muirsyde of Kinard 
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1693 RS83/1 f.45.3 Patrick Mitchell in Muirsyde of Kinaird - annualrent out of the lands of Meadow in 
Tempilldenny. Registered on the 217th and 218th leaves of the said Register 

MULLOCH # LRB NS8882 [1] NS882823 
 
1740 GD154/186 Instrument of sasine in favour of Mary Agnew, eldest daughter of Sir Andrew Agnew of 

Lochnaw and wife of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, in liferent, of the lands of Mulloch 
and others, parish of Larbert, sheriffdom of Stirling, in implement of their marriage 
contract  

1847 MI-LBT Mulloch 
1860 OS Mulloch 
1903 HR734 Mulloch 
 
cf Mulloch NJ4600; Barmulloch NS6268; Mossmulloch NS NS6341 
Drumforemallach, Lochiel c1630;  
NAILER ROW # LRB NS8883 [1]   NS884830 
 
1811 SLR Nailer Row 
1817 Grassom Nailer Row 
1843 CH2/1326 Nailer Row 
1855 SC4/3/2/5153 Nailer Row 
1861 OS Nailer Row 
1879 Gillespie p.253 Nailer Row 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  327 The Nailor Row,  a brick village, is so named from having been in former days a nail-

manufactory 
 

NETHER MAINS OF KINNAIRD – see Mains of Kinnaird 
NEWLANDS # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS850824 
 
1755 Roy Newlands 
1759 RHP1531 Newlands 
1765 CH2/1326 Newlands of Larbert 
NORTHDALES   # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1784 AOS 525 William Anderson, Wright, Carron, seised in parts of Windyedge, viz. Northdeals, 

Willings & Muir, Greenstrips, fauld & yard; part of the Moss of Quarrol, parish of Larbert. 
P.R 28.242 

1804 AOS 4808 Northdales consisting of 6 acres & 3 falls and a plot of ground on the north side of South 
Willons – being part of the lands and barony of Kinnaird, parish of Larbert  

1807 AOS 5620 James Bruce of Kinnaird ... in the park of North Dales ... and South Willons Park ... being 
parts of Windyedge, parish of Larbert 

1806 AOS  North Dales being part of the farm or mealling of land called Windyedge lying along & 
contiguous to the road leading from Airth to Glasgow 

OLD DENNY ROAD # LRB NS8583 [1]  NS850832 
 
1759 RHP1531 Road from Dunipace to Quarrel 
OLD ENGINE PARK # LRB NS8883 [1]  
 
1755 Roy Engine 
1865 SC4/3/3/6693 Old Engine Park 
PADDOCKDUB # LRB NS8884 [3]     
 
1831 SC4/3/1 John Monteath in Paddockdub [Kinnaird’s rent] 
PAPER MILL see Guildfield Mill 
PATHFOOT LRB NS8882 [1]    NS880827     
 
1755 Roy Pathfoot 
PEPPER BRAE # LRB NS8582 [2]     
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1855 SC4/3/2/5525 lands of Larbert Pepper Brae 
1865 SC4/3/3.6971 lands of Laigh Parks and Pepperbrae 
PEPPERHAUGH # LRB NS8582 [2]   
   
1790 AOS 1833 parts of the barony of Stenhouse, Pepperhaugh, parish of Larbert ; parish of Dunipace  
1793 AOS 2609 parts of the Barony of of Stenhouse Pepperhaugh & Eastfield lying east from the said mill 

[barley and snuff mill] 
 
Cf  Pauperhaugh NZ105995: 1120 Papwirthhalgh; 1250 Papurhulgh; 1309 Papperworthhalugh  
  Piperhill NS 4816; Pipers Knowe NT 4816; NT 3533 
POWLEES NS867858  
   
1711 CH2/1326 Poulees 
1755 Roy Polslees 
1819 AOS 9328 Thomas Dundas of Fingask – in parts of the lands and Estate of Kinnaird, viz. parts of the 

lands called Powleys – parts of the lands called Westfield – parts of the lands of Kinnaird 
Hill – the old quarry – parish of Larbert  

1831 SC4/3/1 Thomas Leishman for Powlees [Kinnaird’s rent] 
1861 OS Powlees 
1865 SC4/3/3 Powlees - Kersebrock and Powlis [Dundas] 
QUARRELL NS882839 
 
1425 WIGTON 714  Richard Redheugh of Quarrell 
1462 Cambus Andrew Reidheuch of the Quarrell 
1466 GD247/Box 103/Bundle 1 Writs of lands of Quarrel in barony of Herbertshire and sheriffdom of Stirling 1466-

1758  
1466 GD65/3  Special Retour in favour of Christian Redechuch as daughter and heir of the deceased 

Richard Redehuch, in the lands of Quarel and Scathmure in lordship of Herbertschire and 
sheriffdom of Striueline , to be held of William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sanctclare [Sinclair], 
on payment of a silver penny in name of blenchfarm, and on payment to the abbey of 
Holyrood of an annualrent of 9 merks. [Tags, seals gone]. 17/10/1466 

1468 GD65/4  Precept of Sasine by William, Earl of Orknay [Orkney], Lord Sinclare [Sinclair], in favour 
of Alexander Bissait [Bisset], of the lands of Quarell and Skaithmure, following on a 
retour in favour of the said Alexander, as heir to the deceased Christian of Redhueuch, his 
mother. [Tag, seal gone]. 26/1/1468  

1467 GD65/4 Precept of Sasine by William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sinclair, in favour of Alexander 
Bissait, of the lands of Quarrell and Skaithmure following on a retour in favour of the said 
Alexander as heir to the deceased Christian Redheuch, his mother 

1472 Sprot p.10 Elizabeth Elphinstone relict of the late Alexander Bisset of Quarrell 
1477 Sprot   - of John Sandilands of Cawdor, presented a Retour on the lands of Thomas Bisset of 

Quaren, etc 
1485 RMS ii  1628    Thomas Besate of Quarell and James Redeheuch given as a witnesses to an Airth charter 

along with Thomas Besate of Quarell 
1492 ADC p.253 Thomas Bissate of the Querell 
1498 GD68 i 42 Item, an alienation made to Thomas Bissat of the Quarrall of sex merkis of landis of 

Polknaif and half of ane oxgang of land of the Hallis of Arth 
1502 Johnsoun  1260 Thomas Bissait, son and heir apparent of Thomas Bissait of Quarrell 
1510 RMS ii 3444 [L] Charter to Sir Oliver Sinclair of Roslyn of the lands and barony of Herbertshire ... the 

Quarrell 
1512 RMS ii 3767 [L] The king grants to Alexander Lord Elphinstoun ... lands of Quarell, in the barony of 

Harbertschire ...;- which Thomas Bissat of Quarell held in feu of Sir Oliver Sinclare as 
apendicle of Herbertshire; and as major parts of that barony have been alienated this feu 
has been put in the king’s hands; and which the said Oliver has resigned after his new 
grant;- and which the king, for good service, has united into the barony of Elphinston, with 
licence to infeft the said Thomas. 

1527 RMS iii 527 [L] Herbertshire charter - Querell 
1533 RMS iii 1317 [L] Robert Bissat of Querrell 
1534 RMS iii 1393 [L] Robert Bissait of Querrell 
1536 Johnsoun 118 Robert Bissat of Quarrell 
1570 Johnsoun 576 Robert Bissett of Querrell, as heir to his grandfather, the late Thomas Bissett of Querrell 
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1542 RMS iii 2768 [L] Herbertshire charter - Querell 
1542 GD65/13 Sasine in favour of Robert Bisset as uncle and heir of the deceased Robert Bisset of 

Querrell, of the lands of Querrell, following on a precept by Alexander, Lord Elphinstone 
1547 GD65/14 Copy of a sasine probrius manibus by Robert Bisset of Quarrell in favour of Thomas 

Bisset, his eldest son, of the lands of Skythmoir and Crosbruk, in the barony of Quarrell 
1554 Pitcairn  i 1, p.368  Robert Henry, alias Deill amang us, Convicted of art and part of the cruell Slaughter  of 

Thomas Bissate, young laird of Querrell.- Beheaded 
1555 GD247/Box 104/Bundle 1 Writs of lands of Querrell, Skaithmuir and Donypace, Bothkennar,  
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] Herbertshire charter - Quarrell 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] Herbertshire charter - Quarrell 
1584 GD65/19  Testament-testamentar of the deceased Robert Bisset of Quarrell [Quarrel], appointing 

Margaret Kinross, his spouse, his executrix. Confirmed at Edinburgh Commissary court, 
17 Jan, 1586/7. 2/3/1584  

1593 GD156.21 Margaret Kinross relict of sumquhill Robert Bissat of Quarrell and Thomas B. my 
[Margaret’s] son 

1596 GD65/24  Charter by Robert, Lord Elphinstoune [Elphinston], in favour of James Elphinstoune, his 
nephew, of the lands of Quarrell and Eister Skaythmuir in barony of Elphinstoune and 
sheriffdom of Striuiling , reserving to said Robert his liferent thereof. [Tag, seal gone]. 
17/1/1596  

1597 GD17/263  Discharge by Margaret Kinross, Lady Quarrell, in favour of David Somerwell of Plane, of 
the sum of £34 10s. Scots 14 May 1597  

1601 RMS vi 1162 [L] Elphinston charter – Querrell 
1604 Retour  47 John Bissett of Querrell, heir of Robert Bissett of Querrell, his father 
1608 RMS vi 2125 [L] Elphinston charter - Querrell 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] and the superiority of ... land of Querrell (possessed by Alexander, lord Elphingstoun, 

and in former times were held by ... Bisset of Querrell of the said William [Sinclair]) ... 8 
acres in the lands of Querrell and Skeithmure (all pertaining to John Levingstoun of 
Donypece and which were disponed to him by the said William Sinclair) ; and which are 
newly incorporated into the free barony of Herbertshire [Livingston of Callendar] 

1612 CRS Margaret Johnstone spouse to David Leischman in Quarrells 
1613 RMS vi 844 [L] M. James Elphingstoun of Querrell 
1618 RS58/1 f.60 [L] George Callendar in Quarrell baillie  
1619 GD65/41  Instrument of Resignation ad perpetuam remanentiam by Mr James Elphinstoun of 

Quarrell son of Alexander, Lord Elphinstoun, of the lands of Quarrell and Eister 
Skaithmure, in the hands of the said Alexander. 27/10/1619 

1619 GD65/42 Charter by Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, with consent of Alexander, Lord Kildrymmie, his 
eldest son and heir, in favour of Michael Elphinstone, his son, of the lands of Quarrel and 
Easter Skaithmuir 

1619 RS58/1 f.332v Michael Elphinstoun lawfull son to Alexander lord Elpinstoun  ---lands of Quarrel and 
Eist Skaithmure  

1620 CRS Margaret Kinross relict of Robert Bissat of Quarrell 
1626 RS58/3 f.419v Adam Bad in Elphingstoune having in his hand a charter of precept of sasine from Michael 

Elphingstoune of Quarrell with the consent of Marrie Bruce, his spouse, infefting the said 
Adam and Jonet Coustoun, his spouse, Michael and Alexander Bad, their sons - annualrent 
from his lands of Kirktoun of Bothkenner and from the lands of Westertoun of Bothkenner 

1627 RS58/4 f.44v [endorsed: sasine for the Master of Elphingstoune] Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell as 
attourney and Michael Elphingstoune his second son – all and haill the lands of 
Chirriemuirlands – in the sheriffdom of Stirling  

1628 Love i p.169 Michael Elphinston of Querrel [ex Priv. Conc. Scot.] 
1629 RS58/4 f.213 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell 
1635 RS58/6 f 216 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Michael Elphingstoune of 

Quarrell having in his hand a precept of sasine from Master Alexander Kynneir king’s 
custodian general [--------] with the consent of Elizabeth Jaksoune spouse of the said 
Michael Elphingstoune --- lands of Ower Mungwellis with the fishing  thereof upon the 
Water of Carroune with houses [etc]  

1635 Binns 266 Michael Elphinstoune of Quarrel 
1641 GD65/66  Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, Lord Elphingstoune, [Elphinstone] in favour of 

Robert Elphingstoune, now of Querrell [Quarrel], as son and heir of the deceased 
Michael Elphingstoun of Querrel, in the lands of Querrell and Easter Skemuir. (2) Sasine 
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following thereon. Dated 20 October 1641. Registered P.R.S. Stirling, 24 October 1641, vii 
328-9. 17/4/1641  

1643 RMS ix 1418 [L] Robert Elphingstoun, now of Quarrell, eldest son and heir of the late Michael 
Elphingstoun of Quarrell 

1644 CRS Michael Elphingstone of Quarrell 
1653 RS58/9 f 158 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Burne portioner of 

Falkirk as attorney for Helen Elphingstoune youngest lawful daughter to umquhil Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrall --- 7 oxgangs of the lands of Dalderse --- David Livingstoune 
of Pantaskine to Helene Elphingstoune his future spouse  

1656 CRS CC21/5/5  Janet Wright in Quarrell 7/03/1656 parish of  Larbert Testament Testamentar; Latter Will 
and Inventory Stirling Commissary Court 

1662 RMS xi 327 Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell 
1664 CRS Margaret Geichen spouse to George Cowie webster in Quarrel 
1668 CRS CC21/5/7 Janet Garnock spouse to James Collie weaver in Quarrell 05/06/1668 parish of 

LarbertTestament Dative and InventoryStirling Commissary Court 
1668 CRS Robert Williamson, coalheugher in Quarrell 
1668 CRS Isobel Thomson spouse to John Carnes at Quarrell [ 
Note: 1656 RS58/11 f 16 John Cairnes in S[-]e[n/u]pous] 
1672 CRS Isobell Hall spouse to John Allan at Quarrell 
1681 C2/68.172      Michael, eldest son of Sir Robert Elphinstone of Quarrell 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.46 John Smith, younger in Quarrell 
1683 GD65/91  Precept of Clare Constat by John, Lord Elphinstone, in favour of Michael Elphinstone, now 

of Quarrel, as grandson and heir of the deceased Michael Elphinstone of Quarrel, in the 
lands as in GD65/31 and GD65/36. 24/12/1683  

1683 GD65/92  Disposition by John, Lord Elphinstone, in favour of Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell 
[Quarrel], of the lands as in GD65/31 and GD65/36 and superiority thereof, containing 
procuratory of resignation. (2) Instrument of Resignation following thereon. Dated 19 
December 1684. (3) Charter under Great Seal following thereon. Dated 23 January 1685. 
[Tag, seal gone]. (4) Sasine following thereon. Dated 16 February 1685. Registered G.R.S., 
7 March 1685, li 333-6. 24/12/1683  

1685 SC67/67/2 f.86v Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell; Joh Russall, servant to the laird of Quarrell 
1685 GD65/97 Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Milne of Barntone and Henry Elphinstone, collector at 

Aberdeen, asd tutors for Char;es Elphinstone of Airth, in favour of Michael Elphinstone of 
Quarrell, as son and heir of the deceased Sir Robert Elphinstone, in the lands of Quarrell 
and Easter Skeathmure 

1685 RS83/1 f.1v.9 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir with the manor 
place and pertinents. Registered on the  5th and 6th leaves of the said Register 

1685 RS59/7 f 55 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- all and heall the rowmes heich and laich called the 
New Houses of Quarrell leatlie built be the deceast Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell 
his faither adjacent to the old housses on the east syde of the samen  and the Back 
Orchyeard lyand  on the north syde of the Pleace of Quarrell near to that piece of grass 
called the Knowes thair 

1685 RS83/1 f.4.13 Rachell Bruce, Ladie Quarrell of the lands of Over Mungell, mylne and mylne lands, the 
Newhouss and Back Orchyard of Quarrell. Registered on the  55th and 56th leaves of the 
said Register  

1686 RS83/1 f.6.7 John Whyt shoemaker in Quarrell to Jonet Whyt his daughter and George Whyt in 
Crawfoords Hall her husband - annualrent out of the lands of Damhead of Seabegs. 
Registered on the  85th leaf of the said Register 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.130 [Helen Elphingstone, daughter of Michael E. of Q. was the wife of "the late" David 
Livingstone of Bantaskine and mother of Mr Michael L. of B.] 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.145 John Anderson, smith in Quarroll 
1687 C2/69.70     Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell 
1687 GD1/123/5  Michael Elphingston of Quarrell 
1687 Murray   Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell 
1687 CRS Elizabeth Jamieson and John Whyt in Quarrell 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.152 John Tayleour, cowper in Quarrell 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.158 Edict of curatory at instance of James Schaw son of umquhill James S. of Dallwhairne and 

Margaret Millne his spouse being now past 14 years. Citation to William Scha of Fortassit 
and William Schaw in Muckraw, nearest of kin of father side, and Michael Elphinstone of 
Quarrell (in virtue of supplement, in respect he lived outside bounds of regality) and 
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Michael Livingstone of Pantasken, on mother side ... JS compearing ... chose Gavin Clarke 
in Dallwhairne his father in law as sole curator [i.e. step-father] 

1690 RS83/1 f.23.12 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell and Robert Elphingstoune his sone. [RS89/7 f olio 
422] 

1692 CRS James Manson, mariner at Quarrell-shore 
1693 CRS Thomas Ewing in Quarrell 
1693 GD65/104 Instrument of Resignation by Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir, 

reserving his liferent thereof, in favour of Robert Elphinstone, his eldest son, following on 
marriage contract between Robert and Anna Campbell, daughter of Mr Adam Campbell of 
Gargunnock 1687 

1694 C2/73.101 Sir Robert Elphinston of Quarrell 
1699 RS83/2/10. 231  John Smith notar in Quarrell and Margaret Cowie his spouse RS59/10 f.195 
1700 GD65/112 Agreement between Robert Elphinstone of Quarrell and james Guidlat of Abbotshaugh, 

by which the said Robert binds himself not to "claime any interest of ferrie boats passing 
betwixt the Coalshoar of Quarrell and the lands of Abbotshaugh" excepting a boat for 
himself and his family and friends 

1700 CRS John Whyte, elder, cordinar in Quarrell 
1703 RS83/2/11.247  Robert Elphinston of Quarrell RS59/11 f.269 – f.270 
1708 CRS Alexander Jaffray coal grieve in Quarrell 
1709 CRS Bryce Blair in Quarrell 
1711 RS59/12 f 531v [L] Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell --- eldest lawful son to the late Michael 

Elphingstoune of Quarrell his father --- lands of Howkerse, lands of Tiendyaird ---- with 
the commum via commonly called the Cartgate or Coallway for carrying the coals of 
Quarrell to the coal shore (littorem carbonariam) --- 30 (trium) oxgangs and half an 
oxgang of the lands of Dalhungrie in Westertown of Bothkennar  

1718 CRS John Christie in Quarrell 
1719 RS59/14 f 13v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned James Kincaid in Dalgreen  and in 

name of Helen Scott his spouse and John Kincaid eldest  lawful son --- disposition and 
alienation granted be Alexander Johnston of Kirkland heretable proprietor of the lands 
disponed --- all and haill that part and portion of the fourteen oxengates of the lands of 
Westertoun and Kirktone of Bothkennar which formerly pertained to Michael 
Elphingstoune of Quarrell thereafter to Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell his son  

1724 SC67/67/6 f.41 Richard Tours, merchant in Quarrell 
1725 GD65/172  Disposition by Robert Elphingstone of Quarrell [Elphinstone of Quarrel], with consent of 

his interdictors, Anna Campbell, his spouse, and Michael Elphingstone, his eldest son, in 
favour of Mr John Drummond, merchant of London, brother german of James Drummond 
of Blair-Drummond, and Agatha Vanderbent, his spouse, of the lands of Quarrell and 
Easter Skeathmuire with the teinds thereof, on payment by the said John Drummond of the 
sum of £37,631 16s Scots. Also Judicial Ratification thereof by the said Anna. 9/8/1725  

1725 RS59/14 f.585v Mr John Drummond in London (brother german to James Drummond of Blairdrummond) 
and Mrs Agatha Vanderbent his spouse of all and heall the lands of Quarrell and Easter 
Skaithmuir and others --- the Shoar of Quarrell the coall fold Warehouses and heall 
pertinents witht the ferry boat and passage and salmon fishings and other fishings within 
the said Water of Carron –  --- foremerly pertaining to Robert Elphingston of Quarrell --- 
by deliverance to him of earth and stone of the ground of the said lands ane handful of 
grass and ane handfull of corn for the said tiends and of ane oar for the coble and ane 
handfull of sand for the said passage boat and fishings with other simbols requisite  

1727 C2/92.4 John Drummond of Blair Drummond 
1727 GD65/173 Sasine in favour of Mr John Drummond, merchant in London and Agatha Vanderbent, his 

spouse, of the lands of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir following on a charter by Charles, 
Lord Elphinston 

1730 CRS Agnes Caruthers spouse to John Hardie, merchant in Falkirk, and Jean C., relict of John 
Cumming in Quarrell 

1740 C2/97.23 Charles Elphinston, son of Lord Charles 
1748 GD65/197  Sasine in favour of George Drummond of Blairdrummond, as nephew and heir of the 

deceased John Drummond of Quarrell of the lands of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir, 
following on a precept of Clare Constat by Charles Elphingstone [Elphinstone], third son 
of Charles, Lord Elphingstone, dated 14 November 1748. Registered G.R.S., 23 January 
1749, cxcii 148-50. 30/12/1748  
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1751 CRS Anna Smith, lawful daughter of the deceased Robert S., wright in Quarrel and Elspet Ure, 
his spouse 

1752 CRS John Whyte, shoemaker in Quarrell 
1753 GD65/201 James Wilson, maltman in Quarrell 
1774 CRS Mary Hall, spouse of Charles Telford, sometime barber at Quarrelshore, now at 

Grangepans 
1782 GD65/238  Papers (12) relating to the Bill of Suspension raised at the instance of James Bruce of 

Kinnaird against Thomas Dundas of Carronhall and the Carron Company, tacksmen of 
the said Thomas, for closing up certain roads leading through the estate of Quarrell] to 
Carronshore by which the said John transported his coal from the coal-mines of Kinnaird. 
1782-1785 

1790 AOS 1895 part of Quarrol called Gowkhill, parish of Larbert  
1792 AOS 2380 part of Quarrell called Windyedge - cf Northdeals 
1802 AOS 4366 a room and Mailing of the lands of Quarrole called Windyedge, parish of Larbert  
1805 AOS 5034 lands of Quarrel called Windyedge 
1806 AOS 5189 parts of Quarrole, viz. house of Carronhall, East and West Enginefield, & Gateside, part 

of Skaithmuir, viz. 3 inclosures to the  westward of the road called the  Wester Coalroad, 
Brickfield, Fearnieside or Antonshill, Crossmuirhead, Upper and Nether Mills of 
Skaithmuir with the mill lands thereof, Ruchlands, Carron Harbour ot Quarrole Shore, 
with the granaries and houses thereon, and the shore dues. G.R. 746.78 

1809 RHP1544  Plan of the estate of Quarrole 
1819 AOS 25.9   All and Whole the lands of Quarrol and Easter Skaithmuir with the manor places houses 

buildings yards orchards dovecots meadows muirs mosses parts and pendicles and all other 
pertinents thereof whatsoever lying in the barony of Elphinstone and sheriffdom of Stirling 
as also those parts and portions of the lands of Westerton lying west and south of the 
present road from Carronhall east gate to the Harbour of Carronshore reserving in whole 
sixteen acres three roods eight falls Scots measure Together with the haill coal or other 
minerals under the same As also All and Whole that field or piece of ground called Little 
Abbotshaugh lying in the parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom foresaid upon the north side of 
the Water of Carron and bounded by the said Water upon the South Also All and whole the 
lands of Skaithmuir with the mill and mill lands of the same with the astricted multures 
sucken sequels and services of the same with dovecots and whole petinents of the same and 
also with the Tiends both parsonage and vicarage of the said lands and likewise of the 
lands of Dubbiebees Meadow formerly possessed by John Muirhead which formerly were 
part of the lands and barony of Dunipace with the Tiends both parsonage and vicarage of 
the said lands with the haill pertinents lying within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom 
foresaid and also All and Whole these two oxengates of land of the lands of Bothkenner 
commonly called Cold Kitchen formerly possessed by Alexander Callendar and afterwards 
by John Logan with the pertinents of the same with the common way and roads of the same 
used and wont lying within the foresaid sheriffdom Together with the sheaves of the 
foresaid two oxengates of land and part of the fishing in the Water of Carron which 
formerly belonged to the Earl of Wigton in so far only as the said Water runs within the 
boundaries of the two said oxengates of land and opposite to the same And also All and 
Whole those eight oxengates of Backrow with the pertinents of the same sometime 
possessed by Henry Johnston in Bothkenner and his sub-tenants lying within the Lordship 
and sheriffdom of Stirling and also All and Whole the Church lands of Bothkennar 
formerly belonging to the vicar of Bothkennar extending to two oxengates of land ... 
Dalhungry in Westerton of Bothkennar formerly belonging to Walter Callender of Bordie  

1861 OS Old Quarrell 
 
QUARRELL BRIDGE # LRB NS8984 [1] 
 
1673 RS59/5 f 52v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten ane discreet man John 

Allan att Quarrell Bridge --- heritable bond from Sir Robert Elphingstoune of Quarrell 
and Michael Elphingstoune his oldest son --- annualrent furth of that rowme and mealling 
of their lands of Quarrell  called Corsbruick --- paroche of Lairbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1676 CRS Thomas Adam in Quarrel-bridges 
1685 RS59/6 f 489 John Allan somtyme at Quarrell Bridge and now in Muirsyde of Kinaird  
1687 CRS Isobel Smith, spouse to Robert Gillespie at Quarrell-bridge in Bothkenner 
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1730 BSR   William Hardie at Quarrel Bridge 
1735 BPR Quarrel Bridge 
QUARREL MOSS # LRB NS8984 [3] 
 
1784 AOS 525 William Anderson, Wright, Carron, seised in parts of Windyedge, viz. Northdeals, 

Willings & Muir, Greenstrips, fauld & yard; part of the Moss of Quarrol, parish of 
Larbert. P.R 28.242 

QUARREL SHORE # LRB NS8982 [1] 
 
1697 CRS James Manson, mariner at Quarrell-shore 
1698 CRS Robert Tours at Quarrell-shoar 
1700 GD65/112 Agreement between Robert Elphinstone of Quarrell and James Guidlat of Abbotshaugh, by 

which the said Robert binds himself not to “claime any interest of ferrie boats passing 
betwixt the Coalshoar of Quarrell and the lands of Abbotshaugh” excepting a boat for 
himself and his family and friends 

1718 RS59/13 f 656v George Young att Quarrellshoar  
1725 RS59/14 f 585v the Shoar of Quarrell the coall fold Warehouses and heall pertinents witht the ferry boat 

and passage and salmon fishings and other fishings within the said Water of Carron –  --- 
foremerly pertaining to Robert Elphingston of Quarrell --- by deliverance to him of earth 
and stone of the ground of the said lands ane handful of grass and ane handfull of corn for 
the said tiends and of ane oar for the coble and ane handfull of sand for the said passage 
boat and fishings with other simbols requisite  

1732 BSR Alexander Leishman Sailer in Newton who had married Irregularly Jennet Reid daughter to 
John Reid att the Coalshore ... he and Jennet Reid, daur. to John Reid at Quarrell ... 

1737 BPR John Millar, shoemaker at Quarrel Shore 
1749 RS59/19 f 344 James Buckie in Quarrel Shore 
1753 RS59/20 f 106 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Mcleish gardner at 

Quarrele Shoar as attorney for Thomas Dundas of Fingask – Torwoodhead, Skaithmuir, 
Crawnest and Dubbiebees Meadow having a disposition granted by Mr James Dundas of 
Philpstoun advocate [as in folio 70] 

1754 CRS James Aitken, tide waiter at Quarrel Shore 
1755 Roy Quarrolshore 
1756 GD65/206 Papers (10) relating to the process of reduction at the instance of James Goodlet Campbell 

of Achlyne against Robert Gillespie and others, shipmasters of vessels frequenting the 
harbour of Quarrolshore, and Thomas Dundas, merchant in Edinburgh, proprietor of the 
said harbour, regarding several "palls" which had been fixed on the said James' lands for 
the convenience of shipping. 1756-1763  

1760 GD65/215 Tacks by Dundas for various lands at Quarrolshore 
1769 CH2/1326 Quarrole Shore 
1774 CRS Charles Telford, sometime barber at Quarrelshore 
1790 AOS 1866 Carron harbour or Quarrol Shore [H.M. Customs]  
1797 RHP242  Quarroleshore or Carron Shore 
1795 AOS 3013  Theophilus Garencieres, apothecary, Stonegate, York, seised in part of Skaithmuir near 

Carron Harbour or Quarrol shore, parish of Larbert ;- on disp. by Dudley Best 
Garencieres in Carronshore. P.R. 33.519 

RANDY ROW # LRB NS8583 [1]   NS851834 
 
1817 Grassom Randierow 
1834 DuPR Randy Row 
RED HOUSE PARK # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS857823 
 
1759 RHP1531 Red House Park 
RED ROW # AIH NS8790 [3] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5263 Red Row - Carron Co. 
ROADSIDE # LRB NS8784 [1]  
 
1792 AOS   Robert Shaw in Roadside 
1817 Grassom Roadside 
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1879 Gillespie p.160 Roadside 
ROEBUCK PARK # LRB NS8782 [1]   NS874829 
 
1861 OS Roebuck Park 
ROTTENROW # LRB NS8784 [1]    NS876847 
 
1755 Roy Rotten Raw 
1817 Grassom Rottenrow 
1831 SC4/3/1 William Cunningham in Rottenraw 
1855 SC4/3/2/5146 Farm of Rotten Row [Bruce of Kinnaird - occupier Robert Brown farmer] 
1861 OS Rotten Row 
 
cf Rottenstocks FAK 
 Rathenraw, Antrim 
ROUGHLANDS LRB NS8883 [1]   NS884836 
 
1763 GD58/8/3 17.5 acres at Roughlands as staked out £35 
1775 GD58/8/18  [Scroll] declaration by William Russell, tenant in Dalgrene, and William Livingston, tenant 

in Roughlands, to Charles Gascoigne of Abbotshaugh as to the need for manuring a field 
on the estate of Dalderse before sowing 22 Apr 1775 

1787 AOS 1025 William Livingstone, tenant, Roughlands, - in part of Broomage < William Caddell of 
Banton 

1801 AOS 4267 James Potter, Farmer, Roughlands 
1817 Grassom Roughlands 
1854 CH2/1326 Roughlands 
1855 SC4/3/2/5283 Roughlands - lands of - [Carron Co.] 
1861 OS Roughlands 
1879 Gillespie p.108 The farm connected with the [Carron] iron-works is called the Roughlands, and its lands, 

extending to 400 acres, lie for the most part in the immediate neighbourhood. From the 
well-stocked steading, everything necessary in the shape of feeding and fodder is got for 
the foundry horses, but these are comparitively few since the locomotives were introduced 

1971 OS Roughlands 
1912 CDS13 Roughlands - W. Aitkenhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Roughlands 
 
Both Grassom and first edition OS show Skaithmuir at the present site of Roughlands. One edition of the OS [c 1960] 
shows "Old Roughlands" at 886829 
 
ROWANS MOSS # LRB NS8483 [1]   NS842832 
 
1759 RHP1531 Rowans Moss 
SANDYFORD PARK # LRB NS8782 [2] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 Sandyford Park  
SANDYLANDS               # LRB NS8582 [2] 
 
1865 SC4/3/3.6973 Sandylands - part of the lands of Larbert - Stirling’s Trustees 
SAUGH ACRES # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS838824 
 
1759 RHP1531 Saugh Acres 
SAUGHIEPARK # LRB NS8582 [1] 
 
1803 AOS 4502 the Saugh Park of Larbert on the east side of the road leading south through the village of 

Larbert 
1855 SC4/3/2/5525 Sauchiepark [lands of Larbert] 
SAUGHS # LRB NS8782 [2] 
 
1879 Gillespie p.128 Saughs 
SCABBED FAULD # LRB NS8783 [3] 
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1831 SC4/3/1 Scabbed Fauld 
 
cf Scabbed Inch, Scabbit Fauld ABD 
 
There are numerous references to "scabbed sheep" in SC67/67. It is possible that this fold was designed to isolate these. 
SEGGIEBUTTS # LRB NS8582 [3] 
 
1740 RS59/18 f 62 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Alexander Ure in 

Torwoodhead holding a disposition granted by William Mackie of Larbert, heritable 
proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all and haill that pendicle of land of his lands of 
Larbert called Seggiebutts bounded by the highway on the northeast and the Wellstrand on 
the south and southeast lying within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling --- 
with liberty to cast divots on the muir of Larbert and awaytaking of stones for his own use 
and building allanarly  

1815 AOS 7804 part of a pendicle of Larbert called – Seggiebutts  
SHEEPLEES # LRB NS8682 [1] 
 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p.345 Stenhousemuir, once known simply as Sheeplees, has now a population of fully 2,000  
 
Note: According to Gibson the site of Stenhousemuir village was Sheeplees - see Gillespie p130 
SHEEP PARK LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 The Sheep Park - given as "within Mr Bruce’s own possession" which suggests its within 

the policies 
SHIELLS LRB NS8584 [1]   NS857842 
 
14c  RMS i ii 875 [c1340] To Adam Argente [Silver], of the lands of Lethbertscheills, whilk William Lundie 

forisfecit, in the sheriffdom of Sterling 
1370 RMS i 320 The king confirms the gift made by Adam de Argento [Silver] made to Marjorie his 

spouse, of the lands of Lethberde schellis with the pertinents 
1376 RMS i 571 The king grants to Robert, Earl of Fyff and of Menetethe, al and haill the lands of 

Lethberdschelis with the pertinents in the constabulary of Lynlithcu in the sheriffdom of 
Edynburghe which was held by Adam de Argento [Silver], and which Adam has resigned 

1450 RMS ii 365 King Grants to Sir William Monypeny for his service,- lands called Lethbertschelis [Halls 
of Airth RMS ii 344] 

1451 RMS ii 462 the lordship of Strevelyn, towns, and lands ... viz. Lethbertschelis ... 
1451 RMS ii 500 Monypenny is granted lands in Fife in exchange for Lethbertschelis 
1452 RMS ii 530 King grants to James de Rutherfurd of Rutherfurd ...,- lands of Lethberth and 

Lethberthschellis 
1452 RMS ii 552 [L] King grants to James Ruthirfurde, of Ruthirfurde ... ;- lands of Lethbert, and of 

Lethbertschelis and lands of Bremis 
1489 RMS ii 1863 The king confirms a grant of his ancestor, King James II [1437-1460] granting to 

Alexander Bruse of Stanehous, and Jonete, his spouse,- of the land sof Leithbertshcelis, 
and of Stanelethe, in the sheriffdom of Striveling 

1542 RMS iii 2778 [L] M. Thomas Bruse in Scheillis 
1556 RMS iv 1102 [L] M. Thomas Bruce of Leithbertsallis 
1572 CHA A43.15        Thomas Bruce of Lethbertschelis bailif in that part of John Robesoun burgess of 

Edinburgh gives sasine (having in his hands a precept of sasine of the lands underwritten 
with the seal and subscription mannual of the said John along with the seal and 
subscription of Janet Livingstoun his spouse drawn by the late David [Laurie?] notary 
public) to an honourable man Alexander Bruce of Airth and Janet Livingston his spouse, in 
life-rent and John Bruce their son and his heirs of 13/4 of the lands of West Borland 3/- of 
the lands of Eist Boreland and 6/8 of the land of Burnsyd. Wit. William Menteithe, laird of 
West Kerse, Edward Bruce in Moungall, Robert Zoung of Bordland, David Livingston in 
Litil Denny, Robert ? in Denny, Thom Bard in Denovan, and James Cuthill. 26 Jan.1572. 
Alex. Robesoun, N.P. 

1577 Bruce xl   To Thomas Bruce of Lairberscheillis and Bothkennare, haldin in few of us,[see Airth] 
1581 CRE James Young in Lairberscheills 
1588 RMS v 1533 Larbertscheillis 
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1589 RMS v 1668 King grants at feuferme to Thomas Bruce of Lathbertscheillis in life-rent, and Robert 
Bruce his son and heir apparent ...,- lands of Lathbartscheillis, 5 oxingates of the lands of 
Westirtoun of Buthkennar, 4 oxingates of the lands of Manis of Buthkennar, sheriffdom of 
Striviling;- whereof the predecessors of the said Tho. were anciently tenants for a great 
many years in the past:- Reservando Cristine Arnote spouse of the said Robert the life -rent 
of Nethirfield, part of Lathbertshiellis ...; and to Mariote Drummond spouse of the said 
Tho. the life-rent of the said oxgangs of Westirtoun and manis, with a reasonable third of 
Lathbertscheillis (specifically Nethirfield) 

1598 CRE Robert Bruce of Lardbert-scheills 
1603 Retour  38 [L] Thomas Bruce of Lachberscheillis, heir of Robert Bruce of Lachberscheillis, in the 

lands of Lachberscheillis; 5 oxgangs of the lands of Westertoun of Bothkenner; 4 oxgangs 
of the lands of Maynis of Bothkenner 

1616 Retour  85 [L] Lord John Bruce of Airth, knight, heir of lord Alexander Bruce of Airth, knight, his 
grandfather, in part of meadow lands of Larbertscheillis in the lordship of Stirling 

1615 GD58/5/8/2/12 Thomas Bruce of Lairbert scheillis and Elizabeth Rollock, his spouse 
1620 RMS vii 2125 with the office of baillie and chamberlain of the lordship of Striviling, viz. ... lands and 

barony of Bothkenner, lands of the Halis of Airth, Larberscheillis, Torwodheid .. 
1628 RS58/4 f.146v Thomas Bruce of Larbert Sheillis and Elizabeth Rollock my spouse 
1632 RS58/5 f 266 John Jarvie in Larbertsheillis  
1634 RS58/6 f 155 Mr Harry Rollock minister at [?] and Dame Helene Elphingstoune Lady Langtoun his 

spouse --- annualrent out of the lands of Lethberscheillis with houses [etc] 
1636 RMS ix 594 King grants to Helene Elphingstoun, Lady Langtoun and M. Henry Rollock her spouse in 

conjunct fee ... ,- lands of Lethbarscheillis, ... which lands Thomas Bruce of Wodsyde 
with the consent of Elizabeth Rollock his spouse has resigned ... and which the king has 
incorporated into a free tenandry of Lerbartscheillis 

1654 RS58/9 f 240v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rollo, sone lawfull 
to the deceast Harie Rollo procreat betix him and Dame Hellin Elphingstoune Lady 
Langtoun with David Jarvey in Wodsyde baillie in that part specialie constitute be the said 
Dame Hellin Elphingstoune having the heritable richt of the lands underwitten --- all and 
haill the lands of Larbert Sheills with houses [etc] --- lyand with the parishes of Donypace 
and Larbert --- and of all and haill that medow acquyred be hir from Sir William Bruce of 
Stanehouse bounded and merchand as follows viz Beginning at the merchstone fixt at the 
east syde of that littill busch callit Auchingaw one the east another merchstone fixtt at the 
watter syde apoised to the said busch in the midell [an] other merchstone is fixt betwixt the 
two stones to ward the northe eist syde of the same busch oppending to the west part of the 
arable landis lyand at the west syde of the said landis callet the Inches quhilk medow is 
proper part and pertinent of the lands of Stanhouse 

1656 RS58/11 f 36 lands of Wodsyd callit Larbertsheillis and Stanritsheill 
1674 Retour  269 Henry Rollo of Woodsyde, heir of John Rollo of Woodsyde, his father, - in the lands of 

Lethbertscheillis and Staneridgehill with the meadow 
1675 RS59/5 f 187 James Whytt in Lairbert as actorney for Henry Rollo of Woodsyde at the manor place of 

Woodsyde having in his hands a precept of sasine from the chancellry directed to the 
sheriff and baillies of Stirling  --- as heir of the late John Rollo of Woodsyde his father, all 
and haill the lands of Lairbert sheills Standeredgehill with meadows  

1729 RS59/15 f 374v tiends of Woodside Lethbertshiells and Stannierig Hill lying withing the parishes of 
Larbert and Dunipace 

1737 CRS Sheils of Woodside 
1763 CH2/1326 the Shiells 
1781 AOS 111 Larbertshiels comprehending Woodside, Stanrighill, Lanton 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace 

& Larbert;- parts of the barony of Stenhouse called Dibbets Meadow, & Inches; - parts of 
the barony of Torwoodhead;- parts of Bogend;- tenandry of Torwoodhead (excepting 
Cookbog);- piece of ground called Blairbathie, parish of Dunipace ;- on disp by trustees of 
Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 

1800 AOS 3913 part of Larbertshiells comprising Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom, 
parish of Larbert  

1801 C2/132/60.63   David Russel of Woodside - Larbertshiells etc. 
1817 Grassom Sheils 
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1819 AOS 9316 feuduty payed out of the lands and tenandry of Larbertshiells comprehending the lands of 
Woodside and Stanriggmiln and miln lands thereof, being part of the feuduties of the 
Lordship of Stirling  

1854 CH2/1326 Larbertshiells 
1855 SC4/3/2/5512 Shiels Farm - proprietor Anne C. Stirling of Glenbervie 
1861 OS Shiells 
1912 CDS13 Shiells - Thomas Lockhart 
20th century  RHP44402  Plan of Shiels farm, showing crops. 20th century 
1971 OS Shiells 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Shiells 
SHORT RYELAND # LRB NS8682 [2] 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Short Reyland 
SKAITH MALLAR # LRB NS8884 [2] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f 10 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Christie in Windie 

Edge of Skeath Mallare and Jonet Robertsoune his spous with a heritable bond from 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent  --- to be uplifted from his landis of Kinaird 
callit Miller Syd with houses [etc] possessed and occupyed be John Bisset and Margaret 
Miller spous to the deceast Robert Duncane his tennentis thair lyand within the parish of 
Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  

SKAITHMUIR # LRB NS8883 [1]   NS888835 
 
1189X1193 RRS 292 Confirms to Holyrood Abbey one ploughgate in Kinnaird granted by Gilbert de Umfraville 
 
 Endorsed: Confirmacio de Kinard s(cilicet) de Scaythmor (Printed Holyrood Liber)  
 
1466 GD65/3  Special Retour in favour of Christian Redechuch as daughter and heir of the deceased 

Richard Redehuch, in the lands of Quarel and Scathmure in lordship of Herbertschire and 
sheriffdom of Striueline to be held of William, Earl of Orkney, Lord Sanctclare on 
payment of a silver penny in name of blenchfarm, and on payment to the abbey of 
Holyrood of an annualrent of 9 merks. [Tags, seals gone]. 17/10/1466 

1468 GD65/4  Precept of Sasine by William, Earl of Orknay Lord Sinclare in favour of Alexander Bissait  
of the lands of Quarell and Skaithmure, following on a retour in favour of the said 
Alexander, as heir to the deceased Christian of Redhueuch, his mother. [Tag, seal gone]. 
26/1/1468 

1482 GD1/529.5 Alexander Mure of Skaithmure 
1497 GD 215.1664 Andrew Muire, lord of Skathmure 
1502 Rolls  Skathmure 
1503 ASP ii (10.3.) This entry shows that Skaitmuir, which had formerly lain within the jurisdiction of 

"Edinburghshire", was from that time to be subject of the sheriff court and justice ayre of 
Stirling. See Seabegs and Castlecary. 

1504 Johnsoun 1473 William Mure, son and heir apparent of Alexander Mure of Skathmur 
1509 RMS ii 3386 King grants to Alexander Stratoun of Lowranston, lands and barony of Stratoun ..., and the 

tenure of the lands of ... Seybeggis, Castlecary and Skaithmure in the sherrifdom of 
Striveling ... resigend by James Henrysoun ... and which the king has incorporated into a 
free barony of Stratoun [John Stratoun granted a charter of the chapel of St Nicholas in 
Duncanlaw temp Rob. III] 

1513 Johnsoun  1984 William Mur of Skethmur 
1542 RMS iii 2778 [L] William Mure of Skamur 
1547 GD65/47 Sasine by Robert Bruce of Quarrel in favour of Thomas Bruce, his eldest son, of the lands 

of Quarrel and Skythmoir 
1548 GD65/14  Copy Sasine propriis manibus by Robert Bissat of Quarrall in favour of Thomas Bissat, his 

eldest son, of the lands of Quarrall, Skythmoir, and Crosbruk, in barony of Quarrall and 
sheriffdom of Striuling  

1549 Foulis  32  Instrument of Sasine by Charles Drummond ... in a liferent from the lands and mansion 
house of Skamour lying in the barony of Stratoun and Sheriffdom of Striveling. ... Done in 
the orchard of Skamour. 

1569 RH6.2152 Alexander Mwre of Skathmure 
1569 CH2/1326/819 Alexander Mure, laird of Skaythmure 
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1577 Bruce App.xl  To Alexander Muir of Skeithmuir, and his tennantis, inhabitantis, and occupiaris of his 
fiftie schilling land of Skeithmure. [see Airth] 

1580 Binns  55 Alexander Muir of Skaythmuir 
1582 Retour -S 356 [L] Alexander Mure, heir of Alexander Mure of Skaythmure, his father, - in the lands of 

Skaythmure with the mill, in the barony of Seabeggis 
1588 RMS v 1595 lands of Skaitmure with mill and muir 
1590 Pont Skemur 
1595 GD65/24 Charter by Robert, Lord Elphinstone, in favour of James Elphinstone, his nephew, of the 

lands of Quarrell and Eister Skaythmuir in the barony of Elphinstone 
1608 RMS vi 2192 [L] and the superiority of ... land of Querrell (possessed by Alexander, lord Elphingstoun, 

and in former times were held by ... Bisset of Querrell of the said William [Sinclair]) ... 8 
acres in the lands of Querrell and Skeithmure (all pertaining to John Levingstoun of 
Donypece and which were disponed to him by the said William Sinclair) ; and which are 
newly incorporated  

1619 GD65/41 Instrument of Resignation ad perpet. remenetion by Mr James Elphinston, of the lands of 
Quarrel and Easter Skaithmure 

1619 GD65/42 Charter by Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, with consent of Alexander, Lord Kildrymmie, his 
eldest son and heir, in favour of Michael Elphinstone, his son, of the lands of Quarrel and 
Easter Skaithmuir 

1619 RS58/1 f.332v Michael Elphinstoun lawfull son to Alexander lord Elphinstoun  ---lands of Quarrel and 
Eist Skaithmure  

1620 Retour  101 [L] David Levingstoun of Donypace, heir of John Levingstoun of Donypace, his brother, in 
the town and lands of Seybeggis with the mill and the muir called Mure of Seybeggis;- 
lands of Skeathmure with the mill and muir therof;- lands of Castelcarie, with the mill and 
muir thereof 

1622 RS58/2 f.340v William Livingstoune of Skethmure 
1628 Love i p.175 Alexander Mure of Skaithmure [quoting Priv.counc. Scot.] 
1630 RMS viii 1643 [L] Livingston of Dunipace - ... Crownest, Debitmedow and Skaithmure 
1631 RMS viii 1784 [L] Lady Jeanne Sproxtoun alias Livingstoune, Lady Kinnaird, relict of Lord John 

Livingstoune of Kinnaird, knight baronette ... lands of Donypace ... Crawnest, 
Debaitmedow and Skaythmure 

1634 RMS ix 180 [L] Charter granting to Lord Robert Spotiswood ... 8 acres in the lands of Quarral and 
Skaithmure ... lands of Skaithmure with the mill and mure 

1636 RS58/6 f.296 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Michael Elphingstoune of 
Quarrell --- Skaytmuir with the manor place houses [etc] mill and mill lands --- lying in 
the parish of Larbert which pertained to Alexander Muir 

1641 GD65/66 Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, Lord Elphinstone, in favour of Robert Elphinstone, 
now of Querrell, as son and heir of the deceased Michael Elphinstone of Querrell, in the  
lands of Querrel and Easter Skemmuir 

1641 CRS Alexander Jervay in Skemur 
1645 RS58/8 f 149 Alexander Mylne of Skeathmure 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v Laird of Quarrell for Skeathmwre 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.64v John Chrystie in Skeathemwre 
1655 CRS Patrick Carse in Skaithmure 
1671 CRS Alexander Johnstoune in Skethmure 
1672 CRS John Christie in Skemer 
1682 - RS59/6 f 294v the late Alexander Mill formerly of Skaithmure afterwards portioner of halls of Airth  
1685 GD65/97 Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Milne of Barntone and Henry Elphinstone, collector at 

Aberdeen, as tutors for Charles Elphinstone of Airth, in favour of Michael Elphinstone of 
Quarrell, as son and heir of the deceased Sir Robert Elphinstone, in the lands of Quarrell 
and Easter Skeathmure 

1643 RMS ix 1418 Alexander Muir of Skaithmuir 
1685 RS83/1 f.1v.9 Michael Elphingstoune of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir with the manor place and 

pertinents. Registered on the 5th and 6th leaves of the said Register 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.103v John Gillespie in Skeathmuir 
1690 CRS Robert Ewing in Skemar 
1693 GD65/104 Instrument of Resignation by Michael Elphinstone of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir, 

reserving his liferent thereof, in favour of Robert Elphinstone, his eldest son, following on 
marriage contract between Robert and Anna Campbell, daughter of Mr Adam Campbell of 
Gargunnock 1687 
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1727 GD65/173 Sasine in favour of Mr John Drummond, merchant in London and Agatha Vanderbent, his 
spouse, of the lands of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir following on a charter by Charles, 
Lord Elphinston 

1748 GD65/197 Sasine if favour of George Drummond of Blairdrummond, as nephew and hier of deceased 
John Drummond of Quarrelll, of the lands of Quarrell and Easter Skaithmuir following on 
a precept of Clare Constat by Charles Elphinston, third son of Charles, Lord Elphinston 

1755 Roy Skethmuir 
1762 GD65/209 the town and lands of Drum being part of the lands of Skaithmuir 
1768GD65/219  Assignations and other papers (5), relating to tacks of parts of the lands of Skaithmuir. 

1768-1821  
1771 GD65/222 Disposition by Thomas Dundas of Fingask in favour of Thomas Dundas, younger, of the 

lands of Skaithmuir [etc.] 
1788 AOS 1284 Dudley Brest Garenceires, Landwaiter, Carronshire – in part of Skaithmuir near Carron 

Harbour, parish of Larbert  
1791 GD65/2259 Inventory of the writs of the lands of Quarrole, Skaithmure, Crawnest and 

Dubbiesmeadow 
1795 AOS 3013  Theophilus Garencieres, apothecary, Stonegate, York, seised in part of Skaithmuir near 

Carron Harbour or Quarrol shore, parish of Larbert ;- on disp. by Dudley Best Garencieres 
in Carronshore. P.R. 33.519 

1802 GD65/262 Precept of Clare Constat by the curator of Thomas Dundas of Fingask in favour of Thomas 
Smith, merchant in Bainsford, as son and heir of the deceased Hugh Smith, tenant in 
Skaithmuir, of the seven acres of arable land in Bothkenner, commonly called Ponfauld 
bridge 

1817 Grassom Skaithmuir 
1819 AOS 25.9   All and Whole the lands of Quarrol and Easter Skaithmuir with the manor places houses 

buildings yards orchards dovecots meadows muirs mosses parts and pendicles and all other 
pertinents thereof whatsoever lying in the barony of Elphinstone 

 Also All and whole the lands of Skaithmuir with the mill and mill lands of the same with 
the astricted multures sucken sequels and services of the same with dovecots and whole 
pertinents of the same and also with the Tiends both parsonage and vicarage of the said 
lands 

1880 Nimmo [3] i p  327 Close at hand [to Kinnaird], there is the site of Great Hall at Scaithmuir – the house in 
which Sir Reginald Moore for some time resided; and who, moreover, fell into possession 
of said lands by his marriage with a daughter of Graham of Abercorn.  

1971 OS Skaithmuir Tower (in Ruins) [at 888835] 
 
cf Skaithmuir WLO [PNWL 7]; NT845435 
 Skaith NX375665 [PNG 244]  
 Skeith NO575045 
 Auchenskeith NS315465; Blairskaith NS595755 [1643 RS58/7 f.451v]; Bogskeathy  NJ875045 
 
SKAITHMUIR MILL # LRB NS8883 [1]   NS885832 
 
1588 RMS v 1595 Livingston of Dunipace - lands of Skaitmure with mill and muir 
1634 RMS ix 180 Charter granting to Lord Robert Spotiswood ... 8 acres in the lands of Quarral and 

Skaithmure ... lands of Skaithmure with the mill and mure 
1636 RS58/6 f 296 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Michael Elphingstoune of 

Quarrell --- Skaytmuir with the manor place houses [etc] mill and mill lands --- lying in the 
parish of Larbert which pertained to Alexander Muir 

1685 RS83/1 f.1v.11 William Wright doctor of phisick ane annualrent of £150 out of the lands of Quarrell and 
Skaithmuir mylne and mylne lands thereof. Registered on the 6th leaf of the said Register 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.136 John Stalar [Stalker?] at Skaithmuirmylne 
1734 BPR Skaithmuir Miln in the parish of Larbert 
1789 AOS 1650 Thomas Dundas of Fingask –Skaithnuir & Mill, parish of Larbert  
1797 RHP242 Upper Mill = Skaithmuir Mill; Nether Mill = Blackmill 
1817 Grassom Skaithmuirmill 
1819 AOS 25.9   All and Whole the lands of Quarrol and Easter Skaithmuir with the manor places houses 

buildings yards orchards dovecots meadows muirs mosses parts and pendicles and all other 
pertinents thereof whatsoever lying in the barony of Elphinstone. Also All and Whole the 
lands of Skaithmuir with the mill and mill lands of the same with the astricted multures 
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sucken sequels and services of the same with dovecots and whole pertinents of the same 
and also with the Tiends both parsonage and vicarage of the said lands 

1855 SC4/3/2/5282 Higher and Lower Mill and Lands of Scaithmuir [occupied by Carron Co.] 
1861 OSNB A small corn mill, with dwelling house and offices attached, all one storey slated and in 

good repair, Machinery propelled by water. Water wheel, 8 horse power. Property of Col. 
Thomas Dundas, Carron Hall, Larbert. 

1861 OS Corn Mill 
1918 AOS  Skaithmuir Mill - Thomas Dundas Trustees in favour of Carron Co. 
1969 AOS  Skaithmuir Mill - Carron Co. in favour of Buling Nominees Ltd and James Allan Driver 

Esq. 
1971 AOS  Skaithmuir Mill - Buling Nominees Ltd and James Allan Driver in favour of Bett Bros. 

[builders] [with 18 ½  acres] 
SLOKE RIG LRB NS8682 [3] 
  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Sloke Rig 
SORELANDS # LRB NS8581 [1]   NS859819 
 
1759 RHP1531 Sorelands 
 
cf Sowerby LNC, ON saurr + byr; Doomsday ¬Sorbi’; 1248 ‘Sourby’ = marsh farm 
SPOUT BURN LRB NS8682 [1] 
 
1904 CH2/1326 Spout Burn - given as one of the boundaries of the newly disjoined [1900] parish of 

Stenhousemuir. It is noted as joining the Carron Lade 
STABLE ROW # LRB NS8883 [2] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5264 Stable Row - Carron Co. 
STANERIDGEHILL # LRB NS8685 [2] 
 
1633 RS58/6 f 71 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten  George Muirhead of 

Croftfut of Mekill Denovane and John Muirhead his eldest lawful son and heir apparent --- 
contract of matrimony --- Thomas Jervay in Stainragehill and Jean Jervay his lawful 
daughter on the other part 

1636 RMS ix 594 Stanerighill 
1655 CRS Thomas Jervey in Stainatchill, parish of Larbert 
1656 RS58/11 f 36 lands of Wodsyd callit Larbertsheillis and Stanritsheill [witnesses to sasine] David Jervey 

in Wodsyde 
1674 Retour  269 Henry Rollo of Woodsyde, heir of John Rollo of Woodsyde, his father, - in the lands of 

Lethbertscheillis and Staneridgehill with the meadow 
1675 RS59/5 f 187 James Whytt in Lairbert as actorney for Henry Rollo of Woodsyde at the manor place of 

Woodsyde having in his hands a precept of sasine from the chancellry directed to the 
sheriff and baillies of Stirling  --- as heir of the late John Rollo of Woodsyde his father, all 
and haill the lands of Lairbert sheills Standeredgehill with meadows --- and all and haill 
the lands of Woodsyde with houses [etc] lying in the parishes of Dunipeace and Lairbert --- 
Stanridgehill  

1678 CRS James Jervey in Staneritchill, parish of Larbert 
1678 CRS Marion Jervey in Stanritchill, parish of Larbert 
1705 CH2/1326      Standridgehill 
1729 RS59/15 f 374v tiends of Woodside Lethbertshiells and Stannierig Hill lying withing the parishes of 

Larbert and Dunipace 
1781 AOS 111 Larbertshiels comprehending Woodside, Stanrighill, Lanton 
 
Roy shows a "Stanehousehill" at NS861854 which is otherwise unrecorded 
STANERIG MILL # LRB NS8685 [2] 
 
1819 AOS 9316 feuduty payed out of the lands and tenandry of Larbertshiells comprehending the lands of 

Woodside and Stanriggmiln and miln lands thereof, being part of the feuduties of the 
Lordship of Stirling  

STANNERS see Stenhouse 
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STEEL POINT ACRES NS856835 
 
1759 RHP1531 Steel Point Acres 
1855 SC4/3/2/5520 Farm of North Broomage and Still Point 
 
cf Steel Park MLO  
STEEL WELLS # LRB NS8583 [1]   NS856838 
 
1755 Roy Steel Wells 
STENHOUSE # LRB NS8782 [1]   NS879829 
 
c 1180 GD119/145  Confirmation by Richard the son of Greg de Maleville of an agreement made between 

Galfrid de Maleville and Matilda Malherbe his mother by which the said Matilda received 
the land of Stanhus in excambion for the half of Retreuin which was her dowry; the said 
land of Stanhus to be held by the same marches as Greg father of the said Richard held it, 
and as freely as any woman holds her dowry c 1180 

1185X89 RRS Charter of confirmation to Geofrey de Melvill, uncle of Richard de Melville, and son of 
Maud Malherbe of Stanhus [Richard’s father Gregory had held it] among signatories are 
Thane Dunecane, Malcolm son of Thane Duncan [cf Muiravonside for Richard de 
Melville] 

1246 Newbattle  a charter made by Adam de Morham of the mill of Stanhus 
1293 Newbattle with the use of the mill of Stanhus ... within the barony of Dunypas 
1466 RH6.396    Alexander Brois of Staynhous 
1468 RMS ii 978 [L] Alexander Broise of Stanehouse 
1470 Sprot p.4    Alexander Broys, son of Alexander Bruce of Stanhouse 
1480 ADC p.50 Johne Broys of the Stanehouse 
1482 ADA 1464-94 John de Bruse of the Stanehous 
1482 Sprot p.53      Elizabeth Levingstoun, spouse of Robert Calentar of Dinate [recte Dorator], daughter and 

one of the heirs of of the late John Levingstoun of Athingrye [Auchingray?], swore not to 
revoke the alienation made by her to John Bros of Stanehous of her half of the lands of 
Sunneside 

1485 RMS ii 1628 [L] Robert Broys of Stanehous ... the late Alexander Brois his grandfather 
1484 Sprot    Archibald Menteth and Thomas Menteth offered to make satisfaction to the abbot of 

Cambuskenneth for slaying the late John Broys of Stanehouse 
1488 Johnsoun  107 Robert Bruce of Stanhouse 
1489 RMS ii 1863 [L] The king confirms a grant of his ancestor, King James II [1437-1460] granting to 

Alexander Bruse of Stanehous, and Jonete, his spouse,- of the land sof Leithbertshcelis, 
and of Stanelethe, in the sheriffdom of Striveling 

1495 RMS ii 2258 [L] Alexander Brois of Brigheame [Brigham] ... Robert B. of Stanehous, nephew of the 
said Alex. 

1510 RMS ii 344 [L] lands of the barony of Herbertschire, viz. the lands of Stanhous, ...; and also the feus 
[tenandrias] of the said barony, viz. ... half of Stanehouse, the Quarrell, Crawnest ...  

1511 RSSS A lettre maid to Robert Bruce of Erth, Knicht,- of the gift of the malez and dewiteis of the 
landis of Stanehouse and Crawnest ... liand in the barony of Harbertshire 

1527 RMS iii 527 [L] terras de Stanehouse 
1547 RMS iii 2768 [L] terras de Stanehouse 
1574 RMS iv 2258 [L] terras de Stanehouse 
1577 Bruce App.xl The aucht pund land of Stanehouse quhairof thair is foure pund land haldin few of my 

Lord Sanct Johnne, [see Airth] 
1583 RMS v 615 [L] terras de Stanehouse 
1601 Retour  27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of slamon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
Herbertshire, and by annexation in the barony and regality of Tor phichen ... 20L of the 
lands and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen ... lands of 
Kynnard in the lordship of Newbottle 

1601 Retour -A 76 [L] John Bruce of Airth, heir to Alexander Bruce of Stenhouse, his grandfather’s 
grandfather’s grandfather [tritavi] 
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1614 GD58/5/8/5  Progress of writs (27) relating to the lands of Abbotshaugh, Stonehouse (Stenhouse) and 
Nether Mungall in regality of Falkirk and Gairdoch in parish of Bothkennar, sheriffdom of 
Stirling. Parties to the transmissions are as undernoted:  1 Dec 1614-5 Jan  

1753 1618 RS58/1 f.154 Lord William Bruce de Stonhous  
1620 RS58/2 f.45 William Bruce de Stanehous  
1621 CRS James Heugh in Stanhouse 
1623 RS58/3 f.71 William Bruce of Stanhous - Walter Mcintagart servant to William Bruce of Stanhous 
1625 RS58/3 f.336 John Michell in Kers, attourny, for Robert Johnstoun in Airth, precept of sasine from lord 

William Bruce of Stenhous with the consent of Rachael Johnstoune his spouse, --- lands of 
Stenhous lying in the parish of Larbert [annualrent ] 

1625 RS58/3 f.363v William Bruce of Stenhous and Patrick Bruce fear of Newtoune, his brother german, 
annualrent from his lands of Newtoune lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling  --- from his 
seven and a half oxgang of the lands of Newtoune of Bothkenner occupied by Lady Jean 
Fleyming, Lady Airth [his] mother 

1629 RS58/5 f.27v William Johnstone in Stenhous and James Johnestoune, notary, indweller in Falkirk as 
attorney for Cristine Johnstone, spouse to the said William who had a charter of precept of 
sasine from the Earl of Linlithgow --- the hereditary of the lands underwritten --- all and 
haill the Powes and Briges of Airth formerly possessed and occupied by Malcolm Logan in 
Airth and Robert Logan his son, with houses [etc] --- lying on the south side of the Powes 
and Brigges thereof [witnesses to sasine] John Maistertowne, portioner of Mayins, James 
Boll in Southfield, Malcolm Logan in Bellesdyik  

1630 Retour  140 [L] William Bruce, heir of lord William Bruce of Stanehous, knight, baronette, his father, 
in the lands of Stanehous with the Inches and fishing of salmon and grilses in the water of 
Carroun in the barony of Harbertschyre and by annexation in the barony of Torphichen; - 
13 oxgangs of auld extent of Stanehous in the said barony of Harbertschyre 

1647 Retour -S 382 [L] Margaret Watt, lawful daughter of Alexander Watt in Falkirk, proocreated between him 
and the late Jonet Johnstoun his spouse, heir portioner of William Johnstoun in Stanehous, 
great-uncle on his mother’s side [fratris avi ex parte matris],- in the lands of Airth on the 
south side of the Pow and Brigges of Airth 

1647 RS58/8 f 252v [L] personally appeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Lord William Bruce of 
Stanehous, knight, having in his hand a charter of resignation granting from James Earl of 
Callendar those 17 [Septendecim] oxgangs of land of auld extent of the lands of Stenehous 
with the tower fortalice houses [etc] which formerly was held of the Lordship of [R]estalrig 
then to the baron of the barony of Harbertshyre --- and now annexed to the barony of 
Callander 

1653 RS2.4.410/414  Sir William Bruce of Stanehouse 
1665 RS59/2 f.170v personally compeared Lady Jean Fortune spouse of Lord William Bruce of Stanehous 

upon the ground of the lands underwritten with a charter granted by Lord William Bruce of 
Stanehouse to the said Lady Jean for all the time of her life – all and haill an annualrent of 
good and sufficient victual of one part wheat [farma venitica] and three parts oats [hordi] – 
from his lands of Stenhouse Inschis and Crawnest 

1666 CRS John Gardiner in Stainhouse 
1670 CRS John Heugh in Stenhouse 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.67 Robert Grahame in Stenhous 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.81v James Heughe eldest son of John Heughe in Stonehouse 
1687 GD1/123/5  Instrument of sasine in favour of Bruce Wallace and Rachel Wallace, son and daughter of 

the deceased Edward Wallace of Scheweltoun and Janet Bruce, his spouse, of two annual 
rents of £140 each belonging to deceased Alexander Wallace and deceased Thomas 
Wallace, their brothers, furth of the lands of Steanhouse, Inschies and Crawnests, in the 
parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling; on precept of clare constat, dated 23 Jul 1687, 
by Michael Elphingston of Quarrell, tutor to Sir William Bruce of Stenhouse, in favour of 
said Bruce and Rachel Wallace, as heirs of said deceased Alexander and Thomas Wallace, 
their brothers. Recorded G.R.S. 11 Feb 1688. 23 Dec 1687 

1732 RS59/16 f 70v Lord Michael Bruce nearest heir of the late Lord William Bruce of Stonehouse his father -
-- in all and haill those seventy oxengates of land of auld extent of the land of the lands of 
Stonehouse with the tower, fortalice  houses [etc] which were formerly held of the house 
of Rosline and the barons of the barony of Herbertshire, formerly lying in the barony of 
Herbertshire and now by annexation in the barony  of Callender All and haill the said lands 
of Stonehouse the Inches and two parts of the lands of Cranest and pertinents lying in the 
parish of Larbert --- the tiend sheaves of all and haill those fifty oxengates of land lying in 
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the Halis of Airth --- all and haill these nine and a half oxengates of land lying in the Halis 
of Airth --- 4 oxengang lying in the Halis of Airth ----  

1740 GD154/186  Instrument of sasine in favour of Mary Agnew, eldest daughter of Sir Andrew Agnew of 
Lochnaw and wife of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, in liferent, of the lands of Mulloch 
and others, parish of Larbert, sheriffdom of Stirling, in implement of their marriage 
contract GD154/313 10 Jul 1740 

1752 Turnpike  Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse 
1762 GD1/529/202/3    Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, bart. 
1781 AOS 111 part of Stenhouse called Dibbots meadow & Durriestripe, parish of Larbert  
1782 AOS 186 Michael Bruce, son to Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse --- on disp. by Joanna Chalmers, 

his spouse 
1782 AOS 245 The Carron Company seised in part of Millquarter, parish of Larbert – on excambion 

between them and Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse ; P.R. 27.254 
1784 AOS 568 Johanna Chalmers, spouse of Michael Bruce, son of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse. 

G.R.417.107 
1795 CRS Dame Mary Agnew, eldest lawful daughter of the deceased Sir Andrew A. of Lochnaw, 

Bart., and spouse of Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, Bart. 
1797 RHP242  Stenhouse and fire engine 
1817 Grassom Stenhouse 
1861 OS Stenhouse 
STENHOUSE FORD # LRB NS8882 [1]   NS883824 
 
1787 AOS 1190 north side of the road from Stenhouseford to Carronshore, parish of Larbert 
STENHOUSE MILL # LRB NS8882 [1]    NS885827 
 
1293 Newbattle et vtilitate molendini fui del Stanhus quot iuxa furnu’ [m?] Arthuri infra baroniam de 

Dunypas ... 
1601 Retour  27  [L] John Bruce of Airth, son and heir of Lord Alexander B., - lands of Garvald and 

Cochranesmalling in the barony and regality of Torphichen;- lands of Stenhouse with the 
Inches and mill and fishings of salmon and grilsis in the water of Carroun, in the barony of 
Herbertshire by annexation, in the barony and regality of Torphichen ... 20L of the lands 
and barony of Denny, in the said lordship and regality of Torphichen. 

1723 Macfarlane f.414 Stenhouse Damhead 
1766 GD237/10 (6) Sir Michael Bruce sells to Francis Garbett & Charles  Gascoigne  his "Mills  of 

 Stenhouse, & Shealling hills,  belonging  thereto,  kills  millers houses,  and pertinents, 
with the whole sucken multures, knaveship,  and  other dues payable by the tennants, 
vassal & others of the Barony of Stenhouse..." 

1771 GD237/8/11(7) Feu contract, Charles Gascoigne & Francis Garbett with John Adam for Carron Co.  All 
and whole the mills of Stenhouse and shealling hills belonging thereto,  Kills,  Millers 
Houses, and pertinents, etc. "with the ware or Damhead, with the mill-lead for bringing  the 
 Water to the said Mills, with the Canall for  carrying  off  the Water  from the said mills, 
with full power to widen the foresaid  aqueduct  or Cannall betwixt the Tails of the Wheels 
of the said Mills and the River Carron, to the breadth of thirty six feet, and to deepen the 
same if necessary." Also  Mill  acre, and acre of land on the south side of  the  river 
 contiguous thereto and the ware or damhead of the mills of Stenhouse, etc. 

1797 RHP242  Stenhouse Mill and lead  
1797 GD65/261 Corn unloaded at the tail dam of Stenhouse mills from sloops for John Melvin, the 

multurer.  Peats delivered to a point opposite to Coble Brae for use at the mill. Granaries & 
lofts of Stenhouse Mill hold over c300 bolls oats & 300 bolls wheat. Corn unloaded at the 
tail dam of Stenhouse mills from sloops for John Melvin, the multurer.  Peats delivered to a 
point opposite to Coble Brae for use at the mill.  Granaries & lofts of Stenhouse Mill hold 
over c300 bolls oats  &  300  bolls wheat. 

STENHOUSEMUIR # LRB NS8783 [1]   NS875835 
 
1696 SC67/67/3 f.78v John Hindersone in Stonhousemuir 
1723 Macfarlane f.415 Northwest half a quarter of a mile from Stenhouse is a large muir fitt for sheep called 

Stenhouse Muir 
1755 Roy Stanehouse Muir 
1821 Ainslie Stonehouse Moor 
1880 Nimmo [3] i p  345 Stenhousemuir, once known simply as Sheeplees, has now a population of fully 2,000 
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SUNNYBRAE # LRB NS8582 [3] 
 
1887 CH2/1326 Sunnybrae 
TANZIEBROOM # LRB NS8682 [3] 
 
c1908 Gibson  Tanziebroom 
THOMS CROFT LRB NS8682 [2] 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 Thoms Croft 

TILLAND HILL see Titland Hill 
TINKERTON ROW # LRB NS8884 [1]   NS880841 
 
1817 Grassom Tinkerton Row 
1861 OS Tinkerton Row 
 
Note: William Tinker, stocking maker, Falkirk, 1791 
cf Tynkellaris Maling -  "and the maling that Rob Tenklar duelt in" - 1530, Fraser’s Lennox 
TITLAND HILL # LRB NS8684 [1]   NS865846 
 
1880 SC4/3/4/382 Titland Hill Park 
1896 OS Tillandhill 
1900 CH2/1326 Tillandhill 
1903 CH2/1326 Titlandhill 
1971 OS Titland Hill 
 
cf Zetland Hill infra 
 Tillan Burn NS8060 
 Duntilland Hill NS8364 
TODHILL LRB NS8483 [1]   NS844839 
 
1817 Grassom Todhill 
1853 CH2/1326 Todhill 
1861 OS Todhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Tod Hill 
 
Note: Tod, n.2 (?) — Leid to be ane gutter to the turnepyk … and to pitt above the tod of the turnepyk; 1561–3 Edinb. 

Old Acc. I 431. 
TORWOODLEES # LRB NS8384 [3]   NS856834 
 
1583 RSSS Torwoodles 
WANDS YARDS # LRB NS8883 [1]   NS880832 
 
1826 RHP1553 Wands Yards 
WASHING GREEN # LRB NS8882 [1] 
 
1797 RHP242  Washing Green 
WASHINGHAUGH # LRB NS8882 [2] 
 
1766 GD237/8/10 Feu contract whereby Sir Michael Bruce of Stenhouse, bt., dispones to Francis Garbett, 

only son of Samuel Garbett, merchant at Birmingham, co. Warwick, and Charles 
Gascoigne, merchant in London, the mills of Stenhouse, with dues paid by tenants of 
barony of Stenhouse, with ware or damhead, mill-lead and canal, with power to widen said 
aqueduct or canal between the tails of the wheels of the said mills and the river Carron to 
breadth of 36 feet and to deepen the same, if necessary, with acre called the Mill Acre, and 
mailling called Washinghaugh, and another acre on south side of the river Carron, as 
described in plan by John Scott, land surveyor, all in barony of Stenhouse, parish of 
Larbert, sheriffdom of Stirling. 

1795 AOS 3182 Washinghaugh - part of Stenhouse called - [Carron Co.] 
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cf Washingdales NO4344 
WAULKMILL # LRB NS8482 [1]   NS849820 
 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.143 John Makie walker in Lairber, for £12 for Walkmylne 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.160 John Makie son of John M., walker in Lairbert  
1745 RS59/18 f 497 charter granted by the James Duke of Hamilton --- all and haill the just and equall half of 

all and haill the lands of Larbert with houses [etc] sometime possest by John Burn late 
proprietor thereof and Jean Willison his spouse and their tennants and cotters and lying 
within the barrony of Kineil  and sheriffdom of Linlithgow and now within the Duckdom 
(sic) and Regality of Hamilton but lately within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- reserving always to the Duke of Hamilton and his heirs the Miln of Larbert mill 
lands thereof and shilling hill and Walk Miln with their pertinents and the Corn Mill of 
Carmuirs with the shilling hill of the same built upon the the saids lands of Larbert with 
ways and passages to and from the said Milns according to use and wont  

1759 RHP1531 Wauk Miln 
1761 EEC 2 May 3a Public roup at the paper mill of Larbor.  "The whole machinery of a paper, waulk and snuff 

mill, by Robert MacKell, mill-wright in  Falkirk;   the machinery  is not wore out, and will 
serve any other mill;  but as  the  Carron iron-company has taken the mills, he has the 
machinery to dispose of, and  will sell it at a very low rate.  NB. The waulk-mill-stalk is a 
folding one." 

1781 NLS5381 Box 30 the Wauk Mill Lands possessed by Robert Mackel now occupied by John Kineard in 
Carmuir and betwixt said farm & Carron Water opposite to the Paper Mill 

1781 AOS 90 The Trustees of Robert McKell, Engineer, Glasgow, seised in Waulkmill of Larbert, - on 
feu contract between him and Sir Laurence Dundas of Kerse; P.R. 27.9 

1784 NRAS3626164/6   Carron Co own Wauk Mill, purchased from Robert Chambers, accountant in Edinburgh. 
WELLSTRAND # LRB NS8582 [2] 
 
1740 RS59/18 f 62 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Ure in 

Torwoodhead holding a disposition granted by William Mackie of Larbert, heritable 
proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all and haill that pendicle of land of his lands of 
Larbert called Seggiebutts bounded by the highway on the northeast and south east and the 
Wellstrand on the south and southeast lying within the parish of Larbert and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- with liberty to cast divots on the muir of Larbert and awaytaking of stones for 
his own use and building allanarly  

WELL YARDS # LRB NS8582 [1]   NS852824 
 
1755 Roy Well Yards 
1759 RHP1531 Willyads 
WEST HILL # LRB NS8482 [1]   NS849823 
 
1755 Roy West Hill 
1759 RHP1531 West Hill 
WEST PARK see Forecroft Park   
WHIN # LRB NS8783 [1]   NS879834 
 
1750 Roy Whin 
1782 VR Whin 
WHINNIE MUIR # LRB NS8584 [1]   NS859848  
 
1946 OS Whinnie Muir 
WHIN PARK # LRB NS8582 [2] 
 
1816 AOS 7998  the inclosure called Whin Park  
WHINS # LRB NS8884 [3] 
 
1831 SC4/3/1 William Hendorson in Whins [Kinnaird’s rent] 
WILLONS # LRB NS8884 [3] 
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1784 AOS 525 William Anderson, Wright, Carron, seised in parts of Windyedge, viz. Northdeals, 
Willings & Muir, Greenstrips, fauld & yard; part of the Moss of Quarrol, parish of Larbert. 
P.R 28.242 

1804 AOS 4808 Northdales consisting of 6 acres & 3 falls and a plot of ground on the north side of South 
Willons – being part of the lands and barony of Kinnaird, parish of Larbert  

1807 AOS 5620 James Bruce of Kinnaird ... in the park of North Dales ... and South Willons Park ... being 
parts of Windyedge, parish of Larbert 

 
cf Willans yards NO6253; Willochsheuch Moss NS6938 
 Knockwhillan, Collin Hill, DMF [PNG 75, 189] 
WINDYEDGE # LRB NS8884 [1] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f 10 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Christie in Windie 

Edge of Skeath Mallare and Jonet Robertsoune his spous with a heritable bond from 
Alexander Bruce of Kinaird --- annualrent  --- to be uplifted from his landis of Kinaird 
callit Miller Syd with houses [etc] possessed and occupyed be John Bisset and Margaret 
Miller  spous to the deceast Robert Duncane his tennentis thair lyand within the parish of 
Larbert and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1711 RS59/12 f 544 ane mealling of his lands of Quarell called Windie Edge 
1784 AOS 525 William Anderson, Wright, Carron, seised in parts of Windyedge, viz. Northdeals, 

Willings & Muir, Greenstrips, fauld & yard; part of the Moss of Quarrol, parish of Larbert. 
P.R 28.242 

1792 AOS 2380 part of Quarrell called Windyedge - cf Northdeals 
1799 SC4/3/2 Windyedge, part of Quarrel 
1802 AOS 4366 a room and Mailing of the lands of Quarrole called Windyedge, parish of Larbert  
1805 AOS 5034 lands of Quarrel called Windyedge 
1807 AOS 5620 James Bruce of Kinnaird ... in the park of North Dales ... and South Willons Park ... being 

parts of Windyedge, parish of Larbert 
1807 AOS 5621 farm and mealling of land called Windyedge lying along and contiguous to the road 

leading from Airth to Glasgow, parish of Larbert  
1884 AOS  parts of Windyedge viz. Northdeals, Willings and Muir 
WOODSIDE # LRB NS8584 [1]   NS851845 
 
1590 Pont Woodsyde 
1607 RMS vi 1900 [L] The king grants letters of remission to Robert and James Forrestar sons of the late 

Thomas Forrester of Myathill, for the duration of their life,- for the slaying of Robert Bruce 
of Wodesyde 

1628 RPC [Love i p.175]  Thomas Bruce of Woodsyde [innundation] 
1628 RS58/4 136 Thomas Bruce of Wodsyd  
1624 RS58/3 f.179v Be it kend till all men be thir present lettirs, me Thomas Bruce of Wodsyd for my selff and 

takand the burdene in and upone me for Elizabeth Rollok my spouse  
1635 RMS viii 124 [L] Wodsyde and Scheilles 
1636 RMS ix 594 [L] King grants to Helene Elphingstoun, Lady Langtoun and M. Henry Rollock her spouse 

in conjunct fee,- lands of Lethbarscheillis, ... which lands Thomas Bruce of Wodsyde with 
the consent of Elizabeth Rollock his spouse has resigned ... and which the king has 
incorporated into a free tenandry of Lerbartscheillis 

1638 RS58/7 f 133 Be it kent till all men - Thomas Bruce sumtyme of Woodsyd – contract betwixt me and Mr 
Hary Rollok and Dame Helene Elphingstoune, Lady Elphingstoune, his spouse and me the 
said Thomas Bruce and umquhill Elizabeth Rollok my spouse --- disponit to the said Dame 
Helene Elphingstoune and Mr Hary Rollok hir spouse --- the lands of Larbertschellis with 
the houses [etc] 

1641 RS58/7 f.329v Alexander Jarvay in Woodsyd  
1654 RS58/9 f 223v William Jarvy in Woodsyd  
1654 RS58/9 f 240v David Jarvey in Wodsyde 
1656 RS58/11 f 36 lands of Wodsyd callit Larbertsheillis and Stanritsheill [witnesses to sasine] David Jervey 

in Wodsyde 
1658 CRS David Jarvay in Woodside, parish of Larbert 
1674 Retour  269 [L] Henry Rollo of Woodsyde, heir of John Rollo of Woodsyde, his father, - in the lands 

of Lethbertscheillis and Staneridgehill with the meadow;- lands of Woodsyde within the 
parishes of Donypace and Lairbert  
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1675 RS59/5 f 187 James Whytt in Lairbert as actorney for Henry Rollo of Woodsyde at the manor place of 
Woodsyde having in his hands a precept of sasine from the chancellry directed to the 
sheriff and baillies of Stirling  --- as heir of the late John Rollo of Woodsyde his father, all 
and haill the lands of Lairbert sheills Standeredgehill with meadows --- and all and haill the 
lands of Woodsyde with houses [etc] lying in the parishes of Dunipeace and Lairbert --- 
Stanridgehill  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.12v James DMF, servitor to the laird of Woodsyde 
1684 RH9/3/100  John Thomsone in Woodsyde 
1685 C2/70.21 Henry Rollo of Woodsyde 
1691 GD56/94  Instrument of sasine in favour of Margaret Young, spouse of Henry Rollo of Woodsyde of 

liferent in an annualrent of 1800 merks out of the lands of Lethbertsheills and Woodsyde, 
parish of Dunnypace and Larbert, sheriffdom of Stirling, (which lands were united in the 
tenandry of Lethbertsheills) following on a marriage contract, 1 November 1687, between 
said Henry Rollo and Margaret Young, eldest daughter of Sir John Young of Leny. 
Registered G R S, 18 February 1691. 

1699 RS83/2/279 John Burns of Lairbert his lands of Andersonshills --- John Dick in Woodsyde and Agnes 
Millar his spouse ... and John, James and Janet Dick their children RS59/10 f.229  

1701 RS83/2/518  Henry Rollo of Woodside RS59/10 f.431 – f.432 
1703 GD56/97 Instrument of sasine propriis manibus by Robert Lord Rollo in favour of Mary Lady Rollo, 

his spouse, eldest daughter of Henry Rollo [Rollock] of Woodside, who appeared as her 
procurator, of liferent of 2,500 merks yearly from the barony of Duncrub, viz, from the 
lands of Wester Rossie, Leadkettie [Leadkelty], Baldinnies, Over Findony, Kincleydie, 
Fernyknowes, the Common of Dunning together with the house of Duncrub, all parts of the 
barony of Duncrub, in the parish of Dunning, sheriffdom of Perth, following on a marriage 
contract 4 June 1702. Registered G R S 7 May 1703. 19 Apr 1703 

1711 RS59/12 f 551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 
Woodside --- and that piece of ground belonging to the said James Crawford through 
which the water runs to the miln of Woodside  

1714 GD56/101 List of debts owing to Sir Henry Rollo of Woodside by the Marquis of Annandale and 
others therein named. 29 Dec 1714 

1729 RS59/15 f 374v tiends of Woodside Lethbertshiells and Stannierig Hill lying withing the parishes of 
Larbert and Dunipace 

1737 CRS Sheils of Woodside 
1749 RS59/19 f 343v Sir Harry Rollo of Woodside  
1781 AOS 111 Larbertshiels comprehending Woodside, Stanrighill, Lanton 
1783 AOS 291 John Strachan of Woodside, seised in the Tenandry of Larbertshiells, parish of Dunipace 

& Larbert;-;- on disp by trustees of Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum. G.R. 402.28 
1788 AOS 1341 John Walker, shoemaker, Torwood, and Mary Denovan, his spouse, - in part of Woodside, 

parish of Dunipace 
1797 AOS 3417 Hamilton Farm being part of Woodside. parish of Larbert  
1800 AOS 3913 part of Larbertshiells comprising Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom, parish 

of Larbert  
1801 AOS 4264 Hamilton Farm being part of Woodside. parish of Larbert  
1801 C2/132/60.63  David Russel of Woodside - Larbertshiells etc. 
1803 AOS  Woodside Mill 
1808 Peearage  James Russell of Woodside was born Jan. 5 1784 - married Mary Stirling, d. of John 

Stirling of Kippendavie, sister of Sylvester Douglas Stirling (who eventually bought 
Woodside and renamed it Glenbervie). 

1810 AOS  Larbertsheills comp. Woodside called the farm of Lantoun and Bottom 
1817 Grassom Woodside 
1819 AOS 9316 feuduty payed out of the lands and tenandry of Larbertshiells comprehending the lands of 

Woodside and Stanriggmiln and miln lands thereof, being part of the feuduties of the 
Lordship of Stirling  

1831 SC4/3/1 Superiority held by D. Russel of Woodside 
1971 OS Woodside 
WOODSIDE MILL # LRB NS8485 [3] 
 
1711 RS59/12 f 551 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten  Sir Henry Rollo of 

Woodside --- and that piece of ground belonging to the said James Crawford through 
which the water runs to the Miln of Woodside  
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1803 AOS 4671 part of the Barony of Torwoodhead ... 8 acres of the lands of Bogend on the west side of 
the Mill Lead to Woodside Mill 

 
MUIRAVONSIDE PARISH 

 
ALLDTOWNHILL # MAS NS9276 [1] NS923764 
 
1718 E644/1   Aldtounhill - Rental of the estate of Linlithgow (lordship of Callendar; lands in and about 

Falkirk; barony of Slamannan; baronies of Bambreich and Almond; teind tack duty of 
Templedenny 

1755 Roy Alldtownhill 
 
 
cf Auldton Hill NT1006; Auldton Fell NT1108; Altonhill NS4139 
 
The location corresponds with the place now known as Glenend. 
ALMOND MAS NS9577 [1]  NS956772 
 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.53 Alexander Grey in Almond 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.57 Alexander Grey, officer of the barony of Almond 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.117 Mr Andrew Zorrie [Norrie ?] minister at Allmond 
1694 RS83/1 f.50v.2 land of Hayning now called Almond lyand above the muir called Gillandersland. 

Registered on the  291st and 292nd leaves of the said Register 
1694 SC67/67/ Mains of Almond 
1699 RS83/2/240 barronie of Henning now called Almond; Gillandersland; Maddiston RS59/10 f.200 – 

f.201 
1700 SC67/67/ Almond 
1716 E644/1   12. n.d. Rental of the estate of Linlithgow (lordship of Callendar; lands in and about 

Falkirk; barony of Slamannan; baronies of Bambreich and Almond; teind tack duty of 
Templedenny 

1722 SC67/67/6 f.9v Almond Wood 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.2 barony of Almond 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v George Renny in Almond 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Alexander Young in Almond 
1755 Roy Almond 
1780 Ross Almond 
ALMOND CASTLE MAS NS9577 [1] 
 
 
1755 Roy Almond Castle 
1809 RHP48943  Photocopy Sketch plan of park at Almond Castle, with table of contents: 18 March 1809  
1963 Stirlingshire pp. 241-3, No 202 
ALMOND IRON WORKS # MAS NS9577 [1] 
 
1879 RAF p.281 Almond Iron Works 
 
Local information states that the columns in the Usher Hall, Edinburgh, were cast here. 
ARMETHE # MAS NS9675 [4] 
 
1189 GD26/1/4/8 to the great road on the west side of Armethe  
 
cf Armet Water MLO 
     Dechmont  WLO [PNWL 77] Deghmethe 1336-7, Dechmete c1340, Dechment 1381-2, Dechmond 1511 
     Methlick ABD; Woolmet MLO 
     Armathwaite YON [EPNS] 
 
AVONBANK MAS NS9678 [1]   NS964785 
 
1817 Grassom Avonbank 
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1855 SC4/3/2/5835 Avonbank - property of William Forbes of Callendar; tenant Robert Binnie.2 
1860 OSNB Avonbank - A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated, and in good 

repair.  Property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar House, Falkirk. 
AVONBRIDGE  MAS NS9172 [1]   NS911728 
 
1658 RS58/12 f.75 James Schaw smith at Avenbridgend 
1682 RS59/6 f.326v James Shaw in Westbridge of Evine 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.85v William Rule at West Bridge of Avon 
1817 Grassom Bridgend 
1860 OSNB Avonbridge - A small village situated on both sides of the River Avon.  The houses are 

principally slated and in good repair, property of various proprietors, but principally 
belonging to Mr Alexander Bell, farmer, Dunipace. 

AVONBRIDGEND MAS NS9172 [1] 
 
1658 RS58/12 f.75 James Schaw smith at Avenbridgend  
AVON MILL  See Ballenbreich Mill 
AVON STEEL WORKS # MAS NS9473 [1] 
 
1860 OSNB A small block of buildings, one storey in height, tiled and in good repair, the property of 

Mr John Calder, Hill, Muiravonside. 
 In the above buildings is carried on the manufacture of steel, principally for edge tools and 

it is said to be the only steel works in Scotland.  
 
see Hill Mill 

BABBERTON see Cabberton 

BACK OF CANDIE # MAS NS9374 [2] 
 
 
1787 AOS 1128 John Taylor, portioner Candyhead, - in part of Fenenridge, Woodside, and 1/5 part of 

Drumbrother Moss called Back of Candie & Fanenridge; lands called Wauch’s Houses, 
parish of Muiravonside 

BACK O’ THE STAND  # MAS NS9176 [1]  NS919765 
 
1780 RHP1537 Back o’ The Stand 
BALLENBRIECH MAS NS9372 [1]  NS930727   
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Rex concessit Reginalde de Crawfurde, filio et heridi William de Crawfurde, militis,- 

terras … Estir Ballinbruych, Westir Ballinbruych  
1532 RMS iii 1193 [L] Rex confirmavit cartam Archibaldi Craufurd de Hanyng,- [qua, pro summa pecunie sibi 

persoluta, vendidit M Alexandro Levingstoun de Felde (filio Alexandri L. de Donypace), 
ejusque heredibus et assignatis in feodo, et dicto Alexandro Levingstoun patri et Alisone 
Gourlaw ejus sponse    in vitali redditu,- terras de Ballinbreich (occupatas et ad firmam 
habitas per Robertum Benning, Jac Blak, Joh. Androw, Rob. Brissoun, Joh. Brissoun, Jac. 
Mongwell, Ric. Millar et ... Tailyeour), in baronia de Manwell   ...  [witnesses: M. Patricio 
Knollis, M. Alex. Robertsoun'-capellano, Wil. Abircrummy, Jac. Craufurd, Joh. Craufurd:- 
Apud locum de Hanyng  

1546 Retour 2 [L] Agnes Crawford haeres portionaria William Crawfurd de Hayning ... Westir 
Ballinbreicht  

1550 RMS iv 5542 [L] Regina etc. conf. cart. Agnes Craufurd, eldest daughter and one of the heirs of the late 
William Craufurd of Hanyng, who with the consent :of her curators, for a sum of money 
has sold to m. Alexander levingstoun of Donypace half of the lands and barony of Manuel 
... lands of Wester Ballinbreich  

1590 Pont Bambryich  
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Eister and Wester Ballinbreich 
1608 RMS vi 2150 [L] Rex conf. cart. of Alexander Levingstoun, feuar of Hanyng with the consent of Jonete 

Henrysoun, his wife, of the sale to James Polwarth, jnr. of Coustoun, Gentleman thereof, 
and Elizabeth Levingstounhis wife, of the lands of Wester and Eister Ballinbreich, with 
the mill of Ballinbreich, with commonty and pasture-  
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1608 FMS vi 2159 Rex conf. cart. of James Polwart jnr., formerly of Cowstoun, and Elizabeth Levingstoun, 
his wife, of the setting to William Clelland of Knowhobilhill of the lands of Eister and 
Waster Ballinbreich with the mill etc [as in RMS vi 21501, but reserving the free tenure of 
Waster Ballinbreich to Thomas Levingstoun snr., of Hanyng  

1609 RMS vii 157     Rex conc. to Andrew Polwarth legitimate son of James Polwarth of Coustoun the lands of 
Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, with the manner place,  

1612 RMS vii 770 [L] Rex conc. et de novo dedit John Levingstoun of Baldorane the lands of Manuel ... and 
the pendicles pertaining thereto ... Eister and Wester Ballenbreich  

1625 RS58/3 f.297 [L] John Wauch junior in Arnelois, Jonet Bryce lawful daughter of the late Robert Bryce in 
Bambriche and future wife of the said John Wauche junior – in completion of a contract of 
marriage --- John Wauch senior in Arnelois his father and Jonet Dunmore his spouse, on 
the one part, and the said Jonet Bryce and Margaret Storie her mother on the other – an 
equall half of the lands of Slamannan Mure known as lie [v/br-dgo] Arnelois extending to a 
forty penny land of auld extent with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] James Tennend, 
portioner of Wester Dykhead, Peter Wricht in Bambrich 

1629 RS58/4 f.185 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the land underwritten, Robert Bryce, brother 
of William Bryce in Balinebreiche and Christina Bryce his spouse, and William Adye in 
Balinebreiche, baillie in that part, John Livingstoune of Hanyng and Jean Stirling his 
spouse, the said William and Christina having a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands of the said John and his spouse of Easter 
Balinebreiche known as the Hilheid with houses [etc] occupied by Margaret Storrie and 
with these three cotlands [cottagia] of the foresaid lands with houses [etc] presently 
possessed and occupied by Peter Bryce and Jonet Robertsoune, his spouse, --- lying in the 
barony of Hanyng and sheriffdom of Stirling --- reserving the life rent to the said Peter and 
Jonet and the  longest liver of the two  

1630 RS58/5 f.44v [L] [Endorsed: sasine to Robert and Cristine Bryces] Robert Bryce lawful son to the late 
William Bryce in Ballinbriech and Cristina Bryce his spouse and James Gray in Strethe 
[Strath] baillie in that part --- John Livingstoun of Haining and Jean Stirling his spouse --- 
of  Eastirhill of Ballinbriech formerly possessed and occupied by the said late William 
Bryce father of the said Robert and known commonly as the Came [witnesses to sasine] 
Allan Book in West Ballinbriech, Peter Bryce in Hilhead  

1634 RMS ix 81  [L] Eister et Waster Ballinbreiche 
1635 RMS ix 358 [L] Eister et Wester Ballinbreiche 
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Er & Wr Ballinbreiche  
1647 RS58/8 f.195v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Allan Book in Wester 

Ballinbreick and Allan Book his eldest lawful son with a charter from James Earl of 
Callendar proprietor of the lands and barony of Haining of which the ten pound land of 
Ballenbreick is part  

1647 SC67/67/1 f.62 Moss of Bambreiche 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v common peat-moss of Ballenbreiche; Peiter Bryce for the barronie of Bambreiche 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.96 William Dick in Bambreiche 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.96v Thomas Burde in Bambreiche 
1663 RMS xi 432 Eister and Wester Ballinbreichs 
1664 CRS Bridgend of Bambreiche 
1673 Murray p.235 James Robert, officer in the Barundry of Balmbrick 
1674 CRS Robert Armour, wobster in Bambriche 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.27 heretors of Ballmbreich 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.30 Isobel Robert, sister to John Robert in Bambreich 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.81 Earl of Callander the superior of Balmbreiche 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.102 Agnes Broun relict of William Adie in Balmbreichee 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Eister et Wester Ballinbreichs 
1689 GD170/196 part and portion of the land of Ballenbreuk lying upon the muir called Bankhead 
1692 RS83/1 f.39.7 Alexander Lightbody, sone and air to Alexander Lightobody of Blackstoune of that part 

and portion of the lands of Ballinbreich called Blackstoune. 
1693 Retour 315 [L] Eister et Wester Ballinbreiches 
1693 RS83/1 f.47v.3 James Bryce, eldest lawful son  of Archibald Bryce of Eastir Hill of Balbreich and Helen 

Mershall his spouse of the half of the tua merkland called Hillhead, and of ane 6s 8d land 
of the samen called the Sheelhill. Registered on the  255th and 256th leaves of the said 
Register 
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1702 GD170/196 part and portion of  the £10 land of Ballenbreich called Bogo with the pertinents lying 
within the barony of Almond 

1707 Sibbald Bambryich 
1710 GD170/196 precept of Clare Constat by James Earl of Linlithgow in favour of John Blaicklee as heir to 

Isobel Bryce his mother for the parts and portions of the £10 land of Ballenbreich lying 
within the barony of Almond 

1716 E644/1   12. n.d. Rental of the estate of Linlithgow (lordship of Callendar; lands in and about 
Falkirk; barony of Slamannan; baronies of Bambreich and Almond; teind tack duty of 
Templedenny 

1718 E644/1/14 Bambroich 
1719 GD170/196 part and portion of  the £10 land of Ballenbreich called Bridgend alias Hillend 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.1 barony of Balinbreich 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v  officer for Balinbreich 
1726 GD170/196 Disposition of these parts and portions of the £10 land of Ballenbreich in favour of Peter 

Black, writer in Edinburgh  
1733 GD170/196 Disposition by Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballenbrieche in favour of Peter 

Black, writer in Edinburgh 
1742 GD170/196 Archibald Bryce portioner of Ballenbrieche 
1755 Roy Ballinbreich 
1781 AOS 75 part of Ballenbreich called Bogoknows 
1781 AOS 108 Patrick Calder, as heir to Agnes Marshall, daughter of Edward Marshall of Kaemuir, his 

grandfather, & Patrick Calder of Redford, his father, seised in three fifth parts of Kaemuir 
& Easter Balinbreich - on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of 
Errol ; P.R. 27.36 

1786 AOS parts of Ballenbruick, viz. Beedyke and part of Blackston 
1817 Grassom Ballenbriech 
1819 AOS Ballenbriech with the lint mill 
1823 GD171/2014/1 James Bryce of Ballanbreich 
1838 RHP127/1 shows Easter Ballenbreich to be the ruin standing at NS930727 
1855 SC4/3/2/5975 Farm of Ballenbreich and Mill. Proprietor Miss Georgina C. Waddell of Balquhatston 
1860 OS Ballenbreich 
1860 OSNB Ballenbriech - A group of buildings consisting of a farmsteading, cothouses, and a lint 

mill, the whole are one storey, partly slated and partly thatched, the machinery of the mill 
is propelled by water, the farmsteading is the property of Andrew Bryce Esq, Blackstone 
by Avonbridge, the mill and cothouses that of Miss Georgina C. Waddell, Balquhatstone, 
Slamannan. 

 
Cf Breich WLO [PNWL 77] a.1199 Brech, 1512 Brecht, 1506 Breich 
BALLENBREICH MILL MAS NS9172 [1]   NS911728  
 
1647 RS58/8 f.293  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands and corn mill underwritten John Robert 

at Mill of Ballinbrech and Helen Bryce lawful daughter to Peter Bryce in Beydick and 
future spouse of the said John Robert  

1647 RS58/8 f.261v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands and mill underwritten John Robert in 
Ballinbrech Mylne having in his hand a charter of sale and alienation from James Earl of 
Callendar --- all and haill the corn mill of Ballenbrech with houses [etc] mill lands 
[witnesses to sasine] are all resident in Brigend 

1662 RS59/1 f.174v James Tailyer now of Balmbriech Mylne 
c 1673 RFP p.223 Haining Mill 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.38v Isobel Roberts in Henniens mylne 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.83v the milne 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.136 James Robert milner at Ballinbreichmylne 
1700 SC67/67/5 f.30v James Robert in Hayningmylne 
1716 RS59/13 f.432 common muir of Moravenside divided of his mill of Ballenbriech conformt to the 

valuation of the said mill called the Burntrig and Stonnieknows and bounded as follows 
Viz the lands of Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaw his lands of Brighill 
upon the west the mosses belonging to thee lands upon the north the lands of Hillend upon 
the east and the common highway upon the south thereof 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.14 John Robert in Hayning Miln 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 John Glen, farmer of Balmbreichemiln 
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1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 
Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land of 
old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend  

1746 RS59/19 f.46v John Robert in Henings Miln --- that part and portion of the common muir of Muravenside 
divided off to the Miln of Ballenbrich called Bruntridge --- bounded by the lands of Bogo 
Bogohaugh Bogoknows and Bridgehill upon the west the Bruntridge Moss upon the north 
the lands of Hillend upon the east the common heighway upon the south thereof  - parish of 
Muiravonside  

1860 OS Haining Mill 
1943 VR 394 Avon Mill 
BANKHEAD see Northbankhead 
BARRIESWALLS # MAS NS9473 [2] 
 
1633 RS58/6 f.40 Peter Rid in Beireiswalls 
1653 RS58/9 f.138v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet Rayllie relict of 

Patrick Rid in [blank] and John Rayllie [blank] procurator and in name of John Rid thair 
eldest lawfull sone having and holding in thair handis ane chairtor of vendition and 
alienation containing thairintil the precept of sasine underwreatin made givin and grantid 
be ane nobell lord George Lord Ross of Hawkhead and Melville superior of the lands 
underwreatine --- all and haill the just and equall half of all and haill that half of haill ane 
quarter or fourth part of the landis of the Hill of Morovingsyd callit Barries Wals 
sometime possest be the said Patrick and now by Jonet Tayllier with houses [etc] --- 
extending to an sextine part of the said ten pund land of old extent of Morovingsyd --- 
Barriswallis --- the said John Read  

1653 RS58/9 f.142 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Jonet Ryllie relict of 
Patrick Read in [blank] and [blank] procurator and in name of Johne sone and aire to the 
deceast Patrick Read hir sone having and holding in thair handis ane precept of sasine 
underwrittin under the form of clareconstat made givin and grantid be ane nobell lord 
George Lord Ross of Hawkhead and Melville superior of the lands underwrittin --- all and 
haill the just and equall half of all and haill that half of haill ane quarter or fourth part of 
the landis of the Hill of Morovingsyd --- called Barr of Walace sometyme occupyit be the 
deceast Patrick Read  

1672 RS59/4 f.332 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten upon the ground of Berries Walls 
ane discreet man John Calder of Hill of Morrowingsyd --- all and haill the lands of Berries 
Walls bounded as followes viz- from the syk to the head of the know of the Hill of 
Morrowingsyd lying at the northeist nook of the said hill with that part of the peittmoss 
thereto belonging 

1798 CHA A1064 pertinent of Hill called Barries Wells 
1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, Coxhill, & 

Easter Candy head called Easter Candy 
1801 AOS 4185 parts of the Hill of Muiravonside and one fourth part of the said Hill called Barrieswalls 
 
cf Barras KCD 17 c. Barres, Barris, Berres, Bowres; Barras, Stonehaven; Barrascrofts, Canonbie DMF 
    Barrasgate, Cummertrees, Annan; Barraston, Torrance, Lennoxton [CDS13] 
    Garrieswalls, Slamannan parish 
    Berrieswalls NS8066 
BEATY RIG # MAS NS9084 [3]  
 
1714 RS59/13 f.160 then straight to the star bush at the Duke of Hamiltouns march stone at the west end of the 

Beaty Rig from thence straight to the march stone standing in the slack of Craigmadd  
BEEDYKE MAS NS9272 [1]  NS926728 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.197 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Peter Bryce in Beidyk 

and Archibald Bryce his son --- that 4 shilling 5 penny land of the ten pound land of 
Ballenbreich known as Beidyk with houses [etc] 
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1647 RS58/8 f.293  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands and corn mill underwritten John Robert 
at Mill of Ballinbrech and Helen Bryce lawful daughter to Peter Bryce in Beydick and 
future spouse of the said John Robert  

1656 RS58/11 f.39 Archibald Bryce lawfull son to Peter Bryce in Beidyk [Archibald is marrying Jonet 
Lightbodie] 

1678 RS59/6 f.44 Archibald Bryce of Beedyke ---  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.138 John Robert in Beiddyke 
1688 RS83/1 f.19v.14 John Blacklie in Gunswalls, younger, of the lands of Beedyke with the pertinents in 

Morrowingsyde. Registered on the  348th and 349th leaves of the said Register 
1714 Laing 3189 John Blacklie of Beid-dyke 
1752 Laing 3189 5 acres of land lying on the Crossrig, on the south side thereof, the moor formerly of James 

Black on the north and east, the moor some time of James Ade on the west, and the mosses 
some time of Kais Bryce and James Black on the south; also the half of Beiddyke and the 
pasturage of the other half of the said moss, and which 5 acres and moss are those parts of 
the muir of Muiravonside which on its division were allotted to the heritor of the 4s 5d land 
of Beiddyke, part of the £10 land of Ballinbrich in lieu of his servitude of grazing and fuel 
over the said moor – all lying in the barony of Haining, now barony of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling ; to be held in feu for 17 shillings yearly feu duty, being the whole 
feu-duty for the said 4 shilling 5 penny land but saving always to the grantee his right of 
relief against the heritor of the other parts of the said land; the grantee and his heirs to bring 
their grain to the mill of Ballinbrich. 

1755 Roy Beedyke 
1786 AOS 986 Beedyke  
1687 SC67/67/  Beiddyke 
1792 VR Beedyke 
1817 Grassom Beedyke 
1855 SC4/3/2/5795 Beedyke 
1860 OS Beedyke 
 
cf Bea, Stromness; Bee Edge, Coldingham, Berwicks; Beecraigs WLO 
    Bee Dubb WLO [PNWL 158]; Beedale, Yorks., [PN&S 57]; Beeslack MLO  
    Bee Bank ABD   
    Beadshalloch < bad-shalloch  
    Bedich, Mull (RMS ii) 
 
Note:   Biddick, Houghton-le Spring; 1190 Bidich; 1268 Bedyk, Byddyke; 1382 Bedyk; 1442 Bedic; 1603 Beddicke 

(Cameron [EPN] gives ‘by the ditch’) 
BENTS # MAS NS9376 [2] 
 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] the Bents –  
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Robertsoune 

eldest lawful son to George Robertsoune in Madustoune and [Margaret?] Merchill his 
spouse and Alexander [ing/my rlb/rw e second occurrence suggests Ingrwm] in Curthill --- 
all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Thomas’s lands of Madustoune which 
they presently possess and occupy lying between the lands of Gillandirsland on the south, 
the lands of Gilmudieland and Parhall [sic] on the east, lands of Manelrige on the north and 
the public road between Madustoune and Manelrige on the west, moreover these portions 
of land known commonly as the Four Aikeris Fauld, the Bentis, the Short Croftis, the Sony 
Brea and a piece of land commonly called the Haugh lying between the stream known as 
the Mannelrige Burn on the south, lands called Croftland of Mannelrige on the north and 
the said lands of Mannelrige on the west and east sides with houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] James Scott in Crowderland, James Craufuird in Blakfuird and William Merchell in 
Litlemylne  

1775 GD171/3936 the Bents … lands of Maddiston 
1805 AOS 5088 part of the town and lands of Maddiston … Bents 
BETHANKIE MAS NS9477 [1]   NS947776 
 
1817 Grassom Rest and be Thankfull 
1832 RHP12531 Bethankfu field 
BIRNIEHILL # MAS NS9173 [1]   NS916737 
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1817 Grassom Birnehill 
1820 AOS 9641 in the lands called Birneyhill and Greencraigs extending to 18 acres, parish of 

Muiravonside  
1860 OS Birneyhill 
 
cf Birniehill NO1207;Birnyhill NY2883;NS5403; BirnyHills NS4976; 
    Birniehill, Birny Knowe, Birny Rocks MLO; Birnieknowes, Birny Knowe MLO  
    Birniehill,  WLO [PNWL 86] 
    Birnieknow NS5622; Birneyknowe NT5411; Birnie Brae NT1909 
    Birnie Wood ABD  
 
BLACKBRAES MAS NS9075 [1]  NS907756 
 
1755 Roy Black Brae 
1784 CH2/712 Blackbraes 
1788 AOS 1344 James Russell of Blackbraes – Craigmadridge, parish of Muiravonside  
1817 Grassom Blackbraes 
1855 SC4/3/2  Farm of Blackbraes, proprietor James Russell, writer, Falkirk 
1867 CL Blackbraes 
19c RHP14358 Plan of Blackbraes, the property of James Russell esq. 
1887 BPB Blackbraes Co-operative Store 
 
Blackbraes [Quod Sacra] was disjoined from Muiravonside parish in 1890. 
BLACKBUTT # MAS NS9576 [1] 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.250v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Edward Merschell in 

Over Gillandersland having in his hand a charter from Isac Bard in Nather Gillandersland -
-- all and haill those parts and portions of the barony of Hayning commonly called Nather 
Gillandersland --- part and portion of the land disponit commonly known as the Blackbut -
-- and that part of Over Gillandersland known as Craigmiddow --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Edward Merschell in Eastbowis and Peter Learmonth son of Peter Learmonth in Crowhill 

 1698 RS59/10 f.33 Agnes Grintoun spouse to Alexander Bryce in Madistoune --- the part and portion of the 
ten pound land of the baronie of Almond lying beneath the muir called Neithir 
Gillandersland --- and third part of ane tuo pennieland layand on the north syde of the 
Kairnehill betwixt the lands called the Black Bitt on the west the said Kairnehill on the 
east the lands pertaining to Edward Marshall on the north and the Madistoun Burne on the 
south pairt thereof 

1808 AOS 5786 in the outfield of Nether Gillandersland called Blackbutt, and part of the said land called 
Blackhill 

BLACKHILL # MAS NS8974 [1]  NS894742 
 
1755 Roy Blackhill 
BLACKHILL # MAS NS9476 [2] 
 
1808 AOS 5786 in the outfield of Nether Gillandersland called Blackbutt, and part of the said land called 

Blackhill 
BLACKHILLEND # MAS NS9073 [1]  NS909731 
 
1755 Roy Blackhillend 
1787 AOS 1062 William Robert of Badcur – in Bridgehill & Blackhillend parish of Muiravonside  
1792 AOS 2282  Blackhillend 
1810 AOS 6517 lands of Bogo formerly called Blackhillend then Shuttlefield Pleasance  
1819 AOS 3s 1d land of Bridgehill comprehending Blackhillend 
1860 OS Blackhillend 
 
see below - Hillend - [Wester] 
BLACKRIG MAS NS9175 [1]  NS918751 
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1717 RS59/13 f.511v And sicklike the said Thomas Crawfurd his part lately allowed to him of the Common muir 
of Morevenside viz that part of the land of Black Rig presently possessed be John Jervy 
with houses [etc] betwixt the lands of John Dick of Cumpstoun on the South and west the 
lands beloning to Andrew Currie of Craigmadrig on the North and the lands belonging to 
William Bell of Aventoun and Alexander Mitchell of Craigend on the east parts  

1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 Blackrig 
1754 EEC -3 Oct, 4c:  the lands called Middleridge and Blackridge, lying in Muir of Muiravenside 
1762 SC1/1/1 Blackrig 
1790 AOS 1917 Blackrig 
1817 Grassom Blackrigg 
1823 GD171/2014 Blackrig 
1855 SC4/3/2/5929 Blackrig 
1861 OS Blackrig – Wester and Easter  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Blackrig – Wester and Easter  
BLACKRIG – MOSS OF # MAS NS9175 [1]  
 
1806 AOS 5300 Moss of Blackridge 
BLACKSTON MAS NS9273 [1]  NS923731 
 
1635 CRS Robert Black in Blackstoune 
1646 GD170/196 Blakstoun - Earl of Callendar, in favour of William Black and his son James. 
1647 RS58/8 f.205v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Blak junior, in 

Blakstoun 
1647 RS58/8 f.213 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Robert junior, at the 

Mill of Ballinbrech and Helen Bege his spouse and John Robert their son --- Blakistoune 
1652 RS58/9 f.101v Alexander Lightbodie in Blackistoune and Agnes Robertsoune his spouse 
1659 RS58/12 f.225 personally compeared ane discreit young woman named Helen Schaw lauful dochter to 

James Schaw of Saterhill togidder also with ane discreit man James Black portioner of 
Balinbreich baillie in that  part --- having and holding a contract of marriage --- John 
Robert portioner of Blackstoune and the said Helen Schaw on the ane part and uther pairts 
--- passed to the ground and lands of Blackstoune and mure of  

1663 CRS William Black in Blackstoune 
1668 RS59/4 f.101 Agnes Lightbody second born lawful daughter to John Lightbody  portioner of Lynhouse --

- contract of matrimony between James Black portioner of Blackstoun 
1675 CRS William Black in Blackstoune 
1680 CRS Agnes Lighbody in Morrowingsyde, spouse to James Black, younger, of Blackstone 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.85v John Robert in Blackstoune 
1692 RS83/1 f.39.7 Alexander Lightbody, sone and air to Alexander Lightobody of Blackstoune of that part 

and portion of the lands of Ballinbreich called Blackstoune. 
1701 RS83/2/10.537  James son of James Black portioner of Blackstone --- contracted to marry Agnes Rule at 

which time he received a disposition of the lands of Blackstone RS59/10 f.447 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8v James Black, younger of Blackstone 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12v John Robert, portioner of Blackstone 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.54 Alexander Lightbodie, portioner of Blackstone 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.62 James Black of Blackstone 
1755 Roy Blackston 
1781 AOS 114 William Bryce, as heir to Allan Bryce of Wester Hillhead, & Janet Bryce, his father and 

mother, & Elizabeth Marshall, his grandmother, seised in Wester Hillhead; half of 
Blackstone, parts of the Muir of Muiravonside, & and part of the Moss of Drumbroider, & 
one fifth part of Kenmuir, parish of Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by 
Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 27.47 

1809 AOS  Allan Mair, residing at Hatherstacks, as heir ot William Bryce, portioner, Blackston, & 
Jean Bryce, spouse to William Mair, farmer, Hardhill, his grandfather and mother, - in ½ of 
the 10s land of Blackston 

1817 Grassom Blackstone 
1860 OS Blackstone 
1860 RHP40958  Plan of part of lands of Blackstone, Hillend, Foggermount, West Greencraig and Muirhead 

relative to suspension Bryce v. Balderstones: 23 June 1860 23 June 1860 
1912 CDS13 Blackston - John Shanks 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Blackston 
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BLEW BUTTS # MAS NS9374 [2]  NS939743 
 
1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 

Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to Mealings Place or Quarter and that with peats, elding 
or others to their lands of Reidfuird Nethertoun and Candie, he always keeping his passage 
by the foot of Candiebrades to his said lands of Candie, and that they shall have no other 
road or way than that mentioned through said Andrew Dick's lands, and further said 
Andrew Dick binds himself and his foresaids to set the land water that runs east from 
Quarter by the east side of Jean's Aiker to alter the same and make it run by the west side 
of said Jean's Aiker and to refund to said Patrick Calder and his foresaids all damage they 
may sustain by suffering said water otherways to run than is before mentioned; for which 
causes said Patrick Calder for himself, his heirs, and successors, allows said Andrew Dick 
and his foresaids free ish and entry through his lands of Nathertoun by that road or way as 
said Patrick Calder and his foresaids and tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to their lands of Neathertoun, Condie and Reidfuird with 
peats, elding or others, to their lands of Mealings Place and Quarter, he always keeping his 
passage by the east end of Condiebrades to foresaid lands, and that they shall have no other 
road through said Patrick Calder's lands; and further said Patrick Calder binds him and his 
foresaids to set the land water that runs south to the nether toun yeard and by the south side 
of said yard from the Blew Butts Cockshill  and Northbrades 

1762 RHP46233 Bleabutts 
1782 AOS 309 part of Muiravonside called Melons Place Quarter and Blew Butts 
1792 AOS 2897 Blewbutts 
1806 AOS 5385 BlueButts, Muiravonside 
 
cf  Blea Bank; Blae Beck; Blaedale; Blae Dubs, all Yorkshire [EPNS suggests ON blar, ‘dark, blue, livid’ probably 

also with the meaning, ‘cheerless, cold, exposed’  
BLUE BRAES # MAS NS9574 [1]  NS955747 
 
1918 OS Blue Braes 
1947 OS Blue Braes 
 
Cf Blue Hill etc. ABD; Blueholes ELO 
BOAGSTOWN # MAS NS8973 [1]  NS893739 
 
1847 RHP127/2  Upper Boxton 
1860 OS Easter Boxton – also shows Boxton (present day Lower Boxton) and High Boxton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Boagstown 
 
See Boxton below 
BOGFIELD # MAS NS9675 [3] 
 
1800 AOS 3878 [dealing with an agreement amongst owners of properties in Muiravonside]: John Dick of 

Compston, as proprietor of High Croft or Bogfield [Alexander MacLeod dispones the 
thirlage etc. of Newmiln of Compston from their respective lands] 

BOGO MAS NS9072 [1]  NS905729 
 
1540 RMS iii 2102 [L] Bogo per Mathew Caldor occupat 
1540 GD171/3911 Bogo 
1570 Johnsoun 567 William Caddar of Bogo  
1609 RMS vii 157 [L] dicto James (Polwarth de Couston WLO) apud ejus habitiationis domum in Bogo 

summonito 
1625 RS58/3 f.297 [L] William Shaw son of William Shaw in Bogo 
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1626 RS58/3 f.402 William Shaw in Bogo 
1630 RS58/5 f.58v William Shaw in Bogo 
1630 Retour 137 [L] William Calder in Hill of Morwyngsyd as heir to William Calder in Bogo, his 

grandfather (avi) 
1634 CRS Helen Shaw, spouse to Robert Adie in Boogo 
1640 RS58/7 f.296 James Shaw, blacksmith in Bogo 
1646 RS58/8 f.191v lands of Bogo and Bogo Brea --- lying within the barony of Hayning and sheriffdom of 

Stirling  
1666 CRS Patrick Adie in Bogo 
1677 RS59/5 f.374v parts and portions of the ten pound land of Ballinbreich known as Boigo alias Brigend 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.26 John Adie of Bogo 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.77v Peter Rankine in Bogo 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.133v John Adie of Bogo, his master, against John Adie in Bogo 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.147 Patrick Adie in Bogo 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v John Adie of Boggo 
1737 RS59/17 f.213 Bogo and Bogobrew 
1743 GD332/82    Arrestment executed by Thomas Clark, messenger, in virtue of Letters of Horning, dated 

and signeted 24th July 1740, at the instance of John Russell, merchant in Bathgate, against 
James Hastie of Bogo and James Binning of Fogo-mountain, arresting in the hands of 
Patrick Calder of Reidfoird 2,000 merks owing by him to said James Binning to remain in 
the hands of said Patrick Calder at the instance of complainer until he shall be satisfied and 
paid the sum of 1,000 merks principal with 200 merks expenses incurred through failure of 
payment of principal and annualrent contained in a bond dated 26 May 1736 granted by 
said James Hastie of Bogo, as principal, and said James Binning late of Fogo-mountain, as 
cautioner, to said John Russell. Witnesses, William Marshall and James Ewing, indwellers 
in Bathgate.   30/12/1743  

1755 Roy Boggo 
1781 AOS 75 Patrick Waddell of Bogo, seised in part of Ballenbreich called Bogoknows, parish of 

Muiravonside – on disp. by John Binnie of Bogoknows, Sep 1770; P.R. 26.514 
1781 AOS 76 William Waddell of Easter Moffat, as heir to George Waddell of Easter Moffat, his father, 

seised in Bogo, comprehending.Bogoknows, Bogohaugh, & parts of the Muir of 
Muiravonside, parish of Muiravonside; on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess 
Dowager of Errol; P.R. 26.515 

1787 AOS 1061 Bogo comprising Bogobrow, Bogohaugh and part of the Muir of Muiravonside  
1810 AOS 6517 lands of Bogo formerly called Blackhillend then Shuttlefield Pleasance  
1817 Grassom Boggo 
1818 CS42/21/15   Decreet absolvitor and for expenses, Patrick Waddel of Bogo, John Waddel of 

Meadowside and James Colt, portioner of Halcraig v Andrew Brown, portioner and feuar, 
Airdrie   23 Jun 1818  

1860 OS Bogo 
1971 OS Bogo 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Bogo 
 
cf Camno < G. cam an atha, bend of the ford. Boggo lies at a crossing place on the River Avon. 
BOGOBROW # MAS NS9073 [1]  NS908735 
 
1646 RS58/8 f.191v lands of Bogo and Bogo Brew --- lying within the barony of Hayning and sheriffdom of 

Stirling  
1685 SC67/67/2 f.85v James Shaw in Brow 
1716 RS59/13 f.361 John Adie of Bogobrow and Christian Mungall laufull daughter and one of the two heirs 

portioner to the deeceast John Mungall of Drumtasierige his promised spouse having a 
contract of marriage   

1724 SC67/67/6 f.55v Robert Arthur in Bogobrow 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.62 John Adie of Bogobrow 
1737 RS59/17 f.213 Bogo and Bogobrew 
1755 Roy Boggobrow 
1787 AOS 1061 Bogo comprising Bogobrow, Bogohaugh  
1817 Grassom Brow 
BOGO HAUGH # MAS NS9072 [1]  NS901728 
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1623 CRS John Hastie, wobster in Boquhauch 
1624 RS58/3 f.210 William Schaw in Boghauch 
1647 RS58/8 f.199v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Heastie in Bogo 

Hauch and Jonet Strathearn his spous 
1652 RS58/9 f.56 John Hastie of Bogo Hauch 
1658 RS58/12 f.75 James Hastie in Bogohauch  
1686 SC67/67/2 f.117 Elizabeth Bell in Bogohawch and James Heastie her son 
1699 RS59/10 f.217v called Bogonknowes --- of old possessed and occupyed be Gabriall Binning and John 

Hastie in Bogohauch 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 James Hastie of Bogohaugh 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.14 Agnes Morison in Bogohaugh 
1755 Roy Boggohaugh 
1781 AOS 76 William Waddell of Easter Moffat, as heir to George Waddell of Easter Moffat, his father, 

seised in Bogo, comprehending.Bogoknows, Bogohaugh, & parts of the Muir of 
Muiravonside, parish of Muiravonside; on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess 
Dowager of Errol; P.R. 26.515 

1787 AOS 1061 Bogo comprising Bogobrow, Bogohaugh  
1792 VR Bogohaugh 
BOGO HILLS # MAS NS9072 [3]  
 
1658 RS58/12 f.75 James Hastie in Bogohauch Robert Adie in Bogohills 
BOGOKNOWES # MAS NS9073 [1]  NS902731 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.208v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Binning in Brigend -

-- Bogo Knowis with houses [etc] 
1652 RS58/9 f.56 James Bining son of the late Gabriel Bining in Bogo Knowis --- three shilling and 

eightpenny land of the ten pound land of Ballinbriech known as Bogoknowis [witnesses to 
sasine] James Moiche of Drumrige, John Hastie of Bogo Hauch, William Merschell in 
Bogostoune 

1655 RS58/10 f.70v Overtoune of Bogieknowes 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 James Bining of Bogoknowes 
1699 RS83/2/265 James Binning is described as ‘deceast’ in 1699 when his son John Binning took 

possession of the lands, at which time Bogoknows Is ‘the three shilling one pennie land of 
Ballenbreich’ RS59/10 f.218 – f.219 

1699 RS59/10 f.217v called Bogonknowes --- of old possessed and occupyed be Gabriall Binning and John 
Hastie in Bogohauch 

1703 RS59/11 f.297 Christian Black daughter to William Black portioner of Drumtassie --- contract of marriage 
between her and John Bennie only lawful son to the deceast James Bennie of Bogaknowes 

1755 Roy Boggoknows 
1781 AOS 75 Patrick Waddell of Bogo, seised in part of Ballenbreich called Bogoknows, parish of 

Muiravonside – on disp. by John Binnie of Bogoknows, Sep 1770; P.R. 26.5141792 VR 
BOG PARK # MAS NS9374 [1] NS935744 
 
1847 RHP5368 Bog Park 
BOOTHES COAL ROAD NS 
 
1818 AOS 8957 ground near the Manuelburnbridge to the north of the Boothes Coal Road, being part of 

the lands of Almond  
BOWHOUSE MAS NS9475 [1] NS945755 
 
1531 RMS iii 987  [L] Bouhousis 
1562 Johnsoun 409 James Grintoun in Bowhouss 
1572 Johnsoun 875 Renunciation by James Grintoun in Bowhouse in favour of Thomas Duncan there  
1609 Retour 68 [L] Bowhousis 
1610 RMS vii 232 [L] Bowhousis 
1619 RS58/1 f.106v [L] personally appeared on his lands underwritten – Edward Merschell lawful son of the 

late Edward Merschell in Bowhous and Margareta Merschell lawful daughter of Willam 
Merschell of Ridfuirde and spouse of the said Edward --- contract matrim. with consent of 
Cathrina Hart  her mother --- All and haill that equal half of land of the haill lands of over 
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Gillandrisland with house steadings hortis toftis croftis partibus pendicles – and privilege 
of [t/ces/fentes] vulgo lie fewall faill and dyfattis suis common mora – lying in the barony 
of Hayneing – wit. Alexander Hardi in Borrowstoune; William Merschell father of the said 
Edward; Thomas Merschell in Courthill 

1626 RS58/3 f.413v [L] Patrick Grintoune in Bowhous 
1630 RS58/5 f.114 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands of West Bowhouss, Robert Byning 

of Middell Bowous and William Andro, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that 
part, Robert Gryntoun of West Bowhous --- the said Robert Byning having a charter of 
alienation for all and haill the lands of the said Robert Gryntoun’s lands of West Bowhous 
extending to a 10 shilling land with houses [etc] which were occupied and possessed by the 
late Patrick Gryntoun, father of the said Robert, and Agnes Gryntoun his spouse, which 
parts and pendicles lie in the barony of Manuelrig and Crownerlandis otherwise known as 
Manuelfowlis and lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling [there follows a part within brackets 
which states Binnie’s right to pasturage, faill and divot relating to his lands and mentions 
special provision having been made due to the recent division of the common muir of 
Morrowansyde] 

1636 RMS ix 620 [L] Bowhousis 
1644 Retour 180 [L] Bowhousis 
1647 RS58/8 f.250v Edward Merschell in Eastbowis 
1654 RS58/9 f.233 Wester Bowhouse; Midle Bowhouse 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.146v Alexander Mairshell in Bouhous 
1755 Roy Bowes 
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 
of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1813 RHP9210 East Bouse West Bouse 
1823 GD171/2014 Easter Bowhouse 
1826 RHP6338 Bowhouse 
1860 OS Easter Bowhouse Wester Bowhouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Bowhouse Wester Bowhouse 
BOXTON - WESTER MAS NS8873 [1] NS888738 
 
1681 CRS Allan Boig in Bogstoune of Morrowingsyde’ 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.160 William Mairshell in Boigstoun and Thomas M. his son 
1708 RS83.12.2.309v John Marshall of Bockston 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 James Boog of Boogstoun 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 John Davie in Boigstoun 
1755 Roy Bokston 
1817 Grassom Boxton 
1820 AOS 9690 part of the £10 land of Ballenbreich, being half of Wester Ballenbreich commonly called 

Bogstoun or Boxtoun 
1823 GD171/2014.1 Bogston 
1912 CD13    Boxton - William Hodge, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Lower Boxton 
 
For Easter Boxton see Boagstown 
BOXTON  MAS NS8873 [1]  NS888738 
 
1653 RS58/9 f.169v Allane Book of Bookstoune 
1657 RS58/11 f.143 Alexander Boig of Boigstoun  
1673 RS59/5 f.89 William Marshell in Bogestoun  
1679 GD332/16 Marriage Contract betwixt John Calder of Hill of Morrouingsyde  and Barbara Boike  

lawful daughter of Allan Boike  portioner of Boikstoune, with consent of her said father, 
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and of Janet Hardie, her mother, setting forth said John Calder and Barbara have accepted 
each other as married spouses, the marriage to be solemnized as soon as convenient in 
ordinary form, and in respect of which said John Calder binds himself to infeft said 
Barbara in conjunct fee and liferent in the equal half of the lands of Hill of Morrouingsyde 
presently possessed by him, extending to one eighth part of the £10 land of Morrouingsyde 
and said Allan Boike and Janet Hardie and Barbara assign to said John Calder Bond for 
200 merks and Bond for 500 merks granted to them by Thomas Russal  of Elrige dated at 
Linlithgow 10th Novmber, 1665, and at Torphichen 19th November, 1667, respectively, 
and Bond for 300 merks granted to them by Robert Forrest of Threttieaikers, as principal, 
and John Forrest, his eldest son, as cautioner, dated at Stirling 28th May, 1667, and over 
and above said sums said Allan Boike   and Janet Hardie bind themselves to pay to said 
John Calder in name of tocher with said Barbara 300 merks. Part of the document missing 
with signatures and testing-clause  9/8/1679   

1740 RS59/18 f.100v William Reid in Topilands as actorney for Andrew Dick of Compstoun --- the deceast 
James Boag his lands of Wester Ballinbreich commonly called Boagstoun 

1860 OS Boxton – High Boxton – Easter Boxton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Lower Boxton – Boagstown 
BOXTON BURN # MAS NS8974 [1]  NS890743 
 
1956 OS Boxton Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Boxton Burn 
BOXTON FORD # MAS Sl. NS8873 [1 NS888739 [2]  
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan 

BOXTON RIGGHEAD see Righead 
BRAEHEAD # MAS NS9678 [1]  NS962789 
 
1755 Roy Braehead 
BRIDGEND OF AVON  MAS NS9172 [1]  see Avonbridge 
  
1626 CRS  Marion Syme, spouse to Gabriall Bynie in Brigend of Easter Banitwecle (recte 

Ballenbreich), parish of Morrowingsyde. 
1634 RS58/6 f.183 [L] James Blak son to William Blak in Brigend 
1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 

Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land of 
old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend  

1647 RS58/8 f.261v all and haill the corn mill of Ballenbrech with houses [etc] mill lands [the witnesses to the 
sasine were all resident in Brigend 

1647 RS58/8 f.208v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Binning in Brigend 
--- Bogo Knowis with houses [etc] 

1647 RS58/8 f.214v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Binning in Brigend 
--- Brigend 

1658 RS58/12 f.75 James Schaw smith at Avenbridgend  
1677 RS59/5 f.374v parts and portions of the ten pound land of Ballinbreich known as Boigo alias Brigend 
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1680 RS59/6 f.168 lands of Bambreich known as Brigend  
1685 SC67/67/2 f.85v James Shaw of Brigend 
1698 RS83/2/10/118  William Rule walker at Brigend RS59/10 f.105 
1699 RS83/2/267 1699 William Binnie, as heir to his deceased brother James, took possession of ‘the 

thirteen shilling four pennie land of the ten pound land of Ballenbreich called Bridgend’. 
RS59/10 f.220 – f.221 

1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 
Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land of 
old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend  

BRIDGEGATE of AVON  # MAS NS9172 [3] 
 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.129 James Schaw in Bridgate of Avon 
BRIDGEHILL MAS NS9072 [1] NS909729 
 
1673 Murray i p.225 James Shaw of Bridgehill 
1714 GD170/196 Bridgehill 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.25v James Shaw of Bridgehill 
1738 RS59/17 f.319 Robert Shaw of Bridgehill  
1752 RS59/20 f.41v Robert Shaw of Bridgehill as heir to his father of all and haill that part and portion called 

Burnrig and Stony Know of that proportional part of the muir of Muiravineside which upon 
the division of the said muir was divided off and allocated to Balmbreiche Miln and is 
bounded  by the lands of Bogo Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaws 
lands of Bogo now called Bridgehill upon the west the moss belonging to the said lands 
upon the north the lands of Hillhead upon the east and the Common high way upon the 
south parts  

1755 Roy Brighill 
1787 AOS 1062 William Robert of Badcur – in Bridgehill & Blackhillend parish of Muiravonside  
1803 AOS 4583 the 3 shilling 1 penny land of the lands of Bogo being part of the £10 land of Ballenbreich 

now called Bridgehill.  
1817 Grassom Bridgehill 
1860 OS Bridgehill 
BRIDGE INN MAS NS9877 [1] NS983772 
 
1783 RHP14363  The Publick House 
BROADHEAD # MAS NS9474 [1]  NS942741 
 
1749 GD332/92  William Marshall, in Breadhead 
1817 Grassom Broadhead 
1860 OS Broadhead 
1973 OS Broadhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Broadhead 
BROOMSTABS # MAS NS9676 [2] 
 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v [L] Alexander Crawfurd of Manuelmiln, --- Also all and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd 

his part and portion of the lands and barrony of Manuellfouls and Crauderland or 
Broomstobs - 

1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  that part of the Lands  and Barony  of  Manuelfoulis called Crownerland or Broomstobbs  
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

BROOMHILL # MAS NS9272 [1]  NS922729 
 
1817 Grassom Broomhill 
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1860 OS Broomhill 
1880 SC4/3/4/117 Broomhill 
1943 VR MSIDE 635 Broomhill 
1947 OS Broomhill 
BULLION PARK # MAS NS9776 [3] 
 
1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  a park commonly called Bullion-Park  
BULLEN MOSS # MAS NS9076 [2]  
 
1721 RS59/14 f.295 John Fisher of Hungry Hill of all and haill a part and portion of the Common Muir of 

Morvenside pertaining to the lands of Crownerland and granted in his favour be William 
Fisher of Thackridge --- consisting of twenty two acres of arable land and six acres of moss 
bounded as follows viz the arable land on the south side of the Bullion Moss belonging to 
Parkhall ---  

1723 Macfarlane f.396 The burn of Parkhall hath its rise two long miles West of the Kirk from a moss called the 
Bullen Moss 

BURNBRIDGE see Manuelburn Bridge 
BURNLEE # MAS NS9576 [2] 
 
1802 AOS 4361 Burnlee 
BURNPIKE # MAS NS9374 [1]  NS936749 
 
1634 RS58/6 f.185 and also all and haill the equal half of all and haill the lands called Kanyelandis and 

Burnpyk pertaining to the lands of Nwk Settreisand Maltplwme lying in the barony of 
Morwynsyd, barony of Melvill and sheriffdom of Stirling --- John Tailzer in Cokishill and 
that part and portion of the lands of Kanye 

1666 RS59/2f 224 upon the lands of Caynnielands and Burnpyck --- the lands of Neuk --- [witnesses to 
sasine] Henry Tailyor in Caymure John Rid there and James Burges in Pollworthtrie 

1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 
and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1755 Roy Burnpike 
1762 RHP46233 Burnpike 
1801 AOS 4185 lands called Cannylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & Waughshouses, and Syke with part of 

Cannyside, & part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss, three fourth 
parts of the Hill of Muiravonside and one fourth part of the said Hill called Barrieswalls – 
5s land of Easter Candyhead being part of Hempshole 

1847 RHP5368 Burnpike Park 
BURNSIDE MAS NS9176 [1]  NS918768 
 
 1912 CDS13 Cottage - D. Gardner [Avonbridge 1 1/4m] 
1971 OS 
BURNSIDE # MAS NS9272 [1]  NS924729 
 
1817 Grassom Burnside 
1860 OS Burnside 
BURNSIDE # MAS NS9377 [1]  NS935773 
 
1773 GD171/3936 Burnside 
  c 1780 RHP1537 Burnside 
1817 Grassom Burnside 
BURNSIDE PARK # MAS NS9374 [1]  NS930746 
 
1847 RHP5368 Burnside Park 
BURNTRIG # MAS NS9172 [2] 
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1716 RS59/13 f.432 common muir of Moravenside divided of his mill of Ballenbriech conform to the valuation 

of the said mill called the Burntrig and Stonnieknows and bounded as follows Viz the 
lands of Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaw his lands of Brighill upon 
the west the mosses belonging to thee lands upon the north the lands of Hillend upon the 
east and the common highway upon the south thereof 

1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 
Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land 
of old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend 

1746 RS59/19 f.46v John Robert in Henings Miln --- that part and portion of the common muir of Muravenside 
divided off to the Miln of Ballenbrich called Bruntridge --- bounded by the lands of Bogo 
Bogohaugh Bogoknows and Bridgehill upon the west the Bruntridge Moss upon the north 
the lands of Hillend upon the east the common heighway upon the south thereof  - parish of 
Muiravonside  

1752 RS59/20 f.41v Robert Shaw of Bridgehill as heir to his father of all and haill that part and portion called 
Burnrig and Stony Know of that proportional part of the muir of Muiravineside which 
upon the division of the said muir was divided off and allocated to Balmbreiche Miln and 
is bounded  by the lands of Bogo Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaws 
lands of Bogo now called Bridgehill upon the west the moss belonging to the said lands 
upon the north the lands of Hillhead upon the east and the Common high way upon the 
south parts  

 
cf Burntrig, Falkirk 
CABBERTON NS945762 
 
1817 Grassom Kabberton 
1860 OS Kabberton 
1943 VR, MSIDE 851 Cabberton 
CAIRNHILL # MAS NS9475 [1]  NS941759 
 
1698 RS59/10 f.33 Agnes Grintoun spouse to Alexander Bryce in Madistoune --- the part and portion of the 

ten pound land of the baronie of Almond lying beneath the muir called Neithir 
Gillandersland --- and third part of ane tuo pennieland layand on the north syde of the 
Kairnehill betwixt the lands called the Black Bitt on the west the said Kairnehill on the 
east the lands pertaining to Edward Marshall on the north and the Madistoun Burne on the 
south pairt thereof 

1780 RHP1537 
1808 AOS 5786 Cairnhill 
CAIRNEYMOUNT # MAS NS9476 [1]  NS943762 
 
1762 VR Cairneymount 
1817 Grassom Cairneymount 
CAME – THE # MAS NS9172 [3] 
 
1630 RS58/5 f.44v [L] [Endorsed: sasine to Robert and Cristine Bryces] Robert Bryce lawful son to the late 

William Bryce in Ballinbriech and Cristina Bryce his spouse and James Gray in [strethe – 
Strath?] baillie in that part --- John Livingstoun of Haining and Jean Stirling his spouse --- 
of Eastirhill of Ballinbriech formerly possessed and occupied by the said late William 
Bryce father of the said Robert and known commonly as the Came [witnesses to sasine] 
Allan Book in West Ballinbriech, Peter Bryce in Hilhead 

 
cf  The Kaimes, Denny; Kaimes, Polmont; Kems Hill, Falkirk;  
CANDIE MAS NS9374[1]  NS935741 
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1656 RS58/10 f.96 Archibald Glen in Candie  
1660 RS58/12 f.311 all and haill the ffourtie schilling land in Morrowingsyde callit the Midlequarter--- all and 

haill the just and equal half of all and haill that part and portioun of the lands of Neuk 
Seatries and Maltplum callit Cannye and Burnpyke holdinge of the airs of the deceist 
Walter Ros of Neuk 

1671 RS59/4 f.262 John Reid in Candie 
1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 

Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside to Mealings Place or Quarter and that with peats, elding 
or others to their lands of Reidfuird Nethertoun and Candie, he always keeping his passage 
by the foot of Candiebrades to his said lands of Candie, and that they shall have no other 
road or way than that mentioned through said Andrew Dick's lands, and further said 
Andrew Dick binds himself and his foresaids to set the land water that runs east from 
Quarter by the east side of Jean's Aiker to alter the same and make it run by the west side 
of said Jean's Aiker and to refund to said Patrick Calder and his foresaids all damage they 
may sustain by suffering said water otherways to run than is before mentioned; for which 
causes said Patrick Calder for himself, his heirs, and successors, allows said Andrew Dick 
and his foresaids free ish and entry through his lands of Nathertoun by that road or way as 
said Patrick Calder and his foresaids and tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside to their lands of Neathertoun, Condie and Reidfuird with 
peats, elding or others, to their lands of Mealings Place and Quarter, he always keeping his 
passage by the east end of Condiebrades to foresaid lands, and that they shall have no other 
road through said Patrick Calder's lands; and further said Patrick Calder binds him and his 
foresaids to set the land water that runs south to the nether toun yeard and by the south side 
of said yard from the Blew butts Cockshill and Northbrades, to alter the same and make it 
run by the east or wester side of said Neathertoun yeard, and to refund to said Andrew Dick 
and his foresaids all damage they may sustain by suffering said water to run otherways 
than is before mentioned; and for that effect to set stones on each side of said burn, 
allowing said burn three-quarters of an ell for running thereof straight upon the march balk 
on both lands, the one half running upon him and the other half upon said Andrew Dick, 
and that if the water break out on other side both parties obliges them to make it equally to 
run upon equal expenses; as also said Patrick Calder renounces all right he has or can 
pretend to that moss called the long moss opposite said Andrew Dick's lands, except the 
casting of peats furth of the west end thereof as he has been formerly in use, but if hereafter 
said moss shall be found to be a part of said common muir of Morrowingside then said 
Patrick Calder and his foresaids after division of said muir shall have a proportional part of 
the said moss effeiring to his lands in that parish; and both parties bind them and their 
foresaids equally out of their lands to allow a sufficient quantity thereof for a burn gate on 
the north side of the dyke of Condie so far as their lands lie opposite by a straight line as 
the march stones run; all under penalty of £10 Scots on failure. Written by James Waston 
servitor to Henry Keir, writer in Linlithgow. Witnesses, said Henry Keir and James 
Wastoun Registered in the Sheriff Court Books of Stirling 21st March, 1709. 

1722 Binns 551 John Hay of Candie 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.3 John Hay, portioner of Candie 
1745 RS59/19 f.20 John Taylor tennant in Candie --- John Marchell in Drafine 
1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 

Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1762 RHP5366 A survey of the lands of Candy and Sike 
1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, Coxhill, & 

Easter Candy Head called Easter Candy 
1806 AOS 5288 part of the muir of Muiravonside called Wainrigg now Mosside effeiring to the lands of 

Easter Candy 
1817 Grassom Candie 
1823 GD171/2014 Candy 
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1847 RHP5368 Candie 
1860 OS Candie 
1912 CDS13 Candie House - James Watson 
CANDIEBRADES # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 

Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to Mealings Place or Quarter and that with peats, elding 
or others to their lands of Reidfuird Nethertoun and Candie, he always keeping his passage 
by the foot of Candiebrades to his said lands of Candie … allows said Andrew Dick and 
his foresaids free ish and entry through his lands of Nathertoun by that road or way as said 
Patrick Calder and his foresaids and tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the common 
muir of Morrowingside  to their lands of Neathertoun, Condie and Reidfuird with peats, 
elding or others, to their lands of Mealings Place and Quarter, he always keeping his 
passage by the east end of Condiebrades to foresaid lands, and that they shall have no 
other road through said Patrick Calder's lands 

 
cf Northbrades infra. 
CANDIE-END MAS NS9273 [1]  NS928737 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.76 William Burgess in Candiend  
1692 RS83/1 f.37.2 James Dick in Glensplace in liferent and David and James Dick his sones in fie, in the 

lands of Dykeraw and Candie end within the parish of Morrowingsyde belonging to 
Thomas Muir of Dykeraw, Registered on the  108th leaf of the said Register 

1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 
and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort 
and two acres in the Wainrigg 

1801 AOS 4185 part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss 
1801 AOS 4185 part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss 
1817 Grassom Candiend 
1860 OS Candie-end 
1943 VR 104 Candiend 
1970 OS Candie-end 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Candie-end 
CANDIEHEAD MAS NS9374 [1]  NS933740 
 
1653 RS58/9 f.205v Robert Burges in Candiehead 
1654 RS58/9 f.214 Robert Burges in Cannyhead 
1658 RS58/11 f.240v Comperit personalie upon the ground Robert Burgess in Candiehead and William Hie[mo] 

in Crowderland procurator and in name of Marione Rid spous to the said Robert --- James 
Gray in Kilmidowland 

1672 RS59/4 f.332 [460] Agnes Reid lawfull daughter to umquhill William Reid of Hemshoill --- contract of 
Marriage with John Reid portioner of Caniehead 

1673 RS59/5 f.102v Precept of Clare Constat --- William Rid in Hemsholl father of John Rid procreate between 
him and Jonet Ryllie --- five shilling land of Candieheid  

1674 GD332/14  John Rid in Candieheid  
1680 RS59/6 f.151v Hellen Gray daughter lawful to William Gray in Over Westquarter – contract of marriage 

between John Reid younger measonne portioner of Candiehead [witnesses to sasine] John 
Reid elder of Candiehead  

1691 RS83/1 f.31v.8 [L] Hendrie Reid, eldest lawful sone to John Reid, portioner of Candyhead and Janet 
Reid, his spouse, upon their contract of marriage of the lands of Candyhead & Nethertoun. 
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Registered on the  24th and 25th leaves of the said Register [John’s wife was Agnes Reid] 
[witnesses to sasine] John Reid measson in Linlithgow  

1692 RS83/1 f.39v.3 [L] Janet Talyeor spouse to Hendrie Reid, portioner of Candiehead, of the just and equal 
half of the lands belonging to him called Nethertoun. Registered on the  141st and 142nd 
leaves of the said Register 

1699 RS83/2/10.296 Candyhead: Hendry Reid son to John Reid portioner of Candiehead RS59/10 f.241 – f.242 
1715 RS59/13 f.245 Alexander Broun laufull son to the deceast John Broun portioner of Woodsyde for himself 

and as procurator for Agnes Reid his spouse laufull daughter to the deceast Hendry Reid of 
Candiehead --- All and haill the lands of Candiehead extending to twentie aikers or 
thereby with ane proportion of the Common Muir of Morrowingsyde dividied mett off and 
marched for the lands of Candiehead extending to thrie aikers tuo rudes tuentie three falls 
and fyve elns of arrable ground and of moss ane aiker and eleven falls [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Black in Hairstains 

1755 Roy Cannyhead 
1787 AOS 1128 John Taylor, portioner Candyhead, - in part of Fenenridge, Woodside, and 1/5 part of 

Drumbrother Moss called back of Candie & Fanenridge; lands called Wauch’s Houses, 
parish of Muiravonside 

1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, Coxhill, & 
Easter Candy Head called Easter Candy 

1801 AOS 4185 5s land of Easter Candyhead being part of Hempshole 
1817 Grassom Candiehead 
1847 RHP5368 Candy Head 
1860 OS Candyheart 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Candyhead 
 
CANDIEHILL # MAS NS8374 [2] 
 
1713 CRS Candiehill 
 
CANDIESIDE # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1749 GD332/92  Extract Registered Tack, dated at Nethertown, by Patrick Calder of Reidfoord to Thomas 

Allan, in Glensplace, of that portion of land called the Candieside, consisting of 42 rigs, 
bounded by the lands of Syke on the west and south, the other lands of said Patrick Calder 
on the east, and the Common Loan on the north, with houses, biggings, yards and 
pertinents, all in the parish of Muiravenside  for 13 years from entry as follows, viz., to the 
arable land at Martinmas last and to the houses and grass at Whitsunday thereafter; with 
liberty to said Thomas Allan to cast divots upon the Common Loan belonging to said 
Patrick Calder lying at the head of the easter piece of the lands of Whitstonedge as the 
same is excepted out of William Bryce's tack of said lands of Whitestonedge, with ways for 
leading said divots from said loan to Candieside, as also liberty to cast peats yearly in that 
moss called Drumbrother moss belonging to said Patrick Calder and ways for leading the 
same to Candieside, as also with liberty to cast 200 divots yearly upon the wainridge and 
ways for leading the same; and said Thomas Allan binds himself to pay a yearly rent of 
£42 Scots by equal portions one half at Whitsunday and the other at Martinmas as from 
Whitsunday first; said Thomas Allan to labour the lands orderly and regularly and to carry 
his grindable corns to the Nuick miln and pay multure and services used and wont; the 
houses to be left as they are now in a habitable condition, the master paying for any great 
timber that shall be needed thereto; the tenant in the master's option to have land to lay his 
dung on the year after his removal or payment for the dung at the sight of two birlaymen; 
the tenant in his option on 6 weeks' notice to be free of his tack at the end of the first three, 
six and nine years; and as the tenant has at his entry received 30 bags of lime without 
payment, he binds himself to leave the like quantity upon the lands in case only he shall 
remove before the second freedom hereof; all under penalty by the party failing of £5 
Sterling. Witnesses, John Taylor, in Woodside, and William Marshall, in Breadhead, and 
Peter Taylor, in Nethertown, Henry Waddell, writer in Edinburgh (by whom the tack is 
written), and John Stephen, servant to Robert Nimmo in Nethertown. Registered in the 
Books of Council and Session 29th April, 1754. 20/5/1749 

CANDIELANDS # MAS NS9374 [3] 
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1634 RS58/6 f.185 and also all and haill the equal half of all and haill the lands called Kanyelandis and 
Burnepyk pertaining to the lands of Nwk Settreisand Maltplwme lying in the barony of 
Morwynsyd, barony of Melvill and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1666 RS59/2f 224 upon the lands of Caynnielands and Burnpyck --- the lands of Neuk --- [witnesses to 
sasine] Henry Tailyor in Caymure John Rid there and James Burges in Pollworthtrie 

1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 
and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 
Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 lands called Cannylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & Waughshouses, and Syke with part of 
Cannyside, & part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss, three fourth 
parts of the Hill of Muiravonside and one fourth part of the said Hill called Barrieswalls – 
5s land of Easter Candyhead being part of Hempshole 

CANDIESIDE # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 

and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 
Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 lands called Cannylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & Waughshouses, and Syke with part of 
Cannyside,  

CASTLEBRIDGES # MAS NS9074 [3] 
 
1714 RS59/13 f.160 James Russell in Easter Waltoun of Castlecary for himself and in name of Elizabeth 

Russell  his spouse and John and James Russell their sons having and holding ane 
fewferme chartor of alienation granted be the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that part 
and portion of of Morrowingsyde Muir called the Gray Rig with the moss and pasturage as 
the samen is presently marched lying and bounded in maner afterspecifiet viz beginning at 
the march stone upon the south syd of the Furmoss straight south the line to the north syd 
of Manuellfouls baronie and then west tuentie five falls to the north west marchstone of the 
barony of Manuellfouls and then lying straight south Manuellfouls into the midle of the 
boig east from the Castlebridges then west to the run of the watter from Manuellfoulls 
march to the marchstone sett on the south east rienke of the Castlebridges from that west 
the slunking of the moss to Boogstoun march from that to the march stone on the south 
west syd of the Croscroes from one marchstone to another in a straight line over the Cros 
and the Gray rig to the march stone standing on the north syd of the Gray Rig from that 
straight to the myre in the midle of the west and then straight to the star bush at the Duke of 
Hamiltouns march stone at the west end of the Beaty Rig from thence straight to the march 
stone standing in the slack of Craigmadd and thence turning east the Duke of Hamiltouns 
march into the march stone in the Firr Moss from thence south east to the forsaid first 
marchston upon the south syde of the firmoss with ways and passages thereto 

CASTLEHILL # MAS NS9575 [1]  NS957756 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.397 Castlehill 
1798 CHA A1064 Castlehill 
1813 RHP9210 Castlehill 
1860 OS Castlehill 
1912 CDS13 Castlehill - Farm - Peter Scott 
1930 CHA A1064 Castlehill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Castlehill 
 
See:  Archaeological Sites and Monuments of Falkirk District, 1979, No 115 
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CASTLEHILL MAS NS9778 [1]  NS973782 
 
1860 OSNB Castlehill - A small elliptical hill, one of a series of fortified eminences said to have 

formerly existed in this locality.  On the summit of this hill are three very plainly marked 
platforms with steep slopes forming a semi ellipses, and evidently arteficial but there are 
no existing remains to indicate that a Castle or any other building has stood here. Stone 
Coffins, in the Statistical Account of the Parish, are said to have been found here, but no 
information can be obtained to confirm this statement, and from the present appearance of 
the hill it is very doubtful if any excavation sufficiently deep for the discovery has been 
made on it since the fortifications were constructed.  

 
see RCAHMS, Stirlingshire Inventory, ii No 504, p.422 
CAUSEWAYEND MAS NS9675 [1]  NS961759 
 
1786 AOS 903 Causwayend 
1803 AOS 4582 Causwayend  
1817 Grassom Causeyend 
1852 CHA A1064 Causwayend 
1880 SC4/3/4/124 Causwayend 
COLLIER HOUSES # MAS NS9377 [1]  NS932772 
 
1817 Grassom Collier Houses 
COMPSTON MAS NS9575 [1]  NS957759 
 
1457 ER ix p.666 Cummystoun 
1496 RMS ii 2313 [L] Cummystoun alias nuncupatas Manwell-rig 
1502 RMS ii 2641 [L] Cummystoun alias nuncupatarum Manwell-rig 
1502 Collegiate 4 Carta ecclefie collegiate Sanfte Trinitatis prope Edinburgh fuper terris de le Powis de Erth 

et de Cummystoun. 
Jacobus Dei gracia rex Scotorum omnibus probis hominibus tocius terre fue clericis et 
laicis falutem • Sciatis quia nobis clare conftat quod deuoti oratores noftri prebendarii et 
capellani noftre ecclefie collegiate Sanfte Trinitatis prope Edinburgh ex conqueftu 
quondam nobiliffime noftre progenitricis et auie Marie regine Scocie ipforura fundatricis 
terrarum de le Powis de Erth cum molendino granorum earundem et terrarum de 
Cummystoun alias nuncupatarum Manwell-riggis cum molendinis fullonum earundem 
cum fuis pertinenciis iacencium infra vicecomitatum noftrum de Striueling in poffeffione 
exiftunt pro fiaftentacione et celebracione vnius mifle cotidie cum cantico nuncupate miffe 
Beate Marie infra dictum collegium • et quod carte euidencie confirmacionis et 
mortificacionis que ipforum predecefforibus de prefatis terris et molendinis cum 
pertinenciis fafte fuerunt ad prefens acquiri nequiunt feu inueniri per aliquas diligencias aut 
labores quos ipfi impendere valent • ...............apud Edinburgh decimo oftauo die menfis 
Aprilis anno Domini milleftmo quingentefimo fecundo et regni noftri decimo quarto.  [see 
Note below] 

1515 Collegiate 13 Item idem prepofitus dedit in a propine to Dauid Betoun xliiii Franche crovnis or we gat 
our new confirmacioun and mortificacioun of our landis of the Powis Cumistoun and 
Manwell [No. 4.] and the poffeffioun of the famyn grete fele without gret labouris and coft 
to keip it fra fewfetting till courteouris and vthir inconuenientis apperand for the tyme. 

1533 Johnsoun 62 Thomas Balye of Coomstoun 
1569 Johnsoun 826 David Grintoun in Compstoun made in favour of his children, Robert, William and 

Isabella. They were to receive ‘his steading of Compstoun lying in the barony of Manuel 
and sheriffdom of Striveling, together with the crop growing thereon, and 6 oxen, 6 cows, 
2 old oxen, 2 horses, 75 sheep and 29 lambs pastured on the said steading, and also 
inspracht and outspracht whatsoever. 

1572 Johnsoun 875 James Crauffurd, son and heir apparent of William Crauffurd in Gompstoun 
1578 Collegiate 103 Preceptum fafine per magiftrum Robertum Pont prepofitum pro Jacobo Foules tanquam 

filio et herede quondam magiftri Henrici Foules de Colintoun qui obiit veftitus ad fidem 
regis de terris de Comftoun cum molendino fullonum iacentibus in baronia de Manwell 
infra vicecomitatum de Striuiling • Apud collegium 6 Aprilis 1578. 

1590 Pont Cumstoun 
1609 Retour 68 [L] Compstoun 
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1623 RS58/3 f.35v [L] David Grintoune in Compostoune 
1626 RS58/3 f.413v [L] Robert Grintoune in Compstoun and Patrick Grintoune in Bowhous, baillie in that 

part, David Aikenhead, burges of the burgh of Edinburgh, [----] Edward, Patrick Eleis, 
William Reid and Andrew Ainslie, bailies of the said burgh, feued all and haill the equal 
half of the lands of Campstoun with houses [etc] occupied by Robert and lying in the 
barony of Mannell and in th sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] Alexander 
Crawfurd in Mannellmyln, Patrick Grintoune in Campstoune, Robert Grintoune, 
[lamond?], there, and William Grintoune, his son 

1630 RS58/5 f.60v [L] Thomas Dalzell of Binnis and George Willie his servant, procurator for Jonete Bruce 
spouse of the said Thomas  --- Alexander Crawfuird in Manuall as baillie in that part --- of 
all and haill the equal half of the lands of Compstoune with houses [etc] which the late 
Robert Grintoun occupied lying in the barony of Manuall and sheriffdom of Stirling [they 
seem to be buying it from the burgesses of Linlithgow] 

1645 Binns 227 Combstoun 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v Robert Brounes hous in Compstoune 
1648 Binns 232 Cumpstane 
1659 CRS Henry Aitken in Compstoune, par. of Morrowinsyde 
1667 Binns 284 Cumpstown 
1667 GD332/8  Patrick Calder of Cumpstowne  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.124 Patrick Callder of Comptstoun 
1688 RS83/1 f.14v.9 Robert Fisher, son to John Fisher in Torphichen Mylne, and Helen Younger, his spouse, of 

ane merkland in Camstoune. Registered on the  257th and 258th leaves of the said 
Register. [RS59/7 has - Compstowne] 

1703 RS83/2/11.215 Compston [Alexander, a flesher, was in residence there in 1703 when he and his wife, 
Katherine Learmonth, along with their son, John, bought a portion of Over Gillandersland; 
Muirside] RS59/11 f.229 – f.230 

1724 SC67/67/6 f.36 Andrew Dick of Compstoun 
1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  the mill called the New-Mill of Compston, mill lands thereof, and astricted multures of the 

same;  part of the lands of Compston, consisting of 18 acres or thereby, 16 of which have 
been lately inclos'd with a stone dyke 

1783 AOS 309 Robert Waddell of Crawhill, seised in parts of Muiravonside on disp. by John Dick of 
Compstoun. P.R. 27.376 

1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 
of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1787 AOS 1087 parts of Compstown called Newhouse & Easter and Wester Droffins, parish of 
Muiravonside 

1801 AOS 4194 Compston 
1802 AOS 4303 one merk land of Compston or Hungryhill now called New Park 
1817 Grassom Campston 
1912 CDS13 Compston - James Durie 
1971 OS Compston 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Compston 
 
Note: tenure of the lands forming the Estate of Muiravonside in the County of Stirling belonging to Andrew Stirling 

Esq. of Muiravonside.  March 1883: [4] The half of the lands of Compston and Mill thereof; the merkland of 
Compston called Hungryhill and part of the lands of Compston called Newhouse and Easter and Wester Draffins 
in the parish of Muiravonside. Held of the Magistrates of the City of Edinburgh as representing Trinity Hospital, 
Edinburgh. 

 
cf Comiston, Colinton MLO; Commieston, Montrose; Cumstone, Lockerbie; Cumstoun KCD 
    Compstone, Galloway [PNG 76] 
COMPSTON MILL # MAS NS9575 [2] 
 
1502 Collegiate 4 terrarum de Cummystoun alias nuncupatarum Manwell-riggis cum molendinis fullonum 

earundem cum fuis pertinenciis iacencium infra vicecomitatum noftrum de Striueling 
1578 Collegiate 103 Preceptum fafine per magiftrum Robertum Pont prepofitum pro Jacobo Foules tanquam 

filio et herede quondam magiftri Henrici Foules de Colintoun qui obiit veftitus ad fidem 
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regis de terris de Comftoun cum molendino fullonum iacentibus in baronia de Manwell 
infra vicecomitatum de Striuiling • Apud collegium 6 Aprilis 1578. 

1653 GD332/7   John Fisher, son of Robert Fisher, in Newmylne  
1654 RS58/9 f.272 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Crawford of 

Mannell Mill and Jonet Ross his spouse --- half of the lands of Compston with the Wallke 
Mille now corne mill thairof and mill lands  

1658 RS58/12 f.55 John Fischar in Newmylne of Campstoune 
1698 RS83/2/11   Jean Ross spouse to John Ross of Neuk of the half of the lands of Compston with the 

mylne [RS59/10 f.11]  
1698 RS83/2/12 Compston Mill [RS59/10 f.13] 
1699 RS83/2/264 Compston Mill [RS59/10 f.216 – f.217] 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v All and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his half of the lands of Cumpstoun with the 

Walkmiln and Corn Mill commonly called the New Miln --- disponed be Robert 
Hamiltoun in Hungry Hill all lying within the barrony of Manuellfouls 

1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  the mill called the New-Mill of Compston, mill lands thereof, and astricted multures  of  
the same 

1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 
of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1800 AOS 3878 [dealing with an agreement amongst owners of properties in Muiravonside]: John Dick of 
Compston, as proprietor of High Croft or Bogfield [Alexander MacLeod dispones the 
thirlage etc. of Newmiln of Compston from their respective lands] 

1801 AOS 4194 Compston Mill 
 
COTTER ROW # MAS NS9575 [1]  NS958759 
 
 
1860 OS Cotter Row 
1910 AD15/10/130   Precognition against Peter Miller for the crime of rape at Cotter Row, Muiravonside Loan, 

Muiravonside parish, Stirlingshire - RelatedRecord RHP140028  
1947 OS Cotter Row 
COURTHILL # MAS NS9676 [2] 
 
1619 RS58/1 f.106v [L] Thomas Merschell in Courthill 
1623 RS58/3 f.35v [L] Robert Hart in Courthillis 
1633 CRS Alexander Ingram, wobster in Courthill of Morinsyde 
1635 RS58/6 f.260 Thomas Merchell in Courthillis, Patrick Merchell his son  
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] Alexander Ingrwm in Curthill  
1638 CRS  Alexander Ingram in Courthill of Morinsyde 
1645 RS58/8 f.107v Patrick Merschell in Courthill 
1652 RS58/9 f.46 Patrick Merschell in Courthill 
1653 RS58/9 f.204 Patrick Marshall in Wester Courthills 
1656 RS58/11 f.2 John Grintoun in Courthill 
1666 CRS John, son to umquhile Alexander Ingrum, in Court Hills, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1714 RS59/13 f.172 James Cairns in Court Hall  
1718 E644/1/14 Courthill 
COXHILL MAS NS9374 [1]  NS939746 
 
1562 GD332/1   Sasine, dated 16 November 1562, given by John Ros in Tartrewane as bailie of James Lord 

Ross of Halkheid and Melvile in favour of John Tailzeour of the one-fourth part of the half 
of the one-eighth part of the £10 lands of Morovinside called Cokishill now occupied by 
said John Tailzeour following on charter by said Lord Ross, dated at Melvile 13 November 
1562; witnesses to charter, Mr Alexander Mauchane advocate, John Mayne, his servitor, 
John Lawsone and Alan Wauch in Morvinside. Witnesses to sasine, William Merschell in 
Cokishil Archibald Tailzeour James Gryntoun Peter Leirmonth in Crahill, Henry Ross and 
James Martyne. Notary, George Freir M.A.  16/11/1562   

1562 Johnsoun 409 William Merschell in Cokishill,  
1567 Johnsoun 521 William Merschell of Cokkishill 
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1575 GD332/2  Charter by John Tailzeour of Cokishill whereby in implement of marriage-contract, dated 
at Linlithgow 30 June, 1575, between Jonet Gryntoun his mother, and him, on the one part, 
and John Rob in Craigend of Slamannane muir, and Agnes Rob his daughter, on the other 
part, said John Tailzeour grants in liferent to said `Janet'  his spouse, his lands of Cokishill  
as described above; dated at Cokishill  8 July, 1575; witnesses, John Ross of Newik David 
Young of Sommerhous  William Mershell  of Cokishill and Andrew Ker [Kerr], notary. 
[Tag; seal gone]. 8/7/1575  

1577 Johnsoun 634     Edward Marshall in Cokkishill --- Henry Marshall in Cokkishill, 
1633 RS58/6 f.40 Peter Duncan in Cokishill  
1633 RS58/6 f.72v John Tailzeour in Colchishill Peter Duncan there  
1633 GD332/4 Sasine, dated 25 October 1633, given by Robert Ross of Weitschott, as bailie of James 

Lord Ross of Halkheid in favour of John Tailzeour in Cokishill as lawful son and nearest 
heir of deceased John Tailzeour in Cokishill of the above lands of Cokishill proceeding on 
precept of clare constat by said Lord Ross, as superior. Precept written by Peter Robertson, 
servitor to Robert to Robert Ker sheriff and town clerk of Linlithgow, dated at Edinburgh 
25 January, 1633; witnesses Robert Hamilton, servitor to said Robert Ker and Mr Andrew 
Ker his son. Witnesses to sasine, Henry Reid, in Hemishoill, Peter Duncan, in Cokishill 
William Dick and William Wairdein his servants. Notary, Mr Andrew Ker Registered in 
the Particular Register of Sasines for Stirling 28 October 1633. 25/10/1633 

1644 GD332/5 Sasine, dated 3 September, 1644, given by John Tailzeour to his spouse, Jonet Tailzeour in 
liferent, of above lands of Cokishill in terms of marriage-contract betwixt them, dated 
[blank], 16[blank]. Witnesses to sasine, John Clerk, in Coxhill, Robert Clerk, his son, John 
Tailzeour in Lugibrae and Robert Tailzeour his brother, in Drumbuey-burne Notary, 
Patrick Main. Registered in the Particular Register of Sasines for Stirling 23 September, 
1644. 3/9/1644 

1644 RS58/8 f.82v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Tailzeor portioner of 
Coxhill and Jonet Tailzeor his spouse [witnesses to sasine] John Tailzeor in Lugibrea and 
Robert Tailzeor in Drumbuey Burne his brother  

1653 RS58/9 f.143 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Duncane in 
Coxhill and Heline Clark his spous --- all and haill the just and equall half of all and haill 
the thrid pairt of that aught pairt of the ten pund land of Morovingsyd callit Hemsholl --- 
all and haill ane  fourth part of ane halfe of aught pairt of all and sundrie the said ten pund 
land of old extent of Morovingsyd caled Coixhill 

1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 
Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft amd the other in Pundfauld --- Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 

1670 GD332/9   Precept of clare constat by George Lord Ross of Halkheid and Melvill as superior, directed 
to Walter Scott of St. Leonards, as bailie, for infefting Robert Arthur, portioner of 
Ballcastell  grandson (nepos) of deceased Agnes Tailzeour  spouse of deceased Robert 
Arthur of Balcastell  and sister-lawful of deceased John Tailzeour  granduncle of said 
Arthur, and John Marshall, eldest lawful son of John M., in Blairmucks, procreated betwixt 
his and deceased Elizabeth Neilsone only lawful daughter of deceased John Neilsone in 
Muckraw, precreated betwixt him and deceased Katherine Tailzeour  also lawful sister of 
said deceased John Tailzeour  granduncle of said John Marshall, as two of the heirs-
portioners in two parts of the three parts of the one-fourth part of half of the eighth part of 
the £10 lands of Morowingsyd called Coxhill. Written by John Grahame servitor to Mr 
Andrew Ker  clerk of Linlithgow; dated at Edinburgh 23 June, 1670; witnesses said Mr 
Andrew Ker  and John Dick, in Midlequarter.  23/6/1670   

1686 GD332/18   Charter of confirmation by Andrew Ross of Neuck, baron of the barony of Morvingsyd and 
superior of the lands thereof, of Disposition and Sasine thereon dated 18 November, 1670, 
granted by William Scot in Manuall to John Tailzour, in Coxhill, and Christian Tailzour, 
his spouse, and survivor, of Coxhill as described in Precept of clare constat, 23 June, 1670, 
supra; to be held of said Andrew Ross in feu-farm for payment of 25s. yearly as two-thirds 
of 37s. 6d. in name of feufarm duty payable by equal portions at Whitsunday and 
Martinmas, with suits of court at the three head courts of Neuck and thirlage to Neuck 
milne. Written by William Bell, clerk of the burgh of Linlithgow. Dated at Neuick 8 
February, 1686.  8/2/1686 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.28v James Binnie in Koxhill 
1731 GD332/95 Writs of Coxhill and Glensplace. 1731-1765 
1770 GD332/97 Bonds, tacks and estate papers, writs of Coxhill. 1770-1789 
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1778 CS228/B/6/23 John Binnie, son of David Binnie, portioner, Coxhill v His Creditors: Cessio Bonorum 
1778 

1786 AOS 795 parts of Coxhill called Geelocks Dykes. P.R. 29.49 
1789 AOS 1507 Coxhill, parish of Muiravonside  
1791 GD332/98 Bonds, tacks and estate papers, writs of Coxhill. 1791-1797 
1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, Coxhill, & 

Easter Candy Head called Easter Candy 
1817 Grassom Coxhill 
1823 GD171/2014 Coxhill 
1847 RHP5368 Cockshill 
1860 CS285/378 David Turner. sometime Coxhill now Candiehead, Parish of Muiravonside: Appeals 

Resolutions of Creditors Petition 1860 
1860 OS Coxhill  
1862 CS318/5/354 David Turner, Coxhill, Stirlingshire, Farmer 1862 
c. 1924 RHP42236 Plan of part of Coxhill, showing coal pit: 
1938 RHP10000/SG271  Plan of all the coal and mines of coal under lands of Redford, Coxhill etc 1938 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Coxhill 
 
Note: Cokishill 16c – RH6/3304 
CRAIGEND MAS NS9375 [1]  NS932756 
 
1653 RS58/9 f.142v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Agnes Dick, lawfull 

daughter to Johne Dick of Bankheid having and holding in thair handis ane precept of 
sasine underwrittin --- equall half of all and haill the twentie shilling land of old extent 
callet the Wester Roume of Madustowne --- contract of marriage --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Dick in East Crages  

1657 RS58/11 f.143 Comperit personalie upon the ground --- Alexander Mitschell in Madustoune immediate 
younger brother and air  to the deceist William Mitscell lauful son to the deceist Eduard 
Mitschell in Over Gillandersland – Precept of Clare Constat from Earl of Callendar --- 
Alexander Boig of Boigstoun his baillie --- just and equall half of all and haill ane twentie 
shilling land of all and haill that part and portioune of the ten pund land of the barony of 
Hayning lyand beneath the mure callit the Wester Roume of Madustoune of old possest be 
the deceist [blank] and thairefter for a long space desolat and not laboured and north and 
south of the samyne and that part and portioune of the northland of Madustoune somtyme 
possest be the deceist George Robertsoune and now be the said Alexander and his  tenents 
with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] James Mitschell in Keanmuire 

1674 RS59/5 f.126v [L] Elizabeth Marshell lawful and nearest heir of the late Alexander Marshell of Over 
Madistoun her father procreated between him and the late Agnes Dick – Precept of Clare 
Constat  from Alexander Earl of Callendar --- all and haill that twenty shilling land of the 
ten pound land of the barony of Hayning lying within the muir and known as the Wester 
Rowme of Madastoune  

1678 RS59/5 f.422 Jonnet Dick relict of umquhill Alexander Marshell of Craigend --- lands of Quarrellhead 
with houses [etc]  

1684 SC67/67/2 f.79v John Mitchell of Craigend 
1723 Macfarlane f.395 the house of Craigend alias Mitchell 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.56v John Wastoun of Craigend 
1752 Livingston p.320 Mitchell 
1788 AOS 1324 part of the barony of Haining called Wester Room of Maddiston now called Craigend, 

parish of Muiravonside  
1780 RHP1537 Craigend 
1782 AOS 148 John  Marshall, son of Alexander Marshall, tenant, Craigend, as heir to John Marshall of 

Easter Crownerland, his uncle, seised in part of the barony of Manuelfoulis called Easter 
Crownerland; on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoullis ; P.R. 27.99 

1817 Grassom Craigend  
1826 RHP6338 Craigend 
1860 OS Craigend  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigend 
CRAIGMAD MAS NS9075 [1]  NS902753 
 
1673 Murray i p.222 Craigmad 
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1714 RS59/13 f.160 from thence straight to the march stone standing in the slack of Craigmadd and thence 
turning east the Duke of Hamiltouns march into the march stone in the Firr Moss from 
thence south east to the forsaid first marchston upon the south syde of the firmoss with 
ways and passages thereto 

1716 RS59/13 f.430 all and haill these fourty acres of arable land lying upon Craigmadrig bounded as follows 
Viz the lands feud be the said Earl of Linlithgow upon the west the lands belonging to John 
Dick of Compstoun and Thomas Crawford of Manuelmiln upon the south and east and the 
Fir Moss upon the north side together with eight acres of moss upon the south side of the 
said moss called the Fir Moss [witnesses to sasine] John Hay in Sharpsbanks 

1721 RS59/14 f.292v Easter and Wester Gardrum Darnridge Lochbank, three acres at Craigmadie and Miln of 
Elridge 

1740 RS59/18 f.46 William Grindlay of Haggs of Bankier and Margaret Russell eldest lawful daughter to 
James Russell of Craigmad and now spouse to William --- parts and portions of land 
commonly called Haggs and Garrengrew 

1788 AOS 1344 James Russell of Blackbraes – Craigmadridge, parish of Muiravonside  
1799 AOS 3789 Craigmad 
1811 AOS 6731 Righead & part of Toppylands – Craigmite Moss  
1860 OS Craigmad 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigmad 
 
     Knockmade Hill NS3561; Craigmaddie Muir NS5876; Craiginmoddie NX3098 
     Maddy Moss NN9201: Moss Maud NO6299 
CRAIGMEADOW # MAS NS9576 [2] 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.250v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Edward Merschell in 

Over Gillandersland having in his hand a charter from Isac Bard in Nather Gillandersland -
-- all and haill those parts and portions of the barony of Hayning commonly called Nather 
Gillandersland --- part and portion of the land disponit commonly known as the Blackbut --
- and that part of Over Gillandersland known as Craigmiddow --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Edward Merschell in Eastbowis and Peter Learmonth son of Peter Learmonth in Crowhill 

CROOKS # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1699 RS83/2/295 a little piece of ground of Coxhill called the Cruiks; lands of Nethertoun alias Hemmishoil 

being part of the 10 lib land of Morrowingsyde; Patrick Calder is named as the eldest 
lawful son of Patrick Calder of Ridfuird; Syke RS59/10 f.240 – f.241 

1741 GD332/73  together with the little piece of ground of Coxhill called the Creeks, 23/5/1741 
1794 AOS 2793 Crooks 
CROFTCANDIEHEAD MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1612 CRS John Ryllie, son of James Ryllie in ‘Troscandiehead’  
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] William Burges in Dyckraw as procurator for John Bollog merchant burgess of the 

burgh of Edinburgh son and heir of thelate Walter Bollog in Croftandieheid and Henry 
Glen in Glensplaice, baillie in that part and there the said William Burges having in his 
hand a Precept of Clare Constat of all and haill an annualrent --- John Dik in Bankend --- 
parts of the lands of Morewinsyde commonly called the Midle Quarter --- in the barony of 
Morwansyd [witnesses to sasine] Robert Broune in Wodsyde and John Rid in Midlequarter 
otherwise called Maillingis Plaice 

CROSSCROES # MAS NS9174 [1]  NS913748 
 
1710 GD332/54  begins at the said westmost and northmost march stone of the barony of Morrowingside  

and from thence running straight north, northwest over the east end of the Crosscrews to 
the southside of the little Grayrige where there is a hewn march stone infixed  

1714 RS59/13 f.160 to the march stone on the south west syd if the Croscroes from on marchstone to another 
in a straight line over the Cros and the Gray rig to the march stone standing on the north 
syd of the Gray Rig  

1726 RS59/15 f.1 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Russell eldest lawful 
son to  James Russell of Grayrig and also Katrine Grinton eldest lawful daughter to John 
Grinton of Muirside --- holding and Contract of Marriage --- All and Heall the just and 
equal half of his lands of Grayrig and Corscroys 

1806 AOS 5299 Crosscroes, Muiravonside 
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1817 Grassom Crosscross 
1860 OS Crosscroes 
 
Cf Crows, Galloway [PNG 95] 
CROSSRIG # MAS NS9173 [1]  NS912739 
 
1714 GD170/196 Crossrig 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.17 James Drum in Crossrige 
1739 RS59/17 f.395 Janet Chalmers lawfull daughter to Robert Chalmers tennent in Ruchrig now spouse to 

William Morrison portioner of Crossrig and Drumbrother – [witnesses to sasine] James 
Morrison tennant in Tilliflats, James Morrison tennant in Hairmyres 

1745 RS59/19 f.5 Corsridge --- parish of Muiravonside  
1752 Laing 3189 5 acres of land lying on the Crossrig, on the south side thereof, the moor formerly of 

James Black on the north and east, the moor some time of James Ade on the west, and the 
mosses some time of Kais Bryce and James Black on the south; also the half of Beiddyke 
and the pasturage of the other half of the said moss, and which 5 acres and moss are those 
parts of the muir of Muiravonside which on its division were allotted to the heritor of the 
4s 5d land of Beiddyke, part of the £10 land of Ballinbrich in lieu of his servitude of 
grazing and fuel over the said moor – all lying in the barony of Haining, now barony of 
Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling ; to be held in feu for 17 shillings yearly feu duty, 
being the whole feu-duty for the said 4 shilling 5 penny land but saving always to the 
grantee his right of relief against the heritor of the other parts of the said land; the grantee 
and his heirs to bring their grain to the mill of Ballinbrich. 

1753 RS59/20 f.141 James Black of Lynmiln of all and haill five aikers of land in Crossridge on the southside 
thereof --- also the just and equal half of the Moss of Beadike upon the east side thereof  

1755 Roy Cross Rig 
1796 AOS 3254 Crossrig in Haining  
1817 Grassom Crossrigg 
1828 C2/188/30/174 Crossrig 
 
OS depicts this place as Wester Greencraig. 
CROWNERLAND # MAS NS9676 [1]  NS965763 
 
1460 RMS ii 747 [L] Crounerland 
1495 RMS ii 2218 [L] Crownareland 
1501 RSS i 638 Crowarland 
1531 RMS iii 987 [L] Crounerland 
1533 RMS iii 1254 Crownarland 
1540 RMS iii 2165 [L] and which lands lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling are incorporated into the free 

barony of Manwell-Foulis and ordaining the manor place of Crownerlandis as the 
principal dwelling house thereof 

1575 Johnsoun 923 John Shaw in Kronarland  
1577 Johnsoun 634     John Crawfurd in Cronarland in Morwinsyde  
1590 Pont Croonersland 
1609 Retour 68 [L] Cromerlandis 
1610 RMS vii 232 [L] Crownerlandis 
1628 RS58/4 f.142v [L] Thomas Dalzell of Manerstoune --- Jonete Bruce his spouse, and William Hamiltoune, 

merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that part for Robert Hamiltoune, --- 
all and haill the lands of the said Robert – the lands of Manullrig and Crounerland alias 
Manuelfoulis with manor house, biggins [etc]  --- the equall half of the lands of 
Comistoune --- John Grintoune in Hungriehill --- the Waulkmill [molendini fulloni] of 
Compstoune with the mill lands, --- lying in the said barony of Manuelfoullis and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] James Broune, blacksmith [fabro ferraris] in 
Crounerland, James Ker, blacksmith in Manuell [for the mill lands] Robert Dissingtoune, 
miller there  

1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] James Scott in Crowderland 
1636 RMS ix 620 Crunerland 
1637 CRS James Broun in Cromerland 
1644 Retour 180 [L] Cromerland 
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1654 RS58/9 f.232 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr Andrew Ker, Clerk of 
Linlithgow and Robert Andrew as procurator in the name of Marione Bell spouse to the 
said Andrew Ker --- charter of Vendition and alienation made given and granted be Mr 
Thomas Rige of Aithernie, heritale proprietor of the lands and uthers underwritten ---- all 
and haill those parts and portions of the lands and baronie of Mannall Foulis callit the 
Hillhead of Crowderland and Eister Bowhouse 

1654 RS58/9 f.274 James Scott in Crouderland 
1656 RS58/11 f.2 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Forrestar at 

Compstoun milne --- chairtor of vendition and alienation from Alexander Levingstoun of 
Parkhall --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands and baronie of Manuell foulis 
called the Cruderland with houses [etc] --- bounded betwixt the landsof Haining on the 
west and north and aiker of the foresaidis landis possest be the said Robert Forrestar on the 
west and Crudersland Burn on the south pairtis and sicklyk of all and heall those tuo aikers 
or thairby of croftland of the foursaidis landis of Cruderland lykwayes possest be the said 
Alexander Crawfurd and boundit betwixt the lands pertaining to Thomas Broun on the east 
and ane piece of the said Thomas his landis on the west pairtis with houses [etc] 

1656 RS58/11 f.3 Thomas Broun of Crutherland 
1656 RS58/11 f.4 Thomas Broune smith in Crowderland --- part and portion of --- Crowderland --- boundit 

betwixt the land of Hillheid on the south the said Thomas his owne lands one the west and 
Crowderland Burne one the northe and eist pairtis [witnesses to sasine] James Scott 
tailzeor in Crowderland 

1656 RS58/11 f.17 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Crawfurd of 
Manuallmylne --- lands of Manuelfoulles called Crouderland --- bounded betwixt 
Crouderland burne on the south the lands pertaining to Robert Forrestar  on the west The 
Kirk Burne and landis of Hayning on the northe and east  

1658 RS58/11 f.240v William Hie[mo] in Crowderland  
1663 CRS James Scott in Cromer-land 
1687 Retour 307 [L] Crownerland 
1699 RS83/2/10.262 Crownerland RS59/10 f.215 – f.216 
1699 RS59/10 f.215 ane discreit man John Fisher eldest lawful son and aire to the deceast John Fisher in 

Torphichen Mylne --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands and barronie of Mannellfouls called Crounerland with houses [etc] sometime 
possessed be Robert Fisher --- and sicklyke all and haill these tuo aikers of land or thairbye 
of the Maines of Crounerland 

1702 RS83/2/11.153 John Grintoun eldest lawfull son to John Grintoun of Maddiston and Janet Scot lawfull 
daughter to the deceast George Scot portioner of Easter Crownerland now spouse to John 
Grintoun younger  

1707 Sibbald Cronerland 
1719 RS59/14 f.58 William Fisher portioner of Crounerland  
1755 Roy Crowderland 
1762 SC4/3/1 Crownerland 
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1782 AOS 148 John  Marshall, son of Alexander Marshall, tenant, Craigend, as heir to John Marshall of 
Easter Crownerland, his uncle, seised in part of the barony of Manuelfoulis called Easter 
Crownerland; on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoullis ; P.R. 27.99 

1782 AOS 152 Robert Boyd of Parkhead, as heir to Robert Boyd, Minister, of Muiravonside, his uncle, & 
John Boyd, son of the said Robert Boyd, his cousin, seised in part of Manuelfoullis called 
Wester Crownerland & part of the common loan of Crownerland, parish of Muiravonside 
– on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis 

1800 AOS 3878 Crownerland 
1817 Grassom Crownland 
1860 OS Crownerland 
CROWNERLAND BURN MAS NS9676 [1] 
 
1654 RS58/9 f.234 all and haill that part and portion of the lands and baronie of Mannallfoulls callit 

Crowderland with houses [etc] --- as the same is boundit betwixt the burne called 
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Crowderland Burne on the south, the Greendyk and the lands of Henig on the north And 
commontie thence to the Lon Mouth and the ry yard and the yard possest be James Scott 
on the eist and from thence furthe the over the neuk dyke burne to the Neuk Dyke going 
into the same burne on the west presentlie possest and occupied be Thomas Faupe 

1656 RS58/11 f.2 Crudersland Burn on the south pairtis 
1656 RS58/11 f.4 Crowderland Burne one the northe and eist pairtis  
CROW PARK # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS945774 
 
1780 RHP1537 Crow Park 
CROY # MAS NS9377 [1]  NS931770 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.73 Robert Hay in Croy 
1817 Grassom Croy 
1855 SC4/3/2/5895 Croy 
1860 OS Croy 
1943 VR.342 Croy 
CURRYHILL # MAS NS9175 [1]  NS912756 
 
1747 RS59/19 f.207v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Curie of Curiehill 

immediate junior brother to John Curie as his lawful nearest heir having in his hands a 
precept from the chancelry directed to the the baillies of Stirling of all and haill the just and 
equal half of these fourty acres of land lying within Craigmadridge and bounded in manner 
following viz the lands belonging to the late James Earl of Linlithgow and Callander on the 
west, lands pertaining to John Dick of Compstone and Thomas Crawford of Manuel Miln 
on the south and east and the Fir Moss on the north and 8 acres of moss on the south side 
of the moss called the Fir Moss --- lying within the regality of Falkirk and parish of 
Muiravenside  

1755 Roy  Curry Hill 
1860 OS Curriehill 
1887 BPB, p.87   Curriehill Engine Sheds 
CUSHIE PARK # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS948772 
 
1780 RHP1537 Cushie Park 
CUT SHORT # MAS NS9273 [1]  NS928738 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 

Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort 
and two acres in the Wainrigg 

1762 RHP46233 Cutshort 
1847 RHP5368 Cut Short 
1943 VR 837 Cut Short 
DAVIDSTON # MAS NS9476 [1]  NS945763 
 
1629 RS58/4 f.278v John Crystiesone in Davidstoune, Agnes Clerksone spouse of the said John Crystiesone  
1687 RS83/1 f.13v.4 George Arthur of Rashiehill, James Arthur in Daviesone [this is a wadset of 

Gillmeadowland] Registered on the  232nd, 233rd and 234th leaves of the said Register. 
[RS59/7 has – the deceast James Gray of Gillmeadowland – the deceast Alexander Dick in 
Eastcraiges] 

1808 AOS 5871 parts of the lands of Maddiston called Northpark Ford - & Southpark ford or Davidston 
1814 VR Davidston 
 
cf Davidston, Chryston, Glasgow; Cromarty; Keith; Mauchline; Newtyle, Forfars. 
DOVE COTE PARK # MAS NS9477 [1] NS946773 
 
1780 RHP1537 Dove Cote Park 
DRAFFIN # MAS NS9575 [1]  NS950754 
 
1696 CH2/712 David Philp, weaver in Draphin 
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1745 RS59/19 f.20 John Marchell in Drafine 
1745 MI Dreffan 
1755 Roy Drawfinn 
1769 CHA A1064 John Marshall, tenant in Draffin 
1787 CHA A1064 part and portions of the lands of Compston called Easter and Wester Draffans 
1798 CHA A1064 Two parks called Draffins 
1802 AOS 4303 Draffin 
1813 RHP9210 Easter and Wester Draffins 
 
cf Draffan NS793452 
    Draffen, Coupar-Angus; NS425455 
    Driffinbeg NS485515 
 Draffin Castle FIF [PNF 3, 247] 
 
Note: The two fields, those lying immediately west of Castlehill farmhouse, are still recognisable today and have not 

changed in form since the late eighteenth century. 
DROUTHYHILL # MAS NS9272 [1]  NS929728 
 
1860 OS Drouthyhill 
DROVE LOAN  # MAS NS9176 [1] NS918763-921758  
 
1826 RHP6338  Drove Loan  
DRUMBOWIE MAS NS9274 [1]  NS924746 
 
1710 MCP Drumbowie 
1798 CHA A1064 Drumbowie Parks 
1813 RHP9210 Drumbowie 
1847 RHP5368 lands of Drumbowie 
1878 CRA Log-book for Drumbowie School 
1886 BPB Drumbowie School 
1912 CDS13 Drumbowie - David Stewart, farmer 
1930 CHA A1064 Drumbowie  
DRUMBOWIE BURN # MAS NS9274 [1] 
 
1644 GD332/5 John Tailzeour in Lugibrae and Robert Tailzeour his brother, in Drumbuey-burne  
DRUMBROIDER MAS NS9274 [1]  NS921741 
 
1710 MCP  Drumbrother Moss’ 
1738 RS59/17 f.324v John Bryce in Hairburn Knolls baillie in that part specially constitute --- James Black 

heritable propriotor of the part and portion of land aftermentioned tennant in 
Drumbroyder --- granted be Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballinbreich ---two 
parts and portions of land of the muir of Muiravonside --- bounded --- Kaemuirs muirland 
on the east the Hairburn Moss by pits and stones affixed there on the south  Kaise Bryce 
lands on the west and the Kings Street on the north and north west parts and all and haill 
the third part of the Moss of Drumbroyder belonging to the said Archibald Bryce for 
casting and winning peatts and turffs --- the pasturage of the said moss is disponed by the 
said Archibald Bryce to William Morrison in Greencraigs  

1739 RS59/17 f.395 Janet Chalmers lawfull daughter to Robert Chalmers tennent in Ruchrig now spouse to 
William Morrison portioner of Crossrig and Drumbrother – [witnesses to sasine] James 
Morrison tennant in Tilliflats, James Morrison tennant in Hairmyres 

1755 Roy Drumbrother 
1817 Grassom Drumbrother 
1855 SC4/3/2/5817 Drumbroider 
1855 SC4/3/2/5862 Drumbroider 
1860 OS Easter Drumbroider – Wester Drumbroider 
1860 OSNB Easter Drumbroider   A farmsteading one storey in height, tiled, slated, and in good 

repair, the property of Mr Alexr Calder, Hill 
1860 OSNB Wester Drumbroider   A row of cothouses consisting of three tenements one storey in 

height, tiled and in good repair, the property of  John Graham Esq, Redford, Muiravonside 
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1912 CDS13 Drumbroider - Alex. Calder 
1971 OS Drumbroider 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Drumbroider 
DRUMBROIDER MOSS MAS NS9174 [1] NS918742 
 
1710 MCP  Drumbrother Moss 
1738 RS59/17 f.324v John Bryce in Hairburn Knolls baillie in that part specially constitute --- James Black 

heritable propriotor of the part and portion of land aftermentioned tennant in Drumbroyder 
--- granted be Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballinbreich ---two parts and portions 
of land of the muir of Muiravonside --- bounded --- Kaemuirs muirland on the east the 
Hairburn Moss by pits and stones affixed there on the south  Kaise Bryce lands on the west 
and the Kings Street on the north and north west parts and all and haill the third part of the 
Moss of Drumbroyder belonging to the said Archibald Bryce for casting and winning 
peatts and turffs --- the pasturage of the said moss is disponed by the said Archibald Bryce 
to William Morrison in Greencraigs  

1781 AOS 114 William Bryce, as heir to Allan Bryce of Wester Hillhead, & Janet Bryce, his father and 
mother, & Elizabeth Marshall, his grandmother, seised in Wester Hillhead; half of 
Blackstone, parts of the Muir of Muiravonside, & and part of the Moss of Drumbroider, 
& one fifth part of Kenmuir, parish of Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by 
Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 27.47 

1787 AOS 1128 John Taylor, portioner Candyhead, - in part of Fenenridge, Woodside, and 1/5 part of 
Drumbrother Moss called back of Candie & Fanenridge; lands called Wauch’s Houses, 
parish of Muiravonside 

1817 AOS 8330 Hairstones with part of the Moss of Drumbroider  
1860 OSNB Drumbroider Moss - A small patch of moss land, the property of Mr Alexr Calder, Hill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Drumbroider - Drumbroider Moss 
DUMPERT # MAS NS9474 [2] 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 

Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft amd the other in Pundfauld --- Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 

DURAW # MAS NS9474 [3] 
 
1741 GD332/73 Renunciation by Agnes Marshall, relict of Patrick Calder of Reidfoord narrating that by 

Contract of Marriage betwixt them, dated 30th June, 1705, said Patrick bound himself to 
infeft her in liferent after his death in the lands of Nethertown alias Hemishale part of the 
£10 lands of Muiravenside together with the little piece of ground of Coxhill called the 
Creeks, with the liberty of a cartgate through Coxhill to the muir of Muiravenside together 
also with the proportional part of said muir pertaining to said lands, in which she was infeft 
by sasine dated 30th June and registered 20th August, 1705, as also that said Patrick by his 
Bond, dated 26th April, 1735, bound himself in infeft her in an additional liferent in the 
lands of Duraw, and that in like manner said Agnes Marshall by Contract of Marriage 
betwixt Patrick Calder of Reidfoord her only son, and Anna Waddell, his spouse, dated 
29th October and 1st November, 1739, not only consented to the liferent constituted by 
said Contract in favour of said Anna Waddell but also in regard said Agnes Marshall was 
infeft therein and was willing to renounce the same provided she received an equal liferent 
from her said son's other lands, which has been granted to her of this dated, therefore she 
renounces her liferent of the lands of Nethertown and others provided to her by said 
Contract, dated 30th June, 1705, and also said additional liferent in Bond dated 26th April, 
1735; and she and her said son have cleared accounts with regard to her bygone liferents 
and the money she has uplifted from his tenants with the money he has laid out on other 
accessions for her and Margaret Calder, her only daughter. Written by Henry Waddell, 
writer in Edinburgh. Dated at Nethertown 23rd May, 1741. Witnesses, John Ingram, 
servant to said Patrick Calder, and said Henry Waddell. 23/5/1741 

1748 GD332/91  Extract Registered Tack, dated at Nethertown 14th October, 1748, by Patrick Calder of 
Reidfoord to Robert Nimmo, tenant in Blackridge, of the Homelane lands of Nethertown 
and Duraw, with houses, etc., as presently possessed by said Patrick Calder and John 
Young, in Duraw, all in the parish of Muiravenside (excepting from this tack the 4 ridges 
of croftland in the north croft east from the thorn well and two dales distant from the west 
side of said croft, the wester laigh room with the whole lofted rooms of the high dwelling-
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house of Nethertown, the middle caill bed in the south yard of Nethertown and the wester 
north yard in Nethertown, with the stable at the north end of the Nethertown barn) for 13 
years from entry thereto as follows, viz., to the arable land at Martinmas next, and to the 
houses, grass and yards at Whitsunday next thereafter, at the rental of 425 merks yearly 
payable by equal portions, the first term's portion at Whitsunday next and the other term's 
payment at Martinmas thereafter and so forth termly, and further said Robert Nimmo binds 
himself to plough yearly for said Patrick Calder in due season the 4 ridges of croft land 
above reserved and harrow the same, lead home the growth thereon and set it in the 
Nethertown barnyard, carry his growing to the kiln and Nook miln, and back from the 
same to the Nethertown, and lead out the said Patrick Calder's 'fulzie' (manure) yearly to 
said 4 ridges, without fee or reward, as also to graze a cow yearly to said Patrick Calder 
upon Nethertown and herd her with the rest of the cows grazing thereon, and to furnish him 
a horse to ride on when he must necessarily go about his business; and it is agreed betwixt 
the parties that said Patrick Calder shall have liberty to thresh his growing above-
mentioned yearly in the Nethertown barn, 80 loads of coal to be carried yearly to him by 
said Robert Nimmo from the Muirheugh belonging to the Duke of Hamilton, 22 loads of 
coal from Mr McLeod's haugh, as also 2 dargs of peats led yearly to Nethertown from 
Drumbrother moss, in which moss said Robert Nimmo shall have liberty to cast his peats 
where his master appoints, as also one acre of bent for divots at the east end of Wainridge 
belonging to his master; and said Robert Nimmo binds himself to labour the lands orderly 
and not waste or wear out the same, maintain and uphold the houses in his possession and 
to leave them in as good condition as at entry, the master always paying for the great 
timber that shall be needed, as also to carry his whole grindable corns to the Nook miln to 
be ground thereat and pay multure and knaveship therefore, and if it please said Robert 
Nimmo to build a kiln on said lands said Patrick Calder binds himself to aliment the 
masons and pay their wages as also to provide timber, said Robert Nimmo to lead the 
stones, timber and lime, and perform all the services by serving the masons and otherwise 
at building said kiln; and it is agreed that the master shall pay for 20 loads of lime yearly to 
be carried by the tenant and laid on the lands, the tenant always laying 20 loads of lime 
yearly to be carried by the tenant and laid on the lands, the tenant always laying 20 loads of 
lime more thereon yearly at his own charges; as also the tenant shall have payment for his 
fulzie left on the lands the year of his removal and shall pay his master for the fulzie he 
receives at his entry as the same shall be ascertained by two men, one to be chosen by the 
master and the other by the tenant; and it is agreed that the tenant shall have liberty the year 
of his removal to transport off the ground the half of his pease fodder of the year's crop and 
the fodder of 10 bolls of oats; as also the tenant is to be free of this tack at the end of the 
first five years thereof, he intimating his intention thereof half a year before; and the tenant 
shall not dig and carry away any earth out of the yards, and shall allow the next entrant 
tenant room for men and horse for labouring the lands the first year of that tenant's 
possession; all under penalty of £4 Sterling by either party failing. Registered in the Books 
of Council and Session 29th April, 1754. Witnesses, John Young, smith in Duraw and 
Henry Waddell, writer in Edinburgh, (the writer of the tack). 14/10/1748 

DYKENEUK # MAS NS9575 [1]   NS950756 
 
1860 OS Dykeneuk 
1880 SC4/3/4/143 Dykeneuk 
1947 OS Dykeneuk 
1912 CDS13 Dykeneuk Cottage - W. Mungal 
DYKEROW # MAS NS9473 [2] 
 
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] William Burges in Dyckraw  
1655 RS58/10 f.76 Thomas Mure in Dykraw 
1684 RS59/6 f.473v lands of Dykeraw --- lying in the barony of Melvell by annexation parish of 

Morrowingsyde  and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1692 RS83/1 f.37.2 James Dick in Glensplace in liferent and David and James Dick his sones in fie, in the 

lands of Dykeraw and Candie end within the parish of Morrowingsyde belonging to 
Thomas Muir of Dykeraw, Registered on the  108th leaf of the said Register 

1697 RS59/9 f.65v William Dick sone to the deceist James Dick in Meallings Place --- all and haill the lands 
of Dykeraw and Candiend with houses [etc] --- lyand in the barony of Melville be 
annexation, paroche of Morrowingsyde and sheriffdom of Stirling  
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1700 GD332/43 the 22s. land of old called the Middillquarter [Middle Quarter] now commonly called the 
Dykeraw;  

1707 GD332/48  George Muire [Muir], sometime of Dykraw [Dykeraw], aged 40 
EASTERHILL OF BALLINBREICH NS 
 
1630 RS58/5 f.44v [L] [Endorsed: sasine to Robert and Cristine Bryces] Robert Bryce lawful son to the late 

William Bryce in Ballinbriech and Cristina Bryce his spouse and James Gray in [strethe – 
Strath?] baillie in that part --- John Livingstoun of Haining and Jean Stirling his spouse --- 
of  Eastirhill of Ballinbriech formerly possessed and occupied by the said late William 
Bryce father of the said Robert and known commonly as the Came [witnesses to sasine] 
Allan Book in West Ballinbriech, Peter Bryce in Hilhead 

EASTER MANUEL MAS NS9777 [1] NS976771 
 
1817 Grassom  Manuelknowes 
1840 NSA Easter Manuel 
1855 SC4/3/2/5836  the Farm of Easter Manuel 
EASTFIELD OF WEATSHOT see Wetshot 
EASTGATE # MAS NS9776 [1]  NS949771 
 
1773 GD171/3936 Eastgate 
ENTRYHEAD # MAS NS9776 [1]  NS970765 
 
1817 Grassom Entryhead 
1880 SC4/3/4/34 Entryhead 
ENTRYHEAD # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS948772 
 
1780 RHP1537 Entryhead 
FARRENRIG # MAS NS9274 [1]  NS928748 
 
1787 AOS 1128 John Taylor, portioner Candyhead, - in part of Fenenridge, Woodside, and 1/5 part of 

Drumbrother Moss called back of Candie & Farenridge; lands called Wauch’s Houses, 
parish of Muiravonside  

1802 AOS 4430 Farrenrig 
1817 Grassom Farrenrig 
1855 SC4/3/2/5921 Farrinridge 
1860 OS Farrenrig 
1938 RHP10000/SG269  Plan of all the coal and mines of coal under parts of the lands of Farren Ridge now known 

as Standburn 
1943 VR Farrenrig 
1970 OS Farrenrig 
FECHLIN FORD MAS NS9675 [1]  NS960751 
 
1798 CHA A1064 lands of Fighting Ford possessed by Alexander Wilson 
1799 AOS 3781 pendicle called Fighting Ford 
1860 OS Fechlin Ford 
FIRRMOSS # MAS NS9075 [2] 
 
1714 RS59/13 f.160 the march stone in the Firr Moss  
1716 RS59/13 f.430 Fir Moss 
1747 RS59/19 f.207v the moss called the Fir Moss  
FISHERMUIR # MAS NS9275 [1] NS928756 
 
1787 AOS 1122 part of Muiravonside called Fisher’s Muir 
1795 AOS 3037 Fishersmoor, parish of Muiravonside  
1817 Grassom Fishersmuir 
1826 RHP6338 Fishersmuir 
1855 SC4/3/2/5814 Fishersmuir 
1943 VR 126 Fishersmuir 
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cf 1663 RS59/1 f.309v [L] John Fischer portioner of Crownerland  
   1688 RS83/1 f.14v.9 Robert Fisher, son to John Fisher in Torphichen Mylne, and Helen Younger, his spouse, of 

ane merkland in Camstoune. Registered on the  257th and 258th leaves of the said Register 
1699 RS59/10 f.215 ane discreit man John Fisher eldest lawful son and aire to the deceast John Fisher in 

Torphichen Mylne --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill that part and portion of the 
lands and barronie of Mannellfouls called Crounerland with houses [etc] sometime 
possessed be Robert Fisher --- and sicklyke all and haill these tuo aikers of land or thairbye 
of the Maines of Crounerland 

FOGGERMOUNTAIN # MAS NS9173 [1]  NS913731 
 
1697 SC67/67/3 f.111v Mathew Milner in Fogamountain 
1722 GD170/196 Disposition by William Benny in favour of his son James Benny of the lands of 

Forgormuntain, being a part of the Forty-penny land of the 13s 4d land of Bridgend 
1722 RS59/14 f.360v William Binnie of Forgormuntoun --- and which lands are a fourty penny land of old 

extent --- liberty of casting and winning ane darg of peats yearly in the Burnbrig Moss 
1738 GD170/196 Disposition by the said James Benny in favour of John Robert of the said lands of 

Forgormuntain, being a part of the Forty-penny land of the 13s 4d land of Bridgend 
1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 

Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land of 
old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend  

1743 GD332/82    Arrestment executed by Thomas Clark, messenger, in virtue of Letters of Horning, dated 
and signeted 24th July 1740, at the instance of John Russell, merchant in Bathgate, against 
James Hastie of Bogo and James Binning of Fogo-mountain, arresting in the hands of 
Patrick Calder of Reidfoird 2,000 merks owing by him to said James Binning to remain in 
the hands of said Patrick Calder at the instance of complainer until he shall be satisfied and 
paid the sum of 1,000 merks principal with 200 merks expenses incurred through failure of 
payment of principal and annualrent contained in a bond dated 26 May 1736 granted by 
said James Hastie of Bogo, as principal, and said James Binning late of Fogo-mountain, as 
cautioner, to said John Russell. Witnesses, William Marshall and James Ewing, indwellers 
in Bathgate.   30/12/1743  

1755 Roy Foggomountain 
1789 CHA A1064 Foggermountain 
1792 SC4/3/1 the Forty-penny land of Fogger Mountain 
1800 AOS 3987 John Brock of Foggo’s Mountain 
1817 Grassom Foogermountain 
1860 OS Foggermountain 
1860 RHP40958  Plan of part of lands of Blackstone, Hillend, Foggermount, West Greencraig and 

Muirhead relative to suspension Bryce v. Balderstones: 23 June 1860 23 June 1860 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Foggermountain 
 
cf Foggyhillock AYR; Fogo, BWK 
FOUR ACRE FOLD # MAS NS9476 [3]  
  
 
1610 RMS vii 380  the Four-aiker-fauld 
1636 RS58/6 f.350 [L] the Four Aikir Fauld 
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] Four Aikeris Fauld  
1644 RS58/8 f.55 Manyulrig --- Four Aiker Field --- the Shortcroft --- the Sunniebrea – the Hauche 
1775 GD171/3936/2 part of the lands of Maddiston named the Four Acre Fauld 
1805 AOS 5088 parts of the town and lands of Maddiston viz the Four Acre Fold 
GATESIDE MAS NS9274 [1]  NS925743 
 
1817 Grassom Gateside 
1855 OS Gateside 
1860 OS Gateside 
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1860 OS Gateside  
1973 OS Gateside 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Gateside 
GEELOCKS DYKES c NS9374 
 
1786 AOS 795 parts of Coxhill called Geelocks Dykes. P.R. 29.49 
GILLANDERSLAND MAS NS9576 [1]  NS950760 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Gillandrislande 
1540 RMS iii 2102 [L] Gillanderis-land 
1546 Retour 2 [L] Gillandersland 
1550 RMS iv 554 [L] Gillanderland 
1556 RMS iv 1053 [L] Gillanderisland 
1565 Johnsoun 478 Allan Tennant in Gillanderisland 
1567 Johnsoun 1920 Gillandersland 
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Gillandirsland 
1610 RMS vii 379 [L] Gillandersland 
1610 Retour 74 [L] Gillandersland 
1612 RMS vii 770 [L] Gillanderisland 
1634 RMS ix 81 [L] Gillandersland 
1635 RMS ix 313 [L] Gilderland 
1635 RMS ix 358 [L] Gellandersland 
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Gillandersland 
1647 RS58/8 f.250v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Edward Merschell in 

Over Gillandersland having in his hand a charter from Isac Bard in Nather 
Gillandersland --- all and haill those parts and portions of the barony of Hayning 
commonly called Nather Gillandersland --- part and portion of the land disponit 
commonly known as the Blackbut --- and that part of Over Gillandersland known as 
Craigmiddow --- [witnesses to sasine] Edward Merschell in Eastbowis and Peter 
Learmonth son of Peter Learmonth in Crowhill 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 William Baird in Gillandersland 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.149v Robert Heart in Gillandersland 
1685 CRS David Crawford in Gillandersland 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Gillandersland 
1694 RS83/1 f.50v.2 land of Hayning now called Almond lyand above the muir called Gillandersland. 

Registered on the  291st and 292nd leaves of the said Register 
1699 RS83/2/240 barronie of Henning now called Almond; Gillandersland; Maddiston RS59/10 f.200 – 

f.201 
1755 Roy Gillandersland 
1780 RHP1537 Gillandersland 
1792 SC4/3/1 Gillandersland 
1817 Grassom Gillandersland 
1855 SC4/3/2/5979 Gillandersland 
1912 CDS13 Gillandersland - R. Morris, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Gillandersland 
GILLIESLAND # MAS NS9475 [1]  NS945755 
 
1460 RMS ii 747 [L] Gilleisland, in the barony of Manuel 
1494 RMS ii 2218  [L] Gilleislandis commonly so called 
1501 RSSS i 638  A letter of licence made to Archibald Ramsay of Dunnune and his aeris, to wyn a 

coleheuch and colis within his landis of Manwell-rigis, Crowarland and Gilleyis  
1530 RMS iii 987 [L] commonly known as Gilleislandis  
1533 RMS iii 1254  [L] Bowhouse alias Gillisland 
 
see Bowhouse above. 
GILMEADOWLAND MAS NS9576 [1]  NS955768 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Gilmudylande 
1546 Retour 2 [L] Gilmudieland 
1551 RMS iv 554 [L] Gilmudyland 
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1556 RMS iv 1053 [L] Gilmudylandis 
1576 Johnsoun 632 Adam Warden in Gilmudoland 
1602 Retour 36 [L] Gilmudieland 
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Gilmudyland 
1610 RMS vii 382 [L] Confirmation of a charter by Alexander Levingstoun of Hanyng in favour of David 

Crawfurde in Gilmudieland of a half part of the town and lands of Gilmudieland which 
he occupies 

1610 Retour 74 [L] Gilmudieland 
1618 RS58/1 f.142v James Crawfurde in Gillmudowland and William Burne in Clerkstoune baillie in that part 

– appears to be disponing to David Crawfurd part of the lands of Gillmeadowland 
1633 CRS Archibald Crawford in Gilmeadowland 
1634 RMS ix 81 [L] Gilmudiland 
1635 RMS ix 358  [L] Gilmoodieland 
1635 RS58/6 f.260 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Crawfuird in 

Gilmwdieland --- all and haill those thirty acres of land of the said feu lands of 
Gilmewdiland --- viz. Beginand at the littell round buse direck northward thairfra to the 
south syde of the Sheipfold Heidriggis and thairfra eistward be the samyne southsyde of 
the said Heidriggis to the eist end thairof and still eistwards thairfra be the south syde of 
ane heidrig occupyit be Thomas Mershall and southward thairfra to the south burne be the 
lands of Corthillis occupeyit be Alexander Grintoun on the eist and thairfra direck 
westward be the lands of Crownerland occupeyit be the said Thomas Merchell to the fott of 
the daill quhairon the said littell round bus stands and thence [-st] north be the west syde of 
the said daill to the samyne littell round bus --- lying in the parish of Morwnsyde and 
barony of Hanyng and in the sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] Thomas 
Merchell in Courthillis, Patrick Merchell his son 

1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Gilmundieland 
1636 RS58/6 f.350 [L] Gilmudieland  
1638 RS58/7 f.144 lands of Gilmwdieland 
1645 RS58/8 f.107v Gilmiedieland --- [witnesses to sasine] David Robertsoune senior in Windizett, Patrick 

Merschell in Courthill 
1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1647 RS58/8 f.270 Alexander Crawfuird eldest lawful son of the late Archibald Crawfuird in Gilmidowland 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.89v Gilmudieland 
1656 RS58/11 f.83 Kilmiddowland 
1658 RS58/11 f.240v James Gray in Kilmidowland 
1663 RMS xi 432 Gillmudiland 
1666 CRS Jonet Marshall spouse to Alexander Crawford 
1674 CRS  David Crawford in Gilmudiland 
1687 RS59/7 f.232v the deceast James Gray of Gillmeadowland  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.161v Patrick Young of Gillmeadowland against Robert Wood tenant there 
1696 CH2/712  Gillmeadowland 
1708 RS12/2 f.320 Janet and Jean Crawfurd, lawfull daughters to the deceased Alexander Crawfurd, portioner 

of Gilmeadowland ... Alexander Livingstone of Parkhall, superior of these lands 
underwritten .... All and hail that ten shilling land of All and hail that part and portion of 
the £10 of the barony of Haining within the dykes called Gillmeadowland ... with 
pasturage on the common muir of Morrowingsyde 

1724 SC67/67/6 f.54 David Young, portioner of Gilmeadowland 
1780 RHP1537 Gilmeadowland 
1781 AOS 100 William Gillies, one of the baillies of Linlithgow, as heir to Henry Gillies, merchant, 

Linlithgow, his uncle, seised in part of the Village and lands of Gilmeadowland, barony of 
Almond, on Precept of Clare Constat by the Commissioners of the York Buildings Co. 
G.R. 390.130 

1797 AOS in two parts of the Village and lands of Gilmeadowlands, with pasturage on the common 
muir of Muiravonside, excepting the Coal and Coalheughs within the Midlands 

1817 Grassom Gilmeadowland 
1855 SC4/3/2/5850  Gilmeadowland 
1912 CDS13 Gilmeadowland - Robert Bowie 
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1984 OS Gilmeadowland 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Gilmeadowland 
GILMEADOWLAND LOAN # MAS NS9576 [1]  NS950764 [1]  
 
1656 RS58/11 f.83 Nether Gillandersland as the samyne lyes and is boundit betuixt the Thornedyke on the eist 

Tarduff Mure on the south Kilmiddowland lone on the north and the lands of Nether 
Gillandersland possest be the said --- on the west and comeing from the south west parts of 
the said lands be the said William his Litle Hauch wntill the come to the ffour rumes of the 
haugh benorth the lone 

GILMERSTON perpetuated error for Gilmeadowland 
  
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Gilmerstoun 
1663 RMS xi 432 Gilmerstoun 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Gilmerstoun 
1693 Retour 315 [L] Gilmerstoun 
GLEN - NORTH MAS NS9574 [1]  NS955746 
 
1950 OS North Glen 
2001 OS Explorer 349  North Glen 
GLEN - SOUTH MAS NS9574 [1]  NS956743 
 
1950 OS South Glen 
2001 OS Explorer 349  South Glen 
GLENAVON # MAS NS9877 [1] NS982774 
 
1817 Grassom Glenavon 
1912 CDS13 Glenavon - James Lovell. Telephone No. 9 
1971 OS Glenavon 
GLENEND # MAS NS9276 [1]  NS924764 
 
1694 SC67/67/3 f.12 Glenend 
1696 CH2/712 Glenend 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9v William Robertson in Glenend 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.13 Thomas Robertson in Glenend 
1773 GD171/3936 Glenend ... part of Manuelrig and Parkhall 
1780 RHP1537 Glenend 
1796 CHA A1064 Glenend 
1817 Grassom Glenend 
1855 SC4/3/2/5893 Glenend 
1912 CDS13 Glenend - J. Aitken, farmer 
GLENGOSHLAND NS 
 
1623 CRS William Glen of Glengoshland 
GLENHEAD MAS NS9176 [1]  NS919760 
 
1773 GD171/3936 Glenhead ... part of Craigend 
1780 RHP1537 Glenhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5892 Glenhead – proprietor William Colville Learmonth of Craigend 
1860 OS Glenhead 
1956 OS Glenhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Glenhead 
GLENS LAND # MAS NS9475 [4] 
  
1562 Thounis 131 Robert Reid in Glenisland 
GLENS PLACE # MAS NS9474 [1]  NS949744 
 
1564 Thounis 194 William Glen of Glennisplace 
1568 Johnsoun 540 Robert Reid in Glennisplace of Morwinsyd 
1575 Johnsoun 621 Robert Red in Glennisplace of Morwinsyde  
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1577 Johnsoun 634     William Glen in Glennisplace in Morwinsyde 
1625 RS58/3 f.274v [L] William Merchell in Ridfuird son and heir of the late David Merchell, his father, --- 

lands of the barony of Morrowingsyde --- called Hommishoill and a quarter part of an eight 
part of the said lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as Glennisplace formerly 
pertaining to the said David and now occupied by William and Thomas Merchall his sons 
in [respertune] --- third part of the lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as 
Hemmishoill 

1625 RS58/3 f.316 [L] Thomas Merschell, son and heir apparent of the late William Merschell in Ridfuird, his 
father, Jean [-----] wife of the said Thomas, Bessie Rid, relict of the said late William and 
Robert Clerk in Watterstoun, baillie in that part for James, lord Ross of Halkheid and 
Melvill, and there the said thomas and his spouse and Bessie Rid, his mother, with a 
charter granting all and haill the equall half of all and haill the half part  of an eighth part of 
the ten pound land of auld extent of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Hemmishoill with 
also all and haill an equal half of all and haill a quarter part of an eighth part of the said 
lands of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Glennsplace [L] with also all and haill the east 
house and [extern-] bovile commonly the vtterbyre of the said lands of Glennsplace [L] 
[witnesses to sasine] William Calder in Hill of Mornyngsyd, John Merschell brother of the 
said Thomas, William Burges in Middilquarter and Henry Glen in Glensplace 

1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] Henry Glen in Glensplaice  
1644 RS58/8 f.88v [L] lands of Morrowingsyd known as Hemmishoill with another part known as 

Glennisplace [witnesses to sasine] Henry Tailyeor in Woodsyde 
1653 RS58/9 f.145 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Glene in 

Glensplace brother and aire to the deceast Henrie in Glensplace 
1653 GD332/6   Precept of Clare Constat by George Lord Rose of Halkhead and Melvill with consent of his 

curators, for sasine to be given to Robert Glen, in Glenisplace, as brother and heir of 
deceased Henrie Glen, in Glensplace, of half of the three quarters of one eighth part of the 
£10 land of old extent of Morrowingsyd called Glenisplace sometime possessed by 
deceased William Glen, thereafter by said deceased Henrie Glen, and now by said Robert 
Glen, in the barony of Melvill and sheriffdom of Stirling, and also of another half of three 
quarters of one eighth part of said land of Morrowingsyd called also Glenisplace sometime 
possessed by deceased John Glen, there, and Janet Mitchell, his spouse, thereafter by said 
deceased William Glen, afterwards by said deceased Henrie Glen, and now by said Robert 
Glen. Written by Robert Mayne, servitor to Mr Andrew Ker sheriff and town clerk of 
Linlithgow. Dated at Glasgow and Calder. Witnesses, James Gilhagie, in Raidehill, 
William Ross, in Melvill and said Mr Andrew Ker to the signatures of said Lord Ross, 
Lady Ross (who signs Hellein Forrester) his mother, and Lord Cochrane, his curators, and 
James Douglas of Baddis and said Robert Mayne to the signatures of Lord Torphichen and 
Mr William Sandilands of Hilderstoun also his curators.  22 Feb-2 Mar 1653   

1655 RS58/10 f.76 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Glen in 
Whatstanedge nearest lawful air to the deceast John Glen in Whatstounedge his father --- 
Precept of Clare Constat --- grantit be Robert Glen of Glensplace --- William Burgess in 
Candiend as baillie in that part --- all and haill ane  peace land called the Whatstanedge --- 
lands of Morrowingsyd barronie of mellvell [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Mure in Dykraw 

1667 CRS Robert Glen of Glensplace 
1673 RS59/5 f.103 Robert Glen in Glensplace 
1674 GD332/14  Sasine in favour of John Tennent  lawful son of deceased David Tennent  in Madistoun  

and of deceased Helen Mairshell  lawful daughter of deceased William Mairshell  in 
Littlemyne for himself, and as procurator and in name of Elizabeth Marishell  spouse of 
Patrick Duncan, burgess of Linlithgow, and Jean Mairshell  relict of Alexander Mairshell  
wright in said burgh, lawful daughters of said deceased William Mairshell  and William 
Hegging burgess of said burgh, as procurator for Janet Mairshell  his spouse, in half of the 
three quarters of one eighth part of the £10 lands of Morrowingsyde called Glensplace, 
formerly possessed by Robert Glen in Glensplace, and also in another half of three 
quarters of one eighth part of said £10 lands called Glensplace formerly occupied by 
deceased John Glen of Glensplace and deceased Janet Mairshell  his spouse, and 
afterwards by deceased William Glen, lying in the barony of Melvill  and sheriffdom of 
Stirling, following on precept of Clare Constat, dated at Edinburgh 6th March, 1674, 
granted by George Lord Ross of Halkhead and Melvill  for sasine to be given to said John 
Tennent as grandson, and to said Elizabeth, Jean and Janet Mairshell as daughters of said 
deceased William Mairshell  in Littlemylne Witnesses, John Learmonth, in Hayning Henry 
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Rid  in Hemsholl, Thomas Mairshell  in Maltplumb, and John Rid  in Candieheid.Notary, 
Mr Andrew Ker Registered in Particular Register of sasines for Stirlingshire 3rd April, 
1674.  16/3/1674   

1685 GD332/17   Sasine, given by John Glen of Glensplace, as bailie, in favour of Patrick Calder, lawful son 
of deceased William Calder of Hill of Morvensyde  and Grissell Marshell  his spouse, of 
half of a third of an eighth of the 10 land of Morvensyde called Hemshole, and half of a 
fourth of an eighth of said lands of Morvensyde   called Glensplace, sometime possessed 
and occupied by Grissell Salmond, and now by said Patrick Calder, proceeding on 
Disposition, dated 6th June, 1681, granted by Marion Marshel  second lawful daughter of 
deceased Thomas Marshel   of Ridfoord  and one of the two heirs-portioners of deceased 
Thomas Marshel  her grandfather, with consent of John Watson, portioner of Gartfirrie, her 
husband, to said Patrick Calder and Grissell Marshel  his spouse, and sister of said Marion 
Marshel  . Witnesses, David Donaldson, miller in Nuickmilne John Tailyour son of John 
Tailyour Portioner of Woodsyde and David and William Dick, sons of James Dick, in 
Middlequarter. Notary, William Bell. Registered in the Particular Register of Sasines for 
Stirlingshire, etc., 4th January, 1686.  28/12/1685 

1686 GD332/19   Charter of Confirmation by Andrew Ross of Neuick baron of the barony of Morwingsyde  
and superior of the lands aftermentioned, confirming a precept of Clare Constat granted by 
deceased George Lord Ross of Haulkhead and Melvill dated 22nd February and 2nd 
March, 1653, for infefting Grizel and Marion Mairshell  as nearest and lawful heirs-
portioners of deceased Thomas Mairshell in Ridfuird their grandfather, in the third part of 
the eighth part of the £10 lands of Morwingsyde  called Hemshoill, and also in the fourth 
part of the eighth part of said lands of Morwingsyde  called Glensplace, sometime 
possessed and occupied by said deceased Thomas Mairshell and now by Patrick Calder, 
with Sasine following thereon, dated 3rd March, 1653, under the subscription of Andrew 
Ker notary. Written by John Wilson, servitor to William Bell, clerk of the burgh of 
Linlithgow. Dated at Neuck. Witnesses, Thomas Crawfurd of Manwallmilne and said 
William Bell and John Wilson.  8/2/1686   

1687 SC67/67/2 f.136v Harie Glen in Glens Place 
1689 RS83/1 f.21.11 Glensplace of Morrowingsyde. Registered on the  384th leaf of the said Register 
1692 RS83/1 f.37.2 James Dick in Glensplace in liferent and David and James Dick his sones in fie, in the 

lands of Dykeraw and Candie end within the parish of Morrowingsyde belonging to 
Thomas Muir of Dykeraw, Registered on the  108th leaf of the said Register 

1705 RS59/12 f.39v of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and now called the Ridfoord --- [witnesses to 
sasine] John Glen in Glensplace, John Glen his son 

1786 AOS 795 Glensplace 
1817 Grassom Glensplace 
GOWAN PARK # MAS NS9374 [1]  NS938743 
 
1847 RHP5368 Gowan Park 
GRAYRIGG MAS NS9074 [1]  NS909747 
 
1701 RS83/2/10.478 Grayrig 
1708 RS59/12 f.302v ane fourth part of the lands of Elrig commonly called Croftandy --- bounded as follows 

Lying betwixt the lands belonging to Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw on the west The Water of 
Aven on the south the lands called Grayrig and the lands called the Syde [on the east?] 
The colliery possest possest be John Mitchell coonforme to the march stones  sett betwixt  
the same on the east and the common muir on the north 

1714 RS59/13 f.160 James Russell in Easter Waltoun of Castlecary for himself and in name of Elizabeth 
Russell  his spouse and John and James Russell their sons having and holding ane 
fewferme chartor of alienation granted be the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that part 
and portion of of Morrowingsyde Muir called the Gray Rig with the moss and pasturage as 
the samen is presently marched lying and bounded in maner afterspecifiet viz beginning at 
the march stone upon the south syd of the Furmoss straight south the line to the north syd 
of Manuelllfouls baronie and then west tuentie five falls to the north west marchstone of 
the barony of Manuellfouls and then lying straight south Manuellfouls into the midle of the 
boig east from the Castlebridges then west to the run of the watter from Manuellfoulls 
march to the marchstone sett on the south eastrienke of the Castlebridges from that west 
the slunking of the moss to Boogstoun march from that to the march stone on the south 
west syd if the Croscroes from on marchstone to another in a straight line over the Cros 
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and the Gray rig to the march stone standing on the north syd of the Gray Rig from that 
straight to the myre in the midle of the west and then straight to the star bush at the Duke of 
Hamiltouns march stone at the west end of the Beaty Rig from thence straight to the march 
stone standing in the slack of Craigmadd and thence turning east the Duke of Hamiltouns 
march into the march stone in the Firr Moss from thence south east to the forsaid first 
marchston upon the south syde of the firmoss with ways and passages thereto 

1721 RS59/14 f.261v James Russsell of Grayridge with Margaret Currie only lawful daughter to Andrew Currie 
of Craigmadrig his spouse --- all and haill the lands of Grayridge --- Craigridge Moss 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 James Russell of Grayrig 
1726 RS59/15 f.1 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  John Russell eldest lawful 

son to  James Russell of Grayrig and also Katrine Grinton eldest lawful daughter to John 
Grinton of Muirside --- holding a Contract of Marriage --- All and Heall the just and equal 
half of his lands of Grayrig and Corscroys 

1753 RS59/20 f.136v John Russell of Grayridge --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and whole the lands of 
Grayridge being the southmost part or half of that part of Muiravenside Muir called the 
Grayrigg --- parish of Muiravonside  

1755 Roy Grayrig 
1797 AOS 3302 Grayrig – part of Muiravonside Muir 
1817 Grassom Grayrig 
1855 SC4/3/2/5937 House and lands of Greyridge. Proprietor John Russell 
1912 CDS13 Grayrig - J.R.Inglis, farmer 
 
GREENCRAIG MAS NS9173 [1]  NS911739 - Wester  
    NS912739 - Easter 
 
1701 RS83/2/10.493 George Auld in Greincraige – Muiravonside muir RS59/10 f.408 
1738 RS59/17 f.324v William Morrison in Greencraigs  
1752 Laing 3189 William Morrison, formerly tenant in Greencraigs, now portioner of Crossrig 
1803 AOS 4555 Greencraig 
1817 Grassom Greencraig 
1820 AOS 9641 in the lands called Birneyhill and Greencraigs extending to 18 acres, parish of 

Muiravonside  
1855 SC4/3/2/5866 Greencraig 
1860 OS Easter and Wester Greencraig 
1860 RHP40958  Plan of part of lands of Blackstone, Hillend, Foggermount, West Greencraig and 

Muirhead relative to suspension Bryce v. Balderstones: 23 June 1860 23 June 1860 
GREENDYKE # MAS NS9676 [2] 
 
1654 RS58/9 f.234 all and haill that part and portion of the lands and baronie of Mannallfoulls callit 

Crowderland with houses [etc] --- as the same is boundit betwixt the burne called 
Crowderland Burne on the south, the Greendyk and the lands of Henig on the north And 
commontie thence to the lon mouth and the ry yard and the yard possest be James Scott on 
the eist and from thence furthe the over the neuk dyke burne to the Neuk dyke going into 
the same burne on the west presntlie possest and occupied be Thomas Faupe 

GREENHEAD # MAS NS9176 [1]  NS919760 
 
1817 Grassom Greenhead 
1826 RHP6338 Greenhead 
GREENHILLS # MAS NS9576 [1]  NS958764 
 
1755 Roy Greenhills 
GREENKNOWES # MAS NS9475 [1]  NS947756 
 
1801 AOS 4280 in Muirside now called Greenknow & formerly Over Gillander’s Lands, comprising 

Lochhead and Kindieshill 
1806 AOS 5354 inclosure of land called the Lochhead Park – being part  of the lands of Muirside now 

called Greenknow 
1809 AOS 6194 part of Muirside or Greenknows called Kendieshill 
1814 PDTM Greenknowes House  
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1817 Grassom Greenknows 
1850 CH2/712 Greenknows 
1855 SC4/3/2/5978 Greenknows House – proprietor Lilias Wilson 
1864 Cassels Walter Gibson, laird of Greenknowe, Stirlingshire (b.1717 – d.1800) 
GREENSHIELDS # MAS NS9576 [3] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5849 Greenshields – proprietor William Forbes of Callendar, tenant James Crombie 
GREENWELLS # MAS NS9277 [1]  NS928770 
 
1771 GD171/9396 Greenwells 
1780 RHP1537 Greenwells 
1817 Grassom Greenwells 
1855 SC4/3/2/5894 Greenwells 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Greenwells 
HAINING MAS NS9577 [1]  NS956773 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] The king grants to Reginald Crawurde, son and heir of William Crawfurde, knight,- the 

lands of Manuell, viz., the Hayning with the Maynis thereof 
1477 ER ix p.678 [L] Sasine for Robert Crawfurd ... terrerum de Manuale 
1489 Johnsoun 157 Robert Crauffurd of Hanyng 
1491 RMS ii 2025 [L] Robert Craufurde of Hanyng, and Egidie [Giles], his wife 

1499 x 1500 LCC p.359 Action by Archibald Crawfurd of Hanyng against Robert of Prestoun for spoliation of 
goods pertaining in heritage to the pursuer by the decease of Robert his father viz., a chain 
of gold weighing eight ounces and price 57 L 12 s; his best horse price 10 L; and others. 
Both parties comparing , the defender affirmed that the deceast gave the chain of gold to 
Gelis Crawfurd, spouse to the defender, who ued and wore the same, but the pursuer 
declared that his father kep and wore the same. The Lords assign to the parties 31st January 
instant to prove their respective statements, and to Archibald to prove the value of the 
horse; "and because it was allegit be the sade Robert that the sade Archibald tuke in 
contentacione ane ox, a cow, a calf and a stirk at his fute for the sade horse" the Lords 
assign to him the said day to prove the value of them. They also assign to the said 
Archibald the said day "til preif sufficiently that the said umquhile Robert his fader, had of 
his aune the tyme of his deceise ane or twa silver pecys except the silver pece allegit be the 
sade Robert Prestoun quhilk was Sir Wilyeam Menteith of Westkers, knycht, and laid 
in4bwed be him til the Prioress of Mannuale, and als that the sade umquhile Robert, his 
fader, had xij spewnis of silver .... and that the sade umquhile Robert usit the reng of gold 
and had it til his use, and that the said Robert, his fader, had ane signet of gold the tyme of 
his deceise and the availe and quantitie thairof, and als of ane Bret dussone weschell and 
the availe and quantitie of" 

1499 x 1500 LCC p403 The Lords decerne that Robert Orestoun shall restore to the said Archibald the chain of 
gold weighing eight ounces price 50 L, "ane pese of silver weyand sex unce, a reng of 
gold, the price xxxvj s., a horse, the price vj merks, a spewn of silver, the price xviij s., a 
disch, a doublat, and a salsare", which articles the said Archibald proved to pertain to 
himself as heir to his father. 

1502 Johnsoun 1224 the deceased Robert Craufurd of Hanyng 
1508 Young 1839 Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng 
1530 GD171/3911 William Craufurd of Hanyng 
1532 RMS iii 1193 [L] Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng 
1537 RMS iii 1647 [L] Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng ... William Craufurde his son and heir apparent ... an 

annual rent from the Mains of Haining in favour of William Carncors of Cowmislie 
1540 RMS iii 2102 [L] William Craufurd of Hanyng and Margaret Levingstoun his wife 
1541 Johnsoun 305 William Craufurd of Hanyng 
1541 Johnsoun 334 Obligation by William Craufurd, laird of Hanyng, to grant a new infeftment in favour of 

David Craufurd of Parkhall and Marjory Craufurd his wife which the said David and his 
wife now hold by alienation from the late Archibald Craufurd, father of the said William --
- done at the Mains of Hanyng 

1572 Johnsoun 875 Thomas Levyngstoun of Hanyng  
1541 RSSS ii 3996 William Craufurd de Hanyng 
1542 RMS iii 2760 [L] William Craufurd of Hanyng 
1546 Retour 2 [L] Agnes Crawford, lands of Hanyng with the manor place [manerie] 
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1551 RMS iv 554 [L] The Queen confirms a charter of Agnes Craufurd, eldest daughter and one of the heirs 
of the late William Craufurd of Hanyng, in favour of Mr Alexander Levingstoun of 
Donypace, of half of the lands and barony of Manwell, viz., the lands of Hanyng with the 
manor, tower and fortalice, 

1551 RMS iv 555 [L] The Queen concedes to Thomas Levingstoun, brother of William, Lord Levingstoun, 
half of the lands and barony of Manwell, viz the lands &c. (as contained in Charter 554);- 
which M. Alexander Levingstoun has resigned ... to be held by the said Thomas and heirs 
male procreatedbetween him and Agnes Crawford ... 

1556 RMS iv 1053 [L] The Queen concedes to Agnes Craufurde, eldest daughter and one of the heirs of the 
late William Craufurde of Hanyng, in the half of the lands of Manwell, viz., the lands of 
Hanyng;- which Margaret Craufurde, youngest daughter and one of the heirs of the said 
William, resigned 

1562 Johnsoun 401 Thomas Lewyngstoun of Hanyng  
1566 Johnsoun 730 Thomas Levingstoun laird of Haynyng 
1571 Johnsoun 871 James Craffard son of the late Archibald Craffurd of Hanyng 
1573 Johnsoun 596 Thomas Levingstoun, laird of Hanyng 
1590 Pont Haning Castle 
1603 CRE Elizabeth Nicoll, relict of John Forrester of Logy, and last spouse of Thomas Livingston, 

elder of Hanyng 
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Thomas Levyngstoune of Hanyng ... lands of Manuell; the Hanyng with the maynes 

thereof 
1605 CRE The late Thomas Livingston, elder of Hanyng 
1609 RMS vii 157 [L] Thomas Levingstoun of Hanyng [see Ballinbreich 
1610 RMS vii 379 [L] Alexander Levingstoune of Hanyng and Jonete Henrysone his spouse ... the lands and 

lordship of Hanyng 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, laird [feodatarii] of Hanyng  
1610 RMS vii 382  [L] Alexander Levingstoun laird of Hanyng and Jonete Henrysoun his wife, Thomas 

Levingstoun and Elizabeth Forrester, Alexander's parents ... Manuell alias the 
Hanyng  

1612 RMS vii 770  [L] Alexander Levingstoun laird of Hanyng and Jonete Henrysoun his wife,Thomas 
Levingstoun and Elizabeth Forrester, Alexander's parents ... Manuell alias the 
Hanyng The king concedes and of new deeds to John Levingstoun of Baldorane, his heirs 
etc., ... the lands of manwell with the pertinents known as the Haining —67r the pendicles 
thereof called the Parkhill, Hilsyde alias Tofts, Weitschott, with the lands of Maduston, 
Nicholstoun, Gillanderisland, Manuelrig, Gilmudieland, Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, 
with the mills of Manuell and Ballinbreich, with fortalices, manors, the wards and parks, 
fishings, coalworks, rabbit warrens, mills, feuferms and all duties and sevices thereof, with 
commonty, common pasturage and tenantry, ...;¬which is feued by Mr James Hamilton 
advocate; and which the said James, Alexander levingstoun Laird of Hanyng, Jonete 
Henrysoun his spouse, William Cleland of Knowhobillhill, Andrew Polwart legitimate son 
of James Polwart of Cowstoun, and lord George Levingstoun of Dailface, knight, with the 
consent of Thomas Livingston formerly of Hanyng and Elizabeth Forrester his wife, and 
John Levingstoun of Donypace resigned; and which the king incorporates into the free 
barony of Haning, ordaining the castle [fortalicum] of Haning to be the principal dwelling 
place in future 

1617 Binns 114 John Levingstoun of Haynyng 
1627 RS58/4 f.65 [endorsed: John Livingstoune now of Hayning] [witnesses to sasine] James Cassells in 

Madustoun 
1629 RS58/4 f.185 [L] John Livingstoune of Hanyng and Jean Stirling his spouse  
1630 Binns 138 John Levingstoun of Haynyng 
1633 RS58/6 f.39 [L] John Livingstoun of Hayning personally entered into his tower and fortalice  and to the 

free barony, known as the the barony of Hayning --- comprehending the lands of 
Mannuell, Hayning Maynis and the pendicles thereof called lie Parkhall, Hilsyd alias 
Toftis, Partshott with all other pendicles, outsettis and cottages thereof, lands of 
Madustoun, Mitcheltoun, Gallandersland, Gilmuidichland, Eastir Ballinbraech, Westir 
Ballinbraech with the mills of Mannuell and Ballinbraech 

1634 RMS ix 81  [L] The king concedes to M. David Hay, legitimate son of M. John Hay of Eister Kennet, 
and Jeanne Wynrahame his spouse ...;- the lands and barony of Hayning, with the castle 
[castro] and manor place of Hayning, lands of Manuell known as Hayningmaynes with 
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the pendicles Cas in RMS vii 770 supra] town and lands of Maduston with the coals, lands 
[as in RMS vii 770 supra] ;- which is feued by Levingstoun of Hayning 

1634 RMS ix 313 [L] The king concedes to Alexander, Earl of Eglintoun etc.,;- the lands of Manuel" and 
Hayning and their pertinent called Parkhill,  Hilsyd,Toftis, Weirschoit, Madistoun, 
Mitchelstoun, Gilderland, Manuelrig, Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, and the manor of 
Hayning (which pertains to John Livingstoun of Hayning) 

1635 RMS ix 358 [L] The king concedes to George, Lord Forrester of Corstorphine,... ;- the lands and barony 
of Hayning comp. [as in RMS ix, 313 supra] [appears to be a feu ... M David Hay and 
Jeanne Winrame his wife have resigned by procurator ...] The king confirms a precept 
made by John Livingstoun, laird of Hanyng, infavour of his wife of the lands of Eister and 
Wester Ballinbreiche, with the mill of Ballinbreiche, in the barony of Hanyng, Test. M. 
Robert Thomsone at the church of Hanyng, Robert Ros in Weitschott, Robert Ker sheriff-
clerk of Linlithgow, Alexander Neilsone his servant ... instrument of sasine following on  

1635 RMS ix 370 [L] The king confirms a precept made by John Livingstoun, laird of Hanyng, infavour of 
his wife of the lands of Eister and Wester Ballinbreiche, with the mill of Ballinbreiche, in 
the barony of Hanyng, Test. M. Robert Thomsone at the church of Hanyng,Robert Ros in 
Weitschott, Robert Ker sheriff-clerk of Linlithgow, Alexander Neilsone his servant ... 
instrument of sasine following on above :- [2] charter therewith of John livingstoun, now 
of Hanyng, in completion of the obligations of the above concedes to the said Jeanne, sister 
of John Stirling of Glorat, a life rent of the above written lands. Test. John, Archibald and 
Alexander Livingstoun, legitimate sons of the said John livingstoun of Hanyng 

1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] The king concedes to James, Earl of Callendar, Lord Livingstoun and Almont, ... lands 
and barony of Hayning [as supra] ... barony of Hayning and lands of Manuell &c George, 
Lord Forrester of Corstorphine, William Livingstoun of Kilsythe, Alexander, Earl of 
Eglintoun, John Livingstoun of Hayning, and Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow has resigned 
in favour of the said Earl of Callendar and Quintigern Stirling of Glorat (who has made 
assignation to the said Earl of Callendar) ... and which lands &c of Hayning and Manuell 
the king has incorporated into the free barony of Hayninc, [see further for evidence of 
seperation of Mains of Manuel etc.]    

1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 
Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1663 RMS xi 432 [L] Charter to Alexander, Lord Livingstoun of Almond [in English] ... Moreover, all the 
following, viz., the lands and barony of Hayning, with manor-place; the lands of Manuel, 
containing the Mains of Haning; with Parkhill and Hilsyde as pendicles, with Whytshot 
and cottages; [as above]; also the maynes of Manuel, with greens and haughs contiguous to 
the lands of Waukmiltoun Willaim Allan, smith in Henning Hayning in Almond Barony of 
Haining or Almond ... barony of Manuel or Raining   

1668 CRS  Willaim Allan, smith in Henning 
1674 GD332/14  John Learmonth, in Hayning  
1694 RS83/1 f.50v.2 Hayning now called Almond. Registered on the  291st and 292nd leaves of the said 

Register 
1788 AOS 1324 part of the barony of Haining called Wester Room of Maddiston now called Craigend and 

part of the North Room of Maddiston, parish of Muiravonside ;- Parkhall comprising 
Nicolton, Weitshott, Hillhead, Gilmeadowland and Parkhall – Rowantreeyard and 
Whiterig, parish of Muiravonside  

1791 AOS Barony of Haining or Almond ... barony of Manuel or Haining 
1879 RAF p.279 Haining 
HAINING MAINS # MAS NS9577 [1]  NS957773 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] The king concedes to Reginald Crawfurde, son and heir of William Crawfurde, knight,- 

the lands of Manuell, viz., the Hayning with the Maynis thereof 
1537 RMS iii 1647 [L] Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng ... William Craufurde his son and heir apparent ... terris 

dominicalibus de Hanyng, cum turre, manerio, ortis, pomeriis, silvis earundem 
1541 Johnsoun 334 Obligation by William Craufurd, laird of Hanyng, to grant a new infeftment in favour of 

David Craufurd of Parkhall and Marjory Craufurd his wife which the said David and his 
wife now hold by alienation from the late Archibald Craufurd, father of the said William --
- done at the Mains of Hanyng 

1542 RMS iii 2760 [L] terrarum dominicalium de Hanyng 
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1610 RMS vii 379 [L] terrarum dominicalium de Hanyng 
1612 RMS vii 777 [L] the lands of Manuell with the pertinents, namely: the Hanyngmaynis and pendicles 

thereof called the Parkhill, Hilsyde alias Toftis, Weitschott 
1633 RS58/6 f.39 [L] Hayning Maynis and the pendicles thereof called lie Parkhall, Hilsyd alias Toftis, 

Partshott with all other pendicles,  
1634 RMS ix 81 [L] lands of Manuell known as Hayningmaynes 
1635 RMS ix 358  [L] lands of Manuell known as Hayningmaynes 
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] lands of Manuell known as Hayningmaynes 
1653 RS58/9 f.183 John Livingstone of Haining with advice and consent of Isobel Stewart his spouse and --- 

James Livingstone his eldest son --- annualrent  --- Maines of Haining --- Common Mure 
of Hayning 

1663 RMS xi 432 [L] Charter to Alexander, Lord Livingstoun of Almond in English) ... Moreover, all the 
following, viz., the lands and barony of Hayning, with manor-place; the lands of Manuel, 
containing the Mains of Haning; with Parkhill and Hilsyde as pendicles, with Whytsho 

1674 RS59/5 f.126v [L] John Learmont in Maines of Hayning 
1676 RS59/5 f.304  Agnes Lermonth lawful daughter to John Lermonth in Mains of Almond 
1682 CRS Mains of Almond 
1694 SC67/67/ Mains of Almond 
1770 CRS South Mains of Almond 
1783 RHP14363 South Mains; West Mains 
HAINING MILL see Ballenbreich Mill 
HAINING MUIR # MAS NS9577 [3] 
 
1653 RS58/9 f.183 John Livingstone of Haining with advice and consent of Isobel Stewart his spouse and --- 

James Livingstone his eldest son --- annualrent  --- Maines of Haining --- Common Mure 
of Hayning 

HAINING VALLEY MAS NS9676 [1]  NS960768 
 
1853 MI-MSIDE Henry Reid, farmer in Haining Valley 
1867 RHP43729 1.  Bound plans and sections of Forth River Railway between Alloa and Dunmore Junction 

and alteration of Slamannan Junction Railway at Hainingvalley (North British Railway): 
1867 2. Book of reference 3. Duplicate of no.1  1867 

1912 CDS13 Haining Valley - William Neilson, farmer 
1946 OS Haining Valley 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Hainingvalley 
HAINING WOOD MAS NS9577 [1]  NS955775 
 
1537 RMS iii 1647 [L] dominicalibus de Hanyng, cum ... silvis earundem 
1698 SC67/67/ Haining Wood 
HAREBURN MAS NS9073 [1] NS906738 
 
 
1656 RS58/10 f.96 Robert Robert in Hairburne 
1671 RS59/4 f.264v John Adie in Hairburn 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.140 William Adie in Hairburne; Thomas Adie son of John Adie in Hairburne 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10 Allan Black in Hairburn 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.12 John Black in Hairburn 
1755 Roy Hareburn 
1789 AOS 1490 in part of Windiegate called Hairburn, parish of Muiravonside  
1817 Grassom Hairburn 
1823 GD171/2014 Hairburn 
1855 SC4/3/2/5855 Hairburn 
1860 OS Hairburn 
1912 CDS13 Hairburn - John Aitken, farmer 
1980 OS Hareburn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Hareburn 
 
Cf Hareshaw NS8160 
HAREBURN MAS NS9574 [3] 
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19. c CHA A1064  HAREBURN 
 
Note:  This stream, which is not to be confused with the more westerly place of the same name in the barony of 

Ballenbreich, is only mentioned in a nineteenth century note of a flooding problem occuring as a consequence of 
the construction of the Slamannan Railway which passed through here. 

 
 
HAIRBURN KNOLLS # MAS NS9073 [3] 
 
1738 RS59/17 f.324v John Bryce in Hairburn Knolls baillie in that part specially constitute --- James Black 

heritable propriotor of the part and portion of land aftermentioned tennant in Drumbroyder 
--- granted be Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballinbreich ---two parts and portions 
of land of the muir of Muiravonside --- bounded --- Kaemuirs muirland on the east the 
Hairburn Moss by pits and stones affixed there on the south  Kaise Bryce lands on the west 
and the Kings Street on the north and north west parts and all and haill the third part of the 
Moss of Drumbroyder belonging to the said Archibald Bryce for casting and winning 
peatts and turffs --- the pasturage of the said moss is disponed by the said Archibald Bryce 
to William Morrison in Greencraigs  

HAIRBURN MOSS # MAS NS9073 [3] 
 
1738 RS59/17 f.324v John Bryce in Hairburn Knolls baillie in that part specially constitute --- James Black 

heritable propriotor of the part and portion of land aftermentioned tennant in Drumbroyder 
--- granted be Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballinbreich ---two parts and portions 
of land of the muir of Muiravonside --- bounded --- Kaemuirs muirland on the east the 
Hairburn Moss by pits and stones affixed there on the south  Kaise Bryce lands on the 
west and the Kings Street on the north and north west parts and all and haill the third part 
of the Moss of Drumbroyder belonging to the said Archibald Bryce for casting and 
winning peatts and turffs --- the pasturage of the said moss is disponed by the said 
Archibald Bryce to William Morrison in Greencraigs  

HAIRSTANES # MAS NS9273 [1] NS926737 
 
1685 UP Hairstane 
1694 SC67/67/3 f.44v Patrick Rid in Hairstone 
1817 AOS 8330 Hairstones with part of the Moss of Drumbroider  
1855 SC4/3/2/5976 Hairstones 
1860 OS Hairstanes 
1943 VR 58 Harestanes 
 
Cf Harestanes  WLO [PNWL 87]  
HARLELAW # MAS NS9777 [1]  NS975774 
 
1840 NSA Harlelaw 
 
See:   Stirlingshire, Royal Commission on the Ancient Monuments of Scotland 
 
Cf Harelawhill WLO [PNWL 22]; Harlie CAI 
HAUGH OF MADDISTON   # MAS NS9277 [1]  NS927772 
 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] lie Hauch 
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] a piece of land commonly called the Haugh  
1644 RS58/8 f.55 Manyulrig --- Four Aiker Field --- the Shortcroft --- the Sunniebrea – the Hauche 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34v Robert Andrew of Manuellridge for £80/6/8 for one terms duty of Heughe of Madustone 
1943 VR 513 Haugh Cottages 
1958 OS Haugh Cottages 
HEATHERSTALKS # MAS NS9273 [1]  NS923738 
 
1799 AOS 3668 William Calder, farmer, Nethertoun, seised in Hatherstacks 
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1809 AOS  Allan Mair, residing at Hatherstacks, as heir to William Bryce, portioner, Blackston, & 
Jean Bryce, spouse to William Mair, farmer, Hardhill, his grandfather and mother, - in ½ of 
the 10s land of Blackston 

1817 Grassom Heatherstacks 
1860 OS Heatherstacks 
1860 OSNB A small farmsteading with smithy attached, one storey in height, tiled and in good repair, 

the property of Andrew Bryce, Esq, Blackstone by Avonbridge 
 
cf Heatherstacks NO4552 
HEATHERSTONE # MAS MS9273 [1]  NS927737 
 
 
1817 Grassom Heatherstone 
HEIGHTS # MAS NS9375 [4] 
  
 
1912 CDS13 Heights - James Waddell, farmer  
HEMESHOLE # MAS NS9474 [1] NS944743 
 
1625 RS58/3 f.274v [L] William Merchell in Ridfuird son and heir of the late David Merchell, his father, --- 

lands of the barony of Morrowingsyde --- called Hemmishoill and a quarter part of an 
eight part of the said lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as Glennisplace formerly 
pertaining to the said David and now occupied by William and Thomas Merchall his sons 
in [respertoune] --- third part of the lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as 
Hemmishoill 

1625 RS58/3 f.316 [L] Thomas Merschell, son and heir apparent of the late William Merschell in Ridfuird, his 
father, Jean [-----] wife of the said Thomas, Bessie Rid, relict of the said late William and 
Robert Clerk in Watterstoun, baillie in that part for James, lord Ross of Halkheid and 
Melvill, and there the said thomas and his spouse and Bessie Rid, his mother, with a 
charter granting all and haill the equall half of all and haill the half part  of an eighth part of 
the ten pound land of auld extent of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Hemmishoill with 
also all and haill an equal half of all and haill a quarter part of an eighth part of the said 
lands of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Glennsplace [L] with also all and haill the east 
house and [extern-] bovile commonly the vtterbyre of the said lands of Glennsplace [L] 
[witnesses to sasine] William Calder in Hill of Mornyngsyd, John Merschell brother of the 
said Thomas, William Burges in Middilquarter and Henry Glen in Glensplace 

1631 CRS John Ross in Hemishoill 
1633 GD332/4 Witnesses to sasine, Henry Reid, in Hemishoill 
1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] Henry Rid in Hemmishoil 
1642 CRS Janet Grinton, spouse to William Learmond in Hemis Hoill 
1644 RS58/8 f.88v [L] lands of Morrowingsyd known as Hemmishoill with another part known as 

Glennisplace [witnesses to sasine] Henry Tailyeor in Woodsyde 
1653 RS58/9 f.143 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Duncane in 

Coxhill and Heline Clark his spous --- all and haill the just and equall half of all and haill 
the thrid pairt of that aught pairt of the ten pund land of Morovingsyd callit Hemsholl --- 
all and haill ane  fourth part of ane halfe of aught pairt of all and sundrie the said ten pund 
land of old extent of Morovingsyd caled Coixhill 

1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 
Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft amd the other in Pundfauld --- Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 

1674 GD332/14  Henry Rid  in Hemsholl 
1685 GD332/17   Sasine, given by John Glen of Glensplace, as bailie, in favour of Patrick Calder, lawful son 

of deceased William Calder of Hill of Morvensyde  and Grissell Marshell  his spouse, of 
half of a third of an eighth of the 10 land of Morvensyde called Hemshole, and half of a 
fourth of an eighth of said lands of Morvensyde   called Glensplace, sometime possessed 
and occupied by Grissell Salmond, and now by said Patrick Calder, proceeding on 
Disposition, dated 6th June, 1681, granted by Marion Marshel  second lawful daughter of 
deceased Thomas Marshel   of Ridfoord  and one of the two heirs-portioners of deceased 
Thomas Marshel  her grandfather, with consent of John Watson, portioner of Gartfirrie, her 
husband, to said Patrick Calder and Grissell Marshel  his spouse, and sister of said Marion 
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Marshel  . Witnesses, David Donaldson, miller in Nuickmilne John Tailyour son of John 
Tailyour Portioner of Woodsyde and David and William Dick, sons of James Dick, in 
Middlequarter. Notary, William Bell. Registered in the Particular Register of Sasines for 
Stirlingshire, etc., 4th January, 1686.  28/12/1685 

1686 RS83/1 f.9v.8 Agnes Reid, daughter to umquhile William Reid in Hempsholl of his lands of  Hempsholl, 
Morrowingside. Registered on the  152nd leaf of the said Register 

1686 GD332/19   Charter of Confirmation by Andrew Ross of Neuick baron of the barony of Morwingsyde  
and superior of the lands aftermentioned, confirming a precept of Clare Constat granted by 
deceased George Lord Ross of Haulkhead and Melvill dated 22nd February and 2nd 
March, 1653, for infefting Grizel and Marion Mairshell  as nearest and lawful heirs-
portioners of deceased Thomas Mairshell in Ridfuird their grandfather, in the third part of 
the eighth part of the £10 lands of Morwingsyde  called Hemshoill, and also in the fourth 
part of the eighth part of said lands of Morwingsyde  called Glensplace, sometime 
possessed and occupied by said deceased Thomas Mairshell and now by Patrick Calder, 
with Sasine following thereon, dated 3rd March, 1653, under the subscription of Andrew 
Ker notary. Written by John Wilson, servitor to William Bell, clerk of the burgh of 
Linlithgow. Dated at Neuck. Witnesses, Thomas Crawfurd of Manwallmilne and said 
William Bell and John Wilson.  8/2/1686   

1692 RS83/1 f.39v.3 [L] Janet Talyeor spouse to Hendrie Reid, portioner of Candiehead, of the just and equal 
half of the lands belonging to him called Nethertoun. Registered on the  141st and 142nd 
leaves of the said Register 

1699 GD332/34   Extract Registered Disposition by Hendry Reid, eldest lawful son of John Reid, portioner 
of Candyhead with consent of Janet Taylor, his spouse, to Patrick Calder, eldest lawful son 
of Patrick Calder of Reidfoord of one third part of one eighth part of the £10 land of 
Muiravenside called Neathertown (alias Hemmishoil) sometime possessed by deceased 
William Reid, and now by the granters, with a proportional part of the muir. Written by 
John Eiston servitor to William Bell, clerk of Linlithgow. Dated at Linlithgow 7 November 
1699. Witnesses, Thomas Crawford of Mannuelmilln William Kerr of Hillhead, George 
Bell, merchant in Linlithgow, and John Bell, son of deceased Alexander Bell, apothecary at 
London. Registered in the Sheriff Court Books of Stirling 22nd September, 1738.  
7/11/1699   

1699 RS83/2 f.295 lands of Nethertoun alias Hemmishoil being part of the £10 land of Morrowingsyde 
1700 GD332/43 that part of the £10 land of Morwingsyde of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and 

now called The Ridfuird sometime possessed and occupied by Grissell Salmond [Salmon], 
and now by said Patrick Calder, elder, and his spouse, and survivor, their liferents of said 
lands, except that part of said lands called the Candie and Whatstone edge, …. of 
Nethertoun alias Hemmeshoill  

1705 RS59/12 f.39v of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and now called the Ridfoord --- [witnesses to 
sasine] John Glen in Glensplace, John Glen his son 

1794 AOS 2793 Hemeshole 
1798 CHA A1064 the lands of Netherton or Hemmeshole 
1798 CHA A1064  5 shilling land of Candy part of the lands of Hemmeshole 
1801 AOS 4185 5s land of Easter Candyhead being part of Hempshole 
 
cf Helmburn SLK, Hempshauch SLK; Helme ROX; Helmsdale SUT 
    Hemsworth YOW from pers. name Hemel [PN&S 36] and Helmsley YON  from pers. name Helm [PN&S 33].  
   
 
HEW PARK # MAS NS9475 [2] 
  
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1793 AOS 2581 Hewpark 
 
cf Hewbrae PEB 
 
Note: given as an alternative name for Hungry Hill on the two occasions when it appears.  
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HIGHCROFT # MAS NS9676 [2] 
 
1654 RS58/9 f.273v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Marshall in 

Courthills --- all and haill that part of the lands and baronie of Mannell foulis called the 
Hej Croft [mentions as one of the bounds Crownerland Burn on the north] --- and the hei 
street on the south 

1762 VR Highcroft 
1800 AOS 3878 [dealing with an agreement amongst owners of properties in Muiravonside]: John Dick of 

Compston, as proprietor of High Croft or Bogfield [Alexander MacLeod dispones the 
thirlage etc. of Newmiln of Compston from their respective lands] 

 
HILL MAS NS9473 [1]  NS942735 
 
 
1343 RRS vi 489 Charter in favour of Thomas Hill, son of Thomas Hill, of the land of Hill 
1497 Johnsoun 944 William Learmonth of Hill [?] 
1498 RMS ii 2441 [L] William Lermonth of Hill 
1564 Johnsoun 458 Allan Wauch of Hill of Morwinsyd --- one eighth part of one eighth part of the ten pound 

lands of Morwinsyd commonly called Wodsyd  
1567 Johnsoun 521 Resignation by Agnes Duncan wife of Allan Wauch of Morwinsyd Hill  
1575 Johnsoun 622 Wit. Allan Wauch of the Hill of Morwinsyd 
1600 RPC vi 659 Patrick Calder in the Hill of Moranesyde 
1624 RS58/3 f.227 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Adie in Bridgend 

and Helen Auld his spouse, Patrick Calder, lawful son of Patrick Calder in Hill of 
Morwyngsyd [looks like a prenuptial]--- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that 
part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of  all and haill 
those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend 
possessed and occupied by the said John and his spouse --- and also a quarter of the 
foresaid lands of Bridgend commonly known as Stanerig with houses [etc] --- with also --- 
known as lie the Fyve S[l/t]eadings of Slamannan 

1625 RS58/3 f.269 William Calder in Hill of Morowingsyde  
1630 RS58/5 f.7v John Cadder brother to William Cadder in the Hill of Morwyngsyd 
1630 Retour 137 [L] William Calder in Hill of Morwyngsyd as heir to William Calder in Bogo, his 

grandfather (avi) 
1633 RS58/6 f.38 Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Patrick Calder lawful sone to umquHill 

Patrick Calder of the Hill of Morwingsyd 
1633 RS58/6 f.40 William Cadder in Hill of Morwyngsyd nephew and heir of the late Allan Wauch in Hill of 

Morwyngsyd and Robert Ross of Weitschot baillie in that part for Lord Ross of Halkheid 
as superior of the lands underwritten – Precept of Clare Constat [think it’s a third part of] 
the lands of Hill of Morwyngsyd [witnesses to sasine] Peter Rid in Beireiswalls, Peter 
Duncan in Cokishill 

1634 RS58/6 f.183 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Cadder in 
Hill of Morvyngsyd and Elizabeth Merschell daughter of the late William Merschell in 
Ridfuird now spouse of the said William Cadder [witnesses to sasine] James Burges in 
Wastfauld, Alexander Dik son to John Dik in Bankheid and James Blak son to William 
Blak in Brigend 

1639 RS58/7 f.236 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Achiesoune, 
writer, and Alexander Hammyltoune of  [Brumylaw?] as procurator in the name of Patrick 
Calder, brother german to William Calder in Hill of Morrowingsyde and James 
Hammyltoune in Borrowstounes, baillie in that part, John Callander, portioner of 
Newtoune of Bothkenner, hereditary proprietor of the lands and others underwritten, and 
Margaret Muirheid his spouse and Cristine Sympsoune his mother --- charter of sale and 
alienation of all and haill those three oxgangs and half and oxgang of the lands of 
Newtoune of Bothkenner  

1667 RS59/2 f.350v [L] Margaret Calder eldest lawful daughter of William Calder of Hill of Morrowingside – 
contract matrimonial Edward Marshall eldest lawfull son to James Marshall of Kaynmure  

1667 GD332/8  John Calder of Hill of Morrowingsyde Patrick Calder, his brother-german, John Andersone 
smith in Hill of Morrowingsyde  

1673 RS59/5 f.89 William Calder of Hill of Morrowingsyde  
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1679 CRS John Calder in Hill of Morrowingside 
1679 GD332/16 Marriage Contract betwixt John Calder of Hill of Morrouingsyde  and Barbara Boike  

lawful daughter of Allan Boike  portioner of Boikstoune, with consent of her said father, 
and of Janet Hardie, her mother, setting forth said John Calder and Barbara have accepted 
each other as married spouses, the marriage to be solemnized as soon as convenient in 
ordinary form, and in respect of which said John Calder binds himself to infeft said 
Barbara in conjunct fee and liferent in the equal half of the lands of Hill of Morrouingsyde 
presently possessed by him, extending to one eighth part of the £10 land of Morrouingsyde 
and said Allan Boike and Janet Hardie and Barbara assign to said John Calder Bond for 
200 merks and Bond for 500 merks granted to them by Thomas Russal  of Elrige dated at 
Linlithgow 10th Novmber, 1665, and at Torphichen 19th November, 1667, respectively, 
and Bond for 300 merks granted to them by Robert Forrest of Threttieaikers, as principal, 
and John Forrest, his eldest son, as cautioner, dated at Stirling 28th May, 1667, and over 
and above said sums said Allan Boike   and Janet Hardie bind themselves to pay to said 
John Calder in name of tocher with said Barbara 300 merks. Part of the document missing 
with signatures and testing-clause  9/8/1679   

1685 GD332/17   Sasine, given by John Glen of Glensplace, as bailie, in favour of Patrick Calder, lawful son 
of deceased William Calder of Hill of Morvensyde  and Grissell Marshell  his spouse, of 
half of a third of an eighth of the 10 land of Morvensyde called Hemshole, and half of a 
fourth of an eighth of said lands of Morvensyde  called Glensplace, sometime possessed 
and occupied by Grissell Salmond, and now by said Patrick Calder, proceeding on 
Disposition, dated 6th June, 1681, granted by Marion Marshel  second lawful daughter of 
deceased Thomas Marshel   of Ridfoord  and one of the two heirs-portioners of deceased 
Thomas Marshel  her grandfather, with consent of John Watson, portioner of Gartfirrie, her 
husband, to said Patrick Calder and Grissell Marshel  his spouse, and sister of said Marion 
Marshel. Witnesses, David Donaldson, miller in Nuickmilne John Tailyour son of John 
Tailyour Portioner of Woodsyde and David and William Dick, sons of James Dick, in 
Middlequarter. Notary, William Bell. Registered in the Particular Register of Sasines for 
Stirlingshire, etc., 4th January, 1686.  28/12/1685 

1687 RS83/1 f.10v.2 Reversion - Jonet, Elizabeth and Jean Dicks, daughters to umquhill William Dick of 
Bankhead to James Black of Hill of the lands of Bankhead and Morrowingsyde. Registered 
on the  170th leaf of the said Register  

1700 RS83/2/360  Hill of Muiravonside RS59/10 f.293 – f.295 
1762 RHP5366 Hill 
1774 VR Hill 
1798 CHA A1064 Hill 
1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, CoxHill, & 

Easter Candy head called Easter Candy 
1801 AOS 4185 parts of the Hill of Muiravonside and one fourth part of the said Hill called Barrieswalls 
1817 Grassom Hill 
1855 SC4/3/2/5818 Hill 
1860 OSNB Hill - A large farmsteading consisting of one and two stories in height, tiled, slated and in 

good repair.  The property and residence of Mr John Calder 
1912 CDS13 Hill - William Calder, farmer 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Hill 
HILL ROW # MAS NS9373 [1] NS939735 
 
1860 OSNB Hill Row - A row of cothouses, consisting of five tenements, one storey in height, 

thatched, tiled and in middling repair.  The property of Mr William Calder, Hill, 
Muiravonside 

HILLEND MAS NS9172 [1]  NS917728 - Easter 
    NS909733 - Wester 
 
1738 RS59/17 f.319 John Robert milner in Hainings Miln ---- disposition granted by James Binning of Foger 

Mountain --- all and haill the lands of Fogermountain --- bounded as follows to wit the 
lands pertaining to James Black of Hillend upon the east the miln lands upon the south and 
west and the lands pertaining to Robert Shaw of Bridgehill upon the north --- with part of 
the Burntbridge Moss pertaining to the said lands and which lands are a forty penny land of 
old extent as being part of the thirteen shilling four penny  land of Wester Bridgend alias 
Hillend  
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1860 RHP40958  Plan of part of lands of Blackstone, Hillend, Foggermount, West Greencraig and Muirhead 
relative to suspension Bryce v. Balderstones: 23 June 1860 23 June 1860 

1860 OSNB Hillend - A large farmsteading, dwelling house two storeys, offices one, the former slated, 
the latter slated, tiled and thatched, allin good repair, property of  William Black Esq, 
Queen Street, Stirling 

HILLHEAD - EASTER # MAS NS9373 [1]   
  
1629 RS58/4 f.185 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the land underwritten, Robert Bryce, brother 

of William Bryce in Balinebreiche and Christina Bryce his spouse, and William Adye in 
Balinebreiche, baillie in that part, John Livingstoune of Hanyng and Jean Stirling his 
spouse, the said William and Christina having a charter of sale and alienation of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the lands of the said John and his spouse of Easter 
Balinebreiche known as the Hilheid with houses [etc] occupied by Margaret Storrie and 
with these three cotlands [cottagia] of the foresaid lands with houses [etc] presently 
possessed and occupied by Peter Bryce and Jonet Robertsoune, his spouse, --- lying in the 
barony of Hanyng and sheriffdom of Stirling --- reserving the life rent to the said Peter and 
Jonet and the  longest liver of the two 

1630 RS58/5 f.44v [L] Peter Bryce in Hilhead 
1632 RS58/5 f.333v James Tailzier in the Townhead portioner  of Hilhous, hereditary portioner of the lands 

underwritten and Helena Bryce lawful daughter of Robert Bryce of Hilhead of Eist 
Ballinbreich his intended spouse --- and in completion of the contract of marriage --- half 
of those parts and portions of Slamananmure known as the Holhous [witnesses to sasine] 
Patrick Walker in Dykhead  

1647 RS58/8 f.212 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Cristina Bryce, relict of 
the late Robert Bryce in Hillhead and Robert and Archibald Bryce their sons --- Hillhead 

1647 RS58/8 f.217 Robert Bryce in Hilhead --- Easter Balinbrech known as Hilhead 
1685 RS83/1 f.2.15 Caius Bryce of Hillhead and Allan and Hendrie Bryces his  sones of an annualrent out of 

the lands of Manuellrig. Registered on the  16th leaf of the said Register 
1685 CRS Archibald Bryce in Hillhead and Margaret Mairshall, his spouse 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.138v Alexander Clarke in Hillhead 
1693 RS83/1 f.47v.3 James Bryce, eldest lawful son  of Archibald Bryce of Eastir Hill of Balbreich and Helen 

Mershall his spouse of the half of the tua merkland called Hillhead, and of ane 6s 8d land 
of the samen called the Sheelhill. Registered on the 255th and 256th leaves of the said 
Register 

1698 RS83/2/121 Archibald Bryce, portioner of Hillhead of Ballenbreich; the lands of Plum; Seatrees 
RS59/10 f.107 – f.108 

1699 RS83/2/227 James bryce, son of Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballenbreich RS59/10 f.192 – 
f.193 

1733 GD170/196 Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead 
1742 GD170/196 Hillhead 
1744 CRS Archibald Bryce in Easter Hillhead 
1806 AOS 5356 part of Easter Hillhead and Schiellrigg called the Howloan with the peat moss belonging 

thereto 
1838 RHP127/1 Hillhead 
1860 OSNB Easter Hillhead - A small farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, partly 

slated, and partly tiled, and in good repair.  Property of Miss Georgina C. Waddell, 
Balquhatstone, Slamannan 

1912 CDS13 Easter Hillhead - Mrs Mitchell, farmer 
HILLEAD - WESTER # MAS NS9273 [1]   
  
 
1781 AOS 114 William Bryce, as heir to Allan Bryce of Wester Hillhead, & Janet Bryce, his father and 

mother, & Elizabeth Marshall, his grandmother, seised in Wester Hillhead; half of 
Blackstone, parts of the Muir of Muiravonside, & and part of the Moss of Drumbroider, & 
one fifth part of Kenmuir, parish of Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by 
Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 27.47 

1855 SC4/3/2/5794 Wester Hillhead - William Boyd, Babbithill, Slamannan 
1860 OS Wester Hillhead 
1912 CDS13 Wester Hillhead - James Boyd, farmer 
HILLHEAD  # MAS NS9676  NS968762 
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1654 RS58/9 f.232 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr Andrew Ker, Clerk of 

Linlithgow and Robert Andrew as procurator in the name of Marione Bell spouse to the 
said Andrew Ker --- charter of Vendition and alienation made given and granted be Mr 
Thomas Rige of Aithernie, heritable proprietor of the lands and uthers underwritten ---- all 
and haill those parts and portions of the lands and baronie of Mannall Foulis callit the 
Hillhead of Crowderland and Eister Bowhouse 

1656 RS58/11 f.4 Thomas Broune smith in Crowderland --- part and portion of --- Crowderland --- boundit 
betwixt the land of Hillheid on the south the said Thomas his owne lands one the west and 
Crowderland Burne one the northe and eist pairtis [witnesses to sasine] James Scott 
tailzeor in Crowderland 

1657 RS58/11 f.190 John Learmonth in Hillhead 
1750 GD170/3359   Tack by William Ker, baxter, burgess of Linlithgow, to Patrick Reid, tenant in Newlees, of 

part of lands of Hillhead and Shiellrigg called the Howloan, in barony of Ballinbreich, 
parish of Muiravonside, sheriffdom of Stirling, for 15 years  

1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 
of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - the barony of Hillhead, 
parish of Muiravonside 

HILL MILL # MAS NS9473 [1]  NS945731 
 
1817 Grassom Hill Mill 
1855 SC4/3/2/5819 Hill Mill 
HILL PARK # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS945775 
 
1780 RHP1537 Hill Park 
HILLSIDE # MAS NS9476 [3] 
  
1610 RMS vi 379 [L] Hillsyde 
1612 RMS vi 770 [L] Hilsyde alias Toftis 
1633 RS58/6 f.39 [L] Hilsyd  
1634 RMS ix 81 [L] Hilsyde  
1635 RMS ix 313 [L] Hilsyd 
1635 RMS ix 358  [L] Hilsyde 
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Hilsyd 
1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1688 Retour 310 [L] Hillsyde  
HIRST # MAS NS9276 [1]  NS920765 
 
1698 SC67/67/3 Mr Robert Russell of Southhirst  
1710 GD170/196 Mr Robert Russell of Southhirst 
1755 Roy Hirst 
1773 GD171/3936 Hirst - part of Manuelrig’ 
1780 RHP1537 Hirst 
1845 SC4/3/2/5896 Woodgrass Hirst 
1845 SC4/3/2/5897 Hirst Woodgrass 
1943 VR 297 East and West Hirst, Hirst Park, and Woodlands’  
HOLLANDBUSH MAS NS9476 [1] NS944764 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5781 Hollandbush – proprietor William Baird, mason 
1860 OS 
1943 VR 682  Hollybush House 
HORSE PARK # MAS NS9477 [1] NS944772 
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1780 RHP1537 Horse Park 
HOWLANDS # MAS NS9173 [1]  NS917736 
 
1860 OS Howlands 
1943 VR 481 Howlands 
1970 OS Howlands 
HOWLOAN MAS NS9273 [2]  
 
1742 GD170/196 Disposition by Archibald Bryce, portioner of Ballenbreich in favour of James Bryce his 

eldest son of that part and portion of the lands of Hillhead and Sheilrig called the Howloan 
1798 AOS  part of Easter Hillhead & Scheillrig of Ballinbreich called the Howloan 
1742 RS59/18 f.238 lands of Hillhead and Shielrig called Howloan 
1744 RS59/18 f.449 compeared Henry Reid tennant in Northbankhead having a disposition granted by James 

Bryce portioner of Howloan ---- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Hillhead 
and Shellrige called the Howloan  with the peat moss belonging thereto --- within the 
barony of Ballenbriech 

1750 GD170/3359  Tack by William Ker, baxter, burgess of Linlithgow, to Patrick Reid, tenant in Newlees, of 
part of lands of Hillhead and Shiellrigg called the Howloan, in barony of Ballinbreich, 
parish of Muiravonside, sheriffdom of Stirling, for 15 years 26 Sep 1750  

1798 AOS 3545 part of Easter Hillhead and Schiellrigg called the Howloan with the peat moss belonging 
thereto  

1806 AOS 5356 part of Easter Hillhead and Schiellrigg called the Howloan with the peat moss belonging 
thereto 

1855 SC4/3/2/5871 Howloan 
HUNGRYHILL # MAS NS9475 [2] 
 
1628 RS58/4 f.142v [L] John Grintoune in Hungriehill 
1640 CRS John Grintoune of Hungriehall 
1654 RS58/9 f.272 John Grintonne in Hungriehill 
1658 RS58/11 f.281v Elizabeth Grintoun eldest lawful daughter to unquhill John Grintoun in Hungriehill --- 

Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill the merkland of Compstoun formerly occupied by 
John Grintoun  

1663 RS59/1 f.309v [L] John Whytlaw in Hungriehill and Margaret Bruce his spous --- all and haill that 
merkland [mercate t’re] of Campstoune with houses [etc]  

1687 SC67/67/2 f.131 William Duncane in Hungriehill 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v All and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his half of the lands of Cumpstoun with the 

Walkmiln and Corn Mill commonly called the New Miln --- disponed be Robert 
Hamiltoun in Hungry Hill all lying within the barrony of Manuellfouls  

1721 RS59/14 f.295 John Fisher of Hungry Hill of all and haill a part and portion of the Common Muir of 
Morvenside pertaining to the lands of Crownerland and granted in his favour be William 
Fisher of Thackridge --- consisting of twenty two acres of arable land and six acres of moss 
bounded as follows viz the arable land on the south side of the Bullion Moss belonging to 
Parkhall ---  

1735 CHA A1064 Disposition by John Fisher of Thatchridge with consent of Mary Watt his spouse in favour 
of John McLeod of the Merkland of Compston 

1736 CHA A1064 Instrument of Resignation of the said land as proceeding on the procuratory of resignation 
contained in the Contract of Marriage between Robert Fisher and Helen Younger, father 
and mother of the said John Fisher 

1751 RS59/20 f.6 compared personaly John Fisher tenent in Nicolton eldest lawful son to  and heir to the 
deceast John Fisher of Hungrie Hill as also compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten Alexander Baird tenant in Thackridge as Bailie --- just and equal part of the 
commonty and common muir of Muiravenside corresponding to the lands of Crownerland 
called Thackridge with houses [etc] consisting of twenty two acres of arable ground and six 
acres of moss bounded as follows Viz the arable land on the south side of the Bulion Moss 
belonging to Parkhall and Robert Boyds land on the west John Grinton and John Phaups 
upon the north and west side and John and Alexander Nimmos on the east lying within the 
parish of Muiravineside  

1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 
of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
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Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1798 CHA A1064 The lands of Wester and Middle Bowhouse called Hungryhill 
1802 AOS 4303 1 merk land of Compston or Hungryhill now called New Park 
1883 CHA A1064 the Merkland of Compston called Hungaryhill 
 
cf Hungry Snout ELO  
INCHGARVY # MAS NS9675 [2] 
 
1693 Retour-L 274 [L] Jean Ross, spouse of John Ross of Nuik, heiress of Andrew Ross of Neuk, her father, in 

the haugh [valle] lie Haugh commonly known as  Inchgarvie within the parish of  
Linlithgow 

 
Note: This place came to be part of the estate of Muiravonside as a consequence of a change taking place in the course 

of the River Avon. Formally it had belonged to the lands of Carriber in West Lothian. Legally it became part of 
the superiority of Muiravonside by an excambion in the early eighteenth century between Dalziel of Neuk and 
Hay of Carriber. Nevertheless, it had been held as a feu by Muiravonside prior to this. Inchgarvy was exchanged 
for a piece of land called ‘Whinnie grain’ which pertained to the superiority of Muiravonside. 

 
cf  Inchgarvie, Dalmeny parish [PNWL 7]  
JAMIESLAND NS954766 
 
1755 Roy Jamiesland 
 
The location coincides with Gillmeadowland which is not otherwise named on the survey. It must be assumed that the 
surveyors’ field notes were misread here and that an error has been made. 
JANET KERRS ACRE   # MAS NS9476 [4] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2 Janet Kerrs Acre 
1880 SC4/3/4/158 lands called Janet Kerrs Acre 
JEANS ACRE # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 

Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to Mealings Place or Quarter and that with peats, elding 
or others to their lands of Reidfuird Nethertoun and Candie, he always keeping his passage 
by the foot of Candiebrades to his said lands of Candie, and that they shall have no other 
road or way than that mentioned through said Andrew Dick's lands, and further said 
Andrew Dick binds himself and his foresaids to set the land water that runs east from 
Quarter by the east side of Jean's Aiker to alter the same and make it run by the west side 
of said Jean's Aiker and to refund to said Patrick Calder and his foresaids all damage they 
may sustain by suffering said water otherways to run than is before mentioned; 

JOCKSBUTTS # MAS NS9273 [1]  NS927734 
 
 
1817 Grassom Jocksbutts 
1860 OS Jocksbutts 
1860 OSNB A cothouse consisting of two tenements, one storey, partly slated and partly thatched and in 

good repair, property of Mr John Boyd, Slamannan 
1880 SC4/3/4/48 Jocksbughts 
 
cf Jocks Lodge, Arbroath; Jocksthorn, Lockerbie; Jockstown, Kirtlebridge, Ecclefechan 
KABBERTON see Cabberton 
KAEMUIR MAS NS9372 [1]  NS937729 
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1590 CRE John Taylor in Kanmoir, parish of Falkirk 
1590 Pont Canmore 
1647 RS58/8 f.203v 6 shilling and 8 penny land of the lands of Ballenbrech known as Keanmure with houses 

[etc] 
1647 RS58/8 f.231 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Merschell in 

Keanmure 
1657 RS58/11 f.143 James Mitschell in Keanmuire 
1666 RS59/2f 224 Henry Tailyor in Caymure John Rid there  
1667 RS59/2 f.350v [L] Margaret Calder eldest lawful daughter of William Calder of Hill of Morrowingside – 

contract matrimonial Edward Marshall eldest lawfull son to James Marshall of Kaynmure  
1667 GD332/8  Sasine in liferent in favour of Margaret Calder, only lawful daughter of deceased William 

Calder of Hill of Morrowingsyde (in implement of Marriage Contract betwixt Edward 
Merchell eldest lawful son of James Merchell of Kaym muire with consent of his said 
father, and of Helen Leirmonth his mother, and said Margaret Calder, with consent of Janet 
Reinkein her mother, and of Patrick Calder of Cumpstowne her granduncle, dated at 
Linlithgow 14th February, 1607 sic, lege 1667) in said Edward's roum and lands of Kaym 
muire estimated to a 10s. land, in the parish of Morrowingsyde  and sheriffdom of Stirling. 
Witnesses, John Calder of Hill of Morrowingsyde Patrick Calder, his brother-german, John 
Andersone smith in Hill of Morrowingsyde and James Robert, lawful son of deceased John 
Robert, in Milleknow. Notary, Alan Tennent Registered in the Particular Register of 
Sasines for Stirlingshire 15th March, 1667.  25/2/1667  

1687 SC67/67/2 f.138 James Mairshell of Kenmuir 
1700 GD332/43 (sic, lege 1705) Marriage Contract between Patrick Calder, only lawful son of Patrick 

Calder of Redfoord, with consent of his said father and of Grissele Mershall his mother, on 
the one part, and Agnes Mershell lawful daughter and one of the heirs-portioners of 
deceased Edward Mershall of Keanmuire with consent of Margaret Calder, her mother, on 
the other part, for the marriage of said Patrick Calder younger and Agnes Mershell  

1707 Sibbald Canmoor 
1708 RS12/2 f.318 Edward Mershall of Kenmore 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Robert Bryce in Keamuir 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11 Robert Bryce in Kammuir 
1755 Roy Keamuir 
1781 AOS 108 Patrick Calder, as heir to Agnes Marshall, daughter of Edward Marshall of Kaemuir, his 

grandfather, & Patrick Calder of Redford, his father, seised in three fifth parts of Kaemuir 
& Easter Balinbreich; part of Easter Hillhead and Shielridge, & part of the Muir of 
Muiravonside;- on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 
27.36 

1781 AOS 114 William Bryce, as heir to Allan Bryce of Wester Hillhead, & Janet Bryce, his father and 
mother, & Elizabeth Marshall, his grandmother, seised in Wester Hillhead; half of 
Blackstone, parts of the Muir of Muiravonside, & and part of the Moss of Drumbroider, & 
one fifth part of Kenmuir, parish of Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by 
Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 27.47 

1781 AOS 113 Kenmuir 
1792 AOS 2283 Kenmuir or Kaemuir 
1817 Grassom Kaemuir 
1838 RHP127/1 Kaemuir 
1855 SC4/3/2/5973 Kaemuir 
1860 OS Kaemuir 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Kaemuir 
 
cf Kenmure NS5970; NX8354; Kenmore NN7745, NX6376 
KEIRHILL (# MAS NS9375 [4] 
 
1669 CRS  William Shaw, tailor in Keirhill of Morrowingsyde 
KENDIESHILL NS941759 
 
1741 RS59/18 f.153 John Grinton of Muirside --- lands of Muirside comprehending the lands of Lochhead 

Kendishill and part of the muir of Muiravenside  
1791 AOS Kendieshill 
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1801 AOS 4280 in Muirside now called Greenknow & formerly Over Gillander’s Lands, comprising 
Lochhead and Kindieshill 

1809 AOS 6194 part of Muirside or Greenknows called Kendieshill 
1817 Grassom Kendieshill 
1855 SC4/3/2/5812 Kendieshill 
1864 Cassels Kendieshill 
1912 CDS13 Kendieshill - James McLachlin 
 
Note: 1703 RS83/2/11.215 Muirside of Kendies 
KIRK BURN MAS NS9576 [1] 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.17 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Crawfurd of 

Manuallmylne --- lands of Manuelfoulles called Crouderland --- bounded betwixt 
Crouderland burne on the south the lands pertaining to Robert Forrestar  on the west the 
Kirk Burne and landis of Hayning on the northe and east  

1717 RS59/13 f.511v Also all and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his part and portion of the lands and barrony 
of Manuellfouls and Crauderland or Broomstobs --- bounded betwixt Crauderland Burn on 
the South William Sutherland on the west and the Kirkburn and the lands of Haining on 
the North and east parts  

KNOWHEAD # MAS NS9373 [1]  NS930731 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80 house in the Knowhead 
1747 CRS Archibald Bryce, portioner of Knowhead 
1755 Roy Knowhead 
1793 AOS 2663 Corneilius Bryce at Knowhead, brother of William Bryce of Hillhead 
1817 Grassom Knowhead 
KNOWHEAD # MAS NS9376 [1]  NS937764 
 
1773 GD171/3936 Knowhead - part of Craigend 
1780 RHP1537 Knowhead 
1817 Grassom Knowhead 
1826 RHP6338 Knowhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5904 Knowhead 
LATHALLAN MAS NS9578 [1]  NS953780 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5938 Lathallan 
1870 SC67/36/57 Archibald Spens esq, of Lathallan, co Stirling, died at Portobello near Edinburgh, spousse 

of Henrietta Ochterlony Valiant or Spens - Inventory; Extract Registered Trust Disposition 
and Deed of Settlement; 2 Codicils Stirling Sheriff Court 21 /02/1870  

1871 SC67/36/59  Lathallan - Additional Inventory Stirling Sheriff Court 10/02/1871 
1881 Cencus Lathallan House - Henrietta A. Spens aged 72. born  Pro of Bengal, India    Isabel F. 

Spens aged 41 born Pro of Bombay, India 
1890 SC67/36/92  Henrietta Ouchterlony or Valiant, widow of Archibald Spens, esq, of Lathallan, Polmont, 

Stirlingshire, d. 27/05/1890 at Lathallan aforesaid, testate - Inventory; Extract Registered 
Trust Disposition and Settlement; 6 Codicils; 2 Memos - Stirling Sheriff Court 01/07/1890 

1912 CDS13 Lathallan - Henry A. Salvesen, shipowner 
 
Henrietta Ochterlony Malcolm 
Born: Abt 1809, Cawnpore, Bengal, Pro. Of India  
Marriage (1): Archibald Spens on 18 Mar 1829  
Marriage (2): Valiant  
Died: 27 May 1890, Lathallan, Polmont, Sterlingshire, Scotland about age 81  
  
Henrietta married Archibald Spens, son of Archibald Lieutenant Colonel Spens and Charlotte Phillip, on 18 Mar 1829. 

(Archibald Spens was born on 17 Aug 1809 in Fife, Scotland and died on 24 Nov 1869 in Portobello, 
Edinburgh, Scotland.) 

LAURENCE PARK # MAS NS9578 [1]  NS953780 
 
1832 RHP12531 Laurence Park 
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1832 RHP48381  Plan of estate of Laurencepark, the property of Thomas Learmonth, with tables of 
contents: December 1832  

1860 OSNB Laurence Park - An elegant and substantial mansion three storeys high, built in the 
Elizabethan style of architecture, residence and property of Colonel James Kerr Ross Esq 

 
see Lathallan 
LAURENCE LOCH # MAS NS9577 [1]  NS952776 
 
1832 RHP12531 Laurence Loch 
LIMESTONE # MAS NS9676 [1]  NS968766 
 
1817 Grassom Limeston 
1856 SC4/3/2/5811 Limestone 
1880 SC4/3/4/154 Limeston 
1912 CDS13 Limestone - James Leslie 
1943 VR 792 Limestone 
LINLITHGOW BRIDGE MAS NS9877 [1]   [bridge] 
 
1553 Foulis 217 the lands of Youngaris Hills .... between the lands of James Dennistoun on the east, the 

Maling Burn on the west, the road to Aiven Brig on the north and the road to Kettilstoun 
Mains on the south 

1650 B48/17/49  Privy Seal charter to Earl of Linlithgow to levy customs at Linlithgow Bridge 23 Mar 
1673  

1675 B48/18/84 Copy gift by the Earl of Linlithgow to the Burgh of the customs of Linlithgow Bridge 16 
May 1675 

1677 B48/18/85   Copy signature granting George, earl of Linlithgow, all profit of Linlithgow Bridge, for 19 
years   23 May 1677 

1685 B48/18/83  Print of Act of Parliament gifting to the Burgh the toll dues at Linlithgow Bridge 16 Jun 
1685  

1686 RPS 16 June Acts past for small impositions to be applyed for repairing and upholding of the bridges 
and calseys aftermentioned, viz: two bridges at Dalkeith; the north water bridge; 
Linlithgow bridge; Almes bridge; the bridge of Gulletts of Loch Levin and that calsey 
myre; calsey of Carslochie; bridge of Carslochie; the bridge of Nynwolls in the Merss and 
the bridge of Berndale in Caithnes. 

1814-1830 GD1/1109   Minutes and Accounts of Linlithgow Turnpike Road Trustees    
1819 B48/18/68  Claim for service and Retour of Alexander Grinton, tailor in Grangemouth as heir to his 

sister, Alison Grinton, widow of James Marshall, thread maker in Linlithgow Bridge, in 
the Burgh Court 21 Oct 1819 

1860 OSNB Linlithgow Bridge - A small stone bridge of one arch, spanning the River Avon, on the 
turnpike road between Falkirk and Linlithgow.  Property of the Road Trustees.  The bridge 
was built by the Earl of Linlithgow about the year 1650 [?] 

1855 CS313/599   Edward Lockhart, sometime Merchant, Denny, afterwards at Linlithgow Bridge 
LINLITHGOW BRIDGE  MAS NS9877 [1]  [settlement] 
 
1698 SC67/67/3 f.127 John McAre at Linlithgow Bridge 
1718 E644/1/14 Linlithgow Bridge 
1741 GD332/71   Discharge by Janet Willson relict of Alexander Taylor, dyer at Wakemiln of Wakemilnton, 

to Patrick Calder of Reidfoord of his bond, dated 25th May, 1738, granted to her for 1100 
merks and annualrents at 3 %. Written by Henry Waddell, writer in Edinburgh. Dated at 
Linlithgow Bridge, 21 May 1741. Witnesses: John Thomson, vintner at Linlithgow Bridge 
[cf Bridge Inn], and said Henry Waddell, George Riddell, excise officer, and Alexander 
Taylor, flesher in Crownerland.  21/5/1741 

1755 Roy Linlithgow Bridge 
1860 OSNB A neat two storey house situated at Linlithgow Bridge where full rates are levied.  

Property and residence of Mr Stewart 
LITTLE COMPSTON  MAS NS9575 [1] NS9575  
 
1798 CHA A1064   Easter Castlehill or Little Compston possessed by William Forgie 
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Note: This name has recently been resurrected and used of a house built in the late 1980s.  
LITTLE CUT SHORT # MAS NS9273 [1]  NS929737 
 
1847 RHP5368 Little Cut Short 
LITTLE WAINRIDGE # MAS NS9275 [3]  NS9275 
 
1712 GD332/56  Contract of Excambion between Christian Elies Lady Neuck, tutor of Thomas and Agnes 

Dalyell, her children, superiors of the barony of Moravingside  Jean Taylour portioner of 
Coxhill, and Sebastian Henderson, writer in Linlithgow, whereby for removing differences 
about their portions of the moss and arable ground of the muir of Morwingside  decerned to 
pertain to them conform to decreet-arbitral, dated 29th July, 1712, betwixt said Lady 
Neuck and other vassals they have exchanged their parts as follows, viz., said Christian 
Elies  dispones to said Sebastian Henderson 2 roods of moss in the Longemoss, 1 acre 2 
roods 38 falls of arable ground in the Little Wainridge, with 1 acre 1 rood 28 falls 1 ell of 
moss at the south end thereof out of her proportion of the moss belonging to her there 
according to the march stones therein fixed; said Jean Taylour dispones to said Sebastian 
Henderson 1 rood of said Longemoss which moss and arable ground is by said decreet 
decerned to pertain to said Lady Neuck and Jean Taylour in place whereof said Sebastian 
Henderson dispones to said Christian Elies  his 1 acre 1 rood 35 falls 2 ells of arable land 
in said wainridge, with 1 acre 1 rood 28 falls 1 ell of moss in Drumbrother flow upon the 
northside thereof, which are decerned in said decreet to pertain to said Sebastian 
Henderson. ated at Neuck 12th August, 1712. Written by John Levin, servitor to William 
Bell, clerk of Linlithgow. Witnesses, said William Bell and John Levin. 12/8/1712 

LOAN MAS NS9575 [1]  NS952757 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5822 Loan 
1912 CDS13 Loan 
1973 OS Loan 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Loan 
 
Note: Hare, who with Burke was one of the most infamous of the Scottish resurectionists, apparently lived here in the 

early nineteenth century while he was employed as a labourer on the construction of the Union Canal. Burke at 
this time lived near by in Maddiston. 

LOAN CROFT # MAS NS9576 [2] 
 
1665 RS59/2 f.146 Gillandersland --- in all and haill these ten rigs of land of hir lands of Gillmedowland lyand 

one the northside of the loan thairof called the Loan Croft with that hous and yaird builded 
upon the back thairof and one the eistsyde of the saidis lands with ane kowes grass to be 
pastured and keiped with his owne kye the tyme of somer yeirlie  

LOANEND # MAS NS9575 [3] 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5825 Loanend 
LOCHEND  MAS NS9575 [1]  NS951757 
 
1817 Grassom Lochend 
LOCHHEAD MAS NS9575 [1]  NS950758 
 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.52 Lochhead 
1769 CHA A1064 Lochhead 
1801 AOS 4280 in Muirside now called Greenknow & formerly Over Gillander’s Lands, comprising 

Lochhead and Kindieshill 
1806 AOS 5354 inclosure of land called the Lochhead Park – being part  of the lands of Muirside now 

called Greenknow 
1855 SC4/3/2/5980 Lochhead 
1860 OS Lochhead 
1864 Cassels Lochhead 
LONGMOSS # MAS NS9275 [3] 
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1712 GD332/56  Contract of Excambion between Christian Elies Lady Neuck, tutor of Thomas and Agnes 
Dalyell, her children, superiors of the barony of Moravingside  Jean Taylour portioner of 
Coxhill, and Sebastian Henderson, writer in Linlithgow, whereby for removing differences 
about their portions of the moss and arable ground of the muir of Morwingside  decerned to 
pertain to them conform to decreet-arbitral, dated 29th July, 1712, betwixt said Lady 
Neuck and other vassals they have exchanged their parts as follows, viz., said Christian 
Elies  dispones to said Sebastian Henderson 2 roods of moss in the Longemoss, 1 acre 2 
roods 38 falls of arable ground in the Little Wainridge, with 1 acre 1 rood 28 falls 1 ell of 
moss at the south end thereof out of her proportion of the moss belonging to her there 
according to the march stones therein fixed; said Jean Taylour dispones to said Sebastian 
Henderson 1 rood of said Longemoss which moss and arable ground is by said decreet 
decerned to pertain to said Lady Neuck and Jean Taylour in place whereof said Sebastian 
Henderson dispones to said Christian Elies  his 1 acre 1 rood 35 falls 2 ells of arable land 
in said wainridge, with 1 acre 1 rood 28 falls 1 ell of moss in Drumbrother flow upon the 
northside thereof, which are decerned in said decreet to pertain to said Sebastian 
Henderson. dated at Neuck 12th August, 1712. Written by John Levin, servitor to William 
Bell, clerk of Linlithgow. Witnesses, said William Bell and John Levin. 12/8/1712 

MADDISTON MAS NS9476 [1]  NS943766 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Maudirstoun [see Errata for correction from Mandirstoun] 
1546 Retour 2 [L] terras de Mawdestown 
1551 RMS iv 554 [L] Mawdestoun 
1556 RMS iv 1053 [L] Mawdustoun 
1561 Thounis 29 Liferent Sasine ‘propris manibus’ in favour of Janet Cranstoun, promised wife of John 

Knollis [burgess of Linlithgow] in the lands of Madistoun, lying in the barony of Manwell 
and sheriffdom of Striveline, following on a charter by the said John. Sasine given by 
enclosing her in the principal house occupied by Patrick Dik, all others being excluded. 
Witnesses .... William Crauffurd of Parkhall .... 

1564 Johnsoun 448 John Knollis of Mawdestoun 
1568 Johnsoun 801 Allan Tennand in Maudestoun 
1581 CRE Allan Hill, coal-hewer in Madistoune 
1590 Pont Madistoun 
1603 RMS vi 1499 Mawdustoun 
1610 RMS vii 379 [L] The king concedes to George Levingstoun of Ogilface ...;-  

the north half of the lands of Maduston (occupied by James Falbow, John Robertsone, 
Elizabeth Adie and Elizabeth Flemyng) ... and coals from within the lands of Maduston ..., 
and 4 coalhewers houses (4 domos carbcoariorum) with adjacent gardens in the lands of 
Maduston (occupied by John Gray, Patrick Liddell, David Broun and ...) with power to 
cast coalheughs, the airhoillis, staires, pottis, sinkis, syoures, lang-syoures, eyis, 
wattergangis, &c.; which Alexander Levingstoun, laird of Hayning, with the consent of his 
wife, Jonete Henrysone, has resigned Madustoun  

1610 RMS vii 380 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Levingstoun, laird of Hanyng, who has sold 
to Henry Crawfurde of Manuell-Mylne and Cristine Menteith his spouse, and also George 
Robertsoun in Madustoun and Agnes Or his spouse,- lands of Madustoun, viz., Henry and 
Cristine's part occupied by Edward Mairschell (within the specified bounds) namely the 
Four-aiker-fauld, the Bentis, the Schortcroft, the Soniebray, with a piece of land [called] 
the Haugh (within the specified bounds) with commonty 

1610 Retour 74 Madestoun 
1623 RS58/3 f.35v [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander Crawfuird”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the land underwritten, Alexander Crawfurde of Manuell Myln eldest lawfull son and heir 
apparent of Herny Crawfurde of Manuell Myln and Margaret Mershell spouse of the said 
Alexander --- Henry Jamesone junior, maltman polentario of the burgh of Linlithgow, 
baillie in that part --- all and haill these parts and portions of his lands of Maduston 
possessed and occupied by Edward Mershell lying between, next to the western side of the 
lands commonly called the Sonybraye and lands commonly called Gillandisland and on the 
eastern side of the  lands of Quhitrig and the southern side of the common muir and the the 
public road from Maduston to the burgh of Linlithgow on the north with houses [etc.] with 
commonty and pasture upon the muir commonly known as Morwansyd mure with soums 
corresponding to the said lands --- lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling [note: no barony] 
--- all and haill the mill called Manuell Myln with houses [etc.] with the astricted multures 
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of the lands and barony of Hayning --- and the water of the said mill --- lying in the said 
sheriffdom --- the said Henry Crawfurde and Cristine Menteathe his spouse in a liferent of 
the mill and mill-lands [witnesses to sasine] David [Grinstoune] in Compostoune, Robert 
Hart in Courthillis and John Millar merchant [mercatore] in Manuell 

1627 RS58/4 f.65 [endorsed: John Livingstoune now of Hayning] [witnesses to sasine] James Cassells in 
Madustoun 

1634 RMS ix 81 [L] Madustoun 
1635 RMS ix 358 [L] Madustoun with the coals 
1636 RS58/6 f.350 [L] George Robertsoun in Madistone and Margaret Merschell his spouse, Thomas 

Robertsone their eldest lawful son --- and also those parts of the lands of Madistone --- 
and others lying between the lands of Gillandirsland on the south lands of Gilmudieland 
and Parkhill on the east lands of [/// - /// e] on the north --- vulgo the Four Aikir Fauld, the 
Bentis, the Scortcroft, the Sunnybre, the Haugh lying between the burn [torrente] vulgo the 
Manellrige Burne on the south and the lands commonly called Croftland of [Manuelrig?] 
on the north  

1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Robertsoune 
eldest lawful son to George Robertsoune in Madustoune and [Margaret?] Merchill his 
spouse and Alexander [ing/my rlb/rw e second occurrence suggests Ingrwm] in Curthill --- 
all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Thomas’s lands of Madustoune which 
they presently possess and occupy lying between the lands of Gillandirsland on the south, 
the lands of Gilmudieland and Parhall [sic] on the east, lands of Manelrige on the north and 
the public road between Madustoune and Manelrige on the west, moreover these portions 
of land known commonly as the Four Aikeris Fauld, the Bentis, the Short Croftis, the Sony 
Brea and a piece of land commonly called the Haugh lying between the stream known as 
the Mannelrige Burn on the south, lands called Croftland of Mannelrige on the north and 
the said lands of Mannelrige on the west and east sides with houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] James Scott in Crowderland, James Craufuird in Blakfuird and William Merchell in 
Litlemylne 

1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] Madustoun with the coals 
1657 RS58/11 f.143 Comperit personalie upon the ground --- Alexander Mitschell in Madustoune immediate 

younger brother and air  to the deceist William Mitscell lauful son to the deceist Eduard 
Mitschell in Over Gillandersland – Precept of Clare Constat from Earl of Callendar --- 
Alexander Boig of Boigstoun his baillie --- just and equall half of all and haill ane twentie 
shilling land of all and haill that part and portioune of the ten pund land of the barony of 
Hayning lyand beneath the mure callit the Wester Roume of Madustoune of old possest be 
the deceist [blank] and thairefter for a long space desolat and not laboured and north and 
south of the samyne and that part and portioune of the northland of Madustoune somtyme 
possest be the deceist George Robertsoune and now be the said Alexander and his  tenents 
with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] James Mitschell in Keanmuire 

1663 RMS xi 432 [L] the town and lands of Madustoun with the coal 
1663 CRS John Williamson, collier in Muddistoun 
1674 GD332/14 Sasine in favour of John Tennent lawful son of deceased David Tennent in Madistoun and 

of deceased Helen Mairshell lawful daughter of deceased William Mairshell  in Littlemyne 
for himself, and as procurator and in name of Elizabeth Marishell spouse of Patrick 
Duncan, burgess of Linlithgow, and Jean Mairshell relict of Alexander Mairshell wright in 
said burgh, lawful daughters of said deceased William Mairshell and William Hegging 
burgess of said burgh, as procurator for Janet Mairshell his spouse, in half of the three 
quarters of one eighth part of the £10 lands of Morrowingsyde called Glensplace, formerly 
possessed by Robert Glen in Glensplace, and also in another half of three quarters of one 
eighth part of said £10 lands called Glensplace formerly occupied by deceased John Glen 
of Glensplace and deceased Janet Mairshell his spouse, and afterwards by deceased 
William Glen, lying in the barony of Melvill and sheriffdom of Stirling, following on 
precept of Clare Constat, dated at Edinburgh 6th March, 1674, granted by George Lord 
Ross of Halkhead and Melvill for sasine to be given to said John Tennent as grandson, and 
to said Elizabeth, Jean and Janet Mairshell as daughters of said deceased William Mairshell 
in Littlemylne.Witnesses, John Learmonth, in Hayning Henry Rid in Hemsholl, Thomas 
Mairshell in Maltplumb, and John Rid in Candieheid Notary, Mr Andrew Ker Registered 
in Particular Register of sasines for Stirlingshire 3rd April, 1674. 16/3/1674 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 James Learmont in Madustone 
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1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 James Crawford in Madustone, James Williamsone, John Thomsone, George Robinsone, 
Gellis  Walker 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.47v Robert Androw, mason in Madustone 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.53 Margaret Tailziour spouse to David Tailziour in Madustone 
 Hendrie Learmond in Madustone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.67 John Grintone in Madustone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71 James Crawford and James Williamsone, coal hewers in Madustone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71v Crawford and Williamsone - see 71 [see too 76v] 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74v William Grintoun in Madustone; John McCulloch in Madustone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.77v Robert Bryse in Madustone 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.124 Alexander Andersone in Madwstone 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.128v Janet Dick in Madustone 
1688 RS83/1 f.15.12 Jonet Baird, spouse to John Faup, sone to William Faup, portioner of Madistoune – of a 3s 

4d land in Madustoune. Registered on the  268th and 269th leaves of the said Register  
1688 Retour 210 lands of Madastoun  
1695 SC67/67/3 f.70v Decernes James Crawfurd present taksman of the coall of Madustone to make payment to 

Alexander Livingstone factor for the estate of Callender for the use of the earl of Callender 
of the duties contained in his tak set be the deceased Earl of Callender to him And that ay 
and quhill he leave the said coall ane sufficient going coall as by his tak he is obliged In 
respect of his absence being personally cited 

1699 RS83/2/240 barronie of Henning now called Almond; Gillandersland; Maddiston RS59/10 f.200 – f.201 
1700 RS83/2 f.240 Alexander Bryce, flesher in Madustone 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v John Phaup, portioner of Maduston; Robert Andersone in - 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9v James Smith, coalhewer in Maduston 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10 John Andrew in Madeston  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v John Muirhead in Maduston 
1723 Macfarlane f.395 The village of Maduston stands upon the foresaid burn (Parkhall Burn) half a mile 

southwest from the kirk (parish) here are good coal pits. 
1750 RS59/19 f.382 appeared personally Robert Russell dyster Woodside Walkmiln as procurator for Margaret 

Russell his only lawful daughter having a hereitable bond of provision granted by 
Alexander Russell of Shawfield present tacksman of the Coalworks of Maddistown in 
favour of the said Margaret Russell his niece --- annualrent furth of his lands of Shawfield 
lying with the parish of Slamannan Regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- 
[witnesses to charter] William Phap portioner of Maddiston Alexander Baird portioner of 
Quarrelhead  

1757 CRS Alexander Baird of Quarrellhead, mason in Maddingstone 
1805 AOS 5088 parts of the town and lands of Maddiston viz., the Four acre Fauld, the Bents, the Short 

Croft with the piece of land lying between the Manwell rigg-burn and the lands of 
Manwellrig 

1817 Grassom Maddiston 
1826 RHP6338 Maddiston – [shows village as groups of 'rows'] 
1971 OS Maddiston 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Maddiston 
MADDISTON – OVER # MAS NS9375 [1] 
 
1674 RS59/5 f.126v [L] Elizabeth Marshell lawful and nearest heir of the late Alexander Marshell of Over 

Madistoun her father procreated between him and the late Agnes Dick – Precept of Clare 
Constat from Alexander Earl of Callendar --- all and haill that twenty shilling land of the 
ten pound land of the barony of Hayning lying within the muir and known as the Wester 
Rowme of Madastoune [witnesses to sasine] John Learmont in Maines of Hayning 

MADDISTON – WESTER  # MAS NS9375 [3] 
 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 John Brocklie in Westermadustone 
MADDISTON BURN MAS NS9476 [3] 
 
 1698 RS59/10 f.33 Agnes Grintoun spouse to Alexander Bryce in Madistoune --- the part and portion of the 

ten pound land of the baronie of Almond lying beneath the muir called Neithir 
Gillandersland --- and third part of ane tuo pennieland layand on the north syde of the 
Kairnehill betwixt the lands called the Black Bitt on the west the said Kairnehill on the east 
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the lands pertaining to Edward Marshall on the north and the Madistoun Burne on the 
south pairt thereof 

MAINS OF ALMOND NS965768 [SOUTH AND WEST]  
  
1682  CRS  John Learmonth in Mains of Almond 
1694 CRS Mains of Almond 
1714 RS59/13 f.172 Alexander Livingston of Parkhall --- all and haill the the lands of Rouantrie Yairds – 

barony of Almond --- bounded as follows viz that pairt of Mains of Almond called the 
North Syd on the east the lands of Parkhall on the south and west parts thereof and the 
lands of Whyte Shott on the north with free ish and entrie thereto [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Anderson Gairdner at Almond James Cairns in Court Hall  

17O7 SC67/67/ William Marshall in South Mains of Almond 
1783 RHP14363 South Mains - West Mains.  
MAINS OF CROWNERLAND # MAS NS9676 [2] 
 
1708 RS12/2 f.363 Mains of Crownerland 

MALTPLUM see Plum 
MANUEL MAS NS9577 [1]  NS956773 
 
1153x65 RRS i No. 27 Grants to the nuns of Manuel Priory certain land in Manuel with all its just appertances 

and by its right marches as G[eoffrey] de Malevill and Thore, son of Swan, and other good 
men perambulated it for them with common pasture and easements of wood, timber, 
fencing and fuel, as much as they need for their own use. 

1166x71 RRS i No. 75 Confirms to Manuel Priory the land in Manuel, Stirlingshire, granted by King Malcolm 
IV  

1196x98 RRS iii No. 407 Grants to Manuel Priory the whole tiend of his revenues for the sheriffdom of Linlithgow 
and the ferme of the burgh of Linlithgow etc. 

1372 RMS i 416 [L] baronie de Manuel (this is Somerville receiving the lands that became Manuel-Foulis) 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Rex concessit Reginaldo de Crawfurde.filio et heridi William de Crawfurde militis,- 

terras de Manuell, viz., le Hayning cum le Maynis ejusdem, de Maudirstoun, Nicholetoun, 
Gillandrislande cum le Manuelrig, Gilmudylande, Estir Ballinbruych, Westir Ballinbruych, 
cum molendino de Manuell, vic. Strivelyne;- quas dict. William de Crawfurde resignavit 

1491 RMS ii 2025 [L] Rex confirmavit Robert Craufurde de Hayning, et Egidie, ejus sponse,- terras de 
Nicholtoun, in baronia de Manwell, vic. Strivelin 

1532 RMS iii 1193 [L] Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng - Hanyng Place [locum de Hanyng] 
1537 RMS iii 1647 [L] Archibald Craufurd of Hanyng ... William Craufurde his son and heir apparent ... an 

annual rent from the Mains of Haining in favour of William Carncors of Cowmislie 
1541 Johnsoun 328 Agnes Craufurd, sister of William Craufurd, of Hanyng, of an 1/8th part of the lands of 

Nycholtoun, lying in the b. of Manwell and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1541 Johnsoun 334 Obligation by William Craufurd, laird of Hanyng, to grant a new infeftment in favour of 

David Craufurd of Parkhall and Marjory Craufurd his wife which the said David and his 
wife now hold by alienation from the late Archibald Craufurd, father of the said William --
- done at the Mains of Hanyng 

1542 RMS iii 2760 [L] William Craufurd of Hanyng 
1546 Retour 2 [L] Agnes Crawford, heir portioner of William Craufurd of Hanyng, her father, in the lands 

of Manwell with the pertinents, viz., the lands of of Hanyng with the manor place 
[manerie], lands of Mawdestoun, Nicoltoun, Gillanderslands, Manwellrig, Gilmudieland;- 
lands of Wester Ballinbreicht, with the mill of Manwell. AE L21.6s.8d NE L60 

1551 RMS iv 554 [L] The Queen confirms a charter of Agnes Craufurd, eldest daughter and one of the heirs 
of the late William Craufurd of Hanyng, in favour of Mr 
Alexander Levingstoun of Donypace, of half of the lands and barony of Manwell, viz., the 
lands of Hanyng with the manor, tower and fortalice, 

1551 RMS iv 555 [L] The Queen concedes to Thomas Levingstoun, brother of William, Lord Levingstoun, 
half of the lands and barony of Manwell, viz the lands &c. (as contained in Charter 554);- 
which M. Alexander Levingstoun has resigned ... to be held by the said Thomas and heirs 
male procreated between him and Agnes Crawford 

1556 RMS iv 1053 [L] The Queen concedes to Agnes Craufurde, eldest daughter and one of the heirs of the 
late William Craufurde of Hanyng, in the half of the lands of Manwell, viz., the lands of 
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Hanyng;- which Margaret Craufurde, youngest daughter and one of the heirs of the said 
William, resigned 

1565 Johnsoun 462 John Hucheon in Manuell 
1568 Johnsoun 534 Robert Davisoun, son of the late Robert Davisoun, sometime living in Walkmyltoun, to 

Andrew Mechell in Walkmyltoun of his right and kindness to his late father’s stedding and 
mailing in the town of Walkmyltoun, lyiing in the b. of Manwell and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1569 Johnsoun 550 George Scott in Manwall 
1569 Johnsoun 826 David Grintoun in Compstoun made in favour of his children, Robert, William and 

Isabella. They were to receive ‘his steading of Compstoun lying in the barony of Manuel 
and sheriffdom of Striveling, together with the crop growing thereon, and 6 oxen, 6 cows, 
2 old oxen, 2 horses, 75 sheep and 29 lambs pastured on the said steading, and also 
inspracht and outspracht whatsoever. 

1572 Johnsoun 875 Renunciation by James Grintoun in Bowhouse in favour of Thomas Duncan there, of his 
right title and kindness to a piece of land called the Ovirquartir of Gilandirrisland, held by 
Thomas Levyngstoun of Hanyng and lying in the barony of Manwell and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- Wit. James Crauffurd, son and heir apparent of William Crauffurd in 
Gompstoun, William Grintoun, son of the said James  

1575 Johnsoun 923 Discharge by James Hesplyne, husband of Helen Scott, daughter of the late George Scott in 
Manuell, in favour of Jonet Flynt, widow of the said George Scott, of certain tocher goods, 
valued by John Schaw in Kronarland, Thomas Kessane in the Neuk, John Merschell in the 
Quhyt Corss, and Patrick Huchioune in Myreheid: viz., 9 ewes, 6 hoggs, priced at 17 
merks; 11 ells hardin, 9 ells linen, in new made sheets, and 4 ells blanket-cloth to be a 
double blanket; 1 russet cloak, 1 double lined-bed with white; 1 sword, 1 buckler, priced at 
13 merks; 1 press awmry, 1 iron chimney, 1 pair wool combs, 1 sack twill, priced at 2 
merks; Total 40 merks. Done at the house of the said Janet Flynt, the 19th of October 
15751577 Johnsoun 636 

1582 CRE Alexander Davie in Manwell, sheriffdom of Stirling 
1590 Pont Abbey of Manwall – Manwell B[urn] 
1602 Retour 36 [L] Thomas Levingstoun of Hanyng, heir of Agnes Crawford, Lady Hanyng, his mother,- 

in half of the lands of Manuel, viz., the lands of Hanyng, lands of Mawdestoun, Nicoltoun 
? Gillanderslands, Manuelrig, Gilmudieland;- lands of  Wester Ballinbreicht, with the mill 
of Manwell. AE L21 . 6s . 8d - NE L60 

1603 CRE Elizabeth Nicoll, relict of John Forrester of Logy, and last spouse of Thomas Livingston, 
elder of Hanyng 

1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] The king confirms a charter of Thomas Levingstoune of Hanyng who, for the 
completion of a contract [marriage obviously] between him and his son and heir apparent, 
Alexander Levingstoune on the one part, and the said Alexander for himself on the second 
part, and Jonet Henrysoun, relict of William Elphingstoun, Earl of Orkney, with the 
consent of John Henrysoun laird of Fordell, on the third part, conceding to the said 
Alexander Levingstoun and his heirs masculine lawfully procreated etc., - lands of 
Manwell the Hanyng with the Maynes thereof, and Madustoun, Nicholtoun, Gillandirsland, 
with the Manwellrig, Gilmudyland, Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, with the mills of 
Manwell and Ballinbreich, and with fortalices, manors, mills, woods, fishings, coalworks, 
and tenantry ... Reserving to the said Thomas a life-rent of the Maynes with the fortalice 
etc., and the mill of Manwell with its lands, lands of Nicholtoun, Gilmudyland, 
Maudustoun, Manwellrig, and Wester Ballinbreich, with the mill of Mannuell 

1605 CRE The late Thomas Livingston, elder of Hanyng 
1608 RMS vi 2150 [L] Alexander Levingtoun, laird of Hanyng  Jonete Henrysoun, his wife 
1609 RMS vii 157 [L] Thomas Levingstoun of Hanyng 
1610 RMS vii 379  [L] Alexander Levingstoune of Hanyng and Jonete Henrysone his spouse ... the lands and 

lordship of Hanyng 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] Alexander Levingstoun, laird [feodatarii) of Hanyng  
1610 RMS vii 382 [L] Alexander Levingstoun laird of Hanyng Jonete Henrysoun  his wife, Thomas 

Levingstoun and Elizabeth Forrester, Alexander's parents ... Manuell alias the Hanyng 
1622 RS58/3 f.14 [endorsed “sasine for the earl of Linlithgow”] --- the late Alexander, earl of Linlithgow 

[etc.] father of Alexander, earl of Linlithgow [etc.] all and haill the lands of Manuall with 
the greens lie grenes and hauches contiguous and adjacent, lands of Walkmylntoune with 
the mill thereof, lands of Myreheid, lands of William Craigis with the pertinents, lying 
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within our baliary --- to be held in chief --- [sasine given as tradition – and lie clap of the 
said mill] --- James Donaldsone in Walkmylntoune 

1634 RMS ix 81 [L] The king concedes and of new deeds to John Levingstoun of Baldorane, his heirs etc., 
... the lands of Manwell with the pertinents known as the Raining and the pendicles thereof 
called the Parkhill, Hilsyde alias Tofts, Weitschott, with the lands of Maduston, 
Nicholstoun, Gillanderisland, Manuelrig, Gilmudieland, Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, 
with the mills of Manuell and Ballinbreich, with fortalices, manors, the wards and parks, 
fishings, coalworks, rabbit warrens, mills, feuferms and all duties and sevices thereof, with 
commonty, common pasturage and tenantry, ...;which is feued by Mr James Hamilton 
advocate; and which the said James, Alexander levingstoun Laird of Hanyng, Jonete 
Henrysoun his1pouse, William Cleland of Knowhobillhill, Andrew Polwart legitimate son 
of James Polwart of Cowstoun, and lord George Levingstoun of Ogilface, knight, with the 
consent of Thomas Livingston formerly of Hanyng and Elizabeth Forrester his wife,_ and 
John Levingstoun of Donypace resigned; a d which the king incorporates into the free ba 
ony of Haning, ordaining the castle [fortalicum) Haning to be the principal dwelling place 
in future 

1634 RMS ix, 81 [L] The king concedes to M. David Hay, legitimate son of M. John Hay of Eister Kennet, 
and Jeanne Wynrahame his spouse ...;- the lands and barony of Hayning, with the castle 
[castro) and manor place of Hayning, lands of Manuell known as Hayningmaynes with the 
pendicles [as in RMS vii 770 supra) town and lands of Maduston with the coals, lands [as 
in RMS vii 770 supra) ;- which is feued by James Levingstoun of Hayning 

1635 RMS ix 313 [L] The king concedes to Alexander, Earl of Eglintoun etc.,;- the lands of Manuell and 
Hayning and their pertinents called Parkhill, Hilsyd, Toftis, Weirschoit, Madistoun, 
Mitchelstoun, Gilderland, Manuelrig, Eister and Wester Ballinbreich, and the manor of 
Hayning (which pertains to John Livingstoun of Hayning) 

1635 RMS ix 358 [L] The king concedes to George, Lord Forrester of Corstorphine,... ;- the lands and barony 
of Hayning comp. [as in RMS ix, 313 supra] [appears to be a feu ... M David Hay and 
Jeanne Winrame his wife have resigned by procurator ...] 

1635 RMS ix 370 [L] The king confirms a precept made by John Livingstoun, laird of Hanyng, infavour of 
his wife of the lands of Eister and Wester Ballinbreiche, with the mill of Ballinbreiche, in 
the barony of Hanyng, Test. M. Robert Thomsone at the church of Hanyng, Robert Ras in 
Weitschott, Robert  Ker  sheriff-clerk of Linlithgow, Alexander Neilscae his servant ... 
instrument of sasine following on above :- [2] charter therewith of John livingstoun, now 
of Hanyng, in completion of the obligations of the above concedes to the said Jeanne, sister 
of John Stirling of Glorat, a life rent of the above written lands. Test. John, Archibald and 
Alexander Livingstoun, legitimate sons of the said John livingstoun of Hanyng 

1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] The king concedes to James, Earl of Callendar, Lord Livingstoun and Almont;- ...; 
lands and barony of Hayning supra] ... barony of Hayning and lands of Manuell &c 
George, Lord Forrestor of Corstorphine, William Livingstoun of Kilsythe, Alexander, Earl 
of Eglintoun, John Livingstoun of Hayning, and Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow has 
resigned in favour of the said Earl of Callendar and Quintigern Stirling of Glorat (who has 
made assignation to the said Earl of Callendar) ... and which lands &c of Hayning and 
Manuell the king has incorporated into the free barony of Hayning [see further for 
evidence of seperation of Mains of Manuel etc.] 

1663 RMS xi 432 [L] Charter to Alexander, Lord Livingstoun of Almond [in English] ... Moreover, all the 
following, viz., the lands and barony of Hayning, with manor-place; the lands of Manuel, 
containing the Mains of Haning; with Parkhill and Hilsyde as pendicles, with Whytshot 
and cottages; [as above]; also the Maynes of Manuel, with greens and haughs contiguous 
to the lands of Waukmiltoun 

1668 CRS Willaim Allan, smith in Henning 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.23 Robert Airthour in Manwell 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.29v Thomas Young in Manuall 
1686 RS83/1 f.5v.1 William Scott in Manwell - annualrent from Andrew Ross of Newk his land of 

Comistoune. Registered on the  74th leaf of the said Register 
1686 GD332/18   William Scot in Manuall  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.131 Jean Inglis in Manwell 
1690 CRS Jean Aitken and William Scott in Manuall, her husband 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Robert Airthor in Manuell 
1755 Roy Almond Castle 
1817 Grassom Manuel 
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1879 RAF p.279 Haining Castle 
 
cf Mannal, Scarnish, Oban 
    Monael ABD 
   Ardinmanuall of Kippen 1735 RS59/17 f.29v 
MANUEL BRIDGE MAS NS9776 [1]  NS970765 
 
1639 RS58/7 f.240v Edward Haygane in Manuelbrig 
1694 SC67/67/ John Marshall, smith in Burnbrig 
1697 SC67/67/3 f.116 Burnbrigge  
1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  some cothouses in Burnbridge 
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1817 Grassom Burnbridge 
1818 AOS 8957 ground near the Manuelburnbridge to the north of the Boothes coal road, being part of the 

lands of Almond  
1860 OS Manuelburn Bridge 
1860 OSNB  Manuelburn Bridge   A small stone bridge of one arch spanning Manuel Burn, property 

of and upheld by the Parish 
MANUEL BURN  MAS NS97763 [1]  NS911763 
 
1590 Pont Abbey of Manwall – Manwell B[urn] 
 
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] the stream known as the Mannelrige Burn  
1723 Macfarlane f.396 Manuel Burn bridge 
1860 OSNB  Manuelburn Bridge  
1973 OS Manuel Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Manuel Burn 
MANUEL-FOULIS # MAS NS9676 [1]   NS965763 
 
1372 RMS i 416 [L] William Somerville’s Charter: the king etc. grants to William Somerville the whole 

half of the barony of Manuel with pertinents, within the sheriffdome of Strivelyne and 
which Christiane Crousure … has resigned. To be held by the said William and Katerine, 
his wife. 

1391 RMS i 828 [L] Thome Somervile, son and heir of William Somervile and his wife Jonete Senescal 
daughter of Alexander Senescal of Dernley [lands of Cambusnethan Lanarkshire] 

1424 RMS ii 3 [L] The king confirms a charter of Thome? Somervile  of Carnwythe with the consent of 
William de Summerville, his son and heir of an annual-rent; of 10 merks of the lands of 
Manuel to the alter of St Marie in the monestry of S. Machuti 

1457 ER ix p. 666 [L] Sasine to Johanis domini Somervill terrarum de Crownerland, Cummystoun, Gilleis et 
Manuelrig 

1459 RMS ii 690 [L] A pardon from the king in favour of John, Lord Sommerville for the crime of forging 
the seal of his son-in-law's father Lord Cambell to a receipt for money 

1459 RMS ii 693 [L] The King grants to his consort Queen Marie the twenty pound land of the barony of 
Mannuell which John, Lord Somerville resigned 

1459 RMS ii 747 [L] The King concedes to Walter Ramsay and Jonete his spouse,-   the lands of 
Crounerlands, Manuelrig, and Gilleisland in the barony of Manuel .. which Queen Marie 
has personally resigned. Reserving to Queen Marie the coals of Manuelrig 

1493 RMS ii 2158 [L] Walter Ramsay of Dunnone grants a gift of an annual-rent from the lands of Dunnone; 
Forfarshire 

1494 RMS ii 2218 [L] Walter Ramsay of Dunnone grants a gift of an annual-rent from the lands of Dunnone; 
Forfarshire 

1501 RSSS i 638 A letter of licence made to Archibald Ramsay of Dunnune and his aeris, to wyn a 
coleheuch and colis within his landis of Manwell-rigis, Crowarland and Gilleyis  

1504 RMS ii 2801 [L] John Ramsay witnessed a charter of William Menteith of Kerse at Kerse 
1507 RMS ii 3151 [L] Walter Ramsay, son and heir apparent of Archibald Ramsay of Dunaune 
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1530 RMS iii 987 [L] The King confirms a charter of John Ramsay of Dunune who for a sum of money has 
sold to Master James Foulis (burgess of Edinburgh) and Katherine Broun his spouse-    
lands   of    Crounerland Manwelrig and Gilleislandis commonly so called; with the 
Bowhouses; in the barony of Manwel1 

1533 RMS iii 1254  [L] Confirmation to Master James Foulis …the lands of Manuel (previously called 
Manuell-Ramsay and by virtue of the sale of the lands by John Ramsay of Dunnune to the 
said James, now called Manuell-Foulis) viz., Manuelrig, Crounerland and Bowhouse alias 
Gillisland, with toftis, croftis, the outsettis, in the Barony of Manuel 

1540 RMS iii 2165  [L] A Charter of confirmation in which the king incorporates the lands of Manuell-Foulis 
into the free barony of Manwel-foulis, ordaining the manor-place of Crownerlandis to be 
the principal dwelling thereof 

1545 RMS iii 3124 [L] The queen grants to M. Henry Foulis, son and heir apparent of M. James Foulis of 
Colinton and Margaret Haldane spouse of Henry, the lands of Manwelrig now called 
Manwel-Foulis with the mill, which James and Katerine. Broun -have resigned 

1578 Retour 12 [L] James Foullis heir of Master Henry Foulis. of Collingtoun his father, in the lands   of 
Manwelrig known -as Manuel-Foulis with the mill 

1581 RMS v 295 [L] Charter of confirmation in favour of James Foulis of Collngtoun and Agnes Heriot his- 
wife of the barony of Manwell rig now called Manwell-Foulis with the mill etc., 

1609 Retour 68 [L] Lord James FouIlis of Colingtoun knight, heir of James Foulis of C., his father in the 
lands and barony of Manuel rig now called Manuel -Foulis, comprising the lands of 
Manuelrig Bouhousses   and   Crorfterlandis   called Manuel-Foulis with the mill. AE £5 
NE £.20, - terras, de Compstoun   with the fulling mill in the barony of Manuelrig E 18 
Merks 

1610 RMS vii 232 [L] confirming the sale of the lands of ManwelIrig, Bowhousis and Crownarland alias 
Manuel- Foullis, by Lord James Foullis of Collingtoun for 12000 merks t.o Robert 
Hammiltown of Eglismachane incorporating, as formerly these lands, into the barony of 
Manuel-Foulis, and ordaining the manor of Crownarland to be the principal messuage 

1628 RS58/4 f.142v [L] Thomas Dalzell of Manerstoune --- Jonete Bruce his spouse, and William Hamiltoune, 
merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that part for Robert Hamiltoune, --- 
all and haill the lands of the said Robert – the lands of Manullrig and Crounerland alias 
Manuelfoulis with manor house, biggins [etc]  --- the equall half of the lands of 
Comistoune --- John Grintoune in Hungriehill --- the Waulkmill [molendini fulloni] of 
Compstoune with the mill lands, --- lying in the said barony of Manuelfoullis and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] James Broune, blacksmith [fabro ferraris] in 
Crounerland, James Ker, blacksmith in Manuell [for the mill lands] Robert Dissingtoune, 
miller there  

1636 RMS ix 620 [L] Charter in favour of William Rig of Atherny lands of Manuelrig Bowhousis and 
Crownerland alias Manuel-Foulis, with the manor-place etc, incorporating the Barony of 
Manuel-Foullis with lawful right to commonty on the muir of Moirwinside which Robert 
Hammiltoun senior of Strawethie and Robert Hammiltoun junior laird of Strawethie, and 
Eliz. Auchmoutie wife of Robert senior and Agnes Spence wife of Robert junior, have 
resigned, and which the king has of new incorporated into the barony of Manuel Foullis 
ordaining the manor place of Crounerland as the principal dwelling thereof 

1644 RMS ix 1516 the mill-lands of the mill of Manuel adjoining the lands, of Lord James Foules of 
Colingtoun in the barony of Manuel 

1644 Retour 180 [L] Thomas Rig of Athernie, heir of William Rig of Athernie, By his father   in the lands of 
Manual rig, Bowhouse and Crownarland alias Manuel-Foulis, with right to commonty on 
the muir of Morewinsyd, united into the barony of Manuel-Foulis AE £5 NE £20 

1662 GD171/3925  Inventory of Writs of barony of Manuelfoulis 1459-1509, and notes thereon 
1687 Retour 307 [L] William Kerr, heir of William Kerr, burgh clerk of Linlithgow, his father, in the lands 

of Mannuelrig, Bowhouse and Crownerland otherwise known as Manuellfowlls with 
commonty in the muir of Morinsyde, united into the barony of Mannuelfouls 

1688 RS83/1 f.19.7 William Ker as aire to William Ker his father of the lands and baronnie of Manuel Foulls. 
Registered on the  331at leaf of the said Register  

1688 RS83/1 f.19.8 John Smith, merchant in Linlithgow and Jonet Heiggen his spouse and John Smith their 
son of the lands of Manuellrig and village thereof. Registered on the  332nd leaf of the said 
Register 

1710 GD332/54  Agreement by James Earl of Linlithgow, superior of the lands and baronies of Manuell,  
Walkmilntown, Myrehead, Almond and Ballinbreich, in the parish of Morowingsyde  
which have right to the commonty and muir of Morowingsyde  and also for his vassals; 
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Christian Eleis, relict of Colonel John Dalzell  of Neuck, for herself, and as tutrix to 
Thomas Dalzell, her son, and Agnes Dalzell, her daughter, also heritors and superiors of 
the lands and barony of Morowingsyde  which also have a right to said commonty and 
muir, and also for her vassals; William Bell, sheriff-clerk and town-clerk of Linlithgow, 
heritor and superior of the lands and barony of Manuael-Kerr alias Mannuall Foulis, 
which also have right to said commonty and muir,  

1762 SC4/3/1 Manuel-foulis 
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1786 AOS parts of the barony of Hillhead called Manuelfoulis; viz Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, 
Causeyends, Hillhead and Burnbridge, Crowderland or Broomstobs. 

1789 AOS Barony of Manuel Foulis now called Hillhead, Parish of Muiravonside  
19c RHP14358 Manuel Foulis Barony 
MANUELHAUGH MAS NS9776 [1]  NS976768 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5834 Manuelhaugh 
1860 OSNB Manuelhaughs   A small farmsteading all one storey, slated and in good repair.  Property 

of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar Park 
1912 CDS13 Manuel Haugh 
1957 OS Manuelhaugh 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Manuelhaugh 
MANUEL HOUSE MAS NS9676 [1]   NS968768 
 
 
1860 OSNB Manuel House - A neat two storey house built in the Italian style, slated and in good 

repair.  Property of [James] Bayley Esq, Edinburgh 
1912 CDS13 Manuel House - John N. Reynard - Telephone No. 3 
 
see Crownerland 
MANUEL JUNCTION MAS NS9677 [1]    NS967773 
 
1874 Love ii 366 Manuel Junction 
MANUEL KERR # MAS NS9676 [1]   NS965763  
 
 
1654 RS58/9 f.232 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Mr Andrew Ker, Clerk of 

Linlithgow and Robert Andrew as procurator in the name of Marione Bell spouse to the 
said Andrew Ker --- charter of Vendition and alienation made given and granted be Mr 
Thomas Rige of Aithernie, heritale proprietor of the lands and uthers underwritten ---- all 
and haill those parts and portions of the lands and baronie of Mannall Foulis callit the 
Hillhead of Crowderland and Eister Bowhouse 

1687 Retour 307 [L] William Kerr, heir of William Kerr, burgh clerk of Linlithgow, his father, in the lands 
of Mannuelrig, Bowhouse and Crownerland otherwise known as Manuellfowlls with 
commonty in the muir of Morinsyde, united into the barony of Mannuelfouls 

1688 RS83/1 f.19.7 William Ker as aire to William Ker his father of the lands and baronnie of Manuel Foulls. 
Registered on the  331at leaf of the said Register  

1710 GD332/54  Agreement by James Earl of Linlithgow, superior of the lands and baronies of Manuell,  
Walkmilntown, Myrehead, Almond and Ballinbreich, in the parish of Morowingsyde  
which have right to the commonty and muir of Morowingsyde  and also for his vassals; 
Christian Eleis, relict of Colonel John Dalzell  of Neuck, for herself, and as tutrix to 
Thomas Dalzell, her son, and Agnes Dalzell, her daughter, also heritors and superiors of 
the lands and barony of Morowingsyde  which also have a right to said commonty and 
muir, and also for her vassals; William Bell, sheriff-clerk and town-clerk of Linlithgow, 
heritor and superior of the lands and barony of Manuael-Kerr alias Mannuall Foulis, 
which also have right to said commonty and muir 

MANUEL KNOWES # MAS NS9777 [1]  NS978772 
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1817 Grassom Manuel Knowes 
 
coincides with Easter Manuel. 
MANUEL MAINS # MAS NS9576 [2]  NS953772 - West Mains 
  
 
1546 RMS iii 3308 [L] The Queen confirms a charter of Jonete, prioress of the monastery of Manwell,- [which 

is set in feuferm to Alexander, Lord livingston in life-rent, and William Livingston, his 
second son, in fee,- for defense against malefactors when necessary ... viz  terras 
dominicales de Manwell ... in barony de M. 

1592 ER xxii p.550 [L] sasine to Alexander, Lord Levingstoun ... rentalis de feudifirmis terrarum 
dominicalium lie Manis de Manwell 

1599 RMS vi 890 [L] The King confirms to Alexander, Lord Levingstoun, the lands of Maynis of Manuell 
with the "arenes and hauchis" adjacent thereto:- (which was formerly held of the priory of 
Manuel) ... Reddendo L21.12.4, 7 chalders 12 bolls wheat (or 6s.8d per boll) 3 chalders 
barley (or 8s per boll), 12 bolls of malt (or 12s 8d per boll), 48 capones, (or 50s per 
capone) 22 loads of coal, 3 pounds of wax, with the carriage of five dozen loads of coal, 
with other land duties and usual sevices. 

1645 RS58/8 f.109 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Sir Alexander Steill 
lawful son of John Steill, lawful son of the late John Steill of Houstoune, hereditary 
proprietor of the lands of Manuell underwritten and William Ros in Nwik – the Maynes of 
Manuell with the Greens  and Hauchs [terris domminicales cum viridariis lie greines et 
hauchis] lying contiguous and adjacent [witnesses to sasine] James Ros lawful son of 
William Ros in Nwik, Andrew Mitchill in Walkmylnetoun 

1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] The King grants to James, Earl of Callendar, lie Maynes de Manuell cum viridariis et 
lie hauchis adjacentibus, 

1663 RMS xi 432 [L] the Maynes of Manuel, with the greens and haughs contiguous to the lands of 
Wakmiltoun 

1688 Retour 310 [L] terris dominicalibus de Manuell with the greens and haughs contiguous thereto 
1783 RHP 14363 West Mains 
MANUEL MILL # MAS NS9776 [1]  NS971762 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] The King grants to Reginald Crawfurde, son and heir of William Crawfurde, knight, 

the lands of Manuell, ... cum molendino de Manuell ... which William Crawfurde resigned 
1540 RMS iii 2102 William Craufurd and Margaret Levingstoun his wife, ..., lands of Manwell with the mill-

lands thereof, in the barony of Manwell 
1546 Retour 2 [L] Agnes Crawford, heir portioner of William Craufurd of Hanyng, her father, in the lands 

of Manwell with the pertinents, viz., the lands of of Hanyng with the manor place 
[manerie], lands of Mawdestoun, Nicoltoun, Gillanderslands, Manwellrig, Gilmudieland;- 
lands of Wester Ballinbreicht, with the mill of Manwell. AE L21.6s.8d NE L60 

1566 Johnsoun 730 Patrick Crawfurd in Manuel Myln 
1568 Johnsoun 538 Patrick Crawfurd in Manuel Myln 
1572 Johnsoun 880 Patrick Crauffurd of Manwel Myln 
1602 Retour 36 [L] Thomas Levingstoun of Hanyng, heir of Agnes Crawford, Lady Hanyng, his mother,- 

in half of the lands of Manuel, viz., the lands of Hanyng with the manor-place, lands of 
Mawdestoun, Nicoltoun, Gillanderslands, Manuelrig, Gilmudieland;- lands of Wester 
Ballinbreicht,with the mill of Manwell 

1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Henry Crawfurde in Manuell-mylne 
1623 RS58/3 f.35v [L] [endorsed “sasine for Alexander Crawfuird”] personally compeared upon the ground of 

the land underwritten, Alexander Crawfurde of Manuell Myln eldest lawfull son and heir 
apparent of Henry Crawfurde of Manuell Myln and Margaret Mershell spouse of the said 
Alexander --- Henry Jamesone junior, maltman [polentario] of the burgh of Linlithgow, 
baillie in that part --- all and haill these parts and portions of his lands of Maduston 
possessed and occupied by Edward Mershell lying between, next to the western side of the 
lands commonly called the Sonybraye and lands commonly called Gillandisland and on the 
eastern side of the  lands of Quhitrig and the southern side of the common muir and the the 
public road from Maduston to the burgh of Linlithgow on the north with houses [etc.] with 
commonty and pasture upon the muir commonly known as Morwansyd mure with soums 
corresponding to the said lands --- lying within the sheriffdom of Stirling [note: no barony] 
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--- all and haill the mill called Manuell Myln with houses [etc.] with the astricted multures 
of the lands and barony of Hayning --- and the water of the said mill --- lying in the said 
sheriffdom --- the said Henry Crawfurde and Cristine Menteathe his spouse in a liferent of 
the mill and mill-lands [witnesses to sasine] David [Grinstoune] in Compostoune, Robert 
Hart in Courthillis and John Millar [merchant - mercavrie] in Manuell 

1626 RS58/3 f.413v [L] Alexander Crawfurd in Mannellmyln 
1635 RMS ix 307 [L] The Bishop of St Andrews had as part of his revenues, 26s 8d from the mill of Manuel 
1644 RMS ix 1516 The King ratifies £13 a charter of Alexander Crawfuird of Manual-mylne with the consent 

of Margarete Merschell his spouse, in favour of Alexander Crawfuird his eldest born son 
and heir apparent, and of his heirs procreated between him and Mariota Row his intended 
spouse, the legitimate daughter of the late M. James Row, minister of the word of God at 
the church of Kilspindie, ...,- of the mill called Manual-mylne, with the astricted multures 
of the lands and barony of Hayning, with the mill- lands (adjoining the lands of Lord James 
Foules of Colingtoun, knight), in the barony of Manuel and sheriffdom of Stirling;- 
reserving the life-rent to the said Alexander, senior, and Margaret. [2] a charter of the same 
date of the said Alexander, junior, in favour of Mariota Row of a life-rent of 250 marks of 
the said mill. [3] a charter of 1622 by the late Henry Crawfuird of Manual-mylne in 
favour of the said Alexander, senior, his legitimate eldest son,- of the said mill &c. 

1654 RS58/9 f.272 Alexander Crawford of Mannell Mill and Jonet Ross his spouse --- half of the lands of 
Compston with the Wallke Mille now corne mill thairof and mill lands  

1654 Laing 2452 Alexander Crawfurd of Manuellmylne 
1658 CRS Margaret Marshall, relict of Alexander Crawfurd of Manuell-mylne 
1661 IRD Janet Ross, spouse of Alexander Crawford of Manuelmylne 
1663 RMS xi 432 Alexander, Lord levingstoun of Almond … the mills of Manuel and Ballinbreich 
1663 CRS Alexander Crawford in Manuel Mylne 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.99 Alexander Andersoune in Manwellmylne 
1686 GD332/19   Thomas Crawfurd of Manwallmilne  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.131 Thomas Crawfwird of Manwellmylne 
1696 CH2/712 Thomas Crawfurd of Mannel-miln and Margaret Macfedin his spouse 
1698 RS83/2/12 Thomas Crawfurd of Manuall Mylne and Margaret McSpedden his spous [RS59/10 f.13] 
1699 SC67/67/4 f.20 indicates that "Manwellmylne" was, at that time, a Justice of the Peace 
1701 CH2/712 Thomas Crawfurd of Manuelmylne witnessed the baptism of Agnes Dalzell, daughter of 

Lieut. Col. John Dalzell of Nuick  
1717 RS59/13 f.511v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten  James Muirhead 

Hammerman att Manuellburnbridge as actorney for Alexander Crawfurd of Manuelmiln, --
- in all and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his miln of Manuell called Manuellmiln --- 
bounded betwixt the lands sometime pertaining to Sir James Fouls of Collingtoun and now 
to Mr Alexander Falconer Advocat on the north and west Manuellburn on the East and the 
Water of Aven on the South parts with the manour place houses [etc] all presently 
possessed be the said Thomas Crawfurd and his cottars all lying within the barrony of 
Manuell --- Also all and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his part and portion of the lands 
and barrony of Manuellfouls and Crauderland or Broomstobs --- bounded betwixt 
Crauderland Burn on the South William Sutherland on the west and the Kirkburn and the 
lands of Haining on the North and east parts with the meadow moss muir tofts crofts [etc] 
lying within the barrony of Manuellfouls --- All and heall the said Thomas Crawfurd his 
half of the lands of Cumpstoun with the Walkmiln and Corn Mill commonly called the 
New Miln --- disponed be Robert Hamiltoun in Hungry Hill all lying within the barrony of 
Manuellfouls --- And sicklike the said Thomas Crawfurd his part lately allowed to him of 
the Common muir of Morevenside viz that part of the land of  Black Rig presently 
possessed be John Jervy with houses [etc] betwixt the lands of John Dick of Cumpstoun on 
the South and west the lands beloning to Andrew Currie of Craigmadrig on the North and 
the lands belonging to William Bell of Aventoun and Alexander Mitchell of Craigend on th 
eeast parts As also that roum in the said muir with the mosses and pertinents thereof called 
Middlerig bounded betwixt the lands of the said Andrew Currie and the other room on the 
South the lands belonging to the said Alexander Mitchell and Alexander Grintoun on the 
east The late Earl of Linlithgow on the North and the Mosscannel moss on the west parrts 
with houses [etc] 

ante1722 MCP Agnes Dalziel of Muiravonside married Alexander Crawford of Manuel Mill, and they sold 
Muiravonside to John Macleod 

1722 ISH Agnes Dalzell (or Crawford) at Manwellmilne,  served heir to her sister Joanna 
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1723 Binns 560 Translation by Thomas and Agnes Dalyell, children of the late Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Dalyell of Newk, and by Alexander Craufurd, younger, of Manuel Mill, husband of the 
said Agnes, in favour of Magdalen Dalyell, Lady Binns, of a bond. Dated at Manuel Mill 
and at Edinburgh, 29 May 1723. Witnesses, at Manuel Mill, Thomas Craufurd, elder, of 
Manuel Mill, and John Young, servitor of the said Alexander; ... 

1723 Macfarlane f.395 Manual Miln 
1724 CH2/712 Baptism of James Crawfurd, son of Alexander Crawfurd and Agnes Dalzell ... witness 

Thomas Crawfurd 
1751 CHA A1064 Alexander Crawfurde of Manuelmiln 
1754 EEC -3  Oct, 4c:  Manuelmill for sale try 21 Oct 4b. "the Lands  called  Manuelmill, mansionhouse,  

pigeon-house, officehouses  and garden, with  the  mill  called Manuelmill,  mill  lands  
thereof and astricted multures of the  same;  a park commonly called Bullion-Park, and 
some cothouses in Burnbridge; the mill called the  New-Mill  of Compston, mill lands 
thereof, and astricted multures  of  the same;  part of the lands of Compston, consisting of 
18 acres or thereby, 16  of which  have been lately inclos'd with a stone dyke; that part of 
the Lands  and Barony  of  Manuelfoulis called Crownerland or Broomstobbs - the  lands  
called Middleridge and Blackridge, lying in Muir of Muiravenside; as also to Superiority of 
part of the Lands of Compston, belonging in property to Mr John  MacLeod of  
Muiravenside,  Advocate, with an yearly feu duty of 131l  Scots  money  ... belonged to the 
deceased Alexander Crawford of Manuelmill..." 

1766 CHA A1064 James Baird of Manuel Miln 
1781 AOS 123 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, seised in parts of the barony 

of Hillhead now called Manuelfoullis, viz. Easter Bowhouse, Hillend, Hillhead, 
Burnbridge, Crownerlands or Broomstabs, & part of the Muir of Muiravonside, parish of 
Muiravonside – on Precept of Clare Constat by John Kid of Manuelfoulis, merchant, 
Edinburgh P.R. 27.59 

1781 AOS 124 John Baird, as heir to James Baird of Manuelmiln, his father, in the lands of Mauel called 
Manuel-miln 

1786 AOS lands of Manuel called Manuel Mill 
1797 GD65/261 Thomas Muirhead, miller at Manuel Miln. 
1817 Grassom Manuel Mill 
1823 GD171/2014 Part of Manuel Mill .. J Baird Esqs. 
1855 SC4/3/2/5797 Flour and corn mill of Manuel. Tenant Alex. Brock; Prop. Isaac Bayley S.S.C. Edinburgh. 
1860 OSNB Manuel Mill - A large pile of buildings, composed of a dwelling house, corn and flour mill 

with offices.  Machinery of the mill propelled by a water wheel sixteen h.p.; all two storey, 
slated and in good repair.  Property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar Ho, Falkirk 

1880 SC4/3/4/33 Tenant Peter Roberts, Miller & Co. Proprietor William Forbes 
1912 CDS13 Manuel Mill - Robert Waddell 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Mill 
MANUEL - PRIORY of ST MARY of -    # MAS NS9776 [1]  NS971763  
 
1153x1165 RRS i 27 Grants to the nuns of Manwel Priory certain land in Manwel with all its just 

appurtenances and by its right marches as G[eoffrey] de Maleville and Thore, Son of Swan, 
and other good men perambulated it for them, with common pasture and easements of 
wood, timber, fencing and fuel, as much as they may need for their own use. 

1171 SHS Misc iv 1  Charter by King William the Lion to the nuns of Manuel of the land of Manuel which King 
Malcolm, his brother, gave to them, 1161-1171 

1190 Cambus 80 Rogero, priore de Manuell 
1200 Cambus 86 Rogero, priore de Manuell 
1224 SHS MISC iv 9 Charter by King Alexander II to the nuns of Manuel of one and half chalders of salt from 

the tithe of his saltpans 22 June 1224  
1291 Bain ii p.124 Lady Christina, prioress of the nuns of Manuel, swore fealty to the King there [Linlithgow] 
1296 Bain ii p.196 Alice, prioress of Manuel, along with John of Calantir “of the county of Stryvelin”, signed 

the Ragman Roll at Berwick on Tweed 
1301 Bain v p.169 Writ from King Edward to the treasurer, his lieutenant and the barons and chamberlains of 

exchequer, complaining of the continuing shortage of money; so many of his troops, both 
horse and foot, have deserted that he ha not enough left to complete his campaign, and is in 
danger of losing what he had previously won. He is now going to Linliscu to spend the 
winter, hoping not to lose anymore ground ... provisions are also scarce and are to be sent 
to him. Signed and dated at the Priory of Manuel 
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1301 Bain iv p.449 xxj die Octobris, in oblacionibus regis ad magnum altare in ecclesia monialum de 
Manwelle 

1505 Johnsoun 1508  Dene William Craufurd, vicar of Falkirk, as procurator for the prioress and convent of 
Manwell, and Alexander Fresall, procurator for the bailies, councillors and community of 
Linlithgow, came to an agreement: ‘Memorandum that as anent the twa corne myllis 
quhilkis the priores and convent of Manwell suld set in feuferme to the baillies, counsale 
and communite of the burgh of Linlithgow, quhilk suld be completly endit or the feeist  of 
Pasch nixt to cum eftir the dait of thir presens, like as is contenit in the contract and 
appointment maid betuix the saidis partiis therapone, nochtwithstanding the saidis 
procuratouris has consentit to the continuatione of the ending of the said contract and 
appointment fra the said feist of Pasch quhil the feist of Witsonday nixt immediat therefter 
followand, swa that the samin be compleytly endit or the said feist of Witsonday, eftir the 
forme of the said contract.’ 

1545 RMS iii 3308 [L] Regina etc., confirmavit cartam Jonette [Levingstoun] priorisse monasterii de Manwell 
et convent ejusdem. [qua ad feudifirmam dimiserunt Alexander Domino levingstoun in 
vitali redditu, et William Levingstoun, ejus filio secundogenito in feodo,- pro defensione 
contra malefactores sibi necessaria, et per diet Alex. optime prestita,- ] 
The lands he feued are given as: Mains of Manuel, Walkmyltoun with the mill, Myreheid, 
[Williamcraigs WLO], all stated to be in the barony of Manwell, and in the sheriffdoms of 
Stirling and Linlithgow. These lands were said to be valued at £21.13s.4 in money, with 7 
chalders, 12 bolls of wheat, 3 chalders of oats, 12 bolls of malt, 4 dozen capones, 22 loads 
of coal, 3 pounds of wax, with the carriage of 5 dozen [loads] of coal. 

1552 Foulis 184  Instrument of Sasine in favour of Henry Forrest, burgess of Linlithgow, and Katherine 
Levingstoun, his wife, in the Burgh Mill and the Little Mill and the mill lands lying in the 
barony of Manwell; following a precept of Sasine by Dame Joanna Levingstoun, prioress 
of Manwell. Sasine given in the Burgh Mill by Alexander Levingstoun, bailiff for the 
prioress. 

1560 Thounis 21  Instrument of Sasine in favour of the burgh of Linlithgow in the Burgh Mylne lying on the 
Water of Aven and the Litill Mylne lying on the Maling burn, with the mill lands thereof 
and astricted multures of the barony of Manwell, lying in the said barony and Sheriffdom 
of Linlithgow, following on the resignation by Katherine Levingstoun, widow of Henry 
Forrest, burgess and liferenter of the said mills and her son  John F., fiar of the same and 
Helen Cornwall his wife, in the hands of the superior, Joanna Levingstoun, prioress of the 
monastery of Manwell of the order of the Virgin Mary, in the Diocese of St Andrews. 

1560 AD1/119 Precept of sasine by Jane Levingstoun, prioress of nunnery of Manwell, in favour of John 
Forrest and Helen Cornwoll, his future spouse, of two grain-mills called the Borrow miln 
and the Litil Myln, in sheriffdom of Linlithqw, following on resignation by said John 

1562 Johnsoun 399 Mr Alexander Levyngstoun, dwelling for the time being in the monastery of Manuell 
1564 Thounis 216  Shows that Whitebalks [Quytbakis] in West Lothian was held of the superiority of the 

prioress of Manuel. Among the witnesses were: Mr Alexander Levingstoun in Manuel, 
John Kers, servant of the prioress, John Huchon in Manuel 

1577 RPCS iv p.817 by William, Lord Levingstoune for the first taxatioun of the priory of Manwell £58.12s 
1580 RMS v 16 [L] Rex confirmavit cartam factam per Joannam Levingstoun priorissam de Mannuell, et 

ejusdem conventum,- [qua concesserunt preposito, ballivus, consulibus et communitati 
Burgi de Linlithgow, et eorum successoribus,- duo molendina granorum nuncupata lie 
Borrowmylne et Lytill-mylne, terras eorum molendinarias, cum astrictis multuris terrarum 
dicti monast., viz. ville et manieri de Mannuell, Walkmiltoun, Myreheidis, Williamcraigis, 
et ceterum terrarum suarum baronie de Mannuell, necnon eorundem divoriis et sequelis, in 
baronia sua de Mannuell 

1583 RMS v 568 [L] Rex confirmavit Joanni Levingstoun in Daldas filio et heredi quondam Davidis L. 
infrascripti, heredibus ejus et assignatis, cartam factam per Joannam Levingstoun 
priorissam de Manwell, et ejusdem conventum,[qua ad feudifirmam dimiserunt David 
Levingstoun in Daldas, heredibus ejus et assignatis,- molendinum grani vocat. Mongall-
mylne, terrasque molendinarias, cum ejus astrictis multuris terrarum de Nethir et Over 
Mongallis, jacen. in Mongall, per Rob. Mongall occupatas, cum sectis, sequelis &c., in 
baronia de West Kers 

1599 RMS vi 890 [L] Rex etc., confirmavit et, pro servitio sibi et antecessoribus suis prestito, de novo ad 
feudifirmam dimisit Alexandro Domino Levingstoun, et heredibus ejus masc. 
quibuscunque, terras subscriptas cum decimus inclusis, viz lie Maynis de Manuell cum lie 
grenes et hauchis adjentibus, terries de Walkmiltoun cum molendino terrras de Myreheid et 
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Williamcraigs, in baronia de Manuell, vic Striveling et Linlytgow;- quas (olim de prioratu 
de Manuell tentas) idem Alexander resignavit 

1645 GD171/3919 stipend payable from thirds of duties of priory of Manuel 
1562-72 Thirds pp.17, 34, 37, 44 
1707 Sibbald There is also in this Shire the Nunnerie of Emanuel, of the Cistertian Order, it is situat 

upon the brink of the water of Avon, in pleasant Countrey, and founded by King Malcolm 
the Fourth. It lyes within the parish of Moranside. 

1723 Macfarlane f.596 There is an old Abbacy at Manual about a mile above Linlithgow bridge upon a low 
champain ground and close by the north side of Aven, but now much washt away by the 
great speats or land flouds thats frequent in this water 

1755 Roy Imanil Abby 
1817 Grassom Manuel Abbey 
1879 RAF p.283-284 For the old Priory we must proceed up the Avon to the vicinity of Manuel village. The 

ruins, consisting simply of a portion of the western gable wrapt in a thick wood-warp of 
ivy, stand on the north bank of the river, in a haugh on the farm occupied by Mr Inglis. The 
fragment, which is of hewn-stone, and elegant in its simplicity, contains an arched-door, or 
gateway, with throe small Gothic windows over it; and above these a circular one is placed. 
In 1730, however, the "chapel" was comparatively entire. There was the eastern gable 
perfect in form, with a high triple-arched window ; also the south wall, which, in addition 
to a central door, had another close to the eastern gable, with three windows overhead. And 
it is said part of the south wall of the church was standing until the beginning of 1788, 
when, the river having risen to an unusual height, it was swept away by the violence of the 
flood with part of the bank that had been used as a cemetery. Luckily, we have all the facts 
at hand regarding the history of this local relic of monasticism, and therefore need not be 
reminded, by way of caution, of the famous prtetorium of old Monkbarns. The Manuel 
nunnery, as we find from reliable relics, was founded by Malcolm IV. in 1156, and 
consecrated to the Virgin Mary. It was possessed, too, originally by Cistercian nuns—an 
order that derived its name from a district in Burgundy called Citeaux, where the first 
convent of that austere school was founded by ono St Robert, but which, of course, was 
simply an offshoot of the great Benedictine epoch. In 1292 the Prioress Christina swore 
fealty to Edward I., who, as we learn from a writ of his 'own, visited "Manewer on the 24th 
October, 1301. Alice, Christina's successor, also swore fealty to Edward, at Linlithgow, in 
1296. Her tomb was to be seen here, some yearn ago bearing her figure with a distaff— an 
unusual instrument in the hands of a princess. The nunnery had possessions in the shires of 
Edinburgh and Ayr, as well as in those of Linlithgow and Stirling; and when the list of 
ecclesiastical revenues was drawn up in 1562, those of Manuel amounted to fifty-two 
pounds fourteen shillings and eightpence Scots, three chalders of here, seven chalders of 
meal, with a large quantity of salmon. The graveyard lay immediately beneath the nunnery, 
close upon a slight bend of the river; but for years the water current has been incessantly 
washing away the very foundations of the monastic burial-ground.  

MANUEL- RAMSAY # MAS NS9676 [1]   NS965763 
 
1501 RSS i 638 A letter of licence made to Archibald Ramsay of Dunnune and his aeris, to wyn a 

coleheuch and colis within his landis of Manwell-rigis, Crowarland and Gilleyis 
1532 RMS iii 1254 Apud Edinburgh, 8 Jan. Rex, pro bono servitio, confirmavit familiari ac consiliario suo M. 

Jacobo Foulis, registri ac concilii et rotulorum clerico, et Katherine Broun ejus sponse,— 
terras de Manuell (Manuell-Ramsay prius nuncupat., et tunc per venditionem per John 
Ramsay de Dunnune dictis Jac. et Kath. factam Manuell-Foulis vocat), viz. Manuel-rig, 
Crounarland, et Bowhouse alias Gillisland, cum toftis, croftis, le outsettis, in baronia de 
Manuell, vic. Striveling 

MANUELRIG # MAS NS9376 [1]   NS939767 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L] Rex concessit Reginaldo de Crafurde, filio et heredi William de Crafurde militis,- 

terras de Manuell, viz ... Gillandrislande cum le Manuelrig 
1459 RMS ii 747 [L] The King concedes to Walter Ramsay and Jonete his spouse, spouse,- the lands of 

Crounerland, Manuelrig, and Gilleisland in the barony of Manuel ... which Queen Marie 
has personally resigned ... Reserving to Queen Marie the coals of Manuelrig 

1502 RMS ii 2641 [L] Whereas the Prebend and Chaplaincy which the Collegiate Church of the Holy Trinity 
near Edinburgh acquired at one time from their founder, the King's grandmother, Marie, 
Queen of Scots, which takes the form of the possession of the lands of the Pows of Airth 
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with the grain mill thereof, and lands of Cummystoun otherwise called Manwell-riggis 
with the fulling mill belonging thereto,- and whereas the charter which then assigned these 
lands is now discovered to be lacking in validity; in corroboration of the praisworthy 
intentions of our aforesaid grandmother we declare they are to be secured in the above 
named persons, and declare all other existing charters to be invalid and that they should be 
destroyed, and the king, at death's hand, confirms the said prebend etc. 

1502 Collegiate 4 Carta ecclesie collegiate Sanfte Trinitatis prope Edinburgh fuper terris de le Powis de Erth 
et de Cummystoun ... cum molendino granorum earundem et terrarum de Cummystoun 
alias nuncupatarum Manwell-riggis cum molendinis fullonum earundem cum fuis 
pertinenciis iacencium infra vicecomitatum noftrum de Striueling  

1575 Johnsoun 621 Lawrence Gray in Manwellrige  
1577 RPCS ii p.629 Forsamekill as it is understand to my Lord Regentis Grace and Lordis of Secreit Counsale 

that thir is ane court appointit to be haldin upoun the landis of Manwelrig upoun the thrid 
day of September nix to cum, for perambulation of the debettabill methis and marches of 
certane landis perteining to James Lord Ross and [Henry] Fowlis of Colingtoun on the ane 
part, and Thomas Levingstoun of Hanyng on the other part; quhair unto ayther of thame 
intendis to mak convocatioun of their freindis to greit nomeris, amangis quhome thair is 
some variance and contravery presentlie standing, quhairupoun forder inconvenient is 
likelie to follow to the troubling of the gude and quiet estate of the cuntre gif tymous 
remeid be not providyt. And thairfoir, ordanis letteris to be direct to officiaris of armes, 
Shereffis in that part, chargeing thame to  pas, command and charge bayth the saidis partis 
personalie or at thair dwelling places, that nane of thame tak upoun hand to mak any 
convocatioun or gaddering to the said Court or any uther courtis to be haldin concerning 
the said mater unto the end of the process, bot that ayther partie bring onlie xxiiii personis, 
thair freindis and servandis, in quiet maner without armour, besydis the Jugeis, Clerkis, 
Advocattis and utheris memberis of Court.’ 

1628 RS58/4 f.142v [L] Thomas Dalzell of Manerstoune --- Jonete Bruce his spouse, and William Hamiltoune, 
merchant burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that part for Robert Hamiltoune, --- 
all and haill the lands of the said Robert – the lands of Manullrig and Crounerland alias 
Manuelfoulis with manor house, biggins [etc]  --- the equall half of the lands of 
Comistoune --- John Grintoune in Hungriehill --- the Waulkmill [molendini fulloni] of 
Compstoune with the mill lands, --- lying in the said barony of Manuelfoullis and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses to sasine] James Broune, blacksmith [fabro ferraris] in 
Crounerland, James Ker, blacksmith in Manuell [for the mill lands] Robert Dissingtoune, 
miller there  

1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] lands of Manelrige on the north --- lands called Croftland of Mannelrige on the north 
and the said lands of Mannelrige on the west and east  

1639 CRS John Andrew in Manwellrig 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.28v William Bryce in Manwelrig 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.64 William Bryce in Manwelrig 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.74 James Bryce brother to William Wryte [recte Bryce] in Manwelrig 
1644 RS58/8 f.55 Manyulrig --- Four Aiker Field --- the Shortcroft --- the Sunniebrea – the Hauche 
1653 RS58/9 f.127v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Neuk, 

brother and air of the deceast James Ross of Neuk [witnesses to sasine] William Gray in 
Manwell Rige 

1669 CRS Thomas Robertson in Manwall-Rig  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 Robert Andrew of Manuellridge; William A his brother [in M-ridge] 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 William Grey in Manuellridge 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.82 Robert Andrew of Manuellridge ... for one years duty of coalheugh of Madustone 
1686 CRS William Burne in Manuall-rige 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v Robert Trotter in Manuellrige 
1723 GD34/374 Extract Registered Articles of Roup and Sale of the lands of Manwalrigg in the parish of 

Mooronsyde  and a fifth part of the lands of Wester Greenyeards and Craigengelt and 
tenements of lands, etc lying on the south and north sides of the High Street of Linlithgow, 
all belonging to John Smith, late provost of Linlithgow, and his creditors and trustees; and 
Minute of Preference in favour of John Smith, son of said John Smith, as purchaser of said 
lands at the price of £19,419.10s, dated 10 July 1723. Registered B of C & S, 7 September 
1724.  

1724 SC67/67/6 f.38 John Bizet, smith in Manuellridge 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.48v Thomas Andrew in Manuelrig against Alexander Fraiter there 
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1826 RHP6338 Manuel Rig 
1860 OS Manuelrig 
MARCHEND # MAS NS9076 [1]   NS904760 
 
1867 BAS Marchend 
MELONS PLACE MAS NS9473 [1]   NS949739 
 
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] John Rid in Midlequarter otherwise called Maillingis Plaice 
1663 RS59/1 f.306 John Dick in Maillingis Place 
1675 RS59/5 f.213 John Dick of Meallings Pleace 
1696 CH2/712 William Dick, fermar in Malingsplace – son James baptised 
1697 RS59/9 f.65v William Dick sone to the deceist James Dick in Meallings Place --- all and haill the lands 

of Dykeraw and Candiend with houses [etc] --- lyand in the barony of Melville be 
annexation, paroche of Morrowingsyde and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 
Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to Mealings Place  

1723 SC67/67/6 f.28v George Orr in Meallingsplace 
1723 Macfarlane f.295 Maillens Place 
1817 Grassom Mellandsplace 
1860 OS Melonsplace 
1980 OS Melonsplace 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Melonsplace 
 
Cf Mellenside ABD  - see Black’s Surnames, - Malingside p.577 
MELONS PLACE QUARTER # MAS NS9473 [3] 
 
1782 AOS 309 part of Muiravonside called Melons Place Quarter and Blew Butts 
1783 AOS 309 Melons Place Quarter 
1792 AOS 2897 Melonsplace Quarter 
MIDLANDS see Gilmeadowlands 
MIDDLEQUARTER # MAS NS9473 [2] 
 
1562 Johnsoun 685 Contract between George Tennand of Myddilquarter of Morwensyd and Peter Pollart of 

Hilderston whereby the said George binds himself to sieze the said Peter in the lands of 
Myddilquarter, and to assign to him all contracts, obligations and sums of money, and 
specially the sum of £22 Scots owed to the said George by Allan Tennand, and a further 
contract betwixt the said George and Allan; and with ingress and regress to and from the 
other half of Myddilquarter, held in feu by the said Allan; and the said Peter Pollart binds 
himself to pay 200 merks to the said George, of which he gave 20 merks as arles 

1564 Thounis 210 Assignation by William Ruchat of his Tack of the quarter of the lands of Midilquarter, 
lying in the barony of Morwensyde  

1566 Johnsoun 492  instrument of Sasine in favour of dames Dik in 1/16 of the £10 lands of Morvinsyde called 
Middillquarter and in the 8s 6d lands of another one-eighth part of the £10 lands of 
Morvinsyde, called the other Middillquarter, occupied by Allan Tennant and Janet Clogy, 
his wife, and lying in the barony of Melville by annexation and sheriffdom of Striviling, 
following on a precept of sasine, directed to John Ross tbaillif of Muiravonside] by James, 
Lord Ross of Halkheid and baron of the barony of Melville, and dated at Halkheid 

1567 Johnsoun 521 Resignation by Agnes Duncan wife of Allan Wauch of Morwinsyd Hill --- a piece of 
ground called Westirfauld lying in the Myddell Quarter of Morwinsyd --- William 
Merschell of Cokkishill and David Merschell of Redfurd 

1568 Johnsoun 540 William Merschell in Middilquarter of Morwinsyd 
1569 Johnsoun 562 Instrument of Sasine in favour of James Dik in Bankheid in one-half of one-eighth of the 

£10 lands of amid extent of Morvinsyde, commonly called Middilquarter; and also in 8s 
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6d lands of another one-eighth of the said £10 lands, commonly called the other Middill-
quarter, lying in the barony of Melville by annexation etc .... 

1575 Johnsoun 622 Liferent sasine in favour of Joanna levyngstoun, wife of James Dik in Bankheid,in the 
subjects described in. No.562  

1625 RS58/3 f.269 William Mitchell of Middillquarter, legitimate and nearest heir of umquill William 
Mitchell of Middillquarter [his oy?] and William Calder in Hill of Morowingsyde baillie 
in that part for James Lord Ross of Halkheid, baron of the barony of Melvill in the lands of 
Morowingsyde called Middillquarter [witnesses to sasine] William Merschell in Ridfuird, 
John Dick in Bankheid, John Mitchell son of the said William, Henry Tailzour in 
Woodsyde 

1625 RS58/3 f.271v Griselda Bonyntoun daughter and heir of the late Patrick Bonyntoune, son and heir of the 
late Margaret A[uch]ie in Middillquarter of Morrowingsyde lawfully procreated between 
her and Andrew Bonyntoune in Middillquarter, her spouse --- in Middillquarter 

1625 RS58/3 f.316 [L] William Burges in Middilquarter 
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] William Burges in Dyckraw as procurator for John Bollog merchant burgess of the 

burgh of Edinburgh son and heir of the late Walter Bollog in Croftandieheid and Henry 
Glen in Glensplaice, baillie in that part and there the said William Burges having in his 
hand a Precept of Clare Constat of all and haill an annualrent --- John Dik in Bankend --- 
parts of the lands of Morewinsyde commonly called the Midle Quarter --- in the barony of 
Morwansyd [witnesses to sasine] Robert Broune in Wodsyde and John Rid in 
Midlequarter otherwise called Maillingis Plaice  

1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Dick in 
Bankhead and Robert Ross in Weitschott baillie in that part for James Ross of Halkheid 
having a Precept of Clare Constat as son and heir to the late James Dick in Bankheid his 
father --- all and haill a half of all and haill of the ten pound land of auld extent of 
Morwingsyde called Middilquarter and also in all and haill the eight shilling and 
sixpenny land of the other eigth part of the foresaid lands of Morwingsyde commonly 
known as the Uther Midelquarter  --- and also all and haill a peat land [petre] called the 
Westfauld [witnesses to sasine] Henry Rid in Hemmishoil Thomas [b]ali[b]w in [glen] 

1634 RS58/6 f.185 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Dik eldest lawful 
son of John Dik in Bankend Marjory Cadder eldest lawful daughter to William Cadder in 
Hill of Morwyngsyd and future wife of the said James and Peter Lermonth in Crwehill 
baillie in that part for the said John Dik hereditory proprietor of the lands underwritten --- 
all and haill that eighth part of the ten pound land of auld extent of Morwynsyd commonly 
called Midlequarter with all and haill the equal half of the eight shilling and sixpenny 
land of the other eighth part of the foresaid lands of Morwynsyd commonly known as the 
Uther Midlequarter – and also the land called the Westfauld lying within the said lands of 
Morwynsyd in the Midlequarter – and also all and haill the equal half of all and haill the 
lands called Kanyelandis and Burnpyk pertaining to the lands of Nwk Settreis and 
Maltplwme lying in the barony of Morwynsyd, barony of Melvill and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- John Tailzer in Cokishill and that part and portion of the lands of Kanye  

1653 GD332/7   Charter by Thomas Muir, in Middelquarter and Elizabeth Burges his spouse, to James 
Blak in Brigend of the 22s. land of old extent of the £10 land of old extent of 
Morrowingsyd called Middelquarter presently possessed and occupied by William Burges 
father of said Elizabeth, and her and her said husband, lying in the barony of Melvill and 
sheriffdom of Stirling (with exceptions and reservations not specified - in favour of said 
William Burges and Janet Trumbull his spouse); to be held blench of the granters and in 
feu of George Lord Ross, superior; with precept directed to William Ross, in Melvill to 
give sasine, under reversion. Written by Rober Mayne, servitor to Mr Andrew Ker clerk of 
Linlithgow. Dated at Linlithgow. Witnesses, George Bell, younger, merchant burgess of 
Linlithgow, Thomas Bowie, in Litillmylne John Fisher, son of Robert Fisher, in Newmylne 
and Andrew Craufurd servitor to said Mr Andrew Ker Mr Andrew Ker and Robert Mayne 
as notaries sign for said Thomas Muir and Elizabeth Burges who declare they cannot write.  
9/12/1653   

1670 GD332/9   John Dick, in Midlequarter  
1685 RS83/1 f.2.18 Middle Quarter of Morrowingsyde. Registered on the  19th leaf of the said Register 
1685 GD332/17   David and William Dick, sons of James Dick, in Middlequarter.  
1686 GD332/23 Charter of Confirmation by Andrew Ross of Neuck, baron of the barony of Morvingsyd 

and superior of the lands aftermentioned, confirming Feu Charter, dated 22nd February, 
and 2nd March, 1653, granted by deceased George Lord Ross of Halkhead and Melvile to 
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Thomas Muir, in Middilquarter and Elizabeth Burges his spouse, of the 22s. lands of the 
eighth part of the £10 land of Morvingsyd called the Middilquarter to be held in feu-farm 
for 38s. 4d. Scots payable in equal portions at Whitsunday and Martinmas yearly, with 
duplicand, suits of court, thirlage, etc., as in Charter of 8th February, 1686. 24/12/1686 

1691 RS83/1 f.31v.11 John Arthur in Quarter – his lands of Middlequarter of Morrowingsyde. Registered on the  
26th and 27th leaves of the said Register 

1700 GD332/43 the 22s. land of old called the Middillquarter [Middle Quarter] now commonly called the 
Dykeraw; 1792 AOS 2897 

1792 AOS 2897 part of Muiravonside called Middlequarter now called Melons Place Quarter  
1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree 

& Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 Middlequarter, Westfield also in Middlequarter 
MIDDLEQUARTER – THE OTHER  # MAS NS9474 [3] 
 
1569 Johnsoun 562 Instrument of Sasine in favour of James Dik in Bankheid in one-half of one-eighth of the 

£10 lands of amid extent of Morvinsyde, commonly called Middilquarter; and also in 8s 6d 
lands of another one-eighth of the said £10 lands, commonly called the other Middill-
quarter, lying in the barony of Melville by annexation etc .... 

1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Dick in 
Bankhead and Robert Ross in Weitschott baillie in that part for James Ross of Halkheid 
having a Precept of Clare Constat as son and heir to the late James Dick in Bankheid his 
father --- all and haill a half of all and haill of the ten pound land of auld extent of 
Morwingsyde called Middilquarter and also in all and haill the eight shilling and sixpenny 
land of the other eigth part of the foresaid lands of Morwingsyde commonly known as the 
Uther Midelquarter 

1634 RS58/6 f.185 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Dik eldest lawful 
son of John Dik in Bankend Marjory Cadder eldest lawful daughter to William Cadder in 
Hill of Morwyngsyd and future wife of the said James and Peter Lermonth in Crwehill 
baillie in that part for the said John Dik hereditory proprietor of the lands underwritten --- 
all and haill that eighth part of the ten pound land of auld extent of Morwynsyd commonly 
called Midlequarter with all and haill the equal half of the eight shilling and sixpenny land 
of the other eighth part of the foresaid lands of Morwynsyd commonly known as the Uther 
Midlequarter  

MIDDLERIG MAS NS9176 [1] NS913760 
 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v [L] And sicklike the said Thomas Crawfurd his part lately allowed to him of the Common 

muir of Morevenside viz that part of the land of  Black Rig presently possessed be John 
Jervy with houses [etc] betwixt the lands of John Dick of Cumpstoun on the South and 
west the lands beloning to Andrew Currie of Craigmadrig on the North and the lands 
belonging to William Bell of Aventoun and Alexander Mitchell of Craigend on the east 
parts As also that roum in the said muir with the mosses and pertinents thereof called 
Middlerig bounded betwixt the lands of the said Andrew Currie and the other room on the 
South the lands belonging to the said Alexander Mitchell and Alexander Grintoun on the 
east The late Earl of Linlithgow on the North and the Mosscannel moss on the west parrts 
with houses [etc] 

1754 EEC -3 Oct, 4c  the lands called Middleridge and Blackridge, lying in Muir of Muiravenside 
1755 Roy Midle Rigg 
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1814 Grassom Middlerigg 
1860 OSNB Middlerigg - A farm steading, dwelling house and office, one storey, the former thatched, 

the latter slated, allin good repair.  Property of Mr Jas Russel, writer, Falkirk 
 
Known today as North Middlerig. 
MIDYET # MAS NS8873 [1]   NS889735 
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1817 Grassom Midyet 
MILLKNOWE # MAS NS9172 [1]   NS914729 
 
1667 RS59/2 f.350v [L] John Robert in Milnknow 
1667 GD332/8  James Robert, lawful son of deceased John Robert, in Milleknow  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 James Robertsone of Mylneknowe 
1755 Roy Millnowemill 
1860 OS Millknowe 
1943 OS Millknowe 
MILNBRIDGE see Torphichen Bridge 
MITCHELL see Craigend 

MITCHELSTON see Craigend 
MONECAPEL # MAS NS9374 [1] 
  
c. 1190 Fraser, ‘Melvilles’ iii viii as the road runs to the stream which issues from Monecapel 
MOSS CANNEL  # MAS NS8875 [1] 
 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v [L] As also that roum in the said muir with the mosses and pertinents thereof called 

Middlerig bounded betwixt the lands of the said Andrew Currie and the other room on the 
South the lands belonging to the said Alexander Mitchell and Alexander Grintoun on the 
east The late Earl of Linlithgow on the North and the Mosscannel moss on the west parts 
with houses [etc] 

1723 Kirkland Moss Cannal 
1823 RHP1538  Plan of part of Parkhall Estate and Mosscandle connected with coal workings: 1823  
1867 BAS  Moss Candle - shows north corner at 905760 
1879 Gillespie p.352 Cannel Moss 
1943 VR MSIDE 300 Mosscandle 
 
Note 1: This lies between Darnrig and Gardrum Mosses 
Note 2: Glencannel, Mull, was formerly Glenkenner/Glenkannyr - Watson p.276 
MOSSPLAT # MAS NS9373 [1]   NS931739 
 
1742 RS59/18 f.238 John Pettigrew tennant in Mossplat as baillie --- lands of Hillhead and Shielrig called 

Howloan 
1817 Grassom Mossplatt 
MOSS SIDE # MAS NS9174 [1]  NS918745 
 
1806 AOS 5288 part of the muir of Muiravonside called Wainrigg now Mosside effeiring to the lands of 

Easter Candy 
1855 OS Moss side  
MOUNTHOOLY # MAS NS9073 [1]   NS908733 
 
1714 SC67/67/5 f.141v  John Robertson in Mounthooly 
1755 Roy Mounthooly 
1765 CRS William Reid, tenant in Mounthuilly 
1817 Grassom Mounthoolly 
1860 OS Mounthooly 
MUIRAVONSIDE MAS NS9676 [1]  NS965764 
 
1189 GD26/1/4/8 Reginald Prat of Tyndale to Richard of Melville, with the former's daughter in marriage.  
 

Reginaldus Prat de Tindale, omnibus amicis suis clericis et laicis salutem. Sciant tam 
presentes quam futuri me dedisse et concessisse et hac carta mea confirmasse Ricardo de 
Melville, cum Margareta filia mea. Morgunessete in liberum maretagium per has divisas, 
scilicet sicut antiqua via tendit de Sauelmesforde usque ad sedem Sancti Morgani et de 
sede usque ad petram quam predictus Ricardus posuit consilio predicti Reginaldi et de 
predicta petra sicut Witherlem se tenet usque ad magnam viam de parte occidentali de 
Armethe, et sicut via se habet usque in rivulum manantem de Monecapel, et de Monecapel 
versus occidentem usque ad caput rivuli manentes ad Suth Mossam, et sicut mossa et sicca 
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terra se extendunt usque ad rupem de occidentati parte mosse, et de rupe usque ad parvum 
nigrum montem, et de monte usque ad occidentalem partem de petera de Morgunessete et 
sicut petera et sicca terra se extendunt versus orientem usque ad rivulum manentem de 
petera, et sicut rivulum manat usque at Avon  
 
Tenen (etc) .....et cum commune pastura de Manuel: ita libere et quiete quam aliquis miles 
in tota terra domini regis Scottorum 'liberius et quietius aliquod maritagium possidet Hiis 
testibus Simone de Hal, Willelmo de Haweltun. Davide de Graham, Randu1pho filio 
Simonis, Johanne Prat, Reginaldo fratre eius Petre capellano Malcolmo theino de Calentar, 
Johanne filio Gilbright, Gerardo Prat, Ricardo Palmer, Ysac filio eius, Wa1tero de 
Pollem(ont?), Godwin filio Suani, Willelmo filio eius, Elya cliente domini Regis et multis 
aliis  
 
Confirmation by William I of the above: the land of Muiravonside (terra de Murganesete) 
witnesses Hugone cancellario meo, Willelmo Cumin, Malcolmo filio comitis Dunecani, 
Willelmo de Haia, Geruasio Auenel, Henrico medico, Hugone de Kaledouer, Simone de 
Haheltun, Dauid de Graham. Apud Lillidqu’ 1189 x 1195 RRS 2 no. 320. 

See too Fraser, Melvilles iii Charter viii.  
1509 RMS ii 3308 [L] confirms to John Ross, Lord of Halkhead, terras de Morowinsidis cum molendino 

earundem. 
1562  Johnsoun  409 John Glen in Morwynsyd - Patrick Houstoun in Morwynsyd 
1523 RMS iii 244 [L] Morvingside 
1562 Johnsoun 409 John Glen in Morwynsyd,  
1567 Johnsoun 522  James, Lord Roiss of Halkheid, Baron of Malville and Laird of Morwinsyd, sasine given 

by John Roiss, bailiff for Lord Roiss. 
1573 CRE Henry Wood in Morwinesyd 
1587 RMS v 1304 Ludovic Bellenden - advocation of the church of Morrowinsyde which is a pendicle of the 

of the church of Falkirk [would appear that this advocation previously lay with 
Abbotskerse] 

1602 CRE William Glen, flesher in Mavinsyde, parish thereof. 
1606 RMS vi 1792 [L] Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow - advocation of the church of Morrowinsyde which is a 

pendicle of the of the church of Falkirk 
1606 CRE Patrick Calder in Morrovingsyde, parish of St Morroving 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] Morovingsyde - Morowingsyde-mwre  
1615 Retour 83 [L] Morvingsydes – James, Lord Ross heir of Robert, Lord Ross, his father, with the mill 

in the barony of Melville by annexation 
1633 RMS viii 2158 [L] Jacobus Dom. Ros de Halkheid et Melvill, terras de Morvingsides cum molendino  
1636 Retour 161 [L] William Dom. Ros de Halkheid etc., haeres Jacobi etc., fratri 
1645-56 GD171/3919 Mr John Bruce, minister of Morwinsyd 
1648 APS c.222 VI.ii.119 The kirk at Morvingside had been a pendicle of that of Falkirk, though it has had a distinct 

minister for 60 years; disjoined from Falkirk and erected into a separate parish 1648 
1649 Retour 192 [L] William Dom. Ros de Halkheid etc., haeres mascules William Dom. Ros de Halkheid 

etc., fratris negates Morrowinsydes 
1649 Murray Morrowinsydes 
1651 APS VI.ii 6496 Report and recommendation in favour of the parishioners of Morvenside approved 
1671 CRS James Haddoway at Kirk of Morrovinsyde 
1691 Murray ii p.30 Moorevenside 
1693 Retour 314 [L] Joanna Ross sponsa Joannis Ross de Nuick, haeres Andrae Ross de Neuck, patris,- in 

terris et baronia de Morowing-syde cum molendino infra paroche de Morowingsyde, et 
infra baronia de Melvill per annex., et nunc unitis in baronia de Morowingsyde... 
dimidietate ter. de Cumpstane infra baronia de Manuell-Foullis nunc vocata Mannuellrig 

1700 C2/77/26 no.14 Charter to Lt. Col. John Dalzell ... terrarium et baronie de Morrowingsyde & c. ... 
Cristiana Eleis ejus sponsa ... Totas et integras terras de Morrowingsyde cum molendino 
ejusdem 

1700 SC67/67/ iii f.41 Morrowingsyde 
1701 CH2/712 Agnes Dalzell, daughter of Lt. Col. John Dalzell of Nuick and Christine Ellis his wife, 

baptized. 
1707 GD332/48 Decreet of the Barony Court of Morwingside held at the Nuick before William Bell of 

Aventoun bailie of said barony, in the complaint at the instance of Patrick Broun portioner 
of Woodside, against John Dick of Middlequarter Margaret Mershell  in Candieheid and 
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James Dick, her son, tenants of said John Dick, mentioning that the loan at the back of the 
Candie, which leads to Morwingside muir, past memory of man has always been a 
common loan to the muir for the use of the feuars and tenants of the barony of 
Morwingside and was never encroached upon till of late said John Dick and his tenants 
have encroached upon said loan and tilled up a great part thereof and sown it with corn and 
stopped the common passage to the muir, and threaten particularly to stop said Patrick 
Broun's carts, for which offence said John ought to be severely fined and punished, and 
said loan declared to be common, and said John and his tenants discharged to encroach 
thereupon for the future, and also said Margaret Mershell  and her son have encroached 
upon pursuer's hedge and filled up his 'how furrow' with their ground and encroached upon 
a 'march baulk' in the Candie betwixt the pursuer's lands and theirs, for which they ought to 
be fined. Parties compeared and the bailie after hearing evidence finds and declares that the 
loan has been a common loan for forty years and upwards without interruption and that the 
pursuer and other heritors and tenants of the south side of the barony have been in use to 
pass there through with 'horse slaids carts etc.' to the muir, and that the pretended 
interruption alleged was not legal nor proven by sufficient witnesses, and also finds that 
said John Dick and Margaret Mershell  and James Dick, her son, his tenants, have 
encroached upon and tilled said loan, therefore he fines them £50 Scots and ordains the 
loan to be common in all time coming for the passage of said Patrick Broun and other 
heritors and tenants of the south side of the barony to the muir with 'horse slaids carts etc.', 
and also finds said Margaret Mershell  and her son have filled up the pursuer's 'How 
furrow' with their ground and encroached upon the march 'baulk' in Candie betwixt the 
pursuer and them, and therefore fines them £20 Scots; because the pursuer and defenders 
compearing personally on 3rd July, 1706, the pursuer adduced the witnesses following: 
John Calder of Hill, aged 60 or thereby, who deponed that for some years he had seen the 
pursuer and his father lead their 'elding' by the loan and never knew that it was stopped till 
now, and that said John Dick and his tenants have tilled up the old road, and further 
deponed that Margaret Mershell  and her son have filled up the pursuer's 'How furrow' with 
their ground, and also that he had visited the march 'baulk' in the Candie about two years 
ago and at that time Margaret Mershell's  plough had encroached upon the march 'baulk'. 
Patrick Calder of Ridfuird aged 58 or thereby, deponed that since he remembers he has 
known the loan to be a common road for the use of the barony to lead their 'elding' from 
the muir, and deponed similarly to preceding witnesses. Archibald Taylour portioner of 
Candie, aged 60 or thereby, and Robert Taylour in Seattries, aged 60 years and more, 
deponed likewise. The case was again called on 14th May, 1706, when pursuer compeared 
personally and defenders with Sebastian Henderson, their procurator, who produced John 
Dick's charter, dated 8th May, 1666, granted by Andrew Ross of Nuick of the lands of 
Candie and Burnpyke, and contended that the servitude libelled ought to be instructed by 
the pursuer by writ, and that servitude for forty years by use and wont had not been proved, 
and if such should be proved the defender offers to prove interruption within the forty 
years. The pursuer thereupon again adduced witnesses, viz., Robert Taylour in Seattries, 
who further deponed that he had known the road to have been a common road to the muir 
40 years past and that the road went west by the foot of John Dick's land to the muir; and 
Thomas Mershell elder, in Plumb, aged 60 or thereby, who deponed that he had known the 
road in use likewise for 50 years. The bailie assigned to the defenders 31st May, 1706, to 
prove interruption, whereupon they adduced the witnesses following, viz., George Muire 
[Muir], sometime of Dykraw [Dykeraw], aged 40, who deponed that about 11 years since 
he was John Broun's tenant and was going to the muir with horses by the road in debate 
when he was interrupted by Margaret Mershell Compstoun's tenant, and that Pursuer's 
father told him when he took his land that he had no passage by said road, and while he 
was tenant he passed not by said road but another way throught Broun's own ground. 
Robert Carlaw, in Gillmeadowland, aged 40 or thereby, deponed that being pursuer's 
servant about 26 years ago he was interrupted on said road by William Dick, Compstoun's 
tenant, and John Broun deceased, was not allowed to pass that way until he took a piece of 
land from Dick, and then they passed that road by Dick's tolerance, and that before the land 
was taken Broun and his servants went to the muir by another road through his own land. 
8/7/1707 

1718 E644/1/14 Morrowingsyde 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.7 Peter Forgie, flesher in Morrowingside  

Thomas Forgie, flesher in Morrowingside 
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1722 ISH June 2 Agnes Dalzell (or Crawford) at Manwellmilne to her sister Joanna, daughter of Lieut.-Col. 
J.D. Dalzell of Mureavenside, co-heir of  Provn.-Gen. Thomas Dalzell  

1723 GD34/374 Mooronsyde  
1754 GD65/202 Memorial for Thomas Dundas, younger, of Fingask, against John McLeod of 

Morrovingsyde, regarding possession by the said John of a colier astricted to the said 
Thomas's coal-fields. 

1755 Roy Moranside Kirk 
1778 GD103/2/440   Pardon under the (English) Great Seal in favour of Alexander MacLeod of Muiravonside, 

son of Mr. John MacLeod, advocate, who was engaged in the rebellion in 1745   
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1798 CHA A1064.031  Memorial: Alexander MacDonald Esq. of Largie and his curators ... Brother German and 
apparent heir of deceased James Macdonald of Largie against the Creditors of the said 
James MacDonald.  
Mrs MacDonald of Largie succeeded to the estate of Muiravonside as heiress of her uncle 
Alexander Macleod Esq. of Muiravonside who never married. she executed a destination 
of that estate in favour of herself and her husband, Mr Charles Lockhart and the longest 
liver of them; and to their children in fee. Mrs MacDonald died several years ago; and her 
eldest son, James MacDonald predeceased his father, who enjoyed the estate in virtue of 
his right of liferent until his death ... Feb 1796 
Upon Mr Lockhart's death it was found that the estate was burdened with considerable 
debts contracted by Mrs MacDonald, the fiar. It was therefore judged necessary that he 
should raise the process of sale of the estate and ranking of the creditors, in terms of the act 
of parliament 1695, cap. 24 
Memorial continues:  
 
Scheme of the proven rental deductions therefrom and holding of the Estate of 
Muiravonside and others and Value therefrom  
 
[1]The lands of Muiravonside 

The mansion-house garden and pigeon house, and offices of Muiravonside, 
possessed by John Morehead Esq., Advocate, and his mother, Mrs Morehead of 
Herbertshire for one year 1797-1798 yearly rent of £35.0.0 
The Stoning-green in front of the house, ... 
The lands of Fighting ford possessed by Alexander Wilson The piece of land called 
Potatoe Park possessed by James Laurie 
The Pond park 
The lands of Seattrees and the lands of East and West Malt Plumb, possessed by 
Patrick Taylor 
The lands of Middleridge possessed by David Stark 
The large Drumbuie Park possessed by James Taylor in Standub 
The Standub park possessed by James Taylor, tenant in Standub, part of Drumbuie 
Parks, the fourth park of Drumbuie 
The Wainridge land possessed by James Taylor jnr 
Easter Newhouse park possessed by Andrew and James Robertson 
The Mill of Muiravonside, mill lands, kiln, dwelling houses, parts and pertinents, 
with the thirlage of the barony of Muiravonside possessed by Joeseph Read in 
virtue of a tack granted to him by Mrs MacDonald of Largie in 1785 for 19 years. 
The Sheep and Glen Parks 
[2] The lands of Wr. & Mid. Bowhouses called Hungary hill 
[3] The lands of Compston 
Two parks called Draffins possessed by Patrick Taylor 
Er Castlehill or Little Compston possessed by William Forgie 
The park called Castlehill Park of Compston 
The Mill of Compston, commonly called the New-Mill etc. 
[4] Superiority and Feu Duties of the land of Redford and part of Candiehead, part 
of the Barony of Muiravonside 
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Feu Duties payable by the Vassals of the said lands to the Crown-Vassal, their 
superior. 
William Calder of Redford, for the parts of the said barony held by him in feu: 
Lands of Netherton or Hemeshole £4.15.2 
Lands of Middlequarter £1.19.0 
The 1/2 of the 1/4 part of the 1/8 part of Glensplace and 1/2 of the 1/3 part of the 
1/8 part of Hemeshole 
£4.19.6 Alexander Brown, portioner of Candiehead, in that part of Candiehead £0. 
9.6 
 

 [5] Coal 
Alexander Sneddan, the house, yard and coal of Bowhouse 
Adam Glen, tacksman of Houston coal-works, depones, That in his opinion the coal 
of Bowhouse might let for £60 sterling, on a 19 years lease, which he considers as a 
correct rent, but that it would cost about £50 Sterling to sink two pits, and a £100 to 
make an engine; and the expense of cleaning the level cannot exceed £50, and 
perhaps not the half of that. 

 [6] Superiority and Feu Duties of the Lands of Coxhill and others, parts of the 
barony of Muiravonside 
David Binnie as heir of his brother, part of Coxhill that the left 1/2 of a 1/4 part of 
an 1/8 part of the £10 land of Auld Extent of Muiravonside, called Coxhill, with 
that one part of a 1/3 part of a 1/4 part of the 1/2 part of an 1/8 part of all and 
sundry the said £10 land of Auld extent of Muiravonside called Coxhill are held 
feu of Muiravonside for payment of £2.5.0 Scots in money and 17s.4d as the 
agreed price for multure of bear and pease, or pease and beans, ... the lands called 
Caymielands, Burnspike, Patter's-tree, and Waughshouse, the lands called Syke, 
with a part of the Caymie-syke, that part of the lands of the Quarter called the 
Cannyend with a proportional part of the Quartermoss belonging thereto, being part 
of the £10 land of Muiravonside. 
5/- land of Er Candie is part of the lands of Hemeshole Portion of the Muir of 
Muiravonside called Wainrigg 

1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 
Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1803 Fasti p223  William McCall ordained as minister; died unmarried 1833 in his 67th year. On 11th 
December 1825, burglars broke into his manse, and violently assaulted him and carrying 
off money and other valuables. Two Union Canal bargemen were tried for the crime at the 
Stirling Circuit, 20th April 1826, one of whom was condemned to death, 26th May. 

1813 RHP9210  Plan of Muiravonside 
1823 GD 171/2014  Copy Final Locality of the Stipend of the Parish of Muiravonside, Modified 21st May 

1823 
1835 CHA A1064.021 Inventory of the Writs and Title Deeds of the lands and Estate of Muiravonside which are 

to be exposed to public Roup and Sale on Wednesday 24 June 1835 ... by James Brown, 
Trustee for Alexander macleod Esq. of Muiravonside and his creditors ... 

 [1.1] Extract Registered Disposition and Settlement by Mr John Macleod of 
Muiravonside, Advocate, whereby he gave granted and disponed to and in favour of John 
Robertson Snr., Writer in Edinburgh, ... inter alia his lands and Barony of Muiravonside 
with the Tiends thereof which disposition and Settlement contains procuratory of 
resignation and precept of seisine and dated 21 Sep. 1768 and recorded in the Books of 
Council and Session 18.3.1785 
[1.2]  Charter and Resignation under the Great Seal in favour of 1774 the said John 
Robertson Snr. ...23.2.1774 
[1.3]  Disposition and Assignation by the said John Robertson Snr., of parts of the said 
Barony of Muiravonside in favour of Bannatyne William Macleod, Advocate in liferent 
during all the days of his life  
[1.4] Instrument of sasine in favour of the said Bannatyne W. Mcleod in liferent of the said 
parts 
[1.5] Extract Disposition and assignation by the said James Robertson Snr., of parts of the 
said Barony in favour William McDonald W.S. in liferent 
[1.6] Instrument of sasine [following on] 
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[1.7] Extract Disposition and Assignation by the said Bannatyne W. Macleod and William 
McDonald and also Alexander Mcleod Esq. in favour of the said Alexander Macleod of 
inter alia the said Barony and containing an Assignation to the foresaid charter No. 2 
[1.8] Instrument of sasine in the said Barony in favour of the said Alexander Macleod 
[following on] 
[1.9] Commission under the Testimonial of the Great Seal to the 1785 Macers Court 
appointing them judges in the special Service of Mrs Elizabeth MacDonald of Largie as 
heir of the said Alexander Macleod her uncle 1785 
[1.10]  Extract Retour of the Special Service of Mrs Elizabeth MacDonald of Largie, wife 
of Charles Lockart MacDonald of Largie Esq. only child and heir of the deceased John 
Macleod of Largie procreated of the marriage between him and Mrs Elizabeth Macleod 
who was the only daughter of the said deceased John Macleod Esq. of Muiravonside and 
Sister German of the said Alexander Macleod as nearest and lawful heir of the said 
Alexander Macleod her uncle in the said Barony 
[1.11] Precept from Chancery following theron for infefting the said Mrs Elizabeth 
MacDonald as heir foresaid in the said Barony 1785 
[1.12] Instrument of sasine following on GRS 21 June 1785 
[1.13] Extract Disposition by said Mrs E. MacDonald with the special advice and consent 
of the said Charles L. McDonald her husband ... in liferent [the longest liver] ... and failing 
of them by decease to James MacDonald the eldest lawful son ... 1785 
[1.14] Charter of Resignation under the Union Seal in favour of the said Charles Lockhart 
formerly Charles Lockhart MacDonald in liferent 
[1.15] Instrument of sasine following on 1792 
[1.16] Extract Retour of the Special Service of the said Alexander MacDonald of Largie 
[second son of Elizabeth - James must have died] as nearest and lawful heir of the said 
James MacDonald his elder brother in the said Barony 1802 
[1.17] Precept of Chancery following on ... 
[1.18] Instrument of sasine following thereon in favour of the said Alexander MacDonald 
19 Oct 1802 
These three last writs being Nos. 16, 17 Ind 18 appear to be supplementary titles to those 
which follow vesting the estate in Alexander Macleod, now of Muiravonside. 
[1.19] Decreet of Sale obtained before the Lords of Council and Session in process of 
Ranking and Sale at the instance of the below named Alexander MacDonald, eldest brother 
german and the apparent heir of the said James MacDonald with consent of his curators 
against the creditors of his said brother in favour of Francis Grant of Kilgraston Esq. of 
inter alia the said lands and Barony of Muiravonside.  
7. 3. 1788 
[1.20] Decreet of Sale in the said process and in the Supplement of the last mentioned 
Decree in favour of the said Francis Grant of the Tiends of the said Lands of Muiravonside 
1799 
[1.21] Charter of Confirmation and Sale under the Union Seal in favour of Francis Grant. 
[1.22] Extract Disposition and Assignation by the said Francis Grant in favour of 
Alexander Macleod of Muiravonside Esq. therein designed late of [blank] in the Island of 
Jamaica of inter alia the said lands and Barony and tiends thereof 1799 
[1.23] Instrument in favour of Alexander Macleod 30 Sep 1799 
[1.24] Search ... 
[1.25] Notorial Copy of a Notorial Copy of Extract Act of the Commissioners of Supply of 
Stirlingshire dividing the valuation of the Barony of Muiravonside on 4 June 1745 
[1.26] Decreet and Valuation of the Tiends of the said Barony of Muiravonside and of the 
lands of Wester and Middle Bowhouse, Merkland of Compston and half of Compston after 
mentioned at the instance of Mr James Macleod of Muiravonside against the officer of 
State and others 1773 
 
[2] Lands of wester and Middle Bowhouses 
[2.27 – 37] see Bowhouse infra 
 
[3] Half of the lands of Compston, and parts and portions of Compston called Newhouse 
and Easter and Wester Draffins  
For half of Compston see [3.38 – 48] under Compston infra.  
For parts and portios of Compston: see [3.49 – 56] under Newhouse or Draffin 
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[4] For small feus see original notes 

1836 IRGS 209.16 Charles Stirling, fourth son of Andrew stirling of 
Drumpeller in the lands and barony of Muiravonside etc. 

1852 CHA A1064.027/01 Dispositon and discharge by Charles Stirling Esq. in 
favour of the Monklands Railways Company 1852 
... into a Company to be called "The Slamannan Railway Company" and empowered to 
make and maintain a railway from Stanrig and Arbuckle in the County of Lanark to the 
Union Canal at Causewayend in the County of Stirling ... the said land ... at the price of 
five hundred pounds sterling 
... John Hardie, Tenant in the farm of Easter Bowhouse, part of the said lands of 
Muiravonside and Thomas Gairdner, Tenant in Netherton and Alexander Malcolm Tenant 
in Broadhead, also part of the said Estate 
... they found the said company should be bound to construct a watering place in the west 
plum park, part of the farm of Easter Bowhouse 

 
[Bowhouse Station] ... for damage or reperation or compensation or for injury occasioned 
to my property by the overflow of the Hareburn at and prior to the 19th day of sep. 1844 ... 
potatoes and hay destroyed by ... he found that the said Company should widen and deepen 
the Culvert of the Hareburn to the east of the Railway according to a Plan and section ... till 
it crossed the Parish Road 
 
As by an act passed in the 11th and 12th years of the reign of her present Majesty entitled 
"An Act to Amalgamate the Monkland and Kirkintilloch, Ballochney and Slamannan 
Railway" it was enacted that the M & K Rly Co., the Ballochney Rly Co., and the 
Slamannan Ply co., should be dissolved and cease to exist as seperate bodies, ... 
incorporated into one Company under the name and style of "The Monklands Railway 
Company" 
 
1685 ... and which stripe of ground is part and portion of All and Haill the lands of 
Muiravonside and Mill thereof with Castles, Towers, Fortalices, Manor Places, houses etc., 
lying within the Parish of Muiravonside and Sheriffdom of Stirling and formerly by 
annexation within the Barony of Melville but now disjoined from the same and which 
along with certain other lands were united erected and incorporated into one whole and free 
Barony to be called the Barony of Muiravonside conform to Charter thereof under the 
Great Seal of Scotland granted in favour of Andrew Ross of Neuck and dated the 25th day 
of the month 

 
 July in the year of our Lord 1685 ordaining the Manor Place of Neuck to be the principal 

Messuage of the said Barony, and sasine taken there to suffice for the whole lands 
 
1875 CHA A1064 Inventory of Titles 
 
 First: Disposition by James Brown, accountant in Edinburgh, trustee for Alexander 

Macleod Esq. of Muiravonside and his creditors in favour of Charles Stirling Esq. 
afterwards of Muiravonside, dated 23rd November 1835. 

 
Second : Instrument of sasine thereon ... Gen.Reg.Sas. 8 Dec. 1835 
 
Third: Gen. Disposition and settlement by the said Char es Stirling in favour of Andrew 
Stirling his eldest son, dated 20 may 1862  
 
Fourth: Notorial Instrument following thereon GRS 5 June 1852 

 
1883 CHA A1064 Note of tenure of the lands forming the Estate of Muiravonside in the County of Stirling 

belonging to Andrew Stirling Esq. of Muiravonside. March 1883 
 

[1] The lands of Muiravonside and others in the parish of Muiravonside and Tiends there 
Held of the Crown 
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For payment at the term of Whitsunday yearly of the sum of One penny Scots of Blench 
Duty for the lands - if asked only in the place of the Taxed Ward Duties and the sum of one 
penny Scots of Blench Duty for the Tiends if asked only 
 
The late Charles Stirling, father of Andrew Stirling was entered by Crown charter of 
confirmation in his favour dated and sealed 29th June 1836 
 
The Casualty payable by an Heir is 2d Scots and by purchasers £5. 19/- Sterling 
 
[2] The lands of Wester and Middle Bowhouses in the parish of Muiravonside. 
 
Held of the representatives of John Kidd of Hillhead. For payment of a Silver penny of 
Blench Duty payable at Whitsunday yearly 
 
The last entered  vassal was Alexander Macleod of Muiravonside, entered by Charter of 
Confirmation and sale by John Kidd in his favour 18th November 1800 
 
[3] The lands of Easter Bowhouse in the parish of Muiravonside 
 
Held of George Bayley W.S. in payment of a yearly feu duty of 2/6 Sterling 
 
Entry of Heirs taxed at duplicand of feuduty which was paid by Andrew Stirling as Heir of 
his father on 5th July 1881 so that the fee is full 
 
[4] The half of the lands of Compston and Mill thereof; the merkland of Compston called 
Hungryhill and part of the lands of Compston called Newhouse and Easter and Wester 
Draffins in the parish of Muiravonside 
 
Held of the Magistrates of the City of Edinburgh as representing Trinity Hospital, 
Edinburgh. 
 
[5] Part of the Muir of Tarduff in the parish of Muiravonside.  
 
The Writs in the progress of Titles to this property (which is of small value) do not shew 
the tenure, or what may be the yearly payment or casualties 

 
Note 1: The solicitor who drew this up suggested the following: that the mansion House & offices, the Garden and 

Home Fields all belonged with [1], as did the railway sidings at Drumbowie, Woodend and Policy ground, half 
of Castlehill farm, the farm of Seatrees and Drumbowie Parks, 30 acres of Bowhouse, and possibly the ground 
occupied by the collier's houses; the other half of Castlehill lay with [4] & [5], while some cottages at the Loan 
and two at Newpark plus a stripe of land [an old rig presumably] at Wainrigg are assumed to belong either to [4] 
or [5]; the bulk of Bowhouse lay with [2] & [3], as did the sawmill at Bowhouse. 

 
Note 2: The total area of the estate in the twentieth century was slightly in excess of 658 acres, but it should be noted 

that this did not include the area covered by either the railway or feus. 
 
cf Morningside NS8355 Morrowingsyd 1597 CRE  
    Saulsede (Sedis Animarum) monastarium [RMS ii] 
 
Note: Peerage vi 79 - 81 [to 1496] 
 
MUIRAVONSIDE MILL # MAS NS9676 [3] 
  
 
1509 RMS ii 3308 [L] confirms to John Ross, Lord of Halkhead, terras de Morowinsidis cum molendino 

earundem. 
1534 Johnsoun 78 Instrument of Sasine in favour of William Hamilton of Pardovin [Torphichen parish] of the 

lands of Wodsyd which, it is stated, were valued at 6 merks 40 pence ‘auld extent’ --- 1/8 
of the mill of Morwinsyd 
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1565 Johnsoun 478 instrument of sasine in favour of James Dik of Bankheid in an annual rent of the lands of 
Nuik and the grain mill thereof, called Nuikmill 

1566 Johnsoun 491 William Borthik, miller in Nuikmyln 
1575 Johnsoun 621 William Borthik, miller of Neukmill, Henry Borthik his son 
1575 Johnsoun 621 James Dik in Bankheid --- John Ross feuar of the lands and mill of Neuk  with consent of 

Giles Crawford, his wife --- Wit. Robert Red in Glennisplace of Morwinsyde – William 
Borthik, miller of Neukmill, Henry Borthik his son, Lawrence Gray in Manwellrige and 
Thomas Kessane in Nuik 

1633 RMS viii 2158 [L] Jacobus Dom. Ros de Halkheid et Melvill, terras de Morvingsides cum molendino  
1642 RS58/7 f.347v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Ros son of 

James Ros minister of the word of god at Lavinstoune  --- sasine from Robert Lord Ros of 
Melville --- Robert Ros in Parkhill as baillie --- all and haill the Newick Corn Mill 
commony known as Nwick Mylne with the mill lands, the astricted multures [etc] --- lying 
within my lands of Morrowingsyd and my barony of Melvill by annexation and within the 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1653 RS58/9 f.136v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Nuik – 
charter from Lord Ross of Halkhead --- all and haill his lands of Nuke corne mine callit the 
Nuke Mylne with the mylne landis [etc] --- the lands of Seatries --- lands of Maltplumb --- 
extending in the haill to ane eighth part of all and sundrie the ten pund land of 
Morovingsyd of auld extent [witnesses to sasine] William Gray in Manwell Dyk 

1666 RS59/2f 218 lands of Neuk, corn mill of Neuk known as the Neukmiln with lands [etc],  
1685 GD332/17   David Donaldson, miller in Nuickmilne  
1686 GD332/18   thirlage to Neuck milne 
1698 GD215/1023 John Ewing, kirk officer at Moravensyde went to the dwelling house and discerned Patrick 

Bell millar at Neukmiln to appear at the presbetery of  Linlithgow against the ninth day of 
March 1698 

c1780 NLS5381 Box 30   Stepmiln - Alexander Robertson, farmer in Candie was thirled to this mill. As was 
Powdrake. The mill employed a milner (Archibald Walker), a dryster. Archibald’s brother 
was a servant in Neuk Miln (William Wilson) 

1798 CHA A1064 The mill of Muiravonside, mill lands, kiln, dwelling houses, parts and pertinent, with the 
thirlage of the barony of Muiravonside  possessed by Joseph Read, in virtue of a tack 
granted to him ... in 1785 for 19 years 

MUIRAVONSIDE MUIR # MAS NS9075 [1] 
  
 
1590 Pont Morwinnsyde Moore 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] cum communitate et communi pasture super Morowingsyde-mwre  
1630 RS58/5 f.114 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands of West Bowhouss, Robert Byning 

of Middell Bowous and William Andro, burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow, baillie in that 
part, Robert Gryntoun of West Bowhous --- the said Robert Byning having a charter of 
alienation for al and haill the lands of the said Robert Gryntoun’s lands of West Bowhous 
extending to a 10 shilling land with houses [etc] which were occupied and possessed by the 
late Patrick Gryntoun, father of the said Robert, and Agnes Gryntoun his spouse, which 
parts and pendicles lie in the barony of Manuelrig and Crownerlandis otherwise known as 
Manuelfowlis and lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling [there follows a part within brackets 
which states Bynings right to pasturage, faill and divot relating to his lands and mentions 
special provision having been made due to the late division of the common muir of 
Morrowansyde  

1710 GD332/54  Agreement by James Earl of Linlithgow, superior of the lands and baronies of Manuell,  
Walkmilntown, Myrehead, Almond and Ballinbreich, in the parish of Morowingsyde  
which have right to the commonty and muir of Morowingsyde  and also for his vassals; 
Christian Eleis, relict of Colonel John Dalzell  of Neuck, for herself, and as tutrix to 
Thomas Dalzell, her son, and Agnes Dalzell, her daughter, also heritors and superiors of 
the lands and barony of Morowingsyde  which also have a right to said commonty and 
muir, and also for her vassals; William Bell, sheriff-clerk and town-clerk of Linlithgow, 
heritor and superior of the lands and barony of Manuael-Kerr alias Mannuall Foulis, which 
also have right to said commonty and muir, and for his vassals, and also for the heritors of 
Compstoun, Newmilne and Hungriehill whereby for the division of said commonty and 
muir they have chosen William Nimmo, portioner of Bridgehouse, John Tennent of 
Burnhead, John Wyse, in Sheelhill, and Andrew Russell, in Newdyck, or any three of them 
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as arbiters to consider the several valuations and valued rents of said lands and to divide 
the muir and commonty in three parts relative to said lands and to be the property of said 
respective parties. Dated at Linlithgow 16 October, 1710. Witnesses to the subscription of 
said Earl, George Menzies, bailie of Falkirk, and James Lawson, servitor to said Earl; and 
to the subscriptions of said Christian Eleis  and William Bell, John Storie, merchant, and 
Alexander Rule, baxter, burgesses of Linlithgow. Follows the Decreet-arbitral. The arbiters 
appointed Robert Walker, in Newbiggings, 'metster' [measurer] and find that the common 
muir extends to 1154 acres arable and 325 acres moss and flow. The valuation of the 
baronies of Ballinbreich, Almond and Manuell,  belonging to said Earl in property and 
superiority, with part of the lands of Manuall-Kerr, which belongs in property to John 
Smith of Manuellrig, is £2594 7s. 2d. The valuation of the barony of Morrowingsyde  
belonging to said Thomas Dalzell  in property and superiority is £848 8s. 10d. The 
valuation of Manuell-Kerr belonging in property and superiority to said William Bell, and 
said lands of Compstoun, is 532 11s. Total £3975 7s. Each £100 of valuation will get of 
arable land 28 acres 3 roods 16 falls, and of flow and moss 8 acres 20 falls; so that said 
Earl gets 753 acres arable and 213 acres moss, Thomas Dalzell  gets 246 acres arable and 
69 acres moss, William Bell gets 155 acres arable and 43 acres moss. The arbiters have 
accordingly set march-stones in order to divide said common muir beginning (with the 
portion to belong to said barony of Morrowingsyde ) at the Hair stones on the southside of 
the muir where one hewn stone is infixed at the back side of the yard of the dwelling-house 
at said Hairstones presently possessed by Alexander Black, from thence leading northward 
to a hewn march-stone infixed upon the north-side of Drumbrother, from thence leading 
northwards through the moss to a hewn march-stone on the southside of the Wainrig, from 
thence bearing north northwest to the top of the wainrig where there is another hewn 
march-stone infixed, and which is the march-stone betwixt the baronies of Morrowingside  
and Manuellker upon the west, and from thence leading straight east and by north of the 
muir dyke upon the southside of the Whiterig yeat [gate] where there is a hewn march-
stone infixed with several other hewn stones infixed upon the said straight line, and from 
thence leading along by the muir dyke to the first march-stone infixed at the said 
Hairstones. As also the muir and moss belonging heritable to Mannuellker and Compstoun  
(excepting John Smith's valuation thereof in said barony added to the Earl of Linlithgow's 
valuation as above) begins at the said westmost and northmost march stone of the barony 
of Morrowingside  and from thence running straight north, northwest over the east end of 
the Crosscrews to the southside of the little Grayrige where there is a hewn march stone 
infixed and which is the northmost march of the barony of Mannuellker from thence 
turning straight east and by north to the muir dyke where there is a hewn march-stone 
infixed, from thence turning southward along by the muir dyke into the hewn march stone 
infixed upon the north side of the dyke or burn of Craigend and which march-stone is the 
southmost march of the barony of Mannuellker upon the east and thence turns west and by 
south through the corner of the Bullenmoss to the east end of Blackrige where there is a 
hewn march-stone infixed, thence turning south to the march-stone of the barony of 
Morrowingside  upon the southwest end of Drumbowie rig and the lands set apart for the 
Earl of Linlithgow and his vassals upon the Drumbowie rig lies straight west from the 
present roum of Whiterig betwixt the southmost marches on the east quarter of the barony 
of Mannuallker and northmost marches upon the east quarter of the barony of 
Morrowingsyde  upon the south and north parts, the muir dyke on the east and the said 
march-stone on the southwest end of Drumbowie rig and the march-stone upon the east end 
of the said Blackrig upon the west parts; and the rest of the said whole muir and moss 
except what is within the foresaid dimensions allocated for the baronies of Morrowingside  
and Mannuellker and lands of Compstoun  the arbiters find that it belongs to said Earl and 
his vassals and the said John Smith: and therefore the arbiters declare find and ordain that 
the said 246 acres of arable ground and 69 acres of moss lying on the south side of said 
muir next to the said lands and barony of Morrowingsyde  and marched as aforesaid 
pertain and belong in all time coming in property to said Thomas Dalyell  and his vassals; 
and said 155 acres of arable land and 43 acres of moss lying on the southeast part of said 
muir next to the said barony of Mannuellker (except what is allocated to said Earl of 
Linlithgow as above mentioned) and marched as above specified pertain and belong in all 
time coming in property to said William Bell and his vassals and the heritors of Compstoun 
[Compstone]; and the said 753 acres of arable land and 213 acres of moss being the rest of 
said whole common muir nor marched and appropriated to said baronies of Morrowingside  
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and Mannuellker and lands of Compstoun  pertain and belong in all time coming in 
property to said Earl of Linlithgow and his vassals and said John Smith, of which there are 
71 acres of arable land lying west from the roum of Whiterig marched and set apart to said 
Earl in part of his share of said muir. The forenamed persons and their vassals having right 
formerly to said commonty and their successors, their factors, tenants, tacksmen, servants, 
and others in their names shall have power to till, labour and manure their respective 
proportions of said commonty as divided, and to do all other acts of property thereupon by 
building houses, dykes and such like in all respects as if the same had been from the 
beginning divided and joined to their respective interests and former properties. It is 
specially provided that these presents shall not stop any highway, ways or roads that 
presently are and have been in use through said lands. Each heritor shall have free entry to 
said lands through those parts that shall belong to others and lie betwixt their former 
possession of property. The premises are to be implemented mutually under penalty of 
1,000 merks. Written by Joseph Bartlay, servitor to said William Bell. Dated at Falkirk 11 
August 1711. Witnesses, Alexander Watt, maltman in Falkirk, William Boig, servitor to 
John Morisone writer there, John Cowie, indweller there, and George Menzies clerk of 
Falkirk. 2 copies. 16/10/1710  

1714 RS59/13 f.160 James Russell in Easter Waltoun of Castlecary for himself and in name of Elizabeth 
Russell  his spouse and John and James Russell their sons having and holding ane 
fewferme chartor of alienation granted be the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that part 
and portion of of Morrowingsyde Muir called the Gray Rig with the moss and pasturage 
as the samen is presently marched lying and bounded in maner afterspecifiet viz beginning 
at the march stone upon the south syd of the Furmoss straight south the line to the north 
syd of Manuelllfouls baronie and then west tuentie five falls to the north west marchstone 
of the barony of Manuellfouls and then lying straight south Manuellfouls into the midle of 
the boig east from the Castlebridges then west to the run of the watter from Manuellfoulls 
march to the marchstone sett on the south eastrienke of the Castlebridges from that west 
the slunking of the moss to Boogstoun march from that to the march stone on the south 
west syd if the Croscroes from on marchstone to another in a straight line over the Cros 
and the Gray rig to the march stone standing on the north syd of the Gray Rig from that 
straight to the myre in the midle of the west and then straight to the star bush at the Duke of 
Hamiltouns march stone at the west end of the Beaty Rig from thence straight to the march 
stone standing in the slack of Craigmadd and thence turning east the Duke of Hamiltouns 
march into the march stone in the Firr Moss from thence south east to the forsaid first 
marchston upon the south syde of the firmoss with ways and passages thereto 

1717 RS59/13 f.471v Muir of Moorevenside 
1717 RS59/13 f.511v And sicklike the said Thomas Crawfurd his part lately allowed to him of the Common 

muir of Morevenside viz that part of the land of  Black Rig presently possessed be John 
Jervy with houses [etc] betwixt the lands of John Dick of Cumpstoun on the South and 
west the lands beloning to Andrew Currie of Craigmadrig on the North and the lands 
belonging to William Bell of Aventoun and Alexander Mitchell of Craigend on th eeast 
parts As also that roum in the said muir with the mosses and pertinents thereof called 
Middlerig bounded betwixt the lands of the said Andrew Currie and the other room on the 
South the lands belonging to the said Alexander Mitchell and Alexander Grintoun on the 
east The late Earl of Linlithgow on the North and the Mosscannel moss on the west parrts 
with houses [etc] 

1752 Laing 3189 Charter by James Boyd of Callendar, having power from the York Building Co. to receive 
vassals to the lands formerly belonging to James, earl of Linlithgow and Callendar, 
conform to a lease 30 September 1744 by the late Earl of Kilmarnock and Countess of 
Kilmarnock, the granter’s father and mother, to which the granter had right as heir to his 
mother who survived his father by a service dated 25 January 1749, 5 acres of land lying 
on the Crossrig, on the south side thereof the moor formerly of James Black on east and 
north, the moor formerly of James Ade on the west, the mosses some time of Kais Bryce 
and James Black on south; also the half of the moss of Beiddyck and the pasturage of the 
other half of said moss, and which five acres and moss are those parts of the muir of 
Muiravonside which on its division were alloted to the heritor of the 4s 5d land of 
Beiddyck, part of the £10 land of Ballinbrich, in lieu of his servitude of grazing and fuel 
over said moor – all lying in the barony of Haining, now barony of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling: To be held in feu-farm for 17s yearly feu-duty (double at entry of 
heirs) being the whole feu-duty for the said 4s 5d land but saving always to the grantee his 
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right of relief against the heritor of the other parts of the said land; the grantee and his heirs 
to bring their grain to the mill of Ballinbrich. [A reference is made to a disposition of same 
lands on 26 October 1714 by John Blacklie of Beid-dyke and William Gray, portioner of 
Windiegeat who on 24 June 1728 granted them to William Morison] Witnesses: John 
Whyt, maltman in Falkirk and others. [1108 Box 30] 

1781 AOS 108 & part of the Muir of Muiravonside;- on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess 
Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 27.36 

1788 AOS 1345 part of Muir of Muiravonside called Thatchridge 
MUIREDGE NS 
 
1699 CRS Alexander Marshall in Muredge 
MUIRHEAD # MAS NS9173 [1]   NS918739 
 
1817 Grassom Muirhead 
1860 OS Muirhead 
1860 OSNB A cothouse, one storey in height, tiled and in middling repair, property of Mr James 

Russell, writer, Falkirk 
1860 RHP40958  Plan of part of lands of Blackstone, Hillend, Foggermount, West Greencraig and 

Muirhead relative to suspension Bryce v. Balderstones: 23 June 1860 23 June 1860 
MUIRHEAD # MAS NS9476 [1]   NS948769 
 
1817 Grassom Muirhead 
 
Note: This name  refers to a local muir, as opposed to the common muir of Muiravonside which lay further west. 
MUIR MAILING # MAS NS9176 [2] 
 
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1793 AOS 2581 Muir Mailing of Middlerig 
MUIRSIDE MAS NS9475 [1]  NS948754 
 
1644 RS58/8 f.76 John Learmonthe in Muresyde 
1663 CRS Margaret Robertson, spouse to John Grintoun in Muirsyde, parish of Muiravonside  
1671 CRS John Duncan in Muirsyd 
1718 E644/1/14 Muirsyde 
1720 CRS Alexander Grintoun, portioner of Muirsyde in Morrowingsyde 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.9 John Grinton of Muirside 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.52 William Broun in Northmuirside 
1741 RS59/18 f.153 John Grinton of Muirside --- lands of Muirside comprehending the lands of Lochhead 

Kendishill and part of the muir of Muiravenside  
1755 Roy Muirside 
1766 CHA A1064 John Gow, junior, tenant in Muirside 
1801 AOS 4280 in Muirside now called Greenknow & formerly Over Gillander’s Lands, comprising 

Lochhead and Kindieshill 
1806 AOS 5354 inclosure of land called the Lochhead Park – being part of the lands of Muirside now 

called Greenknow 
1809 AOS 6194 part of Muirside or Greenknows called Kendieshill 
1817 Grassom Muirside 
 
see below - Tarduff. 
MUIRSIDE OF KENDIES # MAS NS9475 [3] 
 
1703 RS83/2/11.215 Overgillandersland and commonty called Muirside of Kendies 
MUIRSTON # MAS NS9475 [1]  NS947756 
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1636 CRE Dame Margaret Forrester, daughter lawful to Sir James Forrester of Torvoodheid, knight, 
sometime spouse to Sir William Ross of Mureston 

1755 Roy Muirston 
 
This place is shown on Roy’s Military Survey on the location of the present day Tarduff. 
MYREHEAD MAS NS9677 [1]  NS965775 
 
1546 RMS iii 3308 [L] Myreheid 
1570 Johnsoun 964 Personal bond by William Smyth in westir Myreheid to John Hucheon in Manwell for 22 

merks of borrowed money to be repaid at St Lukes Day following, and in security of which 
he delivered 2 oxen and 2 cows 

1575 Johnsoun 923 Patrick Huchieoune in Myreheid 
1580 RMS v 16 [L] Rex confirmavit cartam factam per Joannam Levingstoun priorissam de Mannuell, et 

ejusdem conventum,- [qua concesserunt preposito, ballivus, consulibus et communitati 
Burgi de Linlithgow, et eorum successoribus,- duo molendina granorum nuncupata lie 
Borrowmylne et Lytill-mylne, terras eorum molendinarias, cum astrictis multuris terrarum 
dicti monast., viz. ville et manieri de Mannuell, Walkmiltoun, Myreheidis, Williamcraigis, 
et ceterum terrarum suarum baronie de Mannuell, necnon eorundem divoriis et sequelis, in 
baronia sua de Mannuell 

1599 RMS vi 890 [L] terras de Myreheid 
1616 CRS John Scot in Myrehead 
1622 RS58/3 f.14 lands of Myreheid,  
1635 RMS viii 383  Dom. Marie Dowglas, sponse Alexander, dom. Levingstoun and Callendar terras de 

Wester Myreheidis 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.v  James Mitchell in Myreheid 
1646 RMS ix 1690 James, Earl of Callendar  - Myreheid occurs twice: once as a pendicle of Manuel, and the 

other with the lands which formerly belonged to the priory. 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.89v John Marschell in Myreheid 
1663 RMS xi 432 Easter and Wester Myreheids - Alex. Lord Levingstoune of Almond. 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.29v John Tailzour in Westermayrehead 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.86 Alexander Walker in Mayrehead 
1688 Retour 310 Easter and Wester Myreheids – Alexander, Earl of Callendar  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 John Scot in Myrehead 
1755 Roy Myres 
1817 Grassom Muirhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5847 farm of Myrehead 
1860 OSNB Myrehead - A large farmsteading dwellinghouse two storeys, all slated, and in good 

repair.  Property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar Park 
1912 CDS13 Myrehead - James Thomson 
MYREHEAD-DYKE # MAS NS9677 [3] 
  
 
1618 CRS Patrick Hudson in Myreheadike 
NETHER GILLANDERSLAND  # MAS NS9576 [2] 
 
1638 CRS Marcus Baird in Nether Gillandirsland, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1647 RS58/8 f.250v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Edward Merschell in 

Over Gillandersland having in his hand a charter from Isac Bard in Nather Gillandersland 
--- all and haill those parts and portions of the barony of Hayning commonly called Nather 
Gillandersland --- part and portion of the land disponit commonly known as the Blackbut --
- and that part of Over Gillandersland known as Craigmiddow --- [witnesses to sasine] 
Edward Merschell in Eastbowis and Peter Learmonth son of Peter Learmonth in Crowhill 

1698 RS83/2/32 the part and portion of the ten pound land of the baronie of Almond lying beneath the muir 
called Nethirgilandersland  

 1698 RS59/10 f.33 Agnes Grintoun spouse to Alexander Bryce in Madistoune --- the part and portion of the 
ten pound land of the baronie of Almond lying beneath the muir called Neithir 
Gillandersland --- and third part of ane tuo pennieland layand on the north syde of the 
Kairnehill betwixt the lands called the Black Bitt on the west the said Kairnehill on the east 
the lands pertaining to Edward Marshall n the north and the Madistoun Burne on the south 
pairt thereof 
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1768 GD171/3936/3  The just and equal half of a Sixteen shilling eight penny land of the barony of Haining 
lying beneath the muir called the Nether Gillandersland which includes Southhouse  

1791 AOS 2111 Nether Gillandersland 
1792 AOS 2178 Nether Gillandersland 
1808 AOS 5786 in the outfield of Nether Gillandersland called Blackbutt, and part of the said land called 

Blackhill 
NETHERTON MAS NS9474 [1]   NS944743 
 
1691 RS83/1 f.31v.8 [L] Hendrie Reid, eldest lawful sone to John Reid, portioner of Candyhead and Janet Reid, 

his spouse, upon their contract of marriage of the lands of Candyhead & Nethertoun. 
Registered on the  24th and 25th leaves of the said Register 

1692 RS83/1 f.39v.3 [L] Janet Talyeor spouse to Hendrie Reid, portioner of Candiehead, of the just and equal 
half of the lands belonging to him called Nethertoun. Registered on the  141st and 142nd 
leaves of the said Register 

1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 
Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft amd the other in Pundfauld --- Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 

1699 RS83/2/295 Crooks: a little piece of ground of Coxhill called the Cruiks; lands of Nethertoun alias 
Hemmishoil being part of the 10 lib land of Morrowingsyde; Patrick Calder is named as 
the eldest lawful son of Patrick Calder of Ridfuird; Syke RS59/10 f.240 – f.241 

1700 GD332/43 that part of the £10 land of Morwingsyde of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and 
now called The Ridfuird sometime possessed and occupied by Grissell Salmond [Salmon], 
and now by said Patrick Calder, elder, and his spouse, and survivor, their liferents of said 
lands, except that part of said lands called the Candie and Whatstone edge, …. Nethertoun 
alias Hemmeshoill  

1708 RS12/2 f.318 Nethertoun  of Morrowingsyde 
1748 GD332/91  Extract Registered Tack, dated at Nethertown 14th October, 1748, by Patrick Calder of 

Reidfoord to Robert Nimmo, tenant in Blackridge, of the Homelane lands of Nethertown 
and Duraw, with houses, etc., as presently possessed by said Patrick Calder and John 
Young, in Duraw, all in the parish of Muiravenside (excepting from this tack the 4 ridges 
of croftland in the north croft east from the thorn well and two dales distant from the west 
side of said croft, the wester laigh room with the whole lofted rooms of the high dwelling-
house of Nethertown, the middle caill bed in the south yard of Nethertown and the wester 
north yard in Nethertown, with the stable at the north end of the Nethertown barn) for 13 
years from entry thereto as follows, viz., to the arable land at Martinmas next, and to the 
houses, grass and yards at Whitsunday next thereafter, at the rental of 425 merks yearly 
payable by equal portions, the first term's portion at Whitsunday next and the other term's 
payment at Martinmas thereafter and so forth termly, and further said Robert Nimmo binds 
himself to plough yearly for said Patrick Calder in due season the 4 ridges of croft land 
above reserved and harrow the same, lead home the growth thereon and set it in the 
Nethertown barnyard, carry his growing to the kiln and Nook miln, and back from the 
same to the Nethertown, and lead out the said Patrick Calder's 'fulzie' (manure) yearly to 
said 4 ridges, without fee or reward, as also to graze a cow yearly to said Patrick Calder 
upon Nethertown and herd her with the rest of the cows grazing thereon, and to furnish 
him a horse to ride on when he must necessarily go about his business; and it is agreed 
betwixt the parties that said Patrick Calder shall have liberty to thresh his growing above-
mentioned yearly in the Nethertown barn, 80 loads of coal to be carried yearly to him by 
said Robert Nimmo from the Muirheugh belonging to the Duke of Hamilton, 22 loads of 
coal from Mr McLeod's haugh, as also 2 dargs of peats led yearly to Nethertown from 
Drumbrother moss, in which moss said Robert Nimmo shall have liberty to cast his peats 
where his master appoints, as also one acre of bent for divots at the east end of wainridge 
belonging to his master; and said Robert Nimmo binds himself to labour the lands orderly 
and not waste or wear out the same, maintain and uphold the houses in his possession and 
to leave them in as good condition as at entry, the master always paying for the great 
timber that shall be needed, as also to carry his whole grindable corns to the Nook miln to 
be ground thereat and pay multure and knaveship therefore, and if it please said Robert 
Nimmo to build a kiln on said lands said Patrick Calder binds himself to aliment the 
masons and pay their wages as also to provide timber, said Robert Nimmo to lead the 
stones, timber and lime, and perform all the services by serving the masons and otherwise 
at building said kiln; and it is agreed that the master shall pay for 20 loads of lime yearly to 
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be carried by the tenant and laid on the lands, the tenant always laying 20 loads of lime 
yearly to be carried by the tenant and laid on the lands, the tenant always laying 20 loads of 
lime more thereon yearly at his own charges; as also the tenant shall have payment for his 
fulzie left on the lands the year of his removal and shall pay his master for the fulzie he 
receives at his entry as the same shall be ascertained by two men, one to be chosen by the 
master and the other by the tenant; and it is agreed that the tenant shall have liberty the year 
of his removal to transport off the ground the half of his pease fodder of the year's crop and 
the fodder of 10 bolls of oats; as also the tenant is to be free of this tack at the end of the 
first five years thereof, he intimating his intention thereof half a year before; and the tenant 
shall not dig and carry away any earth out of the yards, and shall allow the next entrant 
tenant room for men and horse for labouring the lands the first year of that tenant's 
possession; all under penalty of £4 Sterling by either party failing. Registered in the Books 
of Council and Session 29th April, 1754. Witnesses, John Young, smith in Duraw and 
Henry Waddell, writer in Edinburgh, (the writer of the tack). 14/10/1748 

1794 AOS 2793 Netherton 
1798 CHA A1064 the lands of Netherton or Hemeshole 
1799 AOS 3668 William Calder, farmer, Nethertoun, seised in Heatherstalks 
1817 Grassom Netherton 
1847 RHP5368 Netherton 
1855 SC4/3/2/5858 Farm of Netherton 
1860 OS Netherton 
1860 OSNB Netherton - A farmsteading, one storey in height, thatched, tiled, slated and in good repair, 

the property of Mr John Graham, Redford, Muiravonside. 
1875 CHA A1064 William Robertson, tenant in Netherton 
1980 OS Netherton 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Netherton 
NETHERTON CROFT # MAS NS9474 [2] 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 

Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft and the other in Pundfauld 

NEUK # MAS NS96754 [1]   NS965754 
 
1541 Johnsoun 304 James Grintoun of Nuk 
1562 Thounis 75 Elizabeth Foulis, wife of John Grintoun in the Nuke 
1564 Johnsoun 448 Elizabeth Foulis, heir of Henry Foulis, burgess of Linlithgow, and now wife of John 

Grintoun of Nuk 
1565 Johnsoun 478 Instrument of sasine in Tavour of James Dik in Bankheid in an annual-rent of 6 merks 

Scots from the lands of Nuik and grain mill thereof, called Nuikmill, and mill lands, feued 
by John Ross and Giles Craufurd, his wife, from James, Lord Ross of Halkheid and 
Melvile, and owner of the lands of Morvinsyd, lying in the barony of Melvile by 
annexation and sheriffdom of Striviling, and presently occupied by John Grintoun and 
William Borthik  

1567 Johnsoun 571 Elizabeth Foulis, wife of John Grintoun, formerly residing in Nuik 
1569 Johnsoun 551 Janet Ramsay wife of James Borthik in Nuik of Morwinsyd 
1574 RMS iv 2186  [L] Joanni Ros de Nuke 
1575 Johnsoun 621 John Ross feuar of the lands and mill of Neuk  with consent of Giles Crawford, his wife 

Thomas Kessane in Nuik 
1575 GD332/2  John Ross of  Newik  
1575 Johnsoun 621 James Dik in Bankheid --- John Ross feuar of the lands and mill of Neuk  with consent of 

Giles Crawford, his wife --- Wit. Robert Red in Glennisplace of Morwinsyde – William 
Borthik, miller of Neukmill, Henry Borthik his son, Lawrence Gray in Manwellrige and 
Thomas Kessane in Nuik 

1577 Johnsoun 634     John Ade in Whytrige --- Edward Marshall in Cokkishill --- Wit. John Crawfurd in 
Cronarland in Morwinsyde, Henry Hart in Redding, Henry Marshall in Cokkishill, William 
Glen in Glennisplace in Morwinsyde 

1590 Pont Nuick 
1600 RPCS vii p.667 James Ros of Nuke 
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Roberto Ros de Nwik 
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1605 RPCS vii p.603 James Ros of Nuke for Robert Ros, his brother, £200 to answer before the Council of 4 
July next to a complaint against him by Thomas Hodge in Houstonmill and James Hodge, 
his brother, touching his alleged pursuit and invasion of them 

1610 RMS vii 382 [L] Jacobo Ros de Nuke 
1615 RMS vii 1262 [L] Jacobo Ros de Nwik 
1631 CRS James Ross of Nuik 
1642 RS58/7 f.347v [L] William Ros in Nwick 
1645 RS58/8 f.109 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Sir Alexander Steill 

lawful son of John Steill, lawful son of the late John Steill of Houstoune, hereditary 
proprietor of the lands of Manuell underwritten and William Ros in Nwik – the Maynes of 
Manuell with the Greens  and Hauchs [terris domminicales cumviridariis lie greines et 
hauchis] lying contiguous and adjacent [witnesses to sasine] James Ros lawful son of 
William Ros in Nwik, Andrew Mitchill in Walkmylnetoun 

1649 APS VI.ii.129b James Ross of Nuick on committee of War for Stirlingshire  
1653 RS58/9 f.136v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Nuik – 

charter from Lord Ross of Halkhead --- all and haill his lands of Nuke corne milne callit 
the Nuke Mylne with the mylne landis [etc] --- the lands of Seatries --- lands of Maltplumb 
--- extending in the haill to ane eighth part of all and sundrie the ten pund land of 
Morovingsyd of auld extent [witnesses to sasine] William Gray in Manwell Dyk 

1653 RS58/9 f.127v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Neuk, 
brother and air of the deceast James Ross of Neuk  

1653 RS58/9 f.204 Walter Ross of Nwik 
1654 CRS James Ross of Nuicke 
1660 RS58/12 f.311 holding of the airs of the deceist Walter Ros of Neuk 
1661 IRD Janet Ross, spouse of Alexander Crawfurd of Manuelmyle 
1666 IRD Andrew Ross of Nuicke 
1666 RS59/2f 218 personally compeared upon the lands of Neuk Seittries Maltplum Mill of Neuk and 

common muir of Morrowingside  Andrew Ross of Neuk having a Precept of Clare Constat 
--- late Walter Ross of Neuk brother of the said Andrew --- lands of Neuk, corn mill of 
Neuk known as the Neukmiln with lands [etc],  

1669 Binns 316 Disposition by General Thomas Dalyell in favour of Thomas Dalyell, elder, his natural son, 
whom failing to Thomas Dalyell, younger, his second natural son, whom failing to John 
Dalyell, his third natural son  

1675 PR ix 382 Andrew Ross of Neuk 
1682 IRD Andrew Ross of Neuck 
1685 RGS 70 18 Crown charter in favour of Andrew Ross of Nuick, in All and Haill the lands of 

Muiravonside and Mill thereof with Castles, Towers, Fortalices, Manor Places, houses etc., 
lying within the Parish of Muiravonside and Sheriffdom of Stirling and formerly by 
annexation within the Barony of Melville but now disjoined from the same and which 
along with certain other lands were united erected and inccorporated into one whole and 
free Barony to be called the Barony of Morrowingsyde conform to Charter thereof under 
the Great Seal of Scotland granted in favour of Andrew Ross of Neuck and dated the 25th 
day of the month 1685 of July in the year of our Lord 1685 ordaining the Manor Place of 
Neuck to be the principal Messuage of the said Barony, and sasine taken there to suffice 
for the whole lands.  

1685 Binns 389 Andrew Ross of Neuk - witness to General Tam Dalyell's will and testament   
1686 RS83/1 f.5v.1 William Scott in Manwell - annualrent from Andrew Ross of Newk his land of 

Comistoune. Registered on the  74th leaf of the said Register 
1686 Binns 399 Factory and Commission by John Dalyell, third son of the late General Thomas Dalyellof 

Binns, in favour of Sir Thomas Dalyell, Bart., elder of Binns, his brother, authorising him 
to intromit with his affairs, and to pay to Christian Eleis, wife of the said John, what sums 
of money she shall call for. 

1686 GD332/18   Andrew Ross of Neuck, baron of the barony of Morvingsyd and superior of the lands 
thereof with suits of court at the three head courts of Neuck and thirlage to Neuck milne. 
Dated at Neuick 8 February, 1686. 

1688 Binns 413 Captain John Dalyell 
1691 Binns 435 Lieutenat-Colonel John Dalyell - his wife's mother, Dame Agnes Murray, widow of Mr 

John Eleis of Eleidtoun, married Sir Thomas Dalyell of Binns  
1693 Retour 314 [L] Jean Ross, spouse of John Ross of Nuik, heiress of Andrew Ross of Neuk, her father, 

in the lands and barony of Morouingsyde with the mill lying within the parish of 
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Morouingsyde and within the barony of Mellvill by annexation, and now united into the 
barony of Morouinsyde;- half of the lands of Cumpstoune within the barony of Manuell-
foullis now called Manuellrig, with the astriction and thirlage of the said barony of 
Manuellrig  

1693 Retour-L 274 [L] Jean Ross, spouse of John Ross of Nuik, heiress of Andrew Ross of Neuk, her father, 
in the haugh [valle] lie Haugh commonly known as  Inchgarvie within the parish of  
Linlithgow. 

1693 RS83/1 f.45.5 Jean Ross only lawful daughter of the deceast Andrew Ross of Neuck, now spouse to John 
Ross of Neuck of all and haill the lands and barronie of Morrowingsyde, with the milne 
thereof, with the tower and fortalice, yards, orchyards, woods, fishings, pasturages. 
Registered on the  219th leaf of the said Register 

1698 RS83/2/11   Jean Ross spouse to John Ross of Neuk of the half of the lands of Compston with the 
mylne [RS59/10 f.11]  

1698 RS83/2/30.12 deceased Andrew Ross  
1698 Binns 461 Joanna Dalyell, daughter of Lieutenant-Colonel Dalyell  
1700 RGS 77.26 Crown charter in favour of John Dalziel and Christine Eleis, his wife, in All and Haill the 

lands and barony of Morrowingside [as in tTS 70, 18] 
1700 CH2/712 Colonel John Dalziel of Neuck 
1701 Binns 485 the late Lieutenant-Colonel Dalyell of Moringside 
1701 CH2/712 Lieutenant-Colonel John Dalyell of Nuick 
1706 Binns 487 Discharge by James, Lord Torphichen, in favour of Sir Thomas Dalyell of Binns, Thomas 

Ellies, W.S., and James Arbuthnot, of two bonds for 2000 merks and 1000 merks, of which 
payment had been made by Christian Ellies, widow of Lieutenant-Colonel John Dalyell, in 
name of Thomas 
Dalyell, their only son, and the other obligants. 

1707 GD332/48  Decreet of the Barony Court of Morwingside held at the Nuick [Neuck] before William 
Bell of Aventoun bailie of said barony, in the complaint at the instance of Patrick Broun 
[Brown], portioner of Woodside, against John Dick of Middlequarter Margaret Mershell  in 
Candieheid and James Dick, her son, tenants of said John Dick, mentioning that the loan at 
the back of the Candie, which leads to Morwingside  muir, past memory of man has always 
been a common loan to the muir for the use of the feuars and tenants of the barony of 
Morwingside  and was never encroached upon till of late said John Dick and his tenants 
have encroached upon said loan and tilled up a great part thereof and sown it with corn and 
stopped the common passage to the muir, and threaten particularly to stop said Patrick 
Broun's [Brown] carts, for which offence said John ought to be severely fined and 
punished, and said loan declared to be common, and said John and his tenants discharged 
to encroach thereupon for the future, and also said Margaret Mershell  and her son have 
encroached upon pursuer's hedge and filled up his 'how furrow' with their ground and 
encroached upon a 'march baulk' in the Candie betwixt the pursuer's lands and theirs, for 
which they ought to be fined. Parties compeared and the bailie after hearing evidence finds 
and declares that the loan has been a common loan for forty years and upwards without 
interruption and that the pursuer and other heritors and tenants of the south side of the 
barony have been in use to pass there through with 'horse slaids carts etc.' to the muir, and 
that the pretended interruption alleged was not legal nor proven by sufficient witnesses, 
and also finds that said John Dick and Margaret Mershell  and James Dick, her son, his 
tenants, have encroached upon and tilled said loan, therefore he fines them £50 Scots and 
ordains the loan to be common in all time coming for the passage of said Patrick Broun 
[Brown] and other heritors and tenants of the south side of the barony to the muir with 
'horse slaids carts etc.', and also finds said Margaret Mershell  and her son have filled up 
the pursuer's 'How furrow' with their ground and encroached upon the march 'baulk' in 
Candie betwixt the pursuer and them, and therefore fines them £20 Scots; because the 
pursuer and defenders compearing personally on 3rd July, 1706, the pursuer adduced the 
witnesses following: John Calder of Hill, aged 60 or thereby, who deponed that for some 
years he had seen the pursuer and his father lead their 'elding' by the loan and never knew 
that it was stopped till now, and that said John Dick and his tenants have tilled up the old 
road, and further deponed that Margaret Mershell  and her son have filled up the pursuer's 
'How furrow' with their ground, and also that he had visited the march 'baulk' in the Candie 
about two years ago and at that time Margaret Mershell's  plough had encroached upon the 
march 'baulk'. Patrick Calder of Ridfuird aged 58 or thereby, deponed that since he 
remembers he has known the loan to be a common road for the use of the barony to lead 
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their 'elding' from the muir, and deponed similarly to preceding witnesses. Archibald 
Taylour portioner of Candie, aged 60 or thereby, and Robert Taylour in Seattries, aged 60 
years and more, deponed likewise. The case was again called on 14th May, 1706, when 
pursuer compeared personally and defenders with Sebastian Henderson, their procurator, 
who produced John Dick's charter, dated 8th May, 1666, granted by Andrew Ross of Nuick 
[Neuck] of the lands of Candie and Burnpyke, and contended that the servitude libelled 
ought to be instructed by the pursuer by writ, and that servitude for forty years by use and 
wont had not been proved, and if such should be proved the defender offers to prove 
interruption within the forty years. The pursuer thereupon again adduced witnesses, viz., 
Robert Taylour in Seattries, who further deponed that he had known the road to have been 
a common road to the muir 40 years past and that the road went west by the foot of John 
Dick's land to the muir; and Thomas Mershell elder, in Plumb, aged 60 or thereby, who 
deponed that he had known the road in use likewise for 50 years. The bailie assigned to the 
defenders 31st May, 1706, to prove interruption, whereupon they adduced the witnesses 
following, viz., George Muire [Muir], sometime of Dykraw [Dykeraw], aged 40, who 
deponed that about 11 years since he was John Broun's [Brown] tenant and was going to 
the muir with horses by the road in debate when he was interrupted by Margaret Mershell 
Compstoun's  tenant, and that Pursuer's father told him when he took his land that he had 
no passage by said road, and while he was tenant he passed not by said road but another 
way through Broun's [Brown] own ground. Robert Carlaw, in Gillmeadowland, aged 40 or 
thereby, deponed that being pursuer's servant about 26 years ago he was interrupted on said 
road by William Dick, Compstoun's  tenant, and John Broun [Brown], deceased, was not 
allowed to pass that way until he took a piece of land from Dick, and then they passed that 
road by Dick's tolerance, and that before the land was taken Broun [Brown] and his 
servants went to the muir by another road through his own land. 8/7/1707 

1707 Sibbald the House and Bank of Nuik the plesant Seat of a Gentleman of the name of Dalziel 
1710 CRS Lieutenant-Colonel John Dalziel of Neuck 
1720 Binns 531 Thomas Dalyell of Neuk [witness] 
1721 Binns 537 Copy of Ratification and Obligation by Thomas Dalyell, only son of the late Lieutenant-

Colonel John Dalyell of Muiravonside, on his now attaining the age of 21 years, of a bond 
granted in his minority. Dated at Binns 10 May 1721 

1721 GD30/2221  Ratification and Obligement by Thomas Dallyell  of Newck [Newark], only son of the 
deceased Lieutenant Colonel John Dallyell of Mureavanside  on reaching his majority, of 
Contract of Agreement dated 8 March 1720 between Magdalene Dallyell, daughter of the 
deceased Sir Thomas Dallyell of Binns, baronet, with consent of James Monteith of 
Auldcathie, her husband, and James Monteith, their eldest son, on the one part, Thomas 
Sharp of Blans [Blance], on the other part, and the said Thomas Dalyell of Newck, as 
principal, and Alexander Craufurd younger of Manwelmilne his brother-in-law, as 
cautioner, on the third part. 10/5/1721  

1722 ISH June 2 Agnes and Thomas Dalzell retoured as heirs to their sister Johanna, daughter of the late 
lieut.-Col., John Dalzell of Mureavenside 

1723 Macfarlane f.395 Neuck 
1723 Binns 560 Translation by Thomas and Agnes Dalyell, children of the late Lieutenant-Colonel John 

Dalyell of Newk, and by Alexander Craufurd, younger, of Manuel Mill, husband of the 
said Agnes, in favour of Magdalen Dalyell, Lady Binns, of a bond. Dated at Manuel Mill 
and at Edinburgh, 29 May 1723. Witnesses, at Manuel Mill, Thomas Craufurd, elder, of 
Manuel Mill, and John Young, servitor of the said Alexander 

1724 RGS 90 106 Crown charter in favour of John Macleod, Advocate, and Elizabeth Straiton, his wife, of 
All and Haill the lands and barony of Muiravenside ... said lands of Neuck alias 
Muiravenside, seattrees and Maltplum. [the lands and barony were resigned by Agnes 
Dalzell and her husband, Alexander Crawfurd of Manuelmill, as her brother Thomas had 
sold the lands to them, and her sister, Joanna had died some two years prior to this;- see 
ISH 1722, June 2] 

1726 GD332/64  Minutes in action by Mr John McClowd advocate, against the vassals of Murevensyde. 
McCleod repeats his charge founded on a decreet before the baron bailie of Murevenside  
and craved that the letters might be found orderly proceeded. Boswall (advocate for the 
suspenders - the vassals) repeats his reasons for suspension: (1) That the baron bailie had 
committed iniquity in sustaining process against them for the multures of their whole 
grindable corns, since neither they nor their predecessors were in use to pay multure for 
any of their corns except oats, and that past memory of man, and as thirlage of the growing 
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corns in their charters is limited to use and wont the practice is determined that only oats 
are astricted. (2) That they had prescribed immunity as to all other grain except oats. (3) 
That the bere not being ground at the mill must be liable to a less multure. (4) That the 
teinds are not deducted although they should be excluded as the vassals had right to them 
through the Earl of Callender. Hay and Craigie (advocates for the charger - McClowd) 
answer that in the charters granted by him as superior holding of the Crown the reddendo 
contains a restriction of all growing corns to his mill of the barony, and that 'use and wont' 
does not apply to the grain but to the quantity of multure which is not expressed in the 
charter. The clause of astriction was so extensive as to include even teinds, the only 
exception being seed and horse corn. Indeed the vassals beyond memory of man have paid 
multure for stock and teind. The Lord (of Session) finds the suspenders' whole corns 
astricted and prescription cannot run against their charters, that 'used and wont' only refers 
to multures as to the quantity of which suspenders are ordained to condescend; and as to 
the teinds makes avizandum to the Lords. 28/6/1726 

1727 GD332/65  Contract between Mr John Macleod of Muiravonside  advocate, superior of the barony, on 
the one part, and Andrew Dick of Compstoun Mr John Henderson of Candy, Patrick Calder 
of Reidfoord Peter Marshall of Crewhill as taking burden for John Calder of Hill, his pupil, 
Patrick Brown and John Taylor, portioners of Woodside, John Binny Alexander Miller and 
James Schaw portioners of Coxhill, John Reid and Alexander Brown, portioners of 
Candyhead and Archibald Taylor, portioner of Candyhead vassals of said barony, on the 
other part, narrating that there is a process of multures at present before the Lords of 
Council and Session between them, and that several interlocutors have been pronounced in 
favour of said Mr John Macleod, and now seeing he is willing to discharge said process 
and hereby discharges the same and all bygone multures preceding the term of Martinmas 
1726, therefore the vassals bind themselves to pay to said Mr John Macleod, and his heirs 
and successors, superiors of said barony, 3 bolls 2 pecks of beir, 8 pecks peas or peas and 
beans yearly of the growth of their lands within the barony and that as additional feuduty as 
the same shall be apportioned among them according to their valuations, and to be paid as 
from Martinmas 1727 in lieu of multure of what beir and peas or beans they shall happen 
to sell of the growth of their lands, and they bind themselves to bring to the mill of the 
barony and grind there what beir, peas or beans they shall consume in their family, paying 
therefor 1/2 peck of the grain and 1/2 peck meal for each boll of beir and peas or beans so 
ground at said mill, and they bind themselves to grind at said mill their oats teinds (seed 
and horse corn excepted). Written by John Robertson, writer in Edinburgh. Dated at the 
Bridgend of Linlithgow 6th November, 1727; witnesses there, James Monteith of Milnhall, 
Alexander Crawford, younger of Manuelmiln [Manuel Mill], and said John Robertson; and 
at the gardener's house of Neuck 9th November, 1727; witnesses there, Mr Thomas Young, 
'presenter' of Muiravonside, Alexander Blair, gardener at Neuck, and said Alexander 
Crawford and John Robertson. 6-9 Nov 1727 

1752 Turnpike Mr John McLeod of Neuck 
1754 GD65/202  Memorial for Thomas Dundas, younger of Fingask, against John McLeod of Muiravenside  

advocate, regarding the possession by the said John of a collier astricted to the said 
Thomas' coal-fields. 1754 

1778 GD103/2/440  Pardon under the (English) Great Seal in favour of Alexander MacLeod of Muiravonside, 
son of Mr. John MacLeod, advocate, who was engaged in the rebellion in 1745 8 Jul 1778  

1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 
of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1799 AOS 3781 Neuck 
NEUK MILL # MAS NS9676 [3]   see Muiravonside Mill 
NEWHOUSE # MAS NS9575 [1]   NS955758 
 
1798 CHA A1064 Easter Newhouse Park’ 
1813 RHP9210 Newhouse 
1817 Grassom Newhouse 
1860 OS Newhouse 
1947 OS Newhouse 
NEWHOUSE MAS NS9073 [1]   NS909731 
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1860 OS Newhouse 
NEWLEES # MAS NS9273 [1]   NS924735 
 
1750 GD170/3359  Tack by William Ker, baxter, burgess of Linlithgow, to Patrick Reid, tenant in Newlees, of 

part of lands of Hillhead and Shiellrigg called the Howloan, in barony of Ballinbreich, 
parish of Muiravonside, sheriffdom of Stirling, for 15 years 26 Sep 1750  

1755 Roy Newlees 
1817 Grassom Newlees 
1855 SC4/3/2/5890 Newlees 
1860 OS Newlees 
1860 OSNB Newlees - A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair, residence and 

property of Mr William Mungal 
1980 OS Newlees 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Newlees Farm 
NEWMILL # MAS NS9575 [2]    
 
1578 AOS 12 Manuel-Foulis with the mill 
1609 Retour 68 lands of Compston with the fulling mill in the barony of Manwellrig 
1698 RS83/2 f.11 the lands of Compston with the myln & millands thereof 
1698 RS83/2 f.12 the lands of Compston Myln 
1699 RS83/2 f.264 Robert Fisher in the mylne of Compstoune and Helen Younger his spouse 
1712 CRS Robert Fisher of Newmylne, par. of Morrowynsyde 
1798 A1064 The Mill of Compston, commonly called the New Mill 
NEWPARK MAS NS9675 [1]   NS963757 
 
1802 AOS 4303 1 merk land of Compston or Hungryhill now called New Park 
1817 Grassom Newpark 
1860 OS Newpark 
1930 CHA A1064 Newparks 
NEWPORT # MAS NS9476 [1]   NS945768 
 
1817 Grassom Newport 
NICOLTON MAS NS9477 [1]   NS947778 
 
1424 RMS ii 14 [L]Nicholetoun 
1491 RMS ii 2025 [L]Nicholtoun 
1541 Johnsoun 328 Agnes Craufurd, sister of William Craufurd, of Hanyng, of an 1/8th part of the lands of 

Nycholtoun, lying in the b. of Manwell and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1546 Retour 2 [L]Nicolstoun 
1551 RMS iv 554 [L] Nicholtoun 
1604 RMS vi 1499 [L] Nicholtoun 
1610 RMS vii 379 [L] Nicholtoun                        
1634 RMS ix 81 [L] Nicoltoun 
1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1658 RS58/12 f.26 [V]all and haill that part and portioune of the said Alexander Levingstoune [of Parkhall] 
and his spous their lands callit Nicoltoun being ane part of their threttie shilling land of all 
and haill those parts and portions of the the ten pund land of the barronye of Hayning 
[witnesses to sasine] Peter Shaw in Weitshot 

1663 RMS xi 432 Nicholtoun  
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Alexander Orr in Nickeltoune 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 William Auld in Nickelltoune 
1688 Retour 310 Nicolton 
1716 Livingston Crown Charter to Alexander Livingston of Parkhall of the Nicoltoun and Weitshot of 

Hayning 
1773 GD171/3936 Nicolton, part of the lands of Parkhall 
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1780 RHP1537 Nicolton 
1817 Grassom Nicolston 
1855 SC4/3/2 Farm of Nicolton 
1912 CDS13 Nicolton - Thomas Mcnee, farmer 
NORTH BANKHEAD MAS NS8973 [1  NS891734 
 
1564 Johnsoun 458 James Dik in Bankheid   
1565 Johnsoun 478 James Dik in Bankheid   
1575 Johnsoun 621 James Dik in Bankheid   
1575 Johnsoun 622 Joanna Levingstoun, wife of James Dik in Bankheid  
1590 Pont Bankheid   
1594 CRE James Dick in Bankheid, sheriffdom of Stirling    
1624 RS58/3 f.214v John Dick in Bankheid [This sasine would favour South Bankhead – check the SC67/67/ 

entries] 
1625 RS58/3 f.269 John Dick in Bankheid  
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] John Dik in Bankheid  
1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Dick in 

Bankhead and Robert Ross in Weitschott baillie in that part for James Ross of Halkheid 
having a Precept of Clare Constat as son and heir to the late James Dick in Bankheid his 
father --- all and haill a half of all and haill of the ten pound land of auld extent of 
Morwingsyde called Middilquarter and also in all and haill the eight shilling and sixpenny 
land of the other eigth part of the foresaid lands of morwingsyde commonly known as the 
Uther Midelquarter  --- and also all and haill a peat land [petre] [witnesses to sasine] Henry 
Rid in Hemmishoil Thomas [b]ali[b]w in [glen] 

1634 RS58/6 f.183 [L] Alexander Dik son to John Dik in Bankheid   
1634 RS58/6 f.185 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Dik eldest lawful 

son of John Dik in Bankend Marjory Cadder eldest lawful daughter to William Cadder in 
Hill of Morwyngsyd and future wife of the said James  

1637 CRS John Dick of Bankheid   
1642 CRS Jonet Forrest, spouse to William Dick of Bankhead  
1647 SC67/67/1 f.67 William Dick in Bankheid  
1653 RS58/9 f.142v Agnes Dick, lawfull daughter to Johne Dick of Bankheid   
1565 Johnsoun 462 James Dick in Bankheid  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.83v William Dick of Bankheid  
1685 CRS David Bock in Bankheid and Janet Waddell, his spouse 
1686 CRS William Dick of Bankheid 
1687 RS83/1 f.10v.2 Reversion - Jonet, Elizabeth and Jean Dicks, daughters to umquhill William Dick of 

Bankhead to James Black of Hill of the lands of Bankhead and Morrowingsyde. 
Registered on the  170th leaf of the said Register  

1689 RS83/1 f.22.3 Jonet, Elizabeth and Jean Dicks, daughters of umquhill William Dick of Bankhead of the 
lands of Bankhead of Balbreich within the barony of Almond. Registered on the 398th and 
399th leaves of the said Register 

1689 RS83/1 f.22.4 James Black of Hillend and William Black his son of the lands of Bankhead . Registered 
on the  399th and 400th leaves of the said Register 

1689 GD170/196 Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, Earl of Callendar, in favour of Janet, Elizabeth and 
[Susan] Dick, daughters and heirs of William Dick of Bankhead in All and Haill that part 
and portion of the 10 pound land of Ballenbreuk lying upon the muir called Bankhead 

1690 SC67/67/3 Robert Forrest of Bankheid 
1701 RS83/2 f.11.9  Agnes Bennie daughter and heir to umquil James Bennie of Bankhead RS59/11 f.10 – f.11 
1706 SC67/67/5  John Forrest of Bankheid 
1719 GD170/196 Note: the whole lands of Bankheid held of the crown ...  With a charter under the Great 

Seal in favour of John Forrest of Bankheid 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.32v William Black in Northbankhead 
0000 GD 170/196 As to the lands of Northbankhead which flow from the Dicks the fee of them stood in the 

person of William Black second son of James Black (James active 1729 and 1729 and 
1749) 

1724 SC67/67/6 f.61v John Russel in Northbankhead 
1727 GD170/196 Disposition by Mr Robert Russall of Arniebog in favour of r William Hastie, minister of 

Slamannan of that part of the lands of Bankhead called Hillhead 
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1744 RS59/18 f.449 compeared Henry Reid tennant in Northbankhead having a disposition granted by James 
Bryce portioner of Howloan ---- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Hillhead 
and Shellrige called the Howloan  with the peat moss belonging thereto --- within the 
barony of Ballenbriech 

1755 Roy North Bankhead 
1817 Grassom Bankhead 
1823 GD171/2014 Bankhead – James Anderson 
1860 OS  North Bankhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  North Bankhead 
NORTHBRADES # MAS NS9374 [3] 
 
1708 GD332/49  Contract, dated at Linlithgow 5th January, 1708, between Andrew Dick of Compstoun and 

Patrick Calder, younger, of Reidfuird whereby in order to prevent lawsuits and debates that 
have arisen and may arise between them relative to the particulars aftermentioned said 
Andrew Dick, for himself, his heirs and successors, allows to said Patrick Calder, his heirs 
and assignees free ish and entry through his lands of Candie 'by that road of way' as said 
Andrew Dick and his foresaids or their tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to Mealings Place or Quarter and that with peats, elding 
or others to their lands of Reidfuird,  Nethertoun and Candie, he always keeping his 
passage by the foot of Candiebrades to his said lands of Candie, and that they shall have no 
other road or way than that mentioned through said Andrew Dick's lands, and further said 
Andrew Dick binds himself and his foresaids to set the land water that runs east from 
Quarter by the east side of Jean's Aiker to alter the same and make it run by the west side 
of said Jean's Aiker and to refund to said Patrick Calder and his foresaids all damage they 
may sustain by suffering said water otherways to run than is before mentioned; for which 
causes said Patrick Calder for himself, his heirs, and successors, allows said Andrew Dick 
and his foresaids free ish and entry through his lands of Nathertoun by that road or way as 
said Patrick Calder and his foresaids and tenants shall pass and re-pass to and from the 
common muir of Morrowingside  to their lands of Neathertoun, Candie and Reidfuird, with 
peats, elding or others, to their lands of Mealings Place and Quarter, he always keeping his 
passage by the east end of Condiebrades to foresaid lands, and that they shall have no other 
road through said Patrick Calder's lands; and further said Patrick Calder binds him and his 
foresaids to set the land water that runs south to the nether toun yeard and by the south side 
of said yard from the Blew butts Cockshill  and Northbrades, to alter the same and make it 
run by the east or wester side of said Neathertoun yeard. 

 
cf Candiebrades infra. 
NORTH HAUGH # MAS NS9477 [1]   NS944773 
 
1780 RHP1537 North Haugh 
 
This was one of the enclosures within the policies of Parkhall.1 
 
1    Plan of the Estate of Parkhall, surveyed by Joseph Udny, [c1780] 
NORTH ROOM OF MADDISTON   # MAS NS9375 [1]   NS932756 
 
1610 RMS vii 379 [L] borealem dimidietatem terrarum de Madustoun 
1775 Livingston p.322 Wester and North Room of Madiston 
1788 AOS 1324 part of the barony of Haining called Wester Room of Maddiston now called Craigend and 

part of the North Room of Maddiston, parish of Muiravonside, parish of Muiravonside  
1791 AOS 2111 North Room of Maddiston, 
NORTH SIDE # MAS NS9477 [2] 
 
1714 RS59/13 f.172 Alexander Livingston of Parkhall --- all and haill the the lands of Rouantrie Yairds – 

barony of Almond --- bounded as follows viz that pairt of Mains of Almond called the 
North Syd on the east the lands of Parkhall on the south and west parts thereof and the 
lands of Whyte Shott on the north with free ish and entrie thereto [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Anderson Gairdner at Almond James Cairns in Court Hall  

NORTHWELL PARK # MAS NS9374 [1]   NS931745 
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1847 RHP5368 Northwell Park 
ONE ACRE FIELD # MAS NS9577 [1] NS951777  
 
1832 RHP12531 One Acre Field 
ORCHARD # MAS NS9477 [1]   NS945772 
 
1780 RHP1537 Orchard 
OVERTON OF BOGOKNOWS # MAS NS9073 [2] 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.70v Overtoune of Bogieknowes 
OVER GILLANDERSLAND # MAS NS9475 [1]  NS947756 
 
1610 RMS vii 382 [L] Rex confirmavit cartam Alexandri Levingstoun feodatarii de Hanyng Edwardo 

Merschell in Over Gillandirsland villam et ter. de Over Gillandersland, cum communia, 
Communi pastura et privilegio lucrandi cespites lie fewall, faill and dovettis super 
communi mora de Morrowingsyde  

1618 CRS Edward Marshall of Over Gillandirsland 
1619 RS58/1 f.106v [L] personally appeared on his lands underwritten – Edward Merschell lawful son of the 

late Edward Merschell in Bowhous and Margareta Merschell lawful daughter of Willam 
Merschell of Ridfuirde and spouse of the said Edward --- contract matrim. with consent of 
Cathrina Hart  her mother --- All and haill that equal half of land of the haill lands of Over 
Gillandrisland with house steadings hortis toftis croftis partibus pendicles – and privilege 
of fewall faill and dyfattis upon the common muir – lying in the barony of Hayneing – wit. 
Alexander Hardi in Borrowstoune; William Merschell father of the said Edward; Thomas 
Merschell in Courthill 

1647 RS58/8 f.250v Edward Merschell in Over Gillandersland 
1801 AOS 4280 in Muirside now called Greenknow & formerly Over Gillander’s Lands, comprising 

Lochhead and Kindieshill 
OVER GILMEADOWLAND # MAS NS9576 [3] 
 
1799 AOS 3658 Over Gilmeadowland on the south side of the village of Maddiston 
OVERQUARTER OF GILLANDERSLAND  MAS NS9576 [3]  
 
1572 Johnsoun 875 Renunciation by James Grintoun in Bowhouse in favour of Thomas Duncan there, of his 

right title and kindness to a piece of land called the Ovirquartir of Gilandirrisland, held 
by Thomas Levyngstoun of Hanyng and lying in the barony of Manwell and sheriffdom of 
Stirling --- Wit. James Crauffurd, son and heir apparent of William Crauffurd in 
Gompstoun, William Grintoun, son of the said James  

PADDOCK HAUGH # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS946770 
 
1780 RHP1537 Paddock Haugh 
PALACETREE MAS NS9373 [1]  NS936735 
 
1562 Johnsoun 685 Contract between George Tennand of Myddilquarter of Morwensyd on the one part, and 

Peter Pollart of Hilderstoun on the other part, whereby the said George binds himself to 
sieze the said Peter in the lands of Myddilquarter, and to assign to him all contracts, 
obligations and sums of money and specially the sum of £22 Scots, owed to the said 
George by Allan Tennand and a further contract betwixt the said George and Allan, dated 
at -Linlithgow the 19th of September 1562, and with ingress and regress to and from the 
other half of Myddilquarter, held in feu by the said Allan and the said Peter Pollart binds 
himself to pay 200 merks to the said George of which he gave 20 merks as arles,  

1648 RS58/8 f.329 Robert Hart in Whytrig and Cristine Bryce his spouse --- in all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Ballenbrech known as Sheilrig with houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] John Glen son of Andrew Glen in Candinam, John Burgas in Polwartrie and 
Robert Burges his son 

1663 RS59/1 f.260 James Burgess in Pollwartis Tree 
1666 RS59/2f 224 James Burges in Pollworthtrie 
1671 RS59/4 f.262 William Dick in Polwarts Tree 
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1672 CRS James Morton in Polwort’s trie, parish of Morrowingsyde’ 
1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 

and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1762 RHP46233 Palward Tree 
1798 CHA A1064 Paller’s Tree 
1799 AOS 3784 Palartree 
1801 AOS 4185 lands called Cannylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & Waughshouses, and Syke with part of 

Cannyside, & part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss, three fourth 
parts of the Hill of Muiravonside and one fourth part of the said Hill called Barrieswalls – 
5s land of Easter Candyhead being part of Hempshole 

1847 RHP5368 Palward Tree 
1855 SC4/3/2 Palace Trees 
1880 SC4/3/4 Pallastrae 
 
cf  Meggistre  WLO [PNWL 37] Megis tre c 1540 
PANT PARK # MAS NS9477 [1]   NS944774 
 
1780 RHP1537 Pant Park 
PARKFORD # MAS NS9476 [1]  NS945763 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.95v Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 
1773 GD171/3936 Parkford 
1780 RHP1537 Parkford 
1808 AOS 5871 parts of the lands of Maddiston called Northpark Ford - & Southpark Ford or Davidston 
1814 SC4/3/1 Northpark Ford - Southpark Ford or Davidston, part of Maddiston 
PARKHALL MAS NS9477 [1]  NS946771 
 
1541 Johnsoun 334 Obligation by William Craufurd, laird of Hanyng, to grant a new infeftment in favour of 

David Craufurd of Parkhall and Marjory Craufurd his wife which the said David and his 
wife now hold by alienation from the late Archibald Craufurd, father of the said William --
- done at the Mains of Hanyng 

1550 Foulis 90 instrument of sasine in favour of William Crawfurd, son and heir of the late David 
Crawfurd of Parkhall, in the lands of Parkhall extending to 10 acres with houses, 
buildings, and faulds, and 24 rigs, with the hauch of Haining, lying in the barony of 
Manwell ... given by the superiority of Thomas Levingstoun of Haining and Agnes 
Crawfurd his wife 

1552 Foulis 174 liferent sasine in favour of his mother, Marion Crawfurd, in half of the lands of Seittrees 
and Maltplum, lying in the barony of Melvill ... said lands were wadset by Lord Ross 

1561 Thounis 29 William Crauffurd of Parkhall 
1561 Thounis 37 obligation by Alexander Crawfurd to pay to William Crawfurd of Parkhall within 5 years 

1000 merks received since the death of Robert Crawfurd of Beircrofts, his brother  
1564 Thounis 210 William Crauffurd of Parkhall 
1612 RMS vii 770 [L] Manwell cum pertinentis nuncupat lie Haining Maynis et pendiculis earundem vocat lie 

Parkhill, Hilsyde alias Toftis, Weitschott, cum terris de Madustoun, Nichoistoun, 
Gillandersland ....etc … terras de Manuel ... cum pendiculis 

1633 RS58/6 f.39 [L] John Livingstoun of Hayning personally entered into his tower and fortalice  and to the 
free barony, known as the the barony of Hayning --- comprehending the lands of Mannuell, 
Hayning Maynis and the pendicles thereof called lie Parkhall, Hilsyd alias Toftis, 
Partshott with all other pendicles 

1634 RMS ix 81 [L] lie Parkhill 
1635 RMS ix 313 [L] lie Parkhill 
1635 RMS ix 358 [L] lie Parkhill 
1642 RS58/7 f.347v [L] Robert Ros in Parkhill as baillie  
1646 RMS ix 1690 [L] lie Parkhill 
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1647 Livingston Alexander Livingston, son of late John Livingston of Haining obtained sasine of lands of 
Haining from James, Earl of Callendar [Alex is first Livingston to be designed “of 
Parkhall” 

1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 
Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1663 RMS xi 432 lie Parkhill 
1681 Laing 2797 Alexander Livingstone younger of Parkhall 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 Alexander Livingstone younger of Parkhall 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Alexander Livingstone elder of Parkhall 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.150v John Whyt in Parkehall 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Parkhill 
1670 RS59/4 f.178v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Livingstoun of Parkhall  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v John Stark in Parkhall 
1752 Turnpike Mr Livingstone of Parkhall 
1773 GD171/3936 The lands of Parkhall, Maddiston and Gilmeadowland with the pendicles thereof called 

Whiterig, Snab, Parkford, Whiteshott, Rowantreeyards or Eastgate, Folds, Nicolton, 
Tappuckstone and the farm of Parkhall 

1774 CRS William Livingstone of Parkhall 
1780 RHP1537 Plan of Parkhall 
1781 AOS 2 John Livingston of Parkhall, as heir to William Livingston his brother  
1788 AOS 1324 Parkhall comp. Nicoltoun, Weitshott, Hillhead, Gillmeadowland and Parkhall, with part 

of the Muir of Muiravonside  
1791 AOS Parkhall comp. Nicoltoun, Weitshott, Hillhead, Gillmeadowland, Rowantreeyards, 

Whiterig and Parkhall, with part of the Muir of Muiravonside 
1817 Grassom Parkhall 
1823 GD171/2014.1 Parkhall - John Learmonth Esq 
1855 SC4/3/2/5972 Mansion House of Parkhall ... proprietor and occupier - Mrs Learmonth of Parkhall 
1912 CDS13 Thomas Livingstone Learmonth 
PARK NOOK # MAS NS9477 [1]   NS940776 
 
 
1780 RHP1537 Park Nook 
PARKSIDE # MAS NS9477 [2] 
  
 
1773 GD171/3936 Parkside 
PEACEHILL # MAS NS9777 [1]   NS974771 
 
1943 VR 335 Peacehill 
 
cf Pace Hill and Peace Knowe,  WLO [PNWL 154 
PLUM # MAS NS9474 [1]   NS946747 - West  
     NS948748 - Mid 
     NS949748 - East 
 
1552 Foulis 174 liferent and sasine by William Crawford of Parkhall in favour of his mother, Marion 

Crawford, in half the lands of Seitreis and Maltplum lying in the barony of Malvill and 
shire of Stirling. The said lands were wadset by Lord Ross. 

1562 Thounis 131 James Grentoun of Maltplum – David Reid in Maltplum 
1568 Johnsoun 540 instrument of sasine in favour of Agnes Scott, wife of James Grintoun of Maltplum, in his 

lands of Maltplum extending to one half of one eighth of the £10 lands of Morwinsyd, 
now occupied by James G. and Malcolm Scott. Wit. Robert Reid in Glennisplace of M. 
William Merschell in Middilquarter of Morwinsyd, John Grintoun of Settreis, Malcolm 
Scott in Maltplum and William Scott his son --- Wit. Robert Reid in Glennisplace of M. 
John Grintoun in Settreis 

1570 Johnsoun 853 Assignation by John Knollis, baillie of Linlithgow, in favour of Janet Cranstoun, his wife, 
of his tack of the lands of Settreis, lying in the barony of Melville and Sheriffdom of 
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Striveling, which he holds of John Grintoun of Maltplum, and also of a decree by the 
Lords of Council against James, Lord Ross . 

1571 Johnsoun 853  Assignation by John Knollis, baillie of Linlithqw, in favour of Janet Cranstoun, his wife, of 
his tack of the lands of Seittreis, lying in the barony of Melville and sheriffdom of 
Striviling, which he holdS of John Grintoun of Seittreis, and also of his tack of the lands of 
Maltplum.  

1642 RS58/7 f.347v [L] and also all and haill the lands of Maltplome [also Maltplwme] formerly occupied by 
the late Archibald Taliore, William Merschall and his sons  

1653 RS58/9 f.136v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Nuik – 
charter from Lord Ross of Halkhead --- all and haill his lands of Nuke corne mine callit the 
Nuke Mylne with the mylne landis [etc] --- the lands of Seatries --- lands of Maltplumb --- 
extending in the haill to ane eighth part of all and sundrie the ten pund land of 
Morovingsyd of auld extent 

1674 GD332/14  Thomas Mairshell in Maltplumb 
1698 RS83/2/121 Archibald Bryce, portioner of Hillhead of Ballenbreich; the lands of Plum; Seatrees 

RS59/10 f.107 – f.108 
1706 SC67/67/5 f.24 Alexander Marshall in Plumis 
1724 C2 90 106 said lands of Neuck alias Muiravonside, Seatrees and Maltplum 
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt Plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1798 CHA A1064 the lands of East and West Malt Plum possessed by Patrick Taylor 
1799 AOS 3781 Malt Plum 
1813 RHP9210 West, Mid and East Plum 
1817 Grassom Plum 
1875 CHA A1064 the said Company [Slamannan Railway] should be bound to construct a watering place in 

the west Plum Park, part of the farm of Bowhouse 
 
cf Maltcroft, Mossat ABD 
    The Plum, Linlithgow [PNWL 121]; Plumb Hole, Galloway [PNG 224] 
    Linplum ELO 
PUNDFAULD # MAS NS9474 [3] 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.95v Coxhill --- all his houses and yards in Hemisholl  --- between Nethertoun of Coxhill to 

Dumpert with two acres of croft land lying in Hemisholl of which one lies in the said 
Nethertoun Croft amd the other in Pundfauld --- Alexander Petticrew in Parkfoord 

QUARRELHEAD  # MAS NS9476 [1]   NS941763  
 
1678 RS59/5 f.422 Jonnet Dick relict of umquhill Alexander Marshell of Craigend --- lands of Quarrellhead 

with houses [etc]  
1737 RS59/17 f.128 Alexander Baird of Quarrelhead  
1750 RS59/19 f.382 Alexander Baird portioner of Quarrelhead  
1753 CRS Alexander Baird of Quarrelhead, mason in Maddingstone, parish of Muiravonside 
1753 CRS John Baird, mason in Quarrelhead 
1790 AOS 1705 Sarah baird, relict of Robert Smith, tenant, Manuel, seised in Tenements in Quarrelhead, 

on disposition by John Turnbull, Flesher, Maddiston 
1943 VR Quarrelhead 
QUARTER # MAS NS9574 [2] 
 
1669 CRS Christian Houston in Quarter, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1691 RS83/1 f.31v.11 John Arthur in Quarter – his lands of Middlequarter of Morrowingsyde. Registered on the  

26th and 27th leaves of the said Register 
1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 

Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss 
1880 SC4/3/4/75 Quarter Lodge 
1943 VR 99 Quarter Lodge 
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1947 OS Quarter Lodge 
QUARTER MOSS # MAS NS9574 [3]   
 
1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 

and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 
Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 part of Quarter called Cannyend with part of the Quarter Moss 
REDBRAE MAS NS8773 [1]   NS879739 
 
1912 CDS13 Redbrae - Thomas Johnston 
REDFORD MAS NS9574 [1]   NS951746 
 
1562-1941 GD332   Papers of the Calder Family of Redford, Stirlingshire   
1567 Johnsoun 521 David Merschell of Redfurd 
1619 RS58/1 f.106v [L] personally appeared on his lands underwritten – Edward Merschell lawful son of the 

late Edward Merschell in bowhous and Margareta Merschell lawful daughter of Willam 
Merschell of Ridfuirde and spouse of the said Edward --- contract matrim. wt consnt of 
Cathrina hart  her mother --- All and haill that equal half of land of the haill lands of over 
gillandrisland with house steadings hortis toftis croftis partibus pendicles – and privilege of 
[t/ces/fentes] vulgo lie fewall faill and dyfattis suis common mora – lying in the barony of 
hayneing – wit. Alexander hardi in borrowstoune; William Merschell father of the said 
Edward; Thomas Merschell in Courthill 

1625 RS58/3 f.269 William Merschell in Ridfuird 
1625 RS58/3 f.274v [L] William Merchell in Ridfuird son and heir of the late David Merchell, his father, --- 

lands of the barony of Morrowingsyde --- called Hommishoill and a quarter part of an eight 
part of the said lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as Glennisplace formerly 
pertaining to the said David and now occupied by William and Thomas Merchall his sons 
in [respertune] --- third part of the lands of Morrowingsyde commonly known as 
Hemmishoill 

1625 RS58/3 f.316 [L] Thomas Merschell, son and heir apparent of the late William Merschell in Ridfuird, 
his father, Jean [-----] wife of the said Thomas, Bessie Rid relict of the said late William 
and Robert Clerk in Watterstoun, baillie in that part for James, lord Ross of Halkheid and 
Melvill, and there the said Thomas and his spouse and Bessie Rid, his mother, with a 
charter granting all and haill the equall half of all and haill the half part  of an eighth part of 
the ten pound land of auld extent of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Hemmishoill with 
also all and haill an equal half of all and haill a quarter part of an eighth part of the said 
lands of Mornyngsyd commonly known as Glennsplace [L] with also all and haill the east 
house and externa bovile [refers to bubile, a stall for oxen, therefore outer byre = 
utterbyre]commonly the utterbyre of the said lands of Glennsplace [L] [witnesses to sasine] 
William Calder in Hill of Mornyngsyd, John Merschell brother of the said Thomas, 
William Burges in Middilquarter and Henry Glen in Glensplace 

1625 CRS. William Marshall at Ridfurd of Morrowingsyde  
1627 CRS Thomas Marshall of Ruidfurd  
1627 CRS Bessie Reid, relict of William Marshall at Ruidfurd, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1634 RS58/6 f.183 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Cadder in 

Hill of Morvyngsyd and Elizabeth Merschell daughter of the late William Merschell in 
Ridfuird now spouse of the said William Cadder [witnesses to sasine] James Burges in 
Wastfauld, Alexander Dik son to John Dik in Bankheid and James Blak son to William 
Blak in Brigend 

1653 RS58/9 f.144v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Crawford of 
Manwell Mylne as procurator for Grisel and Mearione Mershal oyes to the deceast Thomas 
Mershall in Redfuird thair grand father  

1674 RS59/5 f.137 [his sasine is endorsed “Sasine Jon Watsone of a part of Hemsholl and Glensplace called 
Reidford with the pertinents 

1685 GD332/17   Marion Marshel  second lawful daughter of deceased Thomas Marshel of Ridfoord and 
one of the two heirs-portioners of deceased Thomas Marshel  her grandfather, with consent 
of John Watson, portioner of Gartfirrie, her husband 
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1686 GD332/19   Charter of Confirmation by Andrew Ross of Neuick baron of the barony of Morwingsyde  
and superior of the lands aftermentioned, confirming a precept of Clare Constat granted by 
deceased George Lord Ross of Haulkhead and Melvill dated 22nd February and 2nd 
March, 1653, for infefting Grizel and Marion Mairshell  as nearest and lawful heirs-
portioners of deceased Thomas Mairshell in Ridfuird their grandfather, in the third part of 
the eighth part of the £10 lands of Morwingsyde  called Hemshoill, and also in the fourth 
part of the eighth part of said lands of Morwingsyde  called Glensplace, sometime 
possessed and occupied by said deceased Thomas Mairshell and now by Patrick Calder, 
with Sasine following thereon, dated 3rd March, 1653, under the subscription of Andrew 
Ker notary. Written by John Wilson, servitor to William Bell, clerk of the burgh of 
Linlithgow. Dated at Neuck. Witnesses, Thomas Crawfurd of Manwallmilne and said 
William Bell and John Wilson.  8/2/1686   

1699 RS83/2/295 Crooks: a little piece of ground of Coxhill called the Cruiks; lands of Nethertoun alias 
Hemmishoil being part of the 10 lib land of Morrowingsyde; Patrick Calder eldest lawful 
son to Patrick Calder of Ridfuird; Syke RS59/10 f.240 – f.241 

1700 GD332/43 (sic, lege 1705) Marriage Contract between Patrick Calder, only lawful son of Patrick 
Calder of Redfoord, with consent of his said father and of Grissele Mershall his mother, on 
the one part, and Agnes Mershell lawful daughter and one of the heirs-portioners of 
deceased Edward Mershall  of Keanmuire  with consent of Margaret Calder, her mother, on 
the other part, for the marriage of said Patrick Calder younger and Agnes Mershell in 
respect of which said Patrick Calder, elder, with consent of his spouse, dispones to said 
Patrick Calder, younger, that part of the £10 land of Morwingsyde of old called 
Hemmishoill and Glensplace and now called The Ridfuird sometime possessed and 
occupied by Grissell Salmond and now by said Patrick Calder, elder, and his spouse, and 
survivor, their liferents of said lands, except that part of said lands called the Candie and 
Whatstone edge, to the possession whereof said Patrick Calder, younger, is to enter at 
Martinmas, and said Patrick Calder, younger, binds himself to pay yearly at Martinmas to 
his said father and mother and survivor £86 Scots as from Martinmas 1706 for the year 
preceding, and also reserving power to said Patrick Calder, elder, to grant leases of said 
lands of Ridfuird and further said Patrick Calder, elder, and his spouse dispone to said 
Patrick Calder, younger, half of the goods, gear, corn, cattle, horse and sheep upon said 
lands of Ridfuird and said Patrick Calder, younger, binds himself in infeft said Agnes 
Mershell his promised spouse, in conjunct fee and liferent with himself and the bairns to be 
procreated of the marriage in the lands of Nethertoun] alias Hemmeshoill, being part of the 
£10 land of Morwingsyde together with the piece of ground of Coxhill called the Cruiks, 
with liberty of a cairt gate through the Coxhill to Morwingsyde muir, together also with a 
proportional part of said muir effeiring to the rate and quantity of said whole lands; and 
also said Patrick Calder, younger, binds himself to secure the children of the marriage in 
the 22s. land of old called the Middillquarter now commonly called the Dykeraw; and it is 
hereby declared that any action for implement of this Contract in favour of said Agnes 
Mershall  and the bairns of the marriage shall proceed at the instance of Peter Marshell of 
Cruifhil, William Younger, in Kipps, and James Bryce of Hilhead of Morrvenside or any 
one of them; for which causes said Agnes Mershell in name of tocher, dispones to said 
Patrick Calder, younger, in conjunct fee and liferent with herself and the bairns of the 
marriage (1) the one-fifth part of the lands of Keanmuire  extending to a 10s. land, lying in 
the parish of Morwingsyde (Under reservation of the liferent of Margaret Calder, her 
mother), and (2) the fifth part of the 10s. land of Easter Ballinbreich, in said parish. 
Andrew Dick, younger, of Compstoun is named as bailie for giving sasine of said lands. 
Written by Joseph Barclay, servitor to William Kerr, sheriff-clerk of Linlithgow. Dated at 
Nethertoun of Moorevenside . Witnesses, John Glen, in Glensplace, John Glen, his son, 
James Bryce of Hillhead of Morrevenside William Younger, in Kipps, Andrew Dick, 
younger, of Compstoun John Calder of Hill, and Patrick Stone, clerk of..... (torn). 

1701 RS83/2/10.474 Patrick Calder of Ridfuird  
1705 RS59/12 f.39v of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and now called the Ridfoord --- [witnesses to 

sasine] John Glen in Glensplace, John Glen his son 
1708 RS12/2 f.318 marriage contract between Patrick Calder of Ridford, with consent of his father and Grizel 

Mershall his mother, and Agnes Mershall, one of the heirs portioner and lawfull daughter 
of Edward Mershall of Kenmore, with the consent of Margaret Calder her mother. 

1742 GD170/196 Patrick Calder of Reidford 
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1743 GD332/82    Arrestment executed by Thomas Clark, messenger, in virtue of Letters of Horning, dated 
and signeted 24th July 1740, at the instance of John Russell, merchant in Bathgate, against 
James Hastie of Bogo and James Binning of Fogo-mountain, arresting in the hands of 
Patrick Calder of Reidfoird 2,000 merks owing by him to said James Binning to remain in 
the hands of said Patrick Calder at the instance of complainer until he shall be satisfied and 
paid the sum of 1,000 merks principal with 200 merks expenses incurred through failure of 
payment of principal and annualrent contained in a bond dated 26 May 1736 granted by 
said James Hastie of Bogo, as principal, and said James Binning late of Fogo-mountain, as 
cautioner, to said John Russell. Witnesses, William Marshall and James Ewing, indwellers 
in Bathgate.   30/12/1743  

1774 SC4/3/1 Redfoord 
1781 AOS 108 Patrick Calder, as heir to Agnes Marshall, daughter of Edward Marshall of Kaemuir, his 

grandfather, & Patrick Calder of Redford, his father; P.R. 27.36 
1799 AOS 3781 Redford comp. Nethrtown or Hemishole, Middlequarter, Glensplace & Whatsonedge 
1807 CHA A1064 William Calder of Ridford 
1817 Grassom Redford 
1823 GD171/2014 Redford, Glens Place etc. [William Calder] 
1855 SC4/3/2/5857 Farm of -. Prop. & Occ. John Graham of Redford 
1912 CDS13 James Henderson of Redford 
 
cf Redford NJ4028; NN8512; NO5644; NT2697; Redford Green NT3616 
    Redgate, Mauchline; Redpath, Duns; Redyett, Balfron 
REDFORD PLACE (MAS NS9474 [1]   NS949744 
 
1950 OS Redford Place 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Redford Place 
REST AND BE THANKFUL    see Bethankie 
RIGHEAD  # MAS NS9074 [1]   NS900742 
 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61 Righead 
1811 AOS 6731 Righead & part of Toppylands – Craigmite Moss  
1817 Grassom Boxton Rigghead 
1860 OS Righead 
1855 SC4/3/2 Righead 
1887 BPB Righead 
1912 CDS13 Righead - Mrs William Taylor, farmer 
1943 VR 318 Righead 
1970 OS  Righead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Righead 
ROWANTREEYARDS # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS946771 
 
1666 RS59/2f 194 David Crawfuird in Rowntrie Zairds 
1714 RS59/13 f.172 Alexander Livingston of Parkhall --- all and haill the the lands of Rouantrie Yairds – 

barony of Almond --- bounded as follows viz that pairt of Mains of Almond called the 
North Syd on the east the lands of Parkhall on the south and west parts thereof and the 
lands of Whyte Shott on the north with free ish and entrie thereto [witnesses to sasine] 
Alexander Anderson Gairdner at Almond James Cairns in Court Hall  

1773 GD171/3936 Rowantreeyards or Eastgate, part of the lands of Parkhall. 
1788 AOS 1324 Rowantreeyard and Whiterig, parish of Muiravonside  
1791 AOS 2111 Rowantreeyards 
1817 Grassom Rowantreeyards 
RUMFORD MAS NS9377 [1]   NS934773 
 
1806 AOS 5259 Rumford Coal Works  
1843 GD171/3174 collier’s houses at Rumford 
1984 OS Rumford 
RUSHIESYKE # MAS NS9676 [1]    NS961766 
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1755 Roy Thrashysyke 
1855 SC4/3/2/5839 Rushiesyke 
SANDYFORD BURN MAS NS9578 [1]   NS975783 
 
1783 RHP14363 Sandyford Burn 
1860 OSNB Sandyford Burn A small stream which derives its water from the numerous drains on the 

surrounding farms, and after a very short course empties itself into the River Avon 
1860 OS Sandyford Burn 
1947 OS Sandyford Burn 
SAVELMESFORD MAS NS9675 [4]   
 
1189 GD26/1/4/8  as the ancient road runs from Savelmesforde to the seat of St Morgan 
 
SEATTREES # MAS NS9574 [1]  NS955748 
 
1552 Foulis 174 Liferent sasine by William Crawfurd in favour of his mother, Marion Crawfurd in half of 

the lands of Seittreis and Maltplum lying in the barony of Melville. The said lands were 
wadset by Lord Ross. 

1562 Thounis 131 John Grentoun of Seittreis  
1568 Johnsoun 540 John Grintoun of Settreis,  
1570 Johnsoun 853 Assignation by John Knollis, baillie of Linlithgow, in favour of Janet Cranstoun, his wife, 

of his tack of the lands of Settreis, lying in the barony of Melville and Sheriffdom of 
Striveling, which he holds of John Grintoun of Maltplum, and also of a decree by the Lords 
of Council against James, Lord Ross . 

1573 Johnsoun 897  Resignation ad perpetuam remanentiam by John Knollis, burgess of Linlithqw in the hands 
of John Grintoun of Settreis, his immediate superior in favour of James, Lord Ross of 
Hakkat and Melville, of the half of an eighteenth part of the lands of Settreis lying in the 
territory of Morwinsyde, barony of Melvile and sheriffdom of Striviling 

1573 Johnsoun 898  Resignation ad perpetuam remanentiam by Robert Auld in Bawmechell in Slamannan 
Mure, in the hands of John Grintoun of Settreis, his immediate superior in favour of 
James, Lord Ross of Hakkat and Melvile, of the half of an eighteenth part of the lands of 
Settreis as in 897. 

1590 Pont Setrees 
1592 RH6/3158 Instrument of sasine under the hand of Andrew Ker, clerk of St Andrews diocese, notary 

public, 17 Ap. 1592, narrating the sasine given to Phillip Quhyteheid, apparent of 
Kingcavill park, as attorney for Marion Quhyteheid, his sister, future spouse of James Ros, 
son and apparent heir of John Ros, of Nwik, in liferent, of the lands of Saittrees (occupied 
by John Grintoun and his subtenants), the lands of Maltplum, (occupied by Archibald 
Tailyour, Willam Waterstoun [?] and his son), extending to one eight part of the £10 lands 
of old extent of Morrowensyde,  … 6 bolls of oatmeal furth of the lands of Nwik and mill 
called the Nwik-milne, with mill-lands etc. – propriis manibus of said James Ros and his 
father and of Gelis Crawfurde his mother, in implement of contract of marriage. 

1642 RS58/7 f.347v [L] and also all and haill the lands formerly occupied by John Grintone and his subtenants 
[transpires that this was Seatrees or, as given here Stattres] 

1653 RS58/9 f.136v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Ross of Nuik – 
charter from Lord Ross of Halkhead --- all and haill his lands of Nuke corne mine callit the 
Nuke Mylne with the mylne landis [etc] --- the lands of Seatries --- lands of Maltplumb --- 
extending in the haill to ane eighth part of all and sundrie the ten pund land of 
Morovingsyd of auld extent [witnesses to sasine] William Gray in Manwell Dyk 

1673 CRS William Hendrie in Seathrides of Morrowingsyd 
1688 CRS Janet Dick and Robert Tayleor, her husband, in Seat-trees 
1698 RS83/2/121 Archibald Bryce, portioner of Hillhead of Ballenbreich; the lands of Plum; Seatrees 

RS59/10 f.107 – f.108 
1785 AOS 661 Elizabeth McDonald, spouse of Charles McDonald of Largie, as heir to Alexander McLeod 

of Muiravenside, her uncle, seised in the barony of Muiravenside ;- & tiends of Newck, 
Seattrees, & Malt plumb;- Wester and Middle Bowhouse, part of Compston called 
Hungryhill or Hewpark, half of Cumpston, Newmill of Cumpston, & Muir Mailing of 
Middlerig, parish of Muiravonside. G.R. 422.279 

1813 RHP9210  Sea Trees - shows steading at 9550 7483 
1817 Grassom Sidetrees 
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1855 SC4/3/2/5963 Seatreeshaugh 
1943 VR  Seatrees 
SHANKHEAD # MAS NS9274 [1]   NS928745 
 
1817 Grassom Shankhead  
1860 OS  Shankhead 
1860 OSNB Shankhead (in ruins)   A small cothouse in ruins, the property of Mr Alexr Brown, 

Slamannan 
1943 VR 531 Shankhead 
SHEEPSBANKS # MAS NS9373 [2]  
 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66v James Adie in Sheepsbankis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.96v James Adie in Sheepsbauks 
1716 RS59/13 f.430 John Hay in Sharpsbanks 
1725 RS59/14 f.582 Martha Bell spouse to James Adie of Sherpsbank 
1729 GD170/196 William Adie of Sheepsbanks 
1736 GD170/196 Robert Black in Sharpsbanks 
1737 RS59/17 f.209v Robert Black wright in Sheepsbancks 
 
cf Sharpsbanks,  WLO [PNWL 104] 
SHEEPFOLD # MAS NS9576 [3] 
 
1635 RS58/6 f.260 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Crawfuird in 

Gilmwdieland --- all and haill those three [30?]acres of land of the said feu lands of 
Gilmewdiland --- viz. Beginand at the littell round buse direck northward thairfra to the 
south syde of the Sheipfold Heidriggis and thairfra eistward be the samyne southsyde of 
the said Heidriggis to the eist end thairof and still eistwards thairfra be the south syde of 
ane heidrig occupyit be Thomas Mershall and southward thairfra to the south burne be the 
lands of Corthillis occupeyit be Alexander Grintoun on the eist and thairfra direck 
westward be the lands of Crownerland occupeyit be the said Thomas Merchell to the fott of 
the daill quhairon the said littell round bus stands and thence [-st] north be the west syde of 
the said daill to the samyne littell round bus --- lying in the parish of Morwnsyde and 
barony of Hanyng and in the sheriffdom of Stirling --- [witnesses to sasine] Thomas 
Merchell in Courthillis, Patrick Merchell his son 

SHIELFAULD OF BANKHEAD # MAS NS8973 [3] 
 
1706 SC67/67/5 f.24v Shielfauld of Bankhead 
SHIELHILL # MAS NS9372 [3] 
 
1693 RS83/1 f.47v.3 James Bryce, eldest lawful son  of Archibald Bryce of Eastir Hill of Balbreich and Helen 

Mershall his spouse of the half of the tua merkland called Hillhead, and of ane 6s 8d land 
of the samen called the Sheelhill. Registered on the  255th and 256th leaves of the said 
Register 

SHIELRIG # MAS NS9373 [3] 
 
 
1647 RS58/8 f.202 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Baird in Schelrig 

--- 6 shilling and 8 penny land of the lands of Ballenbrech known as Schelrig with houses 
[etc] [also given as Scheilrig] 

1648 RS58/8 f.329 Robert Hart in Whytrig and Cristine Bryce his spouse --- in all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Ballenbrech known as Sheilrig with houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] John Glen son of Andrew Glen in Candinam, John Burgas in Polwartrie and Robert 
Burges his son 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.96 the sex schilling aught penny land callit the Scheilrig 
1657 RS58/11 f.101v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William  Binning in 

Whytrig procurator in the name of Jonet Hart his spous and Robert Binning thair 
procurator in name of Issobell Hart his spous lawful dochters and airs portioner to the 
deceist Thomas Hart in Whytrig --- Thomas Bard in Scheilrig immediate superior of the 
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lands underwritten --- all and haill ane six shilling eightpenny of all and haill that part and 
portioune of the ten pund land of Balmbreiche callit the Scheilrig with houses [etc] 

1667 CRS Janet Marshall, spouse to Thomas Burd of Shillrige, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1675 CRS Thomas Thornetoune in Shiellridge 
1718 E644/1/14 Shieldridge 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.55v John Boyd in Sheillrig 
1733 GD170/196 Disposition by Archibald Bryce of Easter Hillhead of Ballinbreich in favour of James 

Black of a part and portion of his two quarters of the muir of Muiravonside, said parts 
equal to his lands of Easter Hillhead and Shiellridge 

1742 GD170/196 Disposition by Archibald Bryce, portioner of Ballenbreich in favour of James Bryce his 
eldest son, of that part and portion of the lands of Hillhead and Sheilrig called the 
Howloan, which was excepted and reserved to him in disposition of the said lands ... to 
Patrick Calder of Reid ford 

1742 RS59/18 f.238 lands of Hillhead and Shielrig called Howloan 
1744 GD170/196 Disposition of the said lands by the said James Bryce in favour of Henry Reid 
1744 GD170/196 Disposition of the said lands by the said Henry Reid in favour of William  Ker 
1750 GD170/3359   Tack by William Ker, baxter, burgess of Linlithgow, to Patrick Reid, tenant in Newlees, of 

part of lands of Hillhead and Shiellrigg called the Howloan, in barony of Ballinbreich, 
parish of Muiravonside, sheriffdom of Stirling, for 15 years  

1781 AOS 108 Patrick Calder, as heir to Agnes Marshall, daughter of Edward Marshall of Kaemuir, his 
grandfather, & Patrick Calder of Redford, his father, seised in three fifth parts of Kaemuir 
& Easter Balinbreich; part of Easter Hillhead and Shielridge, & part of the Muir of 
Muiravonside;- on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol ; P.R. 
27.36 

1792 SC4/3/1 Shielrig 
1798 AOS 3545 part of Easter Hillhead and Schiellrigg called the Howloan with the peat moss belonging 

thereto  
1806 AOS 5356 part of Easter Hillhead and Schiellrigg called the Howloan with the peat moss belonging 

thereto 
SHORTCROFT MAS NS9476 [3] 
 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] the Schortcroft 
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] the Short Croftis 
1644 RS58/8 f.55 Manyulrig --- Four Aiker Field --- the Shortcroft --- the Sunniebrea – the Hauche 
1775 GD171/3936 Shortcroft 
1805 AOS 5088 Shortcroft, Muiravonside 
SHUTTLEFIELD PLEASANCE # MAS NS9073 [1]   NS909731 
 
1810 AOS 6517 lands of Bogo formerly called Blackhillend then Shuttlefield Pleasance  
1819 AOS 9089 John Wallace, weaver, Shuttlefield Pleasance 
SIDE # MAS NS8874 [3] 
 
1708 RS59/12 f.302v ane fourth part of the lands of Elrig commonly called Croftandy --- bounded as follows 

Lying betwixt the lands belonging to Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw on the west The Water of 
Aven on the south the lands called Grayrig and the lands called the Syde The colliery 
possest possest be John Mitchell conforme to the march stones  sett betwixt  the same on 
the east and the common muir on the north 

SIDETREES see Seatrees 
SIGHTHILL # MAS NS9578 [1]   NS953785 
 
1817 Grassom Sighthill 
1855 SC4/3/2/5840 Sighthill 
1860 OSNB Sighthill  (stone coffins containing human remains found here in 1838, and 1852).   A long 

narrow ridge of slightly elevated land, partly arable and partly wooded.  Some few years 
since the N.E. face of the hill bore trace of having been fortified, the land is now cultivated, 
and all evidence of fortification entirely removed.  It has, doubtless, been the scene of a 
conflict, from the number of stone coffins found at it at the time improvements were taking 
place on the Edinburgh & Glasgow Road which crosses it.  Stone coffins have also been 
discovered in it at a more recent date, by workmen engaged in digging for gravel in the 
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adjacent gravel pit.  All these coffins contained human remains.  It is on the property of 
Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar House, Falkirk 

1880 SC4/3/4/111 Sighthill 
SMITHYHILL # MAS NS9376 [1]   NS939769 
 
1817 Grassom Smithyhill 
1826 RHP6338 Smithyhill 
1860 OS Smithyhill 
1880 SC4/3/4/157 Smithyhill 
SNAB # MAS NS9477 [3] 
 
1773 GD171/3936 Snab 
SNABHEAD MAS NS9275 [1]   NS926752 
 
1817 Grassom Snabhead 
1826 RHP6338 Snabhead 
1855 SC4/3/2/5851 Snabhead 
1860 OSNB Snabhead - A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in good 

repair.  Property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar House, Falkirk 
1980 OS Snabhead 
 
cf Snabhead, Bannockburn 
SOOTY HILL # MAS NS9476 [3] 
 
1912 CDS p.1137 Maddiston and Sooty Hill 
 
cf Sootiewells KCD [CDS p.422] 
SOUTHHOUSE # MAS NS9576 [3]   NS9576 
 
1768 GD171/3936 Southhouse 
1812 AOS 7021 29 falls of ground in Maddiston, being part of the lands of South House  
1943 VR 1379 Southhouse 
STANDBURN # MAS NS9274 [1]   NS929748 
 
 
1817 Grassom Standburn 
1855 SC4/3/2 Standburn 
1860 OSNB Standburn  - A row of cothouses consisting of three tenements, one storey, partly thatched 

and partly tiled.  Property of Alex Nimmo, Esq, Whiterig, Muiravonside 
1883 CHA A1064 Standburn 
1938 RHP10000/SG269  Plan of all the coal and mines of coal under parts of the lands of Farren Ridge now known 

as Standburn 
1966 CHA A1064 Standburn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Standburn 
STANDUB # MAS NS9274 [3] 
 
1798 CHA A1064 Standub 
1798 CHA A1064 Standub 
1800 AOS 3877 Standub  
STANDRIG MAS NS9176 [1]   NS916764 
 
1780 Ross Standrig 
1806 AOS 5306 Standridge, comprising, Waterstonhill, parish of Muiravonside  
1855 SC4/3/2/5811 Standrig 
1855 SC4/3/2/5915 Standrig 
 
cf Stand, Airdrie; Standhill, Blackridge; Lilliesleaf 
    Standhill,  WLO [PNWL 88] 
STONIEKNOWS # MAS NS9072 [2] 
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1716 RS59/13 f.432 common muir of Moravenside divided of his mill of Ballenbriech conformt to the valuation 

of the said mill called the Burntrig and Stonnieknows and bounded as follows Viz the 
lands of Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaw his lands of Brighill upon 
the west the mosses belonging to the lands upon the north the lands of Hillend upon the 
east and the common highway upon the south thereof 

1752 RS59/20 f.41v Robert Shaw of Bridgehill as heir to his father of all and haill that part and portion called 
Burnrig and Stony Know of that proportional part of the muir of Muiravineside which 
upon the division of the said muir was divided off and allocated to Balmbreiche Miln and 
is bounded  by the lands of Bogo Bogohaugh and Bogoknows and the said James Shaws 
lands of Bogo now called Bridgehill upon the west the moss belonging to the said lands 
upon the north the lands of Hillhead upon the east and the Common high way upon the 
south parts  

SUNNYBRAE # MAS NS9476 [3] 
  
 
1610 RMS vii 380 [L] Soniebrae 
1623 RS58/3 f.35v [L] the lands commonly called the Sonybraye  
1636 RS58/6 f.351v [L] the Sony Brea  
1644 RS58/8 f.55 Manyulrig --- Four Aiker Field --- the Shortcroft --- the Sunniebrea – the Hauche 
1729 RS59/15 f.335 parts and portions of the lands of Madiston called Sunny Brae 
1737 RS59/17 f.195v that part and portion of the lands of Madystown called the Sunnie Brae 
1806 AOS 5502 part of Maddiston called Sunnybraes  
1855 SC4/3/2/5782 Sunnybrae 
SUNNYSIDE # MAS NS9074 [1]    NS900743 
 
1755 Roy Sunnyside 
SYKE # MAS NS9373 [1]   NS939738 
 
1666 CRS David Dick in Syke-head of Canday’ 
1699 RS83/2/295 Syke RS59/10 f.240 – f.241 
1699 RS59/10 f.240v William Dick in Syck of Morrouingsyde 
1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 

and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1762 RHP46233 The Sike 
1798 CHA A1064 the lands called Syke with a part of the Caymie-syke 
1801 AOS 4185 Syke with part of Cannyside 
1847 RHP5368 Syke 
1943 VR 839 Syke 
TAPPUCKSTONE # MAS NS9477 [3] 
  
1773 GD171/3936 Tappuckstone 
 
cf Tappick,  WLO [PNWL 149] 
TARDUFF MAS NS9475 [1]  NS947756 
 
1801 AOS in Muiravonside now called Greenknow & formerly called Over Gilandersland comp. 

Lochead, Kendieshill and a proportional part of the Muir of Muiravonside 
1814 PDTM Tarduff House is given as "Greenknowes" 
 
see Greenknowes 
TARDUFF MUIR MAS NS9475 [1] 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.83 Nether Gillandersland as the samyne lyes and is boundit betuixt the Thornedyke on the eist 

Tarduff Mure on the south Kilmiddowland lone on the north and the lands of Nether 
Gillandersland possest be the said --- on the west and comeing from the south west parts of 
the said lands be the said William his Litle Hauch wntill the come to the ffour rumes of the 
haugh benorth the lone 
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1766 CHA A1064 Tarduff Muir 
1800 AOS 3987 Torduff Muir  
1814 PDTM Plan of the Division of Tarduff Muir 1814 
 
cf Torduff, Annan; Colinton MLO; Toreduff, Alves, Forres 
THATCHRIG # MAS NS9275 [1]  NS924755 
 
1720 RS59/14 f.155v William Fisher of Thackridge  
1721 RS59/14 f.295 John Fisher of Hungry Hill of all and haill a part and portion of the Common Muir of 

Morvenside pertaining to the lands of Crownerland and granted in his favour be William 
Fisher of Thackridge --- consisting of twenty two acres of arable land and six acres of 
moss bounded as follows viz the arable land on the south side of the Bullion Moss 
belonging to Parkhall 

1735 CHA A1064 John Fisher of Thatchridge - Mary Watt his spouse  
1751 RS59/20 f.6 compared personaly John Fisher tenent in Nicolton eldest lawful son to  and heir to the 

deceast John Fisher of Hungrie Hill as also compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten Alexander Baird tenant in Thackridge as Bailie --- just and equal part of the 
commonty and common muir of Muiravenside corresponding to the lands of Crownerland 
called Thackridge with houses [etc] consisting of twenty two acres of arable ground and six 
acres of moss bounded as follows Viz the arable land on the south side of the Bulion Moss 
belonging to Parkhall and Robert Boyds land on the west John Grinton and John Phaups 
upon the north and west side and John and Alexander Nimmos on the east lying within the 
parish of Muiravineside  

1753 CRS John Fisher of Thatchrig, p. of Muiravonside 
1788 AOS 1345 part of Muir of Muiravonside called Thatchridge 
1800 AOS 3835 Thatchridge 
1806 AOS 5301 Thatchridge, Muiravonside 
1817 Grassom Thatchridge 
1943 VR 126 Thatchridge 
THORNDYKE # MAS NS9575 [2] 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.83 Nether Gillandersland as the samyne lyes and is boundit betuixt the Thornedyke on the 

eist Tarduff Mure on the south Kilmiddowland lone on the north and the lands of Nether 
Gillandersland possest be the said --- on the west and comeing from the south west parts of 
the said lands be the said William his Litle Hauch wntill the come to the ffour rumes of the 
haugh benorth the lone 

1664 RS59/1 f.380 [Maddiston sasine] [witness to sasine] James Crawfuird in Thornedykes 
THORNLOAN MAS NS9575 [1]  NS954759  
 
1972 OS Thornloan 
THRASHYSYKE see Rushiesyke 
THUMART HILL # MAS NS9073 [1]   NS906739 
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.22v John Robertson in Thomarthill 
1741 CRS Elizabeth Robertson lawful daughter of the deceased John Robertson in Thummerthill 
1755 Roy Thamar Hill 
1817 Grassom Thumarthill 
 
Note:- SND1 Thoumart, n. Also thoomart, thumourt, thum(m)ert, thum(m)art. 1. The pole-cat, Mustela putorius (Sc. 

1825 Jam.,  thumart ; Ayr. 1923 Wilson D. Burns 190), often confused with the weasel.  
1784 Burns Twa Herds vi.: The thummart, wil’-cat, brock and tod. 
TOFTS  # MAS NS9476 [3]  
 
1610 RMS vii 382 King confirms a charter of Alexander Levingstoun, laird of Hanyng ... in feu-term ... lands 

of Manuell alias the Haining, viz. Robert Ros in the lands of Toftis (occupied by James 
Hardie), with commonty and pasturage, with the privilege and power to win fewall, faill 
and dovettis upon the common muir of Muiravonside 

1612 RMS vii 770 Hilsyde alias Toftis 
1635 RMS ix 313 Toftis 
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1646 RMS ix 1690 Toftis 
1688 Retour 310 Toftis 
TOPPYLANDS # MAS NS9074 [3] 
 
1707 SC67/67/5 f.54v Allan Black in Topilands of Bankhead 
1740 RS59/18 f.100v William Reid in Topilands as actorney for Andrew Dick of Compstoun --- the deceast 

James Boag his lands of Wester Ballinbreich commonly called Boagstoun 
1811 AOS 6731 Righead & part of Toppylands – Craigmite Moss  
1855 SC4/3/2/5931 Toppylands  
1943 VR 318 Farm of Toppylands and Rigghead  
TORPHICHEN BRIDGE MAS NS9573 [1]   NS955736 
 
1817 Grassom Miln Bridge 
1860 OS Torphichen Bridge 
TORRAVON MAS NS9476 [1]   NS945764 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5832 Torravon 
1860 OS Torravon 
VELLORE MAS NS9576 [1]   NS950768 
 
1813 AOS 7455 Helen Orr, relict of Duncan Drummond, late Major in the Scotch Brigade, in parts of the 

lands of Gilmeadowland, viz. that Park or inclosure on which the new Houses of 
Gilmeadowland are situated with the houses themselves, part of the said lands on the west 
side of the said park,  and that other part commonly called Burnlee all extending to about 
40 acres and now called Vellore G.R. 956.69 

1817 Grassom Vellore 
1855 SC4/3/2/5971 Vellore 
WAINRIGG # MAS NS9174 [1]  NS918745 
 
1710 GD332/54  The arbiters have accordingly set march-stones in order to divide said common muir 

beginning (with the portion to belong to said barony of Morrowingsyde) at the Hair Stones 
[NS926737] on the southside of the muir where one hewn stone is infixed at the back side 
of the yard of the dwelling-house at said Hairstones presently possessed by Alexander 
Black, from thence leading northward to a hewn march-stone infixed upon the north-side 
of Drumbrother, from thence leading northwards through the moss to a hewn march-stone 
on the southside of the Wainrig, from thence bearing north northwest to the top of the 
Wainrig where there is another hewn march-stone infixed, and which is the march-stone 
betwixt the baronies of Morrowingside  and Manuellker upon the west,  

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1798 CHA A1064 Wainrigg 
1798 CHA A1064  Wainrigg 
1802 AOS 4353 Wainrig 
1806 AOS 5288 part of the muir of Muiravonside called Wainrigg now Mosside effeiring to the lands of 

Easter Candy 
1855 SC4/3/2/5964 Wainrigg 
1930 CHA A1064 Wainrigg 
WAINRIG – LITTLE – see Little Wainrig 
WAINRIG BOG NS9575 [2] 
 
1717 RS59/13 f.509 John Dick of Cumpstoun in name of Andrew Dick younger of Cumpstoun --- disposition 

granted be John Higgings merchant and late baillie of Linlithgow, proprietor of the moss 
underwritten --- all and heall that part and portion of the moss of Wainrig Boog pertaining 
to the said John his lands of Bowhouse extending to five acres and ane half or thereby --- 
with power to them yearly to cast win and lead away peats and turfs either for their own 
use or for selling as they think fit They casting no moss there but what they cast of the 
moss yearly with free passage isk and entry to the said moss They always casting their 
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peats in a straight sward and not to holl the moss the south to be keepit dry by the said 
Andrew Dick with power to them to eat with their horses on the said moss when they are 
filling their carts  and leading their peats And also ane horse eating when the peat casters 
are at their diet and also reserving liberty to them and their tenents to steep their lint in the 
moss holes and to carry out and in the samen Providing the holes be casten no layher than 
the clay Reserving never the less full power to the said Andrew Dick and his succesors to 
cast ane ditch four elns wide on both sides of the moss band they always furnishing ane 
bridge for said John Heggins and tennents leading their peats and turf above the peats with 
the outcasting of the ditch are to be led away by the said tennents if they think fitt 

WARD - THE # MAS NS9477 [1]  NS945773 
 
1780 RHP1537 The Ward   
WATERSTONEHILL MAS NS9176 [1]   NS913763 
 
1806 AOS 5306 Standridge, comprising, Waterstonhill, parish of Muiravonside  
1817 Grassom Waterstonehill 
1943 VR 550 Waterstonhill 
1979 OS Waterstonhill 
WAUGH’S HOUSES # MAS NS9373 [3] 
  
 
1733 RS59/16 f.275v Cannylands Burnpyke Pallartrie Waughshouse Syke Cannyside --- and likewise that part 

and portion of the lands of Quarter known as Cannyend and a proportional part of Quarter 
Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.86v all and haill the lands called the Candy Caynnielands or Candylands Burnpyke Ballarts 
Tree and Waughs House --- The lands called the Syke with a part of the Candyside That 
part and portion of the lands of Quarter called the Cannyend The lands called Cuttshort and 
two acres in the Wainrigg 

1787 AOS 1128 John Taylor, portioner Candyhead, - in part of Fenenridge, Woodside, and 1/5 part of 
Drumbrother Moss called back of Candie & Fanenridge; lands called Wauch’s Houses, 
parish of Muiravonside  

1798 CHA A1064 Waughshouse 
1801 AOS 4185 lands called Cannylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & Waughshouses 
WAUKMILL OF COMPSTON MAS NS9576 [3] 
 
1496 RMS ii 2313 [L] terras de Cumiston alias nuncupatas Manwell-rig cum molendino fullonis viz le 

Walkmyll 
1545 RMS iii 3124 [L] baroniam de Manwelrig tunc Manwel Foulis nuncupat cum molendinis 
1628 RS58/4 f.142v [L] the Waulkmill [molendini fulloni] of Compstoune with the mill lands, --- lying in the 

said barony of Manuelfoullis and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1654 RS58/9 f.272 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Crawford of 

Mannell Mill and Jonet Ross his spouse --- half of the lands of Compston with the Wallke 
Mille now corne mill thairof and mill lands 

 
From a charter of 1496 comes ‘‘terras de Cummiston alias nuncupatas Manwell-rig cum molendino fullonis viz le 

Walkmyll’’.1 The mill, along with part of the lands of Compston came into the possession 
of Trinity Collegiate Church in the early sixteenth century.2 A charter of 1545 is the last 
notice to have emerged for this mill.3 

 
A waulk mill is the Scottish term for a fulling mill. 
 
1    Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, ii 2313 
2    see infra, Manuel-Foulis: Compston 
3    Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, iii 3124 
WAUKMILL OF WAUKMILTON # MAS NS9777 [2] 
 
1714 RS59/13 f.233v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Wilson litster at 

Walkmiln of Walkminltoun --- Kathrin Wilson his spouse and David Wilson his sone  
WAUKMILTON MAS NS9777 [1]  NS979777 - East 
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NS966785 - West 
  
1532 Johnsoun 47 William Davisoun in Volkmyltoun near Linlithqw 
1546 RMS iii 3308 King confirms a charter of Jonette, prioress of Manuel, in favour of Alexander, Lord 

Levingtoun , in life-rent, and in feu to his second son, for their defense of the monastry 
against malefactores when necessary, ... terras de Walkmyltoun cum molendino ... in b. de 
Manwell  

1562 Johnsoun 534  Sale by Robert Davisoun, son of the late Robert Davison, sometime living in 
Walkmyltoun to Andrew Mechell in Walkmiltoun and Patrick Davisoun in Balderistoun, 
of his right and kindness to his late father's stedding and mailing in the town of 
Walkmiltoun, lying in the barony of Manwell and sheriffdom of Striveling; price 40 
merks and 2 bolls beir.  

1580 RMS v 16 Indicates that Waukmilton was astricted to the Borough Mill of Linlithgow, held at that 
time by the Prioress of Manuel. 

1599 RMS vi 890 Alexander, Lord Levingstoun 
1622 RS58/3 f.14 [endorsed “sasine for the earl of Linlithgow”] --- the late Alexander, earl of Linlithgow 

[etc.] father of Alexander, earl of Linlithgow [etc.] all and haill the lands of Manuall with 
the greens lie grenes and hauches contiguous and adjacent, lands of Walkmylntoune with 
the mill thereof, lands of Myreheid, lands of William Craigis with the pertinents, lying 
within our baliary --- to be held in chief --- [sasine given as tradition – and lie clap of the 
said mill] --- James Donaldsone in Walkmylntoune 

1645 RS58/8 f.109 [L] Andrew Mitchill in Walkmylnetoun 
1646 RMS ix 1690 Given twice: once with the barony of Manuel, the other with those lands which had 

formerly been held by the priory of Manuel. This would suggest an easter and wester 
Waukmilton. cf Myrehead. They are both brought together here under James, Earl of 
Calendar. 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.80 William Davidsone in Walkmylntoune;  
Andrew Mitschell in Walkmylntoune 

1649 SC67/67/1 f.85v John Mitschell in Walkmylntoune 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.88 Andrew Davidsone in Walkmylntoune,  

Marion Davidsone in Walkmylntoune,  
William Davidsone in Walkmylntoune 
John Mitschell in Walkmylntoune 

1657 CRS Stephen Mitchell in Wakmilltoune 
1663 CRS Margaret Auld in Walk-Miltoun 
1663 RMS xi 432 Wakmiltoun 
1681 CRS William Johnstone in Wakmyltoun 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.29v Andrew Mitchell in Walkmylnetoune 
1683 CRS Stephan Johnstone in Wakmylnetoune, and Euphane Linlithlithgow, his spouse 
1683 CRS Alexander Johnstone in Wak-Mylntoune and Agnes Davidson, his spouse 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.33v John McGonne in Walkmylnetoune 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41v John Grahame, meallmaker in Walkmylnetoune 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.45v John Grahame in Walkmylnetoune, Archibald Duncane, James McGoune, William 

McGoune, Christian McG. sister to the said Wm. 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.47v John Johnstoune, miller in Walkmylnetoune 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.57 Andrew Mitchell, fermourer of Walkmylnetoune 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.69 William McGonne in Walkmylnetoune, Isobel McGoune thair and James McEllbone her 

husband 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.83 Margaret McGonnes in Walkmylnetoune 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.108v Margaret Andersone servitrix to Stephen Johnstone in Walkmylnetone 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.111v Isobel McGoune in Walkmylnetoune, Janet Walker there, Marion Grey in Walkmylne IG 

to be caution for her 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.149v John McGoun in Walkmylnetoun, James McGoun his son 
1688 Retour 310 [L] Walkmilntoun with the mill 
1714 RS59/13 f.233v David Wilson litster at Walkmiln of Walkminltoun --- Kathrin Wilson his spouse and 

David Wilson his sone  
1718 E644/1/14 David Wilson in Wakmilnton of rent: 

for the old Walkmiln  £29. 8.4 
for the new Walkmiln £ 6.13.4 

1755 Roy Waukmilton 
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1780 CRS Waukmilton 
1783 RHP14363 Shows "Easter Waukmilton" at 985781 as a cluster of buildings with a structure on the 

river bank. It also shows "Wester Waukmilton" at 969784 with an identical structure on the 
river bank. The present site of Waukmilton is described as "new farmstead for East 
Waukmilton" 

1817 Grassom Walk Milton 
1855 SC4/3/2/5837 Farm of Waukmilton 
1860 OSNB Waukmilton - A large farmsteading, dwelling house and office one storey, slated and in 

good repair, property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar House, Falkirk 
1912 CDS13 Waukmilton Robert Brown, farmer 
1979 OS Waukmilton 
WESTER FAULD see West Field 
WESTERPATE OF WOODSIDE NS 
 
1797 AOS 3363 Westerpate of Woodside 
1817 AOS 8549 Wester Piece of Woodside  
WESTER ROOM OF MADDISTON  see Craigend  
WESTFIELD c NS9373 
 
1567 Johnsoun 521 a piece of ground called Westirfauld lying in the Myddell Quarter of Morwinsyd --- 

William Merschell of Cokkishill and David Merschell of Redfurd 
1567 Johnsoun 522 Sasine in favour of James Dik in Bankheid of the piece of ground called Westfauld 

following on No. 521 
1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Dick in 

Bankhead and Robert Ross in Weitschott baillie in that part for James Ross of Halkheid 
having a Precept of Clare Constat as son and heir to the late James Dick in Bankheid his 
father --- all and haill a half of all and haill of the ten pound land of auld extent of 
Morwingsyde called Middilquarter and also in all and haill the eight shilling and sixpenny 
land of the other eigth part of the foresaid lands of Morwingsyde commonly known as the 
Uther Midelquarter  --- and also all and haill a peat land [petre] called the Westfauld 
[witnesses to sasine] Henry Rid in Hemmishoil Thomas [b]ali[b]w in [glen] 

1634 RS58/6 f.183 [L] James Burges in Wastfauld 
1799 AOS 3784 barony or Muiravonside, viz. Middlequarter, Westfield, Canylands, Burnpyke, Palartree & 

Waughshouse, Syke with part of Canyside, part of Quarter called Canyend, with a 
proportional part of Quarter Moss 

1801 AOS 4185 Middlequarter, Westfield also in Middlequarter 
WETSHOT # MAS NS9577 [1]   NS950775 
 
1610 RMS vii 382 [L] terras infrascriptis in baronia sua de Manuell alias lie Hanyng – viz. …. Terras de 

Weitschot per James Hucheoun possessas 
1612 RMS vii 770 [L] terras de Manwell cum pertinentiis nuncupat …. Weitschott 
1633 RS58/6 f.40 Robert Ross of Weitschot  
1633 RS58/6 f.72v Robert Ross of Weitschott baillie for Lord James Ross of Halkhead and Melvill  
1634 RS58/6 f.148 [L] Robert Ross in Weitschott  
1635 RMS ix 370 [L] Robert Ross in Weitschott 
1647 RS58/8 f.228v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander 

Levingstoune son of John Levingstoune of Hayning – parts and portions of the barony of 
Hayning lying within the muir commonly known as Nicholtoun, Weitscheitt, Hilsyd, 
Gilmidowland and Pairchall with houses [etc] 

1658 RS58/12 f.26 [V]Peter Shaw in Weitshot 
1663 RMS xi 432 Whytshot with cottages 
1663 CRS Whytshot 
1688 Retour 310 Weittshott ... lands of Manuel ... with the cottages pertaining thereto. 
1714 RS59/13 f.172 the lands of Whyte Shott on the north  
1716 Livingston Wheitshot of Hayning ... crown charter to Alexender Livingston of Parkhall 
1755 Roy Wetshot 
1773 GD171/3936 Whiteshot ... part of Parkhall 
1780 RHP1537 Wetshot - Weet Shot 
1803 AOS 4509 Weetshot 
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1821 AINSLIE Wellshot 
1855 SC4/3/2/5877 East Field of Weatshot - tenant Henry Reid, Farmer, Haining Valley 
 
cf Wetshod NS6475 
WHAM PARK # MAS NS935745 
 
1847 RHP5368 Wham Park 
 
Cf Whoam Park  WLO [PNWL 163] 
WHANNY MAS NS906750  
 
Note: Located in what was once the mining hamlet of Blackbraes, this is known formally as the Greyrig Inn but is 

always referred to as Whanny 
 
Cf Alwhannie, Barwhannie, Galloway [PNG 6, 33]. 
    Mountquhanie, Kilmany FIF (Monquhany 1541 RMS iii no. 2261) (PNF 4). 
    Whangs of Muckart [RS59/18 – 18c] 
     
See CPNS p.189 - Kilwhannel 
WHINNY GREEN # MAS NS9675 [2] 
 
1700 C2/77 f. 26 Charter to Lt. Col., John Dalzell, Regiment of Fuzileers and Christina Eleis, his wife. Totas 

et integras terras et baroniam de Morrowingsyde cum molendino .. per annexationam infra 
baroniam de Melville …………. Et oliam Totam et intergram vallem lie haugh vulgo 
vocat. Inchgarvy cum partibus pendiculis et pertin. [?] pro ut eodom per annam de abon et 
meridional; terras de Neuck ab orientali et terras de Setrees ab occidentili et boreali 
partibus bonda  …………… dict vallis vocat Inchgarvie qud est pars baronia de Carriber 
de Jacobie Hay de Carriber tenem …. virtuto proviae resignationis content in contractu’ 
excambionis dicti vallis cim vallo vocat Whinnie Grain (which is part of the said lands of 
Neuck and of the said barony of Morrowingsyde) quondam Andrew Ross de Neuck nunc 
vero sponsam Joannis Ross de Neuck pert illam de nobis immediatetent … resignationis 
conten in litoris alienationis et Disposition  

 
Note: CHA A1064 states: Inchgarvy was formerly obtained through an excambion between William, Lord Ross and 

Robert Merrie (of the barony of Carriber) 
WHINNY KNOWES  # MAS NS9073 [1]   NS908731 
 
1860 OS Whinny Knowes 
1971 OS Whinny Knowes 
WHITECROSS NS967769 
 
1569 Johnsoun 840 Assignation by James Levyngstoun, brother german of Alexander Leyvngstoun of 

Terenterye in favour of Agnes Merschell, daughter of  John Merschell in Quit Corss near 
the place of Hanyng, of an amnualrent of £18 payable from the lands in Falkirk tenanted by 
Francis Clark, and lying in the barony of Callendar. The assignation remains till the said 
James returns from France, at which time he binds himself to marry the said Agnes. Done 
at Linlithgw, in the haus of John Ferrear, wright, the 23 of July 1569. 

1682 SC67/67/ Whytcross 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Archibald Stirling in Whytcross 
1708 SC67/67/ Whytecross 
1718 E644/1/14 Whitecross 
1720 B66/25/763/1-3   Documents relating to complaint before the sheriff of Stirling at instance of Alexander 

Marschall, flesher in Whitecross, against Alexander Johnstoun, baker in Falkirk, for 
payment of £6 11s. Scots  4 Jul 1720   

1722 SC67/67/6 f.2 Alexander Marshall in Whytcross 
1783 RHP14363 White Corss 
1817 Grassom Whitecross 
1855 SC4/3/2/5840 Whitecross 
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1860 OSNB Whitecross - A few cothouses with smithy attached, all thatched and in good repair.  
Property of Wm Forbes Esq, Callendar Park 

WHITERIG NS939756 
 
1493 Johnsoun 608 the lady of Quhitrig 
1526 RMS iii 378 [L] James Hammiltoun de Fynnart - Quhitrig 
1530 RMS iii 983 [L] James Hammyltoun de Fynnart et Margarete Levingstoun ejus spouse – 6 marcatas 

terrarum de Quhitrig antique extentus, vic. Striveling  
1533 RMS iii 1293 [L] James Hammyltoun de Fynnart – terras de Quhiterig cum tenentibus &c., vic. 

Striveling 
1534 RMS iii 1416 [L] James Hammyltoun de Fynnart – terras de Quhiterig cum tenentibus &c., vic. 

Striveling   
1534 Johnsoun 81 Quhitrige 
1536 RMS iii 1575 [L] James Hammyltoun de Fynnart – terras de Quhiterig cum tenentibus &c., vic. 

Striveling 
1539 RMS iii 2021 [L] James Hammyltoun de Fynnart – terras de Quhiterig cum tenentibus &c., vic. 

Striveling 
 William Hammyltoun de Perduvyne – terras de Quhiterig cum tenentibus &c., vic. 

Striveling 
1540 RMS iii 2229  [L] Rex concessit Willelmo Hammiltoun in Pordavyne, et ejus heredibus,- 

terms do Quhiterig, vic. Striveling ;—que fuerunt dicti Wil., tente do quondam Jac. 
Hammiltoun do Fynnart milite, cum regis 
confirmation ; et quorum superioritas regi devenit ob forisfacturam dicti Jac.  

1562 Johnsoun 409 William Ade in Quhiterige 
1565 RMS iv 276 [L] Quhiterige 
1568 RH6.2115 Instrument of sasine under the hand of Nicholas Thownis, clerk of St Andrews diocese, 

notary public, 10th April 1568, in favour of Mungo Hammiltoun, son and heir of umquile 
William Hammiltoun of Humby, of the lands of Quhitrig, in the sheriffdom of Striveling, 
on Precept of Clare Constat by James Hammiltoun of Crauffurdjohnne knight, superior 
thereof, directed to James Hammiltoun brother german of umquhile William Hammiltoun 
in Pardovene. Done at the place of the said lands. Witnesses, George Quhiteheid, Robert 
Bruce, George Brok, John Monngall, Robert Smyth, William Ade, John Ade, Brothers, 
John Ade, son of said William, William Greintoun 

1577 Johnsoun 634     John Ade in Whytrige  
1589 RMS v 1698 Rex concessit Jacobo Hammilton de Libbertoun, filio et heredi app. D. Jacobi Hammilton 

de Crawfurdejohnne … terras de Quhiterig 
1591 RMS v 1967 [L] Rex conc. Jacobo Hammilton de Libbertoun ... et Jacobo H. ejus filio et heredi app. … 

terras de Quhiterig 
1617 CRS Janet Adie, spouse to Robert Dick, in Quhytrig, par. of Morrounsyde 
1625 Retour 118 [L] James Marchio de Hammiltoun as heir to his father ... lands of Quhytrig ... united into 

the barony of Evendaill  
1629 RS58/4 f.199v the lands of Quhytrig with houses [etc] lying in the parish of Morvynsyd  and sheriffdom 

of Stirling  
1633 Livingston Quitrig 
1633 RS58/6 f.47v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Levingstoune of 

Hayning hereditory proprietor of the lands --- all and haill the lands of Quhytrig with 
pertinents 

1648 RS58/8 f.329 Robert Hart in Whytrig and Cristine Bryce his spouse --- in all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Ballenbrech known as Sheilrig with houses [etc] [witnesses to 
sasine] John Glen son of Andrew Glen in Candinam, John Burgas in Polwartrie and Robert 
Burges his son 

1657 RS58/11 f.101v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William  Binning in 
Whytrig procurator in the name of Jonet Hart his spous and Robert Binning thair 
procurator in name of Issobell Hart his spous lawful dochters and airs portioner to the 
deceist Thomas Hart in Whytrig --- Thomas Bard in Scheilrig immediate superior of the 
lands underwritten --- all and haill ane six shilling eightpenny of all and haill that part and 
portioune of the ten pund land of Balmbreiche callit the Scheilrig with houses [etc] 

1658 Retour 224 [L] Anna, Duches of Hamiltoune [etc.] and Lady Susanna Hamiltoune her sister, heirs 
portioners of James Duke of Hammiltoune, their father, in the lands of Whytrig 
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1681 Laing 2797 Disposition by George Livingston of Whiteridge, glazier, burgess of Edinburgh, alienating 
to Alexander Livingston, younger of Parkhall, the whole lands of Whiteridge in parish of 
Almond, regality of Falkirk, reserving to the Earl of Callendar as superior the right of 
winning coals and limestone etc. To be held of the Earl of Callendar as superior for £3 
yearly in name of feu ferme, with double at entry of heirs, and keeping of 3 head courts of 
the regality of Falkirk. The granter also assigns a disposition dated 1.3.1664 by which 
James, then Earl of Callendar and his son Alexander, now Earl of Callendar, sold the said 
lands to the granters brother german, the late James Livingston, son to the late John 
Livingston of Haining. Witnesses: John Livingston of Kirkland, William Broun, writer in 
Falkirk, John Broun, notary and Duncan Rob his servitor. [1340 Box 35] 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 umquhill John Livingstone of Whytridge 
1686 CRS William Bennie in Whiterige 
1670 RS59/4 f.178v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Alexander Livingstoun of Parkhall as 

attorney in the name of George Livingstoun eldest lawful son to James Livingstoun of 
Whytrig --- Precept of Clare Constat --- all and haill the lands of Whyrig with houses [etc] 

1705 VR Whiterigg 
1755 Roy Whiterig 
1773 GD171/3936 The lands of Parkhall, Maddiston and Gilmeadowland with the pendicles thereof called 

Whiterig 
1780 RHP1537 Whiterig 
1817 Grassom Whiterigg 
1826 RHP6338 Whiterig 
1840 OS Whiterig  
1855 SC4/3/2/5905 Whiterig 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Whiterigg 
WHITSTONEDGE MAS NS9373 [1]   NS931737 
 
1655 RS58/10 f.76 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Alexander Glen  in 

Whatstanedge nearest lawful air to the deceast John Glen in Whatstounedge his father --- 
Precept of Clare Constat --- grantit be Robert Glen of Glensplace --- William Burgess in 
Candiend as baillie in that part --- all and haill ane  peace land called the Whatstanedge --- 
lands of Morrowingsyd barronie of Mellvell [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Mure in Dykraw 

1680 RS59/6 f.151v Hendrie and Patrick Reid lawfull sons to John Reid flesher in Whetstonedge 
1700 GD332/43 that part of the £10 land of Morwingsyde of old called Hemmishoill and Glensplace and 

now called The Ridfuird sometime possessed and occupied by Grissell Salmond [Salmon], 
and now by said Patrick Calder, elder, and his spouse, and survivor, their liferents of said 
lands, except that part of said lands called the Candie and Whatstone edge,  

1722 RS59/14 f.382v Archibald Glen of Whatstonadge  eldest lawful son to the deceast John Glen of 
Whatstonadge --- Precept of Clare Constat --- in all and haill that piece of land of that part 
and portion of the lands of Muirevenside called Glensplace and which is called 
Whatstonadge with houses [etc] --- barony of Melville by annexation 

1731 RS59/15 f.644 all and haill that piece of land of that part and portion of the lands of Muiravenside called 
Glens Place and which is called Whatstoneadge with houses [etc]  

1737 CRS Patrick Reid, flesher in Whitstonedge – spouse Margaret Tennent 
1737 RS59/17 f.128 James Wyse, tennent in Kilbane - annualrent furth of James Wyse’s lands of 

Whatstonedge of old called Glensplace 
1794 AOS 2793 Whatstonage 
1798 CHA A1064 Whatsonedge 
1817 Grassom Whatstonedge 
1838 RHP127/1 Whatstone Hedge Farm 
1855 SC4/3/2/5861 Farm of Whitstonedge 
1860 OS Whitstonedge 
1860 OSNB Whitstonedge - A farmsteading, one storey in height, tiled, thatched, and in middling 

repair, the property of Mr John Graham, Redford, Muiravonside 
1943 VR 744 Whatstonedge 
WINDY RIGG # MAS NS9174 [1]  NS918745 
 
 
1855 SC4/3/2/5870 House & lands of Windridge Proprietor and occupier James Johnston 
1855 SC4/3/2/5921 Lands of Farrenridge 19287487 and Windridge. Prop. Lt.Col David Pringle of Carriber 
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1971 OS Windy Rigg 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Windyrigg 
WINDY-YETT MAS NS8973 [1]   NS899733 
 
1640 RS58/7 f.296 Thomas Westoune in Windiezett 
1645 RS58/8 f.107v Robertsoune senior in Windizett 
1646 GD170/196 charter of feuferm by James, Earl of Callender of Thomas Robertson in Windy Zeat of 

that 4s of the £10 land of Ballenbreich called Windey the barony of Hayning 
1647 RS58/8 f.209v Thomas Robertsoun in Windiyett  
1649 SC67/67/1 f.91v David Robertsone in Windiezett 
1655 RS58/10 f.58 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert [Arthor] in Dr[-

]me[b/l]odn[-]--- John Talzear of Cowhill and Robert Meinzies lawful sone to Robert 
Meinzies in Dollquharne --- charter of vendition granted be David Robertsone younger 
eldest lawful sone to David Robertsone in Windyet --- portion of the ten pund land of 
Balinbreich calit Windieyeth with houses [etc]  

1657 RS58/11 f.115 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Thomas Robertsoune in 
Windiyet immediate younger brother to the deceist William Robertsoune lauful sone to 
deceist Thomas Robertsoune in Windiyet 

1663 CRS Janet Hardie, spouse to David Robertson in Windzieyet, parish of Morrowingsyde 
1671 RS59/4 f.264v that part and portion of Balmbreiche callit the Windiezett with houses [etc]  
1676 GD170/196 sasine by Thomas Robertson in favour of his eldest son 
1684 CRS John Robertson in Windiegate, and Janet Shaw, his spouse 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.16v Thomas and Euphan Robinsones, children of umquhill Thomas Robisone in Windieyett 

David Robertsone in Windieyett 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.77v William Robertsone in Windieyeat 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.106 John Robertsone, portioner of Windieyett 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.140 John Murray couper in Windieyett 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.160 Gilbert Muir servant to Thomas Robertsone in Windieyett 
1714 GD170/196 William Gray, portioner of Windieyett 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 William Gray, portioner of Windieyeat 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.11 John Black, flesher in Windieyett  
1732 GD170/196 Disposition by William Robertson to Thomas, his eldest son 
1755 Roy Windy Yet 
1785 AOS 728 Windieyeat, & part of Craigmeal Moss, parish of Muiravonside. P.R. 28.481 
1797 AOS 3439 William Gray of Windy Yett 
1789 AOS 1490 in part of Windiegate called Hairburn, parish of Muiravonside  
1792 SC4/3/1 Windy-yetts 
1817 Grassom Windy Yet 
1860 OS Windy-yett 
1912 CDS13 Windyyett - John McDool 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Windy-yett 
Office, GD170/196 
WITHERLEM MAS NS9675 [4]  
 
1189 GD26/1/4/8 and from the said rock as it bounds Witherlem to the great road of the west part of 

Armethe ...  
 
Cf  Withersdane, Kent TR0645 
WOODGRASS HIRST # MAS  NS9276 [2] 
  
1855 SC4/3/2/5896 Woodgrass Hirst  
WOODMILL NS950734 
 
1684 Thomson 1875 Peter Gillies in Waukmill of Woodside 
1750 RS59/19 f.382 appeared personally Robert Russell dyster Woodside Walkmiln as procurator for 

Margaret Russell his only lawful daughter having a hereitable bond of provision granted by 
Alexander Russell of Shawfield present tacksman of the Coalworks of Maddistown in 
favour of the said Margaret Russell his niece --- annualrent furth of his lands of Shawfield 
lying with the parish of Slamannan Regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling --- 
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[witnesses to charter] William Phap portioner of Maddiston Alexander Baird portioner of 
Quarrelhead  

1755 Roy shown - not named 
1817 Grassom Woodmill 
1860 OS Wood Mill 
WOODSIDE MAS NS9573 [1]   NS950736 
 
1534 Johnsoun 78 Instrument of Sasine in favour of William Hamilton of Pardovin [Torphichen parish] of the 

lands of Wodsyd which, it is stated, were valued at 6 merks 40 pence ‘auld extent’ --- 1/8 
of the mill of Morwinsyd 

1564 Johnsoun 458 Allan Wauch of Hill of Morwinsyd --- one eighth part of one eighth part of the ten pound 
lands of Morwinsyd commonly called Wodsyd  

1565 Johnsoun 462 Patrick Talyour son of the late James Talyour in Wodside with consent of Katherine Glen, 
his mother --- Wit Patrick Houstoun of Wodsyd, Robert Talyour son of the late James 
Talyour in Wodsyd  

1576 Johnsoun 632 Liferent sasine in favour of Janet Smyth, affianced wife of Patrick Tailyour, younger, of 
Wodsyd  

1625 RS58/3 f.269 Henry Tailzour in Woodsyde 
1632 RS58/5 f.284 [L] Robert Broune in Wodsyde  
1633 RS58/6 f.72v Alexander Broun in Wodsyd son of the late John Houisoun in Wodsyd and Robert Ross of 

Weitschott baillie for Lord James Ross of Halkhead and Melvill --- John Howisoun father 
of Peter Howisoun alias Broun in Wodsyd [witnesses to sasine] John Tailzeour in 
Colchishill Peter Duncan there  

1644 RS58/8 f.88v [L] Henry Tailyeor in Woodsyde 
1653 RS58/9 f.146v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Johne Browne portioner 

of Wodsyd and Elizabeth Crawfurd his spows and Johne Browne his eldest lawfull sone 
1663 RS59/1 f.306 John Mylne in Bathgate as actroney for his daughter = John Browne of Woodsyde   
1685 GD332/17   John Tailyour son of John Tailyour Portioner of Woodsyde  
1686 RS83/1 f.9v.7 John Broune portioner of Woodsyde, Annas Reid his spouse, of his lands of Woodsyde 

and Morrowsyde. Registered on the  151st and 152nd leaves of the said Register 
1687 RS83/1 f.10.2 Agnes Broune & John Broune, weaver in Bathgaite her husband, to John Broune, portioner 

of Woodsyde her father, & Annas Reid his spouse, of all right & interest they have or can 
pretend to have to the lands of Woodsyde & Morrowsyde. Registered on the  158th and 
159th leaves of the said Register 

1691 RS83/1 f.34.6 John Brown, weaver in Bathgate - annualrent to be uplifted out of the lands of Woodsyde 
& Morrowingsyde 

1698 RS83/2/83 Archibald Tailyour in Woodsyde of Morrouingsyde  
1715 RS59/13 f.245 Alexander Broun laufull son to the deceast John Broun portioner of Woodsyde for himself 

and as procurator for Agnes Reid his spouse laufull daughter to the deceast Hendry Reid of 
Candiehead  

1799 AOS 3784 parts of Hill of Muiravonside, and parts thereof called Barrieswalls, Woodside, Coxhill, & 
Easter Candy head called Easter Candy 

1802 AOS 4430 Woodside 
1860 OSNB Woodside - A farmsteading, one storey in height, tiled and in good repair, the property of 

Mr John Cadle, Bo’ness 
1973 OS Woodside 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Wester Woodside 
WOODSIDE WAUKMILL see Woodmill 

 
SLAMANNAN PARISH 

 
ABOVE THE HILL # NS854723 [1]   Slamannan  
 
1669 CRS Elizabeth, daughter to Alexander Arthour in Above the Hill 
1671 CRS Jean Boyd spouse to George Arthur, Above the Hill  
1684 RS59/6 f.469v the third part of the lands of Balquhatstane commonly known as Aboon the Hill  
1692 RS59/8 f.86v all and heall the lands of Above the Hill of Balquhhatston and Bunnallhill 
1694 SC67/67/3  Above the Hill 
1695 SC67/67/3  Abone the Hill 
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1700 RS83/2/10 f.462  George Waddel of Lochend of all and haill the just and equal half of all and haill the lands 
of Above the Hill of Balquhatstone and Bunnihill RS59/10 f.384 

1708 GD170/196 Above the Hill of Balwhatstone 
1712 RS59/13 f.44v George Waddell of Abovethehill  
1738 RS59/17 f.327 John Inglis son to James Inglis tennant in Newfield Dyke as baillie --- Robert Salmon as 

procurator for Patrick Salmon youngest son to the deceast Patrick Salmon portioner of 
Balquhatston --- all and haill the lands of the wester part of the lands of Above the Hill 
with houses [etc] --- parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Abone-ye-hill 
1789 AOS and the lands called Above the Hill of Balquhatstone 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and Above the Hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
1805 AOS 5127 Newfield Dyke & Lodge, being part of Balquhatston & Above the Hill of Balquhatston  
1848 CHA A854.031–033 the lands of Above-the-hill of Balquhatstone Bonniehill 
1855 CHA A854.031–033 the lands of Binniehill or Above the Hill 
 
This is Binnie Hill: see Burnbrae [NS856719] for final evidence. 
 
cf Abone the Braes NS4655; Abune the Brae NX8771 

AIKWAIRDS # SLM NS8672 [4]  
 
1710 RS59/12 f.470  half of the lands of Drumclair Wester commonly called the Herd’s Mealling --- sicklike all 

and haill these two acres of land of the lands of Balquhatston lying in that pairt thereof 
called Waird --- Ane acre thereof lying in the Gardrum and the other in the Aikwairds 
within the said parioch [of Slamannan] 

AIRDRIEMAIN SLM NS8672 [1]   NS868723  
 
1755 Roy Airdrumend 
1806 CHA 958/254 Airdrie Main 
1812 AOS 7459 Ardrumend  
1813 CHA A854.031–033 Ardrumend 
1817 Grassom Airdriemain  
1821 Ainslie Airdrummond 
1860 OSNB Airdriemain A row of cothouses part of which is in ruins. It is one storey, thatched and in 

middling good repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston House. 
1860 OS Airdriemain  
1971 OS Airdriemain  
AIRTH-BISSET - Barony of Slamannan  see Airth for origin of Slamannan connection  
ALBION COTTAGES  # SLM NS9172 [1]  NS911721  
 
1860 OSNB Albion Cottages Two dwelling houses, one of which is two stories, the other one, both 

slated and in good repair. Property of Mr Andrew Mungal, Bulliondale by Avonbridge. 
1860 OS Albion Cottages  
ARNLOSS SLM NS8772 [1]   NS877720 [1] - North 
     NS878719 [1] – South 

NS882720 [1] - Easter 
     NS868725 [1] - Wester 
 
1590 Pont Aryloss 
1614 CRS Allan Waiche in Arnlos 
1623 CRS  Richard Russel in Arnlois, parish of St Lawrence 
1624 RS58/3 f.210 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wauch eldest 

son of John Wauch senior in Arnelois --- James Cochrane of Barbachlaw, baillie in that 
part for the honourable Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, and the said John 
Wauch having in his hand a charter --- that just and equall half of that part and portion of 
the lands of Slamannan Muir known commonly as lie Arnelois with houses [etc] lie infeild 
outfeild [etc] possessed and occupied by the said John Wauch senior, William Schaw in 
Boghauch, James Schaw junior in Paixhoill, George Mochrie in Grenehill 
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1624 RS58/3 f.222v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Zoung in 
Sommerhous and Margaret Auld his spouse --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in 
that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that third part of all and haill 
the just and equal half of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir now 
commonly known as lie Arnlois with houses [etc] --- extending to a forty penny land of 
auld extent and possessed and occupied by James Russall 

1625 RS58/3 f.297 [L] John Wauch junior in Arnelois, Jonet Bryce lawful daughter of the late Robert Bryce 
in Bambriche and future wife of the said John Wauche junior – in completion of a contract 
of marriage --- John Wauch senior in Arnelois his father and Jonet Dunmore his spouse, on 
the one part, and the said Jonet Bryce and Margaret Storie her mother on the other – an 
equall half of the lands of Slamannan Mure known as lie [v/br-dgo] Arnelois extending to a 
forty penny land of auld extent with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] James Tennend, 
portioner of Wester Dykhead, Peter Wricht in Bambrich, William Shaw son of William 
Shaw in Bogo 

1631 RS58/5 f.212 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wauch portioner of Arnlois 
and Jonet Boyd lawful daughter of the late Robert Boyd in [P?]ar-anie[? Robert Boyd of 
Carbrain – see SC67/67/1 f.67] and future spouse of the said John --- contract of 
matrimony --- just and equal half of the lands of Arnlois --- possessed and occupied by the 
said John ...  Katherine Boyde ane dochter to umquhill Robert Boyde in Carbraine and 
Hendrie Rankeine in Castellhill now hir spouse 

1631 CRS Arnelos 
1634 RS58/6 f.190v John Wauch in Arnelois 
1638 RS58/7 f.134v John Wauche in Arnlos  
1645 SC67/67/1 f.46v John Wauche in Arneles 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.52v Janet Auld relict of umquhill Samwell Zung [in Arneles] 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.58v John Wauche portioner of Arneles and John Wauche zunger his sone 
1649 RS58/8 f.412 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wauch eldest lawful 

son to John Wauch of Arnlois and Katherine Tennent lawful daughter of the late James 
Tenent of Weitaikeris, his future spouse 

1656 RS58/11 f.13  personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten David Young portioner 
of Arnelos --- lands of Arnelos lyand runrig with the outfield land beloning to the lands of 
Somerhous, Bankhead, Balmitchell and Arnelos as the same is bounded as follows To witt 
betwixt the north comoun lone or headdyke upon the fauldheadis on the north and from 
hence direct westward be the south end of the [B][ll/w]etishill [begins with a capital – may 
have a contraction between capital and –ll] and from hence north be the the west end of the 
said hill north the cartgate and from thence west to the goat or syk on the north syde of the 
Grayrig and from the west end of the Grayrig to the Crossburnhead and from thence downe 
the said burne wntill it cum intill the Watter of Avane and downe the said Watter to 
Balmitchellis headdyke and east be Balmitchellis comoun lone wntill Bankheid headdyke 
and along the headdyk wntill Sommerhous headdyk and from thence the same headdyk 
wntill Sommerhous Burne and wp the said burne wntill Arnelos headdykis, with houses 
[etc]  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.10v James Young son to David Young portioner of Arnloss 
1683 RS59/6 f.422  Muir --- just and equal half of Arnloss --- the outfield land lying runrig with the lands of 

Summerhouse Bankhead Balmitchell and Arnloss bounded as follows to wit betwixt the 
north comon loane of Head Dyke upon the faulds on the north be the west and of the said 
hill with the cart gate and from thence west to the goat or syke on the north syde of the 
Grayrig and from the west end of the Gray rig to the Cross Burn head and from thence 
doune the said burne untill it run in the Water of Avon and doune the said Water untill 
Blamitchell headdykes and east be Blamitchell comone loane until Bankhead headdykes 
and along the said headdykes untill Summerhouse headdyke and from there south the same 
dyke untill Summerhouse Burne and wp the said burne untill Arnloss headdyke  

1683 SPR Arloss 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.114v John Wauche portioner of Arneloss 
1696 Retour 329 [L] Airnloss 
1699 SC67/67/4, f.2v James Young in Arnlos 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 James Young, portioner of Arnloss 
1745 RS59/19 f.8 John Waugh of Arnloss --- annualrent furth of Badcurre 
1755 Roy Arnloss 
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1781 AOS 74 John Waugh, portioner, Arnloss, seised in part of Slamannan Muir called Arnloss, parish 
of Slamannan – on disp. by James Ure, younger of Corsehill Mar 1756; P.R. 26.513 

1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz - part of Arnloss 
1806 CHA 958/254 Ironloss - North and South 
1817 Grassom Ironloss – N and S 
1860 OS Easter, North and South 
1860 OSNB Arnloss Cottage A cothouse, one storey, slated and in very good condition. Mr Jame Watt, 

proprietor and occupant. 
 Arnloss Row A row of colliers houses situated near to Slopside. It is one storey, slated and 

in good repair. Mr James Waugh, North & South Arnloss, proprietor. 
 Easter Arnloss A small farmsteading, one storey, slated, and in good repair. Mr James 

Waugh proprietor. 
 North Arnloss A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Mr James Waugh 

proprietor and occupant. 
 South Arnloss A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Mr James Waugh 

proprietor occupant. 
1912 CDS13 Arnloss Cottage, John Paterson 
1980 OS Arnloss - North, South, Wester 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Arnloss - North, South, Easter  
 
cf Ironlosh, Galloway [PNG 161]  
 Arnbathie NO175255; Arnbeg NS625945; Arnbog NO315465; Arnbrae NS701777; Arngask NO142110 
  Arndean NS995985;Arnprior NS613949 
  Arngath WLO [PNWL 54] 
  Assloss NS445405 
ARNLOSS ROW # SLM NS868728  
 
1860 OSNB Arnloss Row A row of colliers houses situated near to Slopside. It is one storey, slated and 

in good repair. Mr James Waugh, North & South Arnloss, proprietors 
AULD SHIELDS # SLM NS8472 [1]   NS842721  
 
1755 Roy Old Sheills 
1792 AOS 2343  Auldshiels of Balcastle, parish of Slamannan  
1798 AOS 3586  Auldshields of Balcastle. parish of Slamannan being part of the ploughgate of land of the 

lands of Balcastle 
1806 CHA 958/254 Auld Shiels 
1810 AOS Auld Shields now called Southfield 
AVON - RIVER NS815731 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.13  to the Crossburnhead and from thence downe the said burne wntill it cum intill the Watter 

of Avane and downe the said Watter to Balmitchellis headdyke  
1806 CHA 958/254  Avon Water 
1817 Grassom Avon Water 
1860 OSNB River Avon A long narrow river, which rises in the parish of Cumbernauld and empties 

itself into Firth of Forth, it forms the whole of the northern boundary of this parish, 
dividing it from Falkirk and Muiravonside, its banks are low, and its course sinuous and 
sluggish. Here are some few mills along it, but so far as is connected with this parish it 
assumes both an unimportant and uninteresting feature. 

 
AVONBRIDGE SLM NS9172 [1]   NS911727  
 
1590 Pont Brigend 
1605 CRE James Adie at the Bridgend of Even, parish of Slamanno 
1637 CEP Brigend 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 James Schaw in Brigende 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v Peter Tailyor in Brigende 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.72 Patrick Adie in Brigende 
1664 CRS Bridgend of Evine, parish of Slamannan 
1698 RS83/2/10 f.118  William Rule walker at Brigend 
1698 SC67/67/3, 118v William Roule walker at Bridgend of Aven 
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1699 SC67/67/4, 27 William Rule at Avonbrigend 
1723 Macfarlane f.396 Its [the River Avon] course from its rise to the bridge at Dalquhairn (which is commonly 

called the west bridge of Aven) is almost Southeast 
1781 AOS Bridgend 
1803 AOS Bridgend 
1817 Grassom Bridgend 
1860 OS Avonbridge 
1860 OSNB Avon Bridge [crossed out] An old stone bridge of one arch spanning the River Avon on 

the parish road leading from Falkirk to Bathgate. Date of erection unknown. The numerous 
house on either side of it are classed as a small village and known by the name of 
Avonbridge, but most of them have distinctive names. The bridge is kept in repair by the 
parishes of Muiravonside and Slamannan. 

 Avonbridge A small village situated on both sides of the River Avon, partly in this parish 
and partly in the parish of Muiravonside. The houses are principally slated and in good 
repair. Property of various proprietors, but principally belonging to Mr Alexander Bell, 
farmer, Dunipace. 

1860 OS Avonbridge  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Avonbridge  
BABBITHILL SLM NS8972 [1]   NS892722 
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10 Alan Robert in Bobathill 
1798 AOS 3458  in the third part of Easter Dykehead called Babithill 
1806 CHA 958/254 Babethill 
1805 AOS 5120 part of Easter Dykehead called Babbethill, parish of Slamannan  
1817 Grassom Babethill 
1860 OSNB Babbithill A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, offices one, former slated, 

the latter partly thatched and partly tiled. Property and residence of Mr Boyd Esq. 
1860 OS Babbithill  
1912 CDS13 Babbithill - Wm. Boyd, farmer 
1980 OS Babbithill  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Babbithill  
 
BACKFORD OF REDBRAE # SLM NS8773 [1]     
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan  

BACK O' THE HILL # SLM NS8573 [1]  NS850731  
 
1806 1806 CHA 958/254 Back o’ the Hill 
1817 Grassom Back o’ the Hill 
BADCUR # SLM NS8972 [1]  NS896722  
 
1736 GD170/196 Disposition by James Shaw of Dalquhairn in favour of Henry Robert in Badcurr ... of that 

part of his lands of Dalquhairn called Badcurr 
1736 RS59/17 f.107v James Waddell of South Bankhead as baillie --- William Black of North Bankhead as 

procurator for Henry Robert tennent of Baadcur and Herny Robert his eldest lawful son --- 
granted by James Shaw of Dalquhairn with consent of Alexander Miln of Newmiln --- that 
part of James Shaw’s lands of Dalquhairn called Baddcurr --- also that part of the Black 
Lochmuir 

1745 RS59/19 f.8 John Waugh of Arnloss --- annualrent furth of Badcurre 
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1755 Roy Badcurr 
1787 AOS 1062 William Robert of Badcur – in Bridgehill & Blackhillend parish of Muiravonside  
1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. parts of Balcastle, part of Dalquhairn, and parts thereof called 

Badcur and Lochhouse 
1799 AOS 3766 Robert Forrester, tenant, Craighead, seised in South Badcur including an acre of Bent 
1806 CHA 958/254 High Budcur [894724]; Low Budcur [897722] 
1817 Grassom Budcur 
1860 OSNB Badcur A row of cothouses partly in ruins, the habitable part of them are one storey, 

thatched and in bad repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston, Slamannan. 
1860 OS Badcur 
 
cf Tomcurr FAK 
  Dalcur NS315075; Pitcur NO255375  
BALCASTLE SLM NS8572 [1] NS850725 [1] = Balcastle House (= Wester Balcastle) 

NS853726 [1] = Balcastle (= Easter Balcastle) 
 
1567 Johnsoun 783 Robert Auld in Bawcastell 
1583 CRE Robert Arthour in Balcastel 
1583 CRE Margaret Boyd, sometime spouse to Robert Arthour in Balcastell 
1584 CRE Walter Marshall in Balcastell 
1590 Pont Bochastle; Balchastle burn 
1598 CRE George Boyd in Balcastel 
1601 CRE Thomas Arthour in Balcastell 
1606 CRE Jonet Marshall, relict of Thomas Marshall in Balcastell 
1610 CRS Alexander Waddel, portioner in Balcastell 
1617 CRS Robert Airthour in Balcastell 
1620 RS58/2 f.109 [endorsed “sasine for Andrew Arthur of the lands of Balcastell”] Andrew Alexander baillie 

in that part --- Walter Rankin in Midlrig, Alexander Arthur in Balcastell and Agnes 
Tailzier there --- Archibald Cunnynghame de Polmais all and haill that part of Slamannan 
Mure occupied by the foresaid people: viz Walter Rankin in that part of the lands called 
Midlrig, the part called Balcastell occupied by Andrew Russell and the other part of 
Balcastell occupied by Robert Gibbesoune and a part of Balcastell by the foresaid Agnes 
Tailzer  

1629 RS58/4 f.273 compeared George Boyd in Baccastell and Jean Fleming his spouse and William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow and there the 
said George and Jean having a charter of sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Baccastell of Slamannan which the said George and his spouse 
presently possess and occupy [mentions Lord John Murray of Touchadame and William 
Murray his son] with houses [etc] [witnesses to sasine] John Wyis in Kilbayne, John 
Russell in Jawcraige and John Rankein junior in Balmitchell  

1629 RS58/4 f.276 compeared Alexander Airthour in Baccastell and Agnes Rankein his spouse, and 
Alexander Airthour their son, with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that 
part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions 
of the lands of Baccastell of Slamannan which the said Alexander and his spouse presently 
possess and occupy  

1629 RS58/4 f.281 compeared Alexander Airthor in Baccastell for James Waddell in Baccastell and Jonet 
Boyid his spouse with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the 
Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands 
of Baccastell of Slamannan which the foresaid Alexander and his spouse possess and 
occupy  

1629 RS58/4 f.284 compeared John Russell in Baccastell lawful son of the late Andrew Russell in Baccastell 
with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow 
--- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Baccastell of 
Slamannan presently possessed and occupied by the said John  

1629 RS58/4 f.284v compeared Robert Airthor in Baccastell with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as 
baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those parts 
and portions of the lands of Baccastell of Slamannan presently possessed and occupied by 
the said Robert  

1629 RS58/5 f.18 Alexander Arthur in Baccastle 
1631 RS58/5 f.227 Alexander Arthour in Balcastell 
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1629 RS58/5 f.261 [the preamble indicates that it is a late entry] Robert Arthour in Baccastell –with John 
Rankene portioner of Balmilliart and Elizabeth Levingstoune spouse of the said John and 
James Rankene their son --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for 
the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
known as Half Merk possessed and occupied by John and Alexander Neill [witnesses to 
sasine] John Russell in Jawcrage  

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 
Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis, Wester 
Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.13 Robert and Alexander Airthour John Russel John Penny and Allan Wauche feweris and 
tennentis in Balcastell 

1641 SC67/67/1 f.14v Alexander Zung in Balcastell 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.22 Alexander Airthor portioner of Balcastell 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.27v Alexander Airthor zunger in Balcastell and George Airthor brother to Robert Airthor thair 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.58 Robert Airthour portioner of Balcastell againes George Airthour thair Tennent possessor 

and occupyer of that part of the lands pertaining to Janet Boyde in lyferent and Alexander 
Waddell hir son in fie heretabillie ... Alexander Airthour portioner of Balcastell  

1648 SC67/67/1 f.84 commontie of Balcastell 
1653 RS2/6 f.323  Alexander Waddell of Baccastell 
1653 RS2/6 f.324  Margaret Arthour, daughter of Robert Arthour, portioner of Baccastell 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1670 GD332/9  Precept of clare constat by George Lord Ross of Halkheid and Melvill as superior, directed 
to Walter Scott of St. Leonards, as bailie, for infefting Robert Arthur, portioner of 
Ballcastell grandson (nepos) of deceased Agnes Tailzeour spouse of deceased Robert 
Arthur of Balcastell and sister-lawful of deceased John Tailzeour granduncle of said 
Arthur, and John Marshall, eldest lawful son of John M., in Blairmucks, procreated betwixt 
his and deceased Elizabeth Neilsone only lawful daughter of deceased John Neilsone in 
Muckraw, precreated betwixt him and deceased Katherine Tailzeour also lawful sister of 
said deceased John Tailzeour granduncle of said John Marshall, as two of the heirs-
portioners in two parts of the three parts of the one-fourth part of half of the eighth part of 
the £10 lands of Morowingsyd called Coxhill. Written by John Grahame servitor to Mr 
Andrew Ker clerk of Linlithgow; dated at Edinburgh 23 June, 1670; witnesses said Mr 
Andrew Ker and John Dick, in Midlequarter. 23/6/1670  

1677 RH15/12/74  Letter from bailie Riddell, Edinburgh, to Norman Livingstoun, sheriff depute of Stirling at 
Falkirk. Re confession of Margaret Patoun, spouse of Dougall Campbell, carrier in 
Bacastell in parish of St. Lawrence, who left her husband and six children, and ran off with 
Robert Boyd in Rashiehill, who left her, taking with him 8 dollars and 7 merk pieces and a 
silver spoon which the said Margaret got two years ago from a boy in Falkirk for 'a babie 
[bawbee] and some beeds' 5 Oct 1677  

1682 SC67/67/2 f.23 Robert Airthour portioner of Balcastell 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41 John Russell, portioner of Balcastell 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.55 James Airthour in Balcastell, Robert Gibbiesone, Robert Patone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.62 James Rankine, portioner of Balcastell 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.94 Robert Gibbiesone portioner of Balcastell; George pennie there; George Airthour in 

Balcastell 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v.1 John Boyd sone to Robert Boyd portioner of Balcastell of the lands of Balcastell of 

Slamanan to him and Agnes Waddell his sposue. Registered on the 106th and 107th leaves 
of the said Register  

1687 SC67/67/2 f.141v John Ranken in Ballcastell and Jean Turner his spouse 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.150v William Cwdie in Ballcastell 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.156v Janet Cowane spouse to William Rankin in Balcastel 
1707 Sibbald Bochastle 
1718 E644/1/14 James Rankine for his part of Balcastle and Castlehill; Robert Arthur portioner of 

Balcastle; Robert Gibson portioner of Balcastle [son Andrew]; James Arthur portioner of 
Balcastle; Robert Boyd portioner of Balcastle; John Russell portioner of Balcastle 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Andrew Gibbiesone, portioner of Balcastle 
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1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v James Rankine, portioner of Balcastle; William Glass in Balcastle 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 Robert Gibbison, portioner of Balcastle; James Airthor, portioner of Balcastle; Robert 

Airthor, portioner of Balcastle 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.38v John Russell, portioner of Balcastle 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.42v Agnes Airthour, late tenant in Balcastle 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59 John Storrey in Balcastle 
1781 AOS 105 Andrew Livingstone, tenant, Shawend, and John Livingstone, his son, seised in part of 

Balcastle of Slamanan called Shortrighead, parish of Slamannan , on disp. by John Inglis 
of Shortrighead; P.R. 27.30 

1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. parts of Balcastle 
1794 AOS lands of Townhead, being part of Balcastle 
1806 CHA 958/254 Balcastle 
1809 AOS 6193 the lands of Todsbughts being part of Balcastle of Slamannan 
c 1820 CHA A854.031–033 the thirty penny land of Old Extent of Balcastle of Slamannan (by annexation in the 

barony of Callendar) 
1860 OSNB Balcastle A few cothouses one storey, thatched and in middling repair. Mrs Rankine, 

Auchengray, proprietor. 
 Balcastle Villa A two storied mansion situated in the village of Slamannan. It is slated and 

of recent erection. Wm Scott Esq, proprietor and occupant. 
 Easter Balcastle A small cothouse, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Provost 

Rankine, Auchengray, proprietor. 
 Wester Balcastle A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Mr John 

Arthur, proprietor and occupant. 
1860 OS Balcastle 
1980 OS Balcastle House 
2001 OS Explorer 349  present Balcastle is the site of the 1860 Wester Balcastle. 
 
See: CHA A854.031–033 for Inventory of the Deeds of Balcastle 
BALCASTLE BURN NS8573 [1]  NS852736 
 
c. 1590 Pont Balchastell B. 
 
This is also called Castlehill Burn, Culloch Burn, Kirk Burn and upstream it was was known as Binniehill Burn. 
BALMITCHELL SLM NS8873 [1]  NS887732 [1] 
 
1562 Thounis 131  Robert Auld in Balmychall 
1564 Johnsoun 695 Assignation by James Auld in Sevenhouses [Somerhous?], in favour of his son Alexander 

Auld in Bawmechell, of his kindness, right and title to the 36 shilling land of Lennox, 
lying in the barony of Slamannanmoor and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1567 Thounis 783 Robert Auld in Bawmechell 
1569 CRE Marion Aikman, spouse to James Auld in - 
1570 Johnsoun 574 Robert Auld in Balmechell in Slamannanmure  
1573 Johnsoun 592 John Auld, son and heir of Robert Auld in Bawmechell 
1573 Johnsoun 898  Robert Auld in Bawmechell in Slamannan Mure 
1580 CRE Robert Auld in Balmichell in Slamannane-mure 
1580 CRE Margaret Dick, sometime spouse to John Auld in Balmichell  
1583 CRE Margaret Boyd, relict of Robert Auld in Balmichell  
1590 Pont Balmitchell 
1606 CRE John Auld in Balmitchell 
1624 RS58/3 f.214v [L] James Boyd in Wester Balmichell 
1624 RS58/3 f.217v [L] [endorsed “Sasine Robert Forrest of the lands of Eister Balmichell”] personally 

compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten, Robert Forrest in Eister Balmichell, 
John Forrest his eldest lawfull son, --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part 
for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Eister Balmichell with houses [etc] 
[witnesses to charter] James Boyd in Westir Balmichell 

1624 RS58/3 f.220 [endorsed “James Boyd of the lands of Wester Balmichell”] personally compeared upon 
the ground of the lands underwritten James Boyd, eldest lawfull son and heir apparent of 
the late John Boyd in Wester Balmichell --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in 
that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- the just and equall half of all 
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and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as 
Wester Balmichell with houses [etc] extending to a forty penny land of auld extent 
possessed and occupied by the said late John Boyd and now by the said James 

1629 RS58/4 f.273 John Rankein junior in Balmitchell  
1629 RS58/4 f.277v James Boyd portioner of Balmitchell  
1633 RS58/6 f.107 James Boyd portioner of Balmitchell and Katheren Browne my spouse  
1646 SC67/67/1 f.41 John Auld in Balmitschell 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56v Alexander Airthor portioner of Balcastell and ane of the birlamen of the parioche of 

Slamannane James Boyd, portioner of Balmitschell 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.92v John Auld, younger, in Balmitschell 
1666 RMS xi 896 James Boyd, portioner of Balmichell 
1673 Murray  John Boyd of Balmitchell 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.11 John Boyd, James and John Auld, portioners in Balmitchell 
1686 RS83/1 f.5.9 John Boyd of Balmitchell of the lands of Wester Balmitchell in Slamanan. Registered on 

the 68th leaf of the said Register  
1690 GD170/196 Precept of Clare Constat by Alexander, Earl of Callendar, in favour of Robert Auld, 

brother german to the deceast James Auld in Balmitchell in all and haill the just and equal 
half of All and Haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan called Balmitchell 

1699 RS83/2/10 f.156  Elizabeth Broune, spouse to John Boyd of Ballmitchell - the just and equal half of that part 
and portion of the lands of Slamannan called Wester Ballmitchell RS59/10 f.138 

1701 RS83/2/10 f.521  John Boyd of Balmitchell RS59/10 f.436 
1708 RS83.12.2.309 John Boyd of Balmitchell 
1718 E644/1/14  Robert Auld portioner of Balmitchell 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Robert Auld, portioner of Balmitchell 
1731 VR Balmitchell 
1755 Roy Balmitchel 
1788 AOS 1324 half of parts of Slamannan Muir called Wester Balmitchell & Drumclair, parish of 

Slamannan  
1791 AOS part of Slamannan Muir called Wester Balmitchell  
1802 AOS Mitchell or Balmitchell 
1806 CHA 958/254 Easter and Wester Balmitchell 
1817 Grassom Balmitchell 
1819 AOS 9133 a fourth part of Wester Balmitchell; 21 rigs of another fourth part of Wester Balmitchell 

in the Cousland; part of the lands of Bankhead and part of Corsehill Moss, all now 
converted into one mailing and extend to 79 acres 2 roods and 30 falls, parish of 
Slamannan  

1860 OSNB Balmitchell A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, offices one, all slated and 
in very good repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston, Slamannan. 

1860 OS Balmitchell 
1980 OS Balmitchell 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Balmitchell 
 
cf Balarchibald NN9453; Mitchell, Kyle [16 c] 
 
Note: Mael Micheil (1059x93) > Mal Michael; Mac Gille Mhicheil 1204; 
  Modach filius Malmykel episcopus Sancti Andree 1059 - 93 
 
 Mitchell comes from Hebrew Michael, through softened Fr. Michel. First recorded in Scotland in 1438 - but 

William Michaelis 1395; Michael, first recorded bishop of Glasgow, Magister Michael 1214, and there was 
Michael, abbot of Cambuskenneth 1307. 

BALMULZIER SLM NS8573 [1]  NS858735 [1] 
 
1566 Johnsoun 495 lands of Bawmelyart, lying in the b. of Arthbissat and sheriffdom of Stirling feued by 

Nicol Rankine --- Alexander Arthur of Bawquhatstane, James Mechell in Moumarelles 
1572 GD172/2253  Instrument of cognition and sasine in favour of James Ranking, son and as heir of deceased 

John Ranking in Balmulztar, of two tenements, a garden, a rig, and annualrents on 
tenements, all in the city of Glasgow reserving the liferent of Bessie Drune relict of said 
John.  12 Feb 1571/1572  

1590 Pont Balmiller 
1597 CRE Balmilzeart - Robert Boyd in - 
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1610 CRS Balmilzeour - John Rankine, portioner of - 
1629 RS58/4 f.278v John Rankein portioner of Ballmillier and Elizabeth Levingstoune his spouse 
1629 RS58/5 f.261 [the preamble indicates that it is a late entry] Robert Arthour in Baccastell –with John 

Rankene portioner of Balmilliart and Elizabeth Levingstoune spouse of the said John and 
James Rankene their son --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for 
the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
known as Half Merk possessed and occupied by John and Alexander Neill [witnesses to 
sasine] John Russell in Jawcrage  

1642 RS58/7 f.378 Alexander Levingstoune takes possession of the lands of Slamanan Mwir – viz. 
Raschiehillis, Midellrige, Bacastell, Cassellhill, Hollhous, Craigend, Paikisholl, Wester 
Dalquaharin, Balwhatstoun, the Eister and Wester Dykisheidis and the Half Marke with the 
vocation, donation and just patronage of the church of Slamannan [formerly pertaining to 
James Sandilands] and all and haill the half of the town and lands of Stainehous with all 
and haill the manor place biggns [etc] mills, fishings -- -lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 
[the earl personally took sasine at Stainhous and was given sasine of the Slamannan portion 
at Wellhill of Balmulzear 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 John Rankeine in Balmilzear 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.17v John Shanks in Balmuilzier 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.122 James Ranken of Ballmulzier 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.142v John Ranken in Balmullzier for riot on George Ranken his brother 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.146v Alexander Clarke in Ballmuilzier 
1701 RS59/10 f.469 John Rankine in Ballmulior  
1752 RS59/20 f.40v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Rankine of Loanridge with a 

Precept of Clare Constat as heir of his father John Rankine portioner of Northhouse of 
Balmulzier--- half of the lands of Balmulzier --- formerly within the barony of Airth Bizet 
and now within the barony of Callander 

1755 Roy Bomillior 
1781 AOS 76 William Waddell of Easter Moffat, as heir to George Waddell of Easter Moffat, his father, 

seised in - part of Balmulzier, and part of Slamannan Muir called Mothall, parish of 
Slamannan ; on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol; P.R. 
26.515 

1787 AOS 1207 part of Balmilzier called Hillhead, parish of Slamannan  
1789 AOS 1556 part of Balmulzier called Southhouse, Middlerig, Rashiehill, Wester Dykeheads  
1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. parts of Balcastle, part of Dalquhairn, and parts thereof called 

Badcur and Lochhouse, part of Arnloss, part of Balmulzier or Northhouse, parish of 
Slamannan  

1792 AOS 2257  part of Balmulzier called Hillhead, parish of Slamannan  
1806 CHA 958/254 Balmulzier 
1860 OSNB Balmulzier A new farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, offices one, all slated. 

Property of Miss Christiana Waddell, Balquhatston, Slamannan. 
1860 OS Balmulzier 
1980 OS Balmulzier 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Balmulzier 
 
cf Drumelzier NS1334 
BALMULZIER MOTTE see Motte 
BALQUHATSTON SLM NS8572 [1]   NS858726  
 
1536 BC Charter by Alexander Levingstoun in favour of George Waddell and Jonet Russell, his 

spouse of a third part of the lands of Balquatstane [this is the one which is confirmed in 
RMS iii 2172 - which means that a third is missing] 

1536 RMS iii 2172 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Levingstoun of Terrentera &c., -[which for 
good service, and for a sum of money paid, grants at feuferme to George Weddel , and 
Jonete Russall his spouse,- a third part of his lands of Balquatstane occupied by the said 
George (excepting a third part of.2 acres of north part of Peitrig) extending annually to 40 
shillings 

1536 RMS iv 909 [L] The queen confirms a charter of the late Alexander Levingstoun of Terentera,- [which 
for good service, and for a sum of money payed, grants at feuferme to (the late) John 
Salmond (in Balquatstone) and Jonete Weddell his spouse,- a third part of his lands of 
Balquhatstane occupied by the said John, extending in rental to 40 shillings (reserving a 
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third part of.2 acres on the north part of Peitrig, in the parish of Slamannan - see for 
bludewekis 

1554 RMS iv 910 The queen confirms a charter of the late Alexander Levingstoun of Terentera ... Alexander 
Arthour (in Balquhatstane), and Jonete Weddell, his spouse, [as above] 

1562 Pitcairn I pt 1 p 420 Sir James Arthur come in Will, for arte and parte of the breking of the Quenis grace Act 
and ordinance, made in her last parliament, eftir hir grace arryving within this hir grace 
realme, be the awyise of the Lordis of hir heines Counsall: And for Baptissing of the 
sassion of the Papistry Jhone Milleris barne in Baquhatstane, callit Andro Miller; 
witnessis to the said barne were Andro Russale in Falkirk parochine, Alexander Arthure in 
Slamanane parochine, and Mege Arthur, in Sanct Ninianis parochinie, in the moneth of 
November last: AND for Baptissing of ane barne, callit William Lichtbody, sone to Dauid 
L[ichtbody] in the same maner: witnesses, William Salmond in Baquhatstane, Robert Ker 
in Glentoir, and Jonet Weddell, in the samen moneth: And for batissing ane barne, callit 
William Boid, sone to Robert Boid in Westir Blairlin; witnessis, Willeam Boid in 
Monkland parochine, Jhone Ker thair, Alesone Ker thair, in the moneth of Februar 
lastbypast. Item, in Will for Baptissing of other thre barnes quhias names, faderis, nor 
witnessis he remembers nocht. Item, in Will for the Mariing of Jhone Thomesone in the 
Monkland parochine, in the alde and abhominabill Papist maner, with Margaret Quhitlaw, 
in the parochine of Schottis, the said Jhone hyvand maid ane band and promiss to ane uther 
woman, and the said Margaret had maid ane promise to ane uther man, and baythe the said 
persones levand thair awin parochines for the causis foirsaid, and mariit be the said Sir 
James, in maner foresaid, thai not beand proclaimit thryise in the Kirk, as aucht and sould 
have bene done, in the moneth of November lastbypast. 

1566 Johnsoun 495 Alexander Arthur of Bawquhatstane 
1567 Johnsoun 783 George Weddaile of Balquhatstane 
1581 CRE George Waddell of Buquhetstane 
1590 Pont Banhatstain 
1598 CRE Alexander Arthur and Jonet Russell in Balquhatstane 
1620 RS58/2 f.107v William Zong in Balquhatstoune 
1621 RS58/2 f.197v [L] George Weddell portioner of Balquhatstoune, William Zong there  
1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune 
1636 CRS George Arthur portioner of Balquhatstaine 
1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis,  
 Wester Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v Robert Young in Balquhatstane 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.11v George Waddell, portioner of Balquhatstain 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.18v James Eistoune in Balquhatstaine 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.40 Patrick Cleggie in Balquhatstene 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.69 Alexander Airthor in Balquhatsteane 
1657 RS2/13.312 George Waddell, portioner of Balquhatstoun 
1658 CRS George Waddel in Balwhatsone 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.69v George Waddell portioner of Balquhatstane; George Waddell his son 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.73 Patrick Freebairn in Balquhatstone 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 James Waddell portioner [in B.]; Robert Salmond, portioner of B. 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.78v James Boyd in Balquhatstone 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.102v Alexander Miller in Ballquhatstoune 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.106v Patrick Salmond in Balquhatstone 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.107 Alexander Russall Balquhatstone 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v.6 Patrick Salmond sone to Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatstoune of his lands called 

the Whine in Slamanan. Registered on the 109th leaf of the said Register  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.124v James Gray in Ballquhatstone 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.157v John Miller in Balquhatsone 
1688 GD170/196 Charter by Patrick Salmond, portioner of Balwhatston to Peter Salmond, his younger 

brother, of that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan called the Whinn 
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1690 AS.PA2/34, f.60-65v. George Arthur of Bonnanhill, portioner of Balquhatstone 
1700 RS83/2/10 f.463 Patrick Salmond portioner of Balquhatston RS59/10 f.384 – f.385 
1700 RS83/2/10 f.476  Mary Gray second daughter of Patrick Gray of Wester Straith now spouse to Patrick 

Salmond of Balquhatston RS59/10 f.394 – f.395 
1700 RS83/2/10 f.361  George Waddell younger of Ballquatstone and Margaret Muirhead his spouse RS59/10 

f.295 – f.296 
1701 RS83/2/10 f.521  James Boyd of Balquhatston 
1701 RS83/2/10 f.556  George Waddell elder of Balquhatston and Margaret Waddell his daughter RS59/10 f.456 
1705 GD170/196 Charter by Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill to Alexander Waddell, youngest son of George 

Waddell, portioner of Balwhatston, of these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
muir called Rashiehill 

1708 GD170/196 1: Procuratory of Care Constat by James, Earl of Linlithgow and Callendar, in favour of 
James Waddell of Balquhatston as heir to George Waddell portioner of Balquhatston, his 
GreatGrandfather, in all and haill the third part of the lands of Balquhatston ... and all and 
haill that part and portion of Two acres of land ... on the north side of Peatridge 

 2: Charter of Confirmation by the said James Earl of Linlithgow etc., in favour of George 
Waddell of Lochend confirming a disposition granted to him by Patrick Salmond ... of half 
of the lands of Above the Hill of Balwhatston 

1708 RS59/12 f.356v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Salmond portioner 
of Balwhatstone --- all and haill the lands of Wester Drumclare commonly called the 
Herds Mealling 

1718 E644/1/14  James Waddell portioner of Balquhatston; Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatston; 
George Waddell in Balquhatston of feuduty for the lands of Mothill and part of 
Southhouse, ---syk & Bunihill 

1724 SC67/67/6 f.56v Robert Russel in Balwhatstone 
1738 RS59/17 f.327 John Inglis son to James Inglis tennant in Newfield Dyke as baillie --- Robert Salmon as 

procurator for Patrick Salmon youngest son to the deceast Patrick Salmon portioner of 
Balquhatston --- all and haill the lands of the wester part of the lands of Above the Hill 
with houses [etc] --- parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Bawhatston 
1781 AOS 78 George Waddel, portioner, Balquhatstone, seised in parts of Blaquhatstone, parish of 

Slamannan – on disp. by Agnes Salmond, & John Inglis of Shortrighead, her husband; P.R. 
26.521 

1789 AOS Balquhatston 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and above the hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
1805 AOS 5127 Newfield Dyke & Lodge, being part of Balquhatston & Above the Hill of Balquhatston  
1817 Grassom Balquhatston 
1806 CHA 958/254 Balquhatston 
1860 OS Balquhatston 
1860 OSNB Balquhatstone House A two storied mansion with ornamental grounds attached. It is 

slated and part of which has been lately built. Mrs Waddell proprietor and occupant. 
 Balquhatston Mains A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of 

Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston House. 
1912 CDS13  Balquhatstone - A.P. Waddell 
1980 OS Balquhatstone House; - Mains 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Balquhatstone 
 
BALQUHATSTONE MAINS SLM NS8572 [1]  NS859723 [1] 
 
1860 OS Balquhatstone Mains 
1980 OS Balquhatstone Mains 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Balquhatstone Mains 
BARE BREEKS # SLM NS8574 [1]  NS854747 
 
1990 Local Knowledge Bare Breeks 
 
cf Bare Breeks WLO [PNWL 147]; Bare Shanks W.L.[PNWL 66];  Barebanes MLO 
BARNS SLM NS8870 [1]  NS882708 
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1734 GD170/196 Disposition by James Bowie in Glen to George Walldale [?] of All and Haill these part and 
portions of his lands of Holhouse called the Eastermailling of Holhouse which lands were 
purchased by the deceast John Bowie of Holhouse, his father, from the Earl of Linlithgow 
and Callendar together with that piece of meadow belonging to this wester mealling of 
Holhouse called Barns 

1755 Roy Barnes 
1791 SC4/3/1 Wester Holehouse or Barns 
1802 AOS 4438 Wester part of Holehouse sometime called Barns 
1806 CHA 958/254 Barns 
1817 Grassom Burns 
1821 Ainslie Barnes 
1860 OSNB Barns. A farmhouse, one storey, thatched, and in good repair. Property of James Waugh, 

South Arnloss by Slamannan 
1860 OS Barns 
1980 OS Barns 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Barns 
 
cf Barns WLO [PNWL 56]  
 Barns, Auchterarder; NJ405135; NN935105; NT505095; NY095965 
  Barns of Clyde DNB [PNDB 18] 
BARNSMUIR SLM NS8770 [1]    NS870704 
 
1887 BPB Barnsmuir Colliery 
1980 OS Barnsmuir 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Barnsmuir 
 
cf Barnsmuir NO595065; Barnsgreen DNY 
BENT # SLM NS8972 [2]  NS8972  
 
1799 AOS 3766 Robert Forrester, tenant, Craighead, seised in South Badcur including an acre of Bent 
 
BERRIE HILL # SLM NS8372 [3]  NS8372 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.444 parts and portions of the muir called Rashiehill Muir --- bounded and meithed in manner 

aftermentioned Viz Beginning att the east end of the stank where are three march stones 
sett in the southmost syke down to the burn at the north east side of Shawfield laboured 
ground and south the burn to the southend of the Berrie Hill where the burn turns west, 
and west the burn to the first march stone that is fixed betwixt Tods Boughts and Shawfield 
and west the march stones as they are standing to the meikle Slack and turning north the 
march stones to the northend of the ridge and east the march stones as they are standing 
betwixt James Mungal and Thomas Paterson straight to the Rashiehill martch and turning 
east the Martch Stank to the stones where the bounding first began with houses [etc] 
belonging to the said lands lying within the regality of Falkirk and paroch of Slamannan 

 
ME berž < OE beorg, ‘hill’ 
BERRIEHILLOCK # SLM NS8573 [1]   NS855733 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Berryhillock 
1805 AOS 5066  Berryhillock 
1817 Grassom Berryhillock 
 
cf Berryhillock NJ5054; NJ5060; NO3844 
  Berryhillocks NJ6859 
 Berryhill NS7280 
 Barehillock NJ4606; Burryhillock NJ6426 
 
BINNIEGREEN SLM NS858725 [1]  NS858725 
 
1799 CRS Elizabeth Waddell residing at Benniegreen 
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1806 CHA 958/254 Binniegreen  
1860 OSNB Binniegreen A small uninhabited house situated about 100 yards south from Balquhatston 

House. It is one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston 
House. 

 
See Stirlingshire ii No. 358  
BINNIEHILL SLM NS8572 [1]  NS854723 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.79v George Airthour sometime of Bunnahill 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.146v James Boyd in Bunahill 
1690 SC67/67/3 f.9v Thomas Marshell in Bwnahill; George Waddell of Bwnahill 
1692 RS59/8 f.86v all and heall the lands of Above the Hill of Balquhhatston and Bunnallhill 
1700 RS83/2/10 f.462  George Waddel of Lochend of all and haill the just and equal half of all and haill the lands 

of above the hill of Balquhatstone and Bunnihill RS59/10 f.384 
1711 SC67/67/5 f.102v George Waddel of Bunnyhill 
1718 E644/1/14  James Waddell portioner of Balquhatston; Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatston; 

George Waddell in Balquhatston of feuduty for the lands of Mothill and part of 
Southhouse, ---Syk & Bunihill 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v David Lockhart in Binniehill 
1817 Grassom Binniehill 
1848 CHA A854.031–033 the lands of Above-the Hill of Balquhatstone Bonniehill 
1855 CHA A854.031–033 Binniehill or above the Hill 
1860 OS 
1860 OSNB Binniehill [crossed out] A small village situated about a mile south from Slamannan. The 

houses are one storey in height, slated and thatched and in good repair. This name also 
includes a few coke kilns and a coal pit. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 

 Binniehill This name is applied to a cluster of coke kilns together with a small village 
which has recently been erected for the accommodation of the workmen employed at the 
kilns and the neighbouring coal pits. The houses are all one storey, partly thatched and 
slated. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 

 Binniehill Cottage A cothouse one storey in height, slated and in good repair. Mr George 
Waddell, proprietor and occupant. 

 Binniehill Farm A farmsteading, one storey in height, slated, and in good repair. Provost 
Rankine, Auchengray, proprietor. 

 Binniehill House A two storied mansion situated in the village of Slamannan. It is slated 
and of recent erection. Alexander Brown Esq, proprietor and occupant. 

1860 OS Binniehill 
1980 OS Binniehill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Binniehill – Binniehill Farm 
 
cf Binny WLO [PNWL 49] 
 Boonhill NT5746; Buinach Hill NJ1856 
BINNIEHILL BURN SLM NS8572 [1] NS851722 
 
1858 CHA A854.031–033 Binniehill Burn 

BIRNIE WELL SLM NS837734 [1]  NS837734 [1] 
 
1956 OS Birnie Well 
1980 OS Birnie Well 
 
 Birnie Wood ABD  
 
Cf EIr. biror, water cress. Cormack glosses bir, bior as water - well. 
BLACKBRIGS SLM NS8874 [2]  NS887746  
 
1806 CHA A958/254 Blackbrigs 
1817 Grassom Blackbrigs 
1860 OS Blackbrigs 
1886 BPB Blackbrigs 
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2001 OS Explorer 349  Blackbrigs 
 
BLACKFAULD # SLM NS8874 [2]   
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan  

BLACK LOCH SLM NS860700 [1]  NS860700 (Loch) 
     NS866704 (Farm) 
 
1590 Pont Blackloch [habitation site] Mekle Blackloch, Litle Blakloch 
1707 Sibbald the Blackloch, the Meikle and the less 
1723 Macfarlane f.397 there is two lochs viz. the Black Loch which is pretty large, and the little loch; here there is 

fishing for pearches and pikes in aboundance. The Muir road from Linlithgow bridge to 
Glasgow goes by the southside of thir lochs 

1755 Roy Blackloch 
1792 AOS 2161  the wester part of Holehouse with the fishing in the Black Loch and Little Loch, parish of 

Slamannan  
1817 Grassom Black Loch 
1860 OS Black Loch 
1860 OSNB Black Loch (Forth & Clyde Canal Co) A large sheet of water situate on the boundary 

between the counties of Stirling and Lanark, and in partly in both counties. That portion 
occurring in Stirlingshire is the property of Mr Robert Inglis, Linn Mill by Avonbridge. 

 
 Blackloch A farmsteading, one storey, partly slated and partly thatched and in good repair. 

Property and residence of Hugh Reid. 
1980 OS Black Loch 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Black Loch - shows both Loch and Farm 
 
See Little Black Loch SLM 
 
BLACKLOCHMUIR see Lochmuir 
BLACKRIG # SLM NS8571 [1]  NS852713 
 
1755 Roy Blackrigg  
1806 CHA 958/254 Blackrig  
1817 Grassom Blackrigg  
1819 AOS farm and lands of Blackriggs being part of the town and lands of Balquhatston 
1860 OSNB Blackrig A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, 

Balquhatstone House by Slamannan. 
1860 OS Blackrig  
BLACKRIGS # SLM NS8372 [1]  NS835728  
 
1716 RS59/13 f.312v granted be Thomas Russal of Middlerig to the said Alexander Waddel --- of all and haill 

that portion of his lands called Blackrig lyand on the north side of Greenhill Burn with the 
ten rigs of land besouth the park dike on the north side of the Whitepiece lyand on the east 
side of the said burn and adjacent to the said park dike and also with that part of the 
Drennie Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.128v George Waddell of Rashiehill of these parts and portions of Slamannan Muir called 
Rashiehill --- as also his lands called Blackridge purchased by him from Thomas Russell 
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of Midleridge lying on the north side of Green Hill Burn and ten ridges of land besouth the 
park dike on the north of the Whitepiece lying on the east side of the said burn and adjacent 
to the said park dike with part of the Drummie Moss 

1755 Roy Blackrig 
1806 CHA 958/254 Blackrigs 
1817 Grassom Blackrigs 
1819 AOS farm and lands of Blackriggs being part of the town and lands of Balquhatston 
1860 OSNB Blackrigs (ruin) The ruins of a farmsteading. Property of Miller Esq, Frankfield, Glasgow. 
1860 OS “ruins” 
BLACKSYKE # SLM NS8870 [1]  NS883703 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Blacksyke  
1817 Grassom Blacksyke  
1860 OSNB Blacksyke A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched, and in middling repair. Property of 

Mr Patrick Rankine, Moffathills, by Airdrie 
1860 OS Blacksyke  
 
Note: 1860 Blacksyke is the same site as 1956 [OS] Greensyke 
BLINKBONNY SLM NS8572 [1]  NS852729 
 
1857 CHA A854.031–033 Blinkbonny  
1860 OSNB Blinkbonny A few cothouses one storey in height, partly thatched and slated and in a good 

condition. Property of Mr William Wood, grocer, Slamannan. 
 Blinkbonny Cottage A cothouse one storey in height, slated and in very good repair. Mrs 

Taylor, proprietress and occupant. 
1860 OS Blinkbonny 
1980 OS Blinkbonny 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Blinkbonny 
 
cf Blinkbonny FAK 
BOGHALL see Boghills  
BOGHILLS # SLM NS8773 [1]  NS878735 
 
1633 CRS Boighills of Balmilziear - George Waugh, son of late John Wauche 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.83v umquhill Robert Rankeine in Booghills 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.87v John Chalmeris in Booghillis 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.88 umquhill Robert Rankeine in Booghills ... Janet Rankeine dochter to the said umquhill 

Robert now spouse to the said John [Chalmers] 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.92v Allan Tailyor in Boghills 
1656 RS58/11 f.13v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Allane Tailzor in Boigillis  
1657 RS58/11 f.105 Allane Tailziour smith in Boighills 
1657 RS58/11 f.200v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands eftermentiouned Thomas Russell eldest 

laufull sone to Thomas Russell in Forrest and Margaret Tailzeor lawfull dochter to Allan 
Tailzeor in Boighill spouse future to the said Thomas having and holding in their hands 
ane chartor of donatioun and concessioune conteining thairintill ane precept of seasing --- 
part and portion of the lands of Midlrig of Slamannane --- possest be the said Allane and 
his tenents and be Robert Rankine [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Scouler in the Heiddyke of 
Balcastell Alexander Miller in Mossell 

1670 RS59/4 f.140v Alan Taylour somtyme in Boghills now in Midlerig 
1755 Roy Boghills 
1806 CHA 958/254 Easter and Wester Boghills  
1817 Grassom W. Boghall 
BRAEHEAD SLM NS8869 [2] 
 
1821 Ainslie error for Burnhead 
BRIDGEND SLM NS9172 [1]  NS912725 
  
c 1590 Pont Brigend 
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1624 GD170/196 Charter by Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan To James Eadie [recte Adie] and his spouse 
of all and haill those three parts or quarters of that part or portion of the lands of 
Slamannan muir commonly called Bridgend with the pertinents. As also all and Haill these 
three parts or quarters of the lands of Bridgend called Stoneridge 

1624 RS58/3 f.212v [L] John Adie in Bridgend 
1624 RS58/3 f.225 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in 

Linmilne and Agnes Dick his spouse and James Pendir at Linmilne lawful son of Robert 
Pendir in Dalquhairne, --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord 
James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend lying within the 
dyke --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly known as Stainrig and possessed and occupied by the said James and his 
spouse --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly 
known as Linmilne with the hill commonly known as the Schillinghill with the mill-lands, 
multures [etc] 

1624 RS58/3 f.227 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Adie in 
Bridgend and Helen Auld his spouse, Patrick Calder, lawful son of Patrick Calder in Hill 
of Morwyngsyd [looks like a prenuptial]--- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that 
part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill 
those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend 
possessed and occupied by the said John and his spouse --- and also a quarter of the 
foresaid lands of Bridgend commonly known as Stanerig with houses [etc] --- with also --- 
known as lie the Fyve S(t/l)eadings of Slamannan 

1630 RS58/5 f.58v [L] John Edie in Brigend and Patrick Edie his son --- contract of marriage --- Marjory 
Dinmure --- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Slamanan Mure commonly 
called the Brigend [witnesses to sasine] James Shaw, junior, of Peaxholl, William Shaw in 
Bogo 

1633 RS58/6 f.35v [L] George Mochrie in Burne and Jonet Merschell his spouse and James Shaw in 
Peaxishoill baillie in that part John Adie in Brigend Helen Auld his spouse and Patrick 
Adie their eldest lawful son and the said George Mochrie and his spouse having in their 
hands a charter of alienation and sale granting all and haill the just and equal half of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the quarter lands of Brigend commonly known as lie 
Stanerig with houses [etc] --- and other lands of Slamannan Mwre commonly known as lie 
Fyve Aikeris lying within the parish of Slamannan and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1653 GD170/196 Disposition by James Pender in favour of William Pender, his son ... Item: of the just and 
equal half of a fourth part of that part and portion of the said lands of Slamannan muir 
called the Bridgend, lying within the Dykes, extending to a fifteen penny land 

1657 RS58/11 f.169v  Comperit personalie upon the ground --- James Pendir in Linmylne --- parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Mure callit the Bridgend – bounded meitched and marched and 
coutched as follows To wit as the saidis lands lyes from the syke at the foot of the Cruikit 
Rig north west to a dyke at the eist end neuck of the bridge conforme to the merch stane 
already infixed for that effect to the old merch stane betwixt the lands of Linmylne and 
Bridgend togidder with Commontie frie passage and pasturage upon the comon lone of his 
lands of Bridgend of nyne elnes of breid from the grein south to the west buick of the butts 
and also of all and haill ane uther lon of tuelff elnes of breid from the grein north to the 
said bridge and quilk lones ar comone with the grein betwixt and the yard 

1659 RS58/12 f.225 James Walker in Bridgend of Evan 
1664 CRS John Adie, at Bridgend of Evine - spouse Helen Shaw 
1668 CRS James Pender at Brigend of Slamannan 
1685 RS83/1 f.2v.1 Elizabeth Shaw spouse to William Pender of Bridge-end of the equall half of his threttie 

pennie land of Bridge-end. Registered on the 20th and 21st leaves of the said Register 
1699 RS83/2/10 f.211  Agnes Gray spouse to George Mochrie of Stonierig in a liferent of his just and equal half 

of that part of the lands of Bridgend of Slamannan now called Stonrig. RS59/10 f.182 
1699 RS83/2/10 f.226  that part of Slamannan muir called called Bridgend RS59/10 f.191 – f.192 
1699 RS59/10 f.191 all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan Muir called the Brigg End --- 

as the same is bounded meithed marched and couched as follows To witt as the land lyes 
from the syke at the foot of the Crooked Rig north west to ane dyke at the east end nouke 
of the brige conforme to march stones alredy infixed for that effect and to the old march 
stones betwixt the lands of Line Milne and Brigend togither with commonty and free 
passage and pasturage upon the common loan of the said lands of Brigend of nine ells 
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breadth from the green south to the west nouk of the butts As also all and haill ane other 
loan of twelve ells of breadth from the green north to the said brige and with commontie 
and loans with the green betwixt the yairds with full power to cast and win peats in the 
moss used and wont  

1718 E644/1/14  Robert Waddell of Bridge-end 
1755 Roy Brigend 
1781 AOS 19 James Morrison, shoemaker, Bridgend, & Agnes Dick, his spouse, seised in fee and 

liferent respectively, 1781, in part of Slamannan Muir called Bridgend, parish of 
Slamannan; P.R 26.435 

1783 AOS 370 Robert Thom, tenant, Bridgend of Slamannan, seised in part of Slamannan called 
Craigend of Holehouse. P.R. 27.504 

1786 CRS Jean Adie at Bridge-end of Slamannan 
1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig;- parts 

of Bridgend, and part thereof called Easter Greenhill, part of Lenhouse and Arnloss, part 
of Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees; parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 

1796 AOS 3145  Stoneridge being part of Bridgend of Slamannan.  
1797 AOS 3409  3 fourth parts of Bridgend called Burnbrae 
1806 CHA 958/254  Bridgend 
1817 Grassom Bridgend 
1860 OSNB Bridge-End A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in very 

good repair. Property and residence of Mr James Morrison. 
1860 OS  Bridgend 
BRIDGEND SLM NS8573 [1]  NS856735 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Bridgend 
 
This name relates to the bridge over the Avon at the village of Slamannan. 
BRIDGEND CROSSRIG see Crossrig 
BROADRIGEND # SLM NS8272 [1]   NS823726 
 
1785 AOS 743 Broadridgend,being part of Rashiehill, parish of Slamannan. G.R. 426.133 
1806 CHA 958/254 Broadridgend 
1817 Grassom Broadridgend 
1848 CHA A854.031–033 Broadridgend 
1860 OSNB Broadrigend Farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in middling repair. Property of R 

Buchanan Esq of Drumpellier. 
1860 OS Broadridgend 
BROWNRIG SLM NS8472 [1]  NS847727 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Brownrig  
1860 OSNB Brownrig A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in middling good repair. 

Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
 Brownrig Cottage A small cothouse, one storey in height, slated and in good repair. 

Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Brownrig  
1980 OS Brownrig  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Brownrig  
 
cf Brownmooor Hill NX9991 
  Kinbroon ABD 
BROOM  SLM NS8874 [1]   NS889743 
 
1979 OS Broom 
 
This was formerly Lippie. 
BULLIONDALE SLM NS9072 [1]  NS907720 
 
1595 FPR William Gall in Bulan Dall 
1623 RS58/3 f.40 [L] Andrew Mongall in Bulliondaill 
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1624 RS58/3 f.214v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in 
Linmilne and Agnes Dick his spouse--- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that 
part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that half part of all and haill those 
parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as lie Bulzeondale --- 
John Adie in Braheid and John Pendir in Linmilne ---- lie Bulziendaill 

1624 RS58/3 f.217v [L] [endorsed “Sasine George Cheislie”] personally compeared upon the ground of the 
lands underwritten, George Cheislie in Elrig and Elizabeth Schaw his spouse, --- James 
Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, 
knight, --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly 
known as lie Bulziendaill lying within the dykes [valla] vulgo lyand within the dykes--- 
possessed and occupied by James Mongall in Bulziendaill with houses [etc] 

1624 RS58/3 f.221 [L] [endorsed ‘sasine William Adie the lands of Wester Lenhous and Bulliendaill’] 
personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Adie in 
Drumbowie, James Pendir in Linmilne, procurators with the assent of Jonete Burne, spouse 
of the said William ” - James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James 
Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that third part of all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Wester Lenhous --- and all and haill 
that half of his half of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bulziondal, viz, 
that half of the said lands beyond the dyke ---excepting and reserving to James Cochrane of 
Barbauchlaw, his heirs and successors, that part and porrtion of the said lands which 
pertain to him commonly known as Drumkrie  

1624 RS58/3 f.223 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Eistoun lawful 
son of James Eistoun in Bulziendaill James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part 
for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that half part of all and haill those 
parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bulziendaill lying 
within the dykes with houses [etc] 

1625 RS58/3 f.318 [L] William Adie in Drumbowie, John Lichtbody son of Alexander Lichtbody in West 
Lenhous and Jean Shaw his spouse --- West Lenhous and Bulzeondailles [annualrent I 
think] lands of Slamannan Muir commonly called West Lenhous --- lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly called Bulzeondaillis lying without the Dykes [extra valla] --- with that 
part or portion of the land which pertains commonly known as lie Drumkrie 

1627 RS58/4 f.31  lands of Slamannandmoire commonly known as Bulziondaill lying within the dykes in the 
parish of Slamanand –forty penny land of auld extent pertaining to Lord James Sandilands 
of Slamannand, knight, and which he has sold and disponit in feu to John Eistoune son of 
James Eistoune in Bulzondaill and Katherine Russell his posue – contract off marriage. 
[witnesses to sasine] George Waddell in Ellrige 

1633 RS58/6 f.41 [L] James Mongall in Bulzeoundaill Margaret Boyd his spouse with a charter of sale and 
alienation [appear to be buying from George Cheislie in Elrig] of those parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Mwre commonly known as lie Bulzioundaill lyand within the 
dykes presently possessed and occupied by the said James and his wife --- eighty penny 
land [that’s a 6 shilling 8 penny land = half a merk] of auld extent  

1638 RS58/7 f.148 [L] Andrew Mungall in Bulzeondall  
1643 RS58/7 f.455v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Mongall 

eldest lawful son of James Mongall portioner of Bulzeondaill and Marion Shaw lawfull 
daughter of James Shaw in Bogo and future spouse of the said Andrew and the said James 
Mongall and Margaret Boyd his spouse – with a precept of sasine in completion of the 
matrimonial contract --- and the said Andrew with the consent of the said James, his father 
and the said Margaret Boyd, his mother --- entered into all and haill the just and equall half 
of the said James Mongall and his wife’s eight penny land of auld extent of the said lands 
of Bulzeondaill with all of the eastern houses thereof and yards thereof pertaining thereto  

1647 SC67/67/1 f.72 James Mungall in Bulliendaill 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.92v Andrew Mungall in Bullindail; James Eistoune in Bullindail  
1653 GD170/196 Disposition by James Pender in favour of William Pender his son, of that two part of that 

part and portion of the lands of Slamannan muir called the Bulziondale lying without the 
Dykes Extending to a twenty eight penny land 

1659 RS58/12 f.225 Andrew Mungall portioner of Bulliondell and tailzeor in Drumbuyburne  
1671 RS59/4 f.271v [L] Andrew Mungall eldest lawful son to Andrew Mungall portioner of Bulliondaill --- 

Jean Adie eldest lawful daughter to Thomas Adie portioner of Drumbowie future spouse to 
Andrew [junior]  
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1677 CRS Janet Adie, spouse to Andrew Mungall, im Mulwudeall [recte Bulwndeall], par of 
Slamannan 

1682 SPR James Easton portioner of Bulziandale 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.39v Andrew Mungall in Bulliondale 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.82v James Eastoune in Bulliondale 
1710 GD170/196 it would appear that [William] Pender had sold "the Bulziondale" to ?... Lightbody 
1718 CRS Zacharie Neill indweller in Bullingdale 
1718 E644/1/14  Andrew Mungall portioner of Bulliondale for his part and James Easton 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 Andrew Mungall, portioner of Bulliondale 
1755 Roy Bullandale 
1789 AOS Bulliondale 
1806 CHA 958/254 Bulliondale 
1817 Grassom Bulliondale 
1860 OSNB Bulliondale A large farmsteading, dwelling house and office, two stories and slated, and in 

very good repair. Property and residence of Mr Andrew Mungal. 
1860 OS Bulliondale 
1912 CDS13 Bulliondale - James Mungall, farmer 
1980 OS Bulliondale 
 
 cf Bullion DPC; WLO [PNWL p.113]; Bullions FAK  
    Bullion Well, Ecclesmachan WLO [PNWL p.51] 
    Bullerwell, Hobkirk parish ROX. 
BURN # SLM NS9071 [1]  NS909718 
 
1621 RS58/2 f.197v [L] [endorsed “David and William Tennentis saising of Burne”] William Tennent and 

David Tennent sons lawful of [John] Tennent of Wester Dyke Head and Johne 
[Cambround] in Craigmar--e baillie in that part for the honourable James Cochrane of 
Barbachlaw – charter of alienation of all and haill the parts of the lands of Eisterlenhous 
commonly called the Burne [with houses etc.] possesed and occupied by Robert Boyd, 
William Robertsone and Robert Mitschell --- lying in the barony of Airthbisset and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses] [William] Zong of Sommerhous, George Weddell 
portioner of Balquhatstoune, William Zong there and Patrick Gray in Streth 

1627 RS58/3 f.452v  Be it kent till all men be thir present lettirs, Me William Tennend lawful son to Johne 
Tennend of Wester Dykhead and brother and air to umquhille David Tennend forsaemeikill 
as James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw conform to ane contract past and perfittit betwix him 
on the ane pairt and me and the said umquhill David my brother on the uthir --- said James 
his lands of Eister Lenhous callit the Burne with houses biggins zairds toftis croftis moss 
mure pasture --- common pasture then pssessed and occupied be Robert Boyd, William 
Robertsone and Robert Marshell lyand within the barony of Airthbisset and sheriffdom of 
Stirling 

1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Tennend, senior, of Dyckheid and John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune, 
bailie in that part for James Cochrane of Barbachlay with a charter from the said James of 
his lands of Eist Lenhous commonly known as the Burne lying within the dykes with 
houses [etc] occupied and possessed by John Forsythe and James Pendir junior of 
Lenmylne and William Wilsone and all and hail the lands of Drumcrie with a marsh 
commonly known as the bog [cum una marisco vulgo lie boig nuncupat] 

1631 RS58/5 f.205 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in Eister Burnhous 
and Patrick Walker junior of Badlormie baillie in that part for James Cochrane of 
Barbachly as superior of the lands underwritten granting and conceding to the said James 
Pendir all and haill those parts and portions of his lands of Eister Lenhous known as the 
Burne lying intra fossad, commonly ‘within the dykes’ with houses [etc] possessed and 
occupied by the said James Pendir and Katherine Tennend his spouse and by John Forsyth, 
William Robersoun and Elizabeth Auld his spouse and lying within the barony of Airth 
Byssett and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1632 RS58/5 f.351v [L] William Robertsoun in Westerburne  
1633 RS58/6 f.35v [L] George Mochrie in Burne and Jonet Merschell his spouse  
1638 RS58/7 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pender, eldest 

lawful son to James Pender in Linemyln and Katherine Tennent his spouse, lawful 
daughter of the late John Tennent of Westir Dykhead --- the late Agnes Dick, his mother --
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- lands of Eist Linhous known as the Burne, lying within the dykes, with houses [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] Andrew Mungall in Bulzeondall  

1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v William Tennent in Burne 
1654 CRS James Pender of Bourne, parish of Slamannan 
1657 Laing 2503 Inst. of Sasine: James, Earl of C. infefts Alexander Cochrane of Barbachlaw as grandson 

and heir of Easter Lenhouse called the Burne lying runrig among the other lands of Easter 
Lenhouse of Slamannan and bounded by the lands of Strethes on the east, Bedlormie on the 
south, Auchengray on the west and Holhous on the north, in the barony of Arthbisset, 
regality of Callendar 

1657 RS58/11 f.161v [L] James, Earl of Callendar infefts Alexander Cochrane of Barbachlaw as grandson and 
heir of Easter Lenhouse called the Burne lying runrig among the other lands of Easter 
Lenhouse of Slamannan and bounded by the lands of Strethes on the east, Bedlormie on the 
south, Auchengray on the west and Holhous on the north, in the barony of Arthbisset, now 
regality of Callendar [witnesses to sasine] John Wastoune in Craigend 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.82v William Robertsone in Burne  
1697 Retour 332 [L] Alexander Cochrane of Barbachlaw, haeres masculus et lineae of Alexander Cochrane 

of Barbachlaw, his father, - in a fifth part of the lands of Easter Lenhouse called Burne, 
lying runrig between other lands of Easter Lenhouse of Slamannan, in the barony of Airth-
Bizet and regalitie of Callender 

1699 CRS Richard Burne indweller in Burne of Slamannan 
1705 GD170/196 the lands of Easter Linhouse called the Burn 
1755 Roy Burn 
1791 AOS 2089  part of Easter Lenhouse called Burn 
1813 AOS 7370 part of the lands of Easter Linnhouse called the Burn lying within the Dikes ... barony of 

Airth Bisset  
1817 Grassom Burn  
1821 Ainslie Burn 
BURN OF DRUMCREE # SLM NS8970 [3] 
 
1642 RS58/7 f.338 James Zoung in Burne of Drumcrie 
1775 CRS James Hay, tenant in Easterburn of Drumcrie 
BURN of DRUMCREE (Easter) # SLM NS8970 [3]  
BURNBRAE # SLM NS9172 [1]  NS914725 
 
1755 Roy Burnbrae 
1797 AOS 3409  3 fourth parts of Bridgend called Burnbrae 
1806 CHA 958/254 Burnbrae 
1860 OSNB Burnbrae A small farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, thatched and in 

bad repair. Property of Mrs M Smith, Avonbridge.  
1860 OS Burnbrae  
BURNBRAE # SLM NS8571   NS855719 
 
1841 CHA A854.031–033 lands of Above the Hill and Burnbrae 
1848 CHA A854.031–033 lands of Burnbrae - bounded by the Coalheugh burn and a hedge upon the east, and by the 

said heugh burn upon the north; by the lands of Burnbrae upon the south, and by the lands 
of Above- the-hill on the west, the said lands of Burnbrae and Park making a part of the 
estate of the third part of the lands of Balquhatstone 

1860 OSNB Burnbrae A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Provost Rankine, 
Auchengray, proprietor.  

1860 OS Burnbrae 
 
BURNHEAD SLM NS8969 [1]  NS892698 - EASTER     

    NS882693 - WESTER 
 
1590 Pont Burnehead 
1621 CRS James Auld in Burnheid 
1624 RS58/3 f.211 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Tennend junior 

in Burnheid --- James Cochrane of Barbachlaw, baillie in that part for the honourable Lord 
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James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir known commonly as lie Burnheid 

1638 RS58/7 f.126v [L] William Tennend, lawful son of the late John Tennend of Burneheid  
1644 SC67/67/1 f.38v William Tennent of Burneheid with my lord 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.41v Robert Russall in Burneheid 
1652 RS58/9 f.95 William Tenent in Burnehead  
1654 RS58/9 f.270 umquhill John Tennand younger of Burnhead  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 lands of Burnehead [this is the Darnmoss dispute] 
1700 RS83/2/407  John of Burnhead off the lands of Easter Dykehead alias half of Wester Dalquairn 

RS59/10 f.333 
1710 GD332/54  John Tennent of Burnhead, 
1718 E644/1/14  John Tennant of Burnhead of feuduty for Burnhead 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20v John Walker, tenant in Burnhead 
1732 RS59/16 f.99v  John Rankine in Easter Dykhead of all and haill John Tennant in Burnhead, his outfield 

lands of Burnhead commonly called Wester Burnhead and Whiteknow --- bounded in 
manner after mentioned viz. on the south by the Polness Burn and on the west by the Whin 
march and on the north by the Stonrige march and from the eastmost pitt stone in the 
corner of Stonrige march south the moss in an strait line by the side of Drumcrie march to 
the south west corner thereof and from thence in a strait line to ane old dyke in the face of 
the moss and from thence to Polmaise Burn --- all lying within the parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Burnhead 
1781 AOS 52 John Tennent in Jamaica, as heir to John Tennent of Burnhead, his father, seised in Easter 

Jaw, & Mill thereof, tenement & piece of ground on the east side of the said Mill, reg. of 
Callander; - Mill of Elridge & Shillinghill, in Bond by John Aikenhead of Jaw to said John 
Tennent Mar 1748; on Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Hamilton of Wishaw; P.R. 
26.478 

1789 AOS 1642 parts of Slamannan, viz. Stanerig, Fencilhead, Whin, Holehouse, Burnhead, Whiteknow 
of Burnhead, parish of Slamannan 

1790 AOS 1782 Patrick Rankine of Burnhead seised in the Outfield lands of Burnhead called Wester 
Burnhead and Whiteknow, parish of Slamannan  

1806 CHA 958/254 Wester Burnhead; Easter Burnhead [= Burnhead] 
1817 Grassom Burnhead 
1860 OS Burnhead 
1860 OSNB Easter Burnhead A large farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, office one, all slated 

and in good repair. Property of R.C.D.C. Buchanan, Drumpellar. 
 Wester Burnhead A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

R.C.D.C. Buchanan, Drumpellar. 
1947 OS Burnhead 
1973 OS Burnhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Burnhead 
BURNHEAD MOSS SLM NS886698 [1]  
 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Burnhead Moss 

BURNHEAD WOOD see Wester Burnhead Wood 

BURNHOUSE # SLM NS9172 [1]  NS917725 
 
1817 Grassom Burnhouse  
BURNHOUSE # SLM NS9071 [3]  
 
1631 RS58/5 f.205 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in Eister Burnhous 

and Patrick Walker junior of Badlormie baillie in that part for James Cochrane of 
Barbachly as superior of the lands underwritten granting and conceding to the said James 
Pendir all and haill those parts and portions of his lands of Eister Lenhous known as the 
Burne lying intra fossad, commonly ‘within the dykes’ with houses [etc] possessed and 
occupied by the said James Pendir and Katherine Tennend his spouse and by John Forsyth, 
William Robersoun and Elizabeth Auld his spouse and lying within the barony of Airth 
Byssett and sheriffdom of Stirling 
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1631 RS58/5 f.205v [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in Eister Burnhous 
and Katherine Tennend his spouse and Patrick Walker junior of Badlormie baillie in that 
part for John Shaw in Greinhill and the said James Pendir and his spouse having a charter 
of sale and alienation in all and haill those parts and portions of the said John’s lands of 
Greinhill lying intra vallas, commonly ‘within the dykes’ bounded between zixam vulgo 
the Baak on the east side of the [south?] yard and exitu aqua vulgo watterslap --- with 
houses [etc] 

1817 Grassom 
BURN MEADOW # SLM NS8973 [2] 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  and from thence north the said faulds doun & furrow on the east side of John Russal’s 

possession to Robert Auld’s martch in the Burn Meadow and so running east the said 
Meadow as the martches are fixt betwixt Bankhead and Ballmitchell lands to the Watter of 
Aven 

BURN ROW SLM NS8571 [1]   NS856717 
 
1860 OSNB Burn Row This name applies to two rows of colliers houses, they are one storey in height, 

thatched and in good repair. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray 
1860 OS Burn Row  
1956 OS Burn Row  
BURNSIDE # SLM NS8872 [1]  NS889723 
 
1860 OS Burnside  
1860 OSNB Burnside A cothouse, one storey, slated and in good repair. Mr John Boyd, proprietor and 

occupant. 
BYRD YEARD # SLM NS8870 [3] 
 
1752 RS59/20 f.71 Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Rennie writer in 

Falkirk as baillie also John Mitchell caryer in Burnbrae as procurator holding in his hands a 
charter of adjudication granted by James Boyd of Callander --- all and whole the just and 
equall half of one fourth part of that portion of Slamannan Muir called the Byrd Yeard 
lying within the dyke --- as recently possest by William Pender of Burn heretor thereof 
lying within the parish of Slamannan barony of Callendar and sheriffdom of Stirling As 
also that just and equal half which recently belonged to the said William Pender of the 
Miln of Slamannan called the Linmiln with the kiln shillinghill milnlands and astricted 
multures sucken and sequels of the whole lands of Slamannan Muir anciently belonging to 
Sir James Sandielands and the miln dams and watergangs thereto belonging --- As also the 
sixth ridge of all and sundry the lands of Greenhill lying without the dykes now called the 
Greensyck being a part of that half merk land of Greenhill which anciently belonged to 
John Shaw of Greenhill 

 
Bird is found as a personal name in Falkirk District. 
CADGER KNOW # SLM NS9072 [3] 
 
1745 RS59/19 f.5v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Paxhole being part of the Estate of 

Dalquharn bounded as follows Viz upon the south west and having two march stones fixed 
in the Green South at the west end of the Cadger Know running down to the Dalquharn 
Burn from thence having the present current of the said burn to the Aven Water upon the 
west and north sides and the said Water upon the north and the said Robert Black his lands 
of Boxholle upon the east and south --- parish of Slamannan  

 
cf Cadger Acre  FAK 
CASTLEHILL # SLM NS8573 [1]  NS856732 
 
1618 CRS Gabriel Rankine in Castellhill, parish of St Lawrence 
1620 RS58/2 f.107v [endorsed “sasine for William Stirling of lands of Slamannan Mure”] William Lindsay in 

[?] baillie in that part --- Andrew Stirling in Raschill --- John Ranken there and Agnes 
Stirling in Castellhill --- a charter of alienation --- all and haill that part of the lands of 
Slamannan Mure – namely that part known as Raschill --- occupied by George Neill --- 
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that part occupied by John Ranken --- the part called Castellhill [witnesses to seis] George 
Rankin in Rashill, John Kent there and William Zong in Balquhatstoune 

1629 RS58/4 f.283 compeared Agnes Stirling, relict of the late Gabriell Rankein in Castellhill of Slamannan 
John Rankein her son procreated betwixt her and the foresaid Gabriell Rankein with 
William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- 
charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Mure 
known as Castellhill presently possessed and occupied by the said John her son  

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis,  
 Wester Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 
1640 RS58/7 f.294v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rankene of 

Castelhill, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten [witnesses to sasine] James 
Russell in Garbethill  

1644 SC67/67/1 f.40v John Rankeine of Castellhill 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.48 John Rankeine of Castellhill and Agnes Stirling his mother 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.67 Katherine Boyde ane dochter to umquhill Robert Boyde in Carbraine and Hendrie 

Rankeine in Castellhill now hir spouse 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101 Johne Rankeine of Castellhill and Hendrie Rankeine his tennent 
1659 CRS John Rankine of Castlehill 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1674 CRS Alexander Rankine in - 
1682 SPR/SR  Robert Rankine in Castlehill 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.25 Janet Waddell, relict of Alexander Rankine in Castellhill 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 Robert Rankine of Castellhill 
1718 CRS Robert Rankine of Castellhill 
1723 Macfarlane f.397 Castellhill - there has been an old fortification 
1761 CRS Robert Boyd, indweller in Castellhill 
1788 AOS 1327 part of Slamannan Muir called Castlehill, parish of Slamannan  
1806 CHA 958/254 Castellhill 
1857 CHA A854.031–033 part of the lands of Castlehill or the ground generally used as the market ground 
1860 OSNB Castle Hill. A small arable eminence standing between the village of Slamannan and Kirk 

Burn. A fort, or castle, is said to have stood on this hill, no vestige of which now remains. 
Neither does the oldest inhabitant of the village remember seeing any vestige of them. The 
farmsteading which once stood on it has been pulled down. Property of Mrs Waddell, 
Balquhatston, Slamannan.  

 
See CHA A854.031–033 i p23 for inventory of Title Deeds of the lands of Slamannan Muir called Castlehill. 
 
cf Balcastle NS851725 
CASTLEHILL # SLM NS8572 [1]   NS853729 
 
1860 OSNB Castlehill. A large farmsteading, one storey in height, slated, and in good repair. Property 

of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Castlehill 
CASTLEHILL BURN SLM NS8573 [1]  NS852736 
 
1723 Macfarlane f.398 There is a burn runs by the Kirk called Castlehill Burn and has a bridge thereon of one 

arch. 
 
This is also called Balcastle Burn, Culloch Burn, Kirk Burn and upstream it was was known as Binniehill Burn. 
CAUSWAYEND # SLM NS8572 [3]  
 
1637 CRS John Boyd in Calseyend, in Balcastle, parish of St Lawrence 
1803 AOS Causwayend 
CLAYGATE MYRE # SLM NS8873 [3] 
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1657 RS58/11 f.145 James Boyd portioner of Balmitchell --- all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Slamanan callit the Wester Balmitchell lyand without the Claygait Myre callit the mure 

1686 RS59/7 f.58v part and portion of the lands of Slamannan known as Wester Balmitchell lying beyond or 
outwith the Claygeatt Myre known as the Muire 

CLERKSHALL # SLM NS8573 [1]  NS855733 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Clarks Hall 
1817 Grassom Clerkshall  
1860 OSNB Clerkshall A two storey dwelling house near the centre of the village of Slamannan, the 

residence of the parish school master. It is two stories and has a good garden attached. 
 Some years since the occupant of this house was an official who did the accountant 

business of the parish, was Session Clerk and wrote letters for persons who were unable to 
write. This occupation gained for him the title of Clerk, and his habitation that of hall, 
hence the name Clerkshall. It is the property of the Heritors of the parish. 

1860 OS Clerkshall  
CLOVERHALL # SLM NS8571 [1]  NS856712  
 
1860 OSNB Cloverhall A small dwelling house a few yards south of Feuhill, one storey, slated and in 

good repair. Property and residence of - Reid. 
 
Cf Cloverfoot MLO; Clovery Road ELO 
CORNFIELD # SLM NS8575 [1]  NS852758   
 
1789 AOS 1501 Easter half of Jawcraig called Cornfield, parish of Slamannan  
1806 CHA A958/254 Cornfield 
1817 Grassom Cornfield 
1819 AOS 9273 Easter half of the lands of Jawcraig consisting of the 3 farms of Cornfield, Newdyke & 

Cross-stone 
1820 RHP 14349 Cornfield 
1860 OS Cornfield 
COOPERFIELD SLM NS# 8972 [1]   NS899722 
 
1792 AOS 2234  part of Dalquhairn called Cooperfield, parish of Slamannan and half of Craigend adjacent 

Cooperfield 
1806 CHA 958/254 Cooperfield 
1817 Grassom Cooperfield 
1819 AOS 9132 part of the lands of Dalquhairn called Cooperfield 
COUSLAND # SLM NS8873 [3] 
 
1707 RS59/12 f.174-175 Robert Auld portioner of Ballmitchell --- all and haill these twentie one rigs of land of the 

Cousland from the said Robert Aulds march north to the old head dyke, where and around 
which there are old march stones infixed and standing as a part and portion of of the said 
John Forrest (of Bankhead) his fourth pairt of the saids lands of Ballmitchell 

1815 AOS 7759 21 riggs of another fourth part of the lands of Wester Balmitchell in the Cousland  
1816 AOS 8205 Cowsland, parish of Slamannan  
1819 AOS 9133 a fourth part of Wester Balmitchell; 21 rigs of another fourth part of Wester Balmitchell in 

the Cousland; part of the lands of Bankhead and part of Corsehill Moss, all now converted 
into one mailing and extend to 79 acres 2 roods and 30 falls, parish of Slamannan  

CRAIGEND SLM NS9072 [1]  NS902722 
 
1567 Johnsoun 783 John Robb in Crage-end 
1614 CRS Thomas Robb in Craigend of Slamannan 
1626 RS58/3 f.402 [L] Thomas Wastoun in Dalquharne and Jonet Shaw his spouse and James Fleyming in 

Brighous, baillie in that part for Alexander Earl of Linlithgow [etc] having a charter of 
alienation for all and haill the lands of Craigend with houses [etc] presently possessed and 
occupied by the said Thomas and Marjory Lichtbodye, relict of the late John Rob --- lying 
in the barony of Airthbissat and sheriffdom of Stirling witnesses to sasine] Thomas 
Fleyming in Eist Jaw, James Shaw in Paxhoill and William Shaw in Bogo 
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1629 RS58/4 f.280v [L] compeared Thomas Wastoune in Craigend and Joanna Wastoune his daughter with 
William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- 
charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Mure 
known as Craigend of Hoilhous formerly possessed and occupied by the late John Rob 
fermorer in Craigend and Marion Lightbody his spouse and John Rob junior, their son  

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis,  
 Wester Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 
1637 RS58/7 f.95v Thomas Watsoune of Craigend, Jonet Shaw his spouse --- these parts and portions of the 

lands of Slamannan Mure commonly known as Craigend of Hoilhous with houses [etc] 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.28v Thomas Wastoune in Craigend - see infra "fyve-ruide land" 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.39v duty of the lands of Craigend 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.89v Thomas Wastoune of Craigende; John Wastoune in Craigende 
1657 RS58/11 f.161v [L] John Wastoune in Craigend 
1658 RS58/11 f.243v renunciation of a loan made by Thomas Waston and his spouse, Jonet Shaw, to the 

deceased Alexander earle of Linlithgow [in which the land used as colatteral was 
Craigend] – the original agreement was made on 16th and 24th days of March 1625 

1658 RS58/12 f.21  Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wastoune in 
Craigend and Jonet Schaw his spouse --- charter of alienatioune --- from Earl of Callendar 
--- all and haill the just and equall half of the lands of Craigend with houses [etc] 
[formerly possessed by Thomas Wastoune his father] --- lyand within the barrony of Airth 
Bisset regalitie of Callendar and parochane of Slamannane 

1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 
belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1667 CRS Robert Bennie in Craigend 
1670 RS59/4 f.218v Thomas Wastoun eldest lawful son to the deceast John Wastoun of Craigend and Margaret 

Tayloour lawful daughter to Robert Taylour of Drumbowieburn future spouse to the said 
Thomas --- lands of Slamannan called Craigend of Holehous 

1724 SC67/67/6 f.56v John Wastoun of - 
1783 AOS 370 Robert Thom, tenant, Bridgend of Slamannan, seised in part of Slamannan called 

Craigend of Holehouse. P.R. 27.504 
1791 VR Craigend of Holehouse 
1792 AOS 2234  part of Dalquhairn called Cooperfield, parish of Slamannan and half of Craigend adjacent 

Cooperfield 
1806 CHA 958/254 shows "Loanend" at present site with "Craigend" east of the burn 
1817 Grassom Craigend 
1860 OSNB Craigend A large farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in very 

good repair. Property and residence of Robert Thorn Esq. 
1860 OS Craigend 
1912 CDS13 Craigend - John Binnie, farmer 
1980 OS Craigend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Craigend 
CRAIGHEAD # SLM NS8971 [3] 
 
1763 CHA A854.031–033 James Waddell of Holehouseburn and Craighead 
1799 AOS 3766 Robert Forrester, tenant, Craighead, seised in South Badcur including an acre of Bent 
CRAN MOSS # SLM NS8672 [1]  NS866728 
 
1817 Grassom Cran Moss 
 
cf Cran Loch NY0093; Cran Moss, Galloway [PNG 92] 
  Cranberry Moss NS2943; Cronberry NS6022 
CROFTANDY # SLM NS8774 [2]   NS873744   
 
1612 CRS James Ryallie in Troscandiehead 
1627 CRS James Easton in Croftandie  
1634 CRS Thomas Clogie in Crostandie 
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1690 RS83/1 f.25.12 John Clarksone of the lands of Croftandie with the pertinents. Registered on the 465th leaf 
of the said Register. RS59/7 has: 

 granted be Thomas Russall of Ellrige heretable proprietor of the lands underwritten --- all 
and haill these his lands of Croftandie lying betwixt the lands belonging to Thomas 
Aikenhead of Jaw on the west, the Watter of Avine on the south the lands called the 
Grayrigge and the lands called the Syde, the cottarie possessed be John Mitchell conforme 
to the march stones sett betwixt the the same on the east and the comone muire on the north 
pairts extending to ane ten shilling land of old extent and being a fourth of the fortie 
shilling land of old extent of Ellrige with the houses [etc] --- with commontie up 
Reddingrige and Whyttsyderige  

1691 RS83/1 f.32.7 Agnes Gray, spouse to John Clerkson of Croftandy – of Croftandy upon their contract of 
marriage. Registered on the 32nd and 33rd leaves of the said Register 

1691 RS59/8 f.32v Agnes Gray, spouse to John Clerkson of Croftandy – of Croftandy being part of the 
ffourtie shilling land of Ellrige with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the lands of Thomas 
Aikenhead of Jaw on the west the Water of Avene on the south the lands called the 
Grayrige and the lands called the Syde and the cottaries possest be [blank] conform to the 
march stones set betwixt the same on the east and the comone muire on the north parts all 
lyand in the paroche of Falkirk barony and regality of Abbotscarse and sheriffdom of 
Stirling  

1696 SC67/67/3 f.80 Robert King, coalhewer in Croftandie  
1749 RS59/19 f.358 Henry Coubrugh portioner of Elrig as heir to the deceast William Coubrugh drover in 

Falkirk only lawful son and heir to the also deceast John Coubrugh drover there--- Precept 
of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elrig --- bounded 
viz: by the lands and mosses pertaining to the late Earl of Linlithgows vassals upon the 
east, The Watter of Aven upon the south The lands of Croftandie upon the west and upon 
the north running straight up the miln burn and straight through the middle of the Elrig 
Loch and from thence in a straigh line to the said late Earls march upon the east as saidis 
And that for the north march 

1755 Roy Croftandy 
1783 RHP 1553/2 shows lands of Croftandie lying between those of Jaw to the west, and Gardrum to the 

east 
1783 RHP 1553/3 shows house of Croftandie at SLM NS874745 
1799 AOS 3789 parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie , barony of Abbotskerse; - Gardrum and Darnrig, Lochback, 

Lochstank 
1790 AOS parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie , barony of Abbotskerse 
 
cf Bellandy NJ2832; Knockandy Hill NJ5431 
CROSSBURN SLM NS8772 [1]  NS871729 
 
1590 Pont Corse B. 
1860 OS Crossburn 
1860 OSNB Crossburn A small cothouse, one storey, slated and in good repair. Messrs James and 

Thomas Robertson proprietors and occupants. 
1973 OS Crossburn  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Crossburn  
CROSSBURNHEAD # SLM NS8672 [3] 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.13  from the west end of the Grayrig to the Crossburnhead  
CROSSGATES see Crossroads 
CROSSHILL SLM NS8772 [1]  NS873725   
 
1667 RS59/3 f.4 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyse in Croishill and 

Elizabeth Russall his spous ---- umquhill John Russall in Newdyk and the said Elizabeth 
Russall then his spous --- lands of Newdyck of Jawcraig  

1722 SC67/67/6 f.6 Colin Campbell in Corsehill 
1736 RS59/17 f.82v James Ure eldest lawful son to Robert Ure of Corsehill --- parish of Slamannan 
1755 Roy Crosshill 
1781 AOS 74 James Ure, younger of Corsehill Mar 1756; P.R. 26.513 
1793 AOS 2525 George Wauch at Crosshill - Easter Mailling of Holehouse, parish of Slamannan 
1806 CHA 958/254 Crosshill 
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1817 Grassom Crosshill 
1819 AOS 9133 a fourth part of Wester Balmitchell; 21 rigs of another fourth part of Wester Balmitchell in 

the Cousland; part of the lands of Bankhead and part of Corsehill Moss, all now converted 
into one mailing and extend to 79 acres 2 roods and 30 falls, parish of Slamannan  

1860 OS Crosshill 
1860 OSNB Easter Crosshill A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

Mr Wm Story, writer, Falkirk. 
 Wester Crosshill A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Mr James Waugh, 

North & South Arnloss, proprietor. 
1860 OS Crosshill 
1980 OS Crosshill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Crosshill 
CROSSLEES NS8573 [4] # 
 
1753 CRS James Glen in Corselees 
CROSSRIG # SLM NS9172 [2] 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.141 James Black of Lynmiln of all and haill five aikers of land in Crossridge on the southside 

thereof --- also the just and equal half of the Moss of Beadike upon the east side thereof  
1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig 
CROSSROADS SLM NS8972 [1]  NS895722 
 
1817 Grassom Crossgates 
1860 OSNB Crossroads This name is applied to two dwelling houses and a smithy, all one storey, 

partly thatched and partly tiled, and in middling repair. These houses are situated at the 
junction of four roads, from which circumstance they derive their name. Property of the 
respective residents. 

1860 OS Crossroads  
1980 OS Crossroads  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Crossroads  
CROSS-STONE # SLM NS8575 [2]   
 
1819 AOS 9273 Easter half of the lands of Jawcraig consisting of the 3 farms of Cornfield, Newdyke & 

Cross-stone 
 
Note: 1898 LOH: From No 11 Road [Dyke > Er. Jaw > Darnrigg] at Standing Stone, by High Jawcraig, Tipps and 
Threaprig to County March at Garbithill Burn 
CROSSVAGUE # SLM NS8572 [1]  NS858723 
 
1860 OSNB Crossvague A cothouse, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Mrs Smith and 

residence. 
1860 OS Crossvague  
CROOKED RIG # SLM NS9172 [2] 
 
1657 RS58/11 f.169v  Comperit personalie upon the ground --- James Pendir in Linmylne --- parts and portions 

of the lands of Slamannan Mure callit the Bridgend – bounded meitched and marched and 
coutched as follows To wit as the saidis lands lyes from the syke at the foot of the Cruikit 
Rig north west to a dyke at the eist end neuck of the bridge conforme to the merch stane 
already infixed for that effect to the old merch stane betwixt the lands of Linmylne and 
Bridgend togidder with Commontie frie passage and pasturage upon the comon lone of his 
lands of Bridgend of nyne elnes of breid from the grein south to the west buick of the butts 
and also of all and haill ane uther lon of tuelff elnes of breid from the grein north to the 
said bridge and quilk lones ar comone with the grein betwixt and the yard 

1699 RS59/10 f.191 all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan Muir called the Brigg End --- 
as the same is bounded meithed marched and couched as follows To witt as the land lyes 
from the syke at the foot of the Crooked Rig north west to ane dyke at the east end nouke 
of the brige conforme to march stones alredy infixed for that effect and to the old march 
stones betwixt the lands of Line Milne and Brigend togither with commonty and free 
passage and pasturage upon the common loan of the said lands of Brigend of nine ells 
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breadth from the green south to the west nouk of the butts As also all and haill ane other 
loan of twelve ells of breadth from the green north to the said brige and with commontie 
and loans with the green betwixt the yairds with full power to cast and win peats in the 
moss used and wont 

CULLOCH BURN SLM NS852737 [1]   NS852737 
 
1847 CHA A854.031–033 the Coalheugh or Slamannan Kirk Burn; the Coalheugh or Kirkburn 
1848 CHA A854.031–033 lands of Burnbrae - bounded by the Coalheugh Burn and a hedge upon the east, and by 

the said heugh burn upon the north; 
1984 OS Culloch Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Culloch Burn 
 
see Kirk Burn infra 
DALQUHAIRN # SLM NS9072 [1]  NS905725 
 
1536 GD170/196 Charter by Alexander Livingston in favour of Allen Tennent of the half of the lands of 

Wester Dalwhurn [This is Easter Dykehead: see RS83/2/10 f.255] 
1536 GD170/196 Charter by Alexander Livingston in favour of James Tennent of that half of the lands of 

Wester Dalwhairin then possest by the said James Tennent 
1536 RMS iii 2237 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander Lewingstoun of Terentera &c.,-[ wherein, for 

service and a sum of money paid, he grants at feuferme to be held of him by Alan Tennand 
and Margaret Horne his spouse,- half of his lands of Westir Dalquharne, occupied by the 
said Allan (extending in Livingston’s rental to 22 shillings) in the parish of Slamannane 

1570 Johnsoun 567 Sasine in favour of William Caddar of Bogo of an annual-rent payable from the lands of 
Dawquharn lying in the barony of Arthbissait presently occupied by Gabriel Levyngstoun 
and John Jak following on a charter by the said Gabriel Levyngstoun son and heir of 
Alexander Levyngstoun of Terenterye, with consent of Margaret Grahame his wife. Wit 
David Young of Somerhous, James Pennay, miller in Lynemyln, and John Jak in 
Dawquharne 

1590 Pont Dalwhurn 
1613 RMS vii 1077 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander, Earl of Linlythgow etc.,- [wherein, in 

completion of a contract of the present date etc.,- grants at feuferme to James Schaw in 
Paixhoill, and Agnes Flemyng his wife,- lands of Dalquhairne, with meadows, moors, 
mosses, extending to 6 shillings 8 pence of Auld Extent occupied by the said James and 
Agnes and their sub-tenant, Thomas Wastoun, iron smith, and by Robert Pendar and 
William Meinzies), lands of Paxhoill with meadows, moors, mosses(occupied by the said 
James and Agnes), in the lordship and barony of Callendar by annexation 

 Reserving the freedom of constructing a mill in that part of Dalquhairne betwix the West-
burn- fuird of Dalquhairne at the Smyith-yard-nuik and the Eister-burn-fuird where the 
market road crosses, and the freedom of ane schilling-hill from the said mill within the said 
bounds to the said southern road for the purpose of dichting schilling thairuponn 

1619 RS58/1 f.316v [L] James Murray son of the late William Murray, of Edinburgh, one of our chamberlains, 
[unius cubiculariorum] having in his hand a precept of clare constat – by James Schaw ---- 
of the lands of Dalquharne --- which William Schaw in Bogo, baillie, specially nominated 
---- James Schaw de Dalquharne --- the late William Murray unius ordinariorum 
cubiculariorum --- of all and haill the lands of Dalquharne --- namely that part formerly 
occupied by Andrew robieson lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling 

1619 RS58/1 f.318  [this is a sasine in the vernacular following on f.316v] Be it kent till all men be thir present 
letters – me Agnes Nairn relict of umquill William Murray of the Grein Yairds and of his 
majesties bed chalmer lyfrenter of the anualrent underwritten and James Murray eldest 
sone and air to the said William Murray procreat betwixt him and me --- Alexander erl of 
Linlythgow lord Levingstoun sumtyme styllit Alexander maister of Levingstoun with ---- 
and asssent of Dame Helenor Hay his spous be thair charge and infeftment scribit --- 
disponit to the said unquhill William Murray and to me the said Agnes Nairne then his 
spous or airis and assignayis all and haill ane annuallrent of fourtie merkis money zeirlie to 
be upliftit at tua termes in the zeir witsunday & mertinmas be equall portions furthe of all 
and haill the landis of Dalquarne with the pertinentis or ony part thereof then pertaining to 
the said Alexander erle of Linlythgow and then occupeit be Andrew Robiesone lyand 
within the sheriffdom of Stirling. 
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1623 RS58/3 f.40 [L] [endorsed “for James Schaw of Paixhoill”] personally compeared James Schaw junior 
in Paixhoill Barbara Boyid his spouse and John Tennant portioner of Wester Dalquharne 
baillie in that part for Alexander earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that equall half of the 
lands of Dalquhairne with houses [etc.] presently occupied by Robert Pender and James 
Pender --- and also the lands Paxhoill with houses [etc.] lying within the lordship and 
barony of the said noble earl [witnesses to sasine] 

1624 RS58/3 f.225 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in 
Linmilne and Agnes Dick his spouse and James Pendir at Linmilne lawful son of Robert 
Pendir in Dalquhairne, --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord 
James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend lying within the 
dyke --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly known as Stainrig and possessed and occupied by the said James and his 
spouse --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly 
known as Linmilne with the hill commonly known as the Schillinghill with the mill-lands, 
multures [etc] 

1626 RS58/3 f.402 [L] Thomas Wastoun in Dalquharne and Jonet Shaw his spouse and James Fleyming in 
Brighous, baillie in that part for Alexander Earl of Linlithgow [etc] having a charter of 
alienation for all and haill the lands of Craigend with houses [etc] presently possessed and 
occupied by the said Thomas and Marjory Lichtbodye, relict of the late John Rob --- lying 
in the barony of Airthbissat and sheriffdom of Stirling []witnesses to sasine] Thomas 
Fleyming in Eist Jaw, James Shaw in Paxhoill and William Shaw in Bogo 

1630 Retour 137 [L] William Calder in Hill of Morrowingsyde, heir of William Calder in Bogo, his 
grandfather, in an annualrent of the lands of Dawquharne in the barony of Airth-Bisset 

1634 CRS John Shaw of Dalquhairne 
1634 RS58/6 f.190v Robert Menzies in Dalquharne Eufemie Robertsoune his spouse 
1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis,  
 Wester Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 
1640 RS58/7 f.296 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the mill-lands underwritten James Pender 

junior, son of the late James Pender at Lynmylne and Agnes Menzies, lawful daughter of 
Robert Menzies of Dalquharne – matrimonial contract --- mill of Slamannane Mure 
commonly known as the Lynmylne with the hill known as the Schillinghill [witnesses to 
sasine] James Shaw, blacksmith in Bogo, Thomas Westoune in Windiezett  

1642 SC67/67/1 f.22 James Schaw of Dalquhairne 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35v Robert Meinzeis in Dalquhairne 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.44 The quhilk day James Flyming in Wallhill is ressavit and admittit officer to that ffourtie 

schilling Land of Dalquhairne Holhous Dykeheidis and Balquhatsteane quha hes giffine 
his aithe as affeiris 

1657 Laing 2503 Robert Menzies in Dalquharne; William Grintoun, smith there 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1665 RS59/2 f.65 [L] John Shaw eldest lawful son and nearest heir of the late James Shaw of Dalquhairn --- 
lands of Dalquhairn (AE 6/8d) --- lands of Paxhall --- excepting and reserving (to the Earl 
of Callendar and his heirs and successors) the freedom of the mill in that part of 
Dalquhairn vulgo “betwixt the Westburn Ford of Dalqhairn at the Smith Yaird Newk and 
the Eister Burnford and of a shilling hill” 

1672 CRS Robert Menzies in Dolwharne 
1675 CRS William Grintoun, smith in Dalwharne 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 John Meinzies in Dalwhairne 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.27v Gavin Clerk in Dalquhairne 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.121v Margaret Millne, relict of umquhill James Schaw of Dallquharne, now spouse to Gavin 

Clerk there and he for interest, factors const. by John Forrest of Threttie aickers, tutor 
dative to James Schaw now of Dallquhairne her son against following tenants and 
possessors of Dallquharne: John Russall in Hollhows, Janet Forrest, relict of John Tailzier 
there, John Shaw in Hollhous 

1686 Murray Gawin Clerk of Dalquhairne 
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1687 SC67/67/2 f.124v Thomas Neill in Dallwhairne 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.158 Edict of curatory at instance of James Schaw son of umquhill James S. of Dallwhairne and 

Margaret Millne his spouse being now past 14 years. Citation to William Scha of Fortassit 
and William Schaw in Muckraw, nearest of kin of father side, and Michael Elphinstone of 
Quarrell (in virtue of supplement, in respect he lived outside bounds of regality) and 
Michael Livingstone of Pantasken, on mother side ... JS compearing ... chose Gavin Clarke 
in Dallwhairne his father in law as sole curator [i.e. step-father] 

1689 RS83/1 f.23.4 James Shaw of Dalwharin of the lands of Dalwharin, Paikesholl and another pairt & 
portion of the lands of Slamanan. Registered on the 416th and 417th leaves of the said 
Register 

1698 SC67/67/3 f.127v James Shaw of Dalwhairn 
1699 GD170/196 Instrument of sasine in favour of James Shaw of Dalquhairn of the lands of Dalquhairne 

... part and portion of the lands of Slamannan muir sometime pertaining to James Shaw ... 
preceding upon a precept of Clare constat granted by Alexander E. of C. to the said James 
Shaw as heir to James Shaw of D., his brother 

1699 RS83/2/10 f.255 James Shaw of Dalquhairne RS59/10 f.210 – f.211 
1700 RS83/2/407  John [Tennant] of Burnhead off the lands of Easter Dykehead alias half of Wester 

Dalquairn RS59/10 f.333 
1708 RS83.12.2.312 James Shaw of Dalquharn 
1710 GD170/196 Precept of Clare Constat by James, E. of C., for infefting Mr Robert Russall of Southhirst 

as heir to David Tennent of Dykehead, his uncle, in the said lands [see 1536 supra] of 
Wester Dalwhairn 

1713 CS232/L/1/25   Lightbody and husband v Schaw of Dalquhairn 
1717 E605/50   Claims on particular estates: James Shaw of Dalquhairn  
1718 E644/1/14 James Shaw of Dalquharn 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20v James Shaw of Dalwhairn 
1724 GD170/196 Precept of Clare constat by Commission of Enquiry - infefting James Shaw now of 

Dalquhairn as heir to James S., his father 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.57 Hendry Robert, tenant in Dalwhairn 
1736 GD170/196 Disposition by James shaw of Dalwhairn in favour of Henry Robert in Badcurr ... of that 

part and portion of his lands of Dalwhairn called the Badcurr 
1736 RS59/17 f.107v James Waddell of South Bankhead as baillie --- William Black of North Bankhead as 

procurator for Henry Robert tennent of Baadcur and Herny Robert his eldest lawful son --- 
granted by James Shaw of Dalquhairn with consent of Alexander Miln of Newmiln --- 
that part of James Shaw’s lands of Dalquhairn called Baddcurr --- also that part of the 
Black Lochmuir 

1737 GD170/196 Disposition by the foresaid James Shaw of Dalwhairn in favour of Robert Black of the 
part and portion of the land of Paixhole (being part of the Estate of Dalwhairn) possest by 
Zacharia Allan 

1745 RS59/19 f.3 that little part and portion of his lands of Dalquhairn called Easter Loanhead bounded as 
follows Viz going south west from the western gable of the house called Westerloanend 
about five falls where there is a march stone fixt upon the north side of the road leading to 
Dalquhairn Bridge from thence going in a straight line north east to the big stone in the 
north west nook of the yeard dyke lying within the north side of the said house thence east 
the Green Dyke to Dalquhairn Burn having the said burn upon the east side and the lands 
of Craigend upon the south side thereof with the houses and yeards presently built upon the 
said lands --- parish of Slamannan  

1745 RS59/19 f.4v all and haill that piece of land called the Round Haugh being a part and pertinent of the 
lands of Dalquharn --- parish of Slamannan  

1745 RS59/19 f.5v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Paxhole being part of the Estate of 
Dalquharn bounded as follows Viz upon the south west and having two march stones 
fixed in the Green South at the west end of the Cadger Know running down to the 
Dalquharn Burn from thence having the present current of the said burn to the Aven 
Water upon the west and north sides and the said Water upon the north and the said Robert 
Black his lands of Boxholle upon the east and south --- parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Dalwhern 
1783 AOS 341 Edward Morton, merchant, Linlithgow, and Euphan Dick his spouse, seised in part of 

Dalwhairn called Loanend, parish of Slamannan on disp. by James Main of Loanend. P.R. 
27.453 
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1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. parts of Balcastle, part of Dalquhairn, and parts thereof called 
Badcur and Lochhouse 

1792 AOS 2234  part of Dalquhairn called Cooperfield, parish of Slamannan and half of Craigend adjacent 
Cooperfield 

1800 AOS 3908 part of Dalquhairn called Paikshole 
1817 Grassom Dalqharen 
1819 AOS 9132 part of the lands of Dalquhairn called Cooperfield 
1860 OSNB Dalquhairn A farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, offices one, former slated, latter 

tiled and in good repair. Property Mr Shaw, Bathgate. 
1860 OS Dalquhairn  
 
cf Dalquhairn NX325965; NX895795  
DALQUHAIRN BRIDGE # SLM NS9072 [1]   NS905724 
 
1745 RS59/19 f.3 the north side of the road leading to Dalquhairn Bridge  
 
Note: discussed in Stirlingshire Stirlingshire Inventory No. 464 
DALQUHAIRN BURN SLM NS9072 [1]  NS907726 
 
c. 1590 Pont Dalwharn B. 
1745 RS59/19 f.3 east the Green Dyke to Dalquhairn Burn having the said burn upon the east side and the 

lands of Craigend upon the south side thereof  
DALQUHAIRN HAUGH # SLM NS9072 [3]  
 
1746 RS59/19 f.93v Dalquhairn Haugh purchased from James Shaw of Dalquhairn 
1787 AOS 1061 piece of ground called Dalquharn haugh 
DALQUHAIRN MILL # SLM NS9O72 [3]  
 
1613 RMS vii 1077 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander, Earl of Linlythgow etc.,- [wherein, in 

completion of a contract of the present date etc.,- grants at feuferme to James Schaw in 
Paixhoill, and Agnes Flemyng his wife, 

 Reserving the freedom of constructing a mill in that part of Dalquhairne betwix the West-
burn- fuird of Dalquhairne at the Smyith-yard-nuik and the Eister-burn-fuird where the 
market road crosses, and the freedom of ane schilling-hill from the said mill within the said 
bounds to the said southern road for the purpose of dichting schilling thairuponn 

1711 SC67/67/v 113v Alexander P(arlie), tacksman of the miln of Dalquhairn  
1724 SC67/67/6 f.42v James Bell, miller and tacksman of Dalwhairn Miln 
1818 AOS part of Bankhead called Heallmark with the mill thereon called Dalquhairn Mill 
DAM DYKE # SLM NS8873 [1]   NS885737   
 
1806 CHA A958/254 Dam Dyke 
 
This is given as a place-name but a weir is shown although there is no sign of a mill 
DARNE MOSS # SLM NS8970 [2]  
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.73v at that part of Slamanane muir called the Derne Moss 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 Darne Moss  
DARNRIG SLM NS8775 [1]   NS879752   
 
1721 RS59/14 f.292v Easter and Wester Gardrum Darnridge Lochbank, three acres at Craigmadie and Miln of 

Elridge 
1799 AOS 3789  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie, barony of Abbotskerse; - Gardrum and Darnrig, Lochback, 

Lochstank 
1806 CHA A958/254 Darn Rig 
1817 Grassom Darnrig 
1860 OS Darnrig 
1886 BPB No. 4. No. 19 No. 20 Pit - Darnrigg colliery 
1912 CDS13 Darnrig - John Aikenhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Darnrig 
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cf Darnabo NJ785415; Darnaconnor NX275835; Darnagie NX275575 [PNG 105];  
 Darnbog DPC;  Darnbogue NS865885; Darngavil NS875565 
DARNRIG MOSS SLM NS865755   
 
1817 Grassom Elrig Moss 
1860 OS Darnrig Moss 
1971 OS Darnrig Moss 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Darnrig Moss 
DROVE LOAN/ ROAD SLM NS9172 [1]   NS912721 
 
1806 CHA 958/254  Drove Road 
 
Note:This is the B8028 leading from Falkirk via Shieldhill and crossing the Avon at Avonbridge. 
  
DRUMBOWIE # SLM NS9071 [2] 
 
1624 RS58/3 f.221 [L] [endorsed “sasine William Adie the lands of Wester Lenhous and Bulliendaill”] 

personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Adie in 
Drumbowie 

1625 RS58/3 f.318 [L] William Adie in Drumbowie 
1635 RS58/6 f.285v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Adye in 

Drumbowie and Katherine Russell his spouse and William Levingstoune of Westquarter 
as baillie for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation --- lands of Jawcraige 
– [witnesses to sasine] John Russall in Newdyk, James [?] in Shilhill  

1638 RS58/7 f.134v William Andro of Drumbowie 
1671 RS59/4 f.271v [L] Andrew Mungall eldest lawful son to Andrew Mungall portioner of Bulliondaill --- 

Jean Adie eldest lawful daughter to Thomas Adie portioner of Drumbowie future spouse 
to Andrew [junior]  

1686 RS83/1 f.6.13 James Boid sone to James Boid portioner of Drumbow in an annualrent out of the lands of 
Arnloss. Registered on the 88th leaf of the said Register 

 
See Watson PNRC p 165 
DRUMBOWIE BURN # SLM NS9071 [2] 
 
1642 RS58/7 f.337 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Tailzeor in 

Drombowie Burne Thomas Russall in Quhyne --- Westlenhous --- those three parts of the 
lands commonly known as Hauches lying at the back side of the dwelling houses 
[witnesses to sasine] James Zoung in Burne of Drumcrie 

1644 RS58/8 f.82v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Tailzeor portioner of 
Coxhill and Jonet Tailzeor his spouse [witnesses to sasine] John Tailzeor in Lugibrea and 
Robert Tailzeor in Drumbuey Burne his brother 

1655 RS58/10 f.70v Robert Taiyllour in Drumbouie Burne [witnesses to sasine] Overtoune of Bogieknowes 
1659 RS58/12 f.225 Andrew Mungall portioner of Bulliondell and tailzeor in Drumbuyburne  
1670 RS59/4 f.218v Thomas Wastoun eldest lawful son to the deceast John Wastoun of Craigend and Margaret 

Taylour lawful daughter to Robert Taylour of Drumbowieburn future spouse to the said 
Thomas --- lands of Slamannan called Craigend of Holehous 

1693 GD170/196 lands called Drumbowieburn 
1698 SC67/67/3 f.129v Robert Taylour of Drumbowieburn  
DRUMCLAIR SLM NS8671 [1]  NS861712 - Wester  
     NS868712 - Easter 
 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.83v James Thomesone in Drumclair 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.72v John Tailziour in Drumclaire 
1708 RS59/12 f.356v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Salmond portioner 

of Balwhatstone --- all and haill the lands of Wester Drumclare commonly called the 
Herds Mealling 

1738 RS59/17 f.325v Balquhatston and Wester Drumclair called the Herds Mealling with seventeen dales of 
land lying eastward from the same with pasturage upon the south and north ends thereof  
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1748 RS59/19 f.254v Jean Boyd lawful daughter to the deceast John Boyd tennant in Easter Drumclair 
1755 Roy Drumclare - Wester and Easter 
1788 AOS 1324 half of parts of Slamannan Muir called Wester Balmitchell & Drumclair 
1791 AOS   part of Slamannan Muir called Drumclair 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and above the hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
1797 AOS 3439  James Boyd in Drumclair - in Lows, being part of Blacklochmuir. parish of Slamannan – 

James Binnie of Lows, William Gray of Windy yett 
1806 CHA 958/254  Wester Drumclair 
1817 Grassom Drumclair – Easter and Wester  
1860 OSNB Drumclair A considerable large farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. 

Property of Henry Taylor Esq, Springbank, Parkhead, near Glasgow. 
 Drumclair Row This name applies to two rows of colliers houses which are one storey in 

height, tiled and in good repair. Property of Mr John Nimmo, coalmaster, Bo'ness. 
 Easter Drumclair Farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

R.C.D.C. Buchanan, Drumpeller. 
1860 OS Drumclair – Wester Drumclair 
1980 OS Easter Drumclair 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Drumclair 
 
DRUMCREE # SLM NS8970 [1]  NS898702  
 
1624 RS58/3 f.221 [L] [endorsed ”sasine William Adie the lands of Wester Lenhous and Bulliendaill] 

personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Adie in 
Drumbowie, James Pendir in Linmilne, procurators with the assent of Jonete Burne, spouse 
of the said William” - James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James 
Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that third part of all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Wester Lenhous --- and all and haill 
that half of his half of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bulziondal, viz, 
that half of the said lands beyond the dyke ---excepting and reserving to James Cochrane of 
Barbauchlaw, his heirs and successors, that part and portion of the said lands which pertain 
to him commonly known as Drumkrie  

1625 RS58/3 f.318 [L] William Adie in Drumbowie, John Lichtbody son of Alexander Lichtbody in West 
Lenhous and Jean Shaw his spouse --- West Lenhous and Bulzeondailles [annualrent I 
think] lands of Slamannan Muir commonly called West Lenhous --- lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly called Bulzeondaillis [extra valla] --- with that part or portion of the land 
which pertains commonly known as lie Drumkrie 

1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Tennend, senior, of Dyckheid and John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune, 
bailie in that part for James Cochrane of Barbachlay with a charter from the said James of 
his lands of Eist Lenhous commonly known as the Burne lying within the dykes with 
houses [etc] occupied and possessed by John Forsythe and James Pendir junior of 
Lenmylne and William Wilsone and all and hail the lands of Drumcrie with a marsh 
commonly known as the bog [cum una marisco vulgo lie boig nuncupat] 

1638 RS58/7 f.138 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 
Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumcrie with marisco, commonly the bog, known as Tintoissyk which is presently 
occupied and possessed by George Mochrie --- lying within the barony of Airthbissett and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1653 GD170/196 Charter of confirmation by James E. of C. of a diposition by James Shaw to John Mungalle 
of All and Haill that Two parts of that part or portion of Slamannan Muir called Wester 
Linhouse with the pertinents, reserving to the heirs or successors of James Cochrane of 
Barbachlie that part and portion of the said lands pertaininig to them called Drumcree 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.70v lands of Drumcree and Tintosyke 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 disposition and charter to lands of Drumcree, comprehending Tintosyke 
1752 RS59/20 f.36 James Mochrie of Stonerig having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and whole the lands of 

Fencilhead of Westerlinhouse bounded by the lands of Gilloan of Wellhouse upon the west 
The lands of Tennent of Burnhead upon the south the lands of Wester Greeenhill upon the 
east The lands of Hillhouse upon the north --- with the exception of these parts called 
Drumcrie and Stonerig --- lying within the parish of Slamannan and barrony of Callander 

1775 CRS James Hay, tenant in Easterburn of Drumcrie 
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1789 AOS 1614 half of Drumcree with the Marsh and Boag called Tinlors-Syke, parish of Slamannan  
1791 VR Drumcree 
1801 AOS 4088 part of Slamannan muir called Drumcree, with the Bog called Fintorsyke 
1806 CHA 958/254 Drumcree 
1817 Grassom Drumcree 
1821 Ainslie Drumcree 
 
cf Balnacree, Pitlochry [CDS13]  
 
Drumcree lies beside a burn that forms part of the boundary between Stirlingshire and WLO. 
 
DRUMMIE MOSS # SLM NS8373 [2]  
 
1716 RS59/13 f.312v granted be Thomas Russal of Middlerig to the said Alexander Waddel --- of all and haill 

that portion of his lands called Blackrig lyand on the north side of Greenhill Burn with the 
ten rigs of land besouth the park dike on the north side of the Whitepiece lyand on the east 
side of the said burn and adjacent to the said park dike and also with that part of the 
Drennie Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.128v George Waddell of Rashiehill of these parts and portions of Slamannan Muir called 
Rashiehill --- as also his lands called Blackridge purchased by him from Thomas Russell of 
Midleridge lying on the north side of Green Hill Burn and ten ridges of land besouth the 
park dike on the north of the Whitepiece lying on the east side of the said burn and adjacent 
to the said park dike with part of the Drummie Moss 

DRUMRIGGEND SLM NS8371 [1]   NS836718  
 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.18v John Jack in Drumridgend 
1806 CHA 958/254 Drumrigend  
1817 Grassom Drumrigend  
1860 OSNB Drumrigend Farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of John Arthur. 
1860 OS Drumrigend  
1980 OS Drumrigend  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Drumriggend  
DRUMTASSIE BRIDGE SLM NS9070 [1]  NS900708 
 
1860 OSNB Drumtassie Bridge A small stone bridge of one arch, spanning Drumtassie Burn on the 

parish road a few chains south of Easter Greenhill. It is the property of the Heritors of the 
parish. 

1860 OS Drumtassie Bridge  
 
Drumtassie lies on the south side of the burn in WLO - NS902707 [PNWL 93] 
DRUMTASSIE BURN SLM NS916725 [1] 
 
1860 OS 
1860 OSNB Drumtassie Burn A small stream forming, during the greater part of it course, the 

boundary between the counties of Stirling and Linlithgow. After passing Drumtassie 
Bridge near Easter Greenhill it assumes the name of Linnmill Burn, and retains that name 
till its confluence with the River Avon, east of the village of Avonbridge. 

1980 OS Drumtassie Burn  
 
cf Phantassie ELO 
DYKE SLM NS8574 [1]   NS855740   
 
1755 Roy  Dyke 
1795 CRS Andrew Ferguson of Dike 
1806 CHA A958/254 Dyke 
1956 OS Dyke 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Dyke 
DYKEHEAD OF BALCASTLE # SLM NS8572 [3] 
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1641 SC67/67/1 f.13 Alexander Zung in Dykheid of Balcastell - see for evidence of tak 
1657 RS58/11 f.200v Thomas Scouler in the Heiddyke of Balcastell  
DYKEHEAD SLM NS8871 [1] NS885719 [Easter] (see Redhall for Wester) 
 
1536 GD170/196 Alan Tennent in Dykheid  
1582 CRE James Tennent in Dykehead - Jonet Waddell sometime spouse 
1590 Pont 
1605 CRE Jonet Calder, relict of John Tennent in the Dyk-heid, parish of St Lawrence 
1606 CRE Jonet Cuthill, sometime spouse to John Tennent in Dykheid, parish of St Lawrence 
1625 RS58/3 f.297 [L] James Tennend, portioner of Wester Dykehead 
1627 RS58/3 f.452v  Be it kent till all men be thir present lettirs, Me William Tennend lawful son to Johne 

Tennend of Wester Dykehead and brother and air to umquhille David Tennend 
forsaemeikill as James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw conform to ane contract past and perfittit 
betwix him on the ane pairt and me and the said umquhill David my brother on the uthir --- 
said James his lands of Eister Lenhous callit the Burne with houses biggins zairds toftis 
croftis moss mure pasture --- common pasture then pssessed and occupied be Robert Boyd, 
William Robertsone and Robert Marshell lyand within the barony of Airthbisset and 
sheriffdom of Stirling 

1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Tennend, senior, of Dyckheid and John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune, 
bailie in that part for James Cochrane of Barbachlay with a charter from the said James of 
his lands of Eist Lenhous commonly known as the Burne lying within the dykes with 
houses [etc] occupied and possessed by John Forsythe and James Pendir junior of 
Lenmylne and William Wilsone and all and hail the lands of Drumcrie with a marsh 
commonly known as the bog [cum una marisco vulgo lie boig nuncupat] 

1629 RS58/4 f.286 [L] compeared James Shaw in Peaxhoill as procurator for Richard Thomsoune in 
Dyckheid with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of 
Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of 
Slamannan Mure known as Hoilhous formerly possessed and occupied by the late Andrew 
Taylzior in Hoilhous and now by Allan Taylzior, blacksmith in Hoilhous  

1630 CRS Richard Thomson in Dykehead of Slamannan 
1632 RS58/5 f.351v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Thomsoun 

son and heir of the late Richard Thomsoun in Dyckheid and William Robertsoun in 
Westerburne baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow ---- in all and haill that part and 
portion of the lands of Slamananmwre known as Hoilhous formerly possessed and 
occupied by the late John Tailzier in Hoilhous and now by Allan Tailzier blacksmith in 
Hoilhous 

1636 RS58/6 f.360v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Tennant eldest 
lawful son to James Tennant senior of Deykheid, Issabella Weir eldest lawful daughter to 
the late James Weir portioner of Southscheillis and future wife of the said James Tennant 
junior --- all and haill the equall half of the lands of Wester Dalquharne – parish of 
Slamannan 

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Eister and Wester Dykeheides  
1638 RS58/7 f.126v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 

Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead and James Cairns [nuncius?] 
king’s baillie [regis ballitus] in that part --- all and haill that part of Slamannane Mure 
commonly known as lie Steanrige with houses [etc] [later defines it as a quarter part] 
[witnesses to sasine] James Pender, junior, portioner of Grenhill, Robert Russell, son of 
John Russell in Blairmuckis, William Tennend, lawful son of the late John Tennend of 
Burneheid  

1638 RS58/7 f.138 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 
Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumcrie with maristo, commonly the bog, known as Tintoissyk which is presently 
occupied and possessed by George Mochrie --- lying within the barony of Airthbissett and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1638 RS58/7 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pender, eldest 
lawful son to James Pender in Linemyln and Katherine Tennent his spouse, lawful 
daughter of the late John Tennent of Westir Dykhead --- the late Agnes Dick, his mother --
- lands of Eist Linhous known as the Burne, lying within the dykes, with houses [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] Andrew Mungall in Bulzeondall  
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1645 SC67/67/1 f.44 The quhilk day James Flyming in Wallhill is ressavit and admittit officer to that ffourtie 
schilling Land of Dalquhairne Holhous Dykeheidis and Balquhatsteane quha hes giffine 
his aithe as affeiris 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 William Tennent in Dykeheide; James Tennent thair 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.85v William Meinzies in Dykeheid 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.88 John Miller in Dykeheid 
1654 RS58/9 f.270 William Tennand of Wester Dykeheid 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.58 William Adie in Dykehead 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.92 Elspeth Gilmor in Dykehead 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.99 Janet Wear spouse to James Tennent in Dykehead 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.108 Mr George Phin against tenants and others: det. of removing to be extracted in respect they 

failed to find caution conf. to last act. John Wauch willingly gave over his parts of 
Dykehead ... James Teenet [recte Tenent] elder of Westaiker protested against sentence in 
respect he stood infeft in said lands conform to sasine produced; pursuer answered that it 
was denuded of right in favour of JT younger, his son 

1686 SC67/67/2 f.114 James Tennent in Dykehead 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.114v Alexander Marshell in Dykehead 
1700 RS83/2/407  John [Tennant] of Burnhead off the lands of Easter Dykehead alias half of Wester 

Dalquairn RS59/10 f.333 
1710 SC67/67/5 f. 83v Mr Robert Russell of Forest [later in same entry given as ‘of Southhirst] heritor of the 

lands of Wester Dalquhairn alias Dyckhead 
1718 E644/1/14 John Tennant of Burnhead for feu duty for easter dyk head and dry multure for Dykhead 
1720 GD170/196 Disposition by James Shaw now of Dalquhairn to John [Mochrie?] in Easter Dykehead of 

that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan commonly called Lochhouse extending to 
an 8 penny land 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.14 Robert Mochrie in Dykehead 
1723 Murray i p. 224 an hostler house at the Dykeheads 
1781 AOS 143 William Russall in Dykehead 
1817 Grassom W. Dykehead – E. Dykehead 
1860 OSNB Dykehead A large farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of Mr 

Thomas Johnston and residence. Since the change in Wester Dykehead this steading has 
been called Dykehead, ommitting the word Easter. 

1980 OS Dykehead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Dykehead 
DYKEHEAD - EASTER SLM NS8871 [1]   NS885719  
 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14 James Tennent elder of Eisterdykeheide 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35v William Meynzies in Eisterdykeheide [brother and servant: James M.] 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.128 James Tennent in Eisterdykeheid; Alexander Mairshell there, William Ranken there 
1700 GD170/196 Charter of resignation of said lands [1/2 of the lands of Wr Dalquhairn - Tennent family] 

therein called Easter Dykehead 
1710 GD170/196 Disposition of the said lands by the said John Tennent in favour of Agnes Bryce, relict of 

Robert Rankine in Balcastle 
1718 E644/1/14 John Tennant of Burnhead for feu duty for Easter Dyk Head and dry multure for Dykhead 
1731 GD170/196 Disposition by Agnes Bryce with consent of John Storie her second husband in favour of 

John and Robert Rankine, her sons 
1732 RS59/16 f.99v  John Rankine in Easter Dykhead of all and haill John Tennant in Burnhead, his outfield 

lands of Burnhead commonly called Wester Burnhead and Whiteknow --- bounded in 
manner after mentioned viz. on the south by the Polness Burn and on the west by the Whin 
march and on the north by the Stonrige march and from the eastmost pitt stone in the 
corner of Stonrige march south moss in an strait line by the side of Drumcrie march to the 
south west corner thereof and from thence in a strait line to ane old dyke in the face of the 
moss and from thence to Polmaise Burn --- all lying within the parish of Slamannan  

1788 AOS 1351  part of Easter Dykehead called Blacklochmuir, parish of Slamannan 
1798 AOS 3458  in the third part of Easter Dykehead called Babithill 
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2001 OS Explorer 349  Dykehead 
DYKEHEAD - WESTER SLM NS8871 [1]  NS882717  
 
1621 RS58/2 f.197v [L] [endorsed “David and William Tennentis saising of Burne”] William Tennent and 

David Tennent sons lawful of [John] Tennent of Wester Dyke Head  
1682 SC67/67/2 f.30 John Chambers son to James Chambers in Westerdykehead 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.38v John Chambers in Westerdyke 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v Robert Grinlay, smith in Westerdykehead 
1752 RS59/20 f.37 Wester Dykehead 
1789 AOS 1556 part of Balmulzier called Southhouse, Middlerig, Rashiehill, Wester Dykeheads  
DYKENEUK # SLM NS8871 [1]  NS881719  
 
1755 Roy Dykeneuk 
1806 CHA 958/254 Dykeneuk 
1817 Grassom Dykeneuk 
 
cf Dykeneuk WLO [PNWL 36] 
EASTER-BURN-FORD # SLM NS9072 [3]  
 
1613 RMS vii 1077 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander, Earl of Linlythgow etc.,- [wherein, in 

completion of a contract of the present date etc.,- grants at feuferme to James Schaw in 
Paixhoill, and Agnes Flemyng his wife, reserving the freedom of constructing a mill in that 
part of Dalquhairne betwix the West-burn- fuird of Dalquhairne at the Smyith-yard-nuik 
and the Eister-burn-fuird where the market road crosses, and the freedom of ane 
schilling-hill from the said mill within the said bounds to the said southern road for the 
purpose of dichting schilling thairupon 

1665 RS59/2 f.65 [L] the Eister Burnford  
EASTER CRAIGS # SLM NS8573 [4]  
 
1622 CRS Robert Forrest in Easter Craigs, parish of St Lawrence 
EASTER CROFT NS8971 [2] #  
 
1798 AOS 3609  part of Easter Holehouse called the Easter Croft with the steading and houses 
EASTER MAILLING # SLM NS8971 [2]  
 
1734 GD170/196 Disposition by James Bowie in Glen to George Waddale of All and Haill these parts and 

portions of his lands of Holhouse called the Eastermailling of Holhouse which lands were 
purchased by the deceast John Bowie of Holhouse, his father, from the Earl of Linlithgow 
and Callendar, together with that piece of meadow belonging to the Wester mealling of 
Holhouse called Barns 

1791 AOS 2114  Easter Mailling of Holehouse 
1793 AOS 2525 George Wauch at Crosshill - Easter Mailling of Holehouse, parish of Slamannan 
 
Note: 1806 CHA 958/254 shows that East Holehouse lay on site of present Holehouse 
ELRIG  SLM NS8874 [1]   NS885742  
 
1551 Wigton 240  lands of Elrigs - see Abbotskerse 
1554 RMS iv 885  Elrig - see Abbotskerse 
1587 RMS v 1304  Elrik - see Abbotskerse 
1590 Pont  Elrick Loch 
1611 RMS v 560  Elrig - see regality of Polmont 
1614 CRS Elrige - Patrick Waddell in - 
1624 Murray  Elrig - Thomas Fleming in Jaw complained that Janet Eiston in Elrig, had called him a 

‘menswourne thief’. 
1624 RS58/3 f.217v [endorsed “Sasine George Cheislie”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten, George Cheislie in Elrig and Elizabeth Schaw his spouse 
1627 RS58/4 f.31 George Waddell in Ellrige 
1630 POC Elrig - barony of Broughton - held by Hamilton 
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1633 RS58/6 f.37 George Cheislie in Elrig and William Shaw in Bogo baillie in that part Patrick Adie eldest 
lawful son of John Adie in Brigend Marjory Dinmoir his spouse 

1634 CRS  Thomas Clogie 
1635 Retour 118  Elrig 
1636 CRS  James Robb in Elrig 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.39  Quhilkis persones of assyse being suorne and admittit and Removeit furthe of the court to 

ane over Rowme in the said Tolbuithe be pluralietie of vottis all in ane voyce hes electit 
Patrick Grindley as Chanceller Quha efter tryell takeine thaire hes declairit be James 
Schaw that William Lightbodie in Barbachlie and with him Thomas Adie in Alrig being in 
Company togidder ilk ane of thame with ane hagbute and the said William Lightbodie 
schote ane auld duik having zung dukis with her at the Litill Loche ... Robert Fforest in 
Alrig 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.82 The quhilk day George Boyde in Wester jaw is descernit and ordanit to delyver to Robert 
Forest in Alrig and George Cheiselie thair shyrvand callit Robert Boyle quha was nameit 
to go furthe as ane souldeyor for thame and thairefter ressait be the said George and that 
within 24 hors under the paine of 200 lib. 

1652 CRS George Chiesly, elder in Elrig 
1664 CRS John Book in Elrick, spouse Jealis Leishman 
1664 CRS James Forrest in Elrige 
1673 Murray i p224  Thomas Russell of Elrige 
1682 SPR/SR Thomas Russal of Elrig 
1687 CRS Katherine Boick in Eldrick 
1691 VR  Ellrig 
1691 RS59/8 f.32v being part of the ffourtie shilling land Ellrige  
1701 RS83/2/10.527  Ann and Catherine Russall daughters to Thomas Russal of Elrig RS59/10 f.440 
1708 RS59/12 f.302v ane fourth part of the lands of Elrig commonly called Croftandy --- bounded as follows 

Lying betwixt the lands belonging to Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw on the west The Water of 
Aven on the south the lands called Grayrig and the lands called the Syde The colliery 
possest possest be John Mitchell coonforme to the march stones sett betwixt the same on 
the east and the common muir on the north 

1721 RS59/14 f.271 William Coubrouch in Falkirk lawful heir to John Coubruch drover in Falkirk --- 
disposition from Thomas Russall of Elrig --- of all and haill a part and portion of the lands 
of Elrig --- bounded as follows viz be the lands and mosses pertaining to the late Earl of 
Linlithgow’s vassals upon the east the Water of Aven on the south the lands of Croftandie 
upon the west and upon the north Running straight up the miln burn and straight through 
the middle of Elrig Loch and from thence in a straight line to the said late Earl’s march 
upon the east as said is and that for the north marches --- with the just and equal half of the 
Room and seats in the Church of Falkirk effeiring and belonging to the said lands of Elrig 

1723 Macfarlane  Elridge 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.62 John Glen in Elrig 
1737 RS59/17 f.194v William Couburgh in Elrigg his houses in Falkirk  
1737 RS59/17 f.248v compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Aikenhead of Jaw having a 

dispositon granted by Thomas Russell of Elridge --- the right of servitude which the said 
John Aikenhead and his predecessors have enjoyed of bringing water from the said 
Thomas Russel his Loch of Elridge to the Miln of Jaw and of building and upholding a 
dam and dam dike at the west end of the said Loch for the better securing the said Miln of 
Jaw with water from the said Loch but likewise the said Thomas Russel sold annalzied and 
disponed from him his heirs and successors to and in favour of the said John Aikenhead 
heirs and assignees whomesoever heritably and irredeemably all and haill the said Thomas 
Russel his Miln Stead of Elridge and stones about the same as the same is at present 
ruinous with free ish and entrie thereto with the old aquaduct and watergang of the said 
Miln from said Loch of Elridge to the Miln thereto and a piece of ground on the south east 
side of the said Thomas Russel his house consisting of fourty feet in breadth and length for 
a shilling hill and all priviledges of building a damhead upon the parts of the lands of 
Elridge disponed by the said Thomas Russel to William Coubrough lying upon the south 
side of the Loch or aquaduct therefrom and competent to the said Thomas Russel by his 
right and conveyances of the said lands in favour of the said William Coubrough and with 
liberty and priviledge of building ane damhead upon the lands lying on the northside of the 
said aquaduct at any part thereof betwixt the said Loch and and the above Shillinghill 
togetherwith the loos stones upon the ground about the said damhead which may be 
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necessary for building therof and but prejudice to the said Thomas Russel and his foresaids 
of their right and propertie in the said Loch and water of Elridge [witnesses to sasine] John 
Graham tennent in Croftandie 

1739 RS59/17 f.427 Thomas Russell of Elridge --- Mary Fleming his spouse [selling to Alexander Sympsone 
merchant in Falkirk] --- all and haill the lands of Elridge and Gardrum 

1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse -
-- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan  

1749 RS59/19 f.358 Henry Coubrugh portioner of Elrig as heir to the deceast William Coubrugh drover in 
Falkirk only lawful son and heir to the also deceast John Coubrugh drover there--- Precept 
of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elrig --- bounded 
viz: by the lands and mosses pertaining to the late Earl of Linlithgows vassals upon the 
east, The Watter of Aven upon the south The lands of Croftandie upon the west and upon 
the north running straight up the miln burn and straight through the middle of the Elrig 
Loch and from thence in a straigh line to the said late Earls march upon the east as saidis 
And that for the north march 

1755 Roy Elrig 
1781 AOS 52 John Tennent in Jamaica, as heir to John Tennent of Burnhead, his father, seised in Easter 

Jaw, & Mill thereof, tenement & piece of ground on the east side of the said Mill, reg. of 
Callander; - Mill of Elridge & Shillinghill, in Bond by John Aikenhead of Jaw to said John 
Tennent Mar 1748; on Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Hamilton of Wishaw; P.R. 
26.478 

1783 RHP 1533/3 Plan of the Estate of Lochelridge - shows the present Glenelrig as ‘Elridge’. 
1784 AOS 610 Burella Hunter, as heir to Alexander Hunter M.D., London, her father, seised in parts of 

Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum, part of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, & Lochstank - sold 
to Robert Hunter, professor of Greek, University of Edinburgh, 1774. G.R. 420.35 

1790 AOS 1747  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum & parts of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, 
Lochstank - part of the barony of Abbotskerse  

1800 AOS 3924 William Coubrough of Elrig 
1817 Grassom  Ellrig 
1819 AOS 9043 Henry Coubrough, farmer, Dykes, as heir to Jean Auld, spouse of William Coubrough of 

Ellrigg, and Janet Auld, daughter of Robert Auld of Balmitchell, his mother and sister 
(9071 has him again plus William Coubrugh his son) 

1820 SLAMCART  Easter Jaw alias Glen Elrig 
1838 C2/217.3  John B Ralston of Elrig 
1847 RHP 127/2 Plan of the lands of Boxton:- western march is ‘lands of Glenelrig, J.B.Ralston Esq.’ 
1856 C2/256.53  Robert W Ralston of Glenelrig 
1860 OS  Glen Elrig 
 
cf Elrick NJ5916; Eilrig NT3708; Alrick NO1961. 
 Elrigside WLO [PNWL 102]; Elrig, Galloway [PNG 133] 
  Allrick ABD  
ELRIG MILL # SLM NS872745   
 
1721 RS59/14 f.292v Easter and Wester Gardrum Darnridge Lochbank, three acres at Craigmadie and Miln of 

Elridge 
1767 EEC 11 Feb, 3c:  To be sold in house of James Wyse "the Town and Lands of Easter Jaw, with the mill and 

mill-lands thereof; as also the mill of Elrig, and sucken of both the said mills, together 
with certain superiorities of part of the Lands of Jaw... The lands hold of a subject superior 
for payment of ten marks of feu. They have mostly been in the proprietor's possession for 
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many years past, are of considerable extent, and will admit of great improvements. There is 
a good going coal on the grounds, besides limestone and moss ..."  

1783 RHP 1533/1-3 Elrig Miln 
ELRIG MOSS # SLM NS8875 [1]   
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- with liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of Elridge --- within the barony 
and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling and now within the 
Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan 

 
see Gardrum Moss 
FENCE # SLM NS8970 [2]  
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.70v heritors of Fence 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71v heritors of Fence 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 Fence 
1696 SC67/67/3 f.91 In the action pershwed be James Lightbodie in Lonhouse agt John Russall in Builiondaile 

mentioning that wher the said complainer did sett to the said John ane pairt of his lands 
called Fence and ther was Resserved out thairof Ane rige for the complainers use Yet the 
said John Russall did sow he samen rige Which rige did sow ane furlit corn And thairfor 
ought to pay to the complainer sex furlit corn as the product sowen one the said rige in 
maner mentioned in the said libel parties present the defender denyes and the persewer 
refers the samen to his oath Who being sworn depones negative to the lybell In respect 
quhairof the baillies assoulzies him 

1800 CHA A854.031–033 Fence 
 
cf Fence Bay, Fairlie; Fence, Lesmahagow; Fence of Hunterston; Fencedyke, Irvine; Fencefoot, Fairlie 
FENCE HILL # SLM NS893707 [2]  
 
1755 Roy Fence Hill 
1817 Grassom Fencehill 
FENCEHILLHEAD SLM NS8970 [1]   NS890706 
 
1720 GD170/196 Principal Disposition by Thomas Andrew and Margaret Mungale his spouse to Thomas 

Ronald, Provost of Linlithgow, of the Wester part of these two parts and portions of All 
and Haill these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan muir called Wester Linhouse 
which wester part of the said lands is called Fencehillhead 

1723 GD170/196 Diposition by Provost Ronald in favour of Agnes Gray, relict of aforesaid George Mochrie 
of Stonridge of the said lands of Fencehillhead 

1724 RS59/14 f.466 Agnes Gray relict of the deceast George Mochrie of Stainridge --- of all and haill these 
parts of the lands of Slamannan Muir called Wester Lenhouse the which wester part of 
these lands is called Fencilhead 

1752 RS59/20 f.36 James Mochrie of Stonerig having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and whole the lands of 
Fencilhead of Westerlinhouse bounded by the lands of Gilloan of Wellhouse upon the 
west The lands of Tennent of Burnhead upon the south the lands of Wester Greeenhill 
upon the east The lands of Hillhouse upon the north --- with the exception of these parts 
called Drumcrie and Stonerig --- lying within the parish of Slamannan and barrony of 
Callander 

1789 AOS 1642 parts of Slamannan, viz. Stanerig, Fencilhead, Whin, Holehouse, Burnhead, Whiteknow of 
Burnhead, parish of Slamannan  

1792 AOS 2230  Fencilhead of Wester Linhouse 
1796 AOS 3146  Fencelhead of Wester Lenhouse 
1806 CHA 958/254 Fencehillhead  
1812 VR Fencehillhead  
1860 OSNB Fencehillhead A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of Miss 

Ann Shanks, Fencehillhead, and others. 
1860 OS Fencehillhead  
1956 OS Fencehillhead  
FEUHILL # SLM NS8571 [1]  NS851712  
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1860 OS Feuhill  
1860 OSNB Feuhill A row of dwelling houses a little north of Limerig, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property and residence of Gavin Johnstone. 

FINTORE SYKE see Tinto Syke 

FIVE S(L/T)EADINGS # NS8573 [4]  
 
1624 RS58/3 f.227 [L] known as lie the Fyve S[l/t]eadings of Slamannan 
FORDRIG # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1605 CRE Marion Arthour, sometimes spouse to James Waddell, in Leamfuirdrig, parish of 

Slamanno 
1623 CRS James Rylle, younger, in Furdrig, parish of St Lawrence 
 
FORREST BURN # SLM NS    
 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.80 that John Smithe in Fandiesyde [Fannyside] pertaining to my lord Wigtoune hes cassine 

thrie or four dargis of devattis upone the Wastmwire of Wester Jaw and burning thair 
hether Upone Freyday last and hes maid a brege over the burne callit the Forrest burne 
The mairtche betwixt the earle of Wigtoune and my Lord and maks of the mwre with his 
awne nolt delait be the haill tennentis in Wester Jaw 

GARBETHILL BURN SLM NS815731 [1]   
 
1860 OS Garbethill Burn 
1980 OS Garbethill Burn 
GARNEYLEES  # SLM NS8970 [1]  NS898704 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.442v Easter Greenhill including Garnilies --- parish of Slamannan 
1731 RS59/15 f.691v Easter Greenhill called Garneylees with the meadow and pasturage called Mosscauker [or 

Mosscanker? second instance would favour this and third even more so]  
1737 VR part of Easter Greenhill called Garneylees 
1755 Roy Cairny Lies 
1752 RS59/20 f.35v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Black of 

Drumtassie Craig all and whole that part and portion of the lands of Easter Greenhill which 
is commonly called Garneyleys with the meadow and pasturage called Moss Canker and 
the new ground be east the same and houses [etc] 

1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig;- parts 
of Bridgend, and part thereof called Easter Greenhill, part of Lenhouse and Arnloss, part of 
Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees; parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 

1806 CHA 958/254 Garneylees 
1821 Ainslie Cairnlies 
GARRIESWALLS # SLM NS8675 [3]  
 
1728 CRS Andrew Russel and Janet Wilson, his spouse in Garrieswalls, parish of Slamannan 
1732 RS59/16 f.66 all and heall his lands of Westertoun Ridge Thortureknows and Garieswalls lately 

purchased from John Aikenhead of Jaw --- lying within the parish of Slamannan (as now 
annexed by disjunction from Falkirk) --- bound with ---- and the lands of Jaw Craig and 
Greencraig on the north --- Wester Stonie Ridge Thortureknows and Graceswalls 

1802 AOS 4411 Thortourknows, Garrieswalls - given with Wester Stonerig [seised by Wm Forbes] 
 
cf Garrieswells NJ5940 
  Barrieswalls MAS 
GATESIDE # SLM NS8771 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Gateside 
1912 CDS13 Gateside - John Shanks 
GATESIDE SLM NSNS8572 [1] 
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1755 Roy Gateside 
GATESIDE  # SLM NS824734 [1]  
 
1755 Roy 
1806 CHA A958/254 
1817 Grassom 
1860 OS 
GLEDSHILL # SLM NS816739   
 
1755 Roy 
 
cf Gled Hill WLO [PNWL 36] 
    
GOOSEDUBS # SLM NS8674 [1]  NS868745   
 
1746 RS59/19 f.61v Goosedubs --- Nappiefaulds 
1755 Roy 
1793 AOS 2440 John Shaw, tenant, Goosedubs, and Elizabeth Shanks, his spouse 
1796 RHP 1528 
1806 CHA A958/254 
1809 AOS 6311 the lands of Goosedubs and parts of Nappyfaulds, parish of Slamannan  
1817 Grassom 
 
This place is now called Strathavon 
GRANGENEUK SLM NS8273 [1]   NS822739 
 
1956 OS Grangeneuk 
 
Note: CHA A958/254, Grassom and 1860 OS all show this as Wester Greenrig. 
GRAYRIG see Greyrig 
GREENHILL SLM NS8372 [1]  NS836723  
 
1624 RS58/3 f.210 [L] George Mochrie in Grenehill 
1654 RS2/8/147 Robert Russel in Greinehill 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.16v John Shaw in Greinhill  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.124v Margaret Walker, relict of James Chambers in Greinhill 
1698 RS83/2/76 Jean Broun spouse to Thomas Russall of Midlerige ... lands of Midlerige called Greenhill 

[RS59/10 f.69 – f.70] 
1718 E644/1/14  John Shaw of Greenhill  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.8 William Rae in Greenhill 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 Patrick Walker, portioner of Greenhill 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.57 Robert Menzies in Westergreenhill 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59 John Shaw of Greenhill [this is Easter] 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61v Agnes Lightbody in Greenhill 
1737 SC4/3/1 Greenhill 
1755 Roy Greenhill 
1781 AOS 110 George Russell of Greenhill, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called Greenhill, & 

part of the Muir called Rashiemill or Northisle, parish of Slamannan – on disp. by Daniel 
Fisher of Langrigg; P.R. 27.40 

1783 AOS 402 William Harper, merchant, Glasgow, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called 
Greenhill & part of North Isle, parish of Slamannan, on disp. by George Russell of 
Greenhill, merchant, Glasgow. P.R 28.23 

1783 AOS 403 George Russell, vintner, Glasgow, seised in Greenhill, Shawfield & South Isle, parish of 
Slamannan, on disp. by William Russell of Greenhill, his father. P.R. 28.23 

1789 AOS 1457 in a mailing of Wester Greenhill, being part of Middlerig of Slamannan  
1791 AOS 1957 Greenhill & part of the Muir called Rashiehill Muir or North Isle, parish of Slamannan 
1817 Grassom Greenhill 
1860 OS Greenhill 
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1860 OSNB Wester Greenhill A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Mr 
George Waugh, Loanrig, Slamannan. 

1980 OS Greenhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Greenhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Greenhill 
GREENHILL - EASTER SLM NS8971 [1] NS899712  
 
1565 Johnsoun 477 Peter Schaw in Slamannane mour, dwelling in Greynehill 
1567 Johnsoun 787 Peter Schaw in Greynhill 
1588 CRE Christian Waddell, relict of Peter Schaw in Grenehill in Slamannan-Mure 
1624 RS58/3 f.228 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Schaw in Greinhill 

and Isobella Fleyming his spouse --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part 
for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- charter of alienation --- [from?] 
William Robertsone --- all and haill that just and equall half and also all and haill these 
parts and portions of the lands of the said Lord James commonly known as lie Greinhill 
with houses [etc] --- said parts and portions of the said lands of Slamannan Muir [James 
and Isobell are definitely getting possession] [this is Easter] 

1627 CRS James Schaw in Greinhill 
1631 RS58/5 f.172 me John Burne in Standhill [Torphichen p.]for my self --- and Janet Burne my lawful 

dochter --- contract past betwixt me and John Shaw of Greinhill, heritable fewar thairof on 
the ane pairt and me on the wther --- to infeft in lyferent my said dochter Janet Burne and 
airs lawful --- in the just and equal half of of the said John Shaws lands and roume of 
Greinhill [this is Easter] 

1631 RS58/5 f.205 [L] compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in Eister Burnhous 
and Katherine Tennend his spouse and Patrick Walker junior of Badlormie baillie in that 
part for John Shaw in Greinhill and the said James Pendir and his spouse having a charter 
of sale and alienation in all and haill those parts and portions of the said John’s lands of 
Greinhill lying intra vallas, commonly ‘within the dykes’ bounded between zixam vulgo 
the Baak on the east side of the [south?] yard and exitu aqua vulgo watterslap --- with 
houses [etc] [this is Easter] 

1637 CEP Greinhill 
1638 RS58/7 f.126v [L] James Pender, junior, portioner of Grenhill  
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14 John Schaw in Greinhill 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.59v James Pender of Greinhill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v John Schaw in Greinhill; James Pender thair 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v William Schaw in Greinhill 
1653 GD170/196 Item, of that part and portion of the lands of Greenhill lying within the dykes - Together 

with the [Southrig?] of the said lands lying without the dykes 
1662 RS59/1 f.170 [L] James Lightbodie junior, portioner of Leanhous and Agnes Pender his spous having a 

charter of vendition and alienation from William Pender in Burnhous hereditary proprietor 
of the lands underwritten--- all and haill the just and equal half of all and haill these parts 
and portions of the lands of Greinehill lying within the dykes --- bounded between the 
Bank on the east part the lands and yard on the east and the aque guttar the waterslap on 
the west and the Seuce Burne on the north and the head-dyke [supremum murum] lie 
heideick on the south [this is Easter] 

???? GD170/196 Disposition by James Shaw of Easter Greenhill in favour of Gavin Black of that part and 
portion of Greenhill commonly called Greenlees [recte Garnylees] 

1688 SC67/67/2 f.163v Mr Robert Tennent, schoolmaster at St Lawrence Kirk against John Schaw of Greinhill, 
for 11 as several years quarter-payments for William, Thomas, Euphan and Jean Schaws 
his children, and Agnes Booge his oy  

1700 RS59/10 f.271v John Shaw, son to the deceast Robert Shaw, brother germane to umquil John Shaw 
younger of Greinhill, of that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan called Easter 
Greinhill  

1710 GD170/196 Notes that William Pender had sold to ? Lightbody ... part of the lands of Greenhill lying 
within the dykes and that Gillon of Wallhouse had sold the same in 1710 to Robert 
Waddell 

1725 SC67/67/6 f.62 John Shaw of Eastergreenhill 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61v Agnes Lightbody in Greenhill 
1755 Roy Er Greenhill  
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1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig;- parts 
of Bridgend, and part thereof called Easter Greenhill, part of Lenhouse and Arnloss, part 
of Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees; parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 

1789 AOS parts of Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees 
1817 Grassom E. Greenhill  
1860 OS Easter Greenhill  
1860 OSNB Easter Greenhill A large farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, slated and 

in good repair. Property of William Russell, Fencehillhead, Slamannan. 
1980 OS Easter Greenhill  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Greenhill  
GREENHILL - WESTER SLM NS8971 [1]  NS896711 
 
1687 RS83/1 f.11.6 John Lightbodie of Wester Greenhill amd Jonet Rankine his spouse, of his lands of 

Wester Greenhill and Loanhouse. Registered on the 181st leaf of the said Register  
1782 AOS 188 David Baillie, tenant, Craigingall, seised in part of Greenhill called Greensyke, parish of 

Slamannan ; P.R. 27.1641811 VR  
1817 Grassom Wr Greenhill 
1860 OS Wester Greenhill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Wester Greenhill 
GREENHILL BURN SLM NS8473 [1] 
 
1716 RS59/13 f.312v granted be Thomas Russal of Middlerig to the said Alexander Waddel --- of all and haill 

that portion of his lands called Blackrig lyand on the north side of Greenhill Burn with the 
ten rigs of land besouth the park dike on the north side of the Whitepiece lyand on the east 
side of the said burn and adjacent to the said park dike and also with that part of the 
Drennie Moss 

1753 RS59/20 f.128v George Waddell of Rashiehill of these parts and portions of Slamannan Muir called 
Rashiehill --- as also his lands called Blackridge purchased by him from Thomas Russell of 
Midleridge lying on the north side of Green Hill Burn and ten ridges of land besouth the 
park dike on the north of the Whitepiece lying on the east side of the said burn and adjacent 
to the said park dike with part of the Drummie Moss 

GREENLEES see Garneylees 
GREENRIG -WESTER # SLM NS8274 [1]   NS822740 
 
1755 Roy Greenrigs 
1776 NLS 5381 box 30 [Wester Greenrig] the Lintmill is a pretty good building but has not been occupied for 

some years. 120 acres, half which is moss. Cumbernauld lime quarry only 3 miles distant. 
Plan 1776. Rent 6.0.0. John Buchan offer £400 

1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – parts of the barony of Callendar viz. Wester Jaw called 
Greenrig, Jawcraig and Threeprig, parish of Falkirk - GR 451. 256 

1806 CHA A958/254 West Green Rig 
1817 Grassom Wester Greenrig 
1821 Ainslie Greenrig 
1860 OS Wester Greenrig 
 
This is now called Grangeneuk 
GREENRIG – EASTER  SLM NS8274 [1]   NS824740  
 
1754 RS59/20 f.254 John Boyd of Easter Greenridge --- all and haill that his easter half of the lands of 

Greenridge --- as also all and haill that the portion of the lands of Midleridge and Plumbs 
with houses [etc] --- lying of old within the parish of Falkirk and now within the parish of 
Slamannan  

1806 CHA A958/254 East Green Rig 
1817 Grassom Easter Greenrig 
1860 Greenrig 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Greenrig 
GREEN SYKE # SLM NS8870 [1] NS886701  
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1752 RS59/20 f.71 As also the sixth ridge of all and sundry the lands of Greenhill lying without the dykes now 
called the Greensyck being a part of that half merk land of Greenhill which anciently 
belonged to John Shaw of Greenhill 

1755 Roy Green Syke 
1782 AOS 188 David Baillie, tenant, Craigingall, seised in part of Greenhill called Greensyke, parish of 

Slamannan ; P.R. 27.1641811 VR 
1818 AOS 8859 William Baillie of Greensyke as heir to David Baillie, his father, seised in the sixth Rig of 

the lands of Greenhill lying without the Dykes now called the Greensyke, parish of 
Slamannan  

1956 OS Greensyke 
 
Note: this is located in the same area as Blacksyke and Tintosyke 
 
GREYRIG SLM NS8772 [1] NS872723 
 
1656 RS58/11 f.13  and from thence west to the goat or syk on the north syde of the Grayrig and from the west 

end of the Grayrig to the Crossburnhead and from thence downe the said burne wntill it 
cum intill the Watter of Avane  

1755 Roy Grayrig 
1860 OSNB Greyrig A small farmsteading, one storey in height, thatched and in good repair. Property 

of Mr James Waugh, North & South Arnloss. 
1860 OS Greyrig  
1973 OS Greyrig  
1980 OS Greyrig  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Greyrig  
GREYRIG SLM NS8873 [2] 
 
1691 RS59/8 f.32v being part of the ffourtie shilling land Ellrige with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the 

lands of Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw on the west the Water of Avene on the south the lands 
called the Grayrige and the lands called the Syde and the cottaries possest be [blank] 
conform to the march stones set betwixt the same on the east and the comone muire on the 
north parts all lyand in the paroche of Falkirk barony and regality of Abbotscarse and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

GREY SIKE # SLM NS8773 [2]   NS875737 [2]  
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan 

HALFMERK # SLM NS8573 [2]  
 
1629 RS58/4 f.278v [endorsed; sasine John Crystiesone and spouse]compeared Robert Airthour in Baccastell as 

procurator for John Crystiesone in Davidstoune and John Russell in Baccastell and Agnes 
Clerksone spouse of the said John Crystiesone with John Wyis in Kilbayne as baillie in that 
part, John Rankein portioner of Ballmillier and Elizabeth Levingstoune his spouse --- 
charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan known 
as Halff Merk which John Rankein and Alexander Neilsone, tenants, presently possess 
and occupy  

1629 RS58/4 f.279v [endorsed; sasine John Rankeine and his spouse and son] compeared Robert Airthour in 
Baccastell as procurator for John Rankein portioner of Ballmiliar and Elizabeth 
Levingstoune spouse of the said John and James Rankeine their son with William 
Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow, John Rankein 
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portioner of Ballmillier and Elizabeth Levingstoune his spouse --- charter of sale and 
alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan known as Halffmerk 
which John and Alexander Neil presently possess and occupy  

1629 RS58/5 f.261 [the preamble indicates that it is a late entry] Robert Arthour in Baccastell –with John 
Rankene portioner of Balmilliart and Elizabeth Levingstoune spouse of the said John and 
James Rankene their son --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for 
the Earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
known as Half Merk possessed and occupied by John and Alexander Neill [witnesses to 
sasine] John Russell in Jawcrage  

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 
Halfmerk 

1637 RS58/7 f.75 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rankene in lie 
Northend of Balmilzear and George Arthor in Balquhatstoune as baillie in that part, John 
Christisoun lately in Davidstoun and Agnes Clerkstoun his spouse --- the said John 
Rankene having a charter of alienation of all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Slamanan known as the Half Mark presently possessed by Alexander Neill [witnesses to 
sasine] John Drysdaill, minister of the word of god at Slamannan 

1638 RS58/7 f.177v [witnesses to sasine] George Arthour portioner of Balquatstaine, Robert Rankine of 
Midlerig, Alexander Neil in Halffmerk called the Mothall  

1644 SC67/67/1 f.41 John Rankeine of Halfemerk 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56v sexteine penny Land of Halfemerk  
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1669 RS59/4 f.73 lands of Slamannan mure known as the Halfe Merk and now Motthall --- moreover that 
part and portion of Rashiehill Mosse on the east side of the Pissing Syke 

1680 RS59/6 f.206v lands of Southhouse of Balmilzier and lands called Halfmerk 
1712 RS59/13 f.44v George Waddell of Abovethehill --- James Rankine of [Myvathill] --- that other part and 

portion of land of the lands of Slamannan commonly called Half Merk and now called 
Myathall [Motthall presumably!]  

 
cf Halfmark, Galloway [PNG 155] 
HAUGHS # SLM NS8970 [3]  
 
1642 RS58/7 f.338 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Tailzeor in 

Drombowie Burne Thomas Russall in Quhyne --- Westlenhous --- those three parts of the 
lands commonly known as Hauches lying at the back side of the dwelling houses 
[witnesses to sasine] James Zoung in Burne of Drumcrie 

HEADYKE OF BALCASTLE # SLM NS8472 [3] 
 
1657 RS58/11 f.200v Thomas Scouler in the Heiddyke of Balcastell  
HEATHERY KNOWE SLM NS8874 [1]   NS883748   
 
1860 OS Heathery Knowe 
1956 OS  Heathery Knowe 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Heathery Knowe 
HEARSE HOUSE # SLM NS912726  
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Hearse House 
 
Bridgend should be let to “Robert Gardner, Mason at Strathmiln, Presses to the Ogilface Friendly Society and his 
Successors in Office for the sole use and behoof of the said Society or proprietors of the Hearse.” 
HERD’S MAILLING # SLM NS8671 [3]  
 
1708 RS59/12 f.356v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten Patrick Salmond portioner 

of Balwhatstone --- all and haill the lands of Wester Drumclare commonly called the 
Herds Mealling 
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1710 RS59/12 f.470  half of the lands of Drumclair Wester commonly called the Herd’s Mealling --- sicklike 
all and haill these two acres of land of the lands of Balquhatston lying in that pairt thereof 
called Waird --- Ane acre thereof lying in the Gardrum and the other in the Aikwairds 
within the said parioch [of Slamannan]  

1738 RS59/17 f.325v Balquhatston and Wester Drumclair called the Herds Mealling with seventeen dales of 
land lying eastward from the same with pasturage upon the south and north ends thereof  

 
 
HILL # SLM NS8772 [1]  NS875729  
 
1795 AOS 3054  William Hastie of Hill of Bankhead, as heir to William Hastie, minister, Slamannan, in 

part of Bankhead called the Hillhead of Bankhead 
1806 1806 CHA 958/254 Hill o’ Bankhead 
1817 Grassom Hill o’ bankhead  
1860 OSNB Hill A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in a middling good condition. Property of Mr 

John Hastie, Pirney Lodge. 
1860 OS Hill 
1956 OS  Hill 
HILL O' BANKHEAD see Hill [NS875729] 
HILLEND # SLM NS8473 [1]  NS847732 
 
1688 RS83/1 f.17v.7 James Blacke of Hillend and Agnis Pender his spouse, of the quarter part of the mylne in 

Slamanan Muir called Linmylne. Registered on the 301st and 302nd leaves of the said 
Register 

1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 
1792 AOS 2230  Hillend 
1817 Grassom Hillend 
1860 OS Hillend 
1860 OSNB Hillend A farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, thatched and in middling 

repair. Property of Provost Rankin, Auchengray by Coatbridge, Lanarkshire. 
 Hillend Cottage A dwelling house, one storey, slated, and in very good repair. Property of 

Provost Rankine, Auchengray by Coatbridge, Lanarkshire. 
1860 OS Hillend 
1980 OS Hillend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Hillend 
HILLEND # SLM NS8375 [1]   NS838753   
 
1806 CHA A958/254 Hillend 
1817 Hillend 
HILLHEAD SLM NS8673 [1]  NS863731 
 
1731 VR Hillhead 
1748 RS59/19 f.254v part of the lands of Balmulzier called Hillhead 
1753 RS59/20 f.128 Agnes Waddell of Hillhead daughter and heir of the deceast James Waddell son of 

Alexander Waddell of Rashiehill of all and haill that part of the lands of Balmulzier called 
Hillhead --- parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Hillhead 
1787 AOS 1207 part of Balmilzier called Hillhead, parish of Slamannan  
1792 AOS 2230  Hillhead of Balmulzier 
1792 AOS 2257  part of Balmulzier called Hillhead, parish of Slamannan  
1806 CHA 958/254 Hillhead 
1817 Grassom Hillhead 
1860 OSNB Hillhead A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, former slated latter 

thatched and slated, all in very good repair. Property and residence of Mr John Waugh. 
1860 OS Hillhead 
1980 OS Hillhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Hillhead 
HILLHEAD OF BANKHEAD # SLM NS8873 [2] 
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1795 AOS 3054 William Hastie of Hill of Bankhead, as heir to William Hastie, minister, Slamannan, in 
part of Bankhead called the Hillhead of Bankhead 

1806 CHA 958/254  Hill o’ Bankhead 
1817 Grassom Hill o’ Bankhead 
 1821 Ainslie Hillhead 
HOLEHOUSE SLM NS8971 [1]  NS894716 [1] – Easter 
       NS892714 [1] - South 
       NS890716 [1] - Wester (see Westside) 
 
1567 Johnsoun 787 James Tailyour in Hoilhous 
1574 Johnsoun 902  John Schaw, son of George Schaw in Hoilhouss, now living in Clerkstoun. 
1617 CRS John Taylor in Hoilhouse, parish of St Lawrence 
1629 RS58/4 f.273v [L] compeared James Shaw in Peaxhoill as procurator for James Tailzior lawful eldest son 

to the late John Tailzior in Hoilhous --- William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in 
that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- and there the said James Shaw for James Tailzior 
with a charter of sale and alienation for all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of 
Slamannan Mure known as Hoilhous which John Russell and Helen Forrester presently 
possess and occupy --- extending to a twenty pennyland of auld extent  

1629 RS58/4 f.286 [L] compeared James Shaw in Peaxhoill as procurator for Richard Thomsoune in Dykheid 
with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow 
--- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
Mure known as Hoilhous formerly possessed and occupied by the late Andrew Taylzior in 
Hoilhous and now by Allan Taylzior, blacksmith in Hoilhous  

1632 RS58/5 f.333v [L] James Tailzier in the Townhead portioner of Holhous, hereditary portioner of the lands 
underwritten and Helena Bryce lawful daughter of Robert Bryce of Hilhead of Eist 
Ballinbreich his intended spouse --- and in completion of the contract of marriage --- half 
of those parts and portions of Slamananmure known as the Holhous [witnesses to sasine] 
Patrick Walker in Dykhead  

1632 RS58/5 f.351v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Thomsoun 
son and heir of the late Richard Thomsoun in Dyckheid and William Robertsoun in 
Westerburne baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow ---- in all and haill that part and 
portion of the lands of Slamananmwre known as Hoilhous formerly possessed and 
occupied by the late John Tailzier in Hoilhous and now by Allan Tailzier blacksmith in 
Hoilhous 

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 
Hoilhous,  

1642 SC67/67/1 f.17v Allan Tailzour smithe in Holhous  
1642 SC67/67/1 f.20 Andrew Gairdner in Holhous 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35 James Tailyor in Holhous 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.59 Andrew Gairdner in Holhous birley officer 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.113v Andrew [Clei]sone and James Tailyor in Holhous 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1656 RS2/12.156  Andrew Gardner of Holhous [this may be Denny] 
1682 SPR/SR  John Russal younger in Hollhouse 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.15v John Tailzour in Holhous 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.121v Margaret Millne, relict of umquhill James Schaw of Dallquharne, now spouse to Gavin 

Clerk there and he for interest, against following tenants and possessors of Dallquharne: 
John Russall in Hollhows, Janet Forrest, relict of John Tailzier there, John Shaw in 
Hollhous [see too 131v] 

1687 SC67/67/2 f.131v John Russall in Hollhouse, Janet Forrest there and Janet Russell there [rent for 
Dalquhairne] 

1690 RS83/1 f.25.11 John Clarksone sone and aire of umquhill Andrew Clarksone portioner of Hollhouse of 
that part of the lands of Slamanan muir called the Hollhouse. Registered on the 464th and 
465th leaves of the said Register 

1713 GD170/196 James Taylor, portioner of Holhouse 
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1718 E644/1/14  Robert Russel of Hollhouse; John Bowie of Hollhouse; John Taylor portioner of 
Hollhouse 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.9 John Taylor, portioner of Holehouse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v Alexander Laing in Holhouse 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.57v James Bell, tenant in Holhouse 
1734 GD170/196 Disposition by James Bowie in Glen to George Waddale of All and Haill these parts and 

portions of his lands of Holhouse called the Eastermailling of Holhouse which lands were 
purchased by the deceast John Bowie of Holhouse, his father, from the Earl of Linlithgow 
and Callendar, together with that piece of meadow belonging to the Wester mealling of 
Holhouse called Barns 

1755 Roy Holehouse 
1783 AOS 370 Robert Thom, tenant, Bridgend of Slamannan, seised in part of Slamannan called Craigend 

of Holehouse. P.R. 27.504 
1788 AOS 1370 part of Slamannan Muir called Holehouse 
1789 AOS 1642 parts of Slamannan, viz. Stanerig, Fencilhead, Whin, Holehouse, Burnhead, Whiteknow of 

Burnhead, parish of Slamannan 
1792 AOS 2161 the wester part of Holehouse with the fishing in the Black Loch and Little Loch, parish of 

Slamannan  
1793 AOS 2525 George Wauch at Crosshill - Easter Mailling of Holehouse, parish of Slamannan 
1798 AOS 3609  part of Easter Holehouse called the Easter Croft with the steading and houses 
1802 AOS 4438 Wester part of Holehouse sometime called Barns 
1806 CHA 958/254 East Holehouse = present Holehouse; West Holehouse = Wellside 
1817 Grassom W., E., S. Holehouse 
1860 OSNB East Holehouse A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, former slated, 

latter thatched, all in good repair. Property and residence of Mr Thomas Waugh. 
 Holehouse A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property of Mr Thomas Waugh, Easter Holehouse, Slamannan. 
 South Holehouse A farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, thatched and in 

bad repair. Property of David Carrick Buchanan Esq, Drumpeller. 
 Wester Holehouse A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property Mr 

Wm Marshall, 17 Monteith Row, Glasgow. 
1912 CDS13 Holehouse - Mrs T. Waugh; North - John Graham, farmer; South - James Taylor, farmer 
1980 OS Holehouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Holehouse; North East; South; Wester  
 
CDS notes 21 places with this name. 
HOLEHOUSEBURN # SLM NS8971 [3] 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.97 James Waddell of Wholehouse Burn --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands 

of Balcastle of Slamannan now called Sunnieside and Shortridgehead --- All and haill John 
Rankines lands of Rottenstocks alias Drumtruster --- all and haill the lnads  

1763 CHA A854.031–033 James Waddell of Holehouseburn and Craighead 
 
cf Holehouseburn WLO [PNWL 110] 
HOLEHOUSEMUIR SLM NS8670 [1]   NS866701  
 
1860 OSNB Holehousemuir A small farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of 

R.C.D.C. Buchanan of Drumpellar. 
1980 OS Holehousemuir  
2001 OS Explorer 349 Holehousemuir  
HOLEHOUSERIGHEAD # SLM NS8871 [1] 
 
1800 AOS part of Hole House Righead adjacent to Lochbarns 
1806 CHA 958/254 Holehouserighead 
1817 Grassom Holehouserighead 
HOWGLEN # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1805 AOS 5000 in part of a small portion of ground called the Howglen, parish of Slamannan  
ISLE # SLM NS8272 [1]  NS824723 
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1734 RS59/16 f.406 Compared personaly ane discreet woman Margaret Livingston spouse to Alexander Russell 

of Shawfield --- her room and mealing of Shawfield and part of land called the Isle --- 
lying within the parish of Slamannan 

1755 Roy Isle 
1781 AOS 110 George Russell of Greenhill, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called Greenhill, & 

part of the Muir called Rashiehill or Northisle, parish of Slamannan – on disp. by Daniel 
Fisher of Langrigg; P.R. 27.40 

1783 AOS 402 William Harper, merchant, Glasgow, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called 
Greenhill & part of North Isle, parish of Slamannan, on disp. by George Russell of 
Greenhill, merchant, Glasgow. P.R 28.23 

1791 AOS 1957 Greenhill & part of the Muir called Rashiehill Muir or North Isle, parish of Slamannan 
1817 Grassom Isle 
1821 Ainslie Isle 
1938RHP10000/SG119  Plan of all the coal and mines of coal under lands of Todsbughts, North Isle, Shawfield, 

Southisle and part of Balcastle of Slamannan  
 
cf Isle NN955235; NX935835; NX495995 
 Islesteps NX9672; Millisle, Galloway [PNG 210] 
  Back Isle ANG: “An isolated flat piece of outield amid rough braes.” [PPNA] 
 Moor Isles  SD825365 
 
 
JAW - EASTER SLM NS8774 [1]   NS871744   
 
1458 RMS ii,  606 Estirjal 
1570 Johnsoun 573 James Warden in Estir Jaw 
1590 Pont Ia ester 
1617 Murray  Thomas Fleming in Eister Jaw 
1618 RS58/1 f.110v James Fleymeing in Eister Jaw 
1626 RS58/3 f.402 Thomas Fleyming in Eist Jaw 
1629 RS58/4 f.235 Thomas Fleming in Easterjaw 
1634 RMS ix 171 [L] Eister Jaw occupied by Thomas Flemyng 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4 Thomas Flyming in Jaw and Thomas Flyming younger 
1640 SC67/67/1 f.12 Thomas Flyming in Eisterjaw 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.12v Andrew Russall in Jaw ... Unlawis the said Isobel [Neisbit] in ten pund for not delyvering 

to the said Andrew the keyis of the lockis of the dooris of the housss quilk he possess in 
Wester Jaw quhilk scho was ordanit be the birlamen to have done 

1645 SC67/67/1 f.45v Robert Russall in Jaw 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.55 William Russell in Jaw 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.113v Anent the actioune persewit be Thomas Fleyming in Eisterjaw fermoire of the mylne 

thairof Againe Hew Allane in Slamannane John Wastoune in Craigende Robert Rankeine 
of Midilrig Thomas Neill and Robert Rankeine his tennentis thair and Andrew [Clei]sone 
and James Tailyor in Holhous and Andrew Russell in Threaperig ffor abstracting of thair 
cornes from the mylne of Eisterjaw  

1674 CRS John Aikenhead of Jaw, par. of Falkirk 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.3 William Mairshell Elspeth Dobbie Robert Patersone George Fleyming Robert Grinnock 

David Young and Archibald Glen, tenants possessors and occupiers of the lands of 
Easterjaw and Thomas Aitken and Mr Robert Russall for their interests [see f.5v] 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.5v and heretors being summoned for their interests at the principal dwelling hous of Jaw 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.52v Thomas Aitkenhead of Jaw 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.45v John Mitchell in Easterjaw 
1689 RS83/1 f.20.16 Thomas Aitkinhead of Jaw of the lands of Easter Jaw. Registered on the 362nd and 363rd 

leaves of the said Register 
1698 RS83/2/10.78  Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw [RS59/10 f.70 – f.71] 
1699 RS83/2/10.275  Margaret Hamiltoun Lady Jaw of ane yearlie annuity of Six hundred merks Scots furth of 

the land, mylne and coalheugh of Jaw with pertinents. RS59/10 f.226 – f.227 
1699 GD162/10/20  Writ of lands of Jaw in barony of Callander, parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling  
1723 SC67/67/6 f.13v Robert Greenock, smith in Easterjaw 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20 John Aikenhead of Jaw 
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1723 SC67/67/6 f.31v Andrew Russell in Easterjaw 
1736 RS59/17 f.87v Easter Jaw and Miln of Jaw 
1737 RS59/17 f.248v compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Aikenhead of Jaw having a 

dispositon granted by Thomas Russell of Elridge --- the right of servitude which the said 
John Aikenhead and his predecessors have enjoyed of bringing water from the said 
Thomas Russel his Loch of Elridge to the Miln of Jaw and of building and upholding a 
dam and dam dike at the west end of the said Loch for the better securing the said Miln of 
Jaw with water from the said Loch but likewise the said Thomas Russel sold annalzied and 
disponed from him his heirs and successors to and in favour of the said John Aikenhead 
heirs and assignees whomesoever heritably and irredeemably all and haill the said Thomas 
Russel his Miln Stead of Elridge and stones about the same as the same is at present 
ruinous with free ish and entrie thereto with the old aquaduct and watergang of the said 
Miln from said Loch of Elridge to the Miln thereto and a piece of ground on the south east 
side of the said Thomas Russel his house consisting of fourty feet in breadth and length for 
a shilling hill and all priviledges of building a damhead upon the parts of the lands of 
Elridge disponed by the said Thomas Russel to William Coubrough lying upon the south 
side of the Loch or aquaduct therefrom and competent to the said Thomas Russel by his 
right and conveyances of the said lands in favour of the said William Coubrough and with 
liberty and priviledge of building ane damhead upon the lands lying on the northside of the 
said aquaduct at any part thereof betwixt the said Loch and and the above Shillinghill 
togetherwith the loos stones upin the ground about the said damhead which may be 
necessary for buildinng therof and but prejudice to the said Thomas Russel and his 
foresaids of their right and propertie in the said Loch and water of Elridge [witnesses to 
sasine] John Graham tennent in Croftandie 

1767 EEC 11 Feb, 3c:  To be sold in house of James Wyse "the Town and Lands of Easter Jaw, with the mill and 
mill-lands thereof; as also the mill of Elrig, and sucken of both the said mills, together with 
certain superiorities of part of the Lands of Jaw... The lands hold of a subject superior for 
payment of ten marks of feu. They have mostly been in the proprietor's possession for 
many years past, are of considerable extent, and will admit of great improvements. There is 
a good going coal on the grounds, besides limestone and moss ..."  

1781 AOS 52 John Tennent in Jamaica, as heir to John Tennent of Burnhead, his father, seised in Easter 
Jaw, & Mill thereof, tenement & piece of ground on the east side of the said Mill, reg. of 
Callander; - Mill of Elridge & Shillinghill, in Bond by John Aikenhead of Jaw to said John 
Tennent Mar 1748; on Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Hamilton of Wishaw; P.R. 
26.478 

1788 AOS part of Jaw called Easter Stoneridge 
1796 RHP 1528 Plan of the lands of Jaw with coal workings 
1806 CHA A958/254 Old Jaw 
1806 CHA A958/254 Easter Jaw 
1817 Grassom Old Jaw  
1860 OS Easter Jaw 
 
cf Jaw NS6285; NS5773; NT1670 
 Jaw Reservoir NS495755 
 Linn Jaw MLO 
  Isle of Yell HU496901; Cockleyell WLO [PNWL 67] 
 lands of Jaw and Jawmiln, parish of Baldernock and sheriffdom of Stirling [1722 RS59/14 f.360v] 
 
Note: In Place-Names of Falkirk and East Stirlingshire this name is indexed as Easter Jaw and Wester Jaw p.231-232. 
 
JAW - WESTER SLM NS8374 [1]   NS851739    
 
1590 Pont W. Ia 
1607 CRE John Boyd in Wester Jaw 
1615 RMS vii 1262 [L] Wester Jaw in the barony of Callendar 
1617 Murray Allane Boyde in Wester Jaw 
1624 RMS ix 171 [L] Wester Jaw (occupied by John Boyd, senior, Marjory Rankene, James Boyde and John 

Russell) 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.20v William Russell in Westerjaw 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.21 John Boyde elder and zunger in Westerjaw 
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1645 SC67/67/1 f.46 John Boydis elder and zunger in Jaw George and James Boydis thair 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56 Alexander Russell in Westerjaw 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 James Russell in West Jaw 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 George Boyd in Jaw ... John Boyd his brother 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.80 that John Smithe in Fandiesyde [Fannyside] pertaining to my lord Wigtoune hes cassine 

thrie or four dargis of devattis upone the Wast mwire of Wester Jaw and burning thair 
hether Upone Freyday last and hes maid a brege over the burne callit the Forrest burne The 
mairtche betwixt the earle of Wigtoune and my Lord and maks of the mwre with his awne 
nolt delait be the haill tennentis in Wester Jaw  

1649 SC67/67/1 f.91v William Russell in Westerjaw 
1653 RS2.3.81  John Boyd in Wester Jaw 
1653 RS2.3.82  James Russel in Wester Jaw 
1653 RS2.3.84  William Russel in Wester Jaw 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.16 John Russall in Jaw 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.17 William Russall in Jaw 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.76 William Russall in Jaw and John Russall his son 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.62 William Russall in Westerjaw 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.66v John Russall in Westerjaw 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80 Margaret Rankine, relict of George Boyd in Westerjaw 
1685 SC67/67/2 f.94v John Boyd in Westerjaw and Robert Ker his servant 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.111v John Boyd, woodsetter in Jaw, Patrick Knox there 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.147 Malcolm Scot in Westerjaw 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.150v James Wood in Jaw 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Eister and Wester Jawes 
1721 GD171/3975.1 Feu Charter by George Menzies of Occarsdykes in favour of William Callendar, merchant 

in Falkirk in liferent, and William Callendar his grandchild, son to the deceast John 
Callendar, merchant in Falkirk, of the lands of Westerjaw and Occarsdykes 

1721 RS59/14 f.319 Wester Jaw and Ockersdyke --- reserving [to George Menzies, the disponer] the liberty of 
building a miln casting dambs and miln leads within any part of the said lands for payment 
of the damage 

1727 GD171/3975.3 Principal disposition by William Callender of Occarsdyke and Barbara Dallas his spouse in 
favour of John Easton in Occarsdykes and John Easton his son of the just and equal half of 
the lands of Westerjaw 

1729 GD171/3975.5 Principal disposition of the other half of the lands by the same parties as above 
1730 GD171/3975.7 Charter of Confirmation in respect of above by George Menzies as superior 
1756 C2/103/120 Robert Haldane of Plean 
1758 GD171/3975.8 Principal disposition of the said lands by the said John Easton with the consent of Agnes 

Hardy his spouse in favour of Thomas Gray, Shipmaster, Bo'ness and Janet Hardy his 
spouse and Thomas Gray their eldest son 

1763 GD171/3975.10 Extract disposition and settlement by the said Thomas Gray, elder, in favour of the said 
Thomas Gray, his son 

1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – parts of the barony of Callendar viz. Wester Jaw called 
Greenrig, Jawcraig and Threeprig, parish of Falkirk - GR 451. 256 

1912 CDS13 Wester - Thomas Shanks 
JAWCRAIG SLM NS8475 [1]   NS844752     
 
1615 RMS vii 1262  Jawcraige in the barony of Callendar 
1629 RS58/4 f.273 John Russell in Jawcraigee  
1629 RS58/5 f.261 John Russell in Jawcrage  
1634 RMS ix 171  Jawcraige (occupied by William Adie) 
1637 RS58/7 f.81 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Walter Scot at Water of 

Bonie and Malcolm Scot in Seymoir and John Russall in Westerjaw, baillie in that part, 
James Adie in Jawcraige, hereditary proprietor of the lands underwritten, Katherine 
Russall, his spouse, John and William Adie, their sons --- Walter and Malcolm in all and 
haill the lands of Jawcraige [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Russall in Thrieprig  

1643 RS58/7 f.434 Be it kent till all men be thir present letteris Me Walter Scott at the Water of Bonie and 
Malcolme Scott in Wester Seymor, both with ane advyse and consent and assent and also 
with advyse consent and assent of Agnes Fleming spouse to the said Walter and of Jonet 
Fleming souse to the said Malcolme and we the saidis Agnes and Jonet Flemingis for 
ourselffis and our awine entress with the speciall advyse and consent of our husbandis 
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abocenamit and we all with ane mutuall advyse and conforme to ane contract of the daitt 
the twentie nynt day of December the zeir of God jaj vic tuenti and nyne zeiris past and 
perfytit betuix ane nobill and potent earl Alexander Earl of Linlythgow Lord Levingstoune 
and Callendar on the ane pairt and umquill James Adie then in Drumbuie thairefter in 
Jawcraige and Katherine Russall his spouse on the uther pairt forr the soume of tua 
thowsand and ffour hundreth merkis usuall money of this realm then payit and delyverit be 
the said James Adie and his spous to the said nobill earle the said nobill earle hes sauld 
analiet and disponit to and in favoris of the said umquill James Adie and his spouse the 
longest liver of thame tuo in conjunct fie and to the airis quhatsomever lawfully procreat or 
to be procreat betwix thame Quhilks sealand the said umquhill James his airis 
quhatsomever and assignayis all and haill the said nobill ealre his Landis of Jawcraigee 
with houss biggingis zeardis toftis croftis middow mose mure partis pendicles and 
pertinentis thairof suntyme possest and occupayit be James Russall in Callendar be the 
boundis meithes and marches as the said James Russall possest and occupayit the samen 
lyand within the lordship and baronie of Callendare and sheriffdom of Sterling [the Earl of 
Linlithgow bound himself and his heirs to infeft James and Katherine and their heirs in the 
holding until such time as the sum of money was redeemed – James and Katherine with the 
consent of their sons John and William sold the lands on to Walter and Malcolm and their 
wives jointly between the two couples – but I think this is essentially a sasine based on a 
wadset.]  

1645 SC67/67/1 f.44 Grissall Russall in Jawcraigee and James Gilchreist now hir spouse 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.45v John Gilchreist brother to James Gilchreist in Jawcraigee 
1665 CRS Newdyke of Jawcraige 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.34 Malcolm Scott in Jawcraige 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.39 Andrew Neilsone, servitor to William Scott in Jawcraigee 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.80 Helen Russall, spouse of William Scot in Jawcraige 
1699 RS83/2/10.288  William Scot as son and air of deceast Hary Scot in Jawcraige his father in the just and 

equal half of his lands of Jawcraige [Nov] RS59/10 f.236 
1699 RS83/2/10.289  Katherine, Hellen, Mary and Jean Scot as airs portioners of deceast William Scot in 

Jawcraigee of his equall half of his house and lands of Jawcraigee [Dec] RS59/10 f.237 
1700 RS83/2/10.357  Katherine Scot spouse to John Din in Jaucraig of the lands of Jaucraig RS59/10 f.291 
1700 RS83/2/10.401  John Din in Jawcraige of the just and equal half of the lands of Jawcraige RS59/10 f.307 

– f.308 
1755 Roy Wr Iawcraig – Er Iawcraig 
1756 C2/103/120 Robert Haldane of Plean - Jaw, Jawcraige, Threeprig 
1780 Ross Yallcraig 
1787 AOS 1073   Craig, barony of Callendar 
1787 AOS 1268  Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – parts of the barony of Callendar viz. Wester Jaw called 

Greenrig, Jawcraige and Threeprig, parish of Falkirk - GR 451. 256 
1789 AOS 1501 Easter half of Jawcraige called Cornfield, parish of Slamannan  
1807 CHA A958/254 shows "Middle Jawcraige" at Easter Jawcraige; "Easter Jawcraige" at Masonfield 
1817 Grassom Easter, Wester and Middle Jawcraig 
1819 AOS 9273 Easter half of the lands of Jawcraige consisting of the 3 farms of Cornfield, Newdyke & 

Cross-stone 
1821 Ainslie Calcraig 
1860 OS Easter Jawcraig – Wester Jawcraig 
1912 CDS13 Easter Jawcraig - T. Ballantine;Wester Jawcraig - John Barrie 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Easter Jawcraig – Wester Jawcraig  
JAWHILLS SLM NS8173 [1]   NS815734  
 
1755 Roy Iawhill 
1806 CHA A958/254 W. Jaw Hills 
1817 Grassom W. Jawhills 
1821 Ainslie  Hill 
1860 OS Jawhills – Old Jawhills 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Jawhills 
JAW MILL # SLM NS8774 [1]   NS873746   
 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.22v the mylne of Jaw 
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1648 SC67/67/1 f.77v Compeirit John Rankeine portioner of Raschiehill and declairit that John Rankeine his 
tennent thair has past with his cornes by my Lordis mylne in Jaw 

1652 RS58/9 f.93v the milne of Easterjaw 
1662 RS59/1 f.150v the Mylne of Eister Jaw with the house yaird and tua aikers of land on the eist syde of the 

said mylne 
1676 RS59/5 f.302 John Donaldson son to William Donaldsone in Jawmilne 
1677 CRS William Donaldsone, miller at Jaw-myln 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.54v Thomas Aitkenhead of Jaw, against James Airthour, Robert Gibbiesone, Robert Boyd and 

others for abstracting corns from miln of Jaw 
1690 CRS John, son of William Donaldson at Jaw-myln 
1699 RS83/2/10.275 Margaret Hamiltoun lady Jaw of ane yearlie annuity of Six hundred merks Scots furth of 

the land, mylne and coalheugh of Jaw with pertinents. 
1699 RS83/2/10.280 John Bouie baillie in ffalkirk off an anual-rent of £40 Scots under reversioune of the 

spouse of the deceast Thomas Aikenhead his lands of Easter Jaw Mylne thereof and 
pertinents RS59/10 f.230 

1699 RS83/2/10.281 Alexander Johnstoune son to the deceast Alexander Johnstoune in Dalderse - of the lands 
of Easter Jaw Milne 

1702 RS83/2/11.141 William Donaldson son to deceast William Donaldson milner in Easter Jaw Miln 
RS59/11 f.145 – f.146 

1736 RS59/17 f.86v sasine granted by John Aikenhead of Jaw with consent of Elizabeth Bowie his spouse to 
the Kirk Session of Falkirk for the use of the poor of the parish --- annualrent furth of all 
and haill the lands of Easter Jaw possest by him as also his Miln of Jaw [multures etc.] --- 
by disjunction lying in the parish of Slamannan  

1767 EEC 11 Feb, 3c:  To be sold in house of James Wyse "the Town and Lands of Easter Jaw, with the mill and 
mill-lands thereof; as also the mill of Elrig, and sucken of both the said mills, together with 
certain superiorities of part of the Lands of Jaw... The lands hold of a subject superior for 
payment of ten marks of feu. They have mostly been in the proprietor's possession for 
many years past, are of considerable extent, and will admit of great improvements. There is 
a good going coal on the grounds, besides limestone and moss ..."  

1781 AOS 52 John Tennent in Jamaica, as heir to John Tennent of Burnhead, his father, seised in Easter 
Jaw, & Mill thereof, tenement & piece of ground on the east side of the said Mill, reg. of 
Callander 

1783 RHP 1550  Mill 
1783 RHP 1533/2  Mill - also shows Elrig Mill on the south-east side of the burn - the burn is "the Miln Burn" 
1796 RHP 1528 Jaw Mill 
KILN HILLS # SLM  NS8573  NS859734 [1] – South  
    NS858735 [1] - North 
  
1860 OSNB Kiln Hills Two small eminences on the farm of Balmulzier and Hillhead. The writer of the 

Statistics of this parish, calls these hills "Kill Hills", assumes it to have been the scene of a 
battle, and supposes the name to have originated from the number of persons then killed, 
and that the remains of a trench existed on them. All the authorities in the locality assert 
that these statements are incorrect, and that the same was derived from the number of malt 
kilns which existed along the sides of these clay hills some years back, and when 
smuggling was carried on on a large scale throughout the parish. The existence of the ditch 
they consider imaginary. The farmsteading of Balmulzier stands on the summit of the 
northern most hill, and is the property of Miss C Waddell, Balquhatston, the southern hill is 
the property of Mr John Waugh, Hillhead, Slamannan.  

1860 OS Kill Hills 
KIRK BURN SLM NS8573 [1] NS852727 [1]  
 
1695 RS59/8 f.394  all or about thrie roods of land or thairby boundit as follows, viz by the Kirkburne and 

Gleib on the north By ane butt of Mothall land att the bridge on the east, Bye ane march 
dyke betwixt it and Castlehill land on the south By ane poffill of land called Mosscastle 
belonging to George Rankine on the west thairof lyand in the parochine of Slamanan and 
sheriffdom of Stirling with the free ishe and entrie thairto, and with all liberties and 
privileges of the samen for building of ane school and schoolhouse thairon, and other pious 
uses.  

1847 CHA A854.031–033 the Coalheugh or Slamannan Kirk Burn; the Coalheugh or Kirkburn 
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1860 OSNB Kirk Burn A small, unimportant stream, which rises in the County of Lanark, and after a 
northerly course of about 4 miles falls into the River Avon near the village of Slamannan. 

1860 OS Kirk Burn  
 
This is also known as Culloch Burn 
KIRKLAND OF SLAMANNAN MUIR # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1566 Johnsoun 766 sown on the Kirkland of Slamannanmure 
KNOCKHAPPY # SLM NS8571 [1]   NS856711  
 
1860 OSNB Knockhappy A row of dwelling houses of one and two stories, chiefly slated and in good 

repair. It is situated between Feuhill and Limerig. Property and residence of William 
Smith. 

1860 OS Knockhappy  
 
cf Knockcappy, Galloway [PNG 177]  
KNOWES # SLM NS8473 [1]  NS843735 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Knowes 
1817 Grassom Knowes 
LADY ANN'S MILL # SLM NS8873 [1]   NS889732 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Lady Ann's Mill - corresponds with New Mill 
LAWRENCE KIRK see Slamannan Church 
LEAMFUIRDRIG see Fordrig 

LENNOX see Linhouse 
LIMERIG SLM NS8570 [1]  NS856706 [1] – High 

NS856711 [1] - Low 
 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.3v John Reylley in Lymerigg ... to mak payment to Robert Zung in Balquhatsteane the 

sowme of sax pundis ten schillingis 9d as for maill and dewtie of the saids lands of 
Lymerig possest be him 

1644 SC67/67/1 f.40 Decernes and ordanes Patrick Rid in Lymerig upone his awne propper confessioune To 
content and pey to Margaret Syme relict of umquhill George Waddell portioner of 
Balquhatstene and Robert Zung now hir spous for his entres quha compereit personallie for 
hir and his awne entres as said is the sowme of sax pundis ten schillingis as the rest of 
sevine pund 10ss as for the maill and dewtie of that the said Margaret hir equall and just 
halfe of the thrid pairt of the landis of Balquhatsteane Callit the Lymerig pertaining to hir 
in Lyferent Conform to hir lyferent seising produceit daitit the penult day of Februarii 1611 
zeiris Under the signe and subscriptione manuall of Robert Kerr notar publict in the selfe 
beiris The quhilk lands of Lymerig ane pairt and portioune thairof 

1663 CRS David Young, in Lymerig of Slamannan 
1722 SC67/67/6 f.5 John Chalmers in Lymierig 
1755 Roy Lyme Rigg 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and above the hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
1800 CHA A854.031–033 i p35 Lymyridge 
1806 CHA 958/254 Linnyrig 
1817 Grassom Limeyrigg 
1821 Ainslie Limyrigg 
1860 OSNB Limerig A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Henry Taylor 

Esq, Springbank, Parkhead, near Glasgow. This name also includes a row of colliers 
dwelling houses situated between Limerig and Knockhappy. 

1860 OS Limerig  
1980 OS Low Limerigg; Limerigg; High Limerigg 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Low Limerigg; Limerigg; High Limerigg 
 
cf River Lyme, Devon and Dorset – see Jackson LEHB 
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LINHOUSE SLM NS9071 [1]  NS905713 
 
1564 Johnsoun 695 Assignation by James Auld in Somerhouss, in favour of his son Alexander Auld in 

Bawmechell, of his kindness, right and title to the 36 shilling land of Lennox 
1567 Johnsoun 783 John Easton in Lennox 
1575 Johnsoun 628 John Schaw, sometime in Estir Lennox of Slamannanmure in favour of Alexander 

Tennand now in the said Estir Lennox 
1590 Pont Lennoss 
1614 CRS Adam Lightbody in Lennose, parish of Slamannan 
1621 RS58/2 f.197v [L] [endorsed “David and William Tennentis saising of Burne”] William Tennent and 

David Tennent sons lawful of [John] Tennent of Wester Dyke Head and Johne 
[Cambround] in Craigmar--e baillie in that part for the honourable James Cochrane of 
Barbachlaw – charter of alienation of all and haill the parts of the lands of Eisterlenhous 
commonly called the Burne [with houses etc.] possesed and occupied by Robert Boyd, 
William Robertsone and Robert Mitschell --- lying in the barony of Airthbisset and 
sheriffdom of Stirling [witnesses] [William] Zong of Sommerhous, George Weddell 
portioner of Balquhatstoune, William Zong there and Patrick Gray in Streth 

1624 RS58/3 f.212v [L] [endorsed “Sasine James Shaw”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 
underwritten James Schaw in Westc[]s and Margaret Rob his spouse, --- James Cochrane 
of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, with 
the said James having a charter of alienation of a half part of all and haill these parts and 
portions of the lands of Slamannan now commonly known as lie Westerlenhous with 
houses [etc] --- possessed and occupied by James Mongall in  

1624 RS58/3 f.221 [L] [endorsed ”sasine William Adie the lands of Wester Lenhous and Bulliendaill] 
personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Adie in 
Drumbowie, James Pendir in Linmilne, procurators with the assent of Jonete Burne, spouse 
of the said William ” - James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James 
Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that third part of all and haill those parts and portions 
of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Wester Lenhous --- and all and haill 
that half of his half of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bulziondal, viz, 
that half of the said lands beyond the dyke ---excepting and reserving to James Cochrane of 
Barbauchlaw, his heirs and successors, that part and portion of the said lands which pertain 
to him commonly known as Drumkrie --- John Adie in Bridgend, James Pendir and John 
Pendir in Linmilne --- lie Standrige 

1625 RS58/3 f.318 [L] William Adie in Drumbowie, John Lichtbody son of Alexander Lichtbody in West 
Lenhous and Jean Shaw his spouse --- West Lenhous and Bulzeondailles [annualrent I 
think] lands of Slamannan Muir commonly called West Lenhous --- lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly called Bulzeondaillis [extra valla] --- with that part or portion of the land 
which pertains commonly known as lie Drumkrie 

1627 RS58/3 f.452v  Be it kent till all men be thir present lettirs, Me William Tennend lawful son to Johne 
Tennend of Wester Dykhead and brother and air to umquhille David Tennend forsaemeikill 
as James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw conform to ane contract past and perfittit betwix him 
on the ane pairt and me and the said umquhill David my brother on the uthir --- said James 
his lands of Eister Lenhous callit the Burne with houses biggins zairds toftis croftis moss 
mure pasture --- common pasture then pssessed and occupied be Robert Boyd, William 
Robertsone and Robert Marshell lyand within the barony of Airthbisset and sheriffdom of 
Stirling 

1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Tennend, senior, of Dyckheid and John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune, 
bailie in that part for James Cochrane of Barbachlay with a charter from the said James of 
his lands of Eist Lenhous commonly known as the Burne lying within the dykes with 
houses [etc] occupied and possessed by John Forsythe and James Pendir junior of 
Lenmylne and William Wilsone and all and hail the lands of Drumcrie with a marsh 
commonly known as the bog [cum una marisco vulgo lie boig nuncupat] 

1634 CRS Allane Forsyth in Easter Lenhouse 
1637 CEP Lenoss 
1638 Retour 2360 James Mungall in Wester Lenhouse 
1638 RS58/7 f.134v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Mungall eldest 

lawful son and heir of service to the late James Mungall in Wester Linhous of Dalquarne 
[witnesses to sasine] William Andro of Drumbowie, John Wauche in Arnlos  
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1642 RS58/7 f personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Robert Tailzeor in 
Drombowie Burne Thomas Russall in Quhyne --- Westlenhous --- those three parts of the 
lands commonly known as Hauches lying at the back side of the dwelling houses 
[witnesses to sasine] James Zoung in Burne of Drumcrie  

1653 GD170/196 Charter of confirmation by James E. of C. of a diposition by James Shaw to John Mungalle 
of All and Haill that Two parts of that part or portion of Slamannan Muir called Wester 
Linhouse with the pertinents, reserving to the heirs or successors of James Cochrane of 
Barbachlie that part and portion of the said lands pertaining to them called Drumcree 

1655 RS58/10 f.72 John Sinclair scooll master in Lenhouss 
1664 CRE John Muirheid in Lenhouse 
1657 Laing 2503 Instrument of Sasine following on a charter of Clare Constat by James, earl of Callendar, 

etc. for infefting Alexander Cochrane, now of Barbachlaw, as grandson and heir to the late 
James Cochrane of Barbachlaw in that 1/5 part of the lands of Easter Lenhous, called the 
Burne, lying runrig among the other lands of the earl of Easter Lenhous of Slamannan and 
bounded by the lands of Strethes on the east, Badlormie on the south, Auchengray on the 
west and Holhous on the north, in the barony of Airthbisset, regality of Callendar and 
sheriffdom of Stirling. Witnesses: Robert Menzies of Dalquharne, William Grintoun, smith 
there and others. (indorsed: Henry Cochrane of Barbachlaw as grandson of the within 
Alexander and son of another Alexander) [1929 box 49] 

1668 RS59/4 f.101 Agnes Lightbody second born lawful daughter to John Lightbody portioner of Lynhouse --
- contract of matrimony with James Black portioner of Blackstoun 

1672 CRE John Muirhead of Lenes 
1677 CRS Gellias Shaw, relict of John Lightbodie, portioner of Linhouse, parish of Slamannan 
1687 RS83/1 f.11.6 John Lightbodie of Wester Greenhill amd Jonet Rankine his spouse, of his lands of Wester 

Greenhhill and Loanhouse. Registered on the 181st leaf of the said Register  
1687 SC67/67/2 f.128 John Lightbodie in Lenhows [a tenant of Easterdykehead] 
1697 Retour 332 [L] Alexander Cochrane of Barbachlaw, haeres masculus et lineae of Alexander Cochrane 

of Barbachlaw, his father, - in a fifth part of the lands of Easter Lenhouse called Burne, 
lying runrig between other lands of Easter Lenhouse of Slamannan, in the barony of Airth-
Bizet and regalitie of Callender 

1705 GD170/196 the lands of Easter Linhouse called the Burn, lying within the Dykes 
1718 E644/1/14  Thomas Andrew of Linhouse 
1720 GD170/196 Principal Disposition by Thomas Andrew and Margaret Mungale his spouse to Thomas 

Ronald, Provost of Linlithgow, of the Wester part of these two parts and portions of All 
and Haill these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan muir called Wester Linhouse 
which wester part of the said lands is called ffencehillhead 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.8 John Mungall in Lenhouse 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.20v Henry Reid in Lenhouse  
1724 RS59/14 f.466 Agnes Gray relict of the deceast George Mochrie of Stainridge --- of all and haill these 

parts of the lands of Slamannan Muir called Wester Lenhouse the which wester part of 
these lands is called Fencilhead 

1724 CRS Alexander Lightbody, cooper in Linhouse 
1750 Roy Lochhouse 
1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig;- parts 

of Bridgend, and part thereof called Easter Greenhill, part of Lenhouse and Arnloss, part 
of Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees; parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 

1792 AOS 2230  Fencilhead of Wester Linhouse 
1806 CHA 958/254  Linhouse 
1813 AOS 7370 part of the lands of Easter Linnhouse called the Burn lying within the Dikes ... barony of 

Airth Bisset  
1860 OS Linnhouse  
1860 OSNB Linnhouse A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in very good 

repair. Property of Mr Thomas Waugh, East Holehouse, Slamannan. 
1980 OS Lin-house 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Linhouse Farm 
 
cf Lennox, Caddermuir 1556 [Johnsoun 3777]; Lennoxbank, Balloch; Seamill, AYR; Garelochhead; Lennoxlea, 

Currie;  
 Lennoch, Bothkennar parish < 1729 Lennoch; 1735 Lennoch; 1757 Lennoch Farm; 1764 Lenox 
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cf Leanach, Cowal < leanach, ‘wet meadow’. 
LINN # SLM NS8273 [1]   NS828738 [1]  
 
1755 Roy Linrig 
1806 CHA A958/254 Linn 
1817 Grassom Linn 
LINN MILL SLM NS9172 [1]  NS912723  
 
1570 Johnsoun 567 James Pennay, miller in Lynnemiln 
1590 Pont Lynmill 
1624 RS58/3 f.213v James Pender in Linmilne 
1624 RS58/3 f.221 [L] James Pendir and John Pendir in Linmilne 
1624 RS58/3 f.225 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in 

Linmilne and Agnes Dick his spouse and James Pendir at Linmilne lawful son of Robert 
Pendir in Dalquhairne, --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord 
James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend lying within the 
dyke --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly known as Stainrig and possessed and occupied by the said James and his 
spouse --- all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly 
known as Linmilne with the hill commonly known as the Schillinghill with the mill-lands, 
multures [etc] 

1627 RS58/4 f.11v [L] John Tennend, senior, of Dyckheid and John Salmond, portioner of Balquhatstoune, 
bailie in that part for James Cochrane of Barbachlay with a charter from the said James of 
his lands of Eist Lenhous commonly known as the Burne lying within the dykes with 
houses [etc] occupied and possessed by John Forsythe and James Pendir junior of 
Lenmylne and William Wilsone and all and hail the lands of Drumcrie with a marsh 
commonly known as the bog [cum una marisco vulgo lie boig nuncupat] 

1638 RS58/7 f.148 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pender, eldest 
lawful son to James Pender in Linemyln and Katherine Tennent his spouse, lawful 
daughter of the late John Tennent of Westir Dykhead --- the late Agnes Dick, his mother --
- lands of Eist Linhous known as the Burne, lying within the dykes, with houses [etc] 
[witnesses to sasine] Andrew Mungall in Bulzeondall  

1640 RS58/7 f.296 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the mill-lands underwritten James Pender 
junior, son of the late James Pender at Lynmylne and Agnes Menzies, lawful daughter of 
Robert Menzies of Dalquharne – matrimonial contract --- mill of Slamannane Mure 
commonly known as the Lynmylne with the hill known as the Schillinghill [witnesses to 
sasine] James Shaw, blacksmith in Bogo, Thomas Westoune in Windiezett  

1644 SC67/67/1 f.38v James Pender Lintmylne 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v James Pender in Linmylne 
1653 GD170/196 Charter by James, E. of C. to James Pender of All and Haill the just and equal half of All 

and Haill the fourth part of all and Haill that part or portion of the land of Slamannan muir 
called the Bridgend lying within the Dykes ... and All and Haill the just and equall half of 
the Mill of Slamannan called the Lin Mill with the Millands and pertinents 

1675 GD170/196 Contract of Marriage betwixt James Black, younger of Hillend ... and Agnes Pender, 
daughter to James Pender of Linmill by which the said James Pender dispones to the said 
James Black, younger, and the said Agnes Pender, his daughter, the just and equal half of 
his half of the said Linmill 

1675 GD170/196 James Pender in Lin-mylne 
1688 GD170/196 Disposition of a fourth part of the said Linmill by Henry Taylor and Janet P[ender], his 

spouse, to James Black and Agnes Pender, his spouse 
1683 SPR/SR  John Shaw in Linmilne 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.137 fermourers of mill of Linmylne 
1688 RS83/1 f.17v.7 James Blacke of Hillend and Agnis Pender his spouse, of the quarter part of the mylne in 

Slamanan Muir called Linmylne. Registered on the 301st and 302nd leaves of the said 
Register  

1723 SC67/67/6 f.28v James Black, portioner of Linmilne 
1749 GD170/196 Disposition by James Black of Hillend to James Black his eldest son of the half of the 

Linmill 
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1753 RS59/20 f.141 James Black of Lynmiln of all and haill five aikers of land in Crossridge on the southside 
thereof --- also the just and equal half of the Moss of Beadike upon the east side thereof  

1755 Roy Lonmill 
1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Linmiln, including part of Bridgend Crossrig;- parts 

of Bridgend, and part thereof called Easter Greenhill, part of Lenhouse and Arnloss, part of 
Greenhill called Easter Greenhill or Garnilees; parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 

1792 AOS 2230  Mill of Slamannan Muir called Linmiln 
c 1800 CHA A854.031–033 Linmiln 
1817 Grassom Llinnmill (sic) 
1860 OSNB Linn Mill A group of buildings consisting of dwelling houses, two lint mills and offices. 

The dwelling houses are two stories, together with the offices. One of the mills is three 
stories, the other one. The mills and offices are slated and in good repair. The dwelling 
house thatched and in bad repair. Property and residence of Robert Inglis Esq. The 
machinery of the mills is propelled by water. The name appears to have been derived from 
a very fine Linn or waterfall on the stream adjacent to the buildings. 

1860 OS Linn Mill - as well as "mill", shows "Lint Mill" immediately south of the mill. 
1912 CDS13 Linn Mill - Thomas Binnie, farmer 
1980 OS Mill 
LINN MILL BRIDGE SLM NS9172 [1]   NS912721 
 
1860 OSNB Linn Mill Bridge A small stone bridge of one arch spanning Linnmill Burn on the parish 

road a few chains south of Linn Mill. It is the property of the Heritors of the parish. 
1860 OS Linn Mill Bridge  
LINNMILL BRIDGE-END  # SLM NS9172 [1]   NS911721 
 
1860 OSNB Linnmill Bridge-End Consists of a dwelling house and wright's shop, one storey, slated 

and in good repair. Property and residence of Mr Robert Simpson. 
1860 OS Linnmill Bridge-End  
LINNMILL BURN SLM NS9172 [1]   NS916725 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Linmill Burn  
1860 OSNB Linnmill Burn A small stream which rises on the farm of Wester Burnhead, and after a 

course of about 4 miles, falls into the River Avon near Newland Mill. It forms the 
boundary between the counties of Stirling and Linlithgow for the general part of its course. 
There is a very beautiful waterfall on it, upwards of.60 feet, close by Linn Mill. 

1860 OS Linnmill Burn  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Linnmill Burn  
 
Note: this is the lower reaches of Drumtassie Burn. 
LINNMILL FALL SLM NS9172 [1]   NS912723 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Cascade 
1860 OSNB Linnmill Fall (See Torphichen parish) 
1860 OS. Linnmill Fall  
LIPPY # SLM NS8974 [1]   NS893743 - Wester   
     NS844743 - Easter 
 
c 1722 SC67/67/6 f.App. Alexander Young in Lepie 
1806 CHA A958/254 Lyppie 
1817 OS Lyppie 
1860 OS Leppie 
1956 OS Lippy 
 
LITTLE BLACK LOCH # SLM NS8770  NS876706 
 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.39 Litill Loche - see for shooting of ducks 
1792 AOS 2161  the wester part of Holehouse with the fishing in the Black Loch and Little Loch, parish of 

Slamannan  
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1860 OSNB Little Black Loch A small freshwater loch situated in the south of the parish and about 1/2 
mile north-east of Black Loch. 

1980 OS Little Black Loch - place-name only 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Little Black Loch - place-name only 
 
Note: this loch has been lost through land drainage. 
LOANEND OF DALQUHAIRN # SLM NS9072 [1] NS903723 
 
1711 SC67/67/iii Loanend of Dalquhern 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.31v Thomas Russell in Loanend of Dalwhairn 
1745 RS59/19 f.3 the western gable of the house called Westerloanend  
1755 Roy Loanend 
1783 AOS 341 Edward Morton, merchant, Linlithgow, and Euphan Dick his spouse, seised in part of 

Dalwhairn called Loanend, parish of Slamannan on disp. by James Main of Loanend. P.R. 
27.453 

1806 1806 CHA 958/254 Loanend 
1817 Grassom Loanend 
1860 OSNB Loanend A small farmsteading together with a row of cothouses, the whole one storey, the 

former thatched and in bad repair, the latter tiled and in good repair. Property of Mrs 
Marshall, Avonbridge by Falkirk.  

1860 OS Loanend  
 
LOANHEAD SLM NS8472 [1]  NS844722  
 
1745 RS59/19 f.3 that little part and portion of his lands of Dalquhairn called Easter Loanhead bounded as 

follows Viz going south west from the western gable of the house called Westerloanend 
about five falls where there is a march stone fixt upon the north side of the road leading to 
Dalquhairn Bridge from thence going in a straight line north east to the big stone in the 
north west nook of the yeard dyke lying within the north side of the said house thence east 
the Green Dyke to Dalquhairn Burn having the said burn upon the east side and the lands 
of Craigend upon the south side thereof with the houses and yeards presently built upon the 
said lands --- parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Loanhead 
1806 CHA 958/254 Loanhead 
1817 Grassom Loanhead 
1860 OSNB Loanhead A small farmsteading, one storey in height, thattched and in good repair. 

Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Loanhead 
1980 OS Loanhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Loanhead 
 
LOANHOUSE see Linhouse 
LOANMUIR # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1696 RS83/1 f.71.1 part of Slamannan Mure commonlie called Loanmure. Registered on the 465th leaf of the 

said Register [RS59/8 has: “lands of Slamannan Muir called Wester Lenhouse ] 
LOANRIG SLM NS8773   NS871734 [1] - Easter  

NS867737 [1] - Wester 
 
1752 RS59/20 f.40v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Rankine of Loanridge with a 

Precept of Clare Constat as heir of his father John Rankine portioner of Northhouse of 
Balmulzier--- half of the lands of Balmulzier --- formerly within the barony of Airth Bizet 
and now within the barony of Callander 

1755 Roy Lonrig  
1817 Grassom Loanrig  
1860 OSNB Easter Loanrig A farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, thatched and in 

middling repair. Property and residence of Mr George Waugh. 
 Wester Loanrig A farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property of the Revd James Lindsay, ------. 
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1860 OS Easter and Wester Loanrig  
1980 OS Easter and Wester Loanrig  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Loanrig  
LOCHBACK # SLM NS8875 [1]   NS889751   
 
1721 RS59/14 f.292v Easter and Wester Gardrum Darnridge Lochbank, three acres at Craigmadie and Miln of 

Elridge 
1783 RHP 1533/3 Lochbank 
1784 AOS 610  Burella Hunter, as heir to Alexander Hunter M.D., London, her father, seised in parts of 

Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum, part of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, & Lochstank – sold 
to Robert Hunter, professor of Greek, University of Edinburgh. 1774. G.R. 420.35  

1790 AOS 1747  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum & parts of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, 
Lochstank - part of the barony of Abbotskerse  

1799 AOS 3789  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie, barony of Abbotskerse; - Gardrum and Darnrig, Lochback, 
Lochstank 

1860 OS Lochbank 
LOCHBARNS # SLM NS8670 [3] 
 
1714 SC67/67/5 f.186  John Lightbodie in Lochbarns 
1798 AOS Lochbarns, parish of Slamannan 
LOCH ELRIG SLM NS8875 [1]   NS888750   
 
1590 Pont Elrickill l. 
1721 RS59/14 f.271 William Coubrouch in Falkirk lawful heir to John Coubruch drover in Falkirk --- 

disposition from Thomas Russall of Elrig --- of all and haill a part and portion of the lands 
of Elrig --- bounded as follows viz be the lands and mosses pertaining to the late Earl of 
Linlithgow’s vassals upon the east the Water of Aven on the south the lands of Croftandie 
upon the west and upon the north Running straight up the miln burn and straight through 
the middle of Elrig Loch and from thence in a straight line to the said late Earl’s march 
upon the east as said is and that for the north marches  

1723 Macfarlane Elridge Loch 
1749 RS59/19 f.358 Henry Coubrugh portioner of Elrig as heir to the deceast William Coubrugh drover in 

Falkirk only lawful son and heir to the also deceast John Coubrugh drover there--- Precept 
of Clare Constat --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elrig --- bounded 
viz: by the lands and mosses pertaining to the late Earl of Linlithgows vassals upon the 
east, The Watter of Aven upon the south The lands of Croftandie upon the west and upon 
the north running straight up the miln burn and straight through the middle of the Elrig 
Loch and from thence in a straight line to the said late Earls march upon the east as saidis 
And that for the north march 

1783 RHP 1533/3 Plan of the Estate of Lochelridge in the parish of Falkirk annexed to the Kirk of 
Slamannan belonging to the deceased Sir Alexander Hunter 

1860 OS Loch Ellrig 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Loch Ellrig 
LOCHEND # SLM NS8670 [3]  NS8670 [3] 
 
1623 RS58/3 f.40 [L] Alexander Tennend in Lochend 
1684 RS59/6 f.469v George Waddell of Lochend 
LOCHEND SLM NS880748   
 
1689 RS83/1 f.20.14 George Waddell in Lochend of ane annualrent out of the lands of Easter Glen. Registered 

on the 362nd leaf of the said Register 
1709 GD170/196 George Waddale of Lochend 
1755 Roy Lochend 
1806 CHA A958/254 Lochend 
1817 Grassom Lochend 
1860 OS Lochend 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Lochend 
LOCH HOUSE SLM NS8771 [1]  NS874710 
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1720 GD170/196 Disposition by James Shaw now of Dalquhairn to John [Mochrie?] in Easter Dykehead of 
that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan commonly called Lochhouse extending to 
an 8 penny land 

1728 RS59/15 f.285v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan commonly called Lochhouse – 
to carry his grindable corn to the miln of Dalquhairn 

1755 Roy Lochhouse 
1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. parts of Balcastle, part of Dalquhairn, and parts thereof called 

Badcur and Lochhouse 
1798 AOS 3456  John Storry of Lochhouse, parish of Slamannan  
1806 CHA 958/254 Lochhouse 
1817 Grassom Lochhouse 
1860 OSNB Loch House A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

R.C.D.C. Buchanan of Drumpellar. 
1860 OS Loch House    
1980 OS Loch House  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Loch House  
 
LOCHMUIR SLM NS8670 [1]  NS866701 [1] - South 
     NS868706 [1] - North 
 
1690 SC67/67/3 f. 8v Blackloch Mure 
1713 GD170/196 part of the muir called Lows or Blacklochmuir 
1714 RS59/13 f.153 all and haill his portion of the muir called Louies Muir or Blackloch Muir being the north 

pairt thereof – parioche of Slamannan regality of Falkirk sheriffdom of Stirling  
1736 RS59/17 f.107v James Waddell of South Bankhead as baillie --- William Black of North Bankhead as 

procurator for Henry Robert tennent of Baadcur and Henry Robert his eldest lawful son --- 
granted by James Shaw of Dalquhairn with consent of Alexander Miln of Newmiln --- that 
part of James Shaw’s lands of Dalquhairn called Baddcurr --- also that part of the Black 
Lochmuir 

1788 AOS 1351 part of Easter Dykehead called Blacklochmuir, parish of Slamannan  
1793 AOS 2445 in part of the muir called Lows or Blacklochmuir 
1806 1806 CHA 958/254 N. Black Lochmuir – S. Black Lochmuir 
1817 Grassom Lochmuir - North [855704]; South [= present day Holehousemuir] 
1821 Ainslie Lochmuir 
1860 OSNB North Lochmuir (ruin) A ruin, formerly a farmsteading. Property of R.C.D.C. Buchanan 

of Drumpellar. 
1860 OS North Lochmuir 
LOCH SIDE # SLM NS8874 
 
1691 RS59/8 f.32v being part of the ffourtie shilling land Ellrige with houses [etc] --- boundit betwixt the 

lands of Thomas Aikenhead of Jaw on the west the Water of Avene on the south the lands 
called the Grayrige and the lands called the Syde and the cottaries possest be [blank] 
conform to the march stones set betwixt the same on the east and the comone muire on the 
north parts all lyand in the paroche of Falkirk barony and regality of Abbotscarse and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1755 Roy Loch Side 
1806 CHA A958/254 Lochside 
1896 AD14/96/14  Precognition against William Forbes for the crime of rape at Public road from Slamannan 

Date 1896 ; Accused William Forbes, Age: 40, Woodside, Slamannan, roadsman ; Victim 
Elizabeth Murray, Lochside 1817 Grassom Lochside 

LOCHSTANK # SLM NS8769 [1]   NS871695  
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Lochstank  
1817 Grassom Lochstank  
1860 OSNB Lochstank A farmsteading, one storey, thatched, and in indifferent repair. Property of Mr 

Robert Inglis, Linn Mill by Avonbridge. 
1860 OS Lochstank  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Lochstank  
 
Cf Stankards WLO [PNWL 75] 
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LOCHSTANK # SLM NS8875   
 
1784 AOS 610  Burella Hunter, as heir to Alexander Hunter M.D., London, her father, seised in parts of 

Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum, part of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, & Lochstank – 
sold to Robert Hunter, professor of Greek, University of Edinburgh. 1774. G.R. 420.35  

1790 AOS 1747  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie; Gardrum & parts of Darnrig, Craigmad, Lochback, 
Lochstank - part of the barony of Abbotskerse  

1799 AOS 3789  parts of Elrig, viz. Croftandie, barony of Abbotskerse; - Gardrum and Darnrig, Lochback, 
Lochstank 

LODGE SLM NS8471 [1]  NS844713 
 
1742 CRS John Inglis in Lodge of Slamannan 
1755 Roy Lodge 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and above the hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
c 1800 CHA A854.031–033 the farm and lands of Lodge (part of the lands and estate of Southfield) ... were formerly 

known as the lands of Newfielddyke and Lodge 
1805 AOS 5127 Newfield Dyke & Lodge, being part of Balquhatston & Above the Hill of Balquhatston  
1817 Grassom Lodge 
c 1860 CHA A854.031–033 George Hodge, farmer in Lodge 
1860 OSNB Lodge A farmhouse, one storey, thatched and in middling repair. The detached building 

occupying the south-west corner of the steading forms part of a new steading in course of 
erection, it is slated and in very good repair. Property of A Aitken, writer, Falkirk. This 
name also includes three dwelling houses a few chains north-west of the farm, as well as a 
row of colliers houses alittle north-west of the said detached dwelling houses. 

1860 OS Lodge 
1980 OS Lodge Farm 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Lodge Farm 
 
ME loge, a hut, a small house. 
 
cf Pateslodge and Pirnielodge infra 
 
LOUISMUIR # SLM NS8670 [1]  NS864702 
 
1713 GD170/196 part of the muir called Lows or Black Lochmuir 
1714 RS59/13 f.153 all and haill his portion of the muir called Louies Muir or Blackloch Muir being the north 

pairt thereof – parioche of Slamannan regality of Falkirk sheriffdom of Stirling  
1755 Roy the Lowes 
1792 AOS Lows or Blacklochmuir 
1860 OSNB Louismuir A row of small dwellinghouses, one storey, slated and in middling repair. It 

was at one time a farmsteading. Property of R.C.D.C.Buchanan of Drumpellar. 
1860 OS Louismuir  
1947 OS Louismuir 
LOW ROUGHRIGG see Roughrig 
LOWES # SLM NS8670 [1]  NS866701 
 
1713 GD170/196 part of the muir called Lows or Black Lochmuir 
1755 Roy The Lowes 
1793 AOS 2445  in part of the muir called Lows or Blacklochmuir 
1797 AOS 3439  James Boyd in Drumclair - in Lows, being part of Blacklochmuir. parish of Slamannan – 

James Binnie of Lows, William Gray of Windy yett 
 
cf Loch of Lowes – recurring 
  Lowes, New Cumnock; Dunkeld; Lowesmuir, Cumnock 
  Lowes Loch NX7078; Lewes ABD; Loch of the Leys ABD  
  Loch of the Lowes, Galloway [PNG 201] 
 
Note1: The Forrest of Lowes, Northumberland was named from the loughs or lakes – Craglough, Little Low, Greenley 

and Broomley Lochs north of the wall 
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        2: cf Luss DNB [PNDB 61] “The country about the three Lochs is called Lowis in an Act of Parliament in 1488" 
        3: ... multuris, silvis, le lowes et piscationibus earundem, cum warde et propicuis de Littill Loch myln apud Lacum 

de Forfare ... RSSRS, i 1109 
LUCKEN BURN SLM NS8372 [1]   NS834725  
 
1737 RS59/17 f.230v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Occarsdykes as is inclosed by a park dyke 

and from the north end of the park dyke up the Luckenburn to Da[vid] Russells march the 
said Luckenburn being upon the east parts  

1864 OS Lucken Burn  
1971 OS Lucken Burn 
1980 OS Lucken Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Lucken Burn 
 
Note: This burn rises outwith Falkirk District but runs through it for some distance under that name before joining with 

the Rashiehill burn. 
 
cf Lokenburn, Alnwick NTB [PNND offers no derivaton] 
 
MARSHALLFIELD # SLM NS9172 [1] 
 
1860 OSNB Marshallfield A neat dwelling house, one storey, slated and in very good repair. Property 

and residence Mr John Gilchrist. 
1860 OS Marshallfield  
MASONFIELD SLM NS851754   
 
c 1820 RHP 14349 Masonfield 
1860 OS Masonfield 
1956 OS Masonfield 
 
Note: CHA A958/254 shows this as Easter Jawcraig 
MEGGS MYRE # SLM NS8870 [2] 
 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71v Meggs Mayre 
MEIKLE MOSS # SLM NS8872 [2] 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  William Young younger of Summerhouse --- James Waddle Merchant Burgess of 

Glasgow holding in his hands ane Disposition made and granted by the said William 
Young to him --- all and heall that piece of land of the lands of Bankhead Bounded as 
follows Viz: Beginning at the water on the northeast from thence straight south to the 
Garden Dyke neuk of Bankhead on the east of the mansion house and from thence round 
the said Garden Dyke untill it come straight opposite to the stank that goes south to 
Summerhouse marche and from thence south the said stank untill the march betweixt the 
lands of Summerhouse and Bankhead and from thence leading straight west from the south 
end of the said stank along the martch of Summerhouse and Bankhead till a martch stone 
fixed at the east end of the Meikle Moss and from thence north to ane other martch fixt a 
little piece within the north side of of the said Meikle Moss and from thence straight west 
the said Moss to and martch stone fixt near the west end thereof and from thence clyning 
straight to ane stone in the cassey bewest the said Moss called the Neuck martch stone and 
from thence north the said cassey to the dyke on the north side of the highgate going east 
from Yetthall and from thence east the said dyke to the east side of the lands upon the 
faulds presently possest by John Russal and from thence north the said faulds doun & 
furrow on the east side of John Russal’s possession to Robert Auld’s martch in the Burn 
Meadow and so running east the said Meadow as the martches are fixt betwixt Bankhead 
and Ballmitchell lands to the Watter of Aven 

MIDDLERIG SLM NS8472 [1]  NS844725 
 
1575 Johnsoun Robert Rankin in Mydillrig 
1620 RS58/2 f.109 [endorsed “sasine for Andrew Arthur of the lands of Balcastell”] Andrew Alexander baillie 

in that part --- Walter Rankin in Midlrig Alexander Arthur in Balcastell and Agnes Tailzier 
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there --- Archibald Cunnynghame de Polmais all and haill that part of Slamannan Mure 
occupied by the foresaid people: viz Walter Rankin in that part of the lands called Midlrig, 
the part called Balcastell occupied by Andrew Russell and the other part of Balcastell 
occupied by Robert Gibbesoune and a part of Balcastell by the foresaid Agnes Tailzer  

1626 CRS Middilrig, parish of St Lawrence 
1629 RS58/4 f.274v compeared Robert Rankein in Middlerig and Jonet Airthour his spouse with William 

Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of 
sale and alienation of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Middlerig of 
Slamannan presently possessed and occupied by Robert and his spouse  

1629 RS58/5 f.18 Robert Rankyne, son and heir of Robert Rankyne in Midlerig 
1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of  
 Midlerig,  
1653 RS2/6.326  Thomas Neil in Midlerig 
1656 RS58/11 f.13v Robert Russall in Midlerig 
1657 RS58/11 f.200v Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands eftermentiouned Thomas Russell eldest 

laufull sone to Thomas Russell in Forrest and Margaret Tailzeor lawfull dochter to Allan 
Tailzeor in Boighill spouse future to the said Thomas having and holding in their hands ane 
chartor of donatioun and concessioune conteining thairintill ane precept of seasing --- part 
and portion of the lands of Midlrig of Slamannane --- possest be the said Allane and his 
tenents and be Robert Rankine [witnesses to sasine] Thomas Scouler in the Heiddyke of 
Balcastell Alexander Miller in Mossell 

1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 
belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1682 SC67/67/2 f.15v Thomas Russall of Midlerige 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.102v Allan Tailyor in Midlerig 
1698 RS83/2/10 f.76  Jean Broun spouse to Thomas Russall of Midlerige ... lands of Midlerige called Greenhill 
1703 RS83.2.11.239  Thomas Russell only son of deceast Thomas Russell of Middlerig - of Middlerig of 

Slamannan RS59/11 f.259 – f.260 
1716 RS59/13 f.312v granted be Thomas Russal of Middlerig to the said Alexander Waddel --- of all and haill 

that portion of his lands called Blackrig lyand on the north side of Greenhill Burn with the 
ten rigs of land besouth the park dike on the north side of the Whitepiece lyand on the east 
side of the said burn and adjacent to the said park dike and also with that part of the 
Drennie Moss 

1718 E644/1/14  Thomas Russell of Middlerig 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v John Boyd in Middlerig 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.10v Thomas Russal of Middlerig  
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61v James Mungall, shoemaker in Middlerig  
1755 Roy Middlerig 
1781 AOS 110 George Russell of Greenhill, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called Greenhill, & 

part of the Muir called Rashiemill or Northisle, parish of Slamannan – on disp. by Daniel 
Fisher of Langrigg; P.R. 27.40 

1787 AOS 1209 Middleridge, parish of Slamannan  
1789 AOS 1556 part of Balmulzier called Southhouse, Middlerig, Rashiehill, Wester Dykeheads  
1789 AOS 1457 in a mailing of Wester Greenhill, being part of Middlerig of Slamannan  
1804 AOS 4798 in Shawfield and South Isle being part of Middleridge of Slamannan, & lands of North 

Isle formerly called Rashiehill Muir 
1817 Grassom Middlerigg 
1860 OSNB Middlerig A farmsteading one storey in height, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

Provost Rankine Auchengray. 
1860 OS Middlerig  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Middlerig  
MIDDLERIG # SLM NS8474 [3]    
 
1723 RS59/14 f.416 Peter Baird in Innereaven --- of all and heall the just and equal fourth part of the lands of 

Greenridge called the Middleridge --- lying within the parish of Falkirk  
1731 RS59/15 f.688 James Boyd of Greenrig --- all and haill that part and portion of his lands of Middlerig and 

Plumbs with houses [etc] Bounded as follows viz. The land disponed by him to David 
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Russell of Middlerigg on the east the lands belonging to John Easton upon the south east 
and from the north west end of the stank betwixt the said John Easton and him to a 
stockbridge betwixt Robert Russells lands and his and from the west side of the said Bridge 
north to Robert Russells march stone and from thence west the said Robert Russells march 
to the said James Boyds own lands of Greenrig All upon the south the lands of Greenrig 
upon the west and the lands of Threaprig upon the north --- lying within the parioch of 
Falkirk  

1754 RS59/20 f.254 John Boyd of Easter Greenridge --- all and haill that his easter half of the lands of 
Greenridge --- as also all and haill that the portion of the lands of Midleridge and Plumbs 
with houses [etc] --- lying of old within the parish of Falkirk and now within the parish of 
Slamannan  

1755 Roy Middlerig 
1787 AOS 1099 Middlerig and part of Shortrig, parish of Falkirk 
MIDDLERIGHEAD # SLM NS841747 [2]   NS841747 [2]  
 
1740 RS59/18 f.87v David Russell of Midleridghead of Wester Jaw 
1745 CRS David Russel in Middlerighead of Wester Jaw 
1800 CHA A854.031- 033  Middlerighead 
1806 CHA A958/254 Middle Righead 
MOSS CANKER  # SLM NS7070 [3] 
 
1731 RS59/15 f.691v Easter Greenhill called Garneylees with the meadow and pasturage called Mosscanker  
1752 RS59/20 f.35v Compared personaly upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Black of 

Drumtassie Craig all and whole that part and portion of the lands of Easter Greenhill which 
is commonly called Garneyleys with the meadow and pasturage called Moss Canker and 
the new ground be east the same and houses [etc] 

 
MOSSCASTLE # SLM NS853733 [1]  NS853733 
 
1657 RS58/11 f.200v Alexander Miller in Moss’ell 
1695 RS59/8 f.394  all or about thrie roods of land or thairby boundit as follows, viz by the Kirkburne and 

Gleib on the north By ane butt of Mothall land att the bridge on the east, Bye ane march 
dyke betwixt it and Castlehill land on the south By ane poffill of land called Mosscastle 
belonging to George Rankine on the west thairof lyand in the parochine of Slamanan and 
sheriffdom of Stirling with the free ishe and entrie thairto, and with all liberties and 
privileges of the samen for building of ane school and schoolhouse thairon, and other pious 
uses. 

1740 GD170/196 Contract of Marriage betwixt George Waddell, eldest son to the said Alexander Waddell of 
Rashiehill and Janet Boyle by which the said Alexander Waddell disposes to the said 
George the said lands of Rashiehill excepting that part of the same called Mosscastle sold 
by him to James Wood 

1755 Roy Mosscastle 
1806 CHA 958/254 Mosscastle 
1803 AOS 4650 part of Rashiehill called Mosscastle, parish of Slamannan  
1817 Grassom Mosscastle 
1860 OSNB Mosscastle A farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories, offices one, all slated and in very 

good repair. Property of William Boyd Esq, Babbithill, Slamannan. 
1860 OS Mosscastle 
1902 CHA A854.031–033 Mosscastle 
1912 CDS13 Mosscastle - Arthur McGregor 
 
cf Mosscastle NS845225 
 
MOSSNEUK # SLM NS8274 [1]   NS820743   
 
1755 Roy Mossneuk 
MOSS-SIDE Speculative - no proof that locus is SLM 
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1638 RS58/7 f.126v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 
Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead and James Cairns [nuncius?] king’s 
baillie [regis ballitus] in that part --- all and haill that part of Slamannane Mure commonly 
known as lie Steanrige with houses [etc] [later defines it as a quarter part] [witnesses to 
sasine] James Pender, junior, portioner of Grenhill, Robert Russell, son of John Russell in 
Blairmuckis, William Tennend, lawful son of the late John Tennend of Burneheid 

1638 RS58/7 f.138 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 
Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumcrie with maristo, commonly the bog, known as Tintoissyk which is presently 
occupied and possessed by George Mochrie --- lying within the barony of Airthbissett and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

MOTTE SLM NS8573 [1]  NS856734 
 
c 1800 CHA A854.031–033 Balmulzier Moat 
1805 RHP 466/3 Laigh Moat [c856736] "The Northernmost House in Slamannan parish" 
1806 CHA 958/254  Laigh Moat - Moat 
1860 OSNB Mote A small conical eminence a short distance north of the parish church, having the 

appearance of having being artificial, and supposed to have been the seat of one of the 
ancient justiciary courts. In 1810 one of these mounds was levelled and the parish church 
built on its site. 

 Mote Cottage [Moat Cottage] A dwelling house, one storey, slated and in very good repair, 
situated at the northern extremity of the parish of Slamannan, and adjacent to the Mote, 
from which it derives its name. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray by Coatbridge, 
Lanarkshire. 

1860 OS Motte 
1980 OS Motte 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Motte 
 
See Stirlingshire No.179  
MOTTHALL # SLM NS8573 [2] 
 
1636 RS58/6 f.345 Alexander Neill in Mothall 
1638 RS58/7 f.177v [witnesses to sasine] George Arthour portioner of Balquatstaine, Robert Rankine of 

Midlerig, Alexander Neil in Halffmerk called the Mothall  
1645 SC67/67/1 f.3 Alexander Neill in Motehall 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.6v Alexander Neill zounger in Motehall 
1645 SC67/67/1 f.45v George Neill sone to Alexander Neill in Motehall 
1659 RS58/12 f.117v George Weddell portioner of Balquhatstane --- all and haill the lands of South Balmilliar 

and the lands of Mothall with the manner place houses [etc] --- pertained – of before to the 
deceist Johne Rankine of Southhouse of Balmiliar 

1669 RS59/4 f.73 lands of Slamannan mure known as the Halfe Merk and now Motthall --- moreover that 
part and portion of Rashiehill Mosse on the east side of the Pissing Syke 

1711 SC67/67/v 103v Patrick Grey in Motthall 
1711 SC67/67/v 117 Patrick Grey in Motthall Jonnet Marshell his spouse 
1712 RS59/13 f.44v George Waddell of Abovethehill --- James Rankine of [Myvathill] --- that other part and 

portion of land of the lands of Slamannan commonly called Half Merk and now called 
Myathall [recte Motthall] 

1714 SC67/67/5 Patrick Grey in Motthall 
1718 E644/1/14  James Waddell portioner of Balquhatston; Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatston; 

George Waddell in Balquhatston of feuduty for the lands of Mothill and part of 
Southhouse, ---syk & Bunihill 

1723 SC67/67/6 f.9v George Gray in Mothall 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.55 Patrick Gray in Mothall 
1781 AOS 76 William Waddell of Easter Moffat, as heir to George Waddell of Easter Moffat, his father, 

seised in;- part of Balmulzier, and part of Slamannan Muir called Mothall, parish of 
Slamannan ; on Precept of Clare Constat by Isabella, Countess Dowager of Errol; P.R. 
26.515 

1806 AOS 5348 Motthall, parish of Slamannan  
MUNGLL # SLM NS 86068 [1] 
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1755 Roy Mungll 
1821 Ainslie Mungie 
 
This was an alternate name for Wester Whinn. There was a branch of the Mungal family resident in Slamannan parish 
– local pronunciation of place called Mungal is mungl 
NAPPYFAULDS SLM NS8674 [1]   NS862744   
 
1746 RS59/19 f.61v Goosedubs --- Nappiefaulds 
1755 Roy Knappyfaulds 
1762 CRS Michael Gilchrist, tenant in Knappyfaulds 
1796 AOS 3083  half of Wester Jaw, half of Sheelfauld-Dykes and half of Napiefaulds, parish of Slamannan  
1809 AOS 6311 the lands of Goosedubs and parts of Nappyfaulds, parish of Slamannan  
1817 Grassom Nappyfaulds 
1912 CDS13 Nappyfaulds House - Wm Scott 
1956 OS Nappyfaulds House 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Nappyfaulds House 
NETHERSTEADS # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.10 David Young v "the whole heretors of the Nethersteads of Slammanan" 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.13 David Young ... the four Nethersteds 
NEUKS SLM NS8872 [1]  NS887728 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  straight to ane stone in the cassey bewest the said Moss called the Neuck martch stone  
1737 RS59/17 f.156v all and haill that part and pendicle of the halfmerk lands of Bankhead of old extent 

commonly called the Neuks 
1749 CRS Robert Shaw in Nooks of Slamannan 
1755 Roy Neuk 
1795 AOS part of Bankhead called the Neuks 
1800 AOS 3924 a half merkland of Bankhead called the Newcks 
1817 Grassom Neuck 
1860 OSNB Neuk. A small cothouse, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Mrs Waddell, 

proprietress, Balquhatston House. 
1860 OS Neuk 
1980 OS Neucks 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Neuck 
NEWCRAIG SLM NS8575 [1]   NS849756   
 
1800 CHA A854.031-033 New Craig 
1860 OS Newcraig - Newcraig Cottage 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Newcraig Cottage 
NEWDYKE # SLM NS8574 [1]   NS858749   
     NS854747 - Wester 
 
1635 RS58/6 f.285v John Russall in Newdyk 
1665 CRS John Russel in Newdyke of Jawcraig 
1667 RS59/3 f.4 Comperit personalie upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wyse in Crwsshill 

and Elizabeth Russall his spous ---- umquhill John Russall in Newdyk and the said 
Elizabeth Russall then his spous --- lands of Newdyck of Jawcraig 

1680 RS59/6 f.166v the lands of Newdyk of Jawcraig pertaining to Malcolm Scott in propper woodsett 
1710 GD332/54  Andrew Russell, in Newdyck  
1755 Roy Newdyke 
1790 AOS 1727 Cecil Renton, relict of Archibald Fish of Jawcraig, seised in a tenement called Newdyke 

House, 
1806 CHA A958/254 New Dyke 
1819 AOS 9273 Easter half of the lands of Jawcraig consisting of the 3 farms of Cornfield, Newdyke & 

Cross-stone 
1820 RHP 14349 Newdyke 
NEWFIELD # SLM NS8471   NS849714 
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1817 Grassom Newfield 
1821 Ainslie Newfield 
 
Grassom’s site equates with Newfielddyke 
NEWFIELD DYKE # SLM NS8471   NS849714 
 
1711 SC67/67/v 103v James Inglis in Newfieldyke 
1738 RS59/17 f.327 John Inglis son to James Inglis tennant in Newfield Dyke  
1755 Roy Newfield Dykes 
1792 AOS 2300 in parts of Balquhatstone and above the hill of Balquhatstone called Newfield Dyke, 

Lodge, Lymmieridge & Wester Drumclair 
1800 CHA A854.031–033 the farm and lands of Lodge (part of the lands and estate of Southfield) ... were formerly 

known as the lands of Newfielddyke and Lodge 
1805 AOS 5127 Newfield Dyke & Lodge, being part of Balquhatston & Above the Hill of Balquhatston  
1817 Grassom Newfield 
1860 OSNB Newfieldyke This was formerly a farmsteading but is now used as dwelling houses. It is 

one storey, thatched and in middling repair. Property of A Aitken, writer, Falkirk. 
 Newfieldyke Row This name applies to two rows of colliers houses which are one storey in 

height, slated and in good repair. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Newfieldyke  
NEWFIELDDYKE ROW # SLM NS8571 [1]  NS850716 
 
1860 OS Newfieldyke Row  
NEW LINN MILL NS916727 [1] 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Mill 
1860 OSNB New Linn Mill (lint) A lint mill with dwelling house attached, both one storey, the latter 

slated, the former thatched and in good repair. The machinery propelled by water. Property 
of Mr John Waugh, New Mill by Avonbridge. 

1860 OS New Linn Mill 
NEW MILL # SLM NS8873 [1]   NS889732 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Lady Ann's Mill 
1817 Grassom New Mill 
1860 OSNB New Mill (corn) A corn mill with a dwelling house attached. The dwelling house is two 

stories, the mill and offices one, all slated and in very good repair. Property and residence 
of Mr John Waugh. The machinery of the mill is propelled by water. 

1860 OS New Mill  
1876 AD14/76/213  Precognition against James Gray for the crime of incest Accused James Gray, Age: 35, 

Newmill, Slamannan, Stirling, miller  
1980 OS New Mill 
NOOKS see Neuks 
NORTH CALDER WATER SLM NS8669 [1]  NS864696 
 
1860 OS North Calder Water  
1860 OSNB North Calder Water This stream issues from Black Loch and flows, in a narrow channel, 

along this parish for about one mile, forming the boundary between it and the parish of 
New Monkland in Lanarkshire. It then becomes the boundary between Lanarkshire and 
Linlithgowshire, increasing as it flows until it becomes a large and important tributary of 
the River Calder. 

1971 OS North Calder Water  
2001 OS Explorer 349  North Calder Water  
 
This is the boundary between Stirlingshire and Lanarkshire. 
NORTH ISLE see Isle  
NORTH-HOUSE # SLM NS8573 [2] 
 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.38v John Rankeine of Northhouse 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56v Northhouse of Balmilzear 
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1653 RS58/9 f.180 the haill rowme and lands caled North House in Bomolyer  
1661 CRS John Rankine of Northhouse 
1685 RS83/1 f.3v.9 Agnes Sympsone spouse to John Rankine of Northhouse of Balmulier. Registered on the 

44th and 45th leaves of the said Register  
1699 RS.83.2.159  Janet Rankine, daughter and air to umquil James Rankine, son to John Rankine of 

Northhouse 
1718 E644/1/14  Robert Rankine son to John Rankine of North-house 
1752 RS59/20 f.40v personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned Robert Rankine of Loanridge with a 

Precept of Clare Constat as heir of his father John Rankine portioner of Northhouse of 
Balmulzier--- half of the lands of Balmulzier --- formerly within the barony of Airth Bizet 
and now within the barony of Callander 

1789 AOS 1557 parts of Slamannan, viz. part of Balmulzier or Northhouse, parish of Slamannan 

NORTH LOCHMUIR see Lochmuir - North  

OAKERSDYKES SLM NS8474 [1]   NS844741   
 
1721 GD171/3975.1 Feu Charter by George Menzies of Occarsdykes in favour of William Callendar, merchant 

in Falkirk in liferent, and William Callendar his grandchild, son to the deceast John 
Callendar, merchant in Falkirk, of the lands of Westerjaw and Occarsdykes 

1721 RS59/14 f.319 Wester Jaw and Ockersdyke --- reserving [to George Menzies, the disponer] the liberty of 
building a miln casting dambs and miln leads within any part of the said lands for payment 
of the damage 

1727 GD171/3975.3 Principal disposition by William Callender of Occarsdyke and Barbara Dallas his spouse 
in favour of John Easton in Occarsdykes and John Easton his son of the just and equal half 
of the lands of Westerjaw 

1729 GD171/3975.5 Principal disposition of the other half of the lands by the same parties as above 
1730 GD171/3975.7 Charter of Confirmation in respect of above by George menzies as superior 
1729 RS59/15 f.318 room and mealling of land in Wester Jaw called Occarsdykes 
1737 RS59/17 f.230v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Occarsdykes as is inclosed by a park dyke 

and from the north end of the park dyke up the Luckenburn to Da[vid] Russells march the 
said Luckenburn being upon the east parts  

1755 Roy Okersdyke 
1758 GD171/3975.8 Principal disposition of the said lands by the said John Easton with the consent of Agnes 

Hardy his spouse in favour of Thomas Gray, Shipmaster, Bo'ness and Janet Hardy his 
spouse and Thomas Gray their eldest son 

1762 SC1/1/1 Okerdyks 
1763 GD171/3975.10 Extract disposition and settlement by the said Thomas Gray, elder, in favour of the said 

Thomas Gray, his son 
1770 ZETLAND Oakers Dykes 
1789 AOS 1548 part of Wester Jaw called Ocardykes 
1790 AOS 1766 parts of Occarsdyke 
1800 CHA A854.031-033 Oakersdyke 
1806 CHA A958/254 Oaker Dykes 
1956 OS Oakersdykes 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Oakersdykes 
 
PN&S 54 notes Oughtershaw.  
 
cf Aikerdyke, lands of Balmore, parish of Baldernock 
  Yoker, DNB [PNDB 55]  
PARKHEAD SLM NS8373 [1]   NS838739 [1]  
 
1755 Roy Parkhead 
1806 CHA A958/254 Parkhead 
1817 Grassom Parkhead 
1821 Ainslie Parkhead 
1860 OS Parkhead 
1980 OS Parkhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Parkhead 
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PARKNEUK # SLM NS8972 [1]  NS894722 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Parkneuk  
1860 OSNB Parkneuk A group of buildings consisting of dwelling houses, wright's shop and smithy, 

they are all one storey, some slated, others thatched, or tiled, and in good repair. They are 
the property of the respective occupants 

1860 OS Parkneuk  
PARKS # SLM NS8972 [2]  NS894729 
 
1755 Roy Parks 
1806 CHA 958/254 Parks 
1817 Grassom Parks 
PAXHOLE # SLM NS9072 [1]   NS908725 
 
1573 Johnsoun 902 James Schaw in Paikis Hoile 
1590 Pont Pakesoll 
1613 RMS vii 1077 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander, Earl of Linlythgow etc.,- [wherein, in 

completion of a contract of the present date etc.,- grants at feuferme to James Schaw in 
Paixhoill, and Agnes Flemyng his wife,- lands of Dalquhairne, with meadows, moors, 
mosses, extending to 6 shillings 8 pence of Auld Extent occupied by the said James and 
Agnes and their sub-tenant, Thomas Wastoun, iron smith, and by Robert Pendar and 
William Meinzies), lands of Paxhoill with meadows, moors, mosses(occupied by the said 
James and Agnes), in the lordship and barony of Callendar by annexation 

1617 CRS James Shaw in Paikisholl 
1621 RS58/2 f.248v [endorsed “sasine James Schaw junior ----- of a part of Slamannan Mure”] --- Cunynghame 

of West Polmais – his parts of the lands of Slamannan Mure to James Schaw junior in 
Paikishole and John Rob there occupier lying in the parish of Slamannan [etc] – two fifth 
parts of the foresaid lands of Slamannan Mure 

1623 RS58/3 f.40 [L] [endorsed “for James Schaw of Paixhoill”] personally compeared James Schaw junior 
in Paixhoill Barbara Boyid his spouse and John Tennant portioner of Wester Dalquharne 
baillie in that part for Alexander earl of Linlithgow --- all and haill that equall half of the 
lands of Dalquhairne with houses [etc.] presently occupied by Robert Pender and James 
Pender --- and also the lands Paxhoill with houses [etc.] lying within the lordship and 
barony of the said noble earl [witnesses to sasine] Andrew Mongall in Bulliondaill, 
Alexander Tennend in Lochend, the said James Schaw senior, William Schaw his son 

1624 RS58/3 f.210 [L] James Schaw junior in Paixhoill 
1624 RS58/3 f.212v [L] James Schaw junior in Paixhoill 
1626 RS58/3 f.402 [L] James Shaw in Paxhoill 
1626 CRS Pathishoill 
1629 RS58/4 f.276v compeared James Shaw in Paixhoill and Agnes Wardrope his spouse with William 

Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of 
sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Mwre which the 
said Alexander and his spouse presently possess and occupy  

1629 RS58/5 f.23V James Shaw younger in Peaxishoill of Slamanan Mwre and John Robertson thair  
1630 RS58/5 f.58v [L] James Shaw, junior, of Peaxholl 
1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 

Paikishoillis,  
1637 RS58/7 f.73 personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Shaw, junior, of 

Paxhoill, Jonet Wardrope his spouse 
1637 CEP Paicksholl 
1658 CRS Andrew Mungall in Paiksholl 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1682 SPR/SR  John Allan in Paxholl 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.82v John Allan in Paixholl 
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1737 GD170/196 Disposition by the foresaid James Shaw of Dalwhairn in favour of Robert Black of the part 
and portion of the land of Paixhole (being part of the Estate of Dalwhairn) possest by 
Zacharia Allan 

1745 RS59/19 f.5v all and haill that part and portion of the lands of Paxhole being part of the Estate of 
Dalquharn bounded as follows Viz upon the south west and having two march stones fixed 
in the Green South at the west end of the Cadger Know running down to the Dalquharn 
Burn from thence having the present current of the said burn to the Aven Water upon the 
west and north sides and the said Water upon the north and the said Robert Black his lands 
of Boxholle upon the east and south --- parish of Slamannan  

1781 AOS 35 James Buchanan, merchant, Falkirk, seised in part of Paxhole, parish of Slamannan, on 
disp. by James Black, wright, Edinburgh Feb. 1776; P.R. 26.454 

1792 AOS Paixhole 
1800 AOS 3908 part of Dalquhairn called Paikshole 
1806 CHA 958/254 Paikshole 
1817 Grassom Parkshole 
1860 OSNB Paixhole A small farmsteading, dwelling house and offices, one storey, thatched and in 

tolerable repair. Property of Mr R Inglis, Linnmill by Avonbridge, Falkirk. 
1860 OS Paixhole  
 
cf Paxton NT935535; Paxtane NS905635 
  Paikshole AYR * 
  Douglashole AIH; Hemeshole MAS; Huggieshole MLO  
 
*Note: Matthew Dickie was born at East Raws in the parish of Kilmarnock ... The first school he attended was that of 

Paikshole. [Edwards, D. H., Modern Scottish Poets, 1882] 
PEATRIG # SLM NS8672 [2] 
 
1535 RMS iii 2172 [L] Peitrig 
1536 RMS iv 909 [L] Peitrig 
1630 RS58/5 f.50 George Waddell portioner of Balquhatstane --- Precect of Clare Constat --- that piece or 

part of the lands of Balquhatstane --- lying on the north side of the Paterig --- in the parish 
of Slamannan and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1708 GD170/196 1: Procuratory of Care Constat by James, Earl of Linlithgow and Callendar, in favour of 
James Waddell of Balquhatston as heir to George Waddell portioner of Balquhatston, his 
Great Grandfather, in all and haill the third part of the lands of Balquhatston ... and all and 
haill that part and portion of Two acres of land ... on the north side of Peatridge 

1789 AOS 1477 Peatrig, Above the Hill of Balquhatston 
1812 AOS 7459 Peatrig - Peatrigend - Ardrumend – Smallrigend – Wards 
 
Part of the lands of Balquhatstone 
PEATRIGEND # SLM NS8672 [1] NS867729 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Peatrigend 
1812 AOS 7459 Peatrig - Peatrigend  
1817 Grassom Peatrigend 
1860 OS Peatrigend 
1860 OSNB Peatrigend: A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Miss 

Georgina Catherine Waddell, Balquhatstone House. 
1980 OS Peatrigend 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Peatrigend 
PEATRIGHEAD # SLM NS8673   NS864732  
 
1755 Roy Peatrighead 
PIRNIE LODGE SLM NS8772 [1]  NS871728 
 
1755 Roy Purnylodge 
1806 CHA 958/254 Pirnielodge 
1817 Grassom Pirnylodge 
1848 CHA A854.031–033 Pirnielodge 
1860 OS Pirney Lodge 
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1860 OSNB Pirney Lodge A large farmsteading of one and two stories, slated and in very good 
condition. Mr John Hastie proprietor and occupant. It is a very old building and has been a 
family residence of the Hastie's for a very considerable period. 

1860 OS Pirney Lodge  
1912 CDS13 Pirney Lodge - J. Hastie 
 
 cf Pirnie Hall, Drymen; Pirnie NT6528; Pairney, Auchterarder < 1610 Pirney; Pirnhill NN8816 
 Pirniefield MLO ; Pirnie ELO 
 
Watson suggests, for Pirnie, Roxburgh, W. prenau, plural of pren, a tree. 
PISSING SYKE # SLM NS8473 [3] 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.73 lands of Slamannan mure known as the Halfe Merk and now Motthall --- moreover that 

part and portion of Rashiehill Mosse on the east side of the Pissing Syke 
 
cf Pisswanton GRM 
PEEWIP ROW # SLM  NS8573 [4] 
 
1894 AD14/94/22  Precognition against Edward Quigley, William Murphy for the crime of assault by stabbing 

to danger fo life at Forrest Street, Airdrie ; Accused William Murphy, Age: 30, Eastfiled, 
New Monkland, miner, Origin: Native of Ireland ; Accused Edward Quigley, single, Age: 
23, Peewip Row, Slamannan, miner, Origin: Native of Ireland  

 
Peewip (pronounced peeweep) is a local variant form of peewit, a vernacular name for the lapwing or green plover. 
Tends to be used of places in moorland places. Cf Broomhill Inn, Bonnybridge, which is known as ‘the Peewip’. 
PLUMBS # SLM NS8374 [3]   NS8374 [3] 
 
1731 RS59/15 f.688 James Boyd of Greenrig --- all and haill that part and portion of his lands of Middlerig and 

Plumbs with houses [etc] Bounded as follows viz. The land disponed by him to David 
Russell of Middlerigg on the east the lands belonging to John Easton upon the south east 
and from the north west end of the stank betwixt the said John Easton and him to a 
stockbridge betwixt Robert Russells lands and his and from the west side of the said Bridge 
north to Robert Russells march stone and from thence west the said Robert Russells march 
to the said James Boyds own lands of Greenrig All upon the south the lands of Greenrig 
upon the west and the lands of Threaprig upon the north --- lying within the parioch of 
Falkirk  

1754 RS59/20 f.254 John Boyd of Easter Greenridge --- all and haill that his easter half of the lands of 
Greenridge --- as also all and haill that the portion of the lands of Midleridge and Plumbs 
with houses [etc] --- lying of old within the parish of Falkirk and now within the parish of 
Slamannan 

POLNESS BURN SLM NS9071 [1]   NS908716 
 
1590 Pont Powness b. 
1732 RS59/16 f.99v  Polness Burn  
1806 CHA 958/254 Polness Burn 
1806 CHA 958/254 Polness Burn 
 
cf Poolness, Galloway [PNG 226] 
 
This is now known as the Drumtassie Burn 
 
poll n’eas, burn of the waterfall 

POWNESS BURN see Polness Burn 

QUARRY WELL # SLM NS866716 [1]  
 
1860 OSNB Quarry Well. This well is situated near to Drumclair Row. There is nothing of a mineral 

nature in its water though it is much frequented by the inhabitants of the district for the 
purity of its waters. 
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RASHIEHILL SLM NS8473 [1]   NS840730 
 
1590 Pont Rasshihyll 
1620 CRS George Neill in Raschiehill, parish of St Lawrence 
1620 RS58/2 f.107v [endorsed “sasine for William Stirling of lands of Slamannan Mure”] William Lindsay in 

[?] baillie in that part --- Andrew Stirling in Raschill --- John Ranken there and Agnes 
Stirling in Castellhill --- a charter of alienation --- all and haill that part of the lands of 
Slamannan Mure – namely that part known as Raschill --- occupied by George Neill --- 
that part occupied by John Ranken --- the part called Castellhill [witnesses to seis] George 
Rankin in Rashill, John Kent there and William Zong in Balquhatstoune 

1629 RS58/4 f.275 compeared Alexander Airthour in Baccastell as attorney for John Rankein in Raschiehill 
and Marjory Airthour, spouse of the said John, with William Levingstoune of Westquarter 
as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those 
parts and portions of the lands of Raschiehill of Slamannan which the said John and his 
spouse presently possess and occupy  

1629 RS58/4 f.277v compeared James Boyd portioner of Balmitchell and Alexander Airthour in Baccastell and 
as baillie in that part and John Rankein in Raschiehill --- charter of sale and alienation of 
those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Mwre known as Raschiehill which 
Margaret Merschell, mother of the said John Rankein and James Stirling presently 
possesses and occupies  

1629 RS58/4 f.282 compeared John Rankein in Raschiehill, lawful son of John Rankein in Raschiehill his 
father with William Levingstoune of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of 
Linlithgow --- charter of sale and alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of 
Slamannan Mure known as Raschiehill presently possessed and occupied by Margaret 
Merschell, mother of the said John and James Stirling  

1629 RS58/4 f.287 compeared Alexander Airthor in Baccastell as procurator for George Neill in Raschiehill 
and Agnes Andersoune his spouse and George Neill their son, with William Levingstoune 
of Westquarter as baillie in that part for the Earl of Linlithgow --- charter of sale and 
alienation of those parts and portions of the lands of Raschiehill of Slamannan presently 
possessed and occupied by the said George and his spouse  

1629 RS58/5 f.16v George Neill in Rashiehill; John Rankyne in Rashiehill 
1631 RS58/5 f.226 compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten Andrew Arthour in Raschiehill and 

Magdalena Ranken his spouse and John Russall in Baccastell as baillie in that part , John 
Ranken in Raschiehill and Marion Craufuird his spouse and there Andrew having a charter 
of sale and alienation took sasine of all and haill that part and portion of Raschiehill which 
pertained to the said John Ranken and his spouse with the just and equal half of the muir, 
houses [etc]  

1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 
Raschiehill,  

1639 SC67/67/1 f.3 Agnes Stirling in Raschiehill 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.4 [...?] Crawfurde spous to John Rankeine portioner of Raschiehill 
1641 SC67/67/1 f.14 James Striling in Raschiehill 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.21 Unlawis Agnes Russell in Raschiehill in ffourtie pund and that for kendleing of fyre upone 

the mwres of Raschiehill and Balcastell in the monethe of Maii instant 
1643 SC67/67/1 f.35v Decernes John Rankein, William Zung, James Striling and William Schaw in Raschiehill 

to flit and remove within term of law  
1644 SC67/67/1 f.37 William Zung in Raschiehill and Janet Waddell his spous ffor the sowme of sevine pund 

10d for the lone and taxt of that Rowme in Raschiehill - see rest for wadset 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.40v Andrew Airthor in Raschiehill - see for share of musket "to ane souldeyer" 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.42 George neill in Raschiehill 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.48 Unlawis John Rankeine of Castellhill and Agnes [Striling?] his mother ilk ane of thame in 

fyve pund for not entering to this court this day being wairnit apud acta to that effect this 
day aucht deyis To haive answerit for brecking doune of the planting and zung treyis about 
the zaird dyke in Raschiehill perteining to Thomas Fleyming 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.55v Andrew Airthour in Raschiehill and Thomas neile thair Making mentioune that quhair he 
[illeg] haveing ane portioune of the Landis of Raschiehill in heretage He had be his right 
thairof sevine sowmes to pastour upone the commontie thairof with the rest of the feweris 
or thair tennentis guidis 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.58 George Boyd Alexander Zung and George Neile in Raschiehill 
1646 SC67/67/1 f.56v the commone mwreis of Raschiehill - see this one 
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1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 John Rankeine in Raschiehill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Agnes Striling in Raschiehill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.66v George Neill and John Rankeine portioners of Raschiehill and produceit thair contractis of 

thair saids fewes thairof Quhilk contenit bounding as they and thair predecessors had beine 
in use and wont and possessioune befoir the fewing quhairupone they tuik instruments 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.68v Margaret Merschell in Raschiehill 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.73 See for John Rankeine being ordered to till certain lands for [Margaret Mershell] 
1648 SC67/67/1 f.77v Compeirit John Rankeine portioner of Raschiehill and declairit that John Rankeine his 

tennent thair has past with his cornes by my Lordis mylne in Jaw 
1650 SC67/67/1 f.101 Thomas Flyming portioner of Raschiehill and George Neill portioner thair Andrew Airthor 

Andrew Bell Alexander Neill and Margaret [Rankeine?] tennentis thair ... march dyke 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.115 John Rankeine and George Neill portioneris of Raschiehill 
1663 RMS xi 432 the lands of Slamannan muire, with mills, buildings, patronages, etc., and pertinents once 

belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and others of the same muire belonging 
to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz., Roshill, Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehill, Hillhouse, 
Craigend, Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balwhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and 
the Half Merk 

1677 Livingston  Letter from J. Riddell, baillie of the West Port of Edinburgh, to Norman Livingston, 
sheriff- Depute of Stirling concerning the apprehension of Margaret Patoun, wife of 
Dougal Campbell, carrier in Balcastle, for eloping with Robert Boyd in Raschiehill 

1677 GD170/196 Charter by Thomas Aikenhead of Easter Jaw to Patrick Muirhead of All and Haill these 
parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan muir called Rashiehill 

1678 GD170/196 Charter by George neill portioner of Rashiehill to the said Patrick Muirhead of All and 
Haill that part and portion of the lands of Rashiehill of Slamannan sometime possessed by 
George Neill his grandfather 

1682 CRS George Arthur in Raschiehill, parish of St Lawrence 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.8v George Rankine in Rashiehill 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.10 James Bell in Rashiehill and Patrick Muirhead heretor thereof 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.40 Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41 Robert Rankine, portioner of Rashiehill; division of muir 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.55 James Bell in Rashiehill, George Airthour, George Neill, David Shanks 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.128v John Rankine, carrier in Rashiehill 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.137v Patrick Muirhead against John Ranken and David Shanks in Rashiehill 
1687 RS83/1 f.13v.4 George Arthur of Rashiehill, James Arthur in Daviesone [Muiravonside?] [this is a wadset 

of Gillmeadowland] Registered on the 232nd, 233rd and 234th leaves of the said Register  
1688 SC67/67/2 f.152 George Airthour in Rashiehill 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.156v Agnes Jack spouse to David Stirling in Rashiehill 
1695 RS83/1 f.63v.1 Mr James Stevinsone minister att St Lawrence ffor himself and in the name of the elders & 

kirk session thereof, pff that part and portion of the lands of Rashiehill called 
Kirkburnehead extending to thrie rudes of land or thereby upon a disposition grantit be 
Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill. Registered on the 394th leaf of the said Register 

1705 GD170/196 Charter by Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill to Alexander Waddell, youngest son of George 
Waddell, portioner of Balwhatston, of these parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
muir called Rashiehill 

1718 E644/1/14  Alexander Waddel of Rashiehill, George Rankine in Rashiehill 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.7v John Easton in Rashyhill 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.38v David Stirling, merchant in Rashyhill 
1742 RS59/18 f.203 Janet Waddell [only lawful daughter of Alexander Waddell of Rashiehill] spouse to 

Charles Grindlay of Milnquarter 
1740 GD170/196 Contract of Marriage betwixt George Waddell, eldest son to the said Alexander Waddell of 

Rashiehill and Janet Boyle by which the said Alexander Waddell disposes to the said 
George the said lands of Rashiehill excepting that part of the same called Mosscastle sold 
by him to James Wood, as also he disponed to his son that part and portion of his lands 
called the Blackridge 

1753 RS59/20 f.128v George Waddell of Rashiehill of these parts and portions of Slamannan Muir called 
Rashiehill --- as also his lands called Blackridge purchased by him from Thomas Russell 
of Midleridge lying on the north side of Green Hill Burn and ten ridges of land besouth the 
park dike on the north of the Whitepiece lying on the east side of the said burn and adjacent 
to the said park dike with part of the Drummie Moss 
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1781 AOS 110 George Russell of Greenhill, seised in part of Middlerig of Slamannan called Greenhill, & 
part of the Muir called Rashiemill or Northisle, parish of Slamannan – on disp. by Daniel 
Fisher of Langrigg; P.R. 27.40 

1785 AOS 743 Broadridgend, being part of Rashiehill, parish of Slamannan. G.R. 426.133 
1789 AOS 1556 part of Balmulzier called Southhouse, Middlerig, Rashiehill, Wester Dykeheads  
1789 AOS 1564 parts of Slamannan Muir viz. parts of Rashiehill called Hillend 
1791 AOS 1957 Greenhill & part of the Muir called Rashiehill Muir or North Isle, parish of Slamannan 
1803 AOS 4650 part of Rashiehill called Mosscastle, parish of Slamannan  
1806 AOS 5371 part of Rashiehill now called Stonyknows, being part of Rashiehill called Hillend 
1817 Grassom Rashiehill 
1860 OSNB Rashiehill A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of Miller Esq, 

Frankfield, Glasgow. 
1980 OS Rashiehill 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Rashiehill 
RASHIEHILL BURN SLM NS8473 [1] 
 
1980 OS Rashiehill Burn 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Rashiehill Burn 
RASHIEHILL MOSS # SLM NS8373 [3] 
 
1669 RS59/4 f.73 lands of Slamannan mure known as the Halfe Merk and now Motthall --- moreover that 

part and portion of Rashiehill Mosse on the east side of the Pissing Syke 
RASHIEHILL MUIR # SLM NS8272 [2] 
 
1683 SC67/67/2 f.41 Robert Rankine, portioner of Rashiehill, agt. John Russell, por. of Balcastell for payt. of 7 

merks for ale furnished to him and other portioners at division of muir of Rashiehill. 
Defender confest sum, reserving action agt. others. Det. to pay, with 3ss expenses of plea 
as modified by bailies. 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.62 James Rankine, port. of Balcastell, agt. Robert Gibbiesone there, mentioning that he and 
defender employed umquhill Andrew Oiswald to mett and measure the muir of Rashiehill, 
which he did; the said AO received no payment before his decease and Marion Lainge his 
relict pursued JR before the Commissary for payment of £3 as half of the price of 
measuring the muir, as her discharge bears; and JR also deburst another £3 for other 
charges such as horse hire. Bailies decerned RG to pay the pursuer £6, reserving action to 
him agt. others concerned in measuring the said muir. 

1730 RS59/15 f.444 parts and portions of the muir called Rashiehill Muir --- bounded and meithed in manner 
aftermentioned Viz Beginning att the east end of the stank where are three march stones 
sett in the southmost syke down to the burn at the north east side of Shawfield laboured 
ground and south the burn to the southend of the Berrie Hill where the burn turns west, and 
west the burn to the first march stone that is fixed betwixt Tods Boughts and Shawfield and 
west the march stones as they are standing to the meikle Slack and turning north the march 
stones to the northend of the ridge and east the march stones as they are standing betwixt 
James Mungal and Thomas Paterson straight to the Rashiehill martch and turning east the 
Martch Stank to the stones where the bounding first began with houses [etc] belonging to 
the said lands lying within the regality of Falkirk and paroch of Slamannan 

1750 RS59/19 f.426 Margaret Robertson relict of Alexander Russell of Shawfield [see Robert Russell 382] --- 
that part and portion of the muir commonly called Rashiehill Muir pertaining to him 
called Shawfield --- parish of Slamannan  

1804 AOS 4798 in Shawfield and South Isle being part of Middleridge of Slamannan, & lands of North Isle 
formerly called Rashiehill Muir 

REDBRAE SLM NS8773 [1]   NS879739 
 
1741 RS59/18 f.156v Henry Coubrough son to William Coubrough of Elridge and Christian Wright his spouse --

- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of Elridge pertaining to him --- as also 
that part and portion of the said lands besouth the Greysike and south from the highway 
leading from the said William Coubrough hes own house to Boogstoun Foord bounded as 
follows viz the Water of Aven upon the south and up the said Water to the Backfoord of 
the Redbrae marched with march stones to the Greysike and from thence staight east the 
Greysike to the Blackfauld dyke and from thence east the Blackfauld dyke to the burn 
betwixt the Kilne of Elridge and from the southeast neuk of said Kiln straight south to the 
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east nooke of the yaird and from thence down the highway to Boogstoun Foord the lands of 
Boogstoun being on the east --- liberty and priviledge of casting peats on his Moss of 
Elridge --- within the barony and regality of Abbotskers parish of Falkirk and sheriffdom 
of Stirling and now within the Dukedom of Hamiltoun and now parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Redbrae 
1806 CHA A958/254 Easter – Wester Red Brae 
1817 Grassom E. – W. Redbrae 
1860 OS Redbrae 
1956 OS Redbrae 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Redbrae 
REDHALL # SLM NS8871 [1]   NS882717 
 
1817 Lintel Stone  
1860 OSNB Redhall: A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Mr Forrest Allanton 

Hamilton.  
1980 OS Redhall 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Redhall 
 
This house was formerly called Wester Dykehead. 
 
cf Reidhall NO5967 
REDROW # SLM NS8775 [1]   NS875750   
 
1806 CHA A958/254 Red Raw 
1817 Grassom Redraw 
1860 OS Red Row 
ROADLIP # SLM NS8573 [1]  NS854733 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Roadlip 
 
cf Lippie 
ROUND HAUGH # SLM NS9072 [3] 
 
1745 RS59/19 f.4v all and haill that piece of land called the Round Haugh being a part and pertinent of the 

lands of Dalquharn --- parish of Slamannan  
ROWANTREEHILL # SLM NS8173 [1]   NS819733 [1]  
 
1755 Roy Roundtreehill 
1806 1806 CHA A958/254 Rowan-tree-hill 
1817 Grassom Rountreehill 
1821 Ainslie Rowantree 
1855 SC4/3/2.7160  Rowantree 
1860 OS Rowantreehill  
ST LAWRENCE PARISH 
 
1489 RMS ii 1879  [L] The king confirms to Sir James Sandilands of Caldor, and Margaret Ker his wife,- the 

lands and barony of Erthbissate with feus etc., thereof; and lands of Slamannan, and also 
lands of Slamannan, with the advocation of the parish church of St Laurence of 
Slamannane in the sheriffdom of Striveling .. terras of Bannokburn ... 

1605 CRE Jonet Calder, relict of John Tennent in the Dyk-heid, parish of St Lawrence 
1618 CRS Gabriel Rankine in Castellhill, parish of St Lawrence 
1623 CRS  Richard Russel in Arnlois, parish of St Lawrence 
1637 CRS John Boyd in Calseyend, in Balcastle, parish of St Lawrence 
RH15/12/74  Bacastell in parish of St. Lawrence  
1695 RS83/1 f.63v.1 Mr James Stevinsone minister att St Lawrence ffor himself and in the name of the elders 

& kirk session thereof, off that part and portion of the lands of Rashiehill called 
Kirkburnehead extending to thrie rudes of land or thereby upon a disposition grantit be 
Patrick Muirhead of Rashiehill. Registered on the 394th leaf of the said Register 
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1860 OSNB Church The parish church of Slamannan is a plain building erected in 1810, situated in the 
village of Slammannan, and near the northern extremity of the parish. It will accommodate 
700 persons. The ministers stipend is £247.18.0 and £8.6.8 for communion elements. The 
glebe contains 15 imperial acres, two of which is pasture. The old parish church of 
Slamannan was dedicated to St Lawrence. 

ST LAWRENCE WELL # SLM NS8573 [1]   NS857732 
     NS858731 - High  
 
1860 OSNB St Laurence's Well. A small spring well in the village of Slamannan & of considerable 

antiquity. Nothing is known about it further than that it is supposed to take its name from 
St Laurence, to which the church is dedicated. It is classed as a Holy Well. 

 High St Laurence Well A small spring well a little to the south-east of St Lawrence's Well 
and of more recent origin. It stands on rather higher ground than the former which has 
given to it the term "high". It is not classed as a Holy Well. 

1860 OS St Laurence's Well - High St Laurence Well  
1956 OS Site of 
SALTERHILL # SLM NS8571 [1]  NS858715 
 
1637 CEP Saturhill 
1659 RS58/12 f.225 personally compeared ane discreit young woman named Helen Schaw lauful dochter to 

James Schaw of Saterhill togidder also with ane discriet man James Black portioner of 
Balinbreich baillie in that part --- having and holding a contract of marriage --- John Robert 
portioner of Blackstoune and the said Helen Schaw on the ane part and uther pairts --- 
passed to the ground and lands of Blackstoune and mure of Morrowingsyde  

1671 RS59/4 f.271v [L] James Shaw of Salterhill 
1718 E644/1/14 Satyrhill 
1755 Roy Saughterhill 
1806 CHA 958/254 Saturhill 
1817 Grassom Saturhill 
1860 OSNB Salterhill A farmsteading, one storey in height, slated and in good repair. Property of Mrs 

Waddell, Balquhatstone. 
1860 OS Satterhill 
1980 OS Salterhill  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Salterhill 
 
 cf  Salterhill NJ205675; NJ209669 
   Satter Hill ABD 
   Saltershill WLO [PNWL 104] 1643 Salterhill; 1667 Satur Hill  
  Saltershill SJ645285 
SEUCE BURN # SLM NS8970 [2] 
 
1662 RS59/1 f.170 [L] James Lightbodie junior, portioner of Leanhous and Agnes Pender his spous having a 

charter of vendition and alienation from William Pender in Burnhous hereditary proprietor 
of the lands underwritten--- all and haill the just and equal half of all and haill these parts 
and portions of the lands of Greinehill lying within the dykes --- bounded between the 
Bank on the east part the lands and yard on the east and the aque guttar the waterslap on 
the west and the Seuce Burne on the north and the head-dyke [supremum murum] lie 
Heideick on the south 

 
This should probably be Seuch Burn 
SHARPHILL # SLM NS8372 [1]  NS832724 
 
1817 Grassom Sharphill 
1980 OS Sharphill Cottages 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Sharphill Cottages 
 
OE scarp, ‘sharp, pointed’ but modern sense is ‘steep slope, hillside’ which is more suited to the location. 
SHAWFIELD # SLM NS8372 [1]  NS832724 
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1734 RS59/16 f.406 Compared personaly ane discreet woman Margaret Livingston spouse to Alexander Russell 
of Shawfield --- her room and mealing of Shawfield and part of land called the Isle --- 
lying within the parish of Slamannan 

1750 RS59/19 f.382 appeared personally Robert Russell dyster Woodside Walkmiln as procurator for Margaret 
Russell his only lawful daughter having a hereitable bond of provision granted by 
Alexander Russell of Shawfield present tacksman of the Coalworks of Maddistown in 
favour of the said Margaret Russell his niece --- annualrent furth of his lands of Shawfield 
lying with the parish of Slamannan Regality of Falkirk and sheriffdom of Stirling ---  

1750 RS59/19 f.426 Margaret Robertson relict of Alexander Russell of Shawfield --- that part and portion of 
the muir commonly called Rashiehill Muir pertaining to him called Shawfield --- parish of 
Slamannan  

1755 Roy Shaw Field 
1783 AOS 403 George Russell, vintner, Glasgow, seised in Greenhill, Shawfield & South Isle, parish of 

Slamannan, on disp. by William Russell of Greenhill, his father. P.R. 28.23 
1789 AOS 1523 Shawfield, parish of Slamannan  
1804 AOS 4798 in Shawfield and South Isle being part of Middleridge of Slamannan, & lands of North Isle 

formerly called Rashiehill Muir 
1806 CHA 958/254 Shawfield 
1817 Grassom Shawfield 
SHEILFAULD-DYKES Wester Jaw   
 
1796 AOS 3083  half of Wester Jaw, half of Sheelfauld-Dykes and half of Napiefaulds, parish of 

Slamannan  
SHIELKNOWES SLM NS8272 [1]   NS828728 
 
1755 Roy Shieldknowes  
1806 CHA 958/254 Shielknowes 
1817 Grassom Shielknows 
1860 OSNB Shielknowes: A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in a middling state of repair. Property 

of R Buchanan of Drumpeller. 
1860 OS Shielknowes 
1980 OS Shielknowes 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Shielknowes 
SHILLINGHILL # SLM NS9172 [1] 
 
1624 RS58/3 f.225 [L] all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known 

as Linmilne with the hill commonly known as the Schillinghill with the mill-lands, 
multures [etc] 

1640 RS58/7 f.296 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the mill-lands underwritten James Pender 
junior, son of the late James Pender at Lynmylne and Agnes Menzies, lawful daughter of 
Robert Menzies of Dalquharne – matrimonial contract --- mill of Slamannane Mure 
commonly known as the Lynmylne with the hill known as the Schillinghill [witnesses to 
sasine] James Shaw, blacksmith in Bogo, Thomas Westoune in Windiezett 

1781 AOS 52 John Tennent in Jamaica, as heir to John Tennent of Burnhead, his father, seised in Easter 
Jaw, & Mill thereof, tenement & piece of ground on the east side of the said Mill, reg. of 
Callander; - Mill of Elridge & Shillinghill, in Bond by John Aikenhead of Jaw to said John 
Tennent Mar 1748; on Precept of Clare Constat by Robert Hamilton of Wishaw; P.R. 
26.478 

SHORTRIG SLM NS831739 [1]  
 
1718 RS59/13 f.629 granted be James Rankine portioner of Balcastle and John Rankine of Rottenstocks his 

only lawful son --- annualrent furth of all and haill that part and portion of the lands of 
Balcastle called Short Ridge 

1755 Roy Shortrig 
1801 AOS 4112 Shortrig  
1806 CHA A958/254 Easter Shortrig; Wester Shortrig = Shortrig 
1817 Grassom W. Shortrig 
1860 OS Shortrig  
1980 OS Shortrig 
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2001 OS Explorer 349  Shortrig 
SHORTRIGHEAD SLM NS8371 [1]  NS838715  
 
1723 CRS Henry Chalmers tenant in Shortrighead of Balcastle 
1753 RS59/20 f.97 James Waddell of Wholehouse Burn --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of 

Balcastle of Slamannan now called Sunnieside and Shortridgehead --- All and haill John 
Rankines lands of Rottenstocks alias Drumtruster --- all and haill the lnads  

1781 AOS 78 George Waddel, portioner of Balquhatstone, parts of Balquatstone --- on disp. by Agnes 
Salmond & John Inglis of Shortrighead, her husband. 

1781 AOS 105 Andrew Livingstone, tenant, Shawend, and John Livingstone, his son, seised in part of 
Balcastle of Slamanan called Shortrighead, parish of Slamannan , on disp. by John Inglis 
of Shortrighead; P.R. 27.30 

1806 CHA 958/254 
1817 Grassom 
1860 OSNB Shortrighead A farmsteading of one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of James J 

Rankine, Mavisbank, Airdrie 
1860 OS Shortrighead  
1980 OS Shortrighead  
2001 OS Explorer 349  Shortrighead  

SIDE – THE see Lochside 
SLAMANNAN SLM NS8573 [1]  NS856731 
 
1253? St A. Lib. P.29 Slethmanin iiii merks 
1275 Nicolaisen Slefmanyn 
1306 Bain iv p.398 rector ecclesie Slamanan sex petras casei (the rector of Slamanan returns to the Pope’s 

collector 6 stones of cheese  
c1315 RMS i App.II 516 To William Pre[n]dergaist, of the lands of Slamannan and the half of Leviland, in the 

sheriffdom of Stirling, whilk Gilbert de Malherbe forisfecit 
1365 RMS i 221 [L] Thomas Bisset held these lands at that time: David Dei gracia rex Scottorum omnibus, 

etc. Sciatis nos quoddam scriptum Thome Byset militis non rasum non abolitum nec in 
aliqua sui parte viciatum vidisse diligenter et intellexisse, tenorem qui sequitur 
continentum [sic].- Omnibus hoc scriptum visuris vel audituris Thomas Byset dominus de 
Upsecliyntone salutem in Domino sempiternam. Noveritis me dotasse Ysabellam de Fyf 
dominam ejusdem, ante matrimonium inter me et ipsam in facie ecclesie celebratum, in toa 
baronia mea de Glasclune cum pertinenciis, infra vicecomitatum de Perthe; et in tota 
proparte mea de terris de Erthe et Slamannane, infra vicecomitatum de Strivelyne; 

 1373 RMS i 464  [L] King grants to Sir Duncan Walays and Elianore Bruce, countess of Carryk, his spouse, 
....all the lands of Erthebyset, of Slewmanane and of Westirbannock with pertinents ... for 
all the time of their life and the legitimate heirs of the said Duncan, which deficient, James 
Sandylandis and his heirs ... 

 1385 RMS i 759  [L] King grants and confirms to Sir James Sandylandis, ... lands of Erthbiset, of 
Ochtirbannoke and of Slamanan emore with pertinents ...to be held by James and Johanne 
our dear daughter 

 1426 RMS ii 67  [L] The king confirms a charter of Murdach, Duke of Albanie ;- which grants to James 
Sandilandsof Caldor, and Jonette his wife,- lands and barony of Erthbiset in the sheriffdom 
of Strivelin, which James resigned 

1450 RMS ii 606 [L] The king confirms a charter in favour of James, Lord Levingstoun , Great Chamberlain, 
and his heirs,- lands and barony of Calentare, ..., lands of Erth, Slamannan-mure ... 

1489 RMS ii 1879  [L] The king confirms to Sir James Sandilandsof Caldor, and Margaret Ker his wife,- the 
lands and barony of Erthbissate with feus etc., thereof; and lands of Slamannan, and also 
lands of Slamannan, with the advocation of the parish church of St Laurence of 
Slamannane in the sheriffdom of Striveling  

1500 RMS ii 2513 [L] The king confirms James Lord Levingstoun , and Agnes Houstoun, his spouse,- lands 
of Slamannanemure, Teren, and Terand in Kippane, which James personally resigned 

1509 RMS ii 3363  [L] The king confirms a charter of Sir James Sandelandis in which he grants to James 
Sandelandis, his uncle and son of the late Sir James Sandelandis his grandfather ... and the 
baronies of Ochterbannok, alias Bannokburn, Arthbissat and Slamannane ... which the 
said James resigns in his favour 

 1510 RMS ii 3494  [L] The king grants to James Sandilandsand Mariote Forestar his wife,- lands and barony 
of Slamannan [etc.] ... and also the lands and barony of Erthbissate and Bannokburn ... 
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and which the king as a special favour has newly incorporated into a free barony of 
Erthbissate 

1553 RMS iv 867  [L] The queen confirms to John Sandelandis, laird of Calder, and Margaret Bertoun his 
wife,- the lands and barony of Arth-Bissat, with mills, woods, fishings, feuars &c, the 
advocation of the church of Slamannane ... which fee-ferm is held by James Sandelandis 
and Lady Mariote Forestaire his wife in free feu ... 

1547 RMS iv 171 [L] The queen grants to Alexander Levingstoun son and heir apparent of Alexander L., of 
Terentera, and Elizabeth Knok [or Blak - see footnote in RMS] his wife,- lands of 
Slamannanemure, with mill, feus &c., advocation of the chapelanry of the church, which 
Alex., snr., resigned 

1555 Retour 5  [L] Isabella Cunynghame, heir portioner of James C. of Polmais, her father, in 1/3 part of 
Airth- millar; 1/3 part of Poknaffe; 1/3 part of the 20 merkland of Slamannan; 1/3 part 
of.1/2 of an oxgang of land of Halls of Airth; 1/5 part of a fourth part of the land of 
Arthbeg; 1/5 part of.2 1/2 oxgangs of Airthmillar with the brewhouse thereof; 1/5 part of.3 
oxgangs of Powfoullis; 1/5 part of the 10 merkland of Slamannan with the advocation of 
the church of Slamannan [alternatum] 

1563 RMS iv 1461 [L] The queen grants to James Sandelandiseldest son and heir apparent of John S. of Calder 
and Joanna Flemyng his wife,- lands of Slamannanmure, with mansion, toftis, croftis, 
hortis, feu-tenants &c., and the advocation of the church thereof ... which the said John 
resigned 

1566 Johnsoun 772 Richard Fleming, exhorter of Slamannanmure 
1589 Binns434 James Sandilands of Slamannan ... Dame Barbara Naper his spouse 
1593 HMC 77 II Instructiones geven be his Majestie to his ryt trustie and familiar servitor Sir James 

Sandilandis of Slamanons Kruyft to be usit be him as (..) in the low countries as in 
Germanie with his Majesties darrest brother the Duk of Brunswick or in uther places that 
he sall happin to trawell unto his returns to this realme  

1605 RMS vi 1601 [L] The king confirms a charter of Lord James Sandilands ... wherein he sells to Patrick 
Hammiltoun of Levingstoun, and Euphamie Seytoun his wife,- his lands of Mekill Parklie 
[Linlithgow] ... and also, in special warrandice thereof, his lands of Slamannanemure 
with mansions, feu-tenants etc 

1613 RMS vii 825 [L] The king grants to Alexander Earl Of Home ...,lands of Slamannomure, mill etc ., 
[Lord James Sandilands of Slamanno appeared before an assize - obviously in debt] 

1624 RMS viii 598 [L] James Earl Of Home ... lands and mill of Slamannomure with the mansion thereof 
1615 Retour 78  [L] Archibald Cunynghame of Polmais, heir of William C of P., his father, in 3/5 parts of 

the lands of Slamannanmure with the advocation of the church of Slamannan 
1621 Retour 111  [L] James, Earl of Home, Lord Dunglass etc., heir of Alexander, Earl of Home, his father, - 

...; - ...; - lands of Slamannane-mure, with the mill and advocation therewith 
1624 RS58/3 f.210 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Wauch eldest 

son of John Wauch senior in Arnelois --- James Cochrane of Barbachlaw, baillie in that 
part for the honourable Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, and the said John 
Wauch having in his hand a charter --- that just and equall half of that part and portion of 
the lands of Slamannan Muir known commonly as lie Arnelois with houses [etc] lie 
infeild outfeild [etc] possessed and occupied by the said John Wauch senior, William 
Schaw in Boghauch, James Schaw junior in Paixhoill, George Mochrie in Grenehill 

1624 RS58/3 f.211 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Tennend junior 
in Burnheid --- James Cochrane of Barbachlaw, baillie in that part for the honourable Lord 
James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir known commonly as lie Burnheid 

1627 RS58/4 f.31  lands of Slamannandmoire commonly known as Bulziondaill lying within the dykes in 
the parish of Slamanan d –forty penny land of auld extent pertaining to Lord James 
Sandilands of Slamannand, knight,  

1628 RMS viii 1341  [L] The king [etc] grants to Alexander Earl of Linlithgow[etc],- 3/5 parts of.8 oxgang ofthe 
lads of Airthmillar with the brewlands [brueriis] the Brewlands, 3/5 of Slamannanemure, 
with the alternate advocation of the parish church of Slamannane, with commonty, muirs, 
coals and feuers[acquired from various parties associated with Polmais-Cunningham] 

1634 RMS ix 127 [L] The king grants to M. James Aikenheid advocate, eldest lawful son of the late James 
A., mercht burgess of Edinburgh, his heirs and assignees, (subject to legal reversion),- 
lands and mill of Slamannomure, with mansion etc ... which were held by Lord James 
Sandilands, eldest lawful son of the late Lord James S., of Slamanno knight 
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1637 RMS ix 779 [L] The king grants to John Lord Hay Of Yester, ... (subject to legal reversion),- lands of 
Slammannomure, with mill, mansion, feu-holdings &c., and the advocation of benefices, 
formerly pertaining to Lord James Sandilands of Slammanno and also the lands of 
Slammannomuir formerly pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz., lands of 
Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis, Wester 
Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykheides and halfmerk, with the 
advocation of the church of Slamanno [# half the town and lands of Stainhouse] ... which 
lands the said M. James Aikinheid advocat, eldest lawful son of the late James Aikinheid, 
merchant burgess of Edinburgh, resigned ... [this all involves the chamberlain of the Earl of 
Dunfermeling, James Lord Levingston of Almond and Callendar 

1640 RS58/7 f.277v Mr James Drysdaill, minister of Slamannane  
1642 RMS ix 1114 [L] The king grants and newly deeds to James Earl of Linlithgow, Lord levingstoun and 

Amont, ..., - lands of Slamannanemure &c (as in charter 779);- which James, Lord Hay of 
Yester, resigned ... and which the king has united to the lands and barony of Callendar 

1643 RMS ix 1454 [L] The king grants and newly deeds to James Earl of Linlithgow, Lord Levingstoun of 
Almont, and Lady Margaret Hay, countess of Dunfermling, his spouse, ... Callendar ... 
formerly pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow (as in charter 171); lands of 
Slamannanmure, formerly pertaining to the late Lord James Sandielands of Slamannane 
and the Earl of Linlithgow (as in charter 779) 

1646 SC67/67/1 57v The quhilk dey James Schaw Rot Forest and John Rankeine Commissioneris of the 
parioche of Slamannane is decernit and ordanit To mak peyment to Robert Rankeine of 
Middilrig quhome past furthe as ane troupper for the parioche of Slamannane the sowme 
of auchteine pund zit resting be thame for him of the sowme agreyit with be thame with 
him ffor goeing furthe for the said parioche As also ordanes thame to leid hame to him 
ellevine leadis of lyme from Torphichen to his hous in Middilrig upone the perseweris othe 
as for the principall with tuentie schillings of expensss of pley 

1646 SC67/67/1 f.58v William Levingstoune notar in Slamannane 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.61v See "Slamannane quhilk perteinit to Sir James Sandielands and [if indeed seperate] the 

following section 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.90 ffor the wast barrounie of Slamannane  

Thomas Fleyming James Schaw John Salmonde Alexr Airthor George Neill Andrew 
Gairdner officer 

 ffor the eist barrounie of Slamannane 
 James Boyde in Balmitschell George Mochrie James pender in Greinhill John Rankeine in 

Northhouse and John Wauche officer 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.113v Hew Allane in Slamannane 
1663 RMS xi 432 Livingston of Callendar ... the lands of Slamannanmuire, with mills, buildings, 

patronages, etc., and pertinents once belonging to Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan, and 
others of the same muire belonging to the late Earl of Linlithgow, viz. Roshill [recte 
Rashiehill], Midlerig, Belcastle, Castlehil, Hillhouse [recte Holehouse], Craigend, 
Parksholl, Wester Dalquharne, Balquhatstone, Easter and Wester Dykheads, and the Half 
Merk 

1683 SC67/67/2 f.38v Robert Waddell, herd in Slamanane 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 birleymen of Slamannan 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.141 David Stirling merchant in Slamannan; George Boyde in Slamannan 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.145v William Schaw notar in Slamannan 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.150v Mr George Phine, minister at St Lawrence 
1688 SC67/67/2 f.163v Mr Robert Tennent, schoolmaster at St. Laurence Kirk agt. John Schaw of Greinhill, for 

£11, as several years quarter-payment for William, Thomas. Euphan and Jean Schaws his 
children, and Agnes Booge his oy. Def. denied; and being ref. by pursuer to his oath 
deferred back.  

1697 Retour  one fifth part of the land of Easter Lenhous called Burne, lying runrig between other lands 
of Easter Lenhouse of Slamannan in the barony of Airth-Bizet and the Regality of 
Callender 

1715 CS196/217  Earl of Linlithgow vs Feuars of Slamannan : Act - Date 22 July 1715  
1792 AOS 2230 parts of Slamannan, viz.Slamannan Muir & Mill, & others, Wester Balmitchell, 

Balcastle, Mill of Slamannan Muir called Linmiln, piece of ground called Crossrig in 
Haining, and piece of ground adjacent, Bridgend, Wester Dykeheads, part of Greenhill, 
Holehhouse, & fishings in Blackloch and Little Loch, lands of Stanerig, Fencilhead of 
Wester Linhouse, Bulliondale, Balmulzier, Rashiehill, Easter Dykeheads, Middlerig, 
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Burnhead, Whiteknow of Burnhead, Middlerig & Westerface of the Moss; Whin, 
Balquhatstone, 2 acres on the north of the Peat rig, Dalquhairn & Paixhole, and Mill of 
Dalquhairn, Craigend of Holehouse & Craigend, Arnloss, Hillhead of Balmulzier, lands 
called above the Hill of Balquhatston, Castlehill, Wester Linhouse, Drumcree, Bog called 
Tintorsyke, part of Easter Linhouse called the Burn, Lows or Blacklochmuir, Hillend 

1860 OSNB  Slamannan - A tolerable sized village built very irregular, situated near the northern 
extremity of the parish. Most of the house originally forming it are on storey, thatched and 
tenanted by agricultural labourers, but since the railway has been opened and the 
consequent working of the vast coalfield throughout the parish the importance of the 
village has considerably improved, both in size and appearance. A number of substantial 
two storey houses having been ereceted, the ground floors of which are used as shops. 
There is the parish church, school and manse, together with the manse and school of the 
Free Church, Post Office, and two public houses, in addition to the numerous shops. There 
is a small round artificial eminence a short distance north of the parish church, said to be 
one of the ancient seats of judication, and a little to the east of the same is the Holy Well of 
St Lawrence, to which saint the old parish church of Slamannan was dedicated. These are 
the only antiquities which the village is said to possess.A small gas work has been 
established in the village during the past year, so that the interior of most of the houses is 
now lighted with gas. The parish is called Slamannan and St Lawrence. The former is 
generally used and the latter is only found in the records of Session, and in the presentation 
of the Crown "the church and parish of Slamannan otherwise St Lawrence". It is highly 
probable that St Lawrence was not the original name of the parish, but only of the church, 
and the lands adjoining to it; for a little to the south-east of the church, there is an excellent 
spring of water which still goes by the name of St Lawrence's Well. As places of worship 
were frequently denominated from particular saints, St Lawrence would appear to have 
been the titular saint of this parish. But the etymology of the name Slamannan is, like that 
of many other proper names, uncertain, and merely conjectural. Some writers have 
supposed that the word signifies Slender River, that is "place on slender part of river". 
Others have derived it from the following circumstance; that when the Earl of Callendar 
sent to plough? a certain portion of the parish (then a moor) he inquired of the stewart on 
his return how it would work, to which the answer was, "It slay both man and mare". 
Others have supposed that from its vicinity to the Caledonian forest, it had often been the 
scene of conflict. In proof of which, there is a rising ground, a little to the south of the 
church, called Castlehill, where a fort once stood, but of which no vestige remains, 
excepting the farmhouse, which still goes by the name Castle-hill, and a little to the 
eastward of this hill, there is another rising ground where there are still some reains of a 
trench, and which goes by the name of Kill-hills, because of the numbers which were 
supposed to have been slain there. Besides there were adjacent to these, two cones of earth 
about forty yards separate, which are supposed to have been raised as monuments of peace, 
like the two at Dunipace. One of these still remains, and is evidently artificial; the other 
was levelled and the church of St Lawrence built upon it; the former still goes by the name 
of the Moat. The names of these places, with others of similar import, such as Balcastle, 
Balquhatston & c, confirm the belief that these grounds have been the arena of many a 
severe battle. In the Session records the name is always spelt Slamanna dropping the latter 
n. It is highly probable that the name is of Gaelic origin, purporting brown, or grey, or long 
heath, for the parish must have been originally covered with heath. 

 "This parish is bounded on the west and south-west, by the parish of New Monkland; on 
the east and south-east, by the parish of Torphichen; and on the north and north-east, by 
Muiravonside, and Falkirk. At the north-west extremity there is a point where three 
counties meet, viz Stirling, Dumbarton and Lanark; and on the south, there is another point 
where the counties of Stirling and Lanark meet with the county of Linlithgow" (Statistical 
Account). 

 There is no detached portions of this parish; nor are there any detached portions of any 
other parish situated within it. The parish contains about 7148 statute acres. 

2001 OS Explorer 349  Slamannan 
 
 
cf Slamonia, Galloway [PNG 245]  
 Stramanane, Bute [1478 ADC];Skelmanae, Strichen ABD;  
  Dalmeny WLO [PNWL 3-4] Dunmanyn 1214 
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 Cremannan (Muir) NS555925  
 Kilmannan NS495785; Pressmennan NT625735 
    
 Formannan - [the lands and barony of Farnannie, Grangegrein, Mortoun, Moye, Grenghill, Farnachie, Penik, Bothilly 

with the miln of Grange, Grein and Newmylne of Dyvepottie, the salmon fishing of the Firth of Findhourne, the 
salmon fishing of Formannan, the salmon fishing of a boat or coble on the Water of Findorne, the teind sheaves of 
the parish kirk of Urquhart and Belly and of the lands in said parishes - 1675 GD86/696] 

 
Note: David Adamson in Tammannane, par. of Orwell, sheriffdom of Perth [25 June 1595 CRE 
 
SLAMANNAN KIRK SLM NS8573 [1]  NS856734  
 
1566 Johnsoun 766 minister of the kirk of Slamannanemure 
1724 SC67/67/6 f.50v James Boyd at Slamannankirk 
1727 GD170/196 Mr William Hastie, minister of Slamannan 
1860 OSNB Church The parish church of Slamannan is a plain building erected in 1810, situated in the 

village of Slammannan, and near the northern extremity of the parish. It will accommodate 
700 persons. The ministers stipend is £247.18.0 and £8.6.8 for communion elements. The 
glebe contains 15 imperial acres, two of which is pasture. The old parish church of 
Slamannan was dedicated to St Lawrence. 

SLAMANNAN MILL # SLM NS912723 [1] 
 
1621 Retour 111  [L] James, Earl of Home, Lord Dunglass etc., heir of Alexander, Earl of Home, his father, - 

lands of Slamannane-mure, with the mill and advocation therewith 
1653 GD170/196 Charter by James, E. of C. to James Pender of All and Haill the just and equal half of All 

and Haill the fourth part of all and Haill that part or portion of the land of Slamannan muir 
called the Bridgend lying within the Dykes ... and All and Haill the just and equall half of 
the Mill of Slamannan called the Lin Mill with the Millands and pertinents 

1792 AOS 2230  Mill of Slamannan Muir called Linmiln 
 
See Linn Mill 
SLAMANNAN MUIR SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
 
1385 RMS i 759  [L] King grants and confirms to Sir James Sandylandis, ... lands of Erthbiset, of 

Ochtirbannoke and of Slamananemore with pertinents 
1450 RMS ii 606 [L] The king confirms a charter in favour of James, Lord Levingstoun, Great Chamberlain, 

and his heirs,- lands and barony of Calentare, ..., lands of Erth, Slamannan-mure ... 
1491 LHT i p180 Item, til a man that gydit the King owre the Mure of Sclamanane 
1562 Thounis 105 William Salmond in Slamannan-moor 
1564 Johnsoun 695 the 36 shilling land of Lennox, lying in the barony of Slamannanmoor 
1566 Johnsoun 766 minister of the kirk of Slamannanemure 
1566 Johnsoun 772 Richard Fleming, exhorter of Slamannanmure 
1585 Retour-S 358 Gabriel Levingstoune, heir of Alexander Levingstoune of Terrintirrane, his father,- in the 

lands of Slamannanemure, with the mill, and the advocatione of the kirk and chapel  
1588 GD119.447.1 James Sandilands of Slamannan muir 
1620 RS58/2 f.107v all and haill that part of the lands of Slamannan Mure – namely that part known as 

Raschill  
1621 Retour 111  [L] James, Earl of Home, Lord Dunglass etc., heir of Alexander, Earl of Home, his father, - 

lands of Slamannane-mure, with the mill and advocation therewith 
1624 GD170/196 lands of Slamannan muir called Bridgend 
1627 RS58/4 f.31  lands of Slamannandmoire commonly known as Bulziondaill  
1628 Retour 127  Master John Cunynghame, heir of Archibald C. his cousin ... 3/5 parts of Slamannan-

mure with the advocation of the church 
1637 RMS ix 779 [L] lands of Slammannomuir ... pertaining to Alexander, Earl of Linlithgow, viz. lands of 

Raschiehill, Midlerig, Bacastell, Castelhill, Hoilhous, Craigend, Paikishoillis, Wester 
Dalquhairne, Balquhatstane, Eister and Wester Dykeheides and Halfmerk 

1642 RS58/7 f.378 Alexander Levingstoune takes possession of the lands of Slamanan Mwir – viz. 
Raschiehillis, Midellrige, Bacastell, Cassellhill, Hollhous, Craigend, Paikisholl, Wester 
Dalquaharin, Balwhatstoun, the Eister and Wester Dykisheidis and the Half Marke with the 
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vocation, donation and just patronage of the church of Slamannan [formerly pertaining to 
James Sandilands] -- -lying in the sheriffdom of Stirling [the earl personally took sasine at 
Stainhous and was given sasine of the Slamannan portion at Wellhill of Balmulzear 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.66 Ordanes thir personnes following fewris of that pairt of Slamannanemwre quhilk pertenit 
to umquhill schyr James Sandielands and ilk ane of thame to pey for thair absense in 
Ryding of the said nobill earle his fair of Falkirk haldine at the burgh thairof upone the first 
day of Maij instant The sowme of Ten punds money Viz. James Boyde John Ald Wm 
Zung John Schaw James Pender in Greinhill James Pender in Linmylne James Mungall 
James Eistoune John Lightbodie John Mungell Patrick Adie Thomas Russell and William 
Tennente 

1648 SC67/67/1 f.79v Slamannanemwir  
1653 GD170/196 part or portion of Slamannan muir called Wester Linhouse; parts and portions of the lands 

of Slamannan muir lying within the dykes called the Bridgend the mill of Slamannan muir 
called the Lin Mil part and portion of the lands of Slamannan muir without the dykes called 
Bulziondale  

1677 GD170/196 part and portion of the lands of Slamannan muir called Rashiehill 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 that part of Slamanane muir called the Derne Moss 
1699 GD170/196 Dalquhairn, being part and portion of the lands of Slamannan Muir 
1699 RS83/2/10 f.226  that part of Slamannan muir called called Bridgend 
1785 AOS part of Slamannan Muir called Castlehill 
1792 AOS 2230  Mill of Slamannan Muir called Linmiln 
1801 AOS 4088 part of Slamannan muir called Drumcree, with the Bog called Fintorsyke 
SLAMANNAN PARISH NS8573 [4] 
 
diocese: St Andrews 
deanery: Linlithgow 
 
An independant parsonage in Bagimond, the church remained unapropriated at the reformation, it then lying within the 
patronage of Sandilands of Calder and Cunningham of Polmaise (SHS.Miscellany vi 56; RMS iv 867, 1078, 1382, 
1461; Prot.Johnsoun 121, 222) 
 
[Cowan, I.B., Parishes of Medieval Scotland, Scot.His. Soc., Edin 1967] 
 
Church of Scotland synod, presbytery and kirk session records  
 Slamannan Kirk Session : Repository Falkirk Museums History Research Centre  
 
CH2/331/38: Title A true and faithful account how Mr James Anderson, minister of the gospel, Falkirk, and the heritors 
of that parish, did procure ... the act of disjunction and annexation of the lands of Ellrigg, Easter and Wester Laws, 
from Falkirk to the parish of Slamannan, 1724-5. n.d. 
 
SLATE HOUSE # SLM NS8573 [1]  NS855732  
 
1805 RHP466/3 Slate House 
SLOPSIDE # SLM NS8672 [1]  NS868728  
 
1860 OSNB Slopside This name applies to a row of colliers houses which are one storey in height, 

slated and in good repair. Property of Mrs Waddell, Balquhatston House 
1860 OS Slopside  
SMALLRIG # SLM NS8671 [2]   NS863716 
 
1753 CRS Mary Campell in Smallrig, parish of Slamannan 
1806 CHA 958/254 Smallrig 
1817 Grassom Smallrig 
SMALLRIGEND # SLM NS8671 [3] 
 
1812 AOS 7459 Smallrigend  
SMITH-YARD-NEUK # SLM NS9072 [3] 
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1613 RMS vii 1077 [L] The king confirms a charter of Alexander, Earl of Linlythgow etc.,- [wherein, in 
completion of a contract of the present date etc.,- grants at feuferme to James Schaw in 
Paixhoill, and Agnes Flemyng his wife,- lands of Dalquhairne, with meadows, moors, 
mosses, extending to 6 shillings 8 pence of Auld Extent occupied by the said James and 
Agnes and their sub-tenant, Thomas Wastoun, iron smith, and by Robert Pendar and 
William Meinzies), lands of Paxhoill with meadows, moors, mosses(occupied by the said 
James and Agnes), in the lordship and barony of Callendar by annexation 

 Reserving the freedom of constructing a mill in that part of Dalquhairne betwix the West-
burn- fuird of Dalquhairne at the Smyith-yard-nuik and the Eister-burn-fuird where the 
market road crosses, and the freedom of ane schilling-hill from the said mill within the said 
bounds to the said southern road for the purpose of dichting schilling thairuponn 

SNOWHILL # SLM NS8774 [1]   NS879746 
 
1860 OS Snowhill 
SOUTH BANKHEAD SLM NS8973 [1]   NS893731 
 
1590 Pont Bankheade 
1639 SC67/67/1 f.6v Robert Forest of Bankheid 
1645 Murray Bankhead 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 Robert Forrest for Bankheide 
1654 RS58/9 f.270 John Forrest of Bankhead  
1665 CRS Robert Forrest in 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.15v Robert Forrest of Bankhead 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 Robert Forrest younger of Bankhead 
1685 CRS David Bock in 
1689 GD190.176 Bankhead 
1690 SC67/67/iii Robert Forrest of Bankhead 
1695 RS83/1 f.66v.1 John Forrest eldest lawful son to Robert Forrest in Bankhead of a part and portion of 

Slamanan Muir called Bankhead upon a disposition by John Forrest of Bankhead his 
grandfather. Registered on the 419th and 420th leaves of the said Register 

1701 RS83.2.11.9  Agnes Bennie daughter and heir to umquil James Bennie of Bankhead 
1706 SC67/67/5, 24v John Forrest of Bankhead 
1718 E644/1/14  John Forrest of Bankhead 
1719 GD170/196 Note: the whole lands of Bankhead hold of the crown ... charter under the Great Seal in 

favour of John Forrest of Bankheid 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  William Young younger of Summerhouse --- James Waddle Merchant Burgess of 

Glasgow holding in his hands ane Disposition made and granted by the said William 
Young to him --- all and heall that piece of land of the lands of Bankhead Bounded as 
follows Viz: Beginning at the water on the northeast from thence straight south to the 
Garden Dyke neuk of Bankhead on the east of the mansion house and from thence round 
the said Garden Dyke untill it come straight opposite to the stannk that goes south to 
Summerhoujse marche and from thence south the said stank untill the march betweixt the 
lands of Summerhouse and Bankhead and from thence leading straight west from the 
south end of the said stank along the martch of Summerhouse and Bankhead till a martch 
stone fixed at the east end of the Meikle Moss and from thence north to ane other martch 
fixt a little piece within the north side of of the said Meikle Moss and from thence straight 
west the said Moss to and martch stone fixt near the west end thereof and from thence 
clyning straight to ane stone in the cassey bewest the said Moss called the Neuck martch 
stone and from thence north the said cassey to the dyke on the north side of the highgate 
going east from Yetthall and from thence east the said dyke to the east side of the lands 
upon the faulds presently possest by John Russal and from thence north the said faulds 
doun & furrow on the east side of John Russal’s possession to Robert Auld’s martch in the 
Burn Meadow and so running east the said Meadow as the martches are fixt betwixt 
Bankhead and Ballmitchell lands to the Watter of Aven 

1736 RS59/17 f.107v James Waddell of South Bankhead as baillie --- William Black of North Bankhead as 
procurator for Henry Robert tennent of Baadcur and Herny Robert his eldest lawful son --- 
granted by James Shaw of Dalquhairn with consent of Alexander Miln of Newmiln --- that 
part of James Shaw’s lands of Dalquhairn called Baddcurr --- also that part of the Black 
Lochmuir 

1755 Roy South Bankhead 
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1787 AOS 1222 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse as son to Sir Laurence Dundas, - part of Slamannan Muir 
called Bankhead, parish of Slamannan  

1793 AOS 2458  part of Slamannan Muir called Bankhead 
1795 AOS 3054  William Hastie of Hill of Bankhead, as heir to William Hastie, minister, Slamannan, in 

part of Bankhead called the Hillhead of Bankhead 
1796 AOS 3164  part of Bankhead called the Neuks, parish of Slamannan.  
1800 AOS 3924 a half merkland of Bankhead called the Newcks 
1817 Grassom Bankhead 
1818 AOS part of Bankhead called Heallmark with the mill thereon called Dalquhairn Mill 
1819 AOS 9133 a fourth part of Wester Balmitchell; 21 rigs of another fourth part of Wester Balmitchell in 

the Cousland; part of the lands of Bankhead and part of Corsehill Moss, all now converted 
into one mailing and extend to 79 acres 2 roods and 30 falls, parish of Slamannan  

1860 OSNB South Bankhead A farmsteading, dwelling house, two stories and slated, offices one 
storey and thatched, all in very good repair. Property of William Stowie Esq, writer, 
Falkirk. 

1860 OS South Bankhead 
1980 OS South Bankhead 
2001 OS Explorer 349  South Bankhead 
SOUTHFIELD SLM NS8472 [1]  NS842721 
 
 1800 CHA A854.031–033 the farm and lands of Lodge (part of the lands and estate of Southfield) ... were formerly 

known as the lands of Newfielddyke and Lodge 
1800 CHA A854.031–033 in the lands formerly called Auldshields of Balcastle now called Southfield, being part of a 

ploughgate of land of the lands of Balcastle 
1817 Grassom Southfield 
1860 OSNB Southfield A small mansion with offices attached, they are all one storey in height, slated 

and in good repair. Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
 Southfield Row A row of colliers houses one storey in height, slated and in good repair. 

Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Southfield 
1980 OS Southfield 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Southfield 
SOUTHFIELD ROW SLM NS8472 [1]   NS848721 
 
1860 OS Southfields Row 
1896 AD14/96/121  Precognition against Andrew Archibald for the crime of murder ; Accused Andrew 

Archibald, Age: 44, Southfield Rows, Slamannan, miner ; Victim Isabella Rutherford, 
Southfields Rows, Slamannan, Slamannan parish  

SOUTHHOUSE # SLM NS8573 [2] 
 
1640 RS58/7 f.277v personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Rankene, junior, of 

Southhous of Balmulzear and James Scott in Drumtrocher as procurator for Jonette Scott, 
his eldest lawful daughter and future spouse of the said John [witnesses to sasine] James 
Stark of Auchinvoill, Mr James Drysdaill, minister of Slamannane  

1642 SC67/67/1 f.23v John Rankeine of Southhous of Balmilzear 
1642 SC67/67/1 f.2v John Rankeine zunger portioner of Southhous of Balmilzear 
1644 SC67/67/1 f.41v Harie Rankeine brother to John Rankeine of Southhous 
1659 RS58/12 f.117v George Weddell portioner of Balquhatstane --- all and haill the lands of South Balmilliar 

and the lands of Mothall with the manner place houses [etc] --- pertained – of before to the 
deceist Johne Rankine of Southhouse of Balmiliar 

1680 RS59/6 f.206v lands of Southhouse of Balmilzier and lands called Halfmerk 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.15v Robert Russall of Southous 
1682 SC67/67/2 f.19 John Shanks in Southous of Balmuilzier; John Rankine of Southous 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 James Rankine of Southhouse of Balmuilzier 
1718 E644/1/14  James Waddell portioner of Balquhatston; Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatston; 

George Waddell in Balquhatston of feuduty for the lands of Mothill and part of 
Southhouse, ---syk & Bunihill 

1789 AOS 1556 part of Balmulzier called Southhouse 
STANDING STONE # SLM NS8575 [2] 
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1898 LOH From No 11 Road [Dyke > Er. Jaw > Darnrigg] at Standing Stone, by High Jawcraig, 
Tipps and Threaprig to County March at Garbithill Burn  

STANERIG SLM NS8675 [1]   NS866752 - High   
     NS860748 - Laigh 
 
1724 SC67/67/1 f.52v John Stark in Stonerig of Easterjaw 
1731 RS59/15 f.683 John Stark in Stonridge of Jaw and James Stark his son --- part of Jaw called Easter 

Stoneridge 
1732 RS59/16 f.66 all and heall his lands of Westertoun Ridge Thortureknows and Garieswalls lately 

purchased from John Aikenhead of Jaw --- lying within the parish of Slamannan (as now 
annexed by disjunction from Falkirk) --- bound with ---- and the lands of Jaw Craig and 
Greencraig on the north --- Wester Stonie Ridge Thortureknows and Graceswalls 

1753 RS59/20 f.173 Compeared James Stark of Stonridge --- Janet Crawfurd spouse to the said James Stark 
1755 Roy Stonerigg; Laigh Stonerigg 
1759 VR Easter Stonerig 
1788 AOS 1286 part of Jaw called Easter Stoneridge 
1806 CHA A958/254 Stone Rig 
1817 Grassom Stonerigg 
1860 OS Stanerigg - High and Laigh 
1956 OS Stanerigg - High and Laigh 
2001 OS Explorer 349 High Stanerig 
STONEFIELD # SLM NS8869 [1]  NS881699 
 
1755 Roy Stonefield 
STONERIG SLM NS8770 [1]  NS879700 
 
1624 GD170/196 Charter by Sir James Sandilands of Slamannan To James Eadie [recte Adie - see Z25] and 

his spouse of all and haill those three parts or quarters of that part or portion of the lands of 
Slamannan muir commonly called Bridgend with the pertinents. As also all and Haill these 
three parts or quarters of the lands of Bridgend called Stoneridge 

1624 RS58/3 f.212v [L] lie Stanridge 
1624 RS58/3 f.225 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten James Pendir in 

Linmilne and Agnes Dick his spouse and James Pendir at Linmilne lawful son of Robert 
Pendir in Dalquhairne, --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord 
James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and 
portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend lying within the 
dyke --- that quarter part of all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan 
Muir commonly known as Stainrig and possessed and occupied by the said James and his  

1624 RS58/3 f.227 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten John Adie in 
Bridgend and Helen Auld his spouse, Patrick Calder, lawful son of Patrick Calder in Hill of 
Morwyngsyd [looks like a prenuptial]--- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that 
part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that quarter part of all and haill 
those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir commonly known as Bridgend 
possessed and occupied by the said John and his spouse --- and also a quarter of the 
foresaid lands of Bridgend commonly known as Stanerig with houses [etc 

1633 RS58/6 f.35v [L] George Mochrie in Burne and Jonet Merschell his spouse and James Shaw in 
Peaxishoill baillie in that part John Adie in Brigend Helen Auld his spouse and Patrick 
Adie their eldest lawful son and the said George Mochrie and his spouse having in their 
hands a charter of alienation and sale granting all and haill the just and equal half of all and 
haill those parts and portions of the quarter lands of Brigend commonly known as lie 
Stanerig with houses [etc] --- and other lands of Slamannan Mwre commonly known as lie 
Fyve Aikeris lying within the parish of Slamannan and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1633 CRS John Adie in Stainrig, parish of St Lawrence 
1638 RS58/7 f.126v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 

Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead and James Cairns [nuncius?] king’s 
baillie [regis ballitus] in that part --- all and haill that part of Slamannane Mure commonly 
known as lie Steanrige with houses [etc] [later defines it as a quarter part] [witnesses to 
sasine] James Pender, junior, portioner of Grenhill, Robert Russell, son of John Russell in 
Blairmuckis, William Tennend, lawful son of the late John Tennend of Burneheid  

1641 SC67/67/1 f.13v George Mochrie in Steanrig 
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1646 SC67/67/1 f.56v George Mochrie of Steanerig [given as birlaman folio 58v] 
1652 CRS George Mochrie of Stenrig 
1676 RS59/5 f.302 George Mochrie eldest lawful son to James Mochrie of Stonerige --- lands of Stonerige  
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 Steanridge march 
1696 GD170/196 Precept of clare constat by the Tutor of James, Earl of Linlithgow and Callendar to George 

Mochrie, son and heir to James Mochrie in Stoneridge [of the items in GD170/196 - 1624 
supra] 

1699 RS83/2/10 f.211  Agnes Gray spouse to George Mochrie of Stonierig in a liferent of his just and equal half 
of that part of the lands of Bridgend of Slamannan now called Stonrig. RS59/10 f.182 

1704 CRS John Rankine in Stoneridge, parish of Slamannan 
1723 GD170/196 Agnes Gray relict of George Mochrie of Stoneridge 
1723 RS59/14 f.438 John Wardrop portioner of Forrestburn as actorney in name of Elizabeth Wardrop spouse 

to James Mochrie of Stonerig eldest son and heir apparent to the deceast George Mochrie 
of Stonerige --- mealling of Stonerig being a part of the lands of Bridgend of Slamannan 

1724 RS59/14 f.466 Agnes Gray relict of the deceast George Mochrie of Stainridge --- of all and haill these 
parts of the lands of Slamannan Muir called Wester Lenhouse the which wester part of 
these lands is called Fencilhead 

1732 RS59/16 f.66 all and heall his lands of Westertoun Ridge Thortureknows and Garieswalls lately 
purchased from John Aikenhead of Jaw --- lying within the parish of Slamannan (as now 
annexed by disjunction from Falkirk) --- bound with ---- and the lands of Jaw Craig and 
Greencraig on the north --- Wester Stonie Ridge Thortureknows and Graceswalls 

1752 RS59/20 f.36 James Mochrie of Stonerig having a Precept of Clare Constat --- all and whole the lands of 
Fencilhead of Westerlinhouse bounded by the lands of Gilloan of Wellhouse upon the west 
The lands of Tennent of Burnhead upon the south the lands of Wester Greeenhill upon the 
east The lands of Hillhouse upon the north --- with the exception of these parts called 
Drumcrie and Stonerig --- lying within the parish of Slamannan and barrony of Callander 

1752 RS59/20 f.37 James Mochrie of Stonerig having a Precept of Clare Constat --- Stoneridge being part of 
the lands of Bridgend of Slamannan 

1755 Roy Stanerigg 
1789 AOS 1642 parts of Slamannan, viz. Stanerig, Fencilhead, Whin, Holehouse, Burnhead, Whiteknow of 

Burnhead, parish of Slamannan  
1796 AOS 3145  Stoneridge being part of Bridgend of Slamannan.  
1817 Grassom Stonerigg 
1860 OS Stonerig  
1860 OSNB Stonerig A large farmsteading, dwqelling house and office, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property of Mr Robert Inglis, Linn Mill by Avonbridge. 
1980 OS Stoneridge  
2001 OS Explorer 349 Stoneridge 
 
STONYKNOWS # SLM NS8273 [1]   NS822731  
 
1755 Roy Stanyknow 
1806 CHA 958/254  Stanny Knowes 
1806 AOS 5371 part of Rashiehill now called Stonyknows, being part of Rashiehill called Hillend 
1817 Grassom Stonyknows 
STRATTENHOUSE # SLM NS8573 [1]   NS855730 
 
1853 CS279/2139  John Russel. Stratton House, Slamannan: Sequestration Petition  
1860 OSNB Strattenhouse A dwelling house and cart wright shop, two stories slated and in good 

repair. Mr George Waddell, Binniehill Cottage, proprietor. 
 Strattenhouse Cottage A small cothouse one storey, slated and in good condition. Mr James 

Kincaid proprietor and occupant. 
1860 OS Strattenhouse 
SUMMERHOUSE SLM NS8972 [1]   NS890725 
 
1564 Johnsoun 695 Assignation by James Auld in Sevenhouses [recte Somerhous], in favour of his son 

Alexander Auld in Bawmechell, of his kindness, right and title to the 36 shilling land of 
Lennox, lying in the barony of Slamannanmoor and sheriffdom of Stirling  

1567 Johnsoun 783 James Auld in Somerhouss 
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1567 Johnsoun 787 Offer by James Auld in the lands of Somerhouses in Slamannan-mure to pay to David 
Young of Somerhouss the sum of.21 merks for byrun mails of the said lands, which the 
said James holds of the said David. This money was offered in a "lynnyng clout". Done at 
the door of the said David's house at Somerhouss in the Lone the 24 day of June 1567. 
Witnesses, James Tailyour in Hoilhous, Robert Auld in Bawcastle and William Robisoun, 
servant of Peter Schaw in Greynhill 

1568 Johnsoun 539 David Young of Somerhouss 
1569 Johnsoun 837 Protest for the tenant upon the refusal by David Young of Somerhouss in Slamannan-mure 

to Receive the mails due to him by James Auld tenant of the said lands 
1570 Johnsoun 567 David Young of Somerhous 
1570 Johnsoun 852 Discharge by William Caddar of Boggo in favour of David Young of Somerhouss in 

Slamannanmure of the sum of.120 merks, being redemption of an annualrent of.12 merks, 
payable to the said William from half of the said David's lands of Somerhouss, lying in the 
barony of Arthbissat and Sherifdom of Striviling 

1590 Pont Somerhouse – Somerhouse B[urn]. 
1617 CRS James Auld in Somerhous, parish of St Lawrence 
1621 RS58/2 f.197v [L] William Zong of Sommerhous 
1624 RS58/3 f.222v [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Zoung in 

Sommerhous and Margaret Auld his spouse --- James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in 
that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- that third part of all and haill 
the just and equal half of those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir now 
commonly known as lie Arnlois with houses [etc] --- extending to a forty penny land of 
auld extent and possessed and occupied by James Russall 

1647 SC67/67/1 f.65 William Zung of Somerhouse 
1647 SC67/67/1 f.65v To remembere to try the incrotching of mairtches betwixt William Zung of Somerhous 

upone John Wauches Landis 
1687 SC67/67/2 f.147 John Mochrie in Summerhouse 
1692 RS83/1 f.35v.9 William Young as air to umquhill William Young of Summerhouse of Slamanan 
1718 E644/1/14  William Young of Simmer house 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.59 William Young, elder of Summerhouse 
1725 SC67/67/6 f.61v William Young of Summerhouse 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  William Young younger of Summerhouse --- James Waddle Merchant Burgess of 

Glasgow holding in his hands ane Disposition made and granted by the said William 
Young to him --- all and heall that piece of land of the lands of Bankhead Bounded as 
follows Viz: Beginning at the water on the northeast from thence straight south to the 
Garden Dyke neuk of Bankhead on the east of the mansion house and from thence round 
the said Garden Dyke untill it come straight opposite to the stannk that goes south to 
Summerhouse marche and from thence south the said stank untill the march betweixt the 
lands of Summerhouse and Bankhead and from thence leading straight west from the 
south end of the said stank along the martch of Summerhouse and Bankhead  

1731 VR Summerhouse 
1755 Roy Summerhouse 
1784 AOS 567 William Waddell of Calderhead, as heir to Henry Waddell of Summerhouse, his brother, 

seised in Summerhouse, parish of Slamannan. G.R. 417.99 
1796 AOS 3164  John Coubrough of Summerhouse 
1806 CHA 958/254  Summerhouse 
1817 Grassom Summerhouse 
1860 OS Summerhouse 
1860 OSNB Summerhouse A farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Mr Wm Story, 

writer, Falkirk, proprietor. 
1980 OS Summerhouse 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Summerhouse 
SUNNYSIDE # SLM NS8472 [1]  NS844720 
 
1753 RS59/20 f.97 James Waddell of Wholehouse Burn --- all and haill these parts and portions of the lands of 

Balcastle of Slamannan now called Sunnieside and Shortridgehead --- All and haill John 
Rankines lands of Rottenstocks alias Drumtruster --- all and haill the lnads  

1763 CHA A854.031–033 Sunnyside - First Principle Title: James Waddel of Craighead and Holehouseburn 
1806 CHA 958/254 Sunnyside 
1817 Grassom Sunnyside 
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Note: 1482 SPROT mentions a Sunnyside - Eliz. Levingstoune John Bruce of Stanehouse 
THIMBLEFIELD # SLM NS8872   NS881728 [1] 
 
1755 Roy Thimblehead 
1806 CHA 958/254 Thimblefield 
1803 AOS 4587 Thumblefield 
1817 Grassom Thimblefield 
 
This name appears to have been replaced by "Whitehill" before 1860. 

THIMBLEHEAD see Thimblefield 

THORN ROW # SLM NS8571 [2]   NS851715 
 
1860 OSNB Thorn Row A row of colliers houses, one storey in height, slated and in good repair. 

Property of Provost Rankine, Auchengray. 
1860 OS Thorn Row  
THORTOURKNOWES # SLM NS8675 [3]       Slamannan 
 
1732 RS59/16 f.66 all and heall his lands of Westertoun Ridge Thortureknows and Garieswalls lately 

purchased from John Aikenhead of Jaw --- lying within the parish of Slamannan (as now 
annexed by disjunction from Falkirk) --- bound with ---- and the lands of Jaw Craig and 
Greencraig on the north --- Wester Stonie Ridge Thortureknows and Graceswalls 

1802 AOS 4411 Thortourknows, Garrieswalls - given with Wester Stonerig [seised by Wm Forbes] 
 
cf Thorter burn NO0211  
THREEPRIG SLM NS8374 [1]   NS832747 
 
1632 RMS viii 1976 [L] Threiprig 
1634 RMS ix 171 [L] Threaprig (occupied by Andrew Russell) 
1637 RS58/7 f.81 Andrew Russall in Thrieprig  
1642 SC67/67/1 f.20 Andrew Russell in Threaprig 
1649 SC67/67/1 f.90v mwreburne upone Threperig 
1656 SC67/67/1 f.113v Andrew Russell in Threaperig 
1669 RS59/4 f.76 John and Alexander Russell in Threprigg 
1669 RS59/4 f.77v Alexander Russel son of John Russel of Threprig takes possession of part of Fuckertoune 

and McMurroch  
1679 CRS Andrew Russel in Threperige 
1688 Retour 310  [L] Thriprig 
1717 CRS Robert Russel in Threapridge 
1753 RS59/20 f.116v Threapridge parish of Falkirk --- [witnesses to sasine] James Bryson of Walkers Know 

James Aitken in Garbethill 
1755 Roy Threeprig 
1768 IRGS 108.13 Sir Lawrence Dundas of Kerse - Threeprig 
1787 AOS 1268 Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse – parts of the barony of Callendar viz. Wester Jaw called 

Greenrig, Jawcraig and Threeprig, parish of Falkirk - GR 451. 256 
1788 GD 171.3964 John Boyd of  
1806 CHA A958/254 Ripe rig 
1817 Grassom Threeprig 
1860 OS Threaprig 
1912 CDS13 Threeprig - James Forrester 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Threeprig 
 
cf c1200 Dunfermline Reg., 168: terra que dicitur threpland 
 
cf Threipland, AYR.; Dumfries.; Kinks; 
 Threiphalch, Lanarks. 
THREAPRIG # SLM NS8974 [1]   NS896745 
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1723 RS59/14 f.415v Robert Russell of Threapridge --- of all and heall the just and equal fourth part of the 
lands of Greenridge called the Shortridge --- lying within the parish of Falkirk  

1731 RS59/15 f.688 James Boyd of Greenrig --- all and haill that part and portion of his lands of Middlerig and 
Plumbs with houses [etc] Bounded as follows viz. The land disponed by him to David 
Russell of Middlerigg on the east the lands belonging to John Easton upon the south east 
and from the north west end of the stank betwixt the said John Easton and him to a 
stockbridge betwixt Robert Russells lands and his and from the west side of the said Bridge 
north to Robert Russells march stone and from thence west the said Robert Russells march 
to the said James Boyds own lands of Greenrig All upon the south the lands of Greenrig 
upon the west and the lands of Threaprig upon the north --- lying within the parioch of 
Falkirk  

1806 CHA A958/254 Threaprigs 
1817 Grassom Thrieprigg 
1821 Ainslie Threeprig 
TINTO SYKE # SLM NS8970 [2] 
 
1638 RS58/7 f.138 [L] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands underwritten William Tennend of 

Mosyde, lawful son to John Tennend of West Dykhead --- all and haill the lands of 
Drumcrie with maristo, commonly the bog, known as Tintoissyk which is presently 
occupied and possessed by George Mochrie --- lying within the barony of Airthbissett and 
sheriffdom of Stirling  

1666 GD5/147  Decreet of apprysing at the instance of William Bertram, portioner of Nisbet, against 
Matthew Baillie of Crimpcramp [Crimpcramp is in the lands of Muirhouse, Lanarkshire], 
heir to deceased Robert Tinto of Crimpcramp, his grandfather, and Edward Tinto, his 
great-uncle, in respect of the lands of Crimpcramp, following on various bonds, bonds of 
provision and bonds of corroboration in favour of said William or to which said William 
has right by assignation from George Phine [Phin], minister at Slamanan [Slamannan], 
therein designed minister at Symonstoun [Symington], Markie Porteus [Porteous] of 
Tintoksyde (recte Tintosyke), Christian and Jean Baillie, daughters of said Matthew, and 
Thomas Sheirer [Shearer], writer in Glasgow, husband of said Jean. 1/7/1666 

1684 SC67/67/2 f.70v lands of Drumcree and Tintosyke 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.71v Tintosyke 
1684 SC67/67/2 f.74 disposition and charter to lands of Drumcree, comprehending Tintosyke ... and the booge 

called Tinto Syke 
1789 AOS 1614 half of Drumcree with the Marsh and Boag called Tintors-Syke, parish of Slamannan  
1792 AOS 2230  Bog called Tintorsyke 
1801 AOS 4088 part of Slamannan muir called Drumcree, with the Bog called Fintorsyke 
1812 AOS 6912 Marsh and Bog called Tintoissike  
TODSBUTTS SLM NS8372 [1]   NS830720 
 
1711 SC67/67/5, f. 107v John Mungall in Toddsbughs 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.18v Thomas Cuddie in Todsbugs 
1730 RS59/15 f.444 the first march stone that is fixed betwixt Tods Boughts and Shawfield  
1743 RS59/18 f.226v James Broun tennant in Todsboughts 
1753 RS59/20 f.94 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Russall of Todsbughts with a 

bond subscribed by the deceast Thomas Watson of Knowhead ---- Seamores called 
Knowhead and lands of Blackneuk lying within the parish of Denny ---- [witnesses to 
sasine] James Russal in Yeathall  

1795 CHA A854.031–033 indicates that the First Principle Title was in 1795 in favour of John Russell of Todsbught 
and Balcastle. However, it suggests that the prior titles "now belong to Mr Buchan of 
Drumpeller". 

1796 AOS 3144  John Russell of Todsbught 
1809 AOS 6193 the lands of Todsbughts being part of Balcastle of Slamannan 
1860 OSNB Todsbughts A considerable large farmsteading, one storey high, slated and in good repair. 

Property of Buchanan of Drumpellier. 
1860 OS Todsbughts  
1980 OS Todsbughts    
2001 OS Explorer 349  Todsbughts  
TOWNHEAD # SLM NS8572   NS850725 
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1632 RS58/5 f.333v [L] James Tailzier in the Townhead portioner of Hilhous, hereditary portioner of the lands 
underwritten and Helena Bryce lawful daughter of Robert Bryce of Hilhead of Eist 
Ballinbreich his intended spouse --- and in completion of the contract of marriage --- half 
of those parts and portions of Slamananmure known as the Holhous [witnesses to sasine] 
Patrick Walker in Dykhead 

1649 CHA A854.031–033 i p28 Townhead Principle Title is an Instrument of sasine in favour of George Boyd, 
portioner of Balcastle on precept of clare constat dated 3rd November 1649 

1794 AOS lands of Townhead, being part of Balcastle 
1817 Grassom Townhead  
1860 OSNB Townhead A farmsteading, one storey, slated and in good repair. Property of Provost 

Rankine, Auchengray. 
1956 OS Townhead  
 
This probable relates to "Balcastle Town" 
UNIONSIDE # SLM NS9572 [1]  NS895721 
 
1860 OSNB Unionside A cothouse consisting of two tenements, one storey, tiled, and in very good 

repair. Property of Mr William Hodge, Slamannan.  
1860 OS Unionside  
WARDS # SLM NS8672 [1] 
 
1710 RS59/12 f.470  half of the lands of Drumclair Wester commonly called the Herd’s Mealling --- sicklike all 

and haill these two acres of land of the lands of Balquhatston lying in that pairt thereof 
called Waird --- Ane acre thereof lying in the Gardrum and the other in the Aikwairds 
within the said parioch [of Slamannan] 

1755 Roy Wards 
1755 CRS William Rankine, Weaver in Wards, parish of Slamannan 
1806 CHA 958/254 Wards 
1812 AOS 7459 Wards 
1817 Grassom Wards 
 
Note: Grassom’s site corresponds with Balquhatston Mains 
WELLHILL OF BALMULZIER  # SLM NS8573 [3] 
 
1642 RS58/7 f.378 sasine of the Slamannan Muir portion given at Wellhill of Balmulzear 
WEST BRIDGE OF AVON see Avonbridge 
WESTER BURN FORD # SLM NS9072 [2] 
 
1665 RS59/2 f.65 [L] the Westburn Ford of Dalqhairn  
WESTER BURNHEAD WOOD NS884696 [1] 
 
2001 OS Explorer 349  Wester Burnhead Wood 
WESTER FACE OF THE MOSS # SLM NS8374 [3]  
 
1792 AOS 2230 Middlerig & Westerface of the Moss  
WESTER GREENHILL see Greenhill – Wester 
WESTER MAILLING see Barns 
WESTFIELD # SLM NS8274 [2]  NS825744  
 
1806 CHA A958/254 Westfield 
1817 Grassom Westfield 
1821 Ainslie Westfield 
WESTFIELD FLAX MILL  # SLM NS8174 [1]  NS819743 
 
1860 OS Westfield “flax mill” 
WESTSIDE # SLM NS9071 [1]  NS890716 
 
1980 OS Westside 
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See Wester Holehouse 
WHIN SLM NS86068 [1]  NS870691 - Easter 
     NS866686 - Wester 
 
1624 RS58/3 f. 213v [endorsed “sasine Thomas Russall”] personally compeared upon the ground of the lands 

underwritten Thomas Russall in Forres] and James Pender in Linmilne, procurator[s] with 
the assent of Jonete Salmond, spouse of the said Thomas --- James Cochrane of 
Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James Sandilands of Slamannan, knight, --- 
James Cochrane of Barbauchlaw, baillie in that part for Lord James Sandilands of 
Slamannan, knight, in all and haill those parts and portions of the lands of Slamannan Muir 
commonly known as lie the Quhine --- possessed and occupied by John Russall in 
S/Fo[rres], father of the said Thomas and by James Russall in Blairmuckis [WLO] 

1642 RS58/7 f Thomas Russall in Quhyne  
1647 SC67/67/1 f.38v Thomas Russell of Quhine [3 following entries give "in"] 
1653 RS58/9 f.170 that part and portion of Slamannanmure callit Whin with houses [etc] 
1677 CRS Robert Rankine in Whin of Slamannan 
1686 SC67/67/2 f.106v Alexander Mairshell in Whine 
1686 RS83/1 f.7v.6 Patrick Salmond sone to Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatstoune of his lands called 

the Whine in Slamanan. Registered on the 109th and 110th leaf of the said Register. 
[RS59/7 f.109 has - Patrick Salmond sone to Patrick Salmond portioner of Balwhatstoune 
of that part or portion of the lands of Slamannan Mure commonly known as the Whinne  

1688 GD170/196 Charter by Patrick Salmond, portioner of Balwhatston to Peter Salmond, his younger 
brother, of that part and portion of the lands of Slamannan called the Whinn 

1690 RS83/1 f.25.17 Patrick Salmond in Sauchierig of the lands of Whin in Slamanan. Registered on the 468th 
and 469th leaves of the said Register 

1711 SC67/67/v 119v Peter Salmond in Whine 
1723 SC67/67/6 f.15 Patrick Salmond of Whin 
1787 AOS 1044 Thomas Russell, portioner Easter Greenhill, - in part of Whin, being part of Slamannan 

Muir John Salmond of Whin 
1806 CHA 958/254  Wester Whin – Easter Whin 
1817 Grassom Easter; Wester Whin 
1821 Ainslie Whin  
1860 OSNB Easter Whin A farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property of R.C.D.C. Buchanan, Drumpellar. 
 Wester Whin A small farmsteading, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of 

Mr Hugh Reid, Blackloch, Slamannan. 
2001 OS Explorer 349 Easter & Wester Whin 
 
Note: Wester Whin is the most southerly recorded settlement in Falkirk District 
WHITEHILL # SLM NS8872 [1]  NS881728 
 
1860 OS Whitehill A cothouse, one storey, thatched and in good repair. Property of Mr Wm Story, 

writer, Falkirk. 
 
cf Thimblefield 
WHITEKNOW # SLM NS8669 [1]   NS866696 
 
1732 RS59/16 f.99v  John Rankine in Easter Dykhead of all and haill John Tennant in Burnhead, his outfield 

lands of Burnhead commonly called Wester Burnhead and Whiteknow --- bounded in 
manner after mentioned viz. on the south by the Polness Burn and on the west by the Whin 
march and on the north by the Stonrige march and from the eastmost pitt stone in the 
corner of Stonrige march south in an strait line by the side of Drumcrie march to the south 
west corner thereof and from thence in a strait line to ane old dyke in the face of the moss 
and from thence to Polmaise Burn --- all lying within the parish of Slamannan  

1755 Roy Whiteknowes 
1789 AOS 1642 parts of Slamannan, viz. Burnhead, Whiteknow of Burnhead, parish of Slamannan  
1790 AOS 1782 Patrick Rankine of Burnhead seised in the Outfield lands of Burnhead called Wester 

Burnhead and Whiteknow, parish of Slamannan  
1792 AOS 2230 Whiteknow of Burnhead 
1791 VR Wester Burnhead or Whiteknow of Burnhead 
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WHITEPIECE # SLM NS8972 [1]  NS892721 
 
1579 CRE John Schaw in Quhyt-pece in Slamannan-mure 
1716 RS59/13 f.312v granted be Thomas Russal of Middlerig to the said Alexander Waddel --- of all and haill 

that portion of his lands called Blackrig lyand on the north side of Greenhill Burn with the 
ten rigs of land besouth the park dike on the north side of the Whitepiece lyand on the east 
side of the said burn and adjacent to the said park dike and also with that part of the 
Drennie Moss 

1725 SC67/67/6 f.62 John Grinton in Whytepeace 
1753 RS59/20 f.128v George Waddell of Rashiehill of these parts and portions of Slamannan Muir called 

Rashiehill --- as also his lands called Blackridge purchased by him from Thomas Russell of 
Midleridge lying on the north side of Green Hill Burn and ten ridges of land besouth the 
park dike on the north of the Whitepiece lying on the east side of the said burn and 
adjacent to the said park dike with part of the Drummie Moss 

1790 AOS 1853  part of Slamannan called Whitepiece 
1806 CHA 958/254 Whitepiece 
1817 Grassom Whitepace 
1860 OSNB Whitepiece A farmsteading, dwelling house and office, one storey, slated and in good 

repair. Property and residence of Mr John Boyd.  
1860 OS Whitepiece 
 
cf Peacehill, Muiravonside Parish. 
 
WINDYETT # SLM NS825744 [3]  
 
1718 E644/1/14 William Robertson of Windy-yeat 
 
WOODSIDE # SLM NS8573 [4] 
 
1896 AD14/96/14  Precognition against William Forbes for the crime of rape at Public road from Slamannan 

Date 1896 ; Accused William Forbes, Age: 40, Woodside, Slamannan, roadsman ; Victim 
Elizabeth Murray, Lochside  

WOOLMILL # SLM NS8273 [1]  NS823734 
 
1806 CHA 958/254 Woolmill 
1817 Grassom Woolmill 
YATEHALL # SLM NS8873 [1]  NS887730 
 
1730 RS59/15 f.486v  and from thence north the said cassey (causeway) to the dyke on the north side of the 

highgate going east from Yetthall  
1753 RS59/20 f.94 personally compeared upon the lands eftermentioned John Russall of Todsbughts with a 

bond subscribed by the deceast Thomas Watson of Knowhead ---- Seamores called 
Knowhead and lands of Blackneuk lying within the parish of Denny ---- [witnesses to 
sasine] James Russal in Yeathall  

1806 CHA 958/254 Yatehall 
 


